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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

rpHE plan of " The Century Dictionary
" in- miliar examples are words ending in or or our ical arts and trades, and of the philological

JL eludes three things : the construction of a (as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre), sciences, an equally broad method has been
general dictionary of the English language in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ; those having a adopted. In the definition of theological and
which shall be serviceable for every literary single or double consonant after an unaccented ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or has been to present all the special doctrines of

of the technical terms of the various sciences, with <E or ae (as hemorrhage, Itannorrhage) ; and the different divisions of the Church in such a

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been so on. In such cases both forms are given, manner as to convey to the reader the actual

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions with an expressed preference for the briefer intent of those who accept them. In defining

proper of such related encyclopedic matter, one or the one more accordant with native legal terms the design has been to offer all the
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute analogies. information that is needed by the general
a convenient book of general reference. THE PRONUNCIATION. reader^ and also to aid the professional reader
About 200,000 words will be denned. The ,, by giving in a concise form all the important

Dictionary will be a practically complete rec-
No attempt has been made to record all the technical words and meanings. Special atten-

ord of all the noteworthy words which have varieties of popular or even educated utter- tion hag algo been id to the definitiong of
been in use since English literature has ex- ance, or to report the determinations made by the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

isted, especially of all that wealth of new words different recognized authorities. It has been
graving, and various otler art-processes; of

and of applications of old words which has necessary rather to make a selection of words architecture, sculpture, archteology, decorative

sprung from the development of the thought
to wh

,
1(* alternative pronunciations should be art ceramies, etcT; of musical teras, nautical

and life of the nineteenth century. It will re- accord,
and

_

to give preference among these an(J miiitary terms etc.

eord not merely the written language, but the according to the circumstances of each particu-

spoken language as well (that is, all important J
ar

,
oase

!
m w * the general analogies and ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.

provincial and colloquial words) anditVillin- tendencies of English utterance. The scheme Th inclugion of 8O extensive and varied a8 *

phases as have become a familiapart nd (eey to
essena o an on o er

English speech. b^readi
y undentood and used. Key to n d alone have given to thls ^

-run CTVU/-.I r./-inc ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,THE ETYMOLOGIES. DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS. however, been deemef desirable to go some-
The etymologies have been written anew on in the preparation of the definitions of com- wnat further in this direction than these con-

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es- mon woras, there has been at hand, besides ditions render strictly necessary.
tablished principles of comparative philology, the material generally accessible to students Accordingly, not only have many technical
It has been possible in many cases, by means Of the language a special collection of quota- matters been treated with unusual fullness,
of the fresh material at the disposal of the tions selected for this work from English books but much practical information of a kind which

etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties of a]j kjnas and of all periods of the language dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
hitherto resting upon the history of particular which is probably much larger than any which added. The result is that "The Century
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of has hitherto been made for the use of an English Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field

tions selected for this work from English books"
"rinds and of all periods of the language,
is probably much larger than any which added. The result is that The Century

^.herto been made for the use of an English Dictionary covers to a great extent the field

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
dictionary, except that accumulated for the of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this pnnci-

merous current errors, and to give for the first philological Society of London Thousands of pal difference that the information given is

time the history of many words of which the non-technical words, many of 'them occurring
for the most part distributed under the indi-

etyinologies were proviously unknown or erro- in the classics of the language, and thousands vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

neously stated. Beginning with the current of meanings many of them familiar which nected, instead of being collected under a few

accepted form of spelling, each important word have not hitherto been noticed by the diction- general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
has been traced back through earlier forms to ar{es have in this way been obtained The icftl an^ geographical, are of course omitted, ex-

its remotest known origin. The various prefixes arrangement of the definitions historically, in cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
and suffixes useful in the formation of English the order in which the senses defined have en- Darwinian from Dancin, or Indian from India.

words are treated very fully in separate articles, tered the language, has been adopted wher- The alphabetical distribution of the encyelo-

ever possible pedic matter under a large number of words
HOMONYMS. ~,,p n . mTATir>N<; wil1

'
** is believed, be found to be particularly

Words of various origin and meaning but . .

helPful i" the search for those details which

of the same spelling, have been distinguished
^ese *orm a very large collection (about are generally looked for in works of reference,

by small superior figures (1, 2, , etc.). In 200,000), representing all periods and
,,cTD 4 -r,r,vc

numbering these homonyms the rule has been Ranches
of English literature. The classics ILLUSTRATIONS,

to give precedence to the oldest or the most of the language have been drawn upon, and The pictoriai illustrations have been so se-

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly
valuable citations have been made from less

iected and executed as to be subordinate to the

English in origin. The superior numbers ap-
famous authors in all departments of litera-

text while pO88essirtg a considerable degree of

ply not so much to the individual word as to turf ^
Amencan

yters especially are repre- independent suggestiveness and artistic value,

the group or root to which it belougs, hence 8en*ed "* &fat
.
er fulness than in any similar To g^cure technical accuracy, the illustrations

the different grammatical uses of the same ?T
ork

; ^ }
\
st

?.
f
.
*uthoi?r

a?d ,
wol

:

k? & edl"
have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists

homonym are numbered alike when they are 5H cited will be published with the con- m charge of the various departments, and have

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a cludmi? Part ot the Dictionary. in &n cages been examined by them in proofs,
verb and a noun of the same origin and the DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS. The cuts number about six thousand,
same present spelling receive the same superior Mueh ce has been devoted to the special DI __ ..

number But when two words of the same form terms of
F
the various sciences, fine arts, me- MODE OF ISSUE

'
PRICE

>
ETC

and of the same radical origin now differ con- chanicai artgi professions, and trades, and " The Century Dictionary
" will be comprised

siderably m meaning, so as to be used as dif- muoh care hag been bestowed upon their treat- in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published
ferent words, they are separately numbered. ment They have been collected by an extended by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

TUB oRTunro ADUV search through all branches of literature, with sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-
UL.K.APHY. the design of providing a very complete and umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

Of the great body of words constituting the many-sided technical dictionary. Many thpu- tions will be issued about once a month. The
familiar language the spelling is determined sands of words have thus been gathered which price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no
by well-established usage, and, however ac- have never before been recorded in a general subscriptions are taken except for the entire

cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To work.

may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like the biological sciences a degree of promi- The plan for the Dictionary is more fully de-

this to propose improvements, or to adopt those nence has been given corresponding to the re- scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

which have been proposed and have not yet markable recent increase in their vocabulary, part a condensation), which accompanies the

won some degree of acceptance and use. But The new material in the departments of biology first section, and to which reference is made,
there are also considerable classes as to which and zoology includes not less than five thou- A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-

usage is wavering, more than one form being sand words and senses not recorded even in mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in

special
dictionaries. In the treatment of phy- ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,

this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa- sical and mathematical sciences, of the mechan- will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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the ring |3 slid down on the line to his note. Colored
Tings, in optics. See Newton's rings. Columns or pil-
lars of the abdominal ring. See column. Cornice-
ring. See cnrnice. Crural ring. .See crural.- -Decad
ring. See decad. Diaphragmatic ring, a name given
byChaussier to the irregularly quadrilateral aperture by
which the inferior vena cava passes through the diaphragm
to the heart. Also called foramen quadratum. Bee cut

under diaphragm. Picket ring. Same as decad ring.

Douglas ring, a name given in Scotland and the north
of England to a ring decorated with a heart or hearts, or

having a heart-shaped seal or stone : in allusion to the

"bloody heart," the hearing of the Douglas family. Epis-
copal ring. Same as bishop's ring. Esophageal, fairy,
femoral ring. See the adjectives. Fisherman's ring.
See fisherman. Gemow ring. Same as gemel-ring.
Hernial ring, the constricted opening of a hernial sac.

Inguinal rings. Same as abdominal rings. Investi-
ture ring. See investiture. Linked ring, a ring com-

posed of two or more hoops hinged or linked together
in such a way that it shuts up as a solid ring or can be

opened and the parts broken asunder. Live, mandlb-
ular, medicinable, meteoric ring. See the adjectives.
Newton's rings, a series of colored rings produced by

pressing a convex lens of very long focus against a plane
surface of glass. The rings are due to interference. (See
interference, 5.) These rings, in the case of white light,

may be seven in number, and the order of color follows
that known as Newton's scale of colors. Sir Isaac New-
ton was the first to investigate them (whence the name).

Nobili's rings, concentric colored rings formed on a
flat surface about a pointed electrode by the electroly-
sis of certain salts. Nobili used a solution of lead upon
a sheet of polished metal, the cathode being a platinum
wire. Ocellary, ophthalmic, parheliacal rings. See
the adjectives. Open ring, a coupling-link whicn is left

open on one side, the ends passing each other but not

touching. It is used in agricultural machines. Also
called cap-ring and open link. Pixy ring. See pixy.
Polarized rings. See interference figures, under inter-

ference, 5. Reinforce-rings. See reinforce. Ring-
and-staff investiture. See ecclesiastical investiture, un-
der investiture. Ring course. See course 1

. Ring neb-
ula. See nebula. Ring of an anchor, that part of an
anchor to which the cable is fastened. Ring Of Venus,
in palmistry, a curved line running below the mounts of

Apollo and Saturn. See mountl, b. Ring settlement, in

business transactions, a settlement made by means of a

ring. See def. 7.

Where it appears that several parties have contracts be-

tween each other, corresponding in all respects (except as
to price), and that a ring settlement can be made, the party
finding said '

ring
"
shall notify all parties thereto, leaving

with each a copy thereof, and get their acknowledgment,
from which time the said ring shall be in force.

New fork Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 180.

Rings Of a gun, in gun., circles of metal, of which there
are five kinds, namely.the base-ring, reinforce-ring, trun-

nion-ring, cornice-ring, and muzzle-ring: but these terms
do not in general apply to modern ordnance. Rings Of
the trachea. See tracheal rings, below. Rosary ring.
Same as decad ring. Saturn's ring. See Saturn
Sclerotic ring of birds and various reptiles, the circlet

of small bones which surround the cornea, embedded in
the sclerotic coat of the eye. See cut under gclerotal, n.

Split ring, a metallic ring split spirally, on which
keys or other objects required to be kept together may be
suspended by passing part of them through the spiral, so
that they hang loose on the ring. St. Martin's rings,
rings of copper or brass, in imitation of gold. They may
have been so called because the makers or venders of
them resided within the collegiate church of St. Martin's-
le-Orand. HaUiwell.

I doubt whether all be gold that glistereth, sith saint
Martins rings be but copper within, though they be gilt
without, sayes the Goldsmith.

Plaine Percemll, in Brand's Pop. Antiq., II. 27, note.

The ring, the prize-ring, pugilism and those connected
with pugilism.

The Ring was his chief delight, and a well-fought bat-
tle between two accomplished bruisers caused his heart
to leap with joy. W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 73.

To come on the ring*, to take one's turn.

Judge infernal Mynos, of Crete Kynge,
Now cometh thy lotte ! now comestow on the rynge !

Nat oonly for thy sake writen ys this story.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1887.

To ride, run, or tilt at the ring, an exercise much in

vogue in the sixteenth century in Europe, and replacing to
a certain extent the justs or tilts of armed knights one
against another. It was for the nobility nearly what the

quintain or similar games of tilting were for the people.
A ring was suspended at a height, and the horsemen rode
at it with a light spear with which they tried to carry it off.

'Tis not because the ring they ride,
And Lindesay at the rina rides well.

Scott, L. of L. M , vi. 23.

To take the mantle and ring. See mantle. Tracheal
rings, in anat. and zo'ul., the rings or hoops of cartilage
(sometimes of bone) which are situated in the walls of
the windpipe and serve to keep that air-passage perma-
nently distended. Such rings are usually of hyaline car-

tilage and very elastic, but may ossify more or less com-

pletely. They are numerous, closely succeeding one an-
other along the course of the trachea. They are frequent-
ly incomplete in a part of their circumference, or other-
wise irregular, when, like the corresponding bronchial

rings, they are known as half-rings. In animals whose
necks undergo notable lengthening and shortening in dif-

ferent attitudes of the head, the rings provide for a cor-

responding extension and contraction of the trachea, as

notably in birds, whose tracheal rings are regularly bev-
eled alternately on the right and left sides, so as to slide
over one another when the windpipe is contracted in re-

traction of the neck. (See cut under tracheal.) Tracheal
rings are normally much alike in most of the length of the

windpipe, but commonly undergo speciid modifications at

each end of that tube (see crimiil, n.. and cut under pes-
sulu.*)', less frequently several rings arc enlarged and con-

326

5185

solidated in a dilatation called the tympanmn. Several or-

dinary rings are shown in the cuts under larynx and mouth.
Tweed Ring, an association of corrupt politicians be-

longing to the Tammany Society, which from about lb3
to 171 controlled nearly all the departments of adminis-
tration in New York city, and plundered the city of many
millions of dollars. The principal leaders were William
M. Tweed (commissionerof public works, chairman of the
executive committee of Tammany Hall, and grand sachem
of the Tammany Society), Connolly (comptroller of the

city), and Sweeny (park commissioner). The ring was
overthrown in 1871, and Tweed died in jail. Vortex
ring. See vortex. Widow's ring, a ring assumed by one
who vows perpetual widowhood, a custom followed in the
fourteenth century and later. Compare widow's mantle,
under mantle. (See also cramp-ring, mourning-ring, posy-

ring, thumb-ring.)

ring1 (ring), v. [< ME. ringen, < AS. hrlnglan
(also in comp. ymb-hringian, surround, encircle)
= D. ringen, ring, wear a ring, = OHG. <je-

hringen, MHG. ringen; of. (J. (um-)ringen, sur-

round, = Icel. hringa = Sw. ringa = Dan. ringe,
furnish with a ring; from the noun: see ring

1
,

.] I. trans. 1. To be round about in the form
of a circle

;
form a ring about

;
encircle ;

en-

compass ; gird.
Lord Talbot>

. . . ring'd about with bold adversity,
Cries out for noble York and Somerset.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 4. 14.

We are left as scorpions ringed with fire.

Shelley, The Cenci, ii. 2.

2. To take a position around ; surround; hence,
to hem in; specifically, in Australia, to keep
(cattle) together, by riding around them in a
circle.

My followers ring him round
;

He sits unarm'd. Tennyson, Geraint.

I'll tell you what, West, you'll have to ring them pass
the word for all hands to follow one another in a circle at
a little distance apart.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, II. 126.

3. In the manege, to exercise by causing to run
round in a ring while being held by a long rein

;

lunge.
She caught a glimpse, through the glass door opening

on the park, of the General, and a fine horse they were
ringing, and she hurried out. Miss Edgeworth, Helen, vi.

4. To provide with a ring or rings; mark or

decorate with rings ; especially, to fit with a me-
tallic ring, as the finger, or as an animal or its

nose ; also, to furnish with rings, or attach rings
to, for the line to run in, as an anglers' rod.

On alle hure fyue fyngres rycheliche yrynged,
And ther-on rede rubies and other riche stones.

Piers Plowman (C), iii. 12.

Ring these fingers with thy household worms.
Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 31.

5. To wed with a marriage-ring. [Bare.]
I was born of a true man and a ring'd wife.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, L 1.

6. In hort., to cut out a ring of bark from, as
from a branch or root, in order to obstruct the
return of the sap and oblige it to accumulate
above the part operated on.

One of the expedients for inducing a state of fruitful-
ness in trees is the ringing of the branches or stem.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 244.

Gaunt trunks of trees, which had been rung [erro-

neously used for ringed] and allowed to die slowly, stood
like white skeletons waiting to be felled and burned.

Mrs. Campbell Praed, The Head Station, p. 2.

To ring a quoit, to throw it so that it encircles the pin.
To ring up cattle. See def. 2. To ring up the an-

chor, to pull the ring of an anchor close up to the cathead.

II. intrans. 1. To form a ring.
The rest which round about you ring,

Faire Lords and Ladies which about you dwell.

Spenser, F. Q., VI., Int., t. 7.

2. To move in rings or in a constantly curving
course.

A bird is said to ring when it rises spirally in the air.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 7.

ring2 (ring), r.
; pret. rang (sometimes rung),

pp. rang, ppr. ringing. [< ME. ringen, ryngen
(pret. ringde, pi. ringden,ringeden; also (by con-

formity with sang, sung, etc.) pret. rang, rong,
pi. rungen, rongen, range, pp. rungen, i-rungen,
i-runge), < AS. hringan (weak verb, pret. hring-
(!<), clash, ring, = MD. ringJ/en, D. ringen =
Icel. hringja Sw. ringa = Dan. ringe, ring;
cf. Icel. hrang, a din, Dan. rangle, rattle; prob.
orig. imitative, or later considered so; perhaps
akin to L. dangere, sound, clang: see clang,
rlonk, and cf. elM; ting

1
, tinl; tinkle, etc.] I.

lrun ft. 1. To cause (a bell or other sonorous

body, usually metallic) to sound, particularly
by striking. In the United States ring and toll are
sometimes distinguished, the former being applied to

swinging a bell so as to throw the clapper against it, and
the latter to striking it while at rest with a hammer.
See tall.

Religiouse reuerencede hym and rongen here belles.
Piers Plmrman (('), xxiii ;>:>.

ring

The statue of Mars bigan his hauberkc rynge.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1573.

Rejoice, you men of Anglers, ring your bella
;

King John, your king and England's, doth approach.
Shalt., K. John, ii. 1. 312.

Whene'er the old exchange of profit rings
Her silver saints' hell of uncertain gains,

My merchant-soul can stretch both legs and wings.
Quarles, Emblems, iv. 3.

"Give no credit !" these were some of his golden
maxims, "Never take paper-money ! Look well to

your change ! Ring the silver on the four-pound weight !

"

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, Iv.

2. To produce by or as by ringing, as a sound
or peal.

Ere to black Hecate's summons
The shard-borne beetle with his drowsy hums
Hath rung night's yawning peal.

SAaJ-.,Macbe'th,iii. 2. 43.

Ere the first cock his matin rings.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 114.

3. To announce or celebrate by ringing; usher
with ringing, as of bells

; hence, to proclaim or

introduce musically : often followed by in or
out.

He hade morthired this mylde be myddaye war rongene,
With-owttyne mercy. Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 970.

No mournful bell shall ring her burial.

Shak., Tit, And., v. 3. 197.

The same considerations, supported by religious mo-
tives, caused the strict prohibition of work on Sundays
and festivals, and "on Saturday, or the eve of a double
feast, after noon has been rung.

English Oilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. cxrxi.

Wild bird, whose warble, liquid sweet,
Rings Eden thro' the budded quicks.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxviii.

Hear the mellow wedding-bells . . .

How they ring out their delight !

Poe, The Bells.

4. To utter sonorously; repeat often, loudly,
or earnestly; sound: as, to ring one's praises.

I would ring him such a lesson.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, v. 1.

To ring bells backward. See backicard.To ring
changes or the changes on. See change. To ring In.

(a) To usher in by ringing.
"
Besides," said Tom Ryder, "them fellows at Red Dog

would swap it |a child], and ring in somebody else on us.

Bret Uarte, Luck of Roaring Camp.
Hence (6) (also to ring Into). To introduce or bring in
or into. [Slang.]

They want to ring me into it [the performance of Bul-
wer's " Money "], but I do not see anything in it I can do.

Lester Wallack, Memories (Scribner's Mag., IV. 723).

To ring the change, to swindle in the changing of money
by a complicated system of changing and rechanging, in
order to produce confusion and deception. To ring the
changes. See change. To ring the hallowed Dell.
See 6ml . To ring UP, to summon or rouse by the ring-
ing of a bell : as, to ring up a person at the telephone ;

to ring up a doctor in the middle of the night. [Colloq.]

II. intrans. 1. To give forth a musical, reso-

nant, and metallic sound; resound, as a bell or
other sonorous body when set in sudden vibra-
tion by a blow or otherwise : as, the anvil rang.

Hys armour ryngis or clattirs horribly.
O. Douglas, in Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight

[(E. E. T. S.), p. 112, Gloss.

Now ryngen trompes loude and clarioun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1742.

Duke. Who call'd here of late ?

Prow. None, since the curfew rung.
Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 78.

And the ancient Rhyme rung strange, with its passion and
its change,

Here where all done lay undone.
Mrs. Browning, Rhyme of the Duchess May.

The silken gauntlet that is thrown
In such a quarrel rings like steel.

Whittier, To Friends under Arrest for Treason against the

[Slave Power.

2. To ring a bell
; especially, to give a signal

with a bell: as, to ring for a servant or a mes-
senger.

Bull. A cough, sir, which I caught with ringing in the
king's affairs upon his coronation-day, sir. . . .

Fal. I will take such order that thy friends shall ring
for thee. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 198.

We . . . shall have no need of Mr. Bowls's kind services.
Mr. Bowls, if you please, we will ring when we want you.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xiv.

3. To sound loudly and clearly, like the tone
of a bell ; be distinctly audible : as, the mtisio
still rings in our ears.

Thene herde he of that hyje hil ... a wonder breme
noyse, . . .

What ! hit wharred, & whette, as water at a mulne,
What ! hit rusched, tt ronge, rawthe to here.
Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), I. 2204.

Thy old groans ring yet in my ancient earc.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 3. 74.

Ere the sound of an axe in the forest had rung.
Whittier, The Merrimack

4. To resound; reverberate; echo.
The silver roof of the Olympian palace rung again with

applause of the fact. B. Jmwn, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.



ring

Ten thousand harps . . . tuned

Angelic harmonies; the earth, the air, ...
The heavens, and all the constellations rung.

Milton, V. L., vii. 562.

5. To have the sensation of a continued hum-

ming or buzzing sound : as, to make one's head

;((/.

My ears still riny with noise; I'm vext to death,

Tongue-killed, and have not yet recovered breath.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, ii. 1.

With both his ears

Ringing with clink of mail and clash of spears,
The messenger went forth upon his way.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 287.

6. To exercise or follow the art of bell-ringing.
7. To be filled with report or talk: as, the

whole town rings with his fame.

What supports me, dost thou ask?
The conscience, friend, to have lost them overplied
In liberty's defence, my noble task,
01 which all Europe rings from side to side.

Milton, Sonnets, xvii.

Hear of him ! ... all our country rings of him.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 228.

8. To be widely heard of or known
;
be cele-

brated.

Fairfax, whose name in arms through Europe rings,

Filling each mouth with envy or with praise.

Milton, Sonnets, x.

To ring backward, in bell-ringing, to sound a peal or

change in an order the reverse of the usual one : formerly
used as an alarm signal.

It generally concerneth all, and particularly behooveth

every one to look about him when he heareth the bells

ringing backward, and seeth the tire running forward.
O. Harvey, Four Letters.

To ring down, to conclude; end at once: a theatrical

phrase, alluding to the custom of ringing a bell to give
notice for the fall of the curtain.

It is time to ring down on these remarks. Dickens.

To ring in (theat.), to signal the conductor to begin the
overture. To ring off, to signal the close of a commu-
nication by telephone. [Colloq. ] To ring UP (theat.), to

give the signal for raising the curtain.

ring
2
(ring), n. [< ring

2
,
t1

.] 1. The sound of

a bell or oilier sonorous body, usually metallic;
the sound produced by striking metal

;
a clang;

a peal.
In vain with cymbals' ring
They call the grisly king.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 208.

Good were the days of yore, when men were tried

By rin? of shields, as now by ring of words.

Lowell, Voyage to Vinland.

2. Any loud sound, or the sounds of numerous
voices; sound continued, repeated, or rever-

berated.
The King, full of confidence and assurance, as a Prince

that had beene victorious in Battaile, and had prevailed
with his Parliament in all that he desired, and had the

Ring of Acclamations fresh in his eares, thought the rest

of his Raignc should be but Play.
Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 17.

3. Characteristic sound.

Finally, the inspiration of all three has a literary source ;

for, while two professedly revive the practice of ancient

masters, the third, though dealing with contemporary in-

terests, expresseshimself in a borrowed style, which gives
his verse all the ring of ancient rhetoric.

Quarterly Ren. (Imp. Diet.)

Washington's letter of " homage to his Catholic majesty"
for this "

gift of jackasses,
"
sent through the Prime Min-

ister of Spain in 1785, has a diverting ring.
The Century, XXXVII. 889.

4. A set of bells tuned to each other; a chime,
peal, or carillon.

I am like a famous cathedral with two ring of bells, a
sweet chime on both sides. Shirley, Bird in a Cage, ii. 1.

Here is also a very fine ring of six bells, and they mighty
tuneable. Pepyi, Diary, III. 462.

Cracked in or within the ring, cracked in sound ; fail-

ing of the true ring, as money when tested by striking
against something else ; hence, in general, flawed ; marred
by defects.

Pray God, your voice, like a piece of uncurrent gold, be
not cracked inthin the ring. Shale.

, Hamletj ii. 2. 448.

ring-armature (ring'ar"ma-tur), n. An arma-
ture in which the coils of wire are wound round
a ring. The Gramme armature is the best-
known type of this form.

ring-armor (ring'ar''mor), n. (a) Same as ring-
mail, (b) Armor made by sewing rings of met-
al on a background of leather or cloth. See
cut in next column.

ring-banded (ring'ban"ded), a. Encircled or

ringed with a band of color King-banded sol-
dier-bug. See Perillm.

ring-bark (ring'biirk), v. t. To girdle, as a
tree.

ring-barker (ring'bar"ker), n. One who barks
trees circularly about the trunk, in order to
kill them.

ring-barking (ring'biir"king), n. The practice
of barking trees in rings about the trunk, in
order to kill them.
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ig-dial, i?th century.

Ring-armor. (From ViolleMe-Duc's " Diet, du Mobilier fractals.")

ringbill (ring'bil), n. The ring-necked scaup
or duck, Fulix eollaris or Fuligula rufitorques;
the moonbill. G. Trumbull ; J. J. Audubon.

[Illinois and Kentucky.]
ring-billed (ring'bild), a. Having the bill ringed
with color: as, the ring-billed gull (which see,
under i/ulP).

ring-bird (ring'berd), n. Same as ring-bunting.

ring-bit (ring' bit), . In harness, a bit with
a ring-check, which may be either loose or

fixed.

ring-blackbird (ring'blak"berd), . The ring-

ouzel, Merula torquata. See cut under ouzel.

ring-bolt (ring'bolt), n. [= D. ring-bout = G.

ring-token = t>a,Ti.ringebolt=Sw.ring-bult; as

ring
1 + bolt1 ."]

In ships, a metallic bolt with

an eye to which is fitted a ring.

ring-bone (ring'bon), . [< Dan. ring-ben, ring-
bone ;

cf . AS. hring-bun, a circular bone ; as ring1

+ bone1
.] 1. In farriery, a bony callus or ex-

ostosis, the result of inflammation, on one or

both pastern-bones of a horse, which some-
times extends to the interphalangeal joints and
causes immobility and lameness. 2. The dis-

ease or disordered condition in horses which is

caused by ring-bone: as, a horse affected by
ring-bone and spavin.

Heaves, curb, spavin, sldebone, and ringbone are the
most ordinary ailments in horses.

A. B. Allen, in Amer. Agriculturist, 1886.

ring-boot (ring'bot), n. A ring of caoutchouc

placed on the fetlock of a horse to cause him to

travel wider, and thus prevent interfering.

ring-brooch (ring'broch), n. A brooch the

body of which consists of a bar bent to a ring
form, but not joined. The ends terminate in a ball,
or globular or acorn-shaped ornament ; and the pin or
acus is secured to the curved bar by being bent round it,

but moving freely upon it. This form of brooch was com-
mon among the northern nations of Europe in the early
middle ages.

ring-bunting (ring'bun'ting), . The reed-

bunting, Emberiza schesniclus : so called from
its collar. Also ring-bird, ring-fowl. [Local,
British.]

ring-bush (ring'bush), n. A socket having anti-

friction rings or rolls on its interior perimeter,
as in some forms of rope-block. E. H. Knight.
ring-canal (ring'ka-nal"), " 1. The circular

peripheral enteric cavity of ccelenterates, open-
ing upon the exterior and continued by pro-
cesses into the radiated parts of the animal

;
an

annular enterocoele.

The peripheral portion of the lumen of the original en-
teric cavity forms the ring-canal, which runs all round the

margin of the disc, and is continued into the hollow ten-
tacles. Encyc. Brit., XII. 550.

2. A circular canal of the water-vascular sys-
tem of an echinoderm.
The only trace of the water-system is to be found in the

ring-canal round the gullet Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 176.

ring-carrier (ring'kar"i-er), n. A go-between ;

one who transacts business between parties.
Wid. Marry, hang you !

Mar. And your courtesy, for a ring-carrier!
Shak., All's Well, iii. 5. 95.

ring-chuck (ring'chxik), n. A chuck or append-
age to a lathe with a brass ring fitted over the
end.

ring-cross (ring'kros), n. A figure represent-
ing a Greek cross in a circle, incised or carved
in relief on many works of prehistoric art: the

figure is thought to indicate the sun and also
the active or masculine principle iu creation.

Worsaa, S. K. Handbook, Danish Arts, p. 33.

ringed

ring-dial (ring'di"al),. A kind of portable sun-

dial, consisting of a metal ring, broad in propor-
tion to its diameter, and

having slits in the direc-

tion of its circumference,
which can be partially a
closed or covered by a

sliding appliance on the

outside of the ring. There
are divisions on the outside

denoting the months of the

year, and figures on the inside

denoting the hour of the day.

By partly closing the slit, so

as to let the rays of the sun

pass through that part of It be-

longing to the current month
(as In the direction ab in the cut), the hour of the day is ap-

proximately denoted by the point where the beam of light
strikes the inside of the ring.

ring-dog (ring'dog), n. An iron implement for

hauling timber, made by connecting two com-
mon dogs by means of a ring through the eyes.
When united with cordage they form a sling-

dog. See cut under dug.

ring-dotterel (ring'dot"er-el), . The ringed
plover, JEgialites hiaticula. Also called sea-dot-

terel, ringlestone, sea- or sand-lark, and by many
other names. See ring-plover, and cut under

jEgialites.

ring-dove (ring'duv), . [= Dan. ringdtte =
Sw. ringdufra ; as ring

1 + dove1
. Cf. equiv. D.

ringel-dnif= G. ringeltanbe (< G. ringel, dim. of

ring, a circle, + tuube = E. dove 1
).] 1. The

ringed dove, wood-pigeon, or cushat, Columba

palumbm, a common European bird, distin-

guished by this name from the stock-dove (C.

anas) and rock-dove (C. Una), the only other
British members of this genus. It is about 17

Inches long and 30 inches in extent of wings. The plu-
mage of the upper parts is grayish blue, tinged with brown
on the wings and scapulars ; the back and sides of the neck
are bright-green and purplish-red, with two cream-colored

patches ; the fore-neck and breast arc reddish-purple ;

there is a white patch on the wing, including four outer

secondary coverts ; the bill is partly red ; the iris Is yel-

low; and the feet are carmine. The ring-dove subsists on

grains, acorns, ivy-berries, and other wild fruits, and lays
two white eggs on a nest which may be described as a plat-
form of sticks so loosely put together that often the eggs
may be seen through it.

2. A small dove, Tiirtur risorius, now known
only in confinement, having the general plu-

mage of a pale dull creamy color, with a black

half-ring around the nape of the neck.

ring-dropper (ring'drop"er), n. One who prac-
tises ring-dropping.
Some ring-droppers write out an account and make a

little parcel of jewellery, and when they pick out their

man they say, "If you please, sir, will you read this for
me and tell me what I shall do with these things, as I've

just found them?"
Wayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 389.

ring-dropping (ring'drop'ing), w. A trick prac-
tised upon simple people by rogues in various

ways. One mode is described in the quota-
tion.

In ring-dropping we pretend to have found a ring, and
ask some simple-looking fellow if it's good gold, as it's

only just picked up. Sometimes it is immediately pro-
nounced gold :

"
Well, it 'a no use to me," well say, "will

you buy it?" Often they are foolish enough to buy, and
. . . they give you only a shilling or two for an article

which if really gold would be worth eight or ten.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 351.

ringe (rinj), . [Supposed to be used for 'rinse,
< rinxe, r.] A whisk made of heath Ringe-
heather, the heath-plant, Erica Tetralix, used in making
ringes. Jamieson.

ringed (ringd),;>.o. [<ME. ringed, <AS. hringed,
furnished with or formed of rings, pp. of hrin-

gian, encircle, surround: see ring1 .] 1. Sur-
rounded with or as with a ring; having a ring
or rings; encircled.

He cautiously felt the weight of the ringed and polished
The Century, XXXI. 31.rod.

2. In bot., surrounded by elevated or depressed
circular lines or bands, as the roots or stems
of someplantg. 3. In zool.: (a) Annular; cir-

cular
; formed into or shaped like a ring. (6)

Having an annulus ;
annulated ; marked with

a ring or with rings ;
collared : as, a ringed

plover; the ringed dove
;
the ringed snake, (c)

Composed of rings ; annulose, annulate, or an-
nuloid

;
formed of a series of annulations : as,

the ringed type of structure; a ringed worm.
Ringed animals, the Anmtlona. Kinged guard, a

modification of the cup-guard or shell-guard, in which the
ricassois nearly covered by a series of rings of steel form-

ing a deep hollow cup, its mouth toward the grip of the

hilt. A common modification of this is where a steel bar,

forming a continuous helix, replaces the rings. Ringed
guillemot. See guillemot. -- Ringed plover. See ring-

plorer. Ringed seal, the fetid seal, or fiord-seal. /'-

gomys hispida. See cut under I'agomi/K. Ringed snake.
See snake. Ringed worms, the annelids or Annelida.



ringed-arm

ringed-arm (ringd'iirm), n. One of the Colo-

bnich in .

ringed-carpet (ringd'kar'pet), n. A British

geometric! moth, Bwirmia cinctiirin.

ringent (rin'jent), (i. [= V. riiigi'iit, < L. rin-

g<
:

n(t-)s, ppr. of ringi, gape open-mouthed. Cf.

rictus, riniti. ri'iiic1 .]' 1". In hot., gaping: noting
a bilabiate, corolla with the lips widely spread
and the throat open, as in the dead-nettle,
LtnniitiH. 2. In zool., gaping irregularly, as

parts of some zoophytes and the valves of some
shells.

ringer
1
(ring'er), n. [< ring

1 + -cr1 .] In quoits,

a throw by which the quoit is cast so as to en-

circle the pin.

Each player attempts to make his quoit pitch on the

hob or pin so that the head of the latter passes through
the circular opening in the center of the missile. Such a

success is termed a ringer, and two is scored.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 189.

ringer
2

(ring'er), tt. [< ring* + -er1 ."] 1. One
who rings; specifically, a bell-ringer.

The ringers rang with a will, and he gave the ringers a

crown. Tennyson, The Grandmother.

2. Any apparatus for ringing chimes, or a bell

of any kind.

A novel feature of this bell is that the ringer and gongs
are inside of the case. Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XV. xvi. 3.

3. In mining, a crowbar.

ring-fallert (ring'fa"ler), n. Same as ring-

dropper. Nares.

ring-fence (riug'fens), n. A fence continuous-

ly encircling an estate or some considerable ex-

tent of ground ; hence, any bounding or inclos-

ing line
;
a limit or pale.

In that Augustan era we descry a clear belt of cultiva-

tion, . . . running in a ring-fence about the Mediterra-

nean. De Quincey, Roman Meals. (Daffies.)

The union of the two estates, Tipton and Freshitt, lying
charmingly within a ring-fence, was a prospect that flat-

tered him for his son and heir.

George Eliot, Hiddlemarch, Ixxxiv.

ring-finger (ring'fing"ger), n. [< AS. hring-

finger = D. ring-ringer = G. Dan. Sw. ring-fin-

ger ; as ring
1 + finger.] The third finger of the

left hand, on which the marriage-ring is placed ;

in anat., the third finger of either hand, tech-

nically called the annularis.

ring-fish (ring'fish), n. A kind of cobia, Ela-

cate nigra, probably not different from E. cana-

da. See cut under cobia. [New South Wales.]
ring-footed (ring'fufed), a. Having ringed
or annulated feet : as, the ring-footed gnat, C-
lex annulatus, of Europe.
ring-formed (ring'formd), a. [= Dan. ring-

formet; as ring1 + form + -ed2.] Shaped like

a ring; annular; circular.

ring-fowl (ring'foul), n. Same as ring-bunting.

ring-frame (ring'fram), n. Any one of a class

of spinning-machines with vertical spindles,
now extensively used, in which the winding of

each thread is governed by passing through the

eye of a small steel loop called a traveler, one
of which revolves around each spindle in an
annular way called the ring. These rings are sup-
ported by a horizontal bar, which moves up and down in

such manner as to give a shape to the cap on the spindle
that adapts it for use in a shuttle. Also called ring-throstle,

ring-throstle frame, ring-and-traveler spinner, and ring-

spinner.

ring-gage (riug'gaj), . 1. A measure, con-

sisting of a ring of fixed size, used for measur-

ing spherical objects, and also for the separat-
ing or classifying of objects of irregular form.
Thus, oysters have been sorted by two or three rings of

different sizes through which they are allowed to drop.

2. A piece of wood, ivory, or the like, general-
ly conical in form, but usually having minute

steps or offsets : it is used for measuring finger-

rings, a number being affixed to every offset.

ring-handle (ring'han'dl), . A handle, as of
a jar or other vessel, formed by a ring, espe-
cially a free ring hanging loose in a socket or

eyelet attached to the body of the vessel.

ring-head (ring'hed), . An instrument used
for stretching woolen cloth.

ring-hedge (ring'hej), n. Same as ring-fpnce.

Lo, how Apollo's Pegasses prepare
To rend the ring-hedge of our Horizon.

Davies, Summa Totalis, p. 11. (Davies.)

Ringicula (rin-jik'u-la), n. [NL., irreg., with
dim. suffix, < L. ringi, gape: see ringent."] A
genus of tectibranehiatcs with a narrow ringent
mouth, typical 'of the family Rini/ii'ii/itl;r.

Ringiculidae (rln-ji-ku'li-de), n.' pi. [NL., <

Jliiii/ifiilii + -t&S.] A family of tectibranchi-
ato gastropods, typified by the Reims Hiiitjiciilti.
The animal has a reflected cephalic disk di-veloprd hack-
ward in a siphon-like manner, and teeth in few series. The
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shell is ventrieose with a narrow ringent aperture. The

species live in warm seas.

ringing 1
(ring'ing), n. [Verbal n. of

riing\ r.]

1. Decoration by means of rings or circlets;

rings collectively.
The ringing on the arms, which the natives call brace-

lets. //. 0. Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 203.

2. In Itort., the operation of cutting out a circle

of bark. See ring
1

,
r. t., 6.

ringing2 (ring'ing), n. [< ME. ringinge; verbal

n. of ring'*, v.~\ 1. The act of sounding or of

causing to sound, as sonorous metallic bodies;
the art or act of making music with bells.

The Talipois euery Monday arise early, and by the ring-

ing of a Bason call together the people to their Sermons.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 470.

2. A ringing sound; the hearing of a sound
as of ringing Ringing in (or of) the ears, ringing
sounds not caused by external vibrations ;

tinnitus aurium.

Thou shalt hear the "Never, never," whisper'd by the

phantom years.
And a song from out the distance in the ringing of thine

ears. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

ringing
2
(ring'ing), p. a. Having or giving the

sound of a bell or other resonant metallic body ;

resounding: as, a ringing voice ; ringing cheers.

Aungelles with instrumentes of organes & pypes,
& rial ryngande rotes [lyres] & the reken fythel, . . .

Aboutte my lady watg lent.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1082.

ringing-engine (ring'ing-en"jin), n. A simple
form of pile-driver in which the weight is raised

between timber guides by a rope manned by a

gang of men. E. H. Knight.
ringingly (ring'ing-li), adv. With a ringing
sound; resonantly, like the sound of a bell.

ringing-out (ring'ing-ouf), n. In the language
of produce-exchanges, the settlement of a num-
ber of contracts which call for the delivery of

the same quantity of a commodity, the buyer
in one being the seller in another, and the op-
eration consisting in bringing the seller in the
first contract and the buyer in the last toge-
ther and dropping the intennediate parties.
T. H. Dewey. Contracts, etc.

ring-joint (ring'joint), n. 1 . A joint formed by
means of circular flanges.
From these reservoirs start the distributing mains, all

of which are of cast iron with ring joints.
Set. Amer., N. S., LV. 163.

2. In entom., a very short, disk-like joint; spe-

cifically, such a joint in the geniculate antenna?
of certain small Hymenoptera, between the pedi-
cel or third joint and the flagellum.

ring-keeper (ring'ke"per), n. A small thin

piece of brass or copper that holds a ring or

guide to an anglers' rod. Norris.

ringle (ring'l), n. [= MD. 'ringliel = MLG.
ringel (in comp.), a ring, ringele, a sunflower,
= G. ringel, a ring; dim. of ring1 .']

A little

ring. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Some clogge, cheine, collers of iron, ringle, or manacle.

Harl. MS.
, quoted in Bibton-Turner's Vagi-ants and

[Vagrancy, p. 117.

ringle (ring'l), v. t. [= MD. ringhelen ; < ringle;

fromthenoun.] To ring; fit with a ring, as the

snout of a hog. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
From rooting of pasture, ring hog ye had need,
Which being well rinyled, the better do feed.

Though young with their elders will lightly keep best,
Yet spare not to ringle both great and the rest.

Tusser, September's Husbandry, St. 29.

As a hot prond horse highly disdains
To have his head controlled, but breaks the reins,

Spits forth the Tingled bit, and with his hoves
Checks the submissive ground.

Marlou'e, Hero and Leander, ii. 143.

ringleader (ring'le"der), n. [< ring1 + lender 1
.']

It. One who loads a ring, as of dancers; one
who opens a ball.

Upon such grounds it may be reasonable to allow St.

Peter a primacy of order; such a one as the ringleader
hath in a dance. Barrow, Works, VII. 70.

Hence 2. The leader or chief in any enter-

prise ; particularly, one who leads and incites

others to the violation of the law or the recog-
nized rules of society : as, the ringleader in a

riot or a mutiny.
Lady Eleanor, the protector's wife,

The ringleader and head of all this rout.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 170.

We have found this man a pestilent fellow, . . . and a

ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes. Acts xxiv. f.

ringless (ring'les), a. [< ring1 + -less.] Hav-
ing or wearing no ring: as, a ringless finger.

ringlestone (ring'1-ston), ii. Same as rinij-ilot-

l< ril. .s'iV 7'. Jirmnip. [Norfolk. Eng.]
ringlet (ring'lot), 11. [< ring

1 + -Iff.] 1. A
circle, in n poetical or unusual sense; a ring
other than a finger-ring: used loosely.

ring-ouzel

To dance our ringlets to the whistling wind.

Shalt., M. X. D., ii. 1. 86.

Who first Ulysses' wond'rous bow shall bend,
And thro' twelve ringlets the fleet arrow send.
Him will I follow. Pope, Odyssey, xxi. 76.

2. A curl of hair; usually, a long and spirally
curled lock, as distinguished from one of the

small naturally curled locks of short hair.

She ...
Her unadorned golden tresses wore
Disshevel'd, but in wanton ringlets waved
A s the vine curls her tendrils. Milton, P. L., iv. 306.

No longer shall thy comely Tresses break
In flowing Ringlets on thy snowy Neck.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

3. An English collectors' name for certain sa-

tyrid butterflies: thus, Epinephele hypernntlius
is the ringlet, and Ccenonympka tip/ion is the

small ringlet.

ringleted (ring'let-ed), a. [< ringlet + -ed2 .]

1. Adorned with ringlets; wearing the hair in

ringlets.
Thither at their will they haled the ye\]ow-ringleted

Briton ess. Tennyson, Boadicea.

2. Curled
;
worn in ringlets or curls.

A full-blown, very plump damsel, fair as waxwork, with
handsome and regular features, languishing blue eyes, and
ringleted yellow hair. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxi.

ring-lock (ring'lok), n. A form of letter- or

puzzle-lock which has several movable rings

surrounding the bolt. The grooves of these rings
must be brought into a straight line with one another
before the bolt can be passed through them.

ring-locket (ring'lok"et), n. A locket, as of a

sword-scabbard, which has a loose ring through
which the hook of the sword-belt can be passed.

ring-mail (ring'mal), n. [< ring1 + waif1
.]

() Chain-mail. (6) In some writers, mail hav-

ing unusually large links or rings: in attempt-
ed discrimination of different styles of chain-
mail.

liingmail differs from chain-mail in the rings of the
latter being interlaced with each other, and strongly fas-

tened with rivets. Fairholt.

ring-mallet (ring'mal"et), . A mallet the head
of which is strengthened by means of rings
driven on it.

ring-man (ring'man), n. [< ME. ri/nge man,
the ring-finger; < ring 1 + man.'] If. The third

finger of the hand; the ring-finger.

And when a man shooteth, the might of his shoot lieth

on the foremost finger and on the ringman; for the mid-
dle finger, which is the strongest, like a lubber, starteth

back, and beareth no weight of the string in a manner at

all. Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 101.

2. One interested in matters connected with
the ring that is, with prize-fighting; a sport-

ing or betting man.

No ringmen to force the betting and deafen you with
their blatant proffers. Laurence, Guy Livingstone, ix.

ring-master (ring'mas'*ter), n. One who has

charge of the performances in a circus-ring.

ring-money (ring'mun"i), n. 1. Eudely formed
rings and ring-shaped or pen-
annular bodies of bronze and
other materials found among
the remains of ancient peo-
ples of Europe, and generally
thought to navi

Gaulish Ring-money,
gold. British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

iave been used,
at least in some cases, as

money. 2. In modern times,
same as manilla 1

.

ring-mule (ring'mul), n. An
occasional name for the ring-frame.
ringneck (ring'nek), n. 1. One of several
kinds of ring-plovers. In the United States the name
is chiefly given to &gialites femipalmatus, the semipal-
mated plover ; also to ,K. melodus, the piping-plover. See
-Vginlites, and cut under jnping-plover.
2. The ring-necked duck or bastard broad-

bill, Fulignla rvfitorques, having a reddish ring
around the black neck in the male.

ring-necked (ring'nekt), a. Having a ring of
color around the neck ; collared

; torquate.
Ring-necked loon, pheasant. See the nouns.

ring-net (ring'net), . [< ring
1 + net1 . Cf. AS.

In-hif/net, 'a net of rings,' coat of mail.] A net
whose mouth is stretched upon a hoop or ring,
as the ordinary butterfly-net used by entomolo-

gists. Such a ring-net consists of leno, muslin, or other
very light fabric, stretched upon a hoop of wood or metal
attached to a short wooden handle, and is made baggy ra-

ther than pointed, that the insects may not get jammed.

ring-OUZel (riiig'o"jd), n. A bird of the thrush
kind, Titrdits torijntitnx or Mcniln ton/until, re-

sembling and closely related to the blackbird,
Turd its iin-ntlti or Miritln mlgtirix, but having a
white ring or bar on the breast; the ring-black-
bird. See cut under <>ii~i'l.



ring-parrot

ring-parrot (ring'par'ot), . A common Indian

parrot, Pahfirnis torquatus. having a ring or
collar on the neck : also, any species of the

Ring-parrot

same genus, in which this coloration is a char-
acteristic feature. The species named is the one com-
monly represented as the viihana or 'vehicle' of the Hindu
god Kama, corresponding to the classic Eros or Cupid,
and is more fully called rose-ringed parrakeet. See Pa-
leeornis.

ring-perch (ring'perch), n. The common yellow

perch of North America, Perca flarescens.

ring-plain (ring'plan), H. One of the nearly
level circular areas upon the moon's surface
which are surrounded by high ridges or walls,
and which have no central crater. Also called
walled plain and ramparted plain .

ring-plover (ring'pluv'er), n. A ring-necked
plover; any one of the many small plovers of
the genus JEgialites, which have the head, neck,
or breast annulated, collared, or ringed with
color. There are many species, of nearly all parts of the
world. The European ring-dotterel and the American
ringneck are familiar examples. See cuts under killdee,

piping-plover, and jEgialites.

ring-rope (ring'rop), H. Naut. : (a) A rope rove

through the ring of the anchor to haul the cable

through it, in order to bend or make it fast in

rough weather. It is first rove through the ring, and
then through the hawse-holes, when the end of the cable
is secured to it

(fe) A rope by which, after the
anchor is catted, the ring of the anchor is hauled
close up to the cat-head.

ringsail (ring' sal), n. Same as ringtail, 2.

ring-saw (ring'sa), . A form of scroll-saw the
web of which is annular. It runs upon guides
which maintain its tension and prevent it from
being deformed.

ring-shaped (ring'shapt), n. Having the shape
of a ring.

ring-small (ring'smal), a. and H. I. a. Small
enough to pass through a ring of some fixed
size.

II. n. Broken stones (especially pieces of

granite) of a size that will pass through a ring
2 inches in diameter. [Eng.]

List of tenders for the following works and supply of
materials. ... 6. For the supply of granite kerb, setU,
squares, rinynmaU, rarnmel, gravel, etc.

The Engineer, LXVII. 117.

ring-snake (ring'snak), )i. 1. The common
snake of Europe, Coluber or Tropidonotus natrix.
See cut under Tropidonotus. 2. The collared

snake, Diadophis punctatus, a small, pretty,
and harmless serpent of the United States, of
a blackish color above, with a distinct yellow
collar just behind the head.

ring-sparrow (ring'spar"6), n. The rock-spar-
row, Petronia stulta. Latham, 1783.

ring-spinner (ring'spin"er), . Same as ring-
frame.
ring-Stand (ring'stand), M. A stand with a

projecting pin for holding finger-rings.
nngster (ring'ster), n. [< ring

1 + -ster.] A
member of a ring or band of persons uniting

See ring1

a. Ringtail, or Studdingsail set upon
the Gaff.

for personal or selfish ends.

[Colloq.]
An attempt should also be made to displace the ring-

fters whose terms expire this year with better men.
Science, XI. 279.

ring-Stopper (ring'stop"er), n. Naut.: (a) A
piece of rope or chain by which the ring of an
anchor is secured to the cat-head, in anchoring,
one end of the ring-stopper is let go, thus dropping the
anchor. Also called cathead stopper. See shank-painter.

(6) A stopper for cable secured to a ring-bolt
in the deck.
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ringstraked (ring'strakt), . Same as ring-
streaked.

ring-Streaked (ring'strekt), . Having circu-

lar streaks or lines on the body. Also ring-
xtraked.

He removed that day the he goats that were ring-
stroked and spotted. Gen. xxx. 35.

ringtail (ring'tal), n. 1. A ring-tailed bird of

prey: especially, the female or young male
harrier, Circus rijunrim.

Thou royal ring-taU, fit to fly at nothing
But poor men's poultry !

Beau, and Fl., Phllaster, v. 4.

2. A small quadrilateral sail, set on a small
mast on a ship's
taffrail

; also, a

studdingsail set

upon the gaff of a
fore-and-aft sail.

Also called ring-
Kail.

He was going aloft
to fit a strap round the
main topmast head, for

ringtail halyards.
fl.H. Dono, Jr. .Before

[the Mast, p. 39.

Ringtail - boom, a
boom extending be-

yond a spanker-boom
or main-boom, for

spreading a ringtail.

ring-tailed (ring'-
tald), a. 1. Hav-
ing the tail ringed
with alternating
colors, as a mammal; having an annulated
tail: as, the ring-tailed cat, the bassaris; the

ring-tailed lemur, Lemur catta. See cuts under
bassaris and racoon. 2. Having the tail-fea-

thers cross-barred with different colors, as a
bird : as, the

ring-tailed^ eagle, the golden eagle,
Aquila chrysaetos, in immature plumage (see
cut under eagle) ;

the ring-tailed marlin, the
Hudsonian godwit, Limoxa h&nutstica Ring-
tailed lizards, the family Cercosavrida. Ring-tailed
roarer, a nonsense-name of some Imaginary beast. Com-
pare gyascutus, 1.

ring-throstle (ring'thros'l), H. Same as ring-
frame.
ring-thrush (ring'thnish), n. The ring-ouzel.
ring-time (ring'tim), . The time for exchang-
ing rings, or for betrothal or marriage. [Rare.]

In the spring time, the only pretty ring time,
When birds do sing, hey ding a ding, ding ;

Sweet lovers love the spring.
Shale., As you Like it, v. 3. 20.

ring-tongue (ring'tung), n. A short bar or

tongue of metal naving a ring or eye at one
end for the engagement of a hook, a bolt, or
other attachment : as, the ring-tongue of a
lewis. See cut under lewis.

(ring'top), a. Having an annular top.
jj> furnace. See furnace.

ring-tumbler (ring'tum'bler), . In a lock, a
tumbler of annular shape.
ring-valve (ring'valv), . A hollow cylindri-
cal valve sliding in a chamber of corresponding
form, and having openings for the passage of
the fluid. The passage is free when the valve is raised,
and closed when the cylinder is screwed down. The valve
has a vertical slit at one side, and when nearly closed the
inner edge bears against a wedge, which presses the cylin-
der outward against its seat.

ring-vortex (ringVor'teks), n. Same as cortex-

ring.

ring-wad (ring'wod), . Same as gromet-wad.
ring-wall (ring'wal), n. In metal., the inner

lining of a blast-furnace, composed -of fire-

bricks.

ringwise (ring'wiz), adr. In rings or circles;
so as to make or be a ring; aunularly. Encyc.
Brit.

Their foreheads are tattoed ringwise, with singularly
shaped cuttings in the skin. Lancet, No. 8440, p. 244.

ring-work (ring'werk), H. A material or sur-
face composed of rings interlinked, or held to-

gether by being secured to another substance,
or in other ways.
The interior of the garment [hauberk] . . . exhibits the

ring-work exactly in the same manner as it is seen on the
outside of others. J. HewM, Ancient Armour, I. 63.

ringworm (ring'werm), n. [< ME. rynge wynnc,
ring-worm, rynge worme (= D. ringworm = G.

ringwurm, tetter, = Sw. ringorm, an annulated

snake, the amphisbsena, = Dan. ringorm); <

ring
1 + irorw.] 1. A milleped of the genus

.In/ us in a broad sense: so called from the way
it curls up in a ring. 2. A name sometimes
given to certain dermatophytic diseases. See

rinsing

tinea and far its Bald ringworm, tinea tonsurans.
Bowditcn Island ringworm, tinea imbricata. Chi-

nese, Indian, or Oriental ringworm, tinea circinata
tropica. Also called dhobie's itch. Honeycomb ring-
worm, favus. Ringworm of the body, tinea circinata.

Ringworm of the scalp, tinea tonsurans.

ringworm-root (ring'werm-rot), . See Sliina-
ca n thus.

ringworm-Shrub (ring'werm-shrub). w. The
shrub Cassia alata of tropical America, whose
leaves are used as a remedy for ringworm and
kindred diseases. [West Irtdies.]

ringy (riug'i), a. [< ring
1 + -y

1
.] Presenting

a ringed appearance of discoloration : applied
to elephants' teeth.

rink 1
t (ringk), n. [ME., also renk, < AS. rinc =

OS. rink = Icel. rekkr, a man : a poetical word,
not found in other languages.] A man

; espe-
cially, a warrior or hero.

To a riche raunson the rinkes they putt,
That amounted [to] more than they might paye.

AKsaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 356.

The ryealle renkys of the rowunde table.

MorteArthure(E. E. T. S.\ 1. 17.

rink2 (ringk), n. [< ME. rink, rynk (cf. LG. rink
= MHG. rinc, a ring), a var. of ring1 .'} 1. A
ring; a circle. [Prov. Eng. or Scotch. ] 2. A
section of a sheet of ice, generally from 32 to 45

yards in length and 8 or 9 feet in breadth, mea-
sured off for playing the game of curling. 3.
The persons playing any one game on such a

curling-rink.
Games [of curling] can be played by two persons, but

usually matches are arranged for with numerous com-
petitors formed into rinks of four players a side.

Encyc. Brit., VI. 713.

4. A sheet of artificially prepared ice, usually
under cover, for skating on ;

or a smooth floor-

ing, generally of asphalt or wood, on which
roller-skating is practised. 5. The building
or inclosure containing such a surface prepared
for skating.

In March 1876 a rink was opened in Chelsea, the floor
thereof being formed of real ice. Ure, Diet., IV. 408.

rink2 (ringk), v. i. [< rink2
, n.] To skate on

or in a rink.

rinkite (ring'klt), n. [Named after Dr. Sink,
a writer on the geology of Greenland.] A ti-

tanosilicate of cerium, calcium, and sodium,
related in form to pyroxene.
Kinman's green. See green

1
.

rino, n. See rhino.

lino-. For words so beginning, see rhino-.

rinse (rins), r. t.
; pret. and pp. rinsed, ppr. rins-

ing. [Also dial, rense, rench; early mod. E. also

reinse, rynse, rince, rynce; < ME. rinsen, rincen,

ryncen, rensen, rencen, ryneshen, < OF. rinser,

renser, mincer, rainser, rincer, reinser, F. rincer,

rinse, < Icel. hreinsa = Sw. rensa = Dan. rense,
make clean, cleanse

;
with verb-formative -

(as in cleanse and mince), < Icel. hreinn = Sw.
Dan. ren = OHG. hreini, reini, MHG. reine, rein,
G. rein, pure, clean, G. dial, rein, sifted, fine (of

flour), = OS. hreni = OFries. rene, North Fries.
rian (not in AS. or E.) = Goth, hrains, pure,
clean ; prob. orifr. 'sifted,' with pp. formative

-n, ult. < / hri, sift: see ridder?, riddle'*.] 1.

To wash lightly, as by laving or bathing rather
than rubbing; wash out or off with any cleans-

ing liquid ; especially, to subject to a fresh ap-
plication of water in order to remove stains
or impurities that may have been left from a
former washing.

She toke the Shirte withoute wordes moo,
And wesht it onys, and ryneshed it so clene
That afterward was noo spotte on it seen.

Generydet (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 1182.

Every vessel of wood shall be rinsed in water.
Lev. xv. 12.

Every bottle must be first rinced with wine, for fear of

any moisture left in the washing ; some, out of a mistaken
thrift, will rince a dozen bottles with the same wine.

Swift, Advice to Servants (Butler).

They went to the cistern on the back side of the house,
washed and rinsed themselves for dinner.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

2. To remove by rinsing: with out. away, off,

etc.

rinse (rins), . [< rinse, v.~] A rinsing or light-

washing ; specifically, a renewed or final appli-
cation of water or some other liquid in order to

remove any impurities still remaining from a

former washing.
A thorough rinse with fresh cold water should be given.

Sri. Amer., X. S., LVI. 297.

rinser (rin'ser), . [< rinse + -tr1 ,] One who
or that which rinses,

rinsing (rin'sing), . [Verbal u. of rinse, v.'] 1.
The act of one who rinses.



rinsing
The interview.

That swallow'd so much treasure, . . . like a glass
Did break i' the rinsing. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 167.

2. That in which anything is rinsed; the liquid
left from washing off.

The beadle bolted in haste his last mouthful of fat bacon,

[and] washed down the greasy morsel with the last rins-

ings of the pot of ale. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxxii.

The very pigs and white ducks seeming to wander about

the uneven neglected yard as if in low spirits from feed-

ing on a too meagre quality of riiisinf/>t.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxxix.

rinsing-machine (rin'sing-ma-shen"), 1.

In cotton-mnniif., a series of tanks fitted with

rollers, through which fabrics are passed in the

process of dyeing, to free them from dirt or

surplus color. 2. A form of centrifugal drier

for use in laundries.

rin-thereout (rin'THar-ot), . and a. [< So. riii,

= E. ran, + thereout."} I. n. A needy, house-
less vagrant ;

a vagabond. [Scotch.]
II. a. Vagrant ; vagabond ; wandering with-

out a home. [Scotch.]
Ye little rin-there-out de'il that ye are, what takes you

raking through the gutters to see folk hangit?
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, v.

rio, riyo (re-6')(
. [Jap., = Chin. Hang: see

liang.'] A Japanese ounce, of the same value
as the Chinese liang; especially, an ounce of

silver ;
a tael.

Riolani's muscle. See ciliary muscle of Rio-

lanus, under ciliary.

rionite (rl'on-it), . [Formation not ascer-

tained.] A massive metallic mineral, allied to

tetrahedrite in composition, but peculiar in

containing a considerable amount of bismuth.
It is found in Switzerland.

riot (ri'ot), n. [Early mod. E. also riotte; < ME.
riot, ryot, ryott, riote, ryote, riotte, < OF. riot, ryot,

usually riote, riotte, F. riotte, quarreling, brawl-

ing, confusion, riot, revelry, feasting, wrang-
ling, = Pr. riote = It. riotta (ML. reflex "riota,

riotta), quarrel, dispute, uproar, riot ; origin un-
known. Cf. OD. revot, ravot, "caterua nebu-
lonum et lupanar, luxus, luxuria" (Kiliau).]
1. A disturbance arising from wanton and

disorderly conduct; a tumult; an uproar; a
brawl.

Horse harneys tyte, that thei be tane,
This ryott radly sail tham rewe. York Plays, p. 90.

Other of your insolent retinue
Do hourly carp and quarrel, breaking forth

In rank and uot-to-be-endured riots.

Shak., Lear, i. 4. 223.

Now were all transform'd

Alike, to serpents all, as accessories
To his bold riot. MUton, P. L., x. 521.

Specifically 2. In law, an unlawful assembly
which has actually begun to execute the pur-
pose for which it assembled by a breach of the

peace, and to the terror of the public, or a law-
ful assembly proceeding to execute an unlaw-
ful purpose. A riot cannot take place unless
three persons at least are present. Stephen.

Compare rout3
, 4, ftn&unlawful assembly (under

unlawful). 3. A luxurious and loose manner
of living; boisterous and excessive festivity;

revelry.
For sikerly a prentys revelour,
That haunteth dys, riot, or paramour,
His maister shal it in his shoppe abye,
Al ban he no part of the mynstralcye :

For thefte and riot they been convertible.

Chaucer, Cook's Tale, 1. 28.

All now was turn'd to jollity and game,
To luxury and riot, feast and dance.

MUton, P. L., xi. 715.

4. Confusion; a confused or chaotic mass; a

jumble ;
a medley.

Brute terrors, like the scurrying of rats in a deserted

attic, filled the more remote chambers of his brain with
riot. R. L. Stevenson, Markheim.

No-popery or Gordon riots. See no-popery. Riot Act,
an English statute of 1714 (1 Geo. I., st. 2, c. 5), designed to

prevent tumults and riotous assemblies, and providing for
the punishment of rioters who do not disperse upon proc-
lamation made. Any one who continues to riot after this

proclamation is made (called reading the Riot Act) is guilty
of felony. To run riot (adverbial use of the noun), (a)
To act or move without control or restraint.

One man's head runs riot upon hawks and dice.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

(b) To grow luxuriantly, wildly, or in rank abundance.

And overhead the wandering ivy and vine,
This way and that, in many a wild festoon,
Ran riot. Tennyson, (Enone.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Mutiny, Sediti&n, etc. See inmtrrection,
quarrel^.

riot (ri'ot), v. [< ME. rioten, ryoten, riottcn,

ryotten,'< OF. rioter (=It. riotture ; ML. riotare,

"riott/ire), quarrel, revel, < riote, quarrel, riot:

see rio t, .] I. intrunx. 1. To act in a wanton

rip

and disorderly manner; rouse a tumult or dis- riotously (ri'ot-us-li), adr. In a riotous manner,

turbance; specifically, to take part in a riot (> In the mannerof an unlawful assembly ; tumultuously ;

(see riot, n.,2), or outbreak against the public
turbulently ; seditiously.

peace.
Under this word riuting . . . many thousands of old

women have been arrested and put to expense, sometimes
in prison, for a little intemperate use of their tongues.

Fielding, Amelia, i. 2, note.

2. To be in a state of disorder or confusion ;

act irregularly.

Thy life a long dead calm of flx'd repose ;

No pulse that riots, and no blood that glows.
Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 252.

3. To revel
;
run to excess in feasting, drink-

ing, or other sensual indulgences ;
act in an un-

restrained or wanton manner.
Now lat him riote al the nyght or leve.

Chaucer, Cook's Tale, 1. 50.

Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting [rer-

elling, R. V.) and drunkenness, not in chambering and
wantonness. Rom. xiii. IS.

If any persons so riotously assembled begin, even before

proclamation, to pull down any church, chapel, meeting-
house, dwelling-house, or out-houses, they shall be felons

without benefit of clergy. Blackstone, Com., IV. xi.

(b) With licentious revelry or debauchery.

He that gathereth by defrauding his own soul gathereth
for others that shall spend his goods riotously.

Ecclus. xiv. 4.

riotousness (ri'ot-us-nes), n. The state or con-
dition of being riotous.

Excess inclndeth riotoueness, expence of money, prodi-

gal housekeeping.
Raleigh, Arts of Empire, xix. (Latham.)

riotry (ri'ot-ri), n. [< riot + -ry.~] Eiot; the

practice of rioting; riotousness.

I hope your electioneering riotry has not, nor will mix
in these tumults.

Walpole, Letters, To Rev. W. Cole, June 15, 1780.

They at will

Entered our houses, lived upon our meansIt may well be conceived that, at such a time, such a

nature as that of Marlborough would riot in the very lux-

ury of baseness. Xacaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

II. trans. If. To throw into tumult or con- rip
1
(rip), c.

; pret. and pp. rip.

fusion; disturb; harass; annoy.
Sir, and we wyste jour wylle, we walde wirke ther-af-

tyre;
3if this journee sulde halde, or be arouwede [doubtful

reading] forthyre,
To ryd* one xone Romaynes and ryott theire landez.

Uorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 340.

Indeed, perjury is but scandalous words, and I know a

man cannot have a warrant for those, unless you put for

rioting them into the warrant. Fielding, Amelia, i. 2.

2f. To indulge in pleasure or sensual enjoy-
ment; satiate: used reflexively.

The roo and the rayne-dere reklesse thare rounene,
In ranez and in rosers to ryotte thame selvene.

Uorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 923.

3. To pass in riot
; destroy or put an end to by

riotous living: with out. [Rare.]
And he,

Thwarted by one of these old father-fools,
Had rioted his life out, and made an end.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

rioter (ri'pt-er), n. [< ME. riotoui; rioter,

ryotour, < OF. riotour, F. rioteur, a rioter, < ri-

oter, riot: see riot,v.~\ One who riots, (a) A per-
son who originates an uproar or disturbance or takes

part in one ; specifically, in law, one guilty of uniting with
others in a riot.

Any two justices, together with the sheriff or under-
sheriff of the county, may come with the posse comitatus,
if need be, and suppress any such riot, assembly, or rout,

[and] arrest the rioters. Blaokstone, Com., IV. xi.

In 1411 a statute against rioters was passed.
Stubts, Const. Hist., 372.

(6) A reveler ;
a roisterer.

Thise ryotoures three, of which I telle, . . .

Were set hem in a taverne for to drinke.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 19!).

He 's a sworn rioter ; he has a sin that often
Drowns him, and takes his valour prisoner.

Shak., T. of A., iii. 5. 68.

riotiset(ri'pt-is), u. [Early mod. E. ulsoriotyze;
< riot + -we 1

.] 1. Turbulence; riot; uproar.

They come at last, who, with the warders cryes
Astonisht, to the tumult preaseth neere,
Thinking t' appease the broyle and riotyze.

Heywood, Troia Britannica (1609). (Nares.)

2. Luxury; dissoluteness; debauchery.
His life he led in lawlesse riotise.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 20.

riotous (ri'pt-us),. [< ME. riotous, < OF.*riotos,

riotoux, rioteux = It. riottoso (ML. riotosus) ;

as riot + -ous.~\ 1. Tumultuous; of the nature
of an unlawful assembly ;

seditious
; guilty of

riot: as, a riotous mob; a riotous demagogue.
The forfeit, sovereign, of my servants' life ;

Who slew to-day a riotous gentleman
Lately attendant on the Duke of Norfolk.

Shak., Rich. III., ii. 1. 100.

2. Indulging in riot or revelry; accompanied
by or consisting in revelry or debauchery ;

wan-
ton or licentious.

The younger son

living.

All our offices have been oppress'd
With riotous feeders. Shak., T. of A., ii. 2. 168.

Be sumptuous, but not riotous ; be bounteous,
But not in drunken bacchanals.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, v. 3.

wasted his substance with riotoui

Luke xv. 13.

In riotry, made plunder of our goods.
Sir //. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, I., i. 3.

PPr - ripping.

[liarly'mod. E. ryppe, rype, <~ME. rippen, ripen,

rypen, rip up, search into, seek out (AS. "rypan,

Vi/jipaw, rip,break in pieces, not authenticated),
= F. riper, scrape, drag, < Norw. ripa, scratch,
score with the point of a knife, = Sw. dial.

iv'/i, scratch, also pluck asunder, rip open,
Sw. repa, scratch, rip (in repa upp, rip up), =
Dan. rippe, rip (in oprippe, rip up) ; appar. a

secondary form, from the root of Icel. rifa, rive

(rifa upp, pull up, rifa aptr, rip up) : see rive1 .

The word has prob. been confused with others

of similar form, and has thus taken on an un-
usual variety of meanings ;

cf. rijfl, rip*, ripe'*,

ripple^, reap.'] I. trans. 1. To separate or di-

vide the parts of by cutting or tearing; tear

or cut open or off
; split : as, to rip open a sack ;

to rip off the shingles of a roof
;
to rip up the

belly; especially, to undo (a seam, as of a gar-

ment), either by cutting the threads of it or by
pulling the two pieces of material apart, so that

the sewing-thread is drawn out or broken.

Poor I am stale, a garment out of fashion ;

And, for I am richer than to hang by the walls,
I must be ripp'd: to pieces with me.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 4. 55.

Tell me thy thoughts ;
for I will know the least

That dwells within thee, or will rip thy heart
To know it. Beau, and Ft., Philaster, Iii. 1.

Multitudes of the Jews (2000 in one night) had their

bowels ript up by the Roman Souldiers, in hopes to have
found the gold and silver there which they were supposed
to have swallowed. Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. viii.

Sails ripp'd, seams op'ning wide, and compass lost.

Cowper, My Mother's Picture.

2. To drag or force out or away, as by cutting
or rending.

Macdufi* was from his mother's womb
Untimely ripped. Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 16.

He 11 rip the fatal secret from her heart Granuille.

3. Figuratively, to open or reopen for search
or disclosure

; lay bare
;
search out and dis-

close : usually with up. See ripe
2

.

Certes, sir Knight, ye seemen much to blame
To rip up wrong that battell once hath tried.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 37.

I shall not need
To rip the cause up from the first to you.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, iv. 3.

It was printed, he saith, by his own hand, and rips all

the faults of the kingdom in king and people.
Court and Times of Charles I., I. 367.

They ripped up all that had been done from the begin-
ning of the rebellion. Clarendon.

4. To saw (wood) in the direction of the grain.
See rip-saw. 5f. To rob; pillage; plunder.
To rippenn hemm and rsefeun. Onnulum, 1. 10212.

= Syn. 1. Tear, Cleave, etc. Seerendl.

II. intrans. 1. To be torn or split open;
open or part: as, a seam rips by the breaking
or drawing out of the threads; the ripping of

a boiler at the seams. 2. To rush or drive

headlong or with violence. [Colloq.] Let her
rip. See fefi. TO rip and tear, to be violent or furi-

ous, as with excitement or rage. [Colloq.]

rip
1

(rip), 11. [< n'p
1

, r.] 1. A rent made by
ripping or tearing; a laceration; the place so

ripped.
A rip in his flesh coloured doublet.

Addison, Spectator, No. 13.

2. A rip-saw. [Colloq.]

He devoted himself to the expression of sensuous, even
riotous beauty. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 392.

3. Boisterous; uproarious: as, riotous glee. rip2 (rip), . [< 'ME. ri'p", rippe, a basket, < Icel.

Riotous assembling, in law. the unlawful assembling /irip, a basket or box of laths to carry peat,
of twelve or more persons to the detriment of the peace. f

/% . wiptp,. hnnkpt in which to carrv fish
If such persons refuse to disperse after proclamation, they

'- te - J

are accounted felons. A riot may be made by three per-
sons (see riot, 2), while it takes at least twelve persons to

constitute a riotous assembly. = Syn. 1. See inmrrectian.

Astirte til him with his rippe,
n the fish to kippe.
Hawlok (ed. Madden-Skeat), 1. 893.



rip

Yet must you have a little rip beside,
of willow twigs, the finest you can wish;
Which shall be made so handsome and so wide
As may contain good store of sundry fish.

J. Demajs (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 155).

rip3 (rip), v.
; pret. and pp. ripped, ppr. rippiiii/.

[Appar. a particular use of rip
1

, like rap 1 in
"to rap out an oath."] I.intrans. Tobreakforth
with violence; explode: with out. [Colloq.]

I rip out with an oath every now and then.
B. B. Stowe, Dred, xx.

" You may leave the table," he added, his temper ripping
out. Ji. L. Stevenson, Prince Otto, ii. 7.

II. trans. To utter with sudden violence;
give vent to, as an oath: with out. [Colloq.]

Here I ripped out something, perhaps rather rash,
Quite innocent, though.

Wm. Allen Butler, Nothing to Wear.

rip
4

(rip), . [Of obscure origin; prob. in all

uses < ripl, v., in the general sense of 'act vio-

lently, recklessly, rudely,' hence 'go to ruin or

decay.'] 1. A vicious, reckless, and worthless

person; a "bad lot": applied to a man or wo-
man of vicious practices or propensities, and
more or less worn by dissipation. [Colloq.]

" If it 's ever broke to him that his Rip of a brother has
turned up, I could wish," says the trooper, . . . "to break
it myself." IHckens, Bleak House, Iv.

I've been robbed before, and I've caught young rips in
the act. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 49.

2. A worthless or vicious animal, as a horse or
a mule. [Colloq.]

"There 's an old rip down there in the stable ; you may
take him and ride him to hell, if you want to," said an
irate Carolina farmer to a foraging party during the war.

Trans. Amer. Phil. Ass., XIV. 52.

rip
5

(rip), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ripped, ppr. rip-
ping. A dialectal form of reap. Halliwell.
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II. n. One who dwells or owns property on
the banks of a river.

Annoyances to ripariam and danger to small craft on
the river. The Field, July 24, 1880. (Encyc. Diet.)

riparious (ri-pa'ri-us), a. [< L. riparian, of or

belonging to the bank of a river : see riparian.']
In zodl. and hot., riparial ; riparian ; living or

growing along the banks of rivers.

ripe 1
(rip), a. [< ME. ri/)e, rype, < AS. ripe =

OS. ripi = D. rijp = MLG. ripe; LG. riep = OHG.
rifi, MHG. rife, rif, G. reif, ripe,

mature : usu-

ally explained as 'fit for reaping,' < AS. ripan,
reap; but this verb, not found outside of AS.,
is unstable in form (see reap), and would hard-
ly produce an adj. derivative like ripe; if con-
nected at all, it is more likely to be itself de-
rived from the adjective (the reg. verb from the
adj. ripe exists in ripe

1
, v.). The verb applies

only to cutting grain ;
the adj. applies not only

to mature grain, but to all mature fruit.] 1.

Beady for reaping, gathering, or using; brought
to completion or perfection; mature: usually
said of that which is grown and used for food:
as, ripe fruit

; ripe corn.
If it [the fruit] be not ripe, it will draw a mans mouth

awry. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 122.

Cherrie-npe, Ripe, Ripe, I cry,
Full and fair ones

; come and buy.
Uerrick, Cherrie-ripe.

Through the ripe harvest lies their destin'd road.

Coieper, Heroism.
Nature . . .

Fills out the homely quickset-screens,
And makes the purple lilac ripe.

Tennyson, On a Mourner.

2. Advanced to the state of being fit for use, or
in the best condition for use : said of mutton,

..,.,. .. * ,,,. .,....,. venison, game, cheese, beer, etc., which has

rip
5
(rip), n. [A var. of reap, a sheaf.] A hand- acquired a peculiar and approved flavor by__, , , __. J

ful of grain not thrashed. [Scotch.]
A guid New-Year I wish thee, Maggie !

Hae, there 's a ripp to thy auld baggie.
Burnt, Auld Farmer's Salutation to his Auld Mare.

rip
6

(rip), n. [Cf. ripple*.'}

water; a rapid.

1. A ridge of

We passed through a very heavy overfall or rip.
Quoted In R. Tomes's Americans in Japan, p. 389.

2. A little wave; a ripple; especially, in the
plural, ripples or waves formed over a bar or

ledge, as when the wind and tide are opposed.
The tide rips began to show in the distance.

Salem (Mass.) Gazette, July 5, 1887.

rip
7

(rip), n. [Also ripe, ripple; origin uncer-
tain.] An implement for sharpening a scythe.
Compare rifle'*. [Prov. Eng. and New Eng.]

Ripe, riffle, vel ripple, a short wooden dagger with
which the mowers smooth their scythes after they have
used the coarse whetstone.

MS. Devon Glossary. (HaUiwell.)

R. I. P. An abbreviation of the Latin phrase

A line of reflection of the endyma of the brain
upon any tela or plexus. Wilder and Gage.
Anat. Tech., p. 488.

riparial (ri-pa'ri-al), n. [< L. riparius, of or
belonging to the bank of a river (see riparian),+ -al.] 1. Same as riparian.
At both these points in the river's course chalk came to

the surface, and formed the rock base of the soil of these
four riparial districts. Lancet, No. 3446, p. 535.

2. In goal., living on a shore; shore-loving; ri-

parious: said of terrestrial animals which fre-

quent the shores of streams, ponds, etc.: as,
insects of riparial habits.

riparian (ri-pa'ri-an), a. andw. [< L. riparius,
of or belonging to the bank of a river (< ripa,
bank: see rive*, river*), + -an.'] I. a. 1. Per-
taining to or situated on the bank of a river.

As long as the Oise was a small rural river, it took us
'

keeping.
When the ripe beer is to be drawn from the ferment-

ing tun, the contaminations swimming upon it are first
skimmed on*. Thausing, Beer (trans.), p. 598.

3. Besembling ripe fruit in ruddiness, juici-
ness, or plumpness.

O, how ripe in show
Thy lips, those kissing cherries, tempting grow !

Shalt., It. N. D..HL2. 139.

An underlip, you may call it a little too ripe, too full.

Tennyson, Maud, ii.

4. Pull-grown; developed; finished; having
experience, knowledge, or skill; equipped; ac-

complished; wise; clever: as, a ripe judgment;
a ripe old age.

A man ful ripe in other clerigie
Off the right Canoun and Ciuile also.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7.

He than beinge of ripe yeres, ... his frendes ... ex-
horted hym busely to take a wyfe.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 12.

This exercise may bring raoch pronte to ripe heads.

Ascham, The Scholeiuaster, p. 109.

He was a scholar, and a ripe and good one.

Shale., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 61.

5. Mature; ready for some change or opera-
tion, as an ovum for discharge from the ovary,
an abscess for lancing, a cataract for extrac-
tion, or a fish for spawning. 6. Ready for
action or effect: often preceded by a specific
word: as, bursting ripe, fighting ripe that is,

ready to burst, or to fight.

Thefoole . . . in an envious srdeene smarting ripe runes
after him. Armin, Nest of Ninnies (1608). (flares.)

Our legions are brim-full, our cause is ripe.

Shale., J. C., iv. 3. 215.

I've Bounded my Nuraidians, man by man,
And find 'em ripe for a revolt. Addison, Cato, i. 3.

The man that with me trod
This planet was a noble type,
Appearing ere the times were ripe.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

Ripe fish. SeejEiAi. = 8yn. Mature, Ripe. See mature.

ripe1 (rip), v.
; pret. and pp. riped, ppr. riping.

[< ME. ripen, rypen, < A

ripen

II. trans. To mature; ripen; make ripe.
Tin -yrcorne and other groyne, by reason of longe conlde,

doo seldome waxe rype on the ground ; by reason wherof
they anj sumtimes inforced to njpe and dry them in theyr
stooues and hottes houses.
R. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (First Books on Amer-

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 292).

Yon green boy shall have no sun to ripe
The bloom that promiseth a mighty fruit.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 472.

ripe2 (rip), v. t. ; pret. and pp. riped, ppr. rip-
imj. [< ME. ripen, search: see rip

1
, v.'] 1. To

search (especially, pockets); rummage; hence,
to plunder.

Now if ye have suspowse to Gille or to me,
Com and rype oure bowse, and then may ye se
Who had hir. Towneley Mysteries, p. 112.

And loose the strings of all thy pocks,
111 ripe them with my hand.

Robin Ilood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 190).

I was amaist feared to look at him [a corpse] ; however,
I thought to hae turn about wi' him, and sae I e'en riped
his pouches. Scott, Old Mortality, xxiii.

2. To poke.
Then fling on coals, and ripe the ribs [grate].

Ramsay, Poems, II. 205. (Jamieson.)

3. To sweep or wipe clean
; clean.

The shaking of my pocks [of meal] I fear
Hath blown into your eyne ;

But I have a good pike-staff here
Can ripe them out full clean. . . .

In the thick wood the beggar fled
E'er they riped their eyne.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 202).

4. To examine strictly.
His Hlghnes delyvered me the boke of his said wil in

many pointes refounned, wherin His Grace riped me.
State Papers, i. 296. (Uattiwett.)

5. To break up (rough ground). Halliicell.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. in all uses.]
ripe3t, n. [< L. rjpa, a bank. Cf. rive&, rirer2.]A bank.

Whereof the principal! is within a butt shoote of the
right ripe of the river that there Cometh downe.

Leland, Itinerary (1769), iv. 110. (Halliwell.)

ripe4 (rip), H. Same as
ripj.

ripely (rip'li), adr. [< ME. rypely (= D. rijpe-
lijk = MLG. ripJik = G. rcifiich); < ripe

1
, a., +

-ty
2
.] In a ripe manner; maturely; fully; thor-

oughly; fittingly.
Shew the chieff wrytynges ... to Master Paston, that

he may be more rypelyer grounded yn the seyd mater.
Paston Letters, I. 254.

It fits us therefore ripely
Our chariots and our horsemen be in readiness.

near by people's doors, and we could hold a conversa'tion OS. ro^= D. rijpe'n = MLG. rinen = OHG ri-"ss-U.. f^fe^^f^Jsrsass- "-MswKrtea * S"*' "r 5*i
Wheate sowne in the gronnde . . . Bpryngeth, groweth,

and rypelh with woonderfull celeritie.
R. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (First Books on Amer-

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 293).

The riping corn grows yellow in the stalk.

Greene, Palmer's Verses.

And so, from hour to hour, we ripe and ripe,
And then, from hour to hour, we rot and rot.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 26.

2. In anat., of or pertaining to a ripa of the
brain; marginal, as a part of the brain.
The riparian parts of the cerebrum are the trenia and

the flmbria. Buck's Handbook ofMed. Sciences, VIII. 120.

Riparian nations, nations possessing opposite banks or
different parts of banks of the same river. Whartm.
Riparian proprietor, an owner of land bounded by water,
generally on a stream, who, as such, has a qualified prop-
erty in the soil to the thread of the stream, with the priv-
ileges annexed thereto by law. Shaw, C. J. Riparian
rights, the right of fishery, of ferry, and any other right
which is properly appendant to the owner of the soil

bordering a river. Angell.

Till death us lay
To ripe and mellow here, we're stubborn clay.

Donne, Elegy on Himself.

2. To grow old. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

.

., Cymbeline, iii. 5. 22.

ripe-man t, w. Same as reapman.
ripen (ri'pn), v. [< ripe* + -en 1.] I. intrans.
1. To grow ripe; come to maturity, as grain
or fruit: used by extension of the maturing
of anything, as of a boil.

Wholesome berries thrive and ripen best

Neighbour'd by fruit of baser quality.
Shak., Hen. V., i. 1. 61.

The unnetted black-hearts ripen dark.

Tennyson, The Blackbird.

2. To become fit for some particular use by
lying or resting.

After ripening, the cream is churned.
Set. Amer., N. S., LIV. 40.

It [Indian-ink paste] is then poured out in the form of
flat cakes, . . . and is left in that condition for many days
to ripen. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 335.

3. To approach or come to completeness or

perfection ;
come to a state of fitness or readi-

ness
;
be prepared or made ready : as, the pro-

ject is ripening for execution.

While villains ripen gray with time,
Must thou, the noble, gen'rous, great,
Fall in bold manhood's hardy prime?

Burns, Lament for Glencairn.

It wag not till our acquaintance had ripened . . . that
these particulars were elicited.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 190.

But woman ripen'd earlier, and her life

Was longer. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

= Syn. See mature, a.

H. trans. 1 . To mature
; make ripe, as grain

or fruit.
Bid her steal into the pleached bower,

Where honeysuckles, ripen'd by the sun,
Forbid the sun to enter.

Shak., Much Ado, iii. 1. 8.

The Sun that ripeneth your Pippins and our Pom-
granates. Hou-ell, Letters, I. i. 24.

2. To bring to maturity, perfection, or comple-
tion

; develop to a desired or desirable state.

Were growing time once ripen'd to my will.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 99.

Come not, sir,
Until I send, for I have something else
To ripen for your good, you must not know 't.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 8.



ripen

The magistrates should (as far as might be) ripen their

consultations beforehand, that their vote in public might
bear (as the voice of (Joil).

Winthrap, Hist. New England, I. 213.

He did not ripen his plans, and in the rapidity of his

work he was too easily contented with helping himself

from the novels or the histories from which he took his

plays to the scenes in the order In which he found them.
The Century, XXXVIII. 828.

3. To make fit or ready for use.

They [pottery-clays] are worked by shallow pits, and are

ripened, ground, and washed, as the other clays.

Spans' Enetjc. Mantrf., I. 640.

ripeness (rip'nes), . [< ME. *ripnes, < AS.

ripncx, ripnys, < ripe, ripe: see ripe
1
.] The

state of being ripe, in any sense.

In man, the ripeness of strength of the body and mind
cometh much about an age.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 16.

Thou gav'st that ripeness which so soon began,
And ceased so soon, he ne'er was boy nor man.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 287.

When love is grown
To ripeness, that on which it throve

Falls off, and love is left alone.

Tennyson, To J. S.

rip-fishing (rip'fish"ing), . See fishing.

Rlpi-. For words so beginning, see Bhipi-.

ripicolous (ri-pik'o-lus), a. [< L. ripa, a bank,
+ cnlere, inhabit.] In zool., riparian or ripa-
rious.

lipidolite (ri-pid'o-lit), . [< Gr. luirit; (parti-),

a fan, + hidof, a stone.] The commonest mem-
ber of the chlorite family of minerals, occur-

ring in monoclinic crystals with micaceous

cleavage, also scaly and granular, usually of a

deep-green color, rarely rose-red. It is a hy-
drous silicate of aluminium and magnesium.
Also called clinochlore.

ripienist (ri-pya'nist), n. [= F. ripieniste; as

ripieno + -ist.] In music, one who plays a ri-

pieno part; a supplementary or assisting in-

strumentalist.

ripieno (ri-pya'no), a. and n. [It., < L. re- +
plenus, full: see plenty."} I. a. In music, sup-
plementary. Specifically, noting an instrument or a

performer who assists in tntti passages, merely doubling
or reinforcing the part of the leading performers.

II. n. PI. ripieni (-ne). Such an instrument
or performer. In an orchestra, all the first violins, ex-

cept the leader or concert-master, are ripieni. Opposed
to principal or solo.

ripierH (rip'i-er), n. See ripper2 .

ripier
2

(rip'i-er), . See ripper1 ,
3.

ripon, rippon (rip'on), n. [< Ripon : see def .]

1. A spur: so called from the excellence attrib-

uted to the spurs made at Ripon, Yorkshire,
England. Fairholt. 2. A sword or sword-
blade named from Eipon.

riposte (ri-posf), n. [< F. riposte, < It. risposta,
a response, reply, < rispondere, respond: see

respond.'] 1. In fencing, a quick, short thrust

by a swordsman after parrying a lunge from
his opponent: usually given without moving
from tne spot, before the opponent has time to

recover his position ov guard.
The riposte in its simplest form is exactly analogous to

a war of words a short, smart answer to an attack.
H. A.. C. Dunn, Fencing, vi.

Hence 2. A quick, smart reply ;
a repartee.

ripper1
(rip'er), . [< rip

1 + -er1 .] 1. One
who or that which rips, tears, or cuts open ;

a

ripping-tool, (a) A tool used in shaping roofing-slates.

(6) An implement for ripping seams in fabrics by cutting
the stitches without injury to the cloth, (c) A machine
with circular knives for cutting the millboards used in

the making of cloth cases or covers for books.

2. A very efficient person or thing; one who
does great execution : as, he is a regular ripper.

[Slang.] 3. A robber. BalliioeU (in the form
ripier). See rip

1
,
v. t., 5. [Prov. Eng.]

ripper'
2
t (rip'er), n. [Also rippar, rippier, rip-

ier, < OF. "ripier (?), < L. riparius, of or per-
taining to the bank or coast: see riparian and
river2 . By some derived < rip'*, a basket,+ -er 1 .]
One who brings fish inland from the coast to
market.

But what 's the action we are for now, ha?
Robbing a ripper of his fish ?

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, v. 1.

I can send you speedier advertisement of her constancy
by the next ripier that rides that way with mackrel.

Chapman, Widow's Tears, ii.

Also that all Ripiers, and other Fishers from any of the
Sea-coasts, should sell their Fish in Cornhill and Cheap-
side themselves, and not to Fishmongers that would buy
to sell again. Baker, Chronicles, p. 164.

ripper* (rip'er), H. [Perhaps a particular use of

rijiper
1
.] A fog-horn. Also called Upper. [New-

foundland.]
ripping-bed (rip'iug-bed), >i. A machine for

dividing stones by passing them on a travers-
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ing bed under a gang of saws. The saws have
no teeth, but act by abrasion, which is facili-

tated by the use of sand.

ripping-chisel (rip'ing-chiz"el), n. In wotxl-

irnrking, a bent chisel used in clearing out mor-

tises, or for ripping the old oakum out of seams
which need calking.

ripping-iron (rip'ing-i"ern), n. A hook used by
calkers for tearing old oakum out of seams.

ripping-saw (rip'ing-sa), H. Same as rip-saw.

ripple" (rip'l), [Early mod. E. or dial, also

reeple, riple; = D. repel = MLG. repel, LG. repel,

reppcl, a ripple, = OHG. rifila, a saw, MHG. rif-

fel, a ripple, hoe, G. riffel, a ripple (G. riffel, riif-

fel, a reproof, lit. a 'combing over,' is from the

verb); with formative -le (-el, equiv. to -er 1
),

denoting an agent (as in ladle, stopple, beetle1
,

etc.), and equiv. to the simple form MD. MLG.
LG. repe, a ripple, from the verb represented
by MD. D. repen = MLG. repen, LG. repen, rep-

pen = G. reffen, beat or ripple (flax), = Sw. repa
(cf. MHG. reffen, pluck, pick, a secondary form
of raffen, pluck, snatch, = E. rap2); prob. con-
nected with rap2 ,

but in part at least associated
with rip

1
,
t\ Hence ripple

1
, v.] A large comb

or hatchel for separating the seeds or capsules

Ripple.

a, toothed wheel ; *, chute into which the heads of unthreshed ma-
terial are put ;

f and rf, treadle and pitman by which the wheel is re-

volved.

from flax; also, in the United States, a toothed
instrument for removing the seeds from broom-
corn.

feln, ripple (flax); from the noun: see ripple
1

,

.] To clean or remove the seeds or capsules
from, as from the stalks of flax.

There must be ... rippling, braking, wingling, and
heckling of hemp.

Howell, Parly of Beasts, p. 14. (Davits, under brake.)

ripple2! (rip'l), v. t. [< ME. "ripelen, repulen;
dim. or freq. (prob. confused with ripple

1
): see

rip
1

."] To scratch or break slightly ; graze.
And smote Gye wyth envye,
And repvlde hys face and hys chynne,
And of hys cheke all the skynne.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 209. (Halliwell.)

A horseman's javelin, having slightly rippled the skin of

his [Julian's] left arm, pierced within his short ribs.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 264. (Trench, Select Gloss.)

ripple3 (rip'l), v. ; pret. and pp. rippled, ppr.

rippling. [A mod. var. of rimple, wrinkle, due

appar. to confusion with rip
1

, ripple
2

: see rim-

ple.] I. intrans. 1. To assume or wear a ruffled

surface, as water when agitated by a gentle
wind or by running over a stony bottom; be
covered with small waves or undulations.

Left the Keswick road, and turned to the left through
shady lanes along the vale of [the] Eeman, which runs
. . . rippling over the stones.

Gray, To Dr. Wharton, Oct. 18, 1769.

Thine eddy's rippling race
Would blur the perfect image of his face.

D. G. Rossetti, The Stream's Secret.

2. To make a sound as of water running over
a rough bottom: as, laughter rippling pleas-

antly.
Thy slender voice with rippliny trill

The budding April bowers would fill.

0. W. Holmes, An Old-Year Song.

II. trails. 1. To fret or agitate lightly, as

the surface of water; form in small waves or

undulations; curl.

Anon she shook her head,
And shower'd the rippled ringlets to her knee.

Tennyson, fJodiva.

Like the lake, my serenity is rippled but not ruffled.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 140.

2. To mark with or as with ripples. See riji-

p/C-IIKII'l,'.

Some of the rippled rain-pitted beds contain amphibian
foot-prints. A. Geikit, Encyc. Brit., X. 350.

rip-saw

ripple
s

(rip'l), n. [< ripjilc'-i, r.] 1. The light

fretting or ruffling of the surface of water; a

little curling wave; an undulation.

He sees ... a tremor pass across her frame, like a rip-

ple over water. Dickens, Bleak House, xxix.

To watch the crisping ripples on the beach.

Tennyson, The Lotos- Eaters, Choric Song.

2. A sound like that of water running over a

stony bottom: as, a ripple of laughter. =Syn. 1.

See wave.

ripple
4

(rip'l), n. [Origin obscure.] A small

coppice. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
ripple5 (rip'l), n. [Origin obscure.] A weak-
ness in the back and loins, attended with shoot-

ing pains : a form of tabes dorsualis, the same
as Friedricli's ataxia (which see, under utaxia).

[Scotch.]
For warld's wasters, like poor cripples,
Look blunt with poverty and ripples.

Ramsay, Works, I. 143. (Jamieson.)

ripple6 (rip'l), . Same as rip
7

.

ripple-barrel (rip'l-bar"el), n. Tneat., a drum
covered with tinsel, which revolves behind a

perforated drop, to produce the effect of light
on water.

ripple-grass (rip'1-gras), n. [Sc. ripple-girse,
also ripplin-garss ; appar. < ripple

3 + grass, but
cf. rib-grass.] The rib-grass or ribwort-plan-
tain, Plantayo lanceolata. See plantain

1
.

ripple-mark (rip'1-mark), . A wavy surface
such as is often seen on sand, where it has been
formed by the action of the wind, and which

may have its origin in the motion of water as
well as of air, or which is often a result of the
combined action of the two. Examples of the
former action of winds and waves may often be seen

among the older sandy deposits where they happen to
have been preserved by the consolidation of the material.
These ripple-marks, with which are frequently associated
sun-cracks and prints of rain or surf-drops, afford evidence
of tidal and river action along gently sloping shores, and
with markings of this kind are occasionally found traces
of former life in the form of trails and tracks, as in the
case of the Triassic sandstones of the Connecticut valley.

ripple-marked (rip'1-miirkt), . Havingripple-
marks.

rippier (rip'ler), n. 1. One who ripples flax or

hemp.
Two ripplers sitting opposite each other, with the ma-

chine between them, work at the same time.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 294.

2. An apparatus for rippling flax or hemp.
The best rippier . . . consists of a kind of comb having,

set in a wooden frame, iron teeth ... 18 inches long.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 294.

ripplet (rip'let), n. [< ripple
3 + -et."] A small

ripple,

rippling (rip'ling), H. [Verbal n. of ripple
3

, v.]
An eddy caused by conflicting currents or tides

;

a tide-rip.

ripplingly (rip'ling-li), adv. In an undulating
manner

;
so as to ripple : as, the stream ran rip-

ipply (rip'li), a. [< ripple
3 + -y

1
.]

characterized by ripples. [Rare.]
] Rippling;

And whatever of life hath ebbed away
Conies flooding back with a ripply cheer,
Into every bare inlet and creek and bay.

Lowell, Sir Launfal, i.

rippon, n. See ripon.

riprap (rip'rap), n. [Usually in plural (orig.

appar. sing. ) ripraps ; appar. < Dan. rips-raps,
riffraff, rubbish, refuse, a form prob. due to the
same source as E. riffraff: see riffraff.] In en-

f/in.: (a) Broken stones used for walls, beds,
and foundations: sometimes used attributively.

After the vertical piles are driven, cobble stones, gravel,
and riprap are put in place around them.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LX. 261.

The shore below the landing is a line of broken, ragged,
slimy rocks, as if they had been dumped there for a rip-

rap wall. C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 120.

(/)) A foundation or parapet of stones thrown
together without any attempt at regular struc-
tural arrangement, as in deep water or on a soft
bottom.

riprapped (rip'rapt), o. [< riprap + -ed2 .]

Formed of or strengthened with riprap.
The dam is made of clay, and is 720 feet long. . . . The

front is riprapped. Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 167.

whale,
:e man-

ripsack (rip'sak), n. The California gray
fiachianectes glaucus : so called from th<

ner of flensing.

ripsack (rip'sak), r. /. [< ripxai-k. .] To pur-
sue or capture the ripsack.
rip-saw (rip'sa), H. A hand-saw the teetli of

which have more rake and less set than a cross-
cut saw, used for cutting wood in the direction
of the grain. [U. S.]



ript

ript (ript). Another spelling of ripped, preterit
and past participle or rip

1
.

ripuarian (rip-u-a'ri-an), a. [< F. ripuaire =
Sp. Pg. ripuario, < MlJ. ripuariiis, pertaining to
a shore, <f L. ripa, shore : see ripe

3
. Ct. ripa-

rian.'] Pertaining to or dwelling near a shore.
Ripuarian Franks, one of the great divisions of the

ancient Franks: so called because they dwelt near the
banks of the Rhine, in the neighborhood of Cologne.

risala (ris'a-la), it. [Also ressala, rissala; <

Hind, risala, Beng. resold, a troop of horse, cav-

alry, also a treatise, pamphlet, < Ar. risela, a

mission, despatch, letter.] In the British In-
dian army, a troop of native irregular cavalry.

risaldar (ris-al-dar'), . [Also ressaldar; < Hind.

risaldar, the commander of a troop of horse, <

risdtd, a troop of horse (see risala), + Mr, one
who holds.] The native commander of a risala.

risban (ris'ban), . [Also risband; < F. ris-

ban, < G. rissbanl; risban, < ma, gap, rent (<

rcissen, tear, split, draw: see write and rit), +
bank; bank, bench: see ianfci.] 1. Any flat

piece of ground upon which a fort is construct-
ed for the defense of a port. 2. The fort it-

self.

risberm (ris-berm'), M. [Also risberme; < F.
risberme, < G. "rissberme, < ria, gap, + berme, a
narrow ledge : see berm. Cf. risban and farm.]
1. A work composed of fascines, constructed
at the bottom of an earth wall. 2. A sort of

glacis of fascine-work used in jetties to with-
stand the violence of the sea.

rise1
(riz), v.

; pret. rose, pp. mew, ppr. rising.
[< ME. risen, rysen (pret. ros, roos, earlier ra#,

pi. risen, rise, resin, reson, pp. risen, min),< AS.
man (pret. ran, pi. rison, pp. risen), rise, = OS.
man = OFries. ma, rise, = D. rijzen, rise or

fall, = MLG. LG. risen = OHG. man, MHG.
risen, rise or fall, = Icel. ma = Goth, "reisan

(pret: "rats, pp. risans), in comp. nrreisan (=
AS. arisan, E. arise) ; orig. expressive of verti-
cal motion either up or down, but in E. confined
to upward motion. The OHG. reison, MHG. G.
reisen (= Sw. resa = Dan. reitte), travel, is from
the noun, OHG. reisa, MHG. reise, a setting out,
expedition, journey, G. reise (= Sw. resa = Dan.
reise), a journey, < OHG. maw, MHG. risen,
rise.] I. in trans. 1. To move or pass from a
lower position to a higher; move upward;
ascend; mount up: as, a bird rises in the air;
a fog rises from the river; the mercury rises in
the thermometer (or, as commonly expressed,
the thermometer rises).

I saw young Harry, with his beaver on, ...
Rise from the ground like feather'd Mercury.

Shak., I Hen. IV., iv. 1. 106.

In happier fields a rising town I see,
Greater than what e'er was, or is, or e'er shall be.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., 1. 053.

Dark and voluminous the vapors rise,
And hang their horrors In the neighb'ring skies.

Coteper, Heroism.

The falconer is frightening the fowls to make them rise,
and the hawk is in the act of seizing upon one of them.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 89.

2. Specifically, to change from a lying, sitting,
or kneeling posture to a standing one ; stand
up ;

assume an upright position : as, to rise from
a chair; to rise after a fall.

With that word they rysen sodeynly.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 330.

Iden, kneel down. [He kneels.] Rise up a knight.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1. 78.

Risse [pret.] not the consular men, and left their places,
So soon as thou sat'st down ? B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 2.

Go to your banquet then, but use delight
So as to rise still with an appetite.

Herrick, Connubli Flores.

And all the men and women in the hall
Rose when they saw the dead man rise, and fled.

Tennyson, Geraint.
Hence (a) To bring a sitting or a session to an end: as,
the house rose at midnight.

It is then moved by some member . . . that the com-
mittee rise, and that the chairman or some other member
make their report to the assembly.

Gushing, Manual of Parliamentary Practice, 285.

When Parliament rises for the vacation the work of the
circuit begins. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 203.

(6) To get up from bed.

Go to bed when she list, rise when she list, all is as she
WUI. Shak., M. W. of W., il. 2. 124.

About two o'clock in the morning, letters came from
London by our coxon. ... I rose and carried them in to
my Lord, who read them a-bed.

Pepys, Diary, March 25, 1660.

With early dawn Lord Marmion rose.

Scott, Marmion, I. 31.

3. To grow or stretch upward; attain an alti-
tude or stature

; stand in height : as, the tower
rises to the height of 60 feet.
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In sailing round Caprea we were entertained with many

rude prospects of rocks and precipices, that rise in several

places half a mile high in perpendicular.
Addition, Remarks on Italy (ed. Bohn), I. 446.

Where Windsor-domes and pompous turrets rise.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 352.

She that rose the tallest of them all,
And fairest. Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

4. To swell upward. Specifically (o) To reach a

higher level by increase of bulk or volume : as, the river
risen in its bed.

He told a boding dream,
Of rising waters, and a troubled stream.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ill. 481.

The olde sea wall (he cried) Is downe,
The rising tide comes on apace.

Jean Ingelow, High Tide on the Coast of Lincolnshire.

(i) To swell or puff up, as dough In the process of fer-
mentation.

Generally In from four to five hours the [bread] sponge
rises; fermentation has been going on, and carbonic acid

steadily accumulating within the tenacious mass, till it has
assumed a puffed out appearance. Encyc. Brit., III. 253.

6. To slope or extend upward; have an upward
direction : as, a line, a path, or a surface rises

gradually or abruptly.
There, lost behind a rising ground, the wood
Seems sunk. Cmrper, Task, 1. 306.

6. To appear above the horizon; move from
below the horizon to above it, in consequence
of the earth's diurnal rotation

; hence, to move
from an invisible to a visible position.

Whiles these renkes thus rest than rises the sun,
Bredis with his beanies all the brode vales.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 1172.

He niaketh his sun to rue on the evil and on the good.
Mat. v. 45.

Till the star, that rose at evening bright,
Toward heaven's descent had sloped his westering wheel.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 30.

Rises! thou thus, dim dawn, again?
Tennyson, In Memoriam, l\\ii.

7. To come into existence; emerge into sight ;

arise, (o) To become apparent; come into view
; stand

out ; emerge ; come forth
; appear : as, an eruption rises on

the skin ; the color rose on her cheeks.

There chaunst to them a dangerous accident.
A Tigre forth out of the wood did rise.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. x. 34.

Go to ; does not my coulour rise?
It shall rise; for I can force my blood
To come and go. Marstan, The Fawne, IL 1.

I [stake] this bowl, where wanton ivy twines, . . .

Four figures rising from the work appear.
Pope, Spring, L 87.

(6) To become audible.

Heroes' and heroines' shouts confusedly rise.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 41.

There rose a noise of striking clocks.

Tennyson, Day-Dream, The Revival.

(c) To have a beginning; originate; spring; come into
existence

; be produced.
A nobler gratitude

Rose in her soul : for from that hour she lov'd me.
Otway, Venice Preserved, L 1.

'Tis very rare that Tornadoes arise from thence [the sea] ;

for they generally rise first over the Land, and that in a very
strange manner. Dampur, Voyages, II. Hi. 87.

Honour and shame from no condition rise ;

Act well your part ; there all the honour lies.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 193.

The river Blackwater rises in the county Kerry.
TroUope, Castle Richmond, i.

8. To increase in force, intensity, spirit, de-

gree, value, or the like, (o) To increase in force or
intensity ; become stronger : as, his anger rises.

He blewe hys home in that tyde,
Hertys reson on eche a syde.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, f. 64. (HaUiireU.)

Sunday, the wynde began to ryse in the north.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 59.

His spirits rising as his toils increase.

Cmcper, Table-Talk, 1. 279.

The power of the Crown was constantly sinking, and
that of the Commons constantly rising.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

(6) To increase in degree or volume, as heat or sound.

The day was raw and chilly, and the temperature rose

very little. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 43.

The music . . . rose again, . . .

Storm'd in orbs of song, a growing gale.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

SO
To increase in value

; become higher in price ; become
earer.

Poor fellow, never joyed since the price of oats rose; it

was the death of him. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 14.

Bullion is risen to six shillings and five pence the ounce
Locke.

(d) To increase in amount : as, his expenses rose greatly.
0. To stand up in opposition ; become opposed
or hostile; take up arms; rebel; revolt: as, to
rise against the government.

The commons haply rise, to save his life.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 240.

rise

To hinder this prowd enterprise,
The stout and michty Erie of Marr
With all his men in arms did ryse.

UaUle of Harlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 184).

At our heels all hell should rise
With blackest insurrection.

Milton, P. L.,ii. 136.

10. To take up a higher position ; increase in

wealth, dignity, or power; prosper; thrive;
be promoted or exalted: as, he is a rising man.

Some rise by sin, and some by virtue fall.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 1. 38.

His fortune is not made,
You hurt a man that 's ritiny In the trade.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, II. 3:,.

11. To become more forcible or impressive;
increase in power, dignity, or interest: said of

thought, discourse, or manner.
Dangle. The interest rather falls off in the fifth act.
Sir Fretfitl. Rises, I believe you mean, sir.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

12. To come by chance
; turnup; occur.

There chaunced to the Princes hand to rize
An auncient booke. Spenser, F. Q., II. Ix. 59.

13. To arise from the grave or from the dead;
be restored to life: often with aijiiin.

Thou ne woldest leue thomas
That oure lord fram deth ras.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

Deed <t lijf bigunneto striuen
Whether myjt be maister there

;

Llif was slayn, & roos a-gen.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 29.

And vpon Ester day erely our blessyd Sauyonre come
to hyin and brought hym mete, sayenge,

"
lames, nowe

ete, for I am rysyn." SirR. Giiytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 33.

Awake, ye faithful ! throw your grave-clothes by,
He whom ye seek is risen, bids ye rise.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 77.

14. Of sound, to ascend in pitch; pass from a
lower to a higher tone.

Miss Abercrombie had a soft voice with melancholy
cadences; her tones had no rising inflections; all her
sentences died away. Harpers Mag., LXXVIII. 248.

15. In mining, to excavate upward: the oppo-
site of sink. Thus, a level may be connected with one
above it by either sinking from the upper level to the
lower one, or by rising from the lower to the upper.
16. To come to the surface or to the baited

hook, as a whale or a game-fish.
Where they have somuch choice, you may easily Imagine

they will not be so eager and forward to rise at a bait.

Cotton, in Walton's Angler, ii. 263.

17. Milit., to be promoted; go up in rank.
The curtain rises. See curtain. To have the gorge
rise. See gorge. To rise from the ranks, to win a com-
mission, after serving in the ranks as a private soldier or
a non-commissioned officer. To rise to the fly. See_/f$/2.
To rise to tne occasion, or to the emergency, to

feel, speak, or act as an emergency demands ; snow one's
self equal to a difficult task or to mastering a dilemma.

" I should have walked over there every day, on the
chance of seeing your pretty face !" answered the Dandy,
rising, as he flattered himself, to the occasion.

Whyte MelvOle, White Rose, I. vi.

= Syn. Arise, Rise. See arise.

fl. trail*. 1. To ascend; mount; climb.

The carriage that took them to the station was rising a
little hill the ton of which would shut off the sight of the

Priory. B. G. White, Fate of Mansfield Humphreys, viii.

2. In angling, to cause or induce to rise, as a
fish.

Some men, having once risen a fish, are tempted to flog
the water in which he is with fly after fly.

Quarterly fiec.
,
CXXVI. 349.

3. Nant., to cause, by approaching, to rise into
view above the horizon. Compare raise*-, 11.

She was heading S. E., and we were heading S. S.W., and
consequently before I quitted the deck we had risen her
hull. W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, v.

rise1 (riz), ii. [First in mod. E.
; < rise1 , .] 1.

The act of rising; ascent: as, the rise of vapor
in the air; the rise of water in a river; the rise

of mercury in a barometer.
The steed along the drawbridge flies,
Just as it trembled on the rise.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 15.

2. Elevation; degree of ascent : as, the me of
a hill or a road.

The approach to the house was by a gentle rise and
through an avenue of noble trees.

Mark Lemon, Wait for the End, I. 29.

3. Any place elevated above the common level ;

a rising ground : as, a rise of land.

I turning saw, throned on a flowery rise,
One sitting on a crimson scarf unroll'd.

Tennyson, Fair Women.
Laramie Jack led slightly, riding straight towards a tall

branchless tree on the crest of the rise up which they
were racing. The Century, XXXIX. 527.

4. Spring; source; origin; beginning: as, the
rixc of a stream in a mountain.



rise

He observes very well that musical instruments took
their first rue from the notes of birds and other melodi-
ous animals. Addimn, The Cat-Call.

The Stories that Apparitions have been seen oftner
than once in the same Place have no Doubt been the Rite
and Spring of the walking Places of Spirits.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 109.

It is true that genius takes its rise out of the mountains
of rectitude. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

6. Appearance above the horizon: as, the rise

of the sun or a star.

From the rite to set

Sweats in the eye of Phoebus, and all night
Sleeps in Elysium. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 289.

Long Isaac proposed waiting until midnight for moon-
rise, as it was already dark, and there was no track be-

yond Lippajiirvi. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 118.

6. Increase ;
advance : said of price : as, a rise

in (the price of) stocks or wheat.

Eighteen bob a-week, and arise if he behaved himself.

Dickens, Pickwick, liii.

7. Elevation in rank, reputation, wealth, or

importance ;
mental or moral elevation.

Wrinkled benchers often talk'd of him
Approvingly, and prophesied his rise.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

8. Increase of sound
;
swell.

His mind
. . . borne perhaps upon the rise

And long roll of the Hexameter.
Tennyson, Lucretius.

9. Height to which one can rise mentally or

spiritually; elevation possible to thought or

feeling.
These were sublimities above the rise of the apostolic

spirit. South.

1 0. In sporting, the distance from the score-line

to the traps in glass-ball- or pigeon-shooting
matches. 11. In arch., the perpendicular
height of an arch in the clear, from the level
of impost to the crown. See arch1

,
2. 12.

In music : (a) Increase of sound or force in a
tone. (6) Ascent in pitch; passage from a
lower to a higher tone. 13. In coal-mining,
the inclination of strata considered from below
upward. Thus, a seam of coal is said to be
worked "to the rise" when it is followed up-
ward on its inclination. 14. In mining, an ex-
cavation begun from below and carried up-
ward, as in connecting one level with another,
or in proving the ground above a level. Also
called rising. 15. In carp., the height of a

step in a flight of stairs. 16. The action of a

game-fish in coming to the surface to take the
hook.

If you can attain to angle with one hair, you shall have
more rises, and catch more fish.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 102.

Rise Of strata, in geol. See dip, n., 4 (a). To get or
take a rise out of (a person), to take the conceit out of a

person, or to render him ridiculous. [Colloq. or slang.]

Possibly taking a rise out of his worship the Corregidor,
as a repeating echo of Don Quixote.

De Quincey, Spanish Nun.
To give rise. See givei .

rise2 (ris), n. [Also rice, Sc. reise; < ME. ris,

rys, < AS. hris, a twig, branch, = D. rijs = OHG.
hris, ris, MHG. ris, G. reis = Icel. hris = Sw.
Dan. ris, a twig, branch, rod.] 1. A branch of
a tree ; a twig.

And therupon he hadde a gay sarplys.
As whit as is the blosme upon the rys.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 138.

Anone he lokyd hym besyde,
And say syxty lades on palferays ryde,
Gentyll and gay as bryd on ryse.

MS. Ashmole 61, 15th Cent. (Halliwell.)

Among Lydgate's cries are enumerated "Strawberries
ripe and cherries in the rise

"
; the rise being a twig to

which the cherries were tied, as at present.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 10.

2. A small bush.
"It was that deevil's buckie, Callum Beg," said Alick ;

"I saw him whisk away through amaug thereises."

Scott, Waverley, Iviii.

rise-bush (ris'bush), . [< rise
1* + bush 1

.] A
fagot; brushwood.
The streets were barricaded up with chaines, harrowes,

and waggons of bavins or rise-ottshes.

Relation of Action before Cyreneester (1642), p. 4. (Davies.)

rise-dike (rls'dik), . [< rise" + dike.] A hedge
made of boughs and brushwood. Halliwell.

risel, n. A support for a climbing or running
vine.

The blankest, barest wall in the world is good enough
for ivy to cling to. ... But the healthiest hop or scarlet
runner won't grow without what we call a risel.

D. Christie Murray, The Weaker Vessel, xxxvi.

risen (riz'n). 1. Past participle of rise1 . 2f.
An obsolete preterit plural of rise1

.

riser (ri'zer), n. One who or that which rises.

Specifically (a) One who leaves his bed : generally with
a qualifying word.
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Th' early riser with the rosy hands,

Active Aurora. Chapman, Odyssey, xii. 4.

Such picturesque objects ... as were familiar to an

early riser.

Sir E. Brydges, Note on Milton's L'Allegro, 1. 67.

(&) One who revolts ; a rebel or rioter.

The noyse that was telde of zow, that ze schuld a be on
of the capetayns of the ryserse in Norfolk.

Potion Letters, I. 86.

(c) In angling, a flsh considered with reference to its man-
ner of rising.

All the flsh, to whichever class of risers they might be-

long. Three in Norway, p. 123.

(d) In founding : (1) An opening in a molding-flask into

which the molten metal rises as the flask is fllled ; a head.

It is well known that, to obtain a sound casting in steel,
with most methods in use, a very high riser is necessary',
which also means a high gate, and consequent waste of

labor and material. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LIX. 88.

(2) Same as feed-head, 2. (e) The vertical face of a stair-

step. Also raiser and lift.

The risers of these stairs ... are all richly ornament-
ed, being divided generally into two panels by figures of

dwarfs, and framed by foliaged borders.
J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 198.

(/) pi. In printing, blocks of wood or metal upon which
electrotype plates are mounted to raise them to the height
of type. [Eng.]

rise-wood (ris'wud), . [< rise2 + wood1
,]

Small wood cut for hedging. Halliicell. [Prov.
Eng.]

rish 1
(rish), n. and r. An obsolete or dialectal

form of rush 1
.

rish2t, . [Origin obscure.] A sickle. Xonii-
nale MS.

(Halliicell.)
rishi (rish'i), n. [Skt. rishi; derivation un-

known.] In Skt. myth., an inspired sage or

poet; the author of a Vedic hymn The seven
rishis, the stars of the Great Bear.

risibility (riz-i-bil'i-ti), .; pi. risibilities (-tiz).

[= F. risibilite = Sp. risibilidad = Pg. risibili-

dade = It. risibilita, < LL. as if *risibilita(t-)s, <

risibilis, risible : see risible.'] 1. The property
of being risible

; disposition to laugh.
To be religions is, therefore, more adequate to his char-

acter than either polity, society, risibility, without which
sonable creature, but a mere brute, th

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 260.

he were no reasor

very worst of the kind.

Her too obvious disposition to risibility.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xx.

2.
pi.

The faculty of laughing; a sense of the
ludicrous. Also risibles.

risible (riz'i-bl), a. and . [< OF. (and F.) risi-

ble = Sp. risible= Pg. risivel= It. risibilc, laugh-
able, < LL. risibilis, that can laugh, < L. ridere,

pp. risiis, laugh: see rident, ridicule.] I. a. 1.

Having the faculty or power of laughing.
We are in a merry world

; laughing is our business, as

if, because it has been made the definition of man that he
is risible, his manhood consisteth of nothing else.

Government of the Tongue.

2. Laughable; capable of exciting laughter;
ridiculous.

For a terse point, a happy surprise, or a risible quibble,
there is no man in this town can match little Laconic.

Foote, An Occasional Prelude.

A few wild blunders, and risible absurdities, from which
no work of such multiplicity was ever free.

Johnson, Pref. to Dictionary.

The denunciations of Leicester . . . would seem almost
risible, were it not that the capricious wrath of the all-

powerful favorite was often sufficient to blast the charac-
ter ... of honest men.

Motley, Hist. Netherlands, II. 279, note.

3. Of or pertaining to laughter; exerted to

produce laughter: as, the risible faculty.
The obstreperous peals of broad-mouthed laughter of

the Dutch negroes at Communipaw, who, like most other
negroes, are famous for their risible powers.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 98.

II. n. pi. Same as risibilities. See risibility, 2.

[Jocular.]

Something in his tone stirred the risibles of the conven-
tion, and loud laughter saluted the Illinoisan.

The Century, XXXVIII. 28fl.

risibleness(riz'i-bl-nes), w. Same as risibility.

Bailey, 1727.

risibly (riz'i-bli), tidr. In a risible manner;
laughably,

risilabialis (ri-si-la-bi-a'lis), .; pi. rixiltibialex

(-lez). [NL., < L. ridere, pp. risus, laugh, +
lal>inm,l\p: see labial.] Same as risorius.

rising (ri'zing), n. [< ME. risingc, rysyngc;
verbal n. of rise1 , r.] 1. The act of one who
or that which rises.

Men that are in hopes and in the way of rising keep in
the Channel. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 9(i.

A Saxon nobleman and his falconer, with their hawks,
upon the bank of a river, waiting for the riring of the

game. Strtitt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 88.

Specifically (a) The appearance of the sun or a star above
the horizon. In astronomy the sun or a planet is said to
rise when the upper limb appears in the horizon ; and in

calculating the time allowance must be made for refrac-

rising-anvil

tiuii, parallax, and the dip of the horizon. Primitive as-

tronomers defined the seasons by means of the risings
and settings of certain stars relatively to the sun. These,
called by Kepler "poetical risings and settings," are the

acronychal, cosmical, and heliacal (sec these words).

We alone of all animals have known the risings, settings,
and courses of the stars. Derham, Astrotheology, viiL 3.

(b) The act of arising from the dead, or of coming to life

again ;
resurrection.

Questioning one with another what the rising from the
dead should mean. Mark ix. 10.

Then of the moral instinct would she prate,
And of the rising from the dead.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

(c) A hostile demonstration of people opposed to the gov-
ernment; a revolt; an insurrection; sedition: as, to call

out troops to quell a rising.

There was a rising now in Kent, my Lord of Norwich
being at the head of them. Evelyn, Diary, May 30, 1648.

In 1636, even a great religious movement like the Pil-

grimage of Grace sinks into a local and provincial rising,
an abortive tumult.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 253.

The futile risings, the cruel reprisals, the heroic deaths,

kept alive among the people the belief in the cause of Italy.
E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 63.

2. That which rises
;
a prominence, elevation,

or swelling; specifically, a tumor on the body,
as a boil or a wen. [Now colloq. or dialectal.]
When a man shall have in the skin of his flesh a rising,

a scab, or bright spot, and it be in the skin of his flesh like

the plague ofleprosy, then he shall he brought unto Aaron
the priest, or unto one of his sons the priests. Lev. xiii. 2.

On each foot there are five flat horny risings, which seem
to be the extremities of the toes.

Goldsmith, Hist, of Earth (ed. 1790), IV. 254. (Jodrell.)

3. In mininy, same as rise1
,
14. 4. A giving

way in an upward direction from pressure ex-

erted from beneath.
The only danger to be feared [in domes] is what is tech-

nically called a rising of the haunches ;
and to avoid this

it might be necessary, where large domes were attempted,
to adopt a form more nearly conical than that used at

Mycente. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 238.

5. That which is used to make dough rise, as

yeast or leaven. See salt-rising. [Prov. Eng.
and U. S.]

It behoveth my wits to worke like barme, alias yeast,
alias sizing, alias rising. Lyly, Mother Bombie, ii. 1.

So strong is it [alkali] that the earth when wet rises like

bread under yeast. It taints the water everywhere, and
sometimes so strongly that bread mixed with it needs no
other rising. S. Bowles, Our New West, xiv.

6. In bread-making, the quantity of dough set

to rise at one time. 7. A defect sometimes

occurring in casting crucible steel, which is

said to "boil" in the mold after teeming, pro-
ducing a honeycomb structure of the metal.

The rising of steel, and consequently the formation of

blow-holes, is attributed to hydrogen and nitrogen, and to
a small extent to carbonic oxide.

The Ironmonger, quoted in Science, IV. 331.

8. A water-swelling : said of ova by fish-cultur-

ists. 0. Naut., the thick planking laid fore
and aft, on which the timbers of the deck bear ;

also, the narrow strake inside a boat just under
the thwarts. The rising of the sun, in Scrip., the

place where the sun appears to rise ; the extreme eastern
limit of the world ; the orient.

From the rising of the sun even to the going down of the

same, my name shall he great among the Gentiles.
Mai. i. 11.

rising (ri'zing), p. a. [Ppr. of rise1
, v.] 1. In-

creasing in possessions, importance, power, or

distinction : as, a rising town ;
a rising man.

Feign what I will, and paint it e'er so strong,
Some fixing genius sins up to my song.

Pope, Epilogue to Satires, ii. 9.

2. Growing; advancing to adult years, and to

the state of active life : as, the rising genera-
tion. 3. Growing so as to be near some spe-
cified or indicated amount: used loosely in

an awkward quasi-adverbial construction: (a)

reaching an amount greater than that speci-
fied: sometimes with of: as, rising three years
old; rising of & thousand men were killed; the
colt is rising oftwo this grass [U. S.]; (b) reach-

ing an amount which is at least that specified
and may be greater: as, a horse rising fourteen

hands; (c) approaching but not yet reaching
the specified amount: as, a colt risinytwo years
old [Eug.].
A house is never perfectly furnished for enjoyment un-

less there is a child in it rising three years old, and a kit-

ten rising three weeks.

Southey, quoted in Allibone's Diet, of Quots., p. 102.

Rising butt. See butts. Rising hinge. See hinge.-
Rlsing line, an incurvated line drawn on the plane of

elevations or sheer drafts of :\ ship, to determine the

height of the ends of all the floor-timbers. Rising tim-
bers, or rising floors, the floor-timbers in the forward
and after parts of a ship.

rising-anvil (iJ'ring-aa'vil), n. In slieet-metal

working, a double beak-iron.



rising-lark

rising-lark (ri' zing- lark), . The skylark,
Alauda 'arrennis. [Prov. Eng.]

rising-line (ri'zing-lin), n. An elliptical line

drawn upon the sheer-plan to determine the

sweep of the floor-heads throughout the ship's

length. Haniersty, Naval Eneyc.
rising-main (ri'zing-man), ?(. In a mine, the
column of pumps through which water is lifted

or forced to the surface or adit: usually made
of cast-iron pipes joined together.

rising-rod (ri'zing-rod), n. A rod operating the
valves in a Cornish pumping-engine.

rising-seat (ri'zing-set), n. In a Friends' meet-

ing-house, one of a series of three or four seats,
each raised a little above the one before it, and
all facing the body of the congregation. These
seats are usually occupied by ministers and elders. They
are often collectively called " the gallery." Also/oin<7-
scat, hiyh seat.

In the sing-song drawl once peculiar to the tuneful ex-

hortations of the rising seat he thus held forth.

M. C. IM, A Quaker Girl of Nantucket, p. 28.

rising-square (ri'zing-skwar), . In ship-build-

intj. a square upon which is marked the height
of the rising-line above the keel. [Eng.]
rising-wood (ri'zing-wiid), . In ship-building,
timber placed under the flooring when the ex-
tremities of a vessel are very fine and extend

beyond the cant-body.
risk1

(risk), . [Formerly also risque; < OF.
risque, F. risque= Pr. re,segue = Sp. riesgo = Pg.
risco = It. risico (> D. G. Sw. Dan. risiko), for-

merly also risigo, dial, resega (ML. risigus, ris-

cus), risk, hazard, peril, danger; perhaps orig.

Sp., < Sp. risco, a steep, abrupt rock, = Pg. risco,
a rock,crag(cf. It. risega,f., ajuttingout)(hence
the verb, Sp. urricsgar, formerly arriscar, ven-
ture into danger (pp. arriscado, bold, forward),
= It. arrischiarsi, risk (pp. arrischiato, hazard-

ous)); from the verb represented by It. reset/are,

risecare, cut off, = Pr. rezega, cut off, = Pg. n's-

car, erase, < L. resecare, cut off, < re-, back, +
secare, cut: see meant.] 1. Hazard; danger;
peril ; exposure to mischance or harm ; ven-
ture : as, at the risk of one's life

;
at the risk of

contagion. Common in the phrase to run a (the)
risk, to incur hazard ; take the chance of failure
or disaster.

If you had not performed the Vow, what Risque had you
run? N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, II. 3.

If he [the Arab] had left me, I should have run a great
risque of being stript, for people came to the gate before
it was open. Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 7.

Where there Is risk, there may be loss.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 44.

Indulging their passions in defiance of divine laws, and
at the risk of awful penalties. Mctcaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. In com.: (a) The hazard of loss of ship,
goods, or other property. (6) The degree of
hazard or danger upon which the premiums of
insurance are calculated.

It would take a great many years to determine tornado
risks with sufficient accuracy to estimate the amount of
premium needed ; but we can make a comparison with the
risks and losses by fire, and thus arrive at an approximate
solution of the question. Science, XVI. 19.

(c) Hence, by extension, insurance obligation :

as, our company has no risks in that city.=Syn.
1. Exposure, Venture, Risk, Hazard, jeopardy, peril. The
first four words are in the order of strength. They imply
voluntary action more often than danger, etc. (see danger):
as, he ran a great risk; it was a bold venture, involving
the exposure of his health and the hazard of his fortunes.
They generally imply also that the chances are unfavor-
able rather than favorable. Exposure is, literally, a put-
ting out, as into a dangerous place ; the word is generally
followed by that to which one is exposed : as, exposure to
attack.

risk1
(risk), v. t. [Formerly risque; < OF. (and

F.) risquer, risk; cf. Sp. arriesgar, formerly ar-

riscar, venture into danger, = Pg. arriscar = It.

arrischiare, run a risk
; from the noun : see rait1

,

.] 1. To hazard; expose to the chance of in-

jury or loss.

There is little credit among the Turks, and it is very rare
they trust one another to negotiate any business by bills,
or risque their money in the hands of any one.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 39.

This one fallen amongst them, who could make
The rich man risk his life for honour's sake.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 236.

2. To venture upon; take the chances of: as,
to risk a surgical operation.
The other [party] must then risque an amercement.
Sir W. Jones, Dissertations and Jliscell. Pieces, p. 388.

Nor had Emana Christos forces enough to risk a battle
with an officer of the known experience of Af Christos.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 335.

= Syn. 1. To peril, jeopard, stake. See rail, n.

risk'-' (risk), n. SameasreesfcandnsjA [Scotch.]
risker (ris'ker), n. One who risks, ventures, or
hazards.
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Hither came t' observe and smoke

What courses other Tinkers took
;

And to the utmost do his best
To save himself, and hang the rest.

S. Sutler, Hudibras, III. ii. 418.

riskful (risk'ful), a. [< rofcl + -ful.] Full of
risk or danger; hazardous; risky. [Bare.]
At the first glance such an attempt to reverse the rela-

tionship between population and railways appears a risk-

ful undertaking. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 55.

risky (ris'ki), a. [< risk* + -yi.] 1. Attended
with risk; hazardous; dangerous: as, a very
risky business.

No young lady in Miss Verinder's position could manage
such a risky matter as that by herself.

W. Collins, Moonstone, I. 20.

2. Running a risk
; venturesome; bold; auda-

cious.

I am no mortal, if the risky devils haven't swam down
upon the very pitch, and, as bad luck would have it, they
have hit the head of the island.

Cooper, Last of the Mohicans, vii.

In spite of all his rixky passages and all his tender ex-

pressions, Galiani wrote for posthumous publication, to
the terror of Madame d'Epinay. who had made him her
confidant. Fortnightly Rev., N. 8., XLIII. 350.

risoluto (re-zo-lo'to), a. [It., = E. resolute.']
In music, with resolution or firmness.

risorial (ri-so'ri-al), . [< NL. risorius, laugh-
ing (< L. risor, laugher, mocker, < ridere, laugh:
see rident), + -aJ.] Of or pertaining to laugh-
ter; causing laughter, or

effecting
the act of

laughing; exciting risibility; risible: as, the
risorial muscle.

risorius (ri-so'ri-us), . ; pi. merit (-i). [NL.
(sc. museulus) risorial.'] The laughing-muscle,
some transverse fibers of the platysma that are
inserted into the angle of the mouth : more fully
called risorius Santorini. Also risilabialis.

risp1
(risp), v. t. [Also reap; < Icel. rispa, scratch.

Cf. rasjii, .] 1. To rasp; file. 2. To rub or

grate (hard bodies, as the teeth) together.
[Scotch in both uses.]

risp
1
(risp), n. [<rtopl,. Cf.fWp1,*.] Arasp.

[Scotch.]
risp2 (risp), . [Appar. a var. of rise2

;
cf . risp

3
.']

1 . A bush or branch
;
a twig. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.] 2. The green stalks collectively ofgrow-
ing peas or potatoes. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

risp
3

(risp), . [Var. of risfc2 , reesk.] Coarse
grass that grows on marshy ground.
Thehay-rope . . . was made of risp, a sort of long sword

grass that grows about marshes and the sides of lakes.
Blackwood's Mag., XIV. 190.

risposta (ris-pos'ta), . [It., < rispondere, re-

spond: see respond, response."] In contrapuntal
music, same as answer.

risquet, n. and v. An obsolete spelling of risk1 .

Rissa (ris'a), n. [NL. (Leach's MSS., Stephens,
in Shaw's " General Zoology," 1825).] A genus
of Laridse, having the hind toe rudimentary or

very small ; the kittiwakes. There are at least two
species, R. tridactyla, the common kittiwake of the arctic
and North Atlantic oceans, and the very different red-

legged kittiwake, R. brevirostris, of the North Pacific. See
cut under kittiwake. Also called Gavia.

risset. Ail obsolete past participle of rise1 .

Rissoa (ris'o-a), . [NL., after Risso, a natu-
ralist of Nice.] A genus of small shells, typical
of the family Rissoidee. Also Eissoia.

Rissoella (ris-o-el'a), n. [NL., < Risso + dim.
-ella.~] A genus of gastropods. Also called

Jeffreysia.
Rissoellida (ris-o-el'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Risso-
ella + -idee.] A family of ttenioglossate gastro-
pods, typified by the genus Rissoella. Also
called Jeffreysiidse.

rissoid (ris'oid), a. and n. I. a. Of or related
to the Rissoidae.

II. w. A gastropod of the family Rissoidx.
Rissoidae (ri-so'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Rissoa +
-idse.] A family of tsenioglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Rissoa. The animal has long
tentacles with the eyes external at their base, and the cen-
tral tooth multicuspidate and with basal denticles; the
shell is turbinate or turreted, with an oval or semilunate
aperture, and the operculum is corneous and paucispiral.
The species are phytophagous and abound in seaweed.

rissole (ris'ol), n. [< F. rissole, F. dial, mote,
rezole, a rissole, formerly rissolle, "a Jews ear,
or mushrom that's fashioned like a demi-circle,
and grows cleaving to trees; also a small and
delicate minced pie, made of that fashion"

(Cotgrave); cf. rissote, brownness from frying;
< rissoler, fry brown, F. dial, roussoler = It. ro-

solare, fry, roast; origin uncertain.] In cook-

ery, an entr6e consisting of meat or fish com-
pounded with bread-crumbs and yolk of eggs,
all wrapped in a fine puff-paste, so as to resem-
ble a sausage, and fried.

rithe

list (rist), r. 1. An obsolete or dialectal pret-
erit of me1

. 2f. Third person singular pres-
ent indicative of rise1 (contracted from riseth).

'

ristet, n . and r. A Middle English form of res* 1
.

ristori (ris-to'ri), n. [So named from Madame
Kixtori, an Italian tragic actress.] A loose open
jacket for women, usually of silk or some rather
thick material.

risus (ri'sus), n. [NL., < L. risus, laughter, <

ridere, pp. risus, laugh: see rident.] A laugh,
or the act of laughing; a grin Kisus sardoni-
CUS or caninus, a spasmodic grin seen in tetanus.

rit 1
(rit), v. t. or i. [< ME. ritte, ritten (pret.

ritte), tear, break, split (to-ritten, tear apart), <

D. ritten, tear, = OHG. rizzan, rizzon, MHG. G.

ritzen, tear, wound, lacerate
;
a secondary verb,

akin to AS. writan, E. write : see write.] If. To
tear; break; rend; strike.

Young Johnstone had a nut-brown sword, . . .

And he fitted it through the young Col'nel,
That word he ne'er apake mair.

Young Johnstone (Child's Ballads, II. 292).

2. To make an incision in the ground, with a
spade or other instrument, as a line of direction
for future delving or digging; rip; scratch; cut.

[Scotch.]
rit1

(rit), n. [< ri*1 , v.] A slight incision made
in the ground, as with a spade ;

a scratch made
on a board, etc. [Scotch.]
Ye scart the land with a bit thing ye ca' a pleugh ye

might as weel give it a nit with the teeth of a redding-
kame. Scott, Pirate, xv.

rit2 (rit), v. t. [Prob. a var. of re*1.] To dry
(hemp or flax). Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

rit3t, e. A Middle English form of the third

person singular present indicative of ride (con-
tracted from rideth). Chaucer.
ritardando (re-tar-dan'do), a. [< It. ritardan-

do, ppr. of ritardare, retard: see retard.] In

music, becoming gradually slower; diminishing
in speed: same as rallentando and (usually)
ritenuto (but see the latter). Abbreviated rit.

and ritard.

ritardo (ri-tar'do), a. [It., < ritardare, retard:
see retard.] Same as ritardando.
ritch (rich), n. The Syrian bear, Ursus syria-
cus.

rite (rit), n. [= F. rit, rite = Sp. Pg. It. rito, < L.

ritun, a custom, esp. religious custom; cf. Skt.

riti, a going, way, usage, < / ri, flow, let flow.]
1. A formal act or series of acts of religious or
other solemn service, performed according to a
manner regularly established by law, precept,
or custom.

Every Church hath Authority to appoint and change
Ceremonies and Ecclesiastical Rites, so they be to Edi-
fication. Baker, Chronicles, p. 328.

When the prince her funeral rites had paid,
He ploughed the Tyrrhene seas.

Dryden, JEneld, vil. 7.

2. The manner or form prescribed for such an
act

;
a ceremonial. Hence 3. Any ceremony

or due observance.
Time goes on crutches till love have all his rites.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 873.

How shall I

Pass, where in piles Carnavian cheeses lie;

Cheese, that the table's closing rites denies,
And bids me with t tr unwilling chaplain rise?

Gay, Trivia, ii. 255.

Ambrosian rite, the Ambrosian office and
liturgy.

Congregation of Rites. See congregation, 6 (a). Mo-
zarabic rite. See Mozarabic. = Syn. Form, Observance,
etc. See ceremony.

ritelyt (rit'li), adv. [< rite + -fy
2
.] With all

due rites; in accordance with the ritual; indue
form.

After the minister of the holy mysteries hath ritely

prayed. Jer. Taylor, Real Presence. (Latham.)

ritenuto (re-te-no'to), a. [< It. ritenuto, pp. of

ritetiere, retain: see retain, re-, tenable.] In
music, at a slower tempo or pace. Ritenuto some-
times has the same sense as rallentando and ritardando,
but is used more exactly to mark an abrupt instead of a
gradual change of speed. Also ritenendo, ritenente. Ab-
breviated riten.

,
n. A Middle English form of rithe*.

,
a. An awkward Middle English spelling

of right. Chaucer.
rithe 1

(riTH), n. [Formerly also rytJi ; < ME.
ritlie, < AS. rith, rithe, a stream (ed-rith, a stream
of water; wseter-ritlic, water-stream), also

rithig, a stream, = North Fries, ride, rie, the
bed of a stream, = OLG. rith, a stream (used
in proper names).] A stream; a small stream,
usually one occasioned by heavy rain. Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]

rithe2 (riTH), n. [Perhaps a corruption of me2
.]

A stalk of the potato. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]



rither

rither1
(riTH'er), . A dialectal form ofrudder1

.

He jumpeth and courseth this way and that way, as a
man roving without a mark, or a ship fleeting without a
rither. Up. Jewell, Works (1'arker Soc.), III. 1B6.

rither2 (riTH'er), 11. A dialectal form of rotlicr2 .

Titling (rifling), . Same as reckling.

ritornelle,ritornello(re-t6r-ner,re-t6r-nerio),
n. [= F. ritournelle, < It. ritornetlo, dim. 'of

ritorno, a return, a refrain: see return 1
.] In

music, an instrumental prelude, interlude, or
refrain belonging to a vocal work, like a song,
aria, or chorus

; also, one of the tutti passages
in an instrumental concerto. Also formerly
called a symphony.

ritrattot (ri-trat'to), n. [It. : see retrait.~\ A
picture.

Let not this rUratto of a large landscape be thought
trilling. Roger North, Examen, p. 251. (Davies.)

fitter (rit'er), n. [< G. ritter, a rider, knight:
see rider.'] A knight.

Your Duke's old father
Met with th' assailants, and their grove of ritters

Repulsed so fiercely.

Chapman, Byron's Conspiracy, li. 1.

The Ritter's colour went and came.

Campbell, The Ritter Bann.

Ritteric (rit'er-ik), a. [< Hitter (see def.) +
-ic.] Pertaining to or named after Dr. J. W.
Ritter (1776-1810)._Ritteric rays, the invisible
ultra-violet rays of the spectrum. See spectrum.

Ritter -Valli law. The statement of the cen-

trifugal progress of an initial increase followed

by loss of irritability in the distal part of a
divided nerve.

rittingerite (rit'ing-er-it), n. [< Rittinger, the
name of an Austrian mining official, + -ite%.]
A rare mineral occurring in small tabular mono-
clinic crystals of a nearly black color. It con-
tains arsenic, sulphur, selenium, and silver, but
its exact composition is not known.
Rittinger's side-blow percussion-table. See
joggling- table.

ritt-master (rit'mas"ter), n. [< G. rittmeister, a
captain of cavalry, < ritt, a riding, + meister,
master : see master1

.'] A captain of cavalry.
Duke Hamilton was only Kit-master Hamilton, as the

General used to call him
; ._._

. Linlithgow was Colonel
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The typical illustration of ritualism, and that to which

it naturally reverts for its model, was the medieeval
cathedral, with its supposed reenactment of the great
tragedy of the Cross, amid all theasthetical influences of

architecture, sculpture, painting, music, and eloquence.
The Century, XXXI. 80.

2. Observance of prescribed forms in religious
worship or in reverence of anything.
The Troubadour hailed the return of spring ; but with

him it was a piece of empty ritualism.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 280.

3. Specifically (a) The science of ritual ; the

systematic study of liturgical rites. (6) An
observance of ritual in public worship founded
upon a high estimate of the value of symbolism
and a belief in the practical importance of
established rites, and particularly in the effi-

rivalsMp
with another; an associate; an alternating
partner or companion in duty.

Well, good night;
If you do meet Horatio and Marcellus,
The rivals of my watch, bid them make haste.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 12.

2. One who is in pursuit of the same object as

another; one who strives to reach or obtain

something which another is attempting to ob-

tain, and which only one can possess ;
a com-

petitor: as, rivals in love; rivals for a crown.

Oh, love ! thou sternly dost thy pow'r maintain,
And wilt not bear a rival in thy reign. Dryden.

My lovers are at the feet of my rivals.

Steele, Spectator, Mo. 306.

3. One who emulates or strives to equal or ex-WDWHM44M4W i i I/V O HjllVt IJtlL U1V, lildJ-1 T -1-11. I 1 1 <_ CUJ.~ J J.1- 11 j-i

cacy of sacraments, as having been divinely
ceed another m excellence; a competitor; an

_:_4.~j i_ T-_ _i-
'

i_ ..* Z5i_n__i ___ _ i antagonist: as. two rivfiLt 111 plnmipnAA.
appointed to be channels of spiritual grace to
those who use them

;
more especially, the prin-

ciples and practices of those Anglicans who
are called Ritualists.

ritualist (rit'u-al-ist), n. and a. [= F. ritua-
Uste = Sp. Pg. It. ritualista; as ritual + -ist.J

I. w. 1. One versed in or devoted to ritual;
a specialist in the systematic study of liturgi-
cal rites and ceremonies; especially, a writer

upon this subject. 2. One who advocates or

practises distinctive sacramental and

antagonist : as, two rivals in eloquence.
You both are rivals, and love Hermia ;

And now both rivals to mock Helena.

Shalt., M. N. D., Hi. 2. 1E6.

= Syn. 2 and 3. See emulation.

H. a. Having the same pretensions or claims;
standing in competition for superiority: as, ri-

val lovers
;
rival claims or pretensions.

Even rival wits did Voiture's death deplore.
Pope, To Miss Blount

I do not recommend German reviews as models for Eng-
lish ones ; too often they seem to me to be written by ri-
val competitors in the same field with the author.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 53.

sym-
bolic ritual, especially that inherited or revived
from ancient usage; specifically [cap.], one of
that branch of the High-church party in the rival (ri'val), v. ; pret. and pp. rivaled or ri-

Anglicau Church which has revived the ritual vailed, ppr" rivaling or rivalling. [< rival, n.]
authoritatively in use in the second year of I. trans. 1. To stand in competition with;
King Edward VI. (see ornaments rubric, under
ornament). The ritualistic movement is an extension
of the Anglo-Catholic revival. (See revival.) The points
especially insisted on by the Ritualists are the eastward
position (declared legal in England), and the use of vest-

ments, lights, wafer-bread, and the mixed chalice, to which
some add that of incense.

II. a. Ritualistic.

ritualistic(rit"u-a-lis'tik), a. [(ritualist + -ic.]
1. Pertaining or according to ritual. 2. Ad-
hering to rituals: often used to designate a
devotion to external forms and symbols as of

great importance in religious worship. Hence
3. Pertaining to or characteristic of the

Livingstone. Wodrow, I. 271. (Jamieson.) party called Ritualists in the Anglican Church.
"If I understand you, Captain Dalgetty I think that See ritualist, 2.

rittock (rit'ok), w. The common tern or sea-
swallow. Also rippock. [Orkney.]

ritual (rit'u-al), a. and n. [< OF. ritual, F. ri-

tuel = Sp. Pg. ritual = It. rituale = D. rituaal
= G. Sw. Dan. ritual, < L. ritualis, relating to
rites (LL. neut. pi. ritualia, rites),< ritus, a rite :

see rite.] I. a. Pertaining to, consisting of, or

prescribing a rite or rites.

The first Religion that ever was reduced to exact Rules "ft or cleft,
and ritual Observances was that of the Hebrews.

Howell, Letters, ii. 8.

The ritual year
Of England's Church.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, iii. 19.

II. . 1. A book containing the rites or ordi-
nances of a church or of any special service.
Specifically, in the Roman Catholic Church, the ritual is
an office-book containing the offices to be used by a priest
in administering the sacraments (baptism, marriage, pen-
ance, extreme unction, communion out of mass), together
with the offices for the visitation of the sick, burial of the
dead, benedictions, etc. The corresponding book in the
medieval church in England was called the manual.
2. (a) A prescribed manner of performing re-

ligious worship or other devotional service in

any given ecclesiastical or other organization.
Bishop Hugh de Nonant . . . enlarged the body of stat-

utes which he found in his church for the government of
its chapter and the regulation of its services and ritual.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 7.

Whereto in some parts of this kingdom is joined also
the solemnity of drinking out of a cup, ritually composed,
decked, and filled with country liquor.

Selden, Illnst. of Drayton's Polyolbion, ix. 417.

We can no ways better, or more solemnly and ritually,
give glory to the holy Trinity than by being baptized.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), II. 25fl.

riva (ri'va), n. (X Icel. rifa, a rift, cleft, fissure/!_ _* ,". '.'., .*__

seek to gain something in opposition to : as, to
rival one in love. 2. To strive to equal or ex-

cel; emulate.
To rival thunder in its rapid course.

Dryden, Mneld, ri. 798.

But would you sing, and rival Orpheus' strain.
The wondering forests soon should dance again.

Pope, Summer, 1. 81.

II. intrans. To be a competitor; act as a ri-

val. [Obsolete or archaic.]

My lord of Burgundy,
We first address towards you, who with this king
Hath rivall'd for our daughter. Shak., Lear, i. 1. 194.

There was one giant on the staff (a man with some tal-

ent, when he chose to use it) with whom I very early per-
ceived it was in vain to rival.

R. L. Stevenson, Scribner's Mag., IV. 124.

rivaless (ri'val-es), . [< rival + -ess.] A fe-
male rival. [Rare.]
Oh, my happy rivaless ! if you tear from me my husband,

he is in his own
disposal, and I cannot help it.

Richardson, Pamela, IV. 153. (Dames.)

rival-hating (ri'val-ha"ting), a. Hating any
competitor; jealous.

Rival-hating envy. Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 131.

(bjarg-rifa, cleftm a mountain) : see rivel.] A
rivality (ri-val'i-ti), n. [< F. rivaliU = Sp. ri-

[Orkney and Shetland.]
He proceeded towards a riva, or cleft in a rock, contain-

ing a path, called Brick's steps. Scott, Pirate, vii.

rivage1
(riv'aj), n. [< F. rivage, OF. rivaige,

rivage = Pr.'Cat. ribatge = It. rivaggio, < ML.
ripaticum (also, after 3am.,rlvatic*g, ribaticus),
shore, < L. ripa, shore, bank : see rive%, river2.]
1. A bank, shore, or coast.

And sir Gawein made serche all the ryaages, and take
shippes and assembled a grete navie.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Ii. 378.

Do but think
You stand upon the rivage, and behold
A city on the inconstant billows dancing.

Shak,, Hen. V., iii. (cho.).

From the green rivage many a fall

Of diamond rillets musical.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

2. A toll formerly paid to the crown on some
rivers for the passage of boats or vessels.

Same as

And come, whatever loves to weep,
And hear the ritual of the dead.

Tennyson, In Hemoriam, xviii.

or an
arrivage.

He ... prively toke a ryvage [var. arryvage]
In the centre of Cartage.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 223.

S^Any
ceremonial form or custom of proce- rivailet ,

. fME,<OF. V W7te,<L,n>,,bank:
see rivage1

.']
A harbor.

And they in sothe comen to the ryvaiUe
At Suncourt, an havene of gretrenoun.

MS. Digby <ZSO. (Halliwell.)

rival (ri'val), it. and n. [< OF. (and F.) rival,
a rival, competitor, = Sp. Pg. rival = It. rivale

dure.
False are our Words, and fickle is our Mind ;

Nor in Love's Ritual can we ever find
Vows made to last, or Promises to bind.

Prior, Henry and Emma.
Ambrosian ritual. See AmbrosianX.

ritualism (rit/u-al-izm), H. [= F. ritualisme;
as ritual + -fern.] 1. A system of public wor-
ship which consists in forms regularly estab-
lished

by law, precept, or custom, as distin- ....
, ., , ,. ,.

guished from that which is largely extempora- other, prop. adi. rinilix, belonging to a brook,M . -i . i i c 'Hi/1 fVini.i-i-Prtrt ...,.;. 1 I . . ... J 1 i i. j.1 S --. _ _ i.

= SP- n-
validaa = Pg. rivalidade = It. rinalitA = G. ri-

valitat, < L. rivalita(t-)s, rivalship, < rivalis, ri-

val: see rival.] If. Association; equality; co-

partnership.
Ctesar, having made use of him in the wars 'gainst Pom-

pey, presently denied him rivality, would not let him
partake in the glory of the action.

Shak., A. and C., iii. 5. 8.

2. Rivalry. [Rare.]
I need fear

No check in his rivality, since her virtues
Are so renown'd, and he of all dames hated.

Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois, ii. 1.

Some, though a comparatively small, space must still
be made for the fact of commercial rivality. J. S. Mill.

rivalize (ri'val-Iz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. rivalized,

ppr. rivalling. [= F. rivaliser = Sp. Pg. rival-

izar; as rival + -ise.] To enter into rivalry ;

contend; compete. [Rare.]
Declaring himself a partisan of General Jackson, to ri-

valize with Mr. Calhoun for the Vice-Presidency.
John Quincy Adams, Diary, 1828.

rivalry (ri'val-ri), .; pi. rivalries (-riz). [<n-
val + -n/.] The act of rivaling; competition;
a strife or effort to obtain an object which an-
other is pursuing: as, rivalry in love; an en-
deavor to equal or surpass another in some ex-

cellence; emulation: as, rivalry for superiority
at the bar or in the senate.

And now commenced a tremendous rivalry between
these two doughty commanders striving to outstrut and
outswell each other, like a couple of belligerent turkey-
cocks. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 322.

= Syn. Competition, etc. See emulation.

neous and therefore variable and left to the
judgment of the conductor of the worship.

< rirus, a brook, stream : see rivulet.] I. .

If. One having a common right or privilege

for superiority ; emulation; rivalry.

Rivalships have grown languid, animosities tame, inert,
and inexcitable.

Landor, Imaginary Conversations, Southey and Porson, iL



rivaye

rivayet, e. i. [ME., appar. < OF. "riveter, hawk
by the bank of a river, < rive, bank : see rice*,

rive&, river2 .] To hawk.
I salle never rymye, ne racches un-cowpylle,
At roo ne rayne dere that rynnes apponne erthe.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4000.

rive1
(riv), v.

; pret. rived, pp. riced or riven, ppr.

riving. [< ME. riuen, ryven (pret. rof, roof, raf,

ref, pp. riven, rifen, revert), < leel. rifa (pret.

ri/, pp. rifinn), rive, = Sw. ri/va = Dan. rie,
scratch, tear, = D. rycew = MLG. riren, grate,

rake, = OHG. riban, MHG. riben, G. reiben, rub,

grate (but the OHG. form may be for "wriban
= D. wrijven = MLG. wriven, LG. wriven, rub).

Hardly allied to Gr. cpe'mecv, throw or dash

down, tear down, or cpetKctv, tear, break, rend,

rive, = Skt. V rikh, scratch. Hence rive1
, n.,

rift
1

,
and ult. ricel, rifle*, and perhaps ribald.

CL rip
1

, ripple
1
.] I. trans. 1. To split; cleave;

rend asunder by force : as, to rive timber for

rails, etc., with wedges ;
the oak is riven.

And [he] lUte vp the serpentes skyn, and ro/hym thourgh
the body with the swerde. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 111. 849.

But It would have made your heart right sair . . .

To see the bridegroom rive his hair.

The Cruel Brother (Child's Ballads, II. 256).

The scolding winds
Have rived the knotty oaks.

Shale., J. C., 1. 8. 8.

2t. To cause to pierce ;
thrust.

This swerde thurgh thyn herte dial I ryve.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1793.

3f. To pierce ;
stab.

She rof [var. roof] hirselven to the herte.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 878.

But Quyon drove BO furious and fell

That seemed both shield and plate it would hare riv'd.

Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 6.

4. To explode; discharge. [Rare.]
Ten thousand French have ta'en the sacrament
To rive their dangerous artillery

Upon no Christian soul but English Talbot.

Shale., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 2. 29.

=Syn. 1. See rendl.

II. iiitrans. 1. To be split or rent asunder;
fall apart.

Nought allone the sonne was mirke,
But howe youre vaile raffe in yonre klrke,

That witte I wolde. York Plays, p. 401.

The soul and body rive not more in parting
Than greatness going olf.

Shot., A. and C., iv. 13. 5.

There is such extreame colde in those parts that stones
and trees doe euen riue asunder in regarde thereof.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 111.

The captain, . . . seeing Tinlinn . . . floundering in the

bog, used these words of insult: "Sutor Watt, ye cannot
sew your boots, the heels risp, and the seams rive."

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 4, note.

rive 1
(riv), n. [= Icel. rifn, a cleft, fissure;

from the verb. Cf. rira.] 1. A place torn; a

rent; a tear. Brocket!. [Prov. Eng.] 2. That
which is torn, as with the teeth.

Our horses got nothing but a ripe o' heather.

Hogg, Perils of Man, II. 246. (Jamieson.)

rive2t, [ME., < MD. ryve (= MHG. rive), a

rake, < rijven, scrape, scratch: see rive1 ."] A
rake. Nominate MS. (Halliwett.)

rive3 (riv), a. An obsolete or dialectal form of

rife
1

.

rive4 (riv), w. [ME. rive, < OF. rive, < L. ripa,
a bank of a stream, rarely the shore of the sea

;

of doubtful origin. Cf. Gr. ep'mvq, a broken
cliff, scar, a steep edge or bank, < epe'meiv, tear
down. From the L. ripa are also ult. E. ripe

3
.

rive5
, arrive, rivage

1
,
etc. See raw2

.] Bank;
shore.

Now bringeth me atte rive

Schip and other thing.
Sir Tristrem, p. 34. (Jamieson.)

riV65t (riv), . . [< ME. riven, aphetic form
of ariven, arrive: see arrive. Cf. OF. river, fol-

low the edge or border of a stream, road, or

wood, < rive, bank, edge: see ritie*.] 1. To
land; arrive.

That ichc, let and dere,
On londe am rived here.

MS. Laud. 108, f. 220. (HallimU.)
2. To go ;

travel.

Then they rieed east and they rived west
In many a strange country.

King Arthur and the King of Cornwall (Child's Ballads, I.

[233).

rivel (riv'el), i'. t.; pret. and pp. riveted or riv-

elled, ppr. riveling or rivalling. [< ME. rivelen, a
freq. form, < AS. "rifian, wrinkle, in pp. ge-rifod
(in Somner also erroneously "geriflod, *gerifled),

wrinkled; prob. connected with rice: see rive1

and of. rifle
2
.} To wrinkle; corrugate; shrink:

as, riveted fruit; riveted flowers.

5196
He lefte vp his heed, that was lothly and rivelid, and

loked on high to hym with oon eye open and a-nother clos,

. . . grennynge with his teth as a man that loked a-geln
the sonne. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 262.

I'll give thee tackling made of rivelled gold,
Wound on the barks of odoriferous trees.

Marlowe and Naihe, Dido, ill. 1. 115.

Griefe, that sucks veines drie,
Biuels the skinne, casts ashes in mens faces.

Marston and Webster, Malcontent, ii. 3.

Ev'ry worm industriously weaves
And winds his web about the rivell'd leaves.

Cotrper, Tirocinium, 1. 590.

rivelt (riv'el), n. [< ME. rivel; < rivel, v."] A
wrinkle. Wyclif, Job xvi. 8; Huloet.

riveling1
! (riv'el-ing), . [< ME. riveling; ver-

bal n. of rivel, v.~\ A wrinkle.

To ghyue the chyrche glorious to hymsilf that it hadde
no wem ne ryueling or ony such thing. Wyclif, Eph. v. 27.

riveling2t,
n. [Also reveling, and dial, rii'lin :

OSc. rewelyn, etc.; < ME. riveling, reviling (>
AF. rivelings), < AS. rifeling, a kind of shoe.]
1. A rough kind of shoe or sandal of rawhide,
formerly worn in Scotland.

Sum es left na thing
Boute his rivyn riveling.

Wright, Political Songs, p. 307. (Eneyc. Diet.)

2. A Scotchman. [Contemptuous.]
Rugh-fute reviling, now kiudels thi care,

Bere-bag with thi boote, thi biging es bare.

Wr!
: iht, Polit. Poems and Songs, I. 62.

riven (riv'n),^.. [Pp. of tire1
, f.] Split; rent

or burst asunder.

The well-stack'd pile of riven logs and roots.

Cowper, Task, iv. 444.

river 1
(ri'ver), n. [< r/fe 1 + -er1 .] One who

rives or splits.

An honest block river, with his beetle, heartily calling.
J. Echard, Obs. on Ans. to Contempt of Clergy, p. 23.

((Latham.)

river2 (riv'er), w. [< ME. river, rivere (= D.

rivier, river, = MHG. ririer, brook, riviere,

rivier, recier, district), < OF. riviere, P. riviere,

a river, stream, = Pr. ribeira, ribayra, shore,

bank, plain, river, = Sp. ribera, shore, strand,

sea-coast, = Pg. ribeira, a meadow near the
bank of a river (ribeiro, a brook), = It. riviera,
the sea-shore, a bank, also a river, < ML. ripa-

ria, a sea-shore or river-bank, a river, fern, of

L. riparius, of or belonging to a bank, < ripa, a
bank of a stream (rarely the coast of the sea) :

see rice3 . The word river is not connected
with the word rivulet.'] 1. A considerable body
of water flowing with a perceptible current
in a certain definite course or channel, and usu-

ally without cessation during the entire year.
Some watercourses, however, are called riveri although
their beds may be almost, or even entirely, dry during
more or less of the year. As water must find its way
downward, under the influence of gravity, wherever the

opportunity is offered, most rivers reach the ocean, which
is the lowest attainable level, either independently or by
uniting with some other stream ; but this process of join-

ing and becoming merged in another river may be re-

peated several times before the main stream is finally
reached. Asa general rule, the river which heads furthest

from the sea, or which has the longest course, retains Its

name, while the affluents entering it lose their identity
when merged in the larger stream. There are various ex-

ceptions to this, one of the most remarkable of which is

the Mississippi, which retains that name to its mouth,
although the affluent called the Missouri is much longer
than the Mississippi and somewhat larger at the junction.

Asia, 'North America, and South America have "closed

basins," or regions in which the surplus water does not find

its way to the sea, for the reason that there evaporation is

in excess of precipitation, so that the water cannot accu-
mulate to a height sufficient to allow It to run over at the
lowest point in the edge of the basin, and thus reach the
sea. The water carried by rivers is rain or melted snow,
a part of which runs on the surface to the nearest rivulet

while the rain is falling, or immediately after it has fallen,

while a larger part consists of that rain-water which, fall-

ing upon a permeable material, such as sand and gravel,
sinks beneath the surface for a certain distance, and then
makes its way to the nearest available river, more or less

slowly according to the permeability of the superficial

material, the extent to which it is saturated with water,
and the nature and position of the impermeable beds, as

of clay or crystalline rocks, which may underlie it. Were
the surface everywhere entirely impermeable, the rainfall

would be carried at once to the nearest rivers, and disas-

trous freshets would be the rule rather than the exception
in regions of large rainfall. It is a matter of great im-

portance that many of the largest rivers head in high
mountain regions, where the precipitation is chiefly or

entirely in the form of snow, which can melt only gradu-
ally, so that disastrous floods are thus prevented, while
the winter's precipitation in many regions is stored away
for summer's use, extensive tracts being thus made avail-

able for habitation which otherwise would be deserts.

The size of a river depends chiefly on the orographlcal
features and the amount of rainfall of the region through
which it flows. Thus the Amazon is the largest river in

the world because the peculiar topography of South
America causes the drainage of a vast region (over a mil-

lion and a half square miles) to converge toward one cen-

tral line, and because throughout the whole course of that

river and its branches there is a region of very large rain-

fall. The Orinoco, although draining an area less than

river-chub

one fifth of that of the Amazon, is navigable for fully 1,000

miles, and is, when full, over three miles wide at 560 miles
from its mouth, because it drains a region of extraordina-

rily large precipitation. The Missouri-Mississippi, on the
other hand, although draining an area nearly as large as

that of the Amazon, is very much inferior to that river in
volume at its mouth, because it flows for a considerable

part of its course through a region where the precipitation
is very small, while it is not extraordinarily large in any
part of the Mississippi basin. The area drained by any
river is called Its basin; but this term is not generally
used except with reference to a river of considerable size,

and then includes the main river and all its affluents.

The edge of a river-basin is the watershed, in the United
States frequently called the divide, and this may be a

mountain-range or an entirely inconspicuous elevation of

the surface. Thus, for a part of the distance, the divide
between the Mississippi basin and that of the Great Lakes
is quite imperceptible topographically. Exceptionally
some large rivers (as the Amazon and Orinoco) inoscu-

late with each other.

The river Rhine, it is well known,
Doth wash your city of Cologne.

Coleridge, Cologne.

In speaking of rivers, Americans commonly put the
name before the word river, thus : Connecticut river,

c'harlesn'eer, Merrimackn'rer; whereas the English would
place the name after it, and say, the river Charles, &c.
And when English writers copy from our geographers,
they commonly make this alteration, as will be seen by
referring to any of the English Gazetteers.

Pickering, Vocab.

2. In laic, a stream of flowing water, of great-
er magnitude than a rivulet or brook. It may
be navigable or not ; the right to use it may be purely
public, or it may be private property ;

it may arise from
streams, or constitute the outlet of a lake

;
it may be

known by the appellation of river or by some other name
these particulars not being material to its legal charac-

ter as a river. Bishop.
3. A large stream

; copious flow; abundance:
as, rivers of oil.

Rivers of blood I see, and hills of slain,
An Iliad rising out of one campaign.

Addison, The Campaign.

Flash, ye cities, in rivers of fire !

Tennyson, Welcome to Alexandra.

River and Harbor Bill, an appropriation bill generally
passed in recent years by the United States Congress, for

the improvement of navigable waters, the development of

streams, etc., alleged to be suitable for navigation. Such
a bill was In 1882 vetoed by the President on account of

its extravagance ($18,000,000) and "log-rolling
"
character.

The amount appropriated has increased from less than

*4,000,000 in 1870 to almost ?25,000,000 in 1890. River
Brethren, a denomination of Baptists in the United
States, which arose during the Revolution, and derived its

origin from the Mennonites. It recognizes three orders
of

clergy, rejects infant baptism, and baptizes adults by
a threefold immersion. Its other church ordinances are
the communion, feet-washing, and the love-feast. To
set the river on fire. See fire.

riverain (riv'er-an), a. [< F. riverain, pertain-

ing to or dwelling on the banks of a river, <

riviere, a river: see rirer2.] Riparian.
Turkish authorities do not attempt to run their steam-

ers up and down throughout the year, but content them-
selves with a few trips between Beles and Hillah while
the river remains in flood from April to August, with the

political object of controlling the riverain tribes rather
than for purposes of commerce. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 671.

98 per cent, of the entries In the tables were correct

within 8 inches of actual heights at open coast stations,
and 69 per cent, at riverain stations. Nature, XLI. 140.

river-bass (riv'er-bas), n. Any bass of the ge-
nns Mieropterus.

river-bed (riv'er-bed), w. The channel in which
a river flows.

river-birch (riv'er-berch), n. A moderate-sized

tree, Betula nit/ra, common southward in the
eastern half of the United Stages, growing
chiefly along streams. Its wood is used in the

manufacture of furniture, wooden ware, etc.

Also red birch.

river-bottom (riv'er-bot"um), . The alluvial

land along the margin of a river. See bottom,
3. [U.S.]
river-bullhead (riv'er-bul'hed), n. The mill-

er's-thumb, Cottus or Uranidea gobio.

river-carp (riv'er-karp), . The common carp,

Cyprians carpio, as living in rivers: distin-

guished from pond-carp.
nver-chub (riv'er-chub), . A cyprinoid fish,

the hornyhead or jerker, Ceratichthys bigutta-

tux, widely distributed and abundant in the

w
River-chub (Ceratichthys bigiittatus}.

United States, attaining a length of from 6 to

9 inches. There are numerous fishes of the

same genus which share the name.



river-crab

river-crab (riv'er-krab), n. A fresh-water crab
of the family Tl/elpktisidee, inhabiting rivers

and lakes. It has & quadrate carapace and very short

antenna?. Thelphusa depresm is a river-crab of southern

Europe, much esteemed for food. It is often found fig-

ured on ancient Greek coins. See cut under Thelphusa.

river-craft (riv'er-kraft), n. Small vessels or

boats which

ply on rivers

and are not de-

signed to go to

sea.

river-crawfish
(riv' er-kra"-

tish), n. Aflu-
viatile long-
tailed crusta-

cean, as Asta-
aus fluviatilia
and related

forms; a craw-
fish proper
of either of the

generaAstacus
and Canibarws.
Such crawfish
common in the
United States are
of the latter ge-
nus, as C. ajfinis.
See crawfish, and
cuts under Asta-
cidee and Astacus.

river-dolphin (riv'er-dol"fin), H. A Gangetic
dolphin ; any member of the Platan istidse. See
cut under Platanista.

river-dragon (riv'er-drag
//

on), n. A crocodile
;

a name given by Milton to the King of Egypt,
in allusion to Ezek. xxix. 3.

With ten wounds
The river-dragon tamed at length submits
To let his sojourners depart. MUton, P. L. , xii. 191.

river-driver (riv'er-drFver), . In lumbering,
a man who drives logs down streams, and pre-
vents their lodging on shoals or being otherwise
detained in their passage. [Local, U. S.]
river-duck (riv'er-duk), n. A fresh-water duck

;

any member of the subfamily Anatinse : distin-

guished from sea-duck. See cuts under Chau-
lelasmus, mallard, teal, and widgeon.

riverett (riv'er-et), n. [< OF. rivierette (cf.

equiv. riverotte), dim. of riviere, a river: see
river2 , ] A small river; a rivulet.

How Arden of her Rills and Riverets doth dispose.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 237.

May not he justly disdain that the least riveret should
be drained another way? Rev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 77.

river-flat (riv'er-flat), n. The alluvial plain
adjacent to a river; bottom; interval; inter-

vale. [New Eng.]
river-god (riv'er-god), n. A deity supposed to

preside over a river as its tutelary divinity : in

River-crawfish (Camttartts

River-god. Tiberis. the River Tiber, in the Louvre Museum.

art generally represented as a reclining figure,
often with an urn from which water flows, and
other distinguishing attributes.

riverhead (riv'er-hed), n. The spring or source
of a river.

In earth it first excessive saltness spends,
Then to our springs and riverheads ascends.

Dryden, Misc. (ed. 1685), ii. 408. (Jodrett.)

river-hog (riv'er-hog), n. 1. The capibara.
2. An African swine of the genus Potamochce-

rus; a bush-hog. P. peniciUatus is known as
the red rircr-liog. See cut under Potumochce-
rus.

riverhood (riv'er-hud), . [< river"2 + -hood."]
The state of being a river. [Rare.]

Useful riverhood. Hugh Miller. (Imp. Diet.)

river-horse (riv'er-hors), n. [Tr. L. hippopo-
tamus, Gr. ?7r;rof 7ro7(i/of: see hippopotamus.']
The hippopotamus.

The r/r<'r-7/orw. and scaly crocodile.'

Miltnn, P. I.., vii. 474.
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riverine (riv'er-in), . [< rim-'2 + -IMC*. Cf.

riverain.'] Of or pertaining to a river
;
resem-

bling a river in any way.
Timbuktu, . . . 9 miles north of its (Moassina's]n'un'n*

port Kabara, on the left bank of the Niger.
Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 391.

His face . . . deeply rutted here and there with ex-

pressive valleys and riverine lines of wrinkle.
E. Jenkim, Week of Passion, xiii.

riverish (riv'er-ish), a. [(river'2 -f- -Js/i 1 .] Riv-

ery.
Easie ways are made by which the zealous philosophers

may win neer this riverish Ida, this mountain of contem-
plation. Dr. John Dee, Preface to Euclid (1670).

river-jack (riv'er-jak), >i. 1. The common
water-snake of Europe, Tropidonotus natrix.

2. A venomous African serpent, Clotho nasi-

cornis.

river-lamprey (riv'er-lam"pri), . A fresh-
water lamprey, Ammoccetesfliiviatilis, and others
of the same genus.
river-limpet (riv'er-lim"pet), H. A fluviatile

gastropod of the genus Ancylns.
nverling (riv'er-ling), . [< river"2 + -ling

1
.']

A little river; a stream. [Rare.]
Of him she also holds her Siluer Springs,
And all her hidden Crystall Riverlinys.

Sylvester, tr. ol Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

river-man (riv'er-man), n. One who frequents
a river and picks up a livelihood about it, as

by dragging for sunken goods.
The oil floated into the Thames, and offered a rich

booty to a number of the river-men, who were busy all day
scooping it into their crazy old boats from the surface of
the water. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 82.

river-meadow (riv'er-med
//

6), . A meadow
on the bank of a river.

river-mussel (riv'er-mus"l), n. A fresh-water
mussel ;

a unio
;
one of the Uniomdx, of sev-

eral different genera. See cut under Anodonla.
river-otter (riv'er-ot"er), n. The common Eu-

ropean otter, l/utra vitlgaris; a land-otter: in

distinction from sea-otter.

river-perch (riv'er-perch), n. A Californian
surf-fish, Hysterocarpus traski; one of the em-
biotocoids, which, contrary to the rule in this

family, is found in fresh waters.

river-pie (riv'er-pi), n. The water-ouzel, Cin-

clus aquaticus. [Ireland.]

river-plain (riv 'er- plan), ii. A plain by a

river.

river-shrew (riv'er-shro), ii. An African aquat-
ic insectivorous animal, the only representative
of the genus Potamogale and family Potamoga-
lidse. See these words.

riverside (riv'er-sld), n. The bank of a river:

often used attributively.
This animal therefore seldom ventures from the river-

side. Goldsmith, Hist. Earth (ed. 1790), IV. 296. (Jodrett.)

A poor man, living in a small, muddy, riverside house.
Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, vi.

river-smeltt (riv'er-smelt), n. The gudgeon.
Day. [Local, Eng.]

river-snail (riv'er-snal), . A fresh-water gas-
tropod of the family Viviparideeor Paludinidee;
a pond-snail.
river-swallow (riv'er-swol'

/
6), )(. The sand-

swallow or sand-martin, Cotile or Clivicola ripa-
ria. [Local, British.]
river-terrace (riv'er-ter"as), . In geol. See
terrace.

river-tortoise (riv'er-t6r'
/
tis), n. A tortoise

of the family Trionyclridie ; a snapping-turtle ;

a soft-shelled turtle
; any fresh-water chelo-

nian.

river-turtle (riv'er-ter'tl), H. Same as river-

tortoise.

river-wall (riv'er-wal), . In liydraul. engin.,
a wall made to confine a river within definite

bounds, either to prevent denudation or erosion
of the banks, or overflow of the adjacent land,
or to concentrate the force of the stream with-
in a smaller area for the purpose of deepening
a navigable channel.
river-water (riv'er-wa'ter), n. The water of a

river, as distinguished from rain-water, spring-
water, etc.

river-weed (riv'er-wed), n. See Podostemon.

river-weight (riv'er-wat), . The weight set

upon a fish by guess; the estimated weight,
which is apt to exceed the actual weight. [Col-

loq.]
river-Wolf (riv'er-wulf ), n. The nutria, or Bra-
zilian otter: translating lobo da rio. See cut
under coypou.
rivery (ny'er-i), a. [< river"2 + -1/1.] 1. Of
or pertaining to rivers; resembling rivers.

riveting

Thy full and youthful breasts, which in their meadowy
pride

Are branch'd with rivery veins, meander- like that glide.

Drayton, Polyolbion, x. 94.

2. Abounding in rivers : as, a rirery district.

A rivery country. Drayton.

[Rare in both senses.]
Eivesaltes (rev'salt), .. [< Rwesaltes, a town
in southern France.] A sweet wine made from
Muscat grapes in the neighborhood of Perpi-
gnan in France.
rivet1

(riv'et), n. [Early mod. E. also ryvet,

revet; < OF. rivet, rivect, a rivet, also the welt of

CI _ I

Rivet with Coun-
tersink.

a, countersink
head; *, washer;
c, riveted end.

a shoe,< river, clench, riv-

et, tuck in (bedclothes),
F. river, clench, rivet ;

cf .

Se. dial, riv, clench (Aber-
deen ), sew coarsely ( Shet-

land), < Icel. rifa, tack

together, stitch together
(Skeat). Cf.ro**!, .] A
short metallic malleable

pin or bolt passing
through a hole and so

fastened as to keep
Rivets

^Hand-riveting

pieces of metal (or SOme- , round-headed rivets, one
tiTrma nrVior aiiViefan/>aa'\ riveted and the other insertedtimes otner substances; ready for riveting ; , round-

together ; especially, a headed rivet, with washer d
oTinrt V.Alr n> ran nf under the riveted end ;*, riv-
Short DOlt Or pm Ot

<. t ing.hammer ; c, chisel, for

WTOUght-irOn Copper, Or trimming off the ends of rivets

of any other malleable
before nvetil"r-

material, formed with a head and inserted into

a hole at the junction of two or more pieces of

metal, the point after insertion

being hammered broad so as to

keep the pieces closely bound to-

gether. Large rivets are usually ham-
mered or closed up (riveted) when they
are in a heated state, so as to draw the

pieces more firmly together by the con-
traction of the rivet when cool. It is

in this manner that boilers, tanks, etc.,
are made. Small rivets are frequently
riveted cold. Instead of being closed by
hammering, rivets are now often riveted

by means of powerful machinery, which
makes better joints than can be made by
hand, and executes the work far more
quickly. In some kinds of metal-work,
as armor, the metal pin is movable in a

slot, allowing one of the plates of metal to
slide over the other for a certain distance.

Compare Almain-rivet.

The armourers, accomplishing the knights,
With busy hammers closing rivets up,
Give dreadful note of preparation.

Shale., 1 Hen. V., iv. (cho.).

rivet1
(riv'et), v. t.; pret. and pp. riveted or riv-

etted, ppr. riveting or rivetting. [Early mod. E.

ryvet, revet, < late ME. revet, revett; prob. (like

Pg. rebitare = It. ribadire, clench, rivet, appar.
from the F.) from an unrecorded OF. 'riveter

(equiv. to river), clench, rivet, < rivet, a rivet:

seerivefl, n.~] 1. To fasten with a rivet or with
rivets: as, to rivet two pieces of iron.

Riding further past an armourer's,
Who, with back turn'd, and bow'd above his work,
Sat riveting a helmet on his knee. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. To clench: as, to rivet a pin or bolt. 3.

Figuratively, to fasten firmly; make firm, strong,
or immovable: as, to rivet friendship.

For I mine eyes will rivet to his face.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 90.

If a man . . . takes pains to vitiate his mind with lewd
principles, . . . he may at last root and rivet them so fast
till scarce any application whatsoever is able to loosen
them. Bp. Attertury, Sermons, II. xvi.

Her elbows were rivetted to her sides, and her whole per-
son so ordered as to inform every body that she was afraid

they should touch her. Su-ift, Taller, No. 6.

rivet2 (riv'et), n. [Origin obscure.] Bearded
wheat. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

White wheat or else red, red rivet or white,
Far passeth all other, for land that is light.

Tusser, October's Husbandry, St. 16.

rivet3 (riv'et), n. [Origin obscure.] The roe
of a fish. Hallmell. [Prov. Eng.]

rivet-clipper (riv'et-klip"er), . A tool for

cutting oft, before swaging, the ends of rivets
which are too long.
rivet-CUtter (riv'et-kut"er), i. A tool with

powerful jaws for cutting off the stub-ends of
bolts or rivets.

riveter (riv'et-er), i. One who or that which
rivets.

rivet-hearth (riv'et-hSrth), . A light, port-
able furnace fitted with a blower, which is

worked by hand, and has a fireplace arranged
for heating rivets. Also riveting-forge.

riveting, rivetting (riv'et-ing), n. [Verbal n.

of rivet'-, r.~\ 1 . The act of joining with rivets.

2. A set of rivets taken collectivelv.



riveting-bur

riveting-bur (riv'et-ing-ber), n. A washer upon
which a rivet-head is swaged down : sometimes
used with small rivets.

riveting-forge (riv'et-ing-forj), n. A portable
forge used in heating rivets.

riveting-hammer (riv'et-ing-hamer), n. A
hammer with a longhead, flat face, and narrow

peen, used for swaging down rivets. See cuts

under hammer and peen.

riveting-machine (riv'et-ing-ma-shen"), . A
power-machine for forcing hot rivets into posi-
tion in metal-work and heading them. Such ma-
chines consist essentially of a die and anvil ; and in typical
forms of the machine the work to be riveted is supported
over the anvil, the hot rivet is put in place in the hole,
its end resting in a die-socket in the anvil, and the hori-

zontal die advances, squeezes the rivet into place, and

shapes both heads at the same time. Riveting-machines
are made in a great variety of forms for both light and

heavy work. In some the anvil and die are both movable
and are operated by hydraulic power. Some recent ma-
chines are portable, and are suspended by chains from a

crane, so that the machine can be brought to the work
instead of carrying the work to the machine. A recent
American machine employs an anvil and a riveting-ham-
mer operated by compressed air and delivering a series of

rapid blows instead of a direct pressure, and thus more
nearly copies hand-work. Riveting-machines are some-
times called by special names, as the girder riveter, keel

riveter, etc.

riveting-plates (riv'et-ing-plats), n. pi. In

gun., small square pieces of iron on gun-car-
riages, through which bolts pass, the heads be-

ing riveted down upon them.

riveting-set (riv'et-ing-set), n. A hollow-faced

punch for swaging rivet-heads. The concavity
is made of the shape which it is desired to give
to the head of the rivet.

rivet-joint (riv'et-joint), . A joint formed by
a rivet or by rivets.

rivet-knob (riv'et-nob), n. A form of swag-
ing-tool used for closing down the heads of

rivets.

rivet-machine (riv'et-ma-shen*), n. A machine
for making rivets from rod-iron; a rivet-making
machine. It is essentially a form of nail-machine, cut-

ting off the piece from the rod, stamping the head to

shape, and finishing the rivets in quick succession.

rivetting, w. See riveting.

riviere (re-viar'), n. [F., a river (une riviere

de diamante, a string of diamonds) : see river2
.']

A necklace of precious stones, especially dia-

monds
; particularly, such a piece of jewelry

consisting of more than one string.
Rivina (ri-vi'na), n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after A. Q'. Rieinus: see Rivinian.] A ge-
nus of apetalous plants of the order Phytolacca-
cese, the pokeweed family, type of the tribe Rivi-

nese. It is characterized by a globose and compressed
fleshy fruit, and by flowers with a calyx of four small equal
segments, four stamens, a short curved style, and capitate
stigma. The five enumerated species are reducible perhaps
to one, A'. Isevis, a native of tropical and subtropical Amer-
ica, extending into Texas and Florida, introduced in Asia
and some African islands. It is an erect smooth or hairy
herb with shrubby base, 6 or 8 feet high, or in some forms
much smaller, producing many two-forked and two-fur-
rowed branches. It bears alternate slender-petioled thin
ovate leaves, and slender pendulous racemes of small red-
dish-white flowers, followed by red pea-like berries. In
the West Indies it is called hoop-irithe. The smaller va-

riety, humilis, is known as blood-berry, also as rouge-berry
or rouge-plant, from a use made of its fruit before it be-
comes dry. Both plants, especially the latter, are some-
what cultivated for ornament.

Rivineae (ri-vin'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (K. A. Agardh,
1825), < Bivina + -ex.] A tribe of plants of
the order Phytolaccaceee, characterized by a
four- or five-parted calyx, a one-celled ovary,
and an indehiscent dry or fleshy fruit, contain-

ing a single seed with two plicate-convolute
seed-leaves. It includes 10 genera, mainly South
American, for the chief of which see Petiveria and .fit-

vina (the type).

riving (ri'ving), H. [Verbal n. of rive1
, v.] 1.

The act of cleaving or separating. 2. Refuse
of corn. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
living-knife (ri'ving-mf), n. A tool for split-
ting shingles, staves, etc.: same as /row4 .

riving-machine (ri'ving-ma-shen*), . A ma-
chine for splitting wood with the grain to make
hoops, staves, splints, shingles, etc.

Rivinian (rl-vin'i-an), a. [< Bivinus (see def.)+ -an.] Of or pertaining to A. Q. Eivinus
(1652-1723), a German anatomist and botanist.
Rivinian ducts. See ducts of Rioinm, under duct.

Rivinian or Rlvlni's gland. Same as suMingual gland
(which see, under gland). Rivinian notch. See notch
of Rivini, under notch.

rivot (ri'vo), inter}. [Of obscure origin; by some
supposed to be an imitation (with parasitic r)
of L. eroe (= Gr. ii>o<), a shout in the festival
of Bacchus.] An exclamation in drinking-
bouts.

Rim! says the drunkard. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 124.
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Rim, heer 's good Juice, fresh burrage, boy !

Marslon, What you Will, v. 1.

rivose (ri'vos), a. [< NL. "rieoHiix, < L. rivus,
a stream, channel, groove: see rivulet.'] Fur-
rowed

; specifically, marked with furrows which
do not run in parallel directions, but are some-
what sinuate : used especially in zoology.
Rivularia (riv-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Both, 1797),
< L. rirulus, a small stream : see rivulet.] A ge-
nus of mostly fresh-water algre of the class Cy-
anopliyceee and type of the order Rivulariacese.
The filaments are radiately arranged, agglutinated by a
more or less firm mucilage, and unitedly forming hemi-
spherical or bladdery well-defined forms ; the heterocysta
are basal. They occur in both running and standing fresh
water R.fluitans, for example, forming a blue-green scum
on stagnant pools ; and there are a few species in brackish
or salt water.

Rivulariaceae (riv-u-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Rivularia + -acese.] An order of usually mi-
nute algte of the class Cyanophycete, typified by
the genus Birularia. The cells of which each flla-

ment is composed form a continuous thread divided by
transverse septa, and the filaments grow attached in tufts
to a solid substratum, or make small green floating disks
or cushions, often embedded in copious mucilage. The
ordinary mode of multiplication is by means of hormo-
gones, but quiescent resting-spores have been observed in
some species.

Rivularieae (riv*u-la-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < Ri-
vularia + -ex.] Same as Bivtilariacese.

rivulet (riv'u-let), n. [Formerly also rivolet;
with dim. suffix -et, < L. rivulus, a small stream,
dim. of rivus, a stream, brook, channel, gutter
(> It. rivo, rio = Sp. Pg. rio, a river); akin to

Skt. / n, run, ooze, flow. Hence (< L. rivus)
ult. E. derire, rival, corrival, etc. (but not riv-

er'2 ).] 1. A small stream or brook
;
a stream-

let.

Some clear rivolet on land.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 116.

By fountain or by shady rivulet
He sought them. XUton, P. L., ix. 420.

2. Inentom.: (a) One of certain geometrid moths
of the genus Emmelesia or Cidaria : a collectors'

name in England. The small rivulet is E. or C. alche-

millata ; the grass-rivulet is /.'. orC. albulata; the heath-
rivulet is K. ericetata ; and the single-barred rivulet is E.
or C. un\fasciata. (fc) A narrow and more or less

tortuous colored band on a transparent wing :

a translation of the Latin rii'idis, so used in
Loew's monographs of the Diptera.

rivulet-tree (riv'u-let-tre), n. A low evergreen
euphorbiaceous shrub, Pliyllanthus aitstralis, of
Australia and Tasmania.
rivulose (riv'u-los), a. [< NL. *rivulosus, < L.

rivulus, a small stream: see rivulet.] In bot.,

marked with lines like the rivers in a map.
Phillips, British Discomycetes, Gloss.

rix1
(riks), . [A form of rish 1

,
rush1

.] A reed.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

rix2t, v.
'

[< ME. rixien, < AS. ricsian, rixian (=
OHG. richison, also rilihison, richsenon, MHG.
ricltesen, richsen, also richsncii), reign, < rice,

kingdom: see riche1
, n.] To reign. Saxon

Chron., 265. (Stratmann.)

rixatipn (rik-sa'shon), n. [< L. *rixatio(>i-), <

rixari, pp. rixatus, brawl, quarrel (> It. rissare,

scold, quarrel), < riia (> It. rissa = Sp. rija =
Pg. reixa, rixa = F. rixe), a quarrel.] A brawl
or quarrel. Bailey, 1731. [Rare.]
rixatrix (rik-sa'triks), n. [NL., fern, of L. rixa-

tor, a brawler, wrangler, < rixari, brawl : see

rixation.] A quarrelsome woman ;
a common

scold. Souvier. [Rare.]
rix-dollar (riks'doFar), n. [Also (Dan.) rigs-

daler; F. rixdale'= Sp. risdala, < D. rijks-

daalder, earlier rijcksdaelder, = Dan. rigsdaler
= Sw. riksdaler, < Gr. reichsthaler, a rix-dollar,
lit. 'a dollar of the kingdom,' < G. reichts, gen. of

reicti, kingdom, + thaler, a dollar: see riche 1
,

n., and dollar.] A name given to large silver

coins current, chiefly during the eighteenth
and the beginning of the nineteenth century,
in several European countries (Germany, Swe-
den, Denmark, etc. ). The value varied between

roach

Reverse.

Rix-dotlar of Utrecht, 1805. British Museum. (Size of the original.)

$1.15 and 60 cents United States money, but
was usually a little over $1.
He accepted of a rix-doUar.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 28, 1641.

Obverse. Reverse.

Rigsdaler of Denmark, 1854, silver. British Museum. (Size of the

original.)

(rik'si), ?i.; pi. rixies (-siz). [Origin ob-

scure.] The common tern or sea-swallow.

[Prov. Eng.]
rixy2 (rik'si), . [Appar. < *rix, < F. rixc, < L.

rixa, quarrel (see rixation), + -y
1

; but no noun
*rix, quarrel, appears.] Quarrelsome. Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng.]

riyo, n. See rio.

rizet, . A former spelling of rise1 .

rizom (riz'om), n. [Also ruzsom; cf. Sc. rizzim
a stalk of corn, corrupted < raceme: see raceme.'
A plume, as that of oats or millet. [Prov. Eng..,
rizomed (riz'omd), a. [< rizom + -cd2 .] In

her., having grains, as an oat-stalk used as a

bearing: a term used when the grains are of a
different tincture from that of the stalk: as, an
oat-stalk vert, rizomed or.

rizzar, v. and n. See rizzer1
,
rizsert.

rizzer' (riz'er), r. t. [Also rizzar; prob. < OF.
restorer, dry in the sun. Less prob., as sug-
gested by the var. rizzle (see rizzle1 ), < F. risso-

ler, fry brown (see rissole), or a freq. form of

reeze, for reast1 : see reast1 .] To dry in the

sun; dry partly: as, "rizzered fish," Scott.

[Scotch.]
The substantialities consisted of rizzared baddies, eggs,

ham, wheaten bread. The Smugglers, II. 76. (Jandeson.)

rizzer 1
(riz'er), w. [Also rizzar; < rizzer1

, v.]
A rizzered haddock. [Scotch.]
Leave a moderate fringe of unoystered timber, which

strew with rizzars, interspersed at intervals.

Socles Ambrosianx, Feb., 1832.

rizzer2 (riz'er), . [Also rizzar, ri:ard; perhaps
a var. of reason, resin, raisin : see raisin 1

.] A
red currant. [Scotch.]
rizzle 1

(riz'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. rizzled, ppr.
rizzliiir/. [Var. of rizzer: see rizztr1 .] Towarm;
dry, as in the sun ; roast imperfectly. HalliiveU.

[Prov. Eng.]
rizzle2 (riz'l), i\ i. \ pret. and pp. rizzled, ppr.

rizzling. [Perhaps lit.
'

branch,' freq. from rise2
,

n.] To creep, as ivy, etc. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eug.]
R. M. An abbreviation of (n) Royal Marines;
(b) Royal Mail ; (c) Resident Magistrate.

R. N. An abbreviation of Royal Navy.
rot, . A Middle English form of roel.

Ro. An abbreviation of recto, meaning 'right-

hand,' 'right-side.'
roach1

(roch), . [< ME. roclie, < OF. roclie,

rosse, F. dial, roche (ML. roche, rocliia), a roach,
< MD. roch, a roach (?), skate, D. nxj, a ray, =
MLG. roche, ruche, LG. ruche, > G. roche, a

roach, ray, thornbaek, = Sw. rockn, a ray,

thornback, = Dan. rol;ke, a ray. = AS. reolihc,

reohclir, a, fish, prob. a roach, ME. rohge. ronlii',

rch^e, rcilie, a roach, = L. raia- (for *ragia), a



roach

roach, ray, thornback (> It. raja = Sp. raya= Pg. raia = F. rate, a skate, > E. nuj : see
r"y'

2
)-1 1. A common cyprinoid fish of Europe,

l.i iii-iKCHS nttiliin. It inhabits the lakes, ponds, and
slow-running rivers of England and of the south of Scot-

Roach (Ltui-isr-iis

land, and is common in most other rivers in temperate
parts of Europe. Its color is a grayish-green, the abdo-
men being silvery-white, and the fins reddish. It is grega-
rious, and the shoals are often large. Its average weight
is under a pound, and, though a favorite with anglers, it

is not much esteemed for the table.

Kodlynges, konger, or suche queyse fysche
As wolwyche rocheg that be not worth a rusche.
Piers ofFullham, quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.),

[index, p. 112.

2. In the United States, one of many different
fishes like or mistaken for the roach, as (a)
some sunfish of the genus Lepomis or Pomotis;
(b) the spot or lafayette ; (c) the American
chub, Semotilus atromaculatus.
roacbAroche'2 (roeh), . [< ME. roche, < OF.
roclie, F. roche, a rock : see rock1

.'] If. A rock.

Palsgrave.
Like betynge of the se,

Quod I, agen the rochet holowe.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1035.

Whan the marches ben garnysshed, than moste we take
counseile of oon strouge Castell that thei haue in this con-

trey, that is cleped the roche of saxons.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 176.

2. Refuse gritty stone. Halliwen. [Prov. Eng.]
As sound as a roach, perfectly sound. [The word

roach, a rock, being obsolete, no definite meaning is now
attached to roach in this phrase. It is often referred to

roacfti.]

roach2
t, roche2t (roch), v. t. [< roach?, .] To

make hard like a rock.

Thee winters coldnesse thee riuer hardlye roching.
Stanihurst, Conceites (ed. Arber), p. 136.

roach3 (roch), w. [Origin obscure.] 1. Naut.,
a concave curve in the leech or foot of a square
sail, to improve the fit of the sail. A convex curve
used in the head and foot of fore-and-aft sails is called a

sweep.
2. An upstanding curl or roll of hair over the

forehead, like the roach of a sail. [Colloq.]
roach3 (roch), r. t. [See roaclfi, .] 1. To
cause to stand up or arch

;
make projecting or

convex: as, his hair was roached up over his
forehead. [Colloq.]
An arched loin is desirable, but not to the extent of being

roached or ' '

wheel-backed," a defect which generally tends
to slow up-and-down gallop.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 100.

2. To cut short so as to cause to stand up
straight; hog: said of horses' manes.

I roached his mane and docked his tail, and put him In
a warm stall with half a foot of straw underneath.

The Century, XXXVII. 335.

roach4 (roch), n. [Origin obscure.] A rash, or

eruption on the skin. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
roach5 (roch), n. [Abbr. for cockroach, assumed
to be a compound, < cock + "roach : but see

cockroach.'] A cockroach.
roach-backed (roch'bakt), a. Having a roached
or arched back.
roach-dace (roch 'das), n. The roach. See
ranch 1

. [Local, Eng.]
road (rod), n. [Early mod. E. also rode; also
dial. (Sc.) raid, now in general use (see raid) ; <

ME. rode, roode, rade, a road, raid, foray, < AS.
rad, riding expedition, a journey, road (= MD.
D. reede= MLG. rede, reide, LG. rede (> G. rhede),
roadstead for ships, = It. Sp. rada = F. rade,
roadstead, = Icel. reithi, preparations of ship,
ride, raid, vehicle, reitha, implements, outfit,

reithi, rigging, = Sw. redd = Dan. red, a road,
roadstead), < rldan (pret. rad), ride : see ride.
Cf. raid, inroad, and ready. ] 1. A ride; jour-
ney; expedition.

At last, with easy roads, he came to Leicester.

Shale., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 17.

I set out towards the Euphrates, in company with two
Tnrks, who were going that way, there being some danger
in the rood. I'ococke, Description of the East, II. i. 155.

Our road was all the way in an open plain, bounded by
hillocks of sand and fine gravel, perfectly hard, and not
perceptibly above the level of the plain country of Egypt.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 171.

I never get spoken to on my roads, only some people
say, "Good morning,

"
"There you are, old lady."

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 542.
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2. A hostile expedition ;
an incursion

;
an in-

road
;
a raid. See raid.

Therefore, sothely me semys, yf ye so wille,
That we dresse to our dede when the day sprynges ;

All redy to rode, aray for our shippes.
Destruction of Troy (K. E. T. S.), 1. 5630.

Him he named who at that time was absent making
roads upon the Lacedaemonians.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

In these wylde deserts where she now abode
There dwelt a salvage nation, which did live
Of stealth and spoil e, and making nightly rode
Into their neighbours borders.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. viil. 35.

And Achish said, Whither have ye made a road to-day?
And David said, Against the south of Judab.

1 Sam. xxvii. 10.

Lay down our proportions to defend
Against the Scot, who will make road upon us.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 138.

3. A public way for passage or travel ; a strip of

ground appropriated for travel, forming a line
of communication between different places ;

a highway ; hence, any similar passage for

travel, public or private; by extension, a rail-

road or railway. See street. Hence 4. Any
means or way of approach or access ; a course

;

a path.
To be indifferent whether we embrace falsehood or

truth is the great road to error. Locke.

There is one road
To peace and that is truth, which follow ye.

Shelley, Julian and Maddalo.

5. A place near the shore where vessels may
anchor, differing from a harbor in not being
sheltered. Also called roadstead.
Harbours they have none, but exceeding good Hodes,

which with a small charge might bee very well fortified ;

it doth ebbe and flow foure or five foot.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 270.

The anchorage, however, is an open road, and in stormy
weather it is impossible for a boat to land.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 30.

At anchor in Hampton Roads we lay.

Longfellow, The Cumberland.

Accommodation road. See accommodation. By road,
by the highway, as distinguished from the railway or
waterway.
The journey had been fatiguing, for a great part of it

was by road. George MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, ii.

Corduroy, Dunstable, Flaminlan road. See the quali-
fying words. Knlghtof the road. See knight. Occu-
pation road. See occupation. On the road, passing;
traveling ; specifically, traveling on business, as making
sales for a firm, peddling, etc. ; also, in theat. slang, mak-
ing a provincial tour. Parallel roads. See parallel.
Plank road a road formed of planks laid transversely,

used in somewhat primitive districts in America. Roy-
al road to knowledge. See royal. Rule of the road.
(o) The custom of a country with regard to the passing of
those who meet on a highway. In the United States, and
generally in continental Europe, teams or riders approach-
ing each other on the highway are expected to keep to the
right of the center of the traveled part of the highway. In
Great Britain the reverse obtains. (6) The regulations em-
bodied in a code of rules for the safe handling of vessels

roadstead

road-car (rod'kiir), n. A low-hung omnibus
with slatted seats placed crosswise on the roof,
and with a curving staircase for reaching the

top. It is commonly drawn by three horses
abreast, and is used in London, and to some
extent in New York. [Eng.]
What is it but pride that makes us on a fine day prefer

a hansom cab to the box seat of an omnibus or the gar-
den-seated top of a road-car ?

Nineteenth Century, XXIII. 240.

road-drift (rod'drift), . See drift.
reader (ro'der), n. Naut., same as roadster, 5.

I caused the Pinnesse to beare in with the shore, to see
whether she might find an harborough for the ships or
not, and that she found and saw two roaders ride in the
sound. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 275.

road-harrow (rod'har"d), . A machine for

dragging over roads much out of repair, to

bring back to the proper profile the stones or

gravel disturbed by the traffic.

reading (ro'ding), . [< road + -ing
1
.] 1. The

act of running races on the road with teams.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 2. The continuous
or ordinary travel of a horse on the road, as

distinguished from speeding. [Colloq.]
On another occasion she [a mare] accomplished forty-

three miles in three hours and twenty-five minutes. This
was great roading. The Atlantic, LXV. 524.

3. See the quotation.
This characteristic flight [of the woodcock] is in some

parts of England called "roading," and the track taken
by the bird a "cock-road." Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 651.

road-level (r6d'lev"el), n. 1. A species of

plumb-level used in the construction of roads.
2. A level surface; a surface such that no

work is gained or lost by any displacement of
a particle remaining within the surface; an
equipotential surface.

road-leveler (rod'lev"el-er), n. A form of

scraper used to level a road-bed and bring it to

shape ;
a road-grader or road-scraper. It is

set obliquely to the line of direction in which
it is dragged.
road-locomotive (r6d'16-ko-m6"tiv), . A lo-

comotive adapted to run on common roads
;
a

road-steamer.
road-machine (rod'ma-shen"), . A scraper
mounted on wheels, used to excavate earth,
transport it, and dump it where it is needed

;

a road-scraper. It is used in road-making to take
earth from the sides of the way and throw it up in a ridge
in the middle.

road-maker (r6d'ma"ker), n. One who makes
a road or roads.

roadman (rod'man), .
; pi. roadmen (-men).

[< road + man."]" A man who keeps roads in

repair. Also roadsman.
road-measurer (rod^ezh'Sr-er), . An odom-
eter.

There is always some little Trifle given to Prisoners,
they call Garnish ; we of the Road are above it, but o'

t'other side of the House, Silly Rascals that come volun-
tarily hither . . . may perhaps want it.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[II. 242.

To break a road. See break. To take the road, to
set out on a journey. To take to the road, to become
a highway robber. = Syn. S. Street, Passage, etc. (see way),
lane, route, course, thoroughfare.
road (rod), v. t. [< road, .] 1. To furnish
with a road or with roads. [Bare.]
One of the most Extensive and Complete Establishments

in the Kingdom, well roaded, and situate in the Borough
of Leeds. The Engineer, LXIX.

2. To follow the trail of by scent
;
track or pur-

sue on foot, as game : said of dogs.
When pursued or roaded by a dog, they [Virginian rail]

may be raised once, but the second time will be a task of
more difficulty. Wilson and Bonaparte, Amer. Ornithol-

[ogy (ed. 1877), II. 406, note.

3. To jostle (one) off the road by riding against
him. Halliicell. [Prov. Eng.] To road up to
flush, or cause to rise on the wing, Dy roading.
The Prairie Chicken always goes to feed on foot, and

may thus be roaded up by a dog.
Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 119.

road-agent (rod'fi/jent), n. One who collects
dues from travelers on private roads ; hence, jo-

cosely, a highwayman. [Slang, western U. S.]
A band of concealed marauders or road agents, whose

purpose was to preserve their haunts from intrusion.
Bret Harte, A Ghost of the Sierras (Argonauts, p. 386).

road-bed (rod'bed), . 1. The bed or founda-
tion on which the superstructure of a railway
rests. 2. The whole material laid in place
and ready for traffic in ordinary roads.
road-book (rod'buk), . A travelers' guide-
book of towns, distances, etc. fiininioiult!.

The coal being broken up into fragments like road-metal.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXI. 115.

road-plow (rod'plou), n. A strong plow de-

signed especially for throwing upembankments,
loosening earth to be moved by a scraper, etc.

road-roller (rod'ro"ler), n. A heavy roller used
to compact the material on a macadamized road.
Such rollers may be drawn by horses or driven by steam-
power. In the latter case they are a form of traction-en-
gine mounted on large and broad tread-wheels.

road-runner (r6d'run"er), n. The paisano or

chaparral-cock, Gcococcyx californianus, a large
ground-cuckoo. See cut under chaparral-cock.
road-scraper (rod'skra"per), n. An implement
used for leveling roads and moving loose soil
or gravel. The name is applied to two distinct imple-
ments. One is practically a plow with a broad scraper set
obliquely beneath the beam in place of a share, and is used
on roads to level ruts and bring the road-bed to a good
surface. The other is a shovel or scraper, drawn by a
horse, for removing mud, lifting earth for transport, etc.
When loaded, tins scraper can be moved any distance with
its burden and then tilted over to discharge it. A road-
scraper mounted on wheels is a road-machine.

roadside (rod'sid), w. and a. I. . The side of
a road

; border of a road
; footpath ; wayside.

By the roadside fell and perished,
Weary with the march of life !

Lonftfellmp, Footsteps of Angels.

II. a. Situated by the side of a road.

The coach pulls up at a little road-side inn with huge
stables behind. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4.

roadsman (rodz'man), n. Same as roadman.
We have had roadsmtn for many weeks gravelling the

front . . . and thoroughly repairing the old road.

Carlyle, in Froude, II.

roadstead (rod'sted), . [Formerly also road-
s/f/l ; < road + -stead.] Same as road, 5.



roadstead

Our barke did ride such a road sted that it was to be
roarueiled . . . how she was able to abide it.

Haklwjt'i Voyages, I. '276.

road-steamer (rod'ste'mer), . A locomotive
with broad wheels suitable for running on com-
mon roads.

roadster (rod'ster), . [< road + -ster.] 1.

A horse driven or ridden on the road, used in

driving for pleasure and for light work rather
than for draft.

The brown mare was as good a roadster as man might
back. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 1. 129.

2. A person much accustomed to driving; a
coach-driver.

I ... entered into conversation with Walter,the "whip,"
a veteran roadster. Kimball, St. Leger, I. 7.

3. In limiting, one who keeps to the road in-

stead of riding across country. [Slang.]
Once in a way the roadsters and shirken are distinctly

favoured. The Field, April 4, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

4. A tricycle or bicycle built strongly for road

use, as distinguished from one intended for

racing. 5. Naut., a vessel which works by
tides, and seeks some known road to await turn
of tide and change of wind. Also reader. Ad-
miral Smyth. [Eng.]
road-sulky (rod'sul'ki), M. A light convey-
ance, which can accommodate only one person
(whence the name). Also called sulky.

road-surveyor (rod'ser-va/or), . A person
who supervises roads and sees to their being
kept in good order.

roadway (r6d'wa),n. [< road + way.] A high-
way; a road; particularly, the part of a road
used by horses, carriages, etc. ; the road-bed.

Thou art a blessed fellow to think as every man thinks :

never a man's thought in the world keeps the road-way
better than thine. Shalt., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 63.

Such a path as I doubt not ye will agree with me to be
much fairer and more delightfull than the rode way I was
in. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

"My caution has misled me," he continued, pausing
thoughtfully when he was left alone in the roadway.

W. Collins, The Yellow Mask, ii. 3.

roadweed (rod'wed), n. A plant of the genus
Plantago.
Flantago major, minor, and lanceolata, called plantains,

or road-weeds, are among the commonest of our weeds on
roadsides, in meadows, and all undisturbed ground where
the soil is not very light.

Henfrey, Eleni. Botany. (Latham.)

road-work (rod'werk), n. Work done in the

making of roads.

roadworthy (rod'wer'THi), a. Fit for the road
;

likely to go well : applied to horses.

I conclude myself road-worthy for fourteen days.
Carlyle, in Froude, II. 188.

roak (rok), x. [Perhaps same as roke. Cf.

roaky for roky.] See the quotation.
The [steell bar, if it was not burnt up in the fire, would

be so full of the imperfections technically called ' ' seams
"

or roafcs as to be perfectly useless.

Michaelis, tr. of Monthaye's Krupp and De Bange, p. 21.

roaky, a. See roky.
roam (rom), v. [Also dial, rome, ramble, rame,
ream, mum, rawm, reach after; < ME. romen,
rowmen, ramen, roam; cf. AS. romigan, strive
after (occurring but once, in a passage imitated
from OS.), = OS. romon, aim at, strive after, =
OPries. ramia, strive after; OD. ramen, stretch

(cloth), D. ramen, hit, plan, aim, = OHG. ra-

men, MHG. ramen, aim at, strive after (ram, an
aim), = Dan. ramme, hit, strike; erroneously
associated with Home (cf . ME. Rome-rennere, a
runner to Rome, a pilgrim; OF. romier = Sp.
romero = It. romeo, one who goes to Rome, a
pilgrim). Hence ult. ramble.] I. intrans. If.
To walk; go; proceed.

He rmneth to the carpenteres hous,
And stille he stant under the shot wyndow.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 608.

Win. Rome shall remedy this.
War. Roam thither, then.

Shah., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 61.

2. To wander; ramble; rove; walk or move
about from place to place without any certain

purpose or direction.

Ac he may renne in arrerage, and rownu so fro home,
And as a reneyed caityf recchelesly gon aboute.

Piers Ploimnan (B), xt. 125.

Up and down and side and slant they roamed.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

=Sm 2. Rove, Wander, etc. See ramble.

II. trans. To range; wander over: as, to
roam the woods.

My imagination would conjure up all that I had heard
or read of the watery world beneath me ; of the finny herds
that roam its fathomless valleys.

fniny, Sketch Book, p. 19.
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roam (rom), n. [< raam, i:] The act of wan-
dering ;

a ramble.
The boundless space, through which these rovers take
Their restless roam, suggests the sister thought
Of boundless time. Young, Night Thoughts, ix.

roamer (ro'mer), . [< ME. "romere. romare,
rtiicme-r; < roam + -er1 .] One who roams; a

rover; a rambler; a vagrant.
Ac now is Religioun a ryder, a rowmer bi stretes, . . .

A priker on a palfray fro manere to manere.
Piers Plowman (B), x. 306.

roan1
(ron), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also roen ;

< OF. roan, roen, rouen, roan (clieval roue'n, a
roan horse), F. rowan = Sp. ruano = Pg. ruSo
= It. roano, rovano, roan, prob. < LL. or ML.
"rufanus, reddish, < L. rufus, red : see rufous.']
1. a. Of a bay, sorrel, or chestnut color, with

gray or white hairs more or less thickly inter-

spersed: said chiefly of horses. A bright-red
mixture is called strawberry-roan or red-roan.

Give my roan horse a drench.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 120.

And the bridegroom led the flight on his red-roan steed
of might. Mrs. Browning, Rhyme of Duchess May.

He rode ahead, on his blue-roan Indian pony.
Mary Ballade Foote, St. Nicholas, XIV. 733.

Roan antelope, the blauwbok. Roan fleuk, the turbot.
See rt*2, 1 (e).

II. n. 1. An animal, especially a horse, of a
roan color.

What horse ? a roan, a crop-ear, is it not ?

Skat., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 8. 72.

As quaint a four-in-hand
As you shall see three pyebalds and a roan.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mall.

2. A roan color; the color of a roan horse.

Y schalle yeve the a nobylle stede,
Also redd as ony roone.

MS. Cantab. Ft. ii. 38, f. 66. (UattiweU.)

3. A soft and flexible sheepskin, largely used

by bookbinders, and often made in imitation of
morocco.
roan2

(ron), n. Same as rotcan.

roan3 (ron), . [Origin obscure.] A clump of
whins. HalUwell. [Prov. Eng.]

roanedt (rond), . [ME. ronyd; perhaps for

roined, scabbed (T), < roin + -erf2.] Scabbed;
scurvy.
A ronyd colte. BuryWillt(eA. Tymms), p. 132. (Skeat.)

[He] had euer more pitty on one good paced mare then
two roaned curtail es.

Breton, Merry Wonders, p. 6. (Dories.)

roanoke, roenoke (ro-a-nok', ro-e-nok'), .

[Amer. Ind.] A kind of shell-money formerly
used by the Indians in New England and Vir-

ginia. See the quotation, and compare peay.
They have also another sort [of money] which is as cur-

rent among them, but of far less value ; and this is made
of the Cockle shell, broke into small bits with rough
edges, drill'd through in the same manner as Beads ; and
this they call Roenoke, and use it as the Peak.

Severity, Virginia, iii. IT 46.

Roanoke chub. See Micropterus, 1.

roan-tree (ron'tre), . [< roan2 + tree.] Same
as rowan-tree.

A branch of the roan-tree is still considered good against
evil influences in the Highlands of Scotland and Wales.

SSr T. Dick Lander.

roapy, . See ropy.
roar (ror), v. [Early mod. E. rare; < ME. roren,
roofen, raren, < AS. rdrian, roar, wail, lament,
= MLG. rdren, reren, LG. reren = OHG. reren,
MHG. reren, G. roliren, bellow; an imitative

word, a reduplication of y rd, Skt. -\/ rd, bark ;

cf. L. latrare, bark.] I. intrans. 1. To cry
with a full, loud, continued sound

; bellow, as
a beast.

Will a lion roar in the forest when he hath no prey?
Amos iii. 4.

2. To cry aloud, as in distress or anger.
He bygan benedicite with a bolke, and his brest knocked,
And roxed and rored. Piers Plouman (B), v. 398.

I am feeble and sore broken
;
I have roared by reason of

the disquietness of my heart. Ps. \\x\iii. 8.

If you winna rock him, you may let him rair.

Bwrd Ellen and Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 272X

3. To make a loud, continued, confused sound,
as winds, waves, a multitude of people shout-

ing together, etc. ; give out a full, deep sound;
resound.

Whan it was day he broghte him to the halle,
That roreth of the crying and the soun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2023.

Th' Atlantic billows roared. Cowper, The Castaway.
Down all the rocks the torrents roar,
O'er the black waves incessant driven.

Scott, Marmion, ii., Int.

4. To laugh out loudly and continuously ; guf-
faw.

roaring
And to hear Philip roar with laughter ! . . . You might

have heard him from the Obelisk to the Etoile.

Thackeray, Philip, xxiii.

5f. To behave in a riotous and bullying man-
ner. [Old London slang.]
The gallant roares; roarers drinke oathes and gall.

Dekker, Londons Tempe.

6. To make a loud noise in breathing, as horses
in a specific disease. See roariny, n., 2.

Cox's most roomy fly, the mouldy green one, in which he
insists on putting the roaring gray borse.
Thackeray, Sketches, etc. ,

in London, A Night's Pleasure, i.

= Syn. 1 and 2. To bawl, howl, yell. 3. To boom, re-

sound, thunder, peal.

II. trans. To cry aloud
; proclaim with loud

noise; utter in a roar; shout: as, to roar out
one's name.

And that engenders thunder in his breast,
And makes him roar these accusations forth.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 40.

roar (ror), . [< ME. rare, rar, < AS. gerdr, <

rdrian, roar: see roar, v.] 1. A full, loud, and
deep cry, as of the larger beasts.

It was the roar
Of a whole herd of lions.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 1. 315.

The great creature [a mastiff] does nothing but stand
still . . . and roar yes, roar ; a long, serious, remonstra-
tive roar. Dr. J. Brown, Rab.

2. A loud, continued, confused sound; a clam-

or; tumult; uproar.
Why nyl I make at ones riche and pore
To have ynough to done or that she go?
Why nyl I brynge al Troie upon a rare f

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 45.

If by your art, my dearest father, you have
Put the wild waters in this roar, allay them.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 2.

I hear the far-off curfeu sound,
Over some wide-water'd shore,
Swinging slow with sullen roar.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 76.

Arm ! arm ! it is it is the cannon's opening roar !

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 22.

3. The loud, impassioned cry of a person in

distress, pain, anger, or the like
; also, a bois-

terous outcry of joy or mirth: as, a roar of

laughter.
Where be your gibes now ? . . . your flashes of merri-

ment, that were wont to set the table on a roar?

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 211.

Staniford gave a sort of roar of grief and pain to know
how her heart must have been wrung before she could
come to this. Howelli, The Lady of the Aroostook, xxvi.

roarer (ror'er), n. One who or that which roars.

Gon. Nay, good, be patient.
Boats. When the sea is. Hence! What care these

roarers for the name of king? Shak., Tempest, i. 1. 18.

Specifically (at) A noisy, riotous person; a roaring boy
or girl. See roariny, p. a. [Old London slang.)

O strange !

A lady to turn roarer, and break glasses !

Massinger, Renegado, i. 3.

A Gallant all in scarlet, ... a brave man, in a long
horsemans Coat (or gown rather) down to his heels, daub'd
thicke with gold Lace ; a huge Feather in his spangled
hat, a Lock to his shoulders playing with the Winde, a
Steeletto hanging at his girdle ; Belt and Sword embra-
cing his body; and the ring of Bells you heare are his

gingling Cathern-wheele spurs. He presently says: "I
am a man of the Sword, a Battoon Gallant, one of your
Dammees, a bouncing Boy, a kicker of Bawdes, a tyrant
over Puncks, a terrour to Fencers, a mewer of Playes, a

jeerer of Poets, a gallon-pot flinger in rugged English, a
Roarer." The Wandering Jew (1640).

('/) One who shouts or bawls.

The Roarer is an enemy rather terrible than dangerous.
He has no other qualification for a champion of contro-

versy than a hardened front and strong voice.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 144.

(c) A broken-winded horse. See roaring, n., 2.

If you set him cantering, he goes on like twenty sawyers.
I never heard but one worse roarer in my life, and that
was a roan. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxlii.

Ring-tailed roarer. See ring-tailed.

roaring (ror'ing), . [< ME. rorynge, rarttnge,
< AS. rdrung, verbal n. of rdrian, roar: see

roar, v.] 1 . A loud, deep cry, as of a lion ; an

outcry of distress, anger, applause, boisterous

mirth, or the like
;
loud continued sound, as of

the billows of the sea or of a tempest.
My roarings are poured out like the waters. Job iii. 24.

I hear the roaring of the sea. Tennyson, Oriana.

2. A disease of horses which causes them to

make a singular noise in breathing under exer-

tion; the act of making the noise so caused;
also, this noise. The disease is due to paralysis and
wasting of certain laryngeal muscles, usually of the left

side ; this results in a narrowing of the glottis, giving rise

to an unnatural inspiratory sound, manifested chiefly un-
der exertion.

Mr. has recently operated upon two army horses
which were to have been cast for roaring.

Set. Amer., N. S., LIX. 7.



roaring

roaring (ror'ing). p. a. [Ppr. of roar, p.] 1.

Making or characterized by a noise or disturb-
ance

; disorderly ;
riotous.

A mad, roaring time, full of extravagance. Burnet.

That every naig was ca'd a shoe on
The smith and thee gat roaring fou on.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

2. Going briskly; highly successful. [Colloq.J

People who can afford to smother themselves in roses
like this must be driving a roaring trade.

W. E. Narris, Miss Shafto, xxv.

Roaring boyst, roaring ladst, swaggerers ; ruffians :

slang names applied, about the beginning of the seven-
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II. intrans. 1. To perform the act of cook-
ing by the direct action of dry heat.

He coude rate, and sethe, and broille, and frye.

Chaucer, Prol. to C. T., 1. 383.

2. To become roasted or lit for eating by expo-
sure to fire; hence, to be overheated or parched,

In some places we did find

Pye baking in the oven,
Meat at the fire roasting.

The Winning of Coles (Child's Ballads, VII. 127).

Tales ! for never yet on earth

the Fire, in the Ear.
a"d Phasing Food.

rob

. And indeed this is a very sweet
Beverley, Virginia (1705), iii. U IB.

fOasting-fumace (ros'ting-fer"nas), . Any
furnace in which the operation of roasting is

performed. See roast, r. t., 4.

roasting-iront (ros'ting-i"ern), n. [< ME.
rostynge-yrne. ] Same as roast-iron.

roasting-jack (ros'ting-jak), n. [< roasting +
jade*-.'] An apparatus for turning the spit on
which meat is roasted before an open fire. See
smoke-jack.

Basting-kiln (ros'ting-kil), . A kiln U8ed in

genera), acted the part of the Mohocks of a century later.

Roaring girls are also alluded to by the old dramatists,
though much less frequently.

Ther were 4 raring boyes, they say,
That drunk a hogshead dry in one poor day.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

Shamelesse double sex'd hermaphrodites, Virago roaring
girles. Taylor, Works (1630). (ffares.)

i roast,
t\] Boasted: as, roast beef ; roast meat.

Plutus has put me out of commons. Yet my nose
Smells the delicious odour of roa-beef.

Bandolph, Hey for Honesty, iv. 1.

-R*Le^dge* The'Mm ?Bef of Old England.
" ce and roasting-fiirnace.

Roast-beef plant, an iris of western Europe, Iris fceti-
r aSHr

9?4,
(****). [Early mod. E.

'

jmit an odor which, *>; < ME. rostyren, rostyryn ;< roast + i

, ,
n. An oven in

any substance is roasted; specifically,
in metal., an oven for roasting or calcining ores,
the purpose being to expel sulphur, arsenic,
etc., by the action of heat, which volatilizes
these substances. Also called ore-calciningfur-

A very untnrift, master J homey; one of the Country atssima, whose leaves when bruised emit an odor which,
' ""> \

a ^- ivsiyien, rosiyryii ; \

roaring Lads; we have such, as well as the city, and as ar- though very unpleasant, is often likened to that of roast A gridiron. Catfl. Any., p. 312.

rost-

iron.]

beef. To cry roast meat, to betray or make known
one's good fortune. Item, j. roste iren.with vij. staves and j. foldyng stele of

silver, weiyng Ixxiij. unces. Paston Letters, I. 468.

rant rakehells as they are, though not so nimble at their
prizes of wit. Ford and Detter, Witch of Edmonton, i. 2.

Roaring buckle. See buckie, i. Roaring Meg.A cannon. (Nares.)

Beates downe a fortresse like a roaring Meg.
Whiting, Albino and Bellama (1638). (Nares.) - ___

(6) A kind of humming-top. Hallimtt. The roaring roast (rost), n. [Early mod. E. also rost; < ME. wall at the back for the purpose of creating a
forties. See forty. The roaring game, curling, rost, roost = MD. roost (OF. rost), a roast;

draft : used at Mansfeld in Prussia. Iron ores are
[Scotch.] fTOm the verb.] That which is roasted, specifi-

a
l
80 some roes calcined between closed walls in stall-like

roaring + -fy2.] Pa]lvaT1;pPfiof hpof that nart nf a s nKrhtm-erl J
hamber8

?Pen in front. If closed in front, these cham-a -J cauy a piece or oeet
, tnat pait ol a slaughtered bers would more properly be called kilns

(at) The foolish beast, not able to fare well but he must cry ~~nc,t. _4._n , =,,4./ J.M\ i-
roast meat, . . . waxing fat and kicking in the fulness of roast-stall (rost stal), . A peculiar form of

bread, ... would needs proclaim his good fortune to the roasting-furnace, built in compartments or
world below. Lamb, Christ's Hospital, stalls open in front, with flues running up the

roaringly (ror'ing-li), adv. [<
In a roaring manner ; noisily.
Ferdinand snored roaringly from his coiled position

among the traps. T. Wiuthrop, Canoe and Saddle, xii.

roaryt, a,. See rory.
roast (rost), v. [Early mod. E. also rost; < ME.
rosten, roosten, partly (a) < AS. "rostian, geros- after that^ome'smaii'TDesert.

, f u .... jiore properly be called kilns.
animal which is selected for roasting, as a sir- roatt, v. See rote'2'.
loin of beef or a shoulder of mutton. robl (rorj ), .

; pret, and pp. robbed, ppr. rob-

bing. [< ME. robben, < OF. robber, rober = Sp.
A fat swan lovede he best of any roost.

Chaucer, Prol. to c. T., 1. 206.

tian, also geroscian (only in glosses), roast, =
MD. D. roosten = MLG. rosten, LG. rosten =
OHG. rosten, MHG. rcesten, later roschten, G.
rosten, roast

; orig. cook on a grate or gridiron, j^ to 8tand {Q
-

to
< AS. 'rost (not found) = MLG. roste, LG. domineering manner of a cock.]
roste = OHG. rost, rosta, gridiron, MHG. roste,
a grate, also heap of coals, glow, fire, G. rost, a
grate, gridiron; and partly (b) < OF. rostir, F.
rotir, dial, rotltir= Pr. raustir = Cat. OSp. rostir
= It. arrostire, roast, < OHG. rostan, roast (as
above). Perhaps orig. Celtic: cf. Ir. roistin, a
gridiron, rosdaim, I roast, rost, roast meat, Gael.
rost, roist, W. rhostio, Bret, rosta, roast; but
these words may be from E. and F.] I. trans.
1. To cook, dress, or prepare (meats) for eat-

ing, originally on a grate or gridiron over or

robar = Pg. roubar = It. rubare, < ML. raubare,
I tell you that we have a Course of Roast a coming, and rob, steal, plunder, < OHG. roubon, MHG. rou--^

TJS& ^Conoquies of Erasmus, 1. 174. %>'>S>

= L^ =^!*' ?'

e lead ; domineer. [The phrase is by some
roost, in allusion to the

In cholerick bodies, flre doth govern moste
;

In sanguine, aire doth chiefly rule the rost.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

Suffolk, the new-made duke that rules the roast.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 1. 109.

In the Kitrhin he will domineere, and rule the roste, in
spight of his Master, and Curses is the very Dialect of his
Calling. Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Cooke.

To smell of the roastt, to be prisoners. Nares.

My souldiers were slayne fast before mine owne eyes,
Or forc'd to flie, yeelde, and smell of the rost.

Mir. for Mags.

reave = Goth, bi-raubon, rob, bereave: see

through OF. and ML. from the OHG. cognate
of the E. reave. Cf. robe.] I. trans. If. To
steal

; take away unlawfully.
That our fos, with no faulshed in the fyght tyme,
Sese not our Cite, our seluyn to pyne,
He rob not our ryches, ne our ryf godys.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6269.

An empty casket, where the jewel of life

By some damn'd hand was robb'd and ta'en away.
Shak., K. John, v. 1. 41.

2. To plunder or strip by force or violence
;

strip or deprive of something by stealing ;
de-

prive unlawfully ;
commit robbery upon. See

robbery.
To socour the kynge de Cent Chyualers, that hadde herderoast-bitter (rost'bit'te), . A peculiar bitter ItSSESSSK^SSSZttSSS

1

nnnomlp Pnnt.flinPn in Hio mnct- r\f "KoL-ii/1 Vvnnn.l TU-~~.J;~. /u -n m a \*u
Roasting is generally performed by revolVlng the "article Principle contained in the crust of baked bread,
on a spit or a string before a flre, with a reflector or Dutch similar to that produced by the roasting of
oven to concentrate the heat : in primitive cookery hot other organic compounds.
ashes serve a similar purpose. Meat cooked over or be- rnastpr (ros'tev) n T T) rnnoifr T P rR*i*
neath a flre, on a gridironTis now said to be broiled and

roa lier
.Af

os ler
>!

" L U.roostet = Ltr. rostei

meat cooked in a stove- or range-oven, where it does not
= <* roster, a gridiron, grate ;

as roast + -erl.] 3. To deprive.
receive the direct action of the flre, is properly said to be 1 One who or that which roasts : as, a meat- This concern for futurities robs us of all the ease and

.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 23S.

Bob not the poor, because he is poor . Prov. xxii. 22.

Like a thief, to come to rob my grounds.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 10. 36.

baked (though generally said to be roasted).

Maistir, the custome wele we knawe,
That with oure elthers euer has bene,How ilke man with his meyne awe
To roste a lambe, and ete it clene.

York Plays, p. 233.

Davie [an idiot] ... lay with his nose almost in the flre
. . . turning the eggs as they lay in the hot embers, as if to
confute the proverb that "there goes reason to roasting
of eggs." Scott, Waverley, Ixiv.

2. To heat to excess
;
heat violently.

Roasted in wrath and flre, . . .

With eyes like carbuncles, the hellish Pyrrhus
Old grandsire Priam seeks. Shak.

, Hamlet, ii. 2. 483.

He shakes with cold you stir the flre and strive
To make a blaze that's roasting him alive.

Camper, Conversation, 1. 334.

3. To dry and parch by exposure to heat: as,
to roast coffee.

The fruit of it not scabby, rested drie.

roaster. 2. Specifically, the finishing-furnace tne advantages which might arise from a proper and dis-

in the Leblanc process of making ball-soda.
"""" "" "' """ *"""" '

It is a large reverberatory of brickwork, with a detach-
able casing of iron plates held in place by upright iron
binders and tightening-rods.
3. A pig or other animal or article fit for roast-

ing.
Here Loolowcan presented me the three birds plucked.

. . . The two roasters we planted carefully on spits before
a sultry spot of the flre.

T. Winthrop, Canoe and Saddle, viii.

When we keep a roaster of the sucking pigs, we choose
and praise at table most, the favourite of its mother.

B. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, 1.

, .

Palladia, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 4. fifth stage of the English

creet use of the present moment.
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxii.

I care not, Fortune, what you me deny :

You cannot rob me of free Nature's grace.
Thomson, Castle of Indolence, ii. 3.

4. To carry away; ravish. [Bare.]
The eyes of all, allur'd with close delight,
And hearts quite robbed with so glorious sight.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iv. 16.

5. To hinder; prevent. [Rare.]
What is thy sentence then but speechless death,
Which robs my tongue from breathing native breath?

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3. 173.

ine)
profit rather than

away by itself instead of mixing with the 'airand
C

the
' th6 Permanent safety an

.

d development of

gases of combustion in the chimney.
the property. 7. In coal-mining, to cut away

roaster-slag (ros'ter-slag), n. Slag from the .

r reduce
sjze,

as the pillars of coal left for

pay
laim
lent

Blind roaster, a furnace for completing the roasting of ,, T
the sodium sulphate in the ball-soda process, in which

" ln 'metal-mining, to remove ore from (ami
the sulphate is confined in a chamber or large muffle, and with a view to immediate profit rather tl
the hydrochloric acid set free in the process is conducted tr tTio T^wnenov.4- ...,r,,i,~ .~A A~ i

_ish copper-smelting pro-
the support of the mine.-Robbing Peter to pa

4. In metal., to heat with access of air. The cess, which consists in the calcination of the Jaul taking what is due one person to satisfy the clai

objects of roasting substances are various: (a) to expel so-called white metal, and the product of which o a" Ither'
8acnfll;lng one interest for the advanceme,

from them something which can be separated by heat is blister connpr and rnastpr afoor-sAa?- _ By robbingPeter he paid Paul, ... and hoped to catch
tl. A larks if ever the heavens should fall.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 11.

= Syn. 2 and 3. To despoil, fleece. See pillage, n.

II. intrans. To commit robbery.

alone, as when calamin (carbonate of zinc) is roasted r-
in order to expel the carbonic acid; (b) to expel some r astmg-cylmaer (ros ting-sil'm-. /; ... __

Ingredient capable of
^beiug got rid of by the agency of furnace for roasting ores, for amalgamation.

_ , ,e protoxid of iron) is roasting takes place. The name is chiefly
roasted in order to convert it into a silicate of the peroxid used with reference to the particular furnace
.see eaWnatton. invented by W. Bruckner.

expose (a person) to scathing ridicule roasting-ear (ros'ting-er), . An ear of maizeor jesting, as by a company of persons, or for Or Indian
the amusement of a company. [Slang.]
On bishop Atterbury's roasting lord Coningsby about

the topick of being priest-ridden.
Bp. Attrrliurii, Dpist. Correspondence, II. 417. (Latham.)
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I am accursed to rob in that thief's company.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 10.

Of Highway-Elephants at Ceylan,
That rob in Clans, like Men o' th' Highland.

or Indian corn in tfie green and milky state,
Prior, To Fleetwood Shephard.

and fit for roasting. [Colloq., U. S.]
'

rob2 (rob), w. [< P. rob, < Sp. rob, arropc
-

Pg.
'

.

They [the Indians] delight much to feed on Boastinti-
*** f

!>'rol>e
= It. rob, robbo, < Ar. robb, Pers.

rs ; that is
'
the Indian corn

' e<*te* g"=en "d milky, rubb, inspissated juice, syrup, fruit-jelly.] The
efore it is grown to its full bigness, and roasted before inspissated juice o

.

inspissated juice of ripe fruit, mixed with honey



rob

or sugar to the consistence of a conserve
;
a con-

serve of fruit. [Now prov. Eng. and pharma-
ceutical.]
The Bob [margin, Hob of Ribes] that is, the juyce of

the berries boyled with a third part or somewhat more
of Sugar added unto it, till it become thick, ... is ...
preferred before the raw berries themselves.

Venner, Via Recta ad Vitam Longam (1637), p. 167.

The Infusion and Decoction . . . passeth into a Jelly,
Defrutum, sapa Rob extract which contain all the virtues
of the Infusion or Decoction freed only from some of the

watery parts. Arbuthnot, Aliments, III. v. 7.

robalo (rob 'a -Id), . [Sp. rdbalo = Pg. robato
= Cat. llobarro, a fish so called

; said to be < L.

labrus, labros, < Gr. /td/Jpaf, a fish, the sea-wolf :

see Labrax.~] A fish of the genus Centropomus,
represented by many species in tropical Amer-
ica. ('. undecimalis is abundant in the West Indian and
adjacent waters. It is a large and important food-fish, of
a silvery color, greenish above, with sharp black lateral

line, dusky dorsal and caudal fins, the other fins yellowish.
See cut under Centropomut.

rob-altar (rob'al"tar), . [< rob*, ., + obj.
altar."} A plunderer of what is consecrated or
sacred.

" Will a man rob God?" . . . But, alas ! what law can
be given to rob-aitars f Rev. T. Adamt, Works, I. 179.

roband (rob'and), H. Same as rabbin*.

All hands were . . . kept on deck hour after hour In a

drenching rain, . . . picking old rope to pieces, or laying
up gaskets and robanas.

X. a. Dana, Before the Mast, p. 105.

robber (rob'er), . [< ME. robber, robbere, rob-

bare, earlier robbour, robbeour, < OF. robeor,
robbeur, robeur = Sp. robador = Pg. roubador=
It. rubatore, < ML.*ra6a<or, robator, < raubare,
rob: see rob1

. Doublet of reaper.] One who
robs

;
one who commits a robbery ;

in a looser

sense, one who takes that to which he has no
right ;

one who steals, plunders, or strips by
violence and wrong.

Jtobbours and reuers that riche men dispoilen.
Piers Plowman (C), xlv. 58.

The Bandits, which are the murdering robbers upon the
Alpes, and many places of Italy. Coryat, Crudities, I. 141.

Robber council or synod. Same as Latrociniwm, 2.

= Syn. Robber, Thief, Pilferer, Freebooter, Marauder, Brig-
and, Bandit, Pirate, depredator, despoiler, rifler, highway-
man, footpad. (See pillage, n. ) A thief takes other people's
property without their knowledge ; a robber takes it open-
ly, whether or not resistance is offered : in a looser sense,
thief is often applied to one who takes a small amount,
and robber to one who takes a large amount. A pUferer
takes very small amounts by stealth. A freebooter and a
marauder rove about, robbing and plundering : the word
freebooter emphasizes the fact that the man helps him-
self at his pleasure, while marauder suggests the loss, in-

convenience, fright, or distress produced. A brigand or
bandit is one of an organized band of outlaws and robbers,
especially in certain countries long known as infested with
such bands ; bandit is rather a poetic or elevated word ;

brigand is more common in prose. A. pirate is a brigand
of the sea. All these words have considerable extension
by metonymy or hyperbole.
robber-crab (rob'er-krab), n. A hermit-crab;
a member of the family Paguridx, especially
Birgus latro: so called from its habit of stealing
cocoanuts. See cut under palm-crab.

robber-fly (rob'er-fli), . Any dipterous insect
of the family Asilidx. They are large swift flies with
strong proboscis, and prey upon other insects. They are
also called hornet-flies and hawk-flies. The term robber-

fly is taken direct from the German raubfliege. See cute
under Asiltts, hawk-fly, and Promachus.

robber-gull (rob'6r-gul), n. The skua, or other
jager. See Lestridinse, Lestris.

robbery (rob'er-i), n.
; pi. robberies (-iz). [<

ME. robberie, robry, roberie, < OF. roberie, rob-

berie, robbery, < robber, rob: see rob*. Cf.

reavery.'] The act or practice of robbing; a

plundering; a pillaging; a taking away by vio-

lence, wrong, or oppression ;
the act of unjust-

ly and forcibly depriving one of anything;
specifically, in law, the felonious and forcible

taking of the property of another from his per-
son, or in his presence, against his will, by vio-
lence or by putting him in fear ( Wharton). it
is a more serious offense than larceny, by reason of the ele-
ment of force or fear entering into it

Thieves for their robbery have authority
When judges steal themselves.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2. 176.

Highway robbery, robbery committed in or near a high-
way. At common law no other robbery was punishable
with death. = Syn. Depredation, spoliation, despoilment
See robber.

robbin1
(rob'in), w. [Also roband; appar. contr.

of rope-band. In sense 2 appar. of same origin.]
1. A short piece of spun-yarn, rope-varn, or
sennit, used to fasten the head of a sail to the
yard or gaff by passing several turns through
the eyelet-hole in the sail and around the jack-
stay. 2. The spring of a carriage. Simmoiids.
robbin2 (rob'in), . [< F. robin ; appar. of E.
Ind. origin.] In com., the package in which
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Ceylonese and other dry goods, as pepper, are

imported. The Malabar robbin of rice weighs
84 pounds. Simmonds.
robbin3 (rob'in), n. An occasional spelling of
robin*.

rob-Davyt, . See rob-o-Dary.
robe 1

(rob), n. [< ME. robe, roobe, < OF. robe,
robbe, reube, F. robe, a robe, = Pr. raitba = Cat.
roba = Sp. ropa = Pg. roupa = It. roba, dress,
merchandise, goods, < ML. rauba, spoil, < OHG.
roub, robbery, breakage, MHG. roup, robbery,
booty, spoil, garment, G. raub = D. roof = OS.
rof = AS. red/, spoil, clothing, = Icel. ran/,
spoil : see reaf and reave. Cf. rob*.] 1. A
gown or long loose garment worn over other
dress; a gown or dress of a rich, flowing, or

elegant style or make.
A womman wortheli yclothed, . . .

Hire robe was ful riche of red scarlet engreyned,
With rlbanes of red golde and of riche stones.

Piers Plowman (B), ii. 15.

2. An official vestment; a flowing garment
symbolizing honor, dignity, or authority.
The roba of a judge do not add to his virtue ; the chief-

est ornament of kings is justice.

Booker, Eccles. Polity, vIL 20.

Thou shall take the garments, and put upon Aaron the
coat, and the robe of the ephod, and the ephod.

Ex. xxlx. 5.

I am sorry one I esteemed ever the flrst of his robe should
so undeservedly stain me. Penn, To Dr. Tillotson.

3. Any garment; apparel in general; dress;
costume.

Bion. Petruchio Is coming in a new hat and an old jer-
kin, a pair of old breeches thrice turned. . . .

Tra. [To Petruchio.] See not your bride In these un-
reverent robet. Shale., T. of the S., ill. 2. 114.

Say, have you got no armour on?
Have you no under robe of steel?

Duel of Wharton and Stuart (Child's Ballads, VIII. 262).

4. Hence, that which covers or invests; some-
thing resembling or suggesting a robe.

She tore the azure robe of night,
And set the stars of glory there.

Drake, The American (lag.

Another [cottage] wore
A close-set robe of jasmine sown with stars.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

5. A woman's gown of any cut or fabric, with
trimmings, usually in the form of bands or bor-

ders, woven in or embroidered on the material.

[Trade and dressmakers' term.] 6. A dressed
skin or pelt : first applied to that of the Amer-
ican bison, but now to that of any animal when
used for a carriage- or sleigh-rug, and by ex-
tension to any protecting wrap used in driving :

as, a linen lap-ro&e. [U. S.J
The large and roomy sleigh decked with buffalo, black

bear, and lynx robes.

The Upper Ten Thousand, p. 4. (Bartlett.)

Under the head of robe was included all [buffalo] cow
skins taken during the proper season, from one year old

upward, and all bull skins from one to three years old.
Bull skins over three years of age were classed as hides,
and while the best of them were anally tanned and used
as robes, the really poor ones were converted into leather.

W. T. Hornaday, Smithsonian Report, 1887, Ii. 443.

7. The largest and strongest tobacco-leaves,
which are used as covers for the thicker kinds
of pigtail. [U. S. ] 8. Eccles.

, specifically, the

early chasuble, a large garment covering the

body. Compare garment, 2. 9. pi. Garments
of state or ceremony, forming together an en-
tire costume. Thus, coronation robes may include all

the garments worn by a prince at the time of his corona-
tion, and always include the outer or decorative pieces,
as the dalmatic, the mantle, etc. Guarded robet. See
guard. Master of the robes, an officer in the royal
household of Great Britain charged with ordering the sov-

ereign's robes, and having several officers under him, as a
clerk of the robes, wardrobe-keepers, etc. Under a queen
this office is performed by a lady, designated mistress of the

robes, who holds the highest rank among the ladies in the
service of the queen. Pack of robes, ten robes of buf-
falo-hide packed together for transportation to market.
[U. S.] The robe, or the long robe, the legal profes-
sion : as, gentlemen of the long robe.

Far be it from any Man's Thought to say there are not
Men of strict Integrity of the Long Robe, tho' it is not

every Body's good Fortune to meet with them.
Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, Pref.

Rich advocates, and other gentlemen of the robe.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 377.

robe 1
(rob), r.

; pret. and pp. robed, ppr. rulihii/.

[< ME. roben; < robe*, .] I. trans. 1. To put
a robe on

;
clothe in a robe

; especially, to clothe

magnificently or ceremoniously: as, to robe a

sovereign for a coronation.

Thou robed man of justice, take thy place.
SAo*., tear, iii. 6. 38.

2. To clothe or dress in general.
Thus robed in russett, ich romede a-boute.

Piers Plov-man (C), xi. 1.

robin
Here and there a tall Scotch flr, completely robed in

snow. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 117.

The elms have robed their slender spray
With full-blown flower and embryo leaf.

0. W. Holmes, Spring has Come.

II. in trans. To put on a robe or robes; as-
sume official vestments: as, the judges are

robing; the clergy robed in the vestry.
robe2 (rob), . An abbreviation of arroba.
robe-de-chambre (rob-de-shom'br), . [F. :

robe, robe; de, of; chambre, cliamber.] 1. A
dressing-gown or morning dress, whether for
men or for women the exact signification vary-
ing with the fashion and habits of the day. 2f.
A dress cut in a certain negligee style : thus, a
robe-de-cfiambre is mentioned as worn at a party
in 1732.

robe-maker (rob'ma"'ker), M. A maker of offi-

cial robes, as for clergymen, university dignita-
ries, and others.

The modern Anglican rochet is sleeveless, the bulbous
sleeves having been wholly detached from it by the Caro-
line tailors or robe-makers. Lee, Eccles. Gloss., p. 338.

roberd (rob'erd), ii. [A familiar use of Soberd,
a form of the personal name Robert. Cf. robin 1

,

robinet.~] The chaffinch. Also robinet.

Roberdsmant, . See Roberteman,
robert (rob'ert), 11. Same as Iierb-robert.

Robertmant, Same as Robertsman.

Robertsmant, Roberdsmant (rob'erts-man,
rob'erdz-man), n. [Also Robartsman, Robert-

man; ME. robfrdesman (also Roberdes knave),
supposed to be so called because regarded or

feigned to be one of Robin (Robert) Hood's
men.] A bold, stout robber or night thief.

Robartes men, or Roberdsmen, were a set of lawless vaga-
bonds, notorious for their outrages when Pierce Plowman
was written. . . . The statute of Edward the Third (an.
reg. 5, c. xiv.) specifies

" divers manslaughters, felonies,
and robberies, done by people that be called Roberdesmen,
Wastours, and drawlatches." And the statute of Richard
the Second (an. reg. 7, c. v.) ordains that the statute of

King Edward concerning Roberdesmen and Drawlacches
shall be rigorously observed. Sir Edward Coke (Instil, iii.

197.) supposes them to have been originally the followers
of Robin Hood in the reign of Richard the First. See
Hlackstone's Comni., B. iv. ch. 17.

T. Warton, Hist Eng. Poetry (1840), II. 94, 95.

Roberta's pelvis. See pelvis.
Robervallian (rob-er-val'i-an), a. Pertaining
to G. P. de Roberval (1602-75), a noted French
mathematician Robervallian line, a curve of infi-

nite length but of finite area.

Roberval's balance. See balance.

roberycht. . A Middle English form of rubric.
Ballitcell.

robin 1
(rob'in), w. [Short for robin-redbreast,

early mod. E. re%ii redbrest, < ME. 'robin red-

breast, robinet redbrest, in which the first ele-
ment was orig. a quasi-proper name, Robin, <

OF. Robin, Robin (a name also given to the

sheep), a familiar dim. of Robert, Robert (a
name early known in England, as that of the
oldest son of William I.), = Sp. Pg. It. Roberto,
also Ruperto (> E. Rupert), < OHG. Ruodpert,
MHG. G. Rupreciit, lit. 'fame-bright,' illustrious
in fame, < OHG. ruod (= AS. *liroth- (in proper
name Hrothgar = G. Rudiger, > ult. E. Roger:
see Roger) = Icel. Iirothr, praise, fame, = Goth.

'hrotli, in hrotheigs, victorious, triumphant) +
perht, peraht, MHG. berht = E. bright*: see

bright*.] 1. A small sylviine bird of Europe,
Erythacus rube-

cula, more fully
called robin-red-

breast, and also

redbreast, robin-

et, and ruddock.
It is more like a
warbler than like a

thrush, only about

5j inches long and
9 in extent of wings ;

the upper parts are

olive-green ; thefore-

head, sides of the

head, front of the

neck, and fore part
of the breast are yel-
lowish-red (whence
the name redbreast).
It is an abundant
and familiar British

bird, widely distributed in other parts of the Palearctic

region. The song is rich, mellow, and finely modulated.

Robin-redbreast (Erythacus rttbecula}.

The nest is placed on the ground, in herbage or moss,
generally under a hedge or bush. The eggs are usually
five or six in number, pinkish-white freckled with pur-
plish-red. This robin is a common figure in English
nursery tales and folk-lore.

Art thou the bird whom Man loves best,
The pious bird with the scarlet breast,
Our little English Robin?

Wordsworth, Redbreast Chasing the Butterfly.



robin

A strange world where the robin was a little domestic
liinl that fed at the table, instead of a (treat fidgety, jerky,
whooping thrush. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 172.

2. The red-breasted or migratory thrush of
North America, Turdi/s mif/ratnriiot or Meruln
iiiii/ratoria, one of the most abundant and fa-
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robin
:
accentor (rob'in-ak-sen'tor), ii. A small

sylviine bird of Asia, Accentor riibcciiloMen: an
occasional book-name, translating the specific
designation bestowed by Moore in 1854 from
Hodgson's MSS. This bird belongs to the same ge-
nus as the common hedge-sparrow of Europe, A.modu-
larig, but resembles the British robin in the color of the
breast. It inhabits the Himalayas and southward, Cash-
mere, Sikhim, etc.

robin-breast (rob'in-brest), n. The robin-

snipe, or red-breasted sandpiper.
robin-dipper (rob'in-dip"er), w. The buffle, or
buffle-headed duck. [New Eng.]
robinet (rob'in-et), . [< ME. robinet, a chaf-

finch, <. OF. Robinet, 'little Robin,' dim. of

Robin, Robin; as a common noun, OF. robinet,
a pipkin, tap, cock, F. robinet, a tap, cock.] 1.

A chaffinch. Also roberd. Cath. Ang., p. 310.

2. A little robin. Seero&tnl, 1. Drayton, Muses'

Elysium, yiii. 3. A tap or faucet. 4f. A mil-

itary engine for throwing darts and stones.
Grose.

robing (ro'bing), . [Verbal n. of roftel, c.] 1.

The act of putting on a robe or ceremonious

apparel. 2.

the like
American Robin (Merulit tnigratoria).

pparel. 2. Material for women's gowns and Plncusnion. SameastVc

lie like : a term of the eighteenth century. 3. robin-ruddock (rob i

L kind of trimming like a flounce or ruffle, used
'"

'

roboreous

It is characterized by racemed flowers from the axils or
fascicled at the older nodes, commonly free banner-sta-
men, blunt anthers, numerous ovules, somewhat rigid
style, and usually flat and two-valved pod. It includes
18 genera, of which 11 are American, 1 African, 3 Austra-
lasian, and 1 (Sesbania) of general distribution. They are
either herbs, shrubs, or trees, rarely shrubby climbers.
For important genera, see Robinia (the type), Sesbania,
and Olneya.

robin-redbreast (rob'in-red'brest), n. [Early
mod. E. robyn redbrcst: see ro&iwl.] 1. Same
as robin 1

,
1.

Robyn redbrest,
He shall be the preest
The requiem masse to synge.

Skelton, Phyllyp Sparowe, 1. 399.

No burial this pretty pair
Of any man receives,

Till Robin-red-brcast piously
Did cover them with leaves.

Children in the Wood (Child's Ballads, III. 183).

2. Same as robin 1
,
2. 3. The American blue-

bird, KiaKasialis: an occasional misnomer. See
bluebird, and cut under Sittlia. 4. The old-time
Bow street runner: in allusion to the color of
his waistcoat. [Slang, Eng.] Robin-redbreast's
pincushion. Same as bedegar.

'in-rud'ok), n. Same as

miliar of North American birds : so called from
the reddish-brown color of the under parts,
which, however, is very different, both in hue
and in extent, from that of the European red-
breast. This robin is 10 inches long and 16 in extent of

wings. The upper parts are slate-color with an olive

shade; most of the under parts are chestnut-red; the
vent-feathers are white, with dusky markings ; the head is

black, with white marks about the eyes and white streaks
on the throat ; and the tail is blackish, usually marked
with white at the ends of the outer feathers. The bill is

mostly yellow. The robin inhabits the whole of North
America ; it is migratory, feeds on insects, worms, berries,
and other fruits, and breeds at large throughout its range,
building a large strong nest of hay and mud on a bough,
and laying from four to six uniform greenish-blue eggs,
1J inches long by J inch broad. Also, familiarly, robin-
redbreast.

3. With a qualifying term, one of numerous
warbler-like or thrush-like birds, more or less

nearly related to or resembling either of the

foregoing: as, the blue-throated robin. (See
Cyanecula, and cut under bluethro/it.) Some of
these terms are book-name^, others are casual transfers of
the word robin by English residents in various parts of the
world, especially India and Australia. In the latter region
are various flycatchers (Muscicapidee) of the genus Petrceca
and its subdivisions, some of which are called robins, as
the scarlet-breasted, P. multicolor, peculiar to Norfolk
Island. Some of the Asiatic chats of the genus Proton-
cola are known as Indian robins; these are related to the
British whinchat and stonechat, and do not particularly
resemble the true robin of England. Others, recently sepa-
rated generically under the name Erythromyias, inhabit
Java, Sumatra, Borneo, and other islands of the same zoo-

geographical region, and resemble the true robin, as B.
dumetoria and K. mmlleri. The red-breasted flycatcher,
Mitscicapa (Eri/throsterna) parva, which ranges from cen-
tral Europe into India, bears a striking resemblance to the
true robin. Among other Indian robins, loosely so called,
may be noted one sometimes specified as the water-robin.
This is a flycatcher, Xanthopygia fulir/iiwsa, originally de-
scribed by Vigors in 1831 as Phoznicura fuliyinosa, and
commonly catalogued as Ruticilla fvliginosa (after G. R.
Gray) ; but it does not belong to the same family as the
robin, nor to the same genus as the redstart. It inhabits
the Himalayan region, and ranges widely in China and In-
dia. It has been placed in 5 different genera, two of which,
Rhyacornis of Blanford and Nympheeus of A. 0. Hume,
were specially framed for its reception.
4. The robin-snipe or red-breasted sandpiper,
Tringa canutus: a clipped name among gun-
ners. Mao beach-robin. See two*2

,
1. 5. The

sea-robin or red-breasted merganser, Mcrgux
fterrator. [Massachusetts.] 6. In ichtli., a sea-
robin or flying-robin; one of several kinds
of TrigUdse. 7. A local name of the pinfish.
[U. S.] 8. A name variously applied (common-
ly as part of a compound) to the herb-robert, to

species of Lychnis, and to some other plants.
Red-robin denotes, besides the wheat-rust, the herb-robert,
the Lychnis diurna, etc. See ragged-robin and wake-robin.
[Prov. Eng.] Golden robin, the Baltimore oriole, Icterus
galbula. Ground robin, the chewink. See marsh-robin,
and cut under Pipilo. [Local. U. S.] Magpie robin, a
dayal. See cut under Copsichus. Oregon robin, the va-
ried thrush, Turdm ntemm or HetperoMchla ruffiia. Red
robin, the scarlet tanager. [Local, u. S.] Robin red-
breast. 3eerobi.n-redbreast. Robin's-egg blue, a green-
ish blue, like that of the American robiiVs egg. Round
robin. See round-rntin, .5. Sea robin. See ma-robin.
St. Lucas robin, Turdua or Menda confinis, much like but
specifically distinct from the common American robin in-

habiting Lower California. Water-robin. See clef. 3. -
Yellow robin, an Australian bird of the genus Eopsaltria.
robin2t (rob'in), u. [Appar. ult. due to the F.
name Robin: see robisf.] A trimming on the
front of a dress. Dtirim.

Several pieces of printed calico, remnants of silk, and
such like, that . . . would serve for robing and facings.

Richardson. Pamela, I. xxix.

robin3
,

. Same as robbiift.

A kind of trimming
on women's and children's garments. Diet, of Dvd y u ever 8ee two 8ucne 1Ittle Bobin ruddockes

Wfrrllnnnrl- So laden wlth breeches?

iT v- rt j* 11 ^. -i K- Edwards, Damon and Pythias.Robin Goodfellow. 1. A domestic spirit or , . . . . ,

fairy, said to be the offspring of a mortal rpbm-run-m-tne-nedge (rob m-run m-the-

woman and Oberon, king of Fairyland. He is H^* The ground-ivy, A^eia G/CC/ioa; the

bedstraw, Gahum Apartne; rarely the bind-
weed, Convolvulus sepium; and the bittersweet,
Solamtm Dulcamara. [Prov. Eng.]
robin-sandpiper (rob'in-sand'pi-per), n. Same
as robin-snipe, 1.

robin-snipe (rob'in-snip), . 1. The red-breast-
ed or ash-colored sandpiper ;

the Canute or knot,
Tringa canutus. In plain gray plumage it is

also called white robin-snipe. See ktioff, 1. 2.
Same as red-breasted snipe (a) (which see, under
red-breasted). [New Eng.]

See

analogous to the brownie of Scotland. It was from the
popular belief in this spirit that Shakspere's Puck was
derived.

2. As a general name, an elf; a fairy.

Kottri, or Eibaldi ; such as wee
Pugs and Hob-goblins call. Their dwellings bee
In corners of old houses least frequented,
Or beneath stacks of wood : and these conuented,
Make fearefull noise in Buttries and in Dairies

;

Robin yood-fellowes some, some call them Fairies.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 574.

robing-room (ro'bing-rom), n. A room where
u

robes of ceremony are put on and off
;
a vestiary : robin's-plantain (rob^nz-plan'tan), .

as, the peers' robing-room in the House of Lords, plantain^.
Eobinia (ro-bin'i-a), n. [NL. (Linnieus, 1737), robin's-rye (rob'inz-ri), n. The haircap-moss,named after the royal gardeners at Paris, Jean Polytriclimnjuniperinum : so called, perhaps, as
Robin (1550-1629) and his son Vespasien Robin; suggesting a miniature grain-field. Also robin-
the latter introduced this genus into Europe, wlieat. See haircap-moss.
under the name Pseudacacia, in 1635.] A ge- robin-wheat (rob'in-hwet),i. Same as robin's-
nus of leguminous trees and shrubs of the rye.
tribe Galegese, type of the subtribe Robinieee; The birds are not the only harvesters of the pretty moss
the locusts. It is characterized by a legume with known as robin-wheat. Pop. Sa. Mo., XXIX. 368.
thin valves, winged on its upper margin, and by papilio- ,, , -,,,, r ,
naceous flowers with a broad reflexed standard, an awl- TOble (ro bl), . [< bp. roble, oak-tree, < L.

robur, oak, oak-tree : see robust.
~]

1 . In Cali-

fornia, one of the white oaks, Quercus lobata,
also called weeping oak. It is a majestic tree
with very widely spreading branches

;
its wood

is of little value except for fuel. 2. In the
West Indies, Platymiscium platystacJtyum and
Catalpa longisiliqua, trees yielding ship-timber.

3. In
Chilij

a species of beech, Fagus obli-

qua, which affords a durable hard-wood build-

ing-material.
rob-0-Davyt, n. [Prob. orig. rob-of-Davy, 'Da-
vy's syrup' (see rob2 ) ; Davy being a familiar
term for a Welshman, and metheglin a Welsh
name for mead.] Methegliu.

Sherry, nor Rob-o-Davy here could flow,
The French frontiniacke, claret, red nor white,
Graves nor high-country, could our hearts delight.

Taylor's Works (1630). (Ifam.)

roborant (rob'o-rant), a. and . [= F. roborant
= Sp. Pg. It. roborante, < L. roboran(t-)s, ppr.
of roborare, strengthen : see roborate.'] I. a.

Tonic
; strengthening.

II. n. A medicine that strengthens; atonic.
roboratet (rob'o-rat), v. t. [< L. roboratus, pp.
of roborare, strengthen (> It. roborare = Sp.
Pg. roborar = OF. roberer), < robur (robor-),
strength: see robust. Cf . corroborate.'] To give
strength to; strengthen; confirm; establish.

Flowering Branch of Locust (Robittia Pseittiaracia).

a, pod ; #, flower.

This Bull also relateth to ancient priviledges of popes
and princes, bestowed upon her; which herein are robo-
rated and confirmed.

I'viler, Hist, of Cambridge Univ., ii. 37.

shaped inflexed style terminating a stalked and many-
ovuled ovary, and surrounding these a long sheath of ten

diadelphous stamens, one of them partly, or at length whol-
ly, free. The branchlets and leafstalks are nearly smooth,
bristly, or viscid-hairy. The leaves are unequally pinnate _

with stipulate leaflets, and are furnished with a pair of TOboratlon (rob-o-ra'shon), H. [= OF. robora-
bristle-shaped stipules, or of short stout spines in their tion = Sp. roboracion = Pg. roboracSo, < ML.
place. The flowers are white or rose-purple, borne in con- roborntindi 1 a Rtrpmrthpninrr < T, rrihnrnrp
spicuous racemes. There are 5 or 6 species, 2 of them ; ' a Q1

^g'
V " H *,

little-known Mexican trees, the others native in the south- strengthen: see roborate. Cf. corroboratton.]
ern and central United States. Of the latter the chief A strengthening. Bdilei/, 1731. [Rare.]
Is B. Pmtdamcia thei common locust or false acacia, roborean (ro-bo're-an), a. [< L. robo-rciix. of
widely planted and naturalized in the Northern States, ],

/ ,
j.,,),,),.,,,),;,,-;' 4. n ' aame> no rnhn

also much planted in Europe, where it presents several ,''"'-",>' TU J
varieties. For this and other species, see locusts, i, and reoil.t. liailei/, 1(31. [Kare.]
/".-. ,im csci ; also acacia, 3. roborCOUS (ro-bo're-us), it. [< L. roborrux,

Robiniese (rob-i-ni'e-e), ii. i>t. [NL. (Bentham made of oak, < robur, an oak: see robust.]
and Hooker, 1862), < Rnbinia + -ese.] A sub- Made of oak; hence, strong. Bailey, 1727.
tribe of leguminous plants of the tribe Galegese. [Rare.]



Robulina

Eobulina (ro-bu-H'na), . [NL. (D'Orbigny,
1826, as a genus of supposed cephalopoda), < L.

robur, strength, + a dim. -ina, the reg. term,
with this author for his genera of microscopic
cephalopods.] A genus of foraminifers. Also
called Lampas.
Robur Carol! (ro'ber kar'o-H). [NL., Charles's
Oak (see def.): L. robur, oak; ML. Curoli, gen.
of Carolus, Charles: see car/.] A now ob-
solete constellation, introduced by Halley in

1677, between Argo and Centaurus, to repre-
sent the royal oak in which Charles II. was hid-

den after the battle of Worcester.
robust (ro-busf), a. [<OF. (and P.) robuste =
Sp. Pg. It. robusto, < L. robustus, strong, <

robur, OL. robus (robor-), hardness, strength,
a hard wood, oak, au oak-tree ;

= Skt. rabltas,

violence, force, < / rabh, seize.] 1. Having
or indicating great strength; strong; lusty;

sinewy; muscular; sound; vigorous: as, a
robust body ;

robust youth ;
robust health.

A robust boisterous Rogue knocked him down.
Howett, Letters, I. ill. >.

Survey the warlike horse ! didst thou invest
With thunder his robust distended chest?

Young, Paraphrase of Job.

I said, "How is Mr. Murdstone?" She replied, "My
brother is robust, I am obliged to you."

Dickens, David Copperfield, xxvi.

One can only respect a robust faith of this sort.

Saturday Ren., May, 1874, p. 674.

2. Violent; rough; rude.

Romp-loving miss
Is haul'd about, in gallantry robust.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 529.

3. Requiring vigor or strength: as, robust

employment. Imp. I>ict. 4. In zool., stout;
thick: as, a robust joint; ro&utantennse.=8yn.
1. Strong, Robust, Lusty, Sturdy, Stalwart, Stout, hale,

hearty, brawny, mighty, powerful. Strong is the generic
term among these, and is the most widely used in figu-
rative applications. By derivation it means having the

power of exerting great muscular force. Robust suggests
an oaken strength, hence compactness, toughness, sound-
ness of constitution, blooming health, and good size if

not largeness of frame. Lusty characterizes the kind of

strength that one enjoys possessing, abounding health,
strength, vitality, and spirits. Sturdy suggests compact-
ness and solidity even more than robust does ; it ex-

presses a well-knit strength that is hard to shake or re-

si.-it, standing strongly upon its feet. Stalwart suggests
tidiness or largeness with great strength or sturdiness.
Stout is little different from strong ; it sometimes means
strong to do or to support burdens : as, a stout defender ; a
stout porter carrying a heavy trunk.

robustious (ro-bus'tyus), a. [Formerly also

robusteous, robitstuous ; < L. robusteus, oaken

(robustus, oaken, strong): see robust.] Ro-

bust; rough; violent; rude. [Obsolete or ar-

chaic.]
Violent and robustumis seas.

Heywood, Jupiter and lo (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874,

[VI. 268).
These redundant locks,

Robustious to no purpose, clustering down.
Vain monument of strength. Milton, S. A.

,
1. 669.

Fob ! you are so robustious, you had like to put out my
eye; I assure you, if you blind me, you must lead me.

Sttrtft, Polite Conversation, i.

rqbustiously (ro-bus'tyus-li), adv. In a robus-
tious manner. [Obsolete or archaic.]
The multitude commend writers as they do fencers or

wrestlers ; who if they come in robustiously, and put for
it with a deal of violence, are received for the braver fel-

lows. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

robustiousness (ro-bus'tyus-nes), . Vigor;
muscular size and strength. [Obsolete or

archaic.]
That

robustiousness^
of body, and puissance of person,

which is the only fruit of strength.
Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion, sig. S. 2.

robustly (ro-bust'li), adv. In a robust man-
ner; with great strength ; muscularly.
robustness (ro-bust'nes), n. The quality of

being robust; strength; vigor, or the condi-
tion of the body when it has full firm flesh and
sound health.

roc1
(rok), n. [Also rock, rok, rue, ruck, rukh; =

G. roc = Sw. roc, rok= Dan. rok= It. ruch, roeh i

(Florio), < Ar. Pers. rukh, a roe. Cf. root2.]
A fabulous bird of prey of monstrous size, fa-
mous in Arabian mythology, and corresponding
to the Persian simurg. There is no certain basis of
fact upon which the myth of the roc rests. The most
colossal birds of which we have any knowledge are the
dinornithic moas of New Zealand and the Madagascar
Kpyornithic elephant-birds. The largest known rapacious
bird (the roc figures as a bird of prey) is the Harpagornis,
which may have been able to kill a moa, though certainly
not to fly away with one. The most plausible speculation
bases the roc on the ^pyornis. See the quotation.
On the 27th of January, 1851, Isidore Oeoffroy Saint-

Hilaire read before the Parisian Academy of Sciences a
paper, in which he described two enormous eggs and part
of the metatarsus of a bird which he called ^
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maximus. . . . This brought again to mind the old story
of the famous Venetian traveller, Marco Polo, who located
the me or roc, the giant bird of the Arabian tales, upon
Madagascar, aud related that the great Khan of the Tar-

tars, having heard of the bird, sent messengers to Mada-
gascar, who brought back a feather nine spans long, and
two palms in circumference. Stand. Nat. Uist., IV. 47.

Roc's egg, something marvelous or prodigious, having no
foundation in fact

;
a mare's nest

rOC2t, " A Middle English form of root1
.

rocaille(ro-kaly'), . [F., rockwork, formerly
also rochdille, < roche, a rock: see roach2 .] The
scroll ornament of the eighteenth century, and

especially of the epoch of Louis XV., combin-

ing forms apparently based on those of water-
worn rocks and those of shells or deduced from
them. See rococo.

rocambole (rok'am-bol), . [Also rokambole,
and formerly also rocambole; < F. rocambole, <

G. rockenbollen, roggenbollen (so called because it

grows among rye), < rocken, roggen, rye, + bolle,

a bulb: see rye and SoW1
.] A plant of the onion

kind, Allium Scorodoprastim, native through the
middle latitudes of Europe, and there somewhat
cultivated. Its uses resemble those of garlic and the

shallot, like which, also, It has a compound bulb com-
posed of bulblets or cloves.

Insipid Uste, old friend, to them who Paris know,
Where rocombote, shallot, and the rank garlic grow.

W. King, Art of Cookery, 1. 338.

Roccella (rok-sel'a), . [NL. (A. P. de Can-

dolle, 1805), an accom. form (based on ML.
rocca, roca, a rock) of It. orcella, F. orseille, etc.,
orchil: see orchil, archil.] A genus of parmeli-
aceous lichens of the tribe Vsneei. The thallus
is fruticulose or finally pendulous, alike on both sides, and
cartilaginous-coriaceous ; the medullary layer is loosely

cottony. The species are few and closely related, grow-
ing especially in the warmer maritime regions of the earth,
and furnishing the famous archil or orchil of dyers. R.
tinctoria and R. fucijormis, the best-known species, are
the chief sources of the dye. See cut under archil ; see
also canary-moss, cape-weed, dyer's-moss, flat-orchil, litmus,
Mauritius-weed.

roccellic (rok-sel'ik), a. [< Roccella + -ic] Re-
lated to orderived from Roccella. Roccellic acid,
r

i T":;"' 'i- a crystalline acid which occurs uncombined
in Roccella tinctoria.

roccellin (rok-sel'in), . [< rocceU(ic) + -in2.]
A coal-tar color : same as orseillin.

roccelline (rok-sel'in), a. [< Roccella + -in*1 .]

In hot., of or pertaining to the genus Roccella.

Roccus (rok'us), n. [NL. (8. L. Mitchell, 1814),
< ML. rocca, E. rock: see rock1

.] A genus of

serranoid fishes. It contains R. lineatus, the common
rockfish or striped-bass of the United States, and R. chry-

sops, the white-bass. Both are well-known game-fish, of

some economic importance. See cut under bass.

roche 1
!, A Middle English form of roach 1

.

roche2
,

. and r. See roach2 .

Rochea (ro'ke-a), n. [NL. (A. P. de Candolle,

1799), named after Francois Laroehe, who wrote
on the genera Ixia and Gladiolus.] A genus of

plants of the order Crassulacex. It i> characterized

by a salver-shaped corolla with its tube much longer than
the small five-cleft calyx, the five stamens united to the

petals, and five free carpels, attenuated into elongated
and exserted converging styles. The 4 species are na-
tives of South Africa, and are fleshy undershrubs, bearing
thick opposite leaves with united bases. The flowers are

showy and rather large, white, yellow, scarlet, or rose-

colored, and clustered in dense cymes. For these and the

singular leaves the species are somewhat cultivated as

house-plants. R. coccinea, with scarlet flowers, has the
name of coral, and R. falcata is sometimes called ice-plant.

Rochelle powder (ro-shel' pou'der). [< La
Rochelle, a city in France, T powder.] Same
as Seidlitzpmcder, or compound effervescingpow-
der (which see, under powder).
Rochelle salt. See salfi.

roches moutonn6es (rosh mo-to-na'). [F.:

roche, rock (see roach2 , rock1
)', moutonnee, fern.

of moutonne, rounded like the back of a sheep:
see mutton.] Scattered knobs of rock rounded
and smoothed by glacial action: fancifully so
called from their resemblance, as seen rising
here and there or in groups above a surface, to

a flock of sheep lying down: sometimes Eng-
lished as "sheep-backs."
The surface of rock, instead of being jagged, rugged,

or worn into rugged defiles, is even and rounded, often

dome-shaped or spheroidal. . . . Such surfaces were called
Roches Moutonnfes by De Saussure.

J. D. Forbes, Travels in the Alps, p. 53.

rochet1
(roch'et), . [Also dial, rocket; < ME.

rochet, rochette, also roket, rokette, < OF. rochet,

roquet, a frock, a prelate's rochet, F. dial.

rochet, a blouse, mantle, = Sp. Pg. roquete =
It. rocchetto, roccetto (ML. rochetiim), a rochet,
dim. of ML, roccus, rocus, < OHG. roch, MHG.
roc (rock), G. rock = MLG. D. rok = OFries.
rokk = AS. roc, rocc = Icel. rokkr, a frock, coat

;

cf. Ir. rocan, a mantle, cloak, Gael, rochall, a

coverlet.] 1. Originally, a short cloak worn
by men of all degrees, also by women (in

rock

this case frequently a white linen outer gar-
ment).

A Roket full rent & Ragget aboue,
Cast ouer his corse.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1352.1.

A womman wel more fetys is

In roket than in cote, ywis.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1242.

Superior vestis mulierum, Anglice a rochet.

MS. Bibl. Rey., 12 B. 1. f. 12. (Halliu<ell.)

2. Ecclcs., a close-fitting vestment of linen or

lawn, worn by bishops and some others. It

reaches to the knees or lower, and has close sleeves ex-

tending to the wrists, or is sleeveless. The rochet is a

variety of the alb or surplice, the latter differing from
both alb and rochet by the fullness of its sleeves. In the
Roman Catholic Church the rochet is worn by bishops
and abbots, usually under a manteletta. and, as a choir

vestment, by some canons. In the Anglican Church the
rochet is worn under the chimere these vestments con-

stituting the distinctive episcopal habit as ordinarily worn
in church and in Parliament and Convocation. The lawn
sleeves are now made very full, and attached to the chi-

mere, not to the rochet.

And an Arm men seyn is ther
Of seint Thomas the holy Marter, . . .

And a Rochet that is good,
Al be-spreint with his blod.

Stations of Rome (ed. Furnivall), 1. 501.

The Elected Bishop, vested with his Rochet, shall be pre-
sented . . . unto the Presiding Bishop.

Book of Common Prayer [American], Consecration of

[Bishops.

3f. Hence, a bishop: also used attributively.
They would strain us out a certain figurative prelate, by

wringing the collective allegory of those seven angels into
seven single rochets. Milton, Church-Government, i. 5.

4. A mantelet worn by the peers of England
during ceremonies.
rochet11 (roch'et), n. [< F. rowjet, a gurnard.]
A kind of fish, the roach or piper gurnard.
The whiting, known to nil, a general wholesome dish.
The gurnet, rochet, roayd, and mullet, dainty fish.

Drayton.
Slit thy nose,

Like a raw rochet! B. Jonson,\olpoae, iii. 8.

Rochets, whitings, or such common fish. W. Browne.

roching-cask (roch'ing-kask), . A tank lined

with lead, used for crystallizing alum.
rock1 (rok), H. [< ME. rocke, rokke, < AS. "race,

(in ntdn-rocc, 'stone-rock') = OF. roc, m. (= It.

rocco, m.), roke, usually assibilated roche() ME.
roche, E. obs. roach2

, q. v.), F. roche, f., = Pr.

roca, rocha = Sp. roca = Pg. roca, roclia = It.

rocca, roccia, < ML. roca, rocca, a rock; prob. of

Celtic origin: Ir. Gael, roc = Bret, roch, a rock.

According to Diez, prob.< LL. "rupica, or rupea,
< L. rapes, a rock. ] 1 . The mass of mineral mat-
ter of which the earth, so far as accessible to ob-

servation, is made up; amass, fragment, or piece
of that crust, if too large to be designated as a

stone, and if spoken of in a general way with-
out special designation of its nature. When there
is such special designation, the term stone is more gener-
ally adopted, as in building-stone, pavinij- stone, limestone,

freestone ; or the special designation of the material itself

may be used without qualification, as granite., slate, marble,
etc. The unconsolidated stony materials which form a

considerable part of the superficial crust, or that which
is at or near the surface, such as sand, gravel, and clay,

are not commonly designated as rock or rocks; the geolo-

gist, however, includes under the term rock, for the pur-

pose of general description, all the consolidated materials

forming the crust, as well as the fragmental or detrital

beds which have been derived from it. Rocks are ordi-

narily composed of two or more mineral species, but some
rocks are made up almost entirely of one species : thus,

granite Is essentially an aggregate of quartz, feldspar, aud

mica, while marble usually consists chiefly of carbonate
of lime, and sandstone and quartzite chiefly of quartz.
The number of varieties of rock, according to the classifi-

cation and description of lithclogists, is very great. The
number of names popularly in use for rocks is small :

granite, porphyry, lava, sandstone or freestone, limestone,

marble, and slate are terms under one or the other of

which by far the largest part of the rocks are commonly
classed. (See these words.) More than 600 distinct spe-
cies of minerals have been described, but a very small
number of them occur as essential constituents of rocks :

of these, quartz, the feldspars, the micas, the minerals of

the augite and hornblende group, talc, chlorite, olivin,

and carbonate of lime, with which often more or less of

carbonate of magnesia is associated, form the great bulk

of the rocks. But there are several other minerals which
are quite commonly found as accessory constituents, and
sometimes in masses large enough to be worthy of the

designation of rock : such are garnet, epidote, various

oxids of iron, pyrites, apatite, andalusite, leucite, tourma-

lin, and a few others. Some mineral substances occur in

masses of great extent and thickness, but do not play the

part of rock-forming minerals : such are salt, gypsum, and
the varieties of coal. Rocks are variously classed by geolo-

gists. The most general subdivision of them is into igne-
ous and aqueous: the former are divided into plutonic and
volcanic, according as they have been formed under con-

ditions of depth and pressure, like granite, or have been

poured out upon the surface in the manner of lava. The

aqueous rocks are also designated as sedimentary, fossilif-

erous, or stratified. The sedimentary rocks in general are

believed to be made up of material resulting from the de-

cay and abrasion of igneous masses, since almost all geolo-

gists admit that the crust of the earth has cooled from a

state of fusion. Part of the stratified deposits, however,



rock

have been formed through the agency of life, as in the
case of the limestones, most of which have been secreted
from an aqueous solution by viuious organisms, and of

-coal, which is the result of a peculiar kind of decay of

vegetable matter. Some rocks have been formed by the

simple evaporation of a solution : for instance, rock-salt.

The sedimentary rocks are classified for lithological de-

scription according to the nature and texture of the ma-
terials of which they are made up : they are arranged in

the chronological order of their deposition according to

the nature of the fossils which they contain. Sedimentary
rocks have frequently been greatly changed in character

by metamorphosis, by which they have been rendered

crystalline, and sometimes made so closely to resemble

igneous rocks that their true character can only with the

greatest difficulty be made out.

Whan ye ban maad the coost so dene
Of rokkcg that ther nys no stoon ysene.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 15772.

A ruck may be denned as a mass of mineral matter, com-

posed of one, more usually of several, kinds of minerals,
having, as a rule, no definite external form, and liable to

vary considerably in chemical composition.
A. Geikie, Encyc. Brit., X. 229.

2. A stone of any size, even a pebble. [Vul-
gar, U. S.]

I put a hot rock to his feet, and made him a large bowl
o' catmint tea. Georgia Scenes, p. 193.

Now I hold it is not decent for a scientific gent
To say another is an ass, at least, to all intent;
Nor should the individual who happens to be meant
Reply by heaving rocks at him to any great extent.

Bret liarte, The Society upon the Stanislaus.

3. A mass of stone forming an eminence or a
cliff.

And he [Samson] went down and dwelt in the top of the
rock Etam. Judges XT. 8.

When he sees afar
His country's weather-bleached and battered rocks
From the green wave emerging. Cowper, Task, v. 834.

4. Hence, in Scrip., figuratively, foundation;
strength; asylum; means of safety; defense.

The Lord is my rock. 2 Sam. xxii. 2.

5. A cause or source of peril or disaster: from
the wrecking of vessels on rocks : as, this was
the rock on which he split.

Lo, where comes that rock
That I advise your shunning.

(Enter Cardinal Wolsey.)
Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 113.

Either we must say every Church govern'd itself, or else
we must fall upon that old foolish Rock, that St. Peter and
his Successours govern'd all. Seldeu, Table-Talk, p. 67.

6. A kind of hard sweetmeat, variously fla-

vored.

Around a revolving dial were arranged various-sized

pieces of peppermint rock, closely resembling putty, but
prized by youthful gourmands.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 625.

7. Same as rockfisli, 1 (a). [Southern U. S.]
8. The rock-dove, Columba livia, more fully

called blue-rock. 9. A kind of soap. See the

quotation.
The action of lime upon the constituents of tallow de-

composes them, glycerin being set at liberty, while cal-
cium stearate and oleate are formed. . . . These salts,
. . . when mixed together, constitute an insoluble soap,
technically called rock.

W. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 254.

10. Apiece of money : commonly in the plural :

as, a pocketful of rocks. [Slang, U. S.]
Here I am in town without a rock in my pocket.

New Orleans Picayune. (Bartlett.)

11. A very hard kind of cheese, made from
skimmed milk, used in Hampshire, England.
Halliwell Acidic (or acid) rock. See acidic. So-
llan, aqueous, argillaceous rocks. See the adjec-
tives. Aerial rocks. Same as seolian rocks. Band of
rock. See band% and blackband. Blue, clay, COlts-
foot, conglomerate rock. See the qualifying words.
Cock of the rock. See cocki. Country rock. See
country, 8, and country-rock. Denuded rocks. See de-
mfed. Detrital rock. See detrital. Dressedrocks,
ice-worn bosses of rock, usually called roches mouUmnf.es
or sheep-back rocks. Dudley rock. See Dudley limestone,
under limestone. Farewell rock. See farewell. Gib-
raltar rock, rock-candy. Intrusive rocks. See in-
trusive. Kellaways rocks, in geul.. the lower of the two
zones into which the Oxfordian is divided, the latter being
a division of the Middle or Oxford Oolite. The Oxfordian is
the lowest division of the Upper Jura or White Jura of the
Continental geologists. The name Kellawayi is frequently
spelled Kelloitay. It is a locality in Wiltshire, England.
Littoral rocks. Heelittoral. Ludlow rocks in geol., a
portion of the Upper Silurian rocks, 2,000 feet in thickness.
It is composed of three groups, the lower Ludlow rock or
mudstone, the Aymestry limestone, and the upper Lud-
low rock. They have their name from Ludlow in Shrop-
shire, England, where they are characteristically devel-
oped. Metamorphic rocks. See metammphism. On
the rocks, quite out of funds ; in great want of money.
[Slang. ] Rock-drilling machine, a power-drill for bor-
ing rock or mineral substances. It operates either by per-
cussion or by rotation. The usual motive power, in (.'on-

fined situations, is compressed air. --Rock ice-cream
Same AS granite, 2. Rock-onion. Same as ciliol, 2, and
stone-leek (see leek). Rocks of mechanical origin. See
mechanical. = Syn. It is an error to use rock for a stone so
small that a man can handle it : only a fabulous person or
a demi god can lift a rock.
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When Ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw,
The line too labours, and the words move slow.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 870.

The Douglas rent an earth-fast stone
From its deep bed, then heaved it high,
And sent the fragment through the sky.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 23.

rock1
(rok), v. t. [< rocki, n. Cf. OF. rocker,

stone, < rocJie, a stone, rock.] To throw stones

at; stone. [U. S.]
It used to be said that if an unknown landsman showed

himself in the streets [of Marblehead, Massachusetts] the

boys would follow after him, crying, "Rock him ! Hock
him ! He 's got a long-tailed coat on !

"

0. W. Holmes, Poet at the Breakfast Table, xii.

rock'2 (rok), v. [< ME. rokken, also roggen (cf.
OF. rocquer), < AS. *roccian (in a gloss) = Dan.
rokke = Sw. freq. rockera, shake, rock ;

cf. OHG.
rucchen, MHG. rucken, rilcken, G. riieken, pull,
= Dan. rykke = Sw. rycka, pull, = Icel. rykkja,

pull roughly and hastily ;
from the noun, OHG.

rue (gen. ruech-), MHG. rue (gen. ruck-), G. ruck,
a pull, jolt, jerk, = Sw. ryck = Dan. ryk, a pull.]
1. trans. 1. To move backward and forward,
as a body supported below (especially on a

single point, a narrow line, or a curved base) ;

cause to sway upon a support: as, to rock a

cradle; to rock a chair; sometimes, to cause to

reel or totter.

The cradel at hir beddes feet is set,
To rokken. Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 237.

The god whose earthquakes rock the solid ground.
Pope, Iliad, xiii. 68.

2. To move backward and forward in a cradle,
chair, etc.

High in his hall, rocked in a chair of state,
The king with his tempestuous council sate.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Epistles, xi.

3. To lull; quiet, as if by rocking in a cradle.

Sleep rock thy brain. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 237.

Blow, Ignorance ; O thou, whose idle knee
Rocks earth into a lethargy.

Quarlee, Emblems, i. 14.

4. In engraving, to abrade the surface of, as a

copper or steel plate, preparatory to scraping a
mezzotinto. See cradle, .,4(e). 5f. To cleanse

by rocking or shaking about in sand.

His other harnays, that holdely watz keped,
Hot he his paunce, & his platez piked ful clene,
The ryngez rokked vof the roust, of his riche bruny ;

And al watz fresch as vpon fyrst.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2018.

6. To affect by rocking in a manner indicated

by a connected word or words: as, to rock one
into a headache; the earthquake rocked down
the houses.

Tyl Resoun hadde reuthe on me and rokked me aslepe.
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 11.

II. intrans. To move backward and forward;
be moved backward and forward

;
reel.

How her hand, in my hand being lock'd,
Forced it to tremble with her loyal fear !

Which struck her sad, and then it faster rock'd.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 262.

During the whole dialogue, Jonas had been rocking on
his chair. Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xliv.

The blind wall rocks, and on the trees
The dead leaf trembles to the bells.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Conclusion.

Rocking bob. Same as balance-bob. Rocking Stone,
a large block of stone poised so nicely upon its point that
a moderate force applied to it causes it to rock or oscillate.
Such stones are most common in regions of granite, and
especially where it has a marked cuboidal jointing. The
quadrangular masses resulting from the weathering of
this granite assume spherical forms, since the edges and
angles waste away more rapidly than the sides, and a
rocking stone is not infrequently the result. There are
several rocking stones in the granite region of Devonshire
and Cornwall, where they are known as loggans, loggan-
stones, or loggan-rocks. The best-known of these is near
Castle Treryn, St. Levan ; it is about 17 feet long, and
weighs about 65 tons. "There are seven loggan-rocks in
the parish of Zennor.

"
Woodward, Geol. of Eng. and Wales

(2d ed.), p. 606.

The same cause affects granitic cliffs, rounding the sur-
faces formed by the "joints," and often leaving detached
blocks on the brow of the cliff ; and they also give rise to
the Hocking Stones common in granite districts.

Prestu-ich, Geol., I. 56.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Rock, Shake, Suing, Roll. Shake ex-

presses a quicker, more sudden, and less uniform motion
than the others : as, to shake a tree or a carpet ;

his knees
shook. Rock expresses the slow and regular motion to
and fro of a body supported below as a cradle upon
rockers, or a rocking stone or at the sides. Swinq ex-

presses the regular and generally slow motion to and fro,
or around and around, of a body supported or held at one
end, generally above : as, the sirinying of a pendulum, a
censer, a sword. Roll is sometimes used of an irregular
motion to and fro, suggesting the rolling over of a round
log : as, a rolling walk ;

the rolling of a ship in the trough
of the sea. The figurative uses of these words are akin
to their literal meanings: a ship rocks when the wind is

steady on the aft quarter ; it strings about its anchor with
the change of the tide ; it shakes with each blow from a

heavy wave.

rock-bound

rock- (rok), H. [< rock'*, r.] The act of rock-

ing ; specifically, a step in fancy dancing.
rocka (rok), 11. [< ME. rokkc, rockc, rok, < AS.
*roceu (not recorded) = MD. rock, D. rok, rok-
ken = OHG. rocco, roccho, rocho, MHG. rocke, G.
rocken = Icel. rokkr = Sw. rock = Dan. rok, a dis-

taff (cf. It. rocca = Sp. rucca = Pg. roca, a dis-

taff; OF. racquet, rochet, F. rocket, a spinning-
wheel

; < Teut.) ;
root unknown.] A distaff

used in hand-spinning ;
the staff or frame about

which the flax or wool is arranged from which
the thread is drawn in spinning.

Sad Clotho held the rccke, the whiles the thrid

By griesly Lachesis was spun with paine.
Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 48.

Herself a snowy fleece doth wear,
And these her rock and spindle bear.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.
Rock Monday, the Monday after Twelfth Day : so called
because spinning, interrupted by the Christmas sports,
was then resumed. Also called Plow Monday.

rock* (rok), n. [Perhaps a dial. var. of rough.]
A young hedgehog. HalliizeU. [Prov. Eng.]
rock5

,
n. See rot*,

rockahomoniet, [Amer. Ind.] Same as

hominy.
Sometimes also in their travels each man takes with him

a pint or quart of rockahomonie that is, the finest Indian
corn parched and beaten to powder.

Beverley, Virginia, iii. \ 19.

rock-alum (rok'al'um), . 1. Same as alum-
stone. 2. The solid residue obtained from pot-
ash crystals on their liquefaction by heat and
subsequent cooling. Spans' Enci/c. Manuf., p.
326. 3. A factitious article made by coloring
small crystalline fragments of alum with Vene-
tian red.

rock-alyssum (rok'a-lis"um), . SeeAlysmm.
rockaway (rok'a-wa), n. A four-wheeled plea-
sure-carriage with two or three seats (each for
two persons) and a standing top. It is a dis-

tinctly American type of vehicle.

rock-badger (rok'baj"er), . 1. Parry's ground-
squirrel, SpermopMlus parryi, of northwestern
North America. 2. See Hyrax, i.

rock-barnacle (rok'bar'na-kl), n. A sessile cir-

riped which adheres to rocks, as any species of

Balanus proper: not specific.
rock-basin (rok'ba"sn), n. In phys. geog., a
basin or hollow in a rock. Such cavities are com-
mon on the exposed surface of the rocks in various coun-

tries, and they are most frequently met with in granitic
regions, especially in Cornwall and Devonshire, where
they have been worn out by atmospheric erosion, assisted

by the tendency to a concentric structure which granite
frequently exhibits. These rock-basins have been, and
still are by some, ascribed to the Druids. On the Scilly
Islands such cavities are common ; some are called devil's

kettles and devil's punch-bowls, and one group is known as

the Kettle and Pang. There are multitudes of them, of all

dimensions, in the Sierra Nevada, but few have received
names. See iettfel, 4 (6).

rock-bass (rok'bas), M. 1. Acentrarchoidfish,
Ambloplites rupestris; the redeye or goggle-

Rock-bass or Redeye (Ambloplitts rufts/ris).

eye. It is found from the Great Lake region to Louisiana,
attains a length of a foot, and is of an olive-green color
with brassy tints and much dark mottling.
2. The striped-bass. See Roccus, and cut un-
der bass 1

. 3. A serranoid fish, Serramis or
Paralabrax elathratun ; the cabrilla: found off

the coast of California, attaining a length of 18
inches.

rock-beauty (rok'bu"ti), n. A plant of the

Pyrenees and Alps, Draba (Petrocallis) Pyrena-
ica, forming dense cushions 2 or 3 inches high,
with pale-lilac sweet-scented flowers in early
spring. With care it can be cultivated on rock-
work.
rock-bird (rok'berd),. 1. A bird of the genus
Rupicola or subfamily Rupicolinee; a cock of
the rock. See cut under Rupicola. 2. The
rock-snipe.
rock-blackbird (rok'blak"berd), . Same as
rock-ouzel. [Local, Eng.]
rock-borer (rok'b6r"er), n. A bivalve mollusk
of the family Petricolidte.

rock-bound (rok'bound), a. Hemmed in by
rocks.



rock-bound

The breaking waves dash'd high
On a stern and rock-bound coast.

Mrs. Hemans, Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers.

rock-brake (rok'brak), n. Same as parsley-fern.
rock-breaker (rok'bra"ker), n. A machine for

breaking rock and stones, in which the material
to be broken passes between two jaws, one or

both of which are movable. It is by machin-

ery of this kind that stones are usually broken
for road-metal.
rock-butter (rok'but'er), n. In mineral. See
butter*.

rock-candy (rok'kan'di), n. Pure sugar in co-

hering crystals of considerable size and hard-
ness. Also called candy-sugar, and sometimes
Gibraltar rock.

rock-cavy (rok'ka'vi), n. A South American
quadruped of the family Caviidse, Kerodon moco
or Cavia rupestris ; the moco.

rock-cist (rok'sist), n. [Shortened from rock-

cistus (the plants were once included in the

genus Cistus)."} A book-name for plants of the

genus Helianthemum.
rock-cod (rok'kod), n. See corf2 and rockfish.

rock-cook (rok'kuk), n. The small-mouthed

wrasse, Centrolabrus cxoletus, about 4 inches

long. [Cornwall, Eng.]
rock-cork (rok'kdrk), >i. Mountain-cork, a
white- or gray-colored variety of asbestos : so

called from its lightness and fibrous structure.

Also called rock-leather.

rock-crab (rok'krab), . One of several differ-

ent crabs found on rocky sea-bottoms, as the
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out the western part of the Palearctic region, and is the

reputed wild stock or original of the domestic pigeon.
The commonest varieties of the latter retain close resein-

California Rock-crab ( Cancer arttcnnar,

common Carcinvs msenas, Cancer irroratus, C.

antennarius, Panopseus depressus, and related

species. [Eng. and TJ. S.]
rock-cress (rok'kres), n. See Arabia.

rock-crowned (rok'kround), n. Crowned or
surmounted with rocks: as, a rock-crowned

height.
rock-crusher (rok'krush'er), n. A stone-
breaker or stone-crusher.

rock-crystal (rok'kris'tal), n. See crystal, and
cut under pokal.
Rock-day (rok'da), . [< rocW + day*.] A
popular name for St. Distaffs day, or the day
after Twelfth Day.
rock

:
demon (rok'de'mon), . One of certain

spirits or demons worshiped by the Huron In-

dians, and conceived of as dwelling in some
famed, renowned, or dangerous rock.
An early missionary account of a rock-demon worshipped

by the Huron Indians will show with what absolute per-
sonality savages can conceive such a being.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 188.

rock-doet (rok'do), . A species of Alpine deer.
The rock-dee breeds chiefly upon the Alps : a creature

of admirable swiftness. S. Grew, Museum.

rock-dolphin (rok'doFfin), . A local name
at Brighton, England, of the sea-scorpion, Cot-
tits scorpiits.

rock-doo (rok'dS), . A Scotch form of rock-
dove.

rock-dove (rok'duv), . 1. The rock-pigeon
or blue-rock, Columba livia : in distinction from
the other two British pigeons of the same ge-
nus, the ring-dove (C.palmnbus) and the stock-
dove (C. cenas). It is widely distributed through-

Kock-dove (Coltimba Irt'ia).

blance to the wild bird, as may be seen by comparing the

figure here given with that under pigeon.

2. The sea-dove, sea-pigeon, or black guille-

mot, Uria grylle : so called because it breeds in

the rocks. [Ireland.]
rock-drill (rok'dril), n. A machine-drill; a
drill worked by steam-, water-, or horse-power:
distinguished from a drill worked by hand, in
the accompanying figures A, A are the legs which support
the working parts shown in the section. The legs form
a tripod stand which is pivoted at C to the bed-plate D.

Rock-drill. Rock-drill (section).

The legs are weighted at B to hold the machine firmly
when at work. The bed-plate has guideways K formed on
its upper surface, one of which is shown in the section.

To these ways are fitted guides on the cylinder P. A
standard G is bolted to the back of the bed-plate, and at
its upper end has a fixed bearing I for the feed-screw H.
A winch 3 is used to turn the feed-screw, which, as the
latter cannot move vertically, operates in the nut I' to
raise or lower the cylinder F together with all its attach-

ments; K is the steam-chest and valve-box with bonnets
K'. Steam is supplied to K by a steam-hose I. : M (in the

section) is the steam-thrown induction-valve, which also

controls exhaust after the manner of the common slide-

valve, but is cylindrical in form and is moved by the
action of the steam admitted to K ; N is the piston . N',
the piston-rod ; N", the drill, fitted to a socket in the
exterior end of N; P and P* are parts of the mechanism
which turns the piston, piston-rod, and drill a short dis-

tance on their vertical axis at each stroke of the piston.

rock-duck (rok'duk), . The harlequin duck.
J. H. Langille. [Nova Scotia.]
rock-eel (rok'el), w. A fish, Murxnoidcs giin-

ncllus, of the family Xipliidiontidie, with an

elongated smooth body, nearly eighty dorsal

spines, and two spines and thirty-eight rays in

dorsal. It inhabits the northern seas.

rockelt, . [Of. roquelawe.'] A woman's cloak.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
rockelay (rok'e-la), . Same as roquelaure.
rock-elm (rok'elm), . An American elm, VI-
mu.t racemosa, highly valued for its heavy, hard,
and strong timber, which is used in making
agricultural implements, for railroad-ties, etc.

Also cork-elm, hickory-elm, etc.

rocker1
(rok'er), . [< rock1 + -e-r1 .] The rock-

dove, Columba livia. Montagu. Also rockier,
rock.

rocker2 (rok'er), n. [< ME. rokker; < rod*. i\.

+ -!.] One who or that which rocks. Specifi-

cally (a) One who rocks a cradle.

His majesty was graciously pleased that there should
neither be nurse, rocker, nor any other officer belonging to

the queen's nursery . . . save only Protestants.
Court and Times of Charles I., II. 03.

His fellow, who the narrow bed had kept,
Was weary, and without a rocker slept.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 228.

rocket

(6) The curved piece of wood on which a cradle or rock-

ing-chair rocks, (c) A rocking-horse.

There were beasts of all sorts; horses, in particular, of

every breed, from the spotted barrel on four pegs ... to
the thoroughbred rocker on his highest mettle.

Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, ii.

(d) A rocking-chair, (e) In engramny, same as cradle, 4

(e). (f) A rocker-shaft, (y) In mining, same as cradle
4 (i) (1). (A) In an electric-lamp regulator, a lever, pivoted
in the middle, carrying at its extremities the armatures
of two electromagnets, by the alternate attraction of
which the carbon rods are made to separate or to approach
each other.

The armatures of the two electro-magnets were placed
at the two extremities of a rocker, carrying a lever for

the release of the mechanisms used for the approach or
withdrawal of the carbons.

Hospitaller, Electricity (trans.), p. 170.

(i) A boat or yacht having a rocker keel.

When a fast sloop of the straight-keel type came out,
the rockers were beaten. Tribune Book ojf Sports, p. 251.

(jt A skate in which the bottom of the runner is not
straight, but is convex from toe to heel, (*) A vessel
for freezing chemical mixtures, essentially a freezer
mounted on rockers. (I) In a railway gravel tip-car, a
curved iron casting which supports the car-body, and on
which the body rocks when the load is dumped, (m) One
of two beams used in the body-frame of a carriage to sup-
port the floor-boards. See cut under barouche. Boston
rocker, a rocking-chair with a plain wooden seat shaped
slightly to the person, and back and arms supported on
slender uprights, usually turned. This form has persist-
ed nearly unchanged for two centuries. [U. S.] Rocker
keel, a keel curved upward both forward and. aft of the

midship line.

rocker-cam (rok'er-kam), M. A cam keyed to a
rock-shaft . It does not make successive complete revo-

lutions, but has a reciprocating rotary movement through
an arc of generally less than 180. Such cams are much
used in the valve-gear of steam-engines on river-boats

propelled by paddle-wheels, In the valve-gear of some
stationary engines, and also in the construction of other

machinery. Also called wiper.

rockered (rok'erd), a. [< rocker2 + -ed 1
.]

Shaped like a rocker: curved or bellied down-
ward : as, a rockered keel.

rocker-shaft (rok'er-shaft), H. Same as rock-

shaft.
rocker-sleeve (rok'er-sley),

n. A part of the
breech-action of a magazine-gun.

rockery (rok'er-i), n.
; pi. rockeries (-iz). [<

rock1 + -ery.~\ An artificial mound formed of

stones or fragments of rock, earth, etc., for the
cultivation of particular kinds of plants, as
ferns.

rocket 1
(rok'et), n. [= D. raket = G. rakete

= Dan. Sw. raket = F. roquet, roquette, rac-

quette (> Sp. raquete), < Olt. rocchetto (ML.
rochetus, rocheta), a rocket, so named from its

shape, lit. 'a bobbin,' It. rocchetto, a bobbin
(rochetta, a distaff) (= F. rochet, roquet, a bob-

bin), dim. of rocca, a distaff: see rock3.} 1.

A cylindrical tube of pasteboard or metal
filled with a mixture of niter, sulphur, char-

coal, etc., which, on being
ignited at the base, pro-
pels the tube forward by
the impact of the liberated

gases against the atmo-

sphere. Rockets are used for

various purposes, (a) In war,
when the apparatus generally
consists of a sheet-iron case filled

with a composition such as is de-

scribed above, and a head which
maybe solid, or hollow and filled

with a bursting-charge, (ft) Life-

rockets, used for carrying a line

over a wreck, and thus estab-

lishing communication between
the ship and the shore. The
Russian rocket has a short stick

attached to the base and armed
with a hook which slides in

a groove on the under side of

the rocket-stand and engages
the ring of the chain attached
to the line as the rocket leaves

the stand. The German sys-
tem comprises five-centime-
ter and eight-centimeter rock-

ets and eight-centimeter an-

chor-rockets, all of which have

long chains attached to the
rocket-stick at one end and to

the line at the other. The Eng- ro<;Kel pru[ra
.

._

Hsh system consists of double metal rod connecting rocket

Boxer rockets placed end to end with a float rf carrying a

in a single metallic case, having ^e'^ock^s'tnkes'tnew'i'
a stick fastened to one side of

tcr> showing at night posi^
the case. The Hooper rocket is tion of line /, g, rod to

a. modification of the Hale war- which line / is attached;

rocket, and was very tinsatis- *. f - f.- 2
:
Rock ?'

af'

factory in its results. All these

Life-saving Rocket.

Fig. i. Rocket before fir-

ing 1 <*, rocket proper; c.

terfirinn: lettering as above.
,. Rocket proper :

rockets have metallic cases, and metallic shell filled ith a

are flred by means of fuses. The slow-burning composition

uncertainty of their flight and ^SS^ASSKtSSSsS&
their liability to deterioration H^^2rt?58^
by transportation and storage fig. 4.

have prevented their adoption
for life-saving purposes in the United States, (c) Signal-
or sky-rockets, pasteboard cylinders tilled with nearly



rocket

the same composition, but witli a conical head containing
stars of various ingredients and colors, and a quantity of

powder which, when the rocket has attained its greatest
height, hursts the cylinder, when the ignited stars spread
thnmi;h the air and cast a brilliant or colored light pro-
ducing a beautiful effect. These rockets are used in sig-

naling or for mere pyrotechnic display. Rockets are kept
point foremost in their flight by means of a stick project-

ing behind, which acts in the same way as the shaf t of an
arrow.

To the head of such rockets may be placed petards, balls

of fire, granadoes, etc., and so may be applied to warlike
affairs. Mathematical Recreations (1674).

And the final event to himself lliurkel has been that, as

he rose like a rocket, he fell like the stick.

T. Paine, Letters to the Addressers. (Bartlett.)

2. The lever by which a forge-bellows is in-

fl ated. Congreve rocket, a large rocket having a shell

of sheet-iron and carrying charges of canister-shot, bul-

lets, and other missiles. Sir William Congreve, who first

introduced this weapon into warfare, and from whom its

name is derived, caused sizes to be constructed ranging
from 12 to 32 pounds, with sticks for the larger sizes 20 feet
in length. The first notable use of Congreve rockets was
at Copenhagen in 1807, and among the then-existing means
of attack it proved a very formidable weapon. The com-
position used in these rockets is saltpeter, sulphur, and
charcoal ; and they sometimes have a metal head loaded
with a bursting-charge very destructive in a fortress or
town. Modern improvements in ordnance have supplied
more efficient means of attack, and rockets are now used
in warfare chiefly as a means for signaling.

rocket1
(rok'et), v. i. [< rocket1

, n.] To fly

straight up rapidly when flushed, as a pheasant.
The driven partridge and the rocketing pheasant are be-

yond the skill of many a man who considers himself a very
fair shot. Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 387.

Presently an old cock-pheasant came rocketing over me,
looking as though the feathers were all being blown out
of his tail. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 182.

rocket2 (rok'et), n. [Early mod. E. rokat; <

OF. roquette, F. roquette = Sp. roqueta, ruqueta,
< It. ruchetta, the herb rocket, dim. of ruca, gar-
den-rocket, < L. eruca, a species of colewort:
see Eruca.] 1. In old usage, the salad-plant

Eruca sativa. See Eruca.
2. In modern usage, a plant
of the genus Hesperis, chief-

ly H. matronalis, also called
dame's-violet or -rocket, gar-
den-rocket, or white rocket.
This is a somewhat coarse stan-
dard garden plant with racemes of
rather large flowers, which are fra-

grant after dark. They are natural-

ly pinkish and single, but in culti-

vation have double varieties both
white and purple. H. tristis is the

night-scented rocket or stock.

3. One of various other

plants, chiefly Cruciferse.
See phrases Bastard rocket,
a European weed, Brassica Eru-
castrum. Crambling rocket,
the name in some old herbals of

Reseda lutea, probably with the
sense of '

scrambling rocket,
'

trans-

lating the old name Eruca pere-
grina. Britton and Holland, Eng.
Plant-Names. Cress-rocket, any
of the three species of Velta, a

Spanish cruciferous genus. Dame'S-rocket. See def. 2,

above. Dyer's rocket. Same as dyer"s-weed. Night-
scented rocket. See def. 2, above. Wall-rocket, Kplo-
taxis temdfolia, a bushy mustard-plant on old walls, etc.

White rocket. See def. 2, above. winter rocket.
See yellow-rocket. (See also base-rocket, London-rocket, sea-

rocket, and yellow-rocket.)

rocket3 (rok'et), re. An obsolete or dialectal
form of rochet1 .

rocket4 (rok'et), u. [Origin not ascertained.]
A portion. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
rocket-bird (rok'et-berd). n. [< rocket1 + bird.}
The Indian paradise flycatcher, Terpsiphone
(formerly Tchitrea) paradisi. See cut under
Terpsiphone. [Anglo-Indian.]
In the mango topes were procured examples of the

Paradise flycatcher (Tchitrsea paradisi), generally yclept
the rocket-bird by our countrymen.

The Field (London), April 4, 1885.

rocket-case (rok'et-kas), re. A stout case, made
of cardboard or cartridge-paper, for holding the
materials of a rocket.

rocket-drift (rok'et-drift), )/. In pyrotechny, a

copper-tipped wooden rammer which is driven

by a mallet in packing the composition in the
cases of rockets.

rocketer (rok'et-er), n. [< rocket1 + -er 1 .] A
bird that rises rapidly and flies straight up
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rock-falcon (rok'fa/'ku), n. See falcon.
rock-fever (rok'fe"ver), n. Intermittent fever.

rock-fire (rok'fir), n. Inpyrotechny, a composi-
tion of resin (three parts), sulphur (four parts),
niter (ten parts), and regulus of antimony and
turpentine (each one part). It burns slowly and is

extinguished with difficulty. It is used in military opera-
tions for setting fire to ships, buildings, magazines, etc.,
and can be charged in cases or shells to be thrown from
artillery, or it may be used with rockets.

rockfish (rok'fish), n. 1. A name of several
fishes which are found about rocks, (a) The
striped-bass, Roccus lineatus, a fine game-fish highly es-

teemed for the table. See Roccus, and cut under bassl.

[U.S.] (6) One of several different wrasses. [Eng.] (c)

The black goby. [Eng.] (d) The killiflsh or May-fish, Hy-
drargyra majalis. [Local, U.S.] (e) The log-perch or hog-
fish, Percina caprodes. [Local, U.S.] (/) Any scorpsenoid
fish of the genus Sebastodes or Sebastichthys and related

genera; as a collective name, the Scorpsenidx in general.
These rockflsh are especially numerous on the Pacific
coast of North America, on rocky bottoms, and are eco-

nomically important. Some specific names into which
rockfish enters are S.fiavidits, the yellow-tailed, also called

rock-cod; S. mystinus, the black ; S. pinniger, the orange ;

5. ruber, the red ; S. rastrelliger, the grass-rockfish. See
also boccaccio,jacki, Q (c\ priest-fish, viuva, garrupa,fiiaum,
rasher'2, tambor, corsair, fly-fish, rena, tree-fish, Spanish-
flag. (3) One of various species of serranids. [Local, U.S.]
2. A codfish split, washed, and dried on the
rocks. Banded rockflsh, Sebastomus fasciatus.
Black rockflsh, Sebastichthys inelanops, the priest-fish.
See cut under priest-fish. [Pacific coast, IT. S.] Grass-
rockfish, one of several species of Sebastichthys or rock-

The Inflorescence of
Rocket (Hesperis
Ironalis}.

^J

Grass-rockfish (Sebastichthys nigrocinctus}.

cod, as nigrocinctus. [Pacific coast.] Green rock-
fish, the cultus-cod. Ked rockflsh, a serranoid, Triso-

tropis guttatw. [Bermudas.] Rosy rockflsh, Sebasto-
mus rosaceus. [California.]

rockfishing (rok 'fish "ing), . [< rockfish +
-ing

1
.] The act or art of taking rockfish.

rock-flint (rok'flint), re. Same as chert.

rock-flour (rok'flour), re. Same as rock-meal.

rock-gas (rok'gas), re. See gas.

rock-goat (rok'got), re. A goat which makes
its home among rocks

;
an ibex. Holland.

rock-goose (rok'gos), n. Same as kelp-goose.
rockhair (rok'har), re. A rock-loving lichen,
Alectoria jubata. See Alectoria^.

rock-harmonicon (rok'har-mou'i-kon), re. A
musical instrument consisting of a graduated
series of pieces of rock-crystal, which are
sounded by blows from hammers. Compare
lapideon.
rock-hawk (rok'hak), re. The merlin or stone-

falcon, Falco sesalon or F. lithofalco. See cut
under merlin.

rock-head (rok'hed), re. Bed-rock. [Bare, Eng.]
It Is seldom that the geologist has an opportunity of

seeing a complete section down to the rock-head in such a
place. Croll, Climate and Time, p. 467.

rock-hearted (rok'har"ted), . Hard-hearted;
unfeeling.
rock-hopper (rok'hop'er), re, A curl-crested

penguin ;
a penguin of the genus Eudyptes, as

E. chrysocome or E. chrysolopha; a macaroni:
so called by seamen from the way they hop
over the rocks in places where they congregate
to breed. See cut under Eudyptes.
rock-hopping (rok'hop"ing), re. See the quota-
tion.

The end of the rope is thrown to a boat just outside the
breakers, and the raft of blubber is towed to the tender or
vessel. This rafting process is called by the sealers rock

hopping. Fisheries oflf.S., V. ii. 437.

rockie (rok'i), H. The rock-lintie or twite.

[Scotch.]
rockier (rok'i-er), re. Same as rocker1

.

rockinessMrok'i-nes), n. [< rocky1 + -ness.] The
r-^, _- state of being rocky, or abounding with rocks.when flusheu, as a pheasant may do. [Eng.] rockineas2 (k'i-nes), re. [< rock^ + -ness.]

rocket-harpoon (rok et-har-pou");
. In whal- The condition or sensations of one who is rocky,

as from drinking. See rocky'
2
-. [Slang.]

rocking 1
(rok'iug), re. [< rock1 + -ing

1
.] The

mass of stone or ballast laid to form the under-
stratum of a road.

rocking2 (rok 'ing), H. [ME. "rocki/nge, rog-
i/ynge; verbal n. of rock2

, r.] 1. The act of
one who or of that which rocks; the act of sway-

ing, a harpoon propelled by a rocket. It carries
at its point a shell, which is exploded by a time-fuse. The
projectile is fired from a tube, or from the shoulder by
means of a special form of gun.

rocket-larkspur (rok'et -liirk'sper), ii. See

larks/inr.
rock-faced (rok'fast), a. In masonry, same as

quarry-faced. See ashler, 3.

rock-lychnis

ing backward and forward. 2. The abrading
of the surface of a copper or steel plate with
a rocker, preparatory to scraping a mezzotint.

3. The motion by which the design on a steel

mill is transferred to a copper cylinder to be
used in calico-printing. Compare mill1

,
7.

rocking3
(rok'ing), n. [< rocks + -ing

1
.] An

evening party in the country: so called from
the practice once prevalent among the women
of taking their rocks (distaffs) with them and
spinning. [Scotch.]

On Fasten-e'en we had a rockin',
To ca' the crack and weave our stockin'.

Burns, First Epistle to J. Lapraik.

rocking-bar (rok'ing-bar), n. A bar supporting
a grate in a furnace, so arranged that, when
desired, the grate will rock or tip over.

rocking-heam (rok'ing-bem), re. In Wheat-
stone's automatic transmitter, an oscillating
beam by the motion of which momentary con-
tacts between the battery and the line-wire are
made.

rocking-chair (rok 'ing -char), re. A chair
mounted upon rockers.

He has extracted a particularly important one, and lean-

ing back in his rocking-chair that cradle for grown-up
babies is obeying my Lord Bacon and inwardly digesting
the same. W. it. Baiter, New Timothy, p. 32.

rocking-horse (rok'ing-hdrs), n. A wooden
horse mounted on rockers for the recreation
of children; a hobby-horse.

rocking-pier (rok'ing-per), re. In metallic-bridge
construction, a pier which is fastened by a mov-
able joint to the truss which it supports, and
has its lower end supported by a hinged shoe,
so that it may rock slightly from the vertical

position as the superstructure expands or con-
tracts when exposed to changes of temperature.
The device obviates the necessity of supporting metal
trusses on rollers or sliding plates resting on rigid piers.

rocking-shaft (rok'ing-shaft), w. Same as rock-

shaft.
A pair of those levers, to act on the two link motions

at once, project from the rocking-shaft.
Rankine, Steam Engine, 388.

rocking-tree (rok'ing-tre), n. In weaving, the
axle from which the lay of a loom is suspended.
E. H. Knight.
rockish (rok'ish), a. [< rock1 + -ish1 .] Rocky.
[Bare.]

His carcasse on rockish pinnacle hanged.
Stanihurst, .lEneid, ii. 714. (Davies.)

rock-kangaroo (rok'kang-ga-ro"), M. A general
name for the whallabees, or small kangaroos of
the genus Halmaturus and (especially) of the

genus Petrogale. See cut under Petrogale.
rock-kelp (rok'kelp), n. Same as roekweed.
rock-knotweed (rok'nof'wed), . See Polygo-
num.
rock-lark (rok'lark), n. See lark1 and rock-pipit.

rocklay (rok' la), n. Same as roquelaure.
rock-leather (rok'leTH"er), re. Same as rock-
cork.

reckless (rok'les), a. [< rock1 + -less.] Des-
titute of rocks.

I'm clear by nature as a rockless stream.

Dryden and Lee, Duke of Guise, iii. 1.

rocklet (rok'let), n. [< rock1 + -let.] A small
rock. Sulwer. (Imp. Diet.)
rock-lever (rok'lev'er), re. An equalizing-bar
with a knuckle-joint in the middle of the rear.

Car-Builder's Diet. See cut under ratchet-wheel.

rocklier (rok'li-er), . Same as roquelaure.
rock-lily (rok'lil'i), re. 1. A tropical American
cryptogamous plant, Selaginella convoluta: so
called from its rosette of densely tufted stems.

2. In Australia, a showy white-flowered or-

chid, Dendrobium speciosum, growing on rocks.
It has large pseudobulbs, said to be eaten by
the natives.

rock-limpet (rok'liin"pet), re. A limpet which
adheres to rocks

;
a patella, as Patella vulgaris,

the common limpet. See cuts underpatella and
patelliform.

rockling (rok'ling), n. [< rock1 + ling
1
.] A

gadoid fish of the genus Onos or Motella; a whis-
tlefish

;
a sea-loach. Several species are distin-

guished by the number of their barbels, as three-bearded,
four-bearded, five-bearded. Also called gade.

rock-lintie (rok'lin"ti), re. 1. The twite, Lino-
ta flavirostris. Also rockie. 2. The rock-lark
or rock-pipit, Antltus obscurus. [Scotch in both

senses.]
rock-lobster (rok'lob'ster), n. See lobster, 2,
and cut under Palinurus.
rocklow (vok'16), . Same as roquelaure.
rock-lychnis (rok'lik"nis), . Any one of cer-

tain species of Lychnis, once considered to form
a genus f'ixetiria.



rock-manikin

rock-manikin (rok'mau"i-kiu), . A manikin
of the genus Supieola ; a rock-bird or cock of
the rock. See cut under Kupicola.
rock-maple (rok'ma"pl), . See maple*.
rock-meal (rok'mel), n. In mineral., a white,
cotton-like variety of calcite occurring as an
efflorescence, as at the quarries of Nanterre,
near Paris.

rock-milk (rok'milk), 11. [Tr. G. lergmilch.'] A
name given to a cryptocrystalline mixture of

aragonite, with calcite in a condition resem-

bling chalk, and some organic matter.
rock-moss (rok'mos), . The lichen Lecanora

tartarea, which yields archil; perhaps also one
of some other lichens. It Is much used in the High-
lands of Scotland as a dyestufl, and is so called from
abounding on rocks in alpine districts. See cut under
cudbear.

rock-mouse (rok'mous), . A South African
rodent, Petromys typicus. See cut under Petro-

mys.
rock-nosing (rok'no'zing), n. See the quota-
tion.

Whilst the good ship lies secure in these unsurveyed and
unauthorized harbors (each master mariner according to
his predilection), the boats go outside to watch for whales.
If they succeed in capturing one, frequently, if possible,
the vessel goes out and assists in securing it. Though they
are supposed to return to the ship every night, yet at this
time the men are often subjected to great hardship and
danger. This is known as the "autumn "

or "fall fishing,"
and this method of pursuing it as rock-nosing.

Fitheries of U. S., V. ii. 203.

rock-oil (rok'oil), n. Petroleum.
rock-ouzel (rok'o'zl), n. The ring-ouzel. See
cut under ouzel. Also called rock-blackbird.

[Local, Eng.]
rock-oyster (rok'ois'ter), n. 1. An oyster
growing upon a rock, as distinguished from
oysters found in beds. [Delaware.] 2. An
oyster-likebivalve, Placunanomia macroschisma,
inhabiting the Pacific coast of North America
from Alaska to California.

rock-parrakeet (rok'para-ket), n. One of the
Australian grass-parrakeets, Euphema petro-
phila, so called from nesting in rocks.

rock-pigeon (rok'pij'on), n. 1. The common
pigeon, rock-dove, or rock, Columba Hvia, the
wild original of the domestic pigeon or dove.
See cut under rock-dore. 2. The sand-pigeon
or sand-grouse. See Pteroclidse.

rock-pipit (rok'pip'it), n. The British titlark,

water-pipit, or sea-lark, whose two most fre-

quent technical names tneAntlius aquaticus and
A. obseurtis. It has several others, as A. petrosus, A
rupestris, A. campestris (of Bewick), A. littaralu (Brehm),
and A. immtitabilis (Degland). This bird is the titlark of
Pennant (1766), and its earliest recognized scientific des-
ignation is Alauda obscura of Latham (1790).

The resident rock-pipit of the British Islands is certain-
ly distinct from the Scandinavian bird, but whether it is
confined to Great Britain or inhabits also some part of
continental Europe, I have not been able to determine
with certainty.

J). B. Sharpe, Cat. Birds British Museum (1885), X. 601.

Rock-tose (tftliaHtfiemum
tftttfare).

a, longitudinal section of the
flower, petals and sepals re-

moved ; 6, caly* ; . fruit.
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rock-salt (rok'salt), .

Salt existing in nature
in the solid form, as dis-

tinguished from salt in

solution, either in sea-
water or in salt springs
or lakes. Rock-salt made
into prisms and lenses is in-

valuable in the study of the
distribution of heat in the
spectrum of the sun or other
spectra, and in similar in-

vestigations, since it is very
highly diathennanous even to
the rays of long wave-length,
which are largely absorbed by
glass. See solli.

rock-samphire (rok'-

sam'fir), n. A plant,
Crithmum marilimum.
See samphire.
rock-scorpion (rok'-

skor*pi-on), n. A name
given to natives of Gib-
raltar. [Slang.]

rock-seal (rok'sel), .

The common harbor-

seal, Phoca ritulina, as

commonly seen basking
on tide-rocks. See cut
under Phoca.

rock-serpent (rok'ser'pent), . 1. A rock-
snake. 2. A venomous serpent of the genus
Bungarus, family Elapidse (or Najidse), native of

India, and closely allied to the cobra, though
the neck is not so dilatable. See Bungarus.

rock-shaft (rok'shaft), n. In steam-engines, a
shaft that oscillates or rocks on its journals
instead of revolving; specifically, a vibrating
shaft with levers Which works the slide-valves
of some engines. This mode was generally adopted
before the introduction of the direct-action mode of work-
ing them. Also rocker-shaft, racking-shaft.

rock-shell (rok'shel), n. A species of Purpura.
The common rock-shell is P. lapillus. Some
writers loosely extend the name to various re-
lated shells. See cut under Purpura.
rock-shrike (rok'shrik), . Same as rock-thrush.

Latham, 1781.

rock-slater (rok'sla't&r), n. A slater or wood-
louse of the genus Liffia, found on rocky coasts.
rock-snake (rok'snak), . A snake that fre-

quents rocks or rocky places ; a rock-serpent ;

specifically, a very large snake of the family
Pythonidee; a python or anaconda, as Python
molurus, or an Australian member of the genus
Morelia. The true pythons are confined to the warmer
parts of the Old World; but the term rock-snake has often
been extended, as anaconda had been transferred, to the
great boas of America, belonging to the family Boidse. See
Morelia, and cuts under Python and Pythonidee.

rock-snipe (rok'snip), . The purple sandpi-
per, Tringa (Arquatella) maritima, which haunts
rocky shores; the rock-bird or rock-plover: a

rockwork

rock-tar (rok'tar), ii. Rock-oil; petroleum,
rock-temple (rok'tem'pl), ii. A temple hewn

f a pit.h-
elena See FetnUum ac or uis-ac coor, having a somewhat

rock-plover (rok'pluv'er), n. 1. See plover greasy feel an(J adhering strongly to the
2. The rock-snipe. tongue, used for crayons and for washing cloth.

rnrt-Tit-.armiiran (rnk'ts-r'mi m,r,\ , TI. . < ...
Il '8 a hydrated silicate of aluminium containing somerocs ptarmigan (roK tar mi-gan), n. 1 he ptar- iron and is pr0perly a variety of halioysitey

finch of the

black tail and a black stripe from bill to eye.
bee cut under ptarmigan.

rock-pulverizer (rok'puFve-ri-zer), n A mill
or machine for breaking stone or ore See

f mill stn f ^,/clo,-e-mill, stone-crusher.m*y afwnWFiMHVFi
rock-punch (rok'punch), . Same as granite, 2.

rock-rabbit (rok'rab'it), . A hyra'x, as the
Cape cony, Hyrax capensis, called by the Dutch
colonists klipdas.

rock-rat (rok'rat), n. An African rodent of
the genus Petromys, P. typicus. See cut under
Petromys.

rock-ribbed (rok'ribd), a. Having ribs of rock.

The hills,

Bock-ribbed, and ancient as the sun.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

rock-rose (rok'roz), n. A plant of either of the
genera Cistus and Helianthemum. These genera
are closely allied, and were both (with others) included in
the Lmnean genus Cistus. The species of Helianthemum
are now often distinguished as sun-rose. See cut in next
column, and cut under Cistus.-Australian rock-rose.
see aiaoertia.

rock-ruby (rok'ro'bi), n. A ruby-red garnet.
rock-salmon (rok'sam'on), n. 1. The coalfish.
[Eng.] 2. Acarangoid fish of the genus Se-
riola, such as .S'. rii-oliana, found from Brazil to
Florida, and S.falcata of the Gulf of Mexico;
an amber-fish.

the greater part of
known is P. stvlta (originally FringOla petronia of Liii-

iianis), known to the early English ornithologists also as
the ring-sparrow, speckled, white-tailed, and foolish spar-
row, the last designation giving rise to the technical
term stulta, bestowed by Gmelin in 1788. This sparrow
occurs from central Europe to China and cis-Saharic

rock-staff (rok'staf), . The lever of a forge-
bellows, or other vibrating bar in a machine.
rock-Starling (rok 'star* ling), M. The rock-
ouzel. [Local, Scotland.]
rock-Sturgeon (rok'ster'jon), H. Same as lake-

sturgeon. [Local, U. S.]
rock-sucker (rok'suk'er), . A lamprey. See
Petromyzon.
rock-swallow (rok

' swol *
6), . A swallow

which affixes its nest to rocks : not specific.

Lark and chat and rock-sieallmc leaped to wing.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 7.

rock-swift (rok'swift), n. A bird of the family
Cypselidse and genus Panyptila, as /'. Mgattw
(or melanoleuca), the white-throated rock-swift
of western North America. It abounds in some
places in the Rocky and other mountains, frequenting the
most inaccessible cliffs and precipices, where it nests, and
usually flies at a great height and with amazing celerity.
It is blackish, mostly white underneath, with white tips of
the secondaries, and is from 6J to 7 inches long and 14
inches in extent of wings. See cut under Panyptila.

Rock-temple. An interior at Ellora, India, with figure of Oudra.

out of the solid rock, as at Ellora in Hindustan,
and elsewhere.
rock-thrush (rok'thrush), n. Any bird of the

genus variously called Monticola, Petrocincta,
Petrocossyphus, or Petropliitn. The species are 10
or 12 in number, and range from southern Europe through
Africa and to China and Japan. The sexes are quite un-
like : the males of nearly all have blue throats and chest-
nut breasts, with black bills and feet. The best-known,
and the one to which the English name rock-thrUte was giv-
en by Latham in 1781, is M. or P. saxatilit of southern Eu-
rope and many parts of Asia and Africa, prettily variegated
with cobalt.blue, bluish-black, white, and chestnut. The
blue rock-thrash, also of southern Europe, and with an ex-
tensive Asiatic and African range, is St. or P. ci/anea, the
blue or solitary thrush of Latham (1783), with about thirty
other names, and mostly of a dark slaty-blue color. Its
oriental congener is the solitaire, or pensive thrush, M. or
P. nolitaria, ranging from Japan and China through the
Malay archipelago. All these birds are saxicoline, nest in

holes, lay blue eggs, and are fair songsters. They appear
to be the nearest Old World representatives or allies of the
American bluebirds of the genus Sialia.

rock-tools (rok'tolz), n. pi. Tools used in drill-

ing rock. See cable-tools.

rock-tripe (rok'trip), n. [Tr. F. tripe de rocli<:~\

Lichens of the genus Umbilicaria. They grow
upon rocks in high northern latitudes, and have been the
means of preserving for weeks or months the lives of arc-
tic travelers. The name is suggested by the expanded and
seemingly blistered thallus.

rock-trout (rok 'trout), M. 1. The common
American brook-trout, Salvelinus fontitialis, as

occurring in Lake Superior. 2. A chiroid fish

of the genus Hexagrammus ; especially, the

boregat orbodieron, H. decagrammes, abundant
on the North Pacific coast of North America,
about 18 inches long. Also called sea-trout and
starling. See cut under Hexagrammux.
rock-turquoise (rok'ter-koiz'), H. See tur-

quoise.
rock-Violet (rok'vi'o-let), n. An alga, Cliroole-

pus lolithus, growing on moist rocks in the

Alps, the White Mountains, etc. Stones over-

grown with it emit, especially when moistened,
a strong fragrance of violets.

rock-warbler (rok'war*bler), H. A small Aus-
tralian bird, so named by Lewin in 1822, respect-
ing the affinities of which there is much differ-

ence of opinion. It was described as the ruddy war-
bler by Latham in 1801, and a genus was framed for its re-

ception by Gould in 1837. It is now technically known
as Origma rubricata, and placed by the latest authority in

theornithological waste-basket (TimeliidsB). It is 5| inches
long and of a sooty-brown color varied with ruddy hues,
and chiefly inhabits Kew South Wales. It is said to haunt
rocky watercourses, and is sometimes called cataract-
bird.

rock-water (rok'wa/'ter), n. Water issuing
from a rock.

It [the Rhone) was extremely muddy at its entrance,
when I saw it, though as clear as rockwater at its going out.

Additon, Remarks on Italy, Geneva, and the Lake.

The river Wherfe . . . runs in a bed of stone, and looks
as clear as rock-icater.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, III. 124. (Davies.)

rockweed (rok'wed), . A seaweed of the gen-
era FIICIIS, Sargassum, etc., common on the
rocks exposed at low tide. Fmux vesiculoms and
F. nodofut are especially abundant on the Kew England
coast. See Fvctis(foT description and cnt)and kflp-, 1 (a).
Also called rock-kelp.

rock-Winkle (rok'wing'kl), H. A periwinkle,
Littorina subtenebrosa, frequenting rocks.

rock-wood (rok'wud), . Ligniform asbestos.
It is of a brown color, and in its general ap-
pearance greatly resembles fossil wood.
rockwork (rok'werk), 11. 1. Stones fixed in

mortar in imitation of the irregular surface of
natural rocks, and arranged to form a mound, or
constructed as a wall. 2. A rockery; a design
formed of fragments of rocks or large stones in

gardens or pleasure-grounds : often forming a

kind of grotto. 3. A natural wall or mass of



rockwork

rock 4. Roek-fac'etl or quarry-faced masonry.
See qitnrnj-fnceil (with cut).

rock-wren (rok'ren), . 1. A wren of the <,"-

nus Nalpiiictes, as .S". obsohtus : so called from
its habit of frequenting rocks. The species named
is common in the western parts of the United States ; it is

of active, restless habits, and has a loud song. The eggs

Rock-wren (Salpinrtts ohsoletus'}.

are from five to eight in number, crystal-white sparsely
dotted with reddish-brown. The bird is 5j Inches long,
and of varied blended brownish colors, the most conspic-
uous markings being black and white dots on the brown-
ish-gray of the upper parts. It is a near relative of the
canon-wren and cactus-wren.

2. The barking-bird of South America, Hylac-
tes tarni. The name is also given to other
members of the family Pteroptochidte. See cut
under Scytalopus.
rocky1

(rok'i), a. [< rock* + -#!.] 1. Full of
rocks

; abounding in rocks : as, a rocky moun-
tain.

Listening to the doubling roar,

Surging on the rocky shore.

Burns, How can my poor heart be glad?

2. Consisting of rock or rocks.

Betwixt these rocky pillars Gabriel sat.

Milton, P. L., iv. 549.

3. Resembling a rock; hence, hard; stony;
obdurate

; insusceptible of impression ;
hard as

a rock : as, a rocky bosom.
A rocky heart, killing with cruelty.

Maxsinger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 3.

rocky2 (rok'i), a. [< rocK* + -#l.] Disposed
to rock or reel; hence, giddy; tipsy; dizzy.
[Slang, prov. Eng. and U. S.]

Rocky Mountain bluebird, locust. See Hue-
bird, locust^.

Kocky Mountain garrot. clangulu or Bucc-

phala iglandica, otherwise called Barrow's

goldeneye. See garrot1 .

Rocky Mountain goat. See goat, and cut un-
der Hanloceros.

Rocky Mountain pika. Lagomys princeps, the
little chief hare.

Rocky Mountain rat. The pack-rat. See
Neotoma and raft.

Rocky Mountain sheep. See sheep, and cut
under bighorn.
rococo (ro-ko'ko), . [< F. rococo, appar. a
made word, based perhaps, as usually explain-
ed, on rocaille, rockwork (on account of the
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rockwork which figures in the style), < r/iclit-

(ML. roca), a rock: see rock 1
."] A variety of

ornament originating in the Louis-Quatorze
style and continuing with constantly increas-

ing inorganic exaggeration and extravagance-
throughout the artistic degeneracy of the Louis-

Quinze. It is generally a meaningless, though often a

very rich, assemblage of fantastic scrolls and crimped con-
ventional shell-work, wrought into irregular and inde-
scribable forms, without individuality and without ex-

pression apart from its usually costly material and sur-

roundings. The style has a certain interest from its use
in a great number of sumptuous European residences, and
from its intimate association with a social life of great
outward refinement and splendor. Much of the painting,
engraving, porcelain-work, etc., of the time has, too, a real

decorative charm, though not of a very high order in art.

Hence rococo is used attributively in contempt to note

anything feebly pretentious and tasteless in art or litera-

ture. Compare baroque.

The jumble called rococo is, in general, detestable. A
parrot seems to have invented the word ; and the thing is

worthy of his tawdriness and his incoherence.

Leigh Hunt, Old Court Suburbs, iv.

ROCOCO embroidery, ornamental needlework and other

fancy work of different sorts, the application of the term
varying at different times. Especially (o) A kind of China-
ribbon embroidery. (&) A kind of Roman work.

rocou (ro'ko), w. [F. rooou, roucon, arnotto; of
Braz. origin. ] Same as arnotto, 2.

rocta (rok'tii), w. [ML.: see rote3.] A medie-
val musical instrument, much used by the min-
strels and troubadours of the thirteenth cen-

tury. It was somewhat like the modern violin.

O. Shipley.
rod 1

(rod), 11. [< ME. rod, rodde (with short

vowel; orig. with long vowel, rod, rode, > E.

rood), < AS. rod, a rod, pole, also a measure
of land, a cross, the (holy) rood, a crucifix, =
OS. roda, rttoda, a cross, = OFries. rode, a gal-
lows, = D. roede, a rod, measuring-pole, perch,= MLG. rode, rude, LG. rode, roodc = OHG.
ruota, MHG. ruote, G. ruthe, rule, a rod, pole,
a rod of land, = Icel. rdtJia, a rood, crucifix

(ML. roda) ; perhaps akin to L. rudis, a rod,

staff, radius, staff, spoke, ray (see radius, ray1 ),

Skt. / rudh, Zend \/ rud, grow. Doublet of

rood.~\ 1 . A shoot or slender stem of any
woody plant, more especially when cut off and
stripped of leaves or twigs ;

a wand; a straight
slender stick

;
a cane; also, anything of similar

form : as, a brass rod.

Ye relyques yt Titus caryed to Rome that is to say, the
.x. commaundemente, Aarons rodde, Moyses rod, avessell
of gold full of manna.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 45.

WT walkin' rod intill his hand,
He walked the castle roun'.

Heir of Linne (Child's Ballads, VIII. 74).

There shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse,
and a Branch shall grow out of his roots. Isa. xi. 1.

Specifically (a) An instrument of punishment or cor-
rection

; a single switch or stick, or a bundle of switches ;

hence, chastisement.

M. Peter, as one somewhat seuere of nature, said plain-
lie that the Rodde onelie was the sworde that must keepe
the Schole in obedience. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 18.

Thrice was I beaten with rods. 2 Cor. xi. 25.

A light to guide, a rod
To check the erring, and reprove.

Wordsworth, Ode to Duty.

(6) The badge of office of certain officials who are in a sense

guardians or controllers of others, or ushers, marshals,
and the like. The use of rods of certain colors gives names
to their bearers : as, in England, black-rod, green-rod, etc.

See black-rod.

About this Time John Duke of Lancaster was created
Duke of Aquitain, receiving at the King's Hands the Hod
and the Cap, as Investitures of that Duchy.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 146.

(e) A scepter ; hence, figuratively, authority ; sway.
She had all the royal makings of a queen ;

As holy oil, Edward Confessor's crown,
The rod, and bird of peace, and all such emblems
Laid nobly on her. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1. 89.

Hands that the rod of empire might have sway'd.
tiray, Elegy.

(d) An enchanter's wand, or a wand possessing the power
of enchantment.

Ye should have snatch'd his wand,
And bound him fast ; without his rod reversed,
And backward mutters of dissevering power,
We cannot free the Lady. Milton, Comus, 1. 816.

(e) A long, light, tapering, elastic pole used in angling, to
which the line is attached, now usually made in adjustable
sections or joints, and fitted with guides and a reel. There
are eight woods commonly used for rods, of which four
are solid (greenheart, hickory, ash, and willow) and four
are hollow (East Indian bamboo, Carolina and West In-

dian cane, white cane, and jungle-cane). Rods have also
been made of hard rubber and of steel. Jointed rods are
made in three or four pieces, of which the largest and
heaviest is the butt, and the slenderest is the tip. The
Joints are fitted with metal rings or ferrules, and with
small rings called guides to receive the line. The reel is

stepped into the butt, near its end, or otherwise suitably
attached, as by a reel-plate. The special makes of rods are

very numerous, and their names almost equally so. Be-
sides being named and classed according to the material

apping plates fastened by
Eneyc. Brit., XVI. 458.

rod
of which they are composed, as bamboo rod, etc., they are

commonly identified with the name of the flsh for which
they are specially designed : as, uultnon-rod, trout-rod, bass-

rod, etc. All rods are, however, divisibleinto three classes,

according to their make and purpose. These are (1) the

fill-rod, which is long, slender, tapering, tough, and highly
elastic

; (2) the troUing-rml, which is comparatively short,
stout, and stiff

;
and (3) the bait-rod, which is a mean be-

tween the other two. Fly-rods are most used, with artifi-

cial flies. Split-bamboo rods are now manufactured for
all kinds of angling. See fly-rod, and cut under reel. (/)
An instrument for measuring.
2. In merit., any bar slender in proportion to

its length, particularly such a bar used as a
brace or a tie between parts for connecting
them, or for strengthening a connection be-
tween them. The term is used in a very indefinite

manner, depending entirely upon individual judgment or

caprice. What some would call a rod would by others
be called a bar.

The rod in the shaft, known as the main rod or spear
rod, is usually made of strong balks of timber butted to-

gether and connected by strap

3. Specifically, in a steam-engine, the pitman
which connects the cross-head with the crank :

also and more generally called connecting-rod.
The connection is made at the cross-head to

the cross-head pin, and at the crank to the
crank-wrist. See cut under steam-engine. 4.
A measure of length equal to oi yards, or l&J
feet. (Also called pole and perch.) A square rod
is the usual measure of brickwork, and is equal
to 272J square feet. 5. A shoot or branch of

a family ;
a tribe or race.

Remember thy congregation, which thou hast pur-
chased of old ; the rod of thine inheritance, which thou
hast redeemed. Ps. Ixxiv. 2.

6. In anat., one of numerous slender rod-like

orbacillary structures which collectively form,
together with similar but conical bodies called

cones, one of the layers of which the retina of

the eye is composed, called the layer of rods
and cones, essential to the function of vision.

See cut under retina. 7. In entotn., specifical-

ly, any differentiation of the anterior end of a
retinal cell of the eye, which may unite to form
a rhabdom. See rhabdomere Bait-rod, a fishing-
rod used with natural bait. Binding-rod, a tie-rod.

Boning-rod. See boning. Cortian rods. Same as rods

ofCorti. Crystalline rods. See crystalline. Divining
rod. See divimny-rod. Lengthening rod, an exten-
sion-rod fitted with screws at the ends and used as a long
shank for an auger or a drill in deep boring, as for a tube-
well. Meckelian rod, in embryol., the cartilaginous
basis of the mandibular or first postoral visceral arch
of the embryo of most vertebrates, about the greater
distal section of which the ossification of the lower jaw-
bone takes place, the proximal end being converted into
the malleus of a mammal, the quadrate bone of a bird
or reptile, or the corresponding bones of lower verte-

brates. See cut under palatoquadrate. Also called Meek-
el's cartilage. Napier's rods (or bones), a contrivance,
commonly attributed to John Napier (1550-1617), but in
fact described in the Arithmetic of Oronce Finee (1532),
for facilitating large calculations in multiplication or di-

vision for those who do not perfectly know the multipli-
cation table. It consists of a number of rods made of bone,
ivory, horn, wood, pasteboard, or other convenient ma-
terial, the face of
each of which is (lid fULfiL 1
divided into nine

equal parts in the
form of little

squares, and each

part, with the ex-

ception of the top
compartment, sub-
divided by a dex-
ter diagonal line

into two triangles.
These nine little

squares contain
the successive

multiples of the
number in the

"

-"

"

'"

g

I
Napier's Bones (

first, the figures in the tens' place being separated by the

diagonal line from that in the units' place. A sufficient

number of rods must be provided for each of the headings
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 0, 1, 8, 9, BO that by placing the proper rods
side by side any number may be seen at the top, while the
several multiples occupy, in order, the eight lower com-
partments; when the multiple consists of two figures these
are placed one on each side of the diagonal line. There is

also a rod called the index-rod, the squares on which are
not subdivided into triangles. To multiply, for example,
the number 6789 by 56: Place four of the rods together,
so that the top numbers form the multiplicand ; then
look on the index-rod for 6, the first number of the mul-
tiplier, and on the corresponding compartments of the
four rods the following disposition of figures will be found
ranged in the two lines formed by the triangles of each

square 6284
3445

These added together make 40734

Against 5, on the index-rod, the figures are. 0505
3344

The products when added give the sum
required 3801S4

Division is performed in an analogous manner. Xapier's
rods are still made, though they are of little use.

Parallel rod, in loftmiotives having more than one pair



rod

of driving-wheels, a rod connecting the crank-pins of all

the driving-wheels on one side of the engine, so that when
one is moved by the piston-rod all will be moved equally.
Also called coupling-rod. Pedal rod. See pedal. Per-
forating rods Of Sharpey. Same as Sharpey's fibers
(which see, under fiber). Rod-and-cone layer of the
retina. See retina. Rod license. See license. Rods
Of Corti, the pillars of the arches of the organ of Corti.
The external rods which form the outer pillar.- are shorter
and less numerous than the inner rods. They consist of a
cylindrical striated body with an expanded base

;
the up-

per extremity is curved, and has somewhat the shape of
the head of a bird

;
the back part fits into a cavity between

the headsof two or more inner rods ; while the bill-like pro-
cess projects toward the reticular membrane. The inner
rods nave a striated body and an expanded base ; the heads
have a concavity which receives the outer rods, and a pro-
cess entering into the composition of the membrana reti-

cularis. The arches thus formed support the outer and in
ner hair-cells. Also called piilart of Corti. Setting-out
rod, a guide or gage used in making window-framesTuoors.
etc. Split rod, (a) One of the rods into which plates of

wrought-iron are cut by means of slitting rollers, to be af-

terward made into nails. (6) A fishing-rod made in sec-
tions of split bamboo strips. To have a rod in pickle
for one. See pickles. To kiss the rod. See kits.

rod1
(rod), v. t.

; pret. and pp. rodded, ppr. rod-

ding. [< rod1
, .] 1. To furnish with a rod or

rods
; specifically, in recent use, to furnish or

equip with lightning-rods.
Several other houses in the town were rodded in the same

way. Sei. Amer., N. S., LYIII. 358.

2. To operate upon with a rod, in any way.
In most of the systems the cable is inserted by a process

technically called rodding that is, pushing rods through
the duct from one manhole to the next.

Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XVI. i. 14.

rod2
t, . A Middle English form of road1

.

rod3t. A Middle English form of rode1
, preterit

of ride.

rod-bacterium (rod'bak-te*ri-um), H. A bacil-
lus.
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pair of upper and under front teeth ; exceptionally, as in
the rabbit tribe, there are small supplementary upper
incisors, crowded together and concealed behind the
functional pair. In some groups, as A rmcoliiue, the molar
teeth are perennial, like the incisors. There being no
canines, and the premolars being few and small, if any,
there is a great gap between the front anil the buck teeth,
The typical number of teeth is 10, which obtains with few
exceptions throughout the murinc series of rodents ; in
one genus there are only 12. In the hystricine series there
are normally 20 teeth, in one genus 16. In the sciurine
series the teeth are always either 20 or 22 ; in the leporine
aeries there are 26 or 28. This order is by far the largest
one among mammals, and of world-wide distribution ; its

numerous members are adapted to every kind of life.

They are mostly of small size, a rabbit being far above
the average ; the beaver, porcupine, or coypou is a very
large rodent, and the capibara Is a giant. The order is

divisible into 3 suborders : (1) HeMidtntata, enormal or
blunt-toothed rodents, exceptional in having 4 lower in-

cisors, and extinct; (2) Duplicidentata, subnormal or
double-toothed rodenU, with 4 upper incisors : these are
the hares, rabbits, and pikas; and (3) Simpliridentata,
normal or simple-toothed rodents, with only 2 incisors
above and below. The last fall in 3 series : (1) Hyxtri-
comorpha, the hystricine series, including the porcupines
and very numerous related forms, chiefly South American,
as the capibara, coypou, cavies, viscachas, chinchillas,
oclodonts, etc. (see cuts under capibara, coypou, rabbit-

syuirrel, porcupine, and Plagiodon) ; (2) Myomorpha, the
murine series, including rats and mice of all kinds
(see cuts under mouse, Jfuridje, and rice-field); and (3)

Sriummorpha, the sciurine series, or the squirrels, sper-
mophUeg, marmots, beaver, etc. (see cuts under Arcto-

tnyx, beaver, and prairie-dog). In addition, the duplici-
dent rodents are (4) Lagamnrpha, the leporine series, the
same as the suborder Duplicidfntata. (See cut under La-
ffomys.) Many fossils of all these groups are known. There
are 20 or 21 families of living rodents, and 100 genera.
The order corresponds to the I.imii-an Glires, and is still

often called by that name. Also called Jtosores. See cuts
under cottar, Leporidx, and tcalprifyrm.

rodential (ro-den'shal), a. Of or pertaining to
the Bodentia. Nature, XLII. 193. [Rare.]
rodeo (ro-da'6), n. [Sp. rodeo, a place for cattle
at a market or fair, also a going round, a round-
about road, < rodar, go round, < L. rotare, go
round, wheel: see rotate.] A gathering of cat-
tle to be branded or marked; a round-up.
[California.]
The ranch owner who gives the rodeo takes his own cat-

tle ... and drives them in with the ones to be branded,
leaving in the rodeo-ground the cattle bearing the brands
of all other rancheros.

K. D. Wiggin, A Summer in a Canon, p. 255.

rodwood
XL dayes to beholde on heven

In jnce of rose a sester [sextarius] that weel smelle
A pounde hony, and name it rodirmelle.

Palladius, Husbomlrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 156.

rodomont (rod'o-mont), n. and a. [< F. roiln-

niniit, < It. rodomonte, a bully, < liodomoiite,
the name of the brave but somewhat boastful
leader of the Saracens against Charlemagne, in
Ariosto's " Orlando Furioso," xiv., earlier (in

rod-bayonet (rod'ba"o-net), M. See bayonet.
rod-chisel (rod'chiz*'e'l), N. A smiths' chisel
fixed to the end of a rod, used for cutting hot
metal. E. H. Knight.
rod-coupling (rod'kup'ling), . A coupling,
clasp, or other device for uniting the rods which
carry the tools used in boring artesian wells,
oil-wells, etc.

roddin (rod'in), n. A Scotch form of rowan.
roddin-tree (rod'in-tre), . A Scotch form of ro<j fl-v f ro(j'fi8
rowan-tree.

roddy (rod'i), . [< rodl + -i/
1
.] Full of rods

or twigs. [Rare.]
rode1

(rod). Preterit of ride.

rode2t, . An obsolete form of road1 .

rode3
t, n. A Middle English form of rood.

rode4 t, . A Middle English form of rwd1
.

rode6 (rod), 11. [Origin obscure.] A rope at-
tached to a boat-anchor or killock. Perley.
[Bay of Fundy.]

rod-end (rod'end), n. One of the ends of a con-i,,' 7
. At ' in i i ' ti ' ,

necting-rod of an engine. Rod-ends are variously rnrii(rnn
fitted. A common method is to fit them each with a strap

*
^*__ \ J

and brasses, and a key for tightening the brasses when
the latter wear loose. Sometimes called pitman-box.
rodent (ro'dent), a. and . [< L. roden(t-)s,
ppr. of rodere ( > It. rodere = Sp. Pg. roer = OF.
roder, gnaw) ;

akin to radere, scratch : see rase1
,

raze1 . From the L. rodere are also ult. corrode,
erode, rostrum, etc. Cf. Skt. rad, a tooth.] I. rod-granule (rod'gran'ul), w. One of the gran-
a. Gnawing, as certain mammals

; habitually ules in the outer nuclear layer of the retina
feeding upon vegetable substances, which are which are connected with the rods,

gnawed or bitten -first with the front teeth; rod-holder (rod'hoFder), n. One who holds or
pertaining to the Bodentia, Bosores, or Glires, uses a fishing-rod.
or having their characters; gliriform.-Rodent They thus decrease the rental of waters either from net
dentition. See dentition, 3. or rod-holders.

II. n. A member of the order Bodentia, Cassell, Technical Educator, xii. 356. (Encyc. Diet.)

Bosores, or Glires; a rodent mammal; a gnawer, rod-iron (rod'i'ern), n. Rolled round iron for
In temperate climates prolonged sleep is not unknown nails, fences, etc.

Science, VI. 403.
rod-knightt, n. One of a class of servitors who

Rodentest (ro-den'tez), . pi. [NL.] Same as held their land by serving their lords on horse-
Bodentia. back. Minsheu.
Rodentia (ro-den'shi-a), . pi. [NL., < L. rodlet (rod'let), n. [< rod1 + -let.] A bacil-
rodentia (so. animalia), neut. pi. of roden(t-)s, lus or rod-bacterium.
ppr. ot rodere, gnaw: see rodent.] An order Billroth and Klebs assert that micrococci may grow into
ot meducabihan placental diphyodont Mam- rodfete or bacilli. Ziegler, Pathol. Anat. (trans. X i. 184.

malia; the gnawers. The brain has arelatively small rod-line frod'linl A ftshins'-line not wound
cerebrum, leaving much of the cerebellum and olfactorv i j i'

'

lobes exposed, and the corpus caSrhasnoweU-deflneel on a reel: used *>? angler " distinction from
rostrum in front. The placentation is discoidal-decidnate. reel-line.
The limbs are ambulatorial, variously modified for run- rod-machine (rod'ma-sheu*'), n. In wood-icork-

ttoMowt? jaw haftofoiSf Sslon'"^ di?
co

d
d

-
yle

[
'n9> a machine for cutting out cylindrical sticks,

confined in a special socket, but glides back and forth,
8ucn as Pins > dowels, chair-rounds, and broom-

so that the lower jaw can be put forward and backward handles. It has a cutter on the principle of a
as well as moved up and down. The molar teeth are hollow auger, and operates on squared stuff,
typically ridged on then- crowns in various patterns; rnritna-n fi-nil'mnul n n} rnrlmp onl A
they are nearly always 3 in number above and below on

rotunan (rod man;, .
, pi. ronmen (-men). A

each side. The premolars are small or few, often none. mal1 w se duty it 18 to carry the rod used in
There are no canines. The incisors are large, strong^ surveying

A fish that may be taken

sh'er), n. One who fishes with

rod-fishing (rod'fish'ing), . The art or prac-
tice of fishing with a rod

; fly-fishing ; angling.
rod-fructification (rod'fruk-ti-fi-ka"shon), n.

In bot., a special simple gonidiophore in Basi-

diomycetes, consisting of a short branch of the

mycelium from which small gonidia-like rods
are abscised fertile, however, only in the
Tremelline. Goebel.

[Formerly also radge ; origin ob-

scure.] The gadwall, or gray duck, Chaulelas-
mus streperus. See cut under Chaitlelasmus.

[Prov. Eng.]
The Radge is next unto the Teale in goodnesse : but yet

there is great difference in the nourishment which they
make. Venner, Via Recta ad Vitam Longam, p. 84.

typical number of incisors is 2 above and below, or one

rodomel, < Gr.

honey: see rose
ami /(//'-'.] The juice of roses mixed withhoney.

Boiardo's "Orlando Innamorato")
lit.

' one who rolls away mountains,
'
< rodare

(< L. rotare), wheel, roll, + moiite L. moiis),
& mountain: see rotate and mount.] I. n. A
vain boaster; a braggart; a bombastic fellow;
a bully.
He vapoured ; I

but being pretty sharply admonished,
he quickly became mild and calm, a posture ill-becoming
such a rodomont.

Sir T. Herbert, Memorials of King Charles I. (Todd.)

II. a. Bragging ; vainly boasting.
He had thought to have ben the leader
Had the match gone on,
And triumpht our whole nation
In his rodomont fashion.

B. Jonson, Masque of Owls.

rodomontade (rod'o-mon-tad'), n. anda. [For-
merly also rhodomontade, rodomontado ; = G.

rodomontade, < OF. rodemontade, rodomontade,
rotomontade, F. rodomontade, < It. rodomonttita,
a boast, brag, < rodomonte, a boaster: see rod-

omont.] I. n. Vain boasting; empty blusterer

vaunting; rant.

I could shew that the rhodomontadet of Almanzor are
neither so irrational as his, nor so impossible to be put in

execution. Dryden, Of Heroic Plays.

Poor Phil used to bore me after dinner with endless
rhodomontadet about his passion and his charmer.

Thackeray, Philip, viii.

II. a. Bragging.
I don't know what 's the matter with the boy all this day ;

he has got into such a rhodomontade manner all this morn
ing. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, ii.

rodomontade (rod*o-mon-tad'), r. i.
; pret. and

pp. rodomontaded, ppr. rodomontading. [< rodo-

montade, .] To boast; brag; bluster; rant.

Abuse which Pitt In his free-lance days heaped upon
the "

desperate rhodomontading minister."

Edinburgh Ren., CXLV. 235.

rodomontadistt (rod*o-mon-ta'dist), n. [< rodo-
montade + -ist.~\ A blustering boaster ;

one who
brags or vaunts.

When this Rhodamonladist had ended his perilous story,
it was dinner time.

E. Terry, Voyage to East India, p. 157.

rodomontadot (rod'o-mon-ta'do), . and a.

[See rodomontade.] I. n. 1. Rodomontade;
also, a piece of rodomontade

;
a brag.

I have heard a Biscayner make a Rodomantado that he
was as good a Gentleman as Don Philippo himself.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 32.

"So." says he,
"
if a rAodomontado will do any good, why

do you not say 100 ships?" Fepys, Diary, III. 350.

2. A blusterer
;
a braggart.

Most terribly he comes off ; like your rodomontado.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

II. a. Bragging; blustering.
A huge rodomontado Picture of the Duke of Lerma,

wherein he is painted like a Giant, bearing up the Mon-
archy of Spain, that of France, and the Popedom upon his
Shoulders. HoweU, Letters, I. ill. 11.

rodomontador (rod*o-mon-ta'dor), . [< rodo-
montade + -or1.] Same as rodomontadist.

rod-planer (rpd'pla*ner), n. A machine-too
1

.

especially designed for planing the connecting-
rods of locomotives, guide-bars, etc., and for

similar work. E.H. Knight.
Rodrigues's aneurism. A varicose aneurism
iu which the sac is formed in the tissue immedi-

ately contiguous to the artery.
Rodrigues's coordinates. See coordinate.

rod-ring (rod'ring), n. One of the small rings
or guides through which the line passes along
an angler's rod. The caliber is generally about
six times that of the line.

rods-goldt (rodz'gold), H. An old name of the

marigold. Gerarde.
rodsman (rodz'man), w.; pi. rodsmen (-men).
Same as rodmtni.

rodster (rod'ster), H. [< rod1 + -ster.] One
who uses a fishing-rod ;

a rod-fisher; an angler.
It is the intention of a number of our local rodsters to

leave the city for different streams.

Daily Telegraph, Sept. 2, 1882. (Encijc. DM.)

rodwood (rod'wud), n. One of several West
Indian shrubs or trees: Ltetia Thamma of the

Itisinese, several species of Eugenia (as E. pal-
lens, the black rodwood, and E. axillaris, the red

rodwood), and Cali/ptrantlies Cliytractilia of the

lfyrtace&, the white rodwood.



rody

rodyt, fl. A Middle English form of ruddy.
roe' (ro), n. [< ME. ro, roo, ra, < AS. ra, rah,

rilha, raa, m. (also, in comp., rah-de6r), a roe,

rage, rstge, f., a wild she-goat, a roe, = D. ree,

roe, roebuck, = OLG. relio, MLG. re = OHG.
reh (reh-), n., relio, m., reia, f., MHG. rech

(reh-), G. reli, n., OHG. reia, f., also *rieeha,
MHG. "ricfce, G. ricke, f., = Icel. ra, f., = Sw. nJ
= Dan. raa, roe, roebuck.] 1. The roe-deer.

I is ful wight [swift], God waat. as is a raa.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 166.

Now than am I light as a roo. York Plays, p. 281.

Asahel was as light of foot as a wild roe. -2 Sam. ii. 18.

2. Improperly, the adult female of the hart;
the doe of the stag or red deer.

roe2 (ro), . [Oftener in pi. roes; early mod. E.
also rmighes, pi.; prop, roan or rone, as still in

E. dial, use (the terminal -n being mistaken for
the pi. suffix -n, -en*, as in eyne, kine1

, slioori) ;
E.

dial, roan, rone, roun, rown, rawn, and with ex-
crescent -d, round, early mod. E. also roughne;
< ME. rowne, rawite, < AS. *hrogn (not recorded)
= MLG. rogen, rogel, LG. rogen OHG. *hro-

f/an, rogan, rogo, MHG. rogen, roge, G. rogen =
Icel. hrogn = Sw. rom = Dan. rogn and ravn,
roe. Boot unknown

;
some compare Gr. np6ia/,

uponahi, a rounded pebble, L. calx, lime, a stone,
dim. calculus, a pebble, Skt. carkara, gravel, W.
careg, a stone, etc. : see calx1 .] 1. The spawn
of a fish. That of the male is sperm, called milt or soft
roe ; that of the female is the mass of eggs, distinguished
as hard roe. Roe is much eaten, either in its natural state
or variously prepared. See botargo, caviar.

From fountains small Nilus flude doith flow,
Even so ol rawnis do michty flsches breid.

K. James VI. Chron. S. P., lit. 489. (Jamieson.)

The hie flsche [he-flshj spawnis his meltis. And the
scho nsche [she-fish] hir rounis.

Bellenden, Descr. Alb., xi. (Jamieson.)

2. The spawn of various crustaceans, used for

food, as the berry, coral, or mass of eggs of the
female lobster. 3. A mottled appearance in

wood, especially in mahogany, being the alter-

nate streak of light and shade running with the

grain, or from end to end of the log.
roebuck (ro'buk), n. [< ME. roobukke, raa-

ouke, rabuke = D. reebok = G. rehbock = Icel.

rdoukkr = Sw. r&bock = Dan. raabuk ; as roe1

Roebuck (Cafreolits capreea).

+ buck*. Cf. roe-deer.] The male of the roe-

deer; less properly, the roe-deer.

roebuck-berry (ro'buk-ber'i), . A low her-
baceous bramble, Buous saxatilis, of the north-
ern Old World; the stone-bramble; also, its

fruit, which consists of a few rather large red
grains.
roed (rod), a. [< roe2 + -ed2.] Having roe,
as a fish; containing spawn developed to the
stage in which it is known as roe.

The female or roed fish.

Pennant, Brit. Zool. (ed. 1776), III. 197.

roe-deer (ro'der), . [< ME. roodeor, < AS. rah-
deor = Icel. ravdhdyri = Sw. r&dj-ur = Dan.
raadyr; as roe* + deer.'} A species of the
genus Capreolus, C. caprsea or caprea, formerly
Genus capreohis, of small size, elegant form,
and very agile, inhabiting most parts of Europe,
including Great Britain, and parts of Asia: a
roebuck or roe. The animal is only about 2 feet 3
inches high at the shoulder, and weighs 50 or 60 pounds ;

it is of a reddish-brown or grayish-brown color, with a
large white disk on the rump, and very short tail. The
antlers of the male are about a foot long, erect, cylin-
dric, and branching toward the tip. See cut under roe-
buck.
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roe-fish (ro'fish), n. A fish heavy with roe; a

ripe fish, or spawner.
Eoemeria (rf-me'ri-ii), >i. [NL. (A. P. de Can-

dolle, 1821^ named' after J. J. Roemer, 1763-

1819, a Swiss naturalist.] A genus of polypet-
alous plants of the order Papaveraceie, the

poppy family, and of the tribe Eupapaverese.
It is characterized by a linear, usually three-valved cap-
sule opening down nearly to the base, by pitted seeds
destitute of a crest, and by flowers with two sepals, four

petals, many stamens, and a sessile stigma with deflexed
lobes. The 3 species are natives of the Mediterranean
region, naturalized in tields in temperate parts of Europe
and Asia. They are annuals resembling poppies, but
readily distinguished by their long and valvular fruit, and
by their less dilated stigmas. They bear dissected leaves
and long-stalked violet flowers. R. hybrida has a pretty
flower, and is sometimes planted, but the petals fall very
quickly. It receives the names purple horned poppy and
wind-rose.

roemerite (rem'er-it), . [Named after F. A.
Roemer, a German geologist.] A basic sul-

phate of iron, occurring in tabular triclinic

crystals of a brownish-yellow color. Also writ-
ten rtimeritc.

roenoke, . See roanoke.

roepperite (rep'er-It), n. [Named after W. T.

Roepper of Bethlehem in Pennsylvania.] A va-

riety of chrysolite from the zinc-mines in Sus-
sex county, New Jersey. It is peculiar in contain-

ing, besides iron and magnesium, considerable amounts
of zinc and manganese. Also spelled riipperite.

roesslerite (res'ler-it), n. [Named after Dr.C.
Roessler of Hanau in Prussia.] A rare mineral

consisting of hydrous arseniate of magnesium,
and occurring in white crystalline plates. Also
spelled rosslerite.

roe-stone (vo'ston), n. A rock having the ap-
pearance of the roe of a fish; oolite.

roft. An obsolete preterit of rive1 .

rofft, n. A Middle English form of roof1
.

roffia, rofia, . See raffia.

rogt, v. t. [ME. roggen, ruggen; a var. of rock2
,

q. v.] To shake.

Hym she roggeth and awaketh softe.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2708.

He romede, he rarede, that roggede alle the erthe,
So ruydly he rappyd at to ryot hymselvene.

Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 784.

rogamentt, n. [< LL. rogamentum, something
asked, a question, < L. rogare, ask: see roga-
tion.] A postulate or axiom.

Rogate Sunday. Same as Rogation Sunday.
rogation (ro-ga'shon), n. [< OF. rogation, ro-

gasion (pi. rogations, Rogation days), F. roga-
tion = Pr. rogazo, roazo = Sp. rogation = Pg.
rogacdes, pi., prayers in Rogation week, = It.

roqaoione,
< L. rogatio(n-), a supplication, an

asking, < rogare, pp. rogatus, ask. Cf. abrogate,
interrogate, supererogation, prerogative, pro-
rogue, etc.] 1. In Rom. jurisprudence, the de-
mand by the consuls or tribunes of a law to
be passed by the people. 2. Litany; suppli-
cation: especially as said in procession.
He [Bishop Mamercus] perfecteth the Rogations or Lita-

nies before in use. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 41.

Rogation days, the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
before Ascension day. The special observance of these

days with fasting and rogations (litanies and public pro-
cessions) was first introduced by Mamertus or Mamercus,
bishop of Vienne in southern France, about A. p. 470, at a
time of general distress arising from earthquakes, volcanic
eruptions, floods, and other troubles. It soon became gen-
eral in Gaul, and spread to England. In the Roman Cath-
olic Church (which adopted the observance about 800) the
Litany of the Saints is said in procession on these days.
In the Anglican Church the Rogation days are appointed
days of fasting or abstinence, and it was formerly the cus-
tom to say the Litany, to read the homily and exhortation
given in the Book of Homilies, and to perambulate the
parish. The custom of perambulation (which see) is still

observed in some places in England. Also called gang-
days. Rogation Sunday, the Sunday preceding Ascen-
sion day. Rogation-tide, the time of Rogation days.
Rogation week, the week in which the Rogation days
occur. Also called procession week, cross-week, gang^week.

rogation-flower (ro-ga'shon-flou
//

er), w. An
Old World milkwort. Polygala vulgaris, which
blooms during Rogation week and was carried
in processions. See milkwort.

rogatory (rog'a-to-ri), .. [= F. rogatoire = It.

rogatorio, < L>. rogator, an asker, solicitor: see

rogation.] Seeking information
; authorized to

collect or engaged in collecting information.

Many countries aid one another's judicial proceedings
by consenting that their judges may accept rogatory com-
missions, or act as agents of foreign courts for the pur-

Eose
of examining witnesses or otherwise ascertaining

lets. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 76.

Letters rogatory. See letter*.

roger (roj'er), n. [A familiar use of the per-
sonal name Roger, < OF. Roger, < OHG. Ili/ixli-

tjer, G. Rudii/er. Ct. robin1.] 1. Aram. See
Miscellanies (1742), p. 116. (Halliwell.)

rogue

[Prov. Eng.] 2t. A rogue. [Old cant.]
Roger of the buttery, a goose. Halliwell.

Roger de Coverley (roj'er de kuv'er-li).
[Named after Sir Roger de Coverley, one of the
members of the club under whose direction the
"
Spectator" professed to be edited.] An Eng-

lish country-dance, corresponding to the Vir-

ginia reel. Also called Sir Roger de Coverley.
After . . . dinner . . . comes dancing, . . . reels and

flings, and strathspeys and Roger de Coixrleys.

Mouey, Correspondence, I. 353.

rogeriant (ro-je'ri-an), . [Appar. < Roger, a

person's name, + -iim.~\ A wig. [Rare.]
The unruly wind blows off his periwink. . . .

The sportful wind, to mock the headless man,
Tosses apace his pitch'd Rogerian.

Bp. Hall, Satires, III. v. 16.

rogersite (roj'erz-It), n. [Named after Prof.
W. B. Kogers.] An imperfectly known miner-
al occurring in the form of a thin white crust

upon the samarskite of North Carolina : it is

essentially a hydrated niobate of the yttrium
metals.

roggan (rog'an), . [Ci.rog.] A rocking stone.
See rocking." Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

roggenstein (rog'en-stln), n. [Gr., lit.
'

rye-
stone,' < roggen, = E. rye, + stein = E. stone.]
A kind of oolite in which the grains are ce-
mented by argillaceous matter. The roggenstein
anticlinal is the uplift in which are the important mines
of Stassfurt in Prussia, and its vicinity.

Toggle (rog'l), v. t. and i. [Freq. of rog.] To
shake; jumble. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]

roghtlesset, [ME., appar. an erroneously
formed word, equiv. to reckless (after roghte,

pret. of reck): see reck, reckless.'] Reckless;
careless.

Dreding ye were of my woos roghtletee;
That was to me a grevous hevinesse.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 6, f. 116. (Halliwell.)

rogue (rog), n. [Early mod. E. also roag, roge;
< OF. rogue, presumptuous, malapert, rude,
hence used in E. as a noun, a surly fellow,
a vagabond; prob. < Bret, rok, rog, arrogant,
proud, haughty, brusk; cf . Ir. Gael, rucas, pride,
arrogance.] 1. A vagrant; a sturdy beggar; a

tramp. Persons of this character were, by the old laws
of England, to be punished by whipping and having the
ear bored with a hot iron.

Wast thou fain, poor father,
To hovel thee with swine, and rogues forlorn,
In short and musty straw? Shak., Lear, iv. 7. 39.

Ros. Methinks 'tis
pity such a lusty fellow

Should wander up and down, and want employment.
M. She takes me for a rogue ! You maydo well, madam,

To stay this wanderer, and set him a-work, forsooth.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, ii. 3.

2. A knave; a dishonest person ;
a rascal: ap-

plied generally to males.
We're bought and sold for English gold
Such a parcel of rogues in a nation.

Burns, Farewell to a' our Scottish Fame.

3. A sly fellow
;
a wag.

The satirical rogue says here that old men have grey
beards, . . . and that they have a plentiful lack of wit.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 197.

4. A mischievous or playful person : applied
in slight endearment to children or women.
Compare roguish, 3.

Ah, you sweet little rogue, you !

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 283.

What, rob your boys? those pretty roguesf
Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. vii. 27.

5. A rogue elephant (which see, under elephant).
6. A plant that falls short of a standard re-

quired by nurserymen, gardeners, etc.

When a race of plants is once pretty well established, the
seed-raisers do not pick out the best plants, but merely go
over their seed-beds, and pull up the rogues, as they call
the plants that deviate from the proper standard.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 42.

Rogue elephant. See elephant. Rogue-money, in

Scotland, an assessment laid on each county for defray-
ing the expense of apprehending offenders, maintaining
them in jail, and prosecuting them. Rogues and vag-
abonds, an appellation under which, in English law, fall

various classes of persons who may be summarily commit-
ted, such as fortune-tellers, persons collecting alms under
false pretenses, persons deserting their families and leav-

ing them chargeable to the parish, persons wandering
about as vagrants without visible means of subsistence,
persons found on any premises for an unlawful purpose,
and others. Rogues and vagabonds may be summarily
committed to prison for three months with hard labor.
See vagrant. Rogues' gallery, a collection of photo-
graphs of notorious law-breakers, kept at police headquar-
ters. Rogue's march. See march?. Rogue's yarn,
a rope-yarn distinguishable from the rest of the yarns
in a rope, serving to identify rope made in government
dock-yards. In rope made in United States navy-yards the
rogue's yarn is twisted in a contrary direction to the others,
and is of manila in hemp rope and of hemp in manila rope.
Wild roguet, a vagrant by family inheritance.

A u-ilde Roge is he that is borne a Roge : he is more subtil
and more geuen by nature to all kinde of knauery than the
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other. ... I once rebuking a wyld mje because he went That bemoth in Ebrewys opunly to say
idelly about, he shewed me that he was a begger by enher- ' A Raid beste vnreasonable, that no Rule holdes."
itance his Grandfather was a begger, his father was one, Destruction of Troy (E E T S >. 1 44->s
and he must nedes be one by good reason. -j, , . .-,,,, , .,
Warning for Cmnnum Cursetors (15B7), quoted in Rilit.ni-

r01Cllyt, adr. [MB., < TOM +
-tij

2
.] Violently.

[Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 597.

= Syn. 2. Cheat, sharper, scamp, swindler.

rogue (rog), r. : pret. and pp. mgiml. ppr. ro-

guing. [Early mod. E. also roge; < rogue, u.] I.

tricks. [Rare.]
And roguing virtue brings a man defame,
A packstaff epithet, and scorned name.

Marston, Scourge of Villanie, v. 101.

2f. To wander; tramp; play the vagabond.
Yf he be but once taken soe idlye raging, he may punnlsh

him more lightlye, as with stockes or such like.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

II. trans.

as a rogue ;

It may be thou wast put in office lately,
Which makes thee rogue me so, and rayle so stately.

John Taylor, Works (1630).

2. To cheat
; injure by roguery.

That envious Scotchman, Sandy Macraw (a scurvy limb
of the coast-guards, who lived by poaching on my born
rights), had set himself up with a boat, forsooth, on pur-
pose to rogue me and rob me the better.

R. D. Blaclnnore, Maid of Sker, v.

3. To uproot or destroy, as plants which do
not conform to a desired standard.
The destruction of horses under a certain size was or-

dered, and this may be compared to the roguing of plants
by nurserymen. Danrin, Origin of Species, p. 43.

rogue-house (rog'hous), w. A prison; a lock-
up. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
roguery (ro'ger-i), .; pi. rogueries (-iz). [<
rogue + -ery.] If. The life of a vagrant; vaga-
bondism. 2. Knavish tricks; cheating; fraud;
dishonest practices.
You rogue, here 's lime in this sack too : there is nothing

but roguery to be found in villanous man.
Shalt., I Hen. IV., ii. 4. 188.

Peter had lately done some rogueries that forced him to
abscond. Swift, Tale of a Tub, xi.

3. Waggery; arch tricks; mischievousness.
rogue's-gillifiowert (rogz'jil"i-flou-er), . An
old name of the rocket Hesperix matronalis.
Lyte.

[< rogue
__' a rogue; ,

_ .

guish person. [Rare.]
Ramb. Rank and rotten, is she not?
Shave. Your spittle rogueships

Shall not make me so.

Massinger, C'ity Madam, iii. 1.

roguish (ro'gish), a. [< rogue + -inli 1
.] If.

Vagrant; vagabond.

Hit the hathill o the hede in his hole angur,
And rent hym doun roidly rygnt to the sadill.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. .), 1. 98>\

Let 's follow the old earl, and get the Bedlam
To lead him where he would : his roguish madness
Allows itself to any thing. Shak., Lear, iii. 7. 104.

2. Knavish; fraudulent; dishonest.

roylen, prob. a
var. of rowlen, roll, used in the same sense : see
roll (I., 12), and cf. roil?.] To run; wander;
roll; rove.

Rijt so, quod Gregorie, religioun roileth,
sterueth and stynketh and steleth lordes almesses,
That oute of couent and cloystre coueyten to libbe.

Piers Plmeman(H\ x. 297.

The fletynge strem that royleth doun diversly fro hy
mountaygnes is arested and resisted ofte tyme by the en-

countrynge of a stoon. Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 7.

roil2 (roil), v. t. [Formerly also royle; also dial.
rile (sometimes spelled ryle), the common colloq.
form in the U. S. (cf. oil, dial, ile, point, dial.

lit at, etc.). (a) According to Stratmann, < OF.
roeler, roler, roller, vex, disturb, beat, particu-
lar uses of the orig. sense 'roll': see roil1

,
roll,

(b) In another view, prop, rile, and orig. as a

haps < OF. roille, rouilte, F. rouille = Pr. roill,

rust, mildew, fungous growth, ult. < L. robigo,
rust: see roin.] 1. To render turbid by stirring
up the dregs or sediment : as, to roil wine, cider,
or other liquor in casks or bottles.

The lamb down stream roiled the wolf's water above.
Roger North, Examen, p. S59. (Dana.)

I had dug out the spring and made a well of clear gray
water, where I could dip up a pailful without railing it

Thoreau, Walden, p. 245.

I thirst for one cool cup of water clear,
But drink the riled stream of lying breath.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 78.

2. To excite to some degree of anger; annoy;
vex: now more commonly, in colloquial use,
rile.

His spirits were very much roiled.

Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 09. (Davies.)
You have always been one of the best fellows in the

world, . . . and the most generous, and the most cordial
that you have ; only you do rile me when you sing that
confounded Mayfair twang. Thackeray, Philip, xvii.

3. To perplex. [Local.] 4. To salt (fish) by
means of a roiler.

roi!3t, . [Early mod. E. royle; < ME. roile,

royle; origin uncertain.] A Flemish horse.
Polidamas the prise horse presit vnto,
Raght to the Reyne, and the Roile take.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 8337.

By the good swimminge of horses many men haue ben
saued, and contrary wise, by a timorouse royle, where the
water hath uneth come to his bely, his legges hath foltred,
wherby many a good and propre man hath perisshed.

Sir T. Blyot, The Governour, I. 17.

roller (roi'ler), . [< roift + -er1 .] A machine
for salting small fish, as a revolving box turned
by means of a crank. [North Carolina.]'"""

'-oi'li), a. [Also dial, rily, riley ; < roiP +
Muddy; turbid: as,

roket

(roint), r. Sc<' aroint.

(roist), v. i. [Early mod. E. roi/xt; ..
roister.] Same as roister. Cotgrave.

The vayne glorious, . .

Whose humour the roysting sort continually doth feede.
Udatt, Roister Doister, Proi.

I have a roisting challenge sent amongst
The dull and factious nobles of the Greeks.

Shak., T. and C., ii. 2. 208.

roister (rois'ter), n. [Also r<iuxt<->- ; < OF. rux-
tre, a ruffian, roister, a particular use (with un-
original r) of OF. ruste, ruixte, a rustic, F. rux-

tiquc: see rustic.] 1. A rioter; a blusterer; a
roisterer. [Obsolete or archaic.]

They must not part till they have drunk a barrel),
Or straight this routtfr will begin to quarrel.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 60.

The natives were an honest, social race of jolly roysters,who had no objection to a drinking bout, and were very
merry in their cups. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 92.

2. [< roixter, v.] A drunken or riotous frolic;
a spree.

roister (rois'ter), v. i. [Also royster; < roixtt-i;

n.] To bluster
; swagger ; bully ;

be bold, noisy,
vaunting, or turbulent.

p. 348.

Her brother lingers late
With a roystering company.

Tennyson, Maud, xiv. 2.

The wind is roistering out of doors.

Lowell, To Charles Eliot Norton.

roister-dqistert (rois'ter-dois'ter), ii. [First
recorded in the title of the first English comedy
Udall's "Ralph Roister-Doister" (1553); a va-
ried redupl. of roister.] A roisterer.

I have . . . seen the mad-brainest roMtr-doister in a
country dashed out of countenance.

O. Harvey, Four Letters.

roisterer (rois'ter-er), . [Also roysterer; <
roister + -t-r 1 .] One who roisters

;
a bold, blus-

tering, or turbulent fellow.

Midmost of a rout of roisterers,
Femininely fair and dissolutely pale.

Tennyson, Geraint.

roistering (rois'ter-ing), p. a. Swaggering;
rude.

She again encounters " Dick
"
Talbot, now grown more

roystrring and bloated than ever, and marries the lover of
her youth. The Academy, March 1, 1890, p. 148.

roisterlyt (rois'ter-li), a. [< roister + -ly
1
.]

Like a roisterer; blustering; violent.
A mad world, where such shameful stuff is bought and

sold ; and where such roisterly varlets may be suffered to
play upon whom they lust, and how they lust.

O. Harvey, Four Letters.

roisterly (rois'ter-li), adv. [< roisterly, a.] In
a bullying, violent manner.
roisterous (rois'ter-us), a. [< roixter + -oim.]
Violent; blustery; uproarious. [Rare.]
Was the like ever heard of? The roysterous young dogs ;

3. Mischievous
; playful.

An' she has twa sparkling rogueish een.

Burns, On Cessnock Banks.

roguishly (ro'gish-li), adi\ In a roguish man-
ner; like a rogue; knavishly; mischievously.
roguishness (rp'gish-nes), n. The state or
character of being roguish, (a) Knavery, (ft) Mis-
chievousness; archness; sly cunning: as, the rogiushnets
of a look.

roguyt (ro'gi), a. [< rot/itt: + -y
1
.] Knavish;

dishonest. [Rare.]
Car. Gipsies, and yet pick no pockets?
Ale. Infamous and roguy !

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

rohan (ro'han), . [Also rolt tin, rohuna; E.

and East Indian mahogany, its bark'is tonic and
astringent; its wood is heavy, dark, and durable, and is
used for purposes of construction.

roi (ro'i), . [Maori.] The rootstock of the
brake, Pteris aquiliiia, var. esculenta, which
when roasted was formerly a staple article of
food with the aborigines of New Zealand.

roicondt, . [ME., < OF. 'roicond. < L. rubicun-
dus, red, ruddy: see rubicund.] Ruddy; rubi-
cund.

Wele colouret by course, clene of his face
Rede roicond in white, as the Roose fressh'e.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3771.

roidt, . [ME. raid, nii/d, < OF. roide, F. roide,
raide, < L. rigidus, stiff : sec rii/i<l. Cf. redour 1

Stiff; stout; violent.

Nor catch a woodman's hasty nap,
For fear you should get roily.

J. F. Cooper, Pioneer, xx.

The streams full and roily. The Century, XXV'n. 107.

roint (roin), n. [Also royne; < ME. roine, roigne,
< OF. roingne, rogne, rongne, scurf, mange, scab-
biness, itch, F. rogne, itch, = Pr. ronha, runha
= Cat. ronya = Sp. roKa = Pg. ronha = It. rogna,
itch

; perhaps < L. robigo, rubigo (-gin-), rust,
mildew, also sore, ulcer, scab: see ronion.] A
scab or scurf.

Hir nekke was of good fasoun
In lengthe and gretnesse by resoun,
Withoute bleyne, scabbe, or royne.

Horn, of the Rose, 1. 653.

roinisht (roi'nish), a. [Also roynixh; < roi it +
-ixh 1

. Cf. roinous.] Mangy; scabby; hence,
mean; paltry; scurvy.

My lord, the roynish clown, at whom so oft
Your grace was wont to laugh, is also missing.

Shale., As you Like it, ii. 2. S.

roinoust (roi'nus), a. [Also roynous; < ME.
roinous, roignous, < OF. roigneux, roingneujc,
rongneux (= Pr. rognas, ronhos, ruuliox = Cat.

mnyos=Sp. roiloso = Pg. ronhoso= lt. rognoso),
mangy, scabby ; perhaps < L. robiginosus, rusty,
mangy, etc., < robigo (robigin-), rust: see roin.]
Scabby; rough; crooked; worthless.

The foule croked bowe hidous,
That knotty was and al rot/nous.

Ram' of the Rose, 1. 988.

This argument is al roignous ;

It is not worth a croked brere.
Rom. of the Rose, 1. 6190.

a royalet.

Causing the American roytelets to turn all homagers to
that king and the crown of England. Heylin.

2. In oriiith., a kinglet or goldcrest ;
a small

bird of the genus Regains.
rok, . See roc1 .

roka (ro'ka), . A large East African tree.
Trichilia emetica, whose fruit is considered
emetic, and whose seeds yield a fatty oil.

rokambole, . See rocambole.

roke (rok), n. [< ME. roke. a var. of reke (=
OD. roke, etc.): see reek1 .] Mist; smoke;
damp.

Roke, myste. Nebula. Prompt. Para., p. 436.

rokeage, rokee (ro'kaj, ro'ke), . [Also rou-

cheage, yokeage, yokeague; Amer. Ind.; orig.
form uncertain. Cf. iioeake.] Indian corn
parched, pulverized, and mixed with sugar:
commonly called pinole. [Local, U. S.]
rokelay (rok'e-la), w. Same as roquelaiire.

roker(ro'ker), . [Prob. connected with roacli 1
,

and thus ult. with ray2.] A species of Kaia ;

especially, the thornback ray.
The English word raker in most cases signifies thorn-

back, but is occasionally employed to denote any species
of the ray family, with the exception of the skate.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 146.

Into lobsters and crabs which have become by reason of
age of lighter weight are introduced portions of fresh
haddock or raker. Lancet, No. 3455, p. 1025.

rokett, rokette1
!, . Middle English forms

of rochet1
. Destruction of Troii (E. E. T. S.),

1. 13525.



rokke

rokket. A Middle English form of rocfcl,

etc.

roky (ro'ki), a. [Also rooky, rooky; < ME. roky,

misty, < roke, mist: see roke and reek'1 .'] Misty;
foggy; cloudy. Ray.

Roky, or mysty. Xehulosus. Prompt. Pare., p. 436.

He ... in a roky hollow, belling, heard
The hounds of Mark.

Tennyson, Last Tournament.

Rolandic (vo-lan'dik), . [< Rolando (see def.)

+ -ic.] Pertaining to Kolando, an Italian

anatomist and physiologist (died 1831). Com-

pare postrolanAie (prrroltmrtir is also used).
Rolandic fissure. Same as Jaaav of Rolando (which
see, under ;iii<re). Rolandic funiculus. SeefuniclUm
of Rolando, under funiculus. Rolandic line, a line on
the surface of the skull (or head) marking the position of

the fissure of Kolando beneath. Rolandic point, the

intersection of the Rolandic lines with the median plane
and with each other on the surface of the skull. It is

about half an inch behind the middle of the line passitig
over the skull from the glabella to the iniou.

rolet, * An obsolete form of roll.

rolet, . [A var. of roll.] A unit of quantity
formerly in use in England, defined by a statute

of Charles II. as seventy-two sheets of parch-
ment.
r61e (rol), n. [< F. rdle: see roll and rotary.]
A part or character represented by an actor;

any conspicuous part or function assumed by
any one, as a leading public character Title

role, the part in a play which gives its name to the play,
as Hamlet In the play of "

Hamlet," or Macbeth in that
of "Macbeth."

roll (rol), f. [Early mod. E. also rowl, rowle,

roule; < ME. rotten, rolen (= D. rotten = MHG.
rolen, G. rotten = Icel. rolla = Dan. rnlle = Sw.

rulla), < OF. roler, roller, rueler, roeler, rouler.

F. rouler, F. dial, roler, roller, roll, roll up, roll

along, go on wheels, = Pr. rolar, rotlar = Cat.

rotolar = Sp. rollar, rular = Pg. rolar = It. roto-

lare, rullare, < ML. rotulare, roll, revolve, < L.

rotula, a little wheel, dim. of rota, a wheel: see

rote1 . Cf. roll, .] I. intrans. 1. To move
like a carriage-wheel; move along a surface

without slipping by perpetually turning over
the foremost point of contact as an instantane-
ous axis : as, a ball or wheel rolls on the earth

;

a body rolls on an inclined plane.
The fayre hede fro the halce hit [fell! to the erthe,
That fele hit foyned [spurned] wyth her fete, there hit

forth rated.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 428.

The rolling stone never gathereth mosse.

Heywood, Proverbs (ed. Sharman).

That goddess [Fortune] blind,
That stands upon the rolling restless stone.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 6. 31.

2. To run or travel on wheels.

The wealthy, the luxurious, by the stress

Of business roused, or pleasure, ere their time,

May roll in chariots. Wordsworth, Excursion, ii.

3. To revolve; perform a periodical revolu-
tion.

The rolling Year
Is full of Thee. Thomson, Hymn, 1. 2.

Sleep, holy spirit, blessed soul,
While the stars burn, the moons increase,
And the great ages onward roll.

Tennyson, To J. S.

4. To turn
;
have a rotatory motion, generally

reciprocating and irregular, especially in late-

ral directions: as, the ship rollx (that is, turns
back and forth about a longitudinal axis).

His eyen steepe, and rollynge in his heede.

Chaucer, Pro], to C. T., 1. 201.

The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling,
Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven.

Shak., M. N. D., v. i. 12.

Twice ten tempestuous nights I rolled, resigned
To roaring billows and the warring wind.

Pope, Odyssey, vi. 205.

The ship rolled and dashed, . . . now showing us the
whole sweep of her deck, . . . now nothing but her keel.

Dickens, David Copperfleld, Iv.

5. To move like waves or billows; also, to

move like a considerable body of water, as a
river. Each particle of water in a wave revolves in a

circle, and though this cannot be seen, there is a vague
appearance of a wheel-like movement.

Wave rolling after wave, where way they found,
If steep, with torrent rapture. Milton, P. L., vii. 298.

The rolling smoke involves the sacrifice.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 248.

6. To fluctuate; move tumultuously.
What diff'rent Sorrows did within thee roll >

Prior, Solomon, ii.

7. To tumble or fall over and over.

Down they fell

By thousands, angel on archangel roll'd.

Milton, P. L., vi. 594.
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8. To emit a deep prolonged sound, like the

roll of a ball or the continuous beating of a
drum.

Near and more near the thunders roll.

Burn*, Tarn o' Shanter.

A rolling organ-harmony
Swells up, and shakes and falls.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

9. To enroll one's self; be enrolled.

He lends at legal value considerable sums, which he
might highly increase by rolling in the public stocks.

Steele, Spectator, No. 49.

Papillion. Right honourable sharpers ; and Frenchmen
from the county of York.

Wilding. In the last list, I presume, you roll.

Foote, The Liar, i. 1.

10. To trill: said of certain singing birds.

The continuous roll is possessed almost exclusively by
the canary, and the nightingale is one of the very few
birds that share to some degree the faculty of rolling at

any pitch of the voice uninterruptedly.
Appleton's Ann. Cye., 1886, p. 87.

11. To lend itself to being coiled up in a cylin-
drical form: as, cloth that rolls well. 12f. To
ramble; wander abroad

; gadabout. Compare
roil1 .

That ilke proverbe of Eccleslaste,
Where he comandeth and forbedeth faste

Man shal nat suffre his wyf go roule about e.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 663.

These unruly rascals in their rolling disperse them-
selves into several companies, as occasion serveth, some-
time more and sometime less.

llannan, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 20.

II. trims. 1. To cause to rotate; whirl or
wheel.
When thou shalt speake to any man, role not to fast thyne

eye. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

Rolling his greedy eyeballs in his head.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 368.

Now heaven in all her glory shone, and rolVd
Her motions. Milton, P. L., vii. 499.

We have had enough of action, and of motion we,
Roll'd to starboard, roll'd to larboard, when the surge was

seething free. Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters, Choric Song.

2. To cause to move like a carriage-wheel;
cause to move over a surface without sliding,

by perpetually turning over the foremost point
of contact: as, to roll a cask or a ball.

Who shall roll us away the stone from the door of the

sepulchre? Mark xvi. 3.

3. To turn over in one's thoughts; revolve;
consider again and again.

The yongest, which that weute unto the toun,
Ful ofte in herte he rolleth up and doun
The beautee of thise florins newe and bryghte.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 376.

I came home rolling resentments in my mind, and fram-

ing schemes of vengeance.
Sufyt, Letter, Sept. 9, 1710. (Seager.)

4. To wrap round and round an axis, so as to

bring into a compact cylindrical form: as, to

roll a piece of cloth
;
to roll a sheet of paper ;

to roll parchment ;
to roll tobacco.

As the snake, roll'd in a flowering bank,
With shining checker'd slough, doth sting a child.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 228.

He lies like a hedgehog roll'd up the wrong way,
Tormenting himself with his prickles.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg, Her Dream.

The bed, in the day-time, is rolled up, and placed on one
side. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 20.

5. To bind or infold in a bandage or wrapper;
inwrap.

Their Kings, whose bodies are . . . lapped in white
skin nes, and rowled in mats. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 765.

What time the foeman's line is broke,
And all the war is roll'd in smoke.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

6. To press or level with a roller; spread out
with a roller or rolling-pin : as, to roll a field ;

to roll pie-crust.
It is passed between cylinders often, and rolled.

Cowper, Flatting Mill, 1. 3.

7. To drive or impel forward with a sweeping,
easy motion, as of rolling.

And chalky Wey, that rolls a milky wave.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 344.

Where Afric's sunny fountains
Roll down their golden sand.

Bp. Heber, Missionary Hymn.

8. To give expression to or emit in a prolonged
deep sound.

They care for no understanding : it is enough if thou
canst roll up a pair of matins, or an even-song, and mumble
a few ceremonies. Tyndale, Doctrinal Treatises, p. 243.

Man, her last work, who seem'd so fair,

Such splendid purpose in his eyes,
Who roll'd the psalm to wintry skies,

Who built him fanes of fruitless prayer.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ivi.

9. To utter with vibration of the tongue; trill.

roll

Don't, like a lecturer or dramatic star,

Try over hard to roll the British R.
0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

10. In printing, to make (paper) smooth bypass-
ing it under calendering rollers. [Eng.] 1 1 .

To turn over by degrees, as a whale when cut-

ting in . At first the whale is rolled carefully and gently,
then more quickly, as the blubber is hove up, and the head
is cut oil at last.

12. In drum-playing, to beat with rapid blows
so as to produce a continuous sound Rolled
chop. See chnpi ,

2. Rolled cod, boneless cod, prepared
by rolling several slices into parcels which are packed in

boxes. [Trade-name.] Rolled glass. Seeglass. Roll-
ed plating. See plate, v. J. Kolled rail. See rail'.

= Syn. 2. Hiving, etc. See rocW, v. t.

roll (rol), . [Early mod. E. also rowl, rowle,

roule; < ME. rolli; = MD. rol, D. nil = MLG. rol

= MHG. rolle, rulle,G. rollc = Sw. rnlla = Dan.

rnlle, < OF. rolle, roele, roule, F. role (see role)
= Pr. rolle, rotlle, rutle = Cat. rotllo = Sp. rol, a

list, roll, rollo, a roll, record, = Pg. rolo, rol =
It. ruolo, rullo, ruotolo, rotolo, a roll, list, < ML.
rotulus, a roll, list, catalogue, schedule, record,

prop, a paper or parchment rolled up (cf. vol-

ume, ult. < L. rolvere, roll) ;
cf. rotulare, roll up :

see roll, v. The ML. rotulus, a roll, is partly
from the verb, and not wholly identical with L.

rotulus, also rotulti, a little wheel, from which
the verb is derived. In the later senses direct-

ly from the mod. verb.] 1. A cylinder formed

by winding something round and round ; that

which is rolled up : as, a roll of wool ; a roll of

paper.
The gentlemen . . . hailing theyr heades bounde aboute

with listes and rowles of sundry coloures after the maner
of the Turkes.
R. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (First Books on America,

[ed. Arber, p. 14).

Take thec a roll of a book, and write therein.
Jer. xxxvi. 2.

Specifically (a) A document of paper, parchment, or the
like which is or may be rolled up ; hence, an official docu-
ment ; a list ; a register ;

a catalogue ; a record : as, a
muster-roW ; a class-roW ; a court-roll.

Nis nou so lutel thing of theos thet the deouel naueth
enbrened on his rolle. Aneren Riwle, p. 344.

I am not in the roll of common men.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 43.

Then thundered forth a roll of names :

The first was thine, unhappy James !

Scott, Marmion, v. 26.

(6) A long piece of cloth, paper, or the like, usually of uni-

form width throughout, and rolled upon either a round
stick or a thin board, or upon itself merely, as the most con-
venient form of making a package. .See roller, 2. (c) In

cookery, something rolled up: as, a veal roll; a jelly roll.

Specifically (1) A small cake of bread rolled or doubled
on itself before baking : as, a French roll. (2) Same as

roly-poly,
2. (d) A cylindrical twist of tobacco, (e) In

carding, a slender, slightly compacted cylinder or sliver of
carded wool, delivered from hand-cards or from the dofl-

ing-cylinder of a carding-machine. Such rolls were for-

merly much used in the hand-spinning of wool. For ma-
chine-spinning the sliver is extended into a continuous

roving. (J") Part of the head-dress of a woman, a rounded
cushion or mass of hair usually laid above the forehead,
especially in the sixteenth century.

Antiffi, the heare of a woman that is layed over Mr
forheade

; gentilwomen dyd lately call them their rolles.

Elyot, ed. 1559. (HaUiweU.)

2. A revolving cylinder employed in any man-
ner to operate upon a material, as in forming
metals into bars, plates, or sheets, smoothing
the surfaces of textures, as in paper-making,
laundering, etc., or in comminuting substances,
as in grinding grain, crushing ores, etc.

Where land is clotty, and a shower of rain conies that
soaks through, use a roll to break the clots.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

(a) One of a pair of cylinders in a rolling-mill, between
which metals are passed to form them into bars, plates,

Spiral-groove Rolls.

.-/, frame ; R, ff', intemieshed gears: r, C', spirally grooved rolls,

having the grooves rf gradually diminishing in size from right to left,

and driven by the gears.

or sheets. See roUing-inill. (b) In engraving, the cylin-
drical die of a transfurring-press. (c) In metal., one of a

pair of hard and strong metallic cylinders between which
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Bookbinders' Roll.

a, roll, pivoted to furcated
handle t> at c.

ores are crushed, (rf) In paper-making, one of the cylin-
ders of a calender ; also, the cylinder of a pulping-engine.
See calender*, 1, and pulp-engine. (<) In high milling, one
of a pair of metal cylinders through a series of which

pairs grain is passed for successively crushing it to the

requisite fineness. See high milling, under milling. (/)
In calico-printing, a cylinder of a calico-printing machine.

(a) The impression-cylinder of a printing-machine, (h)
In a great variety of machines, one of the cylinders over
which an endless apron extends, and upon which it is

moved, as in the feed-aprons of carding-machines, pickers
for opening cotton as taken from the bale, machines for

manufacturing shoddy from rags, etc. (f) Either of a

pair of plain or fluted cylinders between which material

is passed to feed it into a machine, as in feeding rags to a

shoddy-machine, paper to printing-presses, calico to cal-

ico-printing machines, etc. Such rolls are also called

feed-rolls, (f) A hand-tool used

by bookbinders for embossing
book-covers, or forming thereon
embossed gilded lines. It con-

sists of either a plain or an em-
bossed cylinder with a handle

adapted to rest (when in use)
against the shoulder of the
workman. The roller is heated
for use In embossing. (*) In the
manufacture of plate-glass, a

heavy metallic cylinder which
spreads the "metal" on the ta-

ble, and which, being supported
on ways on opposite sides of the

table, produces a sheet or plate
of uniform thickness.

[The distinction between roll and roller is exceedingly in-

definite. The term roller is, however, more generally

applied to a revolving cylinder working in movable bear-

ings, as in an agricultural roller for smoothing the surface
of land, or the roller of a lawn-mower; while roll is more
commonly used for a cylinder working in fixed bearings,
as in a rolling-mill for working metals, or in a calender,
or in a grinding-mill.)
3. In building : (a) A rounded strip fastened

upon and extending along the ridge of a roof.

(b) In a leaden roof, one of a number of round-
ed strips placed under the lead at intervals,

whereby crawling of the metal through alter-

nate expansion and contraction is prevented.
4. The act of rolling, or the state of being

rolled
;
a rotatory movement : as, the roll of a

ball
;
the roll of a ship.

These larger hearts must feel the rott

Of stormier-waved temptation.
Lowell, At the Burns Centennial.

6. A deep, prolonged, or sustained sound : as,
the roll or thunder. Also rolling.

A roll of periods, sweeter than her [the Muse's] song.
Thomson, Autumn, 1. 17.

Fancy, borne perhaps upon the rise

And long roll of the Hexameter.
Tennyson, Lucretius.

Specifically (a) The prolonged sound produced by a
drum when rapidly beaten, or the act of producing such
a sound.

Now, to the roll of muffled drums,
To thee the greatest soldier comes.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington, vi.

The roll [on the side-drum] ... is made by alternately
striking two blows with the left hand and two with the

right, very regularly and rapidly, so as to produce one con-
tinuous tremolo. Grow, Diet Music, I. 466.

(b) A trill : applied to the notes of certain birds, as the

canary and nightingale.

The roll is the most characteristic of all the canary-
notes. . . . This even and continuous roll is as perfect as

the trill of any instrument, and can be produced at any
pitch within the range of the voice.

Appletorit Ann. Cyc., XI. 87.

6. In organ-playing, the act or result of taking
the tones of a chord in quick succession, as in

an arpeggio. 7f. Kound of duty; particular
office; function; duty assigned or assumed;
role.

In human society every man has his roll and station as-

signed him. Sir R. L'Estrange.

8. A swell or undulation of surface: as, the
roll of the prairie. 9. A rotatory or sidelong
movement of the head or body ;

a swagger ;
a

rolling gait.
That grave, but confident, kind of roll, peculiar to old

boys in general. Dickens, Sketches, Characters, vii.

10. In mining, an inequality in the roof or floor

of a mine. Gresley Bagimont's Roll, the rent-roll
of Scotland, made up in 1275 by Benemund or Baiamund
de Vicci, vulgarly called Bagimont, who was sent from
Rome by the Pope, in the reign of Alexander III., to
collect the tithe of all the church livings in Scotland for
an expedition to the Holy Land. It remained the statu-

tory valuation, according towhich the benefices were taxed,
till the Reformation. A copy of it as it existed in the
reign of James V. is in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh.
Also spelled Bajimojtt's Roll. Burgess roll. See burgeta.

Close rolls. See close? Great roll SameaspipM-oH.
Judgment roll. See'judgment. Liberate roll. See

liberate. Long roll (inUit.), aprolonged roll of thedrums:
a signal of an attack liy the enemy, or for the troops to
assemble rapidly in line. Master of the Rolls. See
master^. Merchant rolls. See merchant. Oblate roll.
See oblate. Poor's roll, (a) In England, a roll or list of

paupers, or persons entitled to parochial relief or those
who have received such aid. (b) In Scots law, the roll
of litigants who, by reason of poverty, are privileged to
sue or defend in forma pauperis, their cause being con-
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ducted gratuitously by the counsel and agents for the

poor. Ragman's rollt. Same as ragman-roU, \. Rest-
ant rollst. See reliant. Ridge-roll. See rirfr/e. Roll-
and-fillet molding, a round
molding with a square fillet on
the face of it. It is most usual in

the Early Decorated style of Eng-
lish Pointed architecture. Roll
latten. See latten. Roll-mold-
ing, in arch., a molding resem-

bling a segment of a scroll with
its end overlapping. It occurs
often in the Early Pointed style,
in which it is used for dripstones,
string-courses, etc. Roll of
arms, a document containing
written lists of persons entitled
to bear arms, with descriptions
of their armorial bearings : usually
a parchment of medieval origin.
The earliest of these important

i. Roll-molding, a. Roll-
and -fillet molding.

documents dates from about 1*245. They are of great value

historically and for questions of genealogy. Rolls of
court, of parliament, or of any public body, the parch-
menta, kept in rolls, on which are engrossed by the proper
officer the acts and proceedings of the body in question, and
which constitute the official records of that body. Rough-
ing-down rolls. Same as roughing-rolls. Scavenger
roU. See scavemjer. To call the roll. See coi.=Syn.
1. (a) Catalog-lit, etc. See lifts.

reliable (ro'la-bl), a. [< roll + -afete.] Capa-
ble of being rolled.

roll-about (rol'a-bout), a. Thick or pudgy, so
as to roll when walking. [Colloq.]
A little fat roll-about girl of six.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxri.

roll-boiling (rdrboi'ling), n. Inwoolen-manuf.,
a process for giving a luster to cloth by scald-

ing it, while tightly wound upon a roller, in a
vessel filled with hot water or steam. E. H.
EniqM,

roll-box (rol'boks), H. In spinning,
the rotary

can or cylinder of a jack-frame, in which re-

volve the bobbin and the carrier-cylinder for

the rovings. E. H. Knight.
roll-call (rol'kal), n. 1 . The act of calling over
a list of names, as of a school or society, or of

menwho compose a military or legislative body.
In the United States military service there are at least

three roll-calls daily by the first sergeants under a com-
missioned officer of the company namely, at reveille, at

retreat, and at tattoo.

2. The military signal given by the drum, trum-

pet, or other musical instrument for soldiers

to attend the calling of the roll.

roll-cumulus (roTku^mn-lus), n. A form of

strato-cumulus cloud in which the component
masses of cloud at a distance from the zenith

present the appearance of long bars, while over-

head there is seen only the irregular flat base
of scattered clouds. The linear arrangement
increases toward the horizon, and is simply the
effect of perspective. [Eng.]

roller (ro'ler), n. [Early mod. E. also rotcler;
< roll + -erl.] 1. One who or that which rolls,

especially a cylinder which turns on its axis,
used for various purposes, as smoothing, crush-

ing, and spreading out. (a) A heavy cylinder of

wood, stone, or (now more usually) metal set in a frame,
used in agriculture, gardening, road-making, etc., to break

lumps of earth, press the ground compactly about newly
sown seeds, compress and smooth the surface of grass-

fields, level the surface of walks or roads, etc. Land-
rollers are also constructed of a series of disks or a series

of rings with serrated edges placed side by side. Such
rollers are used for breaking up clods and cutting up
rough grass-land, and are known as disk-rollers and clod-

crushers. Heavy road-rollers are often combined with
steam traction-engines. Agricultural rollers are also com-
bined with other tools, as with a seeder or a harrow. See

rott, a.. 2.

Pope's [page] is a velvet lawn, shaven by the scythe, and
levelled by the roller. Johnson, Pope.

(b) A rolling-pin, (c) In printing, a cylindrical rod of iron
covered with a thick composition of glue and molasses,
or glue, sugar, and glycerin, which takes ink on its sur-

face by rolling on a table or against other rollers, and
which deposits this ink on types when it is rolled over
them, (d) In etching, a cylinder, about three inches in

diameter, covered with soft leather, and used for revarnish-

ing an imperfectly bitten plate. The ground is applied to

the roller with a palette-knife on which a little has been
taken up. When the ground has, by repeated passing,
been evenly spread over all parts of the roller, this is care-

fully passed with slight pressure over the etched plate so
as to cover its surface with varnish, without allowing it

to enter the furrows, (e) In organ-bvUding, a wooden bar
with pins in the ends upon which itmaybe rolled or rocked,
and two projecting arms, usually at some distance from
each other, one of which is pulled by a tracker from the

keyboards, while the other pulls a tracker attached to a

valve. Rollers are primarily designed to transfer motion
from side to side, but they also often change it from a hori-

zontal to a vertical plane, or vice versa. The rollers be-

longing to a single keyboard are usually placed together
on a common roller-board, and the entire mechanism is

called a roller boarA action or movement. .See cut under
organ. (/) Any cylindrical tool or part of a machine serv-

ing to press, flatten, guide, etc., as the cylinders of a paper-
making machine, the impression-cylinders in calico-print-

ing, the roller-die by means of which patterns are trans-

ferred to such cylinders, etc. (g) The barrel of a musical
box or of a chime-ringing machine.

roller-flag

2. That upon which something may Vie rolled

up, as a wooden cylinder, or pasteboard rolled

up, usually with a circular section. 3. A cylin-
drical or spherical body upon which a heavy
body can be rolled or moved along: used to

lessen friction.

What mighty Jtouirrg, and what massieC'ars,
Could bring so far so many monstrous Quars?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

Specifically (a) A cylindrical piece of wood put under a

heavy stone to facilitate moving it. (&) A wheel in a roller-

skate, (c) The wheel of a caster, (d) Same as roller-towel.

(Colloq. ] (e) A stout heavy sheave which revolves and
aaves a rope that passes over it from wear by friction.

4. A go-cart for a child.

He could run about without a rowler or leading-strings.

Smith, Lives of Highwaymen, II. 50. (Encyc. Diet.)

5. That in which something may be rolled; a

bandage; specifically, a long rolled bandage
used in surgery. It is unrolled as it is used.

I have broken the arm of Pharaoh king of Egypt ; and,
lo, it shall not be bound up to be healed, to put a roller to
bind it. Ezek. xxx. 21.

6. In saddlery, a broad padded surcingle, serv-

ing as a girth to hold a heavy blanket in place.
E. H. Knight. 7. Along,heavy, swelling wave,
such as sets in upon a coast after the subsid-

ing of a storm.

From their feet stretched away to the westward the sap-
phire rollers of the vast Atlantic, crowned with a thousand
crests of flying foam. Kingsley, Westward Ho, xxxii.

The league-long roller thundering on the reef.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

8. In ornitli,: (a) Any bird of the family Cora-
ciidse : so called from the way they roll or
tumble about in flight. The common roller of Europe,
Asia, and Africa is Coracias gamila. There are many
other species, of several different genera. The Madagas-
car ground-rollers are birds of the genera Brachyptera-
das and Atelamit. See cut under Coracias.

(ft) A kind
of domestic pigeon ;

one of the varieties of
tumblers. 9. In lierjiet., a snake of the family
Tortricidx; a shorttail. 10. The rockfish or

striped-bass, Boccus lineatux. [Maryland.]
Breaking-down rollers, in metal-working, rollers used
to roll the metal while it is hot, for the purpose of con-

solidating it. Damping-roller. See damping. Deliv-
ery-roller. See delivery. Diluting roller, in a paper-
making machine, a roller which carries water into the

pulp-cistern to reduce the density of the pulp. Dis-
tributing-roller, a roller in the inkiug-apparatus of a

printing-press between the ductor and the niking-rolls;
a waver. Drawing-rollers, in a drawing-machine, the
fluted rollers by which the sliver is elongated. Dutch
roller, a kind of domestic pigeon, a variety of the tum-
bler. Darwin. Fancy roller. Seefancy. Lithograph-
ic roller. See lithographic. Printers' roller. Seeint-

ing-roUer. Roller bandage. Same as roller, 6. Roller
bolt. See bolti. Roller handspike. See handspike.
Side roller, in sugar-manuf., one of the side cylinders

of the press. See Icing-roller and macasse. The rollers,
the local name of a heavy surf peculiar to St. Helena ana
the Island of Ascension. Hollers prevail on the leeward
side of the island after a period of strong trades, and are
due to the confluence of the swell passing around the
island by the right with that passing around by the left,

the swell being also heightened by the surrounding shoals.

The resulting aurf is so dangerous to shipping that single
and double roller-flags are displayed to warn small craft

against making for land while the rollers prevail.

roller-bar (ro'ler-bar), n. The sharp-edged bar
or knife in the bed of a rag-cutting machine.
E. H. Kniglit.
roller-barrow (ro'ler-bar'o), n. A barrow trav-

eling on a roller of some width, instead of on the

ordinary small front wheel, so that it can pass
over smooth turf without cutting into it.

roller-bearing (ro'ler-bar"ing), n. A journal-
socket which has antifriction rollers on its in-

terior perimeter; a ring-bush.
roller-bird (ro'ler-berd), . Same as roller, 8.

roller-board (ro'ler-bord), H. In organ-bnild-
inq. See roller, 1 (e).

roller-bowl (ro'ler-bol), H. In woolen-man uf.,

a device used with a carding-machine to roll

the detached slivers into cardings or rolls ready
for the slubbing-machine.
roller-box (ro'ler-boks), H. Imprinting, a olipst

or closet of wood in which hiking-rollers are

kept. Also roller-closet.

roller-composition (ro'ler-kom-po-zish"on), H.

In printing, the composition of which inking-
rollers are made. See composition, 5.

roller-die (ro'ler-di), n. A cylindrical die for

transferring steel-plate engravings, as for print-

ing bank-notes, and also for the transfer of pat-
terns to calico-printing rolls. The design is en-

graved on a plate of soft steel, which is afterward hard-

ened, and subjected to strong pressure upon the soft steel

die, to which the incised lines of the plate are thus trans-

ferred in relief. The die is then hardened, and is used
in turn to transfer the design to a plate, a roller, or an-

other die.

roller-flag (ro'ler-flag), n. A signal displayed,
as at St. Helena and the Island of Ascension,
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to warn boats against attempting to land during
the prevalence of the rollers.

roller-forks (ro'ler-forks), n. pi. In a printing-

press, slotted or forked supports, of the nature
of uncapped journal-boxes, in which the jour-
nals of the composition rollers are fitted, and
in which they turn.

roller-gin (ro'ler-jin), H. A machine for sepa-

rating cotton-seeds from cotton-fiber, in the

best form of which the separation is effected

by leather rollers acting in conjunction with a

knife or knives. The rollers are set at a distance from
each other too narrow for the passage of the seeds, while
the fiber is forced in and carried through between the

rollers. The knife is blunt-edged, and sometimes has a

longitudinal motion, its action assisting the separation of

the seeds, which drop down behind the rollers while the

detached fiber passes through. Such gins are slower in

action than saw-gins, but they injure the fiber less. Com-
pare m'&i, (i.

roller-grip (ro'ler-grip), . A device for clutch-

ing a traveling-rope, used as a means of trac-

tion for railroad-cars. It consists of a set of bind-

ing-rollers or -wheels controlled by special mechanism so
as to grasp or let loose the traveling-rope or -cable at will.

roller-lift (ro'ler-lift), n. In some printing-
machines, a small cam which raises the ink-

distributing roller from the surface of the ink-

ing-plate.
roller-mill (ro'ler-mil), H. 1. Any form of mill

for the coarse grinding of grain for feed.

Specifically 2. A mill in which wheat is

made into flour by a cracking process, passing
between sets of rollers arranged consecutively
at fixed distances apart. 3. A machine for

bruising flaxseed before grinding under edge-
stones and pressing. E. H. Knight.
roller-mold (ro'ler-mold), n. In printing, a
metallic mold into which, in the casting of

composition rollers, the melted composition is

poured.
roller-skate (ro'ler-skat), n. A skate mounted
on small wheels or rollers, instead of the usual
iron or steel runner, and used for skating upon
asphalt or some other smooth surface. Also
called parlor-skate.

roller-Stock (ro'ler-stok), n. The cylindrical
rod of iron, sometimes covered with wood,
which serves as the axis of a printers roller,

and gives it its needed stiffness.

roller-stop (ro'lr-stop), n. An apparatus for

arresting or limiting the motion of the ductor

inking-roller on a printing-machine.
roller-towel (ro'ler-tou"el), . An endless
towel arranged to roll over a cylinder of wood
bracketed to the wall, so that all parts of it may
be conveniently used. Also called jack-towel
and roller.

Eolle's plane. In anat., the plane passing
through the alveolar and the two auricular

points.

rolley (ro'li), . [Prob. < roll + dim. -ey.] A
kind of truck drawn by a horse, used in coal-
mines for carrying tubs or corfs along under-

ground ways. [North. Eng.J
rolley-polley, . See roly-poly.

rolleyway (ro'li-wa), . Any underground
road along which rolleys are conveyed. [Prov.
Eng.]

rollichie (rol'i-chi), n. [Also rvlUcMe; < D.

rolletje, "a truckle "
(Sewel), sheave of a pulley,

lit. 'little roll,' dim. of MD. rolle, D. rol, a roll:

see roll, .] Chopped meat stuffed into small

bags of tripe, which are then cut into slices

and fried: an old and favorite dish among the
Dutcli in New York. Bartlett.

They [the burghers of New Amsterdam] ate their supaen
and rollichfg of an evening, smoked their pipes in the
chimney-nook, and upon the Lord's Day waddled their
wonted way to the Gereformeerde Kerche.

E. L. Bynner, Begum's Daughter, i.

rollick (rol'ik), v. i. [Perhaps < roll + dim.
-ii'k, equiv. to -ocAr.] To move in a careless,
swaggering manner, with a frolicsome air;
swagger; be jovial in behavior.

He described his friends as rollicking blades, evidently
mistaking himself for one of their set.

T. Hook, Jack Brag. (Latham.)
There was something desperately amusing to him in the

thought that he had not even money enough to pay the
cabman, or provide for a repast. He rollicked in his pres-
ent poverty. G. Meredith, Rhoda Fleming, xxix.

rolling (ro'ling), H. [< ME. rollynge; verbal n.
of roll, .] 1. A reciprocating rotary motion
about a fore-and-aft axis, more or less irregu-
lar, as of a ship at sea. 2. (a) Ornamenting,
by means of a bookbinders' roll, the edges or
inner covers of a full-bound book, (b) Smooth-
ing or polishing paper by means of calendering
rollers. 3. A method of taking trout. When
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the streams are at their lowest stage in summer, a dam
of logs, stones, and brush is roughly built at the lower
end of some pool in which the flsh have congregated. This

rolling-dam being constructed, the stream for some dis-

tance above the pool is beaten with poles, and the fish

are driven down to the deepest water, out of which they
are swept with a net. (New Brunswick.]
4. Same as roll, 5. 5. A twist or partial knot

by which the thread is secured to the bobbin in

lace-making. Diet, of Needlework Friction of
rolling. See friction Instantaneous center of roll-

ing. SeeceJiteri.

rolling (ro'ling), p. a. 1 . Moving on wheels, or

as if on wheels.

He next essays to walk, but, downward pressed,
On four feet imitates his brother beast :

By slow degrees he gathers from the ground
His legs, and to the rolling chair is bound.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xv. 340.

2. Making a continuous noise resembling the
roll of a drum: as, a rolling fire of musketry.
3. Wavy; undulating; rising and falling in

gentle slopes.
The country was what was termed rolling, from some

fancied resemblance to the surface of the ocean when it

is just undulating with a long "ground-swell."
Cooper, Oak Openings, i.

4. Turned over or down with the effect of a

roll, or that may be so turned down.
Solemn old Thoresby records how he and his cousin

"
bought each a pair of black silk rolling stockings in West-

minster Hall."

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 153.

A black and red velvet tartan [waistcoat] with white

stripes and a rolling collar. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, lix.

Rolling bridge, a drawbridge or a ferry bridge which
rolls upon wheels ; or a swing bridge supported upon
balls moving in a circular path. Rolling-cam press.
See pressl. Rolling circle of a paddle-wheel, the circle

described by a point in the paddle-wheel which moves
with the speed with which the vessel passes through the
water. If the vessel were traveling upon land upon
wheels of the size of this circle and with the same speed of

engine, her velocity would remain unaffected. Rolling
colter. See colter. Rolling curve, a roulette. Roll-
Ing fire. See fire, 13. Rolling friction. See friction.

Rolling globe, a large ball on which acrobats stand
and ascend inclined planes. Rolling hitch, ahitch made
with the end of one rope round another rope under ten-

sion, or round a spar, in such a way that when drawn on in

the direction of the length of the rope or spar the hitch
will jam. Rolling pendulum, a pendulum carrying cy-
lindrical bearings which roll upon a plane or other surface.
A special case of a rolling pendulum is a cylinder loaded at
one side ; another and extreme case is a pendulum turning
on knife-edges. Rolling-pressure press. See pressi .

Rolling purchase, an arrangement of pulleys with one
or more movable blocks: a phrase having application es-

pecially to the mechanical appliance used for bending the

great arbalist of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
It was an apparatus which could be applied to the stock
when required, and then detached and carried in the belt.

See cut under maulinet. Rolling reef, a method of short-

ening sail by rolling the canvas about a roller underneath
the yard, thereby doing away with the use of reef-points.

Rolling resistance, that resistance to the rolling of a

body over a surface which is caused by cohesion. Roll-
ing topsail, rolling topgallautsaii, sails reduced in

area by being rolled up on a roller underneath the yard.

rolling-barrel (ro'ling-bar"el), n. In gunpotf-
der-manuf. See barrel.

rolling-chock (ro'ling-chok), n. Naut., a piece
of wood fastened to the middle of an upper
yard, with a piece cut out of its center so that
it may half encircle the mast, to which it is

secured by an iron or rope parrel inclosing the
other half of the mast. Its purpose is to steady
the yard.

rolling-cleat (ro'ling-klet), n. Same as rolling-
chock.

rolling-dam (ro'ling-dam), n. The rough dam
used in rolling for trout. See rolling, 3.

rolling-frame (ro'ling-fram), n. In dyeing, an ar-

rangement of rollers for drawing cloth through
the dye-beck. Also called galloper. E. H.

Knight.
rolling-machine (ro'liug-ma-shen"), n. Any
machine which performs its functions essen-

tially by means of rollers. Specifically (a) A ma-
chine for making brass fender-moldings and brasswork for

grates, (b) A machine for smoothing out a cotton-bat and
working it into fiber like flax ready for carding, (c) A roll-

ing-mill.

rolling-mill (ro'ling-mil), w. 1. A metal-work-

ing establishment using, in connection with

heating-furnaces, systems of steel rollers for

forming metal into sheets, bars, rods, or wires.
Such rolling-mills sometimes bear special names, as a rail-

mill, wire-rolling mill, etc. The essential feature of a
rolling-mill is a set or train of steel rollers placed either
in pairs one over the other, as in a two-high train, or in

a group of three, as in a three-high train. The heated
metal direct from the furnaces is presented to these rollers

and is drawn through between the trains. It is at once
caught on the other side and repassed between the rollers,
each passage between them being called a paw. In a two-

high tr:iiu the rollers are stopped and reversed at each

pass. In a three-high train the rollers turn constantly in
one direction, the return pass being between a different

pair of rollers from the pair first passed through, the mid-
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die roller, however, always being one of either pair. The
distance between the rollers is regulated by screws at the
ends. The section given to the metal in passing through
the rollers is determined by the shape of the rollers,
whether flat or grooved, it being possible to produce in

this way bars having a great variety of sections, adapted
for independent or structural uses. The rolling-mill serves
also to some extent to clear the metal passed through it

from impurities. Small rolling-mills with tapering rollers

are used to roll short flat metal bars into rings, the pas-
sage between the rollers expanding the outside more than
the inside edge, and thus causing the strip to assume a
curved form. See cut under roll, 2 (a).

2. One of the trains of rolls with its frame-
work and driving-mechanism used in rolling
metal bars, plates, or sheets in a rolling-mill.
They are also called rolls, and tivo-high and three-high rolls

according to the number of superimposed rolls in the ma-
chine.

3. A rolling-machine for making sheet-glass

by rolling the hot metal. 4. A form of lea-

ther-rolling machine.

rolling-pin (ro'ling-pin), n. A cylindrical piece
of wood, marble, or copper, having a projecting
handle at each end, with which dough, paste,
confectioners' sugar, etc., are molded and re-

duced to a proper thickness.

rolling-plant (ro'ling-plant), w. Same as roll-

ing-gtoek.

rolling-press (ro'ling-pres), . 1. A copper-
plate-printers' press in which impression is

made by passing the plate under a rolling cyl-
inder. 2. A calendering-machine, which con-
sists of two or more closely geared cylinders of

smooth surface, used for smoothing and pol-

ishing the surface of paper. 3. A machine
with two or more steam-heated iron rollers,
which removes indentations from printed
sheets.

rolling-rope (ro'ling-rop), . Same as rolling-
tackle.

rolling-stock (ro'ling-stok), w. In railways,
the cars, locomotive engines, etc. Also called

rolling-plant.

rolling-tackle (ro'ling-tak"l), n. A tackle used
to steady a yard when the ship rolls heavily.
It is hooked to the weather-quarter of the yard and to
a strap around the mast, and hauled taut. Also called

rolling-rope.

Rollinia (ro-lin'i-a), n. [NL. (A. St. Hilaire,

1825), named after Charles Bolliu (1661-1741),
a French historian, who aided the botanist
Tournefort in his work the "

Institutiones."]
A genus of trees and shrubs of the order Anona-
ceee, the custard-apple family, and of the tribe

Xyloniese. It is characterized by its globose corolla with
six lobes in two series, the three outer concave at the base
and produced into a thick, laterally flattened dorsal wing,
the three inner small, sometimes minute or obsolete. It is

readily distinguished from the next related genus, Anona,
the custard-apple, by its appendaged petals. There are
about 20 species, all natives of warmer parts of America.

They bear either thin or rigid leaves, and flowers in small
clusters which are either terminal or opposite the leaves.

The fruit is composed of many sessile berries borne on
a broad convex receptacle, either separate or more often
united into one roundish and many-celled fruit. R. mul-

tiflora and R. longifolia furnish a light tough wood, a kind
of lancewood. ./?. Sieberi is called sugar-apple in the West
Indies.

roll-joint (rol'joint), n. 1. A method of join-

ing metal sheets by rolling one edge over the
other and pressing the joining flat. 2. A joint
made by this method.
roll-lathe (rol'laTH), H. In macli., a lathe for

turning off massive rolls for rolling-mills, cal-

endering-machines, etc. The centers are relieved
from strain in such lathes by rests which support the

journals of the rolls during the process.

roll-molding (rol'mol'ding), H. See roll.

rollock (rolx>k), H. Same as rowlock.

roll-top (rol'top), a. Having a rolling top.
Roll-top desk. Same as cylinder-desk.

roll-train (rol'tran), H. A rolling-mill train.

See rolling-mill and train.

Rollulidae (ro-lu'li-de), n.pl. [NL.,<ollulus
+ -Map.] The Sollulinx raised to family rank.

Rollulinse (rol-u-H'ne), w. pi. [NL., < Bollulus
+ -inse.~\ A subfamily of Perdicida or Tetraoni-

(Ife, represented by the genus Bollulus. Bona-
parte, 1850. Also called Cryptonyclt in as.

rolluline (rol'u-lin), o. Of or pertaining to the
Bolhilinse.

Rollulus (rol'u-lus), w. [NL. (Bonnaterre,
1790), < ronlroiil, native name.] A genus of

gallinaceous birds, type of the subfamily Rol-

liilinx, having the hind claw rudimentary; the
roulrouls or wood-quail. The species inhabit Java,
Sumatra, Borneo, Malacca, and Tenasserim. The red-
crested wood-quail is R. cristatwt or rovlrmd, of a rich green
color, with a long red crest ; it lives in the woods in small
flocks from the sea-level to a height of 4,000 feet. The fe-

male is lighter-colored, and lacks the red crest. Another
roulroul is R. niger, sometimes generically separated as

Mdanoperdix (Jerdon, 1864). The genus is also called Cryp-
tonyx and Liponyx. See cut on following page.
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roll-up (rol'up), n. 1. Same as roly-poly, 2.

I know what the pudden'B to be apricot nU-vp O
my buttons ! Oeorae Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 6.

2. A clogging of machinery in cotton-carding
or the like. F. Wilson, Cotton Carder's Com-
panion, p. 90.

rollway (rol'wa), . 1. A natural incline (as
the bank of a stream), or an inclined structure,
down which heavy bodies, especially logs, are

propelled by their own weight ;
a shoot.

This appliance for swinging logs from stump to rollway,
car, or boat is to be the chief means for placing this
North Carolina cypress where it will do the most good.

Set. Amer., N. 8., LVIII. 152.

2. In lumbering, a mass of logs piled up for

rolling down to or into a stream, or placed
upon the ice to await spring freshets.

The logs are drawn to the nearest river, where they are
piled in great roU-ways, cither on the ice or on a high
hank, there to remain until the spring floods launch them.

Scribner'i Mag., IV. 655.

roloway (rol'o-wa), n. [Origin obscure.] The
Diana monkey, Cercopitliccus diana. See cut
under Diana.

'

roly-poly (ro'li-po"li), n. and a. [Also spell-
ed roirly-poirly, rollcy-polley, rolly-jwly, etc.; a

riming compound, with dim. effect, appar. <

roll + bowl* (the game having formerly been
called half-bowl).'] I. . If. An old game, some-
what resembling bowls, played with pins and a

half-sphere of wood on a floor or smooth plot of

ground. 2. A sheet of paste spread with jam
and rolled up, to form a pudding.
As for the roly-poly, it was too good.

Thaclteray, Book of Snobs, i.

3. A low, vulgar person. Halliwell. [Prov.
Bug.]

I'll have thee in league first with these two roUypoolif*.
Deicfcer, Satiromastix.

4. A short, stout person. [Colloq.]
II. a. Of or pertaining to a roly-poly ; shaped

like a roly-poly; round; pudgy.
You said I make the best roly-poly puddings In the

world. Thackeray, Great Hoggarty Diamond, xii.

It [plum-duff] is sometimes made in the rounded form
of the plum-pudding ;

but more frequently in the roly-
poly style.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. *207.

Cottages, in the doors of which a few rolypoly, open-
eyed children stood. Mrs. Crailt, Agatha's Husband, xii.

Rom (rom), n. [Gipsy rom, a man, husband;
prob. < Hind, dom, also domra (with initial cere-
bral rf, which confuses with r), a man of a low
caste who, in eastern India, make ropes, mats,
baskets, fans, etc., and are also employed in re-

moving dead bodies and carcasses, and are gen-
erally thieves, but who, in western India, are
musicians or singers; < Skt. domba (with cere-
bral d), a man of a low caste who make their

living by singing and dancing. Cf. Romany,
ri2.] A Gipsy ;

a Romany.
She [the Gipsy queen] had known the chiefs of her

people in the days . . . when the Rom was a leader in the
prize-ring, or noted as a highwayman.

C. 0. Leland, The Century, XXV. 909.

Rom. An abbreviation (a) [cap. or I. c.] of
Roman; (b) of Romance (languages).
Romsean (ro-roe'an), n. [< Gr. 'Po/iaiof, Ro-
man

;
after Constantinople became the capi-

tal of the empire also applied to the Greeks.]
An inhabitant of one of the countries included
in the eastern Roman (Byzantine) empire; a
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subject of the Greek emperor. Rnhrrfatm . Hist.
Christ. Church, viii. 95.

romaget, ''. and n. An obsolete form of co-
'/<. rummage.

Romaic (ro-ma'ik), a. and w. [= F. romaique =
Sp. Pg. It', romaico, < ML. Bomaicus, < Gr. 'Po-

//ai/cof, belonging to Borne, Roman, Latin (later
applied to the Greeks when the Roman capital
was transferred to Constantinople) (NGr. 'Pu-

/zai'KoV, Roman, Latin, 'Pw^wm/vof, Romaic, mod-
ern Greek), < Gr.

'Pii^,
L. Roma, Rome : see Ro-

man.] I. a. Relating to the vernacular lan-

guage of modern Greece, or to those who use it.

II. n. The vernacular language of modern
Greece, the popular modern form of ancient

Greek, written in the ancient character. The
literary language of modern Greece is Romaic more or
less conformed to classical Greek ; it is styled Hellenic.

romaika (ro-ma'i-kii), n. [NGr. pu/mofr/, fern,
of 'Pufiainof, Roman : see Romaic.] A modern
Greek dance, characterized by serpentine fig-
ures and a throwing of handkerchiefs among
the dancers.
romal 1

(ro-mal'), . See rumal.
romal- (ro-mal'), . [Prop, "ranuil, < Sp. ramal,
a halter, rope's end, pendant, branch, < L. ra-

male, a branch, < ramtu, branch: see ramug,
rammer. ] A round braided thong of leather,
rawhide, or horsehair looped to the ends of
the reins, and serving as a horseman's whip.
[Western U. S.]

He rode ahead, on his blue-roan Indian pony, twirling
his romal, a long leathern strap attached to the saddle,
the end divided like a double whip-lash.

Mary HaUock Foole, St. Nicholas, XIV. 33.

Romalea (ro-ma'le-a), n. [NL. (Serville, 1831),

prop. Rhonialea, <'(fr. /xj^aAfoc, strong of body,
j, bodily strength.] A notable genus of

Lubber-grasshopper (Ktmtalea microptera).

large-bodied short-winged locusts, or short-
horned grasshoppers. R. microptera is the lubber-

grasshopper of the southern United States, sharing the
English name with a similar but quite distinct species,
Brachygtvla magna of the western States.

Roman (ro'man), a. and i. [Early mod. E. also

Romiiyne; < ME. Romayne, < OF. romain, F.
romain = Sp. Pg. It. nmtano, < L. Romamts,
Roman, < Roma, Rome. Cf. Romish."] I. a. 1.
Of or pertaining to ancient or modern Rome,
or the people, institutions, or characteristics of
Rome.

To every /;.., citizen he gives,
To every several man, seventy-five drachmas.

Shak., J. C.,.iii. 2. 246.

.Tudea now, and all the Promised Land,
Reduced a province under Roman yoke,
Obeys Tiberius. Milton, P. R., iii. 158.

Hence 2. Having some attribute deemed es-

pecially characteristic of the ancient Romans;
noble

; distinguished ;
brave ; hardy ; patriotic ;

stern.
What 's brave, what 's noble,

Let 's do it after the high Roman fashion,
And make death proud to take us.

Shale., A. and C., iv. 15. 87.

There is something fine, something Roman in the best
sense, in the calm way in which the British Government of
India looks upon itself as virtually eternal.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 7.

3. Pertaining to Rome ecclesiastically; of or

pertaining to the Church of Rome; papal.
The chief grounds upon which we separate from the

Roman communion. Burnet.

4. [/. c. orc<y>.] Noting a form of letter or type
of which the text of this book is an example.
It is the form preferred for books and newspapers by the
Latin races and by English-speaking peoples. Three se-
ries are used conjointly in printing : (1) capitals, which are

copies of Old Latin lapidary letters ; (2) small capitals, a
medieval Italian fashion, first made in type by Aldus Ma-
nutius in 1601 ; and (3) minuscule or lower-case letters,
first made in type by Sweinheim and Pannartz at Subiaco
in 1465, and afterward, of better form, by Jenson at Venice
in 1471. Holy Roman Empire. See empire. Roman
alum. See alum. Roman architecture, the architec-
ture of the ancient Romans, characterized by admirable
development and application of the round arch and vault,
and of stone and particularly brick masonry of all varieties,

especially in small materials and with proper use of excel-
lent cements and mortar, and by adoption of the Greek
orders in general as mere exterior ornaments in lavishness
of redundant and artificial decoration, and without under-

Roman
standing of their delicately studied proportions and logi-
cal arrangement. The true Roman architecture, con-
sidered apart from its Hellenistic decoration, was not ar-

tistic, though the boldness and great span of its arches
and vaults very frequently produce a grand and majestic
effect ; it was, however, a thoroughly practical architec-

ture, flexible to all requirements, and admitting of the

quick and solid construction, by great numbers of soldiers
or other unskilled workmen, of even the greatest struc-

Roman Architecture. Section of the Pantheon, illustrating the use
of vaulting, arches, and columns.

tures, as aqueducts, bridges, amphitheaters, basilicas,

thermso, and fortresses, under the direction of a small num-
ber of trained engineers. From the Roman arched and
vaulted construction medieval architecture was developed,
and back to it can be traced most that Is best in modern
masonry. The interior decoration of Roman architec-
ture under the empire was evolved from Greek models,
without the Greek moderation and refinement; mosaic
and molded stucco were profusely used, and wall-painting
on a surface of mortar was universal. The artisans of
this decoration were in large measure of Greek birth.
See cuts under amphitheater, Colosseum, octastyle, Pan-
theon. Roman art, the art of ancient Rome. Under
the republic there was practically no Roman art. Dur-
ing the last two centuries of the republic the spoils of

Greece, the masterpieces of the Greek sculptor and paint-
er, accumulated in Rome. Greek art became fashionable,
and Greek artists began to flock to Borne. The Greek
taste became modified to accord with the love of the Ro-
mans for lavish richness and display. Under the em-
pire there was developed from this Greek source a sculp-
ture of truly Roman style, characteristic especially in its

portrait-statues, in which the person represented is often

Roman Art. Bust of the impress Faustina, wife of Antoninus Pius.

idealized as a god, and which are often highly naturalistic
and skilful in treatment, and many of them excellent art
as portraiture. Another chief development of Roman
sculpture is the historical relief, illustrating all phases of
Roman imperial life and triumphs. Though these reliefs
are seldom artistic, the episodes which they present are

precise in detail, and strikingly true to life. Roman paint-
ing in its origin, and with Fabius Pictor and Pacuvius, was
Etruscan ; in its development under the empire, when it

was profuse in quantity, covering in general the interior
walls of all buildings of any pretension, it was Greek,
of the degenerated but clever and light style of Alexan-
dria. At its best, as seen in many of the wall-paintings of

Pompeii and of Rome, it is highly decorative; and it is

especially valuable as preserving the chief material that
survives for the study of the great Greek painters of the
fifth and fourth centuries B. c. See Patitelean. Roman
balance. See steelyard. Roman camomile, a culti-
vated form of the common camomile. Roman candle, a
kind of firework, consisting of a tube, which discharges a
succession of white or colored stars or balls. Roman
Catholic, of or pertaining to the Church of Rome ; hence,
as a noun, a member of the Roman Catholic Church. Ab-
breviated R. C. Roman Catholic Church, the popular
designation of the church of which the Pope or Bishop
of Rome is the head, and which holds him, as the suc-
cessor of St. Peter and heir of his spiritual authority,
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privileges, and gifts, as the supreme ruler, pastor, and
teacher of the whole Catholic Church. Ecclesiastically,
it is a hierarchy consisting of priests, bishops, and arch-

bishops, presided over by the Pope, who is the supreme
head of the church, and who is elected for life by the Col-

lege of Cardinals from their own number. Every priest
receives his consecration from a bishop or archbishop, and
every bishop and archbishop holds his appointment from
the Pope, by whose permission he must be consecrated.

Celibacy is strictly enforced on the clergy. The doctrines of
the church are contained in the decrees of the Council of

Trent, and in a briefer form in the creed of Pius IV. (1564).
This creed contains twelve articles, including an accep-
tance of the traditions and constitutions of the church and
of the Scriptures as interpreted by the church ; seven sac-

raments, necessary for the salvation of mankind, though
not all for every individual namely, baptism, confirma-

tion, eucharist, penance, extreme unction, orders, and mat-
rimony ; the doctrines concerning original sin and justifi-
cation denned by the decrees of the Council of Trent ;

the mass as a true propitiatory sacrifice ; the real pres-
ence and transubstantiation ; purgatory; the invocation
of the saints ; the veneration of images; indulgences; and
the supremacy of the Pope. The last article, as since de-
nned by the Vatican Council, involves the infallibility
of the Pope. The worship of the Roman Catholic Church
is an elaborate ritual, the central feature of it being the
sacrifice of the mass, in which the real body and blood
of Christ are believed to be corporeally present, each
repetition of the mass being regarded as a real sacrifice
for sin and as exercising a real efficacy in securing the
salvation of those who in faith assist at and partake of it
These doctrines and usages are, with some ditferences,
largely also those of the Greek and some other churches.
The most distinctive doctrines of the Roman Catholic
Church are the papal supremacy and infallibility, the im-
maculate conception, and the purgatorial fire. Commu-
nion is given in one kind only. Roman Catholicism,
the principles, doctrines, rules, etc., of the Roman Catholic
Church collectively. Roman Catholic Relief Acts, a
series of English statutes of 1829, 1833, 1834, 1843, 1844, and
1846,removing the political disabilities ofRoman Catholics.
Roman cement. See cement. Roman collar (eccles.),

a straight collar of lawn or linen, bound and stitched.
It is worn by priests and clerics over a black collar, by
bishops and prelates over a purple, and by cardinals over
a scarlet one. It is modern and secular in its origin.
Roman empire, the ancient empire of Rome, the begin-
ning of which is generally placed at 31 B. c. Its division
into Eastern and Western empires began in the fourth
century. See Eastern. Empire, Holy Roman Empire, and
Western Empire, under empire. Roman fever. See
feveri. Roman hyacinth. See Hyocinthus. Roman
indiction. See indiction, 3. Roman laurel, the true
laurel, Laurus nobilis. Roman law, the civil law; the
system of jurisprudence finally elaborated in the ancient
Roman empire. The principles of the Roman law have
exerted an extraordinary influence over most systems
of jurisprudence in continental Europe, and are incor-

porated
in a remarkable degree with the law of Scotland.

See civil law, under civil. Roman lock, mosaic, net-
tle, nose, ocher. See the nouns. Roman order, in

arch., same as composite order. See composite, 3. Roman
pearl. See pearl. Roman pitch. See pitch of a roof,
under pitchi. Roman pottery. See pottery. Roman
pronunciation. See pronunciation. Roman punch,
a water-ice, flavored usually with lemon, and mixed with
rum or other spirit. Roman red ware. Same as Sa-
mian ware (which see, under Samian). Roman school,
in art, the style of painting which prevailed at Rome in
the beginning of the sixteenth century, and was devel-
oped from the art of Raphael (1483-1.120), who in his
later manner was the founder of the school. It was in
no way a native school, being based on the art of Flor-
ence, and counting foreigners, for the most part, among
its painters. Among the most prominent names of this
school are Giulio Romano, Caravaggio, and the later
Sassoferrato and Maratta. Roman string, a peculiarly
fine variety of catgut string for violins and similar In-

struments, made in Italy. Roman surface, a surface
invented by the geometer Steiner in Rome. See Steiner's

surface, under surface. Roman vitriol, white, etc.'

See the nouns. Roman wormwood, one of the rag-
weeds, Ambrosia artemiiieefolia. See ragweed. = Syn. 1.

Roman, Latin. Jtoman naturally applies to that which is

especially associated or connected with the city, Rome-
Latin to that which similarly belongs to the district,
Latium. Hence, we speak of Roman power, fortitude,
administration ; the Roman church

; the Latin language
Nearly all the use of Latin has grown out of its applica-
tion to the language : as, Latin grammar; a Latin idiom

;

the Latin Church. The words are not interchangeable.
II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Rome,

the capital of Italy, and chief city of the ancient
Roman empire.
Thei assemble and somowue on alle partees, and now be

meved the romaynes with an huge peple, and theire lorde
and gouernoure is Pounce, Antony, tweyne of the counseil-

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 303.lours of Rome.

The last of all the Romans, fare thee well !

It is impossible that ever Rome
Should breed thy fellow. Shalt., J. C., v. 3. 99.

2. A person enjoying the freedom or citizen-

ship of ancient Eome. [An old use.]
Then the chief captain came, and said unto him, Tell

me, artthou a. Roman? He said, Yea. And the chief cap-
tain answered, With a great sum obtained I this freedom
And Paul said, But I was free born. Acts crii. 28.

3. A member or an adherent of the Church
of Rome

;
a Romanist. [Now mostly colloq.]

4. [I. c.] A roman letter or type, in distinc-
tion from an tfa<;._Epistle to the Romans, an
epistle written by the apostle Paul to a Christian commu-
nity at Rome consisting partly of Jews and partly of Gen-
tile converts. It was composed before the apostle had
visited Rome, and is generally supposed to have been writ-
ten from Corinth about A. u. 58. Its main subject is the
doctrine of justification by faith, with special reference to
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the relative position of the Jews and Gentiles to the law of
God (natural and revealed), the rejection of the Jews, and
the admission of the Gentiles. Abbreviated Rom,
romance (ro-mans'), w. and . [I. n. Early mod.
E. also romaunce; < ME. romance, romaunce,
romans (also romant, romaunt, q. v.), = D. G.
Dan. Sw. roman, < OF. romans, romanz, rou-

mans, also roman, romant, roumant, a story,
history, romance, also the Romance language,= Pr. romans, a romance, the Romance or

(vulgar) Roman language, = Sp. romance, a

romance, tale, ballad, the common Spanish
language, = Pg. romance, the vulgar tongue,= It. romanzo, a romance, fable, = Romansh
romansch (ML. reflex Romancium, the Romance
language; also romagium, a romance); < L.

Romanicus, Roman (through the adverb, ML.
Romanice, in Roman or Latin fashion; Ro-
manice loqiii, F. purler romans, speak in Ro-
mance, or the vulgar Latin tongue), < Roma-
nus, Roman: see Romanic, Roman. Cf. romant.
II. a. (and I., ., 7). In form after the noun, <

ML. Romanians, Romanic, Romance: see above.
Cf. Romansh.'] I. n. 1. Originally, a tale in

verse, written in one of the Romance dialects,
as early French or Provencal; hence, any pop-
ular epic belonging to the literature of modern
Europe, or any fictitious story of heroic, mar-
velous, or supernatural incidents derived from
history or legend, and told in prose or verse
and at considerable length: as, the romance of

Charlemagne ; the Arthurian romances.

He honoured that hit hade, euer-more after,
As hit is breued in the best boke of romaunce.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2521.

Upon my bedde I sat upright,
And bad oon reche me a book,
A romaunce, and hit me took
To rede and dryve the night away ;

For me thoghte it better play
Than playe either at chesse or tables.
And in this boke were written fables
That clerkes hadde, in olde tyme,
And other poets, put in ryrne.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 48.

And yf any man demaunde hou certain,
What me shall call thys romans souerain,
Hit name the Romans as of Partenay,
And so som it call certes at this day.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6417.

Upon these three columns chivalry, gallantry, and re-

ligionrepose the fictions of the middle ages, especially
those usually designated as romances. These, such as we
now know them, and such as display the characteristics
above mentioned, were originally metrical, and chiefly
written by natives of the north of France.

Hallam, Introd. to Lit. of Europe, I. ii. 59.

History commenced among the modern nations of Eu-
rope, as it had commenced among the Greeks, in romance.

Macaulay, History.

2. In Spain and other Romanic countries

Romance Conti

5. A blending of the heroic, the marvelous,
the mysterious, and the imaginative inactions,
manners, ideas, language, or literature; ten-

dency of mind to dwell upon or give expres-
sion to the heroic, the marvelous, the mysteri-
ous, or the imaginative.
The splendid phantoms of chivalrous romance, the tro-

the haunted forests, the enchanted~gardens, the achieve-
ments of enamoured knights, and the smiles of rescued
princesses. Macaulay, Milton.

The hardships of the journey and of the first encamp-
ment are certainly related by their contemporary with
some air of romance, yet they can hardly be exaggerated.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

The age of Romance has not ceased
;

it never ceases ; it

does not, if we think of it, so much as very sensibly de-
cline. Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, 1.

6. In music: (a) A setting of a romantic story
or tale; a ballad. (6) Any short, simple mel-
ody of tender character, whether vocal or in-
strumental ; a song, or song without words. Also
romanza. 7. [cop.] A Romance language, or
the Romance languages. See II.

Did not the Norman Conquest . . . bring with it a set-
tlement of strangers, of Romance-speaking strangers,
enough to destroy all pretence on the part of the English
nation to pure Teutonic descent?

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 155.

=Syn. 3. Tale, etc. See novel.

II. a.
[cap.~\ Pertainingto or denoting the lan-

lages which arose, in the south and west of

lurope, out of the Roman or Latin language as

spoken in the provinces at one time subject to
Rome. The principal Romance languages are the Italian,
French, Provencal, Spanish, Portuguese, Wallachian, and
Rlueto-Romanic. Also Romanic. Abbreviated Rom.
romance (ro-mans'), v.; pret. and pp. romanced,
ppr. romancing. [= OF. romancier, roumancer
= Pr. romansar = Sp. Pg. romancear, trans-
late into the vulgar tongue, = It. romanzeg-
giare, write romances; from the noun: see ro-

mance, .] I. intrans. 1. To invent and relate
fictitious stories; deal in extravagant, fanciful,
or false recitals

;
lie.

I hear others romancing about Things they never heard
nor saw ; nay, and that they do with that Assurance that,
when they are telling the most ridiculous and impossible
Things in Nature, they persuade themselves they are
speaking Truth all the while.

N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 53.

2. To be romantic
;
behave romantically or

with fanciful or extravagant enthusiasm; build
castles in the air.

That I am a "romancing chit of a girl" is a mere con-
jecture on your part ; I never romanced to you.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxiii.

II. trans. To treat, present, or discuss in a
romantic manner. [Recent, and a Gallicism.]

either (a) a short epic narrative poem (historic
At t'*e en^ Mr- B- ^oes not romance us. His last words,

ballad), or, later, (6) a short lyric poem. &l^<S%^$iS?^*^
The romance . . . is a composition in long verses of four- Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 663.

"ing with one rhyme, or assonance, which Y.nmQ-nmit. /,.,..,,,' ,.\ *. r/~c>
y, but wrongly, divided into two short

romancer (ro-man ser), n. [< P. romancter, a ro-

mancer, novelist, = Sp. romancero, one who
sings or recites romances or ballads (of. roman-

lines, the first of which, naturally, is rhymeless.
Encyc. Brit., XXII. 354.

3. A tale or novel dealing not so much with
real or familiar life as with extraordinary and
often extravagant adventures, as Cervantes's
"Don Quixote," with rapid and violent changes
of scene and fortune, as Dumas's "Count of
Monte Cristo," with mysterious and supernat-
ural events, as R. L. Stevenson's "Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," or with
morbid idiosyncrasies of temperament, as God-

cero = Pg. romanceiro, a collection of romantic
ballads), = It. romamiere, a romancer, novelist;
as romance + -e?-2.] 1. A writer of romance.
In the civill warres [he was] colonel of horse. . . . Good

sword-man; admirable extempore orator
; greatmemorie;

great historian and romanceer. Aubrey, Lives, Sir J. Long.
Illustrious romancer [Cervantes] ! were the "fine fren-

zies
"
which possessed the brain of thy own Quixote a fit

subject ... to be exposed to the jeers of duennas?
Lamb, Barrenness of the Imaginative Faculty.

2. One who romances
;
one who invents ficti-

tious or extravagant stories.

The allusion of the daw extends to all impostors, vain
pretenders, and romancers. Sir R. L'Estrange.

society influenced by imaginary
characters, as Fouqu<'s "Undine." Special forms
of the romance, suggested by the subject and the manner
of treatment, arc the historical, the pastoral, the philo-
sophical, the psychological, the allegorical, etc. Seenovel, romancical (ro-man'si-kal), a. [< romance +

-ic-al.] Relating to or dealing in romance, par-The narrative manner of Defoe has a naturalness about ticularly the romances of chivalry. [Rare.1
it beyond that of any other novel or romance writer. His J L

flctions have all the air of true stories Tne poets and romancical writers (as dear Margaret
Lamb, Estimate of Defoe. Newcastle would call them). Lamb, Decay of Beggars.

Others were much scandalized. It ["The Pilgrim's Pro- romancist (ro-man'sist), n. [= Sp. Pg. roman-
gress "J was a vain story, a mere romance, about giants, and
lions, and goblins, and warriors. Macaulay, John Bunyan.

Sir Philip Sidney'sTheCountessof Pembroke's Arcadia,
which appeared in 1590, after the author's death, is the
most brilliant prose fiction in English of the century, and
a genuine pastoral and heroic romance.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 660.

4. An invention; fiction; falsehood: used eu-

phemistically. romancyt (ro-man'si), a.
This knight was indeede a valiant gentleman, bat not a Romantic. [Rare.]

cista, one who writes in the vernacular tongue,
Pg. also a romancer; as romance + -&<.] A
writer of romance

; a romancer.
A story ! what story? Pere Silas is no romancist.

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxxv.

Slow, determined, sure, artistic work . . . made the suc-
cessful careers of the earlier generation of American poets,
romancists, and essayists. The Century, XL. 313.

[< romance + -y
1
.]

little given to romance when he spake of himselfe.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 6, 1651.

A Staple of Romance and Lies,
False Tears and real Perjuries.

An old house, situated in a romancy place.
Life of A. Wood, p. 118.

Romance Conti. A wine of Burgundy, grown
Prior, An English Padlock, on the Cote d'Or, in a very small district in the
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commune of Vosne. It is considered by many
the chief of all the red wines of Burgundy.
Romanee St. Vivant. A wine of ^Burgundy
of the highest class, grown on the Cote d'Or, a

very small amount being produced.
romanesca (ro-ma-ues'ka), n. [It., fern, of Ro-

manesco, Romanesque : see Romanesque,,~\
A

dance : same as galliard, 2.

Romanese (ro-man-es' or -ez'), n. [< L. So-

inanenitis, Romau, < Romanus, Roman: see Ro-

man.] Same as Wallachian.

Romaneskt (ro-ma-nesk'), a. and n. Same as

Romanesque. Imp. Diet.

Romanesque (ro-ma-nesk'), a. and n. [For-

merly also liomanesk; < F. romanesque, < Sp.
romanesco = Pg. romanisco = It. romanesco,
Roman, Romanish, < ML. Romaniscus, Roman,
< L. Bomanus, Roman : see Roman and -esque.]

1. . 1. Roman or Romance. Specifically, in art:

(a) Belonging to or designating the early medieval style
of art and ornament developed in western Europe from
those of the later Roman empire.

The name Romanesque, which has been given to this

style, very nearly corresponds with the terra Romance as

applied to a group of languages. It signifies the deriva-

tion of the main elements, both of plan and of construc-

tion, from the works of the later Roman Empire. But

Romanesque architecture was not, as it has been called,
"a corrupted imitation of the Roman architecture," any
more than the Provencal or the Italian language was a

corrupted imitation of the Latin. It was a new thing, the

slowly matured product of a long period and of many in-

fluences.

C. E. Norton, Church-buUding in Middle Ages, p. 22.

Hence (6) Same as romantic, 5.

2. Noting the dialect of Lauguedoc. See II. ,2.

3. [I. c.] Pertaining to romance ;
romantic. [A

Gallicism.] Eomanesque architecture, a general
and rather vague phrase including the styles of round-
arched and -vaulted architecture which prevailed in the

West from the fifth to the middle of the twelfth century.

Romanesque. Great Doorway of the Abbey Church of V#relay, lath

century. (From Viollet-le-Duc's
" Diet, tie ^Architecture.")

The Romanesque can be separated into two distinct divi-

sions : (a) that but little removed from debased Roman,
prevalent from the fifth to the eleventh century ; and (6)
the late, fully developed Romanesque of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, which comprises the advanced and dif-

ferentiated Lombard, Rhenish, Saxon, Norman, and Bur-

gundian styles. The latter division, while retaining the
semicircular arch and other characteristic features of Ro-
man architecture, is in every sense an original style of great
richness and dignity, always inferior, however, to the suc-

ceeding Pointed style in the less perfect stability of its

round arch and vault, the greater heaviness and less organic
quality of its structure (the Romanesque architect, like the
old Roman, still trusting for stability rather to the massive-
ness of his walls than, like his succcessor in the thirteenth

century, to the scientific combination of a skeleton frame-
work of masonry), the inferior flexibility of its design, and
the archaic character of its figure-sculpture, of which
much, however, is admirable in the best examples, particu-
larly in France. See medieval architecture (under medi-
eval), and compare cuts under Norman, Rhenish, and mo-
dillion.

II. n. 1. The early medieval style of archi-
tecture and ornament founded in the West
upon those of the later Roman empire, and the
varieties into which it is subdivided, known as

Lomoard, Norman, Rhenish, etc. See I.

There existed a transitional style, properly called the
Romanesque, which may be described as that modification
of the classical Roman form which was introduced be-
tween the reigns of Constantino and Justinian, and was
avowedly an attempt to adapt classical forms to Christian
purposes. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 396.

2. The common dialect of Lauguedoc and
some other districts in the south of France.
[Rare.]

romaneyt, See rumney. Redding, Wines, i.
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Romanic (ro-man'ik), a. [< L. Romanicus, Ro-

man, < Roniamts, Roman: see Roman. Cf. Ro-

mance, Bomansh.] 1. Pertaining to the Ro-
mance languages or dialects, or to the races or

nations speaking any of the Romance tongues ;

Romance.
They [the Provenvaux] are interesting as showing the

tendency of the Romanic races to a scientific treatment
of what, if it be not spontaneous, becomes a fashion and
erelong an impertinence. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 24L

2. Being in or derived from the Roman alpha-
bet.

Romaniform(ro-man'i-f6rm),o. [<L. Roma nun,

Roman, + forma, form.] Formed on the model
of the Romance languages, as a phrase or term.

Compare Latinifornt. [Rare.]
The relative positions of the substantive and adjective

are too inconstant in Latin to admit of generalization ;

but in the derivative Romance languages . . . the adjec-
tive almost invariably follows, while in the Germanic
tongues it as commonly precedes ; hence, strictly speaking,
the two combinations should be called Romaniform and
Oermaniform, respectively.

Buck's Handbook qf Med. Sciences, VIII. 518, note.

Romanisation, Romanise, etc. See Romaniza-
tion, etc.

Romanish (ro'man-ish), a. [< ME. romaiiishc,

romantscc; < Roman + -i/il.] If. Roman. Or-

nnilnm, 1. 8327. 2. Pertaining to the customs,
ceremonies, doctrines, or polity peculiar to the
Roman Catholic Church : used invidiously.
Romanism (ro'man-izm), n. [= F. romanisnif
= Pg. romanismo; as Roman + -ism.'} The pol-

ity, doctrine, ceremonies, and customs peculiar
to the Church of Rome.
Romanism is mediaeval Christianity in conflict with

modern progress. Schaf, Christ and Christianity, p. 127.

Romanist (ro'man-ist), . and a. [< F. romau-
ite = Sp. Bomaiiista; as Roman + -ist.~\ I. n.

A Roman Catholic
;
an adherent of the Church

of Rome: used chiefly by opponents of that

church.

To these Oratories the people repair with their Vows
and Prayers, in their several distresses, much after the
same manner as the Romanists do to the shrines of their

.Saints. Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 10.

Those slight velitations he had with Bellarmin and the
Romanists. Harrington, Oceana(ed. 1771),p. 28. (Jodrell.)

II. a. Belonging or relating to Romanism;
Roman Catholic : as, the Romanist and the Prot-

estant systems.
Romanization (ro'man-i-za'shqn), n. [< Ro-
manize + -ation.] A making Roman; the act

or system of causing to conform to Roman stan-

dards and institutions. Also spelled Romanisa-
tion.

He [Csesar] completed the Rmnanization of Italy by his

enfranchisement of the Transpadaue Gauls.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 768.

Romanize (ro'man-Iz), r.; pret. and pp. Roman-

ized, ppr. Romanizing. [< F. romaniscr = Sp.
Romanisar; as Roman + -ize; cf. ML. romani-

:are, write in Romance, or make romances: see

romance, .] I. traits. 1. To make Roman; spe-

cifically, to Latinize
;

fill with Latin words or

modes of speech.
They (the Gallo-Romans of the South] had been thor-

oughly romaninetl in language and culture.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 240.

2. To convert or proselytize to the Roman Cath-
olic Church

;
imbue with Roman Catholic ideas,

doctrines, or observances. 3. [I. c.] To rep-
resent in writing or printing by roman letters

or types.
A society for Romanizing the [Japanese] language.

Missionary Herald, July, 1886, p. 262.

H. intrans. 1. To use Latin words or idioms.

So apishly Romanizing that the word of command still

was set down in Latine. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 12.

2. To conform to or tend toward Roman Catho-
lic polity, doctrine, ceremonies, or observances.
Also spelled Romanise.

Romanizer (ro'man-i-zer), . One who Roman-
izes, especially in religion. Also spelled Romrtn-

iser.

Romano-Byzantine (ro'man-6-biz'an-tin), a.

In art : (nt) Noting the style usually known as

Romanesque, (ft) Noting an early medieval
architectural style of much of northeastern

Italy, in which Byzantine elements are modified

by the influence of distinctively Romanesque or
Western elements. It was due to the influence

of the Byzantine Church of San Vitale at Ra-

venna, completed about A. D. 550.

As it [the Byzantine style] was gradually blended with
the classical Roman, with which it was then first brought
face to face, a third great style was formed, known as the

Romanesque, Romano-Byzantine, Lombard, or Comacine.
C. C. Perkins. Italian Sculpture, Int., p. x.

romantic

Romansh (ro-mansh'), a. and . [Also Ro-

mansch, Rtimanscli, Roumansrlt, Rumonsch (G.
Romanisch); < Romansh romanxi-h, riuuiniiti'li.

rumonsch, romonsch, the Romansh language,
lit. Romance: see Romance.] Same as Blugto-
Romanie.
romant (ro-rnanf), n. [< ME romant, romaunt.
< OF. romant, roumant, a var., with excrescent

t, of roman, romans, a romance : see romance.]
Same as romance. Florio; Cotgrave. [Obsolete,
but used archaically, in the Middle English form
romaunt, as in the title of the "Romaunt of thp

Rose."]
Or else some romant unto us areed,

By former shepherds taught thee in thy youth.
Of noble lords' and ladies' gentle deed.

Drayton, Pastorals, Eel. vi.

0, hearken, loving hearts and bold,
Unto my wild romaunt.

tin. Browning, Romaunt of Margret.

romantt (ro-miint'), v. t. andi. [Also romaunt;
< romant, romaitnt, n.] To romance; exagger-
ate. Halliwell.

romantic (ro-man'tik), a. and w. [Formerly
rnmnntirk; = Sp. romdntieo = Pg. It. romantico

(= D. romantiek = G. romantik = Dan. Sw. ro-

mantik, n.
; D. G. romantinch = Dan. Sw. roman-

tisk, a.), < F. romantique, pertaining to romance,
< OF. romant, a romance : see romance and ro-

mant.'] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or resembling
romance, or an ideal state of things; partaking
of the heroic, the marvelous, the supernatural,
or the imaginative; chimerical; fanciful; ex-

travagantly enthusiastic: as, romantic notions;
romantic expectations; romantic devotion.

So fair a place was never seen
Of all that ever charm'd romantic eye.

Keats, Imitation of Spenser.

A romantic scheme is one which is wild, impracticable,
and yet contains something which captivates the young.

WhatHy.
The poets of Greece and Rome ... do not seem to have

visited their great battle-fields, nor to have hung on the

scenery that surrounded them with that romantic interest
which modern poets do.

Shairp, Poetic Interpretation of Nature, p. 110.

2. Pertaining to romances or the popular litera-

ture of the middle ages; hence, improbable;
fabulous; fictitious.

Their feigned and romantic heroes.
Dr. J. Scott, Works, II. 124.

I speak especially of that imagination which is most
free, such as we use in romantifk inventions.

Dr. a. More, Immortal, of Soul, ii. 11.

3. Wildly or impressively picturesque; char-
acterized by poetic or inspiring scenery; sug-

gesting thoughts of romance: as, a romantic

prospect; a romantic glen.
Such dusky grandeur clothed the height
Where the huge Castle holds its state, . . .

Mine own romantic town !

Scott, Marmion, iv. 80.

4. In mtisie, noting a style, work, or musician
characterized by less attention to the formal
and objective methods of composition than to

the expression of subjective feeling; senti-

mental; imaginative; passionate: opposed to

classical. Romantic in music, as elsewhere, is a relative

word ;
it denotes especially the style, tendency, or school

represented by Von Weber, Schumann, Chopin, Wagner,
and others, and by certain works or characteristics of

Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Schubert

5. In arch, and art, fanciful; fantastic; not
formal or classical; characterized by pathos.
See pathos, 2.

There was nothing of classic idealism in his [the medi-
eval church-builder s] work ; it was modern and romantic
in the sense that in it the matter predominated over the
form.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 29.

Romantic school, a name assumed by a number of

young poets and critics in Germany the Schlegels, No-

valis, Tieck, and others to designate a combination of

writers whose efforts were directed to the overthrow of

the artificial rhetoric and unimaginative pedantry of the
French school of poetry. The name is also given to a

similar school which arose in France between twenty and

thirty years later, and engaged in a long struggle for su-

premacy with the older classic school; Victor Hngo and
Laraartine were among the leaders. From literature the

name passed into music as the designation of a class of

musicians having many of the characteristics of the ro-

mantic school of authors. See def. 4. = Syn. 1. Roman-
tic, Sentimental. Sentimental is used in reference to the

feelings, romantic in reference to the imagination. Sen-

timental is used in a sense unfavorable, but in all degrees :

as, an amiably sentimental person ;
the sentimental pity

that would surround imprisoned criminals with luxuries.

"The sentimental person is one of wrong or excessive sen-

sibility, or who imports mere sentiment into matters wor-

thy of more vigorous thought
"

(C. J. Smith, Syn. Disc.,

p. 680.) Romantic, when applied to character, is generally

unfavorable, but in all degrees, implying that the use of

the imagination is extravagant. A romantic person in-

dulges his imagination in the creation and contemplation
of scenes of ideal enterprise, adventure, and enjoyment.
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nic tendency is often a part of the exuberance of rombowline, rumbowline (rom-, rum-bo'lin),

*uSS&S*tt$*&ttSSStt [Origin obscure.] Condemned'canvas, rope,
Dana.

strength
degeneration, and is not easily recovered from. etc.

Romizet (ro'miz), v. t.

Romanize.

ronde

[< Some + -ize.] To

'generation, and is not easily recovered from. >. uana. The jiomiz'd faction were zealous in his behalf.
II. 11. Ail adherent of the romantic school, romen, . A Middle English form of roam. Putter, Ch. Hist., III. iv. 16. (Dama.)

See romantic school, under 1. rome2
t,

'

[E. dial, rattm, shout, cry; < ME. romkint ". See i

Indeed, Chateaubriand had been a romantic before the romen, roar, growl ; prob. < Sw. r<$wa, low. Cf. Rommany . and a See Romany
time, and Andre Chenier had already written Terse too reem*.] To growl; roar. rommlp from '11 ) A dinlpptnl fnriwarm and free for the classic mould.

rommle (rom'l), t>. A dialectal form of rumble.

Xetc Princeton Rec III He eomanded that thay sulde take a onge dameselle, romneyt, ". Same as Romany.
He [Balzac] includes in himself a mystic, a "realist.'''! ?."^^^nn^^neM^^nd'V^dd rOD1P (TOmp) '

*'' ''' [< ME ' romPen ! a var - of
HHKir a rm*IM/V wnd a hllrnrtllrict ofto,' fho nloritml/al , J .";?..' /vl ,?. . >Y/)HI> ' SPA *Y//t>. JV 1 Tn T*l aV !Tir!flT7 QnH Vrtla_

, ,

classic, a romantic, and a humourist after the mediicval
fashion of Rabelais. The Academy, March 1, 1890, p. 144.

bene wodd. (HalliweU.)

romantical (ro-man
;

tT-kal)7^ [< -omc"+ me% . A Middle English form of rooml.

-at.] Same as romantic." [Rare.]
Rome-feet .(rom fe), . Same as Rome-scot
romeine (ro'me-m), re. [< Rome (Rom6 de Lisle,But whosoever had the least sagacity in him could not m j nprfl i n(,; Rt' i7Q onS 4. inf '2 1 Amir,

but perceive that this theology of Epicurus was butro-
a

.
ml ral.S' SI;

>
J-' 3"- y"J J WW.J A mineral

mantical. Cudworth, Intellectual System, i. 2. W a hyacinth or honey-yellow color, occurring

romantically (ro-man'ti-kal-i), cdi>. In a ro-
in 8

<J
uare octahedrons

mantic manner; fancifully; extravagantly.
-icium Alsoca

romanticism (ro-mau'ti-sizm), n. [< romantic T( ne*mt, . See

+ -*/.] 1. The state or quality of being ro- rome-mortt, n. [< ro> (rim*) + mort*.] A
_.. . .y. _n jj^i, *

_
s fiueen. Harmqueen. Hdrman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 115.

[Old cant.]

,+ P>9,pem(/, px9, penny: see.pe-
8ame as

mantic; specifically, in lit., the use of roman-
tic forms shown in the reaction from classical T>-

to medieval models which originated in Ger- Bome-penny (rom pen'i), n. [ME. 'Rome-pent/,

many in the last half of the eighteenth century. 1AS " Kom-penmg, Rom-pentg, Rompnig,< Rom,
Similar reactions took place at a later period
in France and England. See romantic school,
under romantic.

In poetic literature there came that splendid burst of
tomanticism in which Coleridge was the first and most
potent participant. Shairp, D. G. Bossetti, ii.

2. Romantic feeling, expression, action, or

conduct; a tendency to romance.

Romanticism, which has helped to Oil some dull blanks
with love and knowledge, had not yet penetrated the
times with its leaven, and entered into everybody's food.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, rise.

You hope she has remained the same, that you may re>

ramp : see ramp, r.] To play rudely and bois-

terously ; leap and frisk about in play.
The air she gave herself was that of a romping girl ;

. . . she would . . . snatch off my periwig, try it upon
herself in the glass, clap her arms a-kimbo, draw my
sword, and make passes on the wall.

Sttele, Spectator, No. 187.

It is an antiinoniate of romp (romp), . [Avar, of ramp: seeramp,n.,
romp, v.] 1. A rude girl who indulges in bois-
terous play.

My cousin Betty, the greatest romp in nature ; she whisks
me such a height over her head that I cried out for fear of

falling. Steele, Tatler, No. 15.

romert. . A Middle English form of roomer.
romerillo (ro-mer-il'o), n. [Perhaps Sp., dim.
of romero, a pilgrim: see romero.] A plant,Romanticism in which Coleridge was the first and most
~

'""'a'"} "'6""j-="= ..-.""""-J "
J"?T! rnmninff (Vnm'nino-l nHeterothalamus brumoides, whose flowers yield

r
2,
mPm? <

"} PWiine act

First, giggling, plotting chamber-maids arrive.
Hoydens and romps, led on by Gen'ral Clive.

Churchill, Rosciad.

2. Eude play or frolic : as, a game of romps.
Romp-loving miss

Is haul'd about, in gallantry robust.

Thomson, Autumn, L 528.

- also trip dv thua nrnHnneH Sooproduced. See

. .. [Verbal n. of romp, v.]

playing in a boisterous manner; a
game of romps.

new that piece of romanticism that has got into your head. Rome-runnert (rom'run"er) n

4.- 4 * ,
-

,u T-
a<*> p

?
ce8S ' Th'a '!

:
ner; < Rome + runner.] One

romanticist (ro-man ti-sist), re. [< romantic + s(,ftks ROTn(>. sr,oP!fi,>n.iiv fln <

r0m6r
.
(

,

r
-.
ma r >' " t< S

P;
r e

.

ro
<
a

nsn
>
a PMf, = OF. romier, travehng as a pil-

grim, a pilgrim, < ML. "romarius, romerins. a , .

pilgrim (orig. to Rome), < L. Roma, Rome. Cf .
rompmgly (rom pmg-h), adv.

roamer.] The pilot-fish. Naucrates ductor.

A stool, a chair, or a table is the first weapon taken np
in a general romping or skirmish.

Swift, Advice to Servants, General Directions.

manner; rompishly .

.

[ME. rome-ren- rompish (rom 'pish), a. [< romp + -.
who runs to or

rawtPJ*"-J Given to romp; inclined to romp.'

There is a story . . . that Spenser was half-bullied into
re-writing the "Fairy Queen" in hexameters, had not
Raleigh, a true romanticist, . . . persuaded him to follow
his better genius. Kingsley, Westward Ho, ix.

Julian was a romanticist in wishing to restore the Greek
religion and its spirit, when mankind had entered on the
new development. George Eliot,

r - ,. ,
rwt ) -\ *.v\niw i wrtfi'i/r .j v^iif ffJBU tUHO \i\J *J1 -~

. , / v i \ j

v,~S~ -..v-" - t< romantic + geeks Rome; specifically, an agent at the court rompishly (rom pish-h), adv
-ist.] One imbued with romanticism; a ro- of Rome rude, or boisterous manner,
mantic.

And [that] alle Rome-renners for [the benefit of) robbers
in Fraunce

Here no suluer ouer see. Piers Plowman (C), v. 125.

And thus thes rome rennerii beren the kyngys gold out
of oure lond, & bryngen asen deed leed and heresie and
symonye and goddis curse.

23.

In a romping

Cf.

.

In a rompish,

play, or the practice of romping.
She would . . . take off my cravat, and seize it to make

some other use of the lace, or run into some other unac-
countable rompiehness. Steele, Spectator, No. 187.

rompu (rom-pu' ), a. [< F. rompu, pp. of rompre,
Hugo had already, in the preface to the " Odes et Bal- ^me-SCOtt, Bome-ShOtt (rom'skot, -shot), . break, < L. rumpere, break: see rupture.] In

lades," planted the flag of the romanticists. [Late Ab. Rome-scot, Rom-gescot, < Rom, Rome, her., same as fracted.
Edinburgh Rev., CI.XIII. 128. + scot, gescot, payment: see scofi.] Same as ronH, v. An obsolete form of run*

romanticly (ro-man'tik-li), adv. Romantically, alms-fee, and Peter's pence (which see, under ron2t. An obsolete strong preterit of rain*
[Rare.] penny). Chaucer.

This was the course which the Komains used in the ron3 t, . An obsolete form of rune 1
.

conquest of England, for they planted some of theyr roncador (roug'ka-dor), H. [< Sp. roncador a
the countrey to maintayne, cutting upon everye portion
of lande a reasonable rent, which they called Rometcott,
the which might not surcharge the tenaunte or free-

holder, and defrayed the pay of the garrison.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

Rometcot, or Peter's Penny, was by as good Statute Law
paid to the Pope. Milton, Touching Hirelings.

[< Romeward (rom' ward), adv. [< Rome (see def.)

He tells us romantickly on the same argument, that
many posts went to and fro, between Peter Martyr and
Cranmer. Strype, Cranraer, ill. 38.

romanticness (ro-man'tik-nes), . The state
or character of being romantic.

Having heard me often praise the romanticneis of the
place, she was astonished . . . that I should set myself
against going to a house so much in my taste.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, I. liii.

Romany, Rommany (rom'a-ui), . and a.

snorer, grunter,< roncar, snore, roar,< LL. rhon-
chare, snore, < L. rhonchus, a snoring: see rhon-
chus.] 1. One of several scieenoid fishes of the
Pacific coast of North America, (a) The Smana

Gipsy Romaiti, Gipsy ; cf. rom, man, husband :

see Rom.] I. re.; pi. Romanies, Rommanies
(-niz). 1. A Gipsy.
Very nice, deep, old-fashioned Romanies they are.

C. G. Leland, The Century, XXV. 905.

2. The language spoken by the Gipsies. Origi-
nally a dialect brought from India and allied to the Hin-
dustani, it has been much corrupted by the tongues of the
peoples among whom the Gipsies have sojourned The
corrupt broken dialect now used by British Gipsies is
called by them poshromany or romanee ; the purer,
"deep

"
romane. See Gipsy.

"We were talking of languages, Jasper. . . . Yours must
be a rum one ?

"
Tis called Rommany."

G. Borrow, Lavengro, xvii.

II. a. Belonging or relating to the Romanies

+ -ward.] To or toward Rome or the Roman
Catholic Church.
Romic (ro'mik), n. [< Rom(an) + -ic; a distinc-
tive form of Roman.] A system of phonetic
notation devised by Henry Sweet, consisting
of the ordinary letters of the English alphabet
used so far as possible with their original Ro-
man values, and supplemented by ligatures, di-

graphs, and turned letters. In a stricter scientific
form called Narrow Romic; in a more general practical
form called Broad Romic. It is in part a recasting of El-
lis's Glossic (which see). H. Sweet, Handbook of Phonet-
ics, pp. 102, 105, 202.

Romish (ro'mish), a. [< ME. 'Romish = D.
roomsch = MHG. rtemesch, rcemiscli, rosmscti,

Roncador (Roncador stearnsi}.

ng?" "Ay, ay;
w, Lavengro, jtvii.

A saucy stranger in his court to mart
As in a Komieh stew.

torn.

"And you are what is called a G
a Rommany Krai." Q.

Also Roman.
romanza (ro-man'za), w. [It. romanzo : see ro-

mance.] Same as romance, 6.

romanzovite (ro-man'zov-it), . [Named after (which see; un'derlfeA^M().^Svn. Seepapal.
Count Ronmnzoff.] A variety of garnet, of a Romistt (ro'mist), n. [< Rome + -ist.]
brown or brownish-yellow color. man Catholic.

romauntt, w. and r. Seeromant. The Romiets hold fast the distinction of mortal and
rpmbelt, . An obsolete form of rumble. venial sins. South, Sermons, VII. v.

Romish Methodists.

or Roncador stearnsi, a large and valuable food-fish of the
coast of California, attaining a weight of from 5 to 6
pounds, of a silvery bluish or grayish color, with darker
markings, and especially a black pectoral spot. (6) The
Scisena or llhinoscion saturna, distinguished as the red or
black roncador. (c) The yellow-flnned or yellow-tailed ron-
cador, Umbrina xanti. (d) The little roncador, Genyone-mus lineatus.

2. Icaj).] [NL.] A section of Sciama, or a ge-
nus of scisenoids, represented by the roncador
(see 1 (a)). Jordan and Gilbert, 1880.

ronceyalt, . See rounceval.

ronchil, n. Same as ronquil.

Shall., Cymbeline, i. 6. 152. roncho (rong'ko), . [< Sp. ronco, snoring, row-

Same as dialectic Methodistt *f$
ar

> snorer: see roncador.] The croaker,
Mtcropogon undulatus. [Galveston, Texas.]A Ro- rondache (ron-dash'), n.

[= D. rondas, < OF. ron-

dache, a buckler, < rorf,
round: seeround.] Abuck-

lating to Rome; specifically, belonging to the
Roman Catholic Church : commonly used in a

slightly invidious sense.

romblet, v.i. A Middle English form of ramble.
rombonelli (rom-bo-nel'i), H. In South Amer-
ica, a breed of sheep having long fine wool.
The horses and cattle looked small, but there were some

good specimens of sheep especially the rombomUii.
Lady Bratsey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. v.

See
romiteCro'mit),,,. [Orig. Sw..romit; <Gr.^ ler, or small i.und shield

Irate and naphthalene with potassium chlorate
and potassium nitrate. The reaction of the nitrates
and chlorate render the compound unstable, and on this
account a license for its manufacture in England has been TOnQO (roucl),

'

Also called roundel.

Caspar . . . carries, for decora-
tive purposes, the round buckler
or rondache of the foot-soldier

Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 68.

refused.
[< F.

ronde, round-hand writ-

Rondache. Round hand-
huckler of the I6th and I7th
centuries. ( From Viollet-le-
Duc's "Diet, ilu Mobilier
francais.")



ronde

ing: see round 1
.} In printing, an angular form

of script or writing-type, of which the follow-

ing is an example :

to one o|
31onb<z.

rondeau (ron'do), . [< P. rondeau, < OF. ron-

del, a roundel: see roundel."] 1. A poem in

a fixed form, borrowed from the French, and

consisting either of thirteen lines on two rimes
with an unriming refrain, or of ten lines on two
rimes with an unriming refrain. It may be writ-

ten in octosyllabic or decasyllabic measure. The refrain

is usually a repetition of the first three or four words,
sometimes of the first word only. The order of rimes in

the thirteen-llne rondeau, known technically as the " ron-

deau of Voiture" (that is, Vincent Voiture, 1598-1648), is

a, a, b, b, a; a, a, b (and refrain); a, a, b, b, a (and re-

frain); that of the ten-line rondeau, known technically
as the "rondeau of Villon" (that is, Francois Villon, 1431-

1461 1\ is a, b, b, a; a, b (and refrain); a, b, b, a (and n--

train). These are the strict rules ; but, as in the case of

the sonnet, both in France and England, they are not al-

ways observed. There is also a form called the rondeau
redaubtt. It consists of six quatrains, a, b, a, b, on two
rimes. The first four lines form in succession the last

lines of the second, third, fourth, and fifth quatrains. At
the end of the final quatrain, the first words of the poem
are added as an unriming and independent refrain. Some-
times the final quatrain is styled the envoi or envoy.

This sort of writing, called the rondeau, is what I never
knew practised in our nation. Pope.

2. In music. See rondo.

rondel (ron'del), . [< OF. rondel: see roun-

del."] A poem in a fixed form, borrowed from
the French, and consisting of thirteen lines on
two rimes. It may be written in octosyllabic or deca-

syllabic measure. The first line is repeated at the close,
and the first two lines are repeated as the seventh and
eighth lines. Thus, the whole poem, like the rondeau

(which see), falls into three divisions or stanzas two of

four, and one of five arranged as follows: a, b, b, a;
a, b, a, b; a, b, b, a, a. It is permissible to repeat the
first couplet at the close, making the last division a, b, b,

a, a, b, and fourteen lines in all. Rondels in English were
written by Charles of Orleans, Chaucer, Occleve, Lydgate,
and others.

In its origin the rondel was a lyric of two verses, each

having four or five lines, rhyming on two rhymes only.
In its eight (or ten) lines, but five (or six) were distinct,
the others being made by repeating the first couplet at the
end of the second stanza, sometimes in an inverse order,
and the first line at the end of its first stanza. The eight-
lined rondel is thus to all intents and purposes a triolet.

. . . With Charles d'OrhSans the rondel took the distinct

shape we now assign to it, namely of fourteen lines on two
rhymes, the first two lines repeating for the seventh and
eighth and the final couplet. ... By the time of Octavien
de Saint Oelais (1466-150-2) the rondel has nearly become
the rondeau as we know it.

Gleeson White, Ballades and Rondeaus, Int., p. Iviii.

rondelet (ron'de-let), n. [< OF. rondelet, dim.
of rondel, a roundel: see rondel, roundel, and
cf. rundlet.} A poem of five lines and two re-

frains. The refrains repeat the first line, generally two
words, the rime-scheme being a, &(and refrain); a, b, 6 (and
refrain). It has been written in English, but not much.

Then haue you also a rondlette, the which doth alwayes
end with one self same footeor repeticion, and was there-
of (in my iudgment) called a rondelet.

Gascoigne, Notes on Eng. Verse (Steele Glas., etc., ed.

[Arber), 14.

Rondeletia (ron-de-let'i-a), n. [NL. (Plumier,
1703), named after Guillauine Rondelet (1507-
1566 ?), a French professor of medicine.] A ge-
nus of gamopetalous shrubs and trees of the
order Rubiacese, type of the tribe Rondeletiex.
It is characterized by a globose calyx bearing four or five

narrow, persistent, and nearly equal lobes, by a wheel-

shaped or salver-form corolla with a long slender tube
and four or five obovate broadly imbricating lobes, and
by the loculicidal capsule, which is small, rigid, globose,
two-furrowed, and two-vaived. There are about 60 spe-
cies, natives of the West Indies and tropical America
from Mexico to the United States of Colombia, rarely ex-

tending into Guiana and Peru. They bear opposite or
whorled leaves, which are thin or coriaceous and sessile,
furnished with broad stipules between the petioles. Their
small flowers are white, yellow, or red, and usually in axil-

lary flattened, rounded, or panicled cymes. Various hand-
some species are cultivated under glass, among them It.

odorata, with fragrant scarlet flowers, and R. versicolor,
whose deep rose-colored flowers become paler after ex-

pansion. Some species are still known as Rogiera, the
name of a former genus, including species with connate
stipules and corolla hairy in the throat.

Rondeletieae (ronde-le-ti'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1830), < Hondeletia + -ex.} A
tribe of gamopetalous plants of the order Rubi-
acese, characterized by the exceedingly numer-
ous minute albuminous wingless seeds which
fill the two cells of the dry capsule, and by the
regular corolla with imbricated or contorted
lobes. It includes 14 genera of shrubs and trees, with
stipulate leaves and cymose, spiked, or variously clustered
flowers, and 2 genera of herbs, without stipules, bearing
terminal three-forked cymes. The species are tropical
and mainly American. See Rondeletia, the type.

rondelle (ron-del'), . [< OF. rondelle, dim. of

rond, round: see rondel, roundel.} 1. Some-
thing round.

5220
A rondelle of flrwood is fixed normally to the tube by its

centre, and gives a larger surface for the voice to act

against. G. B. Prescott, Elect. Invent., p. 288.

2. In metal., one of successive crusts which form

upon the surface of molten metal while cooling,
and which as they form are removed for further
treatment. In copper-working these disks are also

called rose-copper and rosettes. Suboxid of copper con-
tained in them is removed by further refining.

3. MHit.: (a) A small shield (15 inches in

length) formerly used by pikemeu and arch-

ers. (6) One of the iron disks, each having an
opening in the center for the passage of a bolt,

placed between the cheeks and stock of a field-

gun carriage in bolting these parts together.

(c) A semicircular bastion introduced by Al-

bert Durer. It was about 300 feet in diameter,
and contained spacious casemates Rondelle a
polng, a name given to the very small round buckler of

the sixteenth century, often fitted with a long and pointed
spike, and serving, when held in the left hand, to parry
the thrusts of a rapier instead of a dagger of any descrip-
tion. See cuts under buckler and rondache.

rondle (ron'dl), n. [< OF. rondel, a round,
roundel: see round, roundel.} 1. Same as ron-

delle. 2. The step of a ladder; a round.

Yea, peradventure in as ill a case as hee that goes up a

ladder, but slippeth off the rondeUs, or, when one breakes,
falls downe in great danger.
Rich Cabinet furnished with Varietie of Excellent Discrip-

[lion* (1616). (Saret.)

rondo (ron'do), M. [It. rondo, < F. rondeau : see

rondeau.} 1. In music: (a) Same as round1
,
7

(e). (b) A setting of a rondeau or similar poem,
(c) A work or movement in which a principal
phrase or section is several times repeated in

its original key in alternation with contrasted

phrases or sections in the same or other keys.
The succession of principal and subordinate phrases is

often exactly regulated, but the form is open to wide vari-

ations. In a sonata the last movement is often a rondo.

2. A game of hazard played with small balls

on a table.

With card and dice, roulette wheels and rondo balls, he
fooled himself to the top of his bent

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 229.

Rondo form, in music, the form or method of composi-
tion of a rondo : often opposed to sonata form.
rondoletto (ron-do-let'6), n. [Dim. of rondo,

q. v.] In music, a short or simple rondo.

rondure (ron'dur), n. [< F. rondeur, roundness,
< rond, round: see round1

.] Around; acirele;
a curve; a swell; roundness. Also roundure.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
All things rare

That heaven's air in this huge rondure hems.
Shak., Sonnets, xxi.

The shape [of a ring] remains,
The rondure brave, the lilied loveliness,
Gold as it was. Brotming, Ring and Book, I. 8.

High-kirtled for the chase, and what was shown,
Of maiden rondure, like the rose half-blown.

Lowell, Endymion, iv.

rone 1
(ron), . An earlier, now only dialectal,

form of roe2 .

rone2 ,
n. [< ME. rone, < Icel. runnr, older rudhr,

a bush, grove.] 1. A shrub. 2. A thicket;
brtishwood. Jamieson. [Scotch in both senses.]

The lorde on a lyjt horce launces hyin after,
As burne bolde vpon bent his bugle he blowej.
He rechated, & r(ode] thurs ronej ful thyk,
Suande this wylde swyn til the sunne schafted.

Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 3.), 1. 1466.

rone3 (ron), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of rine1

,
raw 1

.

rone4,
n. Another form of roan2 .

rone5
}. A Middle English preterit of rain1 .

rongH. An obsolete preterit and past partici-

ple of ring
2

.

rong'2t (rong), >i. A Middle English form of

rung'1:

rongeur (ron-zher'), [< F. rongeur, gnawer,
< ranger, gnaw, nibble, OF. also chew the cud,
= Pr. romiar = Sp. rumiar, < L. rumigare, chew
the cud, ruminate, < rumen, throat, gullet : see

ruminate.} A surgical forceps for gnawing or

gouging bones.
ronin (ro'nin), .

; pi. ronin or ronins. [Jap.,
< ro (= Chin, lang), wave, + nin (=Chin. jin),
man ;

lit.
'

wave-man.'] A Japanese samurai,
or two-sworded military retainer, who for any
cause had renounced his clan, or who for some
offense against his superior had been dismissed
from service, and dispossessed of his estate,

revenue, or pay ;
a masterless man ; an outcast

;

an outlaw.

roniont, ronyont (run'yon), H. [Perhaps < OF.

"roignon, < roingne, F. rogne, itch, scab, mange:
see roin.} A mangy, scabby animal; also, a

scurvy person. Also rnnnion.

Out of my door, you witch, you hag, you baggage, you
polecat, you ronyon! Shak., 11. W. of W., iv. 2. 195.

roodebok

ronnet, >' An obsolete form of run 1
.

ronnenf. A Middle English past participle of

run 1
.

ronqilil (rong'kil), n. [Also ronchil; < Sp. ron-

quiuo, slightly hoarse, dim. of ronco, hoarse, <

L. raucun, hoarse: see raucous.} 1. A fish of

the North Pacific, Batliymrmter xii/ntitus, of an

elongate form with 'a long dorsal having only
the foremost two or three rays inarticulate,

frequenting moderately deep water with rocky
grounds. 2. One of a group or family of fishes

of which Batnymaster has been supposed to be
a representative namely, the Icoxteidse.

Ronsdorfer (ronz'dorf-er), . [So called from

Ronsdorf, a town in Prussia.] A member of a
sect of German millenarians of the eighteenth
century : same as Ellerian.

Ronsdorfian (ronz-dor'fi-an), n. [< Ronsdorf
(see Ronsdorfer) + -ian.} Same as RonsdorJ'er.

rontt, ii. Same as runt1 .

ronyont, See rmtion.

roo't, n. [ME. roo, ro, < AS. rou- = OHG. roa,
MHG. ro, G. ruhe = Icel. ro = Dan. ro, rest,
= Sw. ro, fun, amusement.] Peace

; quiet-
ness.

Alias ! for doole what shall y doo?
Now mon I ueuer haue rest ne roo.

York Plays, p. 31.

roo'2t, . A Middle English form of roe1 .

roo3t, n. [ME., < OF. roe, rone, < L. rota, a wheel :

see roto1 .] A wheel.

And I salle redily rolle the roo at the gayneste,
And reche the riche wyne in rynsede coupes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3375.

rood (r8d), w. [< ME. rood, rode, rod, < AS.

rod, a rod, rood, cross: see rod1
.} If. A rod.

See rod1
. 1. 2. A cross or crucifix; especial-

ly, a large crucifix placed at the entrance to the
choir in medieval churches, often supported on
the rood-beam or rood-screen. Usually, after the
fifteenth century, images of the Virgin Mary and St. John
were placed the one on the one side and the other on the
other side of the image of Christ, in allusion to John xix.

26. See cut under rood-loft.

Of the appeltre that our uerste fader then luther (evil) ap-
pel uom

In the manere that ichulle jou telle the swete rode com.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 18.

No, by the rood, not so. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 4. 14.

3. A name of various measures, (a) A measure
of 5^ yards in length ; a rod, pole, or perch ; also, locally,
a measure of 6, 7, or 8 yards, especially for hedging and
ditching, (b) A square measure, the fourth part of a statute

acre, equal to 40 square rods or square poles, or 1,210 square
yards. This is the sense in which rood is generally used
as a measure. See acre.

A terrace-walk, and half a rood
Of land, set out to plant a wood.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. vi. 5.

(c) A square pole, or 30J square yards, used in estimating
masons work

; also, locally, a measure of 36, 42$, 44, 49,

or 64 square yards, (d) A cubic measure for masons' work
of 64, 72, etc., cubic yards. Holy rood, the cross of Christ ;

a crucifix.

The holi rode the swete tre rijt is to habbe in munde,
That hath fram stronge deth ibrojt to lyue al mankunde.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 18.

The English answered [the Normans] with their own
battle-cry,

" God's Rood! Holy Rood!"
Dickens, England, vii.

Holy-rood day. (a) The feast of the Finding of the

Cross, celebrated on May 3d.

The knights . . . vpon holy Rood day in May made their

musters before the Commissioners ordained.

Hakluyfs Voyages, II. 76.

(b) Same as Holy-cross day (which see, under doj/1).

The holi Koode was i-founde as 30 witeth in May,
Honoured he was seththe in Septembre the holi Rode day.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 49.

On Holy-rood day, the gallant Hotspur there,

Young Harry Percy, and brave Archibald . . .

At Holmedon met. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1. 52.

Rood's bodyt, the body on the cross that is, Christ's

body.

lie be even with him ;
and get you gone, or, I sweare by

the rood's body, I'le lay you by the heeles.

Lyly, Mother Bombie, v. 8.

rood-arch (rod'arch), H. The arch in a church
between the nave and the choir : so called from
the rood being placed over it.

rood-altar (r6d*al"tar), n. Au altar standing
against the outer side of the rood-screen.

rood-beam (rod'bem), . [< ME. roodc beem;
< rood + beam.} A beam extending across the

entrance to the choir of a church for supporting
the rood. Also called beam.

He deyde whan I cam fro Jerusalem,
And litn ygrave under the roode beem.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 496.

Rood-day (rod'da), . Holy-rood day. See
under rood.

roodebok (ro'de-bok), n. [< D. rood, red, +
ftofr, buck: see red 1 and ftwcfc1.] The Natal



roodebok

bushbuck, Ccphalophus iwtaknxix. it is of a deep
reddish brown in color, stands about 2 feet high, has large
ears, and straight, poiuted horns about 3 inches long. It

Roodebok (Cephatophus natalensit).

is solitary in its habits, and rarely leaves dense forests ex-

cept in the evening or during rainy weather.

rood-free (rod'fre), a. Exempt from punish-
ment. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

roodhout (rod'hout), n. [D., < rood, red (= E.

red), + hout, wood (= E. holt).] The Cape red-
wood. See Ochna.

rood-loft (rod'loft), n. [< ME. rode lofte; <

rood + loft.] A gallery in a church where the
rood and its appendages were placed. This loft

or gallery was commonly situated between the nave and
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Eoodmas-dayt, H. Holy-rood day. Also Jionil-

(luy (Ktxle-iluy), Rudmas-day.
rood-screen (rod'skren), . A screen or orna-
mental partition separating the choir of a
church from the nave, and (properly) support-
ing the rood or crucifix. See cuts under rood-

loft and cathedral.

The western limit of the quire (in Salisbury Cathedral]
was shut in by the rood-screen, ... a solid erection of
stone. G. Scott, Hist. Eng. Church Architecture, p. 143.

rood-spire (rod'splr), n. Same as rood-steeple.

rood-steeple (rod'ste"pl), n. A steeple or spire
built over the entrance to the chancel, espe-
cially at the crossing of a cruciform church.
See cut in preceding column.
rood-tower (rod'tou"er), n. A tower occupy-
ing the position described under rood-steeple.
rood-treet (rOd'tre), n. [< ME. roodetre, rode-
tre ; < rood 4- tree.] The cross.

I leue and trust in Christes frit h,

Whiche died vpon the mode tre.

Gower, Conf. Amant., ii.

rpody (ro'di), a. [Appar. avar. of rooty."] Rank
ingrowth; coarse; luxuriant. [Prov. Eng.]
roof 1

(rof ), n. [< ME rof, < AS. hrof, a roof, =
OPries. hrof, a roof, = OD. roef, a roof, ceiling,
shelter, cover, D. roef, a cabin, a wooden cover,
= MLG. rof, LG. rof, a roof, = Icel. hrof, a shed
under which ships are kept or built. Cf. Icel.

rdf, also rdfr, mod. rsefr, a roof; Russ. krovu, a
roof; perhaps akin to Gr. KpvTmiv, hide (see
TKPO-] ! The external upper covering of a
house or other building. Roofs are distinguished
(1) by the materials of
which they are main-

ly formed, as thatch,
stone, wood, slate, tile,

iron, etc., and (2) by
their form and mode
of construction, in

great variety, as shed, Shed Roof. Gable Roof,

curb, hip, gable, pa-
vilion, ogee, and flat roofs. The span of a roof is the width
between the supports ; the rise is the height of the ridge
of the highest part above the level of the supports ; the

pitch is the slope or angle at
which it is inclined. In car-

pentry, roof signifies the tim-
ber framework by which the

roofing or covering materials
of the building are support-
ed. This consists in general
of the principal rafters, the

Conical Roof. Ogee Roof. purlins, and the common
rafters. The principal raf-

ters, or principals, as they are commonly termed, are

placed so as to span the building at intervals usually of

10 or 12 feet
;
the purlins lie horizontally upon these, and

sustain the common rafters, which carry the covering
of the roof. The accompanying figure shows one of

Rood-loft (now destroyed) of the Abbey of St Denis, igth century.
(From Viollet le Due's "

Diet, de PArchitecture.")

the chancel, or over the rood- screen. The front of the loft,
like the screen below, was usually richly ornamented with
tracery and carvings, either in wood or in stone. It was
often approached by a small staircase in the wall of the

building. This feature does not appear in modern churches,
and has now been removed from a large proportion of the
medieval churches. The rood-loft originated from a com-
bination of the rood beam and ambo. The center was
used as ambo (jube), and the epistle and gospel were read
and announcements made from it It was placed over
the entrance to the choir, so that both could stand in the
middle line (longitudinal axis) of the church, and the ap-
proach to it was made from the side of the church along
a broadened rood-beam or loft crowning the rood-screen.
See also diagram under cathedral.

And then to zee the rood-loft
Zo bravely zet with zaints.

Plain Truth and Blind Ignorance (Percy's Reliques, p. 275).

The priest formerly stood in the rood-loft to read the
Gospel and Epistle, and occasionally to preach the ser-

mon at High Mass. F. O. Lee, Gloss. Eccles. Terms.

Rood-steeple. Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris, from the southeast.

King-post Roof.

A, king-post; B, tie-beam; c, c, struts or braces; D, D, purlins;
F, K. principal rafters ; F, F, common rafters; G, G, wall-plates; H,
ridge-pole.

the two varieties of principals which are in common
use (the king-post principal), with the purlins and com-
mon rafters in position. (For a diagram of the second, the

queen-post principal, see gueen-post.) Each of these modes
of framing constitutes a truss. Sometimes, when the width
of the building is not great, common rafters are used alone
to support the roof. They are in that case joined together
in pairs, nailed where they meet at the top, and connected
by means of a tie at the bottom. They are then termed
couples, a pair forming a couple-cloie. See also cuts under
hammer-beam, hip-roof, jerkin-head, Sf-roof, pendent, and
pendentive.

Goodly buildings left without a roof
Soon fall to ruin. ShtOc., Pericles, ii. 4. 36.

2. Anything which in form or position corre-

sponds to or resembles the covering of a house,
as the arch or top of a furnace or oven, the top
of a carriage or coach or car, an arch or the in-

terior of a vault, the ceiling of a room, etc. ;

hence, a canopy or the like.

Ffor tristith, als trewly as tyllinge us helpeth,
That iche rewme vndir roffot the reyne-bowe
Sholde stable and stonde be these thre degres.

Richard the Redeless, ill. 248.

This brave o'erhanging firmament, this majestical roof
fretted with golden fire. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 313.

Under the shady roof
Of branching elm star-proof.

Milton, Arcades, 1. 89.

3. A house.
My dwelling, sir?

"Tis a poor yeoman's roof, scarce a league off.

Fletcher and Rmtley, Maid in the Mill, ii. 2.

roof-guard

4. The upper part of the mouth; the hard

palate.
Swearing till my very roof was dry.

Shak., M. ofV.,iii.2.2os.

5. Figuratively, the loftiest part.

Why should we only toil, the roof and crown of things?
Tennyson, Lotos-Eaters, Choric Song.

6. In geol,, the overlying stratum. 7. In min-

ing, the top of any subterranean excavation:
little used except in coal-mining False roof in

arch., the ceiling of an upper room or garret where it is

shaped like a roof : but a space is, in fact, left between the
ceiling and the rafters of the roof proper. Flat roof.
(a) A roof the upper surface of which is horizontal. Such
roofs are frequent in the East, where they are usually
thickly covered with clay or mortar. (6) A roof but slightly
inclined for the discharge of water. Roofs of this form are
common in city buildings, especially in the United States,
and are usually covered with sheet-metal. French roof,
a form of roof with almost vertical sides, sometimes con-
cave or even convex, and the top usually flat or sloping
toward the rear. The sides are commonly pierced with dor-
mer or other windows. This form of roof spread through-

French Roof. Pavilion of Women's Hospital, New York City.

out the United States about 1870 and in succeeding years.
It has its name from its fancied resemblance to the French
Mansard roof its object, like that roof, being to gain
space in the topmost story. Imperial roof. See im-
perial dome, under imperial. Mansard roof, a form
of curb-roof the lower slope of which approaches the verti-

cal, while the upper slope is variable, but much more near-

ly flat than in the typical curb-roof. The lower section
of the roof is pierced with windows. A roof of this type
permits the establishment of an upper story, but little in-
ferior to the others, in place of an ordinary garret. It was

Mansard Roof. Chateau of Maisons Laffirte, France, by Francois
Mansart.

first used in the Louvre by Pierre Lescot, about 1550, but
has its name from Francois Mansart (1598-1662), a French
architect (uncle of the better-known Jules Hardouin Man-
sart, the architect of Versailles and of the dome of the

Invalides), who brought these roofs into a vogue which
they have since retained in France. Ogee roof. See ogee.

Packsaddle-roof, saddle-back roof. Same as sad-

dle^roof. Pavilion roof. See pavilion. Pitch Of a
roof. See pt'teAi. Raised roof, in car-building, a car-

roof the middle part of which is raised to form a clear-

story. Roof of the mouth, the hard palate ;
the upper

wall of the mouth, as far as the bone extends. Compare
def. 4. Square roof, a roof in which the principal rafters
meet at a right angle. (See also curb-roof, gambrel-roof,
hip-roof.)

roof1
(rof), v. t. [< roof*-, .] 1. To cover with

a roof, in any sense of that word.
I have not, indeed, seen the remains of any ancient

Roman buildings that have not been roofed with either
vaults or arches.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 444).

Every winter in the Arctic regions the sea freezes,

roofing itself with ice of enormous thickness and vast ex-

tent. Tyndatt, Forms of Water, p. 183.

2. To inclose in a house
;
shelter.

Here had we now our country's honour roofd,
Were the graced person of our fianquo present.

Shak., Macbeth, Ui. 4. 40.

3. To arch or form like a roof. [Rare.]
And enter'd soon the shade

High roofd, and walks beneath, and alleys brown.
Milton, P. R., ii. 293.

roof 2
t. An obsolete preterit of rive1 .

roof-cell (ro'f'sel), . A nerve-cell found in the
roof-nucleus.

roofer (ro'fer), n. One who roofs, or makes and
repairs roofs.

roof-gradation (rof'gra-da"shon), H. In salt-

manuf., the system of utilizing the roofs of the

large tanks containing the brine as evaporat-
ing-surfaces, by causing the contents of the
tanks to flow m a thin and constant stream
over the roofs.

roof-guard (rof'gard), H. A board or an orna-
mental edging of ironwork placed just above



), . [< ME. "rofing, roving ; <

1. The act of covering with

roof-guard

the eaves of a roof to prevent snow from slid-

ing off.

roofing (rd'finj;

roof1 + -ing
1
.}

a roof. 2. The materials of which a roof is

composed, or materials for a roof. 3. The roof

itself; hence, shelter.

Lete hem [walls] drie cr thou thl bemes bent,
Or rovynff sette uppon, lest all be shent
For lacke of crafte.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. 1. S.), p. 15.

Which forme of roofing [flat] is generally used In all

those Italian Cities. Coryat, Crudities, I. 204.

Fit roofing gave. Southey. (Imp. Diet.)

4. The ridge-cap of a thatched roof. Halli-

u-ell. [Prov. Eng.] Bay of roofing. See ftoj/a.

Carcass-roofing. See carcass. Common roofing, a

roof-frame composed only of common rafters, with no prin-

cipals. Roofing-felt. See/eit'. Roofing-paper. See

paper.
roofless (rof'les), a. [< roof1 + -lens.] 1. Hav-

ing no roof : as, a roofless house.

I, who lived

Beneath the wings of angels yesterday,
Wander to-day beneath the roofless world.

Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

The great majority of the houses |in SebastopolJ were
D. M. Wallace, Russia,still roofless and in ruins.

2. Having no house or home ; unsheltered.

rooflet (rof'let), n. [< roo/1 + -let.'] A small
roof or covering.

roof-like (rof'lik), a. Like a roof.

roof-nucleus (rof'nu*kle-us), n. The nucleus

fastigii in the white matter of the cerebellum
which forms the roof of the fourth ventricle.

It lies close to the middle line.

roof-plate (rof 'plat), n. A wall-plate which
receives the lower ends of the rafters of a
roof.

roof-rat (rof'rat), H. A white-bellied variety
of the black rat, specifically called Mus tec-

tomm. See black rat, under rat 1
.

roof-shaped (rof'shapt), In entom., shaped
like a gable-roof; having two slanting surfaces

meeting in a ridge.

roof-staging (rof sta"jiug), n. A scaffold used
in working on an inclined roof. It holds fast

to the roof automatically by means of barbed
rods and claw-plates.

roof-stay (rof'sta), n. In boilers of the loco-
motive type, one of the stays which bind the
arch or roof of the boiler to the crown-sheet
of the fire-box, for the support of the crown-
sheet against internal pressure.
roof-tree (rof'tre), . [< ME. roof-tree, ruff-

tree; < roo/1 + tree.'] 1. The beam at the ridge
of a roof

; the ridge-pole.
Her head hat the roof-tree o' the house.

King Henry (Child's Ballads, I. 148).

Hence 2. The roof itself.

Phil blessed his stars that he had not assaulted his
father's guest then and there, under his own roof-tree.

Thackeray, Philip, x.

To your roof-tree, In Scotland, a toast expressive of a
wish for prosperity to one's family, because the roof-tree
covers the house and all in it.

roof-truss (rof'trus), . In carp., the frame-
work of a roof, consisting of thrust- and tie-

pieces. E. H. Knight. See cuts under roof
and pendent.
roof-Winged (rof'wingd), . In entom.,
terous: as a descriptive epithet, applie<
many insects which hold their wings in the

shape of a roof when at rest. See Stegoptera.
roofy (ro'fi), a. [<roo/i + -yi.] Having a roof.

Whether to roofy houses they repair,
Or sun themselves abroad in open ah*

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 634.

rook1 (ruk), n. [< ME. rook, rok, roc, < AS. hroc
= MD. roeck, D. roek = MLG. rok, roke, LG. rok,
roek = OHG. hriwh, MHG. ruoch (cf . G. ruchert,
a jackdaw) = Icel. hrokr = Sw. r&ka = Dan.
raage= Ir. Gael, rocas, a rook

;
cf . roofci, i\

, Gael,
roc, croak, Goth, hrukjan, crow as a cock, Skt.
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y/ Artie, cry out : of imitative origin ;
cf. croak,

crow 1
,
crow2

, etc.] 1. A kind of crow, Cortun

frugilcgus, abundant in Europe. It is entirely

black, with the parts about the base of the bill more or less

bare of feathers in the adult The size is nearly or about
that of the common crow ; it is thus much smaller than
the raven, and larger than the jackdaw. It is of a grega-
rious and sociable disposition, preferring to nest in rook-
eries about buildings, and feeding on insects and grain.

The halle was al ful ywis
Of hem that writen olde gestcs,
As ben on trees rokes nestes.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1516.

lie . . . saw the tops of the great elms, and the rooks

circling about, and cawing remonstrances.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, L 7.

2. The ruddy duck, Erismatura rwbida. [Local,
U. S.] 3. A cheat; a trickster or swindler;
one who practises the "plucking of pigeons."
See pigeon, 2.

Your city blades are cunning rookes,
How rarely you collogue him !

Songs of the London Prentices, p. 9L (llalli u, It . ;

The Butcherly execution of Tormentors, Rooks, and
Rakeshames sold to lucre.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

It. A simpleton; agull; one liable to be cheated.
An arrant rook, by this light a capable cheating-stock ;

a man may carry him up and down by the ears like a pip-
kin. Chapman, May-Day, iii. 2.

What ! shall I have my son a Stager now ? . . . a Gull,
a Kuvke, . . . to make suppers, and bee laughed at?

/>'. Jonson, PoeUster, t 1.

5. [Cf. eroK>2
, 6, crowbar.'] A crowbar. Halli-

n-ell. [Prov. Eng.]
rook1

(ruk), r. [< rook1
, n.] 1, intrans. 1. To

caw or croak as a crow or raven. [Scotch.]
2. To cheat; defraud.

A band of rooking Officials, with cloke bagges full of

Citations and Processes, to be serv'd by a corporeity of

griflonlike Promooters and Apparitors.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

II. trans. To cheat
;
defraud by cheating.

He was much rooked by gamesters, and fell acquainted
with that unsanctified crew to his mine.

Aubrey, Lives, Sir J. Denham.

His hand having been transfixed to a table, only because
It innocently concealed a card, with which he merely meant
to "rook the pigeon" he was then playing against

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote.

rook2 (riik), n. [< ME. rook, roke, rok = MHG.
roch, G. roche, < OF. (and F. ) roc = Pr. roc= Sp.
Pg. rogue = It. rocco (ML. roots) = Ar. Hind.

rukh, < Pers. rokh, the rook or tower at chess:
said to have meant 'warrior, hero'; cf. Pers.

rukh, a hero, knight errant (also a rhinoceros,
and a roc, a fabulous bird : see roc1

).] In chess,
one of the four pieces placed on the corner

squares of the board; a castle. The rook may
move along the ranks or the files the whole extent of the
board unless impeded by some other piece. See cltetsi.

After chec for the roke ware fore the mate,
For gif the fondment be false, the werke most nede falle.

MS. Douce 302, f. 4. (Ilallimll.)

rook3 (ruk), v. Same as rcA-1
.

rookerH (ruk'er), n. [< rook^ + -ri.] A
sharper; a cheat; a swindler.

Hookers and sharpers work their several ends upon such
as they make a prey of.

Kennet, tr. of Erasmus's Praise of Folly, p. 76. (Davies.)

rooker2 (ruk'er), n. [< "rook, rcfc, + -eri.]
An L-shaped implement used by bakers to with-
draw ashes from the oven.

rookery (ruk'er-i), n.
; pi. rookeries (-iz). [<

rook1 + -ery.] 1. A place where rooks con-

gregate to breed.

Its gray front stood out well from the background of a

rookery, whose cawing tenants were now on the wing.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xi.

2. The rooks that breed in a rookery, collec-

tively.
The many-winter'd crow that leads the clanging rookery

home. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

3. A place where birds or other animals resort
in great numbers to breed, (o) The resort of vari-
ous sea-birds, as auks, murres, guillemots, puffins, pet-
rels, penguins, and cormorants, generally a rocky sea-
coast or island, (b) The breeding-grounds of the fur-seal
and other pinnipeds.

Millions of live seals to be seen hauled up on the rook-
eries [in the Pribylof Islands].

Arc. Cruise of the Coririn (1881), p. 18.

4. A cluster of mean tenements inhabited by
people of the lowest class

;
a resort of thieves,

tramps, ruffians, and the like.

All that remained, in the autumn of 1849, of this infa-

mous Ronkery (so called as a place of resort for sharpers
and quarrelsome people) was included and condensed in

ninety-five wretched houses in Church-lane and Carrier-
street. Murray, London as it is (1860), p. 282. (Hoppe.)

The misery, the disease, the mortality in rookeries, made
continually worse by artificial impediments to the increase
of fourth-rate houses. H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 54.

room

6. A brothel. [Slang.] 6. A disturbance ;
a

row. [Prov. Eng.]
rookie (ro'kl), r. i.

; pret. and pp. rookled, ppr.
rookling. [Irreg. var. of rootle. ] To rummage
about; poke about with the nose, like a pig;
root. [Prov. Eng.]
What '11 they say to me if I go a routing and rookliny in

their drains, like an old sow by the wayside ?

Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xiv.

rookler (rok'ler), n. [< rookie + -ei'1 .] One
who or that which goes rookling or rooting
about; a pig. [Prov. Eng.]
High-withered, furry, grizzled, game-flavoured little

rooklers, whereof many a sounder still grunted about

Swinley down. Kingsley, Westward Ho, vlii.

rooky 1
(ruk'i), a. [< rooA' 1 + -y

1
.] Abounding

in rooks
;
inhabited by rooks : as, a rooky tree.

Light thickens ; and the crow
Makes wing to the rooky wood.

Shak., Macbeth, ill. 2. 61.

[The above quotation is by some commentators held to

bear the meaning of rooky?.]

rooky2
(ruk'i), a. Same as roky. Srockett.

[Prov. Eng.]
rool (rSl), r. t. and i. [Perhaps a contr. of

ruffle^.'] To ruffle; rumple; pucker. [Prov.
Eng.]
Whenever the balsam begins to rool or cause hitching

of the specimen, add a few drops of the soap solution.

Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. i.

room 1
! (rom), a. [Early mod. E. "roum, "roam ;

< ME. roum, rom, rum, < AS. rum = OFries. rum
= D. ruim = MLG. rum = OHG. rumi, MHG.
runic, rum (also gerume, gerum, G. geraum) =
Icel. rumr = Goth, rftms, spacious, wide; per-
haps akin to L. rus (rur-), open country (see

rural), OBulg. rarinu = Serv. ravan = Bohem.
rovnj = Pol. rowny = Buss, rornuif, plain, even,
Pol. roteniii = Russ. raviina, a plain, etc., Zend
ravanh, wide, free, open, ravan, a plain.] Wide

;

spacious; roomy.
Ye konne by argumentez make a place
A myle brood of twenty foot of space,
Lat se now if this place may sufflse,
Or make it rowm [var. rom] with speche as is your glse.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 200.

Ther was no rammer herberwe in the place.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 225.

A renke in a rownde cloke, with right rowmme clothes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 8471.

Jhesu that made the pianettes vij,

And all the worlde undurhevyn,
And made thys worlde wyde and rome.

MS. Cantab, ft. ii. 38, f. 106. (Halliwell.)

room 1
(rom), arff. [< ME. rome, < AS. rume

(= D. ruim), wide, far, < rfim, wide : see room1
,

a.] Far
;

at a distance
; wide, in space or

extent; in nautical use, off from the wind.

[Obsolete except in nautical use.]
The geaunt was wonder strong,
Rome thretti fote long.

Beves of Hamtoun, 1. 1880.

Rowse, quoth the ship against the rocks ; roomer cry I

in the cocke ; my Lord wept for the company, I laught to

comfort him. Tragedy of Ho/man (1631). (Halliwell.)

To go, steer, put. or bear roomer, to go ofl with the
wind free ; sail wide.

Yet did the master by all meanes assay
To steare out roomer, or to keepe aloofe.

Sir J. Harington, tr. of Orlando Furioso (1591), p. 343.

((Hallm-ell.)

I have (as your Highnesse sees) past already the Godwins
[Bishop Godwin], if I can as well passe over this Edwin
Sands [another bishop], I will goe roomer of Greenwiche
rocke.

Sir J. Harini/ton, Addition to the Catalogue of Bishops
[(Nugffi Ant, II. 233).

We thought it best to returne vnto the harbor which we
had found before, and so we bare roomer with the same.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 236.

The wind veringmore Northerly, we were forced to put
roomer with the coast of England againe.

Hakluyt's Voyages, L 310.

room1
(r<5tn), [Early mod. E. also rome, roum,

rowm; < ME. roum, roicm, rum, rom, < AS. rum,
room, = OS. rum = D. ri = MLG. LG. ntm
= OHG. rumi, rumin, rum, run, MHG. rum, run.

G. raum, space, room, = Icel. rum = Sw. Dau.
)) = Goth, ruim, space; from the adj.: see

room 1
,
a. Cf. Pol., Sorbian, and Little Euss.

rum, space, < OHG. rum. Hence roomy, riim-

miiye, etc.] 1. Space; compass; extent of

space, great or small : as, here is room enough
for an army.

So he rid hym a romne in a rad hast.

Of tlio tulkes. with tene. that hym take wold.
Destrtiction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6478.

And. as their wealth increaseth, so inclose

Innnite riches in a little room.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, i. 1.

Thou . . . hast not shut me up into the hand of the

enemy ;
thou hast set my feet in a large room. Ps. xxxi. 8.



room
So doth the Circle in his Circuit span
More rmuii then any other Flijgure can.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bnrtas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

2. Space or place unoccupied or unobstructed ;

place for reception of any thing or person ;
ac-

commodation for entering or for moving about :

as, to make room for a carriage to pass.
There was no room for them in the inn. Luke ii. 7.

Now to sea we go,
Fair fortune with us, give us room, and blow.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, Prol.

There was no room for other pictures, because of the
books which (Hied every corner.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, i.

3. Pit occasion; opportunity; freedom to ad-

mit or indulge : as, in this case there is no room
for doubt or for argument.
Men have still roum left for commiseration.

Bacon, Moral Fables, vii., Expl.

He allowed your crimes to be great, but that still there
was room for mercy. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, i. 7.

In his [the Prince Consort's] well-ordered life there
seemed to be room for all things.

Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 5.

4. Place or station once occupied by another
;

stead, as in succession or substitution : as, one

magistrate or king comes in the room of a for-

mer one.

After two years Porcius Festus came into Felix' room.
Acts xxiv. 27.

Poore silly groome,
Which tother day wouldst faine have had the roome
Of some base trencher-scraper.

Time* Whistle (E. E. T. 3.), p. 27.

Like the valet, [he] seems to have entirely forgot his mas-
ter's message, and substituted another in its room very un-
like it. Goldsmith, Criticisms, xii.

The inland counties had not been required to furnish

ships, or money in the room of ships.

Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

5. Any inclosure or division separated by par-
titions from other parts of a house or other

structure; a chamber; an apartment; a com-
partment; a cabin, or the like: as, a drawing-
room ; a bedroojn ; a state-room in a ship ;

an

engine-roow in a factory ;
a harness-roow* in a

stable.

Up from my cabin,
My sea-gown scarf'd about me, in the dark

Groped I, ... and in fine withdrew
To mine own room again. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 16.

Others adde that this Moloch had seuen Roomes, Cham-
bers, or Ambries therein. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 97.

The central hall with its 16 columns, around which
were arranged smaller rooms or cells.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., 1. 193.

6t. Particular place or station; a seat.

It behoveth every man to live in his own vocation, and
not to seek any higher room than that whereunto he was
at the ttrst appointed.

Sir T. Wilson (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 466).

And let an happie roome remaine for thee

'Mongst heavenly ranks, where blessed soules do rest.

Spenser, tr. of Virgil's Gnat, 1. 57.

When thou art bidden of any man to a wedding, sit not
down in the highest room. Luke xiv. 8.

7t. A box or seat in a theater.

I beg it with as forced a looke as a player that, in speak-
ing an epilogue, makes love to the two-pennie roume for
a plaudite.

Hoipit. of Incurable Fooles (1600), Ded. (Nares.)

As if he had . . . ta'en tobacco with them over the

stage, in the lords' room.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of hia Humour, ii. 1.

St. Family; company.
For offerd presents come,

And all the Greeks will honour thee, as of celestiall roome.

Chapman, Iliad, ix. 568.

9f. Office; post; position.
In consecrations and ordinations of men unto rooms of

divine calling, the like [imposition of hands] was usually
done from the time of Moses to Christ.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 66.

Euery man, according to his roome, bent to performe his
office with alacritie and diligence.

Haklmjt's Voyages, II. 288.

He exercised his high rome of Chauncellorship, as he
was accustomed. 6. Cavendish, Wolsey.

10. A fishing-station; also, an establishment
for curing fish. [British North America.] 11.
A heading or working-place in a coal-mine.
Blubber-room, (a) In a whaling-ship, a place down the
main hatch between decks where blubber is stowed away.
It is merely a hold, which, when not used for stowing
blubber, is usually tilled up with oil-casks, fire-wood, etc.

(6) The stomach : as. to (111 the Mubber-romn (to take a
hearty meal). [Whalers' slang.] Combination-room.
See combination. Commercial, common, dark room.
See the adjectives. Muniment-room. *ee muniment.

Pillar and room, stoop and room. Same as pillar
and breast (which see. under pillar). Room and space,
in ship-buildinci, the distance from the joint of one frame
to that of the adjoining one. To make room, to open a
way or passage ; make space or place for any person or
thing to enter or pass. =Syn. 3. Capacity, scope, latitude,
range, sweep, swing, play.
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room1 (rom), r. i. [< room 1
, .] To occupy a

room or rooms; lodge: as, he rooms at No. 7.

[Colloq.]
I don't doubt I shall become very good, for just think

what a place I am in living at the minister's ! and then
I room with Esther ! H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 418.

room2
(rom), H. [Also roum; Assamese.] A

deep-blue dye like indigo, obtained by macera-
tion from the shrub Strobilanthes flaccidifoliiis
(Bitellia iitdiyotica, etc.); also, the plant itself,

which is native and cultivated in India, Burma,
and China.
room3 (rom), n. Dandruff. Halliicell. [Prov.
Eng.]
roomage (ro'maj), M. [< room1 + -age.'] 1.

Space; capacity.
Pile my ship with bars of silver, pack with coins of Spanish

gold,
From keel piece up to deck-plank, the roomage of her hold !

Whittier, Cassandra Southwick.

2t. An obsolete form of rummage.
roomal, n. See rumal.

roomed (romd), a. [< room 1 + -ed2 .] Contain-

ing rooms; divided into rooms: used in com-

position : as, a ten-roo?ed house.

roomer (ro'mer), . One who hires a room
;
a

lodger.
The mother . . . occupies herself more with the needs

of the roomers, or tenants, and makes more money.
The Standard, VII. 4.

roomful (rom'ful), a. [< room1 + -ful, 1.]

Abounding with rooms; roomy; spacious.
Now in a roomful house this soul doth float,

And, like a prince, she sends her faculties

To all her limbs, distant as provinces.
Donne, Progress of the Soul.

roomful (rom'ful), n. [< room1 + -ful, 2.] As
much or as many as a room will hold: as, a

roomful of people.
roomily (ro'mi-li), acfo. [< roomy + -fy

2
.] Spa-

ciously.
roominess (ro'mi-nes), n. [< roomy + -ness.]
The state of being roomy; spaciousness.
The oaken chair, to be sure, may tempt him with its

roominess. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xviii.

room-keeper (rom'ke'per), n. One who occu-

pies a room in a house, with or without a family.
roomless (rom'les), a. [< room 1 + -less.'] With-
out room or rooms

;
not affording space ;

con-
tracted.

The shyppe wherein Jesus preached is very narowe and
roumles to vncleane and synfull persons.

J. Udall, On Mark iii.

room-mate (rom'mat), n. One who shares a
room with another or others.

We two Americans join company with our room-mate,
an Alexandrian of Italian parentage.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 28.

room-paper (rom'pa"per), n. Same as wall-

paper.
room-ridden (rom'rid"n), a. Confined to one's
room. Compare bedridden. [Bare.]

As the room-ridden invalid settled for the night.
Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. 16.

roomsomet (rom'sum), a. [< room1 + -some.']

Roomy.
In a more vnruly, more vnvveildie, and more roome-

some vessell then the biggest hulke on Thames.
Florio, It. Diet, Ep. Ded., p. [11].

Not only capable but roomsome. Evelyn.

roomstead (rom'sted), n. [< room1 + stead.']
A lodging.

His greens take up six or seven houses or roomsteads.

Archseologia, XII. 188 (Account of Gardens near London,
[1691).

roomtht (romth), n. [< ME. rumthe, rymtlie, <

AS. *rymth (Lye), rymet, space (= MD. ruimte),
< rum, spacious: see room1

, a.] 1. Room or

place, in any sense.

And when his voyce failed him at any time, Mecoenas

supplied his roomth in reading.
Phaer, tr. of Virgil (1600). (Nam.)

The Seas (then wanting roomth to lay their boist'rous load)
Upon the Belgian Marsh their pamp'red stomachs cast.

Drayton, Polyolbion, v. 244.

2. Roominess; spaciousness.
A monstrous paunch for roomth, and wondrous wide.

Mir. for Hags., p. 109.

roomthsomet (rSinth'sum), a. [< roomth +
-xome.~] Roomy; spacious.

By the sea-side, on the other side, stoode Heroe's tower ;

... a cage or pigeon-house, ronmthsome enough to com-
prehend her. A'ashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 167).

ropmthyt (rom'thi), a. [< roomth + -y
1

.'] Spa-
cious.

And her [Atre] not much behind
Comes Kensey ; after whom, clear Enian in doth make.
In Tamer's roomthier banks their rest that scarcely take.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i. 210.

roost

roomy (ro'mi), a. [< room 1 + -y
1
.] Having

ample room; spacious; large.

Indeed, the city of glory is capacious and roomy; "In
my Father's house there are many mansions."

Bee. T. Adams, Works, II. 252.

With roomy decks, her guns of mighty strength,
Whose lowlaid mouths each mounting billow laves.

Dryden, Aunus Mirabilis, st. 163.

A very antique elbow-chair, with a high back, carved

elaborately iu oak, and a roomy depth within its arms.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ii.

roon1
!, a. An obsolete form of roan1 .

TOOn2 (ron), n. [A dial, form of rund, < Icel.

rond, rim, border, stripe, = E. rand : see rand1
.]

A border; edge; selvage. [Scotch.]

In thae auld times, they thought the moon . . .

Wore by degrees, till her last roon
Gaed past their viewing.

Burns, To W. Simpson (Postscript).

Her face was like the lily roon
That veils the vestal planet's hue.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

[Roon in this passage is usually explained as '

vermilion,'

apparently after Halliwell, who defines the Middle Eng-
lish roone, properly 'roan,' in one passage as 'vermilion.')

roop (rop), v. i. [Also dial. (Se.) roup; < ME.
ropen, < AS. hropan (pret. hreop) = OS. hropan
= OFries. hrdpa = D. roepen = MLG. ropen =
OHG. hruofan, ruofan, MHG. ruofen, G. rufen,

cry out; also in weak form, OHG. ruofen, MHG.
riiefen, cry out, = Icel. hrdpa, call, cry out, in

old use slander, = Sw. ropa = Dan. raabe, cry
out, = Goth, hropjan, cry out. Cf. roup.] 1.

To cry; shout. [Obsolete or prov. Eng. and

Scotch.] 2. To roar; make a great noise.

And a ropand rayne raiked fro the heuyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4631.

roop (rop), . [Also (Sc.) roup; < ME. rop, <

AS. hrop = OHG. "hrvof, ruof, MHG. ruof, G.

ruf, a cry, = Icel. hrop, crying, in old use

caviling, scurrility, = Sw. rop = Dan. raab,
a cry, a call, crying; cf. Goth, hropei, a cry;
from the verb.] 1. Aery; a call. 2. Hoarse-
ness.

may the roup ne'er roust thy weason !

Beattie's Address (Boss's Helenore), st. 3. (Jamieson.)

roopit (ro'pit), a. [Also (Sc.) roiipit, roupet;
< roop, n., + -it = -c<J2.] Hoarse; husky.
[Scotch.]

Alas ! my roopit Muse is hearse 1

Bums, Prayer to the Scotch Representatives.

roopy (ro'pi), a. [Also (Sc.) roupy; < roop +
-y

1
.] Hoarse.

He said he had observed I was sometimes hoarse a

little roopy was his exact expression.
Dickens, David Copperfleld, vil.

roorback (ror'bak), . [So called in allusion

to certain fictions, published in the United
States in 1844, devised for political purposes,
but purporting to be taken from the " Travels of

Baron Eoorbach."] A fictitious story published
for political effect; a "campaign lie." [U. S.]
Roosa (ro'sa), n. See Busa.
roosa-oil (r6'sa-oil), n. See rusa-oil.

loose (roz), v". t.
; pret. and pp. roosed, ppr.

roosing. [Also dial, rose, nise ; < ME. rosen, <

Icel. hrosa, praise, extol, boast, = Sw. rosa =
Dan. rose, praise.] To extol

;
commend highly.

[Now only Scotch.]
To rose him [the king] in his rialty rych men sogtten

[sought]. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1371.

To roose you up, and ca' you guid.
Burns, Dedication to Gavin Hamilton.

roost1
(rost), n. [< ME. *rost, < AS. hrdst, given

by Somner ("hrost, al. henna lirost, petaurum,
a hen-roost"), and contained also in the com-
pound hrost-bedg, a poetical term of uncertain

meaning, explained as 'the woodwork of a cir-

cular roof; = OS. hrost, roof, = MD. roest, a

hen-roost, = Icel. hraust, roof, ceiling, = Norw.
rost, must, rost, roof, roofing, space under the

roof; prob. orig. the inner framework of a roof

(as in Sc.) ; prob., with formative -st, from the
same root (y lira) as Icel. lirot, a roof, rot, the
inner part of the roof of a house where fish are

hung up to dry, = Norw. rot, a roof, the inner

part of a roof, a cockloft, = Goth. hrot. a roof.

The Sc. sense (def . 4) is prob. of Scand. origin
(< Norw. rost, see above).] 1. A pole or perch
upon which fowls rest at night ; any place upon
which a bird may perch to rest

; also, a locality
where birds, as pigeons, habitually spend the

night.
Who [the cock] daily riseth when the Sun doth rise.

And when Sol setteth, then to roost he hies.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 5.

He clapp'd his wings upon his rooet.

Dryden, Cock and Fox, 1. 4a



roost

Thousands of white gulls, gone to their nightly roost,
rested on every ledge and cornice of the rock.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 304.

These roosts [of wild pigeons] have been known to extend
for a distance of forty miles in length and several miles
in breadth. Stand. Hat. Hist., IV. 251.

Hence 2. A temporary abiding- or resting-

place.

No, the world has a million roosts for a man, but only one
nest. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, vi.

3. The fowls which occupy such a roost, collec-

tively. A somewhat special application of the word
(like rookery, 2) is to the roosts of some perching birds,
which assemble in vast numbers, but not to breed, and for
no obvious purpose that would not be as well attained with-
out such congregation. Among conspicuous instances

may be noted the roosts of the passenger-pigeon, some-
times several miles in extent, and the winter roosts of

many thousands of crows (see crow, 2), which in the breed-

ing season are dispersed. It is not generally known that
the common robin of the United States sometimes forms
such roosts in summer.
4. The inner roof of a cottage, composed of

spars reaching from one wall to the other; a

garret. Jamieson. (.Scotch.] Atroost, roosting;
hence, in a state of rest or sleep.

A fox spied out a cock at roost upon a tree.

SV.fi. L'Estrange.

roost1
(rest), v. [= MD. roesten, roost

;
from the

noun.] I. intrans. 1. To occupy a roost; perch,
as a bird.

O let me, when Thy roof my soul hath hid,
let me nmst and nestle there.

G. Herbert, The Temper.
So [IJ sought a Poet, roosted near the skies.

Burns, Address spoken by Miss Fontenelle.

The peacock in the broad ash-tree
Aloft Is roosted for the night,

Wordsworth, White Doe of Rylstone, iv.

2. To stick or stay upon a resting-place ; cling
or adhere to a rest, as a limpet on a rock.

The larger number of limpets roost upon rocks.

Nature, XXXI. 200.

II. trans. To set or perch, as a bird on a
roost: used reflexive! y.

I wonder,
How that profane nest of pernicious birds
Dare roost themselves there in the midst of us,
So many good and well-disposed persons.
impudence ! Randolph, Muses' Looking-glass, 1.1.

roost2 (rost), n. and v. See roust
1
*.

roost-COCk (rdst'kok), n. A cock; a rooster.

[Prov. Eng.]
Callus, that greatest roost-cock in the rout.

The Mous-Trap (1600). (Halliwell, under porpentine. )

rooster (ros'ter), n. 1. The male of the domes-
tic hen

;
a cock, as distinguished from the fe-

male or hen. [U. S.]
A huge turkey gobbling in the road, a rooster crowing

on the fence, and ducks quacking in the ditches.
S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 1.

2. Any bird that roosts
;
a percher. See In-

sessores.

Almost all birds are roosters.

B. G. White, Words and their Uses, p. 182.

root1 (rot or rut), n. [< ME. roote, rote, < late
AS. rot (ace. pi. rota, occurring in connection
with bare (see bark2 ) in a fragment printed in
AS. Leechdoms, 1. 378), < Icel. rot = Sw. Norw.
rot = Dan. rod, a root, the lower part of a tree,
a root in mathematics; prob. orig. with initial
w (Icel. v, reg. lost before r), Icel. "vrot = AS.
*wrot, a collateral form of wyrt = OHG. MHG.
wurz, G. wurz, a plant, = Goth, wavrts, a root;
prob. akin to W. gwreiddyn = OCorn. grueiten,
a root, L. radix (\/ vrad), a root, = Gr. /idovf

(/ Fpad), a branch, a root, l>%a (for "FpiSya,
/ FpiS), a root : see wort1

,
and cf . radix, rhizome.

See also root2.] 1. (a) In bot., a part of the body
of a plant which, typically, grows downward
into the soil, fixes the plant, and absorbs nutri-
ment. A root may be either a descending axis originat-
ing in germination from the lower end of the canlicle, and
persisting as a tap-root, or one of a group of such roots in
either case called primary; or a branch of such a root, the
ultimate ramifications forming rootlets or root-fibrils; or a
similar organ developed from some other part of the plant
(adventitious), sometimes with special functions in the
latter cases called secondary. The root differs from the
stem in having no nodes and internodes, its branches ap-
pearing in no regular order, and, normally, in giving rise
to no other organs, though, as in the pear and poplar, it

may develop buds and thence suckers. In mode of growth
the root is peculiar in elongating only or chiefly at the ex-
tremity, and at the same time in not building upon the
naked apex, but in a stratum (the growing-point) just short
of the apex under the protection of a cover or sheath the
root-cap (which see). Aside from securing the plant in
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roots, however chiefly the tap-roots of biennials serve
the special purpose of storing nutriment for a second sea-

son, becoming thus much enlarged, as in the beet and tur-

nip. Roots of this class must be distinguished from the

rhizome, bulb, etc., which, though subterranean, are modi-
fications of the stem. Numerous plants put forth aerial

roots, eventually reaching the soil (banian, mangrove),

This office is performed by imbibition through the cell-
walls of the fresher root-surface, except that of the ex-
treme tip, the absorbent surface being greatly increased
by the production of root-hairs. (See root-hair.) Many

Various Forms of Roots.

I. Fibrous Roots of Poa annua. 3. Root of Daucus Carota : X. tap-
root : r, r, rootlets. 3. Aerial Roots of OncidiHm cilintum, 4. Tuber-
ous Rootsof*4*tfM0ifrAa/irr>0i<frs. 5. Root-hairs of Yucca florusa
(highly magnified).

serving as means of climbing (ivy, poison-ivy), or, in the
case of epiphytes, part fastening the plant to a bough,
part free in the air, whence they are capable of absorbing
some moisture. The roots of a parasitic plant penetrate the
tissues of the host-plant and draw their nutritive matter
from it. True roots are confined to flowering plants and
vascular cryptogams, the rhizoids of many lower plants in

part taking their place. See annual, biennial, perennial.
See also cuts under ivy, monocotyledonous, prothaUium,
and rhizome.

An oak whose antique root peeps out
Upon the brook that brawls along this wood.

Shale., As you Like it, ii. 1. 31.

(b) Specifically, an esculent root, as a beet or
a carrot.

But his neat cookery ! he cut our roots
In characters. Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 49.

2. That which resembles a root in shape, posi-
tion, or function; that from which anything
springs, (a) The part of anything that resembles the
root of a plant in manner of growth, or as a source of

nourishment, support, or origin ; specifically, in mint, and
znol., some part or organ like or likened to the root of a
plant ; the deepest or most ftxed part of something em-
bedded in another ; a base, bottom, or supporting part :

technically called radix: as, the root of a finger-nail or a
tooth ; the root of a nerve or a hair : often used in the
plural, though the thing in fact is singular: as, to drag
out a nail by the runt*.

The colde blode that was at our Ionics herte rote
Fell within losephes sherte & lay on his chest.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. B. T. 8.), p. 38.

Each false [word]
Be as a cauterizing to the root o' the tongue.

Shak., T. of A., v. 1. 136.

Hence (6) The bottom or lower part of anything ; foun-
dation.

Ther is at the west syde of Itaille,
Doun at the roote of Vesulus the colde,
A lusty playne, abundant of vitaille.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 2.

The Mount, which was a frame of wood built by Master
More for a Watch-tower to looke out to Sea, was blowne
up by the roots.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 160.

In the Domdaniel caverns,
Under the Roots of the Ocean,
Met the Masters of the Spell.

Sauthey, Thalaba, ii. 2.

(c) The origin or cause of anything ;
source.

Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote
The droghte of Marche hath perced to the roote.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 2.

The love of money is the root of all [all kinds of, E. V.]
evil. 1 Tim. vi. 10.

< '/ ) The basis of anything ; ground ; support.

The root of his opinion. Shak., W. T., ii. 3. 89.

With a courage of unshaken root.

Cowper, Table-Talk, I. 15.

(e) In philol., an elementary notional syllable; that part
of a word which conveys its essential meaning, as distin-

guished from the formative parts by which this meaning
is modified ; an element in a language, whether arrived
at by analysis of words or existing uncombined, in which
no formative element is demonstrable : thus, true may be
regarded as the root of un-tru-th-ful-ness.

root

But we must beware of pushing the figure involved in
root to the extent of regarding roots thus set up as the ele-

ments out of which the language containing them has
grown. A given root may be more modern than certain or
than all of the formative elements with which it is com-
bined.

Whitney, Trans. Amer. Philol. Asa., XVII., App., p. xx.

Equity and equal are from the same root; and equity
literally means equalness.

II. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 10f>.

(/) The first ancestor; an early progenitor.

Myself should be the root and father
Of many kings. Shak., Macbeth, ill. 1. 5.

(g) In math. : (1) The root of any quantity is such a quantity
as, when multiplied into itself a certain number of times,
will exactly produce that quantity. Thus, 2 is a root of 4,

because when multiplied into itself it exactly produces
4. Power and root are correlative terms : the power is

named from the number of the factors employed in the
multiplication, and the root is named from the power.
Thus, if a quantity be multiplied once by itself, the pro-
duct is called the second power, or square, and the quan-
tity itself the sgtiare root, or second root of the product ;

If the quantity be multiplied twice by itself, we obtain
the ttiinl power, or cube, and the quantity is the cube
root or third root; and so on. The character marking
a root is y (a modification of r for radix, which has
been used probably since the middle of the sixteenth

century), and the particular root is Indicated by placing
above the sign the figure which expresses the number
of the root, which figure is called the index of the root.

Thus, f 18 indicates the fourth root of 16 (that is, 2), and
/4 the square root of 4 (that is, 2) the index in the case
of the square root being usually omitted. The same is the
case with algebraic quantities, as f(a 3 + Sa'b + Sab' + b 3

)
= a -f 6. Seepowwl, index, involution, evolution. (2) The
root of an equation is a quantity which, substituted for
the unknown quantity, satisfies the equation : thus, 2 + y2
is a root of the equation x 3 &P + 6z 2 = 0; for

(2+i/2)
3 = 20 + 14 \fZ

K2-rYM = 30 20^2
+ 6(2 +^2) = 12+ 6^2-2 =-2,

the sum of which is 0. Another root of the same equation U
obviously 1 ; and the third root will be found to be 2^2.
(A) In in nsir: (1) With reference to a compound tone or a
series of harmonics, the fundamental, generator, or ground
tone. (2) With reference to a chord, the fundamental tone

that is, the tone from whose harmonics the tones of the
chord are selected, or the tone on which they are conceived
to he built up. Theorists are not agreed as to what consti-
tutes a root of a chord, or whether a chord may have two
roots ; and in many cases the term is used merely to des-

ignate the lowest tone of a chord when arranged in its

simplest or normal position, (t) In chron., the earliest
time at which an event can take place, as a movable feast ;

also, the time at which any progressive change begins.
(j) In astrol., the state of things at the beginning of any
time ; particularly, the figure of the heavens at the instant
of birth, specifically called the root of nativity, a term also

applied to the horoscope, or ascendant. Chaucer, in the

passage below, has in mind the introduction to Zahel's
treatise on Elections, where it is stated that elections of
fortunate times for undertakings are not much to be de-

pended upon, except in the case of kings, who have their
roots o/ nativity (that is, in their case there is no doubt as
to the precise aspect of the heavens at the moment of

birth), which roots strengthen the inferences to be drawn,
especially (at least so Chaucer understands the words) in
the case of a journey. When the horoscope of birth was
not known, astrologers were accustomed to determine
elections chiefly by the place and phase of the moon,
whose influence was, however, considered debile. It ap-
pears that in the case of the lady of the story, the moon
was impedited in the root of nativity (see Almansor, Prop.
35 : "Cum in radice nativitatis impedietur luna," etc.), and
Mars, a planet most unfavorable to journeys, was at azlr,
or lord of the ascendant, at her birth, and was in the
fourth, or darkest, house ; so that the omens of the Jour-
ney were as gloomy as they well could be.

Of viage is ther non eleccioun,
Namely to folk of hey condicioun,
Not whan a rote is of a birthe yknowe?

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 216.

() In hydraul. enyin., the end of a weir or dam where
it is joined to the natural bank. E. H. Knight.
3. In hort., a growing plant with its root ; also,
a tuber or bulb.

Your herb-woman ; she that sets seeds and roots.

Shale., Pericles, iv. 6. 93.

Perhaps the pleasantest of all cries in early spring is that
of "All a-growing all a-blowing," heard for the first

time in the season. It is that of the root-seller, who has
stocked his barrow with primroses, violets, and daisies.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 138.

4. Gross amount; sum total. HallitceJI Aerial
roots. See def. 1. Bear's-paw root, the rhizome of the
male fern, Aspidium Filix-mas. Bengal root, the root of
a species of ginger, Zinyiber Cassmnanar. Biquadrat-
ic root. See biquadratic. Commensurable root, a root
of an equation equal to a whole number or fraction. Con-
jugate roots. See conjugate. Continuity of roots, the
tact that the values of the roots of an algebraic equation
vary continuously with the coefficients. Criterion for
roots, a rule for deciding whether a solution is multiple
or not, how many solutions are imaginary, and the like.

Crop and root. See crop. Crown of a root. See
crown. Cuboeubic root. See(6o/Wc. Demonstra-
tive root. See deinnnstratiiv. Double root, in music,
two tones assumed as the generatorsof one chord. Dutch
roots or bulbs, a trade-name of certain ornamental flow-

ering bulbs, especially tulips and hyacinths, exported from
Holland. Equal roots, two or more roots of an equation
having the same value. That is, if x\ is such a root, the

equation is not only satisfied by putting arj for x, the un-
known quantity, but this is also true after the equation
(with all its terms equated to zero) has been divided by
z xj. Fibrous roots, roots in the form of fibers the



root

regular form of roots except so far as they are thickened
for strength as holdfasts or by the accumulation of nutri-

ment.-Horizontal root, in hot, a root that lies hori-

zontally on the ground.-iatent roots of a matrix, in

math. See latent. Lateral root of the auditory nerve,
therootwhichpasscsontheoutersideof thereatiform tract.

Also called sKper/fcirt?, i'/i?n'or, or posterior root ; alsosome-
times radix cochlea.- Limit ofthe roots. See !>(.
Mechoacan root, a jalap.tuber of very feeble proper-

ties, obtained from Mexico, apparently identical with the

Ipomsea Jalapa (I. macrorhiza) found in the southern
United States from South Carolina to Florida. Medial
root of the auditory nerve, the root which passes on
the inner side of the restiform tract, between the latter

and the ascending root of the trigeminus. Also called

deep, anterior or upper root; sometimes radix vesUbularis.

-Musquash-root. Same as beaver-poison Primary
root. geS^rtSwE and def. 1, above.-Primitive root,
a root of an equation or congruence which satisfies no

8EMRFJ co^utnce *l= Hmod 10) Sfoi
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For primitive root in various specific phrases, see prim-
five.-Quadratocubic root, quadratoquadratic root.
See the adjectives. Root and branch, (a) As a whole;
wholly ; completely.

He was going and leaving his malison on us, root and
oranch. I was never

so^ecursed
in all my days

aae' C1 rtn> X1VI1L

(6) In Eng. hist., the extremists of the Parliamentary party
who about 1641 favored the overthrow of Episcopacy;
also, the policy of these extremists. Root of a hair,
the portion contained in the follicle, the lower portion
being the bulb. Root of a lung, the place where the

Er that eight dais were ended fully,
Al the wodys were rated up and gon.

Rom. of PartenajCE. E. T. SA 1. 1112.

I in ,

The noisome weeds SAfflj- iph if Hi 4 v?~ W
*;'

"' **" "L 4 " "'
He s a rank weed, Sir Thomas,

And we must root him out.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. I. 63.

JJ. intrans. 1 . To turn up the earth with the
snout ag gwine _

Al swa that wilde swin
That wroteth seond than grouen.

Layamon, 1. 469.

DOO beestes smale in hit [earth] to atere and stonde,
And make hem route aboute and trede

PaUadim Husbondrie E E T S XD 158 '

rtS
bitterness. See bitterness. Root of the mesentery,
the junction of the mesentery with the body-wall. Root

^ 0181

ootsofanequatn,the tfh fldd
of quantity into such parts that there shall be only one
root at most in each part.-The root of the matter,
that wh,ch is fundamental or essential.

But ye should say, Why persecute we him, seeing the
roo of the matter is found in me? Job xix. 28.

To extract the root
to s't^rort

6
Taf

or (more frequently) as a layer, cutting, or transplanted
plant. (6) To become fixed ; become established.

.
If we shall stand still,

In fear our motion will be raock'd or carp'd at,We should take root here where we sit

Deep*. thy root,,^e^"'^"
Within our earthly sod. WAtter, Our Master,

(See also bloodroot, bowman's-root. cancer-root, colic-root,
mart-root, orris-root, rattlesnake-root, and imateroot.)

root 1
(rot or rut), v. [= Sw. rota, take root;

from the noun. Of. roo&.l I intrans 1 To
fix' the root; strike root; enter the earth, as
roots.

In deep grounds the weeds root the deeper.
Mortimer, Husbandry,

2. To be firmly fixed; be established

There rooted betwixt them then such an affeetion which
cannot choose but branch now Shak WT i 1 25

If any error chanced ... to cause misapprehensions!
he gave them not leave to root and fasten by concealment.

Sp. Fell,

II trans 1 To fix by the root or as if bv
roots; plant and fix deep in the earth- as a
tree roots itself a deeulv rooted tree

J;
J

That root, itself in elslonTe?he wharf.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 33.

2 To clant deenlv imnress dpe.nlv and riWn

, le,

long he may dyge and.wrote
Or ne nave hvs J '!

le
,,

r
?' . , . ,!61 - (UaUiwell.)

Thou elvish-mark'd, abortive, noting hog !

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. 228.

2f. To push with the snout.

Delphyn8 knowe by 8mel a dee(J man^ ln^
see ete euer of Delphyns kynde, and yf the deed hath ete
therof he etyth hym anone, and yf he dyde not he kepyth
and defendyth hym fro etynge and bytynge of other flsshe,
and showyth hym and bryngyth him to the clyffe with his
own wrotynge.
GfrmCT7,DePropr.Rerum,Xni.xivi.460(Cath.Ang.,p.425).

"?*
11

^).*- Afonnofnrfi. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.j
root4 (rot), v. A dialectal form of rot.

rootagei W'tej or rtt'w). C< rootl
The af ot ^P/ <*.->

the growth or fixture
ot roots; the hold obtained by means of a root
or roots. [Bare.]
Ours ^ 8carcely lesg than ^ ^^ [goTernment]j a

living and fecund system. It does not, indeed, find its

rootage so widely in the hidden aoil of unwritten law
;
ita

tap-root at least is the Constitution.
* **>*, Cong- GOT., i.

rootage2
(ro'taj or rut'aj), . [X rootf + -am ~\

Extirpation Halliwell

root-alcohol (r6t'al"k6-'hol), . See alcohol, 1.
' H A rnnt

Canst thou not minister to a mind diaeaaed,
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow ?

Shak., Macbeth, v. 3. 41.

root2 (rot or rut), v. [Also rout, early mod. E.

wroot,wrout;<WE.roten,routen,piorj.wroten,<
AS. MToteK, root or grub up, as a hog, = NFries
irrfttfn Mn D ,/?rn*^ MT ^^ i r
written root or SuMn thela vth OHP 'rJ'

/n^ )f r H
'
= ?. . 7jan ruozzan root up (ef . G. rOe, renten, rodcn,

root out), = Icel. rota = Sw. Norw. rota = Dan.
rode, root, grub up ; connected with the noun,
AS. wrot = OFries. "wrote, snout, = OHa. dim.
*ruozil, MHGr. riiezel, G. riissel, snout; perhaps
allied to L. rodere, gnaw, nag, and to radere,
scratch: see rodent, rase1

,
raze1 . The verb is

commonly associated with the noun root1 as if

root up or uproot meant 'pull up the roots of,'
'

(

pull up by the roots'; but it means rather
'raise or plow up with the snout,' and is orig.
applied to swine.] I. trans. 1. To dig or bur-
row in with the snout

;
turn up with the snout,

as a swine.

Alas, he [the boar] nought eateems that face of thine, . . .

ild root these beauties as he roots the mead.

_, .

aJ-., Venus and Adonis, 1.636.

^. lo tear up or out as if by rooting; eradicate;
irpate; remove or destroy utterly; exter-

unate: generally with up, out, or ninn/.

root-er (rot'ber) . A drink containing the
extracted juices Of various roots, as of dock,
dandelion sarsannrilln and as<nf7-aaan( on

' sarsapanna, ana sassatras.

No leas than five persons, during the forenoon, inquired
for ginger-beer, or roofer or any drink of a simuarbrew-^ Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iii.

root-borer (r6t'bor"er), n. An insect which
perforates the roots of plants: as, the clover

root-oorer, Hylesimts trifolii.

root-bound (rot'bound), a. Fixed to the earth

by roots; firmly fixed, as if by the root; im-
movable

;And you a statue, or, as Daphne was,
*>**"4 t fled Apolla

... , ,...,, -, >

root-breaker (rot bra"ker), n. A machine for
breaking potatoes, turnips, carrots, or other raw
ro ts into small or moderate-sized pieces, in or-
er prepare them as tood for cattle or horses,

root-bruiser (rot'bro"zer), n. Same as root-

JStZlH MMOW R'Hfroot-DUUt (rot bilt), a. Built of roots.

Philosophy requires
No lavish cost; to crown its utmost prayer

lh?1uicv^and a'f,d

C

t

e

he c^Kream **'
lne Julcy vland

'
ana tne ery*l stream -

Shenstone, Economy, L

root-cap (rot'kap), n. A cap-like layer of par-

enchymatous cells which occurs at the tip of

growing roots. It may be several or many or only two

fJ*
r
!f

la*ers ' cella thick- the cells eomposing it being
Wer- flrmer- and ln Part eflete

.
and serving to protect the

aCt'Ve rowll I > to'. which is i""diately behind it.

At the very end of the radile they [the cells] are rela-

lively large, and form a sort of cap-like covering (roof-rap)
for the smaller cells lying directly back (the Vowing
P Int)- Goodale, Phyaiol. Bot., p. 106.

root-cellar (rot'sel"ar), n. A cellar or part of
a cellar set apart for the storage of roots ortu-
bers, as potatoes. Compare root-house, 2.

root-crop (rot'krop), n. A crop of plants with
esculent roots, especially of plants having sin-

gle roots, as turnips, beets, or carrots.

root-digger (rot'dig'er), n. In agri., a form of

tongs with curved jaws for raising carrots and
beets from the ground.
root-eater (rot'e"ter), n. A rhizophagous mar-
supial; a member of the Rhizophaga; any root-

eating animal.

root-eating (r6t'e"ting), a. Feeding habitually
upon roots

; rbizophagous.
rooted (ro'ted or rut'ed), a. [< root 1 + -erf2 .]

1. Fixed by a root or roots ; firmly planted or
embedded. 2. In ;oiil. and anat.: (n) Fixed

root-louse

by the roots embedded and attached as if

rooted as a Viaiv fpathpT- noil ni- rnnth f}<\)te
.^'

" a 5 '
lea

,

tne'' naii
>
or 'OOttl. (6)

Specifically, fixed so by the root as to cease to

grow, as a tooth : the opposite of rootless. 3.
Provided with roots.
*AJI_ / -/* j i-

'

*i/ j T\ 7 ry
TOOtedly (ro ted-li or rut ed-li), adv. [< rooted
+ -ly

2
.] Deeply; from the heart.

They all do hate him
As notedly aa I. Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 103.

. j , .... , . ., , \
rooteoness (ro ted-nes or rut ed-nes), n. [<
rooted + -ness.'] The state or condition of be-
\MS rooted

rooter 1 fro'ter or rilt'er) n K root1 + -er1 1rooter no uei o ei;, a. L\ n i -r er .j

A Plant (or> *&*ti***f> some other thing, or
a person) which takes root.

They require dividing and Anting on freah aoil fre-

quently, being strong rooter,. The Field, LXVII. 338.

lOOter2 (ro'ter or nit' er), n. [< rootf + -er1
.]

One who or that which roots Qr rootg Qr
..,.,._,. .,_ hv ti.

fi rnnta . wv, n p,.nrH<>arps nr
*j

ea
y*

UP Dy t!

T^a^ge^cham^n
of the Pagan goda,

Maesinger, Virgin-Martyr i 1

_-i-__ /-K/fi- : wt'A-\ i

lOOtery (ro ter-1 or rut er-1), n., pi. rootenes

(-iz). [\ root1 + -ery.] A mound or pile formed
with the roots of trees, in which plants are set
as in a rockerv Imn Diet

rootfast (rot'fast), S.' [< ME. rotfest (= leel.

rotfastr) ;
< root1 + fast1 .] Firmly rooted.

root-fibril (r6t'fi
//

bril), n. One of the fine ulti-

mate divisions of a root; a rootlet; less prop-
erly, same as root-hair.

root-footed (r6t
'

fuf'ed), a. Provided with

pseudopodia. See pseudopodium and rlrizopod.
ro0t-forceps (rot'for'seps), . In dentistry, a
forceps for extracting roots of teeth
rnot *__, tYot'forml ,, A form Bssumprl hv an
rOOMprm (rot lorm;, n. A. rorm assumea Dy an

"}sect when ndieioolons or living on roots, if

d 616"4 fr(>m some oth
.

er form < the same m-
sect : thus, the grape-vine pest, P%i<O2:era I'as-

<*', is most destructive in its rooi/orw
Toot-grafting (rot grafting), . In hort., the

Pr SS 8 8Ci nS dh'eC
.

tly n
t

'

_ , "t'l~ A) filroot-hair (rot har), n. A delicate filament de-
veloned from a sinrfe cell (thus distinguishedIn

P m
fihrln nr, t^ p^frtp^ni.^f ttrom a root-fibril) on the epidermis of the

young parts of a root; a unicellular tnchome

shrivel and disappear. See cut under root.

root-headed (rot'hed"ed), a. Fixed as if rooted

by the head; having a head like roots; rhizo-

r
,..

(rot hous), II. 1 . A rustic house or

lodge built ornamentally of roots.

Winding forward down the valley, you pass beside a amall
root-house, where on a tablet are these lines.

Shenstone, Worka (ed. 1791X n. 289.

2. A house for storing up or depositing pota-
toes, turnips, carrots, cabbages, or other roots
or tops, for the winter feed of cattle.

root-knot (rot'not), . A knot or excrescence
of a root; specifically, an abnormal irregular
growth of the subcortical layer of tissue of roots
and underground stems of various plants,
shrubs

'
a J trees, resulting from the attack of

a Tipmatnid wnrm as a snp?,'ea nf AnniiillHlirfa,' 1

l^
mato

.^
worm, as a species ot Angmlhihaa.

ro0*1
,

(ro^' " V pr
,9 i^ PP

;
roo*M

' PPr 'Z& ^p"1 '

^ V TorootuP' as 8Wlne -

..fLi ! f>rr^lT' A! r=Hiool lof So rf-root-leaf (rot lef), n. A radical leaf. See radi-
cal leaves, under radical.

rootless (rot'- or rut'les), a. [< rool + -

1 . Having no root.

ntinuance a roted habitte

Of light sand, that wil with a blast or two be blowen down
*r f- M*<>, Worka, p. iso.

2. In eool., having a persistently open pulp-cav-
ity and growing perennially, as the incisor teeth
of rodents, and the molar teeth ofmany of these
animals

;
not rooted so as to stop growing. See

Bodentia.

rootlet (rot'- or rut'let),. [< root1 + -let.'} A
little root; a radicle; a root-fibril: specifically
applied to the fine roots put forth by certain
plants, by which they cling to their supports,
as in Blius Toxicodendron.
The tree whose rootfets drink of every river

Kingdey, Saint's Tragedy, v. 2.

root-loop (rot'lop), M. An arch or bow in a root,

standing out of the ground
root-louse (rot'lous), n. One of a number of
radicicolous or root-feeding plant-lice of the



root-louse

family Aphididie, and usually of the subfamily
Pemphiginie. The grape-vine root-louse is au example.
(See Phylloxera.) The root-louse of the apple is Schini-

Root-louse of the Apple (SchixantMra lanigera).

a, apple-root, showing swelling's caused by lice ; t>, wingless stem-

mother, or first spring generation ; r, winged agamic female. (Line
and cross show naturalizes.)

neura lanvieitt, apparently indigenous tu America, but
now occurring in Europe, New Zealand, and Australia,
where it is known as the American blight. It passes the
winter under ground in the wingless condition, and also
as a winter egg on the trunk. It spreads by means of an
occasional generation of winged agamic females. It has
an above-ground summer form which is furnished with
a flocculent excretion of white wax.

root-mouthed (rot'moutht), . In zoiil., rhi-

zostomous.

root-parasite (rot'par"a-sit), . A plant which
grows upon the root of another plant, as plants
of the order Orobancliacese, or broom-rapes.

root-pressure (rot'presh'ur), w. In bot., a

hydrostatic pressure exerted in plants, which
manifests itself by causing, especially in the

spring, a more or less copious flow of watery
fluid from the cut surface of a part of the stem
which is directly connected with the root. This
flow of sap is the so-called "bleeding "of plants, and is

found to be the result of the absorbent activity of the
root-hairs.

In a vine, for example, before its leaves have grown in
the spring, this process, called root-pressure, causes a rapid
ascent of fluid (sap) absorbed from the soil.

Huxley and Martin, Elementary Biology, p. 489.

rpot-pulper (rot'pul'per), it. A mill for grind-
ing roots or reducing them to pulp for indus-
trial uses or for preparing them as food for
farm-stock. Also called root-grinder, root-shred-

der, and root-rasp.
root-sheath (rot'sheth), . The sheath of the
root of a hair or feather, an invert of epidermis
lining the follicle in which a hair or feather

grows. See second cut under hair.

rootstock (rot'stok), M. 1. In lot., same as
rhizome. 2. The original ground or cause of

anything; a root.

The Egyptians being really the oldest civilized people
that we certainly know, and therefore, if languages have
one origin, likely to be near its root-stock.

Dawson, Origin of the World, p. 272.

3. In isool., a cormus, as of a zoophyte ;
a, rhi-

zocaulus.

root-tree (rot'tre), . An aspect of a geomet-
rical tree in which it is regarded as springing
from a given knot.

root-vole (rot' vol), ii . A vole or meadow-mouse
of Siberia, Arcicola ceconomiis, which feeds on
roots like other animals of its kind.

rooty (ro'ti or riit'i), a. [Also dial, rutty; <

motl + -y
1
.] 1. Abounding in roots; contain-

ing many roots: as, rooty ground.
Along the shoare of siluer streaming Themmes,
Whose rutty Bancke, the which his Riuer hemmes.

Spenser, Prothalamiou (ed. Grosai't).

Yet as a syluane hill

Thrusts back a torrent that hath kept a narrow channell
still, . . .

Nor can [it) with all the confluence break through his rooty
sides. Chapman, Iliad, xvii.

2. Rank, as grass. Halliwcll. [Prov. Eng.]
root-zone (ro't'zon), n. A region of the spinal
cord traversed by or immediately adjacent to
the roots of the spinal nerves Posterior root-
zone, the postero-exterual column of the spinal cord, es-

pecially its lateral portions.

rooye-bok (ro'ye-bok), w. [< D. rooije-bok, <

rooijen, regulate, order (< root, regular order,
rule), + bok = E. 6cfcl.] The African pallah,
Jipyceros melampus: so called by the Dutch
colonists from its habit of walking in single
file. See cut under pallali.

ropt, [Also rope (in pi. ropes) ;
< ME. rop

(pi. roppes), < AS. rop, irreg. roop (i. e. rop),
also hrop, an intestine, the colon, = MD. rop,
intestine.] An intestine: commonly in the
plural.

His talowe also servythe for plastyrs mo than one ;

For harpe stryngis his Ropyt seruythe Ichoone.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 17.
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ropalic, a. See rhopalic.

rope 1
(rop). n. [< ME. rop, roop, rope, rape, <

AS. rap, a rope, = OFries. rap (in silrap), cord,
= D. reep, also roop = MLG. rep, reep = OHG.
MHG. reif, a cord, string, circular band, fetter,

circle, G. reif, ring, a rope, circular band, cir-

cle, wheel, hoop, ferrule, = Icel. reip = Sw.

rep = Dan. reb, a rope, = Goth, mips, a string
(in comp. skauda-raips), shoe-string: root un-
certain-. The word rope exists disguised in the
second element of stirrup.'] 1. A cord of con-
siderable thickness; technically, a cord over
one inch in circumference. Ropes are usually
made of hemp, mantla, flax, cotton, coir, or other vege-
table fiber, or of iron, steel, or other metallic wire. A
hempen rope is composed of a certain number of yarns
or threads, which are first spun or twisted into strands,
and the finished ropes have special names according to
the number and arrangement of the strands, and the va-
rious sizes are indicated by the circumference In inches.
The ropes in ordinary use on board a vessel are composed
of three strands, laid right-handed, or, as it Is called

(though this is not correct for southern latitudes), "with
the sun." Occasionally a piece of large rope will be found
laid up in four strands, also with the sun. This is gen-
erally used for standing rigging, tacks, sheets, etc., and is

sometimes called shroud-laid. In nautical language a

rope is usually called a line.

Furste to murte [broke] mony rop & the mast after.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ill. 150.

If they bind me fast with new ropes that never were oc-

cupied, then shall I be weak. Judges xvt. 11.

2. A row or string consisting of a number of

things united so as to form a cord more or less
thick: as, a rope of onions; a rope of pearls.

Car. . . . Let's choke him with Welsh parsley [hemp].
Never. Good friend, be merciful ; choke me with pud-

dings and a rope of sausages.
Randolph, Hey for Honesty, iv. 1.

This King was at Chawonock two yeares agoe to trade
with blacke pearle, his worst sort, whereof I had a rope,
bnt they were naught.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. SS.

What lady
I' the primitive times wore ropes of pearl or rubles?

Jasper Mayne, City Match, ii. 2.

3. Anything glutinous or gelatinous which is

drawn out in long strings.
A pickled minnow is very good, . . . but I count him no

more than the ropes in beer compared with a loach done
properly. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, vii.

4. A local linear measure, twenty feet; in

Devonshire, a measure of stonework, 20 feet in

length, 1 foot in height, and 18 inches in thick-
ness. Cable-laid rope, a rope composed of nine
strands. It is made by first laying the strands into three

ropes of three strands each, right-handed ; and then lay-

ing the three ropes up together into one, left-handed.

Thus, cable-laid rope is like three small common ropes
laid up into one large one. Formerly the ordinary three-
stranded right-hand rope was called hawser-laid, and the
nine-stranded cable-laid, and they will be found so distin-

guished in books ; but among seafaring men now the terms
hawser-laid and cable-laid are applied indiscriminately
to nine-stranded rope, and the three-stranded, being the
usual kind of rope, has no particular name, or is called

right-hand rope. See cut under cable-laid. Cat-block
rope. See cat-block. Clue-rope, a rope fastened to the
clue of a course and used as a temporary tack or sheet.

Flat rope, a rope the strands of which are not twist-

ed, but plaited together. Hawser-rope, hawser-laid
rope. See cable-laid rope. Holy rope*. See holy. In
the rope, in the original twist or braid as delivered by
the factory : said of horsehair used in upholstery, and of
similar fibers which are put up in this form. Laid rope,
a rope that is twisted in strands. .See cable-laid rope,
Left-hand rope, rope which is laid up and twisted from
right to left, or "against the sun," as it is termed (see
def. 1). Also called backhanded rope, water-laid rope.
Locked-Wire rope, wire rope having the outer layer or

layers of wires so made that they interlock each other.
It is intended to prevent broken wires from springing out
of place ; the adjoining wires are supposed to hold them
down. Manila rope, rope made from Manila hemp. See
manila, 2. On or upon the high ropes, (a) Elated; in

high spirits, (b) Haughty ; arrogant.

He is one day humble, and the next day on the high
ropes. Sieift, Journal to Stella, xxxvL

Plain-laid rope, rope made by twisting three strands to-

gether right-handed, or from left to right. Right-hand
rope, the three-stranded rope ordinarily used, which gen-
erally bears this name: it is laid "with the sun "(see def. 1).

See cable-laid rope, above. Rope bridge. See bridge!.

Rope driving-gear. See gear. Rope ladder, a lad-
der made by connecting two long pieces of rope at regular
intervals by shorter pieces, or by rounds of wood or metal.

Rope Of sand, proverbially, a feeble union or tie ; a
band easily broken. Rope's end, the end of a rope; a
short piece of rope, often used as an instrument of punish-
ment.

Buy a rope's end ; that will I bestow
Among my wife and her confederates
For locking me out of my doors by day.

Shalt., C. of E., iv. 1. 16.

Shroud-laid rope, rope made by laying four strands to-

gether right-handed : it takes its name from the use to
which it is frequently applied. All four-stranded rope is

made with a central strand called a heart, which assists
in keeping the others in place. Straw rope, a rope
made of straw twisted. It is used to secure the thatch of
corn-ricks and -stacks, and also the thatch of poor cot-

tages. Tapered rope, rope made larger at one end than

rope-dancer
the other, used where there is considerable travel to the

rope, and where much strain is brought on only one end,
such as tlie fore- and main-tacks and -sheets. To back
a rope, see 6ac*i. To be at the end of one's rope,
to have exhausted one's powers or resources. To cap a
rope. See capi. To give a person rope, to let him go
on without check, usually to nis own defeat or injury.
To know the ropes. See foiouii. To lay, overhaul,
point a rope. See the verbs. Twice-laid rope, rope
made from yarns that have already been used in other
ropes. White rope, rope not saturated with tar; un-
tarred rope. Wire rope, a collection of wires of iron,

steel, etc., twisted, or (less usually) bound together so as
to act in unison in resisting a strain. They are exten-

sively used in raising and lowering apparatus in coal-

mines, as standing rigging for ships, as substitutes for

chains in suspension-bridges, for telegraph-cables, etc.

rope 1
(rop), .; pret. and pp. roped, ppr. rop-

iinj. [trope 1
, .] I. intranx. To be drawn out

or extended into a filament or thread by means
of any glutinous or adhesive element.

Their poor jades
Lob down their heads, . . .

The gum down-roping from their pale-dead eyes.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2. 48.

II. train. 1. To draw by or as by a rope;
tie up or fasten together with a rope or ropes :

as, to rope a bale of goods ; specifically, to con-
nect by means of ropes fastened to the body,
for safety in mountain-climbing: as, the guides
insisted that the party should be roped. 2.
To pull or curb in

; restrain, as a rider his horse,
to prevent him from winning a race; pull: a
not uncommon trick on the turf.

The bold yeomen, in full confidence that their favourite
will not be roped, back their opinions manfully for crowns.

Lairrence, Guy Livingstone, ix.

3. To catch with a noosed rope; lasso.

[Western U. S.]
Califomians use the Spanish word "lasso," which has

with us been entirely dropped, no plainsman with preten-
sions to the title thinking of any word but rope either as
noun or verb. T. Kooseoelt, The Century, XXXV. 508.

4. To tether, as a horse. Halliieell. [Prov.
Eug.] 5. To inclose or mark off with a rope:
as, a space in front of the pictures was roped
off to prevent injury to them; a circle was
roped out for the games. 6. To sew a bolt-rope
on, as on a sail or an awning To rope in. to secure
for some business, social, or other enterprise : frequently
with the idea of entanglement or disadvantage : as, I was
roped in for this excursion before I knew it. [Slang, U. S.)

rope2t, r. and . A Middle English form of roop.

rope3
t, . See rop.

rope* (rop). n. [Origin obscure.] A dwarf.
HalliweJI. [Prov. Eug.]
rope-band (rop'baud), . A small piece of two-
or three-yarn spun-yarn or marline, used to

confine the head of a sail to the yard or gaff.
Also roband. Dana.
ropebark (rop'bark), H. The shrub leather-

wood, Dirca palustris. See cut under leather-

wood.

rope-clamp (rop'klamp), n. 1. A device con-

sisting of a pair of clamping-jaws carrying a

ring and hook, used for securing or attaching

The clamping-jaws are formed by two half-tubes A, K, made with
teeth on their inner faces to hold the rope and prevent it from slipping;
out. An inclined groove is cut in the ends of the clamping-jaws to

receive a wedge D, which is formed on the end of the screw-threaded
stem, on which is a nut D". resting against a washer. E is a swivel-

ring on the end of the stem ; F, a hook on the ring for attachment.
The wedge is tightened by turning the nut 7>2.

the end of a cord, as a round lathe-belt or a rail-

road-car signal-cord. 2. A device by which a

rope can be compressed to check its motion. E.
H. En it/lit.

rope-clutch (rop'kluch), n. A device for grasp-
ing and holding a rope. It usually consists of a pair
of movable jaws, or of one fixed and one movable jaw,
which are made to seize the rope either automatically or

by pulling a cord. E. II. Knight.

rope-Cord (rop'kord), n. In upholstery, an or-

namental cord of large diameter.

rope-dancer (rop'dan'
/
ser), w. One who walks,

dances, or performs acrobatic feats on a rope
extended at a considerable height above the

floor or ground; a funambulist. Also rope-
ictitker.

A daring rope-dancer, whom they expect to fall every
moment. Addison, Guardian, No. 115.

Terence, in the prologue to Hecyra, complains that the
attention of the public was drawn from his play by the
exhibitions of a rope-dancer.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 302.



rope-dancing

rope-dancing (r6p'dan"sing), . The act or

profession of a rope-dancer. Arlnttlinot.

rope-drilling (r6p'dril"ing), n, A method of

drilling or boriug holes, in which a rope or

cable is used, for any purpose connected with

prospecting or mining, or more especially for

obtaining petroleum . The rope forms the connection
between the drilling-tools proper (see cable-tools) and the

walking-beam, which, driven by a ateam-eugine, gives the

reciprocating motions to the drilling-tools. These are low-
ered as the hole deepens by letting out the so-called " tem-

per-screw," and they are rotated constantly by the driller

by means of a short lever. The jars, by means of the vi-

brations communicated through the rope, show the driller

how the tools are working. Also called cable-drilling.

rope-end (rop'eud), v. t. Same as rope's-end.

The roof all frayed with cobwebs, and the corners such

as, in the navy, we should have been rope-ended, for.

R. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, vi.

rope-grass (rop'gras), . See Restio.

rope-house (rop'hous), . In. salt-manuf., an
evaporating-house. It is a shed with open sides for
free circulation of air, and with a number of ropes de-

pending from the roof, to each of which leads a conduit :

through this flows brine from a reservoir. The brine
trickles slowly down the ropes, and the evaporation of the
water leaves upon them a deposit of salt.

rope-machine (rop'ma-sheu"), . 1. Amachine
for making rope from yarn. It consists essentially
of a series of bobbins arranged in a frame and made to re-

volve as they deliver the yarns to a revolving reel, which
compacts and unites them into the twisted rope. For
large ropes, as cables, etc., a traveling rope-machine is

used, the bobbins of yarn being made to revolve by asun-
and-planet motion as they deliver the yarns to the form-

ing-reel, and the entire mechanism advancing along the

ropewalk as fast as the cable is formed. Compare rope-
winch.

2. A machine for laying up the strands of a rope:
same as laying-machine. 3. Sameasrope-MJJnc/i.
rope-maker (rop'ma"ker), n. One whose occu-

pation is the making of ropes or cordage.
rope-making (rop'ma/'king), n. The art or
business of manufacturing ropes or cordage.

ropent. A Middle English past participle of

reap.

rope-pattern (rop'^afern), n. An ornamental

design in which twisted or spiral lines combine
to form a decorative pattern.

rope-porter (r6p'p6r"ter), . A pulley mounted
on a frame, overwhich the ropes of steam-plows
are borne off the ground so as to prevent wear
and tear from friction.

rope-pull (rop'pul), n. In athletics, same as

tuy of war (which see, under tug).

rope-pulling (rop'pul'ing), i. The sport of

pulling at a rope, the contending parties en-

deavoring to pull one another over a line

marked on the ground between them. See

tug of war, under tug, and also the quotation.
The ancient custom of rope-pulling is always strictly

observed in Ludlow on Shrove Tuesday. At about four
o'clock in the afternoon the rope is given out from the
town-hall by the Mayor, on whom this important duty by
right devolves. Immediately on the rope being let down
from a window, an indescribable struggle and trial of

strength commences between the denizens of the different

wards, which is not concluded without an obstinate con-
tention. There are afterwards ordinaries at the various
inns, and pleasure and conviviality are the order of the

day. Halliwell.

rope-pump (rop'pump), . A machine for rais-

ing water, consisting of an endless rope or

ropes passing over a pulley fixed at the place
to which the water is to be raised, and under
another pulley fixed below the surface of the
water. The upper pulley being turned rapidly by a
winch, motion is given to the rope, and the water rises

along with the ascending part of the rope, partly by the mo-
mentum it acquires when in motion, and partly by capil-
lary attraction.

roper (ro'per), it. [< ME. ropere, a rope-maker;
< rope1 + -cr1 .] 1. A rope-maker.
Robyn the ropere arose. Piers Plowman (B), v. 336.

We will send you such things as you write to haue for
the ropers; and wee would they should make more store
of small cables and ropes. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 807.

2. One who ropes or cords parcels, bales, and
the like. 3. One who deserves a halter; a
crafty fellow

;
a rogue. Halliwell. (Douce.)

[Prov. Eng.] 4. One who throws the lasso.

[Western U. S.]
Once a cowboy is a good roper and rider, the only other

accomplishment he values is skill with his great army
revolver. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 506.

rope-railway (rop'ral'wa), n. A railway on
which the cars are moved by means of ropes
wound upon drums actuated by stationary en-

gines; a cable-railway. Such railways are
common in mining districts. Also ropeway.
rope-ripe (rop'rip), . Kit for being hanged;
deserving punishment by hanging. [Rare.]

Lord, how you roll in your rope-ripe terms !

Cluipman, May-Day, ill. 1.
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rope-roll(rop'r61), . In macli., a drum on which
a rope is wound.

rope-runner (rop'ruu'er), M. See the quotation.
I was what is called rope-runner on as neat a little tip-

ping-engine as you need to see. A rope-runner is pretty
much the same as a breakman on a goods-train that is,

he has to see to coupling and uncoupling the wagons that
run with his engine, and to drive the engine at a pinch.
All the Year Hound, quoted in N. Y. Evening Post, April

[10, 1886.

ropery (ro'per-i), i.; pi. roperies (-iz). [(.rope
1

+ -cry. In def. 2, cf. roper, 3.] 1. A place
where ropes are made.
In Riley's Memorials of London (an. 1310], . . . where

mention is also made of a roperie or rope-walk, situate in

the parish of Allhallows' the Great, Thames Street.

Piert Plowman (ed. Skeat), Notes, p. 91.

2t. Knavery; roguery.
I pray you, sir, what saucy merchant was this, that was

so full of his ropery' Shak., R. and J., ii. 4. 154.

Thou art very pleasant, and full of thy ropery.
Three Ladies of London. (Sares.)

rope's-end (rops'end), v. t. [< rope's end.'] To
punish by beating with a rope's end.

rope-shaped (rop'shapt), a. Same as fttnili-

Jorm.
rope-socket (rop'sok'et), n. Same as rope-

clamp.
rope-spinner (rop'spin"er), . One who makes
ropes in a ropewalk by means of a revolving
wheel.

rope-spinning (rop'spin'ing), n. The opera-
tion of twisting ropes by means of a revolving
wheel.

rope-Stitch (rop'stich), n. In embroidery, akind
of work in which the separate stitches are laid

diagonally side by side so as to produce the ap-
pearance of a rope or twist.

rope-trick (rop'trik), n. If. A trick that de-

serves the halter.

Why, that 's nothing ; an he begin once, he'll rail in his

rope-trielcs. Sliak., T. of the S., i. 2. 112.

2. A juggling trick performed with ropes.

ropewalk (rop'wak), n. A long low building
or shed prepared for making ropes, and fur-

nished with machinery for that purpose.
rope-walker (rop'wa'ker), n. Same as rope-
dancer.

ropeway (rop'wa), . Same as rope-railway.

Rope railways, as they were called, or rope-ways for trans-

mitting minerals and goods, seem to be rapidly growing in

favour, especially for mining purposes.
The Engineer, LXVIII. 454.

rope-winch (rop'winch), . In rope-making, a
set of three whirlers, actuated by a belt or

band, each making the same number of turns

per minute, for simultaneously twisting the
three yarns which are to be laid up into a rope.
By this arrangement the same twist is given to each of
the three yarns, which can hardly be done by separate and
independent twisting, and the uniformity of twisting se-

cures a perfectly even rope.

rope-work (rop'werk), . Decorative work imi-

tating the twisted or spiral form of cordage.
rope-yarn (rop'yarn), . A yarn composed of

many fibers, as of hemp, loosely twisted, sev-
eral of which twisted together make a strand.

The owners of a vessel buy up incredible quantities of
old junk, which the sailors unlay, and, after drawing out
the yarns, knot them together, and roll them up in balls.

These rope-yarns are constantly used for various purposes.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 16.

ropily(ro'pi-li), adv. [(.ropy + -fy
2
.] In a ropy

or viscous manner ; so as to be capable of being
drawn out like a rope. Imp. Diet.

ropiness (ro'pi-nes), n. [< ropy + -ness.'] The
state or property of being ropy, or of contain-

ing ropes; stringiuess, or capability of being
drawn out in a string or thread without break-

ing, as of glutinous substances; viscosity; ad-
hesiveness.

roping (ro'ping), . [< rope
1 + -ing

1
.']

A col-

lection of ropes ; ropes in general.
Coil all the remainder of the roping.

Luce, .Seamanship, p. 332.

roping (ro'ping), n. [< ME. ropynge, ropy, vis-

cous: see rope1
, r.] Ropy; viscous.

Let us not hang like roping icicles

Upon our houses' thatch, whiles a more frosty people
Sweat drops of gallant youth in our rich fields !

Shak., Hen. V., ill. 5. 23.

roping-needle (ro'ping-ne"dl), . A large nee-
dle used in sewing bolt-rope on the edges of
sails and awnings.
roping-palm (ro'ping-pam), n. Xaut.. a heavy
palm or piece of leather used in sewing bolt-

rope on the edge of sails. Kee palm 1
,
4.

rppish (ro'pish), a. [< rope1 + -ink 1
.] Tend-

ing to ropiness ; ropy.

Roquelaun of George II.

rorid

ropy (ro'pi), n. [Formerly also roapy ; < ME.
ropy; < rope

1 + -y
1
.] 1. Resembling a rope or

cord; cord-like. [Rare.]
In vain

Their lax'd and ropy sinews sorely strain

Heap'd loads to draw. ./ Boillie.

2. Capable of being drawn into a thread, as a

glutinous substance; stringy; viscous; tena-

cious; glutinous: as, ropy wine; ropy lees.
Wine is called ropy when it shows a milky or flaky sedi-

ment and an oily appearance when poured out.

Ropy as ale, . . . Viscosus. Prompt. Parv. t p. 436.

Roquefort cheese. See cheese*.

roquelaure (rok'e-lor), . [Also rocMay, rocke-

lay,rokelay, rocklow, rocolo, roquelo, rocklier, roc-

lier; < P. roquelaure;
so called from the Due
de Roquelaure. Hence
rocklay, etc.] A form
of short cloak much
worn in the earlier

part of the eigh-
teenth century.
Within the roquelaure's

clasp thy hands are pent.
day, Trivia, 1. 51.

It is not the firmest
heart (and Jeanie, under
her russet rokelay, had one
that would not have dis-

graced Cato's daughter)
that can most easily bid
adieu to these soft and
mingled emotions.

Scott, Heart of Mid-
[Lothian, xiv.

Scarlet seems to have
been the favourite colour for the roquelaure or cloak, and
some must have been "exceedingly magniflcal," scarlet

roeklows and roeliers, with gold buttons and loops, being
advertised as lost.

./. Athtan, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 160.

roquelo (rok'e-16), . Same as roquelaure.
She then saw, parading up and down the hall, a figure

wrapped round In a dark blue roquelo.
Mme. D'ArUay, Camilla, ix. 4. (Dames.)

roquet1
(ro-ka'), v. t. [Appar. an arbitrary al-

teration of croquet, to express a special mean-
ing.] In the game of croquet, to cause one's

ball to strike (another ball), entitling the play-
er to place his own ball beside that he has
struck and to continue in play.
roquet1

(ro-ka'), n. [< roquet1 , v.] In the game
of croquet, a stroke by which a player roquets
another ball.

roquet2 (ro'ket), n. [Origin obscure.] A lizard

of the genus Liocephalus.
roquet-croquet (ro-ka'kro-ka'), n. In the game
of croquet, the act of a player, after roqueting
a ball, of putting his own in contact with it

and driving both away by a blow of the mallet

against his own ball.

roquet-croquet (ro-ka'kro-ka'), v. t. [< roquet-

croquet, w.] In the game of croquet, to move by
a roquet-croquet, as one's own and another ball.

roralt (ro'ral), a. [< L. ros (ror-), dew, + -al.]

Pertaining to dew, or consisting of dew ; dewy.
These see her from the dusky plight . . .

With roral wash redeem her face.

It. Green, The Spleen.

rorationt (ro-ra'shon), n. [< L. roratio(n-), a

falling of dew, < rdrare, pp. roratus, distil dew,
< ros (ror-), dew : see rore*.] A falling of dew.

Bailey, 1727.

rore1
!,

> A Middle English form of roar.

rore'2t, v. i. [ME. roreu. rooren; origin obscure
;

perhaps a use of rore1
, roar, cry (ef. roop, cry

out, auction).] To barter or exchange mer-
chandise.

Rooryn or chaungyne on chaffare fro a nother.

Prompt. Para., p. 71, note 4.

rore3 (ror), . [< L. ros (ror-), dew. Cf. rorid,

rory, itoney-rore, rosemary.] Dew. Compare
lioney-rore.

roric (ro'rik), a. [< L. ros (ror-), dew, 4- -ic.]

Pertaining to or resembling dew ; dewy : spe-
cifically applied to certain curious figures or

appearances seern on polished solid surfaces
after breathing on them, also to a class of re-

lated phenomena produced under various con-
ditions. See cohesion figures, under cohesion.

Koricmcian (ro-ri-kro'shi-an), w. and a. [As
if < L. ros (ror-), dew, + crux (eruc-), a cross.]
Same as Rosicrucian : an occasional spelling
adopted by those who take the implied view of

the derivation of the word.
roridt (ro'rid), . [< L. roridus, dewy, < ros

(ror-), dew: see rort'3.] Dewy.
A loose and rorid vapour.

Marlowe and Chapman, Hero and Leauder, Sestlad 3.



Roridula

Boridula (ro-rid'u-ljj), . [NL. (Linnseus, 1767),
named from the dewy appearance of the glan-
dular hairs covering the plant; dim. of L. rori-

dus, dewy: see rorifl."] A genus of polypeta-
lous plants of the order Droseraccee, the sundew
family. It is unlike the rest of the order in its three-
celled ovary, and is further characterized by a five-parted
calyx, five petals, five stamens, their anthers with thick-
ened connectives and dehiscent by terminal pores facing
outward, and by the ovoid three-angled septifragal cap-
sules, containing three large pendulous seeds. The 2

species are natives of the Cape of Good Hope. They are

very leafy and glandular-hairy undershrubs, bearing nar-
row entire or pinnatifid leaves, circinately coiled in the

bud, and rather large red or white two bracted flowers

forming a terminal raceme or spike. A', dentata is a

shrubby herb 3 feet high, with the leaves so viscid that it

is hung up as a flycatcher in Cape country-houses.
roriferous (ro-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. rorifer, dew-
bringing (> 'F. rorifere), < ros (ror-), dew, +
ferre = E. Sear1.] Generating or producing
dew.

rorifluentt (ro-rif'lij-ent), a. [< L. ros (ror-),

dew, + flueri(t-)s, flowing. Cf. L. roriflinm,

honey-flowing.] Flowing with dew.

rorqual (ror'kwal), n. [= F. rorqual (NL. Bor-

qualus) : (a) Prob. < Sw. rorhval,
' the round-

headed cachalot,' < ror (= Dan. reer= Icel. reyrr
= G. rolir = D. roer = Goth, raws), reed, + hral
= E. whale, (b) According to Bugge (Romania,
X. 157), < Norw. reydhr-hval, < (Icel.) raudhr,

Rorqual.

red,+ hvalr, whale.] A finner-whale of the ge-
nus Balsenoptera, having short flippers, a dorsal

fin, and the throat plicated. There are several spe-
cies, and the name is sometimes extended to other ceta-
ceans of the subfamily Raltenopterinte. Some of these
whales attain great size, the common rorqual, /.'. muscu-
lus, reaching a length of 60 or 70 feet, while the blue
rorqual, B. sibbaldi or Sibbaldius tnaximus, is sometimes
80 feet, being thus the longest known mammal. Eu-
dolphi's rorqual, B. borealis, is about 60 feet long; the
lesser rorqual, B. rostrata, 80 feet. These four are well-
established species in North Atlantic waters, though their

synonymy has been much confused by the introduction
and cross-use of various generic names. The sulphur-bot-
tomed whale of the Pacific is a rorqual, B. sulphurea.
rorulent (ro'rij-leut), a. [< L. rorulcntiis, full

of dew, < ros (ror-), dew: see rory."\ If. Full
of dew. 2. In entom., covered with a kind of
bloom which may be rubbed off, like that of a

plum.
roryt (ro'ri), . [< >wc3 +

-;i/i. Cf. rorid.J

Dewy. Also roary.
On Libanon at first his foot he set,
And shook his wings, with rory May-dews wet.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, I. 14.

Rosa (ro'za), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700), < L.

rosa, a rose : see rose1 .] A genus of polypeta-
lous plants, comprising all the genuine roses,
type of the order Rosacese and sole genus of
the tribe Boseee. It is characterized by an urn-shaped
calyx-tube with constricted mouth, bearing five leaf-like
imbricated lobes, destitute of the intermediate bractlets
which are frequent in related genera, but often furnished
with similar smaller leaf-like lobes on their sides. It is

also distinguished by the broad and open corolla of five
obovate petals, numerous stamens in many rows, and
many free carpels each with one pendulous ovule, a ven-
tral style, and a somewhat dilated stigma, and each form-
ing in fruit a one-seeded bony achene, the whole mass of
achenes inclosed in a fleshy fruiting receptacle, known
as the hip or hep. (See Rosacex.) The species are poly-
morphous and variable, and though 600 have been enu-
merated (exclusive of garden varieties), they are believed
to be reducible to 50 or 55. They inhabit temperate and
subalpine regions through a large part of the northern
hemisphere, being limited southward by India, Abyssinia,
and Mexico, and being less numerous in America than in
the Old World, ft. cinnamomea is said to be found as
far north as Point Barrow in Alaska (71 27').

Ten species
are native in the northeastern United States, of which
one, R. Wanda, extends to Hudson's Bay. Five species
are found in Great Britain, or, as they are sometimes clas-

sified, 20. They are erect or climbing shrubs, commonly
with prickly stems, the leaves smooth, silky, or downy,
or (in Jt. rubiginosa, the sweetbrier) beset with copious
minute glands beneath and fragrant. The leaves are al-
ternate and unequally pinnate, with adherent wing-like
stipules and serrate leaflets ; in R. berberifoUa, a small
yellow-flowered Persian species, they are reduced to a
single leaflet or are replaced wholly by stipules. The
flowers are large and beautiful, often fragrant, made dou-
ble in cultivation by the transformation of part or all of
the stamens into petals, and also so occurring rarely in the
wild state. They are of numerous shades of red, white,
and yellow, and often over 2 inches across, In R. gigantea,
of Upper Burma, reaching 6 inches. The scarlet or crim-
son fruit is often ornamental and sometimes edible. See
rosei.

Rosacese (ro-za'se-e), . pi. [NL. (Jussieu,
1789), fern. pi. of L. rosacem: see rosaceous.}
An order of polypetalous plants, of the cohort
Rosales; the rose family, it is characterized by
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a calyx of five lobes often alternating with five bract-

lets ; by a calyx-tube sheathed by a disk which bears the
five uniform petals and the one or more complete circles

of numerous stamens
;
and by the usually several or many

separate carpels inserted at the base or throat of the calyx-
tube, each with a basilar or ventral style, and usually with
two anatropous ovules which are pendulous or ascending.
Some yellow- or white-flowered species suggest by their ap-
pearance the buttercup family. ]lamtnculace&. but their
numerous stamens and pistils are inserted on the calyx or

disk, not on the receptacle. The rose family is closely
allied to the Lcguminota; but in that order the fifth

petal, in this the fifth sepal, is nearest the axis of the

plant. The resemblance is most strongly marked be-
tween the drupaceous Rosacea and the acacias. The or-

der passes gradually, through the spiraeas, into the saxi-

frage family, but is distinguished in general by its in-

florescence, its exalbuminous seeds, and its commonly
numerous pistils. Its species are properly about 1,000,

though over 2,000 have been enumerated. They are
classed in 71 genera composing 10 tribes (Chrysobalaneee,
Prunetp, Spiraea, Quillaicsp, Rubeee, PotentUlea, Poteriex,
Rosex, Neuradex, and Pomese). These are often grouped
in 3 subfamilies, Drupaeex, Pomacea, and Rosacex prop-
er. They are natives both of temperate and of tropical
regions, extending southward principally in the tribes

Chryitobalanex and Quillaiex; 4 genera reach Australia,
4 South Africa, and 4 or 5 Chill. The chief home of the
order, however, is the north temperate zone, whence it

extends into the extreme north. More than 25 species
occur in Alaska, while the genera Alchem&la. PotentiUa,
and especially Dryas, furnish characteristic arctic plants,
the last affording the most common plant found by the

Greely arctic expedition, forming beds covering acres in
the interior of Grinnell Land, and flourishing on Lock-
wood's island, latitude 83' 24' N. The order Includes herbs,
trees, and shrubs, either erect or prostrate, rarely climb-

Ing. Their leaves are generally alternate, either simple
or compound, often with glandular teeth, accompanied
by stipules, these being free or adherent to the petiole,
which is frequently dilated at the base and gland-bearing
at the summit The flowers are very often showy, com-
monly red, white, or yellow, but not blue, of very various

inflorescence, either solitary or in racemes, spikes, pani-
cles, or cymes. The order offers examples of widely dif-

ferent types of fruit, as the drupe, pome, follicle, and
achene, with many specialized fruiting-bodies, as the rose-

hip, the fleshy receptacle of the strawberry, and the drupe-
turn or collection of small drupes found in the raspberry,
and, with the addition of a fleshy receptacle, in the black-

berry. The true berry and the capsule are, however, but
seldom produced in this family. Many of the most val-

ued fruit-trees belong here, as the apple, pear, plum,
cherry, peach, and apricot ; and many of the most com-
mon ornamental flowering shrubs of cultivation, for which
see Rota (the type), Spirsea, Kerria, Photinia, Pyrus, Pru-
nus, etc. ; together with many weedy plants, as Agriino-
nia, Geum. PotentUla.

rosaceous (ro-za'shius), a. [< L. rosaeeus, made
of roses, < ro.ia, a rose : see rose1 .] 1. In hot. :

(a) Rose-like; having a corolla composed of

several wide-spreading roundish petals, with
the claws very short or almost wanting. (b)
Of or pertaining to the order Rosacex. 2. In

zool., of a rosy color; rose-red; rosy; roseate.

rosal (ro'zal), a. [< L. "rosaliit, of roses (> 8p.
rosal, rose-bush, = Pg. rosal, bed of roses), <

rosa, arose: see rose1 .] If. Rosy.
While thus from forth her rosall gate she sent
Breath form'd in words, the marrow of content.

Beedome, Poems (1641). (Nares.)

2. Inbot., typified by the order Rosaeese : used

by Lindley in his class name rosal alliance.

3. Belonging to the cohort Bosales.

Rosales (rg-za'lez), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley, 1833),

pi. of L. *rosalis: see rosal.'] A cohort of di-

cotyledonous plants, of the polypetalous series

Calyciflorx, characterized by distinct styles and
solitary or numerous and separate carpels, not
united into a syncarpic ovary as in the other
cohorts of the series. The leaves are either com-
pound or simple, and the flowers either regular or irregu-
lar, but commonly unisexual. It includes 9 orders, 3 of
which are small families with a pendulous apical ovule - -

the Hamamelidex, trees and shrubs, Bmniacesc, heath-
like shrubs, and Haloragex, chiefly aquatics; 1, a small

family with parietal ovules the Droseracex, glandular
herbs; and the 5 others, families with ovules ascending
or affixed to the central angle the large orders Legumi-
nosx, Rosacex, and Saxtfragacex, together with the Con-

naracefe, tropical trees and shrubs, and the Cra&sulacete,
fleshy herbs.

rosalia (ro-za'li-a), n. [< It. rosalia (> F. rosa-

lie) : see d'ef.] l! In music, a form of melody in

which a phrase or figure is repeated two or three

times, each time being transposed a step or half-

step upward. The term is derived from the first word
of an old Italian song in which such repetition was used.
It is sometimes applied to repetitions in which the pro-
gression is downward or is by longer intervals than a step.

2. A kind of marmoset, the marikina. 3. [cop.]
[NL.] In entom., a genus of cerambycid beetles.

.S'eraHe, 1833.

Rosalina (ro-za-li'na), n. [NL., < L. rosa, a
rose : see rose1 .] A fossil genus of many-cham-
bered Foraminifera : so named because the cells

are disposed in a circular or rose-like form.
rosaniline (ro-zan'i-lin), n. [< rose1 + aniline.

See rose-aniline."] An organic base (C2nH2i
NqO), a derivative of aniline, crystallizing in

white needles, capable of uniting with acids
to form salts, which are the well-known rosan-

rosary

iline coloring matters of commerce; also, llio

color thus produced. Thus, fuchsin is the mnnohy-
drochlorid and azalein the nitrate of rosuniline. Silk and
wool dipped into aqueous solutions of any of the salts with-
draw them from solution and become dyed at once. Cot-

ton, on the other hand, does not withdraw the coloring
matter, but must be first treated with a mordant of some
animal substance, such as albumen. Also called aniline

red, roseine, magenta, azalein. Diphenyl rosaniline, an
aniline dye giving a blue-violet color.- Kosaniline-blue.
Same as spirit-blue.

rosaria, . A plural of rosarium.

rosarian (ro-za'ri-an), 11. [< L. rosarium, a rose-

garden (see rosary), + -an.] 1 . A cultivator of

roses
;
a rose-grower ;

a rose-fancier.

The Rev. Reynolds Hole, Canon of Lincoln, the genial
pastor and rosarian, who formulated the aphorism that
"he who would grow beautiful roses in his garden must
first of all have beautiful roses in his heart."

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 14.

2. [caii."] A member of the Fraternity of the

Rosary.
Another Rosarian recommends a special temporal in-

tention. Rosarian, i. 37a (Encyc. Diet.)

rosarium (ro-/.a'ri-um), .
; pi. rosariums, rosaria

(-umz, -a). [L., a rose-garden : see rosary.] A
rose-garden.
The rosarium must be both open and sheltered, a place

both of sunshine and shade. Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 369.

rosary (ro'za-ri), n.; pi. rosaries (-riz). [< ME.
rosarie, < OF. rosarie, later rosairc = Sp. Pg.
It. rosario, a rosary, < ML. rosarium, a garland
of roses to crown the image of the Virgin, a

chaplet of beads used in prayers in honor of

the Virgin, instituted by St. Dominic, a rosary,
also a rose-bush, and, as in L., a rose-garden
(hence used in ML. as a fanciful title for trea-

tises or anthologies) ;
neut. of rosarius, of roses,

< rosa, a rose: see rose1 . In def. 8, < ML. ro-

sarius (so. nummus), a coin so called, < L. ro-

sarium, adj., as above.] If. A rose-garden.
This moone is eke the rosaries to make
With setes, or me may here sedes aowe.

Pailadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 80.

Is there a Hercules that dare to touch,
Or enter the Hesperian rosaries?

Maehin, Dumb Knight, iv. 1.

2f. A rose-bush.

The ruddy rosary,
Tin- souerayne rosemary,
The praty strawbery.

Sh-ltun, Garland of Laurel, 1. 979.

The sweetest and the fairest blossom that ever budded,
either out of the white or red rosary.

Proceedings against Garnet, etc., slg. D. d. S (1606).

3. A garland of roses
; any garland; a chaplet.

Every day propound to yourself a rosary or chaplet of

good works, to present to God at night.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying. (Latham.)

4. Hence, an anthology; a book culled from
various authors, like a garland of flowers : for-

merly often given as a title to works of such a
character. 5. A string of beads carried about
the person, either for mere pastime, as to oc-

cupy the fingers, or for reckoning, especially in

numbering the prayers offered up at fixed times
of the day. Mohammedans carry rosaries with them
for both these purposes, wearing them in the girdle or car-

rying them in the hand at all hours of the day.

6. Specifically, in the Bom. Catii. Cfi. : (a) A
aeries of devotions consisting of a specified
number of aves (that is, salutations to the Vir-

gin Mary), of paternosters (that is, repetitions
of the Lord's Prayer), and of glorias (or doxol-

ogies).
Our Lady's Psalter ... is now better known as the Ro-

sary. Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 320.

(b) A string of beads of various sizes repre-
senting the same number of aves, paternosters,
and glorias respectively, used for marking off

these prayers. Each bead receives the name of the

prayer it represents. The rosary is divided into decads
of aves, each decad being preceded by a paternoster and
followed by a gloria. The ordinary rosary, sometimes
called the Dominican rosary, consists of fifteen decads
that is, of one hundred and fifty aves (corresponding to

the number of psalms in the Psalter), fifteen paternos-
ters, and fifteen glorias. In this rosary each decad is de-

voted to the contemplation of a mystery of the life of

Christ, the first five being joyful mysteries (such as the
annunciation and the nativity), the second five being the
sorrowful mysteries (such as the passion), the third five

being the glorious mysteries (such as the resurrection

and ascension). This regular use of the rosary of one
hundred and fifty aves was first instituted by St. Domi-
nic (1170-1221), although the devotional use of beads,
etc., was already familiar. The term rosary also applies
to a similar instrument of devotion in use among the

Greeks, Armenians, and other Eastern communions. See

chapletl, 6.

7. A string of eggs of a batrachian wound
about the body or limbs, as of the nurse-frog
or obstetrical toad, Alytes obstftricatis. See cut

under Alytes. E. D. Cope.S. A counterfeit
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coin of base metal, illegally introduced into

England in the reigu of Edward I. it probably
bore a general resemblance to the silver penny or sterling
current at the time, ami may have derived its name from

having a rose or rosette as part of its reverse type. Fes-
tival Of the Kosary. a festival celebrated in the Roman
Catholic Church on the first Sunday in October, in com-
memoration of the victory of the Christian forces over the

Turks at Lepanto (1571). Fraternity of the Rosary, a

Roman Catholic order established in the fourteenth or fif-

teenth century for the purpose of averting public evils by
means of prayer to God. To its prayers was ascribed the

victory at Lepanto (see above). Rosary-peas. Seepeoi
and rosanj-plant. Rosary ring. Same as decad ring

(which see, under decad).

rosary-plant (ro'za-ri-plant), . A vine, the

Indian licorice, Abrus precatorius, whose seeds

are known as crabs'-eyes, rosary-peas, etc. See
Abrus Mexican rosary-plant. See Rhynchosia.

rosary-shell (ro'za-ri-shel), H. A gastropod of

the genus Monodonta. See cut under Mono-
doiita.

rosa soils (ro'za so'lis). [NL., 'rose of the

sun': L. rosa, rose; soils, gen. of sol, the sun.

Cf. rosolio.1 A cordial made with spirits and
various flavorings, as orange-flower and cinna-

mon, and formerly much esteemed.
We abandon all ale,
And beer that is stale,
Rosa -solis, and damnable hum.

Wits' Recreations (1654). (Nares.)

Repeating, as the rich cordial trickled forth in a smooth
oily stream "

Right roan solis as ever washed mulligrubs
out of a moody brain 1

"
Scott, Fortunes of Kigel, xxi.

rosatedt (ro'za-ted), a. [< "rosate (= F. rosat =
Sp. Pg. rosado = It. rosato; as rose1 + -afe1 ) +
-erf2.] Crowned or adorned with roses. [Rare.]
He [Gower] appeareth there neither the laureated nor

hederated poet, . . . but only rosated, having a Chaplet of
four roses about his head.

Fuller, Worthies, Yorkshire, III. 426.

Boscicmcian, . and . See Bosicriician.

roscid (ros'id), a. [= Pg. roscido; < L. rosci-

dns, dewy, < ros (ror-), dew: see core3
, rorwf.]

Dewy ; containing dew, or consisting of dew.
These relicks dry suck in the heavenly dew,
And roscid Manna rains upon her breast.

Dr. H. More, Infinity of Worlds, st. 100.

roscoelite (ros'ko-lit), . [< Boscoe (Prof.
H. E. Roscoe) + Gr. /U0oc, stone.] A mineral
of a green color and micaceous structure, in

composition a silicate of aluminium and potas-
sium, remarkable for containing nearly 30 per
cent, of vanadium pentoxid. It has been found
in California associated with gold.

rose 1
(roz), . and a. [< ME. rose, roose (pi.

roses, rosen), < AS. rose (pi. rosan) = MD. rose,
D. roos = OHG. rosa, MHG. rose, G. rose= Icel.

ros = Sw. ros = Dan. rose = F. rose = Pr. Sp.
Pg. It. rosa = OBulg. rosa = Bulg. Serv. ruzha =
Bohem. ruzhe = Pol. rozha = Little Russ. ruzha
= White Russ. rozha = Russ. roza = Lith. rozhe
= Lett, rose = Hung, rozsa = Ir. ros = Gael.
ros = W. rhosyit, pi. rhos, < L. rosa, < Gr. */>oom

(not found), p66ov, J3olic Gr. lp6dov, a rose, of

Eastern origin: cf. Ar. Pers. ward, a rose,

flower, petal, flowering shrub, Armen. ward,
a rose. The AS. rose (ME. rose, roose) would
reg. produce a mod. E. "roose; the mod. E. rose

is due partly to the F. form.] I. n. 1. A
shrub of the genus Rosa, or its flower, found
wild in numerous species, and cultivated from
remote antiquity. In the wild state the rose is gen-
erally single, its corolla consisting of one circle of round-

Flowering Branch of Prairie-rose (Rosa sttigera I.

a, the fruit.

ish spreading petals. Under cultivation the petals com-
monly multiply at the expense of the stamens, the flower
thus doubling into a cushion-, nest-, or cabbage-shaped
body. Starting with a few natural species, cultivation
has obtained, through selection and complex intercross-

ing, many hundred varieties, whose parentage frequently
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cannot be conjectured. Some, however, remain nearthelr

originals, and very many can be referred to certain gen-
eral stocks. For practical purposes the roses of culture

have been loosely grouped as follows : (1) Climbing roses.

Here belong the prairie-rose, and its offspring the queen-
of-the-prairies, Baltimore belle, etc., and the evergreen,

Ayrshire, musk, many-flowered, and Banksian stocks

(see below). (2) Garden roses, non-climbers, bloom-

ing but once in the season; summer or June roses.

Among these are the Scotch roses, derived from the bur-

net-rose, R. spinosissima (R. pimpinellifolia), a low bush
of temperate Europe and Asia

;
the cinnamon- and dam-

ask-roses ; the Provins, hundred-leaved, or cabbage rose,
R. centifolia, among whose numerous varieties are most
of the moss-roses ; and the French or red rose, R. Oallica.

prolific of variegated and other varieties. These are old

favorites, now giving way to the next class. (3) The so-

called hybrid perpetuals or autumn roses, best called re-

montants (see remontant), as blooming not perpetually,
but a second time after rest. The characteristic element
in this group is from the China or Indian rose, fl. Indica.

They are large, brilliant, and hardy, afford the great fancy
roses of the rosarians, and include such varieties as the

BaronnePreTjo8t,GeneralJacqueminot,anAgiant-of-batttex.
The Jacqueminot is forced in immense quantities for the
market. (4) Roses blooming continuously. Here may be
classed the Bourbons, originating in a cross between the

China and a damask variety, a rather tender race, includ-

ing the Souvenir de Malmaison, a famous standard. More
constant bloomers are varieties of the China rose known
popularly as monthly roses, also called Bengal roses ; the
flowers are brilliant and abundant ; the plant multiplies

readily, and is the best for house culture. Another
race of perpetuals is the noisette, derived from the musk-
and the tea-rose, mostly climbers. Lastly, here belong
the tea-roses, or tea-scented roses, descended from var.

odorata of the China rose, a race of numerous and in-

creasing varieties, most extensively cultivated. The large

yellow Marechal (or Marshal) Kiel, highly popular for

forcing, is by some classed as a tea-rose, by others as a

Noisette. In England roses called standards are pro-
duced by budding the desired variety on the stock of the
common dogrose, or of a vigorous variety known as Ma-
netti; in the American climate most sorts do better on
their own stock. The rose in culture has numerous ene-

mies, as the rose-aphis or greenfly, the rose-beetle, the rose-

slug, and the red-spider. The most important economical
use of the rose is in the manufacture of attar or oil of

roses. (See attar and rose-water.) The petals of the red
or French rose are slightly astringent and tonic, and are
used in various officinal preparations, chiefly as a vehicle
for stronger tonic astringents. The petals of the cabbage-
rose are slightly laxative, but are used chiefly in making
rose-water. The bright-red hip of some wild roses is orna-

mental and sometimes edible ; that of the dogrose is used
to make a confection. The rose is a national emblem of

England.
As the Roose in his Radness is Richest of floures.

Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 624.

Like the red rose on triumphant brier.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 1. 96.

2. One of various other plants so named from
some resemblance to the true rose. See the

phrases below. 3. A knot of ribbon in the
form of a rose, used as an ornamental tie of a

hat-band, garter, shoe, etc.

My heart was at my mouth
Till I had viewed his shoes well ; for those roses

Were big enough to hide a cloven foot.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, i. 2.

The heir, with roses in his shoes,
That night might village partner choose.

Scott, Marmion, vi., Int.

4. Figuratively, full flush or bloom.
He wears the rose

Of youth upon him. Shalt. , A. and C.
,
iii. 13. 20.

5. A light crimson color. Colors ordinarily
called crimson are too dark to receive the
name of rose. See II.

Her cheek had lost the rose. Tennyson, (Enone.

6. In her., a conventional representation of

the flower, composed of five leaves or lobes, or,
in other words, a kind of cinquefoil : when the
five spaces between the leaves are filled by
small pointed leaves representing the calyx, it

is said to be barbed. (See barb1
, n., 8.) The cen-

ter is usually a circle with small dots or points of a differ-

ent tincture, usually or. These may be supposed to repre-
sent the stamens, but they are called in heraldry seeds,
and when they are of a different tincture the rose is said
to be seeded.

7. Inarch.&ndart: (n) A rose-window. (6) Any
ornamental feature or work of decorative char-
acter having a circular outline: properly a

larger and more important feature or work than
a rosette or a circular boss. 8. A rosette, as
of lace. 9. In zoiil., a formation suggestive of
a rose

;
a radiating disposition or arrangement

of parts; a rosette, as that formed at the

parting of feathers on the heads of domestic

pigeons of different breeds, or that represented
by caruncles about the eyes or beak. Com-
pare rose-comb, under comb^, 3.

It [tetronerythrin] was first found in the so-called rtuws

around the eyes of certain birds by Dr. Wurm.
Micros. Sri., XXX. 90.

10. A perforated nozle of a pipe, spout, etc.,
to distribute water in fine shower-like jets; a

rose-head; also, a plate similarly perforated
covering some aperture.

rose

The acid enters the cistern . . . through a leaden rote,

which detains all solid bodies which may have accidentally

got into the acid. Spans' Encyc. Manu/., 1. 73.

1 1 . An ornamental annular piece of wood or

metal surrounding the spindle of a door-lock or

a gas-pipe at the point where it passes through
a wall or ceiling. 12. The disease erysipelas:
so named, popularly, from its color.

Among the hot swellings, whereof commonly the fore-

said imposthumes are caused, is also the rose, or erysipe-
las, which is none other thing but an inflammation of the

skin, which in this country we call the rose.

Mosan's Physic (4th ed.), p. 595. (Nares.)

13. In Eng. hist., one of the two rival factions,
York and Lancastrian. See Wars of the Roses,
below.

Henry VII., combining the interests of the rival Roses,
combines the leading characteristics of their respective

policies. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 373.

14. A circular card or disk, or a diagram with

radiating lines: as, the compass-card or rose of

the compass ;
the barometric rose, which shows

the barometric pressure, at any place, in con-
nection with the winds blowing from different

points of the compass; a wind-rose. 15. In
musical instruments like flutes, guitars, dulci-

mers, and harpsichords, an ornamental device
set in the sound-hole of the belly, and often

serving as a trade-mark as well as a decora-
tion. 16. A form in which precious stones,

especially small diamonds, are frequently cut.

Large rose diamonds were much used from the sixteenth
to the eighteenth century, but are now quite obsolete. The
characteristic of the rose is that it is flat below, and forms
a hemisphere or low pyramid above, covered with small
facets. When, as is usually the case, these facets are 24 in

number, the cut is called a Dutch rose; when 86, a rose

recoup*
1*. The Brabant rose has also 24 facets, but they

are flatter or less raised than in the Dutch rose. The rose

cut is selected when the loss to the stone in cutting would
be too great if the brilliant cut were selected. Hose dia-

monds are generally cut from plates cleaved fram the crys-
tals of diamonds while being cleaved into brilliant form.
See brilliant.

17. A very small diamond, scarcely more than
a splinter, of which as many as 400 are some-
times necessary to make a cai-at, or 60,000 to

make an ounce. These are seldom regularly
cut, 6 to 8 facets only being the usual number.
Alpine rose, Rosa alpinaof European mountains, to which
are commonly referred the Boursault roses. The name has
also been applied to certain species of Rhododendron, as
R. ferruginea, etc. Ashes ofroses. See red 1,1. Attar
of roses. See attar. Austrian rose. See yellow rose.

Ayrshire rose, a group of climbing roses derived from
Rosa sempervirens, the evergreen rose of southern Europe.
Banksian rose, Rosa Danksise of China, a climber, pro-

ducing large clusters, not hardy. Bengal rose. See
def . 1. Blue rose, an impossibility.

The niece of the prince-bishop of Wilna strikes us as in

many respects a typical Pole, and ... we can only think
of Helene Massalska as one who was, in her way, a seeker
after blue roses. N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 120.

Blush-rose, a delicate pink rose of the damask and other
stocks. Bourbon rose. See def. l. Brier-rose, the

dogrose; also, a sweetbrier. Burgundy rose, a small

variety of Rosa centifolia. Burnet-rose or burnet-
leafed rose. See def. 1. Canker-rose, the corn-pop-
py, Papaver Rhceas. [Prov. Eng.] Cayenne rose. See
Licania. Chaplet of roses, in her. See chaplefl, 3.

Cherokee rose, Rosa Isemgata (R. Sinica), a climber
once supposed to be indigenous in the southeastern
United States, where it abounds, but now known to be
from China, whence it was early introduced. Its flow-
ers are single, pure-white, large, and profuse. It makes an
excellent hedge-plant. China rose. See def. 1. Cnl-
nese rose, (a) The China rose. (6) A rose-mallow, Hibis-
cus roxa-sinenvte. See shoeblack-plant. Christmas rose.
See Christmas and Helleborus. Cinnamon-rose, an old-
fashioned sweet-scented rose, Rosa cinnamomea of Europe.

Collar of roses, an ornamental or honorary collar worn
in the time of the Tudor sovereigns as emblematic of
the union of the houses of York and Lancaster. Corn-
rose. See poppy and cockle!. Cotton-rose. See Filago.
Crown of the rose, of the double rose. See crown,

13. Crucified rose, an emblem of the Rosicrucians ; a
rose-cross. Damask rose. See def. 1 and damask.
Dogrose, Rosa canina, the most common wild rose of Eu-
rope and Russian Asia. The stems are commonly erect
the first year, 2 or 3 feet high, later elongated and rather
straggling, armed with curved prickles ; the flowers are

pink or white, three or four together. It is sparingly
naturalized in Pennsylvania, etc. Double rose, in her.,
a bearing consisting of a smaller cinquefoil laid upon an-
other larger one, the leaves or lobes of the one coming
opposite the divisions between the leaves of the other.
The double rose may be barbed and seeded like the rose.

Egyptian rose, Scabiosa arcensis and S. atropurpurea,
the latter also known as mourning-bride. Evergreen
rose, Rosa sempervirens of southern Europe. It is the

parent of many varieties of free-growing, hardy climbers,
including the Ayrshires, evergreen in mild climates.

Fairy rose, a miniature rose known as Rosa Lawrenceana,
doubtless derived from the China rose. Field-rose, Rosa
art'ensis, a trailing rose of western Europe, with white
scentless flowers. French rose. See def. 1. Golden
rose. See golden. Holland rose. See rose-cut. Holly-
rose, (a) The rock-rose, Helianthemum. (6) Same as

sage-rose. Hundred-leaved rose. Rosa centifolia, a stock
of uncertain origin. See def. 1. Indian rose, the China
rose. R. Indica. Jamaica rose, the name of species of
Meriania, also of Blakea trinervis of the Melastomacete

(Jamaica wild rose), a pretty greenhouse climber. Ja-



rose

pan or Japanese rose, one of various true roses, as Rosa

multijlora, the many-flowered rose, and R. rugosa. The
name is also applied to plants of the genus Camellia.

Macartney rose, Rosa bracteata, introduced from China,
an evergreen climber, the source of a small group of

varieties. It is not hardy in the northern United States,
but in the South is used for hedges and is sometimes spon-
taneous. Malabar rose, a shrubby East Indian rose-mal-

low, Hibiscus hirtus (S. rosa-malaoarica). Many-flow-
ered rose, a Japanese species, Rosa multijlora, the source
of several varieties: not hardy in the northern United
States. Michigan rose. Same as prairie- rose. Month-
ly rose, oneiof a class of perpetuals derived from the
China rose; a Bengal rose. Musk-rose, Rosa moschata,
found in southern Europe, Abyssinia, and in Asia to China:
a tall climber and profuse bloomer with strongly scented

flowers, long known in cultivation,but not hardy. Mystic
rose, a vague phrase empty of real meaning, frequent in

Kosicrucian literature, especially in the phrase crucifixion

oj the mystic rose. See Rosicrucian. Noisette rose. See
def. 1. Nutka rose, -ftoi Sutkana of northwestern North

America, the most showy western wild rose, with larger
flowers and fruit than any other American species. Oil
Of roses. See oil and attar. tale rose, in the pharma-
copoeias, same as hundred-leaved rose. Pompon-rose, the

name of miniature varieties of Rosa centifotia or of R. In-

dica (Bengal pompons). Prairie-rose, Rosa setigera, com-
mon in the interior of the United States. It is the only
American climber, a vigorous grower, the flowers large and
abundant in corymbs. Also climbing and Michigan rose.

See cut under def. 1. Provence, Provins rose. Same as

cabbage-rose. Provincial rose. See provincial?. Red
rose, (a) The badge of the house of Lancaster, (b) Spe-
cifically, the French rose. Rose bengale. Same as Ben-

gal red (which see, under redl). Rose cut. See cut.

Rose drill See drii. Rose du Barry, in ceram., a

pink or light-crimson color in porcelain-decoration, named
from Madame du Barry, mistress of Louis XV. See rose

Pompadour. Rose family, (a) A name given by some
writers to a division of the porcelain of China in which red

prevails, and which is marked by the abundant use of en-

ameled color in perceptible relief above the background.
(b) In bot., the order Rosaceet. Rose of Jericho. See
Anattatica. Rose of Plymouth. See Sabbatia. Rose
Of Sharon, (a) In Scrip. (Cant. ii. 1). the autumn crocus

[so explained in R. V. margin] ; perhaps Colchicum au-
tumnale. (b) A St-John's-wort, Hypericum calycinum.
Britten and Holland, Eng. Plant-names. (Prov. Eng.] (c)
Same as althsea, 2. [U. S.] Rose Pompadour, a rose-

pink or light-crimson color of the Sevres porcelain, imi-

tated by other factories : a name derived from the Mar-

quise de Pompadour: called later rose du Barry, as a

compliment to Madame du Barry. The second name is

more commonly heard in England, though it is less cor-

rect, the name rose Pompadour having been given when
the color was first introduced. Scotch rose. See def. 1.

South-sea rose, the oleander. [Jamaica.] Sun-rose,
the rock-rose, Helianthemum. Swamp-rose, Rosa Car-

olina, common in the eastern United States, forming
thickets in swampy ground. Tea-rose, or tea-scented
rose. See def. 1. Tudor rose, in her., a combination of
two heraldic roses, one gules and the other argent. Some-
times one of these is set upon the other, the upper being
the smaller ; in other instances it is divided, as per cross
or per saltier, alternately red and white. Under the rose
(a translation of Latin sub rasa), in secret ; privately ; in a
manner that forbids disclosure.

Under the rose, since here are none but friends,
(To own the truth) we have some private ends.

Swift, Epil. to a Benefit Play, for the Distressed Weavers.

Wars Of the Roses, in Eng. hist., the prolonged armed
struggle between the houses of Lancaster and York : so
called from the red rose and white rose, badges respec-
tively of the adherents of the two families. The wars
commenced with the first battle of St. Albans in 1455 ;

the Yorkist claimant was killed in 1480, but his son Ed-
ward IV. supplanted the Lancastrian king Henry VI. in

1461; the Yorkist kings (Edward IV., Edward V., and
Richard III.) continued in power in spite of the repeated
efforts of Queen Margaret (wife of Henry VI. \ except for
a brief period in 1470-71, when Henry VI. was restored.
The contest was ended in 1486 with the death of Richard
III. at Bosworth, and the succession of Henry VII., a Lan-
castrian, who, by his marriage with a Yorkist princess,
united the conflicting interests. White rose, (a) The
badge of the house of York, (b) Specifically, Rosa alba, a
garden rose, native in the Caucasus. Wild rose, any na-
tive species. Wind-rose. (o)_An old name of Papaver
Argemone. (b) See Rcemeria. Yellow rose. Specifically

(a) Rosa lutea, (R. Eglanteria), the Austrian brier or yel-
low eglantine, sometimes distinguished as tingle yellow
rose, though often double. It is a summer rose of many
varieties, with a habit like that of sweetbrier (eglantine) ;

native from Asia Minor to the Himalayas and northward.
(6) R. sulphurea, the double yellow rose, beautiful in warni
climates, native from Asia Minor to Persia. York-and-
Lancaster rose, a variegated variety of the French, also
of the damask rose. (See also cabbage-rose, eglantine, guel-
der-rose, Lent-rose, moss-rose, mountain-rose, rock-rose, sage-
rose, sweetbrier.)

II. a. Of an extremely luminous purplish-red
color. Some rose colors are deficient in chroma, and are
therefore varieties of pink, rose-pink; others have the most
intense chroma, rose-reds; others incline so much toward
purple as to be called rose-purple.

The lights, rose, amber, emerald, blue.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Bengal rose, a coal-tar color used in dyeing, somewhat
similar to eosin, but producing bluer shades. It is the
sodium salt of tetra-iodo-dichlor-fluorescein. Rose el-
der, finch, lake, linnet. See the nouns. Rose madder.
See madder lakes, under madderl. Rose pink, porce-
lain. See the nouns.

rose1
(roz), v. t.

; pret. and pp. rosed, ppr.
rosing. [< rose*, .] 1. To render rose-colored;
redden

;
cause to flush or blush.

A maid yet rosed over with the virgin crimson of mod-
esty. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 328.

2. To perfume as with voses.
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A rosed breath from lips rosie proceeding.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, p. 234.

rose2 (roz). Preterit of rise*.

rose3 (roz), v. t. An obsolete or dialectal form
of roose.

rose-acacia (roz-a-ka'shia), n. The bristly or
moss locust, Robinia hispida, from the southern

Alleghanies, an admired shrub or small tree
with large deep rose-colored inodorous flowers
in racemes.
Roseae (ro'ze-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de Can-
dolle, 1825), < Rosa + -e&.] A tribe of rosa-
ceous plants consisting of the genus Rosa.

roseakert, Blue vitriol.

To have a man chased to death in such manner by
poison after poison, first roseaker, then arsenick, then mer-
cury sublimate, then sublimate again, it is a thing would
astonish man's nature to hear it.

Bacon, Accusation of Wentworth, 1615 (Works, ed.

[Spedding, XII. 216).

rosealt (ro'ze-al), a. [Also rosial; < L. roseiis,

rosy (< rosal, rose), + -aZ.] Like a rose, espe-
cially in color

;
roseate.

Beholding the rosiall colour, which was wont to be in
his visage, tourned in to salowe.

Sir T. Elyot, The Oovernour, ii. 12.

The roseal cross is spread within thy field,
A sign of peace, not of revenging war.

Qreene, James IV., v.

From the West returning,
To Hi' honored Cradle of the rosiall Morning.

Sylvester, tr. of Dn Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

His roseal cheeks ten thousand Graces swell'd.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 58.

rose-aniline (roz'an'i-lin), . Same as rosani-
line.

rose-aphis (roz'a'fis), n. Any aphid which in-

fests roses; a greenfly; specifically, Siphono-
phora rosie.

rose-apple (roz'ap'l), >/. An East Indian tree,

Eugenia Jambos, widely cultivated in the trop-
ics, beautiful in flower, foliage, and fruit. The
fruit is of the size of a hen's egg, neavily rose-scented,
only moderately palatable, wanting juice. Related spe-
cies are to some extent included under the name. Also

Jam-rosade and Malabar plum.

rose-a-rubyt (roz'a-ro'bi), . [L. rosa rubea,
red rose: rosa, rose; rubea, fern, of rubeus, red :

see ruby.'] The pheasant's-eye, Adonis autum-
nalis.

roseate (ro'ze-at), a. [< L. roseus, rosy, +
-tel

. Cf. rosated.] 1. Full of roses
;
consist-

ing of roses
; prepared from roses.

I come, I come ! prepare your roseate bowers,
Celestial palms, and ever-blooming flowers.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 817.

Celestial Venus hover'd o'er his head,
And roseate unguents, heav'nly fragrance ! shed.

Pope, Iliad, xxiii. 229.

2. Of a rose color: blooming: as, roseate beau-

ty-
The wind-stirred robe of roseate, gray,
And rose-crown of the hour that leads the day.

D. G. Rossetti, The Stream's Secret.

Roseate spoonbill, Ajaja rosea, the common spoonbill
of America. See cut under Ajaja. Roseate tern, Ster-

na paradisea or
S. dougalli, the

paradise tern, the
under parts of

which, in the
- breeding - season,

are white with
a delicate rosy
blush. The man-
tle is pale pearl-
blue; the cap is

black, the bill is

black, and the
feet are coral-red.
The tail is long
and deeply fork-
ed. The length
is 14 or 15 inches,
the extent 30.

This bird is com-
mon along the At-
lantic coast of the
United States,
and in many oth-
er regions of both

hemispheres. It was named in 1813 by Colonel Montagu
in compliment to one of its discoverers, Dr. McDougall :

though often called S. paradisea, the latter name, brought
into use by Keyserling and Blasius in 1840, rests upon a

questionable identification of a tern so called by Briin-
nicli in 1764. Montagu's specific name was "emended"
macdougaUi by Macgillivray in 1842.

rose-back (roz'bak), a. In ceram., having the
back or outside decorated richly in red, either

plain or with an incised pattern or some
peculiarity of texture, as some fine Oriental

porcelain.

rose-bay (roz'ba), . A name of several plants,
(a) The oleander. (6) The willow-herb, Epilobium angtw-
tifolium. (c) Any rhododendron; somewhat specially, Rho-
dodendron maximum. Lapland rose-bay, the Lap-
land rhododendron. See rhododendron, 2.

rose-burner

rose-beetle (r6z'be"tl), n. 1. A coleopterous
insect which affects or frequents roses; espe-
cially, Cetonia aurata, the common rose-chafer
of Great Britain. Also called rose-fly and rose-

Initj. 2. A curculionid beetle, AramignsfuUeri,

^/
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Fuller's Rose-beetle (Aramisusfulleri).
a, full-grown larva ; b, pupa (lines showing natural sizes of a and

) ; <', adult beetle, from side ; a, same, from above (outline between
them showing natural size); e. eggs, enlarged and natural size ; /. left

maxilla with palpus,enlarged ; g, nead of larva, from below, enlarged ;

ft, same, from above, enlarged.

more fully called Fuller's rose-beetle. S. The
rose-chafer of the United States, Macrodactylus
/tubsninosus. See cut under rose-bug.

roseberry (roz'ber'i), n.; pi. roseberries (-iz).
The fnut of the rose

;
a hip. [Colloq.]

rose-bit (roz'bit), n. A cylindrical bit, termi-

nating in a truncated cone, the oblique sur-

face of which is cut into teeth. It is often used
for enlarging holes of considerable depth in

metals and hard woods.
rose-blanket (roz'blang'ket), n. A blanket of
fine quality, having a rose, or a conventional de-

vice resembling a rose, worked in one corner.

rosebone (roz'bon), n. A fish with a deformity
of the backbone ; a humpbacked fish, as a cod.

rose-box (roz'boks), . A plant of the genus
Cotoneaster.

rose-breasted (roz'bres'ted), a. Having rose
color on the breast, as a bird : as, the rose-

breasted grosbeak, Zamelodia (or Habia) ludo-

riciana. This is one of the most beautiful birds of the
I'nlted States, abundant from the Atlantic to the Missis

Roseate Tern {Sterna dougalli or para-
disea).

Rose-breasted Grosbeak (Habia Ittdtniciana).

sippi and somewhat beyond. It is a fine songster. The
male is black, much varied with white on the wings, tail,

and under parts ; the bill is white ; and a patch on the
breast and the lining of the wings are rose-red or carmine.
It is 8 inches long and 12J in extent of wings. Rose-
breasted godwit, the Hudsonian or red-breasted godwit,
Limosa heemastica.

rosebud (roz'bud), n. 1. The bud of a rose.

Let us crown ourselves with rosebuds, before they be
withered. Wisdom of Solomon, ii. 8.

Hence 2. A young girl in her first bloom
;
a

debutante
;
a bud. [Colloq.]

A rosebud set with little wilful thorns,
And sweet as English air could make her, she.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

They flutter their brief hour in society, and if they fail

to marry as they or their friends expect, they 're so deplor-

ably de trop. Some of them hold on like grim death to

rosebud privileges. The Century, XL. 582.

rose-bug (roz'bug), n. A rose-beetle. A common
species which infests roses in the
I'nited States is a melolonthid, Ma-
crodactylus subspinosus, a pest in gar-
dens and vineyards.

Crop injured by attacks of rose-bug
in the spring. Whether Noah was
justifiable in preserving this class of

insects?

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., Int.

rose-burner (roz'ber"ner),
A gas-burner in which the

gas issues from a series of openings disposed
radially around a center, so that the flames

Rose-bug {Macr.
dactylus snbspitt'
SHS\ natural size.



Same as rose-

Same as rose-

1. Having rosy

rose-burner

resemble the petals of a flower. Also called

rosette-burner,

rose-bush (roz'bush), . A shrub which bears

roses, commonly of a bushy habit.

rose-camphor (r6z'kam"fer), . One of the

two volatile oils composing attar of roses. It

is a stearoptene, and is solid.

rose-campion (r6z'kam"pi-on), . A pretty

garden flower, Lychnis coronaria. The plant is a

branching woolly herb, covered in summer and autumn
with rosy-crimson blossoms. Also mullen-pink.

rose-carnation (roz'kar-na'shon), H. A carna-
tion the ground-color of whose petals is striped
with rose-color.

And many a rose-carnation feed
With summer spice the humming air.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ci.

rose carthame. A color used in water-color

painting. See Cartliamns.

rose-catarrh (roz'ka-tar"),
cold.

rose-chafer (r6z'cha"fer), n

beetle or rose-bug.
rose-cheeked (roz'chekt), a.

or ruddy cheeks.

Rose-cheek'd Adonis hied him to the chaae.
Shak.

,
Venus and Adonis, 1. 3.

2. Having rose-red on the cheeks, as a bird :

as, the rose-cheeked kingfisher, Ispidina picta,
of Africa.

rose-cold (roz'kold), n. A form of hay-fever
developing early in the summer. Also called

rose-catarrh, rose-fever.
rose-color (roz'kul"or), n. 1. The color of a

rose; specifically, a deep and vivid pink, a
color common in roses. See rose1

,
a. Hence

2. Beauty or attractiveness, as of a rose; of-

ten, fancied beauty or attractiveness
;
couleur

de rose : as, life appears to the young all rose-

color.

rose-colored (rdz'kuFord), a. 1. Having the
color of a rose; rosy: as, the rose-colored pas-
tors, the starlings of the genus Pastor. See
cut under Pastor. 2. Uncommonly beautiful

;

hence, extravagantly fine or pleasing: as, rose-

colored views of the future.

She believed her husband was a hero of a rose-colored

romance, and he turns out to be not even a hero of very
sad-colored reality. H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 426.

rose-comb (roz'kom), n. See conilA, 3.

rose-copper (i'6z'kop"er), n. Same as rosette-

copper.
rose-cross (roz'kros), n. and a. I. . 1. [cap.'}

[See Rosicrucian.} A Rosicrucian. 2. A rosy
cross, the alleged symbol of the Rosicrucians,
supposed to denote the union of a rose with a
cross : indicated by a cross within a circle, a

rose on a cross, and otherwise. See crucified
rose and mystic rose, under rose*. Also called

rosie-cross, rosy cross, rosierux, rosecroix, etc.

II. a. [cap.] Rosicrucian.

That stone of which so many have us told, . . .

The great Elixir, or ...
The Rose-Cross knowledge.

Drayton, To Master William Jeffreys.

rose-cut (roz'kut), a. Cut with a series of tri-

angular facets, the whole surface rounding up
from the girdle. The number of triangular faces on the

upper side of the girdle is usually twenty-four. The back
is usually flat that is, the girdle is at one extreme of the

stone, having no base projecting beyond it. In some cases,

however, there is a base resembling a crown ; then the cut
is called the double or Holland rose.

rose-drop (roz'drop), re. 1. A lozenge flavored
with rose-essence. 2. An ear-ring. 3. A
pimple on the nose caused by drinking ardent

spirits ; a grog-blossom ;
acne.

rose-ear (roz'er), . A dog's ear which hangs
so as to show the flesh-colored inside.

rose-engine (r6z'en"jm), . A form of lathe
in which the rotary motion of the mandrel may
be combined with a radial movement of the

tool-rest, the result

being a movement of
eccentric character.
An eccentric chuck is also
used with a stationary
tool-rest, or the work in the
lathe is, by means of suit-

able mechanism, made to
oscillate slightly. What-
ever the method used, the
result is the tracing on a
flat surface, such as the
back of a watch-case, of a
series of waved or circular ^-iii^i^*^
lines which may be con- Specimen of Engine-turning,
siaered to bear some resem-
blance to a full-blown rose. The rose-engine is used to
make complicated ornamental tracings on the engraved
plates used for printing bank-notes, bonds, etc., and in

decorating watch-cases and other metal-work. The work
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performed by it is called engine-turning. Also called geo-
metrical lathe.

rose-encrinite (roz'en"kri-mt), n. A rhodocri-
iiite.

rose-festival (r6z'fes'-ti-val),M. A festival cele-

brated on June 8, which had its origin at the vil-

lage of Saleney, near Noyon, in France. A girl is

selected from three most distinguished for feminine vir-

tues, her name being announced from the pulpit to give
an opportunity for objections. She is then conducted to

church, where she hears service in a place of honor, after
which she formerly used to open a ball with the seigneur.
She is called La liosiere, because she is adorned with roses
held together by a silver clasp presented by Louis XIII.
The festival has been imitated at other places in France,
at many of which the rosiere receives a purse or a dower
from a foundation established for the purpose.

rose-fever (roz'fe"ver), n. Same as rose-cold.

rose-fish (roz'fish), n. A scorpa3noid fish, the

Norway haddock, Sebastes marinus. It inhabits
both coasts of the North Atlantic ; it is mostly orange-red.
Also called mapper, bergylt, redfish, etc. See cut under
Sebastes.

rose-fly (roz'fll), n. Same as rose-beetle, 1, or

rose-bug.

rose-flycatcher (roz 'fli
//

kach-er) ,
n. One of the

American fly-catching warblers of the genus
CardelKita, as C. rubra and C. rubrifrons. They
are small insectivorous birds related to the redstart (Seta-

phaya). of rich or varied coloration, of which rose-red is

one tint. Those named reach the border of the United
States from Mexico.

rose-gall (roz'gal), . A gall produced on roses

by an insect, as the cynipid Rhodites rosie.

rose-geranium (roz'je-ra"ni-um), n. A common
house-plant, Pelargonium capitatnm, with rose-
scented leaves and small rose-purple flowers.

rose-haw (roz'ha), n. The fruit of the wild

rose; a rose-hip. [Colloq.]

Redly gleam the rose-haws, dripping with the wet,
Fruit of sober autumn, glowing crimson yet.

Celia Thaxter, May Morning.

rose-house (roz'hous), . In hort., a glass house
for the propagation of roses, or for the forcing
of roses into bloom.
rose-hued (roz'hud), a. Of the hue or color of
the rose

; rose-colored.

Many a dark delicious curl,

Flowing beneath her rose-hued zone.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

roseine (ro'ze-in), n. [< rose1 + -ine2.} Same
as fuchsin.
rose-knot (roz'not), .

worsted, or
other soft ma-
terial.

rose-lashing
(roz'lasb/'ing),
n. Naut., a
kind of lash-

ing or seizing
employed in

binding anything on a spar: so termed from
the rose-like form in which the end of the seiz-

ing is secured.
rose-lathe (roz'laTH), . A lathe fitted with a

rose-engine.
rose-leaf (roz'lef), n. [< MB. rose-lef; < rose1

+ leaf.} One of the petals of a rose.

roselet (roz'let), . [< F. roselet, the stoat or
ermine in summer when brown, not white, <

rose, rose: see rose1 .] The fur of the ermine,
Putorius erminea, as taken from the animal in

the summer.
roselette (roz'let), n. [< OF. *roselettc, dim. of

rose, a rose: see rose1 .] In her., a rose, when
many are used on a field at once. Compare
lioncel.

rose-lip (roz'lip), n. A lip of a rosy or red-ripe
color. Tennyson, Adeline, i.

rose-lipped (roz'lipt), a. Having red or rosy
lips. [Rare.]

Thou young and rose-lipp'd cherubin.

Shak., Othello, iv. 2. 63.

roselite (ro'ze-lit), n. [=Gc.roseUth; named after

Gustav Rose, a German naturalist (1798-1873).]
A hydrous arseniate of cobalt and calcium, oc-

curring in small red triclinic crystals at Schnee-

berg
in Saxony.

rosella (ro-zel'a), . [NL., < L. rosa, rose: see
rose1 .] A beautiful Australian parrot, Platij-
cercus eximins, the rose-parrakeet. This is a favor-

ite cage-bird, elegantly varied with scarlet, green, blue,

yellow, white, and other colors. There are many similar
birds of the same genus. See cut in next column.

rosella-fiber (ro-zera-fi"ber), n. See roselle.

rosellate (ro-zel'at), a. [< NL. "rosella, dim. of

L. rosa, rose (see rose1 ), + -ate1
."}

In cot, dis-

posed like the petals of a rose, or in rosettes :

said of leaves.

roselle (ro-zel'), n. [Also rozette, rouselk ; <

XL. roselta : of. F. oseille, sorrel.] An East In-

rosen

A rosette of ribbon,

Rose-lashing.

Rosella (Platycerrus eximiut).

dian rose-mallow, Hibiscus Sabdariffa, widely
cultivated in the tropics, where its pleasantly
acidulous calyxes are used for tarts, jellies,

etc., and for making a cool refreshing drink.
It yields also a fiber sparingly substituted for hemp,
known as roselle-hemp or rosella-fiber. In the West Indies
the plant is called Indian or red sorrel. Also called sab-

darifa.

rose-mallow (roz'mal"6), n. See mallow.

rose-maloes (roz'mal"6z), . [An Anglo-Ma-
layan modification of rasatnala, q. v.] A kind
of liquid storax obtained from the East Indian

Altingia excelsa.

rosemarinet, n. Same as rosemary.
rosemary (roz'ma-ri), n. [Formerly also ros-

mary ; < ME. rosemary, altered (in simulation
of rosa Mariee, 'Mary's rose') from rosemarine,
rosemaryne, rosemaryn, ros-

marin, < OF. rosmarin, ro-

marin, F. romarin = Pr. ro-

mani, romanin = Sp. rosma-

rino, romero = Pg. rosma-
ninho = It. rosmarino, rame-
rino = D. rozemarijn, rosma-

rijn = G. Dan. Sw. rosmarin,
< L. rosmarinus, rosmarinum,
prop, two words, ros marinus
or marinus ros, rosemary, lit.
' marine dew,' sea-dew (call-
ed ros maris, 'dew of the sea,'

by Ovid): ros (ror-), dew;
marinus, marine: see roreS
and marine.} An evergreen
shrub, Rosmarinus officinalis,
native in southern Europe,
widely cultivated. (See 7?os-

marinus. ) It has a fragrant smell,
and a warm, pungent, bitterish
taste. It yields by distillation a

light pale essential oil of great
fragrance, which is extensively
employed in the manufacture of

pomatums for the hair. Its leaves
are gently stimulant, and are used to some extent in Euro-
pean medicine.

There 's rosemary, that 's for remembrance.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5. 175.

Some sign of mourning was shown by every one, down
to the little child in its mother's arms, that innocently
clutched the piece of rosemary to be thrown into the
grave "for remembrance."

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

Rosemary-moorwort. Same as wild rosemary (a).

Rosemary-pine. See loblolly-pine. Wild rosemary.
(a) A plant, the Andromeda poHfQlia. (b) See Ledum.

rose-molding (rdz'rnoFding), . In arch., a

molding orna-
mented with
roses. Very beau-
tiful examples with
conventionalized yet
naturalistic treat-

ment of the flowers
and climbing vine
occur in French work
of the thirteenth cen-

tury.

rose-money(roz'-
mun"i), . A
name sometimes

given to screw-
dollars or screw-
medals.
rosent (ro'zn), a.

[< ME. rosen, <

AS. rosen, made
of roses, < rose, a

rose : see rose1

and -CM 2 .] 1.

Roseate ; rose-
i>nlnvorl viirMt7 Rose-molding. ijth century. (From the

Bfl , ruaay. p<,rte ROUgC , frotre Dame de Paris.)

Rosem;

r, the upper part of the
stem, with flowers; z, the

lowerpartof the stem; a,
a flower; >, a leaf, seen
from below, showing the
revolute margin.



rosen

1 '] i rt .us the sonne with his golden chariet bryngeth forth
the rosene day. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. meter 8.

2. Consisting of roses.

His leef a rosyn chapelet
Hadde made, and on his heed it set.

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 846.

rose-nail (rpz'nal),
. A nail with a conical

head which is hammered into triangular facets.

Rosenbach's sign. See sign.
rosenbuschite (ro'zn-bush-it), n. [Named af-

ter Prof. H. Bosenbusch of Heidelberg.] A sili-

cate of calcium and sodium, containing also

zirconium and titanium: it occurs in mono-
clinic crystals and in fibrous forms of a pale
orange color. It is found in the elseolite-sye-
nite of southern Norway.
Rosendale cement. See cement, 2.

Rosenhain's function. See function.
Rosenmiiller's fossa. A somewhat triangular
depression in the pharynx on either side behind
the openings of the Eustachian tubes.

Rosenmiiller's gland. The inferior or palpe-
bral portion of the lacrymal gland.

Rosenmiiller's organ. See organ.
rose-noble (roz'no'bl), n. An English gold coin
first issued by Edward IV., and worth at the
time ten shillings : same as ryal.

2. Hunt. What haue they giuen vs ?

I. Hunt. Six Tote-nobles just.

Heyu'ood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, I. 43).

Rosen's liniment. A liniment composed of oil

of nutmeg, spirit of juniper, and oil of cloves.

Rosenstrehl's green. See green
1

.

Rosenthal's canal. The spiral canal of the
modiolus.
Rosenthal's test. See test.

rose-of-heaven (roz'ov-hev'n), . A pretty gar-
den plant, Lychnis Cceli-rosa.

rose-oil (roz'oil), . Same as oil of rose (which
see, under oil).

roseola (ro-ze'o-la), . [= F. roseole; < NL., <

L. roseus, rosy (< rosa, rose: see rose1 ), + dim.

-ola.~\ Inpathol., a kind of rash or rose-colored

efflorescence, mostly symptomatic, occurring in

connection with different febrile complaints.
Also called rose-rash and scarlet rash.

roseolar (ro-ze'o-lar), a. [< roseola + -r2.]
Of, pertaining to, or exhibiting roseola.

roseoloid (ro-ze'o-loid), a. [< roseola + -oid.]
Same as roseolous.

roseolous (ro-ze'o-lus), a. [< roseola + -ous.}

Of, pertaining to, or resembling roseola: as,
roseolous rash.

rose-ouzel (roz'o'zl), . The rose-colored pas-
tor, Pastor roseus.

rose-parrakeet (roz-par'a-ket), n. The rosella.

rose-pink (roz'pingk), w."and a. I. n. I. A
chromatic crimson-pink color. 2. A pigment
prepared by dyeing chalk or whiting with a de-
coction of Brazil-wood and alum.
Clean faces appeared in lieu of black ones smeared with

rote pink. Dickens, Sketches.

3. The American centaury, Sabbatia angularis.
[Rare or obsolete.]

II. a. Of a rosy-pink color or hue; roseate;
having a delicate bloom: also used figura-
tively: as, "rose-pink piety," Eingsley. (Imp.
Diet.)

rose-point (roz'point), n. Seepoinfl.
rose-quartz (roz'kwarts), n. A translucent and
at times almost transparent variety of quartz,
varying in color from light rose-red to dark-

pink. The coloring matter Is due to the presence of oxid
of manganese, which is more or less affected by the action
of the sunlight. Fine examples are found in Oxford
county, Maine, and in other localities.

rosert (ro'zer), n. [Early mod. E. also rosier,
rosyer; < ME. roser, roseere, < OF. rosier, rozier,
F. rosier, a rose-bush, = Pr. roser, rosier, < L.

rosarium, a rose-garden, ML. also a rosebush:
seerosary.} 1. A rose-garden. 2. Arose-bush.
An hound whan he cometh to a roser.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The third was urosyer, with the armes of England ; the
fourth a braunche of lylies, bearing the armes of France.

Hall, Hen. VIII., fol. 59, quoted in Strutt's Sports and
[Pastimes, p. 240.

rose-rash (roz'rash), n. Same as roseola.

rose-red (roz'red), a. and . [< ME. rose-red;
< rose1 + red1

.'} I. a. Red as a red rose.

Two corones ban we,
Snow-whyte and rose-reed.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 264.

From thy rose-red lips my name
Floweth. Tennyson, Eleanore.

II. n. A luminous and chromatic crimson.

rose-ringed (roz'ringd), a. Having a collar
of rose-red feathers : noting a collared parrot,
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Paleeornis torquatus, known as the rose-ringed
parrakeet. See cut under ring-parrot.
roseroot (roz'rot), . A succulent herb, Sedum
lilwdiola, having simple leafy stems 5 to 10

inches high, broad thick leaves, yellowish or

purplish flowers in a close cyme, and a rose-
scented root. It grows on cliffs in northern Europe
and Asia, and in North America in eastern Pennsylvania,
Maine, and northward. Also rosewort.

rose-rowel (roz'rou'el), n. See rowel.

rosery (ro'zer-i), n.
; pi. roseries (-iz). [< rose1

+ -ery. Cf. rosary, and alsoF. roseraie, < rosier,
a rose-bush : see roser.] A place where roses

grow ;
a nursery of rose-bushes ; a rosary.

rose-ryal (Toz'n'&l), n. An English gold coin
of the reign of Jaines I. See ryal.

rose-sawfly (rdz'sa'fli), n. A sawfly which af-

fects the rose, (a) In Europe, Hylotoma rosarum. (b)
In America, ifonostegia rosa, whose larva la called rose-

lug.

Rosette, 5.

American Rose-sawfly (Monostefte rosm\
a, female fly (cross shows natural size) : *. her saws; c, antenna

(* and c enlarged).

rose-slug (roz'slug), n. The larva of the Ameri-
can rose-sawfly, Monostegia rosee, which skele-
tonizes the leaves of the rose in the United
States.

Rose's metal. See metal.

rose-steel (roz'stel), n. A cement-steel the in-

terior of which exhibits on fracture a different
structure from the exterior.

roset1
(ro'zet), n. [Also rosette; < OF. (and

F.) rosette, a kind of red coloring matter, < rose,
rose: see rose1.} A red color used by painters.
roset2 (roz'et), n. [A corrupt form of rosin.}
Rosin. [Scotch.]

roseta, n. Latin plural of rosetum.

rose-tanager (roz'tan'a-jer), n. The summer
redbird, Piranga sestiva: distinguished from
the scarlet tanager, P. rabra,

rose-tangle (roz'tang'gl), . Red or brown-
red seaweeds of the suborder Ceramiese.

rose-topaz (roz'to'paz), n. An artificial color
of the true topaz produced by heating the crys-
tals of yellow Brazilian topaz to a red heat.
A chemical change results which, if prolonged too great
a time, would change the topaz into the colorless white
variety, the color ranging from light rose-red to sherry-
red.

rose-tree (roz'tre), n. A standard rose
;
a rose-

bush.
Rosetta stone. See stone.

rosetta-WOOd (ro-zet'a-wud), n. A handsome
wood, of an orange-red color with very dark
veins, from the East Indies, used in fine cabi-

net-making. It is of durable texture, but the
colors become dark by exposure. The tree

yielding it is not known .

rosette (ro-zef), n. [< F. rosette, a rosette, a
little rose (= Pr. Sp. roseta, tassel, = Pg. ro-

seta, the rowel of a spur, = It. rosetta, a ro-

sette), dim. of rose, < L. rosa, rose: see rose1 .}
1 . Any circular ornament having many small

parts in concentric circles, or regularly ar-

ranged around the center.

She lifted Suzanne's hair to the middle of the head in
two rosettes that she called riquettes, and fastened them
with a silver comb. 6. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, x.

Specifically (o) In
arch., an ornament
of frequent use in
decoration in all

styles. In Roman
architecture ro-

settes decorate cof-

fers in ceilings and
soffits of cornices,
and appear as a cen-
tral ornament of the
abacus of the Co-
rinthian order. In
medieval architec-
ture rosettes are

abundant* and con-
sist usually of a knot
of foliage inscribed
in a circle, trefoil, or

quatrefoil. See also
cut under patera.
(&) A knot of ribbon

Rosette. Early Italian medieval work. or a bunch Of COl-

rose-window
ored worsted used as an ornament of costume, especial-
ly one of the two bunches of ribbons attached to the
loops by which an officer's gorget was suspended on his
chest.

2. Any object or arrangement resembling in
form a full-blown rose, (a) A rose gas-burner, in
which the jets of flame are disposed radially about a cen-
ter. (6) A particular arrangement of the sails of a wind-
mill, (c) The pattern produced by a rose-engine lathe.

(d) In bot., a circle of leaves or fronds.

3. Same as roset1 . 4. In zool. and anat., a
natural formation of parts resembling a rose.
See rose, 9.

(a) The anal bunch of gills of a nudibran-
chiate gastropod. (6) The central plate which occupies
the space between the apices of the first five radials of

Comatula, and is formed from the confluence of five basals.

Carpenter; Huxley, (c) The set of live petaloid ambu-
lacra of some sea-urchins. See cut under Petalosticha.

(<l) A spot of color which resem-
bles a flower, as a broken-up
ocellus. See cut under jaguar.
(e)

A rosette-cell. (/) A rosette-

plate.

5. A curve whose polar
equation is r= a + sin m8,
which presents a great
variety of forms symmet-
rical about a center. 6.

Naut., a form of knot.
7. In metal., a disk or

plate formed by throwing
water on melted metal. See rosette-copper, and
compare quenching, 2 Red rosette, <>r red button,
the rosette worn in the buttonhole by officers and higher
dignitaries of the Legion of Honor.

rosette-burner (ro-zet'ber'ner), . Same as
rose-burner.

rosette-cell (ro-zet'sel), n. One of the small

spheroidal clusters or masses of usually eight
or sixteen cells which are developed in sponges,
in the cavity both of the adult sponge and of
its free-swimming ciliated gemmules. W. 8.

Kent.

rosette-copper (ro-zet'kop'er),
n. A product

of copper made by throwing water on the sur-

face of the melted metal (after the refining
process), which is then removed in the form of
a disk, the operation being repeated as often
as is necessary. These disks or rosettes are colored

bright-red by the action of the water on the copper, by
which a suboxid is formed. This process has been followed
at Chessy in France, chiefly, and also at Mansfeld in Prus-
sia. Also called rose-copper.

rosette-cutter (ro-zefkut'er), n. A rotary
cutting-tool for making wooden rosettes or cir-

cular ornaments in which different moldings
are combined. Its cutting edge is of the inverse form
of the ornament desired. Such tools are used in cabinet-

making and carpentry.
resetted (ro-zet'ed), a. [< rosette + -ed2.} I.

Furnished or ornamented with a rosette.

The low-cut and resetted shoe. The Atlantic, LXIV. 614.

2. Formed or arranged in rosettes: as, the
decorations were of looped and resetted ribbons.

rosette-plate (ro-zet'plat), n. In Polysoa, a

communication-plate.
rosetum (ro-ze'tum), n.

; pi. rosetums, roseta

(-tumz, -ta). [< L. rosetum, a garden or bed
of roses, ? rosa, a rose: see rose1 .'}

A gar-
den or parterre devoted to the cultivation of
roses.

rose-Vinegar (rcVvin^-gilr), . An infusion
made by steeping the petals of roses in vine-

gar, used as an external application in head-

aches, also to dispel unpleasant odors. Cnam-
bers's Encyc., art. Rose.
rose-water (roz'wa'ter), n. and a. I. n. Wa-
ter tinctured with oil of roses by distillation.

Enery morning then- Priestes (called Bramini) washe the

Image of the deuyll with rose water, or such other swete

liquoure, and perfume liyni with dynerse swete sauours.
^?. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Minister (First Books on Amer-

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 17).

Let one attend him with a silver basin
Full of rose-water and bestrew'd with flowers.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i. 68.

II. a. Having the odor or character of rose-
water

; hence, affectedly delicate or sentimen-
tal : as, rose-water religion.

.Rose-wafer philanthropy. Carlyle. (Imp. Diet.)

Rose-water dish, (a) A dish with perforated top, for

pouring or sprinkling rose-water over the hands. (0) The
plateau for a rose-water ewer. Rose-water ewer, a
name given to the aftaba. or spouted aiguiere, used in

Persia and other parts of the East for pouring water over
the hands after eating. See cut under aftaba. Rose-
water ointment. See ointment.

rose-willow (r6z'wil"6), n. See icilloic.

rose-window (roz'win'
l

'd6), n. In arch., a cir-

cular window divided into compartments by
mullions or tracery radiating or branching
from a center. Such windows are especially line and
numerous in French medieval architecture, and often at-

tain very considerable dimensions, as in the cathedrals of
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Rose-window in North Transept of Abbey Church of Saint Denis,

France.

Paris, Chartres, Rheims, Amiens, etc. Also called catha-
rine-wheel and, rarely, marigold-window.

Nothing can exceed the majesty of its deeply-recessed
triple portals, the beauty of the rose-unndow that sur-

mounts them, or the elegance of the gallery that com-
pletes the facade. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 541.

rosewood (roz'wud),. 1. The wood of various
Brazilian trees, especially of Dalbergia nigra.
It is a fine hard cabinet-wood of a chestnut color streaked
with black, or varying in the different sorts, and used

chiefly in veneers. The name is due to the faint rose-

scent of some kinds when freshly cut. Other species of

Dalbergia. species of Jacaranda, and perhaps of Machie-
rium, produce the rosewood of commerce. The woods
known as kingwood and violet-wood may be considered as

varieties. See palisander, the several generic names, and
the phrases below.

2. A wood, lignum rhodium, the source of oil

of rhodium, or rosewood-oil ; Canary rosewood.
It is obtained in pieces a few inches thick from the root
and stem of Convolvulus scoparius and C. floridus, small
trees of the Canaries. See rosewood-oil.

3. Any of the trees producing rosewood Afri-
can rosewood, the molompi, Pterocarpus erinaceus.
Australian rosewood, a moderate-sized tree, Synoitm
glandulosum of the Meliacese. Burmese rosewood. See

Pterocarpus. Canary rosewood. See def. 2. Do-
minica rosewood, Cordia Gerascanthus, a boragina-
ceous tree of the West Indies. East Indian rosewood.
See blackieood, 1, and Dalbergia. Jamaica rosewood,
Linociera litrustrina and Ainyris balsamifcra, West In-

dian trees not botanically related the latter also called

candlewood and rhodes-wood. Moulrnein rosewood, a

Burmese species of MUlettia.

rosewood-oil (roz'wud-oil), n. A pale-yellow,
viscid, volatile oil, having an odor resembling
that of sandalwood or rosewood, and obtained

by distillation with water from a kind of rose-
wood. (See rosewood, 2. ) It has been used in per-
fumery, liniments, etc., but is now wholly or mostly re-

placed by artificial compounds.
rose-worm (roz'werm), w. The larva of a com-
mon tortricid moth, Cactecia rosaceana, which
folds the leaves of the rose and skeletonizes
them. It feeds also on many other plants, as the apple,
peach, plum, birch, clover, strawberry, and cotton.

rosewort (roz'wert), n. 1. A plant of the or-

der Rosaceee. Lindley. 2. Same as roseroot, 1.

rose-yard (roz'yard), . [< ME. rosegerde; <

rose' + yard?.] A rose-garden.
rosialt, a. See roseal.

rosicler (ro-si-kler'),. [Sp.] The Spanish term
for the ores of silver embraced under the gen-
eral English name ruby silver. It includes the light-
red silver ore proustite (rosicler claro) and the dark-red
silver ore pyrargyrite (rosicler oscuro): besides these, the
mineral stephanite is sometimes called rosteler negro.

Rosicrucian (ro-zi-kro'shi-an), . and a. [Said
to be a Latinized form of Rosenkreu:, 'rose-

cross,' the mythical name of the mythical
founder of the sect, identified with L. rosa, a

rose, + crux (cruc-), a cross, whence F. rose-

croix, a Rosicrucian, E. rose-cross, the Rosi-
crucian symbol : see rose1 and cross1 . Others
alter the name to Roscicrucian. or Borirrn-

cian, in order to derive it < L. roscidiut, dewy
(see roscid), or ros (ror-), dew (see rare3 ), +
crux (cruc-), cross, the emblem of light.] I. w.

A member of a supposed secret society, said
to have originated in the fifteenth century,
which combined pretensions to the possession
of occult wisdom and gifts with so-called mys-
teries of physic, astronomy, alchemy, etc. The
book describing the Rosicrucian's ("Faraa F'raternitatis."

published in 1614) is generally regarded as merely an
elaborate satire on the charlatanry and credulity of the
times. Books of Rosicrucian pretensions were formerly
numerous in England as well as in Germany, and several
have lately reappeared in the United States. The sect were
also styled Brethren or Kniijhts nf the Rosy-crow, Knity-cros*
Philoxophertt, etc.
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II. a. Pertaining to the Rosicrucians or their

arts.

Rosicrucianism (ro-zi-kro'shi-an-izm), n. [<
Rosicrucian + -ism.] The doctrines, arts, or

practices of the Rosicrucians.

rosicrux (ro'zi-kruks), n.
; pi. rosicruces (ro-zi-

kro'sez). Same as rose-cross, 2.

rosied (ro'zid), a. [< rosy + -ed?.] Adorned
with roses or rose-color; made rosy,

rosiert, n. See roser.

rosiere (ro-ziar'), u. [P., the young girl who
wins the rose, emblem of virtue, < L. rosaria,
fern, of rosarius, of roses: see rosary.] See

rose-festival.

rosily (ro'zi-li), adv. With a rosy color or ef-

fect.
The white Olympus-peaks

/,"./,'./ brighten, and the soothed gods smile.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna, ii.

rosin (roz'in), ii. [Formerly also rosin ; a var.

of resin : see resin.] 1. SameasresiH. Specifi-

cally 2. Resin as employed in a solid state

for ordinary purposes. It is obtained from turpen-
tine by distillation. In this process the oil of the turpen-
tine comes over, and the rosin remains behind. Rosin
varies in color from dark brown or black to white, ac-

cording to its purity and the degree of heat used in its

preparation. Chemically it is the anhydrid of abietic

acid. It has the physical and chemical properties com-
mon to all resins. It is used in common varnishes, is com-
bined with tallow to make common candles, is used by
founders to give tenacity to their cores, by tinmen and
plumbers as a flux for their solder, for rubbing on violin-

bows, and for many other purposes. Also called colophony.

Suddainly Auernus Gulf did swim
With Rorin, Pitch, and Brimstone to the brim.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

rosin (roz'in), r. t. [< rosin, n.] To cover or

rub with rosin.

Black Caesar had that afternoon rosined his bow, and
tuned his fiddle, and practised jigs and Virginia reels.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 349.

rosined (roz'ind), a. [<rosin + -ed?.] Treated
with rosin.

rosiness (ro'zi-nes), n. [< rosy + -ness.] The
quality of being rosy, or of resembling the rose
in color.

The rosiness of glowing embers tinted the walls of Jou-
aneaux's house.

M. H. Catherwood, Romance of Dollard, xvii.

rosing (ro'zing), H. [Verbal n. of rose1
, v.]

The operation of imparting a pink tint to raw
white silk.

rosin-oil (roz'in-oil), n. An oil manufactured
from pine-resin, used for lubricating machin-

ery, etc., and in France for printers' ink. See
London oil, under oil.

rosin-plant (roz'in-plant), . Same as rosin-

weed.

rosin-soap (roz'in-sop), n. A soap made of

rosin and an alkali, as soda or potash, or by
boiling with an alkaline carbonate and evapo-
rating to dryness. It is worthless except when mixed
with tallow soap, or palm-oil soap, or with both, as in the
common yellow soap of commerce. See soap.

rosin-tin (roz'in-tin), H. A pale-colored native
oxid of tin with a resinous luster.

rosin-weed (roz'in-wed ) ,
n. Any plant of the ge-

nus Kilphium;
especially, 8.

laciniatum. See

compass-plant,
1, and prairie
burdock (under
burdock).

rosiny (roz
'
-

in-i), a. [< ros-

in +
-yi.]

Re-
sembling ros-

in; abounding
with rosin.

rosland (ros '-

land),. [Prop.
'rossland, <

ross2 + land1.]
Moorish or

watery land ;

heathy land.

[Prov. Eng.]
rosmart (ros'-

miir), . [<
Dan. rosmar, a walrus, < Norw. rossmuar, ross-

maal, rossmal, < Icel. rosmhvalr, a walrus, <

rnsni, of unknown meaning (appar. connected
with i-nxliitii/r, ii walrus). + liralr = E. icliali :

see wliale. Cf. horse-whale, icalriin, and rorqual.]
The morse or walrus. See cuts under ros-

iimriiie2 and walrus.

Rosmaridse (ros-mar'i-de), . pi. [NL., < ROH-
miinis + -idle.] A family of Pinnipedia, named

rosolio

from the genus Rosmarus: now usually called
Trichechidee and sometimes Odobxnidfe.

rosmarine 1
t (roz'ma-ren or -rin), . [< L. ran

iiiariiiii.t, -sea-dew,' rosemary: see rosemary.]
1. Sea-dew.

You shall . . . steep
Your bodies in that purer brine
And wholesome dew called ros-tnarine.

B. Jonson, Masque of Blackness.

2. Rosemary.
Cold Lettuce, and refreshing Rosmarine.

Spenser, Muiopotmos, 1. 200.

rosmarine2 (roz'ma-ren or -rin), n. and a. [Ap-
par. an altered form of Dan. rosmar, a walrus
( see rosmar), simulating rosmarine^, whence the
fable of its feeding on dew.] I. n. The wal-
rus : formerly imagined as a sea-monster which
climbed cliffs to feed on dew. Some of the early

representations of this animal are extremely curious (as

Rosin-weed (Silphium laciniatum}.

i, the upper part of the stem with the head ;

-, a leaf; a, one of the involucral scales.

Rosmarine (Vacca ntarinn of Gesner, 1560).

that from Gesner here reproduced), and to them is prob-
ably traceable the heraldic creation known as the marine
wo^f (which see, under marine). Gesner's figure is clearly
the walrus, though the tusks point upward from the lower

jaw, instead of downward from the upper jaw, and though
it is provided with bind feet besides a tail, instead of hind
limbs forming a tail. Many zoological illustrations of the
sixteenth century are not more accurate. Compare the cut
under walrux.

Greedy Rosmarincs with visages deforme.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 24.

II. a. Pertaining or relating to the walruses.

Rosmarinus (ros-ma-rl'nus), H. [< L. ros mart-

tins, sea-dew : see rosemary.] A genus of gamo-
petalous plants, of the order Labiate! and tribe

Monardese. It is characterized by an ovoid and slightly

two-lipped calyx, beardless within ; by an exserted corolla-

tube enlarged in the throat, the limb two-lipped, the large
middle lobe of the lower lip declined and concave ; and

by having two stamens, each with a single anther-cell, the
connective being continuous with the filament and the
other cell represented by a slender reflexed tooth. The
only species, R. oficinalis, the rosemary (which see), is

native through the Mediterranean region, and cultivated

elsewhere, but is not hardy in America north of Virginia.
It is a low-branched evergreen aromatic shrub, 4 or 5 feet

high, bearing linear entire opposite leaves which are ses-

sile, thickish, about one inch long, smooth and green
above, with revolnte margins, and white with stellate hairs

beneath. The pale-blue flowers are produced throughout
the year ; they are nearly sessile among the upper leaves,
and form loosely few-flowered and axillary bracted verti-

cillasters clustered in a few short racemes.

rosmaroid (ros'ma-roid), a. Belonging to the
Rosmaroidea.
Rosmaroidea (ros-ma-voi'de-8), ii.pl. [NL.,<
Rosmarus + -video-.] A siiperfamily of Pin-

nipedia, represented by the Rosmaridx alone,

having the lower canines atrophied and the

upper ones enormously developed as tusks

protruding far from the mouth. Also called
Trichecho/dea.

Rqsmarus (ros'ma-rus), n. [NL. (Scopoli,
1777, after Klein, 1751), < Dan. rosmar, a wal-
rus: see rosmar, rosmarine2.] The typical ge-
nus of Rosmaridx; the walruses: also called
Tricliechiis and Odobeemts.

Rosminian (ros-min'i-an), n. [< Rosmini (see
def.) + -.] A member of a Roman Catholic

congregation, entitled the Fathers of the Insti-

tute of Charity, founded by the Italian philoso-
pher Antonio Rosmini Serbati in 1828, for the

purpose of pursuing charitable work.
Rosminianism (ros-min'i-an-izm), . [< BO-
uiiiiiiin + -/(.] The philosophical system of

Antonio Rosmini Serbati. Its fundamental

proposition is that every idea involves the idea
of being.

rosolic (ro-zol'ik), . [< rose + -ol + -ic.] Re-
lated to rosaniline Rosolic acid, an acid closely re-

lated to rosaniline, and differing from it in that the amide
groups of the latter are replaced by hydroxyl groups in ro-

solic acid, with elimination of one molecule of water.

rosolio (ro-zo'lio), . [Also roxoylio (and ro-

noli, rototu. < F.) ; < It. rosolio = Sp. rosoli = Pg.
roasoli F. rossolis, rosolio, appar., like rosso-

lis, sundew, a plant, < L. cox soils, sundew (cos,
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dew; salts, gen. of sol, the sun); but perhaps
orig. It., < It. rosso, red, < L. russtts, red : see

ntsseft.] A red wine of Malta; also, a sweet
cordial made from raisins, popular throughout
the Levant.

Rogue Hyacinth . . .

Shall have a small full glass
Of manly red roiolio to himself.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 117.

Eosores (ro-so'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of rosor,

gnawer, < L. rodcre, pp. rosus, gnaw : see rodent."]
In zool., the gnawing mammals: a synonym of
Glires and of Rodentia. [Now rare.]

Rosoria (ro-so'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.: see Rosores.]
Same as Rosores" Bonaparte, 1837.

rosorial (ro-so'ri-al), a. [< Rosores + -al.] Be-

longing to the RdsoreK or Rosoria; rodent.

ross1
(ros), n. [< Norw. ros, rus, ros, rys, shell,

rind, peel, scale (usually of that which falls off

of itself), = Dan. ros, shavings, chips; prob.
connected with Norw. ros, f., a fall, landslide,
etc., < rusa = AS. Tnredsan, etc., fall : see ruse1 .]

1. The rough scaly matter on the surface of the
bark of certain trees. 2. Branches of trees

lopped off; the refuse of plants. [Scotch.]
ross1

(ros), v. t. [< ross1 , n.] 1. To strip the
ross from; strip bark from. 2. To cut up
(bark) for boiling, etc.

ross2 (ros), . [< W. rhos, amoor,heath, morass.
Cf. rosland.] Amorass. Halliwell. [Prov.Eng.]

rosselt (ros'el), . [Cf. ross%, rosland.'] Light
land; rosland.

A true rossel or light land, whether white or black,
is what they are usually planted in.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

Rossella (ro-sel'a), n. [NL.] The typical ge-
nus of Rossellidfe. Carter.

Rossellidae (ro-sel'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Sossella
+ -idee.] A family of lyssacme silicious sponges
whose dermal spicules have no centripetal ray,
typified by the genus Rossella. The other gen-
era are numerous.

rqssellyt (ros'el-i), a. [< rossel + -#i.] Loose ;

light : said of soil.

In Essex, moory land is thought to be the most proper;
that which I have observed to be the best soil is a rossely

top, and a brick earthy bottom. Mortimer, Husbandry.

rosset (ros'et), H. Same as roussette.

Ross Herald. One of the six heralds of the
Scottish Heralds' College.
Rossia (ros'i-a), n. [NL., named after SirJohn
Ross (1777-1856), an Arctic explorer.] 1. In
ornith., same as Rhodostethia. Bonaparte, 1838.

2. In Mollusca, a genus of decapod cepha-
lopods of the family Sepiolidse. R. Owen, 1838.

rossignol (ros'i-nyol), n. [< F. rossignol, OF.
lousseignol, louseignol = Pr. rossignol, rossinhos,
rossignola = Cat. rossinyol = Sp. ruisettor = Pg.
rouxinol, roxinol = It. rusignuolo, < L. luseiniola,
lusciniolus, nightingale, dim. of luscinia, night-
ingale : see luseinia.'] The nightingale.
rossing-machine (ros'ing-ma-shen*), . 1. A
machine for removing the ross or rough ex-
terior part of bark; a bark-rossing machine.

2. A rossing attachment to a sawmill for

removing the bark from the log just before it

meets the saw. 3. A machine for cutting up
bark preparatory to boiling or steeping, for

purposes of tanning, medicine, dyeing, etc.
JE. H. Knight.
rosso antico (ros"o an-te'ko). [It. ,

< rosso, red,+ antico, antique, ancient: see russet and an-

tique.'] See marble, 1.

rossoli (ros'o-li), n. [It., < L. ros, dew, + so?,
the sun.] An Italian liquor in the preparation
of which the sundew (Drosera rotundifolia) is
used.

Ross's rosy gull. See gulP, and
cut under Rhodostethia.

rost't, *'. and n. An obsolete

spelling of roast.

rost2t, . A Middle English form
of roust2 .

rostel (ros'tel), n. [= F. ros-

telle,<. L. rostellum, a little beak
or snout, dim . of rostrum, a beak :

see rostrum.'] Same as rostellum.

rostella, n. Plural of rostellum.
rostellar (ros' te-lar), a. [< ros-

tel(l) + -<zr3.] Of or pertaining
to a rostellum.
Rostellaria (ros-te-la'ri-a), .

[NL., < L. rostellum, a little beak
or snout: see rostel.'] A genus
of marine univalves belonging
to the family StronMtlse; the

spindlestrombs. It is found both
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recent and fossil. The shell is fusiform or subturriculate,
with an elevated pointed spire ;

the aperture is oval, with
canal projecting, and terminating in a pointed beak. The
species are found in the Indian ocean and neighboring
seas.

rostellarian (ros-te-la'ri-an), a. and n. I. .

Resembling a spindlestromb ; pertaining or be-

longing to the genus Rostellaria.

II. n. A member of the genus Rostellaria.

rostellate (ros'te-lat), a. [= F. rostelU, < NL.
"rostellatus, < L. rostellum, a little beak or snout:
see rostel.'] Having a rostellum

; diminutively
rostrate or beaked.
rostelliform (ros-tel'i-fdrm), a. [< L. rostel-

lum, a little beak or snout, + forma, form.]
Having the form of a rostel

; shaped like a ros-
tellum.

rostellum (ros-tel'um),n.; pl.rosteMa(-a). [L.:
see rostel.] 1. In bot.: (a) Any small beak-

shaped process, as in the stigma of many vio-
lets

; specifically, a modification of the stigma
in many orchids, which bears the glands to
which the pollen-masses are attached.

The upper stigma is modified into an extraordinary or-

gan, called the rostellum, which in many Orchids presents
no resemblance to a true stigma.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 4.

(6) A Linnean term for the caulicle or radicle.

2. In zool., the fore part of the head of tape-
worms or other cestoids, bearing spines or hook-
lets which are said to be rostellar. See cut
under Cestoidea. 3. [cop.] [NL.] In conch.,
same as Rostellaria.

roster1
!, . An obsolete form of roaster.

roster2 (ros'ter), n. [Also dial, royster, an in-

ventory; < D. rooster, a list, table; prob. a par-
ticular use, in allusion to the crossing lines and
columns in a table, of rooster, a grate, gridiron,= E. roaster (see roaster). The word is com-
monly supposed to be a corruption of register*.]
1. In the British and the United States regular
armies, a list showing the turn or rotation of
service or duty of those who relieve or succeed
each other; specifically, a military list or regis-
ter showing or fixing the rotation in which in-

dividuals, companies, or regiments are called
into service. 2. In Massachusetts and Con-
necticut, a list of the officers of a division,
brigade, regiment, etc., containing, under sev-
eral heads, their names, rank, corps, place of

abode, etc. These are called division rosters,

brigade rosters, regimental or battalion rosters.

Bartlett. 3. Hence, any roll, list, or register
of names. [Colloq.]

rosterite (ros'ter-It), n. A variety of beryl of
a pale rose-red color, found in the granite of
the island of Elba, Italy.

Rostrate Fruit
of RhytichA
spurn macro-
staffya.

rostlet, n. [Appar. an error for "rostre, < F. ros-

Pg. It. rostra, < L. rostrum, beak : seetre = Sp.
rostrum.] The beak of a ship.

Vectis rostratus, a barre or leaver with an iron point or
end; & rattle. Nmncnclator, 1585. (AVirru.;

rostra, . Latin and New Latin

plural of rostrum.

rostral (ros'tral), a. [= F.
rostral = Sp. Pg. rostral = It.

rostrale, < LL. rostralis, < L.

rostrum, a beak, snout: see

rostrum."] 1. Of, pertaining
to, Or resembling a rostrum.

2. In zool. : (a) Of or per-
taining to a rostrum in any
sense; rostellar; rostriform.

(6) Having a rostrum or beak
of this or that kindj rostrate:

usually in composition with a

qualifying epithet : as, lamelli-

rostral, longirostral, fissirostral,
conirostral. cultrirostral, curvi-

rostral, rectirostral, dentiros-

tral, recurvirostral, pressiros-
tral, tenuirostral, serratirostral,
etc. See the compounds.
Thus for a day or two in the chick

there are two "
basi-temporal

"
and

one rostral center.

Nature, XXXVII. 501.

Rostral channel or canal, in the
Hemiptera, a hollow on the lower
surface of the thorax, in which the
rostrum is received. Rostral col-
umn, a column in honor of a naval
triumph : it was ornamented with the
rostra or prows of ships (whence the
name).

Rostral Column,
Grand Opera, Paris.

At each angle of the esplanade rises a rostral column of
rose-colored granite 100 feet high.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 192.

Rostral crown. Same as iiaval crmca (which see, under
crown).

rostrular

The monuments of their admirals . . . are adorned with
rostral cromw and naval ornaments, with beautiful festoons
of seaweed, shells, and coral.

Addison, Thoughts in Westminster Abbey.
Rostral groove or furrow, a groove or furrow on the
lower surface of the body of a weevil, in which the rostrum
is received in repose or when the insect feigns death. Its
extension and form (shallow or deep, open or closed be-

hind, etc.) are of great use in the classification of these in-
sects. Rostral aheath, in Hemiptera, a jointed organ
formed by an extension of the labiuin, and deeply groov ed
on its upper surface for the reception of the needle-like
mandibles and maxillae : generally simply called rostrum.

rostrate (ros'trat), a. [= F. rostre = Sp. Pg.
rostrado = It. rostrato, < L. rostratus, having a

beak, hook, or crooked point, < ros-

trum, a beak: see rostrum.] 1.
Furnished or adorned with beaks:
as, rostrated galleys. 2. In bot.,

beaked; having a process resem-
bling the beak of a bird. 3. In

conch., havingabeak-like extension
of the shell, in which the canal is

situated; canaliculate; rostriferous.
See cuts under mttrex and Rostel-
laria. 4. In en torn., provided with
a rostrum or snout-like prolonga-
tion of the head, as the weevils;
rhynchophorous.
rostrated (ros'tra-ted), a. [< ros-
trate + -ed?.] Same as rostrate.

Rostratula (ros-trat'u-lii), . [NL. (Vieillot,
1816), <L. rostrum, a beak: see rostrum.] The
proper name of the genus usually called Rhyn-
chsea (Cuvier, 1817), and the type of the sub-

family Rostratulinie.

Rostratulinae (ros-trat-u-li'ne), n. pi. [NL.
(Coues, 1888), < Rostratula + -inee.] A subfam-
ily of Scolopacidse, typified by the genus Ros-
tratula, characterized by the formation of the

windpipe, which makes one or more subcutane-
ous convolutions; the painted snipes, usually
called Rlnjnchxinse (see RJtynelieea).
Rostrhamus (ros-tra'mus), n. [NL. (Lesson,
1831), irreg. < L. rostrum, beak, -I- hamus, hook.]
An American genus of Falconidee, having the
slender bill extremely hooked, the upper man-
dible being almost like a reaping-hook; the
sickle-billed kites. There are 2 or S species, of the
warmer parts of America, among them the well-known
everglade kite of Florida, R. tociabait. See cut under
everglade.

rostrifacture (ros-tri-fak'tur), . [Formed on
the model of manufacture; < L. rostrum, beak, +
factura, a making, < facere, pp. factus, make :

see rostrum and facture.] That which is con-
structed or fabricated by means of the bill or
beak of a bird, as a nest. [Rare.]
The dexterity and assiduity they [orioles] display in their

elaborate textile rostri/aetures.

Cottes, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 408.

Rostrifera (ros-trif'e-ra), . pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of rostriferus : see rostriferous,] A sub-
order or otherwise denominated group of gas-
tropods having a contractile rostrum or snout,
and supposed to be phytophagous, it includes
most of the holostomatous shells and various others. The
name is contrasted with ProbosciiHfera.

rostriferous (ros-trif'e-rus), a. [< NL. rostri-

ferus, <L. rostrum, beak, + ferre = E. tear1 .]
Having a beak or rostrum

; belonging to the

Rostrifera, or having their characters.
rostriform (ros'tri-fdrm), a. [= F. rostriforme,
< L. rostrum, a beak, + forma, form.] Formed
like or as a rostrum

; shaped like a beak.

rostro-antennary (ros"tro-an-ten'a-ri), a. [<
L. rostrum, beak, + NL. antenna,' antenna, -f

-ary. Cf. antennary.] Pertaining to the rostrum
and antennte of a crustacean. Huxley and Mar-
tin, Elementary Biology, p. 225. [Rare.]

rostrobranchial (ros-tro-brang'ki-al), a. [< L.

rostrum, beak, + brancliise, gills, + -al. Cf.

branchial.] Pertaining to or representing the
extent of the rostral and branchial parts of a

fish. Gill. [Rare.]
rostroid (ros'troid), a. [< L. rostrum, beak, +
Gr. eloof, form.] Resembling a rostrum, beak,
or snout; rostrate; rostriform. [Rare.]
The head [of Macrotus, a genus of bats] has the same long

rostroid appearance. H. Allen, Smiths. Misc. Coll., VII. 2.

rostrolateral (ros-tro-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. ros-

trum, beak, + lattts (later-"), side: see lateral.]
1 . Lateral with reference to the rostrum : ap-
plied to a part of the shell of a cirriped: see

rostrum, 3 (/). 2. Situated alongside the ros-

trum, as of the skull of a fish.

Infraorbital chain with its anterior bones excluded from
the orbit and functional as rostrolattral.

dm, Amer. Nat., 1888, p. 387.

rostrular (ros'tro-lar), . [< rostntl(ttm) +
-ar*.] Pertaining to the rostrulum of fleas.



rostrulate

rostrulate (ros'trij-lat), a. [< rostriil(uni) +
-ate1 .] In entom. : (a) Having the form of a
rostrulum, as the oral organs of a flea. (6)
Provided with a rostrulum, as the Pulicidse.

rostrulum (ros'trp-lum), n.
; pi. rostrula (-la).

[NL., dim. of L. rostrum, a beak, snout : see

rostrum.] The peculiar rostrum, beak, or

mouth-parts of fleas.

rostrum (ros'trum), M.
; pi. rostrums, rostra

(-trumz, -tra). [< L. rostrum, the beak or bill

of a bird, the snout or muzzle of a beast, a
curved point, as of a bill-hook, hammer, plow,
etc., the curved end of a ship's prow, the beak
of a ship; orig. "rodtrum, with formative -trum
(-fro-) (= E. -ther, -der, in rather1

,
rudder1 ), <

corferc, gnaw, peck: see rodent.] 1. Thebeakor
bill of a bird. 2. The snout, muzzle, or some-
times the face of an animal, especially when
protrusive. 3. In anat. and zoo'l., any beaked
or rostrate part, or part likened to a beak.
Hence (a) In anat.: (1) The forward median projection
from the body of the sphenoid bone, received between
the lips of the vomer, and effecting articulation with that
bone

;
the beak of the sphenoid. See cuts under para-

sphenoid and Acipenser. (2) The reflected anterior part of
the corpus callosum of a mammalian brain below the genu.
(b) In ornith.: (1) The beak of the skull ; the narrow spike- ngOj etc_ gee tne nouns =gyn. 1 'See

mtddOne oTthe'ba'se of the BkuTlTlon^which"^^? thl TOSy-bOSOmed (r6'zi-Duz
//

umd), a. Having the
movable palatal parts, and upon which the vorner is sup- bosom rosy m color or filled with roses,
ported in some cases : its lower border, especially if thick-
ened, is commonly formed by a paraspheuoid. (2) The
beak of the sternum; the manubrium. Coues, 1884. (e)In
Crustacea, the anterior termination of the carapace, espe-
cially when prominent or protrusive. For example, see /j,
cut of Libinia, under Oxyrhyncha; see also cuts under , . .

Amphithoe, cephalothorax, Copepoda, and stalk-eyed, (d) TOSy-COlOied (ro zi-kurord), a. Having a rosv
In entom.:

(l)^The
teak

^pr
suctorial organ formed by the color.

Rosy-coloured Helen is the pride
Of Lacedemon, and of Greece beside.

tus's Idylls, xviil.

Crowned with
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x _ Y . L , ,.,, ... v ,.,,,, . rosulate (roz'u-lat), . [< rosula + -ate1 .] In
In entom. : (a) Having the form of a lot., having the leaves arranged in little ro-

settes or rose-like clusters.

rosy (ro'zi), a. [< ME. "rosy, < AS. rosig, rosy,
< rose, rose: see rose1

.] 1. Resembling a rose
in color or qualities ; red; blushing; blooming.

That sweet rosy lad
Who died, and was Fidele.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 6. 121.

Celestial rosy red, love's proper hue.

Milton, P. L, TilL 619.

And every rosy tint that lay
On the smooth sea hath died away.

Moore, Lalla Rookh, The Fire-Worshippers.

2. Consisting of roses
;
made of roses.

I sent thee late a rosy wreath.
B. Jonson, To Celia.

And we shall meet once more in happier days,
When death lurks not amidst of rosy ways.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 239.

Made in the form of a rose.3t.

His rosy ties and garters so o'erblown.
B. Jonson, Epigrams, xcvii.

Rosy cross [also rosie cross, an accommodated form of
rose cross, F. rose croix, NL. rosicrux, etc. : see Rosicrucian].
Same as rose-cross, 2. Rosy finch, gull, minor, rock-

Lo ! where the rosy-bosom'd hours,
Fair Venus' train, appear,

Disclose the long-expecting flowers,
And wake the purple year 1

Gray, Ode on the Spring.

In entom. : (1) The beak or suctorial organ formed by the
appendages of the mouth in certain insects, as Hemiptera.

,m fully c
,

alled
.

roslrat sheath (wh^h see, under rostral).Pel0ngted,m

S eaoncprouseete Amouth are situated at the end of the rostrum, and the an- rosy-Crowned (ro zi-kround), a
tenna? generally lie in grooves at the sides. See Rhyncho- roses. Gray.

Aene rosacea;
with the proboscis or sucking-mouth, which in these flies

blossoms ! brandy-face,
is a prolongation from the front of the rostrum, though rosy-fingered (ro zi-nng'gerd), a. Having rosy
rostrum is incorrectly applied by some authors to the pro- fingers : Homer's favorite epithet of the dawn.
boscis of any fly. (e) I Cirripedia, as an acorn-shell, the

poooSaKTvlor, 'Huf .

shell, into which the
C
mva

a
We

n
valves may be detracted, rosy-footman (r6'zi-fut''man), . The red-

situated on the same side of the animal as the opening arches, a British moth, Calligenia miniata.
between the valves between the two rostrolateral com- rOSy-kindled (ro'zi-kin"'dld), a. Suffused with
partments. See cut under Balanus. (/) In conch. : (1) a fnsv pnlnr- blushingThe anterior extension of the head or snout when simply

DlnS-
contractile (not retractile) and transversely annulated Her bright hair blown about the serious face,
opposed to proboscis. (2) The beak or beak-like extension Yet rosy-kindled with her brother's kiss,
of the shell, in^which the canal is situated. See cuts un- Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Marbled with
( moth.

.. ............ ,,.,,, ,..,i,\M ,.. ubbuiGj me ^u.u ii. 1I1U1UB1M& H1C 1,VOJ *MUAl Oil V 1 *-* &l~mOiL~DllJj Hi A. Brit'lSll HOC"
straight phragniacone of these Mesozoic cephalopoda. It tuid moth Noctua subrosea
is continued forward into the proostracum. the rostrum rr\air iiio+iA /-n'i ,', , ;i' , ,' A T>_-f,.i. . -j
and proostracum together representing the pen of the 'OSy-rUStlC (ro Zl-rus tlk), n. A British noctuid
Teuthidse. See cut under belemnite. motb^Hydreecia micacea.
4. The beak of a ship : an ancient form of ram, rosy-tinted (ro'zi-tin"ted), a. Having rose-
consisting of a beam to which were attached tints.

heavy pointed irons, fixed to the bows, some- A11 ab nt tne thorn will blow
times just above and sometimes below the

In tutt* ot rosy-tinted snow

water-line, and used for the purpose of sinking , , -, . . . .

Te"n
^
m

' Two Volce8 '

other vessels. See cut under rostral rosy-wave (ro zi-wav), n. A British geometnd
moth, Addalia emutaria.

they have to show of this nature is an old rostrum of a
Roman ship that stands over the door of their arsenal.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 363).

, _., pret. and pp. rotted, ppr. rotting.
,_

. ME. roteit, rotten (pret. rotede, pp. rated),
< AS. rotian (pret. rotede, rotode, pp. rotod) =
OS. roton = D. rotten = MLG. roten, raten, rotten.

son, emars on ay ors, e. on, I. 363). . roton = . rotten = MLG. roten, raten, rotten,
5. pi. A platform or elevated place in the Roman LG - rotten ( > G. rotten, verrotten), rot, = OHG.
forum, whence orations, pleadings, funeral ha- rdzen, rozen, MHO. rozen, roezen, rostzen, be-
l-.i ,i , n i / .*. nit* i.-.,.... .1 ..1 :........ I . . __ 11- 11__ . nlvmn t\*t vnnlrn *.A4-4.n /^l .-.".*,.. ....!..-..[-----
torum, whence orations, pleadings, funeral ha- rozen < rozen, mHtr. rozen, roezen, rcetzen, be-

rangues, etc.
,
were delivered : so called because come or make rotten

,
G. rosten, rot or ret (hemp,

it was adorned with the rostra or beaks of the flax
>
etc -); cf. D. rot = MHG. roz, rotten; Icel.

ships taken in the first naval victory gained
rotna = Sw. ruttna = Dan. raadne, become rot-

by the republic. Hence 6. A pulpit or any
ten: see rotten 1

. Cf. ret.] I.intrans.l.Torm-
platform or elevated spot from which a speaker

"erg natural decomposition ; fall into a course
addresses his audience. See cut under pulpit.

or a state of elemental dissolution; suffer loss
of coherence from decay: used of organic sub-
stances which either do or do not putrefy in the

; under pulpl
The things that mount the rostrum with a skip,And then skip down again ; pronounce a text.

Cowper, Task, ii. 409.

7. In bot., an elongated receptacle with the
styles adhering: also applied generally to any
rigid process of remarkable length, or to any
additional process at the end of any of the
parts of a plant. 8. A trestle used in support-
ing platforms in a theater. 9. In an ancient
lamp, the beak or projection in which the wick
lies. 10. In distilling, that part of the still
which connects the head with the worm and
forms
worm

gives it somewhat the appearance of a beak. .

rosula (roz'u-la), n. [NL., dim. of L. rosa, a
rose: see rose1 .] 1. A small rose; a rosette.
2. [cup.] A genus of echinoderms.

rosular (roz'u-liir), a. [< rosiiln + -nj-2.]
bot.. same as ntulate.

process, and sometimes, by extension, of inor-

ganic substances.
I root, he seyde, fro the boon ;

Jhesu Oryste, what schall y done?
MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 38, 1. 114. (HalliiceU.)

For Cedre may not, in Erthe ne in Watre, rote.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 10.

Ay, but to die ; . . ,

To lie in cold obstruction, and to rot.

Shak., M. for M., ill. 1. 119.

2. To become morally corrupt; deteriorate
suffer loss

L connects the head with the worm and * io "'
lorany e >rrupt;

a passage for vapor from the head to the through stagnation or indulgence ;

; the beak. It has a very marked taper from
of stamina or principle.

id to the worm, and a downward inclination which Wither, poor girl, in your garret ; rot, poo
; somewhat the appearance of a beak. See iKlln. vour Club. Thartmtu Rnnt nt

In

-. ., ,....,, QUI, .11 j"-ii _..nn , T0tt pOOr !)!H,'llt'lor 111

your Club. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxxiii.

3. To become morally offensive or putrid; be
nauseous or repulsive ; excite contempt or dis-

gust. [Rare.]
The memory of the just is Messed : but the name of the

wicked shall rot. Prov. x. 7.

rota

Cutthroats by the score abroad, come home and rot in
fripperies. Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 1.

4. To become affected with the disease called
rot.

The hungry sheep look up, and are not fed
;

But, swoln with wind, and the rank mist they draw,
Bot inwardly, and foul contagion spread.

Maton, Lycidas, 1. 127.

= 8yn, 1. Rot, Decay, Putrefy, Corrupt, Decompose. Rot
is, by its age and brevity, so energetic a word that it is
often considered inelegant, and decay is used as a softer
word. That which rots or decays may or may not emit a
foul odor, as an egg or an apple; putrefy by derivation
implies such foulness of odor, and hence is especially ap-
plied to animal matter when it is desired to emphasize
that characteristic result of its rotting. Corrupt is some-
times used as a strong but not offensive word for thorough
spoiling, that makes a thing repulsive or loathsome. To
decompose is to return to the original elements ; the word
is sometimes used as a euphemism for rot or putrefy. The
moral uses of the first four words correspond to the
physical.

II. trans. 1. To cause decomposition in
; sub-

ject to a process of rotting; make rotten: as,
dampness rots many things ;

to rot flax. See
ret1 . Sometimes used imperatively in impre-
cation. Compare rat&, drill2 .

Wei bet is roten appul out of hoord,
Than that it rotie al the remenaunt.

Chaucer, Cook's Tale, 1. 43.

I would my tongue could rot them [your hands] off !

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 370.
" What are they fear d on ? fools ! 'od rot 'em !

"

Were the last words of Higginbottom.
H. Smith, Rejected Addresses, ix.

2. To produce a rotting or putrefactive disease
in

; specifically, to give the rot to, as sheep or
other animals. See rot, n., 2.

The other [sheep] rotted with delicious feed.

Shak., Tit And., iv. 4. 93.

rot (rot), n. [Early mod. E. also rott; < ME.
rot, rott, rote, rotte = MD. rot, rottenness: see
rot, v.] 1. The process of rotting, or the state
of being rotten

; also, rotted substance
;
mat-

ter weakened or disintegrated by rotting.
I will not kiss thee ; then the rot returns
To thine own lips again. Shak,, T. of A., iv. 3. 63.

2. A condition of rottenness to which certain
animals and plants are liable, as the sheep and
the potato (see potato), attended by more or less
putrescence, (a) The rot in sheep, which sometimes
affects other animals also, is a fatal distemper caused by
the presence of a great number of entozoa. called liver-
flukes (Distoma Iicpaticwm), in the liver, developed from
germs swallowed with the food. The disease is promoted
also by a humid state of atmosphere, soil, and herbage
It has different degrees of rapidity, but is generally fatal.

(6) In botany rot is a general term somewhat loosely ap-
plied to cases of the breaking down of the tissues of plants
by the destructive agencies of fungi, especially sapro-
phytic fungi and bacteria, but also parasitic fungi. The
attacks of parasitic forms, the punctures of insects, and me-
chanical injuries to plants are frequently followed by decay
or rot, since these accidents permit the introduction of
bacteria, which are very active agents. The rot may be
either "dry "(see dry-rot) or "wet" that is, it mayor
may not be accompanied by moisture : both kinds may be
seen in the potato-rot, which is caused by the fungus
Phytophthora infestans. The so-called black rot of the
grape is caused by Phoma uvicola, the while rot by Conio-
thyrium diplodiellia, the brown rot by Peronospora mti-
cola, and the bitter rot by Greeneria fuiiginea. '1 he brown
rot of the cherry is caused by Montliafnictigena. See po-
tato-rot, Phytophthora, grape-rot, Phoma, Peronospora.

They have a Rott some Years like Sheep.
Congreve, Husband his own Cuckold, Prol.

3. Disgusting stuff; nauseating nonsense; un-
endurable trash; rant; twaddle; bosh. [Slang.]
Immediately upon the conclusion of the second act Sir

Christopher charged out, muttering something, as he
passed, about . . . having had enough of this rot

W. E. Norris, -Miss Shafto, vi.

The accomplished stenographer . . . restored the awful
volume of unmitigated rot. N. A. Rev., CXLII. 477.

Grinders' rot. See grinder. Saltpeter rot. See salt-

peter. White rot, hydrocotyle, a small herb belonging
to the natural order Umbellifenc ; pennywort* sheep-rot
rota1

(ro'ta), n. [= OF. roe, roue (> ME. roo),
F. roue, dial, roue = Pr. roda = Sp. riteda = Pg.
roda = It. rota, ruota, a wheel, < L. rota, a wheel
of a vehicle, a potters' wheel, a wheel for tor-

ture, poet, a car, chariot, the disk of the sun,
etc., ML. a circle, circular garment, a round
cake, etc., = Ir. Gael, roth = W. rhod, a wheel.= D. rad = MLG. rat, LG. rad = OHG. rad,MHG. rat (rad-), G. rad, a wheel, = Lith. rdtas,
a wheel, pi. ratai, a cart, wheeled vehicle, =
Skt. ratha, wagon, war-chariot, prob. < / ar,
go. From L. rota are ult. E. rotate, rotary, ro-

tatory, rotund, round, roundel, rondel, rondeau,
rundlet, rout, roll, rowel, roulade-, rouleau, rou-
lette, control, etc.] 1. A wheel. 2. A course,
turn, or routine.

Fifty years' service of our country had familiarized the
whole rota of duty in every office and department

K. fHyles, Sermon, 1788.



rota

The experience of those managers who have taken their
rata of duty in the office.

RMon- Turner, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 254.

3. A roll or list ; a school-roll, a military roll,
a roll of jurors, or the like, show-ing the order
of call or of turns of duty.
"Whose turn for hot water?" . . . "East's and Tad-

pole's," answered the senior fag, who kept the rota.

T. Hughe*, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 7.

Its [the county court's] ordinary judicial work . . . re-

quired the attendance of the parties to suits and the rota
of qualified Jurors, and of none others.

Stubbt, Const. Hist., 420.

4. In music, same as round 1
,
or any variety of

piece in which repeats are frequent. 5. A
reliquary or other receptacle of circular form,
ornamented with a cross whose arms reach the
outer rim so that the whole resembles a wheel.

6. [cn/i.] An ecclesiastical tribunal in the
Eoman Catholic Church, having its seat at the

papal court, it is composed of twelve prelates, called

auditors, and was formerly the supreme court of justice
and universal courtof appeal. It is now divided into two
colleges or senates, and has jurisdiction, in the territory
of the church, pf all suits by appeal and of all matters
beneficiary and patrimonial. Owing to the present politi-
cal position of the papacy, its power is very greatly dimin-
ished. There is no appeal from its decisions except to the
Pope.

rota'2 (ro'tii), M. [ML., also rotta : see rote'*.'}

Same as rote&, in either of its senses.

rotacism, rotacize, etc. See rliotansm, etc.

rotal (ro'tal), o. [< LL. rotalw, having wheels,
< L. rota, "a wheel: see rota 1

.} 1. Pertaining
to a wheel or wheels, or to wheeled vehicles.

[Rare.]
The Cannebiere is in a chronic state of vocal and rotal

tumult.
O. A. So/o, in Illustrated London News, Nov. 5, 1881,

I p. 439. (Encyc. Diet.)

2. Rotary; pertaining to circular or rotary
motion. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

Rotalia (ro-ta'li-a), . [NL. (Lamarck, 1809),
neut. pi. of LL. rotulis, having wheels: see ro-

tal.} 'The typical genus of RotaliMse, formerly
used with great latitude, now much restricted.

Rotalia. On the right, with extended filamentous pseudopodia ;

on the left, more enlarged section of the chambered shell.

The shells or tests of these foraminifers are extremely mi-
nute, and of a rotate, turbinate, or nautiloid figure. They
abound from the Chalk onward.

rotalian (ro-ta'li-an), . and . [< Rotalia +
-an.} I. a. Pertaining to the genus Rotalia, in
a broad sense

; rotaline
; rotaliform.

In the Rotalian series the chambers are disposed in a
turbinoid spire. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 483.

II. n. A member of the genus Rotalia in a
broad sense.

Rotalidea (ro-ta-lid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Rota-
lia + -idea.} A group of perforate foramini-
fers, regarded as an order. It contains groups called
families and named SpirUlinina, Rotalina, and Tinapori-
na, and corresponds to the family RotaKidas.

rotalidean. (ro-ta-lid'e-an), a. and n. [< Rota-
lidea + -an.} T. a. Rotaline or rotaliform, in
a broad sense

;
of or pertaining to the Rotalidea.

II. n. A rotalidean foraminifer.

rotalifqrm (ro-tal'i-fdrm), a. [< NL. Rotalia
+ L. forma, form.] Shaped like the test of
members of the genus Rotalia; rotaline inform.
The peculiarity is that the shell is coiled so as to show all
the segments on the upper surface, but only those of the
last convolution on the lower surface, where the aperture
is situated. Also rotaliiform.

Eotaliidae (ro-ta-H'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Rotalia
+ -idee.} A family of rhizopods whose test is

calcareous, perforate, free or adherent, typi-
cally spiral, and rotaliform that is to say,
coiled in such a manner that the whole of the
segments are visible on the superior surface,
those of the last convolution only on the infe-
rior or apertural side, sometimes one face being
more convex, sometimes the other. Aberrant
forms are evolute, outspread, acervuline, or irregular.Some of the higher modifications have double chamber-
walls, supplemental skeleton, and a system of canals. See
cut under Rotalia.

rotaliiform (ro-ta'li-i-f6rm), a. Same as rotali-

form.
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Rptaliinse (ro-ta-li-I'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Rota-
lia + -inie.} A subfamily of Rotaliidx with the
test spiral, rotaliform, rarely evolute, and very
rarely irregular or acervuline.

Rotalina (ro-ta-li'na), n.pl. [NL., < Rotalia +
-ina?.} A group of Rotalidea : same as Rotali-
inse.

rotaline (ro'ta-lin), a. and . [< NL. Rotalina.}
I. a. Of or pertaining to the Rotalina or Rota-
lidea; rotalidean.

II. H. A member of the Rotalina, Rotaliiiln,
or Rotalidea.

rotalite (ro'ta-lit), . [< L. rota, a wheel, +
Gr. MBof ,

a stone.] A fossil rotalian or rotaline.
rotamant (ro'ta-man), n. [< rotal + man.} One
who belongs to a rota. [Rare.]

Sidrophel, as foil of tricks
As Rota-men of politicks,
Straight cast about to over-reach
Th' unwary conqueror with a fetch.

S. Butter, Hudibras, II. iii. 1108.

rotang (ro'tang), . [< F. (NL.) rotang: see

ratan.} One of the ratan-palras, Calamus Ro-
tang. See ratan.

rotary (ro'ta-ri), a. [< ML. "rotariim, pertain-
ing to wheels (found as a noun, a wheelwright),
< L. rota, a wheel: see rotal.] 1. Rotating;
turning round and round, as a wheel on its

axis
; having or characterized by rotation : as,

rotary animalcules; rofan/ motion. 2. Acting
or held in rotation, as officers or an office;

turn-about; rotating. [Rare.]
Several years since they . . . became an Independent

Presbyterian church with a rotary board of elders.
The Congregationaliat, May 30, 1864

Danks rotary furnace. See furnace. Rotary bat-
tery, a peculiar arrangement of the stamps in a stamping-
mill, in which they are grouped in circular form instead
of standing in a straight line as is ordinarily the case.

Rotary blower, brush, crane. See the nouns. Ro-
tary cutter, (o) A milling-tool. (6) In metal-working,
a serrated rotary steel tool used on a mandrel in a lathe
for operating upon a piece of metal presented to it and
fed toward it on a slide-rest or other analogous movable
support, (c) In wood-working: (1) A rotary chisel-edged
cutter fastened to a cutter-head, or one of a gang of cut-
ters so attached, used to cut away superfluous wood in

shaping irregular forms, as in the manufacture of names
for harness, of fellies for wagon-wheels, of curved chair-
legs, etc. (2) A solid steel tool having rotating cutting edges,
in the nature of a burring-tool or router, used in carving-
machines for cutting ornamental figures in intaglio. In
working upon wood with rotary cutters, the cutter-head
shafts or cutter-spindles are sometimes carried by mova-
ble bearings, and guided after the manner of a tracing-

point or stylus in a pantograph. In other machines the
bearings of the cutter-head shafts or spindles are sta-

tionary, and the work Is itself guided and moved to pro-
duce the required shape or pattern. See burl, 4 (c),
and router. Compare also shaper and shaping-machine.
Rotary fan, in pneumatic engin., a blowing-machine

consisting of a rotary shaft with vanes or fans that rotate
in a case to which the shaft-bearings are usually at-

tached, the air entering the case through central annular
openings around the shaft, and being driven by centrif-

ugal force against the inside periphery of the case,
whence it issues under pressure corresponding with the
centrifugal force generated, and for any given diameter of
the fan-wheel depending upon the velocity of rotation.
Also calledfan-blower, fan-wheel, or simply fan. Rotary
gatherer, in printing, a revolving circular table on which
the sections of a book are put, and successively brought
to the gatherer. [Eng. ] Rotary-hearth oven, rotary
oven. See oven. Rotary press, rotary machine, in

printing, a printing-press or .machine in which the types
or plates to I>e printed are fastened upon a rotating cylin-
der; and are impressed on a continuous roll of paper. See
printing-machine. Rotary puddler, pump, steam-
engine. See the nouns. Ro-
tary shears, shears having cir-

cular overlapping blades, provid-
ed with mechanism for rotating
the blades, which cut at the point
of intersection of their overlap-
ping edges. Rotary tubular
steam-boiler, a tubular boiler
with a cylindrical shell support-
ed on trunnions to permit revolu-
tion. Rotaryvalve. (a)Avalve
that acts by partial rotation, after
the manner of a rock-shaft, thus
alternately bringing its port or

ports into continuity and discon-

tinuity with the port or ports in
the valve-seat, to which it is ac-

Rotary Shears.

, a, cutting edges of one
'

'f
,

CUrately fitted. Such valves were
rotary-shear blades formed

used in the earliest forms of in a single piece of the form

steam-engines to which auto- shown at a; they operate

matic valve-gear wasapplied, and sheet of metaC into parallelare now used in the automatic strips of uniform width,

valve-gear of some of the finest
iable

lultaneously to cut
F metal intc
'

uniform w

variable cut-off engines. (See steam-engine and valve-gear. )

When a single rotary valve is used both for induction and
for eduction, and actuated by an eccentric rod connected
with a rocker-arm rigidly attached to the body of the valve,
the principles of this valve-motion are precisely the same
as those of the common slide-valve motion, the point of
cut-off depending upon angular advance of the eccentric
and lap, and the admission being influenced by lead as in
the slide-valve. Also called rock-valve. See slide-valve,
cut-off, angular advance (under angular), lap'*, 3, and
leadi, 8. (ft) A valve which makes complete and succes-
sive revolutions, thus alternately bringing its port or ports

rotation

into continuity and discontinuity with a port or ports in
its seat. This kind of valve has been but little used.

rotascope (ro'ta-skop), . [< L. rota, a wheel
(see rota 1

),
+ Gr. aiameiv, view.] Same as gyro-

scope.
rotatable (ro'ta-ta-bl), . [< rotate + -alle.}

Capable of being rotated; admitting of rotation
or rotatory movement.
The improvement consists in the rotatable nozzle.

The Engineer, LXV. 359.

The rotatable blade is designed ft> do the general work
of the pressman in making forms ready.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LX. 306.

rotatably (ro'ta-ta-bli), adv. In a rotatable

manner; so as to be rotated.

Pocketed valve rotatably supported in said casing.
The Engineer, LXVI. 212.

rotate (ro'tat), r.
; pret. and pp. rotated, ppr.

rotating. [< L. rotatus, pp. of rotare ( > It. rotare
= Pg. Sp. rodar= Pr. rodar, roaar = F. rouer).
revolve like a wheel, < rota, a wheel : see rota 1

.}

1. iiitrans. 1. To revolve or move round a
center or axis; turn in a circle, as or like a
wheel; have a continuous circular motion.
2. To turn in a curve upon a center or sup-
port; have a revolving motion from side to
side or up and down; specifically, in anat., to
be rotated; execute one or any of the move-
ments of rotation.

In convergence the eyes rotate on the optic axis in op-
posite directions. O. T. Load, Physiol. Psychology, p. 488.

3. To go round in succession, as in or among
a revolving or a repeating series ; alternate se-

rially; especially, to act or pass in rotation, as
a set of office-holders oran office Rotating fires.

Hee/trew'or*, 2.

II. trans. 1 . To cause to revolve upon an axis
or upon a support; give a circular or curvilin-
ear movement to; turn in a curve: as, to ro-
tate a cylinder by hand; to rotate the head or
the eyes. 2. To move or change about in a
series or in rotation; cause to succeed in a
serial or recurrent order: as, to rotate certain
men in the tenure of an office.

The best men would be sooner or later rotated out of

office, and inferior men would take their places.
Amer. Sat., June, 1890, p. 549.

rotate (ro'tat), . [< L. rotatvs, pp. of rotare,
turn: see rotate, v.} 1.

In bot., wheel-shaped;
spreading out nearly
flat like a wheel : as, the
limb of a rotate corol-

la, calyx, etc.: usually
applied to a gamopet-
alous corolla with a
short tube. 2. In zool.,

wheel-shaped ; rotiform ;

specifically, in entom.,
noting hairs, spines, etc.,
when they form a ring around any organ or

part, projecting at right angles to the axis.

rotated (ro'ta-ted), a. [< rotate + -ecft.} Same
as rotate.

rotate-plane (ro'tat-plan), a. In bot., wheel-

shaped and flat, without a tube : as, a rotate-

plane corolla. Also rotato-plane.

rotating-ring (ro'ta-ting-ring), . In gun., a
baud of brass or copper placed around a pro-
jectile to take the grooves in the bore of a can-
non and give rotation to the projectile.
A single rotating ring of copper is used for all calibers.

dun Foundry Board Report, p. 33.

rotation (ro-ta'shon), H. [= F. rotation = Sp.
rotacion = Pg. rotafoo = It. rotazione, < L. ro-

tatio(n-), < rotare, pp. rotatus, rotate: see ro-

tate.} 1. The act of rotating or turning, or
the state of being whirled round

; the continu-
ous motion of a solid body, as a wheel or sphere,
about an axis, its opposite sides moving rela-

tively to one another, as distinguished from the
forward motion of the whole body in a circle or
an ellipse independent of any relative motion
of its parts, as that of the planets. Thus, the daily
turning of the earth on its axis is a rotation; its annual
motion round the sun is a revolution.

In rotations a little force toward the circumference Is

equal to a greater force towards the centre.

Bacon, Works (ed. Spedding), IX. 447.

The axle-trees of chariots . . . [take] fire by the rapid
rotation of the wheels. Newton, Opticks, hi., query 8.

She has that everlasting Rotation of Tongue that an
Echo must wait till she dies before it can catch her last
Words. Congreve, Way of the World, ii. 4.

The rotation of the plane of polarization is proportional
to the strength of the magnetic action.

J. E. H. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 221.

2. A peculiar spiral movement of fluids ob-
served within the cavity of certain vegetable

Rotate Corolla of Potato
{Sa/fittrtm tiibtrosum,.



rotation

cells, as in Cliara and J~<illiiieri<t. See below. 3.

Serial or recurrent order; a round or sequence
of one after another ;

a fixed or definite routine

of succession; regularly recurring change.

I have often observed particular words and phrases
come much into vogue. . . . This has lately been remark-
able of the word rotation. . . . Nothing is done now but

by rotation. . . . [In] whist, they play the rubbers by ro-

tation; a fine lady returns her visits by rotation; and the

parson of our parish declared yesterday that . . . he, his

curate, the lecturer, and now and then a friend, would for

the future preach by rotation.
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The rotation-area for an axis may be exhibited geomet-
rically by a portion of the axis which is taken proportional
to the area, and it is evident from the theory of projec-
tions that rotation-areas for different axes may be com-
bined by the same laws with which forces applied to a

point and rotations are combined, so that there is a cor-

responding parallelepiped of rotation-areas. There is,

then, for every system, an axis of resultant rotation-area,
with reference to which the rotation is a maximum, and
the rotation-area for any other axis is the corresponding
projection of the resultant rotation-area. The rotation-

area vanishes for an axis which is perpendicular to the rotcll (roch), n.
axis of resultant rotation-area.

B. Peirce, Analytical Mechanics, 764.

rote

and solutions, of rotating the plane of polarization. See

rotatory polarization. Rotatory steam-engine. See

steam-engine. Specific rotatory power, the angle of

rotation which a layer of unit thickness would give to a

certain light-ray; practically, an assumed color called

the transition-tint.

II. .
; pi. rotatories (-riz). In zoijl., a rota-

torian or rotifer.

The rotatories fix the posterior extremity of the body.
Vander Uoeven, Zool. (trans.), I. 196.

British Mag., 1763, p. 542, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser.,
'

[VII. 164. rotative (ro'ta-tiv), . [< F. rotatif, < L. rota-

tus, pp. of rotare, rotate: see rotate.] 1. Caus-

ing something to rotate; producing rotation.

The rotative forces acting on A and B are, as it were,
distributed by the diurnal rotation around NS.

Newcomb and Uolden, Astronomy, p. 211.

2. Pertaining to rotation
;
rotational.

Angular velocity of rotation. When a solid body re-

volves about an axis, its different particles move with a

velocity proportional to their respective distances from
the axis, and the velocity of the particle whose distance

from the axis is unity is the angular velocity of rota-

tion. It is often expressed as in turns per second.

Axial rotation. See axial. Axis of rotation. See

axis*. Center of rotation, the point about which a

body revolves. It is the same as the center of motion.

Center of spontaneous rotation, the point about which
a body all whose parts are at liberty to move, and which

,

has been struck in a direction not passing through its TOtatlVely (ro ta-tiv-ll), OM
center of gravity, begins to turn. If any force is im- in a rotatory manner.
pressed upon a body or system of bodies in free space, A taternany.toothed wheel c, rotatively connected with
and not in a direction passing through the center of grav- the said shaft The Engineer LXIX 290
ity of the body or system, a rotatory motion will ensue
about an axis passing through the center of gravity, and rotatO-plane (ro ta-to-plan), a. Same as rotate-
the center about which this motion is performed is called

the center of spontaneous rotation. Circular rotation
of the eyeball, rotation about the visual axis. Congru-
ency of rotations. See congruency. Couple of rota-
tions. See couple. Energy of rotation. See eneryy.

Magnetic rotation of currents. See magnetic. Mag-

Same as roach2
,

2. [Prov.

ig-]

jChe (roch), n . [Said to be < D. rotje, a petrel ;

cf. G. dial, ratschc, G. rdtsch-ente, the common
wild duck, < ratschen, rdtsclten, splash like a

duck.] The little auk, auklet, dovekie, or sea-

dove, Meryulus alle or Alle iiigrieans. See Mer-

gulus, Alle, and cut under dovekie.

rotchett, . Same as rochet2 .

rotchie, Same as rotclie.

equatorial rise of the solar atmosphere.
Siemens, New Theory of the Sun, p. 21.

So as to rotate ;

This high rotative velocity of the sun must cause an _+-]. (r5t ) . r< ME. rot, root, rote, < OF. rote,
mat/trial ria nf th<* Bnliir fttinnsnnfirR. '

,

route, roupte, a way through a forest, a way,
road, track, rut, F. route, a way, road, track,

= Sp. ruta = Pg. rota, track, course of a ship
at sea (ML. reflex rotta, rota), < ML. rupta,
a way through a forest, a way, road, street;

prop, adj., sc. ria, a way broken or cut through
a forest; < L. rupta, fern, of ruptus, pp. of rum-

pere, break: see rupture. Bot& is thus a doub-
let of route1

, rouft, rut1
, q. v. Cf. routine.] 1.

A fixed or unchanging round, as in learning
or reciting something; mechanical routine in

learning, or in the repetition of that which has

(ro-ta'tor), n. [= F. rotateur = Sp.
rodador =' Pg. rotador = It. rotatore, < L. ro-

tator, a whirler, < rotare, whirl, rotate: see

rotate.] 1. One who or that which rotates,
netic rotation ofthe plane of polarization. Seemo^- i-nraHnn nnv rotational asrencv or """"'"Si "' " """ "'i"'""" 1

.' V v"" v ~",
netic rotatory polarization, under rotatory.- Method of ?r causes rotation, any rotauonai agency o been iearne(j. exact memorizing, or reproduc-
rotations.a method used in descriptive geometry, consist-

=<~""t
,

,

-

ing in turning apart of the given geometrical system about
an axis, usually perpendicular to a plane of projection.

Principal axes of rotation. If a point which is not
the center of gravity be taken in a solid body, all the axes

instrument.

This is mounted on the rotator, so that it can be turned
around quickly. Mayer, Sound, p. 110.

2. Specifically, in anat., a muscle that pro-
wliich pass through" that point (and they may be infinite duces a rolling or rotatory motion of a part; a
) n,,mh,\ iii hav,, rtitf-rBnt. momm,t nf inertia, and

mugcle which rotates a part upon its own axis.

[In this sense usually as New Latin, with plural

rotatores.] 3. In metal-working, a revolving
or rotary furnace Rotatores dorsi. Same as ro-

tatores epinee. Rotatores femoris, six muscles which in

the human subject rotate the femur and evert the thigh :

they are the pyriformis, quadrat us, obturator externus and

internus, with the gemellus superior and inferior. Ro-
tatores spinse, several (about eleven) small deep-seated
muscles of the thoracic region of the spine beneath the
mult ilidns, passing obliquely from the transverse process
of a vertebra to the lamina of the next vertebra above.

Also called rotispinales. Rotator flbulse, the rotator of

the fibula, a muscle of the leg of some animals, as lemurs,
from the back of the tibia obliquely downward and out-

ward to the front of the fibula.

in number) will have different moments of inertia, and
there must exist one in which the moment is a maximum,
and another in which it is a minimum. Those axes in

respect of which the moment of inertia is a maximum or

minimum are called the principal axes of rotation. In

every body, however irregular, there are three principal
axes of rotation, at right angles to each other, on any one
of which, when the body revolves, the opposite centrifu-

gal forces counterbalance each other, and hence the ro-

tation becomes permanent Principle Of the compo-
sition of rotations, the proposition that three rotations

about axes which meet in one point are equivalent to one
rotation round an axis through the same point, the measure
of the rotations being taken upon the axes, and the axis of

the resultant rotation being the diagonal of the parallele-

piped of which the others are sides. Pure rotation, ro-

tation without translation ; a screw-motkm where the pitch
of the sere'

the .-am

cally,

byappoi , _
intervals, without regard to the manner in which their rotatorial (ro-ta-to'ri-al), a. [< Itotatoria
duties have been discharged. In the United States the ^TiT* ;, * oW-u ;,,,- t H,a ;?#/
principle of rotation in appointive offices has been both
advocated and condemned with great urgency on grounds
of public advantage and partisan or personal right.

Jefferson would have rotation in office.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, p. 260.

-/.] In zool., of or pertaining to the Botatoria

or Botifera; rotiferal.

rotatorian (ro-ta-to'ri-an), re. [< Botatoria +
-an.] A member of the Botatoria; a rotifer or

wheel-animalcule.
Rotation Of crops, a recurring series of different crops
grown on the same ground ; the order of recurrence in

cropping. It is found that the same kind of crop cannot
be advantageously cultivated on the same soil through a

succession of years, and hence one kind of crop is made
to succeed another in repeated series. Different soils and

The tiny creature, as it develops, shows itself a rotato-

rian. The Century, XIV. 154.

tion from memory, as of words or sounds, with

orwithout attention to their significance : chief-

ly in the phrase by rote.

Loke a ribaut of hem that can noujjt wel reden
His rewle ne his respondes but be pure rote,

Ala as he were a connynge Clerke he casteth the lawes.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 377.

First, rehearse your song by rote,

To each word a warbling note.

Shale., M. N. D., v. 1. 404.

He rather saith it by rote to himself, as that he would

have, than that he can thoroughly believe it, or be per-
suaded of it. Bacon, Atheism (ed. 1887).

The lazy manner of reading sermons, or speaking ser-

mons by rote. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 7.

2. A part mechanically committed to memory.
[Rare.]
A rote of buffoonery that serveth all occasions. Swift.

3. A row or rank. [Prov. Eng.]
been laid in

song).

,
_ To

learn by rote or by heart.
Speak

To the people ; not by your own instruction, . . .

But with such words that are but rated in

Your tongue. Shale., Cor., iii. 2. 55.

2. To repeat from memory.
And if by chance a tune you rote,

'Twill foot it finely to your note.

Drayton, Muses' Elysium, ii.

rotatory (ro'ta-to-ri), a. and . [=.rotatoire, rote2t (rot), r. i. [< L. rotare, whirl, rotate: see
< NL. "rotatorius, < L. rotator, a whirler, < ro-

rotate.] To rotate; change by rotation.

tare, whirl, rotate: see rotate.] I. a. I. Of, this modell upon

recognized rule in all cases that culmiferous crops ripen- -

ing their seeds should not be repeated without the inter- causing to turn about or upon an axis or sup-
vention of pulse, roots, herbage, or fallow. Rotation of port ; relating to motion from or about a fixed

protoplasm, in bot., the circulation or streaming move-
ment of the protoplasmic contents of active vegetable
cells. Under a moderately high power of the microscope
the protoplasm of vitally active cells is seen to be in a state

of constant activity or rotation that is, it flows or moves
about in steady streams or bands in various directions in-

side the cell. These moving protoplasmic bands have em-
bedded in them minute granules. The rate of the move-
ments varies in different plants, being (at a temperature
of 15" C.) only .009 millimeter per minute in the leaf-cells

of Potamogetnn crispus, and 10 millimeters per minute in

the plasmodium of Didytnium Serpula. See protoplasm.
Rotation of the plane of polarization. See rota-

tory polarization, under rotatory.

rotational (ro-ta'shon-al), a. [< rotation H-

-al.] Pertaining to or consisting in rotation;
of the nature of rotation: as, rotational velo-

city.

We should thus be led to find an atom, not in the rota-

tional motion of a vortex-ring, but in hrotational motion
round a re-entering channel.

W. E. Clifford, Lects., I. 242.

Rotational motion of a fluid. See vortex-motion.

rotation-area (r9-ta'shon-a''re-a), n. Double
the sum of the products obtained by multiply-
ing each element of mass of a material system
by the differential coefficient relative to the
time of the area described by the radius vector

upon the plane perpendicular to the axis of ro-

tation. If all the external forces which act upon a sys-
tem are directed toward an axis, the rotation-:irea for that
axis will be described with a uniform motion, which is

the principle of the conservation of areas.

point or center : opposed to reciprocatory.

The ball and socket joint allows ... of a rotatory or

sweeping motion. Paley, Nat. Theol., ix.

Verdet demonstrated that when a salt is dissolved in

water the water and the salt each bring into the solution

their special rotatory power.
Atkinson, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 576.

My lady with her fingers interlock'd,
And rotatory thumbs on silken knees.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

third

every ninth yeare the House would be wholly altered. No
magistrate to continue above 3 yeares.

Aubrey, Lives, J. Harrington.

A third part of the senate, or Parliament, should rote out

by ballot every year, and new ones to be chosen in their

room. Z. drey, Note on Hudibras, II. iii. 1108.

rote3 (rot), n. [< ME. rote, roote, < OF. rote (=
Pr. OSp. rota) = OHG. hrottd, rotta, rota, rod-

da, MHG. rotte, < ML. rotta, rota, rocta, earlier

ehrotta, a kind of fiddle, a crowd
;
of Celtic

origin: < W. crirth = Olr. crot = Gael, cruit, a

fiddle, crowd: see crowd2.] A musical instru-

2. Going about in a recurrent series; moving ment with strings, and played either by a bow,
from point to point; following in succession: like a crowd or fiddle, or by a wheel, like a

as, rotatory assemblies. Burke. (Imp. Diet.) hurdy-gurdy.
3. In zool., rotatorial or rotiferal, as a wheel-
animalcule. 4. In anat., causing rotation: as,

There were two sets of instruments in the middle ages
very similar to each other, the one played with the fingers,
the other with a bow. The term Rote may perhaps have

See croicrf2 . Also called rota.

Wel couthe he synge and pleyen on a rote.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 236.

a rotatory muscle Magnetic rotatory polariza-
tion, that rotation of the plane of polarization, + or

,

which takes place when a plane-polarized beam of light is

transmitted through a transparent medium in a powerful been applied to both classes,

magnetic field, and similarly when it is reflected from the W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O Curry s Anc. Irish, p. ii.

poleof a powerful electromagnet. Magnetic rotatory roteH r. i. An obsolete dialectal form of rouft.
power. See magnetic.- Rotatory dlarthrosiS. Same *

f 4 ", =
t

. . r-A j: a i ..-
(1f rf> ,ltl or r ,,<2 1

as cyclarthrosis.--RotSitOTy muscle, a rotator.-Rota- ri H' "_ LA '

tory polarization, the change of plane to the right or

to the left (of an observer looking in the direction the ray
is moving) which a ray of plane-polarized light undergoes
when passed through quartz, sugar, etc. : if the rotation

is to the right, the substance is said to be dextrorotatory

(or positive), as cane-sugar and glucose ; if to the left, it

is called lecorotatory (or negative), as starch-sugar, qui-

nine, eti-. SIT also 'magnetic rotatory polarization, above.

Rotatory power, the property which is possessed by
some crystalline bodies, and a great number of liquids

The sound of surf, as before a storm. [Local,

Eng. and U. 8.]
Then all amaz'd shriekes out confused cries,

While the seas rote doth ring their doleful knell.

Mir. for Mags. (England's Eliza, st. 270), II. 895.

I hear the sea very strong and loud at the north. . . .

They i':ill this (he rate or rut of the sea.

D. Webster, Private Correspondence (ed. Fletcher Web-
[ster), II. 262.
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The rote of the surf on Menimsha Bight
Murmurs its warning.

Walter Mitchell, In the Vineyard Sound, Harper's Weekly,
[XXXIV. 743.

ithin sound of the rote, of the sea.

Stedman, Poets of America, p. 224.

rote5 t, . A Middle English form of rooft.

rote6t, c. A Middle English form of rooft.
rotella (ro-tel'a), .; pi. rotella (-e). [ML.,
dim. of L. rota,"!!, wheel: see rota1 . Cf. rowel.
from the same source.] 1. A disk; a round
plate. 2. A round shield. 3. [cap.'] [NL.] A
genus of gastropods of the family KoteHidse,
containing small polished highly colored shells,
as B. suturalis. 4. Any member of this genus.
Rotellidae (ro-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Rotella
+ -idee.] A family of scutibranchiate gastro-
pods, typified by the genus Kotella, united gen-
erally with the TrocJiidas.

rotent, A Middle English form of rotten*-.

rote-song (rot'song), . A song to be taught
by rote, or by frequent repetition to the learner,
as a child before it is able to read.

rot-grass (rot'gras), n. The soft-grass, Holms
lanatus and N. moltis; also, the butterwort,
Pinguicula rulgaris, and the pennywort or pen-
ny-rot, Hydrocotyle rulgaris : so culled as being
supposed to cause rot in sheep. [Prov. Eng.]
rotgut (rot'gut), . and n. [< rot, v., + obi.

gut.'] I. n. Bad or adulterated liquor, injuri-
ous to the stomach and bowels ;

in the United
States, specifically, whisky adulterated with
deleterious substances to cheapen it while in-

creasing its apparent strength. [Colloq. and
low.] -.

They overwhelm their paunch daily with a kind of flat

rotgut; we with a bitter dreggish small liquor. Harvey.
Rot-yut : cheap whiskey ; the word occurs in Heywood's

"English Traveller" and Addison's "Drummer "for a poor
kind of drink. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

II. a. Injurious and corrosive: said of bad
liquor. [Colloq. and low.]
Then there 's fuddling about in the public-house, and

drinking bad spirits, and punch, and such rot-yvt stuif.
T. Hughes, School Days at Rugby, i. 6.

rotheln (re'teln), w. [G.] Same as rubella.
rother1

. n. An obsolete or dialectal form of
rudder*.

rother2 (roTH'er), n. [< ME. rother, rcother,
rither, rethcr (pi. rothercs, retheren, rutheren,
ritheren), < AS. Imther, hryther, a horned beast,
an ox, bull, cow, pi. liritheru, hrytheru, hrythera,
hrutheru, hrytliro, earlier with long vowel liri-

ther, etc., horned cattle, oxen, = Oldies, hritlier,

rither, rcder = D. rund = OHG. hrind, rind,
MHG. rint (rind-), G. rind, (the formative -cr

being retained in the plural rinder), a horned
beast, an ox, etc., pi. rinder. horned cattle (> rin-

derpest, >E. rinderpest, a cattle-plague), = Goth.
"hriiitkis or 'hrunthis (not recorded). Connec-
tion with liorn is doubtful : see horn.] A bovine
animal; a cow, or an animal of the cow kind.
[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Foure rotheren hym by-forn that feble were [worthen)Men myste reken ich a ryb, so reufull they weren.

Piers Plouman'e Crede (E. E. T. S.X 1. 481.

It is the pasture lards the rolher't sides,
The want that makes him lean.

Shot., T. of A., iv. 3. 12.

[In this passage rotter's Is an emendation of brother's,
which is given in most editions.)

rother3 (roTH'er), n. [Abbr. of rotlier-soil.']

Cattle-dung; manure. [Obsolete or local, Eng.]
rother-beast (roTH'er-best), w. A bovine or
rother.

Bucerum poecws, an hearde of rother beastes.

Elyot, ed. 1558. (HoUiwett.)

rothermuck (roTH'er-muk), . The barnacle-
goose, Anser berniclu or Bernicla leucopsis.
Montagu. [Local, British.]
rother-nail (roTH'er-nal), n. [That is, rudder-
nail.'] In ship-building, a nail with a very full

head, used for fastening the rudder-irons.
[Eng.]

rother-SOil (roTH'er-soil), n. [< rather +
soil?.] Cattle-dung; manure. [Obsolete or
prov. Eng.]
In Herefordshire the dung of such [horned) beasts is

still called rother soul.

Eennctt, MS. Lansd. 1033. (HaUiwell.)

Eothesay herald. One of the six heralds of
the Scottish Heralds' College.

rothoffite (rot'hof-it), . [< Bothoff(l) + -ite*.]A variety of garnet, brown or black in color,
found in Sweden.
Rotifer (ro'ti-fer), n. [NL. (Leeuwenhoek, 1702),
having a wheel, < L. rota, a wheel (see rota*)+ ferre = E. fteari.] 1. The name-giving ge-
nus of Rotifem, based upon a species called B.
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vulgaris, and now placed in the family Pliil<><li-

nidae, including forms which swim or creep like
a leech, and have a forked, jointed, telescopic
foot. Hence 2. [I. c.] One of the Kotiferu
(which see); any wheel-animalcule. Rotifers are

A Scinopod Rotifer. I'tdalian mira (ventral view of female, highly
magnified).

A, head with trochal disk of a double wreath ; a', the cephalotroch ;

a", the branchiotroch ; Jt, appendaged foot, or pseudoDodium ; c c.

rf* ' .//, four pairs of appendages. The dark bands aie the mus
cles.

found all

rotour

ing (see pseudoputlinm. 2, and cut under Rottfer) ;
in a few

genera it is wanting. The body is covered with a firm
cuticle, and sometimes also sheathed in a protective case
(see urceolus); it often presents peculiar spinose or setose
appendages. The muscular system may be quite highly
developed, as in Pedalion, where it consists of several
symmetrically disposed bands. In the alimentary canal
may usually be distinguished a mouth, pharynx, esopha-
gus, stomach, intestine, and anus. The pharynx contains
the mastax with its teeth or truphi, among which are
parts called malleus, incus, uncus, fulcrum, ramus, and
manubrium (see these names, and. cut under uncus). All
true rotifers have a mastax ; its homologies are disputed.
Both the pharynx and the esophagus are chitinized. The
intestine is lined with ciliated epithelium. Nephrldia arc

present ; a nervous system is demonstrable
; and various

sense-organs, as eye-spots, are recognized. Eotifers were
supposed to be hermaphroditic : but separation of sex has
been determined for most members of the class, the males
being in all such cases small and degenerate in comparison
with the females. Details of the reproductive process
vary in different cases. The classification of Rutifera, as
well as the taxonomic rank and systematic position of the
group, is not yet settled, as some equivocal or aberrant
forms remain to be accounted for. Exclusive of these, a
reel ossification given by C. T. Hudson in 1884, and gen-
erally accepted, is into four orders : (1) Rhizota, rooted
rotifers, with families Flosculariidx and tlelicertidee; (2)
Bdelloida(or BdeUiijrada), creeping rotifeis, with one fam-
ily . called Philodinil/e, though containing the original ge-
nus Rot\fer; (3) Scirtopoda, skipping rotifers, the Peda-
Konute.wlth onegenus(see cut under fiottfer); and(4) Ploi
ma, or swimming rotifers, the rest of the class. These are
either

illpricate (the Hydatinida, Synchxtitlar, A'otomma-
tida, Triarthridte, and Asflanchnidse) or loricate (the
Brachionidai, 1'teroiiinidie, and EucManida-). Ranked as
a superclass or phylum, the rotifers have also been divided
into two classes: Parapodiata, represented alone by the
genus Pedalion; and Lipopoda, all the rest. One of the
commonest rotifers is Hydatina tenta, belonging to the II-

loricate ploimate group.
rotiferal (ro-tif'e-ral), a. [< rotifer + -al]
Bearing a wheel that is, having a wheel-or-
gan; pertaining to the Botifera or wheel-ani-
malcules, or having their characters; rotatorial
or rotatory, as an animalcule. Encuc. Brit.,
XXI. 8.

world, in salt as well as fresh water, rotiferan (ro-tif'e-ran) n
'

B

rotifers can be desiccated and kept lnVdry'state"~for
ler - Mature, XLI. 378. [Rare.]

months and still be revived by the application of moisture. rotiferOUS (ro-tif'e-rus), a. [< rotifer + -ous.~]
Botifera (ro-tif'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of Having a wheel, as a wheel-animalcule

; pro-
Rotifer: see Botifer.] A class of animalcules, vided with a trochal disk or wheel-organ ; re-
usually classified with or near the lowest worms, lating to rotifers.

rotiforrn (ro'ti-fdrm), a. [= F. rotiforme, < L.
rota, a wheel (see rotary), + forma, form.]
Wheel-shaped; rotate.

rotispinalis (ro'tl-spi-nti'lis), n.; pi. rotispina-
les (-\ez). [NL., < L. rota, a wheel, + spina,
spine : see spinal.] A muscle of the back which
assists in rotating the vertebra?

;
one of the ro-

tatores spinae. Coves and Shute, 1887.
rotl (rot'l), . [Ar.] An Arabian pound of
twelve ounces. Each city has its own rotls for different

commodities, so that the number of these units is great
Few weigh less than a troy pound, about one third of them
have weights between one and two, another third between
two and five, and the remainder between five and ninety
troy pounds. The following are a few of the rotls now
In use :

*_-, PoundsGrams.
Avoirdupois.

Egypt 444 0.98
Tripoli, market 1817 4.01"

large 2180 4.81
Tunis, for metals 607 1.12

"
fruit, etc 668 1.17

" "
vegetables 639 1.41

Abyssinia 311 0.69
Morocco 608 1.12
Acre, for raw cotton 2207 4.87
" "

yarn 2087 4.49

Aleppo, for flgs, etc 2280 5.03
"

silk 2220 4.89
" Persian silk 2154 4.76

" "
drugs 1902 4.19

Damascus 1787 3.94

Hydatitta ttttta, one of the illoricate ploimate Jtfti/era, magnified.
./, female: a, anus; t>, contractile vacuole ; c, water-vessels; e,

ovary ; /, ganglion. . male : a. penis ; *, contractile vacuole ; t, tes-
's >/>
wheel

, . . . ,

ganglion; f. setigerous pit. In both
or wreath and the fo

ous pit
rked ffoot are unma

,

figures the conspicuous
arked.

distinguished by their circles of cilia, some-
times single, sometimes double, which through rotonde (ro-tond'), . [F., < rotonde, round:
the microscope appear like

revolymg
whee s, 8ee rotund.-] 1 . A ruff of the kind worn duringwhence they have been called wheel-ammalcule.1 the ear.

y years of the seventeenth century byand Botatorta. They are a small but well-marked both men and WATTIPTI rnmnare rwtTl 1 9 A
group, whose true position in the evolutionary series is ,

er#S L--8. A
much questioned. Some of the forms have been known c Pe, the ecclesiastical garment especially so
for nearly two centuries, and many others have only re- called when considered as an object of decora-
cently been brought to light Being all of microscopic tive art.
size, and often appearing in infusions, the rotifers that rotondo (ro-ton'dol n K Tt rntfmrJn
were known up to about 1838, the period of Ehrenberg's

Io a >> " ^ f*
n

"","' .

researches, were considered to be protozoan, and thev see round!, rotund.] In music, round; full.

iparatlvely high
le of development Rotifers present great attractions

to the microscopist, and have been much studied ; and the
organization of few of the low invertebrates is better known.
They are true inetazoans, of microscopic size, bilaterally
symmetrical, usually without metameric segmentation,
always with an intestinal canal and a body-cavity or coelom,
and with an anus as well as a mouth (except in one group)..
Head and tail are generally well marked; the former bears, rnt.nnrt
under many modifications, the characteristic wheel-organ

F
"!' 3 A

I propose to use the name rotor (short for rotator) to mean
a quantity having magnitude, direction, and position, of
which the simplest type is a velocity of rotation about a
certain axis. A rotor will be geometrically represented
by a length proportional to its magnitude measured upon
lte axis in a certain sense.

K- Clifford, I.ond. Math. Soc. Proc., 1873, p. 381.

,

which gives name to the group, and is technically called
the trochal disk (see cut under trochal); the tail or foot-

body, called pseiidopodimn, is variously modified as a loco-
motory organ for swimming, skipping, creeping, or root-

3see **]
( OF1 *rntsinr ( rnt/> a

.
,

'
UT' * TOte

'
ft

A player on the rote.

He is a persone, she thynkethe, of fair figure,
A yong rotour, redy to hlr pleasier

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 35. (HalliweU.)



rot-steep

rot-Steep (rot'step), H. The process of steeping
cotton fabrics in water to remove impurities,
preparatory to bleaching. See the quotation.
The rot steep, so called because the flour or size with

which the goods were impregnated was formerly allowed
to ferment and putrefy, is intended to thoroughly wet the
cloth. W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 45.

rottat, n. Same as rota2 .

rottant, An occasional spelling of ratan.

Rottboellia (rot-bel'i-a), n. [NL. (Linneeus
filius, 1779), named after C. F. Bottboell (1727-
1797), professor of botany at Copenhagen, au-
thor of botanical works. ] A genus
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having been wholly or in part removed. This
material when pulverized forms a cheap and efficient sub-
stance for use In polishing the softer metals.

rottenstone (rot'n-ston), . t.
; pret. and pp.

rottenstoncd, ppr. rottenstoning. [< rottenstone,
n.] To polish with rottenstone.

rotting (rot'ing),. [Verbal n. of rot, r.] Same
as retting, 1.

Rottlera (rot'ler-a), . [NL., named after Dr.

Rattler, a Danisfi missionary.] A genus of

plants, now placed under Mallotus.

rottolo (i'Ot'p-16), n. [X It. rotolo, a certain

celled, the other fertile and sessile, and, further, by the
cylindrical form of the spike, by the spikelets being em-
bedded in excavations of the axis, by the absence of long
hairs or awns, and by the single unisexual flower which
commonly forms the fertile spikelet, containing four ob-
tuse glumes, three stamens, and two distinct styles. The
27 species inhabit warm or temperate regions in both
hemispheres ; one species. R. rugom, is found in pine-bar-
rens from Delaware southward. They are generally tall

grasses with flat leaves, either rough or smooth. Some
species bear a cluster of spikes, others a single one, or, as
in R. digitata. a handsome Asiatic species, an elongated
spike is sometimes set with a few snort branches at its

base, with often au additional male flower in each spike-
let. Some are forage-grasses, as the tropical R. compressa,
valued by graziers in Australia.

rotten1
(rot'n), a. [< ME. roten, roton, rotin, <

Icel. rotinn = Sw. rutten = Dan. raaden, rotten
;

in form pp. of a lost verb, Icel. as if "rjota, rot :

see rot.] 1. Undergoing natural decomposi-
tion; affected by rot or organic dissolution;
putrid (as animal and some vegetable matters),
soft (as fruits, etc.), orweak (as vegetable fibers,
fabrics, etc.) from elemental decay: as, a rot-
ten carcass or egg ;

a rotten log or plank ;
rot-

ten cloth.

The seed is rotten under their clods. Joel i. 17.

Breaking his oath and resolution like
A twist of rotten silk. Shale., Cor., v. 6. 96.

2. Putrid from organic decay, or from the pres-
ence of decomposing matter; hence, of a putrid
quality; ill-smelling; fetid.

You common cry of curs ! whose breath I hate
As reek o' the rotten lens. Shak., Cor., iii. 3. 121.

3. Affected with the disease called rot, as
sheep or other animals.

Many of those that got safe on the Island, for want of
being accustomed to such hardships, died like rotten

Sheep. Dampier, Voyages, I. 50.

4. Unsound as if from rotting; in a loose or

i or stone.

Jt'on), . Same
rotula (rot'u-lii), n.

; pi. rotulse (-le). [< L. ro-

tula, a little wheel, dim. of rota, a wheel : see
rota1

. Cf. roll.] 1. In anat. and zool.: (a)
Same as patella, 2. (b) One of the five radial

pieces entering into the composition of the

dentary apparatus of a sea-urchin, serving to
connect the epiphyses of each of the five alve-

oli, and to furnish an articulation for each of
the five radii or compasses. See lantern of
Aristotle (under lantern), and cut under Clype-
astridse, (c) A small hard nodule embedded
in soft parts of other echinoderms, as the cal-

careous rotulss of some holothurians (Cliiro-

dptx). (d) leap.] [NL.] A genus of flat ro-
tiform sea-urchins of the family MelUtidx,
having the test perforate and digitate. 2. In

music, a little rota or round
; especially, a carol

or song for Christmas.
rotular (rot'u-lar), a. [< L. rotula, a little

wheel (see rotula), + -ar$.] 1. Of or pertain-
ing to a rotula : resembling a rotula ; rotuliform ;

nodular; patellar: as, a rotular groove ;
therot-

ular bone of a limb. 2. Specifically, noting
that aspect or surface of the hind limb on
which the rotula is situated: as, the rotular as-

pect of the foot, the dorsum of the foot, as op-
posed to the sole or plantar surface : opposed
to popliteal, and corresponding to anconal in
the fore limb, and to epaxial in either limb,
when the limb is in its morphological position,
extended at right angles with the axis of the
body.

rotulet (rot'u-let), n. [< ML. rotulus, a roll, +
-et.] A roll.

There is every probability that the handy-book or re-

gister called Doomesday followed the Court whenever im-

Hls principal care was to have many Bridges laid over
Bogs and rott'n Hoars. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

We were obliged to leave the river on account of rotten
ice, and took to the open plains, where our deers sank to
their bellies in the loose snow.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 144.

5. Unsound in character or quality ;
in a cor-

rupt or untrustworthy state ; destitute of sta-

bility or integrity.
Never did base and rotten policy
Colour her working with such deadly wounds.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 108.

Leaning these Antiquities [Babylonian legends], rotten
with age, let vs come to take better view of this stately
Cittie. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 55.

Our condition Is not sound but rotten, both in religion
and all civil prudence. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

6. In imnting, said of bad prints from wood-
cuts, that show holes and broken lines Rotten
borough. See borough^.
rotten2 (rot'u), n. A dialectal variant of ratten.

rotten-egg (rot'n-eg'), v. t. [< rotten egg.] To
pelt with rotten or putrid eggs ; throw rotten
eggs at: done as a manifestation of extreme
anger or disgust.
Rev. and Bishop . . . were rotten-

egged and "rocked," but San Antonio is bitterly ashamed
ot it- Congreyationalist, Aug. 11, 1887.

rottenly (rot'n-li), adv. In a rotten manner;
hence, fetidly; putridly; unsoundly; defec-
tively.
rottenness (rot'n-nes), n. The state of being
rotten, decayed, or putrid ; unsoundness

; cor-

ruptness.
A sound heart is the life of the flesh ; but envy the rot-

tenness of the bones. Prov. xiv. 30.

What's gained by falsehood? There they stand
Whose trade it is, whose life it is ! How vain
To gild such rottenness! Browning, Stratford, iv. 1.

rottenstone (rot'u-ston), M. An argillaceous
or silicious limestone which by weathering has
become soft and friable, the calcareous part
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[< L. rotula, a

Shaped like a

rotund (ro-tund'), a. [= F. rond, OF. roond,
roont = Pr. redon, redun = Cat. redd, rodo =
Sp. Pg. rotunda, redondo = It. rotondo, ritondo,
round, < L. rotundus, like a wheel, round, circu-

lar, spherical, < rota, a wheel : see rota1 , and
cf. round1

, an earlier form of the word.] 1.
Round or roundish; spherical or globular;
rounded out; convexly protuberant ; bulbous:
as, a rotund paunch or figure.

It was a little too exasperating to look at this pink-faced
rotund specimen of prosperity, to witness the power for
evil that lay in his vulgar cant

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxx.

2. In hot. and entom., circumscribed by one
unbroken curve, or without angles: as, a ro-
tund leaf or wing.
rotundt (ro-tund'), n. [< F. rotonde, < It. ro-

tonda, & rotunda: see rotunda.] A rotunda.

[Rare.]

I must confess the eye Is better filled at first entering
the rotund, and takes in the whole beauty and magnificence
of the temple [the Pantheon at Rome] at one view.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bonn, I. 418).

rotunda (ro-tun'da), n. [Formerly also rotun-
da (also rotund, <"F. rotonde); < It. rotonda =
Sp. Pg. rotunda, < ML. "rotunda (sc. domus),
a round building, < L. rotunda, fern, of rotun-

dus, round: see rotund, round1.] 1. A round
building, especially one with a dome ; any build-

ing that is round both outside and inside. The
most celebrated edifice of this kind is the Pan-
theon at Rome. See cuts under octastyle and

pantheon. 2. A circular hall in a large build-

ing, generally surmounted by a dome : as, the
rotunda of the Capitol in Washington.
rotundate (ro-tun'dat), a. [< L. rotunda-tits,

rounded, pp.' of rotundare, make round, < ro-

tundus, round : see rotund, and cf. round1
, r.]

Rounded off; specifically, in lot. and zool.,

Rouen cross

noting bodies which are rounded off at their

ends; also, in hot., same as rotund.

rotundifplious (ro-tun-di-to'li-us), a. [< L. ro-

tinutifolius, round-leafed, < rotundus, round, +
folium, leaf.] Having round leaves.

rotundioust (ro-tun'di-us), a. [Irreg. for "rotun-

doug, < L. rotundus, round : see rotund.] Ro-
tund

; rounded out. [Rare.]
So your rare wit, that 's ever at the full,

Lyes In the cave of your rotundious skull.

John Taylor, Works (1630). (Naret.)

rotundity (ro-tuu'di-ti), n. [< OF. (and F.)
rotonditi = Pr. rotonditat = Sp. rotundidad =
Pg. rotundidade = It. rotondita, < L. rotundi-

ta(t-)s, roundness, < rotundus, rotund, round:
see round1

, rotund.] 1. Roundness; spheri-
city ; globular form.

And thou, all-shaking thunder,
Strike flat the thick rotundity o' the world !

Skat., Lear, Hi. 2. 7.

The usual French scenery, with its fields cut up by
hedges, and a considerable rotundity In its trees.

H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 97.

2f. Rounded fullness
; integral entireness.

For the mere rotundity of the number and grace of the
matter It passeth for a full thousand. Fuller.

= Syn. 1. See roundness.

rotundness(ro-tund'nes),?i. Same as rotundity.
rotundot (ro-tun'do), n. Same as rotunda.
rotund-ovate (ro-tund'o'vat), a. In bot., round-
ly egg-shaped.
rotund-pointed (ro-tund'poin'

i

'ted), a. In en-

torn., having the point rounded off or blunt;
bluntly pointed.
roture (ro-tiir'), . [F., < ML. ruptura, land
broken up by the plow, cleared land capable
of being used for sowing, etc., < LL. ruptura,
a breaking: see rupture.] 1. In France, ple-
beian rank

;
the state of being a roturier.

Indeed he himself always signed the name Delabruyere
in one word, thus avowing his roture.

Encyc. Bril., XIV. 177.

2. In French-Canadian laic, a grant made of
feudal property, part of a fief, subject to a

ground-rent or annual charge, and with no
privilege attached.

roturert, . Same as roturier.

roturier (ro-tU-ri-a'), n. [F., a plebeian, < ML.
rupturarius, that cultivates a field, < rupttira,
a field: see roture.] 1. In France, a person
not of noble birth; a plebeian.
He required all persons, noble as well as roturier, to fur-

nish so many soldiers in proportion to their revenues.

Brougham.

2. In French-Canadian laic, one who holds real

property subject to an annual rent or charge.
Roubaix blue. See Uue.

rouble, . See ruble.

rouche, . See ruche.

roucheaget, n. Same as rokeage.
rouched (roucht), a. [An assibilated form, with
lengthened vowel, of rucked, < rucl;2 + -ed?.] 1 .

Wrinkled. Halliwell. [Prov.Eng.] 2. Puck-
ery ; puckering the mouth, as sour beer. [Prov.
EngJ
Beer is said to be rouched when it acquires a tartness.

Halliwell.

roucou (ro'ko), n. [F. roucou, rocou = Pg. ru-

cii, < Braz. urucii, arnotto.] A dye: same as
arnotto.

TOT3.6 (ro-a'). . [< F. roue, an epithet applied
by the Duke of Orleans, regent of France from
1715 to 1723, to his companions in dissipation,
and usually explained as ' broken on a wheel,'
implying that his companions deserved to be
broken on the wheel; but it is prob. to be
taken in the other fig. use, 'jaded,' 'worn out':

pp. of rouer, break on the wheel, run over, beat,
bang (roue, roue de fatigue, jaded), < roue, a
wheel, < L. rota, a wheel: see rota1 .] A man
devoted to a life of pleasure and sensuality,
especially in his relation to women; a de-
bauchee ; a rake.

rouelle-guard (r^-el'gard), n. [F., a little

wheel, < ML. rotella, a little wheel : see rofella 1
,

rowel.] A guard having the shape of a disk,
the plane of it at right angles with the grip, in
some daggers of the fourteenth century both pommel and
guard are of this form, the whole hilt resembling a spool
or reel for thread. See dayue <l roelle, under dague.

rouen, . See rowen.
Rouen cross. A jewel, worn either as a brooch
or as a pendant, or sometimes in the form of
a pendant hanging from a brooch, composed
of a somewhat elaborate piece of fretwork in
the general shape of a cross, usually of gold.
These crosses are often set with small crystals cut like

diamonds, or with diamonds of small value, the stones and



Rouen cross

the chief decoration being gathered up into four or five

bosses marking the form of the cross.

Rouen duck. See duel:2 .

Rouen pottery. See pottery.
rouerie (ro'e-re), it. [F., < roue, a profligate : see

roue.'] The character or conduct of a roud
;

rakishness
; debauchery.

Certain young English gentlemen from the age of fifteen

to twenty . . . ape all sorts of selfishness and rouerie.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

rouet (ro-a'), H. [< F. rouet, a little wheel, dim.
of roue, & wheel : see rota 1

.] Same as rewet.

rouge (rozh), a. and . [< F. rouge, red, as a

noun rouge, OF. roge, rouge = Pr. rog, fern.

roja = Cat. rotj = Sp. rojo, rubio = It. roggio,

robbio, < ML. L. rubius, L. rubeus, red
;
akin to

ruber, rufus, red: see red1
."] I. a. Red: as

in the French rouge croix, rouge et noir, etc.

Rouge Croix, one of the pursuivants of the English
heraldic establishment : so called from the red cross of

St. George, the patron saint of England. Rouge Drag-
on, in her., one of the pursuivants of the Heralds' College
of England. The name is taken from the red dragon,
one of the supporters of the arms of Henry VII., and
said to have been taken by him from the badge or device
of some Welsh ancestor.

II. H. 1. Any red cosmetic or coloring for the
skin. There are many coloring matters used for this

purpose. That obtained from the safflower, Carthamus
tinctoriug, is rather a stain than a paint, and is thought to
be harmless to the skin. Rouge has been used at many
epochs by women, and even by men. The custom was car-
ried to a great extent in Europe in the eighteenth cen-

tury, at which time, at least in court circles, there was
little attempt at imitating the natural blush of the cheek,
but the red was applied, as patches were, to produce a

supposed decorative effect.

Doth riotous laughter now replace
Thy smile, and rouge, with stony glare,

Thy cheek's soft hue ?

Matthew Arnold, Switzerland.

To see the rouge and the powder on the face of a young
woman still playing her part WHS one thing ; to mark the
traces of them on the vulgarized and faded countenance
of one whose day was over was quite another.

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xl.

2. A scarlet, bright-crimson, or dark-red
ppl-

ishing-powder (peroxid of iron, sometimes in-

termingled with black oxid) made by a variety
of processes, and varying in color according to
the mode of production. Common rouge Is made by
calcining iron sulphate (copperas), its color being lighter
or darker according to the prolongation of the heating.
The darker product is called crocus and the lighter rouge.
A general name for both rouge and crocus is colcothar. A
fine scarlet rouge used by jewelers for polishing gold and
silver is made from iron oxalate either by calcination or

precipitation. Rouge obtained from the sulphate of iron
is much used for polishing glass, metals, and other hard
substances. A polishing-powder for plate is a mixture of

prepared chalk and fine rouge. Jewelers' rouge. See
jeweler and plate-powder.

rouge (ro/.h), r.
; pret. and pp. rouged, ppr.

roiujing. [< rouge, .] I. trans. 1. To color

(the skin, especially the cheeks) with rouge.
There was not a lady at the bull-light who was not

highly rouged and powdered. The Century, XXVII. 5.

2. To cause to become red, as from blushing.
[Rare.]
Madame d'Henln, though rouged the whole time with

confusion, never ventured to address a word to me.
Mine. D'Arblay, Diary and Letters, IV. 284.

H. intrans. 1. To use rouge, especially on
the cheeks.

Rouging and making-up [in a theater] are largely de-

pendent upon the size of the house.
The Century, XXXV. 539.

2. To become red; redden; blush. [Rare.]
They all stared, and to be sure I rouged pretty high.

Mme. D'Arblay, Diary and Letters, I. 228.

rouge-berry (rb'zh'ber-'i), H. A shrub, Rivma
Ixvis (including B. humilis), of tropical Amer-
ica, often grown in hothouses. It bears racemes
of brightred berries whose juice affords an evanescent
scarlet color, used in the West Indies as a cosmetic. Also
rouge-plant.

rouge-dish (rpzh'dish), u, A small saucer con-
taining a thin layer of dry rouge for use as a
cosmetic. Such saucers, as prepared in Portu-
gal, usually contain genuine carmine.

rouge-et-noir (rozh-a-nwor'), . [F., red and
black: rouge, red (see rouge); et (< L. e),and;
noir (< L. nigcr), black (see negro).] A game
at cards, played between a "banker" and an
unlimited number of persons, at a table marked
with four spots of a diamond shape, two col-
ored black and two red. A player may stake his
money upon rouge (red) or noir (black) by placing it on
the outer ring of the table. Two rows of cards are placed
upon the table, one for noir, the other tor rouge: the spots
on the cards in each row are counted, the face-cards being
considered as ten-spots, and the players betting on that
row the spots on which come nearest to 31 are winners.
Also called trente-et-quarante.

rouge-plant (rozh'plant), . Same as rouge-
berry.
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rouge-pot (rozh'pot). H. A .small covered pot
for rouge, intended to form part of a toilet-set.

rouge-powder (rozh'pou'der), M. See rouge
and plate-powder.
Rouge's operation. An operation by which the

upper lip and the lower part of the nose are cut

away from the upper jaw, to aid in removing
growths or necrosed bone from the nasal cavity.

rouget (ro-zha'), n. [< F. rouget, < rouge, red:
see rouge.~] An acute infectious disease (septi-
cemia) of swine : so called on account of more or
less redness of skin accompanying it. It is caused
by the multiplication, in the blood* ana various vital or-

gans, of a specific bacillus, and is fatal in about one half
of the cases. It is not known to prevail outside of France
and Germany.
To investigate the disease known as swine fever, which

is unfortunately prevalent in several counties at the pres-
ent moment, with a view to ascertain the truth of the
alleged identity of that disease and rouget.

Daily Chronicle, Aug. 12, 1866. (Encyc. Diet.)

rough 1
(ruf), a. and n. [< ME. rough, rogh, roge,

roif, rou, rugli, ru, rug, ruh, < AS. ruh, rare-

ly rug (in inflection ruh-, rug-, rum-, rarely
nidi-), rough, hairy, shaggy, untrimmed, un-

cultivated, knotty, undressed, = OD. ruch, ru,
MD. ruych, ruygh, D. ruig, ruw = MLG. riirh,

rutr, ru, LG. nig = OHG. ruh, MHG. ruch, G.

raiih, also rauch (in ranch-icerk, peltries, furs,

rauch-handel, trade in furs, etc.), rough, shag-
gy, = Dan. ru, rough ;

cf . Lith. raukas, a fold,

wrinkle, rukti, wrinkle. Cf. rugl, rugged.'] I,
a. 1. Not smooth to the touch or to the sight;
uneven, from projections, ridges, wrinkles, or
the like; broken in outline or continuity by
protruding points or lines, irregularities, or ob-

structions; shaggy: as, a rougli surface of any
kind; roi/jr/iland; aro<;Aroad; rough cloth.

His browes reade and rmce, and his berde reade and
longe, that henge down to his breste.

Merlin(E. E. T. S.), lit 635.

These high wild hills and rough uneven ways
Draws out our miles, and makes them wearisome.

SAo*.,Rich. II., it 8. 4.

She sped
Through camp and cities rough with stone and steel.

Shelley, Adonais, \xh

At the end of the file Irene noticed a gentleman clad in
a perfectly-fitting rough travelling suit.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 4.

2. Not smoothed or formed by art; existing
or left in a natural or an incomplete state;
crude

;
unwrought ;

uneven
;
untrimmed : as,

the rough materials of manufacture.

She is very honest,
And will be hard to cut as a rough diamond.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, iv. 2.

3. Rugged in form, outline, or appearance ;

harsh or unpleasiug to the eye ; irregular.
A ropy chain of rheums ; a visage rough,
Deformed, unfeatured, and a skin of buff.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x.

4. Crudely done or considered ; indefinitely ap-
proximate ; vague ; partial ; careless

; hasty :

as, to make a rough estimate or calculation
;
at

a rough guess.
There is not a subscription goes forward In which Tom

is not privy to the first rough draught of the proposals.
Addison, Tatler, Xo. 158.

A rough census was taken at the time of the Armada.
Froude, Sketches, p. 138.

At the same time, for carrying conviction in the first in-

stance, it is only necessary to use large masses, and for
this a rough count will answer.

Amer. Jour. Philol., IX. 146.

5. Characterized by harshness or asperity ;

disagreeably severe or coarse ; discordant : used
of things and actions with reference to their
effects upon the senses or feelings, actions,

sounds, etc. : as, rough weather
;
a rough rem-

edy ; rough treatment.

Your reproof is something too rough [in some editions,

round). Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 216.

I am glad to find that the rough Clime of Russia agrees
so well with you. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 33.

6. Lacking refinement; rude in character or
action

; unpolished ;
untrained ; uncouth ;

awk-
ward: as, rough kindness or attendance; a

rough backwoodsman.
For I am rough, and woo not like a babe.

Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 138.

Brom, who had a degree of rough chivalry in his nature,
would fain have carried matters to open warfare.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 433.

7. Characterized by violent or disorderly action
or movement ; rudely agitated or disturbed ;

boisterously violent; unrestrained: as, rough
water; rough play.
The winds grew contrary, and seas too rough to be brooked

by so small a vessel. Sandys, Travailes, p. 14.

rough
When I was a Boy, the Prince of Salmona, riding trough

Horse at Naples, . . . held Reals under his Knees and
Toes. Montaigne, Essays (tr. by Cotton, 1693), I. 601.

The town was rough with a riot between the press-gang
and the whaling-folk. Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

Nor is that wind less rough which blows a good man's
barge. M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

8. Coarse; stale: as, rough bread; roui/h fish.

[Slang.]
The poorerclasses live mostlyon fish, and the "dropped

"

and rough fish is bought chiefly fof the poor.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 53.

9. Astringent: said of wines or other bever-

ages: as, a rough claret.

The rougher the drink [cider] the farther It will go, and
the more acceptable it is to the working man.

Spont' Encyc. Mann/., I. 417.

10. In bot., same as scabrous. 11. In Gr.

gram., accompanied by, constituting, or mark-
ing the stronger aspiration, equivalent to our

h; aspirated (in a narrower sense) : as, a. rough
mute; the rough breathing. The rough breathing
(fpiritus asper) is our h. The rough mutes are 6 (th), $ (ph),
and x (eh\ equivalent in earlier times to ( + h, p + h, and
t+ K, but in later times to English th (in thin), /, and Ger-
man ch (cb), respectively. Rough translates Greek Soc-vs,
and is opposed to smooth (if/tA<k). Perfectly rough, in

theoretical dyiutm., so rough that a body will not slip over
the surfaces so characterized. Rough-and-ready, (a)
Rough in character or manner, but prompt in action or

ready for emergencies : as, a rough-and-ready workman.
He was not going to hang back when called upon he

had always been rough and ready when wanted and then
he was now ready as ever, and rotigh enough, too, God
knows. Trottope, Dr. Thome, xxii.

(b) Bough, harsh, or crnde in kind, but ready or prompt
in action or use.

He [Rousseau] could not have been the mere sentimen-
talist and! rhetorician for which the rough-and-ready un-

derstanding would at first glance be inclined to condemn
him. Lowell, Among My Books, 1st ser., p. 353.

Teutons or Celtic we were to be, and in this rough-and-
ready fashion we were enlisted under one or other of the
banners. Contemporary Rev., LIII.

Rough-and-tumble, consisting of or characterized by
rough and tumbling action ; carried on with, requiring,
or employing indiscriminate blows, falls, or struggles :

used of a method of free fighting in which all means are

allowable, and extended to other subjects involving similar
conditions. [Colloq. ] Rough arch, bindweed, cicely,
coat, diamond. See the nouns. Rough breathing. See
def. 11. Rough-cut margin. See margin, 1. Rough-
faced rustic work, masonry in which the faces of the
blocks are left rough, and the joints are chiseled, either

plain or chamfered. Rough file, fish, log, parsnip,
plate-glass. See the nouns. Rough oak. Same as

poet-oak. Rough-pointed stone, in stone-cutting, stone
from the face of which an inch or more has been removed
by the pick, or by heavy points, leaving projections of from
half an inch to an inch in height. Blocks of stone are thus
treated as the first operation in dressing limestone and
granite. Rough respiration, rice, setter, etc. See the
nouns. Short and rough. Seeshart. =Syn.l. Rugged,
jagged. 2. Unhewn, unwrought. 5. Hirsute, bristly.

6. Indelicate, ungracious, bluff, blunt, bearish, churlish,
gruff, impolite, brusk.

II. n. 1. Rough or roughened state or con-

dition; crudeness; rawness; vehemence; ex-

acerbation: with the: as, materials or work in

the rough ; the rough of a storm.

I knew a King that, being crossed in his Game, would
amid his Oaths fall on the Ground, and bite the very Earth
in the Rough of his Passion. Howell, Letters, I. v. 11.

Contemplating the people in the rough.
Mrs. Brmcniny, Aurora Leigh, vt

2. A projecting piece inserted in a horse's shoe,
to keep him from slipping.

If this steel rough fa spike inserted in a square hole In

each heel of a horseshoe) be made to fit the hole exactly,
it remains firm in its place.

E. H. Knight, New Mech. Diet, p. 770.

3t. Rough weather.
In calms, you fish ; in roughs, use songs and dances.

P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, vlt 32.

4. pi. In mining, a poor grade of tin ore, or that
which has been only roughly dressed. Also
rows. [Cornwall, Eng.]
rough 1

(ruf), v. [< ME. ruhen, rouwen = OHG.
gi-ruhan, make rough ;

from the adj. : see

rough 1
, a."] I. trans. 1. To make rough; give

a rough condition or appearance to
; roughen :

as, to rough a horse's shoes to prevent slipping.
The roughing of bottle-neck interiors is done by iron

tools fixed on a lathe and moistened with sand and water.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 261.

2. To execute or shape out roughly; finish

partially or in the rough ; prepare for a finish-

ing operation : as, to rough out building-stones.
The bowlders . . . were thrown to the surface to be

roughed out and trimmed. Amer. Anthrop., III. 224.

In the grinding of a lens, the first operation consists in

roughing it, or bringing it approximately to the curvature
it is ultimately to assume.

E. L. Wilson, Quarter Century in Photography, p. 35.

Roughing-down rolls. Same as roughing-rollt.

Roughing-in or roughing-up coat. See coat?. To
rough a horse. () To make a horse's shoes rough in or-

der to keep him from slipping. See rough^, n., 2.



rough
A simple mode of roughing horses, practised in Russia.

E. 11. Kniijht, New Mech. Diet., p. 770.

(6) To break in a horse, especially for military use. To
rough in, in plastering, to spread roughly upon brick,
as the first of three coats.

When three coats are used, it [the laying on of the first

coat of plaster] is called pricking up when upon laths,
and roughing in when upon brick.

De Colange, Diet. Commerce, I. 378.

To rough it, to live in a rough, haphazard manner; put
up with coarse or casual food and accommodations ;

endure

hardship or inconvenience.

Take care of Fanny, mother. She is tender, and not
used to rough it like the rest of us.

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xxxix.

Molly Corney was one of a large family of children, and
had to rough it accordingly.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

II. intrans. To behave roughly ; specifically,
to break the rules in boxing by too much rough-
ness.

That no wrestling, roughing, or hugging on the ropes
[in boring] be allowed. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 691.

rough1
(ruf ), adv. [< rough1

, .] Roughly ;
in

a coarse, crude, or harsh manner.
.466. You should for that have reprehended him.
Adr. Why, so I did.

Abb. Ay, but not rough enough.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1. 58.

To cut up rough. See cut.

My jealous Pussy cut up rough
The day before I bought her muff
With Sable trimming. F. Locker, Mabel.

rough2 (ruf), . [Also formerly ruff; appar. an
abbr. of ruffian, but now associated with rough 1

and accordingly conformed to it in spelling. It

is not probable that the adj. rough alone would

give rise to such substantive use.] A rowdy ;

a ruffian
;
a rude, coarse fellow

;
one given to

riotous violence
;
a bully.

The great queen, moody, despairing, dying, wrapt in the

profoundest thought, with eyes fixed upon the ground or

already gazing into infinity, was besought by the coun-
sellors around her to name the man to whom she chose
that the crown should devolve. "Not to a rough," said

Elizabeth, sententiously and grimly.
Motley, United Netherlands, IV. 138.

[In a foot-note Scaramelli is quoted to the effect that the
word signifies in English "persona bassae vile."]

I entertain so strong an objection to the euphonious
softening of ruffian into rough, which has lately become
popular, that I restore the right word to the heading of

this paper.
Dickens, All the Year Round, Oct. 10, 1868. (Latham.)

A lady living in the suburbs of London had occasion to

make complaint because a rough climbed on to her garden
wall and broke off a branch from one of her fruit trees.

T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 188.

rough3
(ruf), v. t. A bad spelling of riffi.

roughage (ruf'sg), n. [< roughs + -age.] Eough
or coarse material

; something for rough use, as
straw for bedding animals. [Local, U. S.]

Bedding or roughage is scarce, especially in the milk- and
the fancy-butter-producing regions near our great cities.

Encyc. Amer., I. 98.

rough-backed (ruf'bakt), a. Having a rough
back: as, the rough-backed cayman, Alligator or

Caiman trigonatus, of South America.

rough-billed (ruf bild), a. Having a rough
horny excrescence on the
beak: specific in the

phrase rough-billed peli-

can, Pelecanus trachyrhyn-
chus (or erythrorhi/nchus).
This remarkable formation is

deciduous, and is found only
on adult birds during the

breeding-season.

rough-bore (ruf
'

bor),
r. t. In metal-working, to
inftVA witVt a Vmvino1 tnnlmatfe, witna Donng-tooi,
a heavy, coarse cut in,

preparatory to a lighter and smooth finishing
cut.

rough-cast (ruf'kast), ii. A kind of plastering
for an external wall, composed of an almost fluid

mixture of clean gravel and lime, dashed on
the wall, to which it adheres.

Let him have some plaster, or some loam, or some rough-
cast about him, to signify wall. Shak., M. N. D., iii. 1. 71.

Gorgon. "Twas my invention.

Oasp. But I gave it polish, Gorgon.
Oorg. I confess you took off the rough-cast.

Shirley, Love Tricks, i. 1.

rough-cast (ruf'kast), i\ t. 1. To form rough-
ly or crudely; compose or shape in a rudimen-
tal manner; block out in the rough: as, to

rough-cast a model ;
to rough-cant a story or an

essay.
Xor bodily nor ghostly negro could

Roughcast thy figure in a sadder mould.
Cleavcland.

This rough-cast, unhewn poetry was instead of stage-

plays, for the space of an hundred and twenty years to-

gether. Dryden, Essay on Satire.

RouKh-billedl'elican (Peleca-
nus traCHyrhynch ,lS ).
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2. To cover with a coarse semi-fluid plaster by
casting or throwing it : as, to rough-cast a wall.

See the noun Rough-cast pottery. See pottery.

rough-caster (rut"kas"ter), . One who rough-
casts.

rough-clad (ruf'klad), a. Having rough or
coarse apparel. Tlioinxmi.

rough-cull (ruf'kul), v. t. To cull (oysters)
hastily or for the first time, throwing out only
dead shells and other large trash.

rough-dab (ruf'dab), n. A pleuronectid fish,

Hippoglossoides limandoides.

rough-draft (ruf'draft), v. t. To draft or draw
roughly ; make a rough sketch of.

rough-draw (ruf'dra), v. t. To draw or deline-

ate coarsely; trace rudely.
His victories we scarce could keep in view,

Or polish 'em so fast as he roughdreic. Dryden.

rough-dry (ruf'dri), v. t. To dry by exposure
to the air without rubbing, smoothing, ironing,
etc.

The process of being washed in the night air, and rough-
dried in a close closet, is as dangerous as it is peculiar.

Dickens, Pickwick, xvii.

rough-dry (ruf'dri), a. Dry but not smoothed
or ironed : as, rough-dry clothes.

roughen (ruf n), v. [< rough1 + -en. Ci. rough1
,

i'.] I. trans. To make rough; bring into a

rough condition.

Such difference there is in tongues that the same figure
which roughens one gives majesty to another ; and that it

was which Virgil studied in his verses.

Dryden, Ded. of the .iBneid.

Her complexion had been freckled and roughened by ex-

posure to wind and weather. The Century, XXXVI. 513.

II. intrans. To grow or become rough.
The broken landscape, by degrees

Ascending, roughens into rigid hills.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 958.

rougher (ruf'6r), n. 1. One who roughens or

roughs out
; specifically, a workman who shapes

or makes something roughly, preparatory to

finishing operations.
When the glass [for a lens] is handed to the rougher, it

is round in shape.
E. L. Wilson, Quarter Century in Photography, p. 86.

2. A piece of woolen cloth as taken from the

loom, previous to its preparation for fulling by
the operation called perching.
Woollen cloth from the loom, called rougher^, has an

irregular, slack aspect, very different from the same web
when it comes to be sold as, say, broad-cloth.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 661.

3. A percher.
rough-footed (ruf'fin/ed), a. Having feathered

feet, as a grouse, pigeon, or hawk; feather-

footed; rough-legged.
rough-grained (ruf'grand), a. Same as coarse-

grained, as qualifying things orpersons. [Bare.]
She became quite a favourite with her rough-groined

hostess. CornhM Mag.

rough-grind (ruf'grind), v. t. To grind roughly,
or so as to leave the surface rough or unpolish-
ed, as with a coarse grindstone or with the aid

of a roughening material.

The Duke of Wellington ordered his Scots Greys to

rough-grind their swords, as at Waterloo.
W. Phillips, Speeches, etc., p. 83.

Cast-iron is used by . . . opticians, with sand or emery,
for rough-grinding. 0. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 433.

rough-head (ruf'hed), . 1. The iguanoid liz-

ard of the Galapagos, Traeliycephalus subcris-

tatiis. 2. Same as red-dace. 3. The common
shiner, Luxilus cornutus. [Local, U. S.]

rough-hew (ruf'hu), . t. [Early mod. E. roughe-
heawe; < rough1 + hew1

.] To hew coarsely with-

out smoothing, as timber
; hence, to give a rough

or crude form to, as if by hewing.
There 's a divinity that shapes our ends,

Hough-hew them how we will.

SAoJr., Hamlet, v. 2. 11.

Arough-heu-n seaman, being brought before a wise just-
ass for some misdemeanour, was by him sent away to

prison. Bacon, Spurious Apophthegms, 6.

This roughhtwen, ill-timber'd discourse.

Howell, Vocall Forrest, Pref.

rough-hewer (ruf'hu
//

er), n. [< roiigh-hete +
-erl.] One who rough-hews.
rough-hound (ruf'hound), n. The rough hound-
fish or dogfish, a kind of shark.

roughie (ruf'i), n. [Dim. of rough'1 .'] Brush-
wood

;
dried heath. [Scotch.]

Laying the roughies to keep the cauld wind frae you.
Scott, Guy Mannering, liv.

roughing-drill (ruf'ing-dril), ii. See drill*.

roughing-hole (ruf'ing-hoi), . In iiicfnl., a

hole into which iron from the blast-furnace is

sometimes allowed to run.

rough-string

roughing-mill (nif'ing-inil), . A circular plate
or wheel, made of lead or iron, charged with

emery wet with water, and usually revolved in

a horizontal position, for roughing and grinding
any gem except the diamond.

roughing-rolls (ruf'ing-rolz), n. pi. In a rolling-

mill, the first pair of rolls between which pre-

pared blooms are passed, for working them into

approximate shape. Also called roughing-down
rolls.

roughingS (ruf'ingz), n. pi. [< rough* (cf.

roiigliii'') + -ini/
1
.] See roiren. [Prov. Eng.]

roughleg (rufleg), . A rough-legged hawk.

rough-legged (ruf'leg"ed or -legd), a. Having
the tarsi feathered; feather-footed, as a hawk:
specifically noting the members of the genus
ArcMbuteo. The common rough-legged hawk
or buzzard is A. lagopus. See cuts under Archi-

buteo and squirrel-hawk.

roughly (ruf'li), adr. 1. In a rough manner;
with pnysical roughness or coarseness; with-

out smoothness or finish ; in an uneven or ir-

regular manner as to surface or execution.

A portrait of astern old man, in a Puritan garb, painted
roughly, but with a bold effect and a remarkably strong ex-

pression of character. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xiii.

2. With asperity of manner or effect
; coarsely ;

harshly; gruffly; rudely; gratingly; austerely.

Joseph saw his brethren, and knew them, but . . . spake
roughly unto them. Gen. xlii. 7.

3. Without precision or exactness; approxi-
mately ;

in a general way.
Six miles, speaking roughly, are 30,000 feet.

Huxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 36.

rough-necked (ruf'nekt), a. Having the neck

rough : as, the rough-uecked jacare, Jacare hirti-

collis, of South America.

roughness (ruf'nes), . [< ME. *roughnes,
rownes ; < rough* + -ness.] 1. The state or

property of being rough, in any sense of that

word; physical, mental, or moral want of

smoothness or equability ; asperity, coarseness,

harshness, rudeness, etc.

This is some fellow

Who, having been praised for bluntness, doth affect

A saucy roughness. Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 103.

Divers plants contain a grateful sharpness, as lemons ;

or an austere and inconcocted roughness, as sloes.

Sir T. Browne.

The roughness of a surface, as that of a piece of undressed

stone, may be recognized to some extent by merely laying
the outspread hand on the surface.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 168.

2. Fodder for animals, consisting of dried corn-
stalks cut into short pieces. [Southern and
western U. S.]
She slipped off her horse, pulled the saddle from him,

and threw it inside the door, then turned the animal
loose. "Ef he gits ter thur roughness, I shan't blame him
noan," she remarked.
Ore a North Carolina Mountain, N. Y. Tribune, Oct. 28, 1888.

= Syn. See rouyhi.

rough-perfect (ruf'per^fekt), a. Approximate-
ly perfect in the memorizing of a part : said of

an actor when he can begin rehearsing from

memory. [Theatrical slang.]

rough-rider (ruf'ri"der), . 1. One who breaks

young or wild horses to the saddle ; in the army,
a non-commissioned cavalry or artillery offi-

cer detailed to assist the riding-master, one

being allowed to each troop or battery. 2.

Loosely, a horseman occupied with hard, rough
work.
The rough-rider of the plains, the hero of rope and re-

volver, is first cousin to the backwoodsman of the south-
ern Alleghanies. T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 505.

rough-scuff (ruf'skuf), n. A rough, coarse fel-

low
;
a rough ; collectively, the lowest class of

the people; the riffraff
;
the rabble. [Colloq.,

U. S.]

rough-setter (ruf'set'er), n. A mason who
bunds rough walls, as distinguished from one
who hews also.

roughshod (ruf'shod), a. Shod with shoes armed
with points or calks : as, a horse is said to be
roughshod when his shoes are roughed or sharp-
ened for slippery roads TO ride roughshod. See
ride.

rough-slant (ruf'slant), M. A lean-to; a shel-

ter made of canvas, blankets, bark, or boards
laid on poles supported on crotches, and slop-

ing from a ridge-pole to the ground. Sports-
man's Gazetteer.

rough-spun (ruf'spun), a. Rude; unpolished;
blunt. Halliwetl.

rough-string (ruf string), . In carp., one of

the generally unplaned inclined supports for

the steps of a wooden stairway, usually con-
cealed from view.



rough-stuff

rough-stuff (ruf'stuf), n. In painting, coarse

paint applied next after the priming, to be cov-
ered by the final coat or coats.

Paint has less tendency to crack where rough-fluff \* left

off. Workshop Heceipts, 2d ser., p. 439.

roughtt. An obsolete preterit of reck.

roughtail (ruf'tal), n. Any snake of the fam-

ily Uropeltidee; ashieldtail.

rough-tailed ( ruf'tald), . Having a rough tail,

as a snake : specifically said of the Uropeltidee.

rough-tree (ruf 'tre), n. Naut. : (a) A rough un-
finished mast or spar. (6) The part of a inast

above the deck Rough-tree rails, a timber form-

ing the top of the bulwark.

roughwing (ruf'wing), n. 1. A British moth.
Phtheocltron rugosana. 2. A rough-winged
swallow.

rough-winged (ruf
'

wingd), a. Having the out-

er web or the first primary re-

trorsely serrulate, as a swallow
of the subfamily Psalidoprocninse.
The common rough-winged swallow of the
United States is Stelyidopteryx serripennu.
It closely resembles the bank-swallow.

rough-work (ruf'werk), v. t. To
work over coarsely, without re-

gard to nicety, smoothness, or

finish.

Thus you must continue till you have

raugh-icraught all your work from end to
end. J.

"

rouket. .

of ruck1 .

J. Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

A Middle English form

roulade (ro-lad'), w, [< F. roa-

lade,<. rouler, roll, trill: see roll.~\

In vocal music, a melodic embel-
lishment consisting in a rapid suc-
cession of tones sung to a single
syllable ;

a run.

roulet, v. An obsolete form of

roll.

rouleau (ro-16'), .
; pi. rouleaux (r8-16z', F. ro-

16'). [< F. rouleau, a roll, a roll of paper, dim.
of OF. roule, a roll : see roll.} 1 . A roll. Specifi-

cally (a) A roll of paper containing a specified number of

coins of the same denomination.

In bright confusion open rouleaux lie.

Pope, The Basket-Table, 1. 81.

Wer. (showing a rouleau). Here 's gold gold, Josephine,
Will rescue us from this detested dungeon.

Byron, Werner, i. 1.

(6) In millinery, a large piping or rounded fluting : gene-
rally used in the plural : as, a trimming of rouleaux.

2. Mttit., one of a collection of round bundles
of fascines tied together, which serve to cover
besiegers or to mask the head of a work.
Rouleau ofblood-corpuscles, the peculiar arrangement
that the red blood-corpuscles tend to assume when drawn
from the system, forming cylindrical columns, like rolls
or piles of coins.

roulett, n. An obsolete form of roulette.

roulette (ro-lef), . [< F. roulette, a little

wheel, a caster, etc., also a game so called, fern,

dim. of OF. ronle, a wheel, a roll, etc.: see roll.']

1. An engravers' tool, used for producing a
series of dots on a copperplate, and in mezzo-
tint to darken any part which has been too
much burnished. Roulettes are of two kinds : one is

shaped like the rowel of a spur ; the other has the rowel
at right angles with the shaft, thick in the middle and di-

minishing toward the sides, which are notched and sharp-
ened to a series of fine points. A similar instrument is

used in mechanical drawing, and in plotting. It is dipped
into India ink, so that the points imprint a dotted line as
the wheel is passed over the paper.
2. A cylindrical object used to curl hair upon,
whether of the head or of a wig. 3. In geom.,
a curve traced by any point in the plane of a

given curve when this plane rolls on this curve
over another curve. 4. A game of chance,
played at a table, in the center of which is a

cavity surmounted by a revolving disk, the cir-

cumference of which is generally divided into
38 compartments colored black and red alter-

nately, and numbered 1 to 36, with a zero and
double zero. The person in charge of the table (the
banker or tailleur) sets the disk in motion, and causes a
ball to revolve on it in an opposite direction. This ball
finally drops into one of the compartments, thus deter-
mining the winning number or color. The players, of
whom there may be any number, may stake on a figure or
a group of figures, on even or odd number, or on the black
or red. Should the player stake on a single figure and be
successful, he wins 35 times his stake. The amount varies
in the event of success on other chances.
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roulroul, . [Native name. See Rollulus.'] A
bird of the genus Kollulus.

rouly-poulyt, An obsolete form of roly-

poly.

roumH, and n. An obsolete form of room1 .

roum2 ,
n. Same as room?.

Roumanian, a. and n. See Rumanian.
Roumansh, a. and n. Same as Romansn.
Roumelian, a. and n. Same as Kumelian.

rount, v. See round2 .

rount, n. See round2 .

Herkne to my rotm.
Harris and Skeat, Spec, of Early English, II. iv. (A) 44.

Lenten ya come with love to toune,
With blosmen ant with briddes roune (birds' song].

llitmn. Ancient Songs (ed. 1829), I. 63. (Iliilliuell.)

rounce (rouns), . [Origin uncertain.] 1. In

printing, a wheel-pulley in a hand-press, which
winds and unwinds girths that draw the type-
form on the bed to and from impression under
the platen. See cut under printing-press.
2. A game of cards, played with a full pack
by not more than nine persons. Each player
starts with fifteen points, and for every trick he takes
subtracts one from the score ; the player who first reaches
zero wins.

rounce-handle (rouns'han'dl), . In printing,
the crank attached to the rounce, by which it

is turned. See printing-press.
rouncevalt. rouncivalt (roun'se-val, -si-val), n.

and a. [Also ronceval, rundval; so called in
allusion to the gigantic bones, believed to be
those of Charlemagne's heroes, said to have
been dug up at Roncesvalles (F. Eoncevaux),
a town at the foot of the Pyrenees, where,
according to the old romances, the army of

Charlemagne was routed by the Saracens.]
1. n. 1. A giant; hence, anything very large
and strong.
Hereof I take it comes that seeing a great woman we

say she Is a Rouncevall. Fol. 22. b. (ed. 1600). (A'ares.)

2. The marrowfat pea: so called from its large
size.

And set, as a dainty, thy nmciral pease.
Tusser, January's Husbandry, st. 8.

Another [serving-man], stumbling at the Threshold,
tumbled In his Dish of RouncevaU before him.

Brome, Jovial Crew, v.

From Cicero, that wrote in prose,
So call'd from rounceval on s nose.

Musarum Delicix (1666). (Naret.)

In Staffordshire, garden rmmcivals sown in the fields

kernel well. Mortimer, Husbandry.

II. a. Large; strong; robustious.

Dost roare, bulchin? dost roare? th' ast a good rou/ici-

nall voice to cry Lanthorne <fc Candle-light.
Dekker, Humorous Poet (Works, ed. Pearson, I. 243).

rounceyt, rounciet, . See rouncy.
rounclet, *>. t. An obsolete form of runkle.

rouncyt (roun'si), n. [Also rovncey, rounde;
< MB. rouncy, rounsie, rounce, rwinse, rouncin,
< OF. roncin, runcin, ronci, F. roussin = Pr. rossi,

rod, roncin = Cat. rod = Sp. rodn = Pg. rocim
= It. rondono, ronzino, a nag, hack (whence
Sp. rodnante = OF. rossinante, a miserable

hack, the name of Don Quixote's horse), < ML.
rundnus ; origin uncertain

; perhaps < G. ross,
a horse (> F. rosse, a poor horse, sorry jade), =
E. horse1

: see horse1
. The W. rhwnsi, a rough-

coated horse, is perhaps < E.] 1. A common
hackney-horse ;

a nag.
He rood upon a rouncy as he couthe.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 390.

The war horse is termed dextrarius. as led by the squire
with his right hand ; the runclnus, or rmmcey, was the
horse of an attendant or servant.

& DowM, Taxes in England, I. 74, note.

2. A vulgar, coarse woman. Salliwell.

round1 (round), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

rownd; < ME. round, rownd, ronde = D. rond =
MHG. runt, G. rund = Dan. Sw. rund, < OF.
rond, roont, roond, F. rond = Pr. redon, redun
= Cat. redo, rodd = Sp. Pg. rotundo, redondo =
It. rotondo, ritondo, < L. rotundus, like a wheel,
round, circular, spherical, < rota, awheel: see
rota 1

, and cf. rotund. Hence ult. roundel,

roundelay, rondeau, rundlet, etc.] I. a. 1. Cir-

cular, or roughly so; plane, without angles,
and having no axis much longer than any
other.

Hound was his face, and camuse was his nose.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 14.

This yle of Mylo is an c. myle northe from Candy ; it

was called Melos, and is roundest of all yles.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 62.

For meals, a round tray is brought in, and placed upon
a low stool. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 20.

2. Having circular sections: ae.round columns;
round chambers. See round bodies, below.

round

3. Spherical; globular; compressed about a
center

;
collected into a shape more or less ex-

actly spherical.
Upon the firm opacous globe

Of this round world. Hilton, P. L., ill. 419.

4. Without corners or edges ; convex, not elon-

gated, and unwrinkled; bounded by lines or
surfaces of tolerably uniform curvature.

And yet it irks me, the poor dappled fools [deer] . . .

Should . . . have their round haunches gored.
Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1. 26.

In person he was not very tall, but exceedingly round;
neither did his bulk proceed from his being fat. but

windy ; being blown up by a prodigious conviction of his
own importance. Irmng, Knickerbocker, p. 312.

He [the King of Saxony] is of medium height, with slop-

Ing, round shoulders. T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 87.

5. Proceeding with an easy, smooth, brisk mo-
tion, like that of a wheel: as, a round trot.

A round and flowing utterance. Barct, Alvearie, 1580.

Hound was their pace at first, but slacken'd soon.

Tennyson, Geraint.

6. Well-filled; full; liberal or large in amount
or volume: as, "good round sum," Shak., M. of

V., i. 3. 104.
I lay ye all

By the heels and suddenly, and on your heads
Clap round fines for neglect.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 4. 84.

7. Not descending to unworthy and vexatious

stickling over small details.

Clear and round dealing is the honour of man's nature.

Bacon, Truth (ed. 1887).

8. Not prevaricating; candid; open.
I will a round unvarnlsh'd tale deliver.

5Ao*., Othello, i. 3. 90.

9. Without much delicacy or reserve; plain-

spoken: as, a round oath.

What shall be done? He will not hear, till feel :

I must be round with him. Shak., T. of A., II. 2. 8.

The kings interposed in & round and princely manner;
not only by way of

request and persuasion, but nlso by
way of protestation and menace. Bacon. (Johnson.")

10f. Severe; harsh.

Your reproof is something too round.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

The deputy began to be in passion, and told the govern-
our that, if he were so round, he would be round too.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 99.

1 1 . Periodic ; beginning and ending at the same
position or state of things, and that without re-

versal of the direction of advance: as, a round

journey.
The round year

Will bring all fruits and virtues here.

Emerson, Conduct of Life.

12. Filled out roundly or symmetrically ;
made

complete in sense, symmetrical in form, and
well-balanced in cadence

;
well-turned : said of

a sentence or of literary style.

His style, though round and comprehensive, was in-

cumbered sometimes by parentheses, and became difficult

to vulgar understandings. Bp. Fell, Life of Hammond.
If sentiment were sacrittc'd to sound,
And truth cut short to make a period round,
I Judged a man of sense could scarce do worse
Than caper In the morris-dance of verse.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 617.

13. Written, as a number, with one or more
"round figures," or ciphers, at the end. See
round number, below. 14. In atiat. and zool. :

(a) Circular; annular, (b) Cylindric ;
terete,

(c) Rotund; globose or globular; spherical.
15. In arch., round-arched or -vaulted; charac-
terized by the presence of round arches or a

barrel-vault.

The distinctly Gothic type of capital, which finds one
of its earliest Illustrations in the round portion of the
choir of the Cathedral of Senlis.

C. B. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 201.

In round numbers, considered in the aggregate ; with

disregard of the smaller elements of a number or num-
bers, or of minute calculation : as, in round numbers a

population of 90,000.

She [the United States] has risen, during one simple
century of freedom, in round numbers from two millions

to forty-five. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 175.

The earth in its motion round the sun moves in round

numbers 20 miles in a second. Stokes, Light, p. 228.

Round arch, belting, cardamom. See the nouns.

Round bodies, in germ., the sphere, right cone, and right

cylinder. Round clam, one of many different edible

clams of rounded or subcircular figure, as of the families

Peneridee and Mactridse: distinguished from lonff clam,
as Myidse. Solenidje, etc. ; especially, the qnahog, Fount
mercenaria of the eastern United States, and dineui sta-

minea of the Pacific coast SeegvaAojr, little-neck. Round
corn. See corni. Round dance, a dance in which the
dancers are arranged in a circle or ring, or one in which

they move in circular or revolving figures, as in a waltz,

polka, etc.: opposed to square dance. Round dock.
See dodti, 2. Round-edge file, round file, see file*.

Round fish, game. See the nouns. Round herring,



round

a clupeoid fish of the genus Etrumeus. The species so

called in the United States is E. teres, of the Atlantic

coast, of a terete or fusiform figure, olivaceous above
and silvery on the sides and belly, with small mouth and
flns and large eyes. Round Jack. See jacki. Round
jacket. 8ame as roundabout, 5.

When he wore a mund jacket, and showed a marvelous

nicety of aim in playing at marbles.

Georye Eliot, Middlemarch, Finale.

Round-joint file. See^i. Round knife, ligament,
mackerel, meal. See the nouns. Round number,
a number evenly divisible by tens, hundreds, etc., or a
number forming an aliquot part of one so divisible, as 10,

25, 75, 100, 7i>0, 1,000, etc. : used especially with reference
to approximate or indefinite statement.

Nor is it unreasonable to make some doubt whether, in

the first ages and long lives of our fathers, Moses doth
not sometime account by full and round numbers ... as
in the age ol Noah it is delivered to be just five hundred
when he begat Sem ; whereas perhaps he might be some-
what above or below that round and complete number.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., vi. 1.

This, still pursuing the round-number system, would
supply nearly five articles of refuse apparel to every man,
woman, and child in this, the greatest metropolis of the
world.

itayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 526.

Round O. (a) See OL (6) A corruption of the word
rondo, common in English music-books of the early part
of the eighteenth century. Round ore. Same us leap-
ore. Round plane. Seaplane?. Round pound. See

pounds. Round pronator, the pronator radii teres

(which see, under pronator). Round robin. See round-

robin, 5. Round shore-herring. See herring. Round
shot, seam, steak, table, tower, etc. See the nouns.

Round tool (o) In wood-working, a chisel with a round
nose, used for making concave moldings. (6) In seal-en-

graoing, a ttfol with a round bead-like end, used for pur-
poses very similar to those of the bead-tool. Round
turn, the passing of one end of a rope, attached by the
other end to some moving object, completely around a post
or timber-head, so as to give a strong hold. This is com-
monly done to check the movement of a vessel coming into

her berth, or the like : hence the saying to bring a person
up icith a round turn, to stop him suddenly in doing or

saying something : administer an effectual check to him.
Round zedoary. See zedoary. =Syn. See roundness.

II. n. 1. That which has roundness; around
(spherical, circular, cylindrical, or. conical) ob-

ject or group of objects ;
a round part or piece

of something: as, a round of beef.

Well dress [some children]
Like urchins, ouphes, and fairies, green and white,
With rounds of waxen tapers on their heads.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv.4. 50.

Over their sashes the men wear rounds of stiffened rus-

set, to defend their brains from the piercing fervor.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 85.

As this pale taper's earthly spark,
To yonder argent round [the moon].

Tennyson, St. Agnes' Eve.

The arches of the round [circular stage] rest on heavy
rectangular piers of truly Roman strength.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 133.

Specifically (a) A rung of a ladder or a chair, or any sim-

ilar round or spindle-shaped piece joining side- or corner-

pieces by its ends.

That lowliness is young ambition's ladder ; . . .

But, when he once attains the utmost round,
He then unto the ladder turns his back.

Shak., J. C., ii. 1. 24.

Where all the rounds like Jacob's ladder rise.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 220.

(6) In arch., a molding the section of which is a segment
of a circle or of a curved figure differing but little from a
circle.

2. In art, form rounded or curved and stand-

ing free in nature or representation; specifi-

cally, the presentation in sculpture of complete

Figure in the Round.
The Sleeping Ariadne, in the Vatican Museum.

roundness, represented with its projection on
all sides, as in nature, free from any ground,
as distinguished from relief: used with the
definite article, especially With reference to

sculptures of human and animal figures.

The progress of sculpture in the rmind from the Bran-
chidx statues to the perfect art of Pheidias may be traced

through a series of transition specimens.
C. T. Neieton, Art and Archaxil., p. 81.

To the training in this school, anil the habit of drawing
from tftf round. . . . we may be indebted for the careful
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drawing and modeling of the details of his pictures which
distinguish Mantegna from all his contemporaries.

The Century, XXXIX. 390.

3. A circle; a ring or coil; a gathering in a
circle or company, as of persons. [Bare.]

Him [the serpent] fast sleeping soon he found
In labyrinth of many a round self-roll'd.

Milton, P. L., ix. 183.

Sometimes I am seen thrusting my head into a round of

politicians at Will's. Addison, Spectator, No. 1.

4. A circuit of action or progression ;
a going

about from point to point or from one to an-
other in a more or less definite series; a range
or course through a circle of places, persons,

things, or doings: as, a round of travel or of

visits
;
a round of duties or pleasures ;

the story
went the rounds of the papers.

Come, ladies, shall we take a round' as men
Do walk a mile, women should talk an hour
After supper ; 'tis their exercise.

Beau, and PL, Philaster, ii. 4.

He walks the round up and down, through every room
o' the house. B. Jonson, Epicoene, iv. 2.

Thro' each returning Year, may that Hour be
Distinguish'd in the Rounds of all Eternity.

Congreve, To Cynthia.

The trivial round, the common task,
Would furnish all we ought to ask ;

Room to deny ourselves ; a road
To bring us daily nearer God.

Keble, Christian Year, Morning.

5. A fixed or prescribed circuit of going or

doing, supposed to be repeated at regular inter-

vals
;
a course or tour of duty : as, a policeman's

or a sentinel's round; the rounds of postmen,
milkmen, newsmen, etc.

;
a round of inspection

by a military officer or guard.
We must keep a round, and a strong watch to-night.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, Hi. 5.

They accompany the military guards in their nightly
rounds through the streets of the metropolis.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 143.

The wise old Doctor went his round.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

6. A complete or continuous circuit or course
;

revolution or range from beginning to end, or

without limit; sweep; scope; sphere: as, the
rounds of the planets ;

the whole round of sci-

ence.

They hold that the Blood, which hath a Circulation,
and fetcheth a Round every 24 Hours about the Body, is

quickly repaired again. Howell, Letters, I. ii. 21.

In the Glorious Sound of Fame,
Great Marlbro, still the same,
Incessant runs his Course.

Congreve, Pindaric Odes, i.

Thy pinions, universal Air, . . .

Are delegates of harmony, and bear
Strains that support the Seasons in their round.

Wordsworth, Power of Sound, xii.

He seems, indeed, to have run the whole round of know-
ledge. Sumner, Hon. John Pickering.

So runs the round of life from hour to hour.

Tennyson, Circumstance.

7. A bout or turn of joint or reciprocal action
;

a course of procedure by two or more, either

complete in itself, or one of a series with inter-

missions or renewals: as, rounds of applause;
a round at cards

;
a round of golf (a course of

play round the whole extent of the golfing-

ground).
Women to cards may be compar'd ; we play
A round or two, when us'd, we throw away.

GranvUle, Epigrams and Characters.

The simultaneous start with which they increased their
distance by at least a fathom, on hearing the door-bell

jingling all over the house, would have ensured a round
of applause from any audience in Europe.

Whyte Melville, White Rose, I. iii.

Specifically (a) In pugilism, one of the series of bouts

constituting a prize-fight or a sparring-match. A round
may last for a certain specified length of time, as three

minutes, or until one of the combatants is down.

He stood up to the Banbury man for three minutes, and
polished him off in four rotmds.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxiv.

The second round in this diplomatic encounter closed
with the British government fairly discomfited.

//. Adams, Albert Gallatin, p. 540.

,6) A bout of shooting, as at a target, in saluting, or in

battle, either with firearms or with bows, in which a

certain number of shots are delivered, or in which the

participants shoot or tire by turns.

The first time I reviewed my regiment they . . . would
salute with some rounds flred before my door.

B. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 239.

The "National Round," shot by the ladies of Great
Britain at all public meetings, consists of 48 arrows at 60

yards, and 24 arrows at 50 yards.
M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 12.

(e) A bout of toast-drinking ; the drinking of a toast or of
a set of toasts by the persons round a table

; also, a toast
to be drunk by the company.
Them that drank the round, when they crowned their

heads with folly and forpetfulness, and their cups with
wine and noises. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 615.

round
The Tories are forced to borrow their toasts from their

antagonists, and can scarce find beauties enough of their

own side to supply a single round of October.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 8.

(d) A bout of drinking participated in by a number of per-
sons ; a treat all round : as, to pay for the round, (e) In

weal music, a short rhythmical canon at the unison, in

which the several voices enter at equal intervals of time:

distinguished from a catch simply in not being necessarily
humorous. Rounds have always been very popular in Eng-
land. The earliest specimen is the famous "Sunier is

i-cumen in," which dates from the early part of the thir-

teenth century, and is the oldest example of counterpoint
extant. Also called rondo, rota,

Some jolly shepherd sung a lusty round.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, vii. B.

A Round, a Round, a Round, Boyes, a Round,
Let Mirth fly aloft, and Sorrow be drown'd.

Brome, Jovial Crew, iv. 1.

In the convivial Round, in which each voice chases, so

to speak, the different movements in the same order.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 213.

(/) Same as round dance (which see, under I.).

A troupe of Faunes and Satyres far away
Within the wood were dauncing in a rownd.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 7.

Tread we softly in a round,
Whilst the hollow murmuring ground
Fills the music with her sound.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, L 2.

8. Same as roundel. 9. Ammunition for a sin-

gle shot or volley: as, to supply a marksman
or a company with forty rounds. 10. In the

manege, a volt, or circular tread. 11. A brew-
ers' vessel for holding beer while undergoing
the final fermentation.

It was at one time the practice amongst the Scotch
brewers to employ the fermenting rounds only, and to

cleanse from these directly into the casks.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 406.

Cog and round. See cog?. Gentleman of the round.
See gentleman. Hollows and rounds. See hollow*.

In the round, in art. See def. 2, above. Round of

beef, a cut of the thigh through and across the bone.

Instead of boiling or stewing a piece of the round of beef,

for example, the Mount Desert cooks broil or fry it.

The Century, XL. 562.

To cut the round. See wit.

round1 (round), adv. 1
[< ME. round; < round1 ,

a.] Eoundly; vigorously; loudly.
I peyne me to han an hauteyn speche,
And ringe it oute as round as goth a belle.

Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 45.

round1
(round), adv.

2 andprep. [Prop, an aphetic
form of around : seearownr?.] I. adv. 1. Quail
sides; so as to surround or make the circuit of.

See round about, below.
Thine enemies shall cast a trench about thee, and com-

pass thee round, and keep thee in on every side.

Luke xix. 43.

When he alighted, he surveyed me round with great ad-

miration. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, i. 2.

2. With a revolving or rotating movement or

course ;
in a circular or curvilinear direction ;

around: as, to go round in a circle; to turn
round and go the other way.

He that is giddy thinks the world turns round.

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 20.

3. In or within a circuit; round about.

The longest way round is the shortest way home.
Popular saying.

Round and around the sounds were cast,
Till echo seemed an answering blast.

Scott, L. of the L., i. 10.

A brutal cold country this. . . . Never ... a stick

thicker than your finger lor seven mile round.
B. Kingsley, Geoffry Hamlyn, v.

4. To or at this place or time through a circuit

or circuitous course.

Time is come round,
And where I did begin, there shall I end.

Shak., J. C., v. 3. 23.

Tally-ho coach for Leicester 11 be round in half-an-hour,
and don't wait for nobody.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4.

Once more the slow, dumb years
Bring their avenging cycle round.

Whittier, Mithridates at Chios.

5. In circumference: as, a tree or a pillar 40
inches round. 6. In a circling or circulating
course; through a circle, as of persons orthings:
as, there was not food enough to go round; to

pass round among the company.
The invitations were sent round. Scott.

1. In a complete round or series ; from begin-

ning to end.

She named the ancient heroes round. Swift.

The San Franciscans now eat the best of grapes, cher-

ries, and pears almost the year round.
Dublin Unic. Mag., Feb., 18V2, p. 224.

All round, (a) Over the whole place ; in every direction.

(6) In all respects ; for all purposes : also used adjectively:
as, a clever all-round writer or actor ; a good horse for all-

round work.



round
One of the quietest, but, all round, one of the brainiest

merchants and financiers in the United States.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 241.

Luff round. See
luff;-'.

Round about. (<i) [About, adv. ]

(1) In an opposite direction
;
with reversed position ; so

as to face the other way.
She 's turned her richt and round about,
And the kembe fell frae her nan'.

Lady Maifry (Child's Ballads, II. 82).

(2) All around ; in every direction.

When he giveth you rest from all your enemies round
about, so that ye dwell in safety. Deut. xii. 10.

Sound about are like Tombes for his wiues and children,
but not so great and faire. Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 288.

On the other side . . . stood a great square Tower, and
round about the rubbish of many other Buildings.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 17.

(&) [About, prep.] On every side of; all round.

And he made darkness pavilions round about him, dark
waters, and thick clouds of the skies. 2 Sam. xxii. 12.

The skins hanging round about his head, backe, and
shoulders.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 161.

And hears the Muses In a ring
Aye round about Jove's altar sing.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 48.

To bring round. See bring.

"What's the matter, Mother?" said I, when we had
brought her a little round. Dickens, Little Don-It, i. 2.

To come round. See come.

Be was about as glib-tongued a Jacobin as you'd wish to
see

; but now my young man has come round handsomely.
//. /;. Stowe, c PI c It 1 1 ii. p. 495.

To fly, get, go. turn round. See the verbs. To pass
round the fiat. See i/mi.

II. prep. 1. On every side of; surrounding;
encircling: as, the people stood round him; to

put a rope round a post.

thou, my love, whose love is one with mine,
I, maiden, round thee, maiden, bind my belt.

Tennyson, Holy GraiL

2. Circuitously about : as, a ramble round the

park ;
to sail round Cape Horn

;
a journey round

the world.
He led the hero round

The confines of the blest Elysian ground.
Dryden, .Eneid, vi. 1227.

The successful expedition round Cape Bojador, being
soon spread abroad through Europe, excited a spirit of
adventure in all foreigners.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 99.

To come round, get round, etc. See the verbs.

round1 (round), r. [= IX rondeii, round, = G.
runden, become round, riindcn, make round, =
Sw. rundu = Dan. runde, make round, = F.

rondir, become round; from the adj. (in defs.

I., 4, 5, and II., 2, 3, 5, rather from the adverb) :

see round1
, a., round 1

,
adv. 2

.'] I. trans. 1. To
give roundness or rotundity to; make circu-

lar, spherical, cylindrical, conical, convex, or
curved

;
form with a round or curved outline :

as, to round the edges of anything; the rounded
corners of a piano or of a book.
Ye shall not round the corners of your heads.

Lev. xix. 27.

The figures on several of our modem medals are raised
and rounded to a very great perfection.

Addison, Ancient Medals, iii.

Bull, the dog, lies routuled on the hearth, his nose be-
tween his paws, fast asleep. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

Remains of Roman architecture . . . controlled the
minds of artists, and induced them to adopt the rounded
rather than the pointed arch.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 101.

2. To fill out roundly or symmetrically ;
com-

plete or perfect in form or substance.
A quaint, terse, florid style, rounded into periods and

cadencies. Swift, Misc.

General ideas are essences; they are our gods; they
round and ennoble the most partial and sordid way of liv-
inK- Emerson, Nominalist and Realist.

He has lived to round a personality that will be tradi-
tional. Stedman, Poets of America, p. 302.

3. To fill out the circle or term of; bring to

completion; finish off.

We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep. Shak.

, Tempest, iv. 1. 168.

I like your picture, but I fain would see
A sketch of what your promised land will be

The twentieth century rounds a new decade.

Whittur, The Panorama.

4. To encircle
; encompass ; surround.

Am I not he that rules great Nineveh,
Rounded with Lycas' silver-flowing streams?

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.
I would to God that the inclusive verge
Of golden metal that must round my brow
Were red-hot steel. Shak., Rich. III., iv. 1. 60.

With garlands of great pearl his brow
Begirt and rounded.

Fletcher (and another), False One, Hi. 4.

5. To go, pass, or get round; make a course
the
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rounded Cape Horn; to round the corner of a
street To round down, to overhaul downward, as a
rope or tackle. To round In, or round in on (naut.), to
haul in the slack of : as, to round in a rope ; to round in
on a weather-brace. To round off. (a) To finish off in a
curved or rounded form ; give a rounding finish to : as, to
round off the corners of a table or a marble slab. See
round-offile, under file*, (b) To finish completely; bring
into a completed or perfected state.

Just as little in the course of its development in time
as in space is the body rounded off into strict unity.

Lobe, Microcosmos (trans.), I. 136.

Positive science, like common-sense, treats objects as

rounded-o/ totals, as "absolutes." Mind, XLL 124.

To round out. (a) To expand, distend, or fill out in a
rounded form : as, a paunch or a bust well rounded out.

(6) To fill out symmetrically or completely : as, to round
out a speech with apt illustrations. To round to, to haul
by the wind when sailing free ; bring (a vessel) head up to
the wind preparatory to letting go the anchor. To round
up. (a) To heap or fill up so as to make round at top : as,
to round up a measure of grain, (b) In grazing regions,
to drive or bring together In close order : as, to round up
a scattered herd of cattle, (c) Xaut., to haul up, as the
slack of a rope through its leading-block, ora tackle which
hangs loose ny its fall. (<J) To scold or reprove roundly ;

bring to account
II. intrans. 1. To grow or become round;

acquire curvature, plumpness, roundness, or
rounded bigness.

The queen your mother rounds apace.
Skat., W. T., U. 1. 16.

All the jarring notes of life

Seem blending in a psalm,
And all the angles of the strife

Slow rounding into calm.

Whittier, My Psalm.

The fair pink blooms . . . gave way to small green
spheres rounding daily to full-orbed fruit.

R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 217.

2. To go round about; make a circuit; go the

rounds, as a guard.
While they keep watch, or nightly rounding walk.

Milton, P. L., tv. 685.

So rounds he to a separate mind,
From whence clear memory may begin.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xlv.

The stream goes rounding away through the sward,
bending somewhat to the right, where the ground grad-
ually descends. The Century, XXXVI. 806.

3. To turn around or about
; make a turn.

The men who met him rounded on their heels,
And wonder'd after him.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

4. To become full or finished; develop into a

completed or perfected type : as, the girl rounds
into the woman. 5. To bend or turn down-
ward, as a whale; make ready to dive, as a

whale, by curving its small. Also round out.
To round On, to turn upon or against ; abase ; assail ;

beset : as, he rounded on me In a rage.

round2 (round), . [With excrescent d, as in

sound, pound?, etc.; < ME. rounen, rownen, ru-

nen, < AS. r&nian (= OD. rftnen, MD. ruinen,

ruynen = OLG. rundn = OHG. runen, MHG.
runen, G. raunen, > OF. runer), whisper, mur-
mur, < run, mystery: see runel.] I.t intrans.

To speak low; whisper; speak secretly; take
counsel.

The steward on knees him set adown,
With the emperour for to roien.

Richard Coer de Lion (Weber's Metr. Rom., II. 84).

Another rouiied to his felawe lowe.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 208.

II. trans. To address or speak to in a whis-

per ;
utter in a whisper.

One rounded another in the ear, and said "Erat dives,"
He was a rich man : a great fault.

Latimer, 6th Sermon bet. Edw. VI., 1549.

They 're here with me already, whispering, rounding,
"Sicilia is a so-forth." Shak., W. T., i. 2. 217.

At the same time he [April Fool] slyly rounded the first

lady in the ear that an action might lie against the Crown
for bi-geny. Lamb, On the New-Year's Coming of Age.

How often must I round thee in the ears
All means are lawful to a lawful end ?

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 104.

round2
t, [< ME. roun, < AS. run, a whisper,

secret, mystery: see round?, r., and runel.] A
whisper or whispering; discourse; song.
ix. and nigneti ger he [Abraham] was old,

Qnnaune him cam bode [message] in sunder [diverse] run,
Fro gode of circumcicioun.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 991.

roundabout (round'a-bout"), a. and n. [< round

about, adverbial phrase: see round1
, adr., and

about, adv.] I. a. 1. Circuitous; tortuous; in-

direct.

Girls have always a round-about way of saying yes before

company. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, ii.

The inferences of political economy are true only because
they are discoveries by a roundabout process of what the
moral law commands. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 502.

round-armed
Those sincerely follow reason, but, for want of having

large, sound, roundabout sense, have not a full view of all

that relates to the question.
Locke, Human Understanding.

3. Encircling; surrounding; encompassing.
Tatler. (Imp. Diet.)

II. n. 1. A large horizontal revolving frame,
carrying small wooden horses and carriages,
sometimes elephants, etc., on or in which
children ride; a merry-go-round. 2. A round
dance.

The Miss Flamboroughs . . . understood the jig and
the roundabout to perfection. Goldsmith, Vicar, ix. 1.

3. A scene of incessant revolution, change, or
vicissitude. [Rare.]

He sees that this great roundabout,
The world, with all its motley rout,
Church, army, physic, law,

Its customs, and its bus'nesses,
Is no concern at all of his,
And says what says he ?

" Caw !

"

Cowper, The Jackdaw (trans.).

4. An arm-chair with rounded back and sides.

5. A short coat or jacket for men and boys,
without skirts, which fits the body closely.
Also roundjacket.
He sauntered about the streets in a plain linen round-

about. The Century, XXV. 176.

6. A cyclonic storm. [Bermudas.]
roundaboutly (round'a-bout'li), adv, [< round-

about, a., + -ly%.~] In a roundabout manner;
circuitously; indirectly. i[Rare.]

He said it much more lengthily and roundaboutly.
R. Brout/hton, Joan, 1.

roundaboutness (round 'a-boufnes), n. [<

roundabout, a., + -ness.] Circuitousness of
course or manner; the quality of being round-
about or tortuous. [Bare.]

Coleridge's prose writings have the same "vice of round-
aboutneti,

"
as Southey called it, as his talk, but without

its charm ; the same endless interpolations, digressions,
and apologies with the same superabundance of long,
strange, and hard words. Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 77.

round-all (round'al), n. An acrobatic feat.

See the quotation.
Doing . . . round-alls (that 's throwing yourself back-

wards on to your hands and back again to your feet).

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 104.

round-arched (round'areht), a. In arc*., char-
acterized by semicircular arches, as a style or
a building, as ancient Roman, Byzantine, Ro-

round the limit or terminus of: as, the ship 2. Comprehensive; taking a wide range.

Round-arched Construction. A pier with perspective of nave, aisle,
and vaulting of the Abbey Church of Vezelay, France.

manesque, and other construction, and the edi-

fices in those styles; also, having the form of

a round arch, as an architectural member.
The transverse ribs [choir of Noyon Cathedral] alone

are pointed, and the round-arched longitudinal ribs are
. . . much stilted.

C. B. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 49.

round-arm (round'arm), a. In cricket, swing-
ing the arm round more or less horizontally,
or done with the arm so used: as, a round-arm

bowler; round-arm bowling. Eneyc. Diet.

round-armed (roumd'tond), a. In boxing, given
with a horizontal swing of the arm.
And the clumsy round-armed hit, even though it does

more harm to the recipient, is not esteemed so highly as
a straight hit made directly from the shoulder.

Saturday Rev., No. 1474.



round-backed

round-backed (roimd'bakt), a. Having a round
or curved back

; showing unusual convexity of

back, especially between the shoulders ;
round-

shouldered.
round-bend (round'bend), a. Bent in a certain

curve : specifically said of fly-hooks.
round-crested (round'kres'ted), a. Having a
round crest

;
fan-crested : specific in the phrase

round-crested duck, the hooded merganser, Lo-

phodytes cucullatus. Catesby, 1731. See cut

under merganser.
roundel (roun'del), w. [Also roundle, rondel, ron-

dle, rundle, in obsolete, technical, or dialectal

uses
;
< ME. roundel, runclel, rondel, < OF. ron-

del, later rondeau, anything round and flat, a
round plate, a round cake, etc., a scroll, dim.
of rond, round : see round1 . Cf . Sp. redondilla

= Pg. redondilha, a roundel : see redondilla. Cf .

rondeau, rondel.] 1. Anything round; around
form or figure ;

a circle, or something of circular

form. [Archaic except in some technical uses.]

A roundel to set dishes on for soiling the tablecloth.

Baret, 1580. (ffoBtmB.)
The Spaniardes, vniting themselues, gathered their

whole Fleete close together into a roundell.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 598.

Come, put in his leg in the middle roundel [round hole
of stocks]. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 4.

Scales and roundles to mount the pinnacles and highest

pieces of divinity. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 12.

Those roundels of gold fringe, drawn out with cypress.
Scott, Kenilworth, xx.

The roundels or "bulls'-eyes," so largely used in do-

mestic glazing. Olass-makiny, p. 92.

Specifically (o) In her., a circular figure used as a bear-

ing, and commonly blazoned, not roun-

del, but by a special name according to
the tincture. Also roundle, roundlet.

(6) In medieval armor: (1) A round
shield made of osiers, wood, sinews,
or ropes covered with leather, or plates
of metal, or stuck full of nails in con-

centric circles or other figures : some-
times made wholly of metal, and gen-
erally convex, but sometimes concave,
and both with and without the umbo

argent thr^roundeis
or boss. (2) A piece of metal Of Circu- counterchanged.
lar or nearly circular form, (a) A very
small plate sewed or riveted to cloth or leather as part of

a coat of fence, (ft) A larger plate, used to protect the

body at the d^faut de la cuirasse, where that on the left

side was fixed, that on the right side movable to allow of

the couching of the lance, and at the knee-joint, usually
one on each side, covering the articulation. Also called

disk, (c) In fort., a bastion of a semicircular form, intro-

duced by Albert Diirer. It was about 300 feet in diame-

ter, and contained roomy casemates for troops, (d) In

arch., a molding of semicircular profile. J. T. Clarke,

(e) A fruit-trencher of circular form.

2f. A dance in which the dancers form a ring
or circle. Also called round.

Come, now a roundel and a fairy song.
Shak., M. N. D., U. 2. 1.

3. Same as rondel: specifically applied by
Swinburne to a form apparently invented by
himself. This consists of nine lines with two refrains,

arranged as follows ; a, b, a (and refrain); 6, a, b; a, b, a

(and refrain) the refrain, as in the rondeau and rondel,

being part of the flrst line. The measure is unrestricted,
and the refrain generally rimes with the b lines.

Many a himpne for your holy daies
That highten balades, roundels, virelaies.

Chaucer, Good Women.
All day long we rode

Thro' the dim land against a rushing wind,
That glorious roundel echoing in our ears.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

roundelay (roun'de-la), n. [< OF. rondelet,
dim. of rondel, a roundel : see roundel. The
spelling roundelay appar. simulates E. lay%.~\

1. Any song in which an idea, line, or refrain

is continually repeated.
Per. It fell upon a holy eve,
Wil. Hey, ho, hallidaye!
Per. When holy fathers went to shrieve ;

Wil. Now ginneth this roundelay.

Wil. Now endeth our roundelay.
Cud. Sicker, sike a roundle never heard I none.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., August.

Loudly sung his roundelay of love. Dryden.

While linnet, lark, and blackbird gay
Sing forth her nuptial roundelay.

Scott, Eokeby, ii. 10.

The breath of Winter . . . plays a roundelay
Of death among the bushes and the leaves.

Keats, Isabella, st. 32.

2. Same as rondeau, I.

The roundelay, in which, after each strophe of the song,
a chorus interposes with the same refrain.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 214.

3. A dance in a circle
;
a round or roundel.

The fawns, satyrs, and nymphs did dance their rounde-

lays. Ilo/rHl.

As doth the billow there upon I'harybdis,
That breaks itself on that which it encounters,
So here the folk must dance their roundelay.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, vii. 24.
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roundeleer (roun-de-ler'), n. [< roundel + -eer.~\

A writer of roundels or roundelays. [Rare.]
In this path he must thus have preceded ... all con-

temporary roundeleers. Scribner's May., IV. 250.

rounder (roun'der), H. [< round1
, !., + -er1 .]

1. One who or that which rounds or makes
round

; specifically, a tool for rounding, or

rounding out or off, as a cylindrical rock-boring
tool with an indented face, a plane used by
wheelwrights for rounding off tenons, etc. 2.

One who habitually goes round, or from point
to point and back, for any purpose ; especially,
one who continually goes the round of misde-

meanor, arrest, trial, imprisonment, and re-

lease, as a habitual drunkard or petty thief.

G had made himself conspicuous as a rounder, . . .

and occupied much of his time in threatening employes
of the various railroad companies.

Philadelphia Times, 1886.

A very large proportion of the inmates [of the work-
house on Blackwell's Island] are " old rounders

" who re-

turn to the Island again and again.
Christian Union, Aug. 25, 1887.

During our civil war the regiments which were com-

posed of plug-uglies, thugs, and midnight rounders, with
noses laid over to one side as evidence of their prowess
in bar-room mills and paving-stone riots, were generally

cringing cowards in battle. The Century, XXXVI. 249.

3. Something well rounded or filled out; a

round or plump oath, or the like. [Colloq.]

Though we can all swear a rounder in the stockyard or

on the drafting camp, as a rule we are a happy-go-lucky,
peaceable lot. Mrs. Campbell Praed, Head Station, p. 33.

4. A round; an act or instance of going or pass-
ing round. Specifically (a) A round of demonstrative

speech or procedure : as, they gave him a rounder (a round
of applause).

Mrs. Cork . . . was off amid a rounder of " Thank'e

ma'am, thank'e." R. D. Blackmore, Christowell, II. viii.

(b) A complete run in the game of rounders.

A rounder was when a player struck the ball with such
force as to enable him to run all four bases and "get
home." The Century, XXXIX. 637.

5. pi. (a) A game played with a soft and small
ball and a bat of about 2 feet in length. About
four or five players are on each side. The game is played
on a ground in the form of a rectangle or pentagon with
a base at each angle ;

on one of these bases, called the

"home," the batsman stands. When the ball is thrown
toward the batter he tries to drive it away as far as he
can and secure a run completely round the boundary, or

over any of the parts of it, before he can be hit by the ball

secured and thrown at him by one of the opposite party.
In some forms of the game the batter is declared out if

he fails to strike the ball, if he drives it too short a dis-

tance to secure a run, or if the ball from his bat is caught
in the air by one of the opposite party. From rounders
the game of base-ball has been developed, (ft) In Eng-
land, a game like fives, but played with a foot-

ball.

round-faced (round'fast), a. Having a round
face: as, the round-faced macaque, Macacus

cyclopis.
I can give no other account of him but that he was

pretty tall, round-faced, and one, I'm sure, I ne'er had
seen before. Wycherley, Plain Dealer, v. i.

roundfish (round'fish), n. 1. The common
carp, Cyprinus carpio. 2. The shad-waiter or

pilot-fish, Coregonm quadrilateralis ; theMeno-
monee whitefish, abundant in the GreatLake re-

gion and northward. See cut under shad-waiter.

roundhand(round'hand), n. [< round'1+ hand.]
1. A style of penmanship in which the letters

are round and full. 2. A style of bowling in

cricket in which the arm is brought round hori-

zontally. See round-arm. Imp. Diet.

Roundhead (round'hed), n. [< round1 + head.]
1. In Eng. hist., a member of the Parliamenta-
rian or Puritan party during the civil war: so

called opprobriously by the Royalists or Cava-

liers,in allusion to the Puritans' custom of wear-

ing their hair closely cut, while the Cavaliers

usually wore theirs in long ringlets. The Round-
heads were one of the two great parties in English politics
first formed about 1641, and continued under the succeed-

ing names of Whigs and Liberals, as opposed to the Cava-

liers, Tories, and Conservatives respectively.

But our Scene 's London now ; and by the rout
We perish, if the Roundheads be about.

Cowley, The Guardian, Prol.

2. [1. c.] The weakfish or squeteague, Cynoseion

regalis. [Virginia.]
round-headed (round'hed"ed), . [< roundl +
head + -erf2.] 1 . Having a round head or top :

as, a round-headed nail or rivet.

Roundhead.ed arches and windows.

Bp. Lowth, Life of Wykeham, 6. (Latham.)

Above was a simple round-headed clerestory, and out-

side are the same slight beginnings of ornamental arcades.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 104.

2. Hence, having the hair of the head cut short
;

close-cropped; specifically, belonging or per-

roundly

taining to the Roundheads or Parliamentarians.

[Rare.]
The round-headed rebels of Westminster Hall.

Scott, Rokeby, v. 20 (song).

roundhouse (round 'hous), n. If. A lockup;
a station-house; a watch-house. Foote. 2.

Naut. : (a) A cabin or apartment on the after

part of the quarter-deck, having the poop for

its roof : formerly sometimes called the coach ;

also, the poop itself.

Our captain sent his skiff and fetched aboard us the
masters of the other two ships, and Mr. Pynchon, and they
dined with us in the round-house.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 14.

(6) An erection abaft the mainmast for the ac-

commodation of the officers or crew of a ves-

sel. 3. On American railroads, a building,

usually round and built of brick, having stalls

for the storage of locomotives, with tracks lead-

ing from them to a central turn-table. In Great
Britain called engine-house or engine-shed. 4.
A privy. [Southwestern U. S.]

rounding (roun'ding), . [Verbal n . of round1
,

i
1

.] 1 . In bookbinding, the operation of shaping
the folded and sewed sheets into a slightly con-
vex form at the back. It is done either by hand-
tools or by machinery. 2. The action or atti-

tude of a whale when curving its small in order
to dive. Also rounding-out. 3. Naut., old rope
or strands wound about a rope to prevent its

chafing.

rounding-adz (roun'ding-adz), . A form of

adz having a curved blade for hollowing out
timber.

rounding-machine (rorni'ding-ma-shen''), n.

One of several kinds of machines for producing
round forms or roundness of form. Especially
(o) A machine for sawing out circular heads for casks and
barrels, (6) A machine for rounding the backs of books,

(c) A machine for forming the rounded depressions in

shoe-sole blanks; a sole-stamping machine, (d) A ma-
chine for making rods and spindles ;

a rod-machine or
dowel-machine, (e) A cornering-machine for chamfering
off the angles of stuff in tool-making and carriage-work.

rounding-OUt (roun'ding -out), n. Same as

rounding, 2.

rounding-plane (roun'ding-plan), u. A wood-
working tool for rounding and finishing the
handles of rakes or brooms,
chair-rounds, and other round

pieces. It has a plane-bit placed
parallel to the axis of a circular hole,
and projecting slightly. The rough
stuff is passed through the hole, and
rotated against the cutting edge.

rounding-tool (roun'ding-tol),
n.

torn-tool having a semicylin-
drical groove, used as a swage
for rounding a rod, the stem of a bolt, and the
like. E. H. Knight. 2. In saddlery, a kind of

draw-plate for shaping round leather straps.
It consists of a pair of jaws with corresponding semicylin-
drical grooves of various sizes on both sides. The jaws
can be locked shut in order that the strap may be passed
through the cylindrical openings thus formed.

round-iron (round'i'ern), n. A plumbers' tool

RoundintT- plane or
Witchet.

1 . In forging, a top- or bot- stock ^piece"^ be
"

:d ; d, d, ban-

Round-iron.

a, head, in use made red-hot and passed over the joint to be smoothed
until the latter is sufficiently heated for the application of the solder ;

6 , handle.

with a bulbous head, for finishing soldered
work.
roundish (roun'dish), a. [< rouncp-

+ -ish1 .']

Somewhat round
; nearly round

; inclining to

roundness : as, a roundish seed or leaf.

roundishness (roun'dish-nes), . The state of

being roundish. Imp. Diet.

roundle (roun'dl), . Same as roundel.

round-leaved (round'levd), a. Having round
leaves Round-leaved cornel, horsemint, spinach.
See the nouns.

roundlet (round'let), n. [< F. rondelet, dim. of
OF. rondel, roundel : see roundel. Cf. rundlet,

runlefi, roundelay.] 1. A little circle ; a roun-
del.

Like roundlets that arise

By a stone cast into a standing brook.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, v. 60.

2f. Same as rundlet. 3. In her., same as roun-

del. 4. pi. The fuller rounded part of the hood
worn as a head-dress in the middle ages. See

roundly (round'li), (idr. [trou >tdl + -?y
2
.] 1.

In a round form. [Rare.] 2. In a round or

positive manner; frankly, bluntly, vigorously,



roundly

earnestly, energetically, or the like. See
round1

, a., 9.

What a bold man of war ! he invites me roundly.
Beam, and Fl.

,
Little French Lawyer, ill. 2.

He roundly and openly avows what most others studi-

ously conceal. Bacon, Political Fables, ii., Expl.

Not to weary you with long preambles, ... I will
come roundly to the matter.

R. Peeke (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 625).

Let me beg you, Mrs. Malaprop, to enforce this matter
roundly to the girl. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

3. In round numbers; without formal exact-

ness; approximately.
The destructors now consumed, roundly, about 500 loads

of refuse a week. Lancet, No. 3454, p. 984.

4. Briskly; hastily; quickly.
She has mounted on her true love's steed, . . .

And roundly she rade frae the toun.
Sir Roland (Child's Ballads, I. 224).

Two of the outlaws . . . walked roundly forward.

Scott, Ivanhoe, xi.

To come off roundlyt. See come.

roundmouth (round'mouth), n. In zool., a

lamprey or a hag: a book-name translating the
technical name of the order, Cyclostomi.
round-mouthed (round'moutht), a. In zool.,

having a mouth without any lower jaw ; cyclos-
tomous: specifically noting the Cyclostomi, or

lampreys and hags.
roundness (round'nes), n. [< ME. rowndnes,
rowndenesse ; < round1 + -ness.] 1. The state
of being round, or circular, spherical, globu-
lar, cylindrical, curved, or convex; circularity;
sphericity; cylindrical form; rotundity; con-

vexity: as, the roundness of the globe, of the
orb of the sun, of a ball, of a bowl, of a bill,

etc.

Egges they may eate in the night for their roundnesse.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 211.

2. The quality of being well filled or rounded
out metaphorically; fullness, completeness,
openness, positiveness, boldness, or the like.

The whole periode and compasse of this speache so

delightsome for the roundnesse, and so grave for the
straungenesse. Spenser, To Gabriell Harvey.

Albeit roundness and plain dealing be most worthy
praise. Raleigh, Arts of Empire, xx. (Latham.)

=Syn. 1. Roundness, Rotundity, plumpness, globularity.
Roundness applies with equal freedom to a circle, a sphere,
a cylinder, or a cone, and, by extension, to forms that by
approach suggest any one of these : as, roundness of limb
or cheek. Rotundity now applies usually to spheres and
to forms suggesting a sphere or a hemisphere : as, the ro-

tundity of the earth or of a barrel ; rotundity of abdomen.
round-nosed (round'nozd), a. Having a full
blunt snout, as a female salmon before spawn-
ing; not hook-billed.- Round-nosed chisel, plane,
etc. See the nouns.

round-ridge (round'rij), t\ t. [< round1 + ridge.']
In agri., to form into round ridges by plowing.
round-robin (round'rob'in), n. 1. A pancake.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 2. A kind of ruff,

apparently the smaller ruff of the latter part of
the sixteenth century. 3. Same as cigar-fish.

4. The angler, Lophius piscatorius. 5. A
written paper, as a petition, memorial, or re-

monstrance, bearing a number of signatures ar-

ranged in a circular or concentric form. This
device, whereby the order of signing is concealed, is used
for the purpose of making all the signers equally responsi-
ble for it. Also written as two words, round robin.

I enclose the Round Robin. This jeu d'esprlt took its
rise one day [in 1778] at dinner at our friend Sir Joshua
Reynolds's. All the company present, except myself, were
friends and acquaintance of Dr. Goldsmith. The Epi-
taph written for him by Dr. Johnson became the subject
of conversation, and various emendations were suggested,
which it was agreed should be submitted to the Doctor's
consideration. But the question was, who should have
the courage to propose them to him? At last it was hinted
that there could be no way so good as that of a Round
Robin, as the sailors call it, which they make use of when
they enter into a conspiracy, so as not to let it be known
who puts his name first or last to the paper.

Sir W. Forbes, in Boswell's Life of Johnson (ed. Hill),

[III. 83.

round-shouldered (round'shol"derd), a. Hav-
ing the shoulders carried forward, giving the
upper part of the back a rounded configura-
tion.

roundsman (roundz'man), n.
; pi. roundsmen

(-men). A police officer, of a rank above pa-
trolmen and below sergeants, who goes the
rounds within a prescribed district to see that
the patrolmen or ordinary policemen attend to
their duties properly, and to aid them in case
of necessity. [U. S.]
roundstone (round'ston), . Small round or
roundish stones collectively, used for paving;
cobblestone. [Local, U. S.]
Gangs of street paviors were seen and heard here, there,

and yonder, swinging the pick and ramming the round-
"tone. G. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, xxix.
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round-tailed (round'tald), a. 1. Having acy-
lindric or terete tail: as, the round-tailed sper-

mophile, Spermophilus tereticauda. 2. Having
the end of the tail rounded by gradual short-

ening of the lateral feathers in succession, as
a bird.

roundtopt (round'top), n. 1. Naut., a platform
at the masthead; atop. 2. In her., an inclosed
circular platform, like a large flat tub, set upon
the top of a pole, which pole is shown to be a
mast by having a small yard with furled sail

attached put across it, usually at an angle
the whole being a conventional representation
of an ancient round top of a ship.

round-up (round'up), n. [< round up: see
round1

, .] 1. A rounding up; the forming of

upward curves
; curvature upward.

These curves are used in drawing the frames, the round-
up of the forefoot, the rudder, and the other quick curves
in the boat. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 204.

2. In grazing regions, the herding or driving
together of all the cattle on a range or ranch,
for inspection, branding, sorting, etc.

; also,
the beating up or gathering of any animals, as
those of the chase.

His [a ranchman's] hardest work comes during the spring
and fall round-ups, when the calves are branded or the
beeves gathered for market.

T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 11.

3. A rounding off or finishing, as of an ar-

rangement or undertaking; a bringing round
to settlement or completion. [Colloq.]
That exception . . . will probably be Included in the

general round-up [of an agreement among railroads] to-

morrow. Philadelphia Times, May 3, 1886.

4. In ship-building, the convexity of a deck;
crown; camber. [Eng.]
roundure (roun'dur), n. Same as rondure.

Tis not the roundure of your old-faced walls
Can hide you from our messengers of war.

Shall., K. John, ii. 1. 259.

round-winded (round.' wingd), a. Having
rounded wmgs, as an insect or a bird : as, the

round-winged muslin, a British moth, Nudaria
senex; the round-winged white-wave, another

moth, Cabera exanthemaria ; the round-winged
hawks, as of the genera Astur and Acdpiter.

roundwprm (round'werm), . 1. An intestinal

parasitic worm, Ascaris lumbritoides, several
inches long, infesting the human intestine : dis-

tinguished from the similar but much smaller

pinworms or threadworms, and from the larger
and more formidable flatworms, jointworms, or

tapes. Hence 2. Any member of the class
Nematelminiha ; a nematoid worm : distinguish-
ed from cestoid and trematoid worms, or tape-
worms and flukes.

roundy (roun'di), a. [< round1 + -y
1
.] Bound-

ing; curving; rounded out. [Rare.]
Her roundy, sweetly-swelling lips a little trembling, as

though they kissed their neighbour Death.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ill.

rounet, . See romuft.
roun-tree (roun'tre), . Same as rowan-tree or
roan-tree. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
roup1

(rop), v. and . Same as roop.
roup2 (roup), v. t. [A particular use, in another

pronunciation, of roup1
, roop: see roop."] To

sell by outcry for bids
;
sell at public auction

;

auction. [Scotch.]

They had rouped me out of house and hold.

Carlyle, in Froude, Life in London, ii.

roup2 (roup), n. [< roup2 , .] A sale of goods
by outcry ;

a public auction. [Scotch.]
The tenements are set by Roup, or auction.

Pennant, Tour in Scotland (1772), p. 201. (Jamieton.)

roup3 (rop), n. [Also roop; < roup1 , roop, v.]
An infectious disease of the respiratory pas-
sages of poultry, closely similar in character
and origin to catarrh in man, but more virulent
and rapid in its progress, and very commonly
fatal. It begins with a slight cough or a discharge from
the nostrils ; the discharge quickly becomes fetid, and
frequently nils the eyes. The head swells, the eyes are

closed, and sight is often destroyed. Cheesy cankers of

diphtheritic character often form in the throat and mouth,
frequently causing death by choking. As a remedy, in-

jection of a weak solution of copper sulphate (J ounce to
1 quart water) gives good results.

roupit, roupet (ro'pit, -pet), .

See roopit.

roupy, a. See roopy.
rousant (rou'zant), a. [< roune 1

+ -ant.] In 'her., starting up,
as from being roused or alarmed :

notingabirdintheattitudeof ris- Swan RousanL
ing, as if preparing to take flight .

When applied to a swan it is understood that
the wings are indorsed. Also spelled roussant.

rouse

rouse 1 (rouz), r.
; pret. and pp. roused, ppr. rous-

ing. [Early mod. E. also rowse,rouze,roicze; <

ME. rowscn, rouzen, < Sw. rnsa = Dan. ruse,
rush; cf. AS. hrcdsan, fall, rush down or for-

ward, come down with a rush : see ruse1 . Cf.

rush'*, v., and arouse.] I. trans. 1. To cause
to start up by noise or clamor, especially from
sleep; startle into movement or activity; in

hunting, to drive or frighten from a lurking-
place or covert.

The night outwatched made us make a night of the
morning, untill rourz'd from our groundbeds by the report
of the Canon. Sandys, Travailes, p. 69.

We find them [the ladies] ... in the open fields wind-
ing the horn, rousing the game, and pursuing it.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 70.

Your rough voice

(You spoke so loud) has roused the child again.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

2. To raise or waken from torpor or inaction

by any means; provoke to activity; wake or
stir up: said of animate beings.

This rebalde he rowses hym it rathely to rayse.
York Plays, p. 264.

He stooped down, he couched as a lion ; . . . who shall
rouse him up? Gen. xlix. 9.

"For the heavens, rouse up a brave mind," says the
fiend, "and run." Shale., M. of V., ii. 2. 12.

3. To evoke a commotion in or about : said of
inanimate things.

He should have found his uncle Gaunt a father,
To route his wrongs and chase them to the bay.

Skak., Rich. II., ii. 3. 128.

Blustering winds, which all night long
Had roused the sea. Milton, P. L., ii. 287.

Hence 4. To move or stir up vigorously by
direct force; use energetic means for raising,
stirring, or moving along. In this sense still

sometimes written rotcse.

We were obliged to sit down and slide about in the close

hold, passing hides, and roivsing about the great sleeves,
tackles, and dogs.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 808.

5f. To raise up; erect; rear; fix in an elevated

position.
Being mounted and both roused in their seats,
Their neighing coursers daring of the spur.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1. 118.

6. To put and turn over or work about in salt,
as fish in the operation of rousing ;

roil.

Another carries them [fish] off to be roused, as it is called :

that is, cast into vats or barrels, then sprinkled with salt,
then more herrings and more salt, and next a brawny arm
plunged among them far above the elbow, thus mingling
them together. Encyc. Brit., IX. 259.

7. Naut., to haul heavily.
The object Is that the hawser mayn't slip as we rouse it

taut W. C. Russett, A Strange Voyage, xlvii.

To rouse OUt, to turn out or call up (hands or the crew)
from their berths to the deck. = Syn, 1 and 2. To animate,
kindle, stimulate, provoke, stir up.

II. in trans. 1. To start or rise up, as from
sleep, repose, or inaction; throw off torpor or

quietude ;
make a stir or movement.

Night's black agents to their preys do rouse.

Shak., Macbeth, Hi. 2. 53.

Melancholy lifts her head ;

Morpheus rouses from his bed.

Pope, Ode on St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 31.

2f. To rise; become erect; stand up.
My fell of hair

Would at a dismal treatise rouse and stir

As life were in 't. Shak., Macbeth, v. . 12.

3. Naut., to haul with great force, as upon a
cable or the like Rouse-about block. See blocki.

rouse 1
(rouz), w. [< rouse1

, v.] An arousing; a
sudden start or movement, as from torpor or
inaction

; also, a signal for arousing or starting
up; the reveille. [Rare.]
These fowles in their moulting time, . . . their feathers

be sick, and ... so loose in the flesh that at any little

rou-ge they can easilie shake them off.

Putlenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 222.

At five on Sunday morning the rouse was sounded,
breakfast at seven, and church parade at eight.

City Press, Sept. 30, 1885. (Encyc. Diet.)

rouse 1
! (rouz), adc. [An exclamatory use of

rouse1 , .] As if suddenly aroused
; rousingly ;

vehemently.
What, Sir 1 'Slife, sir ! you should have come out in

choler, rous upon the Stage, just as the other went off.

Buckingham, Kehearsal (ed. Arber), iii. 2.

rouse2t (rouz), 11. [Early mod. E. rowze, also

rowza; < Sw. rus = Dan. rus, drunkenness, a

drunken fit, = Icel. riiss, drunkenness (Haldor-
sen), = D. roes, drunkenness (eenen roes drinkcn,
drink a rouse, drink till one is fuddled; cf. G.
rauscli, intoxication, adapted from D. roes);
connections uncertain.] 1. Wine or other li-

quor considered as an inducement to mirth or
drunkenness ;

a full glass ;
a bumper.
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= Norw. rost, a current, a line of billows.] ACos. 'Fore God, they have given me a rmise already.
Mon. Good faith, a little one ; not past a pint> as I am a

soldier. Shale., Othello, ii. 3. 66.

I have took, since supper,
A rouge or two too much, and, by [the gods),
It warms my blood.

au. and Fl., Knight of Malta, ill. 4. TOUSt2 ,
TOOSt2 (rost), V. i.

tidal current.

This lofty promontory is constantly exposed to the cur-

rent of a strong and furious tide, . . . called the Roost of

Sumburgh. Scott, Pirate, iv.

[< roust2, n.] To
Fill the cup and nil the can,
Have a rouse before the morn.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

Hence 2. Noise; intemperate mirth. Hani-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
rouse3 (roz), v. t. Same as roose.

rousement (rouz'ment), n. [< rouse1 + -ment.]
Arousal ; a rousing up ; specifically, an arous-

ing religious discourse ;
an awakening appeal

or incitement. [Colloq.]

Deep strong feeling, but no excitement. They are not

apt to indulge in any more rousements.
The Congregationalist, Sept. 27, 1883.

Dr. was also prei

thatthih rJusTor etc^esl IctSn! rousty (ros'ti), a.

drive 'fiercely, as a current. [Rare.]

And in the .vi. degrees wee mette northerly wyndes
and greate roostynge of tydes.

R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. 882).

roustabout (roust 'a-bout'), n. [Cf. E. dial.

rousabout, a restless, fidgety person ; < rouse1

or roust1 + about.'] A common wharf-laborer
or deck-hand, originally one on the Mississippi
or other western river. [U. S.]

In the middle of the group was an old Mississippi roust-

about singing the famous old river song called
" Limber

Jim." New York Sun, March 23, 1890.

rouster (rous'ter), n. Same as roustabout.

Men . . . who used to be rousters, and are now broken
down and played out. The American, VI. 40.

A Scotch form of rusty
1

.

who or that which rouses or excites to action. iujr v* /i " " "^^
j rout1 (rout), v. t. [< ME. routen, rowten, ruten,

rouSnot my mind
P *

< AS.Vta, also 'hredtan, reotan (pret. redt),

Shellmi, tr. of Don Quixote, iii. 6. (Latham.) make a noise, snore, = OFries. hrtita, ruta =
2. That which rouses attention or interest

;

something exciting or astonishing: as, the

OD. ruten, MD. ruyten, make a noise, chatter,
as birds, = OHG. riuzan, make a noise, weep,
etc., = Icel. rjota, hrjota, roar, rattle, snore; cf.

in the hop-copper,
rouseyt (rou'zi), a. [Also rowsey; < rouse2 +
-y

1
.] Carousing; noisy; riotous.

I thought it good, necessary, and my bounden duty to

acquaint your goodness with the abominable, wicked, and
detestable behaviour of all these rowsey, ragged rabble-

ment of rake-hells. Barman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. it.

rousing (rou'zing), n. [Verbal n. of rouse1, v."]

A method of curing herring ; roiling. See
rouse1

, v. t., 6.

rousing (rou'zing), p. a. [Ppr. of rouse1 , v.]

Having power to rouse, excite, or astonish;

surprisingly great, swift, violent, forcible,

lively, or the like: as, a rousing fire; a rous-

ing pace ;
a rousing meeting ;

a rousing lie or

oath.

A Jew, who kept a sausage-shop in the same street, had
the ill-luck to die of a stranguary, and leave his widow in

possession of a rousing trade.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 5.

verb.] 1. To make a noise; roar; bellow, as

a bull or cow; snort, as a horse. [Obsolete or

Scotch.]
Sax poor ca's stand in the sta',

A' routing loud for their minnie.
Jamie Telfer (Child's Ballads, VI. 108).

The bum-clock humm'd wi' lazy drone,
The kye stood rowtiri i' the loan.

Burns, TheTwa Dogs.

Some of the bulls keep traveling up and down, bellowing
and routing, or giving vent to long, surly grumblings as

they paw the sand.
T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 66.

2f. To snore.
Longe tyme I slepte ; . . .

Eeste me there, and rutte faste.

Fieri Plowman (B), xviil. 7.

For travallle of his goost he groneth sore,

And eft he rmdeth, for his heed myslay.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 461.

3f. To howl, as the wind; make a roaring
noise.

The sterne wynde so loude gan to route

That no wight other noyse myghte here.

Chaucer, Trollus, ill. 743.

The stormy winds did roar again,
The raging waves did rout.

The Lowlands of Holland (Child's Ballads, II. 214).

rousingly (rou'zing-li), adv. In a rousing
manner; astonishingly; excitingly.
roussant (ro'sant), a. In her., same as rousant.

Rousseauism (ro-so'izm), n. [< Rousseau (see

def.) + -ism.'] That which distinguishes or is

characteristic of the writings of the French au-

thor Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-78), espe- rout1 (rout), n. [< ME. rowt,rowte; from the

cially in regard to social order and relations, verb.] 1. A loud noise; uproar; tumult,
or the social contract (which see, under con-

tract).

Rousseauist (ro-so'ist), n. [< Rousseau (see

Bousseauism) + -ist.~] A follower or an admirer
of J. J. Rousseau ;

a believer in Rousseau's doc-

trines or principles.
Rousseauite (ro-so'it), . [< Rousseau (see

Rousseauism) + -tie2.] Same as Rousseauist.

Rousseau's laudanum. A fermented aqueous
solution of opium, to which is added very
weak alcohol: seven drops contain about one

grain of opium.
Rousselot s caustic. A caustic composed of

one part of arsenious acid, five parts of red

Give me to know
How this foul rout began, who set it on.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 210.

They haue many professed Fhisicians, who with their

charmes and Rattles, with an infernal rout of words and

actions, will seeme to sucke their inward griefe from their

navels. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 137.

Not school boys at a barring out
Rais'd ever such incessant rout.

Xi'-ift, Journal of a Modern Lady.

Sir Robert; who makes as much rout with him [a dog]
as I do, says he never saw ten people show so much real

concern. H. Walpole, To Mann, Oct. 8, 1742.

2f. Snoring. Chaucer (eA. Morris). 3. A stun-

ning blow.
sulphuret of mercury, and two parts of burnt rout2 (rout), r. [Formerly wrout; avar.of root2

,

sponge. Also called Frere Gome's caustic.

roussette (ro-sef), . [Also rosset; < F. rous-

sette, < roitsset, reddish: see russet1 ."] 1. A fruit-

eating bat of a russet or brownish-red color ;

hence, any fox-bat of the genus Pteropus or

family Pteropodidse. See cuts under fruit-bat
and Pteropus. 2. Any shark of the family
Sci/lliidse; a dogfish.
Roussillon (i'6-se-ly6n'), n. [< Roussillon, a for-

mer province in southern France.] A strong
wine of very dark-red color, made in southern

France. It is used for mixing with light-colored and
weaker wines, a few of the better varieties being used as

formerly wroot: see root2."] I. trans. 1. To
turn up with the snout; root, as a hog: same
as root2

,
1.

Winder of the horn
When snouted wild-boars, routing tender corn,

Anger our huntsman. Keats, Endymlon, i.

2. In mech., to deepen; scoop out; cut out;

dig out, as moldings, the spaces between and
around block-letters, bookbinders' stamps, etc.

II. intrans. To root; rummage or poke about.

What 11 they say to me if I go a routing and rookling in

their drains, like an old sow by the wayside?
Eingsley, Two Years Ago, xiv.

dessert-wines. It appears, too, that a great deal goes into ___4,3 c-n,,f\ rVormprlv also mint < ME
the Spanish peninsula, where it Is flavored and sold as port-

rOUt-> ( at), M. L*' \mp ,
wine route, rute = MD. rote, D. rot = MHGr. rote,

'oust 1
(roust), r. [Appar. < rouse1 (with excres-

cent *)] I. trans. To rouse or disturb; rout
roust1

(roust), r. [Appar. < rouse1 (with excres-

cent t).] I. trans.

out ; stir or start up.
II. intrans. To stir or act briskly; move or

work energetically. Compare roustabout. [Col-

loq. in both uses.]
roust2 , roost2 (rost), n. [Also rost; < Icel.

rost (pi. rontir), a, current, a stream in the sea,

rotte, G. rotte = Icel. rotti = Sw. rote = Dan.

rode, a troop, band, < OF. route, roupte, rote =
Pr. rota, a troop, band, company, multitude,
flock, herd, < ML. rupta, also, after Rom., rutta,

ruta, rota, a troop, band, prop, a division of an

army, < L. rupta, fern, of ruptits (> It. rotto =
OF. rout, roupt), broken, divided, pp. of ruin-

pere, break : see rupture. Cf. rout*, routs, route,

rout

rote, rut1
,
from the same ult. source.] 1. A

troop ;
a band ; a company in general, either of

persons or of animals; specifically, a pack of

wolves
; any irregular or casual aggregation of

beings; a crowd.

Al the englene rute. Ancren Riu-le, p. 92, note.

Tnkked he was, as is a frere, aboute,
And evere he rood the hyndreste of our route.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., 1. 622.

Alle the route [of ants)

A trayne of chalk or askes holdeth oute.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 31.

The foresters . . . talk of the chase of the boar and bull,

of a rout of wolves, etc. The Academy, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 71.

2. A disorderly or confused crowd of persons ;

a tumultuous rabble
;
used absolutely, the gen-

eral or vulgar mass; the rabble.

You shall be cast

Into that pitt, with the ungodlie rout,

Where the worm dies not, the nre ne're goes out.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. 8.X p. 18.

Whence can sport in kind arise,

But from the rural routs and families?
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, Prol.

A rout of saucy boys
Brake on us at our books, and marr'd our peace.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

3. A large social assemblage ;
a general gath-

ering of guests for entertainment; a crowded

evening party.
I have attended a very splendid rout at Lord Grey's.

Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 265.

He found everybody going away from his house, and all

to Mrs. Dumplin's rout ; upon which. . . he painted and
described in such glowing colors the horrors of a Dump-
lin rout the heat, the crowd, the bad lemonade, the ig-

nominy of appearing next day in the Morning Post that

at last, with one accord, all turned back.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, iv.

4. At common law, an assemblage of three or

more persons breaking or threatening to break
the peace ;

a company which is engaged in or

has made some movement toward unlawful
action.

rout3t (rout), v. i. [< ME. routen, ruten (= Sw.
rota = Dan. rotte), assemble; < roufi, n.~] To
collect together; assemble in a company.

In al that lond no Cristen men durste route.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 442.

The meaner sort routed together, and, suddenly assailing
the earl [of Northumberland] in his house, slew him.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

rout4 (rout), n. [Formerly also rowt; < ME.
route, rute, < OF. route, rote, rute = Pr. Sp. Pg.
rota = It. rotta, formerly also rotto, a defeat,

rout, < ML. rupta, defeat, overthrow, rout, < L.

rupta, fern, of ruptus, broken: see rout3
,
which

is in form and source identical with rout*,

though differently applied. ] A defeat followed

by confused or tumultuous retreat
; disorderly

flight caused by defeat, as of an army or any
body of contestants; hence, any thorough re-

pulse, overthrow, or discomfiture: as, to put
an army to rout.

Shame and confusion ! all is on the rout.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2. 21.

I hope this bout to give thee the rout,
And then have at thy purse.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 263).

Such a numerous host
Fled not in silence through the frighted deep,
With ruin upon ruin, rout on rout,
Confusion worse confounded. Milton, P. L. , it 995.

rout4 (rout), v. [< rout*, .] I. trans. 1. To
put to rout; drive into disordered flight by de-

feat, as an armed force; hence, to defeat or

repulse thoroughly; drive off or dispel, as some-

thing of an inimical character.

Spur through Media,
Mesopotamia, and the shelters whither
The routed fly. Shak., A. and C., iii. 1. 9.

Come, come, my Lord, we're routed Horse and Foot
Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, it 1.

sound to rout the brood of cares,
The sweep of scythe in morning dew !

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxix.

They were routed in the house, routed in the Courts,
and routed before the people.

Theodore Parker, Historic Americans, iii.

2. To drive or force, as from a state of repose,
concealment, or the like; urge or incite to

movement or activity ; hence, to draw or drag
(forth or out) : generally with out or up : as,
to rout out a lot of intruders ;

to rout up a sleep-

er; to rout out a secret hoard or a recondite
fact. See router-out.

Routed out at length from her hiding place.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 128.

= Syn. 1. Overwhelm, Overthrow, etc. See defeat.

ft. intrans. If. To crowd or be driven into a

confused mass, as from panic following defeat,



rout

or from any external force. 2. To start up
hurriedly; turn out suddenly or reluctantly, as
from a state of repose. [Colloq. ]

We have routed night after night from our warm quar-
ters, in the dead of winter, to make flres, etc.

Good Housekeeping, quoted in The Advance, Sept. 2, 1888.

rout5
(rout), H. See route*.

rout6 (rout), . [< Icel. lirota, the barnacle-

goose, in comp. lirotgas = Norw. rotgaas = Dan.

rodgaas (> E. dial. (Orkneys) roodgoose), the

barnacle-goose. Cf. routhcrocl:] The brent-
or brant-goose, Berniela brenta. Encyc. Diet.

rout-cake (rout'kak),w. A rich sweet cake made
for evening parties. [Eng.]
The audience . . . waited . . . with the utmost pa-

tience, being enlivened by an interlude of rout cotes and
lemonade. Dickens, Sketches, Mrs. Joseph Porter.

route1 (rot or rout), n. [Now spelled route and

usually pron. rot, after mod. F.
; historically the

proper spelling is rout (rout), or, shortened, rut

(rut), now used in a restricted sense (cf. rote1 ,

a fourth form of the same word) : < ME. route,

rute, a way, course, track (see ruft), < OF. route,

rote, rute, a way, path, street, course, a glade
in a wood, F. route, a way, course, route, = Sp.

rota, ruta = Pg. rota (naut.), a way, course, <

ML. ntpta, also, after Rom., rutta, rotta, rota,

a way, path, orig. (so. via) a way broken or cut

through a forest, fern, of L. ruptus, broken:
see rout3

, rout*.'] 1. A way; road; path ; space
for passage.
He gave the route to the blue-bloused peasant.

Shawl, Shooting the Rapids, I. 97.

2. A way or course of transit
;
a line of travel,

passage, or progression ;
the course passed or

to be passed over in reaching a destination, or

(by extension) an object or a purpose; as a

legal or engineering term, the horizontal direc-

tion along and near the surface of the earth of a

way or course, as a road, a railway, or a canal,

occupied or to be occupied for travel.

Wide through the furzy field their route they take,
Their bleeding bosoms force the thorny brake.

Gay, Rural Sports, ii. 100.

Ocean-lane route, see lane-route. Overland route.
See overland. Star route, in the United States, a post-
route over which the mail is carried, under contract, by
other means than steam : so called because the blank con-
tracts for transportation of the mail over such routes have
printed upon them three groups of four stars or asterisks

each, to identify them as coining under the terms of the
act. which refers only to "

celerity, certainty, and secur-

ity
"
in the mode of transportation for which words the

groups of stars respectively stand. The name became
famous from the discovery of extensive frauds in the pro-
curement and execution of star-route contracts, which
led in 1881-2 and in 1883 to the indictment and trial of

many persons, of whom a few were convicted. To get
the route (milit.), to receive orders to quit one station
for another.

The Colonel calls it [a rose] "Marching Orders." . . .

Whenever it settled and began to flower the regiment got
the route. J. H. Ewing, Story of a Short Life, iii.

route2! (rout), v. and n. An obsolete form of
rout1

, rout*, rout3
,
rout*.

router (rou'ter), n. [< rout2 + -erl . ] In carp.,
a sash-plane made like a spokeshave, to work
on sashes Eouter-gage, in inlaid work, a gage used
in cutting out the narrow channels in which metal or
colored woods are to be laid. It is similar to a common
marking-gage, but instead of the marking-point has a
narrow chisel as a cutter. Router-plane, a kind of

plane used for working out the bottoms of rectangular
cavities. The sole of the plane
is broad, and carries a narrow
cutter which projects from it

as far as the intended depth of
the cavity. This plane is vul-

garly called old woman's tooth.

Router-saw, a sav used
for routing. In setting it,

every alternate tooth is left in
the plane of the saw. In flung
it, the teeth which are set are
filed much like those of the
cross-cut hand-saw, while the
teeth not set are filed more
chisel-edged.

router (rou'ter), r. t. [< router, .] In wood-
working, to cut away, or cut out, as material
below a general surface, leaving some parts,
figures, or designs in relief; rout.
router-out (rou'ter-onf ), n. One who routs out,
or drives or draws forth, as from repose, con-
cealment, or the like. [Colloq.]
He is a fair scholar, well up in Herodotus, and a grand

router-out of antiquities. Quarterly Rev., CXLV. 110.

route-Step (rb't'step), . An order of march in
which soldiers are not required to keep step or
remain silent, and may carry their arms at will,

provided the muzzles are elevated.
routh1

!, ' An obsolete form of ruth.

routh2 (routh), a. [Also rtncth; cf. W. rliatli,

wide, gaping, rliotli, loose, hollow.] Plentiful
;

abundant. Jamicson. [Scotch.]
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routh2 (routh), w. [Also roirth : see routh 2 , n.]

Plenty; abundance. [Scotch.]
Lat never a man a wooing wend
That lacketh thingis three :

A routh o' gould, an open heart,

Ay fu' o' charity.

King Henry (Child's Ballads, I. 147).

routherock, . [Also routliurrock. Cf. rof6 .]

The barnacle-goose, Berniclti Icucopsis.
routhie (rou'thi), a. [Also rowthie; < routh2 +
-ie (-0

1
).] Plentiful; well-filled; abundant.

[Scotch.]
Wait a wee, an' cannie wale [choose]

A routhie butt, a routhie ben ; . . .

It 's plenty beets the luver's flre.

Burnt, The Country Lassie.

routier (ro-ti-a'), . [F., < OF. routier, < ML.
ruptarius, rutarius, a trooper, mercenary sol-

dier, a mounted freebooter, < rupta, a troop,
band: see rout3 ; see also rutter1

,
from the same

source.] 1. One of a class of French brigands
of about the twelfth century, who infested the
roads in companies on horse or foot, and some-
times served as military mercenaries. They
differed little from earlier and later organiza-
tions of the same kind throughout Europe, un-
der various names. 2. Hence, any undisci-

plined, plundering soldier, or brigand.
routinary (ro-te'na-ri), a. [< routine + -urij.

Cf. F. routinier, routinist.] Involving or pertain-
ing to routine; customary; ordinary. [Rare.]
He retreats into his routinary existence, which is quite

separate from his scientific. Emerson, Works and Days.

routine (ro-ten'), . and a. [= Sp. rutina = Pg.
rotitia, < F. routine, OF. routine, rotine, rottine,

a beaten path, usual course of action, dim. of

route, rote, a way, path, course, route : see route 1

and rote1 .] I. n. 1. A customary course of ac-

tion or round of occupation ; a way or method
systematically followed ; regular recurrence of

the same acts or kind of action : as, the routine

of official duties; to weary of a monotonous
routine.

The very ordinary routine of the day.
Brougham, Lord Chatham.

2. Fixed habit or method in action ; the habit-

ual doing of the same things in the same way ;

unvarying procedure or conduct.

A restlessness and excitement of mind hostile to the

spirit of routine. Buckle, Hist. Civilization, I. xiv.

That beneficent harness of routine which enables silly
men to live respectably and unhappy men to live calmly.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, livi.

II. . Habitually practised or acting in the
same way ; following or consisting in an unva-

rying round: as, routine methods or duties; a
routine official.

The tendency of such a system is to make mere routine
men. J. R. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 5.

routineer (vo-ti-ner'), n. [< routine + -eer.~\

One who follows routine
;
an adherent of settled

custom or opinion. [Rare.]
The mere routineer in gas-making has been shaken out

of his complacency. Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 269.

routing-machine (rou'ting-ma-shen'), H. A
shaping-machine or shaper for wood, metal, or

Stone. It works by means of catting apparatus revolv-

ing above a bed with universal horizontal adjustment, and

Router-plane.

a, stock ; b, plane-iron or

jt. Routing-machine for general purposes, fi. Stair-router, used
in cutting the grooves in the strings of stairs for the reception of the
ends of the steps and risers. C, Router-tools.

a, table ; f>, pedestal ; c, cutter, whose spindle is driven by the
belts d, d; e, main driving-pulley \S,S, swinging arms or frames by
means of which the cutter can be moved to any place on the table ;

f, handle by which_/',./
r
are operated by a workman who follows with

the cutter a guiding former or pattern ; f1

, handle sometimes used in

manipulating the machine ; ft, clamp which binds the work to the
table ; i, adjusting screw, for regulating depth of cut.

cuts the work to a shape or grooves it to a fixed depth. It

executes paneling in relief or intaglio, lettering, slotting,

key-seating, beveling, bordering, etc. E. H. Knight.

routing-tool (rou'ting-to'l), . In metal-work-

ing, a revolving cutter used for cutting or scrap-
ing out scores, channels, and depressions.
routinism (ro-te'nizm), H. [< routine + -/./.]
The spirit or practice of routine

;
a rigid and

rove

unvarying course of action or opinion ;
routine

method or manner.
He deprecated routinism, automatism, mechanical pre-

scription in medicine, and vindicated the value of living
personal observation and opinion.

Lancet, No. 3449, p. 703.

routinist (ro-te'nist), n. [< routine + -ist.~\

An adherent of routine
;
a follower of unvary-

ing methods or prescribed principles : as, a rou-

tinist in medicine, in education, etc.

The mere routinists and unthinking artisans in most
callings dislike whatever shakes the dust out of their tra-

ditions. 0. W. Holmes, Med. Essays, Pref.

routisht (rou'tish), a. [< rout1 + -is* 1 .] Char-
acterized by routing ;

clamorous ; disorderly.
The Common Hall . . . became a routiih assembly of

sorry citizens. Roger North, Examen, p. 93. (Danes.)

TOUtle (rou'tl), r. t.
; pret. and pp. routled, ppr.

routling. [Var. of rootle, freq. of root2
,
var.

rout2
."}

To rout out; disturb. Davies. [Prov.
Eng.]
A misdoubt me if there were a felly there as would ha'

thought o' routling out yon wasps' nest.

Mrs. GaskeU, Sylvia's Lovers, xxiii.

routous (rou'tus), a. [< roufl + -OMS.] Noisv.
Halliteell. [Prov. Eng.]
routously (rou'tus-li), adv. [< routous + -<y

2
.]

Noisily. Imp. Diet.

roux (ro), n. [< F. roux, a sauce made with
brown butter or fat, < roux, red, reddish, < L.

russun, red: see russet1
.']

In cookery, a mate-
rial composed of melted butter and flour, used
to thicken soups and gravies.
Rouz's operation. See operation.
rouzet (rouz), r. An obsolete form of rouse*.

rove1 (rov), v.
; pret. and pp. rored, ppr. roving.

[A back formation, < rover, a robber, used

generally in the sense of ' a wandering robber,'
and hence taken as simply 'a wanderer.' The
Icel. rafa, rove, stray about, is not related.]
1. intrans. 1. To wander at pleasure or with-
out definite aim; pass the time in going about

freely; range at random, or as accident or

fancy may determine
;
roam

;
ramble.

The Fauns forsake the Woods, the Nymphs the Grove,
And round the Plain in sad Distractions rove.

Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

I view'd th' effects of that disastrous flame,
Which, kindled by th' imperious queen of love,
Constraint me from my native realm to rove.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyssey, iv. 360.

Let us suppose a roving crew of these soaring philoso-
phers, In the course of an aerial voyage of discovery among
the stars, should chance to alight upon this outlandish

planet. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 70.

2. To aim, as in archery or other sport, espe-
cially at some accidental or casual mark. See

roving marl; below.

Faire Venus sonne, that with thy cruell dart
At that good knight so cunningly didst roue.

Spenser, F. Q., I., Pro!., st. 3.

Mont. How now, are thy arrows feather'd?
Vel. Well enough for roving.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, i. 2.

And if you rove for a Perch with a minnow, then it is

best to be alive. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 167.

This raring archery was far prettier than the stationary
game, but success in shooting at variable marks was less

favored by practice. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xiv.

3. To act the rover; lead a wandering life of

robbery, especially on the high seas ;
rob.

To Roue, robbe, rapere. Levint, Manip. Vocab.
, p. 179.

And so to the number of forescore of them departed with
a barke and a pinnesse, spoiling their store of victuall, and
taking away a great part thereof with them, and so went
to the Islands of Hispaniola and Jamaica a rotting.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, III. 517.

4. To have rambling thoughts ;
be in a delir-

ium; rave; be light-headed; hence, to be in

high spirits ;
be full of fun and frolic. [Scotch.]

Roving mark, in archery, an accidental mark, in con-

tradistinction to butts and targets : trees, bushes, posts,
mounds of earth, landmarks, stones, etc., are roving
marks. Hansard, Archery. = Syn. 1. Roam, Wander, etc.

See ramble, v.

II. trans. 1. To wander over; roam about.

For Arthur, long before they crown'd him King,
Rotting the trackless realms of Lyonuesse,
Had found a glen. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2f. To discharge or shoot, as an arrow, at rov-

ers, or in roving. See roi'er, 5.

And well I see this writer roves a shaft

Nere fairest marke, yet happily not hit it.

Harington, Ep. iv. 11. (Wares.)

3. To plow into ridges, as a field, by turning
one furrow upon another. [Prov. Eng. and

U.S.]
rove 1 (rov), n. [<rore1

, c.] The act of roving;
a ramble

;
a wandering.

In thy nocturnal rove, one moment halt.

Young, Night Thoughts, ix.



:-beetles

a, larva of Goerius afens, enlarged thrice ;

t>, pupa of Qitedins molcchinus; c, imago
of Philonthus apicalis. (Lines show natu-
ral sizes of b and c.)

rove

Sordello'a paradise, his roves

Among the hills and valleys, plains and groves.
Browning, Sordello,

rove2
(rov), r. t.

; pret. and pp. roved, ppr. roving.

[Perhaps an irreg. var. of reeve3 (< reef'
2
), due

to confusion with the pret. rove, or of rive1
,
due

to the former pret. rove : see reeve3
,
rive1 . Some

take rove to be a form of roll1 through Sc. row.
Others refer to ruff

1 = D. ruif, a fold.] 1. To
draw through an eye or aperture ; bring, as wool
or cotton, into the form which it receives be-
fore being spun into thread; card into flakes,
as wool, etc.; slub; sliver. 2. To draw out
into thread; ravel out.

rove2 (rov), re. [Cf . rove2
, .] 1 . A roll of wool,

cotton, etc., drawn out and slightly twisted;
a slub. 2. A diamond-shaped washer placed
over the end of a rove clench-nail, which is

riveted down upon it Rove clench-nail. See
clench-nail.

rove3
(rov). Preterit and past participle of

reeve3 .

rove4t, . An obsolete form of roof1 . Chaucer.
rove5

t,
ii [A reduced form of arroba. ] A unit

of weight, the arroba, formerly used in England.
The arroba was 25 pounds of Castile, and in England 25

pounds avoirdupois was called a rove. The arroba in For-,

tugal contained 32 pounds.

Forein wool, to wit, French, Spanish, and Estrich, is

also sold by the pound or hundredweight, but most com-
monly by the rove, 25 pound to a rove.

Recorde, Grounde of Artes (1543), iii. 17.

rove-beetle (rov'be'tl), . A brachelytrous co-

leopterous in-

sect of the fam-

ily Staphylini-
clx, especially
one of the

larger species,
such as the
devil's coach-
horse. The name
is sometimes ex-
tended to all the

brachelytrous bee-

tles, when several
of the leading
forms are distin-

guished bj qualify-
ing terms. Large-
eyed rove-beetles
are Stenidse; bur-

rowing rove-beetles, Oxytelida ; broad-bodied rove-bee-

tles, Omaliidee ; small-headed rove-beetles, Tachyparida.
The Pselaphidae are sometimes known as moss-loving rove-
beetles. See also cuts under devil's coach-horse (at devil),

Homalium, and Pselaphus.
rover (ro'ver), n. [Early mod. E. also roavcr ;

< ME. rover, rovare, a var. < D. roover, a robber,
a pirate, = AS. redfere, ME. revere, E. reaver, a
robber. Doublet of rawr.] 1 . A robber, es-

pecially a sea-robber; a freebooter: a pirate;
a forager.

Robare, or robbar yn the see (rovare, or thef of the se, K.,
rowar, as thyfon the see,P.), Pirata. Prompt. Pan., p. 437.

And they helped David against the band of the rovers ;

for they were all mighty men of valour. 1 Chron. xii. 21.

The Maltese rovers take away every thing that is valu-
able both from Turks and Christians.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 1. 61.

She may be neither more nor less than the ship of that
nefarious pirate the Red Rover. Cooper, Red Rover, ii.

2. One who roves; a wanderer; one who ram-
bles about, or goes at random from point to

point.
Next to thyself and my young rover, he 's

Apparent to my heart. Shalt., W. T., i. 2. 176.

I'd be a Butterfly ; living, a rover,

Dying when fair things are fading away !

T. H. Bayly, I'd be a Butterfly.

Hence 3. A fickle or inconstant person.
Man was formed to be a rover,
Foolish women to believe.

Mendez, Song in the Chaplet. (Latham.)

4. In archery : (a) A person shooting at a mark
with a longbow and arrow, or shooting merely
for distance, the position of the archer being
shifted with every shot, and not confined to a
staked-out ground. The flight-arrow was used

by the rover. (6) An arrow used by a rover.

See flight-arrow.

yes, here be of all sorts flights, rovers, and butt-

shafts. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

(o) An irregular or uncertain point to be aimed
at; also, a mark at an uncertain or indefinite

distance.
The Roauer is a inarke incertaine, sometimes long,

sometimes short, and therefore must haue avrowes lighter
or heauier, according to the distance of the place.

G. Markham, Country Contentments (ed. 1615), p. 108.

6. In arch., auy member, as a molding, that

follows the line of a curve. 7. In croquet: (a)
A ball that has gone through all the hoops, and

330
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only needs to strike the winning-stake to be out
of the game. (b) A player whose ball is in the
above condition To snoot at rovers, in archery:
(a) To shoot an arrow for distance or at a mark, but with
an elevation, not point-blank ;

or to shoot an arrow at a

distant object, not the butt, which was nearer. (f>) To
shoot at random, or without any particular aim.

Providence never shoots at rovers. South, Sermons.

rover (ro'ver), v. i. [< rover, re.] To shoot at

rovers; shoot arrows at other marks than the
butt ; shoot for height or distance.

rover-beetle (ro'ver-be"tl), n. A salt-water in-

sect, JBleditis cordatus.

roveryt (ro'ver-i), n. [< rove1 + -ery. Cf.

reavery, robbery."] The action of a rover; pi-
ratical or predatory roving.
These Norwegians, who with their manifold robberies

and roveries did most hurt from the Northern Sea, took up
their haunt into this Hand.

Holland, tr. of Camden, II. 205. (Dailies.)

rovescio (ro-vesh'io), n. [It., var. of rivescio,
the reverse, the wrong side, = Sp. Pg. reves =
F. revers, < L. reversus, reverse: see reverse.

The It. Sp. Pg. forms are irregular, and indicate
confusion or borrowing from the F.] In music,
imitation either by reversion or by inversion.
See imitation, 3.

roving1
(ro'ving), . [Verbal n. of rove1

, P.] 1.

The act of rambling or wandering.
The numberless rovings of fancy, and windings of lan-

guage. Barrow, Sermons, 1. 177. (Latham.)

2. Archery as practised by a rover. See ro-

ver, 4 (c).

roving2 (ro'ving), H. [Verbal n. of rove?, .]

1. The process of giving the first twist to

yarn, or of forming a rove. 2. A slightly
twisted sliver of carded fiber, as wool or cot-

ton; a rove.

roving-frame (ro'ying-fram), n. 1. In cotton-

manuf. ,
a machine in which a number of slivers

from the carder are taken from the cans and
united, stretched, and compacted into rovings.
Sometimes called roving-machine. See draw-

ing-frame. 2. In worsted-manuf., a machine
which takes two slivers from the cans of the

drawing-frame, elongates them four times, and
twists them together. Also called roving-head.
E. a. Knight.
roving-head (ro'ving-hed), . Same as roving-
frame, 2.

rovingly (ro'ving-li), adv. In a roving or wan-

dering manner.

roving-machine (vo'ving-ma-shen'*), . A ma-
chine for winding slubbings on bobbins for

creels of spinning-machines.
rovingness (ro'ving-nes), re. A state of roving ;

disposition to rove.

roving-plate (ro'ving-plat), n. An iron or steel

scraper which is held at an inclination against
the grinding-surface of a rotating grindstone,
for giving it a true circular form, scraping off

ridges, or obliterating grooves that may be
formed in it by the grinding of pointed or cur-

vilinear-edged tools.

roving-reel (ro'ving-rel), n. A device for mea-
suring the length of a roving, sliver, or hank
of yarn, etc. It consists essentially of two flat-faced

wheels, between which the yarn is made to pass, the revo-
lutions of one of the wheels, as turned by a crank, being
recorded by a dial and serving to measure the yarn.

row1
(ro), v. [< ME. rowen, rouwen (pret.

rowede, earlier (and still as a survival) rew,
reow), < AS. rowan (pret. reow) = D. roeijen =
MLG. roien, rojen, roen, LG. rojcn = MHG. ruon,
rugen, riien, riiejen = Icel. roa = Sw. ro = Dan.

roe, row; akin to Olr. ram, an oar, L. remus, an
oar, Gr. ipeTfiav, an oar, epen/f, a rower, Skt. ari-

tra, a rudder, paddle, etc., y ar, drive, push.
Hence ult. rudder1 .] I. trans. 1. To impel (a

boat) along the surface of water by means of

oars. In ancient times rowing was the chief means of

propulsion for vessels of all sizes then existing ; and large
galleys in the Mediterranean continued to be rowed till

the nineteenth century. The service on the galleys, both
ancient and modern, was very laborious. In later times
it was generally performed by slaves or criminals chained
to the bars or benches.

Row the boat, my mariners,
And bring me to the land !

The Lass of Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 108).

2. To transport by rowing: as, to row one
across a stream.

II. intrans. 1 . To labor with the oar
;
use

oars in propelling a boat through the water
;

be transported in a boat propelled by oars.

Merie sungen the muneches binnen Ely
Tha [when] Cnut Ching rew there by.

Historia Eliensis, quoted in C'hambers's Ellg. Lit., I. S.

And thei roieiden to the cnntree of Gerasenus, which is

ajens Galilee. Wyclif, Luke viii. 20,

row
Prepostrous Wits, that cannot rowe at ease
On the smooth Chanell of our common Seas.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

2. To be moved by means of oars : as, the
boat rows easily Rowed of all, an order given to
oarsmen to stop rowing and unship the oars. To row dry.
(a) To handle the oars in rowing so as to avoid splashing
water into the boat, (b) To go through the motions of

rowing in a boat swung at the davits of a ship, as a sailor

in punishment for some offense connected with boats or

rowing. The forced exercise is called a dry row. [Colloq.
in both uses.]

row1
(ro), n. [< row1

, .] An act of rowing;
also, an excursion taken in a rowboat.

Wondering travelers go for an evenmg row on the Cas-

pian, to visit the submarine oil-springs to the south of the
town of Baku. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 264.

row2
(ro), re. [Also dial, rew ; < ME. rowe, rewe,

raw, rawe, < AS. raw, reew, a row, line ; akin to

(a) OD. rijge, rijg, D. rij = MLG. rige, LG. rige,

rege = OHG. riga, riga, MHG. rige, a row; (b)
MHG. rihe, G. reihe, a series, line, row ;

from the

verb, OHG. rihan, MHG. rihen, string together
(Teut. i/rihw); of. Skt. rekhd, line, stroke.] 1.

A series of things in a line, especially a straight
line

;
a rank

;
a file : as, a row of houses or of

trees ; rows of benches or of figures ;
the people

stood in rotes; to plant corn in rows.

To hakke and hewe
The okes olde and leye hem on.a rewe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2008.

My wretchedness unto a row of pins,
They'll talk of state. Shak., Rich. II., iil. 4. 26.

The bright Seraphim, in burning row,
Their loud uplifted angel trumpets blow.

Milton, Solemn Music.

2t. A line of writing.
Which whoso willeth for to knowe,
He moste rede many a rowe
In Virgile or in Claudian,
Or Daunte, that it telle can.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 448.

3t. A streak, as of blood. Compare rowy.
The bloody rowes stremed doune over al,

They him assayled so maliciously.
Lamentation of Mary Magdalene, 1. 120.

4. A hedge. Halliwell, [Local, Eng.] 5. A
continuous course or extent ; a long passage.
[This sense, now obsolete in general use, appears in the

unique Rmcg of Chester in England, which are open pub-
lic galleries or lines of passage running along the fronts
of the houses in the principal streets, generally over the
first stories, covered by the projecting upper stories, lined
with shops on the inner side, and reached by stairs from
the street.]

6. A line of houses in a town, standing con-

tiguously or near together; especially, such a
line of houses nearly or quite alike, or forming
an architectural whole : sometimes used as part
of the name of a short street, or section of a
street, from one corner to the next. 7. In

organ-building, same as bank1
, 7, or keyboard.

A hard or a long row to hoe. See hoei. Harmonic
row. See harmonic. To hoe one's own row. See
Aoi.

TOW2
(ro), i: t. [< row2 , .] To arrange in a

line; set or stud with a number of things
ranged in a row or line.

Bid her wear thy necklace raic'd with pearl.
Parnett, Elegy to an Old Beauty.

row3
(i'ou), re. [Of obscure slang origin; vague-

ly associated with rowdy, rowdydow, and per-
haps due in part to rout1

. The Icel. hrja, a

rout, struggle, can hardly be related.] A noisy
disturbance; a riot; a contest; a riotous noise
or outbreak; any disorderly or disturbing af-

fray, brawl, hubbub, or clatter: a colloquial
word of wide application.
Next morning there was a great rmp about it [the break-

ing of a window],
Barham, in Mem. prefixed to Ingoldsby Legends, I. 35.

They began the row, . . . and then opened upon Ger-
many a career of scepticism, which from the very first

promised to be contagious. De Quincey, Homer, i.

We turned in about eleven o'clock, it not being possible
to do so before on account of the row the men made talk-

ing. K. Sartorius, In the Soudan, p. 92.

TO kick up a row. Same as to lack up a dust (which see,
under <Zs*i).=Syn. Uproar, tumult, commotion, broil,

affray.

row3
(rou), '. [< row3 , n.~\ I. trans. 1. To

injure by rough and wild treatment: as, to row
a college room (that is, to damage the furni-

ture in wild behavior). [Slang.] 2. To scold
;

abuse; upbraid roughly or noisily. [Colloq.]
Tell him [Campbell] all this, and let him take it in good

part ;
for I might have rammed it into a review and rowed.

him. Byron, To Mr. Murray, May 20, 1826.

II. in trims. To behave in a wild and riotous

way; engage in a noisy dispute, affray, or the
like.

If they are found out, the woman is not punished, but
they rou' (probably a mild kind of fight).

Anthrnp. Jour., XIX. 420.



row
More disposed to rowing than reading.

Bristed, Five Years in an English Univ.

TOW4 ,
r. A Scotch form of roll.

row5
,

. and v. An obsolete or dialectal form
of rout/hi.
To certifle vs whether our set clothes be vendible there

or not, and whether they be rowed and shorne; because
ofttimes they goe vndrest. HaHuyfi Voyages, I. 298.

rowablet (rp'a-bl),
. [< row1 + -able."} Ca-

pable of being rowed or rowed upon. [Rare.]
That long barren fen,

Once rowable, but now doth nourish men
In neighbour towns, and feels the weighty plough.

B. Jongon, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

rowan (rou'au), . [Also roan, roun; < OSw.
roun, runn, Sw. roun = Dan. ron = Icel. reynir,
the service, sorb, mountain-ash

;
cf. L. ornus,

the mountain-ash.] 1. The rowan-tree. 2.
The fruit or berry of the rowan-tree.

rowan-berry (rou'an-ber''i), n. Same as row-

an, 2.

rowan-tree (rou'an-tre), n. The mountain-ash
of the Old World, Pyrus aucuparia; also, less

properly, 'either of the American species P.
Americana and P. sambucifolia. See mountain-

ash, 1. Also roan-tree, roun-tree.

rowboat (ro'bot), n. [(.row
1 + boat.'] A boat

fitted for propulsion by means of oars
;
a boat

moved by rowing.
row-clotn (ro'kloth), n. [< row" + cloth.] A
folding cloak, made of a kind of warm but coarse
cloth completely dressed after weaving. Halli-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
row-de-dow (rou'de-dou), H. Same as rotvdy-
dow.

row-dow (rou'dou), n. The sparrow, Passer
domexticiis. Also roo-doo. [Prov. Eng.]
rowdy (rou'di), B. and a. [Perhaps an abbr.
of rowdydoic, noise, confusion, an imitative
word transferred to a noisy, turbulent person:
see rowdydom. Cf. row3

.'] I. n.
; pi. rowdies

(-diz). A riotous, turbulent fellow; a person
given to quarreling and fighting; a rough.
"A murderer?" "Yes; a drunken, gambling cut-throat

rowdy as ever grew ripe for the gallows.
"

Kinygley, Two Years Ago, x.

II. a. Having the characteristics of a rowdy;
given to rowdyism; rough; coarse-grained;
disreputable.
For a few years it [Victoria] was a very rowdy and noisy

colony indeed. If. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 8.

rowdydow (rou'di-dou), w. [Also row-de-dow ;

an imitative word, prob. orig. formed, like rub-

a-dub, in imitation of the beat of a drum. Cf.
role3

, rowdy.] A continuous noise
;
a rumpus ;

a row. [Colloq.]

rowdy-dowdy (rou'di-dou"di), a. [< roirdydow
+ -i/

1
;
the two parts being made to rime.]

Making a rowdydow; uproarious. [Colloq.]
rowdyish (rou'di-ish), a. [< rowdy + -iofti.]

Belonging to or characteristic of a rowdy ;
char-

acterized by or disposed to rowdyism : as, roir-

dyisii conduct; rowdyish boys.
They give the white people very little trouble, being

neither rowdywh nor thievish. The Century, XXIX. 835.

rowdyism (rou'di-izm), . [< roicdy + -ism.']
The conduct of a rowdy or rough ;

coarse tur-
bulence

; vulgar disorderliness.

The presence of women in these places [barrooms] ap-
pears to have the effect of eliminating the element of row-
dyinm. You hear no loud conversation, oaths, or coarse
expressions. T. C. Crawford, English Life, p. 121.

rowed (rod), . [< row2 + -ed2.] i. Having
rows^; formed into rows.
In 1869 he sowed . . . seed from an IS-rowed ear [of

maize). Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 178.

2. Striped: game as rayed, 3.

rowel (rou'el), B. [< ME. rowel, rowelle, rowell,
< OF. rouelle, roiele, roele, rouele, a little wheel
or flat ring, a roller on a bit, F. rouelle, a slice,= Pr. Sp. rodela, a shield, target, = Cat. rodella
= Pg. rodella, a round target, = It. rotella, a
little wheel, a buckler, round spot, kneepau,
< ML. rotella, a little wheel, dim. of L. rota, a
wheel: see rote1

. Cf. rotella."] If. A small
wheel, ring, or circle.

The rowelle whas rede golde with ryalle stones.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3263.

And then, for wings, the golden plumes she wears
Of that proud Bird

|
the peacock] which starry Rou'elts bears.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

2. The wheel of a horseman's spur, armed with
pointed rays.
Not having leisure to put off my silver spurs, oie of the

rowels catehed hold of the ruffle of my boot.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

Lord Mtmnion turn'd well was his need
And dash'd the roweln in his steed.

Scoff, Miinnion, vi. 14.
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3. A roller on the mouthpiece of an old form of
bit for horses.

The yron rowels into frothy fome he bitt.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 87.

4. In farriery, a seton inserted in the flesh of
an animal. Bowels are made of horsehair, leather, and
sometimes of silk, as is the practice with setons inserted
in the human body.
5. The spiked wheel of some forms of soil-pul-
verizers and wheel-harrows Foliated rowel, a
rowel without points, or very blunt, as distinguished from
a star rowel and ntf-rmeti. Rose-rowel, a rowel having
short points, taking about one sixth of the diameter.

Star-rowel, a rowel having long points, taking at least
one third of the total diameter of the circle.

rowel (rou'el), v. t.
; pret. and pp. rotceled or

rowelled,ppr. roweling or rowelling. [< rowel,
n.] 1. To use the rowel on

; put spurs to. 2.
Infarriery, to apply a rowel to.

Rowel the horse in the chest. Mortimer, Husbandry.
He has been ten times romll'd.

Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, ill. 2.

3. To furnish with a rowel, as a spur,
rowel-bonet, A variant of rewel-bonr.

rowel-head (rou'el-hed), n. The axis on which
the rowel of a spur turns.

Bending forward, [he] struck his armed heels

Against the panting sides of his poor jade
Up to the rowel head. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1. 46.

roweling, rowelling (rou'el-ing), . [Verbal
n. of roicel, r.] The act of inserting a rowel.

roweling-needle (rou'el-ing-ne*dl), n. A nee-
dle with a large eye, for carrying the bundle of

horsehair, silk, or the leather thong forming a

rowel, and either straight or curved according
to the nature of the part in which the rowel is

required to be inserted.

roweling-scissors (rou'el-iug-sizorz), H. sing.
and pi. A farriers' instrument for inserting
rowels in the flesh of horses, for cutting the
silk or other material forming the seton.

rowel-spur (rou'el-spfer), . A spur having a
rowel of several radiating points, as distin-

guished from the goad-spur. This appears in medi-
eval monuments during the thirteenth century, as in the

Ship's Boat, a a. Rowlocks (notched).

Rowel-spur, I4th century.

first great seal of King Henry III. of England, but is ex-

tremely i-are before the beginning of the fourteenth ; it

is probable that the earliest rowels did not turn upon
a pivot. Pivoted rowel-spurs with very long spikes, not

very sharp, are in common use in western parts of the
United States and in Spanish-American countries gen-
erally. They are fastened to the heel of the riding-boot
by a broad leather strap passing over the instep, and often
have special devices to make them clank or jingle.

rowen (rou'en), w. [A dial, form, also rouen,

rowings (and rowet, rowett), of roughings: see

roughings."] 1. The lattermath, or second

crop of hay cut off the same ground in one

year. 2. A stubble-field left unplowed till

late autumn, and furnishing a certain amount
of herbage. [Prov. Eng. ; usually in plural
form.]
Turn your cows that give milk into your rowens till

snow comes. Mortimer, Husbandry.

rower1
(ro'er), B. [< ME. rowere, roware; <

row 1 -f- -er1 .] One who rows, or manages an
oar in rowing.
The whole party being embarked, therefore, in a large

boat, . . . the exertions of six stout rowers sped them rap-
idly on their voyage. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xlv.

rower2
(rou'er), n. [< row3 + - -1

.] One given
to rows; a quarrelsome or disorderly fellow.
rowers

t (rou'er), n. [< roir6 + -er1
.] A work-

man who roughens cloth preparatory to shear-

ing ;
a rougher.

rowet, rowett (rou'et), H. Same as rowen.

[Prov. Eng.]
rowet-work (rou'et-werk), B. [< F. rouet, a

wheel-look, spinning-wheel, dim. of roue, a
wheel: see rowel."] The lock and appurtenances
of a wheel-lock gun. See the quotation under
gnopworfc, and cut under wheel-lock.

rowey, a. See rowy.
rowiness (ro'i-nes), H. The state of being
rowy; streakiuess; striatiou. [Now only tech-

nical.]
A process [skimming] which demands very careful at-

tention in the case of curd soaps, lest any portions of lye

Roxburghia
should be accidentally entangled in the soap, producing
want of homogeneity, called rmnnesg.

W. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 174.

The Karanee Teak has alternate shades of dull brown
and yellow colour, the grain being close and long, with
occasionally a rowinet* or figure in it, and IB also very free
from defects. Ltulett, Timber, p. 116.

rowing (ro'ing), B. [< ME. rmruiigc. < AS. Voic-
H HI/, roiring, verbal n. of rowan, row: see roic1 ,

.] The act or practice of propelling a boat by
means of oars. See roirT

,
i\ t.

rowing-feather(rp'ing-feTH"er), n. Ke^feather.
rowing-gear (ro'ing-ger), n. Any device or
contrivance used in rowing; especially, a me-
chanical device for facilitating the handling of
the oars.

rowlt, rowlet, '' and B. Obsolete forms of roll.

Rowland gratings. In optics. See diffraction,!.

rowlert, An obsolete form of roller.

rowlet (rou'let), . [< F. roulette, a little wheel,
fern, of roulet, dim. of OF. roule, a roll, a little

wheel : see roll, rowel, roulette. Doublet of rou-

lette.} A small broad wheel
; a wheel like a roll-

er. [Now only dialectal.]

Rails of timber, laid down from the collieries to the
i iver, ... were worked with bulky carts made with four
rmctrt* fitting the rails.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 64.

Rowley rag. See rag*.
rowlock (ro'lok), n. [Also rollnek, rullock ;

prob. a transposition (as if < row 1 -f- lock1 ) of

oarlock, < ME.
orlok, < AS.
drloc, an oar-

lock, < dr. oar,
+ Inc. a lock,
bolt, bar, in-

closed place
(cf.E.oorBofe,
an oarlock):

see oar1 and lock 1
."] A contrivance on a boat's

gunwale in or on which the oar rests and swings
freely in rowing. The principal kinds
of rowlocks are (1) a notch in the gun-
wale (as in the first illustration), which
may be either square or rounded, and is

usually lined with metal ; (2) two short

pegs, called thole-pins, projecting from
the gunwale, between which the oar is

placed ; (3) a stirrup-shaped swivel of
metal pivoted In the gunwale (as in the
second illustration), or on an outrigger.
Sometimes a single pin set into the gun-
wale is used instead of a rowlock, the Rowlock.
oar having a hole through which the pin
passes, or vice versa, or being fastened to it by means of a

thong or gromet.

rowly-powlyt, < Same as roly-poly.
row-marker (i'6'mar"ker), n. In agri.,

plement for marking out the ground for crops t

be planted in rows.

rownet, . An obsolete form of roe%.

row-port (ro'port), n. A little square hole in

the side of small vessels, near the water-line,
for the passage of a sweep for rowing in a calm,
rows (roz), n. pi. In mining, same as roughs.
See rough

1
, n., 4.

rowsandt, rowsantt, ". In her., obsolete forms
of rousant,

rowse, v. See roK.sc1 .

rowtt, v. and n. An obsolete spelling of rout1
,

rout2
,
etc.

rowth, rowthie. See rouQft, routine.

rowy (ro'i), a. [< row2
, n., + -yi.] Having

rows or lines
;
streaked or striped ; striated.

Also spelled, improperly, rowcy. [Now only
technical. See the second quotation.]

Rowy or stricky [streaky! as some stuffs are.

HowtU. (Halliwell. )

Is there such a word in the English language as mtey'
. . . Frequently, through some fault in weaving, a piece
of cloth will be thinner in some places than others ; this

occurs at regular intervals through the whole piece, for

which reason it is styled rowey, as the thin places extend
across the piece similar to the lines on writing-paper. In
the several mills with which I have been connected, roney
was the technical term applied to such goods. . . . I have
examined all the books at my disposal, but have been un-
able to find it. Cor. Boston Erenin;/ Trarifcript.Jane 4, 18S3.

rpxburghe (roks'bur-o), ' [Seedef.] A bind-

ing for books, first used by the third Duke of

Roxburghe (1740-1804), having a plain leather
back lettered in gold near the top, and cloth or

paper sides, with the leaves gilt at the top and
uncut at the edge.
Printed at the Tbiswick Press, on laid paper, with u idr

margins, in limp covers, 10. 6d. net ; in roxmirghe, ISs. erf.

net. The Academy. May 24, 1890, p. ii.

Roxburghia (roks-ber'gi-ii), n. [NL. (Sir Jo-

seph Banks, 1795), named after W. Roxburgh,
a British botanist in India.] A genus of plants,
now known as

an iru-

o



Roxburghiaceae

Roxburghiaceae (roks-ber-gi-a'se-e), . pi.

[NJj. (Wallieh, 1832), < RoxburgMa + -arete.]
An order of monocotyledonons plants, now
known as Stenniac,e.

Roxbury waxwork. See waxwork.

royt, M. [< ME. roy, also ray, < OF. roy, rri, F.
rot = Pr. rot, rry, re = Sp. rey = Pg. rey, ret =
It. re, < L. rex (reg-), a king, = Olr.'rig, Ir. Gael.

rigli, a king, = Skt. rajan, a king : see cc.r, ;'

]
.

regent, and n'o/Vi, riclie 1
, .] A king.

This roy with his ryalle mene of the rowndc tahle.

Jforte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3174.

royal (roi'al), n. and 11. [Early mod. E. also
roial (also dial, or technically rial, ryal) ; < ME.
roial, roiall, reyal, real, rial, ryal, ryall. rioll, <

OF. iw'a/, royal, real, F. royal = Pr. ra<i/, nn? =
Sp. Pg. real

1 = It. ret/ale, reale, < L. regalis, re-

gal, royal, kingly, < rex (reg-), a king: see row,

and ef. regal
1 and reaft, doublets of rowa/.] I.

a. 1. Of or pertaining to a king; derived from
or cognate to a king ; belonging to or connected
with the crown of a kingdom; regal: as, the

royal family ;
a royal prince; royal domains; a

royal palace.
And seide that he wolde holde court open and enforced,

and sente by his messangers that alle sholde come to his
court roiall. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 479.

Why should thy servant dwell in the royal city with
thee? 1 Sam. ixvii. 5.

Thou earnest not of the blood royal, if thou darest not
stand for ten shillings. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2. 167.

2. Pertaining or relating to the sovereign power
of a king; acting under, derived from, or de-

pendent upon regal authority, aid, or patron-
age: as, a royal parliament or government;
the royal army or navy; royal purveyors. Roy-
al enters into the names of many literary, scientific, artis-

tic, and other associations in monarchical countries, im-

plying their existence under royal charter or patronage :

e. a., the Royal Academy of Arts in London, whose mem-
bers are distinguished by the title R. A. (Royal Academi-
cian), and the associate members by the title A. R. A. ;

the Royal Institution of London, for the promotion of and
instruction in scientific and technical knowledge ; the
Royal Society of London for Improving Natural Know-
ledge (usually designated specifically the Royal Society),
which takes charge of many scientific matters with which
the government is concerned, and whose members or fel-

lows are styled F. R. S. ;
the Royal Societies of Edinburgh

and of Dublin, the Royal Antiquarian, Asiatic, Astronomi-
cal, and Geographical Societies, etc.

3. Of kingly character or quality ; proper for
or suitable to kingship; ideally like or charac-
teristic of a king or royalty; royally eminent,
excellent, or the like : used either literally or

figuratively: as, royal state or magnificence:
he proved a royal friend; a right ro//a/ welcome.
And the! made the feste of the mariage so riall that

neuer in that londe was seyn aoche.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 32l>.

A kyng shold roiall obseque haue.
Kmn. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1538.

Hath she forgot already that brave prince, . . .

Young, valiant, wise, and, no doubt, right royal'
Shak., Rich. III., i. 2. 245.

Aa at this day, to the Tartars, Horseflesh is royaU fare ;

to the Arabians, Camels ; to some Americans, Serpents.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 39.

Her step was royal, queen-like, and her face
As beautiful as a saint's in Paradise.

Longfellmo, Spanish Student, i. 1.

4. Large or superior of its kind
; of more than

ordinary size, excellence, or the like : used as
a specific qualification, as in royal quarto or

royal octavo in printing, a royal antler or stag,
etc.. or as an assertion of superiority for that
to which it is applied, as in the names of some
articles of trade.-Amercement, antler, astrono-
mer, ballade, battle, beast, chapel, cygnet royaL See
the nouns. Convention of royal burghs. Seeconcra-
fion. Coronerofthe royal household. Sec coroner.
Dean of the chapel royal, gentleman of the chapel
royal. Sue itmf, gentleman.- Hart royal. See Aartl
and hartrniial. Pair royaL See pairi. Peer of the
blood royal. See peers. Prince royal, princess roy-
al. See prince, princess. Royal abbey. See abbey*, 1.

Royal agate, a mottled variety of obsidian. Royal
American Order. Same as Order of Isabella the Catholic

(which set-, under order). Royal assent, bark. See the
nouns. Royal bay. (a) An East Indian bay-tree, Ma-
chilux odoratisximfi (Lttiifnx /m/VmX (b) The bay-laurel.
Laitnwnobilix. Royal Bengal tiger. See tiger. Roy-
al bistoury, a narrow, curved, probe-pointed bistoury : so
called because used in an operation on Louis XIV. Roy-
al blue. See blue and smalt. Royal bounty, in Eng
land, a fund from which the sovereign grants money to the
female relatives of officers who die of wounds received
when on duty. Royal burgh, cementt, clove. *<'
the nouns. Royal cashmere, a thin material, generally
ni;uU: of pure wool, usril for j;:innent8 for women and sum-
mer garments for men. - Royal charter. See charter, 1.

-Royal domains. Same ascrwn laiulx (wliii-h see, un-
der crown). Royal fern. See Onnuuda. Royalflshes.
See rajal /(,*/Vx. nndflpraoofV Royal flush, src/h/Wi'-'.

Royal folio. Bee Alto, . Royal grant, arrant bj
letters patent from the crown. Royal horned cater-
pillar, tin- larva of Cittii-rtniid ?v;/"frX a laryr liombychl
moth of beautiful olive and crimson colors, uhirh Innab
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its the United States. The larva feeds on the foliage of the
black walnut, persimmon, butternut, hickory, awl snmai-,
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Royal Horned Caterpillar [ larva of Ct:heretu'tt rffatj's).

( Alxjut half natural size.)

and is the largest of all North American lepidopterous
larva. The moth is popularly known as the regal walnut-
moth. Royal household, the body of persons employed
about the court or in the personal service of a reigning
king or queen. In former times the royal household in-

cluded all the chief officers of state, who were regarded
as merely the king's servants, and often performed me-
nial duties toward him ; afterward, only persons who had
special functions relating to the royal needs, dignity, or

prerogatives. In the British royal household, as it has ex-

isted for several centuries, the chief officers are the lord

steward, lord chamberlain, and master of the horse, who
are always peers and members of the government of the
time. Under each of them are many subordinate officers,

among whom the different branches of their duty are dis-

tributed. Independent of them are the private secretary
and the keeper of the

privy puree to the sovereign, modern
additions to the household.with their subordinates. When
there is a queen consort, the queen's household is a sepa-
rate establishment, similarly though less elaborately or-

ganized. On the accession of Queen Victoria the expenses
of the royal household were permanently fixed at 303,700
per annum. Royal letter. See tetters. Royal ma-
rines. Seenwm'ne. Royal merchant, (a) One of those
merchants of the middle ages who combined mercantile

pursuits with princely power, as those of Venice who
founded principalities in the Archipelago, the Grimaldi
of Genoa, or the Medici of Florence. (b) A merchant who
managed the mercantile affairs of or purveyed for a sov-

ereign or state. Royal mine, in monarchical countries,
a mine of gold or silver all such mines being by prescrip-
tion the property of the crown. Royal oak. (a) See oak.

(6) [cap*.] Another name for the constellation Robur t'a-

roli. Royal palm, palmetto, see the nouns. Royal
peacock-flower. See Poituiana. Royal peculiar,
prerogative, purple. See the nouns. Coyal regiment
of artillery. Sec artillery. Royal road to knowledge.
a direct and easy method of attaining knowledge : so called
because the royal roads were straighter and better than or-

dinary roads. Royal Society. See def. 2. Royal stan-
dard. See standard. Royal stitch, an old operation for

the cure of inguinal hernia. Royal tern, touch, water-
lily, etc. See the nouns. Royal Vienna, a name fre-

quently given to Vienna porcelain. Royal Worcester
porcelain. See jwrcefaini. The royal doors or gates.
See door. = Syn. Royal, Regal, Kingly. Reyal is appli-
cable primarily to what pertains to a king in virtue of
his office, and hence to what is proper to or suggestive
of a king, and as now frequently used is nearly synony-
mous with princely, magnificent : as, regal state or pomp ;

regal power. Royal notes what pertains to the king as
an individual, or is associated with his person : as, his

royal highness (applied to a prince of the blood) ; the royal
family ; the royal presence ;

the royal robes ; a royal salute.
It does not, like regal, necessarily imply magnificence.
Thus, a royal residence may not be reyal in its character,
while on the other hand any magnificent mansion belong-
ing to a subject may be described as regal, though it is

not royal. The sway of a great Highland chief of old was
regal, but not royal. Hence, in figurative use, royal is ap-
plied to qualities, actions, or things which are conceived
of as superlatively great, noble, or admirable in them-
selves, or as worthy of a king : as, a royal disposition, royal
virtues, a royal entertainment, etc. ; regal, to those which
make an impression of the highest grandeur, stateliness,

ascendancy, or the like : as, a regal bearing, regal munitl-

eence, regal commands, etc. Kingly seems to be inter-

mediate. It signifies literally like a king, hence proper
to or befitting a king, and in its more general use resem-
bling or suggestive of a king. Like royal, it has reference
to personal qualities : as. a kingly bearing, presence, dispo-
sition, and the like ; while, like regal, it is not restricted to
the monarch or members of his house. 3. Imperial, au-

gust, majestic, superb, splendid, magnificent, illustrious.

II. w. If. A royal person ;
a member of a

royal family; a king or prince.
And also wythout the forsayde cyte metyng vs our mo-

der oure wyff our chyldren or oure eyrs or other reyalst to
the same

cyte comyng, etc.

Charter of London, in Arnold's Chronicle, p. 36.

He araiet for that llioll, all of ttiche stones.
A faire toumbe it a fresshe, all of fre marbill.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7159.

2f. A gold coin formerly current in England:
same as ryal.
The prieste, purposyng to gratifle the dead, and with

dewe praise to commende his liberalitie, saieth : surely he
was a goode manne, a verteous man. yea, he was a noble

gentleman. I thinke if it hadde been his happe to have
liaci a rm'all, he had called him a roiall gentleman to.

Wilson, Rule of Reason.

Rtrialx of Spaine are currant mony there.

Hakluyt's Voyage*, II. 177.

They are incompetent witnesses, his own creatures,
And will swear any thing for half a roi/al.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 8.

3. .\anl.. a sni:illsi|ii:iro sail, usually the high-
est on a ship, carried on the rovalniast only in

a light breeze. 4. One of the tines of stub's
antlers: an miller royal, or royal antler. See
initli'i; 3. 5. A stag which has the antler royal.

royalty
A royal differs only in having an extra point on each

horn. H'. W. tlrceiirr, The (inn, p. MO.

6. In artillery, a small mortar. 7. That purl
of the beard which grows below the under lip
and above the point of the chi7i, especially
when the board around it is shaved. This with
the mustache has long formed the trim of the beard most
in favor for military men, etc., on the continent of Europe.
The term royal prevailed until the second French empire,
when the name imperial was given to it, as it was worn by
Napoleon III.

8. A writing-paper of the size 19 X 24 inches;
also, a printing-paper of the size 20 X 25 inches.
A royal folio has a leaf about 12 X 20 inches; a royal quarto
is about 10 X 12J inches ; a royal octavo, about 6J y 10
inches. Double royal See double. Quadruple roy-
al. See quadruple. The Royals, (a) A name formerly
given to the first regiment of foot in the British army, now
called the Royal Scots (Lothian Regiment). (b) A name
sometimes given to other regiments in whose title the
word royal occurs : as. the King's Royal Rifle Corps ; the

Royal Scots Fusiliers, etc.

royalet (roi'al-et), H. [< royal + -el. Cf. roitc-

let.] A petty king or prince. [Bare.]
There were, indeed, at this time two other royaleti, as

onely kings by his leave. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. iv. 10.

Pallas and Jove ! defend me from being carried down
the stream of time among a shoal of royaletg, and the
rootless weeds they are hatched on !

Landor, Epicurus, Leontion, and Ternissa.

royalise, r. See royalize.

royalism (roi'al-izm), H. [= F. royalixiuc = Sp.
Pg. realismo ; as royal + -ixm. Cf. rraalisni.'}
The principles or cause of royalty ;

attachment
to a royal government or cause.

royalist (roi'al-ist), w. and a. [= F. royalixte
= Sp. Pg. realista = It. realista, regaKtta; as

royal + -/*.] I. . A supporter of a king or
of royal government; one who adheres to or

upholds the cause of a king against its oppo-
nents or assailants. Specifically [cop.] (a) In Eng.
hint., one of the partizans of Charles I. and of Charles II.

during the civil war and the Commonwealth ; a Cavalier,
as opposed to a Roundhead.

Where Ca'ndish fought, the royalixts prevafl'd.
Waller, Epitaph on Colonel Charles Cavendish.

(b) In Atner. hint., an adherent of the British government
during the revolutionary period, (c) In French hist., a sup-
porter of the Bourbons as against the revolutionary and
subsequent governments.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Royalists or royal-
ism

; adhering to or supporting a royal govern-
ment.

Royalit Antiquarians still show the looms where Ma-
jesty and suite, in these extraordinary circumstances, had
their lodging. Carlyle, French Rev., II. 1. ].

The battle of Marston Moor, with the defeat of the Roy-
alist forces, . . . was the result. Eneyc. Brit., VIII. 347.

royalize (roi'al-iz), c. ; pret. and pp. royalizerl,

pr. royalizinlj. [< F. royaliser; as royal + -4ze.]

. traiix. To make royal ; bring into a royal
state or relation.

Royalizing Henry's Albion
With presence of your princely mightiness.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

To roi/oh'jie his blood I spilt my own.
Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. 125.

II. iiiti'dim. To exercise kingly power; bear

royal sway. [Rare.]
Euen He (my Son) must be both lust and Wise,
If long he look to Rule and Royalize.

Syloetter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

Also spelled royalixe.

royally (roi'al-i). nilr. [< ME. "roially, rially,

riollji, reallietie ; < royal + -ly
2
.] In a royal or

kingly manner; like a king; as becomes a

king.
In F.nsample of this Cite, sothely to telle,
Rome on a Riuer rially was set.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1(110.

Did I not tell thee
He was only given to the book, and for that
How royally lie pays?

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 4.

royalmast (roi'al-mast). . The highest part
of a full-rigged ship's mast, the fourth from the

deck, above and now generally in one piece
with the topgallantmast, for carrying the sail

called the royal. See cut under n'hi/i.

royalty (roi'al-ti). H.; pi. royalties (-tiz). [<
ME. 'roialte, reiiltee,real1e.retintc. rinlte, < OF.
roialtr, roi/ai/lfe, roi/autc, rrialte, F. royavtf =
It. real

tii, < ML. rcgalibi(t-).i, < L. rei/alix, royal,
regal: see royal, reyafl. Cf. regality, rri/lti/-.

doublets of royalty.} 1. The state or condi-
tion of being royal; royal Tank or extraction;
existence as or derivation from a king or a

royal personage.
Setting nside his high blood's roittiltif.

And let him be no kinsman to my liege.
I do defy him. Shak., Rich. II.. i. 1. 58.

2. Royal personality; concretely, a royal per-
sonage, or member of a royal family ; collec-



royalty

lively, an aggregate or assemblage of royal per-
sons: as, royalty absented itself; discrowned
royalties.

As a branch and member of this royalty, . . .

We do salute you, Duke of Bureundy.
Shak., lieu. V., v. 1. 5.

3. Royal authority; sovereign state; kingly
rule or majesty ; kingship, either as an attribute
or as a principle.

Now, hear our English king ;

For thus his royally doth speak in me.
Shak., K. John, v. 2. 129.

England, notwithstanding the advantages of politic
royalty, had fallen into trouble.

Stubbs, Const, Hist., 365.

4. The character of being kingly, or proper to
a king; royal quality, literally or figuratively;
kingliness.

In his royalty of nature
Reigns that which would be fear'd.

Shak., Macbeth, ill. 1. 60.

There is no true royally but in the rule of our own
spirits. Claiming, Perfect Life, p. 114.

5. That which pertains or is proper to a king
or sovereign; a sovereign right or attribute;
regal dominion or prerogative ;

a manifestation
or an emblem of kingship.

You were crown'd before,
And that high royalty was ne'er pluck'd off.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 5.

Wherefore do I [Satan] assume
These royalties and not refuse to reign?

Milton, P. L., li. 451.

6. A royal domain
;
a manor or possession be-

longing to the crown.

The titles of the several royalties which thus came to
an end [when Cyprus was conquered by the Turks] were
claimed, as titles easily may be claimed, by other competi-
tors. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 204.

7. A royal due or perquisite; especially, a

seigniorage due to a king from a manor of which
he is lord

;
a tax paid to the crown, or to a supe-

rior as representing the crown, as on the pro-
duce of a royal mine.

For to my Muse, if not to me,
I'm sure all game is free;

Heaven, earth, all are but parts of her great royalty.
Randolph, Ode to Master Anthony Stafford.

With the property [an estate in Denbighshire] were in-

separably connected extensive royalties.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

Hence 8. (a) A compensation paid to one who
holds a patent for the use of the patent, or for
the right to act under it, generally at a certain
rate for each article manufactured, (b) A pro-
portional payment made on sales, as to an au-
thor or an inventor tor each copy of a work or
for each article sold. 9. In Scotland, the area

occupied by a royal burgh, or (in the plural) the
bounds of a royal burgh Ensigns ofroyalty. See
regale?, 3.

royal-yard (roi'al-yiird), w. JVot., the yard of
the royalmast, on which the royal is set.

Royena (roi'e-na), n. [NL. (Liunteus, 1753),
named after Adrian van Royen, a Dutch bot-
anist of the 18th century.] A genus of gamo-
petalous trees and shrubs of the order Ebena-
ceee, the ebony family, it is characterized by flow-
ers which are commonly bisexual (the family being chiefly
dioecious), with a broad urn-like or bell-shaped flve-lobed
calyx enlarging under the fruit, five contorted and re-
flexed corolla-lobes, stamens commonly ten and in one
row, anthers and ovary usually hirsute, styles two to five,
and the ovary-cells twice as many and one-ovuled. The
is species are natives of southern Africa in and beyond the
tropics. They bear small leaves which are nearly or quite
sessile, and axillary solitary or clustered urn-shaped flow-
ers, followed by a coriaceous roundish or five-angled fruit.
The wood of li. pseudebenus and other species resembles
ebony, but the trees are small. K. lucida, known as Af-
rican snowdrop, or African bladder-nut, is a pretty green-
house species with white flowers and shining leaves.

roylet, v. t. An obsolete form of roift.

roynet, . See roiii.

roynisht, See roinisli.

roynoust, See roinous.

royster, roysterer, etc., . See roister, etc.

Eoyston crow. [Formerly also Roiston craic.]
The gray crow, Cortms comix.

Corneille emmanttlee, the Roistan Crow, or Winter Crow,
whose back and belly are of an ashie colour. Cotgram.

roytelett, n. An obsolete form of roitelct.

roytisht (roi'tish), a. [Perhaps for 'riotisli or

routish.] Wild; irregular.
No Weed presum'd to show its roytish face.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, vi. 140.

rozelle, . See rosette.

R. S. V. P. An abbreviation of the French
phrase Rcpoitde: n'il nut* pl/ilt ('answer, if you
please'), appended to a note of invitation or
the like.
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Rt. Hon. An abbreviation of the title Sight
Iliiiinrable.

Rt. Rev. An abbreviation of the title Right
1!< t'crend.

Ru. The chemical symbol of ruthenium.
ruana (rij-au'a), n. A variety of viol used in
India.

rub (rub), v.
; pret. and pp. rubbed, ppr. ntbbiny.

[< ME. rubbeu; origin uncertain; cf. Dan. rubbe
(< E. 1); Gael, rub, rub, Ir. Gael, rubadh, a rub-

bing, Ir. ruboir,Ga,e\. rubair, a rubber,W. rhichin.

rub, rhicb, a rub. The Celtic forms may be origi-
nal.] I. tranx. 1. To apply pressure with mo-

rubadub

But, David, has Mr. De-la-grace been here? I must rub
up my balancing, and chasing, and boring.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

II. intrans. 1. To move or act with friction
;

exert frictional pressure in moving: as, to rub

against or along something.
This last allusion gall'd the Panther more,
Because indeed it rubb'd upon the sore.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 132.

2. Figuratively, to proceed with friction or col-
lision

;
do anything with more or less effort or

difficulty: commonly with on, along,
etc.

tioii to the surface of; apply friction to by chaf- We nad nearly consumed all my pistoles, and now just
* **- '-'i- ^i-i --- * * rubbed on from hand to mouth.

ing or fretting with something else : as, to rub
the face with a towel

;
to rub one hand with the

other.
Sone this doctour,

As rody as a rose, rubbed his chekes,
Coughed and carped. Piers Ptowman (B), xiii. 90.

His disciples plucked the ears of corn, and did eat, rub-

bing them in their hands. Luke vi. 1.

2. To smooth, polish, clean, or coat by means
of friction or frictional applications: as, to rub
brasses or silver; to rub a floor; to rub furniture.

Go, sir, mb your chain with crums.

Shak., T. N., il. 3. 12&
Let but these fits and flashes pass, she will shew to you
As jewels rubb'd from dust, or gold new burnish'd.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, IT. 1.

As bees ... on the smoothed plank,
The suburb of their straw-built citadel,
New rubb'd with balm, expatiate, and confer
Their state alfairs. Milton, P. L., i. 774.

3. To treat, act upon, or remove by frictional

pressure; act with or upon by friction: with
out, off, in, etc. : as, to rub out marks, spots, or

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 73.

People now seem to think that they will rub an a little

longer. Walpole, Letters, II. 231.

They rubb'd through yesterday
In their hereditary way,
And they will rub through, if they can,
To-morrow on the self-same plan.

M. Arnold, Resignation.
Most of us learn to be content if we can rub along easily

with our life-partners.A T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 103.

3. In the old game of bowls, to touch or graze
the jack or another ball with the bowl or played
ball.

Cost. Challenge her to bowl.
Boyet. I fear too much rubbing.

Shak., L L. L., iv. 1. 141.

rub (rub), n. [< rub, r.; cf. W. rhtcb, a mb.]
1. An act or the action of rubbing; an appli-
cation or occurrence of frictional contact : as,
to take a rub with a towel

;
to give something a

rub.

The surgeon had been sitting with his face turn
stains; to rub ojrust; torubin a liniment;' to Wa,-d 8 thelire',' giving the patoToT w.
rub up an ointment in a mortar.

In such cases, the painter's deep conception of his sub-

ject's Inward traits ... is seen after the superficial col-

oring has been rubbed off by time.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

a rub alternately. Dictent, Oliver Twist, i.

The bolsters between the cheeks, to take the rub of the
cable. Thearle, Naval Arch., 232.

The relief is to be onely water, the rub [of race-horses]
but half an hour, and then the Judge is to bid them mount.

Quoted in A', and Q., 7th ser., VI. 421.4. To take an impression of by friction ; ap-
ply frictional pressure to, as an engraved or 2. A metaphorical rubbing or chafing; an ir-

seulptured figure or inscription, for the pur- ritating or disturbing act or expression ;
inter-

pose of copying. See rubbing, 2.

I believe that . . . nearly all of them [monumental
brasses in England] have been rubbed, so that if. by any
untoward chance, the originals should perish, a memorial
of them will still remain. N. and Q., 6th ser., X 26.

5. Figuratively, to affect in any way as if by
frictional contact or pressure ;

furbish
; fret :

as, to rub (usually rub up) one's memory; to
rub one the wrong way. See phrases below.

'Tis the duke's pleasure,
Whose disposition, all the world well knows,
Will not be rubb'd nor stopp'd.

Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 161.

6. To cause to move over another body with
friction : as, to rub one's hand over a mirror.
Rubbed tints, in chromolithograph^, tints produced on
the stone by rubbing freely upon it colored inks formed
into blocks or masses. The ink is distributed, the su-

perfluous part removed, or in parts softened down as

required, by means of a cloth or stump. Where more
force or detail is required, inks in crayon form are used.
Rubbed work, in building, work in stone or brick

smoothed by rubbing with gritstone aided by sand and
water. To rub a thing In, to make a disagreeable thing
still more disagreeable by repeating it or emphasizing it.

[Colloq.] To rub down, (a) To rub from top to bot-

tom, from head to foot, or all over, for any purpose : as, to
rub down a horse after a hard run.

Opportunities for petty thefts occur . . . which neces-
sitate the large body of dock police, with the custom of

rubbin!/ down each labourer [for the detection of stolen

articles] as he passes the dock gates.
Nineteenth Century, XXII. 487.

(b) To reduce or bring to smaller dimensions by friction ;

smooth or render less prominent by rubbing.
We rub each other's angles down.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxix.

To rub elbows. See elbou!.1o rub off, to clean or
clear off, or get rid of, by or as if by rubbing: as, to rub
o/dust; to rub of one's rusticity. See def. 3. To rub
out. (a) To erase or remove by rubbing : as, to rub out
figures on a slate, (b) To spread by rubbing ; diffuse over
a surface with a rubbing instrument : as, to rub out paint.
To rub the hair (or fur) the wrong way, to excite

or irritate by petty opposition or bickering or by an in-

opportune or indiscreet remark: in allusion to the effect

produced on a cat by such a rubbing of its hair. Some-
times, by contraction, to rub the wrong way (with or with-
out a person as object).

It is no unusual drawback to married life, this same
knack of rubbing the hair the wrong way; and I think it

helps to bring a very large proportion of cases into the
"Court of Probate, &c."

ference
;
affront

; sarcasm, gibe, or the like.

Bristol can literary rubs despise ;

You'll wonder whence the wisdom may proceed ;

'Tis doubtful if her aldermen can read.

Chatterton, Kew Gardens.

I had the management of the paper ; and I made bold
to give our rulers some rubs in it.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 31.

3. That which opposes or checks, as if from
friction

; any chafing or disturbing circum-
stance or predicament; an impediment, em-
barrassment, or stumbling-block ; a pinch.

To die, to sleep;
To sleep : perchance to dream : ay, there 's the rub.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 66.

Berceiuing that their power and authoritie would be a
perillous rub in his way. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 243.

I have no crosse, no rub to stop my sute.

Marston, What you Will, i. 1.

They are well inclined to marry, but one rub or other is

ever in the way. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 666.

Upon the death of a prince among us, the administra-
tion goes on without any rub or interruption.

Suift, Sentiments of Ch. of Eng. Man, ii.

We sometimes had those little rubs which Providence
sends to enhance the value of its favours.

Goldsmith, Vicar, i.

4f. An unevenness of surface or character; a
roughness or inequality; an imperfection; a
flaw

;
a fault.

To leave no rubs nor botches In the work.
Shale., Macbeth, iii. 1. 134.

A gentleman, excepting some few rubs, . . .

Fraughted as deep with noble and brave parts . . .

As any he alive. Fletcher, Wit without Money, i. 2.

My floor is not so flat, so fine,
And has more obvious rubs than thine.

Qvarles, Emblems, ii. 11.

5f. Inequality of the ground in a bowling-
green.
A rub to an overthrown bowl proves a help by hinder-

ing it. Fuller, Holy State, 1. 11.

6. In card-playing, same as riibbrr. (i. [Colloq.]
"Can you one?" inquired the old lady. "lean," replied

Mr. Pickwick. "Double, single, and therr/6."

Dickens, Pickwick, vi.

A rubstone. [Prov. Eng.]

Whyte MelmlU, White Rose, I. xxv. badub, nib-a-dub (ruVa-dub). [Imitative

il, is kind to forewarn me," said Philip
"f

,

the sol'"d
.
of " d m

5
c rataplan .etc.]

rubbed the wrong way by Lady Flanders T"e sound of a drum when beaten ; a drum-
'ay by Lady Ha
airthnrne, Dust,

"Your ladyship
who was always ru

J"Hawthorne, Dust, p. 291.

To rub up. (a) To burnish: furbish, polish, or clean
by rubbing, (b) To blend or otherwise prepare by tritura-
tion : as, to rub up an ointment, (r) To awaken or excite
by effort

;
rouse ; freshen : as, to rub up the memory.

mill}; sound : lionce. any disturbing clatter.

The drum advanced, beating no measured martial tune,
but a kind of rub-a-t?nb-dttb, like that with which the fire-

drum startles the slumbering artizans of a Scotch burgh.
Scott, Waverley, xxxiv.



rubadub
No drum-head, in the longest day's march, was ever

more incessantly beaten and smitten than public senti-
ment in the North has been, every month, and day, and
hour, by the din, and roll, and rub-a-dub of Abolition
writers and Abolition lecturers.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, July 17, 1850.

rubarbt, An obsolete spelling of rhubarb.
rubasse (ro-bas'), . [< F. rubace, rubasse, also
dim. rubacelle, colored quartz, < L. rubeus, red,
reddish : see ruby, red1

.] A lapidaries' name
for a beautiful variety of rock-crystal, limpid
or slightly amethystine, speckled in the inte-
rior with minute spangles of specular iron,
which reflect a bright red color. The best rubasse
conies from Brazil. An artificial kind is made by heating
rock-crystal red-hot, and then plunging it into a coloring
liquid. The crystal becomes full of cracks, which the col-

oring mutter enters. Also called Ancona ruby and Mont
Blanc ruby.

rubato (rij-ba'to), . [< It. rubato, lit. 'stolen'

(time), pp. of ntbare, steal, rob: see rob1
."] In

iHitxie, in modified or distorted rhythm: espe-
cially used of the arbitrary lengthening of cer-

5253 rubble

A post of
~f _attle to rub them-

selves against.
These Kistvaens are numerous, but they have been

generally deprived of their long covering stones, which
have been converted to rubbimj-postsfa they are termed in
the west of England) for the cattle.

Arch&ologia, XXIL 434.

ther-covered work. If. //. Knight. Rubber stamp, ai.

instrument for stamping by hand with ink, having words
or figures cast in slightly flexible vulcanized rubber.
Rubber type, a separate type cast in rubber, usually

= mounted on a metal body for use in stamping.- tain notes in a measure and the corresponding rubber-file (rub'er-fil), . A heavy file of
shortening of others, for the purpose of bring- square, triangular, or half-round section, used
ing some tone or chord into decided promi- for the coarsest work

*
altering the total duration of rubber-gage (rub'er-gaj), n. A device for mea-

suring the amount of india-rubber needed to
make a given article. It is a vessel in which a model
of the article is submerged in water to ascertain its dis-

placement, which is measured by an index or read off on
a scale.

Ir. niboir, Gael.' rubair, a rubber.] I. n. l.~A rubberide (rub'er-Id), n. [< rubber + -idel.~\ A
person who rubs, or who practises rubbing of trade-name for an imitation of vulcanized rub-

any kind as a business, as one employed in rub- ber> The principal ingredient in this imitation

bing or polishing stone, one who attends and 1S
said_to be shellac.

rubs down horses (as those used for racing)
rubbente (rub er-it), . [< rubber + -ite%.] A

one who practises massage, etc. trade-name for an imitation of vulcanite or vul-
canized rubber.

Brazilian or Ceara rubber. See mam-rubber.-Hard rubbing-post (rub'ing-post), n
rubber, hardened india-rubber of which solid articles an- wnr,,i

*
f ,,,_

v
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made. See ebonite and vulcanite.-Pain rubber. See
india-rubber. White rubber, a preparation of hard rub-
ber colored by mixture of a white pigment. See artificial
ivory, under ivory.

II. a. Made of caoutchouc or india-rubber;
having caoutchouc as the principal component.
The feet and legs as high up as the hips [were] incased

in rubber boots. . . . Rubber coats completed the outfit. niuDing-Stone (rub ing-ston), n. In building,
New York Tribune, Feb. 2, 1890. a gritstone for polishing or erasing the tool-

Rubber cement. See cement. Rubber cloth, (a) A marks on a stone, or on which bricks for gaged
fal n-ie coated with caoutchouc, (b) Caoutchouc in sheets, work, after they have been rough-shaped byRubber dam, a thin sheet of flexible caoutchouc, used t.lio av arp rnhbpil smnntli
by dentists to keep a tooth free from saliva while it is be-

, ^fwi . ,

" D
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'

,

ing fllled.-Rubber mold, in dcntMnj, a vulcanite mold rubbish (rub ish), ii. [Formerly or dial, also
in which plates for artificial dentures are shaped. E. H. rubbiage, rubbage; early mod. E. rubyes, also
Knight. Rubber mop. See mop:!. Rubber mount-
ing, in saddlery, harness-mounting in which the metal is

covered wtth vulcanized india-rubber in imitation of lea-

the measure.

rubbage (rub'aj), n.

form of rubbish.

rubbee (rub'e), n. Same as rabtf.

rubber (rub'er), n. and a. [< rub + -ci-i.

An obsolete or dialectal

Cf.

tii^vniyp, i uwityv , cenijf UIUU. 121. I UUULd, .IINII

rubbrynslie, robrisslie (with intrusive r, prob. due
to confusion with similar forms of rubric) ;

< ME. "robous, robotrs, robeux (ML. rubbosa), <
OF. robous, robouse, "robeux, rubbish, pi. of *ro-
bel (> E. rubble), dim. of robe, robbe, rubbish,
trash, = Olt. roba, robba, It. roba, rubbish,
trash, lit. 'spoil' (> robaccia, old goods, trifles,

trash, rubbish, robiccia, trifles, rubbish): see

robe, rob 1
,
rubble. Not connected with rub.]

1. Waste, broken, or worn-out material; use-
less fragments or remains collectively, espe-
cially of stone

; refuse in general.
Will they revive the stones out of the heaps of the rub-

bish which are burned? Neh. iv. 2.

rubber-knife (rub'er-mf), H. Same as rubber-
The strike of the stone-workers . . . began . . . when

the rubbers and mill men made a demand.
New York Semi-weekly Tribune, Sept. 23, 1888. saw.

All the great trotters have had grooms, or rubbers, as rubber-mold (rub'er-mold), n.

they are technically called. The Atlantic, LXIII. 701.

A flask or form
for shaping plastic rubber.

2. An instrument, substance, or stuff used for rubberpid (rub'er-oid), n. A trade-name for an
rubbing, or cleaning or polishing by friction, imitation of hard rubber.
Specifically (a) A towel or piece of cloth for rubbing the rubbers (rub'erz), n. pi. [PI. of rubber.] 1. A
body after bathing, rubbing down horses, cleaning or pol

J; *" *. 3 _---_!
ishing household articles, etc.

The retiring bower, &s'rubbei' 4 (a)

The silver bathing?tub, the cambric
8

66er"
Vy> TUbber-SaW (rub'er-sa), H. An incongruous

Massinger, Guardian, ii. 5. name for a circular rotary knife used for cut-

ting caoutchouc. In use it is rotated at high speed,
and is kept constantly wet by a jet or spray of water. Also
called rubber-knife.

disease in sheep characterized by heat and itch-

ing. Also called scab, shab, or ray. 2. Same

The embroider'd quilt.

Clean your plate, wipe your knives, and rub the dirty
tables with the napkins and tablecloths used that day ;

for ... it will save you wearing out the coarse rubbers.

Swift, Advice to Servants (Butler), rubber-tree (rub'er-tre), . Same as india-rub-
(6) A piece of caoutchouc used to erase pencil-marks from ber tree (which see, under india-rubber).
paper, etc. From this, the first use to which caoutchouc rubber-vine (rub'er-vin) n. Same as

wool, felt, chamois-skin, or other" substance fastened to a rubbidge (rub'ij), II. An obsolete,
back, used for erasing chalk from a blackboard or slate, vulgar form of rubbish.

mounted on a wooden stock is ei , , ,

and astragals. These rubbers h'ave convex or concave
faces, according to the required contour of the work. A
stone or wooden block covered with thick felt is used for
polishing stone and marble. E. H. Knight. (2) An im-
plement for polishing marble, consisting of amass of rags
compressed by screws in an iron frame, (e) A tool for
rubbing or flattening down the seams of a sail in sail-mak-
ing. (/) The cushion of an electric machine, by friction
against which the plate becomes charged with one kind of
electricity and the rubber with the opposite kind. The
rubber is made of horsehair, and covered with leather
overlaid with a metallic preparation, sometimes consist-
ing of the bisulphid of tin, or an amalgam, usually of
zinc, tin, and mercury. (17) A whetstone, rubstone, or rub-
bing-stone. (A) A coai
A device for applying French polish to furniture, etc. It
consists of a small ball of wadding covered with a linen
rag. This is saturated with the varnish, and then covered
with another rag moistened with oil. The varnish oozes
gradually through the outside rag as the rubber is passed
over the work with a uniform circular motion, (j) A grind-
ing or abrading agent, as emery-cloth or glass-paper for
surfacing plates. (k) The part of a wagon-lock which
presses against the wheels.

3. India-rubber; caoutchouc. Se'e def. 2 (b),
and india-rubber. 4. Something made partly
or wholly of india-rubber or caoutchouc, (a)An overshoe : usually in the plural. [U. S.1 (6) A tire for
the wheel of a bicycle.
5. An inequality of the ground in a bowling-

employed for fillets, beads,
n> ol "'"' *'* 1

:
An application of friction by

any means; a frictional movement, as of the
band over the surface of the body for remedial
purposes.
There is, however, the scar of an old injury. . . . This

is not to be reached by our rubbings, frictions, and elec-
tricity. Lancet, No. 3495, p. 389.

He was hardened sufficiently for a Northern winter by
trunk and spine rubbings twice a day.

Set. Atner., N. S., LXI. 286.

2. A copy of an inscribed, engraved, or sculp-

The reprobate . . . are but the rubbish wherewith the
vessels of honour are scoured.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 392.

The earth is raised up very much about this gate, and
all over the south end of the island, probably by the rub-
bish of a town of the middle ages.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 118.

2. Any useless or worthless stuff
;
that which

serves no good purpose, or is fit only to be
thrown away ;

trash
; trumpery ;

litter : used
of both material and immaterial things.

What trash is Rome,
What rubbish and what offal, when it serves
For the base matter to illuminate
So vile a thing as Csesar ! SAa*., J. C., i. 3. 109.

Such conceits as these seem somewhat too fine among
this rubbage, though I do not produce them in sport.

Sir H. Wotton, Reliquise, p. 12.

There was enough of splendid rubbish in his life to
cover up and paralyze a more active and subtile conscience
than the judge was ever troubled with.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xv.

That not one life shall be destroy'd,
Or cast as rubbish to the void,

When God hath made the pile complete.
Tennyson, In Memoriam, liv.

rubbish-heap (rub'ish-hep), n. A pile of rub-
bish

;
a mass of worthless )r rejected material.

The idol of to-day is often destined to find its place in
the rubbish-heap of the future.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 781.

He yet found no difficulty in holding that the fragments
of pottery accumulated in that great rubbish-heap in
Rome, the Monte Testaccio, were works of nature, not of
human art. Quarterly Rev.

,
CXLV. 116.

rubbishing (rub'ish-ing), a. [< rubbish + -ing?.]
Rubbishy; trashy; worthless; paltry.
This is the hend, is it, ... of my taking notice of that

rubbishing creature, and demeaning myself to patronize
her? Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xlii.

Listen to the ringing this or that sometimes a rub-
bishing proclamation, etc.

The Nation, Oct. 24, 1872, p. 257.

tured surface procured by rubbing superim- rubbish-pulley (rub'ish-pul"i), n. A simple
bing-stone. (A) A co'arsellle, or thorough "part oMt'"w Posed paper with something, as heel-bailor form of tackle-block used with a rope in hoist-

for applying French polish to furniture, etc. It pinmbago, that reproduces the outlines and sa- *"-"*"J-i- --* ^-*-' ^-
j-

- - ing materials from a foundation or excavation ;

liences on its exposed side. Compare squeeze, n. a gin-block. E. H. liiiig lit.

The walls at the head of the staircase ... are now oc- rubbishy (rub'ish-i), a. [< rubbish + -y^.\
Worthless; trashy; paltry; full of rubbish;
containing rubbish.

cupied by a fine series of rubbings of foreign brasses and
incised slabs. Athen&um, No. 3244, p. 902.

The drawing is a copy of a rubbing, and is therefore
correct. Ainer. Antiq., IX. 366.

rubbing-batten (rub'ing-bat"n), n. Same as
nibbing-vaurh. See panch.

rubbing-bed (rub'ing-bed), it. Inmni-ble-n-oi-!,-

ing, a bench with a stone or marble surface,
on which a slab of marble is placed to be sub-

Rome disappoints me much ; . . .

Rubbwhy seems the word that most exactly would suit it.

All the foolish destructions, and all the sillier sayings,
All the incongruous things of past incompatible ages,
Seem to be treasured up here to make fools of present

and future. Clouyh, Amours de Voyage, 1. 1.

On one side is a rubbishy church that has on the balus-
trade of the steps four plaster figures cut off at the waist
and planted on posts.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 112.

_ divided by a grub-saw.
green; a rub; hence, obstruction; difficulty; rubbing-block (rub'ing-blok). n. In marble-
onpleaaant collision in the business of life. polish inn : (a) A block of sandstone with which rubble (rub'l), n. [Early mod. E. nibble, rub-
A man who plays at bowls . . . must expect to meet the preliminary operation of smoothing is done bell; < ME. "robcl, < OF. "robel, in pi. *robeux

Thackeray, Virginians, xxix. by hand, (b) A marble-polisher, marble-rub-
6. pi. In the game of bowls, a contact or col- ber ' or marble-scourer,
lisiori of twn hnwla fTfiMiin0]j rf A i;u,i rubbinff-manhinft frub'i
lisipn

of two bowls. Halliwell. 7. A limited rubbing-machine (rub'ing-ma-shen"), n. In

dim. of robe, robbe, rubbish, trash, = Olt. roba,
robba, It. roba, trash : see rubbisJi.] 1. Rough
stones of irregular shapes and sizes, broken

series of games, usually three, as at whist, in l>en-blcacMng, a machine in'which the cloth from larger masses either naturally or artifi-
which the contest is decided by the winning of 's subjected to friction between the corrugated
the greater number of games ; also, the deci- surfaces of two planks, of which the upper is

sive game in such a series. moved back and forth over the lower by a
It is the trade of man, and ev'ry sinner crank-shaft,
Has play'd his rubbers; every soul's a winner. rubbing-panch (rub mg-panch), n. Naut. See

Quarlcs, Emblems, 1. 10. panclt.

cially, as by geological action, in quarrying,
or in stone-cutting or blasting. Rubble is used
in masonry both for rough, uncoursed work and for filling
in between outer courses of squared stone. See rubble-
work.

Cary away rubbeU or brokele of olde decayed houses.

Huloet, 1562.



rubble

The sub-soil is the disintegrated portion of the rock be-

, mid this often forms a "brush," a term applied to the
Th

low,
rubble formed on the limestones, especially in the Oolitic

strata. Woodward, Oeol. of Eng. and Wales (id ed.), p. 51.

2. Masonry of rubble; rubble-work. 3. By
extension, any solid substance in iiregularly
broken pieces, (a) A mass or aggregation of irregular
pieces of ice broken off by the action of heavy Hoes, as in

the arctic seas.

By dint of extraordinary exertions the sledge was got
through the rubble to a paleeocrystic floe, but the rough
work necessitated the rehishing of the boat on the sledge.

A. II'. Greelu, Arctic Service, p. 230.

(6) The whole of the bran of wheat before it is sorted into

pollard, bran, etc. [Prov. Eng. | Random nibble. See
nibble- a-art. Rubble drain. See drain. Snecked rub-
ble, masonry laid up with rough or irregular stones, but
so fitted as to preserve a strong bond. See rubble-work,
itneclriny.

rubble-ice (rub'l-is), . Fragmentary ice
;
rub-

ble. See rubble, 3 (a).

Stopped by dense nibble-ice, which extended as far south
as could be seen.

Scldey and Soley, Rescue of Greely, p. 21ti.

rubble-stone (rub'1-ston), . Same as rubble, 1.

rubble-walling (rub'l-wa"liug), . Same as

rubble-ifork.

rubble-work (rub'1-werk), H. Masonwork built

of rubble-stone. Rubble walls are either coursed or
uncoursed : in the former the stones are roughly dressed
and laid in courses, but without regard to equality in the

height of the courses ; in the latter (called random nibble)
the stones are used as they occur, the interstices between
them being filled in with smaller pieces, or with mortar or

clay, etc.

rubbly (rub'li), a. [< nibble + -yl.} Abound-
ing in small irregular stones; containing or

consisting of rubble.
The rubbly lavas of the basal series.

Daru-in, Geol. Observations, i. 87.

Rubeae (rii'be-e), . pi. [NL. (Bentham ami
Hooker, 1865), < Rubus + -eee.} A tribe of rosa-
ceous plants, consisting of the genus Rubii*

(which see for characters).
Rubecula (ro-bek'u-la), n. [XL., dim., < L. ru-

bere, be red: see ruby.} A name of the genus
of birds of which Erytliacu* rubeciila. the Eu-
ropean robin-redbreast, is the typical species :

same as Erytliacit*. Brelim, 1828.

rubedinous (ro-bed'i-nus), . [< L. rubedo (ru-
bedin-), redness (< rtiben:, be red), + -vug: see

rttiy.raP.] Reddish.

rubedity (ro-bed'i-ti), n. [Irreg. L. rubedo, red-
ness (see rubediiiotis), + -ity.} Ruddiness; red-
dishiiess ; rubiginous coloration.

rubefacient (ro-be-fa'shient), . and it. [< L.

rubefacieii(t-)x, ppr.of ruoefaoew, make red : see

rubify.} I. . Making red; producing redness,
us a medicinal application on the skin.

II. . An application which causes redness
or hyperemia of the skin where it is applied, as
a mustard plaster.
rubefaction (rO-be-fak'shon), . [Also rubi-

factiou ; < F. rvMfaction = Sp. rubefaecion, < L.

rubefaeerr, make red : see rubify and rubefa-
cient.'] Redness of the skin produced by a ru-
befacient ; also, the action of a rubefacieut.

rubelett (ro'be-let), H. [As ruby + -let.} A
little ruby.

About the cover of this book there went
A curious-comely, clean compartiment ;

And, In the midst, to grace it more, was set
A blushing, pretty-peeping rubelet.

UerricJc, To his Closet-Gods.

rubella (ro-bel'ii), . [NL., fern, of L. rubel-

iiis, reddish, dim. of niber. red: see ruby.} A
usually insignificant contagious disease, with
a rose-colored eruption, slight catarrnal symp-
toms in the mucous membranes of the head and
larger air-passages of the chest, and usually
slight pyrexia and cervical lymphadenitis. The
incubation period is from one to three weeks ; there is no
prodromal period, or it is only for a few hours. The rash,
which migrates, lasts in one place not more than half a
day, but is present on the body somewhere from two to
four days. Rubella protects against second attacks, but
not against measles or scarlet fever, with one or the other
of which it is sometimes confused. Also called i-ubeulu
and German measles.

rubellane (ro'bel-an), . [< L. nibelhis. red-
dish (see rubella). + -tine.} A kind of mica hav-
ing a reddish color.

rubellite (ro'bel-it), , [< L. rubetlits, reddish.
(see rubella), + -ite'l.} A red or pink variety
of tourmalin found on the island of Elba, in

Siberia, in Brazil, and at Paris in Maine. The
ruby in the imperial crown of Russia is believed
to be a rubellite.

Rubensian (ro-ben'si-an), a. and n. [< Ruben*
(see def.) + -iV.] I'.' n. Of or pertaining to,
or characteristic of, the Flemish painter Peter
Paul Rubens (1577-1640).
The composition is distinguished by the true Itulinutian

swing and emphatic movement. Athtiurum, .So. 3247, p. 90.

.->_>:> 1

II. u. A follower in- an admirer of Rubens;
one who belongs to the school or who imitates
the style of Rubens, described by Fuseli as "a
florid system of mannered magnificence."
Rubens's madder. See uiuddi-r la/.cs, under
madder1

.

rubeola (ro-be'o-lji), H. [NL.,diiu., < L. rubrii*.

red : see ruby.} In med. : () Same as measlex, 1.

(b) Rubella.
rubeolar (ro-be'o-ljjr), u. [< rubeolu + -ar'*.}

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or character-
istic of rubeola or measles.
rubeoloid (ro-be'o-loid), (i. [< ndu-ola + -old.}

Resembling rubeola.

ruberite (rS'ber-it), . [< L. niber, red (see
red 1

), + -ife2 .] Same as cujirite.

ruberythric (rp-be-rith'rik), a. [< L. rubiii.

madder, + GT. tpifyxif, red, + -/>.] Derived from
madder-root Ruberythric acid. Same as rutaanic
acid.

rubescence (ro-bes'ens), n. [< rnbesc.en(t) +
-a:} A growing riibescent or red; the state
of becoming or being red; a blush. Roaet.

rubescent (ro-bes'ent), a. [= F. rubescciit, <

L. rubeaceii(t-)n, ppr. of rubescere, become red,
< ruberc, be red: see mini, rcrf'.] Growing or

becoming red; tending to a red color; blushing.
Rubia (ro'bi-a), u. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700), <

L. rubia (> It" robbia = Sp. rubiii = Pg. riiivu),

madder, < rubeux, red, < rubere. be red : see ruby.}
A genus of gamopetalous plants, including the
madder, type of the order Rubiaeea, belong-
ing to the tribe Caliex, distinguished from the

closely related and well-known genus Galiinn.
the bedstraw, by flowers with parts in fives in-

stead of fours. It is further characterized by the ah-
sence of an involucre from the flowers, by a roundish calyx-
tube without border, a wheel-shaped corolla, five stamens,
a minute disk, and an ovary commonly two- celled and two-
"Vii In I. forming a small fleshy twin fruit. There are about
38 species, natives of the Mediterranean region, tropical
and temperate Asia, Smith Africa, and tropical and tem-
perate South America. They are herbs with elongated
angled stems, which are commonly rigid or minutely
prickly, and with large thickened roots sometimes 3 feet

long. They bear whorled lanceolate or obovate leaves,
usually four at a node, and small flowers In axillary or
terminal cymes, with their pedicels each jointed under
the calyx. .See madderl and munjeet.
Rubiaceae (ro-bi-a'se-e), . j>l. [NL., < Rubin +
-iieese.} A very natural and distinct order of

gamopetalous plants, of the cohort Kiibialen,

typified by the genus Rubia. The flowers are com-
monly perfect, regular, and symmetrical, the corolla most
frequently salverform or wheel-shaped, often funnelform
or bell shaped, usually with equal valvate lobes; the sta-

mens borne upon the corolla-tube, of the same number as
its lobes and alternate with them, the anthers two-celled
and usually oblong-linear: the ovary, which Is crowned
with a disk, one- to ten-celled, with one or more, com-
monly very numerous, ovules in each cell. The fruit
is from one- to ten-celled, capsular or fleshy, or separat-
ing into nutlets, the seeds with fleshy or corneous albu-
men. The order is one of the largest among flowering
plants, containing about 4,500 species of 373 genera and
25 tribes, and surpassed only by the Compttxittr, Legu-
minosee, and Orehidex. The most important tribes are
Ciitchonetf, Nauclete, Jlondeletieae, Hedyotidetc, Mwn-
dete, Gardeniete, Ixvrex, Morindex. Psychotriex, Peede-

rieee, Spennacocex, and Galiex. The species are more
abundant in America, and are all tropical except two
tribes, the Galieee of the northern and the Anthospermtir
of the southern hemisphere. They are trees, shrubs, or
herbs, and exhibit great variety of habit, being either

erect, prostrate, or climbing, and sometimes thorny, but
have remarkable uniformity of leaf-structure, varying from
the entire- and opposite-leafed type in but very few cases.

Stipules are well-nigh universal, and very various, being
inter- or fntra-petiolar, simple or two-cleft or -divided.
free or united with the petiole, etc. ; in the tribe Galiett

resembling the leaves, and with them making out a whorl.
The flowers are very often dimorphous or trimorphous in
the length of their stamens and pistils ;

and In some gen-
era they are capitately disposed, giving rise to a syncar-
pous fruit through the union of their calyxes. Some
genera as Bmtrardia and Gardenia contain ornamen-
tal plants, and several supply important products, Gotten

yielding coffee, and Cinchona the cinchona-bark: while
Jtitbia (the type) contains the madder-plant, whence the
order is often called the madder familti.

rubiaceous (i-o-bi-a'shiiis)," a. 'in bat., belong-
ing to or characteristic of the Rubiaeeee. .

rubiacin (ro'bi-a-sin), n. [< ltubiac(ese) +
-in".} A yellow crystallizable coloring matter

found in madder-root..
Rubiales (ro-bi-a'lez), H. t il. [NL. (Lindley.
lH4i>), < L. rubiri, madder : see Unhid.} A cohort
of gamopetalous plants. They are characterized by
opposite leaves, a calyx-tube adherent to the inferior

ovary, a calyx-border toothed, lobed, or rarely obsolete.
stamens fixed upon the corolla, alternate with and com-
monly equal to its lobes, the anthers separate, the ovary
commonly two- to eight-celled, each cell sometimes witii

one. more often with two or more ovules, the seeds with
copious fleshy albumen. It includes the two orders Rubi-
acex and Caprifoliaceff, the madder and honeysuckle fain i-

lies, the former commonly with and the latter without
stipules.

rubian (ro'bi-an), n. [< L. rubiii. madder (sec

Rubin), + -an.} A bitter principle and color-

rubific

producing matter (C28H 3iOj 5 ) of madder. It is

a glucoside, amorphous, very soluble in water and alcohol,
and has a yi-llmv color and a slightly bitter taste. It is a

very weak dye by itself, but is decomposed on boiling with
an acid, and deposits insoluble yellow nocks, which, after

being separated by filtration and well washed, serve as

dye for the same colors as those given by madder. The
tinctorial power of these (locks is due to alizarin.

rubianic(ro-bi-au'ik),rt. [< rubian +-.] Per-

taining to or derived from rubian. Rublanlc
acid, C-wHjigQn, a weak acid obtained from madder, Itu
>/<<! tt'urttrrtnn.

rubiate(ro'bi-at),H. [<L. rubia, madder (see Ru-

bin), + -<!.] A pigment obtained from mad-
der Liquid rublate, a concentrated tincture of mad-
der, very transparent and of a fine rose-color. Combined
with all other madder colors, it works well in water and
produces beautiful etfects. It acts as a drier in oil. Also
called liquid madder late. Purple rublate. See purple.

rubiblet, Same as ribi/ili- for ribibe.

rubican (r6'bi-kan), . [< F. rubicau = Sp. rti-

biftut = Pg. rubicSo, rubicano, rubican, = It. ra-
hii-nnii. roan, a roan horse (cf. "rabbicane, a
horse that is fashioned in the bodie like a grey-
hound, or that hath a white taile or rump"
Flurio. 1611); perhaps (irreg.) < L. rubricare,
color red : see rubricate.'] Noting the color of
a bay, sorrel, or black horse with light gray
or white upon the flanks, but not predominant
there, /iniley, 1727.

rubicativet (i-o'bi-ka-tiv), . [Appar. for *ru-

liricative, or for "rubijicatire = It. rubificajtivo, <

ritbijicare: see rubify.} That which produces a
reddish or ruby color. Imp. Diet.

rubicel. rubicelle (ro'bi-sel), . [< F. rubicelle.

also ritbacellc. dim. of rubnce, a species of ruby :

see riibasfte.} An orange or flame-colored vari-

ety of spinel.
A pretty rubicelle of three quarters of a carat.

Pop. Sri. Jfo., XXVIII. 825.

rubicund (rO'bi-kuud), a. [< OF. rubicunde, ru-

bicond, F. rubicund = Sp. Pg. rubicitado = It. ru-

bicondo, < L. rubicundus, very red, < rubere, be
red: see ruby.} Inclining to redness

; ruddy ;

blood-red: said especially of the face; in bo'l.,

turning rosy-red.
He had, indeed, all the outward signs of a sot : a sleepy

eye, a rubicund face, and carbuncled nose.

Smollett, Travels, U.

Kalstatf alludes to Pistol's rubicund nose.

/''"v, Illustrations of Shakspeare, p. 30.

= 8yn. Rosy. etc. Has ruddy.

rubicundity (ro-bi-kun'di-ti). M. [< ML. rubi-

<-uiidit<i(t-)s, redness, < rubicundus, red: see

rubicund.} The state of being rubicund
; red-

ness. [Rare.]
I do not wish you to parade your rubicundity and gray

hairs. H. Walpule. (Imp. Diet.)

rubidic (r6-bid'ik), n. [< rubidium + -ie.} Of
or pertaining to rubidium.
rubidin (ro'bi-din), . [< L. rubidus, red, reddish,
+ -in 2.] A basic coal-tar product (CjjH^N),
which is also found as a product in tobacco-
smoke.
rubidium (ro-bid'i-um), . [NL., < L. rubidus,
red, reddish, < rubere, be red: see ruby.} Chemi-
cal symbol, Rb ;

atomic weight, 85.25. A metal

belonging to the group of elements which in-

cludes lithium, sodium, potassium, and caesium :

so named from the reddish tint of its salts.
It is very soft, is silver-white in color, has a specific
gravity of 1.52, and melts at about 101 Tf. When thrown
into water it burns, forming rubidium hydrate, RbOH.
Rubidium was first detected by the spectroscope, together
with caisium. in the mineral water of Diirkheim, in which
it exists to the amount of two parts in ten million. It has
since been found in considerable quantity, together with
ca'sium and lithium, in several other saline waters, and
most abundantly in that of Bourbonne-les-Bains in France.
It is also found in several lepidolites: that of Bozena. in

Moravia, contains 0.24 per cent, of rubidium, with only a
trace of cresium ; that of Hebron, In the State of Maine,
n.-24 percent, of rubidium and 0.3 per cent, of cecsium. The
two metals likewise occur, though in smaller quantity, in

the lepidoliteof Prague, the petalite of I'to in Finland, the
lithia-mica of Zinnwald in the Erzgebirge. and other lithia

minerals. It has been found also in the ashes of many
plants, and in the saline or crude potash obtained from the
residue of the beet-sugar manufacture. It has been found
in tobacco-leaves, and in coffee, tea, cocoa, and crude tar-

tar. In minerals and mineral waters rubidium and cwsi-
um are always associated with lithium, and generally also
with potassium and sodium ; but plants have the power
<>f a.sMmilating two or three of these metals to the exclu-
sion of the rest; thus, tea, coffee, and the saline of beet-
root contain potassium, sodium, and rubidium, but not a
trace of lithium.

rubied (rii'bid), n. [< ruby + -nl~.} Having the
color of the ruby ; ruby-red : as, a rubied lip.

Twin with the ndnttd cherry.
Shak.. Pericles, v.. Prol., 1. 8.

rubifaction (ro-bi-fak'shou), . Same as rubr-

I'lli-tion.

rubiflc (ro-bif'ik), . [< L. rubere, be red, + fii-
cciv. make. Cf. rubify.} Making red; commu-
nicating redness.



rubific

The several species of rays, as the rubijick, eerulinck, and
others. N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra, ii. 2.

nitrification (ro"bi-fi-ka'shon). H. [< rubify +
-atioii (see -fication). Ct. rubcfactioii.] The
act of making red.

All the Degrees and Effects of Fire, as distillation, sub-

limation, . . . rubification, and fixation.'

Homtl, Letters, ii. 42.

rubiform (ro'bi-form), a. [< ruby + -form.]

Having or exhibiting some shade of red
;
char-

acterized by redness. [Bare.]
Of those rays which pass close by the snow the rubtfmn

will be the least refracted. Newton.

rubify (ro'bi-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. rubified, ppr.

rubifying. [< F. rubefier = Sp. rubificar = It.

rubijieare, < L. as if "rubificare, for rubefacere,
make red, redden, < rubere, be red, + fucere,
make.] To make red; redden.

Deep-scarleted, rubified, and carbuncled faces.

Hassinger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 1.

rubiginose (ro-bij'i-nos), . [< LL. rubigino-
nus, rusty: see rubiginous.'] Having the color
of iron-vust ;

brown-red
; rubiginous ; in bot.,

usually, noting a surface whose peculiar color
is due to glandular hairs. Treas. of Sot.

rubiginous (rij-bij'i-nus), a. [< F. rubigineux
(= Sp. ruginoso = It. rugginoso), < LL. rubigi-

nosus, robiginosus, < L. rubigo, robigo (-gin-),
rust : see rubigo. Cf. roinous.] 1. Rusty; hav-

ing a rusty appearance, as the sputa in some
cases of pneumonia. Dunglison. 2. In bot.

and sool., rust-colored; brownish-red; ferru-

ginous. 3. Affected by rubigo, as a plant.

rubigo (ro-bi'go), n. [= It. rubigine, < L. ru-

bigo, robigo, rust, < rubere, be red: see ruby,
red1 . Cf. rain.] A kind of rust on plants, con-

sisting of a parasitic fungus ;
mildew.

rubijervine (ro-bi-jer' vin), n. [< L. rubeus, red,
+ E.jervine, q. v.] An alkaloid (CgeH^sNOg)
found in Veratrum album.

rubint, rnbine1
t (ro'bin), . [= D. robijn =

MHG. G. Dan. Sw. rubin = Sp. rubin = Pg.
rubim (= Buss, rubinu = NGr. povpivt, povunivi),
< It. rubino, robino, < ML. rubinus, a ruby : see

ruby, the older and now exclusive E. form.]
Same as ruby.

rubine'2 (ro'bin), n. [< L. rub-eus, rub-er, red, +
-ine2.] An aniline dye: same as fuchsin.
Rubine S. Same as odd-magenta.
rubineous (rij-bin'e-us), a. [< rubinei + -ous.]
In entom., of a glassy or semi-transparent deep-
crimson red, resembling a ruby, as the eyes of

an insect; less exactly, in zool., of any bright,

rich, or vivid red: as, the rubineous flycatchers
(Pyrocephalus).

rubioust (ro'bi-us), a. [More prop, "rubeoun;
= Sp.rubio = Pg. ruico= 1i. robbio, < L. rubeus,
ML. also rubius, red, reddish: see red1 . Cf.

rouge.'] Bed.
Diana's lip

Is not more smooth and ruinous.

Shak., T. N., i. 4. 32.

rubiretin (ro-bi-ret'in), .

Gr. pr/Tivri, resin :

see resin.} A resi-

nous coloring mat-
ter (C7HqO2), iso-

rueric with ben-
zoic acid, existing
in madder, and
formed from ru-

bian under the in-

fluence of acids or
of a soluble fer-

ment found in

madder.
rub-iron (rub'i*-
ern), n. A plate
attached to a car-

riage- or wagon-
bed to protect it

from abrasion by
a fore wheel when
making a sharp
turn

; a wheel-

guard or wheel-

guard plate.
ruble (ro

'

bl), n.

[Also rouble (as
F.); early mod. E.
also rubble, roble ;

= F. rouble = G.
Dan. Sw. rubel =
NGr. povpltov, <

[< L. rubeus, red, +

Reverse.

Ruble. 1862 British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

Buss. rubK, a ruble (100 copecks); generally
explained as lit. 'a piece cut off,' < rubiti, cut;
but perhaps derived, through Turk., < Pers.

5255

riipiya, rupee : see rupee.] A silver coin of Bus-

sia, current since the seventeenth century. The
ruble of the present day, the legal unit of money in Rus-

sia, is equal to about :is. Zd. English, or 77 United States

cents. Little actual coin, however, now circulates in

Russia, paper money of the nominal value of 100, 26, 10,

5, S, and 1 rubles taking its place. The paper ruble is

discounted at about 50 cents.

rubric (ro'brik), n. and a. [< ME. rubricke, ru-

brik, rubrike, rubryke, robryk, rubriche, roberycli,

rubryce, rubrysshe, < OF. rubriche, rebriche, ru-

brique, F. rubrique (= Pr. Sp. Pg. It. rubrica =
D. rubriek = G. Sw. Dan. rubrik), < L. rubrica,
red ocher, red earth, the title of a law written
in red, a law, ML. (ecel.) a rubric; fern. (sc.

terra, earth) of "rubricus, red, < ruber, red : see

red1
.] I. n. 1. Bed ocher; red chalk; reddle.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
Take rubrik poured in sum litel shelle,
And therwithall the bak of every bee
A pensel touche as thai drynk atte the welle.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 14.

The same in sheeps milke with rubricke and soft pitch,
drunke every day or eaten to your meate, helpeth the

ptisicke and obstructions.

Topsell, Beasts (1607), p. 132. (HalKwell.)

Once a dwelling's doorpost marked and crossed
In rubric by the enemy on his rounds
As eligible, as fit place of prey,
Baffle him henceforth, keep him out who can !

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 74.

2. In old manuscripts and printed books, and
still sometimes in the latter, some small part

distinguished from the rest of the matter by
being written or printed in red, as an initial

letter, a title or heading, a liturgical direction,
etc.

These rubrics [initial letters written with minium or
red lead], as they were called, gradually received many
fanciful adornments at the hands of the illustrators.

Amer. Cyc., XI. 599.

3. Anything of a kind which in manuscripts
or books it was formerly customary to put in

red, as the title of a subject or division, the

heading of a statute, a guiding rule or direc-

tion, the first letter of a chapter, etc.

After thy text, ne after thy rubriche,
I wol not wirche as mochel as a gnat.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 34.

They [Flacius's "Centuries"] divide the material by
centuries, and each century by a uniform Procrustean
scheme of not less than sixteen rubrics.

Schaff, Hist. Christ. Ch., I. 7.

Specifically 4. A liturgical direction or in-

junction in an office-book such as a prayer-
book, missal, or breviary; a rule prescribed
for the conduct of religious worship, or of any
part of a religious service, printed in the Bo-
man Catholic, Greek, and sometimes other of-

fice-books in red characters; also, collectively,
the body of such rules.

They had their particular prayers, according to the sev-

eral days and months; and their tables or rubricks to in-

struct them. Stittingjleet.

Our obligations to observe the rubric, how indispensable
soever, are subject to this proviso.

Hook, Church Diet., p. 668.

For processions, . . . the rubrics according to the Salis-

bury Use direct the chief celebrant, at least, to have on a

cope. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 45.

5. A flourish after a signature; a paraphe.
Madre de Dios ! the other day she makes me a rubric

of the Governor, Pio Pico, the same, identical. [Foot-

note.] The Spanish rubric is the complicated nourish at-

tached to a signature, and is as individual and characteris-

tic as the handwriting. Bret Harte, Story of a Mine, p. 39.

Ornaments rubric. See ornament.

H. a. 1. Bed; of a red or reddish color.

What though my name stood rubric on the walls,
Or plaster'd posts, with claps, in capitals?

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 215.

2. Pertaining to rubrics; made the subject of
a rubric ; rubrical

;
marked in red characters.

I don't know whether my father won't become a rubric

martyr, for having been persecuted by him.

Walpole, To Mann, Dec. 1, 1754.

Rubric lakes, the pigments of various colors commonly
known as madder lakes.

rubric (ro'brik), r. t. ; pret. and pp. rubricked,

ppr. rubrickint/. [ME. "rubrichen, rubrisshen,

rubrycen, < OF. rnbrieher, F. rubriquer = Sp.

Pg. rubricar = It. rubrieare ; < L. rubrioare,
color red, < rubrica, red earth, red ocher: see

rubric, .] 1. To adorn with red; rubricate.

Johnson.

Item, for rubrissheyng of all the booke, . . . iiis. iiijd.

Paston Letters, II. 335.

2. To make the subject of a rubric
; enjoin ob-

servances regarding, as a saint of the calendar.

Stretching his [the Pope's] arm to heaven, in rubrickiny
what saints he list ; to hell, in freeing what prisoners he
list. Ken. T. Adams, Works, II. 255. rubrisshet, r. See niliric, c.

rubrisshe

rubrical (ro'bri-kal), (I. [< rubric + -a I.] 1.

Same us rubric, 1.

You thus persecute ingenuous men over all your booke,
with this one over-tir'd rubricall conceit still of blushing.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

2. Of, pertaining to, or contained in a rubric or

rubrics : as, a rubrical direction.

rubricality (ro-bri-kal'i-ti), H.; pi. rubricnlitit'x

(-tiz). [< rubrical + -iffy.] The character of

being rubrical
;
that which is rubrical ;

a mat-
ter having relation to rubrics or ritual

; agree-
ment with a rubric or rubrics.

" Where have you been staying?"
" With young Lord

Vieuxbols, among high art and painted glass, spade farms
and model smell-traps, rubricalitifB and sanitary reforms."

Kingsley, Yeast, vi. (Dames.)

rubrically (ro'bri-kal-i), adv. In a rubrical

manner; according to a rubric or the rubrics;

over-conventionally or -formally. [Bare.]
A lady-like old woman, . . . slight of figure, and rubri-

cally punctual in her uprisings and downsittings.
J. S. Le Fanu, Tenants of Mallory, 1.

rubricate (ro'bri-kat), . t.
; pret. and pp. ru-

bricated, ppr. rubricating. [< L. rubricatus, pp.
of rubrieare, color red: see rubric, v.'] 1. To
mark or distinguish with red; illuminate with
red letters,words, etc., as a manuscript or book.
See rubrication and rubricator.

Curroone rubricates this in the Kalendar of his greatest

dangers and deliverances.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels into Africa (ed. 1638), p. 90.

There [on an old map of Burma] we see rubricated not

only Ava, but Pochang. Quarterly Rev., CLXII. 217.

2. To formulate as a rubric ; arrange as ru-

brics or precepts ; provide with rubrics.

A system . . . according to which the thoughts of men
were to be . . . rubricated forever after. Hare. (Webster.)

Rubricated letters or matter, capital letters or sepa-
rate words or lines written or printed in red.

rubricate (ro'bri-kat), a. [< L. rubricatus: see

the verb.] Bepresented in red; having red

coloring, in whole or in part.

Other festivals I enquire not after, as of St Dunstan's,
and the rest that stand rubricate in the old Kalendars.

Spelman, Orig. of Terms, ii.

rubrication (ro-bri-ka'shon), n. [= Sp. rubri-

cacion = It. rubricazione ; "< ML. *rubricatio(n-),
< L. rubrieare, color red: see rubricate.} 1.

A making red; specifically, the act of illumi-

nating with red or colored letters, words, etc.,

as old manuscripts and books. 2. That which
is rubricated, or done in red; a letter, word, or

other part of a text separately executed in red,

or, in general, in color.

These are but a few of the subjects of these fine rubri-

cations of the "Book of Wedding Days."
Athenteum, No. 3236, p. 603.

3. The act of formulating, as a rubric
; arrang-

ing as or with rubrics.

rubricator (ro'bri-ka-tor), H. [= F. rubricateur
= Pg. rubricador = It!. rubricatore ; < ML. *ru-

bricator, < L. rubrieare, color red: see rubri-

cate.1 One who rubricates ; formerly, a person
employed to insert red or otherwise colored let-

ters, words, etc., in the text of a manuscript or
book.
The rubricator's work consists of the names of the

speakers, ... a rule between every speech, and a touch

upon the initial letter of every line of poetry.
York Plays, Int., p. xvi.

We find in a good many MSS. as well as early printed
books small letters written either in the margin or in the
blank left for the initial, to guide the rubricator.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 686.

rubrician (ro-brish'an), n. [< rubric + -ian.]
One who is versed in or who adheres to the ru-
bric. Quarterly Bev. (Imp. Diet.)

rubricist (ro'bri-sist), . [< rubric + -ist.]

Same as rubrician.

rubricity (rg-bris'i-ti), . [< L. "rubricus, red

(see rubric), + -ity.] If. Bedness.

The rubricity of the Nile. Geddes. (Encyc. Diet.)

2. The character of being rubrical
;
accordance

with the rubrics; rubricality.

Rubricit!/ ... is the sheet-anchor of the Church. . . .

The rubric is explicit here, and settles the case.

W. A. Butler, Mrs. limber's Raffle, iv.

rubriCOSC (ro'bri-kos), a. [< L. rubricosus, full

of red earth or red ocher, < rubrica, red earth,
red ocher: see rubric.] In hot., marked with

red, as the thallus of some lichens ; rubricate.

mbrishert (ro'brish-er), H. [ME., < rubrisslie

(rubric), v., + -erl.] A painter of ornamental
or directing letters in early manuscripts.
Thus in Bruges we find there were . . . Verlichters or

Rubrishers who probably confined their attention to illu-

minated capitals. Blades, William Caxton, ix.



rttbsen-cake

riibsen-cake (rub'sen-kak), . [< G. riibaen,

ri'ib-siimi-n, rape-seed (< G. riibe, rape : see rope*,
+ samen, seed, = L. semen : see semen), + cake

(see caA'ei).] An oil-cake much used on the
continent of Europe, made from the seeds of
the summer rape. Imp. Diet.

rubstone (rub'ston), n. 1. A kind of close-

grained sandstone or gritstone used for sharp-
ening instruments and for polishing metallic
surfaces. A hard variety is made into whetstones for

scythes and similar tools, and is also used for smoothing en-

gravers' copperplates, etc. A softer variety, distinguished
as carpenters' rubstone, is cut into suitable pieces for quick-
ly giving a rough edge to knives or the like, to be finished
on finer stones.

2f. A whetstone
;
a rub.

A cradle for barley, with rubstone and sand.

Tusser, September's Husbandry, at. 14.

Eubus (ro'bus), . [NL. (Malpighi, 1675), < L.

rubus, a bramble-bush, blackberry-bush (> It.

Sp. Pg. rub<>, bramble), so called with ref. to the
color of the fruit of some species, < rubere, be
red: see ruby, red1

.'] A genus of rosaceous

plants, constituting the tribe Bubese. It has
flowers with abroad flattened flve-lobed calyx, five petals,
numerous subtenninal filiform styles, and a fleshy fruit

(a drupetum) consisting of small drupes on a common re-

ceptacle. Nearly 800 species have been described, of
which about 100 may be admitted as valid. They are
most abundant in Europe, northern Africa, and Asia, are

moderately numerous in North America and the West In-

dies, and occur in nearly all other regions, but less com-

Fetislich hir fyngreB were fretted with gold wyre,
And there-on red rubyes as red as any glede.

Piers Plowman (B), ii. 12.

Of fine rubies [var. rubiits, Tyrwhitt] and of diamants.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1289.

Paled pearls and rubies red as blood.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 188.

2. A pure or somewhat crimson red color.

You can behold such sights,
And keep the natural ruby of your cheeks,
When mine is blanch'd with fear.

Shalt., Macbeth, Hi. 4. 115.

3. Something resembling a ruby; a blain; a
blotch; a carbuncle. 4. In her., the tincture
red or gules, when blazoning is done by means
of precious stones. See blazon, n., 2. 6. In

printing, a type smaller than nonpareil and
larger than pearl, about the size of American
agate, or 5 points in the new system of sizes.

[Eng.] 6. In horol.: (a) Any variety of ruby
used as jewels in watchmaking, as in the finest
watches. Hence (6) The jewel of the roller
of the balance-staff of a watch, irrespective of
the material of which it is made. Compare joe-
el, n., 4. 7. In ornith.: (a) The red bird of para-
dise, Paradisea rubra or sanguined. (b) The
ruby hummer, Clytoleema rubineus of Brazil, and

Branch with Flowers of Common or High Blackberry lRnt>**
villosus).

a, the fruit; b. leaf from the first year's shoot.

monly in southern tropical Africa, Madagascar, Australia,
New Zealand, and the Pacific islands. About 10 species
are found in the eastern United States, 5 in California,
and 6 in Alaska. They are commonly prickly shrubs,
sometimes creeping herbs, either with or without hairs,
sometimes glandular, woolly or hoary. Their leaves are
scattered and alternate, sometimes simple and either un-
divided or lobed, generally compound, with five or three
leaflets. The flowers are white, pink, or purplish, usually
disposed in terminal or axillary corymbs or panicles. A
section in which the drupelets fall from the receptacle
at maturity, together or separately, is Represented by the
raspberry ; a second, in which they remain attached, com-
prises the blackberries. Various species produce the well-
known fruits of these names ; the roots of R. Canademis
and n. villogus afford a useful tonic astringent ; some are
ornamental plants. See raspberry, blackberry, blackcap, 4,

bramble, cloudberry (with cut), roebuck-berry, and dewberry.
ruby (rb'bi), . and a. [Early mod. E. also rii-

bie; < ME. ruby, rubi, rubeye, < OF. rubi, also ru-
bis, F. rubis = Pr. robi, robina, = Sp. rubi, rubin
= Pg. rubi, rubim = It. rubino ( > E. rubin), < ML.
rubimis, also rubius, rubiutn, a ruby, so called
from its red color, < L. rubeus, red, < rubere, be
red: see rerfl. Cf. rubin.'} I. n.

; pi. rubies
(-biz). 1. The clear rich-red variety of corun-
dum. (See corundum.) it is highly prized as a gemand ranks even above the diamond, tine examples of from
one to five carats selling at a price from three to ten times
greater than that of a diamond of corresponding size and
quality. The finest rubies, those of a pigeon's-blood col-
or, are found in Upper Burma, near Mogok. north of Man-
dalay ; they occur there in place in a crystalline limestone
also in gem bearing gravels ; the spinel ruby is a common
associate. Rubies of a dark-red color, sometimes with a
tinge of brown, are found in the region about Chantibun
Siam

; others, of a dark-pink or purplish tint, in Ceylon. A
magenta-colored ruby from Victoria, in Australia is locallyknown as barMyiU. In Great Britain rubies of a dark-red
or beefs-blood color are highly prized. The red variety of
corundum described above is the true or oriental ruby but
the name ruby is also sometimes given to a red variety of
spinel; this spinel ruby varies in color from the deep-red
to the rose-red balas ruby and the yellow or orange-red ru-
bieel. The pale-red topaz from Brazil is also sometimes
called Brazilian ruby, and a red variety of garnet, rock-ruby

mines. These are larger than the so-called Arizona, Xetr
Mexico, and Colorado rubug, all of which are identical with
the so-called Australian rubies, which are a variety of py-
rope garnet. Cat'8-eye ruby, a variety of ruby exhibit-

ing more or less distinctly the chatoyant effect of the cat's-
< y . Ruby of arsenic or sulphur, the protosulphid of

arsenic, or red compound of arsenic and sulphur. Ruby
of zinc, the sulphid of zinc, or red blende.

II. a. Of a color resembling that of the ruby ;

of a rich red color inclining toward crimson.
Over thy wounds now do I prophesy
Which, like dumb months, do ope their ruby lips.
To beg the voice and utterance of my tongue.

Shak., J. C., ill. 1. 260.

Butler, fetch the ruby wine,
Which with sudden greatness fills us.

Emerson, From Haflz.

Ruby glass. See glass. Ruby luster, one of the varie-
ties of metallic luster. The name is given to all lusters
of any shade of red, even approaching purple or maroon.
Ruby silver. Same as prwstite and pyrargyrite.

Ruby spinel. Seedef. i, above. Ruby sulphur. Same
as realgar.

ruby (ro'bi), r. t.
; pret. and pp. rubied, ppr.

rubying. [< ruby, .] To make red.

With sanguine drops the walls are rubied round.

Fenton, in Pope's Odyasey, xx. 426.

ruby-blende (ro'bi-blend), n. 1. A clear red

variety of zinc sulphid, or sphalerite. 2. Ruby
silver; a red silver ore, or sulphid of arsenic

(as antimony) and silver. These ores include
the mineral species proustite and pyrargyrite.
ruby-copper (ro'bi-kop'er), n. Same as cuprite.

ruby-crowned (ro' bi-kround), a. Having a red

patch on the poll : as, the ruby-crowned kinglet,
Begulus calendula.

ruby-mica (re'bi-ml'kS), . Same as goethite.

rubytail (ro'bi-tal), n.
"
A gold wasp or cuckoo-

fly of the hymenopterous family Chrysididse, as

Chrysis ignita, having the abdomen of a ruby
color.

mby-tailed (ro'bi-tald). a. Having the abdo-
men red : specifically noting the rubytails or

Clirysididse. See cut under Cltrysididas.

ruby-throated (ro'bi-thro'ted), a. Having a

ruby gorget of feathers like metallic scales, as
a humming-bird. The common ruby-throated hum-
ming-bird is Trochilus colubris, the only member of the
Trochilidie which is generally distributed in the eastern
part of the United States. The male is :ij inches long
and 5 inches in extent of wings, golden-green above, white
below with green sides and ruby throat, the wings and
tail dark-purplish. The female is smaller, and has no gor-
get, and the tail-feathers are varied with black and white.
See cut under humming-bird.

ruby-tiger (ro'bi-ti'ger), n. A beautiful British

moth, Phragmatobia fuliginosa.
ruby-WOOd (ro'bi-wud), . The red sanders-
wood or sandalwood, Pterocarpus santalinus.
See sandaltcood.

ruct (ruk). n. Same as roc*.

rucervine (ro-ser'vin), . [< Rucervus + -j'jie1 .]

Relating or belonging to the genus Rucervus;
having characteristics of Bucercus;

Its antlers are large, and of the intermediate rucervine

type. CasseU's Nat. Hill., III. 61. (Encyc. Diet.)

Rucervus (ro-ser'vus), n. [NL.,< Bu(sa) + Cer-

nts.] A genus of East Indian Cerrida, having
doubly dichotomous antlers with a large brow-
tine. There are several species. C. schomburgki inhabits
Siam ; C. duvauceli is the Barasingha deer of Asia

; C. eldi,
the tharayn, is found in Burma.
ruche (rosh), . [Also rouche; < F. ruche, quill-

ing; cf . F. rouche, the hull of a ship,< OF. rouche,

ruck

iixi'ln; rucque, a beehive, = Pr. rusca.
a beehive; prob. of Celtic origin, and so called
as once made of bark, < Bret, rusk = W. rhinj
= Gael, rusij = Ir. ruse, bark.] 1. A full quill-

ing, frilling, or plaiting of ribbon, muslin, gren-
adine, net, lace, or other material, used as a

trimming forewomen's garments, or worn at the
neck and wrists. 2. A loose pile of arched
tiles to catch and lodge oyster-spawn.
niching (ro'shing), . [< nn-li( + -/;/. J Same
as rucne.

ruck 1
(ruk), . [Also rook; rouk; < ME. rouken,

rukkeii, crouch, bend, lie close; cf. Dan. ruge,
brood.] I. intrans. To squat, like a bird on its

nest or a beast crouching; crouch down; cower;
hence, to huddle together ; lie close, as sheep in

a fold. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
What is mankynde more unto yow holde
Than is the scheep that rouketh in the folde?

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 460.

But now they rucken in hire neste,
And resten as hem liken beste.

Gower, MS. 8oc. Autiq. 134, f. 114. (HattiweU.)

The furies made the bride-groomes bed, and on the house
did ,":.'.

A cursed owle, the messenger of ill successe and lucke.

(folding, tr. of Ovid (ed. 1608), p. 73. (Sores.)

II. trans. To perch; seat, as a bird when
roosting: used reflexively.

The raven rook'd her on the chimney's top.
Shak., 3 Hen. VL , v. 6. 47.

ruck2
(ruk), n. [< Icel. hrukJca, a wrinkle on

the skin or in cloth; cf. Icel. ItroJelcin, curled,

wrinkled, pp. of hrokkva, recoil, give way, curl
;

cf. Sw. rynka, Dan. rynke, a wrinkle (see runkle,

u-rinkte); Gael, roc, a wrinkle.] 1. A fold,
crease, or pucker in the material of a garment,
resulting from faults in the making.
The leather soon stretched and then went into rucks and

folds which hardened, and, as a natural consequence, pro-
duced great discomfort. Bury and Billier, Cycling, p. 238.

2. In printing, a crease or wrinkle made in a
sheet of paper in passing from the feed-board
to impression.
ruck2

(ruk), v. [= Icel. rykkja, draw into folds :

see ruck2
, n.] Ii trans. 1. To wrinkle; crease;

pucker: usually with up: as, to ruck up cloth;
to ruck up a silk skirt. [Colloq.]

A rucked barke oregrewe their bodye and face,
And all their lymbes grewe starke and stifle also.

The Newe Metamorphosis (1600), MS.

2. To ruffle the temper of
; annoy ; vex : fol-

lowed by up. [Colloq.]
II. intrans. 1. To become creased and

wrinkled
;
draw up in wrinkles or puckers : as,

this stuff nicks easily.

The paper . . . rucked up when inserting the cartridge
in the chamber of the gun, and has been superseded by
coil brass. IT. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 29.

2. To be ruffled in temper ;
be annoyed, vexed,

or excited: followed by up. [Colloq.]
ruck3 (ruk), n. [A var. of ricfrl.] 1. Same as
rick 1

.

Your nowt may die
;
the spate may bear away

Frae aff the howms your dainty rucks of hay.
Ramsay, Gentle Shepherd, 1. 2.

2. A vague unit of volume, a stack, about 5}
cubic yards of bark. [Prov. Eng.]
ruck4 (ruk), n. [< ME. rok, ruke; < OSw. ruka,
a heap, prob. connected with Icel. liraukr = AS.
Itredc, a heap, rick: see reek2

,
rick1

,
rucks .~\

1. A crowd or throng; especially, a closely
packed and indiscriminate crowd or mass of

persons or things; a jam ; a press.
There watj rynging, on ryjt, of ryche metalles

Quen renkkes in that ryche rok rennen hit to cache.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1514.

Now for the spurs ! and as these, vigorously applied,
screwed an extra stride out of 'IVM, I soon found myself
in therucAr of men, horses, and drawn swords.

Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 112.

2. The common run of persons or things ;
the

commonplace multitude, as contrasted with the

distinguished or successful few : specifically
said of the defeated horses in a race.

One [story] however, if true, is somewhat out of the or-

dinary ruck, and it is told of the same Lord Mohun ("Dog
Mohun, " as Swift calls him)who fought the Duke of Hamil-
ton.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 218.

3. Trash; rubbish; nonsense. [Colloq.]

He 's stuck up and citified, and wears gloves, and takes
his meals private in his room, and all that sort of ruck.

Scrilmer-3 Mag., VIII. 159.

ruck4 (ruk), c.t. [< ruck*, !.] To gather to-

gether into heaps. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
ruck5 (ruk), n. [Origin obscure.] A small
heifer. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]



ruck

ruckB (ruk), . [A var. of rut 1
.] A rut in a

road. Hulliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
ruck7

t (ruk), n. Same as roc1
.

ruckerizet (ruk'er-!z), v. i. [< Rucker (the name
of a citizen of Tennessee who, being in Balti-

more at the time of the Democratic convention
in 1835, took it upon himself to represent his

State in it) + -i:e.] To assume a position or

function without credentials. [U. S. political

slang of about 1835 and later.]

ruckle (ruk'l), . [Cf. D. rogrhclen, clear the

throat, spit out; MHG. ruohelen, rultelen, riie-

Inhi, rukelen, riiclielen, riiclieln, whinny, roar,

rattle, G. rocheln, rattle, freq. of OHG. roltuii,

MHG. rolien, roar, grunt; Icel. hryf/la, a rat-

tling in the throat, Sw. rackla, hawk, or clear

the throat
;
L. rugire, roar, Gr. iipvy/iof, a roar

;

all prob. more or less imitative.] A rattling
noise in the throat, as from suffocation. See
death-ruckle. [Scotch.]
ruckle (ruk'l), v. i.; pret. and pp. ruckled, ppr.

ruckling. [< ruckle, .] To make a rattling

noise; rattle. [Scotch.]
The deep ruckling groans of the patient satisfied every

one that she was breathing her last.

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xxxviii.

ruckling (ruk'ling), . anda. Same as reckling.
nictation (ruk-ta'shon), w. [< LL. ructatio(n-),
< L. ruetare, belch: see eructate.'] The act of

belching; eructation. Cockeram.

Absteyne from meate[s) that ingender botches, inflam-

mations, fumous ructuations, or vapours.
Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, iv. 12. (Richardson.)

There are some little symptoms of this inordination, by
which a man may perceive himself to have transgressed
his measures ;

"
nictation, uneasy loads, singing, looser

pratlngs." Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 701.

ruction (ruk'shon), . [Prob. a dial, perver-
sion of eruption.'] A vexation or annoyance ;

also, a disturbance
;
a row or rumpus. [Slang. ]

rud1
(rud), n. [Also rudd; < ME. rod, rudde,

rude, rode, redness, < AS. rudu, redness (of

complexion), < reodan, be red: see red1 . Of.

ruddy.] If. Redness; blush; flush.

Her chekes full choise, as the chalke white,
As the rose was the rud that raiked horn In.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8048.

2f. Complexion; face.

His rode was reed, his eyeu greye as goos.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 131.

Olympias the onorable ouer all hue hyght.
Rose red was hur rode, full riall of schape.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 178.

3. Bed ocher; reddle for marking sheep.

[Prov. Eng.]
rud 1

t (rud), a. [An adj. use of rud1 , n., or var.

of red1 : see rud1
, n., red1

,
and cf . ruddy.'] Red :

ruddy.
Sweet blushes stayn'd her rud-red cheeke,
Her eyen were blacke as sloe.

Percy's ReHyues, p. 327.

rud1
! (rud), v. [< ME. rudden, ruden, rodden,

roden, a secondary form or a var. of red1
, v., <

AS. reodian, be or become red, retidan, redden,
stain with blood: see red1

, v.] I. trans. To
make red.

Her eheekes lyke apples which the sun hath rudded.

Spenser, Epithalamlon, 1. 178.

II. intrans. To redden.

As rody as a rose roddede hus chekes.
Piers Plowman (C), xvi. 108.

The apple rodded from its palie greene.
Chatlerton, An Excellente Balade of

[Charitie.

rud'2 (rud), n. A dialectal va-

riant of reed1 .

rud3 (rud), v. t. [A var. of red3 ,

nd3(?).] To rub; polish. Haiti-

well. [Prov. Eng.]
rudas (ro'das), M. and a. [Al-
so roudes ; cf. Sc. roudocli,

roodyoch, sulky-looking.] I. .

A foul-mouthed old woman;
a randy : a beldam

;
a hag.

[Scotch.]
II. a. Bold

;
coarse ;

foul-

mouthed: applied to women.
[Scotch.]
But what can ail them to bury the

auld carlin (a ntdas wife she was) in

the night time?

Scott, Antiquary, xxvi.

Rudbeckia (rud-bek'i-a), M.

[NL. (LiniiBBUs, 1737), named af-

6267

tanical Garden of Upsala.] A genus of compo-
site plants of the tribe Helian thoidcee and sub-
tribe Verbesinese, consisting of rigid, mostly
perennial herbs with large or middle-sized

(often showy) heads borne on long stalks. The
heads are marked by a hemispherical involucre, common-
ly with two rows of partly or wholly herbaceous bracts,

long spreading sterile ray-flowers, and a conical or cylin-
drical receptacle, with concave chaff embracing the nu-
merous disk-flowers. The fruit consists of many long com-

pressed or four-angled smooth achenes, often tipped with
an irregular crown-like pappus. The species now classed

in this genus, including those of Echittacea, number about

26, natives chiefly of the eastern and central United States,
with a few in California and Mexico. They are tall or
low plants, sparingly branched, rough and often bristly,
the leaves alternate, simple and divided or otherwise, or

compound. The rays are in some species purple or violet,
in one species crimson, but in many, including the most
familiar, yellow or orange, contrasting with a commonly
dark purple-brown disk. A general name for the species
is cone-flower (which see). The most common is A', hirta,
a coarse but brilliant plant of meadows and pastures. /.'.

speciosa is a similar plant long cultivated in gardens, often

wrongly called R. fulgida, which name belongs to a more
southern species with shorter rays.

rudd1
,
M. and a. Another spelling of rud1

.

rudd8
(rud), . [A particular use of rud 1

,

rudd1
.'] The redeye, a cyprinoid fish of Eu-

rope, Leucigcus or Scardiimia erytliropkthalmus.

ruddle

rudder2 (rud'er), ii. [A dial, form of ridiler1 .]-
A riddle or sieve.

rudder3
! (rud'er). H. An obsolete form of

rythrtiphth

It has a high back, deep body, and comparatively small
head. The back is olivaceous, the sides and belly are

yellowish marked with red, and the ventral and anal flns

are deep-red. It is common in Great Britain and on the

Continent, and attains a length of a foot or more.

rudder 1
(rud'er). n. [< ME. roder, rather, <

AS. rather, rothor, rathr, an oar, a paddle (ro-
tlires bleed, 'rudder -blade,' steor-rother,

' a steer-

ing-rudder' or paddle, scip-rotlter, 'a ship-

rudder'); (cf. rother, rothra, rethra
, geretltra, a

rower, sailor, gerethru, helm, rudder) (= MD.
roeder, roer, D. roer, an oar, rudder (MD. roeder,
a rower), = MLG. roder, LG. roeder, roer =
OHG. ruodar, MHG. rwoder, Q. ruder = Icel.

rsetliri = Sw. roder, ror = Dan. ror, rudder),
with formative -der, -ther, of agent, < rowan,
row: see row1

.] 1. That part of the helm
which is abaft the stern-post, and is turned

Cone-flower (/twrf-
beckia hirta}.

i. Upper partofthe
stein with the heads

Lower part of the
cm.

[liulil.

his son Olaus (1660-1740), and
a relative, Olaus John, all Swedish botanical

writers, the first the founder (1657) of the Bo-

A, rudder of rowboat ; B, yawl's or cutter's rudder ; C, rudder
of sailing vessel.

by the tiller so as to expose its side more or

less to the resistance of the water and thus di-

rect the ship's course. It is usually hinged on
the stern-post by pintles and gudgeons.

Discrecion . . . is the cartel e of uirtues, ase zayth sant

bernard, and the rother of the ssipe of the zaule.

Ayenbite of Irncyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 160.

In daunger hit [Noah's ark] semed,
With-outen . . . hande-helme hasped on rother.

Alliterative Poemi (ed. MorrisX ii. 418.

The Antoniad, the Egyptian admiral,
With all their sixty, fly and turn the rudder.

Shak., A. and C., ill 10. 8.

2. That which guides or governs the course.

For rhyme the rudder is of verses,
With which, like ships, they steer their courses.

S. Butler, Hudlbras, I. L 463.

3f. A kind of paddle to stir with.

A rudder or instrument to stirre the meash fat with,
motaculum. Withals' Diet. (ed. 1608X p. 178. (Nares.)

4. A bird's tail-feather
;
a rectrix : as,

" rec-

trices, rudders, or true tail-feathers," Couen,

Key to N. A. Birds, p. 115 Chocks of the rud-
der. See chock*. Equipoise-rudder. Same as balance-
rudder.

Boole, a serpent liuing by milk of rudder beasts.

Fiona.

rudder-band (rud'er-baud), n. A gearing with
which the rudder is braced or made fast while
the ship lies at anchor.

They committed themselves unto the sea, and loosed
the rudder bands. Acts xxvii. 40.

rudder-brace (rud'er-bras), n. A strap to re-

ceive a pintle of the rudder
;
a gudgeon.

rudder-brake (rud'^r-brak), n. A kind of com-

pressor for controlling the rudder in a seaway
or in case of accident to the wheel-ropes.
rudder-breechingt (rud'er-bre'ching), . A
rope for lilting the rudder to ease the motion
of the pintles in their gudgeons. Encyc. Diet.

rudder-case (rud'er-kas), . Same as rudder-
trunk.

rudder-chain (rud'er-chan), n. Naut., one of

two strong chains often shackled to the after

part of a rudder, near the water-line. Each chain
is about 6 feet long, and into its end is spliced a rope
pendant, which is stopped to eyebolts along the ship's

counter, some slack being allowed for the working of the
rudder. In case of damage to the rudder-head, the ship
can be steered by these pendants worked by tackles.

rudder-chock (rud'er-chok), . See chocks of
the rudder, under chock*.

rudder-coat (rud'er-kot), . A piece of canvas

put round the rudder-head to keep the sea from

rushing in at the tiller-hole.

rudder-duck (rud'er-duk), H. A duck of the

subfamily Erismaturinee: so called from the
narrow stiff rectrices, denuded to their bases.
See cut under Erismatura.
rudder-feather (rud'er-feTH"er), . See fea-
ther, and rudder, 4.

rudder-fish (rud er-fish), n. 1. A stromateid

fish, Lints perciformis ; the log- or barrel-fish.

2. A carangoid fish, Nanerates ductor; the

pilot-fish. 3. A carangoid fish (nearly related
to the pilot-fish), Seriola zonata, or allied spe-
cies; the amber-fish.

rudder-hanger (rud'er-hang"er), n. A device
for hanging or shipping a rudder.

rudder-head (rud'er-hed), . The upper end
of the rudder, into which the tiller is fitted.

rudder-hole (rud'6r-hol), . A hole in a ship's
deck through which the head of the rudder

passes.
rudder-iron (rud'er-i"ern), . A'aut., same as

pintle, 1 (d). Fallows.

rudderless (rud'er-les), a. [< rudder + -less.]

Having no rudder: as, a rudderless craft.

rudder-nail (rud'er-nal), . A nail used in

fastening the pintle to the rudder.

rudder-pendant (rud'er -peu"dant), H. See

pendant and rudder-chain. fhearle, Naval
Arch., $ 233.

rudder-perch (rud'er-perch), n. Same as rud-

der-fish, 1.

rudder-port (rud'er-port), . SeeporP.
rudder-post (rud'er-post), n. Xaut., in a screw

ship, an after stern-post, on which the rudder
is hung, abaft of the propeller.
A pair of legs short and sturdy as rudder-posts.

The Century, XXXIX. 226.

rudder-Stock (rud'er-stok), n. The main piece
or broadest part of the rudder, attached to the

stern-post bv the pintles and gudgeons.
rudder-tackle (rud'er -tak*l), . Tackle at-
tached to the rudder-pendants.
rudder-trunk (rud'er-trungk), n. A casing of

wood, fitted or boxed firmly into a round hole
called the port, through which the rudder-stock
is inserted.

rudder-wheel (rud'er-hwel), n. In agri., a
small wheel sometimes placed at the rear end
of a plow to bear part of the weight and to aid
in steering or guiding the plow.
ruddied (rud'id), a. [< ruddy + -ed'*.] Made
ruddy or red. Scott.

ruddily (rud'i-li), adv. In a ruddy manner;
with a reddish appearance. Imp. Diet.

ruddiness (rud'i-nes), w. The state of being
ruddy; redness; rosiness; especially, that de-

gree of redness of complexion which denotes

good health : as, the ruddiness of the cheeks or

lips.

The ruddiness upon her lip is wet. Shak.
,
W. T.

,
v. 3. 81.

ruddle1
(rud'l), . [Also reddle, raddle, < ME.

rude/, 'rodel (in comp.^rode/icort). < AS. rudu,
redness, < redd, red: see rud1

,
red1 .] 1. Same

as reddle.



ruddle

of all other sorts of red earth, the ruddle of .Egypt and
Atfrickf is fittest for carpenters; for if they strike their
line upon timber with it ... it will take colour and be
marked verie well. Uollaiul, tr. of Pliny, juotv. 6.

2f. Ruddiness; redness.

His skin, like blushes which adorn
The bosom of the rising morn,
All over ruddle is, and from
His flaming eyes quick glances come.

Eater's Poeins (1G'J7), p. 11. (Hattiwell.)

Leinnian ruddle. See Lemnian.

ruddle 1
(rtid'l), v. t. ; pret. and pp. ruddled, ppr.

ruddling, [(ruddle1
, .] To mark with ruddle.

Over the trap-doors to the cellars were piles of market-

gardeners' sieves, ruddled like a sheep's back with big red
1 etters. Alayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 570.

ruddle2
(rud'l), . A dialectal variant of rid-

dle*.

The holes of the sieve, ruddle, or try.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. SB. (Trench.)

ruddle2 (rud'l), v. t. [See ruddle*, .] To sift

together; mix as through a sieve.

ruddle3! (rud'l), . t. [A var. of raddle 1
; prob.

duetomdrfie2 .] To raddle; interweave; cross-

plait, as twigs or split sticks in making lattice-

work or wattles. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
ruddleman (rud'1-man), .

; pi. ruddlemeit

(-men). Same as reddleman.

Besmeared like a ruddleman.
Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 4*i7.

ruddock (rud'ok), M. [Formerly also ruddoc,
rudock; also dial, reddock, raddock ; < ME. rutl-

docke, ruddok, roddok, < AS. rndduc, ruduc, a
ruddock

; appar. with dim. suffix -uc
,
E. -ock, <

rudu, redness (see rud1
, .); otherwise < W.

rhitddog = Corn, ruddoc, a redbreast
;
but these

may be from the AS., and are in any case ult.

connected with rurf1
, ruddy. ~\

1. The bird

Erythacus rubecula, the robin-redbreast of Eu-

rope. See robin 1 , 1.

The tame ruddok and the coward kyte.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 349.

The ruddock would,
With charitable bill, . . . bring thee all this.

Shalt., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 224.

That lesser pelican, the sweet
And shrilly ruddock, with its bleeding breast.

Hood, Plea of the Midsummer Fairies, st. 55.

2f. A gold coin: also called red ruddock or yoldeii
ruddock. [Old slang.]
In the second pocket he must have his reif ruddocke*

ready, which he must give unto his lawier, who will not
set penne to paper without them.

Chaise of Change (1585). (Hares. )

If one bee olde, and have silver haires on his beard, so
he have gulden ruddocks in his bagges, nee must bee wise
and honourable. Lyly, Midas, ii. 1.

The greedie Carle came there within a space
That ownd the good, and saw the Pot behiude
Where Ruddocks lay, . . . but Ruddocks could not flnde.

Turberville, Of Two Desperate Men.
There be foure Sea-captaines. I believe they be little

better then pirats, they are so flush of their rudockt.

Heywood, Fair Maid of the West (Works, II. 277).

3. A kind of apple. Howell. (Hnlliwell.)

ruddy (rud'i), a. [< ME. ruddy, rody, rodi, rudi,
< AS. "rudig, rudi, reddish, ruddy, < rudu (=
Icel. rotlti, redness), red, redness, <re6dan (pret.
pi. rudon), make red, < redd, red : see riufl-, red 1

."]

1. Of a red color; reddish; inclining to red;
rosy: as, a ruddy blaze; ruddy clouds; ruddy
gold ; ruddy cheeks.

Than hadde the lady grete shame, and wax all rody, but
noon ne knewe the cause. Merlin(E. E. T. S.X ii. 181.

Now he [David] was ruddy, and withal of a beautiful
countenance, and goodly to look to. 1 Sam. .xvi. 12.

You are my true and honourable wife,
As dear to me as are the ruddy drops
That visit my sad heart. Shak., J. C., ii. 1. 289.

Like a furnace mouth
Cast forth redounding smoke and ruddy flame.

Milton, P. L., ii. 889.

The ruddier orange and the paler lime.

Cowper, Task, iii. 573.

His face was ruddy, his hair was gold.

Tennyson, The Victim.

2. Glowing; cheery; bright.
With the best will, no man can be twenty-five for ever.

The old ruddy convictions deserted me, and, along with
them, the style that tits their presentation and defence.

X. L. Stevenson, Virginibus Puerisque, Ded.

Ruddy diver. Same as ruddy due*. Ruddy duck.
See di#2. Ruddy gold, gold so alloyed as to be reddish
in color, used in the jewelry and goldsmiths' work of Cash-
mere and Burma. S. K. Handbook, Indian Arts. Ruddy
plover. See plover. =Syn. 1. Ruddy, Rubicund, Rosy.
Ruddy indicates a fresh and healthy red upon the human
skin, or, by extension, upon skies, etc. Rubicund indi-
cates an unnatural red in the face or some part of it, as
the cheeks or the nose

; it is especially associated with high
living or intemperance in drink. Rosy generally indi-
cates a charming, blooming red : as, rosy cheeks

; but it
is occasionally used in a bad sense.
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ruddy (rud'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. ruddied, ppr.
ruddi/iny. [< rutldi/, .] To make red or ruddy.
[Rare.]'

O'er Roslin all that dreary night
A wondrous blaze was seen to gleam ; . . .

It glared on Roslin's castled rock,
It ruddied all the copse-wood glen.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 2,-J.

ruddy-rudder (rud'i-rud"er), . The long-eared
sunfish, Lepomiy auritutt: so called from the red
color of the tail. [New Jersey and Delaware.]
rude (rod), a. [< ME. rude, < OF. rude, F. /</<
= Pr. Pg. It. rude = Sp. rudo, < L. rudis, rough,
raw, rude, wild, untilled ; root unknown. From
the same source are rudiment, erudite, erudition,

etc.] 1. Bough; crude; unwrought; unfash-

ipned; ill-fashioned; without finish or shape-
liness: as, a rude mass of material.

And I my selfe sawe a masse of rude goulde (that is to

say, such as was neuer molten), lyke vnto suche stones as
are founde in the bottomes of ryuers, weighinge nyne
ownces.

Peter Martyr, tr. in Eden's First Books on America
l(ed Arber), p. 72.

Be of good comfort, prince ; for you are boru
To set a form upon that indigest
Which he hath left so shapeless and so rude.

Shalt., K. John, v. 7. 27.

This rude plot, which blind chance (the ape
Of counsel and advice) hath brought forth blind.

Chapman, All Fools, i. 1.

It was the winter wild,
While the heaven-born child
All meanly wrapt in the rude manger lies.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 81.

2. Lacking cultivation, refinement, or elegance ;

clumsy; uncouth: as, rude verses
;
rude art.

He sung, in rude harsh-sounding rhymes.
Shot., K. John, iv. 2. 150.

One example may serve, till you review the .Knri* in

the original, unblemished by my rude translation.

Dryden.
His rude oratory roused and melted hearers who listened

without interest to the labored discourses of great logi-
cians and Hebraists. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

With untaught rudest skill

Vexing a treble from the slender strings
Thin as the locust sings.

O. W. Holmes, Even-Song.

3. Mean; humble; little known or regarded;
hence, as said of persons, low by birth or posi-
tion.

Al were it that myne aunccstres weren rude,
Vet may the hye God, and BO hope I,

tirante me grace to lyven vertuously.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 318.

Jest not with a rude man, lest thy ancestors be dis-

graced. Ecclus. viii. 4.

From a rude isle his ruder lineage came.
Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, The Vision, st. S3.

4. Barbarous
;
uncivilized

; unpolished ; igno-
rant.

The Spanyard that nowe is is come from as rude and
savage nations as they [the Irish J.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Though I be rude in speech, yet not in knowledge.
2 Cor. xi. 6.

When men were but rude in sea-causes in regard of the

great knowledge which we now haue.

Hakluyt's Voyages, To the Reader.

Among the rudest savages personal interests are very
vaguely distinguished from the interests of others.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics. 91.

Over the seas
With a crew that is neither rude nor rash.

Tennyson, The Islet.

5. Having a fierce or cruel disposition ;
fero-

cious; sanguinary; savage; brutal.

Strength should be lord of imbecility,
And the rude sou should strike his father dead.

Shak., T. and C., 1. 3. 115.

but the Johnstones were wondrous rude.
When the Biddes-bum ran three days blood !

Lads of Wamphray (Child's Ballads, VI. 172).

Now timely sing, ere the rude bird of hate
Foretell my hopeless doom. Milton, Sonnets, i.

6. Marked by or expressing fierceness or sav-

ageness ; ferocious, fierce, or cruel in quality.
The werwolf ful wigtli went to him euene,
With a rude roring as he him rende wold.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1851.

He leide a-boute hym so grym strokes and rude that
noon durste hym a-bide, but dlsparbled a-brode fro hym
as from a wode lyon in rage. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 196.

Even thy song
Hath a rude martial tone, a blow in every thought!

WhMier, To J. P.

7. Ill-bred
;
boorish

;
uncivil

;
discourteous ; im-

polite.
A rude despiser of good manners.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 92.

There was, indeed, in far less polish'd days,
A time when rough rude man had naughty ways.

Burns, Rights of Woman.

rudeness

Young Branghton, who had been apparently awed by the

presence of so fine a gentleman, was again himself, rude
and familiar. Hiss Burney, Evelina, xlvii.

8. Marked by incivility; contrary to the re-

quirements of courtesy: as, rude conduct; a
nitli' remark.

RutHan, let go that rude uncivil touch !

Shak., T. O. of V., v. 4. 60.

I'm quite ashamed 'tis mighty rude
To eat so much but all 's so good.

Pope, Imi. of Horace, II. vi. 206.

9. Rough; tempestuous; stormy: as, a rude

gale ; rude weather.
Therade sea grew civil at her [a mermaid's] song.

Shale., M. N. D., ii. 1. 152.

The storm
Of his rude misfortunes is blown over.

Middleton (and others). The Widow, iii. 3.

The rude inclemency of wintry skies.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 138.

10. Robust; sturdy; rugged; vigorous.
Here and there smiled a plump rosy face enough ; but

the majority seemed under-sized, under-fed, utterly want-
ing in grace, vigour, and what the penny-a-liners call
"rude health." Kingsley, Yeast, xiii.

How it disgusts when weakness, false-refined,
Censures the honest rude effective strength.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 149.

When people in the rudest physical health are sick of life,

they go to her for the curative virtue of her smiles.
S. Lanier, The English Novel, p. 55.

Rude respiration. See respiration. =SyiLl. Ill-shaped,
raw, uncouth, unformed. 7 and 8. Vulgar, loutish, boor-

ish, ill-bred, insolent, surly, churlish, gruff, brusk. 9.

Harsh, inclement, violent, turbulent.

rude (rod), adr. [< WfE.rude; < rude, a,'] Rudely.
Then to the abbot, which that balled wag,
Hath Oaffray spokyn rude and bustesly.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3257.

And Caledon threw by the drone,
And did her whittle draw, man ;

And swoor fu' rude, thro' dirt and blood,
To mak' it guid in law, man.

Burns, American War.

rude-growing (rod'gr6*ing), . Rough; wild.

Whose mouth is cover'd with rude-growing briers.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3. 199.

.- -,,-ldv. [<ME.
liclie; < rude + -fy

2
.] In i

Roughly ; clumsily ; unskilfully :

rudely (rod'li), adv. [< ME. rudely, ruidly, rude-
liclie ; < rude + -ly

2
~

Roughly ; clumsily ; uns
an object rudely formed.

a rude manner, (a)

illy : as, work rudely done ;

Thai war full grete and rudely wroght,
Bot tharfore thai forsuke tham noght,
Bot sone, when thai thir nailes had,
Furth thai went with hert ful glad.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 88.

I, that am rudely stamp'd, and want love's majesty.
Sltak., Rich. III., i. 1. 18.

The savage who in his nocturnal prowlings guides him-
self by the stars has rudely classified these objects in their
relations of position. ./. Fiske, Cosmic Phllos., I. 28.

(i) Inelegantly ; awkwardly.
If yow be borne or brought vp in a rude co(u]ntrie, ye

shall not chose but speake rudelie.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 117.

(e) With offensive bluntness or roughness; uncivilly; Im-

politely.

Who spekithe to the in any maner place,
Rudely cast nat thyn ye adowne,
But with a sadde chiere loke hym in the face.

Babees Bonk (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

You ne'er consider whom you shove,
But rudely press before a duke

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. vi. 59.

(d) Impetuously ; fiercely ; savagely.

He romed, he rared, that roggede alle the erthe !

So ruydly he rappyd at to ryot hym selvene !

Marie Arthure (E. E. T. 3.), 1. 785.

They found the king's army in order to receive them,
and were so rudely attacked that most of those who had
penetrated into the camp were left dead upon the spot.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 123.

(e) Violently ; stonnily ; boisterously : as, the wind blew

rudely.

Ther com rennynge so grete a water, ... so depe and
brode and ther-to blakke, that com down fro the sides of
the mounteynes so rudely, that ther was noon so hardy
but he ther-of hadde drede. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 350.

(/t) Vulgarly; broadly; coarsely.

Al speke he never so rudeliche or large.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 734.

rudeness (rod'nes), . [< ME. rudenesne; < rude
+ -Menu.'] The state or quality of being rude,

(a) Crudeness
; roughness ; clumsiness.

I thought he slept, and put
My clouted brogues from off my feet, whose rudeness
Auswer'd my steps too loud.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2. 214.

(6) Inelegance ; lack of refinement or polish ; uncouth-

ness; awkwardness.

The rudenes of common and mother tonges is no bar
for wise speaking. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 117.

All the antique fashions of the street were dear to him ;

even such as were characterized by a rudeness that would
naturally have annoyed his fastidious senses.

Haifthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

(c) Humble position ; rusticity ;
low life.



rudeness

God hath swich favour sent hir of his grace,

That It nc semed nat by lyklinesse
That she was born and fed in rudenesse.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 341.

(d) Barbarism; lack of civilization or enlightenment; ig-

norance.

"Hermit poore" and "Chiny Chese" was all the mii-

siuue we had ; and yet no ordinary fiddlers get so much

money as our's do here, which speaks our rdie still.

Pcpys, Diary, III. 62.

() Coarseness of manners or conduct ;
boorishness; churl-

ishness; discourtesy; incivility.

The rudeness that hath appeared in me have I learned

from my entertainment. Shak., T. -V, i. 5. -#>.

He chooses company, but not the squire's.

Whose wit is rudeness, whose good breeding tires.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 43S.

(/) Roughness of weather ; tempestuousness ;
storminess ;

inclemency.

The rudeness of the Winter Season kept me in for some

ti,ue Lifter, Journey to Paris, p. 5.

(y) Impetuosity ; brunt ; fierceness ; as, the rudeness of a

conflict.
The ram that batters down the wall,

For the great swing and rudeness of his poise,

Thev place before his hand that made the engine.

Shak., T. andC., i. 3. 207.

= Syn. (a) Ruggedness. (e) Impertinence, Effrontery, etc.

(see impudence), surliness, impoliteness, uncouthness.

rudented (rO-den'ted), a. [Aocom. < F. rudenlc,

rudented, < L. ruden(t-)s, & rope, cord, appar.

orig. ppr. of rudere, roar, rattle (with ref. to

the noise made by cordage).] In arch., same

as cabled.

indenture (rij-den'tur), . [< OF. (and F.) ni-

denture, < rudente, rudented: see rudentcd.] In

arc/i the figure of a rope or staff, plain or

carved, with which the flutings of columns are

sometimes filled. Also called cabling.

ruderal (rS'de-ral), a. [< L. rudus (ruder-),

rubbish, stones broken small and mixed with

lime, for plastering walls.] In hot., growing
in waste places or among rubbish.

ruderaryt (ro'de-ra-ri), a. [< L. ruderanua, ot

or belonging to 'rubbish, < rudus (ruder-), rub-

bish: see ruderal] Belonging to rubbish.

Bailey, 1727.

mderationt (ro-de-ra'shon), H. [< OF. rudera-

tion, F. ruderation, < L. rucleratio(u-), a paving
with rubbish, < ruderare, cover or pave with

rubbish, < nidus (ruder-), rubbish : see mderal.']

The act of paving with pebbles or small stones

and mortar. Bailey.

rudesbyt (rodz'bi), n. [< rude + -s- + -by, a

termination, found also in idlesby, sneaksby, and

suresby (also xureby), by some taken to be a re-

duced form of boy, but prob. an arbitrary addi-

tion, suggested perhaps by such surnames as

Catesby, lliyby, etc., which are orig. local names

(see fy
2
).] A rude, boisterous, or turbulent

fellow.

To give my hand, opposed against my heart,

Unto a mad-brain nidattf full of spleen.
Shale., T. of the s., iii. 210.

Rudesheimer (rii'des-hi-mer), H. [< G. BHdes-

heimer, < Biidexlieiiii, name of a town in Prussia

on the right bank of the Rhine, near Bingen.J

One of the white Khine wines, most highly

esteemed after Johannisberger. It is made near

lludesheim. The wine-growing district is very large, ami

there are many varieties and qualities of the wine. Ru-

deaheimer Berg, wine produced in the vineyard of that

name on the hillside facing the south, and considered the

best of the vineyards of Rudesheim.

rudge(ruj), H. [Origin obscure.] A partridge.

Balliicell. [Prov. Eng.]

rudge-gownt, See rug-gottn.

rudge-wash (ruj'wosh), H. [< "nidf/e, var. of

ridge, bauk, -I- ic7i.] Kersey cloth made ot

ne4ce-wool worked as it comes from the sheep s

back, and not cleansed after it is shorn. Hul-

tiH'fll.

rudiment (ro'di-ment), H. [< OF. (and F.) ru-

diment = Sp. Pg.'rudimento = It. rudimento,

rudiments, elements, < L. rudinii-iiliiiii, a first

attempt, a beginning, pi. nidimen /a, the ele-

ments, < nidiK, rude: see )</<.] 1. Anything
which is in an undeveloped state; the principle

which lies at the beginning or bottom of any

development ;
an unformed or unfinished be-

ginning.
When nature makes a flower or living creature, she

formeth rudiments of all the parts at one time.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, n. :""

But first I mean
To exercise him in the wilderness ;

There he shall first lay down the rudiments

Of his great warfare. Hilton, P. R., i. WT.

The sappy houghs
Attire themselves with blooms, sweet mdiinents

Of future harvest. J. Philips, ruler, il.
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a i n , first winciple of any art or Rudista (rij-dis'ta), n. pi. [NL-] Iu

scioncef eTpeciaTly in th, plural, the begin- villoV, classification (1825), the second

iiin;, first steps, or introduction to any branch

of knowledge ;
the elements or elementary no-

tions.

Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and

vain deceit . . after the rudiments of the world, and

not after Christ.

To learn the order of my fingering,

I must begin with rudiments of art.

Shak., T. of the S., iii. 1. OB.

3. In biol. : (a) That which is rudimentary ;

that which is in its first or an early stage of de-

velopment,which may or may not be continued ;

the beginning or foundation of any part or or-

gan : as, the rudiment of the embryo which is

to go on to maturity; the rudiment ot an organ

whose further development has been arrested

or aborted, (b) That which is vestigial; a ves-

tigial or aborted part, organ, or structure; an

abortion ;
a vestige. =Syn. 3. Fetus, Germ, etc. See

embryo.
rudiment (ro'di-ment), r. t. [< rudiment, n.J

To furnish with first principlesor rules; ground;
settle in first principles.

It is the right discipline of knight-errantry to be rudi-

mented in losses at nrst, and to have the tyrocinium some-

what tart. Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 37.

rudimental (ro-di-men'tal), a. [< rudiment +
-/.] Pertaining to or of the nature of rudi-

ments; rudimentary.
Your first rudimental essays in spectatorship were made

in my shop, where you often practised for h UI\)<
,rfa(OT

.

rudimentarily (ro-di-men'ta-ri-li), adv. In a

rudimentary manner or state ; elementarily.

Every such event brings him (man] into relation with

the unknown, and arouses in him a feeling which must be

called rudimentarily religious.

rudimentary (ro-di-men'ta-ri), a. [= F. -

dimeniaire = Sp. rudimentario = Pg. rudimen-

tar; as rudiment + -aru.~\ \. Pertaining to

rudiments or first principles; consisting in or

dealing with first principles; elementary; ini-

tial: as, rudimenttinj teachings; rudimentary
laws. 2. Of the nature of a rudiment; ele-

mentary ; undeveloped.
It [" Gammer Gurton's Needle "] is a capital example of

farce, just as Ralph Roister Doister is of a rather rudi-

mentary kind of regular comedy.
Saintsbury, Hist. Elizabethan Literature, in.

The revelation of a rudimentary and imperfect science

would be unworthy of God, and would require continual

correction as knowledge advanced.

Damon, Nature and the Bible, p. 21 .

3. Specifically, in 610?.: (a) Pertaining to or

of the nature of a rudiment; rudimental; be-

ginning to be formed ; elementary; embryonic.

(6) Vestigial; abortive; aborted or arrested

in development ; having no functional activity.

Organs, however little developed, if of use, should not

be considered as rudimentary; they may be called nas-

cent, and may hereafter be developed by natural selec-

tion to any further extent.

Daru'in, Origin of Species, p. 406.

= Syn 3 Rudimentary, Vestigial, Abortive. These three

words, 'in their biological application, are commonly used

interchangeably, and may mean exactly the same thing.

But there is a clear and proper distinction in most cases,

since that which is rudimentary in one organism may be

fully developed in another organism, and that which is

rudimentary in a given organism may or may not proceed

to develop in that organism. So that which is developed

In one organism but remains rudimentary In another is

vestiitial for the latter that is, it affords a mere trace or

hint of the former; and that which might have developed

but did not develop In the same organism is abortive.

Thus, all embryonic parts and organs are properly rudi-

mentary; all functionless organs are vestigial which in

another case have become functional; those which are

normally functional but fail to become so in a given case

are aburtioe. Itudimentari/ is the most general and com-

prehensive term for that which is rude, raw, crude, un

formed in an absolute sense ; vestvjial is a relative term,

implying comparison with something else, of which that

which is ventviial is a mere trace; abortive is likewise a

relativeterm, hut one implying arrest or failure of de-

velopment in the thing itself, without reference to any

De Blain-

Vlllt! h ciarH5iiiu**mJi' Y--^*'"/t *"" .,~~-.-

his Aoepltalopltora, composed of the genera

s^hrrnliti-s. //<>/""'''- ll'idioliten, Birostrites,

and Ciileroln. These have been mostly referred next

to the Chamid.ee or to the superfamily Chamaeea by most

modern writers, and to the families Hipjiuntulas, Kadioli-

lida and Cajmnids. Calceota is a coralligeuoua zoantjia-

rian. Also called Rudiitse, Hudistes.

rudistan (ro-dis'tan), a. and M. I. a.

relating to the Ritdixta.

II n. One of the Budixta.

rudity (ro'di-ti), w. [= It. rudita, < L. rudi-

tn(t-)s, ignorance, < ntdis, rude: see rude.}

Rudeness. [Rare.] Imp. Hii-t.

Rudmas-dayt, [ME. "rodmasse-day; < rood

+ ms*i + rffltf1 .] Holy-rood day (May 3d or

September 14th). See rood.

Rudolphine (ro-dol'fin), . [< Rudolph (see

def ) + -jiie1 .] Of or pertaining to the emperor

Rudolph (Rudolf) II. (1576-1612): an epithet

applied to a set of planetary and other astro-

nomical tables composed by Kepler, and found-

ed on the observations of Tycho Brahe.

rue 1
(ro), v.; pret. and pp. rued, ppr. runty.

[Earlv mod. E. also rew; < ME. rewcn, remreii,

veopmen n e ,

other thing. Few if any organs can be described w

eiiual accuracy by all three terms, though the distinctions

are often ignored. Vi'Mifial is a more technical term

than either of the other two, implying a broad view of the

thing described, derived from comparative anatomy and

physiology, ariwding t" the theory of evolution. Abor-

tive is specially applicable to pathological and teratologi-

c-il rases A harelip or cleft palate is abortive, but neither

,;-tli,,in1 nor rudimentary. The thymus of the adult is

n ,)/.( but neither oiwrWtw nor rudimentary. The brain-

blii.l.lrrs "I the embryo xeerudimentarn, but neither vet-

tiniiil nor abortive, \lost of the functtonleei and appa-

rently useless organs of adults of the higher animals are

most properly to be designated as restiirial.

rudimentation (r<> di-men-tS'wion), .

rudiment + -iilioii.] The mukingruaimentary :

rnliiftion to or representation by mere rudi-

ments. [Rare.]

nitren, men (pret. reif, reu, also rewede, rewide,

reu-ed, reude), < (a) AS. liremcnn (a strong verb,

pret. hredie), make sorry, grieve (often used

impersonally, like L. pcenitet), = OS. hrcuu-an

(pret. hrau)= D. rouwen = MLG. rmcen, LG.

ruicen, rouwen, ruen (the D. and LG. forms be-

ing weak, but orig. strong) = OHG. hrimcan,

MHG. riuwen, make sorry, grieve: (b) also

weak, AS. liremcian = OS. Jiriirdn = OHG. Itriu-

icon, MHG. riuwen, G. reuen, feel pain or sor-

row, = Icel. hrygaja, make sorry, grieve, refl.

rue; (c) with formative -s, AS. lireowsian =
OHG. *liriuwis6it, rimcison, intr., be sorry, re-

pent; cf. AS. hredice, sad, mournful (= Icel.

liruggr, grieved, afflicted), hreoii; sorrow, grief

(see r<?l, H.). Connection with L. crudelis,

cruel, crudns, crude, etc., is improbable: see

crude, cruel. Hence ult. rutfi.J I. trans. It.

To cause to grieve ;
make repentant, compas-

sionate, or sorrowful; afflict: often used im-

personally with a personal pronoun.
Bot we find thi tales trew,
Ful sare it sail thi seluen rew.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 85.

By seint Thomas !

Me reweth score of hende Nicolas.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 276.

Deare dame, your suddein overthrow

Much rueth me. Spenser, F. Q., I. ii. 21.

2. To repent of; feel remorse for; regret;

hence, to suffer in expiation of: as, to rue

one's folly or mistakes.

France, thou shalt rue this treason with thy tears,

If Talbot but survive thy treachery.
Shak., I Hen. ^ I., iii. 2. 36.

I came
Breathing self-murder, frenzy, spite,

To rue my guilt in endless flame.
M. Arnold, St Brandan.

3. To feel sorrow or suffering on account of
;

suffer from or by; experience loss or injury

from.
Oonys he bad me "

go, foule Sathan !

"

Euere-more that repreef y rewe.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. a.), p. 47.

Orphans, for their parents' timeless death,

shall rue the hour that ever thou wast born.

Shalt., 3 Hen. VI., v. 6. 43.

I am bound to rue such knaves as you.

The Kiiujs Dwyuise (Child's Ballads, V. 377).

Whose Crowns lay all before his Helmet broke;

Whose lopped Sceptres ru'd his faulchion's stroke.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 84.

4. To have or take pity on; feel sorry for;

compassionate.
Al folk hem mijte reu-e

That loueden hem so trewe.

Nu bene hi bothe dede.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1521.

Who shall him reir that swimming in the maine
Will die for thirst, and water doth refuse?

Spenser, F. Q., II. vl. 17.

Victorious Titus, rue the tears I shed.

Shale., Tit. And., i. 1. 106.

5. To repent of and withdraw, or try to with-

draw, from : as, to me a bargain. See rue-bar-

t/aiii. [Colloq.]
II. inlrans. 1. To be sorrowful ; experience

grief or harm
; suffer; mourn.

jit muste y rue til that he rise,

(juia amore langueo.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 148.

Come the three corners of the world in arms,
And we shall shock them. Nought shall make us rue,

If England to itself do rest but true.

Shale., K. John, v. 7. 117



rue

2. To repent ;
feel remorse or regret.

To late is now for me to rewe.

Chaucer, Trotlus, v. 1070.

O gin ye winna pay me,
I here sail mak a vow,

Before that ye come hame again,
Ye sail ha'e cause to rue.

Lamkin (Child's Ballads, III. 95X

3. To have pity; have compassion or mercy:
often followed by on or upon.

In bittir bale nowe art thou boune,
Out-castyn shal thou be for care,
No man shal rewe of thy misfare.

York Plays, p. 39.

Therfor axe thou uierci, & y schal thee sane,
With pitee y rue upon thee so.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 150.

n, n i II, on this olde caytif in distresse.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 104.

Rue on thy despairing lover !

Canst thou break his faithful heart ?

Burns, Turn again, thou fair Eliza.

rue1
(r8), . [< ME. rewe, reowe, < AS. tireou;

sorrow, regret, penance, repentance, = D. rowo
= OHG -

sorrow,

5260 ruff

The wo-begone heroes of Communipaw eyed each other
with rueful countenances. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 121.

The accident was loud, and here before thee fifths of which belong to the large genus StrobilanOies or
With rueful cry, yet what it was we hear not. to the type, Ruellia.

Milton, s. A., 1. 1553. ruer (ro'er), n. [< ME. rewere; < rue1 + -er1.]
One who rues or pities.

ruett, . [ME. met, ruett, ruwet, rewet, < AF.
ruet, a trumpet ; prob. for OF. rouet, which is

found in the sense of 'a spring of a gun,' lit.
' a

little wheel'; cf. rouette, f., a little wheel, dim.
of roue, a wheel : see rowel.] A small trumpet.
He ... blew bus rounde rewet.

Piert Plowman (CX vii. 400.

=Syn. 3. Doleful, lugubrious, regretful.

ruefully (ro'ful-i), adv. [< ME. rufully, rew-

fullicJt, rewfulliche; < rueful + -fy2.] In a rue-
t'ul manner. Specifically (at) Compassionately: pity.

i ingly ; mercifully.
Cryst [jinelh heuene

Bothe to riche and to noujte riche that rewfuUich lybbeth.

.

>HG. hriuwa, riuwa, MHO. riuwe, G.reue, ruefulness (ro'ful-nes), . [< ME.row regret, repentance; from the verb: see
reoufulnetsc; < rueful + *] T

!,.] Sorrow; repentance. [Obsolete or state of being rueful.

Piers Plowman (BX xiv. 152. ruewort (ro'wert), . A plant of the rue fam-
(6) Pitiably ; lamentably ; deplorably. ily, or Butacese. Llndley.

To see this ferly foode rufescence (rij-fes'ens), . [< rufescen(t) +
Thus rufully Algal, -ce.] Tendency to be rufous; reddishness; a
Rugged and rente on a roode, reddiah pnlnr

is a rewfull sight. York Play, p. 425. rufesc^ W-fes'ent), a. [< L. rufescen^s,
ppr. of rufescere, tiecome reddish, < rufus, red:
see rufous.'] Tending to be rufous; somewhat
rufous, or verging toward a dull-red color.

ruff 1
(ruf), n. [Early mod. E. ruffe; not found

in earlier use, and prob. an abbr. of ruffle:

VMM J. I I l*-t< . J. i * / Wl*l. I MffMf ^ lilt. / '((( ~ . -. -., '-

Pg. ar-ruda = It. ruta = AS. rude = D. LG. ruit
cov
D
e ln

,

a
Bedroom ;

dim. of rite, street, path,= Pr. Sp. Pg. rua = Olt. ruga, < ML. ruga, also

run, place, street, path, perhaps < L. ruga,
wrinkle: see ruga, ruge. The ML. ruta, rutta,
a way, is a reflex of the Rom. forms of rupta, a

way, path: see rut1
, route1 .'] If. The space

between a bed and the wall.

prov. Eng.]
"I'm a man that, when he makes a bad trade, makes

the most of it until he can make better. I'm for no rues
and after-claps." A. B. Lonyntreet, Georgia Scenes, p. 29.

rue2 (r8), . [< ME. rue, ruwe, later rewe, < OF.
(and F.) rue = Pr. ruda, rutha = Sp. ruda =

= OHG. ruta, MHG. rute, G. raute = Sw. ruta
= Dan. rude, rue, < L. ruta, < Gr. port/, rue, a
Peloponnesian word for the common Gr. irf/-t a-

vov, rue.] Any plant of
the genus Ruta, espe-
cially R. graveolens, the
common or garden rue,
a native of the Medi-
terranean region and
western Asia, and else-

where common in cul-

tivation. It is a woody
herb of bushy habit, 2 or 3
feet high, with decompound
leaves, the leaflets of a blu-

ish-green color, strongly dot-
ted. The flowers are green-
ish-yellow and corymbed,
and are produced all sum-
mer. The

plant has a strong
disagreeable odor, and the
leaves are extremely acrid, even producing blisters. In

(c) Sorrowfully ; mournfully ; lugubriously.

Troylus hym cladde
And rewfulliche his lady gan byholde.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 161.

Dejected all, and ruefully dismayed.
Dryden and Tate, Abs. and Achlt., ii. 929.

reowfulnesse,
_ The quality or

state of being rueful,

ruell-bonet, . Same as rewel-bone.
ruelle (ro-el'), . [ME. ruel, < OF. ruelle, F.

ruelle, older rule, a little street, path, lane
;
ru-

elle du Hot, or later simply ruelle, the space left

between a bed and the wall ; hence later an al-

see ruffle*-, w.] 1. A projecting band or frill,

plaited or bristling, especially one worn around
the neck. In the sixteenth century ruffs of muslin or
lawn, often edged with lace, plaited or goffered, and stiffly

Rue IKuta fra-i.

And wo In winter-tyme with wakynge a nyghtes
To ryse to the ruel to rocke the cradel.

Piers Plowman (CX x. 79.

The space thus left between the bed and the curtains
was perhaps what was originally called in French the nt-
die ... of the bed, a term which was afterwards given
to the space between the curtains of the bed and the wall.

Wright, Homes of Other Days, quoted by Skeat,
[Notes on Piers Plowman, p. 122.

2. Hence, a bedchamber in which persons of

quality, especially ladies, in France during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries held re-

ceptions in the morning, to which persons dis-

tinguished for learning, wit, etc., as well as
those constituting society, were invited; hence,

antiquity and the middle ages rue was highly esteemed as such a reception, where the events of the dav
a medicine, and was believed to ward off contagion. It - i - J ' * -

has the properties of a stimulant and antispasmodic, but
accompanied by excitant and irritant tendencies. It Is
not now officinal, but continues somewhat in popular use.
In medieval folk-lore it was a common witches' drug.
From its supposed virtues, or by association with the
word rue, repentance, it was formerly called herb-of-grace.

Here in this place
I'll set a bank of rue, sour herb of grace :

Eue, even for ruth, here shortly shall be seen,
In the remembrance of a weeping queen.

Shalt., Rich. II., ill. 4. 105.

African rue. Same as Syrian rite. Black rue, the
conifer Podocarpui spicata of New Zealand. See matai.
Fen-rue, a European meadow-rue, Thalictrum flamim.
Goat's rue, Oalega oj/icinalis (se^, Galega) ; also, the re-

lated Tephrosia Virginiana or catgut in the United States
and T.cinerea \ni\ie West Indies. Oil Of rue. See oil. T, ,,. , .. ,,. .

Syrian rue. See hannel and Peganum. Wall rue. -KUellia (ro-el i-a), n.
See AfrpleniuitL.

rue-anemone (ro'a-nem'o-ue), n. A little
American wild flower, Anemone tlialictroirles, alous plants, of the order Acanthacese, type of
resembling both anemone and meadow-rue. the tribe Ruelliex and subtribe Euruelliese. it

rue-bargain (ro'bar'gan), . 1 . A bad bargain.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] 2. A
forfeit paid for withdrawing from a bargain.
He said it would cost him a guinea of rue-baryain to the

man who had bought his pony, before he could get it back
again. Scott, Rob Roy, xxvii.

rue-fern (rS'fern), . Same as icall-rue.

rueful (ro'ful), a. [< ME. ruful, reicful, reuful.
reufol; < rue1

, n., + -ful.] if. Full of pity or
compassion; pitying.
Crlste of his curteysie shal conforte sow atte laste
And rewarde alle dowble ricchesse that reuful hertes hab-

beth. Piert Plowman (BX xiv. 14H.

blue corollas an inch long, is found in Mexico, etc., and in

Jamaica, where it is called Chrwtmae-pride. R. eiliosa is

a pretty-flowered hardy species of the interior and south-
ern United States. For the plant formerly called R. indi-

2. Worthy of pity or sorrow
; lamentable piti-

tuberom is the manyroot, also called ipiritleaf and (./a

able; deplorable; sorry.
"That was a reu/Mrestitucion,"quath Repentaunce "for

sothe ;

Thow wolthongy [hang] heye ther-fore her other in helle !

"

Piers Plowman (C), vii. 237. gotica, see room?.
A ruefuU spectacle of death tind ghastly drere. Ruellieae (ro-e-li'e-e), . pi.

Speiwer, V. Q., I. viii. 40.
'

"Alas!" said I,
" what ruefu' chance

Has twin'd ye o' your stately trees?"
Burns, Destruction of the Woods near Drumlanrig.

3. Expressive of regret, sorrow, or misfortune;
mournful; sad; melancholy; lugubrious.

Ruff. Close of i6th century.

starched, were worn by both men and women, some of
them very broad, projecting six Inches or more in all di-
rections ; narrower ruffs of similar material have formed
a part of the costume of women at different epochs, down
to the present day.

Our bombast hose, our treble double ruffes,
Our sutes of Silke, our comely garded capes.

Oascoigne, Steele Olas (ed. Arber), p. 60.

We shall have him here to-morrow with his best ruf on.

Shale., Pericles, iv. 2. 111.

Ru/s, often of exaggerated amplitude and of a painfully
severe stiffness, were worn by both sexes ; sometimes open
in front and rising like an expanded fan around the throat
and head ; more generally they completely encircled the
throat, and rested, nearly at right angles to it, on the
shoulders. Encyc. Brit., VI. 472.

2. Something resembling a ruff in form or posi-
tion. Specifically (o) In ornith., a packet, collar, or other
set of lengthened, loosened, peculiarly colored, orotherwise
distinguished feathers on the neck of a bird, as the con-
dor, the ruff, certain grebes and grouse, etc. Also called

ruffle. (V) A band of long hair growing round the neck
of certain dogs.

A ruff, as the loose skin covered with long hah- round
the neck [of the English pointer] is called.

Dogi of Great Britain and America, p. 88.

(c) The loose top of the boot worn In the seventeenth cen-
tury turned over and made somewhat ornamental: same
as luait-iiiji, 2 (b). Sometimes the top was of a different lea-
ther from the rest of the boot. Spanish leather is espe-
cially mentioned, and the edge was sometimes ornamented
with gold lace or similar passement.
He will look upon his boot and sing; mend the ruf and

sing. ... I know a man that had this trick of melancholy
sold a goodly manor for a song. Shot., All's Well, iii. 2. 7.

(d) In mach., an annular ridge formed on a shaft or other
piece, commonly at a journal, to prevent motion endwise.
Thjs, In the cut, a, a are
ruffs limiting the length a a
of the journal b, to which
the pillows or brasses are

exactly fitted, so that the
shaft is prevented from Ruffs on a shaft,

moving on end. Ruffs
sometimes consist of separate rings fixed in the positions In-
tended by set-screws, etc. They are then called loose rufs.

_ _f ^ %__ 3f. Figuratively, that which is outspread or
maica) snapdragon. Jt. paniculate, a trailing ^plant with made public ;

an open display ; a public exhi-
hlll** I'.nrnllfla fln Inpli Inner ia fi in nil in \li.vi.-i L of*> onrlln 1 : . : 11 . __i_ii _>j_. ?i_

etc., were discussed. In the seventeenth century the
character of the ruelles was distinctively literary and
artistic ; but in the following century they degenerated
into mere occasions for gossip and frivolity.

The poet who flourished in the scene is damned in the
ruelle. Dryden, Ded. of the ^Eneid.

A Voice persuades.
Whether on Theatres loud Strains we hear,
Or in Ruelles some soft Egyptian Air.

Congrem, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

The lady received her visitors reposing on that throne
of beauty, a bed placed in an alcove ; the toilet was mag-
nificently arranged. The space between the bed and the
wall was called the Ruelle, the diminutive of la Rue ; and
in this narrow street, or "Fop's alley," walked the fa-

voured. /. D'Israeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 413.

[NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after Jean Kuel, a French botanist of
the 16th century.] A large genus of gamopet-

is characterized by a corolla with slender base, enlarged
throat, and five lobes above, which are equal or posteri-
orly united, hy a style recurved at the awl-shaped apex,
and by a two-celled ovary with three to ten ovules in each
cell, followed by an oblong-linear or club-shaped capsule,
which is roundish or furrowed, and often contracted at
the base into a long solid stalk. There are about 150
species, principally tropical and American, with a few
extratropical in North and South America, 2 species ex-

tending into the northern United States. They are herbs
or shrubs, generally hairy, bearing opposite and usually
entire leaves. Their flowers are often of large size and
are nearly or quite sessile in the axils of leaves or bracts,
sometimes forming a scattered cyme or panicle. They are
commonly violet, lilac, white, or red, rarely yellow or or-

ange. Some species are desirable in greenhouses. R.

bition, generally marked by pride or vanity.
It were not greatly amiss a little to consider that he,

which in the ruff oi his freshest Jollity was fain to cry M.
Churchyard a mercy in print, may be orderly driven to cry
more peccavis than one. 0. Harvey, Four Letters.

4. A breed of domestic pigeons; a kind of
Jacobin having a ruff.

._, .,, ,.. [NL. (Nees von
Esenbeck, 1832), < Kuellia + -ex.'] A large tribe
of gamopetalous plants, of the order Acantha-
cese, characterized by contorted corolla-lobes, ruff1

(ruf), v. t. [< ruf
1

, n., or abbr. of ruffle
1

,

by ovules commonly from two to eight in num- v - Cf. It. arruffare, disorder, ruffle the hair.]
ber in each ovary-cell, and by compressed seeds. It. To plait, pucker, or wrinkle; draw up in
It embraces 37 genera, containing about 533 species, three plaits or folds.



ruff

His upper garment is of cloth of golde, . . . thesleeues
thereof very long, which he weareth on his arme, ruffed

vp. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 814.

2f. To ruffle
;
disorder.

Thenceforth the fether in her lofty crest,

Ruffed of love, can lowly to availe.

Spenser, F. Q.,III.ii. 27.

3. In falconry, to hit without trussing. /-'.

Phillips, 1706. 4. To applaud by making a

noise with hands or feet. [Scotch.]
ruff 2 (ruf), n. [Formerly also ruffe; said to be
< ruff

1
, ., and so named because the male has

a ruff round its neck in the breeding season
;

but this is doubtful. The female is called a

reeve, a name supposed to be formed from ruff

by some change left unexplained, but prob.
from a different source.] The bird Pavoncel-
la or Machcfrx pnanax (the female of which is

Ruff (ravoHCetla or Mactlttes pttpttax).

called a reeve), a kind of sandpiper belonging
to the family Scolopacidse, having in breed-

ing-plumage an enormous frill or ruff of fea-

thers of peculiar texture on the neck, and noted
for its pugnacity. It is widely distributed in the Old
World, and occurs as a straggler in America. The length
is about 12 inches. Besides the curious ruff, the bird has
at the same season a pair of ear-tufts and the face studded
with fleshy tubercles. The general plumage is much
variegated, and the feathers of the ruff sport in several
colors and endlessly varied patterns. When these feathers
are erected iu fighting, they form a sort of shield or buck-
ler. Also called combatant and fighting sandpiper.

It has often been said that no one ever saw two Buff
alike. This is perhaps an over-statement ; but . . . fifty

examples or more may be compared without finding a very
close resemblance between any two of them.

A. Xewton, Encyc. Brit,, XXI. 54.

ruff 3 (ruf), n. [< ME. ruffe, a fish, glossed by
L. sparrus for sparus: origin obscure.] Ace-
rina or Gymnocephalus cernua, a fish of the fam-

ily Percidse, distinguished by the muciferous
channels of the head, the villiform teeth of the

jaws, and the connected dorsal fins. It is a fresh-
water flsh of Europe, living in families or schools, and
mostly frequenting rather deep and cold waters. In
habits and food it much resembles the common perch.

There is also another flsh called a Pope, and by some a

Ruffe, a flsh that is not known to be in some Rivers ; it is

much like the Pearch for his shape, but will not grow to
be bigger than a Oudgion; he is an excellent flsh, no fish

that swims is of a pleasanter taste.

/. Walton, Compleat Angler (ed. 1653), xi.

ruff 4 (ruf), . [Prob. accom. < It. ronfa, "a
game at cardes called ruffe or trump

"
(Florio)

(whence also F. ronfle, "hand-rnff, at cards"

Cotgrave); prob. a reduced form of trionfo" a trump at cards, or the play called trump or
ruff" (Florio): see trmnjft. The Pg. rufa, rifa,
a set of cards of the same color, a sequence, is

perhaps < E.] 1. An old game at cards, the

predecessor of whist.

And to confounde all, to amende their badde games, hav-

ing never a good carde in their handes, and leaving the
ancient game of England (Trumpe), where every coate and
sute are sorted in their degree, are running to Ruffe, where
the greatest sorte of the sute carrieth away the game.
Martins Stontlis tlinde (1589), Ep. to the Reader, quoted in

[1'eele's Old Wives Tale, note.

What, shall we have a game at trump or ruff to drive

away the time? how say you? Peele, Old Wives Tale.

2. In cartl-pfttuiiif/, the act of trumping when
the player has no cards of the suit led.

ruff4 (ruf), r. t. [< ruff*, .] In rard-playing,
to trump when holding none of the suit led.

Also, erroneously, rough.
.Miss Bolo would inquire . . . why Mr. Pickwick had not

returned that diamond, or led the club, or roughed the

spade, or finessed the heart. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxv.

ruff"'t (ruf), a. and w. [An obs. spelling of

rniiiili
1

.'} I. a. Same as rough 1
. Palsgrare.

II. H. A state of roughness; ruggedness;
hence, rude or riotous procedure or conduct.
To ruffle it out in a riotous ruff. Latimer.

As fields set all their bristles np, in such a ru/wert thou.

Chapman, Iliad. (Imp. Diet.)

5261

ruff 6 (ruf). v. t. [A phonetic spelling of rough 1
,

v. ] 1 . To heckle (flax) on a coarse heckle called

a ruffer.

The ruffed work is taken to the tool called a "common
8," the pins of which are much closer placed than those
of the ruffer, and are only 4 or 5 inches long.

Ure, Diet,, II. 421.

2. In hat-manuf., to nap.
The known impossibility of napping or ruffing a hat by

any means with machinery.
J. Thomson, Hats and Felting, p. 37.

ruff fif,
. An obsolete form of rouglft.

ruff 7 (ruf), ii. A low vibrating beat of a drum
;

a ruffle. See ruffle
3

.

The drum beats a ruff, and so to bed ; that 's all, the

ceremony is concise. Farquhar, Recruiting Officer, v. 2.

ruff8 ,
n. A dialectal form of roof1

.

ruff-band (ruf'band), n. Same as ruff
1

,
1.

What raadnesse did possesse you ? did you thinke that
none but citizens were marked for death, that onely a
blackeorcivill suit of apparell, with a ruffe-band, was onely
the plagues livery? John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

ruff-cuff (ruf'kuf), n. A ruffle for the wrist.

niffet, >' An obsolete form of rouqhie*.
ruffed1

(ruft), n. [< ruff
1 + -erf2.] In zdol.

,
hav-

ing a ruff or ruffle : as, the ruffed grouse. See

ruff
1

,
2 (it), (b) Ruffed grouse, Bonasa umbellus, a

common gallinaceous game-bird of North America, nearly
related to the hazel-grouse of Europe (B. betulina), called

partridge in the northern and pheasant in the middle and
southern United States, having a pair of ruffs, one on each
side of the neck. This grouse, either in its typical form or
in some of its varieties, inhabits nearly all the woodland
of North America. It ranks high as a game-bird ;

the flesh
of the breast is white when cooked, like the bobwhite's.
The head has a full soft crest

;
each ruft* is composed of

from fifteen to thirty broad soft feathers, glossy-black
in the adult male, overlying a rudimentary tympanum.
The wings are short and rounded

;
the tail is long, fan-

shaped, normally of eighteen broad soft feathers ; the tarsi

are partly feathered, partly scaly. The plumage is intimate-

ly varied with brown, gray, and other shades
;

it is nearly
alike in both sexes. This grouse is 17 inches long, and 23
in extent, the wings and tail from 7 to 8 inches each. It

lays creamy or buff eggs, usually immaculate, sometimes
speckled, 1$ inches long by l\ broad, of pjriform shape.
The characteristic drumming sound for which this bird is

noted is not vocal, but is produced by rapidly beating the

wings. See grouse, pheasant, partridge, and quails for other
names, and cut under Bonasa. Ruffed lemur, the black
and white lemur, Lemur varius. See cut under lemur.
Ruffed mouflon. Same as aoudad.

ruffed2 (ruft), p. a. [Pp. of ntffS, v.] Heckled
on a ruffer.

ruffent, n. An obsolete form of ruffian.
ruffer (ruf'er), n. [< ruff* + -er1 .] A coarse

heckle, formed of a board sheathed with tin

plate, and studded with round and pointed
teeth about 7 inches long. Compare heckle, n.

and v. t.

The teeth or needles of the rougher or ruffer heckle.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 665.

ruffian (ruf'ian), H. and a. [Early mod. E. also

rufyan, ruffen, ruffin ; = MD. ruffiaen, roffiaen, <

OF. ruffian, ruffien, rufen, F. rufien = Wall.

rouffian = Pr. rufian, rofian = Sp. rufian = Pg.
rufSo = It. ruffiano, Olt. roffirtiio (ML. riiffin-

iius), a pander, bully, ruffian; with Rom. suffix,
< OD. roffeti, roffelcn = LG. ruffeln, a pander;
of. LG. ruffeler, a pander, intrigant, = Dan.
ruffer, a pander (see ruffler

2
) : see ruffle?. Cf .

riiffG, rough'
2

.'} I. H. If. A pimp; a pander:
a paramour.
He [her husband) is no sooner abroad than she is in-

stantly at home, revelling with her ruffians.

Reynolds, God's Revenge against Mnrther, iii. 11.

2. A boisterous, brutal fellow; a fellow ready
for any desperate crime; a robber; a cutthroat;
a murderer.

Have you a ruffian that will swear, drink, dance,
Revel the night, rob, murder?

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 125.

See that your polish'd arms be primed with care,
And drop the night-bolt ; ruffians are abroad.

Cowper, Task. iv. 568.

3f. The devil. [Old slang.]
The ruffian cly thee, the devil take thee !

Ilarman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 116.

II. . It- Licentious; lascivious; wanton.
How dearly would it touch thee to the quick,
Shouldpt thou but hear I were licentious,
And that this body, consecrate to thee,
By ruffian lust should be contaminate :

Shale., C. of B., ii. 2. 135.

2. Lawless and cruel ; brutal; murderous; in-

human; villainous.

The chief of a rebellious clan,
Who in the Regent's court and sight
With ruffian dagger stabbed a knight.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 5.

3. Violent
;
tumultuous ; stormy.
In the visitation of the winds,

Who take the ruffian billows by the top.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 22.

ruffle

So may no ru/Ran-feeling in thy breast
Discordant jar thy bosom-chords among.

Burns, To Miss Graham of Fintry.

ruffian (ruf'ian), v. i. [= It. ruffianare, Olt.

roffianare = Pg. rtifiar Sp. rufianar, act as a

pander or ruffian; from the noun.] To play
the ruffian ; rage ;

raise tumult.

Eschewe disobedience and sedicious assembling, repent
of light rufftanyntj and blasphemous carnal gospelliug.

Udal, Peter (John Olde to the Duchesse of Somerset).
[(Richardson.)

If it [the wind] hath ruffian'd so upon the sea,
What ribs of oak, when mountains melt on them,
Can hold the mortise? Shale., Othello, ii. 1. 7.

ruffianage (ruf'ian-aj), n. [< ruffian + -age.}
The state of being a ruffian; rascaldom; ruf-

fians collectively.
Kufus never moved unless escorted by the vilest ruffian-

age. Sir F. Palgrave.

Driven from their homes by organized ruffianage.
The American, XIII. 244.

ruffianhood (ruf'ian-hud), H. [< ruffian + -hood.}
Ruffianage ;

ruffianism. Literary Era, II. 148.

ruffianish (ruf'ian-ish), a. [< ruffian + -ish 1
.]

Having the qualities or manners of a ruffian,

ruffianism (ruf'ian-izm), n. [< ruffian + -ism.}
The character, Habits, or manners of ruffians.

Sir J. Mackintosh.

The lasagnone is a loafer, as an Italian can be a loafer,
without the admixture of ruffianism which blemishes
most loafers of northern race. Hmcells, Venetian Life, xx.

ruffianly (ruf'ian-li), a. [< ruffian + -ly
1
.] 1.

Having the character of a ruffian
;
bold in crime

;

brutal; violent; rough.
The ruffianly Tarter, who, sullen and impracticable to

others, acquired a singular partiality for him.
C. Bronte, Shirley, xxvi.

2. Characteristic of or befitting a ruffian, (at)
Lascivious ; wanton ; unseemly.

Who in London hath not heard of his [Greene's] disso-

lute and licentious living ; his fond disguising of a Master
of Art with ruffianly hair, unseemly apparel, and more un-

seemly company ? G. Harvey, Four Letters.

.Some frenchifled or outlandish monsieur, who hath no-

thing else to make him famous, I should say infamous,
but an effeminate, ruffianly, ugly, and deformed lock.

Prynne, Unloveliness of Love-Locks, p. 27. (Trench.)

(ft) Villainous; depraved: as, ruffianly conduct; ruffianly
crimes.

ruffing, n. and a. An obsolete form of ruffian.
ruffin2t (ruf 'in), n. [< ruff

8 + dim. -in.'} Same
as ruff

3
. [Rare.]

Him followed Yar, soft washing Norwitch wall,
And with him brought a present joyfully
Of his owne fish unto their festivall,
Whose like none else could shew, the which they Ruffins

call. Spenser, F. Q., IV. xi. 83.

ruffing (ruf'ing), it. [Verbal n. of ruff
6
,v.~\ In

liat-maiivf., same as napping.
ruffinoust (ruf'i-nus), a. [< ruffin

1 + -ous.]

Ruffianly; outrageous.
To shelter the sad monument from all the ruffinous pride
Of stormes and tempests. Chapman, Iliad, vi. 456.

ruffle 1
(ruf'l), v.

; pret. and pp. ruffled, ppr.
ruffling. [Early mod. E. ruffle, < ME. ruffelen,
< MD. ruyffclen, D. ruifelen, wrinkle, rumple,
ruffle; cf. ruyffel, a wrinkle, ruffle. Ct. ruff

1
.]

1. trans. 1. To wrinkle; pucker; draw up into

gathers, folds, or plaits.

I ruffle clothe or sylked, I bring them out of their playne
foldynge, Je plionne. Palsgrave, p. 695.

2. To disorder; disturb the arrangement of;

rumple; derange; disarrange; make uneven
by agitation : as, ruffled attire

; ruffled hair.

Where Contemplation prunes her ruffled wings.
Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 1S6.

Thou wilt not gash thy flesh for him ; for thine
Fares richly, in fine linen, not a hair

Ruffled upon the scarfskin.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. To disturb the surface of; cause to ripple
or rise in waves.
The Lake of Nemi lies in a very deep bottom, so sur-

rounded on all sides with mountains and groves that the
surface of it is never ruffled with the least breath of wind.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 485).

As the sharp wind that ruffles all day long
A little bitter pool about a stone
On the bare coast. Tennyson, Guinevere.

4f. To throw together in a disorderly manner.
I ruffled up fall'n leaves in heap.

Chapman, Odyssey, vii. 396.

5. To disquiet ; discompose ; agitate ; dis-

turb; annoy; vex: as, to ruffle the spirits or
the temper.
Business must necessarily subject them to many neglects

and contempts, which might disturb and ruffle their
minds. Bacon, Moral Fables, iii., Expl.

Lord Granby's temper had been a little ruffled the night
before. Walpote, Letters, II. 214.



ruffle

But fortunately his ill tidings came too late to ruffle the
tranquillity of this most tranquil of rulers.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 206.

As I sat between my cousins, I was surprised to find
how easy I felt under the total neglect of the one and the
semi-sarcastic attentions of the other Eliza did not mor-
tify, nor Georgiana ruffle me.
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than the roll, and used on certain occasions as
a mark of respect.
The very drums and fifes that played the rufflen as each

rugged

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxi. ruffle 5* (ruf 1),

IBB very urums ;uiu mes inai piayeu me ri/m<>* as each T> e -it TVH * i

battalion passed the President had called out the troops
KU1US S pills. Pills of air

to numberless night alarms, had sounded the onset at TUgl (rug), n. [Formerly
Vkksburg and Antietam. The Century, XXXIX. 570. Sw. rugg, rough entangl

6. To furnish or adorn with ruffles : as, to ruf-
fle a shirt.

f'l), r. t. ; pret. and pp. ruffled, ppr.
ruffling. [Sec ruffe*, .] To beat the ruffle

on : as, to ruffle a drum.
A thousand lamd heteroclites more, that cozen the ruffled (ruf'ld), rt. [< rnfflf

1 + -rd"-.] Having
world with a gilt spur and a ruffled boot. a ruffle ; ruffed : as, the ruffled grouse.

ruffleless (ruf'1-les), a . [< i'nfflei' + -trx*

ins no ruffles. Imp. THct.

rufflement (ruf'1-ment), n. [truffle! -f

The act of ruffling. Imp. Diet.

ruffler 1
(ruf'ler), n. [< ruffle

1 + -'.]
chine for making ruffles, sometimes forming an
attachment to a sewing-machine.

Dekker, Gull's Hornbook.

To ruffle one's feathers or plumage, (a) To irritate
one ; make one angry ; disturb or fret one. (6) To get ir-

ritated, angry, or fretted. Farrar.

II. in trans. To be in disorder; be tossed

about; hence, to flutter.

On his right shoulder his thick mane reclined,
Ruffles at speed, and dances in the wind.

A ma-

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 135. ruffler'-3
(ruf'ler), n. [Early mod. E. also ruf-

ruffle 1
(ruf'l), u. [< MD. ruy/et, wrinkle, a ruf- /<*V < LG. ruffelcr(ct. Dan. ruffcr), a pander,

fle, < ruyffelen, wrinkle, rumple, ruffle: see ruf- PimP- < riiffeln, pander, pimp: see niflle*.] 1.

fle
1

,
r. Cf. ruff

1
, n.] 1 . A'strip of any textile

material drawn up at one edge in gathers or

plaits, and used as a bordering or trimming; a

full, narrow flounce ; a frill ; a ruff. The term is

used for such a plaited strip when much narrower than a
ruff, even when worn around the neck, but it especially ap-
plies to the wrist and to the front of the shirt-bosom, as In
men's dress of the early part of the eighteenth century.
Such dainties to them [poets], their health it might hurt,
It 's like sending them ruffle* when wanting a shirt.

Goldsmith, Haunch of Venison.

2. Something resembling a ruffle in form or po-
sition, (a) The top of a boot.

Not having leisure to put off my sliver spurs, one of the
rowels catched hold of the ruffle of my boot, and, being
Spanish leather, and subject to tear, overthrows me.

B. Jonson. Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

(6) In ornith., same as rufi, 2 (a), (c) The string of egg-cap-
sules of the periwinkles, whelks, and related gastropods.
(d) In meek., a series of projections, often connected by a
web, formed on the inner face of a flange of a metal gud-

.

A bully; a swaggerer; a ruffian; a violent and
lawless person.
Here 's a company of rufflm, that, drinking in the tavern,

have made a great brawl.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.
Both the Parlament and people complain'd, and de-

manded Justice for those assaults, if not murders, don at
his own dores by that crew of Rufflert.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, iv.

Specifically 2t. A bullying thief or beggar;
a blustering vagabond.

One or two of the younger plants (which had not ac-
quired a rufuloitt tiller)

Jour, of Bot , Brit, and For., 1883, p. 214.

Pills of aloes and myrrh.'"
merly also rugg, rugge; <

rugy, rough entangled hair; prob. from
an adj. cognate with AS. ruli, E. rmigli : see
rough 1

. Cf. ruggy. rugged. The Ice'l. rfigg,
coarse hair, goes with rag, not with rug.] If.
A rough, heavy woolen fabric

;
a kind of coarse,

nappy frieze, used especiallyfor the garments
Hav- f the poorer classes.

To cloathe Summer matter with Winter Rugge would
make the Header sweat. X. Ward, Simple Cooler, p. 87.

As they distill the best aqua-vitae, so they spin the choi-
cest rug in Ireland. Holinthed, Chron.

Let me come in, yon knaues; bow dare you keepe me
out? Twas my gowne to a mantle of rugge I had not put
you all to the pistoll.

Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandria.

2. A thick, heavy covering, ordinarily woolen,
and having a shaggy nap; a piece of thick

nappy material used for various purposes, (a)
A cover for a bed ; a blanket or coverlet.

I wish'd 'em then get him to bed ; they did so,
And almost smother'd him with ruggg and pillows.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night- Walker, v. 1.

(ft) A covering for the floor ; a mat, usually oblong or
square, and woven In one piece. Rugs, especially those
of Oriental make, often show rich designs and elaborate
workmanship, and are hence sometimes used for hangings.

I stood on the rug and warmed my hands, which were
rather cold with sitting at a distance from the drawing
room flre. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xlx.

Is it a polished floor with > uge, or is It one of those
great carpets woven In one piece ?

Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xliii.

, a gi- .

geon fora wooden shaft or roller, and fitted to a corre- nifflereat, n. [<f*JMf*+ -erf2.] Rough; bois-
sponding series of recesses in the end of such shaft or terous. [Rare.]
roller, to secure a rigid attachment of the flange and pre- .,.

'J
1

,

1
"06 wneru 8 'yenl glystnng, with Soutwynds rufflered

nnffliiig. Staiuhurst, Conceites (ed. Arber), p. 137.

ruffleryt, '. [< ruffler^ + -y (see -fry).'] Tur-
bulence

;
violence. [Rare.]

A Ruffeler goeth wyth a weapon to seeke Bernice, sayingM hath bene a Seruitor in the wars, and beggeth for his
reliefe. But his chiefest trade Is to robbe poore wayfar-
ing men and market women.

Fratrrnitii of I'agatonds (1561). 3. A lap-robe; a thick shawl or covering used
The Ruffler ... is first In degree of this odious order

'" driving,
and is so called in a statute made for the punishment of -against the
lagabonds. Harmon, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 14. shaggy dog.

(mf'ler), n. Same as ruffcr.

driving, traveling, etc., as a protection
cold. 4. A rough, woolly, or

vent its turning except as the shaft or roller turns with it,

3. Disquietude or discomposure, as of the mind
or temper; annoyance; irritation.

Make it your daily business to moderate your aversions
and desires, and to govern them by reason. This will guard
you against many a ruffle of spirit, both of anger and sor-
row. Watts, Doctrine of the Passions, 23.

ffl
. . .,,. .

In this state of quiet and unostentatious enjoyment
rHmi.

nS \
ru -

'-.

there were, besides the ordinary rubs and ruffles which
disturb even the most uniform life, two things which par
ticularly chequered Mrs. Butler's happiness.

Scott, Heart of Mid Lothian, xlvii.

Neptune's ruffles, a retepore.

ruffle2* (ruf'l), r. [< ME. ruffelen, be quarrel-
some, < MD. niffelen = LG. 'ruffcln = G. dial. ,,

nt/eln, pander, pimp ; freq. of MD. roffen, pan-
' l?ai^st '

"' p-'-
der

;
cf. ruffian. In some senses this verb is con-

fused with fig. uses of ruffle
1
.] I. intrnm. 1.

To act turbulently or lawlessly; riot; play the
bully; hence, to bluster.

To Britaine I addrest an army great, perdy
To quaile the Picts, that ruffled in that ile. m-a.it

Mir. for Mags., I. 317. ruff-wneel (ruf hwel), n.

A valiant son-iu-law thou shall enjoy ;

One fit to bandy with thy lawless sons,
To ruffle in the commonwealth of Rome.

Shale., Tit. And., i. 1. 313.
stone-breaker.

2. To put on airs; swagger: often with an in- ruffy-tuffy (ruf 'i-tuf *i),
definite it. *- /.. . ...

Lady, I cannot ruffle it in red and yellow.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 3.

In a handsome suit of Tressiliin's livery, with a sword
by his side, and a buckler on his shoulder, he looked like
a gay ruffling serving-man. Scott, Kenilworth, xiii.

3. To be rough or boisterous: said of the wea-
ther.

Alack, the night conies on, and the bleak winds
Do sorely ruffle. Shale., Lear, ii. 4. 304.

II. trans. To bully ;
insult

; annoy.
Can I not go about my private meditations, ha !

But such companions as you must ruffle me?
Fletcher, Wit without Money, v. 3.

Shoughs, water-rugs, and deml-wolves are clept
All by the name of dogs. Shalr., Macbeth, iii. 1. 94.

5. A kind of strong liquor or drink.

And (in a word) of all the drinks potable
/'" / is most puisant, potent, notable.

Rug was the Capital! Commander there,
And his I.ievtcnant General! was strong Beere.

John Taylor, The Certain Travailes of an Uncertain Jour
[ney (1653).

Braided rug. See braid i.

rug- (rug), r. /. [< ME. ruggen, roggen, a sec-

ondary form of rokkfn, shake, rock : see rog,
rock*.] To pull roughly or hastily ; tear; tug.
[Obsolete or Scotch!]
So ruthe were it to rug the and ryue the in ropes.

York Playt, p. 286.

The gude auld times of rugging and riving ... are
come back again. Scott, Waverley, xlii.

[Cf. ritffe, roiigliii-
1
.] Woods rug2 (rug), . [< rug*, r.] A rough or hasty

for Cursetors, pull ; a tug.- To get a rug, to get a chance at some-
thing desirable; make a haul. |('olloq.)

He knows . . . who got his pension rug,
Or quickened a reversion by a drug.

Pope, Satires of Donne, iv. 134.

Sir John . . . sat in the last Scots Parliament and voted
for the Union, having gotten, it was thought, a rug of the
compensations. Scott, Redgauntlet, letter xi.

rug* (rug), a. [Perhaps <rug1
.] Snug; warm.

ffiilliu-ell. [Prov. Eng.]
rug4t, n. Another form of rig

1
, a dialectal va-

riant of ridge.

But neere ioynctlye brayeth with rufflert/e rumlmled
^tua. Stanihurst, .Eneid, iii.

" [Verbal n. of ruffle
1

, r.]
Ruffles in general ; also, a length of manufac-
tured ruffle, as prepared for sale : as, three yards
of ruffling Dimity ruffling, a cotton textile, usually
white, crinkled or plaited in weaving, the

plaits following
the length of the stulf . It is cut across and hemmed, then
cut again to the width desired for the ruffle, and sewed
fast with the plaits retained.

nanst, i

or bushes. Harman, Caveat
p. 115. [Thieves' slang.]

ruff-peckt, Bacon. [Thieves' slang.]
Here 's ruffpetk and casson, and all of the best.
And scraps of the dainties of gentry cofe's feast.

Brmne, Jovial Crew, ii.

An ore-crushing mill
for the pieces which will not feed into the
usual crusher: now superseded by the more
modern stone-breakers or ore-crushers. See

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, v. 1

Powder'd bag- wigs and rufy-tu/y heads
Of cinder wenches meet and soil each other.

Keats, Cap and Bells, st 80.

ruffy-tuffy (ruf 'i-tuf"i), rtdi: [Also rufty-tnt'ti/ :

cLruffy-t\tff<i,<i.~\ In disorder; helter-skelter ;

pell-mell.
To sweare and stare until we come to shore,
Then rifty tufty each one to his skore.

Breton, Pilgrimage of Paradise, p. 16.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

[< rufflf*. r.] A brawl; a

companion.

ruffle2t (ruf'l), .

quarrel ;
a tumult.

Sometime a blusterer, that the ruffle knew
Of court, of city. Shale., Lover's Complaint, I. :,v

The captain was so little out of humour, and our com-
pany was so far from being soured by this little ruffle, that
Ephraim and he took a particular delight in being agree-
able to each other for the future.

Steele, Spectator, Xo. 132.

ruffle3 (ruf'!),. [Also ruff: origin uncertain:
cf. Pg. ruflti, rufit. the roll of a drum.] .)/////..

a low vibrating beat of the drum, less loud

kle
;
a crease or plait ; a corrugation : various-

ly applied, as to folds of mucous membrane
or skin, the cross-bars of the hard palate, the
wrinkles on a shell or a bird's bill or an insect's

wing-covers, etc. : usually in the plural Rugse
of the stomach. See stomach. Ruga of the vagina,
numerous small transverse folds of the vaginal mucous
membrane, extending outwardly from the columns,

rugate (ro'gat), a. [= Sp. riigado, < NL. niga-
tHS, wrinkled, < L. ruga, a wrinkle, fold: see

ruga.] Having ruga?; rugous or rugose; cor-

rugated; wrinkled.
wrinkle : see ruga.']

Now the gravest and worthiest Minister, a true Bishop t
of his fold, shall be revil'd and ruffd by an insulting and ruf US (ro'fus), (I. [= Sp. rufu = Pg. nnro =
only.Caiion-wife Prelate, asjf_

he were somei slight-paltry
f - >'uffi>, < L. rufux, red, reddish: see red1

.] nigeH, n. [< L.

pf a dull-red color ; red but somewhat deficient A wrinkle. [Rare.]
in chroma : thus, a bay or chestnut horse is Nowe [none) mae on hem [,,, pll , (,dc ,,ew olde w,
rufous; \ enetian red is rufous. It enters into yspronge
the specific name of many animals, technical- Wo1 auffre be.

Iv called ritfus, nifcseens, etc.-Rufous-chinned Palladiut, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.X P. 144.

flncht. Seejiiichi. Rufous-headed falcon. Scu.rVifcon. rugea (roj), r. [Prob. for "rudge, var. of ridge;
ruft (raft), n. A dialectal form of rift*. Dun- not < ritge

1
. n.. which was never in vernacular

.'/'''. use.] To wrinkle, ffalliirelt. [Prov. Eng.]
ruftie-tuftiet, rufty-tuftyt, . Same HS <#>/- rugget, An obsolete variant of ridge.

rugged (rug'ed), n. [< ME. rugged ruggud,
rufulOUS (rii'fu-lus), a. [< \j. riifuliix. rather ruggyd, < Sw. rugg, shaggy hair (see rwiyi),' +
red, dim. of rufus, red: sec rufous. \ In -aiil. -ell-. Cf. mgM-\ 1. Having a rough,' hairy
and to*., somewhat rufous. surface or nap ; shaggy : bristly; ragged.



rugged
His well-proportion '<i heard made rough and nigged,
Like to the summer's corn by tempests lodged.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 17r>.

Some of them have Jackets made of Plantain-leaves,
which was as rough as any Bear's skin ; I never saw such
rugged Things. Darnpier, Voyages, I. 427.

Like tears dried up with rugged huckaback,
That sets the mournful visage All awrack.

Hood, Irish Schoolmaster, St. 20.

2. Covered with rough projections ;
broken

into sharp or irregular points or prominences;
rough ; uneven : as, a rugged mountain ; rugged
rocks.

The Wheel of Life no less will stay
In a smooth thiin rugged way.

Cowley, Anacreontics, ix.

Nooks and dells, beautiful as fairy land, are embosomed
in its most rugged and gigantic elevations.

JHacaulay, Milton.

Vast rocks, against whose rugged feet
Beats the mad torrent with perpetual roar.

Whittitr, Bridal of Pennacook, Int.

3. Wrinkled; furrowed; corrugated; hence,
ruffled; disturbed; nneasy.

The rugged forehead that with grave foresight
Welds kingdomes causes and affaires of state.

Spenser, V. Q., IV., Prol.

Gentle my lord, sleek o'er your rugged looks ;

Be bright and jovial among your guests to-night,
Shale., Macbeth, iii. 2. 27.

The most deplorable-looking personage you can imagine ;

his face the colour of mahogany, rough and rugged to the
last degree, all lines and wrinkles.

Jane Austen, Persuasion, iii.

4. Bough to the ear
;
harsh

; grating.
But ah ! my rymes too rude and rugged arre
When in so high an object they do lyte.

Spenser, V. Q., III. ii. 3.

Colkitto, or Macdonnel, orGalasp?
Those rugyed names to our like mouths grow sleek.

Mtiton, Sonnets, vi.

5. Uiisoftened by refinement or cultivation;
rude; homely; unpolished; ignorant.
Even Frederic William, with all his rugged Saxon preju-

dices, thought it necessary that his children should know
French. Macaula}/, Frederic the Great.

Deafen'd by his own stir,
The rugged labourer
Caught not till then a sense . . .

Of his omnipotence.
M. Arnold, The World and the Quietlst.

6. Bough in temper; harsh; hard; austere.

Signior Alphonso, you are too nigged to her,
Believe, too full of harshness.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 1.

Stern rugged nurse ! thy rigid lore
With patience many a year she bore :

What sorrow was, thou bud'st her know.
Gray, Hymn to Adversity.

7. Marked by harshness, severity, or anger;
fierce; rough; ungentle.

Though he be stubborn,
And of a rugged nature, yet he is honest.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 1.

With words of sadness soothed his rugged mood.
Shelley, Revolt of Islam, v. 25.

8. Bough; tempestuous: said of the sea or
weather.

Every gust of rugged wings
That blows from off each beaked promontory.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 0;!.

A rough sea, accompanied with blowing weather, is

termed by whalers "rugged weather."
C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals (Glossary), p. 311.

9. Vigorous; robust; strong in health. [Col-
loq., U. S.]

I'm getting along in life, and I ain't quite so rugged as
I used to be. 0. W. Holmes, Poet at Breakfast-Table, xii.

ruggedly (rug'ed-li), adv. In a rough or rugged
manner; especially, with harshness or sever-

ity ; sternly ; rigorously.
Some spake tome courteously, with appearance of com-

passion ; others ruggedly, with evident tokens of wrath
and scorn. T. Ellwood, Life (ed. Howells), p. 244.

ruggedness (rug'ed-nes), n. The character or
state of being rugged.
rugging (rug'ing), w. [< nif/l + -wiff

1
.] 1.

Heavy napped cloth for making rugs, wrapping
blankets, etc. 2. A coarse cloth used for the

body of horse-boots.

rug-gownt (rug'goun), n. [Also rudge-gowH ; <

)(/! + gnwtt.] One who wears a gown of rug;
hence, a low person.

Thousands of monsters more besides there be
Which I. fast hoodwink'd, at that time did see ;

And in a word to shut up this discourse,
A nutg^fownt ribs are good to spur a horse.

Witts Recreations (1654). (Ifares. )

rug-gowned (rug'gound), n. Wearing a gown
made of rug, or coarse nappy friiv.c.

I had rather meet
An enemy in the licld than stand thus nodding
Like to ii rug-iiMi-n'il watchman.

t'Mchcr (and another ?), Prophetess, ii. 2.
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ruggy (rug'i), a. [< ME. ritggy, < Sw. ruggig.
rough, hairy, rugged, < ritgg, rough hair: see

r*ff*, and cf. rugged.] Bugged; rough ; uneven.
With flotery berd and ruggy asshy heeres.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 2025.

It 's a mighty ruggy trail, Mister, up the Shasta Moun-
tain. Scenes in the Far West, p. 119, quoted in De Vere's

[Americanisms, p. 536.

rug-headed (rug'hed"ed), a. Shock-headed.

Now for our Irish wars ;

We must supplant those rough rug-headed kerns,
Which live like venom where no venom else
But only they have privilege to live.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1. 156.

rugint, . See rugine.

rugine (ro"jin), n. [Formerly also rugin; < F.

rugine, a surgeons' scraper or rasp; perhaps <

L. runcina, a plane, = Or. pvnavn, a plane.] 1.

A surgeons' rasp. 2f. A nappy cloth. John-
son.

The lips grew so painful that she could not endure the

wiping the ichor from it with a soft rugin with her own
hand. Wiseman, Surgery.

rugine (ro'jin), r. t. ; pret. and pp. mgined,
ppr. rugining. [< F. ruginer, scrape, < rugine,
a scraper: seerngine, /.] 1. To scrape with a

rugine. 2f. To wipe with a rugine or nappy
cloth.

Where you shall find it moist, there you are to rugine it.

Wiseman, Surgery, v. 9.

Rugpsa (rij-go'sa), . pi- [NL. (Edwards and
Haime, 1850), neut. pi. of L. rugosns, full of
wrinkles : see rugose.] An order or other group
of sclerodermatous stone-corals, exhibiting te-

tramerous arrangement of parts and a well-

developed corallum, with true theces and gen-
erally septa and tabulae ; the rugose corals. The
septa are mostly in multiples of four, and one septum
is commonly predominant or represented by a vacant fos-

sula. Some of the Rugosa are simple, others compound.
All are extinct. They have been divided into the families

Cyathophyllida, Zaphrentidse, and Cystiphyllidx. Stauri-
dte and Cyathaxonidte, formerly referred to the group, are
now considered to be aporose corals.

rugose (ro'gos), a. [< L. rugosus, wrinkled: see

rugous.] 1. Having rugee; rugate or rugous;
corrugated; wrinkled.

The internal rugose coat of the intestine.

Wiseman, Surgery.

Above you the woods climb up to the clouds, a prodi-
gious precipitous surface of burning green, solid and ru-

gose like a cliff. Harper's Mag. ,
LXXVII. 334.

2. In bot., rough and wrinkled: applied to

leaves in which the reticulate venation is very
prominent beneath, with corresponding creases
on the upper side, and also to lichens, algje, etc.,

in which the surface is reticulately roughened.
3. Specifically, of orpertainingto the Kugosa.

rugosely (ro'gos-li), mh\ 1. In a rugose man-
ner; with wrinkles. 2. In eulom., roughly
and intricately; so as to present a rugose ap-
pearance : as, rngosely punctured.
rugosity (rp-gos'i-ti), n. ; pi, rugosities (-tiz).

[= OF. rtujosite, F. rugosite = Pr. rugoxitat =
Sp. mgoaidad = Pg. rugosidnde = It. rugosita,
< L. rugositu(t-)s, the state of being wrinkled:
see rugose.] 1. The state or property of being
rugose, corrugated, or wrinkled.

In many cases the wings of an insect not only assume
the exact tint of the bark or leaf it is accustomed to rest

on, but the form and veining of the leaf or the exact ru-

gosity of the bark is imitated.
A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select., p. 48.

2. A wrinkle or corrugation.
An Italian Oak . . . wrinkles its hark into strange ru-

gosities, from which its first scattered sprouts of yellow
green seem to break out like a morbid fungus.

H. James. Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 162.

rugOUS (ro'gus), a. [= OF. (and F.) rugueux
= Pr. rugox = Sp. Pg. It. rugoso, < L. rngonus,
wrinkled, < ruga, a wrinkle: seo r //.] Same
as rugose.
In the rhinoceros . . . the trachea has thirty-one rings :

they are close-set, cleft behind, the ends meeting; the
lining membrane is longitudinally rugous., as is that of
the bronchial ramifications for some way into the lung.

Owen, Anat., 354.

rugulose (ro'gu-los), a. [< NL. "riigulosna,
full of small wrinkles, < "rugula, dim. of L.

ruf/d, a wrinkle: see ruga.] Finely rugose;
full of little wrinkles.

Ruhmkorff coil. A form of induction-coil or
iudiictorium (see induction-coil) : so called be-
ciiuse constructed by H. D. Buhmkorff (1803-
1877).

ruin (ro'in), ii. [Early mod. E. mine, mi/nc; <

ME. mine. < OF. mine, F. ruine = Pr. roinu,
ruhi/i = Sp. Pg. niiiia = It. roriiui, rniixi = Or.

D. ruine = Dan. Sw. ruin, < L. ruiiiti. over-

throw, ruin, < i-Mfi-e, fall down, tumble, sink in

ruin

ruin, rush.] If. The act of falling or tumbling
down; violent fall.

Immediately it fell ; and the nan of that house was
great. Luke vi. 49.

His ruin startled the other steeds.

Chapman. (Imp. Diet.)

2. A violent or profound change of a thing,
such as to unfit it for use, destroy its value, or

living it to an end; overthrow; downfall; col-

lapse; wreck, material or moral: as, the ruin
of a government ; the ruin of health ; financial

ruin.

A flattering mouth worketh ruin. Prov. xxvi. 28.

And spread they shall be, to thy foul disgrace,
And utter ruin of the house of York.

Shall., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1. 254.

Priam's powers and Priam's self shall fall,

And one prodigious ruin swallow all.

Pope, Iliad, iv. 199.

3. That which promotes injury, decay, or de-
struction

;
bane.

And he said. Because the gods of the kings of Syria help
them, therefore will I sacrifice to them that they may help
me. But they were the ruin of him and of all Israel.

2 Chron. xxviii. 23.

Staumrel, corky-headed, graceless gentry,
The herrynient and ruin of the country.

Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

4. That which has undergone overthrow, down-
fall, or collapse j anything, as a building, in a
state of destruction, wreck, or decay ; hence, in
the plural, the fragments or remains of any-
thing overthrown or destroyed: as, the ruins of
former beauty; the ruins of Nineveh.

This Jaff was Sumtyme a grett Citee, as it appereth by
the Ruyne of the same.

Torkinglmi, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 24.

Thou art the ruins of the noblest man
That ever lived in the tide of times.

Shak.,J. C., Iii. 1. 256.

Through your ruins hoar and gray
Ruins, yet beauteous in decay
The silvery moonbeams trembling fly.

Burns, Ruins of Lincluden Abbey.

Alas, poor Clifford ! . . . You are partly crazy, and part-
ly imbecile ; a ruin, a failure, as almost everybody is.

Haifthorne, Seven Gables, x.

5. The state of being ruined, decayed, de-

stroyed, or rendered worthless.

Repair thy wit, good youth, or it will fall

To cureless ruin. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 142.

Princely counsel in his face yet shone,
.Majestic, though in ruin. Milton, P. L., ii. 3ns.

It was the Conservative, or rather the Agrarian, party
which brought this bill to ruin.

Contemporary Rev., L. 285.

= Syn. 2. Subversion, wreck, shipwreck, prostration.

ruin (ro'in), r. [= F. miner, F. dial, rouiner
=. Pr. reunar = Sp. minor (Pg. amiinar) = It.

rorinare, ruinrire = D. rninercn = (5. ruiniren =
Dan. ruinere = Sw. rninera, ruin. < ML. minare,
ruin, fall in ruin, < L. ruina, ruin: see ruin, n.]
1. trans. 1. To bring to ruin; cause the down-
fall, overthrow, or collapse of; damage essen-

tially and irreparably; wreck the material or
moral well-being of ; demolish; subvert; spoil;
undo: as, to ruin a city or a government; to
HH'H commerce; to ruin one's health or repu-
tation.

Jerusalem is ruined, and Judah is fallen. Isa. iii. 8.

Mark but my fall, and that that ruin'd me.
Cromwell, I charge thee, fling away ambition.

Shale., Hen. VIII., ill. 2. 440.

All men that are ruined are ruined on the side of their
natural propensities. Burke, A Regicide Peace, i.

The rain has ruined the ungrown corn.

Swinburne, Triumph of Time

2. Specifically, to bring to financial ruin
;
re-

duce to a state of bankruptcy or extreme pov-
erty.

The freeman is not to be amerced in a way that, will ruin
him ; the penalty is to be fixed by a jury of his neighbour-
hood. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 155.

= Syn. 1. To destroy, overthrow, overturn, overwhelm.
2. To impoverish.

II. intrnns. 1. To fall headlong and with vio-

lence; rush furiously downward. [Bare.]

Headlong themselves they threw
Down from the verge of heaven ; . . .

Hell heard the insufferable noise ; hell saw
Heaven ruining from heaven.

Hiltnn, f. L., vi. 868.

Tom-tits of her myriad universe,
Ruining along the illimitable inane,
Fly on to clash together ngain.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

2. To fall into ruins; run to ruin; fall into de-

cay; be dilapidated.

Though he his house of polish'd marble build, . . .

Yet shall it rm'n like the moth's frail cell.

Sandys, Paraphrase upon Job, xxvii.



ruin

St. To be overwhelmed by loss, failure, suffer-

ing, or the like
;
be brought to misery or pov-

erty.
They then perceive that dilatory stay
To be the causer of their ruining.

Draylon, Barons' Wars, i. 64.

Unless these things, which I have above proposed, one
way or another, be once settl'd, in my fear, which God
avert, we may instantly ruin.

Milton, Ruptures of the Commonwealth.

4. To inflict ruin
;
do irreparable harm.

He was never.
But where he meant to ruin, pitiful.

Shalt., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 40.

ruinable (r6'in-a-bl), a. [< ruin + -able.]

Capable of being' ruined.

Above these ruitiable skies

They make their last retreat.
II (/., The Atheist's Mistake.

ruin-agate (ro'in-ag'at), n. A variety of agate
of various shades of brown, the color so ar-

ranged as to give to a polished slab a fancied
resemblance to a ruined building.
ruinate (ro'i-nat), e.

; pret. and pp. ruinated,

ppr. ruinating. [< ML. ruinntus, pp. of ruinare,
ruin, fall in ruin: see ruin, '.] I. trans. If.

To hurl violently down ; thrust or drive head-

long.
On thother side they saw that perilous Rocke,
Threatning it selfe on them to ruinate.

Spenser, V. Q., II. xii. 7.

2. To bring to ruin; overthrow; undo. [Ar-
chaic or prov. Eng.]

I will not ruinate my father's house,
Who gave his blood to lime the stones together.

Shale., 8 Hen. VI., v. 1. 88.

I saw two Churches grievously demolished, . . . and
two Monasteries eitremely ruinated.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 9.

II. intr<inx. To fall; be overthrown; go to

ruin. [Bare.]
We see others ruinating for want of our incomparable

system of constitutional government.
5. //. Cox, Interviews Memorable and Useful, p. 11;V

ruinatet (ro'i-nat), a. [= Sp. Pg. ruinado = It.

roviiiatp, ruinato, ruined, < ML. ruiaatus, pp. of

ruinare, fall in ruin, ruin : see ruin, '.] Brought
to ruin

; ruined
;
in ruins.

Shall love, in building, grow so ruinate?

Shale., C. of E., ill. 2. 4.

My brother Edward lives in pomp and state ;

I in a mansion here all ruinate.
Dekker and Webster, Sir Thomas Wyatt, p. 11.

ruination (ro-i-na'shon), . [< ML. *ruin<i-

tio(n-), < ruinarr, ruin: see ruinate.] The act
of ruinating, or the state of being ruinated;
ruin.

Roman coynes . . . were . . . ouercouered in the ground,
in the sodaine ruination of tonnes by the Saxons.

Cainden, Remains, Money.
It was left for posterity, after thi ee more centuries of

Irish misery, to meet public necessity by private ruination.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xix.

miner (ro'i-ner), n. [< OF. rmiieur, < It, ron-
natore. < ML. *ruinator,(. ruinare, ruiir: see ruin.]
One who ruins or destroys.

They [bishops] have been the most certain deformers and
miners of the church. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Kemonst.

ruing (ro'ing), n. [< ME. ruynge ; verbal n. of

rel, r.] Repentance; regret.
ruiniform (ro'i-ni-form), a. [= F. rmniformt.
< L. rttina, ruin, + forma, form.] Having the

appearance of ruins: noting various minerals.
rum-marble (vo'm-mar"bl), . Marble show-

ing markings resembling vaguely the forms of
ruined or dilapidated buildings.
ruinous (rO'i-nus), a. [< MB. ruinous, ruy-
nous, < OF. ruineux, ruyneux, F. ruineux = Pr.

ruynos = 8p. Pg. ruinoso = It. rovinoso, ruinoso,
< L. minostis, ruinous, < rutna, overthrow, ruin :

see ruin.] 1. Fallen to ruin
; decayed; dilapi-

dated.

Somwhat bynethe that village we come to an olde, for-

leten, rut/nous churche, somtyme of seynt Marke.
Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 33.

Leave not the mansion so long tenantless,
Lest, growing ruinous, the building fall.

Shat.,1. G. of V., v. 4. 9.

2. Composed of ruins; consisting in ruins.

Behold, Damascus is taken away from being a city, and
it shall be a ruinous heap. Isa. xvii. 1.

3. Destructive; baneful; pernicious; bringing
or tending to bring ruin.

Machinations, hollowness, treachery, and all ruinous
disorders follow us disquietly to our graves.

Ska*., Lear, i. 2. 123.

The favourite pressed for patents, lucrative to his re-
lations and to his creatures, ruinmut and vexatious to the
body of the people. Macmday, Lord Bacon.
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ruinously (ro'i-nus-li). adv. In a ruinous man-
ner; destructively.
ruinousness (ro'i-nus-nes), n. The state or

character of being ruinous ; mischievousness
;

banefulness.

ruitt, . A Middle English form of rut-.

rukh, n. Same as rocl.

rulable (ro'la-bl), a. [< rule\ v., + -able.] 1.

Capable of being ruled
; governable.

For the removing the impression of your nature to be
opiniastre and not rulable, first and above all things I

wish that all matters past, which cannot be revoked, your
lordship would turn altogether upon insatisfaction, and
not upon your nature or proper disposition.

Bacon, To Lord Essex, Oct., 1596.

2. Permissible according to rule
; allowable.

[Colloq.]
In all sales of Butter above "low grades" it shall be rul-

able to reject any package or packages varying widely in

color or quality from the bulk of the lot.

New York Produce Exchange Report (1888-9), p. 305.

rule1
(rol), . [< ME. rule, reule, remle, ruell, riulc,

riirle (as inAncren Riicle, 'Anchoresses' Rule'),
< OF. rcule, rieule, riule, reigle, riegle, F. dial.

(Norm.) ruilt, F. regie = Pr. Sp. regla = Pg.
regra = It. regola = AS. regol, regul, a rule, =
D. regel = MLG. reggele, regule = OHG. rcgula,
monastic rule, MHG. regele, regel, G. regel =
Icel. regla, regula = Sw. Dan. regel, rule, < L.

regula (ML. also regula), a rule, etc., < regere,

keep straight, direct, govern, rule: see regent.
See rail 1

, a bar, etc., and reule, doublets of

n/tel.] 1. An instrument with an edge ap-
proximately straight, subserving purposes of

measurement. A mere straight-edge Is usually called
a ruler. Rulesttre mostly of three kinds (1) those with
a scale of long measure on the edge, (2) parallel rules, and
(3) sliding rules. See ruler, and cut under caliper.

Thes yefthe [gift, i. e. righteousness] is the maister of

workes, thet is to zigge, of the ulrtuesof man; uorhe deth
al to wylle, and to the line, and to the reule, and to the

leade, and to the leuele.

Ayenbite of Imryt (E. E. T. 8.), p. IMi.

Mechanic slaves
With greasy aprons, rules, and hammers, shall

Uplift us to the view. Shale., A. and C., v. 2. 210.

2. A formula to which conduct must be con-
formed

;
a minor law, canon, or regulation, es-

pecially a regulation which a person imposes
upon himself: as, the rules of whist.

Now hath vche riche a reule to eten bi hym-selue
In a pryue parloure for pore mennes sake,
Or in a chamhre with a chymneye.

Pirn Pimcman (B), x. (Hi.

If thou well observe
The rule of Not too much, by temperance taught, . . .

80 mayst thou live. Milton, P. L, xi. 531.

His Example still the Jtule shall give.
And those it taught to Conquer, teach to Live.

Confrere, Birth of the Muse.

Specifically (a) In monasteries or other religious so-

cieties, the code of laws required to be observed by the

society and its individual members : as, the rule of St.

Benedict, the rule of St. Basil, etc. (i>) In law : (1) A
statement of a principle of law propounded as controlling
or entitled to control conduct: the principle thus stated:

as, the rule against perpetuities (see perpetuity, 3). In this
sense some rules are statutory or constitutional that is,

created by or embodied in statutes or a constitution ; some
are cotnmon4aw rule*, as many of the rules of evidence ; and
some are equitable that is, introduced by the courts of

equity. (2) More specifically, regulations (generally, if

not always, promulgated in writing) prescribed by a court
or judges for the conduct of litigation, being either gen-
eral rules, applicable to whole classes of cases (commonly
called rules of court), or particular rules, or orders in par-
ticular causes : as, a rule for a new trial, a rule nisi,

etc. (c) pi. In American parliamentary law, the regu-
lations adopted by a deliberative body for the conduct of
its proceedings, corresponding to the standing orders of
the British House of Commons, (d) In (/ram., an estab-
lished form of construction in a particular class of words,
or the expression of that form in words. Thus, It is a rule
in English that s or es added to a noun in the singular
number forms the plural of that noun ; but man forms
its plural men, and so is an exception to the rule.

O Grammar rules! O now your virtues show !

So children still read you with awful eyes.
Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 534).

3. A form of words embodying a method for

attaining a desired result
; also, the method it-

self : as, the rules of art; especially, in arith.,
the description of a process for solving a prob-
lem or performing a calculation ; also, the
method itself.

Led by some ;"/' that guides but not constrains.

Pope, Epistle to Jervas.

The representation of a general condition according to
which something manifold can be arranged [with unifor-

mity] is called a rule; if it must be so arranged, a law.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Miiller, p. 118.

4. The expression of a uniformity : a general
proposition ; especially, the statement that mi-
der certain circumstances certain phenomena
will present themselves : as, failure is the gen-
eral rule, success the exception.

rule

Arch. Against ill chances men are ever merry ;

But heaviness foreruns the good event. . . .

Believe me, I am passing light in spirit.
Mowb. So much the worse, if your own rule be true.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV'., iv. 2. 86.

For 'tis a rule that holds forever true :

Grant me discernment, and I grant it you.
, Coicper, Progress of Error.

And first it [law] is a rule: . . . something permanent,
uniform, and universal.

D. Webster, Speech, March 10, 1818.

5. In tew: (a) Jail limits. Sefe rules ofaprison,
below. (6) The time and place appointed in
a court, or in the office of its clerk, for entering
rules or orders such as do not require to be
granted by the court in term time. Hence the

phrase at rules, at the session so appointed.
6. Conformity to rule

; regularity; propriety:
as, to be out of rule.

[They] bowet euyn to the banke or thai bide wold ;

Out of rule or aray raungit on lenght.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5677.

He cannot buckle his distemper'd cause
Within the belt of rule. Shale., Macbeth, v. 2. 15.

7. The possession and exertion of guiding and
controlling power ; government ; sway ; domin-
ion ; supreme command or authority.

He gouernyd the contre hothe lesse and more,
Also he hadde the Rule of euery towne,
And namely tho that longyd to the crowne.

Generydes(E. E. T. S.), 1. 25.

Though usurpers sway the rule awhile.
Yet heavens are just, and time suppresseth wrongs.

SAa*.,3Hen. VI., 111. 3. 7fi.

Deep harm to disobey,
Seeing obedience is the bond of rule.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

8. In printiny, a thin strip of rolled brass, cut

type-high, used for the printing of continuous
lines. (See composing.) Rules are made In many
forms; those in general use are shown here.

Single rule
Parallel " =
Double " -
Dotted "

9. In plastering, a strip of wood placed on the
face of a wall as a guide to assist in keeping
the plane surface. 10. In musical notation,
same as line2

, 2 (6) (1) Antepredlcamental rule,
one of two rules laid down by Aristotle in the introductory
part of his treatise on the categories. See antepredica.
ment. A rule to show cause, or a rule nisi, a rale
which is conditional, so that, unless the party against
whom it has been obtained shows sufficient cause to the
contrary, it will become absolute. As a rule, as a general
thing ; on the whole. Bevel plumb-rule, an instrument
used by engineers in testing the slope of an embankment.
One limb of it can be set to any angle with the other,
which is held plumb, to determine whether the slope
has the proper angle or not. Brass rule. See def. 8.

Cardan's rule, a rule for the solution of cubic equations,
first published by Jerome Cardan, to whom it had been
confidentially communicated by the Italian mathematician
Tartaglia (died l.v.'.n. But the first discoverer is said to
have been Scipione dal Tesso (died about 1525). The rule
is that the solution of the equation a:

3 + qx -f r = is

The rule is applicable in all cases ;
but if there are three

real roots, it is not convenient, on account of iniftginaries.

Carpenter's rule, in the common form, a two-foot

rule, folding in four, graduated to eighths and sixteenths
of an inch. Sometimes a pivoted index with a scale or a

graduated slider is added to adapt the instrument for a

greater number of uses and to aid in making certain com-

putations. Cross-rule paper. See paper. De Oua's
rule [named after the French mathematician Jean Paul de
Gua de Malves, who gave it in 1741], the proposition that
if any even number of successive terms is wanting from
an equation there are as many imaginary roots, and if any
odd number of terms is wanting there are one more or one
less imaginary roots according as the two terms adjoining
the gap have like or unlike signs. Descartes'B rule of
signs, otherwise called Descartes'* theorem, the proposition
that in a numerical algebraic equation the number of posi-
tive roots cannot surpass the number of variations in the
series of signs of the successive terms after these have
all been brought to the same side of the equation and ar-

ranged according to the powers of the unknown quantity ;

and, further, that the excess of the number of variations
over the number of positive roots cannot be an odd num-
ber. Dotted rule. See def. 8. Double rule. See def.

8. Figure of the golden rule, a line shaped like a Z,
with the terms of a proposition at its ends and angles,
thus:

as 4_____ is to__ 12

so ia_ is to- -54.

Figure of the rule of false*, a cross like an X, with
the two false positions at its upper corners, and the errors

of the result respectively under them, the difference of

the errors under the middle of the cross, and the answer
over the middle of the cross. French rule, in print

ing, a dash, generally of brass, thus :

Gag-rule. Same as yafj-law.

The legislature of Massachusetts pronounced the (jag
rule unconstitutional, and asserted that Congress had
power to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia.

The Century, XXXVII. 876.



rule

Gauss's Rule for finding the date of Easter. See

Easter'. Golden rule. Scu yolden. Guldin's rule, one
of two rules, one giving the volume and the other the

surface of any ring formed by the revolution of any plane
closed curve about an axis lying iu its plane. The rules are

named after the Swiss mathematician Paul Guldin (\all-

1643), but he obtained them from the collections of Pap-
pus, a geometer of the fourth century. Home rule. See
Aomi. Homa-Rule BUI. See bill . Inverse rule of
thr.33. See inverse. Joint rule, a rule adopted by both
houses of Congress or a legislature for the conduct of

transactions between them. Labor-saving rule, in

printini/, brass rules cut by system to graduated lengths,
so that they may be easily combined. MinJmg's rule,
a rule for the determination of the degree of an equation
resulting from elimination, given by the Prussian mathe-
matician E. F. A. Minding iu 1S41. Napier's rule, one
of two mnemonic rules given by Napier, the inventor of

logarithms, for the solution of right-angled spherical tri-

angles. The two legs and the complements of the hypote-
nuse and of the angles are called the parts. An angle and
oneof the sides going to form itare said to be adjacent ; so,

also, are the two legs. A part adjacent to both or neither

of two parts is called, relatively to them, the middle part ;

and if the other two are not 'adjacent to it, they are called

opposite. Then, the two rules are that the sine of the mid-
dle part is equal to the product of the tangents of the ad-

jacent parts and to the product of the cosines of the oppo-
site parts. These are equivalent to six equations of dif-

ferent forms. Newton's rule, a certain rule for deter-

mining a superior limit to the number of positive roots of

an algebraic equation, and another for the negative roots.

Let the equation be

a^x''* + -^rs '* '< etc. = 0.

Form a aeries of quantities A.
; , A, ... AH, by the formula

Ar = a-r a.ri ar+i. Write down the two rows

a ot a lt O 2 , . . . an
AQ, A

i
. A , . . . AH.

If two successive numbers in the upper row have like

signs while the numbers under them also have like signs,
this is called a double permanence. But if two successive
numbers in the upper row have different signs while the
numbers under them have like signs, this is called a varia-

tion-permanence. The rule is that the number of negative
roots cannot be greater than the number of double per-
manences, nor the number of positive roots greater than
the number of variation-permanences. One-hour rule,
a standing rule of the United Slates House of Represen-
tatives, first adopted in 1847, in accordance with which no
member, except one who reports a measure from a com-
mittee, may, without unanimous consent or permission
given by vote, speak for more than one hour in debate on
any subject. Parallel rule, (a)A rule for drawing paral-
lel lines. The old form of parallel rule consisted of two
rulers connected by two bars turning upon pivots at the
vertices of a parallelogram. For accurate work, a triangle
and a straight-edge are used, (b) See def. 8. Rule day,
in legal proceedings, motion day ; the regularly appointed
day on which to make orders to show cause returnable.

Rule of cosst. See coss-'. Rule Of faith (regula
fidei), the sum of Christian doctrine as accepted by the
orthodox church in opposition to heretical sects; the
creed : a phrase used from the second century onward.
Rule of false (ngviaftdti), or rule of double position.
See position, ?. Rule of intarsection, rule of six

quantities, the proposition that, if a spherical triangle
be cut by a transversal great circle, the product of the
chords of the doubles of three segments which do not cut
one another is equal to the product of the chords of the
doubles of the other three segments. This rule was dis-

covered by Menelaus, about A. D. 100. Rule of mixtures.
Same as alligation, 2 Rule Of Nicomachus [named
from Nicomachus, a Greek arithmetician who flourished
about A. D. 100, and who is said to have been the author
of this rule], a rule for finding the square of a small num-
ber, as follows : subtract the number from 10 and to the

square of the difference add 10 times the number dimin-
ished by the difference. Thus, to find the square of 9, sub-
tract 9 from 10, which gives 1 as the difference, the square
of which is 1, and adding to this 10 times the excess of the

original number, 9, over the difference, 1, which excess is

8, we have 81 as the answer. Rule of philosophizing,
a rule for constructing theories. Newton propounded
certain rules of this kind. Rule Of Signs, the rule that

any arrangement is positive or negative according as it

contains an even or odd number of displacements. Rule
of speech (regula scrmoni8\ the rule of false, so called be-

cause in the use of it we "
say

"
a quantity has a value which

is false. Rule of supposition, the rule of false. See po-
sition, 7. Rule of ti3 double sign, the principle that
zero may be regarded either as positive or negative at

pleasure, which has important applications under Budan's
theorem. Rule Of the OCtlve. See octave. Rule Of
the road. See road. Rule of three, the method of

finding the fourth term of a proportion when three are

given. The numbers being so arranged that the first is to
the second as thi third is to the fourth, which last is the
term required to be found, then this is found by multiply-
ing the second and third terms together, and dividing the

product by the first. Rule of thumb, a rule suggested
by a practical rather than a scientific knowledge : in allu-
sion to a use of the thumb in marking off measurements
roughly.

We'll settle men and things by rule of thumb,
And break the lingering night with ancient rum.

Sydney Smith, To B'rancis Jeffrey, Sept. 3, 1809.

Rule of trial and error, the rule of false. See position,
7. Rules Of a prison, certain limits outside the walls
of a prison, within which prisoners in custody were sumi>
times allowed to live, on giving security not to escape.
The phrase is sometimes extended to mean the space so in-

closed, and also the freedom thus accorded to the prisoner.

To nid these, the prisoners took it iu turns to perambu-
late the rules, and solicit help in money or kind.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 247.

Both at the King's Bench and the Fleet debtors were al-

lowed to purchase what were called the Rules, which en-
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nbled them to live within a certain area outside the prison,
and practically left them free.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 77.

Rules Of course, rules which are drawn up by the proper
officers on the authority of the mere signature of counsel ;

or, in some instances, as upon a Judge's flat, or allowance

by the master, etc., without any signature by counsel.

Rules which are not of course are grantable on the motion
either of the party actually interested or of his counsel.

Rules of practice, general rules prescribed by a court
or other authority for the regulation of legal or other
official procedure. See def. 2, above. Single rule. See
def. 8. Sliding rule, a rule having one or more scales

which slide over others for the purpose of facilitating
calculations. Stationers' rule, a rule of considerable

length, made of hard wood about half an inch in thick-

ness, usually marked with inches, and having its edges
sheathed with brass strips. It is used for measuring, and
as a straight-edge to guide a knife in cutting thick paper,
as drawing-paper, pasteboard, etc. The rule in Shel-

ley's case, a much quoted doctrine of the common law,
to the effect that wherever there is a limitation to a man
which if it stood alone would convey to him a particular
estate of freehold, followed by a limitation to his heirs or

to the heirs of his body (or equivalent expressions) either

immediately or after the interposition of one or more par-
ticular estates, the apparent gift to the heir or heirs of the

body is to be construed as a limitation of the estate of the

ancestor, and not as a gift to the heir. To buy in under
the rule. See buy. Twenty-first rule,in u. S. hist., a

rule adopted by the House of Representatives in 1840, and

dropped in 1844, prescribing that no abolition petitions
should be received by the House. Waved rule. See def.

8. =Syn. 2. Precept, etc. (see principle), law, regulation,

formula, criterion, standard. 7. Direction, regulation,

dominion, lordship, authority, mastery, domination.

rule 1
(rol), t>.; pret. and pp. ruled, ppr. ruling.

[< ME. mien, reuleii, rewlen, riwlen, < OF. ruiler,

rieuler, rieler, reguler, reigler, regler, F. regler =
Pr. rcglar = Sp. reglar, regular = Pg. regrar,

regular = It. regolare = D. regelen = G. regeln
= Dan. regulere = Sw. reglera, < LL. regutare,

regulate, rule, < L. regula, a rule : see rule1
, n.,

andcf. rail1
, v., and regulate.] I. trans. 1. To

make conformable to a rule, pattern, or stan-

dard; adjust or dispose according to rule; regu-
late

; hence, to guide or order aright.
Be thise uirtne [prudence] al thet man deth and zayth

and thength, al he dijt and let and reuleth to the lyne of

scele [reason]. Ayenbitf, of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.

Yet Pitee, through his stronge gentil might,
Forgaf, and made Mercy passen Right,
Through innocence and ruled curtesye.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 163.

His actions seemed ruled with a ruler.

Lamb, South-Sea House.

2. To settle as by a rule
;
in law, to establish

by decision or rule
;
determine

;
decide : thus,

a court is said to rule a point. Burrill.

Had he done it with the pope's licence, his adversaries
must have been silent; for that's a ruled case with the
schoolmen. Bp. Atterbunj.

3. To have or exercise authority or dominion
over; govern; command; control; manage;
restrain.

Let reason rule thy wyt. Babees Booi(E. E. T. S.), p. 79.

We'll do thee homage and be ruled by thee,
Love thee as our commander and our king.

Shalt., T. G. of V., iv. 1. 66.

Being not able to rule his horse and defend himselfe,
he was tlirowne to the ground.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 17.

4. To prevail on ; persuade ;
advise : generally

or always in the passive, so that to be ruled by
is to take the advice or follow the directions of.

I think she will be ruled
In all respects by me ; nay, more, I doubt it not.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 4. 13.

Nay, master, be ruled by me a little ; so, let him lean

upon his staff. Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 2.

5. To dominate ;
have a predominant influence

or effect upon or iu.

And God made two great lights ; the greater light to

rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night.
Gen. L 16.

Soft undulating lines rule the composition ; yet dignity
of attitude and feature prevails over mere loveliness.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 65.

6. To mark with lines by means of a ruler; pro-
duce parallel straight lines in, by any means:

as, to rule a blank book. See ruled paper, un-
der paper.
A singing-man had the license for printing music-books,

which he extended to that of being the sole vendor of all

ruled paper, on the plea that, where there were ruled lines,
musical notes might be pricked down.

/. ItIsraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 437.

7. To mark with or as with the aid of a ruler

or a ruling-machine : as, to rule lines on paper.

Age rules my lines with wrinkles in my face.

Drat/ton, Idea, xliv.

Ruled surface, (a) A surface generated by the motion
of a line; a locus of lines indeterminate in one degree.
(61 Any surface, as of paper or metal, upon which a series

of parallel lines has been marked or cut. To rule the
roast. See roaet. =Syn. 1 and 3. Control, Regulate, etc.

See govern.

ruler

II. intrans. 1. To have power or command
;

exercise supreme authority.

By me princes rule, and nobles, even all the judges of

the earth. Prov. viii. 16.

Let them obey that know not how to rule.

Shah., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1. 6.

2. To prevail; decide.

Away with scrupulous wit ! now arms must rule.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 61.

3. In law: (a) To decide. (6) To lay down
and settle a rule or order of court

;
order by

rule; enter a rule. 4. In com., to stand or

maintain a level.

Prices generally rule low.
The Academy, July 5, 1890, p. 15.

rule'2 (rbl), n. [A contracted form of revel; per-

haps in part associated with rule in misrule

("lord of misrule," etc.): see revel.'] Revel;
revelry.

What night-rule now about this haunted grove ?

Shak., M. N. D., ili. 2. 5.

And at each pause they kiss ;
was never seen such rule

In any place but here, at Boon-flre, or at Yule.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xxvii. 251.

rule2 (rol), v. i. [Also reul; a contr. of revel.

Cf. rule2 , .] To revel; be unruly. Halliwell

(under reul). [Prov. Eng.]
rule-case (rol'kas), n. In printing, a tray or

case with partitions provided for rules.

rule-CUtter (rol'kut"er), n. In printing, a ma-
chine for cutting brass rule to short lengths :

usually a shears one blade of which is fixed and
the other is moved by a strong lever.

rule-driller (rol'dril"er), >i. A teacher who
drills his pupils upon rules, or by rote, without

teaching them the underlying principles.

I speak to the teacher, not the rule-driller.

De Morgan, Arith. Books, Int.
, p. xxii.

rule-joint (rol'joint),
nature of a hinge-
joint, whereby two
thin flat strips may
be so united that
each will turn edge-
wise toward or from
the other, and in no
other direction: so
called from its gen-
eral employment in

folding rules and
scales used by sur-

veyors, engineers,
and mechanics. Al-
so called prop-joint.
ruleless (roTles), a.

lesse; < rule1 + -less.'}

less.

A pivoted joint in the

Rule- or Prop-joint.
a and fr, prop-rods ; f, rule-joint.

[Early mod. E. also ru-

Being without rule
;
law-

A rulesse rout of yongmen which her woo'd,
All slaiue with darts, lie wallowed in their blood.

Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 431.

rulelessness (rol'les-nes), n. [< ruleless +
-ness.] The state or quality of being ruleless,
or without rule or law.

Its [the Star-Chamber's] rulelessness, or want of rules

that can be comprehended, is curiously illustrated here.

The Academy, July 19, 1879, p. 43.

ruler (ro'ler), H. [< rule1 + -er1 .] 1. One who
rules or governs ; one who exercises dominion
or controlling power over others ; a person who
commands, manages, restrains, or has part in

the making or administration of law; one in

authority.
Rewlera of rewmes around all the erthe

Were not yffoundid at the ftrist tyme
To leue al at likynge and lust of the world,
But to laboure on the lawe as lewde men on plowes.

Richard the Redeless, iii. 264.

Who made thee a ruler and a judge over us?
Acts vii. 27.

2. A rule; an instrument made of wood, brass,

ivory, or the like, with straight edges or sides,by
means of which, as a guide, straight lines may
be drawn on paper, parchment, or other sub-

stance, by passing a pen or pencil along the

edge. (See rule1
,
and parallel ruler, under par-

allel.) When a ruler has the lines of chords,

tangents, sines, etc., it is called a scale. See
scale3 . 3. In engraving, a workman who oper-
ates a ruling-machine for ruling in flat tints,
etc. See ruling-machine. 4. In line-engrav-

ing, a straight steel bar supported on cleats, to

which a socket is so fitted that it slides evenly
and steadily backward and forward. A perpen-
dicular tube fixed to the side of the socket holds a sharp
diamond-pointed graver which is pressed down by a

spring. When the socket is drawn along the bar, the

graver cuts a straight line across the plate ; but by a

slight motion of the hand lines can be formed to suit

the shape of any object. Marquoi's rulers, a mathe-



ruler

matical Instrument for drawing parallel lines at deter-
minate distances from one another,

rulership (ro'ler-ship), it. [< ruler + -ship.']
The office or power of a ruler. [Rare.]
Much more unlikely things have come to pass than that

this languid young man should be called to the helm of

affairs, the virtual mlcrship of the British Empire.
T. W. Uigyiiwn, Eng. Statesmen, p. 288.

rulesset, An obsolete form of ruleless.

rule-work (rol'werk), . In printing, compo- rum1 (rum), w
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Ruly & rightwise. a roghe man of bore,
He spake neuer dispituosly, ne spiset no man ;

Ne warpit neuer worde of wrang with his mowthe.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3b88.

sition in which many rules are used, as in ta-

bles of figures ;
table-work.

ruling (ro'ling), . [Verbal n. of rulel, V.] 1.

The determination by a judge or court of a

point arising in the course of a trial or hear-

ing. 2. The act of making ruled lines; also,
such lines collectively.

ruling (ro'ling), p. a. [Ppr. of rfel, .] Hav-
ing control or authority ; governing; reigning;
chief; prevalent; predominant.

The ruling passion, be it what it will,
The ruliiuj passion conquers reason still.

Pope, Moral Essays, ill. 153.

Ruling elder. See elderl, S. = Syn. Prevailing, Pre-
dominant, etc. (see prevalent), controlling.

ruling-engine (ro'ling-en'jin), . A machine
for ruling diffraction gratings. The ruling is per-
formed by a fine diamond-point, the spacing of the lines

being accomplished by the most refined micrometer-
screw mechanism. (See grating'*, 2, and micrometer.) The
new ruling-engine at Johns Hopkins University has pro-
duced gratings ruled with from 10,000 to 20,000 lines per
inch, 6 inches in diameter, with faces formed on a radius
of more than 21 feet, and having better definition than
any ever before made. Such engines must be placed in

2. Orderly; well-regulated.
I meane the sonnes of such rash sinning sires

Are seldome sene to runne a ruly race.

Gascoigne, Complaynt of Phylomene (bteele Olas, etc.,

led. Arber, p. 118).

[Abbr. of rumbullion or ritin-

booze. The F. rhum, rum = Sp. ron = Pg. rom =
It. rum = D. G. Dan . rum = Sw. rom, rum;

are all

from E.] 1. Spirit distilled from the juice of
the sugar-cane in any form, commonly from the
refuse juice left from sugar-making, but often
from molasses, as especially in countries where
the sugar-cane is not produced. Rum has always
been especially an American product, the most esteemed
varieties being made in the West Indies and named from
the place of manufacture, as Jamaica rum, Antigua. Gre-

nada, or Santo Cruz rum. It is also made in New England.

rumbooze
The wild wind rang from park and plain,
And round the attics rumbled.

Tennyson, The Goose.

2t. To murmur.
The people cryed and rambled up and down.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 546.

3. To move with a deep, hoarse, thundering
or jarring sound ; roll heavily and noisily.

Greta, what fearful listening ! when huge stones
Humble along thy bed, block after block.

Wardsitorth,To the River Greta.

Old women, capped and spectacled, still peered through
the same windows from which they had watched Lord
Percy's artillery rumble by to Lexington.

Lowell, Cambridge Thirty Years Ago.

4t. To roll about ; hence, to create disorder or
confusion.

When love so rumbles in his pate, no sleep comes In his

eyes. Suckling, Love and Debt.

as'nearly equable a temperature as can be attained" as rum'-* (rum), a. and n. [Early mod. E. route ;
any sensible expansion or contraction during their opera-
tion defeats their purpose.

rulingly (ro'ling-li), adv. In a ruling manner ;

so as to rule
; controllingly. Imp. Diet.

ruling-machine (vo'ling-nia-shen"),. 1. A ma-
chine used by engravers for ruling in flat tints,
etc. The cutting of the lines is done by a tool wilh a
diamond-shaped point. Mechanism for spacing and for
lifting the cutting-tool when the carriage which supports
the tool is to be shifted in its parallel ways are the other
features of the machine.

2. A machine used for ruling parallel colored
lines upon writing-paper, or upon paper for the
manufacture of blank-books; a paper-vuler.
Fountain-pens with mechanism for spacing and for draw-
ing them simultaneously upon the surface to be ruled, or
in some cases endless bands (each a fine thread passing
through coloring material) arranged so that a part of each
band is brought into contact with the paper to be ruled,
mechanism for spacing the lines, intermittent feed for the
paper, and mechanism for lifting the ruling-bands from
the paper when the latter is fed forward are character-
istics of such machines. In ruling columns on pages for
blank-books ruling-pens are employed.

II. trans. To cause to make a deep, rattling
or jarring sound

;
rattle.

And then he rumbled his money with his hands In his
trowsers' pockets, and looked and spoke very little like a
thriving lover. Trollope.

distilled liquor or strong alcoholic rumble (rum'bl), . [< ME. rombel; < rumble, .]

uch used in reprobation, with refer- * A deeP' he vy, continuous, and more or less

rattling or jarring sound, as of thunder; a low,
jarring roar.

Clamour and rumble, and ringing and clatter.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvil.

2f. Confused reports ; rumor.
O stormy peple ! unsad and ever untrewe !

Ay undiscreet and chaunging as a vane,
Uelyting ever in rombel that is newe.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 941.

3t. Confusion; disorder; tumult.
Aboute whome he found muche heauinesse, rumble,

haste and businesse, carriage and conueyaunce of her
stuffe into sainctuary. Sir T. More, Works, p. 48.

4. A revolving cylinder or box in which arti-

l:inii is a spirit extracted from the Juice of sugar-canes,
. . called k ill-Devil in New England !

G. Warren, Description of Surinam (1661) (quoted in

[The Academy, Sept. 5, 1885, p. 156).

2. Any
drink : much used in reprobation.
ence to intemperance: as, the evils of rum.

Hum I take to be the name which unwashed moral-
ists apply alike to the product distilled from molasses and
the noblest juices of the vineyard. Burgundy "in all its
sunset glow

"
is rum. Champagne, "the foaming wine of

Eastern France," is rum. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, viil.

Dickens, Pickwick.

supposed to be of Gipsy origin: cf. Gipsy rom,
a husband, Bommani, a Gipsy: see Pom, Horn-

many. ~] I. a. Good; fine; hence, satirically, in

present use, queer; odd; droll. [Slang.]"
And the neighbours say, as they see him look sick," What a rum old covey is Hairy-faced Dick !

"
covey is nairy-iaceu UICK : , . 5 ," , ,

~

Larham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 158. cles are placed to be ground, cleaned, or pol-
"Rum creeters is women," said the dirty-faced man.

Dickens, Pickwick, xiv.

"We were talking of language. Jasper." . . . "Yours
must be a rum one? " " Tis called Rommany."

G. Borrow, Lavengro, xvii.

II. n. Any odd, queer person or thing ; an
oddity. [Slang.]

No company comes
But a rabble of tenants, and rusty, dull rums.

Swift, The Grand Question Debated.

It seems that though the books which booksellers call
rums appear to be very numerous, because they come
oftener in their way than they like, yet they are not really
so, reckoning only oue of a sort.

ished by mutual attrition . Grinding- or polish-
ing-material is added according to the need of
the case. 5. A seat for servants in the rear of
a carnage. Also rumble-tumble.
A travelling chariot with a lozenge on the panels, a dis-

contented female in a green veil and crimped curls on the
rumble, and a large and confidential man on the box.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xiv.

rumble-gumption (rum'bl-gump'shon), w.

Same as rumgumption.
Ye sud hae stayed at hame, an' wantit a wife till ye gath-

ered rnair rummelgumption.
Hogg, Perils of Man, I. 78. (Jamieson.)

ruling-pen (ro^nng-pen),^." A form of pen rumal (ro'mal), n. [Also roomal, romal; <

AicAofa, Literary Anecdotes, V. 471. nimbler (rum'bler), i. [< rumble + -erV) A

used fordrawing lines of even thickness. Itcom-
monly consists of two blades which hold the ink between

who or a thing which rumbles. Imp.

Same asB^fMVSSft&i ronb^tmW. (rum'bl-tum'bl), ,
Especially fa) A silk square used as a head-dress, etc.

(o) A square shawl of goat's hair.

a, fixed blade ; l>.

Ruling-pen.

adjustable blade : c, acljustin:
'hich screws into a socket at a

screw ; t% handle.

They [Thugs] had arranged their plan, which was very
simple. If the darkness suited, Miumshoodeen Khan was
to address a question to Rowley Mellon, who would stoop

rumble, 5'.

From the dusty height of a rumble-tumble affixed to

Lady Selina Vipont's barouche . . . Vance caught sight
of Lionel and Sophy.

them, the distance apart of the points being adjusted by
a screw to conform to the desired width of line. Some

sides.

rullichie (rul'i-chi), . See rollicliie.

rullion (rul'yon), . [Also rewelyns, rowlyngis,
"E. riveling,

' ' " -**-*

~~~dal: see rlV(

shoe made of untanned leather.

'mer, What will he Do with it? i. 15.

'Hlynge,
of rum-

rattling or
ruling-pens consist of three needle-points"brought close T>,,_ ':',.. -, ,

'

jarring sound ; a rumble. The peculiar rum-
together at their ends ; others are formed of a point of Rumanian (ro-ma ni-an),a.and n. [Also Eon- biing of the bowels is technically called bor-
&. chaunelsto hold and conductthe inkafongthe maman; < Itumama, also written Boumania (F. borygmux.

Q^O \~v;riLv,*>J" ?
f
iaa^t At the llolse of the Damping of the hoofs of his strongmania, a kingdom (since 1881 ) of horses, at the rushing of his chariots, and at the rumbling

r^/?e fr:iiMAr*^,-?S8.-^a;; TSSKSS&^SSS&lK t33aSS^~~~sSR
Shoemade^nrta^n^^;^^"^20 *' A cl^^K^ert si, J"HT tW ^ rumblingly (rum'bling-li), a*. In a ambling

is were united under a single tributary prince, manner; with a rumbling sound.

nTTctae Ofthe members of a race in
rum-Wossom (rum'blos"um), n. A pimple on

southeastern Europe, Latinized in the second
the nose caused b? excessive drinking; a rum-

Called by th.

Ihe dress of the lad was completely in village fashion
yet neat and handsome in appearance. He had a jerkinof grey cloth slashed and trimmed, with black hose of the
same, with deer-skin mllions or sandals, and handsome
silver spurs. gcott, Monastery, xxix.

see ruei, .] Pitiable; miserable.
With that cam n knaue with a confessoures face
Lene and rewlycne with leggys ful smale.

rumb, M. See rhumb.

rum-barge (rum'barj), n. [Cf.A warm drink. HalUwell. [Prov.

rumboH (rum'bo), n. [Prob. short for rumbooee:
seerumbooze. Cf. rumbullion.'] A strong liquor:
same as rum 1 or rumbullion.

Hawkins the boatswain and Derrick the quartermaster
. . . were regaling themselves with a can of rumbo, after
the fatiguing duty of the day. Scott, Pirate, xxxix.

(rum'bo), . fCf. ntmbowline.'] Rope
stolen from a dockyard. Admiral Smytlt.
rumb ze (rum-bos'), . [Early mod. E. also

' 'Kse
'
rom

!>
se

>
me ^wse, also rambooze,

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 151

(ro'li), a. [< ME. ruly; < r7el + -,/l or
Cf. unruly.] 1 . Conforming to rule

; not
unruly; acting rightly ; righteous.

and more or less jarring sound : as, the thun-
der rumbles.

But whan they cam to wan water,
It now was rumbling like the sea.

Bitiie Archie (Child's Ballads, VI. 96).

This bowse is as good as Home boicse.

Barman, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 118.

This Bowse is better then Rum-bowse,
It sets the Can a gigling.

Brome, Jovial Crew, if.



rumbooze

Piot, .1 common cant word used by French clowns, and
other tippling companions ; it signifies rum^booze, as our
gipsies eall good-guzzle, and conies from TUIU, bibo.

Urquhart, tr. of Eabelais, ii. 1, note.

Rambooz A compound drink, in most request at Cam-
bridge, and is commonly made of eggs, ale, wine, and
sugar ; but in summer of milk, wine, sugar, and rose-
water. Bltntnt's Qlossography.

rumbowline, . See ronibowline.

rumbowling, n. [Cf. rumbullion.] Grog: so
called by sailors.

rum-bud (i'um'bud),H. Arum-blossom. [Slang.]
Redness and eruptions generally begin with the nose;

. . . they have been called rum-buds when they appear
in the face.

Dr. Bush, Effects of Ardent Spirits. (Encyc. Diet.)

rumbullion (rum-bul'yon), n. [Appar. an ex-
tended form of rumble, imitatively varied, and
in sense 2 confused with other words, as rum-
boozeorrumboi. Hence rum1

. Cf. rumbowling.]
1. A great tumult. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
2. A strong distilled liquor. See the quotation,
and rum1

.

The chief fudling they make in the island is Rumbullion,
alias Kill-Divil, and this is made of sugar canes distilled,
a hot, hellish, and terrible liquor.

MS. Description of Barbados (1651), quoted in

[The Academy, Sept. 5, 1885, p. 155.

rumbustical (rum-bus'ti-kal), a. Same as rum-
bustious. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
rumbustious (rum-bus'tyus), a. Same as rum-
bustious. [Prov. Eng.]"
The sea has been rather rumbustious, I owu ; but then,

. . . the land makes us ample amends.
Foote, Trip to Calais, i.

rum-cherry (rum'cher"i), n. The wild black
or cabinet cherry, Primus serotina, of eastern
North America. In the forest it grows from 60 to 90
feet high, and affords a fine, hard, light-brown or red
timber, turning darker with exposure, much esteemed
for cabinet-work, inside finish, etc., and now becoming
scarce. This tree, sometimes wrongly called P. Virgini-
ana, is the source of the officinal wild-cherry bark. Its

small, black, sweetish, and bitter astringent fruit is used
to flavor liquors (whence the name).

Rumelian (rij-me'lian), a. and n. [Also Bou-
melian; < Rumelia, also Roumelia (F. Roumelie),
+ -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Rumelia
(originally, in a loose sense, the European pos-
sessions of the Sultan, sometimes excepting
Rumania, Servia, and Bosnia

;
in a restricted

sense, the region south of Bulgaria). A Turkish
eyalet of Rumelia was formed about 1836 from parts of
Albania and Macedonia. Eastern Rumelia was an au-
tonomous province on the Black Sea, formed in 1878, and
united to Bulgaria in 1885.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Rumelia,
especially in the restricted sense. [Rare.]
rumen (ro'men), .; pi. rumina (ro'mi-na). [<
L. rumen, the throat, gullet: see ruminate.]
1. The cud of a ruminant. 2. Thepauneh or
first stomach of a ruminant

; the largest of the
four compartments of the ruminant stomach.
It is the one which, with the reticulum or honeycomb, is

eaten under the name of tripe. Also called fardiny-bay.
See cuts under Ruminantia and Tragulus.

Rumex (ro'meks), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737), <
L. rumex, f., sorrel (B. acetosa, etc.), so called
from the shape of the leaves, < rumex, m., a kind
of lance.] A genus of

apetalous plants of the
order Polygonacex, type of
the tribe Bumicese. it Is

characterized by its six stamens
and its six- or rarely four-parted
perianth, with the outer seg-
ments unchanged in fruit, but
the three inner ones erect and
very much enlarged, often bear-

ing a conspicuous grain or tu-
bercle resulting from a thicken-
ing of the midrib. The includ-
ed nut is sharply three-angled,
but without wings. About 150
species have been enumerated,
but the real number is much
less. They are widely scattered

through north temperate regions,
with a few native to the tropics
and southern hemisphere. Many
are common weeds of cultivated
grounds, and some are almost
cosmopolitan. They are usual-

ly perennial deep-rooting herbs,
rarely tall shrubs. They bear
united stipules (ocrese), which
are often transparent, at first

sheathing, soon torn and vanish-
ing. The flowers are in small
bracted clusters at the nodes, of-

ten forming terminal racemes or
panicles. In the section Lapa-
thum, the dock, the leaves are
commonly large, undivided, and
cordate or rounded at the base

;

in Acetnm, known as sorrel, they
are small, commonly hastate, and
permeated by an acid juice. The
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root is astringent, and has tonic, alterative, and anti-
scorbutic properties. BesHes dock and sorrel, see ca-

naif/re, wild pieplant (under joe-plant*, bloodu'ort. butter-

dock, yreensauce, monk's-rhubarb, mountain rhubarb ; also
cuts under atropal and obtuse.

rumfustian (rum-fus'tyan), n. A hot drink
made of eggs, beer, gin, slierry, cinnamon, nut-

meg, sugar, etc.

rumgumption (rum-gump'shon), n. [Also rinn-

ruminative
liarities of the digestive system certain characteristic
dental and cranial features : thus, there are no upper in-

cisors, except in the camel family, in any of the living ru-

minants, and the under incisors bite against a callous pad.
At the present time these animals are found in nearly all

parts of the world (not, however, in the Australian) ; they
are comparatively poorly represented in America, and oc-
cur in the greatest numbers, both of individuals and of

species, in Africa. Also called Pecora. See also cut un-
der Trayitlus.

ble-gumptinii,riimmclguiptioii,ruiitmiiguniptioii; ruminantly (ro'mi-nant-li), adv. In the man-
perhaps < r; 2

, good, excellent, + gumption: ner of a ruminant
; by means of rumination,

see gumption.] Rough common sense; keen- ruminate (ro'mi-nat), v. ; pret. and pp. rtimi-

ness of intellect; understanding. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

They need not try thy Jokes to fathom,
They want rumgumption.

Beattie, Address. (Jamietan.)

rumgumptious (rum-gump'shus), a. [< rum-
gumpti(on) + -ous.] Sturdy in opinion ; rough
and surly ;

bold
;
rash. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

rum-hole (rum'hol), n. A grog-shop; a gin-
mill : so called in opprobrium. [Colloq., U. S.]
Rumiceae (ro-mis'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Carl Anton

MS, pp.
= Sp.

nated, ppr. ruminating. [< L. ruminatus,
of ruminare or ruminari (> It. ruminare = Bp.
rumiar = Pg. ruminar = Pr. romiar, rominar =
OF. F. ruminer, F. dial, roumir, rouinger, run-

get; roincer, roinger, ranger), chew the cud, ru-

minate, < rumen (rumin-), the throat, gullet.]
1. in trans. 1 . To chew the cud, as a ruminant ;

practise rumination.

Ruminating flocks enjoy the shade.

Cowper, Heroism, L 82.

2. To muse ; meditate ;
think again and again ;

Meyer, 1840), < Rumex (Rumic-) + -ese.] A tribe ponder: as, to ruminate on misfortunes.
of apetalous plants of the order Polygonaceee.
It is characterized by a six-parted or rarely 'four-parted
perianth, six or nine stamens, short recurved styles dilated
into broadly peltate or fringed stigmas, flowers in clusters
at the nodes, attended by a sheathing or concave bract,
and leaves alternate on the stem or radicle. It includes
the 4 genera Rheum, Oxyria, Rumex, and Emex, plants
mainly of the northern hemisphere, sometimes shrubby,
and generally with conspicuous or very large radical leaves.
See cuts under Rumex and rhubarb.

rumina, n. Plural of rumen.
ruminal (ro'mi-nal), a. [= F. ruminal, < L. rumi-
nalis, ruminating',' < rumen (-in-), the throat, gul-
let: see ruminate.] Same as ruminant. [Rare.]
Imp. Diet.

This is that I iudge of that text of the Psalmist, about
the whiche (maye it please the King of Heauen) that euen
as my penne hath written, my soule may alwayes rumi-
nate. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 108.

He ... ruminates like an hostess that hath no arith-
metic but her brain to set down her reckoning.

Shot., T. and C., lii. 3. 252.

II. trans. 1. To chew again. 2. To turn over
in the mind; muse on; meditate over and over.

Conduct me where, from company,
I may revolve and ruminate my grief.

Shot., 1 Hen. VI., v. 5. 101.

If in debt, let him ruminate how to pay his debts.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 535.

ruminant (ro'mi-nant), a. and n. [= F. rumi- ruminate (r6'mi-nat), . [< L. ruminatus, pp. of

nant = Sp. rumiaiiie = Pg. It. ruminante, < L. ruminare 01 ruminari : see ruminate, v.] Inbot.,

ruminan(t-)s, ppr. of ruminare, chew the cud:
see ruminate.] I. . 1. Ruminating; chewing
the cudj belonging to the Buminantia, or hav-

appearing as if chewed: noting a structure of
the endosperm (albumen) of a seed which gives
a mottled appearance to its section, and which
results from the infolding of a dark inner layer
of the seed-coat into the lighter-colored matter
of the endosperm, as in the nutmeg. Goebel.

[< ruminate +

ing their characters. 2. Hence, thoughtful;
meditative; quiet.

Marriage . . . had not even filled her leisure with the
ruminant joy of unchecked tenderness. ruminated (ro mi-na-ted), a.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxviii. -c(l'2.] Same as ruminate.

II. . An animal that chews the cud; any ruminatingly (ro'mi-na-ting-li)

member of the Ruminan tin. natmg manner ; ruminautly.

Ruminantes (ro-mi-nan'tez), n. pi. [NL., pi.
rumination (rp-mi-na shon), n. [= F. rumina-

In a rumi-

of L. ruminan(t-)s, chewing the cud: see ru- . ..

minant.] The original form of Ruminantia. <>(-), chewing the cud: see ruminate.] I.

Vic(/-d'Azyr,
1792.

Ruminantia (ro-mi-nan'shi-a), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of L. ruminan(t-)s, chewing the cud:
see ruminant.] A series or section of artiodac-

tyl ungulate mammals; the ruminants or ru-

minating animals, or hoofed quadrupeds that
chew the cud. All are even-toed and cloven-footed,
and have a com-
plex stomach of
several compart-
ments, in the larg-
est one of which
food is received
without being
chewed, to be af-

terward regurgi-
tated or thrown up
into the mouth,
there chewed at
the animal's lei-

sure, and then
swallowed again.
In nearly all liv-

ing ruminants the
stomach has four compartments, or is quadripartite : these
are the rumen, paunch, or plain tripe; the reticulum, or
honeycomb tripe; the omasum, psalterium, or manyplies;
and the abomasum or rennet-bag, succeeding one another
in the order here given. The two former belong to the car-
diac division of the stomach, the two latter to the pyloric.
The families of living ruminants whose stomachs are thus
perfectly quadrilocular are (1) the Qirqffida, or camelo-
pards ; (2) the Saiifidse (if regarded as distinct from the
Bovidie); (3) the Bomdee, or cattle, including also sheep and
goats and all kinds of antelopes excepting (4) the Antilo-
capridse; and (5) the Cervida, or deer family. In the Ca-
melidse, or camels and llamas, the stomach is imperfect-
ly four-parted. In the

Tragulidx it is tripar-
tite, no psalterium be-

ing developed. Several
extinct families are be-

lieved on other grounds
(their stomachs being
unknown) to have be-

longed to the Ruminan

Typical Ruminant Stomach (Sheep).

Ru, rumen or paunch ; Ret, reticulum or
honeycomb, showing alveoli ; Ps, omasum,
psalterium, or manyplies; A, abomasum or

t unopened ; other divisions in section.)

The act or process of ruminating, or chewing the
cud. The food of ruminants is entirely herbaceous, and
consists chiefly of grass. This is rapidly cropped by graz-
ing, and hastily swallowed, mixed with saliva. When its

appetite is satisfied, the ruminant stands still, or oftener
lies down, generally on its side. Then occurs a spasmodic
action of the abdominal muscles and of the diaphragm, like
a hiccup, which forces a bolus of grass, sodden in the fluids
of the paunch, up the gullet and into the mouth, to be mas-
ticated or chewed at leisure. During this second chewing
the cud is mixed with more saliva, thoroughly ground to
pulp, and in this semi-fluid state it is finally swallowed.
The cropped grass, when first swallowed, passes indiffer-

ently into either the rumen or the reticulum (which are
in fact only two compartments of the cardiac division of
the stomach, the gullet entering the stomach just at their
junction), and in theordinary peristaltic actionof thestom-
ach the fodder passes back and forth from one to the other.
But there is an arrangement of muscular folds by means
of which a canal may be formed that leads directly from
the gullet past the rumen and reticulum into the psalte-
rium, and by this channel the food, when returned after
the rumination, may be conducted directly to the third
stomach. Water drunk passes easily into any of the four
stomachs according to circumstances. Neither the paunch
nor the honeycomb is ever completely emptied of food ;

they have been found partly filled with sodden fodder in
animals which have starved to death. It does not appear,
as has been supposed, that the reticulum is specially
concerned in modeling the boluses which are to be regur-
gitated. The regurgitation is effected by the reversed peri-
staltic action of the gullet. During the spasmodic action
by which the sodden mass is driven against the opening
of the gullet, and some of it forced into the gullet to be
thrown up. it is prevented from passing into the psalterium
partly by the narrowness of the opening between the retic-
ulum and the psalterium, and partly by the resistance of-
fered to the coarse mass by the close-pressed psalterial
leaves or layers, which act like a fine grating. But when
the mass is swallowed again in its now pulpifled and semi-
fluid state, and is directed to the psalterinm by the con-
formation of the parts, it readily soaks in through the
psalterial layers, and thus reaches the abomasum or fourth
stomach, where it is finally chymifled by the action of the
gastric juice, to which it is not before subjected. Rumi-
nation in man, when it is pathological, is also called mery-
cism.

o. nwnunliMuiteare Typical Ruminant Dentition (sheep).
2 - The act of ruminating or meditating; a

maxilla; />*, toothless pre- musing or continued thinking on a subject;
i>, <=,>:>, three incisors of meditation or reflection.

collectively contrasted
with those ungulates
which, though artiodac-

tyl,do not ruminate, and
are known as Omnivora,
as the swine and hippo-
potamus. The average size of ruminants among mammals
is large, a sheep being one of the smaller species; they are ruminative (ro mi-na-tiv), .

perfectly herbivorous, anil have in addition to the pecti
'"" ~"

maxillu, .-, .-,
left side ; c, left lower canine, like an
incisor and usually called one : fnt,
upper and lower premolars ;

upper and lower molars.

It is a melancholy of mine own; . . . extracted from
many objects, and indeed the sundry contemplation of
my travels, in which my often rumination wraps me in a
most humorous sadness. Shalt., As you Like it, iv. 1. 19.

[< ruminate +
1. Ruminant : disposed to rumination

;



ruminative

especially, given to meditation or thought.
2. Marked by rumination or careful reflection ;

well-considered.
.Such a thing as philosophical analysis, of calm, rumina-

tive deliberation upon the principles of government, . . .

seems unknown to them. The Atlantic, LXIV. 610

ruminator (ro'mi-na-tor), . [= Sp. rumina-
dor = It. ruminatore, < LL. rwmittator, < L. rumi-
nare or ruminari, ruminate: see ruminate.}
One who ruminates or muses on any subject ;

one who pauses to deliberate and consider.

ruminet(ro"min),0. *. [< OF. rummer, < L.rwmi-

nare, ruminate : see ruminate,] To ruminate.

As studious scholar, he &elt-rumineth
His lessons giv'n.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 6.

ruillkin't (rum'kin), n. [Also rumken, romkin,
romekin ; perhaps for *rummerkin, < rummer +
-kin."] A kind of drinking-vessel ;

a rummer.
Gaylon.

Wine ever flowing in large Saxon romekins
About my board.

Sir W. Daaenant, The Wits, iv. 2.

rumkin- (rum'kin), H. [Perhaps < rump +
-kin.~\ A tailless fowl. Haliiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
nunly (rum'li), ad<\ [< rii a + -ty

2
.] In a

rum manner; finely; well: often used ironi-

cally. See nun 2
,
a. [Slang.]

We straight betook ourselves to the Boozing ken ; and,

having bubb'd rumlij, we concluded an everlasting friend-

ship. R. Head, English Rogue (1865), quoted in Rluton-

[Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 621.

rummage (rum'aj), r.
; pret. and pp. rummaged,

ppr. rummaging. [Early mod. E. rummage,
*romm(ige,roimidge,ronutge, roomage; < room-

age, n.: see roomage.'] I. trans. If. To adjust
the roomage or capacity of (a ship) witli refer-

ence to the cargo ; arrange or stow the cargo of

(a ship) in the hold; especially, to clear by the
removal of goods: as, to rummage a ship.
Vse your indeuotir and faithful! diligence in charging,

discharging, lading againe, and roomaging of the same
shippe. llakluyt's Voyages, I. 234.

2. To move to and fro the contents of, as in a
search; ransack; hunt through; explore: as,
to rummage a trunk.

By this time the English knew the Logwood Trees as

growing ; and, understanding their value, began to rum-
mage other Coasts of the Main in search of it.

Datnpicr, Voyages, II. ii. 47.

Upon this they fell again to romage the will.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, il.

At low water I went on board ; and (hough I thought I

had rummiged the cabin so effectually as that nothing
more could be found, yet I discovered a locker with
drawers in it. Defoe, Robinson Crusoe, iv.

Hortense was rummaging her drawers up-stalrs an
unaccountable occupation, in which she spent a large por-
tion of each day, arranging, disarranging, re-arranging,
and counter-arranging. Charlotte Bnnle, Shirley, vi.

3. To set in motion; stir; hence, specifically,
to mix by stirring or some other form of agita-
tion: as, to rummage a liquid.

The Feuer . . . now posting, sometimes pawsing,
Euen as the matter, all these changes causing,
Is rommidfied with motions slowe or quick
In feeble bodies of the Ague sick.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

When finings are put into casks of wine, and are stirred
round and round with great veloci ybya stick introduced
at the shive-hole, that is called rwaimagiitg a cask ; and if

the cask is quite full to the bung a little will overflow in
so doing. C. A. Ward, N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 478.

If rummaged well together, the whole [mixture] should
be clear and bright in one day's time.

Spores' Encyc. Manuf., I. 223.

4. To bring to light by searching.
We'll go in a body and rummage out the badger in

Birkenwood-bank. Scott, Rob Roy, xii.

The two ladies rummaged up. out of the recesses of their
memory, such horrid stories of robbery and murder that
I quite quaked in my shoes. Mrs. (faskell, Cranford, x.

II. intrans. If. To arrange or stow the cargo
of a ship in the hold.

Giue the master or Boatswaine. or him that will take
upon him to romage, a good reward for his labour to see
the goods well romaged. Uakluyt 8 Voyages, I. 300.

2. To search narrowly, especially by moving
about and looking among the things in the
place searched

; execute a search.
Ill merely relate what, in spite of the pains

I have taken to rummage among his remains,
No edition of Shakspeare I've met wilh contains.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 58.

So they found at Babylon, . . .

In rummaging among the rarities,A certain coffer. Browning, Sordello.

3f. To make a stir, bustle, or disturbance.
I speak this the rather to prevent . . . the imprudent

romaying that is like to be in England, from Villages to
Townes, from Townes to Cities, for churches sake to the
undoing of Societies, Friendships. Kindreds, Families.

H. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 45.
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rummage (rum'aj), n. [< rummage , r.] 1. The
act of rummaging, in any sense; the act of

searching a place, especially by turning over
the contents. 2. A stirring or bustling about ;

a disturbance; an upheaval.
The source of this our watch, and the chief head
Of this post-haste and romage in the land.

Shak., hamlet, i. 1. 107.

There is a new bill which, under the notion of prevent-
ing clandes:ine marriages, has made . . . a general rum-
maye and reform in the office of matrimony.

Walpole, Letters, II. 334.

3. Lumber; rubbish. Hattiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Rummage sale, a clearing-out sale of unclaimed goods

at docks, or of miscellaneous articles left in a warehouse.

rummager (rum'aj-er), n. [Early mod. E. rom-

ager, roomager ; < rummage, v., + -er1 .] If.

One who arranges or stows the cargo on a ship.
The master must prouide a perfect mariner called a

Romager, to raunge and bestow all marchandize in such

place as is couuenient. Hakluyt's Voyages, III. 862.

2. One who searches.

The smuggler exercises great cunning, and does his ut-

most to outwit the customs rummager.
Set. Amer., N. S., LIX. 372.

rummer (rum'er), n. [< D. roemer, formerly
also romer, = Q, romer = Sw. remmare, a drink-

ing-glass; said to be orig. G. (used for Rhenish
wine according to Phillips; cf. "Rheiiish rum-
mers "in the first quot. ), and so called because
used in the Romer-saal at Frankfort (Skeat), lit.

'hall of the Romans': Romer, < Rom, Rome;
saal, hall (see sale2 ). Cf. rumkin 1

."]
A drink-

ing-glass or -cup ; also, a cupful of wine or other

liquor. The name is especially given to the tall and
showy glasses, nearly cylindrical in form and without
stem, which are identified with German glassware of the
seventeenth century.

Then Rhenish rummers walk the round,
In bumpers every king is crown'd.

Dryden, To Sir George Etherege, 1. 45.

Ordered in a whole bottle of the best port the beggarly
place could afford tossed it off in an ecstacyof two rum-
mers, and died on the spot of sheer joy.

Koctes Ambrosianee, Sept., 1832.

rummilgumption (rum'il-gump'shon), .

Same as rumblegumption.
rummle (rum'l), r. A dialectal form of rumble.

rummy1
(rum'i), o. [< rwrn1 + -y

1
.] Of or

pertaining to rum : as, a rummy flavor.

rummy2
(rum'i), a. [< r 2 + -y

1
.] Rum

;

queer. [Slang.]
Although a rummy codger,
Now list to what I say.

Old Song, In N. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 97.

rumneyt, romneyt (rum'ni), n. [< ME. rumney.
romney, romitay, < OF. "romenie, < It. romania," a kind of excellent wine in Italy, like malme-
sie

"
(Florio), so called from Napoli di Romania,

in the Morea, where it was orig. produced.] A
kind of sweet wine.

Larkys in hot schow, ladys for to pyk,
Good drynk therto, lycyus and fyne,
Blwet of allmayne. rmimay and wyin.

/,'.(. Antiq., ii. 30. (llulliiirll.)

All black wines, over-hot, compound, strong, thick
drinks, as muscadine, malmsie, allegant, rumny. brown
bastard, metheglen, and the like. . . . are hurtful in this
case. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 70.

Malmsey, romney, sack, and other sweet wines.
S. DoweU, Taxes in England, IV. 80.

rumor, rumour (ro'mor), n. [< ME. rumour,
romour, reumor, < OF. rumour, rumor, remour,
rwneur, F. rumeiir = Pr. rimor, rumor = Sp. Pg.
rumor = It. rimore, romore, noise, rumor, = D.
rumoer = G. Dan. Sw. rumor, noise, uproar, <

L. rumor, a noise, rumor, murmur; cf. L. rv-

mificare, proclaim, LL. rumitare, spread re-

ports; Skt. /^*ihum it>i
>

ay. Cf. rumble.] 1. A
confused and indistinct noise

;
a vague sound ;

a murmur.
And whan these com on ther was so grete toile and

rmnour of noyse that wonder it was to heere, and ther-
w^h a-roos so grete a duste that the cleir sky wax all

derk. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 393.

I pray yon, bear me hence
From forth the noise and rumour of the field.

Shak , K. John, v. 4. 45.

For many a week
Hid from the wide world's rumour by the grove
Of pop'ars with their noise of falling showers,
And ever-tremulous aspen-trees, he lay.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Flying or popular report; the common voice.

Rumour doth double, like the voice and echo,
The numbers of the fear'd.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.97.

Fame is no plant that grows on mortal soil,
Nor in the glistering foil

Set off to the world, nor in broad rumour lies.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 80.

That talkative maiden, Rumor, though . . . figured as
a youthful winged beauty, . . . is in fact a very old maid,

rumple
who puckers her silly face by the fireside, and really does
no more than chirp a wrong guess or a lame story into
the ear of a fellow-gossip. George Eliot, >elix llolt, viil.

3. A current report, with or without founda-

tion; commonly, a story or statement passing
from one person to another without any known
authority for its truth

;
a mere report ;

a piece
of idle gossip.
When ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars, be ye

not troubled. Mark xiii. 7.

I find the people strangely fanlnsied ;

Fossess'd with rumours, full of idle dreams.
Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 145.

What record, or what relic of my lord
Should be to aftertime, but empty breath
And rumours of a doubt?

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

4. Fame; reported celebrity ; reputation.
Great is the rumour of this dreadful knight.

Shak.,1 Hen. VI., ii. 3. 7.

Go forth, and let the rumor of thee run
Through every land that is beneath the sun.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 277.

5t. A voice ; a message.
I have heard a rumour from the Lord, and an ambassador

is sent unto the heathen, saying, Gather ye together.
Jer. xlix. 14.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Talk, gossip, hearsay.

rumor, rumour (ro'mor), r. /. [< rumor, .]

To report ;
tell or circulate by report ; spread

abroad.
Rumour it abroad

That Anne, my wife, is sick and like to die.

Shak, Rich. III., iv. 2. SI.

Where nothing is examined, weighed,
But as 'tis rumoured, so believed.

B. Jonson, The Forest, Iv., To the World.

rumorer, rumourer (ro'mor-er), 71. [< rumor
+ -er1 .] One who rumors; a spreader of re-

ports; a teller of news. [Rare.]
Go see this rumourer wjiipp'd. Shak., Cor., iv. 6. 47.

rumorous (ro'mor-us), a. [Formerly also ru-

mouroux; < OF."rumoreux = Sp. It. rumoroso,
noisy, < ML. rumorosun, < L. rumor, noise, ru-
mor: see rumor."] 1. Of the nature of rumor;
circulated by popular report. [Rare.]
This bearer will tell you what we hear of certain rumor-

oui surmises at N. and the neighbouring towns.
Sir H. Walton, Reliquite, p. 377.

2. Confused or indistinct in sound
; vaguely

heard ; murmuring. [Rare.]

Clashing of armours, and the rumorous sound
Of the stern billows, in contention stood.

Drayton, Moses, iii.

rump (rump), . [< ME. rumpc, appar. < Icel.

rumpr = Sw. rumpa = Dan. rumi>e, rump (the
Scand. forms appar. from the D. or LG.), =
MD. rompe, D. romp, a body or trunk, = MLG.
LG. rump = MHO. G. runipf, the bulk or trunk
of a body, a trunk, carcass, hull.] 1. The tail-

end of an animal
;
the hinder parts ;

the back-
side or buttocks ; technically, the gluteal or

uropygial region ;
the uropygium. See sacrum

and uropygium. 2. Figuratively, the fag-end
of a thing. Specifically [cap ]. in Eng. hist., the fag-end
of the Long Parliament, after the expulsion of the major-
ity of its members, or Pride's Purge, by Cromwell in 1648.
The Rump was forcibly dissolved by Cromwell in 1653,
but was afterward reinstated on two different occasions
for brief periods. Also called Rump Parliament.

rump (rump), v. t. [< rump, .] To turn one's
back upon. [Rare.]

This mythologick Deity was Flutus,
The grand Livinity of Cash,

Who, when he rumps us quite, and won't salute us,
If we are men of Commerce, then we smash.

Colnum, Poetical Vagaries, p. 129. (Davies.')

rump-bone (rump'bon), n. Same as sacrum.

rumpert (rum'per), . [< rump + -er1
.'] One

who was favorable to. or was a member of, the

Rump Parliament. See rump, 2.

Tills day, according to order, Sir Arthur appeared at
the House; what was done I know not, but there was all

the rumpers almost come to the House today.
Pepys, Diary, March 7, 1660.

Neither was the art of blasphemy or free-thinking in-

vented by the court, . . . but first brought in by the fanat ick

faction, towards the end of their power, and, after the res-

toration, carried to Whitehall by the converted rumpers,
with very good reason. Swift, Polite Conversation, Int.

rump-fedt (rump'fed), a. [< rump + fed. pp. of

feed."] Fed on offal or scraps from the kitchen

(according to Nares, fed, or fattened, in the

rump; fat-bottomed). [Rare.]
Aroint thee, witch ! the rump.fed ronyon cries.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 3. 6.

rumple (mm'pl), . i. ; pret. and pp. rumpled,
ppr. rumpling. [A yar. of ritnple, q. v.] To
wrinkle

;
make uneven

;
form into irregular in-

equalities.
The peremptory Analysis, that you will call it, I beleeve

will be so hardy as once more to unpinne your spruce fas-



rumple
tidious oratory, to rumpli her laces, her frizzles, and her

bobins, though she wince and fling never so Peevishly.
Miltun, On uef. of llumb. Kimionst.

We all know the story of the princess and her rumpled
rose-leaf felt through half-a-suore of blankets.

Whyle Melville, \\ hite Rose, II. xi.

rumple (rum'pl), . [A var. of rimple, q. v. Ct'.

rumple, r.] A wrinkle; a fold; a ridge.

And yet Lucretia's fate would bar that vow;
And fair Virginia would her fate bestow
On Rutila, and change her faultless make
For the foul rumple of her camel-back.

Vruden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x.

rumpless (rump'les), a. [< rump + -less.] Hav-

ing no tail: specifically noting male or female

specimens of the common ben so characterized.

The lack is not only of the tail-feathers, but of

muscular and bony parts of the rump.

Rumpless fowls are those in which the coccygeal verte-

bne are absent ; there is consequently no tail. By cross-

ing, rumpless breeds of any variety can be produced.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 646.

rumply (rump'li), a. [< rumple + -y
l

.~j
Rum-

pled. [Colloq.]

rump-post (rump'post), n. The share-bone or

pygostyle of a bird. Cones. See cut under

fygostyle.
rump-steak (rump'stak), . A beefsteak cut

from the thigh near the rump.
After dinner was over he observed that the steak was

tough ; "and yet, sir," returns he, "bad as it was, it seemed
a rump-steak to me." Goldxmith, Essays, xiii.

rumpus (rum'pus), n. [Perhaps imitative, based
on rumble, rumbuntical, rumbustious, etc.] An
uproar; a disturbance ;

a riot; a noisy or dis-

orderly outbreak. [Colloq.]

My dear Lady Bab, you'll be shock'd, I'm afraid,
When you hear the sad rumpus your Ponies have made.

iloare, Twopenny Post-Bag, letter i.

She is a young lady with a will of her own, I fancy.
Extremely well-fitted to make a rumpus.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xii.

nimseller (rum'sel"er), n. One who sells rum;
hence, one who sells intoxicating liquors of any
kind; specifically, the keeper of a rumshop.
[U. S.]

rumshop (rum'shop), n. A shop where intoxi-

cating liquors are sold. [U. S.]
rum-shrub (rum'shrub), n. A liquor of which
rum is a principal ingredient, (a) Rum flavored
with orange-Juice and sweetened and allowed to stand for

a long time before use : a kind of home-made cordial. (6)

A drink made by mixing rum with orange-, lemon-, or
lime juice, the peel of the same fruit, milk, and some-
tim-s other ingredients : this is strained and usually bot-
tled .or keeping.

rumswlzzle (rum'swiz"!), . [Perhaps < rum2
,

good, excellent, + swizzle, a drink made of ale

and beer mixed (fancifully applied to cloth
that possesses the quality of resisting wet).]
A cloth made in Ireland from pure wool un-

dyed, and valuable because of its power of re-

pelling moisture.
run1

(run), v.; pret. ran (sometimes run), pp.
run, ppr. running. [E. dial, or Sc. also rin, ren;
< ME. rinnen, ri/nnen, rennen (pret. ran, ron,
pi. and pp. runnen, ronnen, runne, ronne; the
mod. E. having taken the vowel of the pp. also
in the inf.), < AS. rinnan (pret. ran, pi. runnon,
pp. gerunnen), usually transposed eornan, irnan,
iernan, yrnan (pret. arn, orn, pi. urnon, pp.
urnen) (>ME. ernen, etc.: see earn*), run, flow,
= OS. rinnan = OFries. rinna, renna = MD.
rinnen, rennen. runnen = MLG. rinnen, flow, ren-

nen, run, =OHG. rinnan, flow, swim, run, MHG.
rinnen, G. rinnen, run, flow (pret. rann, pp. ge-
ronnen), = Icel. rinna, later renna = Sw. rinna
= Dan. rinde, flow, rende, run, = Goth, rinnan,
run; also causative, OS. rennian = OHG. ren-

nan, MHG. G. rennen = Goth, rannjan, cause to

run; prob., with present formative -M, < }/ ren,
run (cf. rine1 ). perhaps akin to Skt. tf ur or ri,

go. Hence ult. run, n., runaway, runnel, ren-

nefl, riije1 .] I. intrans. 1. To move swiftly by
using the legs; go on the legs more rapidly
than in walking; hence, of animals without
legs, to move swiftly by an energetic use of
the machinery of locomotion: as, a running
whale. In bipedil locomotion the usual distinction be-
tween running and walking is, that in running each foot
in turn leaves the ground before the other reaches it. In

zpjlogy, usually, to run means to move the legs of each
side alternately, whether fast or slow being thus d'stin-

guished, not from walk, but from any loeomo'ion in which
the opposite legs move together, as in jumping, leaping,
or hopping.

Freres and faitours that on here fete rennen.
Piers Ploirman (B), ii. 182.

And as she rum the bushes in the way,
Some catch her by the neck, some kiss her face.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 871.
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Thou dost float and run,

Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun.
Shelley, '1 o a skylark.

Specifically (a) Of the horse, to move with the gait dis-

tinctively called a run. See runi, n., 1 (a), (b) To takepart
in a race : as, to run for the stakes, or for a place : said of

horses or athletes.

Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but
one recelveth the prize V So run that ye may obtain.

1 Cor. ix. 24.

(c) To take part in a hunt or chase: as, to run with the
hounds.

2. To make haste ; hasten ; hurry, often with
suddenness or violence ; rush.

Thanne the! lete blowe an horn in the maister toure,
and than rmne to urines thourgh the town.

Merlin (K. E. T. S.), ii. 197.

A kind heart he hath ; a woman would run through Are
and water for such a kind heart.

Shot., M. W. of W., iii. 4. 107.

What need a man forestall his date of grief,
And run to meet what he would most avoid?

Milton, Uomus, 1. 363.

'Tis habitual to them to run to the Succour of those they
see in Danger. Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, Pref.

3. To flee; retreat hurriedly or secretly; steal

away; abscond; desert: often followed by
away or off.

The paens that er were so sturne,
Hi gunne awei urne.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

That same man that renneth awaie
Mali- again tight, an other daie

Udall, tr. of Lrasmus s Apophthegms, p. 372.

My conscience will serve me to run from this Jew, my
master. Shak., M. of V., ii. 2. 2.

I forgot to say Garrat run off a month ago. . . . Mr.
lirirr.son has expeld him for running away.

Hood, school for Adults.

4. To move, especially over a definite course:
said of inanimate things, and with the most
varied applications; be propelled or borne

along; travel; pursue a course; specifically,
of a ship, to sail before the wind.
And running under a certain island which is called

< 'lamia, we had much work to come by the boat.
Acts xxvii. 16.

Thou . . . think'st it much to tread the ooze
Of the salt deep,
To run upon the sharp wind of the north.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 254.

Far ran the naked moon across
The houseless ocean's heaving Held.

Tennyson, The Voyage.

Squalls
Ran black o'er the sea's face.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

5. To perform a regular passage from place to

place; ply: as, the boats run daily; a train
runs every hour. 6. To flow, (o) To flow in any
manner, slowly or rapidly ; move, as a stream, the sand in
an hour-glass, or the like.

In the tur ther is a welle
Suthe cler hit is with alle,

He urneth in o pipe of bras
Whider so hit ned was.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 57.

In the dede See rennethe the Klom Jordan, and there it

dyethe ; for it rennethe no furthermore.
Mandcville, Travels, p. 102.

The fourth [current of lava"!, at la Torre, is that which run
at the great eruption on the fifth of May.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii.

(6) To spread on a surface ; spread and blend together :

as, colors run in washing.
An Arcadian hat of green sarcenet, . . . not so very

much stained, except where the occasional storms of rain,
incidental to a military life, had caused the green to run.

T. Hardy, The Trumpet-Major, ii.

7. To give passage to or discharge a fluid or a

flowing substance, as tears, pus, the sand of

an hour-glass, etc.

Mine eyes shall weep sore, and run down with tears,
because the Lord's flock is carried away captive.

Jer. xiii. 17.

I should not see the sandy hour-glass run
But I should think of shallows and of flats.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 25.

The jest will make his eyes run, i' faith.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iil. 1.

Reekin' red ran mony a sheugh.
Burns. Battle of Sheriff- Muir.

Specifically (a) In founding, said of a mold when the
molten metal works out through the parting or through
some interstice crevice, or break : as, the mold runs. <&)

In organ-building, said of the air in a wind-chest when it

leaks into a channel.

8. To become fluid; fuse; melt.

As wax dissolves, as ice begins to run,
And trickle into drops before the sun,
So melts the youth.

Addisim. tr. of Ovid's Metamorph.. iii.

If the arches are fired too ho', they will run or slick to-

gether. C. T. Davis, Bricks and Tiles, p. 147.

9. To extend from point to point; spread by
growth, or expansion, or development of any
kind : as, the flames ran through the grass.

run
The fire ran along upon the ground. Ex. ix. 23.

10. To creep or trail; spread by runners;
overrun; twine or climb in any manner: said

of plants : as, the vine ran up the porch.
Beneath my feet

The ground-pine curled its pretty wieath,
Running oyer the club-moss burrs.

Emerson, Each and All.

11. To go through normal or allotted move-

ments; be in action, motion, or operation;
operate; work: as, the machines run night
and day; the hotel is running again.

Rudelej [curtains) rennande on ropes.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 857.

Weit thou not brother to great Edward's son,
This tongue that runs so roundly in thy head
Should run thy head from thy unreverent shoulders.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1. 122.

You've been running too fast, and under too high pres-
sure. You must take these weights off the safety valve.

. . . Bank your fires and run on half steam.
Bret Harle, Gabiiel Conroy, xxvi.

A storage, or secondary, batteiy makes it possible to

have a reservoir of electricity, from which a supply can
be obtained when the dynamos are not running.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LIV. 308.

12. To strive for any end; especially, to enter
a contest for office or honors ; specifically, to

stand as a candidate for election: as, three

candidates are running for the presidency.
He has never failed in getting such offices as he want-

ed, the record of his running being about as good as that
of any man in the country. The Xation, XI. 1.

Z., who has written a few witty pieces, and who, being
rich and an epicure, is runniny for the Academy on the

strength of his good dinners.

Harper's Mag., LXXVIIL 618.

13. To go on; goby; pass or glide by ; elapse.

Since she is living, let the time run on
To good or bad. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5. 128.

She does well and wisely
To ask the counsel of the ancient'st, madam ;

Our years have run through many things she knows not.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, i. 4.

How runs the time of day?
Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iii. 1.

Merrily ran the years, seven happy years.
Tennyson. Enoch Arden.

14. To pass; proceed; advance; take a cer-

tain course or direction. Specifically (a) To ad-

vance in a given line of change, development, growth, con-

duct, experience, etc. ; especially, to proceed from one
state to another: as, to run to seed; to run to waste;
to run to weeds (said of land) ; to run into danger ; hence,
to become: as, tonmmad: often followed by a predicate
adjective, or by in, into, or to.

They think it strange that ye run not with them to the
same excess of riot. 1 Pet. iv. 4.

At his own shadow let the thief run mad,
Himself himself seek every hour to kill !

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 987.

We have run
Through ev'ry change that Fancy, at the loom
Exhausted, has had genius to supply.

Cou'per, Task, ii. 607.

He ran headlong into the boisterous vices which prove
fatal to so many of the ignorant and the brutal.

Southey, llunyan, p. 18.

It is not only possible but quite probable that these
last two [cowsl were more influenced by the individual

tendency to "run dry
" than by the extra grain feed In the

ration. Science, XV. 24.

Hence (6) To tend or incl'ne ; have a proclivity or gen-
eral tendency; be favoraLle: as, his inclinations run to

public life : followed by in, into, to, or toward.

That spot of spysej myjt nedej sprede,
Ther such ryches to rot [root) is runnen.

Alliterative Poems led. Morris), i. 26.

Revenge is a kind of wild justice which the more Man's
nature runs to, the more ought law to weed it out.

Bacon, Revenge (ed 1887).

A man's nature runs either to herbs or weeds ;
there'ore

let him seasonably water the one, and destroy the other.

Bacon, Nature in Aien (ed. 18t7).

The temperate climates usually nm info moderate gov-
ernments, and the extremes into despotic power.

Swift, Sentiments of Ch of Eng. Man, 11.

A birthplace
Where the richness ran to flowers.

Brmnring, Paracelsus.

W To pass in thought or notice; go cursorily, as In a

has'y inspection, review, or summary : as, to run from one

topic to another; to run through a list or a bill : generally
followed by through or over.

The eyes of the Lordnm to and fro throughout the whole
earth. 2 I hron. xvL 9.

So of the rest, till we have quite run through,
And wearied all the fables of the gods.

B. Jonson. Volpone iii. 6.

If I wri'e any*hing on a black Man, I run ocer In my
Mind all the eminent Persors r> the Nntion who are of

that Complection. Additon. Spectator, >o. S62.

(<T To continue to think or speak of some'hing : dwell In

thought or words: harp: as, his mind or his talk runs con-

tinually on his troubles: followed by on oruprn.
If they see a stage-play, they nm upon that a week af-

ter. Burton Anat. of Mel., p. 238.
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run

When we desire anything, our minds run wholly on the

good circumstances of it
; when it is obtained, our minds

run wholly on the bad ones. Su-ijt.

(e) To pass by slight gradations or changes ; blend or merge
gradually : with into : as, colors that run into one another.

Observe how system into system runs.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 2.'.

(/) To migrate, as fish ; go in a school.

Salmon run early in the year.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 406.

15. To have a certain direction, course, or

track; extend; stretch: as, the street runs east
and west.

The ground cloath of siluer, richly embroidered with

!

olden Sunns, and about euery Sunne ran a traile of gold,

nitating Indian worke.

Chapman, Masque of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

Searching the ulcer with my probe, the sinus run up
above the orifice. Wiseman, Surgery.

And thro' the field the road run* by
To many-tower'd Camelot.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, i.

16. To have a certain form, tenor, or purport;
be written or expressed : as, the argument runs
as follows.

They must . . .

For so run the conditions leave those remnants
Of fool and feather that they got in France.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 3. 24.

Once on a time (so runs the fable)
A country mouse, right hospitable.
Received a town mouse at his board.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. vi. 157.

That Matthew's numbers run with ease
Each man of common sense agrees !

Cowper, Epistle to Robert Lloyd.

17. In law: (a) To have legal authority or ef-

fect; be in force.

It cannot be said that the Emperor's writs run in it ex-

cept in some few settled districts.

Athenseum, No. 3068, p. 202.

The Queen's writ, it has been remarked, cannot be said
to run in large parts of Ireland, while in every part of the
United States the Federal writ is implicitly obeyed.

Nineteenth Century, XIX. 798.

(6) To pass in connection with or as an inci-

dent to. Thus, a covenant restricting the use or enjoy-
ment of land is said to run with the land, alike if the bur-
den it imposes is to continue on the land burdened, into
whatsoever hands that land passes, or if the right to claim
its enforcement is to pass with the land intended to be
benefited, into whosesoever hands the latter land may
pass. If the covenant does not run with the land, it is

merely personal, binding and benefiting only the parties
to it and their personal representatives.

Covenants are said to " run with the land
" when the

liabilities and rights created by them pass to the assignees
of the original parties. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 275.

18. To be current; circulate publicly, (a) To
be in current use or circulation.

And whan that Money hathe ronne so longe that it be-

gynnethe to waste, than men beren it to the Empuroures
Tresorye. Mandeville, Travels, p. 239.

Are not these the Spanish
"
pillar dollars

"
; and did they

not run current in England as crown pieces ?

N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 338.

(6) To be publicly heard or known ; be spread abroad ;

pass from one to another.

"What, is this Arthures hous," quoth the hathel thenne,
"That all the rous [fame] rennet of, thurj ryalmes so

mony ?
"

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 310.

There ran a rumor
Of many worthy fellows that were out.

Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 3. 182.

One day the story ran that Hamilton had given way,
and that the government would carry every point.

Macaulay, Hist. Bug., vi.

A murmuring whisper thro' the nunnery ran.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

19. To keep going ;
be kept up ; extend through

a period of time; continue (used specifically of
a play or other theatrical exhibition); hence,
specifically, to continue so long before expiring
or being paid or becoming payable : as, a sub-
scription that has three months to run ; the ac-
count ran on for a year.

She saw, with joy, the line immortal run,
Each sire impress'd and glaring in his son.

Pope, Dunciad, I. 99.

Learning that had run in the family like an heirloom!
Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 3.

No question had ever been raised as to Mr. Nolan's ex-
traction on the strength of his hooked nose, or of his name
being Baruch. Hebrew names ran in the best Saxon fam-
ilies ; the Bible accounted for them.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xx.

Yet I doubt not thro' the ages one Increasing purpose""" Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

ijrh ,
play " thi " occasion . . . only ran three days, and

then bir John Vanbrugli produced his comedy called "The
Confederacy.

"

J. Ashton, Social Life In Reign of Queen Anne, II. 8.

20. To reach a certain pitch, extent, impor-
tance, quality, or value; hence, to average;
rule.
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"Bad this year, better the next." We must take things

rough and smooth as they run.

Foote, Mayor of Garratt, i. 1.

The disputes between the King and the Parliament run
very high. Walpole, Letters, II. 611.

An age when Saurians run ridiculously small.

George Eliot, Theophrastus Such, iii.

In 1795 and 1796 . . . the price of wheat ran far be-

yond the statutory 548., viz., to 7:>s. the quarter.
S. Dowett, Taxes in England, IV. 11.

When Barrels are sold as they run, the terra "as they
run

"
shall be understood to refer to the condition as to

cooperage only.
New York Produce Exchange Report (1888-9). p. 279.

21. To rest, as on a foundation or basis
; turn;

hinge.
Much upon this riddle rum the wisdom of the world.

Shak., M. for M., iii. 2. 242.

It is a confederating with him to whom the sacrifice is

offered
;
for upon that the apostle's argument rum.

Bp. Attertntry.

22. In music, to perform a run or similar figure.

As when a maide, taught from her mother's wing
To tune her voyce unto a silver string,
When she should run, she rests ; rests, when should run.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

23. In a variety of technical uses, to go awry;
make a fault; Blip: as, a thread runs in knit-

ting when a stitch is dropped.
A common drill may run, as it is usually termed, and

produce a hole which is anything but straight.

Farrow, Mil. Encyc., in. 524.

Lace made without this traversing motion would, in
case a thread was broken, run or become undone.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 360.

24. To press with numerous and urgent de-
mands: as, to run upon a bank. 25. To keep
on the move

; go about continually or uneasily ;

be restless, as a rutting animal; be in rut__To
cut and run. See cut. To let run, to allow to pass free-

ly or easily; slacken, as a rope, cable or the like. To run
across, to come across

; meet by chance ; fall in with: as,
to run across a friend in London. To run after, to seek
after ; of persons, to pursue, especially for social purposes ;

hence, to court the society of.

The mind, upon the suggestion of any new notion, rum
after similes, to make it the clearer to itself. Locke.

If he wants our society, let him seek it. ... I will not

spend my hoars in running aj'ter mv neighbours.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, Hii.

To run against, (a) To come into collision with.

This man of God had his share of suffering from some
that were convinced by him, who, through prejudice or

mistake, ran against him.
Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, v.

Same as to run across, (c) To result unfavorably or

versely to.

The owner hath incurred the forfeiture of eight years'
profits of his lands before he Cometh to the knowledge of
the process that runneth aijainst him. Bacon.

Had the present war indeed run against us, and all our
attacks upon the enemy been vain, it might look like a de-

gree of frenzy ... to be determined on so impracticable
an undertaking. Addison, Present State of the War.

To run ahead of one's reckoning. See reckoning.
To run amuck. See amuck. To run at, to assail sud-

denly ; rush upon.
Jack Stamford would have run at him (Feltonl, but he

was kept off by Mr. Nicholas. Howell, Letters, I. v. 7.

To run at the ring. See ringi. To run away or off
with, (a) To carry off in sudden or hurried flight : as, a
horse runs away with a carriage ; the mutineers ran away
with the ship.

Now in lames Towne they were all in combustion, the
strongest preparing once more to run away wtth the Pin-
nace. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 163.

(&) To abscond or elope with.

Now, my dear sir, between you and I, we know very
well, my dear sir, that you have run off with this lady for
the sake of her money. Dickens, Pickwick, x.

(c) To carry too far ; lead beyond bounds ; transport.
His desires run away with him through the strength

and force of a lively imagination. Steele, Tatler, No. 27.

To run awry. See awry. To run before, (a) To run
from in flight ; flee before : as, the troops ran before the
enemy. (&) To outstrip ; surpass ; excel.

But the scholar ran
Before the master, and so far, that Bleys
Laid magic by. Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

To run counter. See counter*, adv., i. To run deep,
to swim far under water, as f sh or a whale. To run
down, (a) To have its motive power exhausted ; stop
working: as, the clock or the musical box ran down. (6)
To become weakened or exhausted ; deteriorate ; fall off :

as, his health has run down.

Here was, evidently, another case of an academy having
run down, and its operations discontinued.

Supreme Court Reporter, X. 809.

To run down a coast, to sail along it. To run foul Of.
Same as to fall foul of (which see under /owji). To run
idle. See idle. To run in. (n) In printing: (1) Same as
to run on. (21 To occupy a smaller space in type than was
expected : said of copy. (6) In the refining of iron as fol-
lowed in Yorkshire, England, to run the molten pis; di-

rectly from the furnace into the refinery : distinguished
from melting down, when the refinery is charged with un-
melted pip;, scrap, etc. To run in debt, to incur pecu-
niary obligations ; make a debt.

(6)
ad

run
Our long stay here hath occasioned the expense of much

more money than I expected, so as 1 am run much in Mr.
done'* debt. Winthrup, Hist. New England, 1. 446.

To run in one's head or mind, to linger in one's memo-
ry ;

haunt one s mind.

These courtiers run in my mini still.

B. Jonson, 1'oetaster, ii. 1.

Heigh ho ! Though he has used me so, this fellow rum
strangely in my head. I believe one lecture from my
grave cousin will make me recall him.

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

To run In the blood. See Wood. To run Into, to ran
against; collide with. To run In teust. See trust. To
run In With, (a) To agree, comply, or close with. (6)

Xitnt., to sail close to: as, to run in with the land. To
run mad. See modi. To run of cor on) a garget*.
See garget. To run off with. See to run away mth.
To run on. (a) To keep on ; continue without pause or

change ; especially, to keep on talking ; keep up a running
stream of conversation ; ramble on in talking.

Even BO must I run on, and even so stop.
What surety of the world, w hat hope, what stay,
When this was now a king, and now Is clay?

Shak., K. John, v. 7. 67.

Even Boswell could say, with contemptuous compassion,
that he liked very well to hear honest Goldsmith run on.

"Yes, sir," said Johnson, "but he should not like to hear
himself." Slaeaulay, Oliver Goldsmith.

If) Specifically, in printing, to continue in the same line
without making a break or beginning a new paragraph, (c)
To carry on; behave in a lively, frolicsome manner ; laugh
and jest, as from high spirits. [Colloq. | To run on all
fours. See/our, n. To run on pattens*. See patten*.
To run on sorts, in printing, to require an unusual or

disproportionate quantity of one or more characters or

types : said of copy. To run out. (a) To stop after run-

ning to the end of its time, as a watch or a sand-glass.

Every Tuesday I make account that I turn a great hour-
glass, and consider that a week's life is run out since I

writ. Donne, Letters, xx.

(6) To come to an end ; expire : as, a lease runs out at Mi-
chaelmas, (c) To be wasted or exhausted : as, his money
will soon run out.

Th' estate runs out, and mortgages are made,
Their fortune ruin d, and their fame betray'd.

Dryden.
(d) To become poor by extravagance.

Had her stock been less, no doubt
She must have long ago run out. Dryden.

(e) To grow or sprout ; spread exuberantly. [Prov. Eng. ]

(/t) To expatiate ; run on.

She ran out extravagantly in praise of Hocus.
Arbuthnot.

(ff) In printing, to occupy a larger space in type than was
expected : said of copy. To run out Of, to come to the
end of ; run short of

; exhaust.

When we had run out of our money, we had no living
soul to befriend us. Steele, Guardian, No. 141.

To run over, (a) [Over, adv.) To overflow.

Good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and
running over, shall men give into your bosom.

Luke vl. 38.

Excessive Joys so swell'd her Soul, that she
Rung over with delicious tears.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 204.

(b) [Over, prep.) (1) To go over, examine, recapitulate, or
recount cursorily.

I ran over their cabinet of medals [at Zurich], but do
not remember to have met with any in it that are extraor-

dinary rare.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bonn, I. 522).

(2) To ride or drive over : as, to run over a child. To run
riot. See riot To run rusty. See rusty*. To run
through, to spend quickly ; dissipate : as, he soon ran
through his fortune.

For a man who hadlong ago run thrminh his own money,
servitude in a great family was the best kind of retirement
after that of a pensioner. George Eliot, 1'elix Holt, xxv.

To run together, (a) To mingle or blend, as metals
fused in the same vessel. (f In mining, to fall in, as the
walls of a lode, so as to render the shafts and levels im-

passable. Ansted. (c) To keep in a pod or school, as
whales when one of their number has been struck. To
run to seed, (a) To shoot or spindle up, become stringy,
and yield flowers, and ultimately seed, instead of develop-
ing the leaves, head, root, etc., for which they are valued :

said of herbaceous plants. Such plants, if not required
for seed, are pulled up and rejected as refuse.

Better to me the meanest weed
That blows upon its mountain,

The vilest herb that runs to seed

Beside its native fountain.

Tennyson, Amphion.
Hence (6) To become impoverished, exhausted, or worn
out; go to waste. To run under, to swim under water
near the surface after being struck, as a whale. To run
UP. (a) [Up, adv.] (1) To rise; grow; Increase: as, ac-

counts run up very fast. (2) '1 o draw up ; shrink, as cloth
when wet.

In working woollen cloth?, they are. as is well known,
liable to run up or contract in certain dimensions, becom-
ing thicker at the same time.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 83.

(b) \Up. prep.] To count rapidly from bottom to top of in

calculating, as a column of figures. To run upon, to

quiz ; make a butt of. |T
T

. S.]

He is a quiet, good-natured, inoffensive sort of chap,
and will stand runninrj upon as long as most men, but
who is a perfect tiger when his passions are roused.

A. B. Lonystreet, Southern Sketches, p. 137. (Bartlett.)

To run Wide, to school at a considerable distance from
the shore, or out of easy reach of the seine, as fish.

[ Heaufort, North Carolina.) -To run with the machine.
See machine.



run

H. trans. 1. To cause to run. Specifically (a)
To cause to go at a rapid pace (especially in the gait
knou n us the run), as a horse

; also, to enter, as a horse,
for a race ; hence, colloquially, to put forward as a candi-
date for any prize or honor.

Beggars mounted run their horse to death.

ShaK., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 127.

It was requisite in former times for a man of fashion,
. . . using the words of an old romance writer, ''to runne
horses and to approve them."

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 100.

If any enterprising burglar had taken it into his head to
"crack "

that particular crib ". . . and got clear otf with
the "swag," he ... might have been run ... for Congress
in a year or two. H. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xxxvii.

(&) To direct the course of
;
cause to go or pass as by guid-

ing, forcing, driving, thrusting, pushing, etc.: as, to run
one's head against a wall ; to run a train otf the track ; to
run a thread through a piece of cloth

;
to run a dagger Into

one's arm.

And falling into a place where two seas met, they ran
the ship aground. Acts xxvii. 41.

In peril every hour to split,
Some unknown harbour suddenly [they] must sound,
Or nm their fortunes desp'rately on ground.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, i. 55.

The glass was so clear that she thought it had been open,
and so ran her head through the glass.

Quoted in S. Dowelli Tales in England, IV. 303.

(c) To cause to operate, work, ply, or perform the usual
functions ; keep in motion or operation, as a railway, a

mill, or an engine : extended in the I'nited States to the
direction and management of any establishment, enter-

prise, or person : as, to run a mill, a hotel, or a school ;

that party is running the State.

The Democratic State Conventions have been largely
run by the office-holding element. The American, XII. 307.

It is often said of the President that ho is ruled or, as
the Americans express it, run by his secretary.

Bryce, American Commonwealth, I. 84.

A small knot of persons . . . pull the wires for the
whole city, controlling the primaries, selecting candidates,
' '

running
"
conventions.

Bryce, American Commonwealth, II. 75.

(d) To pour forth, as a stream ; let flow ; discharge ; emit.

Even at the base of Pompey's statua,
Which all the while ran blood, great Caesar fell.

Shak., J. C., iii. 2. 193.

(e) To melt
; fuse ; shape by melting and molding : as, to

run lead or silver.

The Tonquinese understand how to run Metals, and are
very expert in tempering the Earth wherewith they make
their mould. Dumpier, Voyages, II. i. 70.

Hence (/) To form by molding ; mold ;
cast: as, to rim

bullets, (g) To cause to pass or change into a particular
state ; transform ; cause to become.

These wild woods, and the fancies I have in me,
Will run me mad. Fletcher, Pilgrim, iii. 3.

Others, accustomed to retired speculations, nm natural

philosophy into metaphysical notions. Locke.

(A) To extend; stretch; especially, in surveying, to go
over, observe, and mark by stakes, bench-marks, and the
like : as. to run parallel lines

; to run a line of levels from
one point to another; to run a boundary-line (that is. to
mark it upon the ground in accordance with an agree-
ment).

We . . . rounded by the stillness of the beach
To where the bay runs up its latest horn.

Tennyson, Audley Court.

2. To accomplish or execute by running; hence,
in general, to go through ; perform ;

do : as, to
run a trip or voyage ;

to run an errand.

Sesounes schal yow neuer sese of sede ne of heruest, . . .

Bot euer mine restles rengnesje [courses] ther-inne.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), U. 527.

If thy wits run the wild-goose chase, I have done.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 4. 75.

What course I rune, Mr. Beachamp desireth to doe y
same.

Slierley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 229.

The Prince's grandfather . . . ran errands for gentle-
men, and lent money. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Ixiv.

The year
Ruin his old round of dubious cheer.

M. Arnold, Resignation.

3. To run after
; pursue ; chase

;
hunt by run-

ning down.
Alate we ran the deer.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.
Neit to the still-hunt the method called "

running buf-
falo "was the moat fatal to the race, and the one most
universally practiced. Smithsonian Report, 18s7, ii. 470.

4. To pursue in thought ; trace or carry in con-
templation from point to point, as back along
a series of causes or of antecedents.
To run the world back to its first original ... is a re-

search too great for mortal enquiry. South.

I would gladly understand the formation of a soul, and
run it up to its punctum saliens. Jeremy Collier.

5. To pass rapidly along, over, through, or
by; travel past or through, generally with the
idea of danger or difficulty successfully over-
come; hence, to break through or evade: as,
to run the rapids; to run a blockade. Hence

6. To cause to pass or evade official restric-
tions ; smuggle ; import or export without pay-
ing duties.
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Yorke had run his kegs of spirits ashore duty-free.

E. Dou'den, Shelley, I. 157.

All along the coasts of Kent and Sussex, and the dis-

tricts most favourably situated for running spirits, almost
the whole of the labouring population were every now
and then withdrawn from their ordinary employments to

engage in smuggling adventures.
S. DoweU, Taxes in England, IV. 218.

7. To be exposed to; incur: as, tonm a hazard,
a risk, or a danger.
He must have run the risque of the Law, and been put

upon his clergy. C'ongreve, Way of the World, v. 1.

During an absence of six years, I run some risk of los-

ing most of the distinction, literary and political, which
I have acquired. Atacaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 810.

8. To venture; hazard; risk.

He would himself be in the Highlands to receive them
and run his fortune with them. Clarendon.

Q. To pierce ;
stab : as, to run a person through

with a rapier.
I'll run him up to the hilts, as I am a soldier.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 1. 68.

I was run twice through the body, and shot i' th' head
with a cross arrow. Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. 1.

10. To sew by passing the needle through in
a continuous line, generally taking a row of
stitches on the needle at the same time : as, to
ran a seam; also, to make a number of such
rows of stitches, in parallel lines, as in darning;
hence, to darn; mend: as, to run stockings.
11. To tease; chaff; plague; nag: as, she was
always teasing and running him. [Colloq.]
12. To fish in: as, to run a stream Hard run.
See hard, Eun net. See ne(L. Run up, in bookbinding,
said of a book-back in which a fillet is run from head to
tail without being mitered in each cross-band. To run a
bead, in carp, and joinery, to form a bead, as on the edge
or angle of a board. To run a blockade. See blockade.
To run a levant*. See levant*. To run a match, to

contend with another in running. To run and fell, to
make (as a seam) by running and felling. See/e#i, n., 2.

To run a rig, a risk, etc. See the nouns. To run down.
() In hunting, to chase till exhausted : as, to run down
a stag ; hence, figuratively, to pursue and overtake, as a
criminal ; hunt down ; persecute.

Must great offenders, once escaped the crown,
Like royal harts be never more run down'

Pope, Epil. to Satires, ii. 29.

My being hunted and nm down on the score of my past
transactions with regard to the family affairs is an abomi-
nably unjust and unnatural thing.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xlii.

(&) Naut., to collide with (a ship); especially, to sink (a
ship) by collision, (e) To overthrow ; overwhelm.

Religion is run down by the license of these times.

Bp. Berkeley.
(d) To depreciate ; disparage ; abuse.

It was Cynthio's humour to run down everything that
was rather for ostentation than use.

Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

No person should be permitted to kill characters and
run down reputations, but qualified old maids and disap-
pointed widows. Shemdan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

(e) To reduce in health or strength : as, he was run down
by overwork. To run hard, (a) To press hard in a race
or other competition.

Livingstone headed the list, though Fallowfleld ran him
hard. Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, xii.

(&) To urge or press importunately. [Colloq. in both uses.)
To run In. (a) In printing: (I) To cause to follow

without break, as a word, clause, etc., after other matter
in type. (2) To make room for (a small woodcut or other
form of illustration) by overrunning or rearranging com-
posed types; sometimes, conversely, the type thus ar-

ranged is said to be run in beside the woodcut. (6) To
take into custody ; arrest and confine

; lock up, as a cul-

prit or criminal. [Slang.]

The respectable gentleman [the consul] who in a foreign
seaport town takes my part if I get run in by the police.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 49.

(c) To confine ; inclose ; corral : as, to run in cattle.

To run into the ground, to carry to an extreme ; over-
do. [Colloq., U.

] To run Oft', (a) To cause to flow
out : as, to run off a charge of molten metal from a fur-
nace. (6) Theat., to move or roll off, as scenes from the
stage, (e) In printing, to take impressions of ; print : as,
this press will run off ten thousand every hour ; to run off
an edition, (d) To tell off; repeat; count: as, he ran of
the list or the figures from memory. To run on. (a) In
printing, to carry on or continue, as matter to fill up an
incomplete line, without break. (6) Theat., to move or

bring upon the stage by means of wheels or rollers.

Nearly all scenes which are not raised or lowered by
ropes from the "rigging-loft," or space under the roof
above the stage, are mounted on wheels which enable
them to be easily moved upon the stage, hence the com-
pound verbs run on and run off, which are in universal use
in the theatre. The word ' move "is scarcelv ever heard.

New York Tribune, July 14, 1889.

() In mach.. to start (a machine or an apparatus! by con-
necting it or some part of it with a prime motor, or by
some other adjustment necessary to set it in motion or
action. To nm one's face. $ee/oei. To run one's
letters. See letter*. To run out. (a) To run to com-
pletion ; make an end of

;
exhaust : as, we bad nm out all

our line.

Fly, envious Time, till thou run out thy race.

Milton, Ode on Time.

(&) To cause to depart suddenly and by force; banish : as.
to run a thief out of town or camp ; run him out. [Slang,
U. S.] (c) To carry out the end of, as a warp, hawser,

run

cable, or the like, for the purpose of mooring or warping
it to any object, (d) To cause to project beyond the ports
by advancing the muzzles by means of the side-tackles :

said of guns. To run (something) over, to hurry over;
go through cursorily and hastily.

And because these praiers are very many, therefore they
run them ouer. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 196.

But who can run the British triumphs o'er,

And count the flames disperst on every shore?

Addison, To the King.

To run the bath, in canning fish or lobsters, to take the
cans out of the first bath, prick or probe them to let out
gas, and seal them up again. To run the foil, the
gantlet, the hazard, the net. See the nouns. To run
the rig upon. See rig-s.lo run the stage. See the

quotation.

Before the scene can be set it is necessary to run the

stage that is, to get everything in the line of properties,
such as stands of arms, chairs and tables, and scenery,
ready to be put in place. Scribner's Uag ,

IV. 444.

To run the works, in whaling, to try out oil. To run
through, Infounding, to permit (the molten metal) to flow

through the mold long enough to remove all air-bubbles,
in order to insure a casting free from the defects resulting
from such bubbles: expressed also by to flow. To run
to cover or ground. Same as to run to earth. 1o run
to earth. See earthi. To run together, to join by
sewing, as the edges of stuff in making a seam. To run
UP. (a) To raise in amount or value ; increase by gradual
additions ; accumulate.

Between the middle of April and the end of Mayshercm
i'p a bill of a hundred and five livres.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXIL 288.

(6) To sew up with a running stitch, especially in mend-
ing ; hence, to repair quickly or temporarily.

I want you to run up a tear in my flounce.

C. Reade, Love me Little, xiv.

(c) To put up, erect, or construct hastily : as, to run up a
block of buildings.

What signifies a theatre? . . . just a side wing or two
run up, doors in flat, and three or four scenes to be let
down

; nothing more would be necessary.
Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, liii.

Nature never ran up in her haste a more restless piece
of workmanship. Lamb, My Relations.

(d) To execute by hanging : as. they dragged the wretch
to a tree and ran him up. [Western U. S.]

run1
(run), n. [Partly < ME. rune, rene, ren, a

course, run, running, < AS. ryne, course, path,
orbit, also flow, flux (see rine3

, runnel), partly
directly from the verb: see run1

, i\] 1. The
act of running.

The wyf cam lepyng inward with a ren.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 159.

Thou mayst slide from my shoulder to my heel with no
greater a run but my head and my neck. A fire, good
Curtis. Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 16.

They . . . were in the midst of a good run, and at some
distance from Mansfield, when, his horse being found to
have flung a shoe, Henry Crawford had been obliged to

give up, and make the best of his way back.
Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xxv.

Specifically (a) A leaping or springing gait, of horses or
other quadrupeds, consisting in most animals of an ac-
celeration of the action of the gallop, with two, three, or

Run. Consecutive positions, after instantaneous photographs
by Eadweard Muybndge

all the feet off the ground at the same time during the
stride. (&) In bipedal locomotion, as of man, a gait in
which each foot in turn leaves the ground before the other
reaches it. (c) A race : as, the horses were matched for a
run at Newmarket, (d) A chase; a hunt: as, a run with
the hounds, (e) Milit. . the highest degree of quickness in

the marching step: on the same principle as the double-
quick, but with more speed.
2. A traveling or going, generally with speed
or haste

;
a passage ; a journey ;

a trip ; also,



run

the conducting of a journey or passage from
start to finish : as, to take a run to Paris ; the

engineer had a good run from the west. Seamen
are said to be engaged for the run when they are shipped
for a single trip out or homeward, or from one port to

another.

3. The act of working or plying; operation; ac-

tivity, as of a machine, mill, etc. ; also, a period
of operation, or the amount of work performed
in such a period.
Of the trial on Oct. 8, Dr. W. says that, during a run of

about 21 hours, 70 cells, of about 1,400 pounds of cane
apiece, or 49 tons, were diffused, giving from 65 cells

98,140 pounds of juice. Science, VI. 624.

The inquiry is admissible whether sufficient current
could not be stored up from the average nightly run of a
station with a spare or extra dynamo to feed a dny circuit

profitably. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LVIL 138.

4. A flowing or pouring, as of a liquid; a cur-
rent

;
a flow.

This past spring an oil-man . . . was suffocated in one
of these tank-sheds while making a run of oil : viz., run-

ning the oil from the receiving-tank to the transportation
or pipe-line company's tanks. Science, XII. 172.

Already along the curve of Sandag Bay there was a

splashing run of sea that I could hear from where I stood.
R. L. Stevenson, The Merry Men.

5. Course; progress; especially, an observed
or recorded course

;
succession of occurrences

or chances; account: as, the run of events.

She lied the in and out o' the Sallivan house, and kind o'

kept the run o' how things went and came in it.

//. B. Stawe, Oldtown, p. 29.

Even if I had ha'd time to follow his fortunes, it was not
possible to keep the run of him.

J. H'. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 62.

6. Continuance in circulation, use, observance,
or the like; a continued course, occurrence, or

operation : as, a run of ill luck
;
the run of a

play or a fashion.

Now (shame to Fortune !) an ill run at play
Blank d his bold visage. Pope, Dunciad, i. 113.

If the piece [-'The Reformed Housebreaker"] has its

proper run, I have no doubt but that bolts and bars will
be entirely useless by the end of the season.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

It is amusing to think over the history of most of the
publications which have had a rim during the last few
years. Macaulay, Montgomery's Poems.

7. A current of opinion ; tendency of thought ;

prejudice.
You cannot but have already observed what a violent

run there is among too many weak people against univer-
sity education. Swift, To a Young Clergyman.

8. A general or extraordinary pressure or de-

mand; specifically, a pressure on a treasury
or a banking-house for payment of its obliga-
tions.

"Busy just now, Caleb?" asked the Carrier. "Why,
pretty well, John. . . . There's rather a run on Noah's
Arks at present." Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, i.

When there was a great run on Gottlib's bank in '16, I
saw a gentleman come in with bags of gold, and say, "Tell
Mr. Gottlib there's plenty more where that come from."
It stopped the run, gentleman it did, indeed.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xx.

9. Naut.: (a) The extreme after part of a ship's
bottom or of the hold : opposed to entrance. (6)A trough for water that is caught by a coaming,
built across the forecastle of a steamer to pre-
vent the seas rushing aft. The run conducts
the water overboard. 10. A small stream of
water; a rivulet; a brook. See rine 1

.

Out of the south-est parte of the said mountayue spring-
eth and descendeth a lytle ryn,

MS. Cot. Caliy. B. viii. (IlalliweU, under rin.)

"Do any of my young men know whither this run will
lead us?" A Delaware . . . answered: " Before the sun
could go his own length, the little water will be in the
bl . Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxxii.

11. In base-ball, the feat of running around all
the bases without being put out. See base-
ball.

An earned run is one that is made without the assis-
tance of fielding errors that is, in spite of the most per-
fect playing of the opponents.

The Century, XXXVIII. 835.

12. In cricket, one complete act of running
from one wicket to the other by both the bats-
men without either being put out. See cricket.

13. Power of running; strength for run-
ning.

They have too little run left in themselves to pull up
for their own brothers.

T. Hughes. Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 7.

14. The privilege of going through or over;
hence, free access, as to a place from which
others are excluded

; freedom of use or eniov-
ment.
There is a great Peer in our neighborhood, who givesme the run of his library while he is in town.

Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.
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The contractor for the working of the railway was pleased

to agree that I should have the "run of the shops."
The Enquirer, LXIX. 387.

15. That in or upon which anything runs or

may run
; especially, a place where animals

may or do run, range, or move about. Com-
pare runway. Specifically (u) A stretch or range of

pasturage, open or fenced, where cattle or sheep graze.

A wool-grower . . . could not safely venture on more
than 9,000 sheep ; for he might have his run swept by a
flre any January night, and be forced to hurry his sheep
down to the boiling-house.

//. Kingsley, Hillyars and Burtons, lix.

If the country at the far end of the run is well grassed
it will be occupied by a flock of sheep or two.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 61.

(b) An extensive underground burrow, as of a mole or

gopher.
The mole has made his run,

The hedgehog underneath the plantain bores.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

(c)
The play-house of a bower-bird. See cut under ttower-

nrd. (d) A series of planks laid down as a surface for
rollers in moving heavy objects, or as a track for wheel-
barrows, (e) Th'at., an incline ; a sloping platform repre-
senting a road, etc.

16. A pair of millstones.

Every plantation, however, had a run of stone, propelled
by mule power, to grind corn for the owners and their
slaves. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, II. 493.

1 7. In music, a rapid succession of consecutive
tones constituting a single melodic figure; a
division or roulade. In vocal music a run is

properly sung to a single syllable. 18. In

mining: (a) The horizontal distance to which
a level can be carried, either from the nature
of the formation or in accordance with agree-
ment with the proprietor. (6) The direction
of a vein, (c) A failure caused by looseness,
weakness, slipping, sliding, giving way, or the
like ; a fault.

The working has been executed in the most irregular
manner, and has opened up enormous excavations;
whence disastrous runs have taken place in the mines.

Ure, Diet., II I. 294.

19. Character; peculiarities; lie.

Each . . . was entirely of the opinion that he knew the
run of the country better than his neighbours.

The Field, LXVII. 91.

20. The quantity run or produced at one time,
as in various mechanical operations.
Where large quantities [of varnish] are required, it will

always be found best to boil off the three rung in the boil-

ing pot. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 65.

Woollen yarns are weighed in lengths or runs of 1600
yards. A. Earlow, Weaving, p. 330.

21. (a) A herd
;
a number of animals moving

together, as a school of fish. (6) The action
of such a school; especially, the general move-
ment of anadromous fish up-stream or in-shore
from deep water. Sportsman's Gazetteer. 22.
A straight net, running out at right angles
to the shore, and connecting with an inner
pound ;

a leader. See cut under pound-net.
23. In physics, the value of a mean division
of a circle or scale in revolutions of a microm-
eter-scale, divisions of a level, etc. When a
microscope with a micrometer is employed to read a
circle or linear scale, it Is convenient to have a certain
whole number of revolutions equal to a mean division of
the circle or scale, and the amount by which the division
exceeds or falls short of that whole number of revolutions,
expressed in circular or linear measure, is called the error
of runs, or, loosely, the run. It is taken as positive when
the circle or scale-division is greater than the intended
whole number of turns. By the run, suddenly; quick-
ly; all at once; especially, by a continuous movement;
said of a fall, descent, and the like : as, the wall came
down by the run. Earned run. See quotation under
def. 11, above. Home run, in base-ball, a continuous cir-
cuit of the bases made by a batsman as a consequence of
a hit, and not due to any flelding errors of the opponents.
In or at the long run, after a long course of experi-

ence ; at length ; as the ultimate result of long trial.

I might have caught him [a trout] at the long-run, for so
I use always to do when I meet with an overgrown fish.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 115.

I am sure always, in the long run, to be brought over to
her way of thinking. Lamb, Mackery End.
Often it is seen that great changes which in the long-run

turn to the good of the community bring suffering and
grievous loss on their way to many an individual.

Shairp, Culture and Religion, p. 129.

Run to Clear, in lumber-manuf., the proportion of clear
sawed lumber in the output of a plant, or in the lumber-
product of a quantity of logs when sawed : opposed to run
to culls, which is the proportion of culls or defective
pieces. Strawberry run, a run of fish in the season
of the year when strawberries are ripe. Compare dande-
lion fleet, vessels sailing when dandelions are in bloom.
[Local, u. S.] The common run (or, simply, the run),
that which passes under observation as most usual or
common

; the generality.

In the common run of mankind, for one that is wise and
good you find ten of a contrary character.

Addison, Spectator, N'o. 287.

To get the run upon, to turn the joke upon ; turn into
ridicule. [V. S.]

runaway
run1

(run), p. a. [Pp. of run*, r.] 1. Liquefied ;

melted: as, run butter. Bee buffer1 . [Colloq.]
2. Smuggled ashore or landed secretly; con-

traband: as, run brandy ;
a run cargo. [Colloq.]

She boasted of her feats in diving into dark dens in
search of run goods, charming things French warranted

that could be had for next to nothing.
Miss Edgeworth, Helen, xxv. (Domes.)

3. Having migrated or made a run, as a fish;

having come up from the sea. Compare run-

fish.

Your fish is strong and active, fresh run, as full soon
you see. Quarterly ttev., CXXVI. 341.

run2
,
w. See riiini.

runabout (run'a-bout"), w. 1. A gadabout; a

vagabond.
A runne-about, a skipping French-man.

Marsttm, What you Will, 111. 1.

2. Any light open wagon for ready and handy
use.

runagate (run'a-gat), a. and n. [Formerly also

riiiiiiai/ate; a corruption of E. renegade (< ME.
renegat), confused with run (ME. renne) a gate,
1. e., 'run on the way,' and perhaps with runa-

way: see renegate, renegade.] I. a. 1. Eene-
gade; apostate.
To this Mahomet succeeded his sonne called Amurathes.

He ordeyned first the lanissaryes, runnagate Christians, to
defend his person.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 331.

He [William Tyndale, the translator of the Scriptures]
was a runagate friar living in foreign parts, and seems to
have been a man of severe temper and unfortunate life.

n. W. Dixon, Hist. ( hurch of Eng., i.

2. Wandering about; vagabond.
Where they dare not with their owne forces to inuade.

they basely entertaine the traitours and vacabonds cf all

Nations ; seeking by those and by their runnagate Jesuits
to winne parts. UaMuyt's Voyages, II. 1L 174.

II. n. 1. A renegade; an apostate; hence,
more broadly, one who deserts any cause

;
a

turncoat.

He ... letteth the runagates continue in scarceness.
Book of Common Prayer, Psalter, Ps. Ixviii. 6.

Traitor, no king, that seeks thy country's sack,
The famous runagate of t hristendom !

Peele, Edward I.

Hence, hence, ye slave! dissemble not thy state,
But henceforth be a turncoat, runauntf.

Marston, Satires, 1. 122.

2. One who runs away; a fugitive; a run-

away.
Dido I am, unless I be deceiv'd.
And must I rave thus for a runagate f

Must I make ships for him to sail away?
Marlowe and A'ash, Dido, Queen of Carthage, v. 1. 265.

Thus chaind in wretched servitude doth live
A runagate, and English fugitive.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 52.

3. A runabout
;
a vagabond ;

a wanderer.
He now cursed Cain from the earth, to be a runagate

and wanderer thereon. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 33.

A vagabond and straggling runnanate ; . . .

That vagrant exile, that vile bloody Cain.

Drayton, Queen Isabel to Rich. II.

runaway (run'a-wa"), . and u. [<
4 l +

away.'] I. n. 1. One who flees or departs; a

fugitive ;
a deserter.

Thou runaway, thou coward, art thou fled ?

Shalt., M. N. D., ill. 2. 405.

My son was born a freeman ; this, a slave
To beastly passions, a fugitive
And run-away from virtue.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, v. 2.

The night hath plaid the swift-foot runne-away.
Ueywood, Fair Maid of the Exchange (Works, II. 21).

2. A running away, as by a horse when break-

ing away from control and bolting.
If the driver is standing against one of the ultra-sloping

driving cushions, a runaway will be found impossible.
New York Tribune, May 11, 1890.

3. One who runs in the public ways ;
one who

roves or rambles about.

Spread thy close curtain, love-performing night,
That runaways' eyes may wink, and Romeo
Leap to these arms untalk d of and unseen.

SAa*., R. and J., iii. 2. 6.

II. a. 1. Acting the part of a runaway; es-

caping or breaking from control; defying or

overcoming restraint : as, a runaway horse.

Shakspeare . . . was a runaway youth. . . . who ob-
tained his living in London by holding horses at the door
of the theatre for those who went to the play.

E. Ecerett, Orations, I. S19.

2. Accomplished or effected by running away
or eloping.
We are told that Miss Michell's guardian would not

consent to his ward's marriage [with Bysshu Shelley], that
it was a runaway match, and that the wedding was cele-
brated in London by the parson of the Fleet.

E. Dou-den, Shelley, I. 3.



runcation

runcationt (rung-ka'shgn), ii. [< L. nmca-
tio(it-), a weeding-, weeding out, < runcare (>It.

roucare), weed.] A weeding. Evelyn. (Imp.
Diet. )

runch (ranch), n. [Origin obscure.] The char-

lock, Brassica Sinapintrum ; also, the wild rad-
ish (jointed charlock), Baplumusltaphanistrtim.
[Prov. Eng.]

runch-balls (runch'balz), . Dried charlock.

[Prov. Eng.]
Runcina (run-si'ua), n. [NL., < L. Euncina, a
rural goddess presiding over weeding, < run-

care, weed: see runcation.] The typical genus
of Euncinidte. Pelta is a synonym.
runcinate (run'si-nat), a. [= P. roncine, < NL.
niHcinatujs, < L. runcina, a plane, = Gr. pvnavij,
a plane. Cf. rugine."] In 6of.,

irregularly saw-toothed or pin-
nately incised, with the lobes
or teeth hooked backward : said

chiefly of leaves, as those of the
dandelion.
Runcinidae (run-sin'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Euncina + -idee.] A fam-

ily of notaspidean nudibrauchiate

gastropods, typified by the genus
Euncina. They have a distinct mantle,
no tentacles, three or four branchial leaf- Runcinate Leaf
lets, and triserial lingual teeth. Ihey of Taraxacum a/.

mostly inhabit the European seas. ficinaic <dande-

runcivalt, . See rounceval.

runcl (rund), n. A dialectal form of rand1
.

rundale (run'dal), n. A system of land-hold-

ing, in which single holdings consisted of de-
tached pieces. Runrig (which see) was a form
of rundale.

There certainly seem to be vestiges of ancient collec-
tive enjoyment in the extensive prevalence of rundale
holdings in parts of the country.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 101.

rundle 1
, rundel (nm'dl, -del), . [A var. of

runnel."] If. A small stream: same as runnel.

The river is enriched with many goodly brookes, which
are maintained by an inlinit number of small rundles and
pleasant springs. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 116.

2. A moat with water in it. Halliwell.

rundle2 (run'dl), n. [A var. of roundel, rondel^.

Hence rundlet, runlet, q.y,] If. A circular line

or path ; a ring ;
an orbit.

Euery of the Pianettes are earned in their rundels or cir-

cles by course.
R. Eden, First Books on America (ed. Arber), p. xlviii.

2. Something disposed in circular form; a cir-

cular or encircling arrangement; specifically,
a peritrochium.
The third mechanical faculty, stiled "axis in peritrochio,"

consists of an axis or cylinder having a rundle about it,

wherein are fastened divers spokes, by which the whole
may be turned about. Bp. Wilkins, Hath. Magick.

3f. A ball.

An other Serpent hath a rundle on his Taile like a Bell,
which also ringeth as it goeth.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 659.

4. A rung of a ladder; a round. 5. That part
of a capstan round which a rope is wound in

heaving. 6. One of the bars of a lantern-
wheel

; a rung.
rundledt (run'dld), a. [< rundle^ + -ed2.]
Bound

; circular. Chapman.
rundlet, runlet'2 (rund'let, run'let), n. [Early
mod. E. &lsorundelet, roundlet ; < OF. *rondelei,
dim. of rondelc, rondelle, a little tun or barrel,

aroundshield,etc.: see rundle'2 . Gt.roundelay."}
A small barrel

;
a unit of capacity, equal, ac-

cording to statutes of 1439 and 1483, to 18| gal-
lons, but in modern times usually reckoned
at 18 gallons. The often-repeated statement that the
rundlet varies from 3 to 20 gallons appears to be a blun-
der.

Roundlet. a certayne measure of wine, oyle, <fcc., contain-
ing 18S gallons ; an. 1. Kich. III. cap. 13; so called of his
roundness. Minsheu.

Of wine and oyl the rundlet holdeth 18J gallons.
Jlecorde, Orounde of Artes.

A catch orpinck no capabler than a rundler [read rund-
let] or washing bowle.

Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Marl. Misc., VI. 163). (Dames.)
Would you drink a cup of sack, father? here stand some

with runlets to fill it out.

The Great Frost (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 85).

It were good to set a rundlet of verjuice over against
the sun in summer ... to see whether it will ripen and
sweeten. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 898.

A stoup of sack, or a runlet of Canary. Scott.

rune1
(ron), n. [= F. rune = G. rune (LL.

runa), a rune, a mod. book-form representing
the AS. and Scand. word run, a letter, a

writing, lit. a secret, mystery, secret or confi-
dential speech, counsel (a letter being also
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called runstief (= Icel. runastafr), a letter, <

run, mystery,' + vUef, staff; cf. bocst&f, a let-

ter : see book), = Icel. rime =
Sw. runa = Dan. rune, a let-

ter, rune (applied to the old
Northern alphabet, and some-
times to the Latin), = OHG.
runa, a secret, counsel, MHG.
rune, a whisper, = Goth, runa,
a secret, mystery, counsel.
Cf. Ir. Gael, run, a secret,

mystery, craft, deceit, pur-
pose, intention, desire, love,

etc., = W. rhin, a secret, j
ross

.'
Rutimeii, twin-

V t mi, T-I c fnesshire, Scotland.

charm, virtue. The i.. torm
descended from the AS. is roun, round, whisper :

see roun, round2.] 1. A letter or character
used by the peoples of northern Europe from
an early peri- i...,,^**. f g

runn

Runes.- Part of runi

rv; in the plu-

41 the V
cient Scandi- -.,.,,** x *

n Jim KMT
es. Runic alphabet, from MSS. at Fric-

sengen and st' Galle" (9th ceiltury) -

to be derived
from a Greek
source; especially, the letters carved on stones,

weapons, etc., found in Scandinavia, Scotland,
and Ireland. Runes are found in almost all the
maritime parts of Europe.
The somewhat similar Scandinavian "tree runes," which

were a sort of cryptograms, constructed on the plan of in-

dicating, by the number of branches on the tree, the place
occupied in the Futhorc by the corresponding ordinary
rune. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 226.

Odhinn taught mankind the great art of nines, which
means both writing and magic, and many other arts of

life. Eeary, Prim. Belief, vii. 337.

2. A short mystic sentence embodying the
wisdom of the old Northern philosophers.

Of the Troll of the Church they sing the rune
By the Northern Sea in the harvest moon.

Whittier, Kallundborg Church.

3. A secret; mystery; obscure saying.

For wise he was, and many curious arts,
Postures of runes, and healing herbs he knew.

M. Arnold, Balder Dead, i.

4. Early rimes or poetry expressed, or which
might be expressed, in runic characters. 5.

Any song, poem, verse, or the like, which is

mystically or obscurely expressed.
For Nature beats in perfect tune,
And rounds with rhyme her every rune.

Emerson, Woodnotes, ii.

rune2t, n. An obsolete variant of rincl, runl.

runecraft (ron'kraft), n. Knowledge of runes;
skill in deciphering runic characters.

Modern Swedish runecraft largely depends upon his

[Dybeck's] many and valuable publications.
Archssoloffia, XLIII. 98.

runed (rond), a. [< rune1 + -ed2 .] Bearing
runes

;
inscribed with runes.

The middenstead from which a leaden bulla of Arch-
deacon Boniface and a runed ivory comb, to mention no-

thing else, have been obtained.
JIT. and Q., 7th ser., II. 50.

runer (ro'ner), n. [< rune1 + -er1 . Cf. round-
er2

."]
A bard or learned man among the an-

cient Goths.

The Gothic Runers, to gain and establish the credit and
admiration of their rhymes, turned the use of them very
much to incantations and charms.

Sir W. Temple, Of Poetry.

runesmith (ron'smith), . A worker at runes.

[Rare.]
No one has workt with more zeal than Richard Dybeck

of Stockholm ; no one has publisht half so many Runic
stones, mostly in excellent copies, as that energetic rune-
smith. Archeeologia, XLIII. 98.

rune-stone (ron'ston), n. A stone having runic

inscriptions.
run-fish (run'fish), n. A salmon on its way to

the sea after spawning. Sir J. Richardson.

rung1 (rung), n. [Formerly also reng; < ME.
rang, < AS. lining, a rod or bar (found only
once, with ref. to a wagon), = MD. ronr/e,-

ronghe, the beam of a plow or of a wagon, D.

rang, a rundle, = MLG. LG. range = OHG.
runga, MHG. G. runge, a short thick piece of

iron or wood, a pin, bolt, = Icel. rang, a rib of

a ship, = Goth, hrugga, a staff; cf. Ir. ronga,
a rung, joining spar, = Gael, rang, a joining
spar, rib of a boat, staff (perhaps < E.). The
OSw. rangr, vrd'ngr, pi. vrdnger, sides of a ves-
sel (> F. varanf/ue, Sp. varenga, sides of a ves-

sel), seems to be of diff. origin, connected with

Sw. vrdnga, Dan. rrange, twist, and with E.

wring (pp. wrung).'] 1. A rod or bar; a heavy
staff; hence, a cudgel; a club. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

Than up scho gat ane mekle rung,
And the gudman maid to the doir.

Wyf of AuMinnuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 121).

Till slap come in an unco loon
An wi' a rumj decide it.

Burns, Does Haughty Gaul Invasion Threat?

Specifically 2. A round or step of a ladder.

Thannefondeth'the Fende my fruit to destruye, . . .

And leith a laddre there-to, of lesynges aren the ronyes,
And feccheth away my flonres sumtyme afor bothe myn

eyhen. Piers Plowman (B), xvl. 44.

His owene hande made laddres three
To elymber by the ronyes [var. rentes] and the stalkes,
Into the tubbes, hangynge in the balkes.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 439.

There have been brilliant instances of persons stepping
at once on to the higher rungs of the ladder [of success]
in virtue of their audacity and eneigy.

Bryce, American Commonwealth, II. 76.

3. One of the bars of a windmill-sail. 4. A
spoke or bar of a wallower or lantern-wheel

;

a rundle. 5. Naut. : (a) One of the projecting
handles of a steering-wheel, (b) A floor-tim-

ber in a ship.

rung2 . Preterit and past participle of ring
2

.

rung3
(rung), p. a. [Prop, ringed, < ring

1
;
er-

roneously conformed to rung2 , pp. of ring
2

."]

Ringed ; having a ring through the snout, as a

hog. [Prov. Eng.]
A cramp-ling

Will be reward enough ; to wear like those
That hang their richest jewels in their nose,
Like a runt/ bear or swine.

B. Junson, Underwoods, Ixxvil.

rung-head (rung'hed), n. Naut., the upper end
of a floor-timber.

runic (ro'nik), a. [= F. runique = Sp. riinico

= Pg. It. runico, < NL. runieus, < runa, a rune :

see rime1
.] 1. Pertaining to, consisting in, or

characteristic of runes.

Keeping time, time, time,
In a sort of Runic rhyme. Poe, The Bells.

No graven line,
Nor Druid mark, nor Runic sign
Is left me here. Whittier, The Norsemen.

2. Inscribed with runes.

Thinking of his own Gods, a Greek
In pity and mournful awe might stand
Before some fallen Runic stone
For both were faiths, and both are gone.
M. Arnold, Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse.

3. Resembling in style the work of the early
civilization of the north of Europe.
Three brooches, reproductions of Runic art.

Rev. C. Boutell, Art Jour., 1867.

Runic knots, a form of interlaced ornament occurring
in jewels and the like of early Teutonic manufacture.
Runic wand, bropch, etc., names given to articles found
inscribed witn runic characters : the inscriptions are con-
sidered generally to give the owner's and maker's name,
or the like.

runisht, runishlyt. Obsolete forms of rennish,

rennishly.
runkle (rung'kl), r. t. or i.

; pret. and pp. run-

kled, ppr. runkling. [< ME. rounclen ; a form of

wrunkle, var. of wrinkle: see wrunkle, wrinkle.
The w is lost as in root2 ."] To wrinkle

;
crease.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Than waxes his gast seke and sare,
And his face rouncles, ay mare & mare.

Specimens of Early English (ed. llorris and Skeat),
[II. x. 778.

Gin ye'll go there, you runWd pair,
We will get famous laughin*

At them this day.
Burns, Holy Fair.

run-lace (run'las), n. Lace made by embroi-

dering with the needle upon a r6seau ground.
It has been in fashion at different times, and was made
especially in England in the eighteenth century.
runlet1

(run'let), n. [< nm 1
,
a stream, + dim.

suf . -let. Cf . runnel."] A little rivulet or stream ;

a runnel.

And the runlet that murmurs away [seems]
To wind with a murmur of wo.

Wolcot (Peter 1'indar), Orson and Ellen, iv.

The biographer, especially of a literary man, need only
mark the main currents of tendency, without being of-

ficious to trace put to its marshy source every runlet that
has cast in its tiny pitcherfnl with the rest.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 255.

And runlets babbling down the glen.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

runlet2 ,
. See rundlet.

run-man (run 'man), . Arunaway or deserter
from a ship of war. [Eng.]
runn (run), n. [Also run, ran, ratui : Hind, ran,
a waste tract, a wood, forest.] In India, a tract
of sand-flat or salt-bog, which is often covered



runn

by the tides or by land floods: as, the Runn of

Cutch.
runnel (run'el), . [Also dial, rttndle, rundel,

rindle, rindel; < ME. runel, rinel, a streamlet, <

AS. rynel, a running stream (cf. ri/nel, a runner,

messenger, courier), dim. of rune, a stream, <

rinnan, run: see run 1 and r/ne3.] A rivulet or

small brook.

The Rinels of red blode ran doun his chekes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7506.

As a trench the little valley was,
To catch the runnels that made green its grass.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 9.

A willow Pleiades, . . .

Their roots, like molten metal cooled in flowing,
Stiffened in coils and runnels down the bank.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

runner (run'er), n. [< ME. runnere, rennere (=
MHG. rennore, renner); < run 1 + -er1 .] 1. One
who or that which runs. Specifically (o) A person
who or an animal which moves with the gait called a run,
as in a running-match or race.

Forspent with toil, as runners with a race.

Shale., S Hen. VI., 11. 3.1.

(6) One who is in the act of running, as in any game or

sport.

The other side are scouting and trying to put him out,
either by hitting the batsman (or runner) as he is running,
or by sending the ball into the hole, which is called

grounding. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 69.

(c) One who frequents or runs habitually to a place.

And fie farre from besy tungges as bytter as gall,
And rynnars to howsis wher good ale is.

MS. Laud. 416, f. 39. (Halliwell.)

(d) A runaway ; a fugitive ; a deserter.

Let us score their backs,
And snatch 'em up, as we take hares, behind :

'Tis sport to maul a runner.
Shalt., A. and C., iv. 7. 14.

If I finde any more runners for Newfoundland with the
Pinnace, let him assuredly looke to nriue at the Gallows.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 229.

(e) One who risks or evades dangers, impediments, or le-

gal restrictions, as in blockade-running or smuggling ;
es-

pecially, a smuggler.

By merchants I mean fair traders, and not runners and
trickers, as the little people often are that cover a contra-
band trade. Roger North, Examen, p. 490. (Dames.)

(/) An operator or manager, as of an engine or a machine.

Every locomotive runner should . . . have an exact

knowledge of the engine intrusted to him, and a general
knowledge of the nature and construction of steam en-

gines generally. Forney, Locomotive, p. 547.

There are two classes of runners, and a second-class
man must run an engine two years before he can be pro-
moted to first-class. The Engineer, LXVIII. 349.

(g) One who goes about on any sort of errand ; a messen-
ger; specifically, in Great Britain and in the courts of
China, a sheriff's officer; a bailiff; in the United States,
one whose business it is to solicit passengers for railways,
steamboats, etc.

A somonour is a rennere up and doun
With mandementz for fornicacioun,
And is ybet at every townes ende.

Chaucer, Prol. to Friar's Tale, 1. 19.

Runner [of a gaming-house], one who is to get Intel-

ligence of the Meetings of the Justices, and when the
Constables are out. Bailey, 1731.

He was called the Man of Peace on the same principle
which assigns to constables, Bow-street runners, and such
like, who carry bludgeons to break folk's heads, and are
perpetually and officially employed in scenes of riot, the
title of peace-officers. Scott, St. Eonan's Well, iii.

For this their runners ramble day and night,
To drag each lurking deep to open light.

Crabbe, The Newspaper (Works, 1. 181).

"It's the runners!" cried Brittles, to all appearance
much relieved. "The what?" exclaimed the doctor,
aghast in his turn. "The Bow Street officers, sir," replied
Brittles. Dickens, Oliver Twist, xxx.

(A) A commercial traveler. [U.S.] () A running stream ;

a run.

When they [trout] are going up the runners to spawn.
The Field, LXVI. 560.

<}") pi. In ornith., specifically, the Cursores or Brempennes.
(*) pi. In entom , specifically, the cursorial orthopterous
insects ; the cockroaches. See Cursnria. (1) A carangoid
fish, the leather-jacket, Elagatis pinnulatut.
2. In bot., a slender prostrate stem, having a
bud at the end which sends out leaves and
roots, as in the strawberry ; also, a plant that
spreads by such creeping stems. Compare
run1

,
v. i., 10.

In every root there will be one runner which hath little
buds on it. Mortimer, Husbandry.
3. Inmacli.: (o) The tight pulley of a system
of fast-and-loose pulleys. (6) In a grinding-
mill, the stone which is turned, in distinction
from the fixed stone, or bedstone. See cuts un-
der mill1

, 1.

And somtimes whirling, on an open hill,
The round- flat runner in a roaring mill.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

(c) In a system of pulleys, a block which moves,
as distinguished from a block which is held in
a fixed position. Also called running block. See
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cut underpttMew. (d) A single rope rove through
a movable block, having an oye or thimble in

the end of which a tackle is hooked.
There are ... all kinds of Shipchandlery necessaries,

such as blocks, tackles, runners, etc.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 147. (Dories.)

4. In saddlery, a loop of metal, leather, bone,
celluloid, ivory, or other material, through
which a running or sliding strap or rein is

passed : as, the runners for the gag-rein on the
throat-latch of a bridle or head-stall. 5. In

optical-instrument making, a convex cast-iron

support for lenses, used in shaping them by
grinding.
The cast-iron runner is heated just sufficiently to melt

the cement, and carefully placed upon the cemented backs
of the lenses. ['re, Diet., III. 106.

6. That on which anything runs or slides: as,
the runner or keel of a sleigh or a skate.

The sleds, although BO low, rest upon narrow runners,
and the shafts arc attached by a hook.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 35.

7. In molding : (a) A channel cut in the sand of
a mold to allow melted metal to run from the
furnace to the space to be filled in the mold.
The crucibles charged with molten steel direct from the

melting-holes pour their contents into one of the runners.
W. II. Greenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 427.

(6) The small mass of metal left in this chan-

nel, which shows, when the mold is removed,
as a projection from the casting. See jet

1
,
4

(6). 8. In bookbinding, the front board of the

plow-press, used in cutting edges. [Eng.]
0. pi. In printing: (a) The friction-rollers in

the ribs of a printing-press, on which the bed
slides to and from impression. [Eng.] (6) A
line of corks put on a form of type to prevent
the iuking-rollers from sagging, and over-col-

oring the types. [Eng.] 10. The slide on an
umbrella-stick, to which the libs or spreaders
are pivoted. 11. In gunpowder-manuf., same
as runner-ball. 12. In iron-founding, soda-

manuf., and other industries in which fusion
is a necessary operation, a congealed piece of
metal or material which in the molten state has
run out of a mold or receptacle, and become
waste until remelted. 13. In rope-making, a
steel plate having three holes concentrically
arranged, and used to separate the three yarns
in laying up (twisting) a rope. The yarns are passed
through the holes, and the plate is kept at a uniform dis-

tance from the junction of the twisted and untwisted parts,
rendering the twist uniform.

14. A market-vessel for the transportation of

fish, oysters, etc Brook-runner. Same as velvet

runner. Double-runner. Same as bob-sled. Runner
of a trawl. See trau-l.- Scarlet runner, the scarlet-
flowered form of the Spanish bean, Phaseolus multijlorus,
native in South America : a common high-twining orna-
mental plant with showy, casually white blossoms. Also
called scarlet bean. Velvet runner, the water-rail, llal-

lue aquaticus : so called from its stealthy motions. [Local,
British.]

runner-ball (run'er-bal), . In gunpoioder-
manuf., a disk of hard wood used to crush the
mill-cake through the sieves in order to granu-
late the powder.
runner-Stick (run'er-stik), w. In founding, a

cylindrical or conical piece of wood extending
upward from the pattern and having the sand
of the cope packed about it. When withdrawn,
it leayes a channel called the runner leading
to the interior of the mold.
mnnet (run'et), n. A dialectal form of rennet1 .

running (run 'ing), n. [Verbal n. of run 1
, v,~)

1. The act of one who or that which runs. 2.

Specifically, the act of one who risks or evades

dangers or legal restrictions, as in running a
blockade or smuggling.

It was hoped that the extensive smuggling that pre-
vailed would be mitigated by heavy penalties, which were
now imposed upon custom-house officers for neglect of

duty in preventing the running of brandy.
5. Dowett, Taxes in England, IV. 216.

3. The action of a whale after being struck

by the harpoon, when it swims but does not
sound. 4. In racing, etc., power, ability, or

strength to run
; hence, staying power.

He thinks I've running in me yet ; he sees that I'll come
out one of these days in top condition.

Lever, Davenport Dunn, xii.

He [Kingston] was not only full of running throughout
the race, but finished second, and just as strong as Han-
over. Kew York Evening Post, June 28, 1889.

5. The ranging of any animals, particularly in

connection with the rut, or other actions of the

breeding season: also used attributively: as,
the running time of salmon or deer.

The history of the buffalo's daily life and habits should
begin with the "running season."

Smithsonian Report, 1887, ii. 415.

running
6. In organ-building, a leakage of the air in a
wind-chest into a channel so that a pipe is

sounded when its digital is depressed, although
its stop is not drawn

; also, the sound of a pipe
thus sounded. Also called running of the wind.

7. That which runs or flows; the quantity
run: as, the first running of a still, or of cider
at the mill.

And from the dregs of life think to receive
What the first sprightly running could not give.

Drydfn, Aurengzebe, iv. 1.

It [Glapthome's work] is exactly in flavour and charac-
ter the last not sprigh ly runnings of a generous liquor.

Sainttbury, Hist. Elizabethan Lit., xi.

8. Course, direction, or manner of flowing or

moving.
All the rivers in the world, though they have divers

risings and divers runnings. ... do at last find and fall

into the great ocean. Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 47.

In the running, out of the running, competing or not
competing in a race or other contest; hence, qualified or
not qualified for such a contest, or likely or not likely to
take part in or to succeed in it. [Colloq. I Running off,
in founding, the operation of opening the tap hole in a
blast-furnace, so that the metal can flow through the chan-
nels to the molds. To make good one's runn ng, to run
as well as one's rival ; keep abreast with others

; prove
one's self a match for a rival.

The world had esteemed him when he first made good
his running with the Lady Fanny.

Trollope, Small House at Allington, ii.

To make the running, to force the pace at the begin-
ning of a race, by causing a second-class horse to set off

at a high speed, with the view of giving a better chance
to a staying horse of the same owner.

Ben Caunt was to make the running for Haphazard.
U. Kingsley, Ravenshoe, xxxvl.

To take up the running, to go off at full speed from a
slower pace ; take the lead ; take the most active part in

any undertaking.
But silence was not dear to the heart of the honourable

John, and so he took up the running.
Trollope, Dr. Thome, v.

running (run'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of run 1
, .] 1.

That runs; suited for running, racing, etc. See
run 1

, n., 1 (a).

A concourse ... of noblemen and gentlemen meet
together, in mirth, peace, and amity, for the exercise of
their swift running-horses, every Thursday in Slarch.
The prize they run for is a silver and gilt cup, with a
cover, to the value of seven or eight pounds.

Butcher, quoted in Strjitt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 103.

In the reign of Edward III. the running horses pur-
chased for the king's service were generally estimated at

twenty marks, or thirteen pounds, six shillings, and eight-
pence each. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 104.

Specifically, in zo$l., cursorial ; gressorial ; ambulatory ;

not salient or saltatory.

2f. Capable of moving quickly; movable; mo-
bilized.

The Indians did so annoy them by sudden assaults out
of the swamps, etc., that he was forced to keep a running
army to be ready to oppose them upon all occasions.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 117.

3. Done, made, taken, etc., in passing, or
while hastening along ; hence, cursory ; hasty ;

speedy.
The fourth Summer [A. I). 82], Domitian then ruling the

Empire, he spent in settling and confirming what the

year before he had travail 'd over with a running Con-
quest. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

When you step but a few doors off to tattle with a
wench, or take a runniny pot of ale, . . . leave the street
door open. Sunft, Advice to Servant* (Footman).

4. Cursive, as manuscript: as, running hand
(see below). 5. Proceeding in close succes-

sion; without intermission: used in a semi-
adverbial sense after nouns denoting periods
of time : as, I had the same dream three nights
running.
How would my Lady Ailesbury have liked to be asked

in a palish church for three Sundays running?
Walpole, Letters, II. 334.

Legislation may disappoint them fifty times running,
without at all shaking their faith in its efficiency.

U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 422.

6. Continuous; unintermittent
; persistent.

The click-click of her knitting-needles is the running
accompaniment to all her conversation.

George Eliot, Amos Barton, i.

7. In bot., repent or creeping by ninners, as the

strawberry. See runner, 2. Running banquett.
See banquet, 3. Running block. Sec MocJ-i, 11. Run-
ning board, (a) A narrow platform extending along the
side of a locomotive. (6) A horizontal bonrd along the ridge
of a box freight car or the side of an oil-car, to form a

passage for the trainmen. Running bond, ^ee buudi.

Running bowline, a bowline-knot made round a part
of the same rope, so as to make a noose. Running bow-
sprit See bowsprit. Running buffalo-clover, an
American clover, Trffalium Ktnloniferum. closely related
to T. rejtexum, the butt'alo-clover. but spreading by run-
ners. Running days, a chartering term for consecu-
tive days occupied on a voyage, etc , including Sundays,
and not therefore limited to working days. Running
dustman. See dustman. Running fight, a flght kept
up by the party pursuing and the party pursued.
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Running fire. See fire. Running footmant. See

footnum 8. Running hand, the style of handwriting
or penmanship in which the letters are formed without

lifting the pen from the paper. Running head. See

head, 13. Running knot, a knot imuie in such a way
as to form a noose which tightens as the rope is pulled
on. Running lights, the lights shown by vessels be-

tween sunset and sunrise, in order to guard against col-

lision when under way. They are a green light on the

starboard side and a red light on the port side. If the

vessel is under steam, a bright white light is also hoisted

at the foremast-head ; a vessel towing another carries two
-d. in mrtle.

Running Ornament. Medieval Architectural Sculpture.

lines, as in many medieval moldings carved with foliage,

etc. Running patterer. See paUerer. Running
pine. See Lycopodium. Running rigging. See rig-

ging*. Running Stationer. See stationer. Running
swamp-blackberry, fivbus hispidus, an almost herba-

ceous species, with short flowering shoots, bearing a fruit

of a few sour grains, and with long and slender prickly
runners. Running title, in printing, a descriptive head-

line put continuously at the top of pages of type. Also

called running head-line. Running toad. Same as nat-

terjack.

running (run'ing), prep. [Prop, ppr., with on
or toward understood. Of. rising, p. a., 3, in a

somewhat similar use.] Approaching; going
on. [Colloq.]

I hae been your gudwife
These nine years, running ten.

Laird of Wariestoun (Child's Ballads, III. 112).

running-gear (run'ing-ger), n. 1. The wheels
and axles of a vehicle, and their attachments,
as distinguished from the body ;

all the work-

ing parts of a locomotive. 2. Same as run-

ning rigging. See rigging^.

runhingly (run'ing-li), adv. Continuously;
without pause or hesitation.

Played I not off-hand and runningly,
Just now, your masterpiece, hard number twelve ?

Browning, Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha.

running-rein (run'ing-ran), n. A driving-rein
which is passed over pulleys on the headstall

to give it increased freedom of motion. Such
reins are sometimes passed over sheaves on the bit, and
made to return up the cheek, in order to pull the bit up
into the angle of the mouth.

running-roll (run'ing-rol), . In 2)late-glass

manuf., a brass cylinder used to spread the

plastic glass over the casting-table.

running-string (run'ing-striug), n. A cord,

tape, or braid passed through an open hem at

the top of a bag or anything which it is desir-

able to draw tight at pleasure.

running-thrush (run'ing-thrush), n. A dis-

ease in the feet of horses. See thruslft.

running-trap (run'ing-trap), . A depressed
U-shaped section in a pipe, which allows the

free passage of fluid, but always remains full

whatever the state of the pipe, so that it forms
a seal against the passage of gases.

runniont, n. Same as ronion.

runologist (ro-npl'o-jist),
. [< runology +

-ist.] One who is versed in runology; a stu-

dent of runic remains.

The advanced school of Scandinavian runologists holds

that the Runic Futhork of twenty-four letters is derived

from the Latin alphabet as it existed in the early days of

imperial Borne. Athenseum, June 28, 1879, p. 818.

runology (rij-nol'o-ji), . [< NL. runa, rune,
+ Gr. -tjoyia, < /ity'eiv, speak: see -ology.'] The

study of runes.

Of late, however, great progress has been made in ru-

nology. Anhseologia, XLIH. 98.

run-out (run'out), n. The extent of a ruu of

fish: as, the run-out reaches 20 miles. J. W.
Milner. [Lake Michigan.]
runrig (run'rig), n. [< run* + rig

1
.'}

A ridge
or rig (that is, a strip of ground) in land so

divided that alternate rigs belong to different

owners; hence, the system of land-holding by
alternate rigs.
We may assume that wherever in Ireland the land was

cultivated in modern times according to the rundale or

runriy system, the custom arose from the previous ex-

istence of co partnerships.
W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Cnrry's Anc. Irish, p. clir.

The face of a hill-side in Derbyshire was laid out in

strips of garden land with ridges of turf dividing. These
the holders of the land called "rigs"; the long narrow
ones run rigs ; and one, wide, which intersected the rise

at a right angle, the "cart-rig."
N. andQ., 7th ser., V. 374.

Runrig lands, in Scotland and Ireland, lands held by
tnnrig.

runt 1
(runt), n. [Early mod. E. also rout; a

dial, word, perhaps orig. a var. of rind, a Sc.
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form (= D. rund = G. rind) of rither, rather: see

rother'*. The later senses may be of different

origin.] 1. A young ox or cow; a steer or

heifer
; also, a stunted ox or cow, or other un-

der-sized animal; one below the usual size and

strength of its kind
; especially, the smallest or

weakest one of a litter of pigs or puppies. Com-
pare def . 4.

Qiouinco, a steere, a runt, & bullocke, a yeereling, a

weanling. Florio.

They say she has mountains to her marriage,
She's lull of cattle, some two thousand runts.

Middleton, Chaste Maid, iv. 1.

He was mounted on a little runt of a pony, so thin and
woe-begone as to be remarkable among his kind.

The Century, XXXVII. 909.

Hence 2. A short, stockish person; a dwarf.

This overgrown runt has struck off his heels, lowered
his foretop, and contracted his figure, that he might be
looked upon as a member of this new-erected society [The
Short Club]. Addison, Spectator, No. 108.

3f. A rude, ill-bred person; a boor or hoiden.

Before I buy a bargain of such runts,
I'll buy a college for bears, and live among 'em.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, v. 2.

4. A breed of domestic pigeons. A single bird

may weigh as much as 2^ pounds.
There are tame and wild pigeons ; and of the tame, there

be ... runts, and carriers and croppers.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 112.

While the runt is the weakest and most forlorn of pigs,

by the contrariness which characterizes our fancier it is

the name given to the largest and most robust among pi-

geons. The Century, XXXII. 107.

5. A stump of underwood; also, the dead

stump of a tree. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 6.

The stalk or stem of a plant. [Prov. Eng. and
Scotch.]

For lapfu's large o' gospel kail

Shall flll thy crib in plenty,
An' runts of grace the pick an' wale,
No gi'en by way o' dainty,

But ilka day.
Burns, The Ordination.

runt2 (runt), n. [A var. of rump.'] The rump.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng. ]

runteet, [Amer. Ind.] A disk of shell used
as an ornament by the Indians of Virginia in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The boy wears a necklace of runtees.

Beverley, Virginia, iii. H 5.

runty (run'ti), a. [<rwi1 +- -f^
1
.] 1. Stunted;

dwarfish; little. [Prov. Bug. and U. 8.]

A brood of half-grown chickens picking in the grass, . . .

and & runty pig tied to a "stob,' were the only signs of

thrift. Harper's Mag., LXXIII. U96.

2. Boorish; surly; rude. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
run-up (run'up), n. In bookbinding, the act of

putting on a line, in finishing, by means of a

roll running along the side of the back from the

top to the bottom of the book.

runway (run'wa), n. The path or track over
which anything runs; a passageway. Specifi-

cally (a) The bed of a stream of water. (6) The beaten
track of deer or other animals ; a trail. Also runaway.

The line of moundsoverlooks (he Grant river to the north,
and Snake Hollow or Potosi to the south, and has a com-

manding position. It may have been used as an elevated

runway or graded road designed for the pursuit of game.
Amer. Antiquarian, XI. 3S5.

Oftentimes drivers go out with dogs and make a wide

circuit, while the hunters post themselves along the run-

ways or beaten trails of the deer.

Tribune Book of Sports, p. 431.

(c) A path made by domestic animals in going to and from
an accustomed place of feeding, watering, etc. (d) In lum-

bering, a trough or channel on the surface of a declivity,
down which logs are slid or run in places more or less in-

accessible to horses or oxen. (; One of the ways in the

casing of a window for vertically sliding sashes. (/)

Theat., in the setting of scenery, a path or road, as upon a

mountain-side or the face of a rock.

Rupicolinae

NGr. povm = Pers. rfqnija, < Hind, rtipiya, ru-

pii/a, rupaya, rupaiya, rapaiyd, a rupee, also

coin, cash, specie, < rupa (Pali rfipi), silver, <

Skt. rupya, silver, wrought silver or wrought
gold, as adj. handsome, < rupa, natural state,

form, beauty (> Hind, rup, form, beauty).] The
standard unit of value in India

; also, a current

silver coin of India, valued normally at 2s., or

about 48 United States cents. The relative value

of Indian and English money varies with the price of

silver, the rupee being sometimes worth 52 cents, some-

times only 33 cents or less, as has been the case for several

years.

They call the peeces of money roopees, of which there

are some of divers values, the meanest worth two shillings

and threepence, and the best two shillings and Hint-pence

sterling. Terry, in Purchas, 1'ilgrimes, II. 1471.

The nabob ... is neither as wealthy nor as wicked as

the jaundiced monster of romances and comedies, who
purchases the estates of broken-down English gentle-
men with rupees tortured out of bleeding rajahs.

Thackeray, Newcomes, viii.

Rupelian (r8-pe'lian), n. A division of the Oli-

gocene in Belgium. It includes a series of clays and
sands partly of marine and partly of brackish-water ori-

gin. The Uupelian lies above the Tongrian, which latter

is a marine deposit, and is of the same age as the Egeln
belt of the German Lower Oligocene.

rupellaryt (ro'pe-la-ri), a. [< L. "rupellus, dim.

of rapes, a rock, + -ary.] Rocky.
In this rupeUary nidary do the fowle lay eggs and

breede. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 27, 1644.

rupeoptereal (ro"pe-op-te're-al), i. [Irreg. <

L. rupss, a rock, + Gr. vrep&v, wing, + -e-al.] A
bone of the batrachian skull, supposed to corre-

spond to the prootic.

Rupert's drop (ro'perts drop). Same as de-

tonating bulb (which see, under detonating).

rupestrine (ro-pes'trin), . [< L. rapes, a rock,
+ -trine, as in lacustrine, palitstrine, etc.] In

zool. and l>ot., rock-inhabiting; living or grow-
ing on or among rocks ; rupicoline; saxicoline.

rupia (ro'pi-ii), n. [NL., prop, rltypia, < Gr. f>i-

m>f, dirt, filtli.] A variety of the large flat pus-
tular syphiloderm in which the crust is more or

less distinctly conical and stratified : a use now
obsolete.

rupial (ro'pi-al), a. [< rvpia + -a/.] Pertain-

ing to, characterized by, or affected with rupia.

Rupicapra (ro-pi-kap'ra), H. [NL. (De Blain-

vifle), < L. rupicapra, a chamois, lit. 'rock-goat,'
< rapes, a rock, + copra, a goat : see caper1 .] A
genus of antelopes, sometimes giving name to

a subfamily Bupieaprinte; the chamois. There
is only one species, S. tragus. See chamois.

Rupicaprinse (ro"pi-kap-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Rupicapra + -inx.~] The chamois as a sub-

family of Bovidse. Sir V. Brooke.

rupicaprine (ro-pi-kap'rin), a. Pertaining to

the chamois; belonging to the Bvpicaprinee, or

having their characters.

Chamois (Rupicapra tragus), the Gemse of the Germans,
is the only Antelope found in Western Europe, and forms
the type of the fiuvicaprinc or goat-like group of that

family. Encyc. Brit., V. 384.

Rupicola (ro-pik'o-la), n. [NL., < L. rapes, a

rock, + colerc, inhabit: see culture.'] A genus

If there is a "
runway," which is an elevation like the

rocky ascent in the second act of "Die Walkiire," ... it

is "built" by the stage carpenters.
Scribner's Mag., IV. 444.

rupee (ro-pe'), . [Formerly also roopee; = F.

roupie = Sp. Pg. rupia = G. Dan. Sw. rupie =

Obverse. Reverse.

Rupee, 1862. British Museum. (Size of the original.

\

Cock of the Rock (Rufitcola crocta}.

of Cotiiif/idte or of Pipriflx, founded by Brisson
in 1760, type of the subfamily EupicoVmse; the

rock-manikins, rock-cocks, or cocks of the rock,

having the outer primary emarginate and at-

tenuate toward the end. These singular birds have
an erect compressed semicircular crest, and the plumage
of the male is mostly naming orange or blood-red. They
are about 12 inches long, of large size for the group to

which they belong, and very showy. They are confined
to northern parts of Couth America. Three species have
been recognized R. crocea, R. pmiviana, and K. sanguino-
lenta.

Rupicolinae (ro"pi-ko-li'ne), u. pi. [NL., <

Hitpicolii + -/.] A subfamily of Cotingida



Rupicolinae

or of Pipridse, founded by Selater in 1862 upon
the genus Bupico/a. It is a small group, combining
to some extent characters of cutingas and pipras. The
feet are syndactylous, and the tarsi pycnaspulean. The
genus Phcenicercus is now commonly placed under Rupi-
cotiiuf.

rupicoline (rp-pik'o-lin), a. [As Rupicola +
-inel.] Inzoiil. auAbot., rock-inhabiting; grow-
ing on rocks; living among rocks; saxicoline;
rupestrine.
rupicolous (ro-pik'o-lus), a. [As Rupicola +
-OH*.] Same as rupicoline.

RuppeH's griffin. See griffin.

Buppia (rup'i-a), n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1737),
named after H. B. Ruppius, author (1718) of a
flora of Jena.] A genus of monocotyledonous
plants of the order Naiadacese and 'tribe Po-
tames. It is distinguished from Potamogeton, the other

genus of the tribe, by the absence of a perianth, and by
the long-stalked fruits, and is characterized by spiked flow-
ers composed of two opposite stamens or four one-celled
and nearly sessile anthers, and four or more carpels each
containing a single pendulous ovule. The carpels, at first

nearly or quite sessile, become elevated on slender spiral-
ly twisted pedicels radiating from a long peduncle, each
making in fruit an obliquely ovoid truncate nutlet with
fleshy surface. The only certain species, R. maritiina,
known in America as ditch-grass, in Great Britain as tassel-

grass, etc., is one of the very few flowering plants of marine
waters, and is found throughout temperate and subtropi-
cal regions in salt-marshes, brackish ditches, and inlets of
the sea. It grows in submerged tufts of thread-like fork-

ing and wiry stems from a Hliform rootstock. It bears
opposite and alternate leaves, which are long and bristle-

shaped with a sheathing base, and inconspicuous flowers,
usually two, in a terminal spike, at first covered by the
sheathing leaf.

ruptile (rup'til), a. [< NL. "ruptilis. < L. rum-
pere, pp. ruptus, break: see rupture.] Inbot.,
dehiscent by an irregular splitting or breaking
of the walls; rupturing: said of seed-vessels.

ruption (rup'shon), n. [< OF. ruption, < L. rup-
tio(n-), a breaking, < rumpere, pp. ruptutt,break:
see rupture.] A breach

;
a bursting open ; rup-

ture. Cotgrave.
Plethora causes an extravasation of blood, by ruption or

apertion. Wiseman, Surgery.

ruptive (rup'tiv), a. [< L. rumpere, pp. ruptus,
break: see rupture.] Causing or tending to
cause breakage. [Rare.]

Certain breakages of this class may perhaps to some ex-
tent be accounted for by the action of a torsional ruptive
force on rounding curves. The Engineer, LXIX 49i

ruptuary (rup'tu-a-ri), . ; pi. ruptnaries (-riz).

[< ML. rupturariu's, < ruptura, a field, a form of
feudal tenure

;
of. roturier, and see rupture.] A

roturier; a member of the plebeian class, as con-
trasted with the nobles. [Rare.]
The exclusion of the French rup(wnrts("roturier8," for

history must find a word for this class when it speaks of
other nations) from the order of nobility. Chenevix.

rupture (rup'tur), n. [< OF. rupture, roupturc,
routure, a rupture, breach, F. rupture = Sp.
ruptura, rotura = Pg. ruptura = It. rottura, <
L. ruptura. a breaking, rapture (of a limb or

vein), in ML. also a road, a field, a form of feu-
dal tenure, a tax, etc., < rumpere, pp. ruptus,
break, burst; cf. Lith. rupas, rough, AS. red-

fan, Icel. rjufa, break, reave, Skt. / rup, lap,
break, destroy, spoil. From the L. rumpere are
also ult. E. abrupt, corrupt, disrupt, erupt, in-

terrupt, irruption, rofcl, rout?, rout*, routel, rou-
tine, rufl. To the same ult. root belong reave,
ro&l, robe, rove*, rover, etc., loot.] 1. The act
of breaking or bursting; the state of being
broken or violently parted : as, a rupture of the
skin

; the rupture of a vessel or fiber.

Their brood as numerous hatch, from the egg that soon
Bursting with kindly rupture forth disclosed
Their callow young. Milton, P. L., vii. 419.

2. Inpatliol., hernia, especially abdominal her-
nia. 3. A breach of peace or concord, either
between individuals or between nations

; open
hostility or war between nations

;
a quarrel.

Thus then wee see that our Ecclesiall and Political!
choyses may content and sort as well together without any
rupture in the State as Christians and Freeholders.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

When the parties that divide the commonwealth come
to a rupture, it seems every man's duty to choose a side

Swift.
In honest words, her money was necessary to me; and

in a situation like mine any thing was to be done to pre-
vent a rupture. Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility, xliv.

Moment of rupture. See moment. Plane of rup-
ture, the plane along which the tendency of a body (es-
pecially a mass of loose earth) under pressure to give way
by sliding is the greatest Radius 0' rupture. See
MM*, i (&X- Rupture of the ccoroid, a rent of the
choroidal tunic, due usually to mechanical injuries as a
blow, a gunshot wound, etc. = Syn. 1. Breach, etc. See
fracture.

rupture (rup'tur), v.
; pret. and pp. ruptured,

ppr. rupturing. [< rupture, n.] I. trans. 1.
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To break; burst; part by violence : as, to rup-
ture a blood-vessel. 2. To affect with or cause
to suffer from rupture or hernia. 3. To cause
a break or severance of: as, to runture friendly
relations.

II. intrans. 1. To suffer a break or rupture ;

break. 2. In bot., specifically, to dehisce ir-

regularly ;
dehisce in a ruptile manner.

When ripe the antheridia rupture or dehisce transversely
at the top. /,J/aoMto)idDecown,Botany(trans.),p.933.

rupturewort (rup'tur-wert), n. A plant of the

genus Berniaria, especially H. glabra of Eu-
rope and Asiatic Russia (see burstwort) ; also,
an amarantaceous plant of the West Indies, Al-
ternanthera polygonoides, somewhat resembling
Herniaria.

rural (ro'ral), a. and n. [< OF. (and F.) rural

Ruscus

2. That which is rural : a characteristic of ru-
ral life; a rusticity. [Rare.]
The old almanac-makers did well in wedding their pages

with ruralities. D. G. ititchell, Bound Together, iii.

ruralize (ro'ral-iz), r. ; pret. and pp. ruralized,
ppr. ruralizing. [< rural + -ite.] "I. trans. To
render rural

; give a rural character or appear-
ance to.

The curling cloud
Of city smoke, by distance ruralized.

Wardisu-orth, Prelude, i.

This tardy favorite of fortune, . . . wilh not a trace
that I can remember of the sea, thoroughly ruralized from
head to foot, proceeded to escort us up the hill.

The Century, XXVII. 29.

II. intrans. To go into the country ;
dwell in

the country; rusticate. Imp. Diet.

,, _ ... u . . , ., . Also spelled ruralise.
= Pr. Sp. Pg. rural = It. rurale, < L. ruratis, ru- rurally (ro'ral-i), adv. In a rural manner; as
ral,<rws(rr-), the country, perhaps contr. from in the country: as, the cottage is rurally situ-
"rorus or "ravus, and "akin to Russ. raviina, a ated at some distance from the body of the
plain, Zend ravan, a plain, E. room : see room 1

, town.
Hence ult. (from L. rus) also rustic, rusticate, ruralness (ro'ral-nes), n.' The character of

etc., roister, roif,etc.] I. a. 1. Oforpertain- being rural.

ing to the country, as distinguished from a city mrdt, n. A variant of reard.
or town; belonging to or characteristic of the ruricolistt (i-Q-rik'o-list), n. [< L. ruricola (>
country. _ F. ruricole), a dweller in the country (< rus

(rur-), the country, + colcre, dwell, inhabit,
till),,+ -ist.] An inhabitant of the country ;

a
rustic. Bailey.
ruridecanal (ro-ri-dek'a-nal), a. [< L. rus
(rur-), the country, + LL. rfeconMS, dean: see

He spied his lady in rich array,
As she walk'd ower a rural plain.

John Thomson and the Turk (Child's Ballads, III. 852).

The smell of grain, or tedded grass, or kine.
Or daily, each rural sight, each rural sound.

Milton, P. L., ix. 451.

The traveller passed rapidly . . . into a rural region,
where the neighborhood of the town was only felt in the
advantages of a near market for corn, cheese, and hay.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, Int.

2. Pertaining to agriculture or farming: as,
rural economy. 3. Living in the country; rurigenoust (rp-rij'e-nus). a.

rustic.

decanal.] Of or belonging to a rural dean or a
rural deanery.
My contention was, in a ruridecanal chapter lately held,

that bishops suffragan ought thus to be addressed In virtue
of their spiritual office. IT. and Q., 7th ser., VIII. 487.

Where vertue is in a gentyl man, it is commonly myxte
with more sufferance, more affabilitie and myldenes, than

L. rnrigena,
born in the country, < rus (rur-) + -gena, < gig-
nere, be born: see -genous.] Born in the coun-
try. Bailey, 1727.

Shot., A. and C., v. 2. 233.

Rural dean, deanery, Dionysia, lock, etc. See the
nouns. = Syn. 1. Rural, Rustic, Pastoral, Buculie. Rural
is always used in a good sense, and is applied chiefly to
things: as, rural pleasures ; rural scenery. Rustic is used
in a good sense, but also has a sense implying a lack of
the refinements of the town or city: as, rustic gallantry.
Pastoral means belonging to a shepherd or his kind of life ;

bucolic, belonging to the care of cattle or to that kind of
life. Pastoral is always used in a good sense; bucolic is

now often used with a shade of contempt.
For I have lov'd the rural walk through lanes
Of grassy swarth, close cropp'd by nibbling sheep,
And skirted thick with intertexture flrni

Of thorny boughs. Cowper, Task, 1. 109.

The rural lass.
Whom once her virgin modesty and grace,
Her artless manners and her neat attire,
Ho dignified, that she was hardly less
Than the fair shepherdess of old romance,
Is seen no more. Cmaper, Task, iv. 538.

[Cowper applies rural to persons as well as things.]

What at first seemed rustic plainness now appears re-

fined simplicity. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conque.r, v.

Might we but hear
The folded flocks penn'd in their wattled cotes,
Or sound of pastoral reed with oaten stops.

Milton, Comus, 1. 345.

II. t A countryman; a rustic.

Amongst rurals verse is scarcely found.

Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

Beckon the Rurals in ; the Country-gray
Seldom ploughs treason.

Deklcer and Ford, Sun's Darling, ii.

Ruralest (rg-ra'lez), H. pi. [NL. (Linnams,

taining the large East Indian stags, with cylin-
dric antlers forked at the top and developing a

'/> .^<t%

Sambur Deer (Rusa aristotelis}.

brow-tine, and a tuft of hair on the hind legs ;

the rusine deer. They are relate,! to such species as
v , -- , 7

... j... ,_ v , the elk or wapiti of America, and the hart or red deer of

1758), pi. of Li.ruralis, rural: see rural.] Afam- Europe. One of these large deer was known to Aris'otle;

ily Of butterflies, coming between the Papilio- ?
1

ut the species now called Cm or Rusa aristotelis is

*,)_ , . , r '
, ,.j

6 ~" * "/">' the fambur, that commonly known as the rusa be g Cer-mdee tma me A ymphalidx, and including the ly-
cseninie and the Erycininse. They have six per-
fect legs in the females and four in the males.
Ruraliat (rjj-ra'li-a), n. pi. Same as Rurales.

ruralise, r. See ruralize.

ruralism (ro'ral-izm), n. [< rural + -ism.] 1.
The state of b'eing rural. 2. An idiom or ex-

pression peculiar to the country as opposed to rusalka, n. [Russ.] In Russian folk-lore, a

ma or Rwm hippelaphus. Both are of great size and have a
mane.
2. [I. c.] A species of this genus, especially
R. hippelaphus.
rusa2 (ro'sa), n. The lemon-grass or ginger-
grass, Andropogon SclicenantJtus, yielding rusa-
oil. [East Indian.]

the town. Imp. Diet.

ruralist (ro'ral-ist), w.

who leads a rural life.
[< rural + -ist.] One

You have recalled to my thoughts an image which must
have pleaded strongly with our Egyptian ntralists for a
direct and unqualified adoration of the solar orb.

Coventry, Philemon to Hydaspes, iii.

water-nymph.
Mermaids and mermen . . . have various points of re-

semblance to the vodyany or water-sprite and the rusalka
or stream-fairy of Russian mythology

Encyc. Brit , XVI. 39.

Rivers ... are supposed to be the especial resort of
the Rusallfas or water-nymphs. Dressed in green leaves,
they will sit on the banks combing out their flowing locks.
Their strength is in their hair, and if it becomes dry. they
die. A. J. C. Hare, Studies in Russia, viii.

rurality (ro-ral'i-ti), H. [< F. ruralite, < ML.
ruraKta(t-)?, < li.ruralis. rural: see rural.] 1.
The state or quality of being rural; ruralness. rusa-oil (rb'sa-oil). n. The oil of ginger-grass.
[Rare.] See ginger-arass and Andropogon.
To see the country relapse into a state of arcadian rural- RUSCUS (rus'kus), . [NL. (fournefort, 1700),

ity. Tlte American, v. 97. < L. rusciini, also rusturn, butcher's-broorn : see



Buscus

rush 1
.']

A genus of monocotyledonous plants
of the order Liliacese and tribe Asparageee. It is

characterized by dioecious flowers, with the segments sepa-

rate, the stamens with their filaments united into an urn-

like body which bears three sessile anthers, and a round-
ish or oblong and one-celled ovary with two ovules, ma-

turing two hemispherical seeds, or only a single globose
one. There are 3 species, natives of Europe and the whole
Mediterranean region, extending from Madeira to the Cau-

casus. They are erect, branching, half-woody plants, bear-

ing, instead of leaves, alternate or scattered acute ovate

and leaf-like branches (cladoilia), which are rigi lly co-

riaceous and lined with numerous parallel or somewhat
netted veins, and are solitary in the axils of small dry
scales which represent the true leaves. The small flow-

ers are clustered upon the upper faces, or by twisting the
lower faces, of the cladodia at the end of a rib-like adnate

pedicel, and are followed by globose pulpy berries. S.

aculeatus is the common butcher's broom, also called

kiieeholln or Iciteehulner, Jem'- or shepherd's-myrtle, etc.,

an evergreen bush ornamental when studded with its red
berries. 7?. HupophyUvm and Jt. Hypoglossum are dwarf

species, also called butcher's br^om, and sometimes double-

tongue. The rhizome is diuretic.

ruse 1
(rb'z), v. i. [Also *roose (in dial, deriv.

rooseling, sloping down), < ME. reosen (pret.

reas, pi. ruren), < AS. hreosan (pret. hreds, pi.

hruron, pp. liroren), fall, fall headlong, = Icel.

lirjosa = Norw. rysja = Sw. rysa, shudder. For
the form, cf. chuse, a spelling of choose, < AS.

ce6san,~\ It. To fall. Layamon. 2. To slide

down a declivity with a rustling noise. [Prov.

Eng.]
ruse2t (ro'z), v. i. [< ME. rusen, < OP. ruser, rai-

ser, refuse, recoil, retreat, escape, use tricks for

escaping, F. ruser = Pr. rahusar (ML. rusare),
< L. recusare, refuse : see reciise.] To give way ;

fall back; retreat; use tricks for the purpose
of escaping.
As soone as Gawein was come he be-gan to do so well

that the Saisnes rused and lefte place.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 288.

At the laste

This harte rused and staal away
Fro alle the houndes a prevy way.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 381.

ruse2 (roz), n. [< F. ruse, OF. ruse, a trick, <

ruser, trick: see ruse2
, .] The use of artifice

or trickery ; also, a stratagem.
I might . . . add much concerning the Wiles and Ruses

which these timid Creatures make use of to save them-
selves. Ray, Works of Creation, p. 137.

The effective action of cavalry as cavalry depends on ruse,
on surprise, on skilful manoeuvring, and on the impetuous
power and moral effect of the man and horse, glued to one
another as though they together formed the old ideal of

the arm, the centaur. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 358.

Colonel Deveaux . . . secured the capitulation of the

Spanish garrison by a boldly designed and well executed

military ruse. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 175.

She has only one string of diamonds left, and she fears

that Chlrudatta [her husband] will not accept it. ...
She sends for Maitreya, and induces him to palm it off on
Chirudatta as a gift which he [MaitreyaJ had himself re-

ceived in alma. The ruse was successful. Charudatta ac-

cepts the diamonds, but with great reluctance.

Wheeler, Hist. India, iii. 293.

Ruse de guerre, a trick of war; a stratagem. =Syn.
Maiueuver, Trick, etc. See artifice and stratagem.

ruse3 ,
v. t. A Middle English or dialectal form

of roose. Cath. Aug.
ruset-offal (ro'set-of'al), . Kip or calf-curried

leather. Simmonds.
rush1 (rush), u. [E. dial, also risk, resh, trans-

posed rlx ; < ME. rusche, rische, rlsshe, resclie,

reshe, resse, < AS. risce, rente, rysc, rise, trans-

posed rixe = D. rusch = MLG. ruscli, risch, LG.

rusch, rusk, risch = MHG. rusche, rusch, G.

rausch, rusch, risch, a rush
; prob. < L. ruscum,

also rustum, butcherVbroom ; perhaps, with
formative -cum (see -ic), < rus- = Goth, raus, a
reed (> OF. ros, dim. rosel, F. roseau = Pr. raus,
dim. rauzel, rauzeu, a reed), = OHG. ror, MHG.
ror, G. rolir = D. roer = Icel. royr = Sw. Dan.
ror (not in AS.), a reed. Cf. bulrush."] 1. Any
plant belonging to the order Juncacese, especial-

ly a plant of the genus Juncus; also extended
to some sedges (Caret), horsetails (Equisetum),
and a few other plants. The typical rush is Juncus
effvsus, the common or soft rush, marked by its dense clump
of slender cylindrical leafless stems, 2 or 3 feet high, from
matted creeping rootstocks, some of the stems ban en, the
others producing from one side a close panicle of green-
ish or brownish flowers. It is fouTid in wet places nearly
throughout the northern hemisphere and in many parts
of the southern. Very common in North America is J.

tennis, a smaller wiry species growing among grass, and
especially in old roads and cow-paths. (See Juncux, and

phrases below.) Rushes were formerly used to strew
floors by way of covering.

Let wantons light of heart
Tickle the senseless rushes with their heels.

Shak., R. and J., i. 4. 36.

Why, pretty soul, tread softly, and come into this room ;

here be rushes, you need not fear the creaking of your cork
shoes. Dek/rer and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 2.

From the indelicate and filthy habits of our forefathers,

carpets would have been a grievous nuisance; whereas
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rushes, which concealed the impurities with which they
were charged, were, at convenient times, gathered up and
thrown into the streets, where they only bred a general

plague, instead of a particular one.

Gifford, Note to B. Jonson's Every Man out of his

[liumour, iii. 3.

A flat malarian world of reed and rush!

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, iv.

2f. A wick. Compare rush-candle. Baret.

(Halliwell). 3. Figuratively, anything weak,
worthless, or of trivial value

;
the merest trifle

;

a straw.

Heo that ben curset in constorie counteth hit not at a

russche. Piers Plowman (A), iii. 137.

And if he myght stonde in so good a case,
Hir to reioyse and haue hir atte his wissh,
Of all his payne he wold not sett a rissh.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1680.

I would not, my good people ! give a rush for your judg-
ment. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 17.

4. A small patch of underwood. HtMiicell.

[Prov. Eng.] Bald rush, a plant of the American cy-

peraceous genus Psilvcarya. Dutch rush. See scouring-
rush. Field-rush. See wood-rush. Flowering rush,
an aquatic plant, Butomus umbellatus, of the AKtmaeea,
found through temperate Europe and Asia. It has long
narrow triangular leaves, and a scape from 2 to 4 feet high,

bearing an umbel of twenty or thirty showy pink flowers,
each an inch in diameter. An old name is water-gladiole.

Hare's-tail rush. See hare's-tail. Heath-rush, an
Old World species, Juncus squarrosus, growing on moors
and heaths. Homed rusX See Rhynchospora. Spike-
rush. See Eleocharis. Sweet-rush, (a) Any plant of

the genus Cyperus. (6) The lemon-grass or ginger-grass,

Andropogon Scluxnanthus. Toad-rush, a low, tufted,

pale-colored species, Juncus bufonius, distributed over a

great part of the world To wed or marry with a rush
ring, to marry in jest, but sometimes implying an evil

purpose.
And Tommy was so [kind] to Katty,
And wedded her with a rush ring.

Winchest. Wedding, Pills to Purge Mel., I. 276. (Hares.)

I'll crown thee with a garland of straw then,
And I'll marry thee mlh a rush ring.

Sir W. Davetumt, The Rivals, v.

(See nut-rush, scouring-rush, and wood-rush.)

rush1
! (rush), r. i. [Early mod. E. also rysxhe;

< rush 1
, .] To gather rushes.

I rysshe, I gather russhes ; ... Go no more a rysshynge.

Palsgrave, L'Eclaircissement de la Langue Fran^aise,
[p. 692.

rush2 (rush), r. [< ME. rushen, ruschen = MLG.
ruschen, LG. rusken, rush, clatter, rustle, = D.

niischen, rush, = MHG. ruschen, riuschcn, G.

raugchen, rush, roar, = OSw. ruska, rush, shake,
Sw. ruska, shake, tremble, = Icel. ruska, shake

violently, = Dan. make, shake, pull, twitch: cf.

AS. hriaeait, make a noise
; appar., with forma-

tive -k, from a simple verb represented by OSw.
rusa, rush, shake; perhaps ult. from the root of

L. rudere, make a noise, etc.
;
cf . rumor."] I. iii-

trans. 1. To move or drive forward with im-

petuosity, violence, or tumultuous rapidity.
The ryalle raunke stele to his hertte rynnys,
And he rusches to the erthe. rewthe es the more !

Morte Arthure(E. E. T. S.), 1. 2241.

Every one turned to his course, as the horse rusheth into

the battle. Jer. yiii. 6.

They all rush by,
And leave you hindmost.

Shale., T. and C., iii. 3. 15!).

The combat deepens. On, ye brave,
Who rush to glory or the grave !

Campbell, Hohenlinden.

2. To move or act with undue eagerness, or

without due deliberation and preparation ;

hurry: as, to rush into business or politics.

that my head were a fountain of tears, to weep for and
bewail the stupidity, yea, the desperate madness of infi-

nite sorts of people that rush upon death, and chop into

hell blindling. Ren. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 57.

Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 625.

3. In foot-ball, to fill the position of a rusher.

In rushing, as well as in following or heading off, when
the ''backs" or "half-backs" come together, the front

lines get the most shocks. Sci. Amer., N. S., LIX. 304.

4. To take part in a college rush. See rush 2
,

n., 5. [U. S.]

"Hazing," rushing, secret societies, society initiations

and badges, ... are unknown at Oxford and Cambridge.
N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 236.

II. trang. 1. To cause to rush; cause to go
swiftly or violently ; drive or thrust furiously ;

hence, to force impetuously or hastily; hurry;
overturn.

Of alle his ryche castelles rusche doune the wallez ;

1 salle noghte lefe in Paresche. by processe of tyme.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1339.

He pull'd him down upon his knee,
And rushed off his helm.
Sir Lancelot du Lake (Child's Ballads, I. 60).

When the whole force of the wind driveth to one place,
there being no contrary motion to let or hinder it, many
hills and buildings have been rushed down by this kind of

earthquake. .V. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 292.

rushed

You present rather a remarkable spectacle. Inasmuch as

you are rushing a bill through here without knowing what
it contains. Congressional Record, XXI. 7788.

Specifically 2. In foot-ball, to force by main

strength toward the goal of one's opponents:
said of the ball. 3. To secure by rushing.

[Colloq.]
Peeresses . . . occupied every seat, and even rushed the

reporters' gallery, three reporters only having been fortu-

nate enough to take their places before the rush.

W. Vesant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 187.

4. To cause to hasten
; especially, to urge to

undue haste; drive; push. [Colloq.]

Nearly all [telegraph] operators, good and bad. are vain

of their abilities to send rapidly, and nearly all are ambi-
tious to send faster than the operator at the receiving sta-

tion can write it down, or in other words to rush him.
Elect. Rev. (Amer.), XV. xiv. 10.

rush2 (rush), . [< rush'*, v."] 1. A driving
forward with eagerness and haste; a motion
or course of action marked by violent or tu-

multuous haste: as, a rush of troops ;
a, rush of

winds.

A train of cars was just ready for a start ; the locomo-
tive was fretting and fuming, like a steed impatient for a

headlong rush. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xvii.

His panting breath told of the rush he had actually
made. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxviii.

2. An eager demand; a run.

There was a slight boom in the mining market, and a

bit of a rush on American rails.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 854.

3. In foot-ball, a play by which one of the con-

testants forces his way with the ball through
the line of his opponents toward their goal. 4.

A very successful passing of an examination,
or a correct recitation. [College slang, U. S.]

5. A scrimmage between classes or bodies

of students, such as occurs at some American

colleges. [U.S.] 6. Extreme urgency of af-

fairs; urgent pressure ;
such a quantity or qual-

ity of anything as to cause extraordinary effort

or haste : as, a rush of business. [Colloq.]
7. A stampede, as of cattle, horses, etc. [Aus-
tralian.]

As they discuss the evening meal they discuss also the
likelihood of a quiet camp or a rush of it.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, II. 124.

8. A company; a flock or flight, as of birds.

The wild-fowler's and sportsman's terms for companies
of various birds are as under: ... Of Dunbfrds, a

"flight," or "rush." W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 533.

9. In mining or blasting, same as spire. 10. A
feast or merrymaking. HaUiwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Cane-rush, a rush between the freshmen and sopho-

mores of an American college or academy for the posses-
sion of a cane, carried in defiance of custom by one of the

freshmen. That class wins which, after a given time, has

possession of the cane, or has the larger number of men
with their hands on it.- Rush of blood to (the head,

etc.), sudden hyperemia of.

rush-bearing (rush 'bar* ing), w. A country
wake or feast of dedication, when the parish-
ioners strew the church with rushes and sweet-

smelling flowers
;
also, the day of the festival,

and the rushes and flowers themselves. [Prov.

Eng.]
In Westmoreland, Lancashire, and districts of York-

shire, there is still celebrated between hay-making and
harvest a village fete called the Rush-bearing.

Quoted in Chambers's Book of Days, I. 606.

rush-bottomed (rush'bof'omd), a. Having a

bottom or seat made with rushes: as, a rush-

bottomed chair.

rush-broom (rush'brom), n. See Viminaria and

Spartium.
rush-bucklert (rush'buk'ler), . A bullying,
violent fellow

;
a swash-buckler.

Take into this number also their [geutlemen'sl servants :

I mean all that flock of stout bragging rushbucklers.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson', U. 4.

rush-candle (rush'kan'dl), n. A light made by
stripping a dried rush of all its bark except one
small strip, which holds the pith together, and

dipping it repeatedly in tallow. Rush-candles,
being long and slender, are used with the clip-
candlestick. Also rushlight.

And be it moon, or sun, or what you please :

An if you please to call it a rush-candle,
Henceforth I vow it shall be so for me.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 5. 14.

Some gentle taper.
Though a rush-candle from the wicker hole

Of some clay habitation. Milton, Comus, 1. 338.

rush-daffodil (rush'daf'o-dil), n. See ctnffodil.

rushed U'usht), n. [trusli
1

, M.,+ -e<?2.] Strewed
with or abounding in rushes.

As slow he winds in museful mood,
Near the rush'd marge of Chei well's flood.

T. Warton, Odes, xi.



rushed

And rushed floors, whereon our children play'd.
J. Baillie.

(rush'er), . [< rush 1 + -o-i.] One
who strews rushes on the floors at dances.

Their pipers, fiddlers, rushers, puppet-masters,
Jugglers, and gipsies. B. Jonson, New Inn, v. 1.

rusher2 (rush'er), n. [< rush2 + -er1 .] 1. One
who rushes

;
one who acts with undue haste

and violence. 2. Specifically,
in foot-ball, a

player whose special function it is to force the

ball toward his opponents' goal, prevent it from

being kicked or brought toward his own, and

protect the backs while they kick or run with
the ball. When eleven players are on each side, the
rushers are known, according to their positions in the

rush-line, as riijhl end, riijht tackle, rii/M guard, center

rusher, le.fi i/uard, left tackle, left end. See foot-ball. Also
called forward.
3. A go-ahead person ;

a rustler. [Colloq.]
The pretty girl from the East is hardly enough of a rusher

to please the young Western masculine taste.

The Century, XXXVIII. 874.

rush-grass (rush'gras), w. Any one of certain

grasses formerly classed as T'ilfti, now included
in Sporobohts. They are wiry grasses, with their pani-
cles more or less included in the leaf-sheaths, thus having
a slightly rush-like appearance.

rush-grown (rush'gron), a. Overgrown with
rushes.

As by the brook, that ling'ring laves
Yon rushgrown moor with sable waves.

T. Warton, Odes, vi.

rush-holder (rush'hoFder), it. A clip-candle-
stick used for rushlights. It is sometimes made
small to stand upon the table, sometimes arranged to

hang upon the wall, and sometimes made four feet or
more high and intended to stand upon the floor.

rushiness (ruah'i-nes), n. The state of being
rushy, or abounding with rushes.

rushing 1 (rush' ing), H. [Compare rs/<2 , 10.] A
refreshment. HalliweU. [Prov. Eug.]
rushing2

(rush'ing), 11. [Verbal n. of rush?, r.]
A rush.

All down the valley that night there was a rushing as of
a smooth and steady wind descending towards the plain.

R. L. Stei-enson, Will o' the Mill.

rushlight (rush'lit), n. A rush-candle.

He had a great red pipe in his mouth, and was smoking,
and staring at the rushlight, in a state of enviable placid-
ity. Dickens, Pickwick, xliv.

Day had not yet begun to dawn, and a rushlight or two
burned in the room. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, v.

rush-like (rush'lik), a. Resembling a rush;
hence, weak.

Who thought it not true honour's glorious prize.
By nimblie cap'ring in a daintie dance, . . .

Ne yet did seeke their glorie to aduance
By only tilting with a rush-like lance.

Mir. for Hays., p. 788.

rush-lily (rush'lil"i), H. A plant of the more
showy species of blue-eyed grass, Sisyrincltium,

especially S. grandiflorum, a species with bright-
yellow flowers, native in northwestern Amer-
ica, occasionally cultivated.

rush-line (rush'lin), H. The line or row in which
the rushers in foot-ball stand when in position ;

the rushers collectively.
rush-nut (rush'nut), n. A plant, Cypcrus escu-
lentus. The tubers, called by the French smichet comes-
tible or amande de terre, are used as food in the south of

Europe, and have been proposed as a substitute, when
roasted, for coffee and cocoa.

rush-Stand (rush'stand), n. Same as rush-
holder.

rush-stick (rush'stik), M. Same as rush-holder.
rush-toad (rush'tod), n. The natterjack, Bufo
calamita.

rushy (rush'i), . [<rtts/|l + -yl.] 1. Abound-
ing with rushes.

Met we on hill, in dale, forest, or mead,
By paved fountain or by rushy brook.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1. 84.

Beside some water's rushy brink
With me the Muse shall sit

Gray, Ode on the Spring.
2. Made of rushes.

My rushii couch and frugal fare.

Goldsmith, The Hermit.

rushy-fringed (rush'i-frinjd), a. Fringed with
rushes; rushy.

By the ruehy-fringed bank,
Where grows the willow, and the osier dank,

My sliding chariot stays.

Milton, Comus, 1. 890.

rushy-millt (rush'i-mil), n. A toy mill-wheel
made of rushes and placed in running water.

The god . . . solemnely then swore
His spring should flow some other way : . . .

Nor drive the rushy-mills that in his way
The shepheards made: but rather for their lot.
Send them red waters that their sheepe should rot.

W. Broicne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 1.
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rusine (ro'sin), a. [< Rusa 1 + -ine1 ."] Resem-

bling or related to the rusa, or having its kind
of antler ; belonging to the group of deer whicli

Rusa represents. See cut under Rusa1
.

rusk (rusk), n. [Prob. < Sp. rosca, a screw,

anything round and spiral (rosca de pan, or sim-

ply rosca, a roll or twist of bread; cf. rosca de

mar, sea-rusk, a kind of biscuit; dim. rosquete,
a pancake, rosquilla, roll of bread, etc.), = Pg.
rosca, a screw, the winding or wriggling of

a serpent; origin unknown.] It. A kind of

light, hard cake or bread, as for ships' stores.

[Eng.]
I ... filled a basket full of white Ruske to carie a shoare

with me, but before I came to the Banio the Turkish boyus
had taken away almost all my bread.

Uakluyt's Voyages, II. 186.

The lady sent me divers presents of fruit, sugar, and
rusk. Raleigh.

2. Bread or cake dried and browned in the

oven, and reduced to crumbs by pounding, the
crumbs being usually eaten with milk. [New
Eng.] 3. A kind of light cake ; a kind of soft,
sweetened biscuit.

It is pleasant to linger on the hills and enjoy stakantchal
and fresh rusks and butter with the natives, till the blue
shadows have gathered over the glorious distant city.

A. J. C. Hare, Studies in Russia, vi.

rusk (rusk), v. t. [< rusk, .] To make rusk of;

convert, as bread or cake, into rusk. See rusk,
n., 2. [New Eng.]

ruskie (rus'ki), n. [Perhaps of Celtic origin (see
rucJie), or akin to noftl.J Any receptacle or
utensil made of twigs, straw, or the like, as a

basket, a hat, or a beehive.
rusma (ruz'ma), n. See rlntsma.

rusot, niSWUt (rus'ot, rus'wut), n. In India,
an extract from the wood or roots of different

species of Berberis, used with opium and alum
as an application in conjunctivitis. It is sup-
posed to be the same as the lycium of the an-
cients. See Berberis.

Russ (rus), . and M. [Early mod. E. Russe; <

F. Russe = Sp. RHSO = Pg. It. Russo = G. Russe
= D. Bus = Icel. (pi.) Russar = Dan. Russer =
Sw. Ri/ss (NL. RUSSHS), Buss, Russian, < Russ.

Ri/si, the Russ, Russia (cf. Rossiya, Russia), =
Pol. Rus; Hung. Oros:, Russ; Finn. Ruotsi,

Sweden.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Russ
or Russians.

II. H. 1. The language of the Russ or Rus-
sians. 2. sing, and pi. A native or the natives
of Russia. See Russian, which is the custom-

ary form.

The Tartar sent the Russe a knife, therewith to stab
himselfe. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 420.

The Russe of better sort goes not out in Winter but on
his Sled. Hilton, Hist Moscovia, i. 481.

Buss. An abbreviation of Russia or Russian.
russelt (rus'el), n. [< OF. roussel, F. romseau,
reddish, dim. of roux, reddish, russet,< L. russus,
red: see red1 , and cf. russet, russeting. Russel,
like F. rousseau, has become a name (Russel,
Russell; cf. Lovel, < OF. lovel, a wolf).] 1. A
fox : in allusion to its reddish color.

Dann Itussel, the fox, sterte up at cones,
And by the garget hente Chauntecleer.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 514.

2. pi. A Stuff, (a) In the sixteenth century, a mate-
rial mentioned as made out of England from English wool.
(b) In the eighteenth century, a twilled woolen material,
used for garments. Diet, of Needlework.

russel-cord (rus'el-kord), 11. A kind of rep
made of cotton and wool, or sometimes wholly
of wool. Diet, of Needlework.
Russell's process. See process.
russet (rus'et), o. and n. [< ME. russet, < OF.
rousset (= It. rossetto), russet, brown, ruddy,
hence also red wheat, etc., fern, rottssctte. a
russet apple, a coarse brown cloth, russet (ML.
russetum), dim. of roux, fern, rousse, reddish,
= Pr. Cat. ros = Pg. rwfo = It. rosso, < L.

russus, reddish (cf . L. russatus, clothed in red) ;

put for "rudtus, < -\/ rudh, red: see red1
.] I.

ft. 1. Of a reddish-brown color: applied also
to some light browns not reddish. When said of

leather, it includes nearly every variety browner than red
Russia ; but it does not include gray, nor pure buff. When
applied to armor, a coppery red is generally meant a kind
of finish common in the sixteenth century.

But, look, the morn, in russet mantle clad,
Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastward hill.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 1. 16.

His attire was a doublet of russet leather, like those
worn by the better sort of country folk.

Scott, Kenilworth, iii.

The mellow year is hasting to its close ; . . .

The russet leaves obstruct the straggling way
Of oozy brooks. U. Coleridge, November.

russeting

2. Made of russet ; hence, coarse ; homespun;
rustic : a use derived from the general color of

homespun cloth.

Though we be very poor and have but a russet coat, yet
we are well. Latimer, Misc. Sel.

In russet yeas, and honest kersey noes.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 413.

His Muse had no objection to a russet attire ; but she
turned with disgust from the finery of Uuarini. as tawdry
and as paltry as the rags of a chimney-sweeper on May-
day. Maeauiay, Milton.

3. Made of russet leather.
'

The minstrel's garb was distinctive. It was not always
the short laced tunic, tight trousers, and russet boots,
with a well plumed cap which seems to be the modern
notion of this tuneful itinerant.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, I. 296.

Russet gown, a homespun or rustic gown ; hence, one
who wears such a gown ; a country girl.

Squires come to Court some fine Town Lady, and Town
Sparks to pick up a Russet Gown.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[II. 112.

She clad herself in a russet gown, . . .

With a single rose in her hair.

Tennyson, Lady Clare.

Russet leather. See leather.

II. . 1. A reddish-brown color: a broad
and vague term, formerly applied to various
shades of gray and brown or ash-color, some-
times used restrietively, but in no well-settled
sense.

Grigiftto, a fine graie or sheepes russet.

Florio, Worlde of Wordes (1588).

Russet was the usual colour of hermits' robes ; Cutts,
Scenes and Characters of the Middle Ages, p. 97.

Piers Plowman, (ed. Skeat), II. 132, notes.

Blacks, russets, and blues obtain in place of the clear

silvery greys, pure whites, and fine scarlet reds of other
days. Alhen/ruin, No. 3246, p. 56.

2. Coarse cloth, country-made and often home-
spun, used for the garments of peasantry and
even of country people of some means: a
term originally derived from the reddish-brown
color of much cloth of this quality, and retained
when the color was different, as gray or ash-
colored.

Thel vsen russet also somme of this freres,
That bitokneth trauaile A- trewthe opon erthe.

Piers Plouman's Crede (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 719.

Though your clothes are of light Lincolne green,
And mine gray russet, and tome,
Yet it doth not you beseme
To doe an old man scome.

Robin Hood and the Old Man (Child's Ballads, V. 258).

Her country russet was turn'd to silk and velvet,
As to her state agreed.

Patient Grissel (Child's Ballads, IV. 209).

3f. pi. Clothes of russet
; especially, the garb

of a shepherd.
There was many a frolic swain,
In fresh russets day by day,

That kept revels on the plain.

Drayton, .Shepherd's Hirena.

He borrowed on the working dales
His holie russets oft.

Warner, Albion's England, iv. 27.

Let me alone to provide russets, crook, and tar-box.

Shirley, Love Tricks, iv. 5.

4. In leather-mantif., leather finished, but not.

polished or colored, except as colored by the

tanning liquor ;
russet leather.

They [skins] can be kept best in the state of finished

russet, as it is called, previous to waxing.
Eneyc. Brit., XIV. 387.

5. A kind of winter apple having a brownish
color, rough skin, and characteristic flavor.
Though no doubt named from its color, this is rather buff
than russet, with a greenish bronze-like luster, very strik-

ing in some varieties.

Folks used to set me down among the simple ones, in

my younger days. But I suppose I am like a Eoxbury
russet a great deal the better, the longer I con be kept.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xxi.

russet (rus'et), v. t. [< russet, a.] To give a
russet hue to ; change into russet. [Rare.]

The summer ray
Russets the plain, inspiring Autumn gleams.

Thomson, Hymn, 1. 96.

russetingt (rus'et-ing), n. [Also russetting, and
in def. 3 russetin; < russet + ing

1
.'] 1. Russet

cloth.
He must chaunge his russeting
For satin and silke,

And he must weare no linnen shirt
That is not white ns milke,
To come of a well borne familie.

Tarlton, Horse-loade of Fooles. (Hallimll.)

2. A person clothed in russet; a rustic; usual-

ly, an ignorant, clownish person. [Rare.]
Let me heare it, my sweet noseting.

Heywood, Fair Maid of the Exchange (Works, II. 57).

3. A russet apple.



russeting

Nor pippin, which we hold of kernel-fruits the king;
The apple orendge ; then the savoury ntxsetting.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xviii. 647.

I have brought thee . . . some of our country fruit, half

a score of rwsctinys. Randolph, Hey for Honesty, iii. ;>.

russet-patedt (rus'et-pa"tetl), a. Having a gray
or ash-colored head or pate : used only in the

following passage.
Russet-pated choughs, many In sort,

Rising and cawing at the gun's report.

SAa*., M. N. D., 111. 2. 21.

russety (rus'et-i), a. [< russet + -y
1
.] Of a

russet color.

Russia (rush's), H. [NL. Russia (Russ. Ros-

siya) : see Russ.] Short for Russia leather.

Russia braid. 1. A kind of braid of mohair,
or of wool and silk in imitation of it. 2. A
fine silk braid used to decorate articles of dress.

Russia duck, leather, matting. See duck*,
leather, etc.

Russian (rush/an), a. and n. [< F. russien, <

NL. Russianus, <! Russia (Euss. Rossiya), Russia:
see Russia, Russ.] I. o. Of or pertaining to

Russia, an empire in eastern Europe with large
possessions in northern and central Asia, or the
Russians or their language Russian architec-
ture. See Russo-Byzantine. Russian ashes, a commer-
cial name for crude potassium carbonate imported from
Russia. Russian band. See Russian horn-band. Rus-
sian bath. See 'nrf/i '

.
- Russian castor, castor obtained

from the Russian beaver, and considered as more valu-
able than the American product. Russian Church, the
national church of the Russians, and the dominant form of

Christianity in the Russian empire. The Russian Church
is a branch of the Orthodox Eastern Church, in full com-
munion and doctrinal agreement with the Greek Church,
but not subject to any Greek patriarchate. Christianity
existed to some extent in earlier times in Russia, but was
first permanently introduced, from Constantinople, by the

great prince St. Vladimir, in 988. The seat of the metro-

politans was at first at Kieff; it was transferred to Vladi-
mir in 1299, and in 1388 to Moscow. In 1589 the metro-
politan of Moscow was made patriarch, with the consent
of the rest of the Eastern Church. In 1721, with the ap-
proval of the Greek patriarchs, the Holy Governing Synod
succeeded to the power of the patriarch. The members
of this synod are appointed by the emperor. Among them
are a metropolitan as president, several other metropoli-
tans and prelates, secular priests, and the procurator-gen-
eral, a layman, representing the civil power. The bishops
are all virtually equal in power, though ranking as metro-
politans, archbishops, and ordinary bishops. The Russian
Church is the established church of the country; dissen-
ters (see Raskolnik), as well as adherents of other reli-

gions, are tolerated, but are not allowed to proselytize.
Sometimes called the Russo-Greek Church. Russian di-

aper, diaper having a diamond pattern rather larger or
more elaborate than the ordinary : it is made in both cot-
ton and linen. Russian embroidery, embroidery in

simple and formal patterns, zigzags, frets, etc., especially
that which is applied to washable materials, as towels,
etc. Such embroidery, as originally practised by the Rus-
sian peasants, includes also the insertion of openwork pat-
terns, strips of bright-colored material, and needlework
representations of animals and the like conventional but
very decorative. Russian horn-band. See horn-band.
Russian isinglass, isinglass prepared from the swim-

ming-bladders ofthe. Russian sturgeon, Acipenser huso.

Russian musk, musk obtained from Russia, and inferior
to that which comes from China. Russian porcelain,
porcelain made in Russia, especially that of the imperial
factory established by the czarina Elizabeth in 1756, and
maintained by the sovereigns since that time. The mark
is the initial of the reigning sovereign with a crown above
it. The paste is very hard and of a bluish tinge. Rus-
sian sable. See sable. Russian stitch, in crochet. See
stitch. Russian tapestry, a stout material of hemp or
of coarse linen, used for window-curtains, etc. Russian-
tapestry Work, embroidery in crewels or other thread
on Russian tapestry as a foundation. It is done rapidly,
and is used for the borders of window-curtains, etc.

II. n. 1. A native or a citizen of Rus-
sia

;
a member of the principal branch of the

Slavic race, forming the chief part of the popu-
lation of European Russia, and the dominant
people in Asiatic Russia. 2. A Slavic lan-

guage, belonging to the southeastern branch
(which includes also the Bulgarian). Its chief
form is the Great Russian ; other important dialects are
Little Russian and White Russian. Abbreviated Rugs.

Great Russian, (a) A member of the main stock of the
Russian people, forming the hulk of the population in the
northern and central parts of European Russia ; the Great
Russians have spread, however, into all regions of the em-
pire, (b) The principal dialect of Russia, and the basis of

the literary language. Little Russian, (o) One of a
race dwelling in southern and southwestern Russia, num-
bering about 14,000,000, and allied to the Great Russians.
Members of this race in the Austrian empire are called
Rutheniam. (b) The Russian dialect spoken by the Little
Russians and Ruthenians. Red Russian, (a) A member
of a branch of the tattle Russians dwelling in Galicia and
the neighboring parts of Hungary and Russia. (6) The
dialect of the Red Russians.- White Russian, (a) A
member of a branch of the Russian family whose seat is

in the western part of the empire, east of Poland. (b) The
dialect of this branch.

Russianism (rush'an-izm), . [< Russian +
-ism.'] Russian influence, tendencies, or char-
acteristics. The American, XII. 219.

Russianize (rush'an-iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

RiiSfiiniir.cil. ],]ir. Russiani/ting. |< Kuaxiau +
-ize.] To impart Russian characteristics to.
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The Tartar may learn the Russian language, but he does
not on that account become hussianizeit.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 167.

Russification (rus"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< Russify
+ -ation (see -fieation).] The act or process of

Russianizing, or of bringing over to Russian

forms, habits, or principles; also, annexation
to the Russian empire.
The process of Rusti/icaKon may be likewise observed in

the manner of building the houses and in the methods of

fanning, which plainly show that the * innish races did not
obtain rudimentary civilization from the Slavonians.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 152.

The school is the great means used by the Russian
Government for the so-called Russification of Poland.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 311.

That the Turk has got to go is now hardly open to

doubt, and in as far as British statesmanship can promote
the Germanisation, as opposed to the Russijication, of

Turkey in Europe, our policy should be directed to that
end. nineteenth Century, XXI. 556.

Russify (rus'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. Russified,

ppr. Russifying. [< Russ (NL. Rtissus) + -fy.]
To Russianize.

The aboriginal Meryas have been completely Russified.

Encyc. Brit.
,
XXIV. 731.

Russniak (rus'ni-ak), n. [Little Russ. Rusnak

(Hung. Rusenjak) : see Russ.] Same as Rutlie-

nian, 1.

Russo-Byzantine (rus'o-biz"an-tin), a. Noting
the national art of Russia, and especially the
characteristic architecture of Russia, which is

Russo-Byzantine Architecture. Cathedral of the Assumption,
Kremlin, Moscow.

based on the Byzantine, but evolved and differ-

entiated in obedience to race characteristics.
There is much sound art and construction in Russian
architecture, despite the grotesque and fantastic charac-
teristics of some examples.

Russo-Greek (rus'o-greV), a. Of or pertaining
to both the Russians and the Greeks. Russo-
Greek Church. See Russian Church, under Russian.

Russophile (rus'o-fil), w. and a. [= F. russo-

phile, < NL. Russus, Russ (see RUSH), + Gr.

Qtfalv, love.] I. n. One who favors Russia or
the Russians, or Russian policy, principles, or

enterprises.

The offer is totally hollow, and one which cannot be ac-

cepted, even by the most willing Sussophile.
C. Marvin, Gates of Herat, viii.

II. a. Favoring Russian methods or enter-

prises.
The so-called Russophile traders in politics.

C. Marvin, Russian Advance towards India, i.

RuSSOphilism (rus'o-fil-izm), w. [< RussopJiilc
+ -ism.] The doctrines, sentiments, or prin-
ciples of a Russophile.
Russophilist 'rus'o-fil-ist), n. [< Russophile +
-ist.] Same as Russophile.

Russophobe (rus'o-fob), n. [NL., < Rmsiis,
Russ, + Gr. -0oj3of,' < ijiofiuaSai, fear.] Same as

RussopJiobist.
The unanimity of the condemnation of Russia on the

part of the representative organs of public opinion indi-

cates clearly enough that the union of Russophiles and
Russophobes . . . has not been disrupted by the wrangles
at home. Contemporary JRev.,L. 267.

Russophobia (rus-6-fo'bi-a), n. [< NL. 7?ic.--.

Russ, + Gr. -</ioftia,t Qo/ieiaOai, fear.] A dread of

Russia or of Russian policy; a strong feeling
against Russia or the Russians.

rust

For some reason or other the Russophobia which pre-
vailed so largely when first I began to take an interest in

foreign affairs has gone out of fashion.
Nineteenth Century, XXI. 643.

Russophobism (rns'o-fo-bizm), n. [< Russo-

phobe + -ism.] Same as Russophobia.

Equally guilty would be a blind, unreasoning Russo-

phobisin attributing sinister designs to every Russian ad-

vance. Brit. Quarterly Ren., LXXXIII. 346.

Russophobist (rus'6-fo-bist), n. [< Russophobe
+ -ist.] One who dreads the Russians or their

policy; one whose feelings are strongly against
Russia, its people, or its policy.

These opinions cannot but be so many red rags to Eng-
lish Russophobitts. C. Marvin, Gates of Herat, p. 88.

russud (rus'ud), n. [< Hind, rasad, a progres-
sive increase or diminution of tax, also the
amount of such increase or diminution, orig. a

store of grain provided for an army, < Pers. ra-

sad, a supply of provisions.] In India, a pro-

gressively inci'easing land-tax.

Russula (rus'u-la), n. [NL. (Fries, 1836), so

called in allusion to the color of the pileus in

some species ;
fern, of LL. rttssulus, reddish,

dim. of L. TUSSUS, red: see russet.] A genus of

hymenomycetous fungi of the class Agaricini,

differing from Agaricus by having the trama
vesiculose and the lamellte fragile, not filled

with milk. The pileus is fleshy and convex ; the stem is

stout, polished, and spongy within ; the veil is obsolete ;

the spores are white or pale-yellow, usually echinulate.
There are many species, all growing on the ground. A
few of the species are edible, but most are noxious.

rust1
(rust), n. [< ME. rust, rost, roust, < AS.

rust = OS. rost = D. roest = MLG. rost, rust =
OHG. MHG. G. rost = Sw. rost = Dan. rust (not
found in Goth., where nidwa is used), rust

;
with

formative -st,< nul-, root of AS. redd, red, rudu,
redness: see red1 . Cf. Icel. rytli, rust, MHG.
rot, rust, etc., OSlav. riisda, Lith. rudis, Lett.

rusa, rust, L. rubigo, robigo, rust; all from the
same root.] 1. The red or orange-yellow coat-

ing which is formed on the surface of iron
when exposed to air and moisture

;
red oxid of

iron
;
in an extended sense, any metallic oxid

forming a coat on the metal. Oil-paint, varnish,

plumbago, a Him of caoutchouc, or a coating of tin may
be employed, according to circumstances, to prevent the

rusting of iron utensils.

And that (yer long) the share and coultar should
Rub off their rust vpon your Roofs of gold.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

Go home, and hang your arms up ; let rust rot 'em.

Fletcher, Bonduca, Iv. 3.

A pound of metal produces considerably more than a

pound of its rust. In point of fact, every 100 Ibs. of quick
silver will produce not less than 108 Ibs. of red rust.

Huxley, Physiography, vi.

2. Ill metal-working, a composition of iron-

filings and sal ammoniac, with sometimes a
little sulphur, moistened with water and used
for filling fast joints. Oxidation rapidly sets in, and
the composition, after a time, becomes very hard, and
takes thorough hold of the surfaces between which it

is placed. A joint formed in this way is called a rust-

joint.

3. In hot., a fungous growth on plants which
resembles rust on metal

; plant-disease caused

by fungi of the class Uredinex (which see, for

special characterization) : sameas&rand,6. See

Fungi, mildew, Pitccinia, and Trichobasis; also
black rust and red rust, below.

From the observations of Prof. Henslow, it seems cer-
tain that rust is only an earlier form of mildew.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., $ 319.

High farming encourages the development of rust, espe-
cially If the wheat is rank and it becomes lodged or fallen.

Science, III. 457.

4. Any foul extraneous matter; a corrosive, in-

jurious, or disfiguring accretion.

A haunted house,
That keeps the rust of murder on the walls.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

5. Any growth, influence, or habit tending to

injure the mental or moral faculties; a habit
or tendency which clogs action or usefulness ;

also, the state of being affected with such a
habit,

But, lord, thouj y haue ben vniust,
Bit thorns the help of thi benignite
I hope to rubbe aweye the rust,
With penaunce, from my goostli yse.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. furnivall), p. 189.

How he glisters

Thorough my rust .' and how his piety
Does my deeds make the blacker !

Shak., W. T., ill. 2. 172.

Those Fountains and Streams of all Polite Learning [the
universities] have not yet been able to wash away that
slavish Rust that sticks to ypu.

Milton, Aus. to Salmasius, iii. 96.



rust

I should have endured in silence the rust and cramp of

my best faculties. Charlotte Bronte, Professor, iv.

Just so much work as keeps the brain from rust.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 66.

Black rust, a fungus with dark-colored spores which at-

tacks the leaves and stems of wheat and other cereals and
of various grasses ; the tinal or teleutospore stage of Puc-
cinia graminis, or grain-blight. Red rust, a common
fungus, Puccinia graminis, which attacks wheat, oats, and
other kinds of grain. See barberry-fungus, Puccinia.

rust1
(rust), r. [< ME. rusten, < AS. *rustian

(not authenticated, the one instance cited by
Lye involving the adj. rustig, rusty) = D. roes-

ten = MLG. rosten, rusten = OHG. rosten, MHG.
G. rosten = Sw. rosta = Dan. ruste, rust

;
from

the noun.] l.intra>is. 1. To contract or gather
rust; be oxidized.

Adieu, valour ! rust, rapier ! be still, drum ! for your
manager is in love. Shak., I.. 1.. ! ., i. :.'. 187.

It is especially notable that during the rusting of quick-
silver, as indeed of all other metals, there is a very appre-
ciable increase of weight in the substance operated on.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 76.

2. To assume an appearance of rust, or as if

coated with rust.

This thy son's blood cleaving to my blade
Shall rust upon my weapon, till thy blood,

Congeal'd with this, do make me wipe off both.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 3. 51.

But, when the bracken rusted on their crags,

My suit had wither'd. Tennyson, F.dwln Morris.

3. To degenerate in idleness; become dull

through inaction.

Then must I rust in Egypt, never mor
Appear in arms, and be the chief of G
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The earliest application of the rustic hand appears in the

papyrus rolls recovered from the ruins of HerculaniMun

(Exempla, tabb. 1-3), which must necessarily be earlier

than 7a A. 1>. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 152.

Prison rustic ashler. See asMer, 3. Rough-faced
rustic work. See rough!, Rustic joint, in masonry, a

square or chamfered sunken Joint between blocks. Rus-
tic moth, one of certain noctnid moths; any noctuid:
an English collectors' name : as, the rosy rustic moth, Hy-
drcecia micacea. See II., 4. Rustic pieces, in decora-
tive art, a phrase employed in various uses to note close
imitation of nature, and also decoration outside of the re-

ceived canons of the day. In the first sense, the pottery
of Palissy, decorated with lizards, fish, and the like, molded
from nature, is known as rustic pottery (Jigulines runtiques}.
Rustic quoins. See quoin, i. Rustic shoulder-

knot a British moth, Apamea baalinea. Rustic ware,
in modern ceram. manuf. ,

a terra-cotta of a buff or light-
brown pastehavingabrown glaze, sometimes mottled with

green : used especially for balustrades, cornices, and simi-

lar architectural ornaments, fountains, flower-vases, etc.

Rustic work, (a) In masonry : (1) Stonework of which
the face is hacked or picked in holes, or of which the
courses and the separate blocks are marked by deep cham-

more
f Greece?

Dryden, Cleomenes, i. 1.

My Youth may wear and waste, but it shall never rust

in my Possession. Congrece, Way of the World, ii. 1.

Neglected talents rust into decay.
Camper, Table-Talk, 1. 646.

II. trans. 1. To cause to contract rust.

Keep np your bright swords, for the dew will rust them.

Shak., Othello, i. 2. 69.

Laid hand
Upon the rusted handle of the gate,

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 175.

2. To impair by time and inactivity.
rust2t, * * An obsolete variant of roost1 . Pals-

grave. (Hallitccll.)

rust-ball (rust'bal), H. One of the yellow lumps
of iron ore that are found among chalk near

Foulmire, in Cambridgeshire, England. Hal-
liwcll.

rust-colored (rust'kul"ord), a. Of the color of

iron-rust ; ferruginous.
rustful (rust'ful), a. [< rimft + -fid.'] Rusty ;

tending to produce rust
; characterized by rust :

as, "rustful sloth," Quarlea.

rust-fungus (rntrfung'gus), . See rust-mite.

rustic (rus'tik), a. and . [Early mod. E. rustick;
< OF. rustiqite (vernacularly ruiste, rustre, > E.

roister), F. riistiqiie = Pr. rustic, rostic, ruste =
Sp. rustico = Pg. It. nistico, < L. rusticus, be-

longing to the country, < riis (rur-), the coun-

try: see rural.'] I. a. 1. Of or belonging to the

country or to country people ;
characteristic of

rural life; hence, plain; homely; inartificial;
countrified: as, rustic fare

;
rustic gaxb.

Forget this new-fall'n dignity,
And fall into our rustic revelry.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4. 183.

He once was chief in all the rustic trade ;

His steady hand the straightest furrow made.
Crabbe, Works, I. 10.

Ye think the rustic cackle of your bourg
The murmur of the world ! Tennyson, Geraint

2. Living in the country; rural, as opposed
to town-bred

; hence, unsophisticated ; artless ;

simple; sometimes in a depreciatory sense,
rude; awkward; boorish.

Yield, rustic mountaineer. Shak.
, Cymbeline, iv. 2. 100.

As the Turks sit crosse-legged, so doe they on their
heels : differing little in habit from the rustic* /Egyptians.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 109.

And many a holy text around she strews,
That teach the rustic moralist to die.

Gray, Elegy.

3. Made of rustic work, especially in wood.
See rustic icork, below.

I would have everything as complete as possible in the
country, shrubberies and flower gardens, and rustic seats
innumerable. Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, vi

4. In anc. Latin manuscript, noting letters of
one of the two oldest forms, the other being
the square. The rustic letters are as accurately formed
as the square or lapidary letters, but are lighter and more
slender, with the horizontal strokes more or less oblique
and curved. These letters, being easier to form, were more
generally used than the square in Homan manuscripts
from the first to the fifth century, at which time both
forms were generally superseded by the uncial writing.

B

Rustic Work.

A, plain ; B. beveled ; C, vermiculated ; D, frosted.

fered or rectangular grooves. Work of the former class is

sometimes termed rockwork, and the phrase rustic work is

by some restricted to masonry of the latter class. The
varieties of rustic work are named according to the way in

which the face is treated, or from peculiarities of the
salient edge. Chamfered rustic work has the edge of the
salient panel beveled to an angle of 135 with the face, so
that the beveling of two adjacent blocks forms a right
angle at the joint. Frosted work displays a fine and
even roughness. Punctured work is characterized by ir-

regular holes or lines of holes. Stalactittd work is formed
by an ornamentation resembling agglomerated icicles.

Vermiculated work is tooled in contorted or worm-shaped
lines. (2) Any wall built of stones of different sizes and
shapes fitted together, (b) In woodwork, summer-houses,
garden furniture, etc., made from rough limbs and roots of
trees arranged in fanciful forms. Sussex rustic ware.
See wares. = Syn. 1 and 2. Pastoral, Bucolic, etc. See
rural. 2. Countrified.

II. . 1. One who lives in the country; a

countryman; a peasant; in a contemptuous
use, a clown or boor.

While words of learned length and thundering sound
Amazed the gazing rustics ranged around.

(Joldtmith, Des. Vil., 1. 214.

You must not, madam, expect too much from
my pupil : she is quite a little rustic, and knows ^
nothing of the world. Miss Burney, Evelina, iv.

2. Rustic work.
Then clap four slices of pilasters on 't,

That, laced with bits of rustic, makes a front.

Pope, Mm al Essays, iv. 34.

3. In ceram.
,
a ground picked with a

sharp point so as to have the surface

roughened with hollows having sharp
edges, sometimes waved, as if imitat-

ing slag. 4. In cutom., a noctuid or
rustic moth: as, the northern rustic.

Agrotis lucentea; the un-
armed rustic, A. inermis.

rusticalt (rus'ti-kal), a.

and . [= Sp. rustical

= It. rusticate ; as rustic
+ -a?.] I. a. Eustic.

Heisof artts(icaJcut,I know
not how : he doth not carry
himself like a gentleman of
fashion.

/>'. Jonson, Every Man in his

[Humour, iU. 1.

Our English courtiers . . . have infinitely refined upon
the plain and rustical discourse of our fathers.

Scott, Monastery, xiv.

II. n. A rustic.

Let me intreat you not to be wroth with this rustical

Credit me, the north wind shall as soon puff one of your
rocks from its basis as ... the churlish speech of an un-

taught churl shall move the spleen of Piercie Shafton.

Scott, Monastery, xix.

rustically (rus'ti-kal-i), adv. In a rustic man-
ner; in a manner characteristic of or befitting
a peasant; hence, rudely; plainly; inelegantly.
He keeps me rustically at home.

Shak., As you Like it, 1. 1. 7.

The pulpit style [in Germany] has been always either

rustically negligent, or bristling with pedantry.
De Qulncey, Rhetoric.

rusticalness (rus'ti-kal-ues), n. The character
of being rustical

; rudeness; coarseness; want
of refinement, liailey, 1727.

rusticate (rus'ti-kat), v.; pret. and pp. rusti-

cated, ppr. rusticating. [< L. ruxtifatiis, pp. of
rusticHri (> It. nisticare = Pg. rusticar = F.

Unarmed Rustic (Afratis
inermis).

<*. egg , greatly enlarged ; b,

eggs, natural size, in position
upun twig.

rusticola

nitstiqucr), live in the country, < riixliciix. of the

country: see rustic."} I. intrtnis. To dwell or

reside in the country.

My lady Scudamorc, from having rusticated in your com-

pany too long, pretends to open her eyes for the sake of

seeing the sun, and to Bleep because it is night. Pope.

II. trans. 1. To send to the country ;
induce

or (especially) compel to reside in the country ;

specifically, to suspend from studies at a col-

lege or university and send away for a time by
way of punishment. See rustication.
The monks, who lived rusticated in their scattered mon-

asteries, sojourners in the midst of their conquered land,
often felt their Saxon blood tingle in their veins.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 83.

At school he was flogged and disgraced, he was disgraced
and rusticated at the university, he was disgraced and ex-

pelled from the army.
Thackeray, Fitz- Boodle's Confessions.

2. In masonry, to form into rustic work.

II . . . a tower la to be built, the lower storey should
not only be square, but should be marked by buttresses
or other strong lines, and the masonry rusticated, so as to

convey even a greater appearance of strength.
J. Ferirusson, llist. Arch., I. 26.

rusticated (rus'ti-ka-ted), j>. a. [Pp. of rusti-

cate, t'.] In building, rustic.

To the south of the west entrance, the earth has been

dug away, and I saw a rusticated wall three feet eight
inches thick, built with two rows of stone in breadth,
clamped together with irons.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 23.

Rusticated ashler. See ashler, 3.

rustication (rus-ti-ka'shon), n. [= Sp. rustica-

cion, < L. rusticatio(n-), a living in the country,
< rusticari, live in the country: see rusticate.]
1. The act of rusticating, or the state of being
rusticated; residence, especially forced resi-

dence, in the country ;
in universities and col-

leges, the punishment of a student for some
offense by compelling him to leave the institu-

tion, and sometimes also compelling him to re-

side for a time in some other specified place.
Mrs. Sydney is delighted with her rustication. She has

suffered all the evils of London, and enjoyed none of its

goods. Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

To have touched upon this this spring . . . would either

have been the means of abridging my exile, or at least

would have procured me a change of residence during my
rustication. Scott, Rob Hoy, xiii.

And then came demand for an apology ; refusal on my
part ; appeal to the dean : convocation ; and rustication of

George Savage Fitz-Boodle.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

2. In arch., that species of masonry called rustic

work (which see, under rustic) Prismatic rus-
tication, in Elizabethan architecture, rusticated mason-

ry with diamond-shaped projections worked on the face

of every stone. T. R. Smith, Handbook of Architecture,
'Gloss.

rusticity (rus-tis'i-ti), n.
; pi. rusticities (-tiz).

[< OF. rusticite, F. rusticile = Pr. rvaticitat,
rustat = Sp. rusticidad = Pg. rusticidade = It.

rnsticita, < L. rusticita(t-)s, rusticity, < rusticus,
rustic: see rustic.] 1. The state or character
of being rustic

;
rural existence, flavor, appear-

ance, manners, or the like; especially, sim-

plicity or homeliness of manner; and hence,
in a bad sense, ignorance, clownishness, or
boorishnoss.

Honestie is but a defect of Witt,
Respect but meere Ilusticitic and flownerie.

Chapman, All Fools (Works, 1878, 1. 134).

The sweetness and rusticity of a pastoral cannot be so

well expressed in any other tongue as in the Greek, when
rightly mixed and qualified with the Doric dialect.

Addison, On Virgil's Georgics.

I ... have alone with this right hand subdued barbar-

ism, rudeness, and rusticity.

Swift, Polite Conversation, Int.

2. Anything betokening a rustic life or origin;

especially, an error or defect due to ignorance
of the world or of the usages of polite society.

The little rusticities and awkwardnesses which had at

first made grievous inroads on the tranquillity of all . . .

necessarily wore away. Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, ii.

rusticize (rus'ti-siz), v. t.; pret. and pp. rusti-

ci:('d, ppr. msticiziiig. [< rustic + -ize.~] To
make rustic

;
transform to a rustic.

Rusticized ourselves with uncouth hat,

Bough vest, and goatskin wrappage.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 104.

rusticly (rus'tik-li), adv. [< rustic + -fy
2
.] In

a rustic manner; rustically.

To you it seemes so (rustickly) Aiax Oileus said ;

Your words are suited to your eyes. Those mares leade
still that led. Chapman, Iliad, xxiii. 416.

rusticola (rus-tik'o-lii), n. [NL., supposed to

be a mistake for rwtteula, fern. dim. of L. rus-

ticus, rustic : see rustic. Otherwise an error for

rurirola, < L. rus (rur-), the country, + colere,

inhabit.] 1. An old book-name of the Euro-



rusticola

pean woodcock, now called Seolopax rusticola,
or S. rusticula. 2. [eoj?.] A genus of Scolo-

pacidte, containing only the rusticola : synony-
mous with Scolopax in the strictest sense.

Rusticolae (rus-tik'o-le), n.
j>l. [NL., pi. of

liusticola, q. v.] In ornith., in Men'em's clas-

sification of birds (1813), a group of birds, in-

cluding the precocial grallatores, and approxi-
mately equivalent to the modern order Liiic-
lee. It was divided into two groups (a) Phalarides, in-

cluding the rails, coots, and jacanas ; and (o) Limosugee,
nearly coextensive with the plover-snipe group, shore-

birds, or Limicolff. proper of modern authors.

rustily (rus'ti-li), adv. [< rusty1 + -ly
2
.] In a

rusty state; in such a manner as to suggest
rustmess.

Lowten . . . was in conversation with a rustily-cl&d,

miserable-looking man, in boots without toes, and gloves
without fingers. Dickens, Pickwick, xxxi.

lustiness (rus'ti-nes), n. [< ME. rustynes; <

rusty
1 -f- -ness.] The state or condition of

being rusty.
The rustiness and infirmity of age gathered over the ven-

erable house itself. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, i.

rust-joint (rust'joint), n. See rust1
,
2.

rustle (rus'l), v. ; pret. and pp. rustled, ppr.
rustling. [Formerly also rustle; prob. freq. of

Sw. rusta, stir, make a noise, var. of OSw. ruska,
rustle, shake, = Dan. rusTce, pull, shake, twitch,
= Icel. ruska, shake rudely : see rush 2 . Cf . Icel.

rysla, clatter, as money, and G. ruscheln, freq.
of ruschen, rustle. Cf. AS. Christian, rustle (in

Lye, not authenticated), appar. freq. of "hristan,
in ppr. hristenda (verbal n. Jiristung), shake,
= Icel. hrista = Dan. ryste = Sw. rysta, rista,

shake, tremble.] I. intrans. 1. To make a

wavering, murmuring sound when set in mo-
tion and rubbed one part upon another or

against something else
; give out a slightly

sibilant sound when shaken: as, a rustling

silk; rustling foliage ; rustling wings.
When the gust hath blown his fill,

Ending on the russling leaves.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 129.

Now and then, sweet Philomel would wail,
Or stock-doves plain amid the forest deep,
That drowsy rustled to the sighing gale.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 4.

Her hand shook, and we heard
In the dead hush the papers that she held
Rustle. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. To move about or along with a rustling
sound.

O, this life

Is nobler than attending for a check,
Richer than doing nothing for a bauble,
Prouder than rustling in unpaid-for silk.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 3. 24.

The breeze blows fresh ; we reach the island's edge,
Our shallop rustling through the yielding sedge.

0. W. Holmes, The Island Kuin.

Madame Bourdon rustled from upper to lower hall, re-

peating instructions to her charges.
The Century, XXXVII. 87.

3. To stir about; bestir one's self
; struggle or

strive, especially against obstacles or difficul-

ties; work vigorously or energetically; "hus-
tle." [Slang, western U. S.]

Rustle now, boys, rustle ! for you have a long and hard
day's work before you. Harper's Mag., LXXI. 190.

II. trans. 1 . To cause to rustle.

The wind was scarcely strong enough to rustle the leaves
around. T. C. Grattan.

Where the stiff brocade of women's dresses may have
rustled autumnal leaves.

H. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 59.

2. To shake with a murmuring, rustling sound.

The air-swept lindens yield
Their scent, and rustle down their perfumed showers
Of bloom on the bent grass where 1 am laid.

M. Arnold, The Scholar-Gipsy.

3. To make, do, secure, obtain, etc., in a lively,

energetic manner. [Slang, western TJ. S.]

When the cow-boy on the round up, the surveyor, or

hunter, who must camp out, pitches his tent in the grassy
coule'o or narrow creek-bottom, his first care is to start
out with his largest gunning-bag to "rustle some buffalo

chips
"
for a camp fire. Smithsonian Report, 1887, ii. 451.

rustle (rus'l), n. [< rustle, .] 1. The noise
made by one who or that which rustles

;
a rus-

tling.
In the sweeping of the wind your ear

The passage of the Angel's wings will hear,
And on the lichen-crusted leads above
The rustle of the eternal rain of love.

3t. Arnold, Church of Brou, iii.

2. A movement accompanied by a rustling
sound.

The soft rustle of a maiden's gown
Fanning away the dandelion's down.

Keats, I Stood Tiptoe upon a Little Hill.

332
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rustler (rus'ler), H. [< rustle + -re 1
.] 1. One

who or that which rustles.

The fairy hopes of my youth I have trodden under foot
like those neglected rustlers [fallen oak-leaves].

Scott, Monastery, viii.

2. One who works or acts with energy and
promptness; an active, efficient person; a
" hustler" ; originally, a cowboy. [Slang, west-
ern U. S.]
A horde of rustlers who are running off stock.

The Vindicator (Los Lunas, New Mexico), Oct. 27, 1883.

They're a thirsty crowd, an' it comes expinsive; but

they're worth it, fer they're rustters, ivery wan of thim.
The Century, XXXVII. 770.

rustless (rust'les), a. [< rust1 + -less.] Free
from rust; that will not rust.

I have known her fastidious in seeking pure metal for

clean uses ; and, when once a bloodless and rustless instru-

ment was found, she was careful of the prize, keeping it

in silk and cotton wool. Charlotte Bronte, Villette, viii.

"Polarite
"

a rustless magnetic oxide of iron in a highly
porous condition. The Engineer, LXIX. 486.

rustlingly (rns'ling-li), adv. With a rustling
sound.

On Autumn-nights, when rain
Doth rustlingly above your heads complain
On the smooth leaden roof.

H. Arnold, Church of Brou, iii.

rust-mite (rust'mit), n. One of certain mites of

the family Phytoptidse, or gall-mites, which do
not produce galls properly speaking, but live

in a rust-like substance which they produce
upon the leaves or fruit of certain plants.
Many of these rusts have been described by botanists
as rust-fungi. Phytoptus oleivorus is the rust-mite of the

orange, which produces the brownish discoloration often
noticed on oranges.

rust-proof (rust'prb'f), a. Proof against rust;
free from the danger of rusting.

This tank is costly, for its joints and bearings must be

rust-proof. Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXI. 284.

rustre (rus'ter), n. [< F. rustre, a lozenge
pierced round in the center, also a sort of

lance, prob. lozenge-shaped; prob. (with un-

orig. s and r) < OHG. *hruta, ruta, MHG. riite,

G. raute, a quadrangle, square, rhomboid, facet,

pane, lozenge in heraldry, = D. ruit = Sw. ruta
= Dan. rude, square, lozenge,

pane ; perhaps < Indo-Eur. *kru-

ta, "ktruta, and so connected
with L. quattuor, Gr. rirTapci;,

movpes, etc., G. vier, IS. four: see

four.'] 1. A scale in early ar-

mor. See under rustred. Hence
2. In lier., a lozenge pierced

with a circular opening, large
in proportion to the whole surface, the field

appearing through it. Compare mascle.

rust-red (rust 'red), a. In zoiil., same as ferru-
ginous.
rustred (rus'terd), . [< rustre + -ed2.] Hav-
ing rustres. Rustred armor, armor composed of

scales lapping one over another, and differing from mas-
cled armor in the curved form of the scales, which make
an imbricated pattern.

Rust's collyrium. A mixture of liquor plumbi,
elder-water, and tincture of opium.
rusty1

(rus'ti), a. [< ME. rusti, rusty, < AS.
rustig, rusteg (= D. rocstig=OHG. rostag, MHG.
rostec, rustic, G. rostig = Sw. rostig), rusty, <

rust1
,
rust: see rust1

,
n. In some senses partly

confused with resty
1

, restive, and resty
2

, reasty
1

:

see rusty
2

, nistyZ, resty
1

, resty
2

.'} 1. Covered
or affected with rust: as, a rusty knife or

sword.
Yea, distaff-women manage rusty bills

Against thy seat. Shale., Rich. II., iii. 2. 118.

Bars and bolts
Grew rusty by disuse. Camper, Task, ii. 746.

Armies waned, for magnet-like she drew
The rustiest iron of old fighters' hearts.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. Consisting of rust; hence, having the ap-

pearance or effect of rust: as, rusty stains.

By that same way the direful! dames doe drive
Their mournefull charett, fild with rusty blood.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 32.

Not a ship's hull, with its rusty iron links of cable run
out of hawse-holes long discolored with the iron's rusty

tears, but seemed to be there with a fell intention.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 14.

3. Covered, incrusted, or stained with a dirty
substance resembling rust

; hence, filthy ; spe-

cifically, as applied to grain, affected with the

rust-disease: as, rusty wheat.
Shew your rusty teeth

At every word. B. Jonson, Poetaster, Ind.

4. In lot. and 2007., of the color of rust; ru-

biginous; ferruginous. 5. Ked or yellow, as

fish when the brine in which they are prepared
evaporates. Fat fish, like herrings, mackerel,

rusty-crowned

or halibut-fins, often turn rusty. 6. Having
lost the original gloss or luster

;
time-worn

;

shabby: as, a rusty black; clothes rusty at the
seams.
Some there be that have pleasure only in old rusty an-

tiquities, and some only in their own doings.
Sir T. More, Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. 12.

The hens were now scarcely larger than pigeons, and
had a queer, rusty, withered aspect, and a gouty kind of

movement, and a sleepy and melancholy tone throughout
all the variations of their clucking and cackling.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vi.

Mordecai had no handsome Sabbath garment, but in-

stead of the threadbare rusty black coat of the morning he
wore one of light drab.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxxiv.

7. Out of practice ;
dulled in skill or knowledge

through disuse or inactivity.
Hector ... in this dull and long-continued truce
Is rusty grown. Shak., T. and C., I. 3. 263.

One gets rusty in this part of the country, you know.
Not you, Casaubon ; you stick to your studies.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, ix.

8f. Causing rust
; rendering dull or inactive.

I deeme thy braine emperished bee
Through rusty elde, that hath rotted thee.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., February.

9. Rough ;
hoarse

;
harsh ; grating : as, a rusty

voice.
The old parishioners . . . wondered what was going to

happen, taking counsel of each other in rusty whispers as
the door was shut. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 596.

Rusty blackbird or grackle, Scolecophagua ferrugineus,
abundant in eastern North America, found in the United

Rusty Grac

States chiefly in the fall, winter, and early spring, when it

is mostly of a reddish-brown color (whence the name). In
full plumage the male is entirely iridescent black, with
yellow eyes. It is from 9 to 9 inches long, and 14^ in ex-
tent of wings. Rusty dab, a flatfish of the genus Platessa,
found in deep water on the coast of Massachusetts and
New York.

rusty1
! (rus'ti), v. t. [< rusty

1
, a.] To make

rusty; rust.
Th' vngodly Prince . . .

Reacht out his arm ; but instantly the same
So strangely withered and so num became,
And God so ntstied every ioynt, that there

(But as the Body stird) it could not stir.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

rusty2 (rus'ti), a. [A var. of resty
2

, reasty
1

,

confused with rusty1
.'] Same as reasty

1 for
reasted.

You rusty piece of Martlemas bacon, away !

Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, iv. 1.

rusty3 (rus'ti), a. [A var. of resty
1
,
confused

with rusty
1
.] Stubborn: same as resty

1 for
restive.

In the mean time, there is much urging and spurring
the parliament for supply and expedition, in both which
they will prove somewhat rusty.

Court and Times of Charles I., I. 36.

To ride, run, or turn rusty, to become contumacious ;

rebel in a surly manner ;
resist or oppose any one ill-na-

turedly.

He [the monkey] takes her [the cat] round the neck, and
tries to pull her down, and if then she turns rusty, . . .

hell . . . give her a nip with his teeth.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor.

And how the devil am I to get the crew to obey me?
Why, even Dick Fletcher rides rusty on me now and then.

Scott, Pirate, xxxix.

Company that's got no more orders to give, and wants
to turn up rttxty to them that has, bad better be making
room than filling it. Oeorge Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

They paraded the street, and watched the yard till dusk,
when its proprietor ran rusty and turned them out.

C. Reade, Hard Cash, xlv.

rustyback (rus'ti-bak). ii. A fern, Ceterach

officinarum : so named in allusion to the rusty
scales which cover its lower surface. [Eng.]
rusty-crowned (rus'ti-kround), a. Having a
chestnut spot on the top of the head: specifi-

cally said of the rusty-cnunied falcon, Falco
( Tin ii a Hi-Hills') sparverms. See sparrow-hau-k.



rusure

insure (ro'zhur). . [Irreg.. < r,s-pl + -lor.]

The sliding down of a hedge, mound of earth,

bank, or building. [Prov. Eng.]
ruswut, n. See rusot.

rut 1
(rut), n. [Formerly also rutt; with short-

ened vowel, < ME. rate, route, < OF. route, way,
path, street, trace, track, etc., < ML. rupta, a

way, path: see route1
,
the same word, partly

adapted to the mod. F. form route.] 1. A nar-

row track worn or cut in the ground ; especial-

ly, the hollow track made by a wheel in pass-
. ing over the ground.

And as from nils mine waters headlong fall,

That all waieB eate huge ruts.

Chapman, Iliad, iv. 480.

A sleepy land where under the same wheel
The same old rut would deepen year by year.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

2f. A wrinkle.

To behold thee not painted inclines somewhat neere
A miracle

;
these in thy face here were deep ruttn.

Webster, Duchess of Malfl, ii. 1.

These many ruts and furrows in thy cheeks
Proves thy old face to be but champion-ground,
Till'd with the plough of age.

Randolph, Hey for Honesty, iv. 3.

3. Any beaten path or mode of procedure ;
an

established habit or course.

War? the worst that follows

Things that seem jerk'd out of the common rut
Of Nature is the hot religious fool,

Who, seeing war in heaven, for heaven's credit
Makes it on earth. Tennyson, Harold, i. 1.

The rut* of human lite are full of healing for sick souls.

We cannot be always taking the initiative and beginning
life anew. J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, Lect. ivii., p. 375.

The disciples of a great master take the husk for the

grain ; they harden into the ruts of scholarship.
The Century, XL. 250.

rut 1
(rut), v. t.; pret. and pp. rutted, ppr. rut-

ting. [< rut1
, .] To mark with or as witli

ruts
;
trace furrows in

; also, to wrinkle : as. to

rut the earth with a spade, or with cart-wheels.

The two in high glee started behind old Dobbin, and
jogged along the deep-rutted plashy roads.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

His face . . . deeply nttted here and there with ex-

pressive valleys and riverine lines of wrinkle.
E. Jenkins, Week of Passion, xiii.

rut- (rut), . [Formerly also rutt; < ME. "rut,

ruit, < OF. ruit, rut, a roaring, the noise of

deer, etc., atthe time of sexual excitement, rut,
F. rut, rut, = Sp. ruido = Pg. rugido = It. rug-
flito, a roaring, bellowing, < L. rugitiis, a roar-

ing as of lions, a rumbling, < rugire (> It. rug-
dire = Pr. Sp. Pg. rugir = OF. ruir, F. rugir),

roar, < / ru, make a noise, Skt. / ru, hum,
bray : see rumor. In the lit. sense ('a roaring')
the word appears to have merged in rouft,
rote4 .] If. A roaring noise

; uproar.
Theues that loueden ryot and ruit.

Holy Jtood (ed. Morris), p. 13-2.

And there arose such rut, th' unruly rout among,
That soon the noise thereof through all the ocean rong.

Drayton, Polyolbion, ii. 446.

2. The noise made by deer at the time of sex-
ual excitement; hence, the periodical sexual
excitement or heat of animals

;
the period of

heat.

rut2 (rut), .; pret. and pp. rutted, ppr. rutting.
[< ME. rutien, rutyen; < rut2

, .] I. iiitrans.

To be in heat; desire copulation.
II. traits. To copulate with. [Rare.]

What piety forbids the lusty ram,
Or more salacious goat, to rut their dam?

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x.

rut3 (rut), c. t. An obsolete or dialectal form of
rouft.

Ruta (ro'ta), H. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700), < L.
ruta, < Or. PVTI/, rue : see rwe2 .] A genus of

polypetalous plants, type of the order Rutacese
and tribe Rutex. it is characterized by a sessile four-
or five-celled ovary, and eight or ten stamens alternately
shorter, their filaments dilated at the base, and by four or
five arched and toothed petals growing from a thick urn-
shaped receptacle. There are about 50 species, widely
scattered through the Mediterranean region and western
and central Asia. They are herbs with perennial or some-
what shrubby base, dotted with glands and emitting a
heavy odor. They bear alternate leaves, either simple,
divided, trifoliate, or decompound, and many-flowered
terminal corymbs or panicles of yellow or greenish flow-
ers. The general name of the species is rue (which see).
See cut under Octandria.

rutabaga (ro-ta-ba'ga), 11. [= F. rutabaga; of
Sw. or Lapp, origin (?).] The Swedish turnip,
a probable derivative, with the rape and com-
mon turnip, of Brassica campestris. The leaves are
smooth and covered with a bloom, and the roots are longer
than broad. The rutabaga is more nutritious than the
common turnip. There are numerous varieties.

Rutaceae (rij-ta'se-e), H. pi. [NL. (A. P. df
Candolle, 1824), fern. pi. of L. rutaceus, of or
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belonging to rue: see rutaceonx.~] An order
of polypetalous plants of the cohort Gcranialcs
and series Disciflorse. It is characterized by flowers
with four or five sepals and as many broadly imbricated

petals, by an ovary of four or five carpels, either wholly
connate or united only by their basilar or ventral styles
or their stigmas, or rarely entirely free, the ovules com-
monly two in each cell, and usually by an annular or bowl-
shaped disk withiu the circle of stamens. The seeds are

oblong or reniform, most often sessile and solitary in the
cell, often with a shining crust, with or without fleshy albu-
men. The order includes about 780 species, of 101 gen-
era and 7 tribes, scattered through the warm and temper-
ate parts of the globe, most abundant in South Africa and
Australia, least frequent in tropical Africa. They are
shrubs or trees, rarely herbs, dotted with glands and of-

ten exhaling a heavy odor. They bear leaves without stip-
ules, which are usually opposite, sometimes simple, but
more often compound, and of one, three, or live leaflets,
or variously pinnate. The flowers are most often in axil-

lary cymes ; the fruit is very various. There are two well-
marked series, of which the larger and typical, having the
ovary deeply lobed and the fruit capsular, contains the
tribes Cuspariete, Rutex, Diosmeee, Boroniex, and Xan-
thoxyleee; and the smaller, having the ovary little if at all

lobed, and the fruit coriaceous, drupaceous, or a berry,
contains the tribes Toddalteie and Aurantiea. The last

includes, in the genus Citrus, the orange and the lemon,
which depart from the type in their numerous carpels,
ovules, and stamens. For some of the important genera,
see Ruta (the type), Ptelea, Xanthoxylum, Citrus, Murraya,
Peganum, and Dictamnug.

rutaceous (rij-ta'shius), a. [< L. rutaceus, <

ruta, rue : see re2
.] Of, belonging to, or char-

acterizing the plant-order Rutacese; resembling
rue.

rute 1
,
v. and n. An obsolete or dialectal form

of rouft.

rute2t, . and r. A Middle English form of
rooft.

rute3 (rot), n. [Cf. W. rhiotws, broken parts,
dregs, rhwtion, rhytion, particles rubbed off.]
In mining, very small threads of ore.

Rutese (ro'te-e), n. pi. [NL. (Adrien de Jus-

sieu, 1829), ( Ruta + -ese.] A tribe of plants of
the order Rutacese, characterized by free and
spreading petals and stamens, a free and thick-
ened disk, three or more ovules in a cell,

fleshy albumen, and a curved embryo, it in-

cludes 6 genera, of which Ruta is the type. The species
are herbs, often with a shrubby base, with perfect, mostly
regular flowers, their parts commonly in fours, and often
with pinnately divided leaves. They are widely scat-
tered through most northern temperate regions.

Rutela (ro'te-la), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1817), an
error for Rutila, fern, of L. rutilus, red: see

rutile.~\ A genus of lamellicorn beetles, giving
name to the Rutelinse or Rutelidte, having the
claws entire and the scutellum longer than
broad. They are beetles of a moderate size and short
and stout form, and are ornamented with striking and
variable colors. They are confined to South America
and the West Indies, but one Cuban species, R. formvsa,
has been seen in the United States. They are found on
flowers.

Rutelidse (ro-tel'i-de), u. pi. [NL. (MacLeay,
1819), < Rutela + -ides.'] Afamily of lamellieorn

beetles, usually ranking as a tribe or subfamily
of Scarabseidte : a little-used term.
Rutelinse (ro-te-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Rutela
+ -ise.~\ A subfamily of Searabseidas, typified
by the genus Rutela; the goldsmith-beetles
or tree-beetles. They are splendid metallic beetles,
mostly of the warmer parts of America. The body is

shorter, rounder, and more polished than is usually the
case with scarabs, and the tarsi are thick, enabling the
insects to cling closely to trees. One of the commonest
and most beautiful species is Areoda (Cotalpa) lanigera,
the goldsmith-beetle, ," inch long, of a yellow color glit-

tering like gold on the head and thorax. They appear
in New England about the middle of May. Plusiotii glo-
riosa is pale-green, with the margins of the body and broad
stripes on the elytra of pure polished gold-color. Also
Rutelidffi as a family and Rutelini as a tribe. See cut un-
der Cotalpa.

ruth (roth), n. [< ME. ntthe, reutlie, rewth,
rewthe, routh, reouthe, reowthe, < Icel. hryggtli,

hri/gth, ruth, sorrow, < hryggr, grieved, sor-
rowful: see rue1

,
v. The equiv. noun in AS.

was hretiic: see rue 1
, .] 1. Sorrow; misery;

grief.

Of the quenes profer the puple hadde reuthe,
For sche fel to-fore the best flat to the grounde ;

Ther was weping & wo wonderli riue.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4413.

Reign thou above the storms of sorrow and ruth
That roar beneath ; unshaken peace hath won thee.

Tennyson, Sonnet, Though Night hath climbed, etc.

2. That which brings ruth
;
cruel or barbarous

conduct.
No ruthe were it to rug the and ryue the in ropes.

York Plays, p. 286.

The Danes with ruth our realme did ouerrunne,
Their wrath inwrapte vs all in wretchednesse.

Mir. for Mags., I. 445.

I come not here to be your foe !

I seek these anchorites, not in ruth,
To curse and to deny your truth.

X. Arnold, Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse.

ruthless

3. Sorrow for the misery of another; compas-
sion; pity; mercy; tenderness.

For-thi I rede the riche haue reuthe on the pore.
Piers Plowman (A), i. 149.

Tho can she weepe, to Btirre up gentle ruth
Both for her noble blood and for her tender youth.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 50.

Vouchsafe of ruth
To tell us who inhabits this fair town.

Marlowe and Nash, Dido, Queen of Carthage, 11. 1. 41.

4. Repentance; regret. ,

Of worldly pleasure it is a treasure, to say truth,
To wed a gentle wyfe ; of his bargayne he needes no ruth.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 8.

5. A pitiful sight; a pity.
I trowe that to a norice in this case
It had been hard this rewthe for to see ;

Wei myhte a moder than han cryed alias !

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 506.

For the principil of this text hath he contynued in day-
ly experiens sithe bifore the Parlement of Bury ; but the
conclusion of this text came neuer zet to experiens, and
that is gret rewthe. Paston Letters, I. 536.

[Ruth in all its various senses is obsolete or

archaic.]
Ruthenian (rij-the'ni-an), a. and n. [< Rutlie-

nia, a name of Russia, + -an.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to the Ruthenians Ruthenian Catho-
lics. Same as United Ruthenians. Ruthenian stur-
geon, Acipenser ruthenius. See sterlet.

II. . 1. A member of that part of the Little
Russian race dwelling in the eastern part of
the Austrian empire. Also called Russniak.
See Little Russian, under Russian. 2. The
language spoken by the Ruthenians : same as
Little Russian. See Russian. United Ruthenians,
those Ruthenians in Russian Poland and Austria-Hungary,'
belonging to communities formerly ofthe Orthodox Eastern
Church, who acknowledge the supremacy of the Pope, but
still continue to use the Old Slavonic liturgy. They have
a married secular clergy, and a religions order which fol-

lows the rule of St. Basil. Also called Ruthenian Catholics.

ruthenic (rij-then'ik), a. [< ruthen-ium + -c.]
Pertaining to or derived from ruthenium.
ruthenious (rij-the'ni-us), a. [< ruthenium +
-ous. ] Pertaining to or derived fromruthenium :

noting compounds having a lower valence than
ruthenic compounds.
ruthenium (rij-the'ni-um), n. [NL., < Ruthe-

nia, a name of Russia, whence it was original-
ly obtained.] Chemical symbol, Ru; atomic

weight, 103.5 (Claus). A metal of the platinum
group. The name was given by Osann, in 1828, to one of
three supposed new metals found in platinum ores from
the Ural mountains. Most of what is known of it is due
to Claus, who, in 1845, proved the existence of one of
Osann's new metals, and retained his name (ruthenium)
for it, because there was really a new metal in the sub-
stance called by Osann "ruthenium oxide," although, in

point of fact, this was made up chiefly of various other
substances silica, zirconia, etc. Ruthenium is found in
native platinum as well as in osmiridium, and in laurite,
which is a sesqui-sulphuret of ruthenium, and occurs in

Borneo and Oregon. It is a hard, brittle metal, fusing with
more difficulty than any metal of the platinum group, with
the exception of osmium. It is very little acted on by
aqua regia, but combines with chlorin at a red heat. Its

specific gravity, at 32, is 12.261.

rutherfordite (ro'ther-fqrd-it), n. [< Ruther-

ford (see def.) + -te2.] A rare and imper-
fectly known mineral found in the gold-mines
of Rutherford county, North Carolina: it is

supposed to contain titanic acid, cerium, etc.

ruthful (roth'ful), . [< ME. reuthful, reouth-

ful, reowthful; < ruth + -ful.'] 1. Full of sor-

row; sorrowful; woful; rueful.

What sad and ruthful faces !

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ill. 2.

2. Causing ruth or pity; piteous.
In Aust eke if the vyne yerde be lene,
And she, thi vyne, a ruthful thing to se.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 3.), p. 171.

that my death would stay these ruthful deeds !

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 6. 95.

Say a ruthful chance broke woof and warp.
Browning, Sordello.

3. Full of ruth or pity ; merciful; compassion-
ate.

Biholt, thou man with rmtthful herte,
The sharpe scourge with knottes smerte.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 226.

He [God] ruthful is to man. TurteniUe, Eclogues, ill.

ruthfully (roth'ful-i), adt: [< ME. reowthfnl-
liche; < ruthful + -Ci/

2
.] Wofully; sadly; pite-

ously; mournfully.
The flower of horse and foot . . . ruthfully perished.

Knottes, Hist. Turks.

ruthless (roth'les), a. [< ME. reuthelts, rewthe-

less, routhelfs; < ruth + -less.] 1. Having no
ruth or pity; cruel; pitiless; barbarous; in-
sensible to the miseries of others.

She loketh bakward to the londe,
And seyde, "farwel, housbond reu-theless."

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 765.



ruthless

See, ruthless queen, a hapless father's tears.
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rutter2t (rut'er), n. [Also niftier, routtier; <

routier, a chart, or directory of roads or

rye-grass

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 156.

2. Unmodified or unrestrained by pity; marked

by unfaltering rigor; relentless; merciless: as,

ruthless severity.
With ruthless joy the happy hound

Told hill and dale that Reynard's track was found.

Couiper, Needless Alarm.

A high morality and a true patriotism . . . must first

be renounced before a ruthless career of selfish conquest
can begin. E. Everett, Orations and Speeches, I. 521. were agreed uppon in general!.

= 8yn. Unpitying, hard-hearted. Or- Oee, Diary, p. 18. (HaUiweU.)

ruthlessly (roth'les-li), adv. [< ruthless + -Iy
2

.~\ rutter3 (rut'er), . IX ruft, v., + -er1 .] One
In a ruthless manner; without pity; cruelly; that ruts,

barbarously.
That the Moslems did ruthlessly destroy Jaina temples

at Ajmir, Delhi, Canouge, and elsewhere may be quite

true, but then it was because their columns served so

admirably for the construction of their mosques.

courses, a road-chart, itinerary, a marine chart,
< route, a way, road: see route1

.']
A direction

for the road or course, especially for a course

by sea.

I, Mr. Awdrian Gilbertj and John Davis, went by ap-

pointment to Mr. Secretary to Mr. Beale his howse, where

onely we four were secret, and we made Mr. Secretaire

privie of the N. W. passage, and all charts and rutters

[< ruft, v., + -erl.]

rutterkint (rut'er-kin), n. [< rutter1 + -kin.'}

A diminutive of rutter1 .

Such a rout of regular rutterkins, some bellowing in the

Iuire,

some muttering, and another sort jetting up and
own !

Confutation of N. Shaxton (1546), sig. O. vi. (Latham.)

ruttiert (rut'i-er), n. Same as rutter^.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 409.

ruthlessneSS (roth'les-nes), . The state or
^T i

v
IT i j. UbUlClT ll'Ut l-d I* /ir kjoiLLio oio i viittwi ~

character of being ruthless; want of compas- rut-time (rut'tim), n. The season of rut. Cot-
sion; mercilessness

; insensibility to the dis-

tresses of others.

rutic (ro'tik), a. [< L. ruta, rue, + -ic.] Per-

taining to or derived from rue Rutic acid, a

Ryal or Rosc-nohle of Edward IV. Brit

ish Museum. (Size of original.)

adv.

ing a rose represent-
ed upon it. The rose-

rytU was an English
gold coin first coined

by James I., and
worth at the time
about S7.20 or 87.90.

On the obverse was
the king enthroned ;

on the reverse, a large
double rose with the
shield of arms in the
center. The spur-
ryal was an Eng-
lish gold coin also

first coined by James
I., and worth at that
time about 83.60 or
4.00.

2. Same as pavil-
ion, 11.

Obsolete forms of

grave.
'iTia-

l.cLJlllli^ U\J yn uouwu ilwlli luu. JVUblU (1.U1U, H

crystalline coloring matter found in the leaves of the

common rue. Also called rutin.

ruticilla (ro-ti-sil'a), n. [NL., < L. rutilus, red,
+ dim. term, -cilia, taken to mean 'tail' (cf.

Same as rnt-

Lust-a. [< r 2 + -ish

ful; libidinous.

Count Rousillon, a foolish idle boy, but for all that very
ruttish. Shak., All's Well, iv. 3. 243.

Motacilla).~\ 1. An old book-name of some ruttishness (rut'ish-nes), . The state or qual-
small bird having a red tail, or having red on ity of being ruttish.

the tail
;
a redstart. It is the specific name of (a) ruttle (rut 1), . *. ; pret. and pp. rattled, ppr.

the redstart of Europe, Phoenieura ruticilla, and of (b) the
ruffling. [< ME. rotelen, rutelen, var. of ratelen,

of America, Setaphaga ruticilla. See cuts under
pattle . gee rataei

f Cf . (J. riitteln, shake, rattle.]

To rattle
;
make a rattling sound, especially in

breathing ; gurgle. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
Then was rutlynge in Rome, and rubbynge of helmes.

MS. Cott. Calig. A. ii. f. 111. (Halliwell.)

When she was taken in her coffin to Dr. Petty, the pro-
fessor of anatomy, "she was observed to breathe, and ob-

scurely to ruttle."

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 216.

Onosma Emodi, or its root, which affords a
gtain for woo ,j. it is the maharanga of the

natives.
_,,4.4._i /L.,4./:\ r/ ,/! _L
rutty1 (rut i), a. [< ruti + -

cut by wheels.

The road was rutty.

T^ull f\f vnta-t ull Ot ruts
,

C. Kowcroft.

Buttish; lust-

2. [cap.'] The genus of Old World redstarts, of

which there are about 20 species. The common
redstart is R. phcenicura. The black redstart IsR. tithys.

Also called Phosnicura.

Ruticillinae (r6"ti-si-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ruti-

cilla + -inse.] A subfamily of Old World syl-
viine birds, named from the genus Ruticilla.

rutil. . See rutile.

Rutila (ro'ti-lii), . The amended form of Ru- ruttle (rut'i), n. [< ruttle, v.
;
a var. of rattle*,

tela. ] Battle. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
rutilant (ro'ti-lant), a. [< F. rutilant = Sp. The last agonies, the fixed eyes, and the dismal rwftfe.

Pg. It. rutilante, < L. rutilan(t-)s, ppr. of ruti- Burnet, Sermons, p. 175. (Latham.)

tore, be or color reddish: see mtilate.] Shin- rutton-rOOt (rut'on-rot), n. [Prob. < Hind,
ing; glittering. [Bare.] ratan, a jewel, gem.] An Indian dye-plant,
Parchments coloured with this rutUant mixture.

Evelyn, II. iv. 1. (Richardson.)

Somehow the Abate's guardian eye
Scintillant, rutilatit, fraternal fire

Roving round every way, had seized the prize.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 110.

rutilatet (ro'ti-lat), v. i. [< L. rutilatus, pp. of

rutilare (> It. rutilare = Sp. Pg. rutilar = OF. rutty2 (rut'i), a. [< -M<2 + -

rutiler, shine, glitter), be or color reddish, glow fui.

red, < rutilus, red, yellowish-red : see red*.] To rutty3 (rut'i), a. An obsolete or dialectal va-
shine

;
emit rays of light. Coles, 1717. riant of rooty. Spenser.

rutile (ro'til), n. [Also rutil; < F. rutile, shin- rutula (rut'i-la), n. Same as rotula, 1 (a),

ing; < L. rutilus, red, yellowish-red: see ruti- rutyt, a. A 'late Middle English form of rooty,

lant.'] One of the three forms in which tita- nvvld (ro'vid), a. [< It. ruvido, rough, rugged,
nium dioxid occurs in nature. (See also octahe- rude, <ii.ruidus (rare), rough.] Rough. [Bare.]
drite and brooTcite.) It crystallizes in tetragonal crys-

tals, generally in square prisms, often in geniculated twins.

It has a brilliant metallic-adamantine luster, and reddish-

brown to black color. The crystals are often black by re-

flected and deep-red by transmitted light. They are some-
times cut for jewels. Nigrin is a black ferriferous variety,
and sagenite a variety consisting of acicular crystals often

penetrating transparent quartz. The latter is also called Ruyschian (ris ki-an), a. [< Ruysch (see del.)
Vemts's-hair stone and love's-arrows. + -ia.] Pertaining to the Dutch anatomist

rutilite (ro'ti-lit), n. [< rutile + -ite2.] Native RUysch 0638-1731).-Ruyschian tunic (tunica
oxid of titanium. Ruyschiana). Same as choriocapillaris.

rutin (ro'tin), n. [< L. ruta, rue, + -t 2
.] Butic Ruysch's glomerule. A Malpighian corpuscle,

acid. Ruysch's map-projection. See projection.
rutter1

! (rut'er), ii. [= D. ruiter = G. renter, ruzzom, . Same as rizom.

a trooper, horseman (partly confused with G. R, V. An abbreviation of Revised Version (of

reiter, a rider, and ritter, knight: see reiter, the Bible).
ritter, rider), < OF. routier, routtier, a highway- R. W. An abbreviation of (a) Right Worship-
man, roadsman, an experienced soldier, a vet- ful; (6) Right Worthy.
eran, < ML. ruptarius, rutariits, one of a band ryt, n. A late Middle English form of rye

1
.

of irregular soldiers or mercenaries of the Ry. An abbreviation of railway.
eleventh century, a trooper, < rupta, a troop, ryacolite, n. See rhyacolite.

band, company: see rout3 .'] 1. A trooper; a ryalt, An obsolete form of royal.

dragoon; specifically, a mercenary horse-soldier ryal, rial3 (ri'al),
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. . [A var. of roy-

Neither shal they be accompanied wyth a garde of ruf- *.] 1. Agold coin

felynge rutters. Bp. Bale, Image, ii. formerly current
Like Almain rutters with their horsemen's staves. in England, first

Marlowe, Faustus, 1. 1. coined by Edward
True it is, a squadron of rutters, meaning pistoliers, IV., and wortli

ought to beat a squadron of launtiers.
,,j the time 10

Williams, Brief Discourse of War. ghim (about
2. A dashing gallant; a man of fashion.

$2.40). It was also

Some authors have compared it to a rutter's cod-piece, called the rose-noble,

but I like not the allusion so well by reason the tyings from its bearing a
have no correspondence ;

his mouth is allwaies mumbling, general resemblance
as if hee wei-u at his mattens ; ami his beard is bristled to the older English
here anil there like a sow. nobles (see noble, n,,

Lodge, Wit's Miserie (1596). (Halliwll.) 2), and from its hav

On passing my hand over the body . . . there was a
ruvid feel, as if the two surfaces met with resistance, or

as if a third body, slightly rough, like the finest sand or

powder, lay between them.
A. B. Granville, Spas of Germany, p. 172.

UN. and Q., 6th ser., X. 868.)

ryallyt, ryallichet
royally.

rybt, A Middle English form of rib2 .

rybaudt, A Middle English form of ribald.

rychet, a. A Middle English form of rich1 .

ryddelt, ' A Middle English form of riddle2 .

ryddert, A Middle English form of ridder^.

rydet, v. A Middle English form of ride.

rydellet, A Middle English form of ridel

for riddle3 .

rydert, An obsolete spelling of rider.

rye1
(ri), n. [Early mod. E. also rie; < ME. rye,

ry, reye, ruge, < AS. ryge = OS. roggo = D.

rogge = OHG. rocco, rocko, MHG. rogge, rocke,
G. rocke, rocken, usually (< D.) roggen = Icel.

rugr (orig. rugr) = Sw. rag = Dan. rug, rye,
= OBulg. ruzM, Bulg. riizh = Serv. rzh = Bo-
hem. Pol. rezh = Polabian rdz = Buss, rozla, =
OPruss. rugis = Lith. rugis = Lett, rudzi, rye.
The Finn, ruis is from OPruss. or Lith.; W. rhyg,

rye, is appar. from E.] 1. The cereal plant Se-

cale cereale, or its seeds. Its nativity appears to have
been in the region between the Black Sea and the Caspian.
Its culture hasbeen chiefly
in the north, and, though
ancient, is not of the high-
est antiquity. It bears
more cold than any other

grain, thrives on light and
otherwise barren soils, and
can be grown continuous-

ly on the same spot. It

is most extensively pro-
duced in central and
northern Europe, where
it forms the almost exclu-
sive breadstuff of large

populations, furnishing
the black bread of Ger-

many and Russia, and the

rye-cakes which in Sweden
are baked twice in a year
and preserved by drying.
Rye is less nutritious than

wheat, though in that re-

spect standing next to it.

The black bread has a sour
taste, owing to the speedy
acetous fermentation of

the sugar contained in it.

A sweet bread is also made
from rye. The roasted

grains have long been used
as a substitute for coffee.

Rye enters in Russia into

the national drink, kvass,
in Holland into gin, and in

the United States it is the
source of much whisky.
When affected with ergot (see ergoti, 2, and spurred rye
below) rye becomes poisonous. The young plant affords a
useful green fodder ; the straw is valued for thatching,
for filling mattresses, for the packing of horse-collars, etc.

Rye is often planted with grass-seed in the United States

as a protection during the first season, and similarly with

pine-seeds in the Alpine region. It has spring and fall

varieties, one of the latter being known as Wallachian ; in

general it has less varieties than other much-cultivated

plants. The rie of Exodus ix. 32 and Isaiah xxviil. 25 is

probably spelt.

2. In her., a bearing representing a stalk of

grain with the ear bending downward, thus dis-

tinguished from wheat, in which the ear is erect.

3. Whisky made from rye. [Colloq., U. S.]
Spurred rye, rye affected with ergot, causing the

ovary to assume a spurred form. In pharmacy it is called

secale cornutum. See ergoW, 2, and St. John's bread.

Wild rye, a grass of the genus Elymus.

rye2 (ri), n. [Origin obscure.] A disease in

hawks which causes the head to swell. Halli-
ii-i II.

rye3
(ri), . [Gipsy.] A gentleman; a supe-

rior person : as, a Rommany rye.

rye-grass (ri'gras), n. [An altered form of ray-

(/I'uxn, simulating rye^.~\ 1. The ray-grass, Lo-
liu

:. Rye (Secale cfreale). 2. The
spike, a, a spikelet ; d, the empty

imcs ; '
, the flowering glume ; a,

the palet; f, one of the Iodides,

spikt
BBN
the palt_. . ___

highly magnified.

On Desmonds mouldering turrets slowly shake
The trembling rif-grass and the hare-bell blue.

Mwkle, Sir Martin, i.

2. Lyme-grass. See Eti/iinix. Italian rye-grass.
the variety Italicmn of the rye-grass, a meadow-grass



rye-grass

esteemed as highly in England as timothy-grass is in the

United States.

Rye House plot. See plot
1

.

rye-moth (ri'moth), . A European insect

whose larva feeds on stems of rye. It is referred

to by Curtis as Pyralis secalis, but is probably
Orobena frunifntalis.

rye-straw (ri'stra), . A wisp of the straw of

rye; hence, figuratively, a weak, insignificant

person.
Thou wonldst inStruct thy master at this play ;

Thlnk'st thou this Rye-straw can ore-rule myarme?
Heywood, Four Prentises of London (Works, II. 203).

rye-wolf (ri'wulf), n. [Tr. G. roggeiwolf.] A
malignant spirit supposed by the German peas-

antry to infest rye-fields. Dyer, Folk-lore of

Plants.

rye-worm (ri'werm), . A European insect,
the larva of the dipteran Oscinis pumilionis,
which feeds on the stems of rye.

ryftet, n. A Middle English form of rift
1

.

rygbanet, n. A Middle English form of ridge-
bone.

Rygchopsalia (rig-kop-sa'li-a), . The corrupt

original form of Rhynchopsalia. See lihynchops.

rygntt, , >
an(i " -^ Middle English form of

right.

ryghtwyst, A Middle English form of right-
eous.

ryke 1
(rik), v. i. [A var. of reach 1

.']
To reach.

[Scotch.]
Let me ryke up to dight that tear,
And go wi' me and be ray dear.

Burn*, Jolly Beggars.

ryke2
t, A Middle English variant of riche1 .

rymet, An obsolete form of rime 1
.

rymourt, . An obsolete form of rimer1
.

Rynchsea, Eynchea, Rynchoea, . See Rhyn-
cnsea.

ryncho-. For words so beginning, see rJiyneho-.

6284

Ryncops, . See Rhychoj>s.

rynd(rind), w. [Cf. E. rhi(l-s/iiinlli. amill-rynd;

perhaps uit. < AS. hrinduii (= Icel. lirinda),

push, thrust, or hrinan, touch, strike: see

rine'*.] In a burstone mill, the iron which

supports the upper stone, and upon which it is

nicely balanced or trammed. At the middle of the

rynd is a bearing called the cockeye, which is adapted to

rest upon the pointed upper end of the mill-spindle, called

the cockhead. See tnttt' and miU-spiiulle. Also spelled
rind.

form of Rhynchota." Compare Rhyngota.
rynnet, '' A Middle English form of run 1

.

rynt, r. See aroint.

ryot (ri'ot), n. [Also riot, rayat; < Hind, raiytit,

prop, rd'iyat, < Ar. ra'iya, a subject, tenant, a

peasant, cultivator. Cf. raya1
.] In India, a

peasant; a tenant of the soil
;
a cultivator; es-

pecially, one holding laud as a cultivator or

husbandman.
He was not one of our men, but a common ryot, clad

simply in a dhoti or waist-cloth, and a rather dirty turban.
F. M. Craw/ord, Mr. Isaacs, x..

In Bengal there are no great land-owners, but numerous
ryots, or cultivators who nave fixity of tenure and rent.

BritM Quarterly Bet., LXXXIJI. 271.

It is suggested that Government might by degrees un-
dertake the advances required by the ryoti, which they
now raise under the disastrous village usurer's loan sys-

tem, which, far from really helping them, only lands them
deeper and deeper in the mire of debt each year.

A. 0. F. Eliot Jama, Indian Industries, i.

ryotwar, ryotwari (ri'ot-war, -wa-ri), . [Also
ryotwary, rayatwari; < Hind, raiyatwdri, < rui-

yat,&ryot: see ryot.} The stipulated arrange-
ment in regard to land-revenue or -rent made
annually in parts of India, especially in the
Madras presidency, by the government officials

Kyzaena
with the ryots or actual cultivators of the soil,
and not with the village communities, or any
landlord or middleman.

Its [the United States land system's] nearest surviving
relative in Europe is the metayage of France; but it is more
like the zemeendaree and ryotwar of Britishized Indiu
than any land system now in existence.

Jf. A. Rev., CXLJI. 54.

rype 1
1, " and r. A Middle English form of n>- '

.

rype- (rip), . [< Dan. rype, a ptarmigan.] A
ptarmigan. See dalripa. ,

The rype must be regarded as the most important of

Norwegian game birds, on account of its numbers no less
than of its flavour. Encyc. Brit., XVII. MI.

rypeck (ri'pek), n. [Also ripccl; rcpeck, rypeg;
origin obscure.] A polo used to moor a punt
while fishing, or in some similar way. [Local,

Eng.]
He ordered the fishermen to take up the ryptcto, and he

floated away down stream. // Kingdey, Kaveushoc, Ixiv.

It is the name for a long pole shod with an iron point.
Thames fishermen drive two of these into the bed of the
river and attach their punts to them. ... A single pole
is sometimes called a rypeck, but the custom among fish-

ermen in this part of the world [Halliford-on-Thamesl is to

speak of " a rypecki." N. and Q., 7th er., II. 168.

Rypo-. For words so beginning, see Rhypo-.
Rypticus, . See Rhypticus.
ryschet, A Middle English form of msfcl.

ryset. A Middle English form of rise1 , rise2 .

rysht, . A Middle English form of rusA 1 .

rytht, . An obsolete form of rithe1 .

rythmt, v. i. An obsolete spelling of rJiytlnn

and of rime1 .

rythmert, An obsolete spelling of rimer1
.

ryvet. A Middle English form of rive 1
, rive?,

rife
1

.

ryvert, A Middle English form of river1
,

rircr'l.

Ryzaena, ". See Rhyzsena.
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1. The nineteenth letter

and fifteenth consonant of
the English alphabet, hav-

ing a corresponding place
also in the alphabets from
which that is derived (the

twenty-first, or last but

one, in Phenician). The his-

torical exhibit of related forms, as

given for the other letters (see especially A), is as follows :

Egyptian.
Hieroglyphic. Hieratic

Pheni-
cian.

Early
Greek and Latin.

The Phenician system had more than one sibilant sign,
and the Greek choice wavered at first between two of

them, until it settled upon this one. Of all the signs here

given the value was the same namely, our normal
8-sound, as in so, us. This is a surd or breathed utterance,
a fricative or continuable consonant, of a peculiar charac-

ter, to which we give the name of sibilant or hissing. Its

sonant or voiced counterpart (related toitasrftot.aspto
/, and so on) is z, as in zeal, dizzy (the buzzing sound). They
are produced between the tongue, at or near its tip, and
a point on the roof of the month either close behind the
front teeth or at a further remove from them. Probably
no other of our alphabetic sounds are producible through
so wide a range of (slightly) varying positions, or actually
produced, iu different districts and individuals, in so dif-

ferent a manner. None, also, are more freely combinable
with other consonant-sounds into intricate groups, as in

strands, twelfths, splints, sixths. In virtue of their mode of

production, they are akin with t and </, and, like them, are
often called dental, orlingual, or tongue-tip sounds. The
proper or hissing s is one of the most common elements of

English utterance, forming more than 1>, per cent, of it.

But its sign has also other values. As s is one of our
most used endings for example, of plural number, of

possessive case, of third person singular present it comes
extremely often at the end of a word, and there, after any
sonant sound, it is pronounced as z : for example, lows,
lore's, he loves ; flies, fly's, he flies; and it has the same
sound often in the interior of words, especially between so-

nants : for example, use, nose, dismal. The t-sound, on the
other hand, is represented to a considerable extent by c

before e, i, y (see C) ; and by double s> or 88, which is fre-

quent in the middle and at the end of words, and has the
hissing sound, save in a few exceptional cases, like dis-

solve, possess (between the a and e). Another sound often

represented by is the *A-sound (see below) namely, in

very numerous cases where the s is followed by a conso-
nantal y-sound, whether written with t, as in passion, or

implied in "long u," as in sure, flssure: since the combi-
nation sy in English pronunciation has a strong tendency
to fuse Into sh, and in ordinary free utterance often does
so, even in cases where theory and extra-careful usage re-

quire the separation of the two sounds. This fused sound
is represented by the important digraph sh (also by ch in a
few French words, as machine). It is a second sibilant, a
more palatal one as simple an utterance as the s-sibi-

lant, but very much less frequent (less than 1 per cent,
or one fifth of s; but about l| per cent, if its presence in
the cA-sound is included). It is made with nearly the
same part of the tongue as s, and against the roof of the
mouth, but generally a little further back, and especially
(it would seem) with an opener cavity immediately behind
the point of closest approximation of the organs. Its com-
pound sign (Middle English and German sch) marks it ns

coming historically from the fusion of an s with a follow.

ing guttural spirant. It haa a rare sonant counterpart in
the zA'Sound of azure, pleasure, and the like (as to which,
see X). The sh- and zA-sounds also constitute the con-

cluding element in the compound eh- and j- or soft ^/-sounds
(see ch and Q and /) combined with a somewhat modified
t and d respectively (made by a contact at the sA-point) as
first element.

2. As a medieval Roman numeral, 7; also 70;
with a dash over it (S), 70,000. 3. In chem., the

symbol of sulphur. 4. An abbreviation : (a) Of
Society in such combinations as F. R. S. (Fel-
low of the Royal Society), F. L. S. (Fellow of
the Linnean Society), etc. (6) Of Surgery, as
in D. D. S. (Doctor of Dental Surgery), (c) Of
Science, as in B. S. (Bachelor of Science), (d)
Of South or Southern, (e) Of Sunday and Satur-

day- (/) [' c.~\ Of Latin solidum, equivalent
to English shilling: as, s. d., pounds, shil-

lings, pence, (g) In anat. and sool., of surml :

used in vertebral formulae : as, S. 5, five sacral
vertebrae. (7<) [I. c.] Of second (sixtieth part
of a minute), substantive (a noun), snow (in a
ship's log-book), of Latin semi, half (used in
medical prescriptions after a quantity which
is to be divided into two), and of spherical (of

a lens), (i) [J. <.] In her., of sable, (j) In me-

teor., of stratus, (k) In musical notation (1),
of sensa; (2) in the form :S:, of segno (see
D. S. and segno). 5. An operative symbol in

quaternions, signifying the operation of tak-

ing the scalar part of a quaternion. It is also
used in algebra for certain varieties of summation. The
lower-case s usually denotes space, or the length of the
arc of a curve. An s below the line, in enumerative geom-
etry, refers to a plane pencil of rays. S (Greek S) signi-
fies the sum of successive values of a function ; the vari-

able which is to take successive integral values in the
terms to be added may be written below the line after the
-, and the lower and upper limit of the summation may
be written below and above the S. Thus,

v = ! i
. (log. z>>.

In the calculus of finite differences 2 Is used like a sign
of indefinite integration, the lower limit being replaced
by an arbitrary constant, while the upper is supposed to
be 1 less than the value of the variable. Thus, 2 Fz =
V(x 1) -f F (z 2) 4- etc., down to a constant value of
the variable, and then an arbitrary constant is to be added
to the series. S is used in the integral calculus to denote
the area of a surface. A modified long s, /, is the sign of

integration. Light green S. Same as acid-yreen.Ua.-
genta S., rubine S. Same as acid-magenta.

-S1 . The suffix of the possessive or genitive case

singular, earlier -es, by syncope -g, now regu-
larly written with an apostrophe, 's. See -es1 .

-Sa . The suffix of the plural form of nouns,
earlier -es, which is now retained in pronuncia-
tion only after a sibilant, being otherwise re-

duced by syncope to -*. See -es2 .

-B3. The suffix of the third person singular of
the present indicative of verbs, earlier -es, more
originally -eth, -th. See -eth%, -th3 .

S. A. An abbreviation of Latin secundum ar-

tem, according to the rules of art : used in med-
ical prescriptions.

S. a. An abbreviation of Latin sine anno (with-
out year), without date.

sa, adv. An obsolete or Scotch form of o2 .

sa. In her., an abbreviation of sable1 .

saat, . A Middle English form of soe.

sab (sab), v. and n. A Scotch form of sob.

sabadilla (sab-a-dil'a), n. See cevadilla, and
caustic barley (under barley

1
).

Sabaean 1
(sa-be'an), . and a. See Sabean1 ,

Sabean2 .

Sabaean- (sa-be'an), a. and n. See Sabian1
,

Sabaeanism (sa-be'an-izm), n. See Sabaism.
Sabaism (sa'ba-izm), n. [See Sabian?.'} The
doctrines of the Sabians or Mandseans. Also
Sabasism, Sabianism, Sabeism, and sometimes,
incorrectly, Sabeeanism.

Palmetto (Sairal Palmetto}.
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Sabal (sa'bal), n. [NL. (Adanson, 1763) ; said to

be from a S. Amer. or Mex. name.] A genus of

fan-palms of the tribe Coryphem, including sev-

eral palmettos. It U distinguished from the genera
next akin, Washingtonia and Corypha, by its dorsal em-
bryo, and is further characterized by bisexual flowers with
a cup-shaped calyx and a deep-lobed imbricate corolla

persistent unchanged after blossoming, by its six united
stamens forming at their dilated bases a ring attached to
the corolla-tube, and by its three-lobed and three-celled

ovary, tapering into a robust columnar style which is

basilar in fruit. The fruit is usually globose and one-

celled, with a loose fleshy pericarp, and a single shining
dark-brown roundish and depressed seed, with hard cor-

neous albumen which is deeply hollowed in at the base.
The 7 species are natives of tropical America, from Vene-
zuela and Trinidad northward into Florida and South Caro-
lina and the Bermuda Islands. They are thomless palms,
some species low and almost stemless, others with a tall

robust trunk ringed at the base and covered above with
the remains of sheaths. The leaves are terminal, round-

ish, and deep-cleft; the flowers are small and smooth,white
or greenish, and the fruit is small and black, both borne on
a large and elongated spadix which is at first erect, and in-

closed in a long tubular spathe, from which hang many
long and slender branches and branchlets. See palmetto
and cabbage-tree, and cut in preceding column.

sabalo (sab'a-16), N. [< Sp. sdbalo, a shad.]
The tarpon, ifegalops atlanticus.

Sabaoth (sab'a-oth or sa-ba'oth), n. pi. [= F.

Sabaoth, < L. Sabaoth, < Gr. 2a3o<M, < Heb. tee-

bdoth, armies, pi. of tsaba, an army. < tsdbd, at-

tack, fight.] 1. In Scrip., armies; hosts: used
as part of a title of God.
The cries of them which have reaped are entered into

the ears of the Lord of sabaoth. Jaa. v. 4.

Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of Sabaoth.
Book of Common Prayer, Te Deum.

2f. Same as Sabbath. [An error.]

But thence-forth all shall rest eternally
With him that is the God of Sabaoth hight :

! that great Sabaoth God, grant me that Sabaoths sight :

Spenser, F. Q., VII. viii. >.

Sacred and inspired Divinity, the Sabaoth and port of
all men's labours and peregrinations.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Sabathian (sa-ba'thi-an), n. SsaneasSabbatiaii.

sabatount, sabatynt, Middle English forms
of sabbaton.

Sabbat, n. See Sabbath.

Sabbatarian (sab-a-ta'ri-an), a. and 11. [< L.
sabbatarius (> Sp. sabatarib = Pg. sabbatario =.

F. sabbataire), of or belonging to the Sabbath
(sabbatarii, pi., the Sabbath-keepers, i. e. the

Jews), < sabbatum, Sabbath: see Sabbath.] I.

a-. Pertaining to the Sabbath or its observ-
ance.

U. 11. One who maintains the observance
of the Sabbath (in the original sense) as ob-

ligatory on Christians. Hence (a) One who ob-
serves the seventh day of the week as the Sabbath, as the
Jews do, instead of the first (Sunday), as do Christians

generally. A denomination of Baptists are called Sabba-
tarians, or Seventh-day Baptists, because they maintain
that the Jewish Sabbath has not been abrogated. The
Seventh-day Adveutists hold the same views.

And because some few Sabbatarians among ourselves do
keep the old sabbath only, and call still for Scripture proof
for the institution of the Lord's day, let me briefly tell

them that which is enough to evince their error.

Baxter, Life of Faith, ii. 7.

(6) One who observes the Sabbath (whether Saturday or

Sunday) according to the real or supposed Jewish rules
for its observance

; hence, one who observes it with more
than the usual strictness. In the Puritan controversies
of the sixteenth century the church party maintained that
the obligation to observe one day in seven as a day of rest
and devotion rested not upon the fourth commandment,
but upon church usage and the beneficent results arising
therefrom ; the Puritans maintained that the obligation
was based upon the Jewish law, and that the nature of the
obligation was to be deduced from the Jewish regulations.
They interdicted every sort of worldly occupation and
every form of pastime and recreation, and were termed
Sabbatarians by their opponents ; hence the later use of
the term as one of reproach.

We have myriads of examples In this kinde amongst
those rigid Sabbatarians. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 680.

We left Lillehannner on a heavenly Sabbath morning.
. . . Rigid Sabbatarians may be shocked at our travelling
on that day : but there were few hearts in all the churches
of Christendom whose hymns of praise were more sincere
and devout than ours. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 254.
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Sabbatarianism (sab-a-ta'ri-au-izm), . [<Sab-
batarian + -!xi.~\ Ttie tenets or practices of

the Sabbatarians.
Sabbath (sab'ath), . and a. [Also dial, (or ar-

chaically in def. 5) Sabbat; < ME. sabat, sabbat,

sabot, sabote, rarely saboth, < AS. sabat= D. sab-
bath = MHG. sabbatus, sabbato, G. sabbat = Sw.
Dan. sabbat = OF. sabbat, sabat = Pr. niiMxit.

sabat, sapte, sabte (also dissapte, < L. dies sab-

bati, day of the Sabbath) = Sp. sdbado = Pg.
sabbado = It. sabato, sabbato = W. sabatlt, mih-

both, < L. sabbatum, usually in pi. sabbata, the
Jewish sabbath, ML. also any feast-day, the

solstice, etc., = Goth, sabbato, sabbatus, the Sab-
bath, < Gr. od/?/?aroc, usually in pi. o-a/3/fara, the
Jewish sabbath, in sing. Saturday, < Heb. shab-

bdth, rest, sabbath, sabbath day, < shabdth, rest

from labor. For other forms of the word, see

etymology of Saturday.] I. n. 1. In the Jew-
ish calendar, the seventh day of the week, now
known as Saturday, observed as a day of rest
from secular employment, and of religious ob-
servance.
Thou ne sselt do ine the daye of the sabat [Zeterday]

thine nyedea, ue thine workes thet thou migt do ine othre

dayea. AyerMte of Inu'yt (E. E. T. S.\ p. 7.

How could the Jewish congregations of old be put in
mind by their weekly Sabbaths what the world reaped
through his goodness which did of nothing create the
world? Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 71.

He would this Sabbath should a figure be
Of the blest Sabbath of Eternity.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 7.

Glad we return'd up to the coasts of light
Ere sabbath evening. Milton, P. L., viii. 248.

The Christian festival [Sunday] was carefully distin-

guished from the Jewish Sabbath, with which it never ap-
pears to have been confounded till the close of the six-

teenth century. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 258.

2. The first day of the week, similarly ob-
served by most Christian denominations: more
properly designated Sunday, or the Lord's Day.
The seventh day of the week, appointed by the fourth
commandment, is still commonly observeo

1

by the Jews
and by some Christian denominations. (See Sabbatarian.)
But the resurrection of the Lord, on the first day of the
week, being observed as a holy festival by the early church,
soon supplanted the seventh day, though no definite law,
either divine or ecclesiastical, directed the change. A
wide difference of opinion exists among divines as re-

gards both the grounds and the nature of this observance.
On the one hand it is maintained that the obligation of
Sabbath observance rests upon positive law as embodied
in the fourth commandment ; that the institution, though
not the original day, is of perpetual obligation ; that the
day, but not the nature of its requirements, was provi-
dentially changed by the resurrection of Jesus Christ and
the consequent action of the Christian church ; and that,
to determine what is the nature of the obligations of the
day, we must go back to the original commandment and
the additional Jewish laws. This may be termed the Pu-
ritan view, and it defines thus the nature of the Sabbath
obligation :

" This Sabbath is then kept holy unto the
Lord, when men, after a due preparing of their hearts,
and ordering of their common affairs beforehand, do not
only observe an holy rest all the day from their own works,
words, and thoughts about their worldly employments
and recreations ; but also are taken up the whole time in
the public and private exercises of His worship, and in
the duties of necessity and mercy.

"
(West. Conf. of Faith,

xxi. 8.) The other view is that the fourth commandment
is, strictly speaking, a part of the Jewish law, and not of
perpetual obligation, though valuable as a guide t the
Christian church ; that this commandment, like the rest
of the Jewish ceremonial law, is abrogated in the letter
by Christ ; and that the obligation of the observance of
one day in seven as a day of rest and devotion rests upon
the resurrection of the Lord, the usage of the church the
apostolic practice, and the blessing of God which has
evidently followed such observance. This is the view of
the Roman Catholic Church, of the Greek Church, of many
Anglicans, and of others, including the Protestants of the
European continent. It naturally involves a much less
strict regulation of the day. Between these two opin-
ions there are a variety of views, the more common one
probably being that the obligation to observe one day in
seven as a day of holy rest is grounded upon the fourth
commandment and is of perpetual obligation, but that the
day to be observed and the nature of the observance are
left to the determination of the Christian church in the
exercise of a Christian liberty and discretion. Other terms
for the Sabbath are Sunday, the Lord's Day, and First-day.
Sabbath designates the institution as well as the day and
is still in vogue in Jewish and Puritan usage and litera-
ture, but properly indicates an obligation based upon the
fourth commandment and a continuance of the Jewish ob-
servance. Sunday (the Sun's day) is originally the title of
a pagan holiday which the Christian holiday supplantedand is the common designation of the day. The Lord's
Day (the day of the Lord's resurrection) is of Christian
origin, but is chiefly confined to ecclesiastical circles and
religious literature. First-day is the title employed bythe triends to designate the day, their object being to
avoid both pagan and Jewish titles.

The Sabbath he [Mr. Cotton] began the evening before ;

for which keeping of the Sabbath, from evening to eveninghe wrote arguments before his coming to New Englandand I suppose 'twas from his reason and practice that the
C hristians of New-England have generally done so too

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Hi. 1.

There were as many people as are usually collected at
a muster, or on similar occasions, lounging about with-
out any apparent enjoyment ; but the observation of this
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may serve me to make a sketch of the mode of spending
the Sabbath by the majority of unmarried, young, middling
class people near a great town.

Hatpthome, Amer. Note Book, p. 18.

The Lord's Day was strictly observed as a Sabbath, ac-

cording to the Puritan view that its observance was en-

joined in the decalogue. The Sabbath extended from the
sunset of Saturday to the sunset of Sunday, according to
the Jewish method of reckoning days.

0. P. Fisher, Hist. Christian Church, p. 408.

3. [/. c.] A time of rest or quiet ; respite from
toil, trouble, pain, sorrow, etc.

The branded slave that tugs the weary oar
Obtains the sabbath of a welcome shore.

Qvartes, Emblems, ill. 15.

A silence, the brief sabbath of an hour,
Reigns o'er the fields. Bryant, Noon.

The picture of a world covered with cheerful home-
steads, blessed with a sabbath of perpetual peace.

J. Fisire, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 152.

4. [/. c.] The sabbatical year among the Israel-

ites.

But in the seventh year shall be a sabbath of rest unto
the land, a sabbath for the Lord. Lev. JOT. 4.

5. A midnight meeting supposed in the middle
ages to have been held annually by demons,
sorcerers, and witches, under the leadership of

Satan, for the purpose of celebrating their or-

gies. More fully called Witches' Sabbath. Also,

archaically, Sabbat.

Pomponacclo points out that part of the functions of
the Witches' Sabbath consisted in dancing round a goat, a
remnant of the worship of Pan, and that it is in memory
of this that the wearing and setting up in the house of a
horn as a counter charm is common in Italy.

N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 21.

It [witchcraft] became ... a social body, and had a

mystery uniting its members. . . . This mystery is known
to us as the Witches' Sabbath. Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 513.

The very source of witch-life may be said to have been
the Sabbat. The Atlantic, LVIII. 467.

Great Sabbath, Holy Sabbath, Easter Even. The
name Great Sabbath was given to this day in the early
church. Similarly, in John xix. 31, the Sabbath before
Christ's resurrection is called great (Authorized Version," an high day "). This name is still the official one in the
Greek Church (in the fuller form, The Great and Holy
Sabbath). In the Roman Catholic Church it is Sabbatum
Sanctum,

'

Holy Sabbath or Saturday.'
II. a. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

the Sabbath (or, bycommon but less proper use,

Sunday): as, Sabbath duties; Sabbath observ-
ance ; Sabbath stillness Sabbath-day's journey.
See journey.

Sabbathaic (sab-a-tha'ik), a. [< Sabbathai (see
Sabbathai.it) + -ic.~] Of or pertaining to the
Sabbathaists.
Sabbathaist (sab-a-tha'ist), . [< Sabbathai
(see def.) + -ist.'] "l. A follower of Sabbathai
Sevi of Smyrna, a seventeenth-century Jew,
who claimed to be the Messiah. 2. Same as
Sabbatian.

Sabbatharian (sab-a-tha'ri-an), n. [< Sabbath
+ -arian. Cf.Sabbatiirian.'] If. A Sabbatarian.
These Sabbatharians are so call'd because they will not

remove the Day of Rest from Saturday to Bunday. They
leave off Work betimes on Friday Evening, and are very
rigid Observers of their Sabbath.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[II. 135.

2. Same as Southcottian.

Sabbatharyt, a. [< Sabbath + -ar2.] Pertain-

ing to or characteristic of the Sabbath.
For they are of opinion that themseloes haue a super-

fluous Sabbatharie soule, which on that day is plentifully
sent in to them, to inlarge their heart and to expell care
and sorrow. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 204.

Sabbath-breaker (sab'ath-bra'ker), n. One
who breaks or profanes the Sabbath, or Sunday.
They say . . . that the usurer is the greatest Sabbath-

breaker, because his plough goeth every Sunday.
Bacon, Usury (ed. 1887).

Sabbath-breaking (sab'ath-bra'"king), n. and
a. I. n. The act of breaking or profaning the
Sabbath, or Sunday; in the law of a number of
the United States, a violation of the laws which
forbid specified immoral, disturbing, or unne-
cessary labors or practices on Sunday.

II. a. Given to breaking the Sabbath, or

Sunday.
Sabbathian (sa-ba'thi-an), n. Same as Sabba-
tlan.

Sabbathless (sab'ath-les), a. [< sabbath +
-less.'} Having no sabbath; without intermis-
sion of labor.

This incessant and Sabbathless pursuit of a man's fortune
leaveth not that tribute which we owe to God of our
time. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. :iSl.

Sabbath-school (sab'ath-skoT), Same as
Sunday-school.
Sabbatia (sa-ba'ti-ii), H. [NL.(Adanson,1763),
named after Liberatus Sabbati, an Italian bot-

anist, who wrote a "Synopsis of the Plants
of Rome" (1745).] A genus of gamopetalous

Sabbatism

plants of the order Gentianeee, tribe Chirouiex,
and subtribe Erytltreeese. It is characterized by flow-
ers with from five to ten narrow calyx-lobes, a five- to
twelve-lobed wheel-shaped corolla, as many stamens with
short filaments in*

serted on its throat,
their anthers erect
and afterward re-

curved but not twist-

ed, and a one-celled

ovary with project-
ing placentae and a

thread-shaped style
and stigma, the lat-

ter with two entire
and linear lobes.
The 15 species are na-
tives of the United
States, extending in-

to Cuba. They are
annual or biennial

herbs, erect and un-
branched or pani-
cled above, bear-

Ing opposite sessile

leaves, and white or
rose-colored flowers,
disposed in loose

cymes. The flowers
are usually numer-
ous and handsome,
marked by a small
central yellow star,
and in the largest
species, S. Chloroides, i. Upper part of the stem with the flow-

ers, a. Lower part of the stem withtheroot.
a. a flower before anthesis, showing the sta-
mens and style declined in opposite direc-

/ -lY-t
American Centaury \Sabbatia angu-

are about 2 inches
across. This species,
from its color and
locality, is known as
the rote of Plymouth. The various species are called most
often by the generic name Sabbatia, and sometimes by the
book-name American centaury. The plant is a simple bit-
ter tonic. S. chloroides, S. campestris, and S. angularis are
introduced into flower-gardens. See bitter-bloom and rose-

pink, 3.

Sabbatian (sa-ba'tian), n. [< Sabbatius (see
def.) + -an. ] A member of a Novatian sect of
the fourth century, followers of Sabbatius, who
adopted the Quartodeciman rule. See Quarto-
deciman. Also Sabathian, Sabbathaist, Sabba-
thian.

Sabbatic (sa-bat'ik), a. [= F. sabbatique =
Sp. sabdtico = Pg. sabbatico = It. sabatico, <

LL. *sabbatictis, < Gr. aajiftartKof, of or belong-
ing to the Sabbath, < o-a/3/farov, Sabbath: see

Sabbath.'} Of, pertaining to, or resembling the
Sabbath (Jewish or Christian) ;

characteristic
of or befitting the Sabbath

; enjoying or bring-
ing an intermission of labor.

They found themselves disobliged from that strict and
necessary rest which was one great part of the sabbatic
rites. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 210.

This salutary view is only effectually pursued by due
attendance on sabbatic duty.

Stulcely, Palteographia Sacra, p. 99. (Latham.)

sabbatical (sa-bat'i-kal), a. [< Sabbatic + -al.~\

1. Sabbatic; characterized by rest or cessa-
tion from labor or tillage: as, the sabbatical

years (see below).
Likewise their seuenth yeare was SabbatMaUl.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 122.

2. Recurring in sevens, or on every seventh
(day, month, year, etc.).
The sabbatical pool in Judea, which was dry six days,

but gushed out in a full stream upon the sabbath.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 273.

Taking the Semitic letters in their final order, we find
that they fall into three groups, . . . the three sibilants or
sabbatical letters occupying the three sabbatical places as
the 7th, 14th, and 21st letters. Remembering the impor-
tance attached among all Semitic races to the sacred plan-
etary number seven, it seems probable that it was not by
mere accident that the sibilants came to occupy these posi-
tions. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 192.

Sabbatical year, every seventh year among the ancient

Jews, during which no cultivation of the soil was to be

practised, all spontaneous growth of the soil was common
property, and all but foreign debtors were to be, at least
for the year, released from their debts.

Sabbatically (sa-bat'i-kal-i), adv. In a Sab-
batic manner.
Sabbatine (sab'a-tin), a. [< ML. sabbatinus, <

L. sabbatum, Sabbath: see Sabbath."] Pertain-

ing to the Sabbath (Saturday) : as, Sabbatine

preachers.
Sabbatism (sab'a-tizm), n. [= F. sabbatisme
= It. sabbatismo, <! LL. sabbatismus, < Gr. aa/3/3a-

Tiofiof, < ovz/J/tor/Ctiv, keep the Sabbath: see Sab-

batiee.~\ Observance of the Sabbath or of a sab-
bath

;
a rest ; intermission of labor.

That sabbatime or rest that the author to the Hebrews
exhorts them to strive to enter into through faith and
obedience. Dr. H. More, Def. of Moral Cabbala, ii.

\Vh;it an eternal sabbatism, then, when the work of re-

demption, sanctincation, preservation, glorification, are
all finished, and his [God's] work more perfect than ever,
and very good indeed! Baxter, Saints' Rest, i. 4.

Christ, having entered into his Sabbatism in heaven,
gives us a warrant for the Christian Sabbath or Lord's

day, which has the same relation to Christ's present Sab-
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batiiin in heaven that the old Sabbath had to God's rest

from his work of creation.

Damon, Origin of World, p. 132.

Sabbatize (sab'a-ti

//,:<W, ppr. Sabb'ittii _

Gr. aappaTiZetv, keep the Sabbath, < atBparw,
the Jewish Sabbath : see Sabbath.] I. intrans.

To keep the Sabbath
;
rest on the seventh day.

A Sabbatisingloo much, by too many Christians imitated,

which celebrate the same rather as a day of Bacchus then

the Lords day. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 122.

Let us not therefore keep the sabbath (or sabbatize)

Jewishly as delighting in idleness (or rest from labour).

Baxter, Divine Appointment of the Lord's Day, vii.

If he who does not rest out of regard to the Lord does

not truly Sabbatize, his resting is only an empty form or

a blasphemous pretense. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXIX. 708.

II. trans. To convert into or observe as a

sabbath, or day of rest.

The tendency to sabbatize the Lord's day is due chiefly

to the necessities of legal enforcement.
Smith and Cheetham, Diet, of Christ. Antiq., p. 1052.

sabbatont (sab'a-ton), . [< ME. sabatoun (ML.
sabbatum), a snbe. Cf. sabot.] 1. A shoe or
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lous worms, typical of the Sabcllariitltr. H. an-

ijlica is a leading species, of the British Islands, forming
massive irregular tubes of sand at and below low-water

mark.

Sabellariidae (sab*e-la-ri'i-de ), H. pi. [NL., <

Sabellaria + -idee.] A family of cephalobran-
chiate annelids, typified by the genus Sabelhi-

ria. The body is subcyllndric, of two distinct portions
an anterior segmented, with setigerous and uncinate

appendages, and a posterior narrow, unsegmented, and un-

appendaged, like a tail. These worms live between tide-

marks, among seaweeds (especially Laminaria), and are

oviparous. Also called Hermettacea.

Sabellian1
(sa-bel'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Sa-

bellijthe Sabellians (see def.): see Sabine2.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Sabellians.

II. n. One of a primitive Italian people
which included the Sabines, Samuites, Luca-

nians, etc.

Sabellian2 (sa-bel'i-an), a. and . [< Sabellius

(see def.) + '-an.] "1. a. Of or pertaining to

Sabellius or his doctrines or followers. See

Sabellianism.

II. n. A follower of Sabellius, a philosopher
See Sabellianism.

Sabine

Saberbill ( Xiphorhynchus procMrvits).

/, ,~r'i J of the third century, oce *?U-WI/K.M*W"I'.

half-boot of the kind worn by persons of wealth
galjellianism (sa-bel'i-an-izm), n. [< Sabellian

in the fifteenth century, mentioned as made of B
^
D^T ê doctrinal view respecting the

satin, cloth of gold, etc. Godhead maintained by Sabellius and his fol-

Thenne set thay the sabatounf vpon the segge fotejj lowers. Sabellianism arose out of an attempt to explain
Sir Qawayne and the Green Kmght (E. E. T. S.), 1. 574. ^ doctr,ne of the Trinitv on philosophical principles.

2 Thesolleretof the six- -^^_^ It agrees with orthodox Trinitarianism in denying the

tBATirh ppTitnt-v having a H subordination of the Son to the Father, and in recogniz-

^ 1 1 Ing the divinity manifested in Christ as the absolute
form broad and blunted

J|v
1 Jgj .

lt differ8therefrom in denying the real personality
at the toes. ^Kaftfl ' the Son, and in recognizing in the Father, Son, and

sabdariffa (sab-da-rif'a), ^I^BHfl Holy Spirit not a real and eternal Trinity but one only injng-oi.

n^flif ^.i^P 9 temporal and modalistic. According to Sabellianism, Sabia (sa Di-a), H.

Sabean (si-be''an), .
^^Sffl witliTthe cessation of the manifestation of Christ

in,
time

[Also Sabsean; < LL. Su-

bset (Vulgate), in form
same as L. Sabsei, the

people of Saba (see Sabe-

an2 ), but variously re- ,.....
garded as the descendants of beba or bheba

safoeuine (sa-bel'in), a. [< Sabella + **.]
(see def.).] A member of some obscure tribes portajning t'o Sabella or to the Sabellidse.

mentioned in the authorized version of the - -

Bible, and regarded as the descendants (1) of

Dentition of Saber-toothed
Cat (Machtxrodits), showing
the very long upper canine.

the Son also ceases to be Son. It is nearly allied to Modal-

ism.

Sabellidae (sa-bel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sabella

+ -idee.] A family of tubicolous cephalobran-
chiate polychaatous annelids, typified by the ge-
nus Sabella.

( Sa-bel'It), n. [_< Sabella + -ite^.]

fossil sabella or some similar worm.,
.

Seba, son of Cush; (2) of Seba, son of Eaa-
Sabeii id (sa-bel'oid), a. and n. [< Sabella

- -
-

mah; or (3) of Sheba,
pare Sabian^.

son of Joktan. Com-
j ((

-

Qf Or resembling the Sabellidte.

One of the Sabellidse.

people of Saba), < 2o/3a, L. Saba, the capital of

Yemen in Arabia.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Saba in Arabia ;
Arabian.

Sabsean odours from the spicy shore

Of Araby the bless'd. Hilton, P. L., IT. 162.

II. w. A native or an inhabitant of that part
of Arabia now called Yemen, the chief city of

which was Saba. The Sabeans were extensive

merchants of spices, perfumes, precious stones,

etc., which they imported from India.

Sabean3 (sa-be'au), a. and n. Same as Sabian^.

Sabean4 (sa-be'an), . Same as Sabian2 .

Sabeism (sS-be'izm), . [Also Sabxism ; = F.

Sabeisme = Sp. Pg. sabeismo: see Sabian 2 .]

Same as Sabaism.

sabeline (sab'e-lin), . and . [ME. sabeline, n.
;

< OF. sabelin, sebelin, adj., sabeline, sebeline, n.,

F. gibeline = Pr. sebelin, sembelin = Sp. cebellina

= Pg. zebelina = It. zibellino, the sable-fur, <

ML. sabelinus, of the sable, as a noun sable-fur,

< sabelum, sable: see sable*.] I. a. Of or per-

taining to the sable; zibeline.

Il.t The skin of the sable used as a fur.

Ne seal ther beo fou ne grei, ne cunig, ne ermine, ne oc-

querne, ne martres cheole, ne beuer, ne sabeline.

Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Morris), 1st ser., p. 181.

They should wear the silk and the sabelline.

The Cruel Mother (Child's Ballads, II. 270).

bel, sebel, G. sabel (> D. Dan.
Sw. sabel), a saber; cf. OBulg.
Serv. Russ. sablya = Bohem.
shavle = Pol. szabla = Hung.
szdblya = Lith. shoble, shoblis,

a saber; origin uncertain ;
the

Teut. forms are appar. from
the Slavic,but the Slavic forms
themselves appear to be un-

original.] 1. A heavy sword

having a single edge, and thick-

est at the. back of the blade,

tapering gradually toward the

edge. It is usually slightly curved ;

but some cavalry sabers are perfectly

straight. The saber may be consider-

ed as a modification of the Oriental

simitar increased in weight and di-

minished in curvature, and differs

from the typical sword, which is dou-

ble-edged, with its greatest thickness

in the middle of the blade.

2. Asoldierarmedwithasaber.

UnitedStates L.ight-

cavalry Saber,asused
in 1864.

There are persons whose loveliness is more formidable

to me than a whole regiment of sabred hussars with their

fierce-looking moustaches.
Brooke, Fool of Quality, II.

2. To strike or cut with a saber.

Flash'd all their sabres bare,
Flash'd as they turn'd in air,

Sabring the gunners there.

Tennyson, Charge of the Light Brigade.

, (sa'ber-bil), n. 1. A South Ameri-

can dendrocolaptine bird of the genus Xipho-

sabelize (sab'e-liz), v. t.\ pret. and pp. sabe-

lized, ppr. sabelizina. [< sable (ME. sabel) +
-ize.] Same as sable.

Sabella (sa-bel'a), n. [NL. (Linnams, 1758),

dim. of L. sabulmn, sand, gravel: see sabulous.]

1. The typical genus of Sabellidse, containing

large tubicolous cephalo branchiate marine an- saberbill

nelids or sea-worms, with feathery or fan-like

gills of remarkable delicacy and brilliancy, and

greenish blood. See cut under cerebral. 2.

[(. c.] A worm of this genus, or any member of

the Sabellidse : as, the fa,n-sabella, S. penia,llns.

sabellan (sa-bel'an), . [< sabella + -an.]

Gritty or gravelly; coarsely sabulous,

sabellana (sab-e-la'ua), M. [NL., < sabella, <

L. sabulum, gravel: see MQWOW.] In </<<>/..

coarse sand or gravel.
Sabellaria (sab-e-la'ri-a), H. [NL. (Lamarck, sabertooth (sa'ber-toth)

181'2), < Sabella + -aria.] A genus of tubico- fossil cat of the genus

saber-toothed (sa'ber-totht), . Having ex-

tremely long upper canine teeth
;
macheero-

dont: applied to the fossil

cats of the genus Ma-
ckserodus and some relat-

ed genera.
'

saberwing (sa'bSr-wing),
n. A humming-bird of the

genus Campyl(>2>terus and
some related genera, hav-

ing strongly falcate pri-
maries.

saber-winged (sa'ber-

wingd), a. Having fal-

cate primaries, as a hum-
ming-bird.
iabia (sa'bi-a), . [NL. (Colebrooke, 1818), <

Beng. sabjalat, name of one of the species.] 1.

A genus of polypetalous plants, type of the or-

der Sabiaceee. It is characterized by flowers with all

the stamens perfect and the sepals and petals nearly equal,

by the number of parts in each of these sets (four or five),

and by their peculiar arrangement, which is opposite

throughout, contrary to the usual law of alternation.

There are about 12 species, natives of tropical and tem-

perate parts of Asia. They are climbing or twiggy shrubs,

with roundish branchlets, around the base of which bud-

scales remain persistent. They bear alternate and entire

petioled leaves, and small axillary flowers, which are soli-

tary, cymose, or panicled.

2. In eoiil., a genus of mollusks. J. E. Gray,
1839.

Sabiaceae (sa-bi-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Blume,

1851), < Sabia + -acese.] A small order of poly-

petalous plants of the cohort Sapindales and se-

ries Disdflorse. It is characterized by stamens which
are as many as the petals and opposite them, and, except
in Sabia. unequal or in part imperfect, by an ovary two-

or three-celled and compressed or with two or three lobes,

and by a fruit of one or two dry or drupaceous one-seed-

ed nutlets, usually with a deflexed apex. It includes

about 40 species, belonging to 4 genera, of which Sabia

is the type, natives of tropical and subtropical regions,

chiefly northern. They are smooth or hairy shrubs or

trees, bearing alternate simple or pinnate feather-veined

leaves without stipules, and usually small flowers in pani-
cles.

Sabian1 (sa'bi-an), a. and . [Also Sabsean,

Sabean; < Heb'.' tsdba, an army, host (sc. of

heaven) (see Sabaotk), + -ian.] I. a. Pertain-

ing to the religion and rites of the Sabians.

II. n. A worshiper of the host of heaven ;
an

adherent of an ancient religion in Persia and

Chaldea, the distinctive feature of which was

star-worship. Also called Tsabian.

Sabian2 (sa'bi-an), n. [Also Sabean, Sabsean;

usually identified with Sabianl, but otherwise

derived from Sabo, one of the epithets bestowed
on John, the supposed founder of the sect.] A
Mandan (which see).

.-an-izm), . [< Sabian2 +
Sabaism.

^ [< Cuban sabieu, savicu.]

The" horse-flesh "mahogany, Lysiloma Sabicti.

Also savacu.

(Dames.) sabicu-wood (sab-i-ko'wud), . Same as sabieu.

sabin1 (sab'in), n. [F., < L. Sabina (herba), <

Sabini, the Sabines.] Same as savin.

Sabin2!, [Origin obscure.] A conceited or

fanciful person.
Grimsby, which our Sabins, or conceited persons, dream-

ing what they list and following their own tansies, will

have to be so called of one Grimes a merchant.

Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 542. (Dames.)

rhynchm, as X. promnvs or A'. trocJiihrostrts :
sa|,ina ( Sa-bl'na), w. Inp/ir., the savin, Jiini-

so called from the shape of the bill. See cut .)erKS gaf,/,,,,.

in next column. 2. A curlew: same as tukle- g^jnel (sab'in), . Same as sarin.

bill. Sportsman's Gazetteer. Sabine2 (sa'bin), a. and . [= F. sabin (> Sp.
saber-billed (sa'bfer-bild), a. Having ajnun- pg- It sail,,,,), < L. Sabinus, Sabine, Sabini, the

^' ! ^ . . /~1* V,,lif.11 + 1 , , . C2r.Vn-llHmiO Vf fnf*C* 11 If
mw* V***WB \*" ft , .K .

sembling a saber in shape ;
sickle-billed, bee

cuts under saberbill and Eutoxeres.

saber-fish (sa'ber-fish), . The hairtail or

silver-eel, Triehiitrus lepturus. [Texas, U. S.]
'

11. A saber-toothed

Sabines. Cf. Sabelli, the Sabellians. Hence ult.

savin.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Sabines.

II. H. One of an ancient people of Italy,

dwelling in the central Apennines. The Sabines

formed an important element in the colonization of an-

cient Rome. According to tradition, the Romans took



Sabine

their wives by force from among the Sabines, this incident

being known as the "Rape of the Sabiue Women."
sable (sa'bl), i. and a. [Early mod. E. also

sabett; < ME. sable, the sable, the color black,
= D. sabcl = Icel. saful, safali, the sable, = Sp.

Pg. sable, black, < OF. sable, the sable, also the

color black, F. sable, black (ML. sabelum, sa-

bvllum), = G. zobel = Dan. Sw. sobcl, the sable,
< Buss, soboli = Bohem. Pol. sobol = Lith.

sabalas = Hung, czoboly, the sable; cf. Turk.
Hind, samur, < Ar. samur, the sable.] I. n. 1.

A digitigrade carnivorous quadruped, Mustela

zibellina, of the family Mustelidse and subfamily
Musteline, closely related to the martens. It

inhabits arctic and subarctic regions of the Old World,
especially Russia and Siberia, having a copious lustrous

pelage, of a dark-brown or blackish color, yielding one
of the most highly prized of pelts. The animal is about
18 inches long, with a full bushy tail nearly a foot long ;

the limbs are short and stout, with small paws. The
nose is sharp, and the ears are pricked. There are three

kinds of hairs in the pelage a short soft dense under-fur,

a second set of longer hairs, kinky like the first but com-
ing to the surface, and fewer longer glistening hairs,

bristly to the very roots. The pursuit of the sable forms
an important industry in Siberia. The pelt is in the best
order in winter. The darkest furs are the most valuable.
None are dead-black, nor is the animal ever uniformly
dark-colored, the head being quite gray or even whitish,
and there is usually a large tawny space on the throat,
which color may be found also in blotches over much of
the under surface. Some other martens, resembling the
true sable, receive the same name. Thus, the American
marten, M. ainericana, is a sable hardly distinguishable
from that of Siberia, except in some technicid dental
characters. Its fur is very valuable, though usually not
so dark as that of the Siberian sable. M. melanopus of

Japan is a kind of sable. See also cut under marten*.
2. The dressed pelt or fur of the sable. 3.
The color black in a general sense, and espe-
cially as the color of mourning : so called with
reference to the general dark color of the fur
of the sable as compared with other furs, or
from its being dyed black as sealskin is dyed.
Quhen thai tak honour othir or sic thingis, thai sit in

sable and siluer that euery bringis.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 96.

4. A black cloth or covering of any kind;
mourning-garments in general ;

a suit of black:
often in the plural.

Now have ye cause to clothe yow in sable.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 284.

To clothe in noble every social scene.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 872.

At last Sir Edward and his son appeared in their sables,
both very grave and preoccupied.

llrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xxx.

5. A fine paint-brush or pencil made of hairfrom
the tail of the sable. 6. In her., black; one of

the tinctures, represented when
the colors are not given, as in

engraving, by a close network
of vertical and horizontal lines.

Abbreviated/S.,sa. See also cut

underpa^. 7. A British col-

lectors name of certain pyralid
moths. Bntys idgrata is the

wavy-barred sable, and B. lin-

gulata is the silver-barred sable Alaska sable,
the fur of the common American skunk, Mephitis ameri-
cana, as dressed for commercial purposes. [Trade-name. ]

Audubon and Bachman's statement that the fur [of the
skunk] "is seldom used by the hatters, and never,we think,
by the furriers ; and, from the disagreeable task of prepar-
ing the skin, it is not considered an article of commerce,"
was wide of the mark, unless it was penned before "Alaska
sable

" became fashionable.

Coues, Fur-bearing Animals (1877), p. 217.

American sable, the American marten, Mustela ameri-
cana. See marferii. Red or Tatar sable, the chorok or
Siberian mink, Putorius sibiricus ; also, the fur or pelt of
this animal. See kolinsky. Siberian or Russian sable
See def. 1.

II. o.l. Made of sable: as, a.volte muff or tip-

pet. 2. Of the color of a sable
; dark-brown;
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blackish. 3. Black, especially as applied to

mourning, or as an attribute.

Her riding-suit was of sable hew black,

Cypress over her face.

Itobin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 411).

He whose sable arms,
Black as his purpose, did the night resemble,

*In it.. Hamlet, ii. 2. 474.

Was I deceived, or did a sable cloud
Turn forth her silver lining on the night?

Milton, Comus, 1. 221.

The hues of bliss more brightly glow,
Chastised by sabler tints of woe.

Gray, Ode on Vicissitude.

Sable antelope, an antelope, Hippotragui (or Jigocerus)

niger. Sable mouse, the lemming, Myodes lemmtts. See
cut under lemming.
sable (sa'bl), r. t.

; pret. and pp. sabled, ppr.

sabling. [< sable, .] To make like sable in

color; darken; blacken; hence, figuratively, to

make sad or dismal ; sadden.
And tabled all in black the shady sky.

Q. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph over Death.

sable-fish (sa'bl -fish), n. The hilsah of the

Ganges.
sableize (sa'bl-iz), c. *.

; pret. and pp. sableized,

ppr. sablcizing. [< sable + -ire.] To make
black; blacken; darken. Also sabelize.

Some chroniclers that write of kingdomes states

Do so absurdly sableize my White
With Maskes and Enterludes by day and night.

Davits, Paper's Complaint, 1. 241. (Davits.)

sable-Stoled (sa'bl-stold), . Wearing a black
stole

; hence, clothed or robed in black.

The sable-stoled sorcerers bear his worshipt ark.

Milt'Hi. Nativity, L 220.

sable-vested (sa'bl-ves'ted), a. Clothed with
black.

With him [Chaos] enthroned
Sat noble-vested Night, eldest of things,
The consort of his reign. Milton, P. L., ii. 002.

sabliere 1
(sab-li-ar'), . [< F. sabliere, sand-

pit, < sable, sand, < L. sabulum, sand: see sabu-

lous.] A sand-pit. [Rare.]
sabliere2 (sab-li-ar'), n. [< F. sabliere, a rais-

ing-piece; origin unknown.] In cor;)., same as

raising-piece. Imp. Diet.

sabot (sa-bo'), n. [< F. sabot, a wooden shoe,
in mech. a socket, shoe, skid, etc., OF. sabot,

qabot, F. dial, sibot, chabou, chabot, cabou, a
wooden shoe

; perhaps related to F. savate, OF.
cai-ate, chavate = Pr. sabata = Sp. zapata, za-

bata, zapato = Pg.sapato = It. ciavatta, ciabat-

ta, an old shoe, < ML. sabbatum, a shoe: see

sabbaton.] 1. (a) A wooden shoe, made of one

piece hollowed out

by boring-tools and

scrapers, worn by the

peasantry in France,
Belgium, etc. (fe)In

parts of France, a
sort of shoe consist-

ing of a thick wooden
sole with sides and
top of coarse leather ;

a sort of clog worn in wet weather. 2. A
thick circular wooden disk to which a pro-
jectile is attached so as to maintain its proper
position in the bore of a gun; also, a metallic

cup or disk fixed to the bottom of an elon-

gated projectile so as to fill the bore and take
the rifling when the gun is discharged. 3. A
pointed iron shoe used to protect the end of a
file. 4. In harp-making, one of the little disks
with projecting pins by which a string is short-

ened when a pedal is depressed.
sabotier (sa-bo-tia'), n. [F. sabotier, a maker
of sabots, < sabot, a wooden shoe: see sabot.]
A wearer of sabots or wooden shoes; hence,
contemptuously, one of the Waldenses.

sabre, . and v. See saber.

sabretash (sa'ber-tash), n. [Also sabretache,
sabretasclie; < F. sabretache, <G. sabeltasche, a
loose pouch hanging near the saber, worn by
hussars, < sabel, a saber, + tasche, a pocket.]
A case or receptacle, usually of leather, sus-

pended from the sword-beltby straps, and hang-
ing beside the saber : it is worn by officers and
men of certain mounted corps. See cut in next
column.

Pnttenhani's Art of Poetry . . . might be compared to

an Art of Wai1

,
of which one book treated of barrack drill,

and the other of busbies, sabre-tasches, and different forms
of epaulettes and feathers. R. W. Church, Spenser, ii.

sabrina-work (sa-bri'na-werk), . A variety
of application embroidery, the larger parts of

the design being cut out of some textile ma-
terial and sewed to a background, needlework

supplying the bordering and the smaller details.

sacar

Breton Salxjt, with straw inserted for

warmth and to serve as a cushion.

A Member of the Scots Greys, a British cavalry regiment, wearing
Sabretash. (After drawing by Elizabeth Butler. }

sabuline (sab'u-lin), a. [< L. sabulum, sand,
+ -iiit-l.] Same as sabulous.

sabulose (sab'u-los), a. [< L. sabulosus, sandy :

see sabulous."^
1. Same as sabulous. 2. In

l>ot., growing in sandy places.

sabulosity (sab-u-los'i-ti), n. [=Pg. sabulosi-

dade; &ss<ibulose+ -iiy.'] The quality ofbeing
sabulous; sandiness; grittiness.
sabulous (sab'u-lus), a. [= Sp. Pg. sabuloso

= It. sabbioso, { L. sabulosus, sandy, < sabulum,
sand.] Sandy; gritty; aeervulous: specifically

applied (a) in anatomy to the acervulus cere-

bri, or gritty substance of the pineal body of

the brain; (6) in medicine to gritty sediment
or deposit in urine. Also sabulose, sabuline.

Saburean (sa-bu're-an), n. One of a class of

Jewish scholars which arose soon after the

publication of the Talmud and endeavored to

lessen its authority by doubts and criticisms,
but became extinct in less than a century.
saburra (sa-bur'a), n. [NL., < L. saburra, sand,
akin to sabulum,"coarse sand, gravel.] A foul-

ness of the stomach. [Rare.]
saburral (sa-bur'al), a. [< saburra + -al.~\ Per-

taining to saburra.

saburration (sab-u-ra'shon), . [< L. saburra,
sand (see saburra), + -ation.] 1. The applica-
tion of hot sand to any part of the body ; sand-

bathing; arenation. 2. In zool., the act of

taking a sand-bath or rolling in the sand, as is

done by gallinaceous birds
; pulverizing. See

.pulverizer, 2.

sac 1 (sak), H. [< AF. sac (AL. saca, sacca,

xacha, saka), < AS. sacu, strife, contention, suit,

litigation, jurisdiction in litigious suits: see

soi-el. Cf. soc.] In late, the privilege enjoyed
by the lord of a manor of holding courts, trying

causes, and imposing fines. Also saecage.

Every grant of sac and soc to an ecclesiastical corpora-
tion or to a private man established a separate jurisdic-

tion, cut off from the regular authorities of the mark, the

hundred, the shire, and the kingdom.
E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 309.

sac2 (sak), n. [< F. sac, < L. saccus, a bag: see

Mtefc*.] In bot., anat., and zool., a sack, cyst,

bag, bursa, pouch, purse, or receptacle of some
kind specified by a qualifying word ;

a saccule ;

a saccus. Adipose, ambulacra!, amnlotic, ampul-
laceous, branchial, cardiac sac. See the adjectives.
Calcareous sac. Same as calciferous gland (which

see, under gland). Cirrus-sac. See cirrus. Copulat-
ing sac. the seminal reservoir of the male dragon-fly. See

ijenital lobe, under genital. Dental sac. See dental.

Embryo sac. See embryo-sac. Galactopliorous sac,
the ampulla of the galactophorous duct. Gastric sac.
See gastric. Hernia! sac, the sac or pouch of peritoneum
which is pushed outward, and surrounds the protruding
portion of intestine. Lacrymal sac. See lacrymal.

Masticatory sac. See masticatory. Needham's sac.
Same as Xeedham's pmtch (which see, under pouch).

Otolithic, peritoneal, pharyngeal, pulmonary, py-
loric, respiratory sac. See the adjectives. Yolk sac.

See yolk-sac. = Syn. Soc, Saccitle, Sacms, Sacmhis. The
first two are English, the last two Latin and only techni-

cally used, chiefly in special phrases. There is no such
difference in meaning as the form of the words would im-

ply, some of the largest sacs being called saccule* or sac-

culi, some of the smallest sacs or sacci.

Sac3
(sak, more properly sak), . A member of

a tribe of Algonkin Indians, allied to the Foxes,
who lived near the upper Mississippi previous
to the Black Hawk war of 1832. The greater

part are now on reservations.

sacalai, . Same as cra/>i>ie.

sacart, . An obsolete form



sacatra

Sacatra (sak'a-trii), . The offspring of a griffe
and a negro; a person seven eighths black.
Bartlett.

sacbutt, " See saclcbut.

Sacca coffee. See coffee.

saccade (sa-kad'), n. [< OF. sacade, F. sac-

cade, < OF. saquer, saeher, pull, draw; origin
uncertain.] 1. In the manege, a violent check
of a horse "by drawing or twitching the reins

suddenly and with one pull. 2. In violin-play-

ing, a firm pressure of the bow on the strings,
which crowds them down so that two or three
can be sounded at once.

saccage 1
(sak'aj), n. [< sac1 + -age."] Same

as sac1 .

He had rights of freewarren, saccage, and sockage.
Barham, lugoldsby Legends, I. 76.

saccage'
2
t, aid See sackage.

Saccata (sa-ka'ta), re. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

saccatus, saccate: see saccate.'] 1. The Mol-
lusca as a branch of the animal kingdom : cor-

related with Vertebrata, Articulata, and Badi-
ata. A. Hyatt^[Not used.] 2. A grade or
division of Urochorda, containing the true tu-

nicaries or ascidians, with the salps and dolio-

lids, as collectively distinguished from the Lar-
valia (or Appendiculariidx).
Saccatae (sa-ka'te), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of

saccatus, saccate: see saccate.]
An order of Ctenophora contain-

ing ovate or spheroidal comb-
jellies with two tentacles and
no oral lobes; saccate or sacci-

form ctenophorans. There are
several families. For a charac-
teristic example, see Cydippe.
saccate (sak'at), a. [< NL.
saccatus, < L.

saccus, a bag:
see sacfc1 .] 1.

In 6ot, furnish-
ed with or hav-

ing the form of

a bag or pouch :

as, a saccate

petal. 2. In
anat. and goal. :

(a) Forming or
formed by a sac;

cystic ; pouch-
like

; sacciform;
sacculate. (6)

Having a sac,
or saccate part;
pouched ;

sac-

culated
;
saccif-

erous. (c) Specifically, of or pertaining to the
Saccata or the Saccatse.

saccated (sak'a-ted), a. [< saccate + -effi."]

Same as saccate.

saccharate (sak'a-rat), n. [< ML. saccharum,
sugar (see saccharum), 4- -ate1 .] In cliem., a
salt of either of the saccharic acids. (See sac-

Charic.) The term is also applied to the sucrates, or com-
pounds which cane-sugar forms with various bases and
hyuroxids. Saecharate Of iron, a preparation made
from sesquioxid of iron, sugar, and soda, containing 3 per
cent, of metallic iron : a valuable antidote in arsenical poi-

soning. Saccharate Of lead, an insoluble white pow-
der made by adding, to saturation, lead carbonate to a solu-

tion of saccharic acid. Saccharate of lime, a prepara-
tion consisting of sugar (16 parts), distilled water (40 parts),
caustic lime (5 parts) : a useful antidote in carbolic-acid

poisoning.

saccharated (sak'a-ra-ted), a. Mixed with
some variety of sugar, either saccharose, dex-

trose, or milk-sugar Saccharated carbonate of
iron, a greenish-gray powder composed of sulphate of

iron mixed with sugar. Saccharated iodide of Iron,
iodide of iron mixed with sugnr of milk. Saccharated
pancreatin, pancreatin mixed with sugar of milk. Sac-
charated pepsin, a powder consisting of sugar of milk
mixed with pepsin from the stomach of the hog. Sac-
charated tar, a mixture of tar (4 parts) with sugar (96

parts), forming an easily soluble substance for medicinal
administration.

saccharic (sa-kar'ik), a. [< ML. saccharum,
sugar, + -ic."] Pertaining to or obtained from

sugar 91' allied substances Saccharic acid, (a)
A monobasic acid, CcHi 2OB, not known in the free state,
but forming crystalline salts prepared by the action of
bases on glucoses. (6) A dibasic acid, C (iHioOs , prepared
by the action of nitric acid on sugar and various other

carbohydrates. It is an amorphous solid which forms
salts, many of which do not readily crystallize.

saccharide (sak'a-rid or -rid), . [< ML. sac-

chtirum, sugar, -f- -Mte.] A compound of sugar
with a base

;
a sucrate.

sacchariferous (sak-a-rif 'e-rus), a. [< ML. sac-

chantm, sugar, + ferre = E. bear1
."] Producing

sugar; saccharine: as, sacchariferous canes.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. 287.
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saccharification (sak-a-rif-i-ka'shon), n. [<

saccharify + -ation (see -fication).~] The pro-
cess of converting (starch, dextrine, etc.) into

sugar, as by malting.
saccharifier (sak'a-ri-fi-er), K. [< saccharify +
-er1.] An apparatus for treating grain and po-
tatoes by steam under high pressure, to convert
the starch into sugar, previous to the alcoholic

fermentation. E. H. Knight.
saccharify (sak'a-ri-fi), v. t.

; pret. and pp. sac-

charified, ppr. saccharifying. [< ML. saccharum,
sugar, + L. -ficare, < facers, make : see -fy.~\ To
convert into sugar, as starch

;
saccharize.

saccharilla (sak-a-ril'a), n. [Appar. a fanci-
ful word, dim. of ML. saccharum, sugar (?).] A
kind of muslin. Simmonds.
saccharimeter (sak-a-rim'e-ter), re. [< Gr.

aanxapov, sugar, + /irpov, measure.] A hydrom-
eter so graduated as to indicate the amount of

sugar in a solution. It is based upon the fact that

sugar-solutions have the power of rotating the plane of

Laurent's Saccharimeter or Polarimeter

n

Types of Saccafa;, about natural size.

A, Eschscholtzia dtmidiata, a saccate

comb-jelly. B, Cydipfe plumosa, a typical
saccate ctenophoran.

Fermentation
Saccharimeter.

polarization of a ray of light transmitted through them.
Certain kinds of sugar rotate the plane to the right (dex-

trorotatory), as grape-sugar (dextrose) and cane-sugar;
with others, the rotation is to the left _
(levorotatory), as levulose; further, the
amount of angular rotation varies with
the strength of the solution. There are

many forms of saccharimeter, some of
which measure directly the amount of ro-

tation caused by a layer of the solution
of given thickness; others balance the
rotation of the solution against a varying
thickness of some rotatory substance, as
a compensating quartz plate. Also sac-

charometer. Fermentation saccha-
rimeter, an apparatus, chiefly used in the
examination of urine, which is designed
to show approximately the quantity of
fermentable sugar present in solution by
the volume of carbonic acid evolved on
fermentation.

saccharimetrical (sak"a-ri-met'ri-kal), a. [<

saccharimetr-y + -ic-al.~] Of or pertaining to
or effected by saccharimetry.
saccharimetry (sak-a-rim'e-tri), re. [< Gr. o-o/c-

%apov, sugar, + -fierpla, < /lirpov, measure.] The
operation or art of ascertaining the amount or

proportion of sugar in solution in any liquid.
Also saccharometry.
saccharin (sak'a-rin), TO. [< ML. saccharum,
sugar, + -ire2.] "1. The anhydrid of saccharic

acid, C6H10O5. It is a crystalline solid having
a bitter taste, dextrorotatory, and non-ferment-
able. 2. A complex benzin derivative, ben-

zoyl-sulphimide, CgH^SOo.CONH. It is a white

crystalline solid, slightly soluble in cold water, odorless,
but intensely sweet. It is not a sugar, nor is it assimi-

lated, but appears to be harmless in the system, and may
be useful in some cases as a substitute for sugar.

saccharinated (sak'a-ri-na-ted), a. Same as
saccharated.

saccharine (sak'a-rin), a. [< F. saccharin =
Sp. sacarino = Pg. sacharino = It. zuccherino, <

NL. saccliarinus, < ML. saccharum, L. saccharon,
sugar: see saccharum."] Of, pertaining to, or
of the nature of sugar; having the qualities
of sugar : as, a saccharine taste ; the saccharine
matter of the cane-juice; also, in bot., covered
with shining grains like those of sugar. Also
saccharous Saccharine diabetes. Same as diabetes
mettitus. Saccharine fermentation, the fermentation
by which starch is converted into sugar, as in the process
of malting.

saccharinic (sak-a-rin'ik), a. Same as sac-

ohario.

saccharinity (sak-a-rin'i-ti), n. [< saccharine
+ -ity.~] The quality off being saccharine.

This is just the condition which we see, in virtue of the
difference of optic refractivity produced by difference of

salinity or of saccharinity, when we stir a tumbler of wa-
ter with a quantity of uudissolved sugar or salt on its bot-
tom. Nature, XXXVin. 673.

saccharum

saccharite (sak'a-rit), n. [< ML. saccharum,
sugar, + -ite2.] A. fine granular variety of

feldspar, of a vitreous luster and white or

greenish-white color.

saccharization (sak"a-ri-za'shon), re. Same as

saccharification.
saccharize (sak'a-riz), v. t.; pret. ajid pp. sac-

charized, ppr. saccharizing. [< ML. saccha-

rum, sugar, + -izeC] To form or convert into

sugar.
saccharocolloid (sak"a-ro-koroid), n. [< ML.
saccharum, sugar, + colloid.] One of a large
and important group of the carbohydrates.
They are amorphous or crystallize with difficulty, diffuse

through membranes very slowly if at all, are chemically
indifferent, and have the general formula CHi 085, or dif-

fer from it slightly by the elements of water, HoO. Here
belong starch, gum, pectin, etc. Nature, XXXIX. 433.

saccharoid (sak'a-roid), a. [< Gr. aduxapov,

sugar, + tMof, form.] Same as saccharoidal.

saccharoidal (sak-a-roi'dal), a. [< saccharoid
+ -a?.] In mineral, and geol., having a dis-

tinctly crystalline granular structure, some-
what resembling that of lump-sugar: as, sac-

eharoidal marble or gypsum.
saccharometer (sak-a-rom'e-ter), n. Same as
saccharimeter.

saccharometry (sak-a-rom'e-tri), re. Same as

saccharimetry.
Saccharomyces (sak"a-ro-mi'sez), n. [NL.
(Meyen, 1838), < ML. saccharum, sugar, + Gi./ti>-

KT/f, a mushroom.] A genus of minute sapro-

phytic fungi; the yeast-fungi. They are unicellu-
lar fungi, destitute of true hyphse, and increasing princi-

pally by budding or sprouting, although asci containing
one to four hyaline spores are produced in a few species
under certain conditions. Sexu al generation is not known.
The species of Saccharomyces occur in fermenting sub-

stances, and are well known from their power of convert-

ing sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid. Ordinary yeast,

cerevisix, is the most familiar example ;
it is added to

the wort of beer, the juice of fruits, etc., for the purpose
of inducing fermentation. S. ettipsvideus and 5. Pastoria-
nus are also alcoholic ferments. S. albicans, the thrush-

fungus, which lives parasitically on the mucous membrane
of the human digestive organs, is also capable of excit-

ing a weak alcoholic fermentation in a sugar solution. 5.

Mycoderma is the well-known flowers of wine. There are
31 species of Saccharomyces known, of which number 12
are known to produce asci. Many of these so-called spe-
cies may prove to be only form-species. See ftarml, flowers

ofwine (under Jtmver), bloody bread (under bloody), fermen-
tation, and yeast.

saccharomycete (sak"a-ro-mi'set), n. [< Sac-

charomyces, q. v.] A plant of the genus Sac-

charomyces.
Saccharomycetes (sak-a-ro-ml-se'tez), n. pi.

[NL., < Saccharomyces, q. v.] Same as Saccha-

romycetacese.

Saccharomycetaceae (sak"a-ro-mi-se-ta'se-e),
re. pi. [NL. (Reess, 1870), < Saccharomyces (-cet-)
+ -aceie.~] A monotypic group of microscopic
fungi, usually regarded as being degenerate or
doubtful Ascomycetes, or by later systematists
raised to the dignity of a distinct class. For
characterization, see Saccharomyces.
saccharose (sak'a-ros), n. [< ML. saccharum +
-ose."] 1. The general name of any crystalline
sugar having the formula C^H^Ou which suf-

fers hydrolysis on heating with water or dilute
mineral acid, each molecule yielding two mole-
cules of a glucose. The saccharoses are glucose an-

hydrids. The best-known are saccharose or cane-sugar,
milk-sugar, and maltose.

2. Specifically, the ordinary pure sugar of com-
merce, obtainedfrom the sugar-cane orsorghum,
from the beet-root, and from the sap of a spe-
cies of maple. Chemically, pure saccharose is a solid

crystalline body, odorless, having a very sweet taste, very
soluble in water, less soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in
absolute alcohol. Its aqueous solution is strongly dextro-

rotatory. It melts at 160 C., and decomposes at a higher
temperature. Heated sufficiently with water or dilute
mineral acid, it breaks up into equal parts of dextrose
and levulose. Saccharose does not directly undergo either
alcoholic or lactic fermentation ; but in the presence of
certain ferments it is resolved into dextrose and levulose,
which are readily fermentable. It unites directly with
many metallic oxids and hydrates to form compounds
called ^iterates or saccharates. Saccharose is extensively
used both as a food and as an antiseptic. It is also used
to some extent in medicine. Also called cane-sugar.

saccharous (sak'a-rus), a. [< ML. sacchariiin,

sugar, + -ous."] Same as saccharine.

saccharum (sak'a-rum), n. [ML. NL., < L.

saccharon, sugar, ( Gr. adtcxapov, also aaitxapif,

aanxa.pi, aduxap, sugar: see sugar."] 1. Sugar.
2. [cop.] [NL., Linnssus, 1737.] A genus of

grasses of the tribe Andropogoneee, type of the

group Saccharex. It is characterized by minute spike-
lets in pairs, one of each pair stalked and the other ses-

sile, each spikelet composed of four awnless hyaline
glumes, of which three are empty and the terminal one
shorter, blunt, and including three stamens and a free

oblong grain. It differs from the nearly related orna-
mental grass Erianthits in its awnless glumes, and from
Sorghum in having a fertile and perfect flower in each
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spikelet of a pair. It resembles Zea, the Indian corn, with
monoecious flowers, and Arundo, the cane, with several-
flowered spikelets, In liahlt only. It includes about 12

species, natives of warm I'egions, probably all originally
of the Old World. They are tall grasses, with leaves which
are flat, or convolute when dry, and flowers in a large ter-

minal panicle, densely sheathed everywhere with long silky
hairs. By far the most important species is S. officinarum,
the common sugar-cane. See sugar-cane ; also kans and
maonja. Saccharum candidum. Same as rock-candy.
Saccharum hordeatuin, barley-sugar. Saccharum

lactis, sugar of milk. Saccharum mannse. Same as
Manntte. Saccharum saturni, sugar of lead.

sacci, n. Plural of saccits.

sacciferous (sak-sif e-rus). a. [< L. saccus,

sack, + ferre = E. bear1 .] In anat., zool., and
hot., having a sac, in any sense ; saccate.

sacciform (sak'si-form), a. [< L. saccus, sack,
+ forma, form.] Having the form of a sac ;

saccate or saccular
;
bursiform

; baggy Sacci-
form aneurism, an aneurism with a distinct sac, and
involving only part of the circumference of the artery.
Also called saccular or Mandated aneurism.

Saccobranchia (sak-o-brang'ki-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. oa/tKOf, sack, -I- fipayxia, gills.] A divi-

sion of tunicates, including the typical ascid-

ians, as distinguished from the Dactyliobranchia
and Teeniobranchia, having vascular saccate

gills. Also Saccobranchiata. Owen.
saccobranchiate (sak-o-brang'ki-at), a. and .

[< Gr. aaKKoe, sack, + flpayxta, gills, + -ate1
.'] I.

a. Having saccate gills; belonging to the Sac-
cobranchia.

II. n. A member of the Saccobranchia.
Saccobranchinse (sak"o-brang-ki'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Saccobranchus + -inse.] A subfamily of

Siluridse, typified by the genus Saccobranchus.

Saccobranchus (sak-o-brang'kus), n. [NL., <

Gr. o-d/otof, sack, -I- jipay^ia, gills.] A genus
of East Indian catfishes of the family Siluridee,

having a lung-like saccular extension of the
branchial cavity backward between the mus-
cles along each side of the vertebral column:
typical of the subfamily Saccobrancliinas.

Saccocirridse (sak-o-sir'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Saeeocirrus^
+ -idse.] A family of chtetopod an-

nelids, typified by the genus Saeeocirrus.

Saccocirridea (sak"6-si-rid'e-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Saeeocirrus + -i(lea.~\ The Saccocirridee ele-
vated to the rank of a class of Ch&topoda.
Saeeocirrus (sak-o-sir' us), n. [NL. , < L. saccus,

sack, + cirrus, a tuft of hair: see cirrus.] The
typical genus of Saccocirridse.

Saccolabium(sak-o-la'bi-um), n. [NL. (Blume,
1825), < L. saecus, sack, + labium, lip.] A
genus of orchids of the tribe Yandex and sub-
tribe Saiwantheie. It is characterized by the uuappen-
daged column, by a lip with saccate base or with a straight
descending spur, and by flat and spreading sepals and
petals, with the inflorescence in racemes which are often
much-branched and profusely flower-bearing. It dif-
fers from the related genus Vanda in its smaller flowers
and its commonly slender pollen-stalk. It includes about
20 species, natives of the East Indies and the Malay
archipelago. They are epiphytes without pseudobulbs,
but having their stems clad with two-ranked flat and
spreading leaves, which are usually coriaceous or fleshy,
and which cover the stem permanently by their persistent
sheaths. The flowers in many cultivated species are of
considerable size and great beauty, forming a dense re-

curving raceme. In other species they are small and
scattered, or in some minute and panicled.

saccoleva, sackalever (sak-o-lev's, sak-a-
lev'er). n. [= F. sacoleve.] A Levantine ves-
sel with one lateen sail; also, a Greek vessel
of about 100 tons, with a foremast raking very
much forward, having a square topsail and
topgallantsail, a sprit foresail, and two small
masts abaft, with lateen yards and sails. Ham-
ersly, Naval Encyc.
saccomyian (sak-o-mi'i-an), n. [< Saccomys +
-ian.] A pocket-mouse of the genus Saccomys;
a saccomyid.
Saccomyid (sak-o-mi'id), n. A member of the
Saccomyidas; a pocket-rat or pocket-mouse.
Also, improperly, saccomyd.
Saccomyidae (sak-o-mi'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Saccomys + -idx.] 1. Same as Saccomyina and
Saecomyoidca. Lilljebori/, 1866. 2. A family
of myomorphic rodents named from the genus
Saccomys, confined to North America and the
West Indies.having external cheek-pouches and
a murine aspect; the pocket-rats or pocket-
mice. The genera besides Saccomys are Heteromys, Di-
podomys, Perognathus, and Cricetodipus. The species of
Dtpodomi/s are known as kanf/aroo-rats. The family in
this restricted sense is divided by Coues into three sub-
families, Dipodomyinee, Peroffnathinte, and Heleromyina.
See cuts under Dipodomys and Perognathus.

Saccomyina (sak"o-mi-i'na), . pi. [NL., <

Saccomys + -ii/a2.] A group of myomorphic
rodents, named by G. R. Waterhouse in 1848,
containing all the rodents with external cheek-
pouches : same as Saccomyoidea,
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Saccomyinse (sak''o-mi-i'ue), n. pi. [NL., <

Saccomyn + -inse.] Same as Saccomyidse, 2.

S. F. Baird, 1857; J. E. Gray, 1868.

saccomyoid (sak-o-mi'oid), a. and n. [< Sac-

COIHIJK + -aid.] I. a. Having external cheek-

pouched, as a rodent; pertaining to the Sac-

comyoidea.
It. n. A member of the Saccomyoidea; a

pocket-rat, pocket-mouse, or pocket-gopher.
Saccomyoidea (sak"o-mi-oi'de-a), . pi. [NL.,
< Saccomys + -oidea.] A superfamily of myo-
morphic rodents, named by Gill in 1872, con-

taining all those with external cheek-pouches,
or the two families Saccomyidse and Geouiyidir.
The mastoid bone is moderately developed, and the occip-
ital correspondingly reduced. There are no postorbital
processes, and the zygomatic process of the maxillary is

an expanded perforated plate. The grinders are four on
each side above and below. The root of the lower incisor
is protuberant posteriorly. The descending process of
the mandible is obliquely twisted outward and upward.
There is a special muscle of the large external cheek-

pouch ;
all the feet are five-toed ; the upper lip is densely

hairy, not visibly cleft, and the pelage lacks under-fur.
See cuts under Geomyidx, Dipodomys, and Perognathus.

Saccomys (sak'o-mis). n. [NL. (F. Cuvier,
1823), < Gr. oanKOf, sack, + five, a mouse.] An
obscure genus of Saccomyidse, giving name to
the family, probably synonymous with Hetero-

mys of Desmarest. A species is named S. an-

thophilus, but has never been satisfactorily
identified.

saccoont, . In fencing, same as seconde.

There were the lively Gauls, animated and chattering,
ready to wound every Pillar with their Canes, as they
pass'd by, either in Tere, Cart, or Sacrum.

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, 1. 135.

Saccopharyngidae (sak"o-fa-rin'ji-de), n. pi.

[< Saccopharynx (-pharyng-) + -idse.] A family
of lyomerous fishes, represented by the genus
Saccopharynx. They have five branchial arches, the
abdominal division much longer than the rostrobraii-
chial ; the tail ex-

cessively elongat-
ed and attenu-

ated; the eyes
anterolateral ; the
jaws moderately
extended back-
ward (in compari-
son with the &HV- Botae-fch u,cntkaryn, am,utia<,u, i.

plMryntriase), and distended by another fish in its stomach.

apparently not
closable against each other ; enlarged teeth in one or both
jaws ;

the dorsal and anal fins feebly developed, and the
pectorals short but broad. The family is represented by
apparently 2 species, by some supposed to be conspecific.
They reach a length of 5 or 6 feet, of which the tail forms
by far the greater part. They inhabit the deep sea, and
feed upon fishes, which may sometimes be as large as or
larger than themselves. Individuals have been found on
the surface of the sea helpless from distention by fishes
swallowed superior in size to themselves. One of the spe-
cies is the bottle-fish, Saccopharynx ampullaceus.

Saccopharyngina (sak-o-far-in-ji'nii), n. pi.

[NL.,< Saccopharynx (-pharyng-) + -ina2.] The
Saccopharyngidse as a group of Murienidse.
Giinther.

saccopharyngoid(sak"o-fa-ring'goid). 11. and a.

I. ii. A fish of the family Saccopharyngidse.
II. a. Of or having characteristics of the

Saccofiharyiigidse.

Saccopharynx (sa-kof'a-ringks), n. [NL. (8.
L. Mitchill, 1824), < Gr. "adiacof, sack, + j&pvyf,
throat: see pharynx.] A remarkable genus
of deep-sea fishes, typical of the family Sacco-

l>haryngid. s. ampullaceus inhabits the North Atlan-
tic, and is capable of swallowing flshes larger than itself.

See cut under Saccopharyngida.

Saccophora (sa-kof 'o-ra), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of Saccophorus: see saccophore.] In J. E. Gray's
classification of "mollusks" (1821), the fifth

class, containing the tunicates or ascidians,
and divided into 3 orders Holobranchia, Tomo-
braiichia, and Diphyllobranchia.
saccophore (sak'o-for), . [< NL. Saccoithorus,
q. v.] 1. A rodent mammal with external

cheek-pouches. 2. A tunicate or ascidian, as
a member of the Saccophora.

Saccophori (sa-kof'o-ri), 11. pi. [LL., < Gr. oan-

Ko<l>6poc, wearing sackcloth, < a&KKOf, sack, +
<l>epeiv = E. bearl.] A party of Christian peni-
tents in the fourth century: probably "a divi-
sion of the Eneratites.

Saccophorus (sa-kofo-rus), n. [NL. (cf. Gr.

aaKKoip6puc, wearing sackcloth), < Gr. odiums, sack,
sackcloth, + -<jx>pos, < Qcpeiv = E. bear1

.] 1. In

/minimal., same as Geomys. Kuhl, 1820. 2. In

cntom., a genus of coleopterous insects of the

family Tenebrionidee. Haag-Rutenberg, 1872.

Saccopteryx (sa-kop'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr.
cdicKof, sack, T vTtpvS- = E. featner.] A genus
of South and Central American einballonurine
bats, the males of which have a peculiar glan-

saccus

dular sac of the antebraehial wing-membrane,
secreting an odoriferous sebaceous substance
attractive to the females; sack-winged bats.
The upper incisors are one pair, the lower three pairs.
There are several ipecies, as S. leptura and S. biliiuata.

saccos (sak'os), n. [< MGr. aanKof (see def.),
< Gr. aaxKof, sack.] A short vestment worn in
the Greek Church by metropolitans and in the
Russian Church by all bishops. It corresponds
to the Western dalmatic.
Saccosoma (sak-o-so'ma), n> [NL., < Gr. od/c-

KOf, sack, + au/ia, body.J 1. A genus of encri-

nites, containing forms which were apparent-
ly free-swimming like the living members of
the genus Comatiila. They are found in the
Oolite. 2. A genus of coleopterous insects.

Motschulsky, 1845.

Saccostomus (sa-kos'to-mus), n. [NL., < Gr.

OO.KKOC,, sack, + ar6/ta, mouth.] A genus of
hamsters of the subfamily Cricetinx and family
Muridte, having the molar teeth triserially tu-
berculate. See hamster.
saccular (sak'u-lar), a. [< saccule + -at-3.]
Like a sac

; saccate in form^sacciform : as, a
saccular dilatation of the stomach or intestine.

Saccular aneurism. Same as sacciform aneurism
(which see, under sacciform). Saccular glands, com-
pound glands in which the divisions of the secreting
cavity assume a saccular form.

sacculate (sak'u-lat), . [< NL. sacculatus, <

L. sacculus, a little sack : see saccule.] Formed
of or furnished with a set or series of sac-like

dilatations; sacculiferous
;

sacculated: as, a
sacculate stomach; a sacculate intestine. See
cuts under leech and intestine.

sacculated (sak'u-la-ted), . [< sacculate +
-ed2 .] Same as sacculate Sacculated aneurism.
.Same as sacciform aneurism (which see, under sacciform

1

).

Sacculated bladder, a bladder having a sacculus as
an abnormal formation.

sacculation (sak-u-la'shpn), n. [< sacculate +
-ion.] The formation of a sac or saccule

;
a set

of sacs taken together: as, the saccitlatioti of the
human colon, or of the stomach of a semno-
pithecoid ape. See cuts under alimentary and
intestine.

saccule (sak'ul), ii. [< L. sacculus, dim. of sac-

CMS,abag,sack: geesucfc1 .] 1 . A sac or cyst ;
es-

pecially, a little sac
; a cell; a sacculus. Specifi-

cally 2. In anat., the smaller of two sacs in
the vestibule of the membranous labyrinth of
the ear, situated in the fovea hemispherica, in

front of the utricle, connected with the mem-
branous canal of the cochlea by the canalis

reunions, and prolonged in the aquseductus
vestibuli to a pyriform dilatation, the saccus

endolymphaticus Saccule of the larynx. Same
as laryngealpouch (which see, under pouch). Vestibular
saccule. See def. 2. =Syn. SeewiiA

sacculi, w. Plural of sacculus.

Sacculina (sak-u-U'na), . [NL. (J. Vaughan
Thompson, about 1830), < L. sacculus, a little

sack, + -fna 1
.] 1. A genus of cirripeds of the

division Rhizocephala, type of a family Saccu-
linidx. The species are parasitic upon crabs.
See cut under Rhizocephala. 2. [/. c.] A spe-
cies of this genus.
sacculine (sak'u-lin), a. [< NL. Sacntlina, q. v.]
Of or pertaining to the genus Sacculina or fam-
ily Sacculinidee.

Instead of rising to its opportunities, the sacculine

Nauplius, having reached a certain point, turned back.
H. Drummond, Natural Law in the Spiritual World, p. 344.

Sacculinidae (sak-u-lin'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Sac-
cidina + -idee.] A family of rhizocephalous cir-

ripeds, represented by the genus Sacculina.

sacculus (sak'u-lus), .; p\. sacculi (-11). [NL.,<
L.saccZs,alittlesack: seesaccule.] Asaccule.

Sacculi Of the colon, the irregular dilatations caused
by the shortness of the longitudinal muscular bands.
Sacculus caecalis. Same as laryngeal pouch (which see,
under pouch). Sacculus chylifer. Same as receptacu-
lum chyli. Sacculus communis, sacculus hemiellip-
ticus. Same as utricle of the vestibule (which see, under
utricle). Sacculus of the larynx. Same as laryngeal
pouch (which see, under pouch). Sacculus proprius,
sacculus rotundUS. Same as testibular saccule (which
see, under saccule). Sacculus semiovalis. Same as
utricle of the vestibule (which see, under utridt). Vesl-
cal sacculus, a protrusion of the mucous lining of the
bladder between the bundles of fibers of the muscular
coat, so as to form a sort of hernia. Also called apuen-
dixhernige. Vestibular sacculus. Same as mccule, 2.

= Syn. SeegacS.

saccus (sak'us), .; pi. sacci (sak'si). [NL., <

L. saccus, < Gr. oaKnor. a bag, sack: see xrtc/l.]
1. In anat. and jo67. , a sac. 2. [cap.] la conch.,
a genus of gastropods: same as Ampullaria.
Fabric/us, 1823 Saccus endolymphatlcus, the di-

lated blind extremity of the ductus endolymphaticus, the
canal leading from the utricle through the aqucedmtus
vestibuli. SacCUS vasculOSUS, a vascular organ in the
brain of some elnsmobranchiate fishes, as the skate. See



saccus

cut under Elasmobranchii. Saccus vitelltnus, the vi-

telline sac, that part of the yolk-sac which hangs out

of the body of an embryo anil forms the navel-sac, or um-

bilical vesicle. =Syn. See sac*.

sacellum (sil-sel'um), .; pi. sacella (-a).

L. taeeUum,' dim. of sacrum, a holy thing or
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This letter, written on paper of vellum-like appearance,
was put in an envelope and sealed with the armorial bear-

ings of the Sultan, and the whole enclosed in a crimson

cloth sachet or bag, somewhat resembling a lady's small

reticule, richly embroidered in gold.
Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 242.

S"^,^n"Beoted;-'dedteated: sachet-powder (sa-sha'Pou"der), ,, Powdered that is, a sort

'

sack

My wife this day put on first her r?rench gown called a

sac, which becomes ner very well.

Pepys, Diary, March 2, 1668.

Madame I'Ambassadrice de Venue in a green sack with

a straw hat. Walpole, Letters, II. 115.

An old-fashioned gowu.which Ithink ladies call a

,

see sacrei, sacred.'] In Bom. antiq., a small in- perfume for use in sachets.

eroseTspa'c^thoutaro"of,conseCTatedtosome sacheverel (sa-chev'e-rel), . [After Dr. Sa-

deitv, containing an altar, and sometimes also chererel.] An iron door or blower tor the moutn

a statue of the god.
sacerdocyt (sas'er-do-si), M.

f a stove. Salliwell.

gathered into broad plaits upor
which fall down to the ground, and terminate in a species

of train. Scott, Tapestried Chamber.

(&t) The loose straight back itself. The term

seems to have been used in this sense in the

[< F. sacerdoce, < sack1
(sak), n. [< ME. sak, sac, sek, seek, sech,

eighteentn century. 5. [Also spelled sacque.]CVUCl UUV/J T \.
o<* Oi-viVf-D*./) rft \ -fj _L -

L. sacerdotiiim, the priesthood, < sacerdos (sa- sack, < AS. sax, sxcc,sacc = D. zak =
eerdot-) a priest: see sacerdotal] Sacerdotal sak, LG. sak, sack = OHG. MHG. sac, G. sack

svstem , priestly character or order. = *-* * f|p

=
Pg.Ta/ot Ft.^

= Olr. Gael, sac = W. sach, sack, = Bulg. Serv.

rionem. roi. saK = rvuss. #/, a uag-ucL, =
Hung, szdk = Albanian sak (OBulg. dim. sakulu

= Lith. sakvele = NGr. atuutobM), < L. saccus

system; priestly
The temporal Sceptre (as we have shown) departing from

Judah, he being both Priest and Sacriflcer too, their sacer-

docy and sacrifice were brought to an end.

Evelyn, True Eeligion, II. 56.

sacerdotal (sas-er-do'tal), a. [< OF. (and F.)

sacerdotal = Pr. Sp. Pg. sacerdotal = It. sacer- = Goth, sakkus, < Gr. aavtoc., a bag, sack, also

dotale, < L. sacerdotalis, of or pertaining to a sackcloth, a garment of sackcloth
;
< Heb. saq,

priest, < sacerdos (sacerdol-) (> AS. sacerd), a Chald. sak, a sack for corn, stuff made of hair-

priest, lit. 'presenter of offerings or sacred cloth, sackcloth; prob. of Egyptian origin ;
cf.

gifts,' < sacer, sacred, + dare, give (> dos (dot-), Coptic sok = Ethiopian sak, sackcloth. The

a dowry: see dot2 , dower"*): see socrc1 and wide diffusion of the word is prob. due to the

date 1
.] Of or pertaining to priests or the priest- incident in the story of Joseph in which the

hood; priestly: as, sacerdotal dignity; sacerdo- cup Was hidden in the sack of corn (see Gen.

till functions or garments ;
sacerdotal character, xliv.).] 1. A bag; especially, a large bag,

A kind of jacket or short coat, cut round at the

bottom, fitting the body more or less closely,

worn at the present day by both men and wo-

men: as, a sealskin sack; a sacfc-coat.

As for his dress, it was of the simplest kind : a summer
Bohem. Pol. sak = Buss, saku, a bag-net, =

k , h J ordinary material; thin checkered pan-TT fi n ; ~..7. //~vr..i~ !:... .,/.,,',, * *r__ _. - t .1,. .:...,..* i, ,...;.!

.. .

was designed by his father to a usually made of coarse hempen or linen cloth.

(See sackcloth.) Sacks are used to contain
Duke Valentine . .

sacerdotal profession.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, 11. 333.

The countries where sacerdotal instruction alone is per-

mitted remain in ignorance.
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixxv.

Cut off by sacerdotal ire

From every sympathy that Man bestowed I

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, L t.

sacerdotalism (sas-er-do'tal-izm), n. [< sacer-

dotal + -ism.] The sacerdotal system or spirit ;

the methods or spirit of the priesthood ;
devo-

tion to the interests or system of the priest-
hood

;
in a bad sense, priestcraft.

It is to be hoped that those Nonconformists who are so

fond of pleading for grace to the Establishment on grounds
of expediency, because of the good work it is doing, or be-

cause of the comprehensiveness of its policy, or, strangest

of all, because of the bulwark against sacerdotalism which
it maintains, will lay these pregnant words to heart.

British Quarterly Rev., LXXXIII. 109.

sacerdotalist (sas-er-do'tal-ist), n. [< sacerdo-

taloons, and a straw hat, by no means of the finest braid.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iii.

A large-boned woman, dressed in a homespun stuff pet-

ticoat with a short, loose sack of the same material, ap-

peared at the door. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 206.

6. In anat. and zool., a sac or saccule TO get
the sack, to be dismissed from employment, or rejected

as a suitor. [Slang.]

I say I wonder what old Fogg 'ud say, if he knew it. I

should get the sack, I s'pose eh? Dickens, Pickwick, zz.

He is no longer an officer of this gaol ; he has got the

sack and orders to quit into the bargain.
C. Reade, Never too Late, xxvi.

To give one the Back, to dismiss one from employment,
I lOtJC B(*Wvl/iVW I k_it*v;iXQ cv\j uw** irw v. * j. v &I.T*> wuv w*v wvu, - --

grain, flour, salt, etc., potatoes and other vege-
especially

to dismiss one summarily ; discharge or re

tables, and coal.

One of the peasants untied closely [secretly] a sack of

walnuttes. Coryat, Crudities, I. 21.

Tho' you wud gie me as much red gold
As I could hand in a sack.

Lambert Linkin (Child's Ballads, III. 104).

2. A unit of dry measure. English statutes pre- sack1
(sak), v. t.

vious to American Independence fixed the sack of flour

and meal at 5 bushels or 280 pounds, that of salt at 5

bushels, that of coal at 3 bushels (the sacks to mea-

sure 50 by 26 inches), and that of wool at 3} hundred-

weight or 364 pounds. Since 1870 the British sack has

been 4 imperial bushels. Locally, sacks of 2, 3, 3J, and
4 bushels were used as measures in England. The sack

has been a widely diffused unit, varying in different coun-

tries, from 2 to 4 Winchester bushels. Thus, it was equal
to 2 such bushels at Florence, Leghorn, Leyden, Middel-

burg, Tournon, etc.; to 2J at Zealand and Beaumont; to

2J at Haarlem, Goes, Geneva, Bayonne ; to 2| at Amster-

dam- to 2i at Agen, Utrecht, etc.; to 2J at Dort and

Montauban ; to 2j at Granada and Emden ; to 2J at Ghent ;

Whenever you please, you can give him the sack!

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 249.

The short way would have been ... to have requested
him immediately to quit the house : or, as Mr. Gann said,

"to give him the sack at once."

Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, v.

[< ME. sacken (= MD. sacken,

' j j. T MOIlvH.ll Dilll W) 3 HI uliilliiUit ami -Eiiiiucii , iv *.g t*v WBHVW .

tal + -int.'] A supporter of sacerdotalism ; one to 3 at strasburg, Kotterdam, The Hague, and in Flanders

who believes in the priestly character of the (the common sack) ;
to 8J at Brussels ; and to 3J at Basel.

The sack of Hamburg was nearly 6 bushels, that of Tou-

lon still greater, while the sack of Paris, used for plaster,

was under a bushel.

Last Week 6 Sacks of Cocoa Nuts were seiz'd by a Cus-

tom House Officer, being brought up to Town for somany
sacks of Beans. London Post, April 14, 1704.

3f. Sackcloth; sacking.
For forty days in sack and ashes fast.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lend, and Eng.

Wearing nothing about him but a shirt of sacke, a paire

of shooes, and a haire cappe onely.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 20.

The son of Nvn then . . .

Before the Ark In prostrate wise appeares.
Sack on his back, dust on his head, his eyes
Even great with teares.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas'a Weeks, ii., The Captaines.

4. [Also spelled sacque.] (a) A gown of a

clergy.
sacerdotalize (sas-er-do'tal-Iz), v. t.

; pret.

and pp. sacerdotalized, ppr. sacerdotalizing. [<

sacerdotal + -ize.] To render sacerdotal.

Some system of actual observance, some system of cus-

tom or usage, must lie behind them [the sacred laws of the

Hindus] ; and it is a very plausible conjecture that it was
not unlike the existing very imperfectly sacerdotalized

customary law of the Hindus in the Punjab.
Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 26.

sacerdotally (sas-er-do'tal-i), adv. In a sacer-

dotal manner.
sacerdotism (sas'er-do-tizm), n. [< L. sacerdos

(sacerdot-), a priest, '+ -ism.] Same as sacer-

dotalism.

sachelt, An obsolete form of satchel.

sachem (sa'ehem), . [Massachusetts Ind. Cf .

sagamore.] 1. A chief among some tribes of

American Indians ;
a sagamore.

The Massachusets call . . . their Kings Sachemes.

Capt. John Smith, Works (ed. Arber), p. 939.

They [the Indians] . . . made way for y coming of

their great Sachem, called Massasoyt.
Coll. Mass. Hist. Soc., 4th ser., III. 94.

But their sachem, the brave Wattawamat,
Fled not; he was dead. Longfellow, Miles Standish, vii.

2. One of a body of high officials in the Tam-

many Society of New York city. The sachems

proper number twelve, and the head of the so-

ciety is styled grand sachem.

sachemdom (sa'chem-dum), n. [< sachem +
-dom.] The government or jurisdiction of a

sachem.
sachemic (sa'chem-ik), a. [< sachem + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to a sachem. Stand. Nat.

Hint., VI. 163. [Rare.]
sachemship (s&'ohem-ship), n. [< sachem +
-ship.] The office or position of a sachem.

sachet (sa-sha'), n. [< F. sachet (= Pr. saquet
= Sp. Pt>. xiiqttete = It. sacchetto), dim. of .<,
a bag: see sack1

. Cf. sachel, satchel.] A small

bag, usually embroidered or otherwise orna-

mented, containing a perfume in the form of seventeenth century, and continued to be fash-

powder, or some perfumed substance; also, a
iorjai}ie throughout the greater part of the eigh-

D. zakken = G. sacken = Icel. sekka) ;
< sacfc1 ,

.] 1. To put into sacks or bags, for preser-
vation or transportation: as, to sacfc grain or

salt.
The mele is sakked and ybounde.

Chaucer, Eeeve's Tale, 1. 150.

2. To inclose as in a bag; cover or incase as

with a sack.

And also sack it in your glove.
The Elfin Knight (Child's Ballads, I. 130).

At the corners they placed pillows and bolsters lacked

in cloth blue and crimson. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 253.

3. To heap or pile as by sackfuls. [Rare.]

I fly from tyrant he, whose heart more hard than flint

Hath sack'd on me such hugy heaps of ceaseless sorrows

That sure it is intolerable the torments that I bear.

Peele, Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes.

4. To give the sack or bag to; discharge or

dismiss from office, employment, etc.
; also, to

reject the suit of: as, to sacfc a lover. [Slang.]

Ah ! she 's a good kind creetur' ;
there 's no pride in her

whatsumever and she never sacks her servants.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 533.

sack2 (sak), n. [< F. sac = Sp. saco = Pg. saco,

sacco, saque = It. sacco, sack, plunder, pillage ;

ult. < L. saccus, a bag, sack (see sacfc1 ), but the

precise connection is uncertain. In one view,

it is through a particular use of the verb repre-

small cushion or some similar object, the stuffing

of which is strongly perfumed, placed among
articles of dress, etc.

_. t -,. , ... sentedbyE. sacfc1
, 'put into a bag,' and hence,

peculiar form which was first introduced from j{ mav \,e supposed, 'conceal and take away'
France into England toward the close of the /cf bag1

,
and pocket, in similar uses); but no

such use of the OF. and ML. verb appears, the

Rom. verbs meaning
' sack' being secondary

forms, depending on the noun (see sacfc1
, r., sac-

cage,v.); besides, the town or people 'sacked'

is not '

put into a bag.' The origin is partly in

the OF. "a sac, a sac, the word whereby a

commander authorizeth his souldiers to sack

a place or people" (Cotgrave), = It. a sacco,
"
asaceo, asaccomano, to the spoile, to the sacke,

ransakt" (Florio) the exhortation a sac, It.

a sacco, 'to plunder,' prob. meaning orig. 'to

bag!
'

i. e. fill your pouches (OF. sac = It. sacco,

a bag, pouch, wallet, sack: see sacfc1
, .); and

partly in the Sp. sacomano, a plunderer, also

sack, plunder, pillage, = It. saeeomano, a plun-

derer, freebooter, scout, soldier's servant, also

plunder; < ML. saccomannus, a plunderer, sac-

eomannum, plunder, < MHG. sackman, a sol-

dier's servant, camp-servant (sackman machen,

plunder), lit. 'sack-man,' one who carries a

sack, < sacfc, = E. sacfc, + man = E. man.] 1.

The plundering of a city or town after storm-

ing and capture ; plunder; pillage: as, the ./,
of Magdeburg.
The people of God were moved, . . . having beheld the

tack and combustion of his sanctuary in most lamentable

manner flaming before their eyes.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 7.

Woman wearing a Sack (middle of the igth century).

teenth century. It had a loose back, not held by a

girdle or shaped into the waist, but hanging in straight

plaits from the neck-band. See Watteau.



sack

In deede he wanne it [the towne] and put it to the sacke.

Puttenltam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 217.

From her derived to Helen, and at the sack of Troy un-

fortunately lost. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

The city was sure to be delivered over to fire, sack, and
outrage. Motley, Dutch Republic, IT. 70.

2. The plunder orbooty so obtained; spoil; loot.

Everywhere
He found the sack and plunder of our house
All scatter'd thro' the houses of the town.

Tennyson, Geraint.
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has been unfortunately used in Dan. iii. to translate sab-

beta, which seems to have been a stringed instrument.

Compare sambuke.

The trumpets, sackbuts, psalteries, and fifes . . .

Make the Bun dance. Shak., Cor., v. 4. 52.

The Hoboy, Saybut deepe. Recorder, and the Flute.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iv. 366.

Alv. You must not look to have your dinner served in
with trumpets.

Car. No, no, sack-buts shall serve us.

Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

ing and taking: as, to sack a house or a town.

Burghers were fleeced, towns were now and then sacked,
and Jews were tortured for their money.

U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 462.

On Oct. 12, 1702, Sir George Booke burnt the French and
Spanish shipping in Vigo, and sacked the town.

J. Ashtan, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 206.

Chittore was thrice besieged and thrice sacked by the
Mahomedans. J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 410.

sacra

suit, accusation, + -Jctia, E. -less : see sake and
-Jess.] 1. Guiltless; innocent; free from fault
or blame.
It ware worthy to be schrede and schrynede in golde,
ffor it es salcles of syne, sa helpe me cure Lorde !

Morte Arthlire (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3993.

"O, is this water deep," he said,
"As it is wondrous dun?

Or is it sic as a eaikless maid
And a leal true knicht may swim ?

"

Sir Roland (Child's Ballads, I. 226).

How she was abandoned to herself, or whether she was
sackless o' the sinfu' deed, God in Heaven knows.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, v.

2. Guileless; simple.
'Gainst slander's blast

Truth doth the silly sackless soul defend.

Greene, Isabel's Sonnet.

sack3
t (sak), [Also rarely geek (cf. MD.

worn as a sign of grief, humiliation, or peni-
tence

; hence, the garb of mourning or penance.
Thrise every weeke in ashes shee did silt,
And next her wrinkled skin rough sackecloth wore.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 14.

Gird you with sackcloth and mourn before Abner.
2 Sam. Iii. 31.

He swears
Never to wash his face, nor cut his hairs ;

He puts on sackcloth, and to sea.

5Ao*., Pericles, iv. 4.

sackwijn); < F. see' dry (vin sec, dry wine), = sackclothed (sak'kldtht), a. [< sackcloth +
Sp. seco = Pg. secco = It. secco (vino secco, dry -edft.~\ Clothed in sackcloth

; penitent; humili-
wine), < L. siccus, dry; root uncertain.] On- ated.

ginally, one of the strong light-colored wines To be jovial when God calls to mourning toglitter ..^"C'lT 1'i.V T" "?l'i,\

brought to England from the south, as from when hi would have us 8a^cfofA'd and squalid , he hatls sack-moth (sak moth), n. Same as sack-bearer.

Spain and the Canary Islands, especially those it to the death. Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 69. (Latham.) sack-packer (sak pak"er), . In milling, a ma-
which were dry and rough. These were often sack-coat (sak'kot), n. See coa&, 2.

chine for automatically weighing out a deter-

sweeteued, and mixed with eggs and other ingredients, sack-doodle (sak'dS'dl), v. i [< "sackdoodle
mil

?
ed quantity of flour, forcing it into a flour-

to make a sort of punch. The name sweet sack was then , s ..,.. . flnnrllmafle 1 Trv T>laTr thn 1,0/ sack, and releasing the full sack,
given to wines of similar strength and color, but requiring "j-f ""2*!"

' bag"

Sackpipe (sak'pip), . Same as bagpipe.

sr^trs^^rastfAss: c&dS3i),. c< *i + -*] wearing "Bp^t'Sfcty*- *****wines from the south, as distinguished from Ehenish on a garment called a sack.- sacked friar a monk ?
ack

> T / wlthollt mixture of ale : formerly
who wore a coarse upper garment^!!*! a SSSLL These

hl"""""1 "" *"""""'" "" """** ^

And many sacklesse wights and praty barnes run through
the tender weambs.

Xashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 163).

[Obsolete or dialectal in both senses.]
Folk-free and sackless. See /oik-free.

sack-lifter (sak'lifter), n. Any device for lift-

ing or raising a sack filled with grain, salt, etc.
It may be a rack and pinion attached to a stationary frame
or to a hand-truck to raise the sack to a height convenient
for carrying, or simply a clutch or a rope to seize the
gathered end of the bag.

the one hand and red wines on the other.

Will 't please your lordship drink a cup of sack?

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., ii. 3.

friars made their appearance in England about the mid-
dle of the thirteenth century.

For claret and sack they did not lack, So bene Augustyns and Cordylers
So drank themselves good friends. And Cannes and eke sacked freers,

Quoted in Child's Ballads, V. 211. And alle freres shodde and bare.

He and I immediately to set out, having drunk a draught Rom- S * ROM, 1. 7460.

of mulled sacke. pepye, Diary, II. 313. sack-emptier (sak'emp*ti-er), n. A contrivance Sack-pot (sak'pot), n

Burnt sack, mulled sack.

Pedro. Let's slip into a tavern for an hour; frame or support for holding the sack, with

(7&

V yl
Content; there is one hard by.

mechanism for raising and inverting it for the
A quart of burnt sack will recover us. discharge of its contents.

Beau, and FL, Coxcomb, i. 3. Backer1
(sak'er), n. [< sncfcl + -er1 .] 1. One

Sherrls-sack, the white wine of the south of Spain, prac- who makes or fills sacks. 2. A machine for

brewed customarily on a wedding-night.
I must needs tell you she composes a sack-posset well.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

Then my wife and I, it being a great frost, went to Mrs.
Jem's, in expectation to eat a sack-posset, but, Mr. Edward
not coming, it was put otf. Pepys, Diary, I. 5.

A small vessel like a jugIUVA KA4AL/VAVX yotvifc wuftu I -^i /,'* ii Wii Ul OliiVC / 1 ., %.!.. In 1, "
for emptying sacks, consisting essentially of a ?rPltcher .

wlth a globular body, made of yellow-
ish earthenware, and covered with a white stan-
niferous glaze. These pots often bear an inscribed
word, as "sack," "claret," or"whit"(forwhite wine), and
sometimes are dated, but not later than the seventeenth

,

tically the same as sherris or sherry.

A good sherris-sack hath a two-fold operation in it

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 104.
Sweet sack. See above.

century. They are rarely more than 8 inches high, and
were probably used for drawing wine direct from the cask.

filling sacks Backer and weigher, in milling, a de- sack-race (sak'ras), i. A race in which the legsry v wi n>cvnt:A ctuu w Gi&uci ,
i n tt*tt/tj/, n UG-

vice for holding a sack to the spout of an elevator and
weighing the grain or flour by means of a steelyard as the
bag is filled. When the required weight is in the bag,

sackage(sak'aj),. [Also saccage ; <F.saccage
the steelyard cuts off the supply automatically.

(ML. saccagium), pillaging, < sac, pillage: see Backer'2 (sak'er), n. [< sack% + -crl.j
sofifc2.] The act of taking by storm and with w^ sacks or plunders a house or a town.

One
king by storm

pillage; sack; plundering. sacker8
, See saker2 .

by th
turned to
of Pope Innocent had not diuerted tliei'r purpose.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 405.

sackaget, v. t. [MD. snckageren, < F. saccager
(= It. saccheggiare, ML. saccagere),
saccage, pillaging: see sackage, .]

pillage.
Those songs of the dolorous discomfits in battaile, and

other desolations in warre, or of townes saccayed and sub-
uerted, were song by the remnant of the army ouer-
throwen, with great skdkings and outcries.

Putlenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arberfc p. 63.

.

pillage, <

To sack;

of the contestants are incased in sacks gathered
at the top and tied around the body,
lack-tree (sak'tre), n. An East Indian tree,
Antiaris toxicaria, specifically identical with
the upas-tree, though formerly separated and
known as A. iniioxia, A. saccidora, etc. Lengths
of its bark after soaking and beating are turned inside out
without splitting, and used as a sack, a section of wood
being left as a bottom.

sack-Winged (sak'wingd), . Noting the bats
Bent of the genus Saccoptcryx (which see).

on sacking or plundering; pillaging; ravaging, saclesst, a. See sackless.

Now will I sing the iacltfuU troopes Pelasgian Argos held. SacodeS (sa-ko'dez), . [NL. (Le Conte, 1853),
< Gr. a&Kof, a shield, + eliof, form.] A genus
of beetles of the family

As much

sackfu!2t (sak'ful), .

sackalever, . Seesaccokva.
sack-barrow (sak'bar"6), n. A kind of bar-
row much used for moving sacks in granaries
or on barn-floors from one point to another, salt, of the like, "consisting of a"standarcTsupIand for loading goods m ships. See cut under porting a ring with a serrated edge.WCA". cant-in ! fao'\r f\-nf\ IV o,7.1 J_

.fagl 1 A

Chapman, Iliad, ii. 601.

sack-hoist (sak'hoist), n. An adaptation of
the wheel and axle to form a continuous hoist
for raising sacks and bales in warehouses. The
wheel is turned by an endless chain, while the hoisting-
gear is passed over the axle, either raising the weight at
one side and descending simultaneously for a new load
at the other, or being simply wound on a drum.

sack-holder (sak'hol'der), ?i. One who or that
which holds a sack; specifically, a device for

holding a sack open for the reception of grain,

sackingsack-bearer (sak'baV'er), . Any bombycid coarse fabric of he'mp or flax, of which sacks,m
p, iW

*he *amlly
f3E**

<to' wh
?
se laPa car- bags, etc., are made : also used for other pur-ries for protection a silken case to which bits poses where strength

' '

fir crvnoa Ioa \rfic- f\i* 4-in^t^a n-n<-> J-4-nn'U n J - _ T "

i^ V'V,,n rAi / j. ., ,(sak but), n. [Also sacbut, sagbut; <
l.saquebute, OF. saqueboute, sacheboute, a sack-

Getting upon the sacking of the bedstead, I looked over
the head-board minutely at the second casement

Poe, Murders in the Rue Morgue.

Cyphonidae, erected by Le-
conte for three North
American forms having the
last joint of the maxillary
palpi acute, antennas sub-

serrate, body regularly el-

liptical, moderately con-

vex, and the thorax semi-

circular, produced over the

head, and strongly reflexed
at the margin, as S. thoru-
cica. The group is now in-

cluded in the larger genus
Helodes.

are re '

Sacoglossa (sak-o-glos'a),
n. pi. Same as Sacoglossx.

"a/
' ashle

rsak-o fflos'fi'l n nl TNT, < Or,K-O gios e), n.pl. LL,., <. btr.

to" ue-

but OF. sacheboute, ML. sacabuta, a kind of sacking2 (sak'ing), n. [Verbal n. of sack* r ] ^nba
.

u
f,

s
fy

stenl
. f classification, a division

pike) = Sp. sacab ttche (naut.), also sackbut, The act of plundering ol;

pillaging, after stoi- t
opisthobranchiate gastropods represented

trombone, a tube or pipe serving for a pump ing and taking as a house orlcity
by such genera as Elysta, Lwapovtia, and Pla-

= Pg. sacabuxa, saquebuxo, a sackbut; origin sackinc-bottomed (sak'ini? bofumdVo Hav cobranchus: an inexact synonym of Abrancfoata

doubtful; perhaps orig. a derisive nam'e, -tLt ^fhSf^ffi sJlSed^n^e ^T^fS^^S^g&,teacl, to torm a or 8aft-water minnow, Fmidiili/s tteteroclitus.

[Florida.]

uvuwuui| pernaps orig. a
which exhausts the chest or
draw out, extract, empty (= UF. sacquer,
out hastily), + buche, the maw, crop, stomach;
perhaps < OHG. bull, MHG. buch, G. baucli, belly,= OLG. buc = AS. buc, belly: see ftowA'l, bulk*.}

mg
rails,

support for the mattress.
New sacking-bottom'd Bedsteads at 11. a piece.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Keign of Queen Anne,

B
- v "

[I. 75.

<

[A pseudo-F. spelling of F.

__ra _ im ___ sac, a bag: see sack1
.] See sack?, 4 and 5.

A medieval musical instrument of the trumpet sackless (sak'les), a. [Also (Sc.) saikless" <
sacral. Plural of sacraw.

family, having a long bent tube with a movable ME. saklcs, sacless, sacks, innocent, < AS. sac-
8ac

,

ra (

,

sa
,
k
T
rft) '

"'
; P

J"

sacr
f (-kre) " ^ <so -

slide so that the vibrating column of air could leds (= Icel. saklauss = Sw. saklos = Dan sages-
<"'ter"t)' <

J*
sacre<> fem - of saccr

>
sacred: see

be varied in length and the pitch of the tone Ids), without contention, quiet, peaceable, <
*acrl""-~) A sacral artery Sacra media the inid-

changed, as m the modern trombone. Theword sacu, strife, contention,A alsoLause, law- SWSTa^!B{3SaS2S?jE



sacra

acs; it represents, however, the real continuation of the
abdominal aorta, and is much larger in some animals.

sacral1
(sa'kral), a. and . [< NL. sacrum + -al.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to the sacrum. Sacral
angle, the saliency of the sacral prominence ; the acute

angle, presenting anteriorly, between the base of the sa-

crum and the body of the last lumbar vertebra, specially
marked in man. Sacral arteries, arteries distributed to

the anterior surface of the sacrum and the coccyx. Lateral
gacral arteries, usually two in number on each side, arising
from the posterior division of the internal iliac. Middle
sacral artery, or sacromedian artery, a branch arising from
the furcation of the aorta, and a vestige of the primitive
condition of that vessel, descending along the middle line

to terminate in Luschka's gland. Also called sacra.

Sacralcanal. Seecojurfi. Sacral cornua. Seecornuo

oj'the sacrum, under cornu. Sacral curve or curvature,
the curved long axis of the sacrum, concentric with that
of the true pelvis. It varies much in different individuals,
and differs in the two sexes. Sacral flexure, the curve
of the rectum corresponding to the concavity of the sacrum
and coccyx. Sacral foramina. See foramen. Sacral
ganglia. See ganglion. Sacral glands, four or five

lymphatic glands lying in the hollow of the sacrum, in the
folds of the mesorectum behind the rectum. Sacral In-

dex, the ratio of the breadth to the length of the sacrum
multiplied by 100. Sacral plexus. Seeplexus. Sacral
prominence or protuberance, the promontory of the
sacrum. Sacral rib. See ribi . Sacral veins, the venie
comites of the sacral arteries. The lateral sacral veins

form, by their communication with one another and with
the two middle sacral s, a plexus over the anterior surface of

the sacrum. The middle sacral veins are two veins which
follow the coarse of the middle sacral artery, and terminate
in the left common iliac vein or at the junction of the ili-

acs. Sacral vertebra, those vertebrae which unite to

form a sacrum, usually five in number in man. They
range in number from the fewest possible (two) to more
than twenty. In animals with the higher numbers, espe-

cially birds, many of these ankylosed bones are really bor-

rowed from other parts of the spinal column ; they are

collectively known as false sacral vertebrae, and distinc-

tively as lunibosacral and urosacral. (See these words, and
sacrariumZ.) In a few mammals (cetaceans and sireni-

ans, without hind limbs), many reptiles (serpents, etc.),

and most fishes, no sacral vertebrae are recognizable as

such. See cuts under spine, sacrum, and sacrariumZ.

II. n. A sacral vertebra. Abbreviated S.

sacralgia (sa-kral'ji-ii), . [NL., < sacrum +
Gr. a'A

crum.

kral ji

a.] PGr. a'Ayof, pain.] Pain in the region of the sa-

sacrament (sak'ra-ment), n. [< ME. sacra-

ment, sacrement, <? OF. sacrament, sagrament,
sacrement, an oath, consecration, F. sacrement,
consecration, OF. vernacularly sairement, sere-

men t, serrement, F. serment, an oath, = Pr.

sagramen, sacrament, serment = Sp. Pg. sacra-

mento = It. sacramento, sagramento = D. G.
Dan. Sw. sakrament, < L. sacramentum, an en-

gagement, military oath, LL.(eccles.) a mystery,
sacrament, < sacrare, dedicate, consecrate, ren-

der saered or solemn : see sacrel.] If. An oath
of obedience and fidelity taken by Eoman sol-

diers on enlistment; hence, any oath, solemn

engagement, or obligation, or ceremony that

binds or imposes obligation.
Hereunto the Lord addeth the Rainbow, a new Sacra-

ment, to seale his mercifull Couenant with the earth, not

to drowne the same any more. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 42.

Now sure this doubtfull causes right
Can hardly but by Sacrament be tride.

Spenser, F. Q., V. L 25.

There cannot be
A fitter drink to make this sanction in.

Here I begin the sacrament to all.

B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1.

2. In theol., an outward and visible sign of in-

ward and spiritual grace ;
more particularly, a

solemn religious ceremony enjoined by Christ,
or by the church, for the spiritual benefit of

the church or of individual Christians, by which
their special relation to him is created or fresh-

ly recognized, or their obligations to him are

renewed and ratified. In the Eoman Catholic Church
and the Greek Church there are seven sacraments name-
ly, baptism, confirmation, the eucharist, penance, holy
orders, matrimony, and (in the Roman Catholic Church)
extreme unction or (in the Greek Church) unction of the
sick. Protestants in general acknowledge but two sacra-

ments, baptism and the Lord's Supper. The difference of

view as to the value or significance of sacraments is more
important than the difference as to their true number.
In general it may be said that there are three opinions
respecting them : (a) that the sacrament is a means of

grace acting directly upon the heart and life, "a sure and
certain means to bring peace to our souls

"
(Bishop Hay,

Sincere Christian) ; (&) that the sacrament, though not
in itself the means of grace, is nevertheless a solemn rati-

fication of a covenant between God and the individual
soul ; (c) that the sacrament is simply a visible repre-
sentation of something spiritual and invisible, and that
the spiritual or invisible reality may be wanting, in which
case the symbol is without spiritual value or significance.
The flrst view is held by the Roman Catholics, the Greeks,
and some in the Anglican communion ; the second by most
Protestants; the third by the Zwinglians, the Socinians,
and, in modern times, by some of the orthodox churches,
especially of the Congregational denominations. The Qua-
kers, or Friends, reject altogether the doctrine of the sac-

raments.

In a word, Sacraments are God's secrets, discovered to
none but his own people.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.
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The Fathers, by an elegant expression, call the blessed

Sacraments the extension of the Incarnation.
Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant, i. 2.

Nothing tends more to unite mens hearts than joyning
together in the same Prayers and Sacraments.

Stillinffjleet, Sermons, II. vi.

3. The eucharist, or Lord's Supper: used with
the definite article, and without any qualifying
word.
There offred flrst Melchisedeche Bred and Wyn to oure

Lord, in tokene of the Sacrement that was to comene.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 87.

The Bishop carried the Sacrament, even his consecrated
wafer cake, betwixt the Images of two golden Angels.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 38, sig. D.

Adoration of the blessed sacrament. See adoration.

Benediction of the blessed sacrament. See ben-

edicHon. Ecclesiastical sacraments, confirmation,
penance, orders, matrimony, and unction (of the sick).
Also called lesser sacraments. Exposition of the sac-
rament. See exposition. Sacrament of the altar, the
eucharist.

sacrament (sak'ra-ment), v. t. [< sacrament, n.]
To bind by an oath. [Obsolete or archaic.]
When desperate men have sacramented themselves to

destroy, God can prevent and deliver.

Abp. Laud, Works, p. 86.

A few people at convenient distance, no matter how bad

company these, and these only, shall be your life's nun
panions : and all those who are native, congenial, and by
many an oath of the heart sacramented to you, are gradu-
ally and totally lost. Emerson, Prose Works, II. 461.

sacramental (sak-ra-men'tal), a. and n. [<
ME. sacramental, < OF. (ancl F.) sacramental,
sacramentel = Sp. Pg. sacramental It. sacra-

mentale, < LL. sacramentalis, sacramental, < L.

sacramentum, an engagement, oath, sacrament :

see sacrament.'] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or

constituting a sacrament; of the nature of a

sacrament; used in the sacrament: as, sacra-

mental rites or elements; sacramental union.

My soul is like a bird, . . . daily fed
With sacred wine and sacramental bread.

Quarles, Emblems, v. 10.

But as there is a sacramental feeding and a spiritual
feeding, and as the spiritual is the nobler of the two, and
of chief concern, ... I conceive it will be proper to treat

of this flrst. Waterland, Works, VII. 101.

2. Bound or consecrated by a sacrament or
oath.

And trains, by ev'ry rule
Of holy discipline, to glorious war
The sacramental host of God's elect !

Coutper, Task, ii. 349.

3. In anc. Bom. law, of or pertaining to the

pledges deposited by the parties to a cause be-

fore entering upon litigation.

He [the alien] could not sue by the Sacramental Action,
a mode of litigation of which the origin mounts up to the

very infancy of civilisation. Maine, Ancient Law, p. 48.

Sacramental communion, communion by actual bodily
manducation of the eucharistic elements or species : dis-

tinguished from spiritual communion, or communion in

will and intention at times when the communicant is un-
able or ritually unfitted to communicate sacramentally.
Sacramental confession. See confession.

II. n. 1 . A rite analogous to but not includ-

ed among the recognized sacraments.

At Ester tyme, all the prestes of the same Gilde, with

dyuers other, be not sufficient to mynyster the sacramentes
and sacramentalles vnto the seyde peaple.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 247.

It [the baptism of John] was a sacramental disposing to
the baptism and faith of Christ.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 95.

Sums of money were allowed by the ordinaries to be
exacted by the parsons, vicars, curates, and parish priests
even for the sacraments and sacramentals of Holy Cnurch,
which were sometimes denied until the payment was
made. R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

2. pi. Certain instruments or materials used in

a sacrament, or ceremonies connected with a
sacrament.
These words, cup and testament, ... be sacramentals.

Bp. Morton, Discharge of Imputation, p. 80. (Latham.)

sacramentalism (sak-ra-men'tal-izm), n. [<
sacramental + -ism.'] The doctrine that there

is in the sacraments themselves by Christ's in-

stitution a direct spiritual efficacy to confer

grace upon the recipient.
sacramentalist (sak-ra-men'tal-ist), n. [< sac-

ramental + -i*f.] One who holds the doctrine
of sacramentalism.

sacramentally (sak-ra-men'tal-i), adv. After
the manner of a sacrament.

sacramentarian (sak"ra-men-ta'ri-an), a. and
n. [< saeramentary +"-o.] I. a" 1. Sacra-

mentary; pertaining to a sacrament or sacra-

ments. 2. Pertaining to sacramentarians.

In practice she [the Church of England] gives larger

scope than the Presbyterian Churches to the sacramenta-
rian principle. Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 165.

II. n. If. One who holds that the sacraments
are mere outward signs not connected with any

, In Bom. antiq.: (a) Any sa-

Am.

sacration

spiritual grace. In the sixteenth century this name
was given by the Lutherans and afterward by English re-

formers to the Zwinglians and Calvinists.

2. A sacramentalist.

sacramentarianism(sak"ra-men-ta'ri-an-izm),
re. [< sacramentarian + -ism.'] Sacramenta-
rian doctrine and practices : often used oppro-
briously to indicate extreme views with refer-

ence to the nature, value, and efficacy of the
sacraments.
His account of the advance of sacerdotalism and mcra-

mentarianism. Atheneeum, No. 2863, p. 335.

saeramentary (sak-ra-men'ta-ri), a. and .

[= F. sacramcntaire = Sp. Pg. It. sacramenta-

rio, n.
;
< ML. *sacramentarius, adj., as a noun

sacramentarius, a sacramentarian, sacramen-

tarium, a service-book, < LL. sacramentum, sac-

rament: see sacrament.] I. a. 1. Of or per-

taining to a sacrament or sacraments. 2. Of
or pertaining to sacramentarians.

II. .; pi. sacramentaries (-riz). 1. An office-

book formerly in use, containing the rites and

prayers connected with the several sacraments

(the eucharist, baptism, penance, orders, etc.)
and other rites. The Greek euchology is a
similar book. See missal.

The Western, as compared with the Oriental Sacramen-
taries, have been remarkable in all ages for the boldness
with which the disposition of the several parts has been
varied. /(. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

2f. Same as sacramentarian, 1.

It seemeth therefore much amiss that against them
whom they term Sacramentaries so many invective dis-

courses are made. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 67.

Gelasian, Gregorian, Leonine Saeramentary. See
the adjectives.

sacramentizet (sak'ra-men-tiz), v. t. [< sacra-
ment + -ize.] To administer the sacraments.

Ministers made by Presbyterian government in France
and the Low Countries were owned and acknowledged by
our Bishops for lawfully ordained for all intents and pur-
poses, both to preach and sacramentize.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. v. 65.

sacrarium1
(sa-kra'ri-um), n. ; pi. sacraria (-a).

[L., a place for the keeping of sacred things, a

sacristy, shrine, etc.,^ < sacer, consecrated, sa-

cred: see sacre 1
.'] 1.

cred or consecrated
retired place; any
place where sacred

objects were de-

posited, as that
connected with the

Capitoline temple
where were kept
the processional
chariots

;
some-

times, a locality
where a statue of

an emperor was
placed. (6) A sort
of family chapel in

private houses, in

which the images
of the Penates were

kept. 2. That part
of a church where
the altar is situ-

i ,] A-I 4.

atea, tne SanCtU-
arv* the plinnppl,nancei.

(Sa-
YY^ T\!m), ., pi.

(-0.). [NL.,
< inmim + nrinm IS SUCrum T -armm. J

In Ornitll., the COm-
, ,. men. corresponding to the sacrosciatic

pleX Sacrum OI any notch of a mammal ; the vacuity be-

VirH r>rTiQisriTifr nf low the acetabulum corresponds to the
ira, co ting or

obeuratorforanlellofaraam̂ nal.

dorsolumbar or
lumbosacral and of urosacral vertebrae, as well
as of sacrals proper. The sacrarium is ankylosed with
the ilia and these with the ischia, in such manner that

usually the sacrosciatic interval which exists in a mammal
is converted into an iliosciatic foramen. Coues. See also
cuts under epipleura and sacrum.

sacraryt (sak'ra-ri), . [< ME. sacraryc, < OF.
sacrairie, sacraire = Sp. Pg. sagrario = It. sa-

crario, < L. sacrarium, a place for the keeping of
sacred things : see sacraritimi.] A holy place.
The purified heart is God's sacrary, his sanctuary, his

house, his heaven. Ben. T. Adams, Works, I. 259.

sacratet (sa'krat), v. t. [< L. sacratus, pp. of

sacrare, dedicate, consecrate: see sacre1 . Cf.

consecrate, desecrate, execrate.'] To consecrate.

The marble of some monument sacrated to learning.
Waterhouee, Apology (1653), p. 51.

sacrationt (sa-kra'shon), H. [<LL.soraHo(n-),
consecration, dedication, < L. sacrare, conse-
crate: see sacrate.] Consecration.

Why then should it not as well from this be avoided as
from the other find a sacration ? Feltham, Resolves.

Sacranum and Entire Pelvis of a
Bird (the common fowl). Upper figure,
side view; lower figure, top view.^ sacrarium (in lower figure the let-

ters at the two ends of it; in upper
figure Sm points to bodies of dorsolum-
b|r && ankylosed in the sa-

crurn);,ilium; A,ischium;/>*,pubis;Am
' acetablllum < tne ''"= extends to

,,. antitrochanter) ; the vacuity behind
acetabulum is the iliosciatic fora-



sacre

sacreH (sa'ker), !'. t. [<ME. sacrcit, sakeren, <

OF. (and F.) sacrer = Pr. OSp. Pg. sagrar = It.

sagrare, sacrare, < L. sacrare, render sacred,

consecrate, < sacer, sacred. Cf. sacrate, and see

sacred, orig. the pp. of sacre1
. From the same

source are ult. E. sacrament, sacrifice, sacrilege,

sacristan, sexton, sacerdotal, consecrate, dese-

crate, obsecrate, etc.] To hallow; dedicate; de-

vote; set apart; consecrate.

Than Vter went to logres, and alle the prelates of the

cherche, and ther was he soared and crowned.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i. 57.

Amongst other reliques the Monkes shew'd us is the

Holy Ampoule, the same w"i that which meres their

Kings at Rhemes, this being the one that anoynted Hen.
IV. Evelyn, Diary, June 6, 1644.

sacred (sa'ker), . [ME., < OF. sacre, a conse-

cration, sacred service, < sacrer, consecrate:
see sacre1

, \] A sacred solemnity or service.

For the feast and for the sacre.

The Isle of Ladies, 1. 2135.

sacred' (sa'kred), . [< ME. sacred, i-sacred, pp.
of scmi,renderholy: seesocre1.] 1. Hallowed,
consecrated, or made holy by association with

divinity or divine things, or by solemn religious

ceremony or sanction
;
set apart, dedicated, or

appropriated to holy or religious purposes or

service
; regarded as holy or under divine pro-

tection : as, a sacred place ;
a sacred day ;

sacred

service; the sacred lotus.

Whan the barouns saugh Arthur comynge, thei dressed
alle hem a-geyn hym for that he was a kynge a-noynted
and sacred. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 110.

Sacred king,
Be deaf to his known malice.

Ford, 1'erkin Warbeck, iii. 4.

When the Sacred Ship returns from Delos, and is tele-

graphed as entering into port, may we be at peace and
ready ! Thackeray, Philip, xvii.

2. Devoted, dedicated, or consecrated with

pious or filial intent : with to : as, a monument
sacred to the memory of some one.

A temple sacred to the queen of love.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., ii. 459.

3f. Devoted to destruction or infamy ;
execra-

ble
;
accursed

;
infamous. [A Latinism. J

O sacred hunger of ambitious mimics.
And impotent desire of men to raine !

Spenser, V, Q., V. xii. 1.

Sacred wit.
To villany and vengeance consecrate.

Shah., Tit. And., ii. 1. 120.

Sacred thirst of gold. Dryden, .Sneid, iii.

4. Of or pertaining to religion or divine things ;

relating to the service or will of the deity : op-
posed to secular and profane : as, sacred music

;

sacred history.
In their sacred bookes or Kalendars they ordained That

their names should be written after their death.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 53.

Smit with the love of sacred song.
Milton, P. L., iii. 29.

5. Entitled to consideration, respect, or rever-

ence; not to be thoughtlessly treated or in-
truded upon ;

venerable.
There is something sacred in misery to great and good

minds. Steele, Spectator, No. 456.

With a soul that ever felt the sting
Of sorrow, sorrow is a sacred thing.

Cowper, Retirement, 1. 316.

To a feather-brained school-girl nothing is sacred.
Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xx.

Hence 6. To be kept inviolate
; not to be vio-

lated, profaned, or made common ; inviolate.

Let thy oaths be sacred.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 19.

The sacred rights of property are to be guarded at every
point. I call them sacred because, if they are unpro-
tected, all other rights become worthless or visionary.

Story, Misc. Writings, p. 519.

7. Not amenable to punishment; enjoying im-
munity: as, the king's person is sacred sa-
cred ape or monkey, a semnopithecoid ; any member
of the genus Semnoptt/tecus. The animal to which the
name specially applies is the hanuman or entellus mon-
key of India, S. entellus. The name also extends to some
other monkeys which receive similar attentions, as the
bunder or rhesus macaque, Macacus rhesus, and the tala-

poin. See cuts under enttllus, rhesus, and talapoin.
Sacred ax, bamboo, bean. See the nouns. Sacred
baboon, the hamadryad, d/nocephalus hamadryas, ven-
erated in Egypt, and often sculptured on tombs and monu-
ments. This animal played an important part in Egyptian
theology and priestcraft. Sacred bark, cascara sagrada
bark. See 6art2._sacre(i beetle, an Egyptian scarab,
Scarabseus sacer, held sacred in antiquity. See scarab,
and cuts under Scarabseus and Copris. Sacred cat, the
house-cat of Egypt, formerly venerated in that country as
the representative of the goddess Pasht, and mummied in
vast numbers at BubastU. The "

cat-cemeteries
"
recently

opened at this place have furnished so many of these ob-
jects that they have become of commercial value as a fer-
tilizer. This kind of cat is also interesting as indicating
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the origin of the present domestic cats from the Felii

maniculatus of Ruppell, a native of Abyssinia. This is a

true feline, apparently first domesticated in Egypt. The
animal whose classic name (aiAoi>po{) has commonly been
translated cat was quite different, being either a musteline
or a viverrine. See jElurus, catl. Sacred college, fig,

fir. See the nouns. Sacred fish, the mizdeh, oxyrnynch,
or mormyre of the Nile, Mormyrusoxyrhynchus, venerated
and mummied by the ancient Egyptians for the reason
stated under Mttrmyrus. Some other fishes of the same
river were also held in religious esteem, as the electrical

catfish, Malapterttrus electricus, and the bichir, Polyptf
rus bichir. Some such fish surmounts the head of Isis

in some of her representations. See cut under Malap-
terurus. Sacred geography. See geography. Sacred
glosses, Heart, history. See glass?, heart, history. Sa-
cred Ibis, Ibis religiosa, venerated and mummied by the

Egyptians. See cut under ibis. Sacred lotus,fielumbium

specwsum. See lotus, 1. Sacred majestyt, a title once

applied to the kings of England. Sacred music, music
of a religious character or connected with religious wor-

ship: opposed to secular music. Sacred place, in ciril

law, the placewhere a person is buried. Sacred vulture.
See vulture. = Syn. Sacred, Holy. Holy is stronger and
more absolute than any word of cognate meaning. That
which is sacred may derive its sanction from man ; that
which is holy has its sanctity directly from God or as con-
nected with him. Hence we speak of the Holy Bible, and
the sacred writings of the Hindus. He who is holy is abso-

lutely or essentially free from sin ; sacred is not a word
of personal character. The opposite of holy is sinful or

vricked; that of sacred is secular, profane, or common.

sacredly (sii'kred-li), adv. In a sacred manner.
(a) With due reverence; religiously: as, to observe the
Sabbath sacredly; the day is sacredly kept. (6) Inviolably ;

strictly : as, to observe one's word sacredly ; a secret to

be sacredly kept.

sacredness (sa'kred-nes), . [< sacred + -ness.']

The state or character of being sacred, in any
sense.

sacrett (sa'kret), . [< OF. sacret, dim. of sacre,
saker: see saker1 .'] In falconry, same&ssakeret.

sacrific1 (sa-krif'ik), a. [= Pg. It. sacrifice, <

L. sacrificus, pertaining to sacrifice, < sacrificare,
sacrifice: see sacrify.] Employed in sacrifice.

Johnson.

sacrific2 (sa-krif'ik), a. [< NL. sacrum, sacrum,
+ L. -ficus, < facere, make.] In anat., entering
into the composition of the sacrum: as, a sa-

crific vertebra. [Rare.]
sacrificablet (sa-krif 'i-ka-bl), a. [= Sp. sacri-

ficable = Pg. sdcrificavel'; as sacrific
1 + -able.]

Capable of being offered in sacrifice.

Although his [Jepthah's] vow run generally for the words
" Whatsoever shall come forth," &c., yet might it be re-

strained in the sense, for whatsoever was sacrificeable, and

justly subject to lawfull immolation.
Sir T. Bromte, Vulg. Err., v. 14.

sacrifical (sa-krif'i-kal), a. [< L. sacrificalift,

pertaining to sacrifice, < sacrificare, sacrifice :

see sacrify.] Same as sacrific'.
sacrificant (sa-krif'i-kant), n. [< L. sacrifi-

can(t-)s, ppr. of sacrificare, sacrifice: see sac-

rifice.'] One who offers a sacrifice.

Homer did believe there were certain evil demons, who
took pleasure in fumes and nidours of sacrifices ; and that

they were ready, as a reward, to gratify the sacrificants
with the destruction of any person, if they so desired it.

HallyweU, Melarnpronoea, p. 102.

Sacrificati (sak'ri-fi-ka'ti), ii.pl. [L., prop,
pp. pi. of sacrificare, sacrifice: see sacrifice.]
In the early church, Christians who sacrificed to

idols in times ofpersecution, but returned to the
church when the persecution was ended, and
were received as penitents.
sacrificationt (sak'ri-fi-ka'shgn), n. [< L. sac-

rificatio(n-), a sacrifice, < sacrificare, sacrifice :

see sacrify.] The act of sacrificing.

son ! since through the will of God I am thy father,
and since to him I must again resign thee, generously
suffer this sacrification.

Dr. A. Oeddes, Pref. to Trans, of the Bible, p. ix.

sacrificatort (sak'ri-fi-ka-tor), n. [LL. sacrifi-

cator, < L. sacrificare, sacrifice: see sacrify.~]
One who offers a sacrifice.

It being therefore a sacrifice so abominable unto God,
although he had pursued it, it is not probable the priests
and wisdom of Israel would have permitted it : and that
not only in regard of the subject or sacrifice itself, but also
the sacrificator, which the picture makes to be Jepthah.

Sir T. Brotcne, Vulg. Err., v. 14.

sacrify

an expression of thanksgiving
penitence, or reconciliation. !

, consecration,
lee offerin ;/.

sacrificatory (sa-krif'i-ka-to-ri), a. [= F. sa-

crificatoire, < ML. *sacrificatorius, < L. sacrifi-

care, pp. sacrificattis, sacrifice: see sacrify. J

Offering sacrifice. Sherwood.
sacrifice (sak'ri-fls or-fiz), n. [< ME. sacrifice,

sacrifise, < OF. (and F.) sacrifice = Pr. sacrifici
= Sp. Pg. sacrificio = It. sagrifizio, < L. sacri-

Jicium, a sacrifice, lit. 'a rendering sacred,' <

sacer, sacred, + facere, make: see sacre1 and

fact. Cf. sacrify.'] 1. The offering of anything
to a deity; a consecratory rite.

Great pomp, and sacrifice, and praises loud
To Dagon. Milton, S. A., 1. 436.

2. That which is sacrificed; specifically, that
which is consecrated and offered to a deity as

I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of

God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable unto Ood, which is your reasonable service.

Rom. xii. 1.

This way the devil used to evacuate the death of Christ,
that we might have affiance in other things, as in the daily
sacrifice of the priest. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

Moloch, horrid king, besmear'd with blood
Of human sacrifice. Milton, I'. L., i. 893.

3. The destruction, surrender, or giving up of

some prized or desirable thing in behalf of a

higher object, or to a claim considered more

pressing ;
the loss incurred by devotion to some

other person or interest ; also, the thing so de-

voted or given up.
He made a sacrifice of his friendship to his interest.

Johnson, Diet.

4. Surrender or loss of profit. [Shopkeepers'
cant.]

Its patterns were last year's, and going at a sacrifice.

Dickens, Chimes, ii.

Eucharistic sacrifice, sacrifice of the mass, the sac-

rifice of the body and mood of Christ, which, according
to the doctrine of the Roman Catholic and other churches,
the priest, in the celebration of the mass or eucharist,
offers as a propitiation for Bin and as a means of obtaining
all graces and blessings from God. See Roman Catholic

Church, under Roman. Sacrifice hit, in base-ball, a hit

made by the hatter not for the purpose of gaining a base

himself, but to enable another player already on one of

the bases to score or to gain a base.

sacrifice (sak'ri-fiz or -fis), r.
; pret. and pp.

sacrificed , ppr. sacrificing. [< sacrifice, n.] I.

trans. 1. To make an offering or sacrifice of;

present as an expression of thanksgiving, con-

secration, penitence, or reconciliation.

From the herd or nock
Oft sacrificing bullock, lamb, or kid.

Milton, P. L., xii. 20.

2. To surrender, give up, or suffer to be lost

or destroyed for the sake of something else.

My Lady will be enrag'd beyond Bounds, and sacrifice

Neice, and Fortune, and all at that Conjuncture.
Congreve, Way of the World, ill. 18.

Party sacrifices man to the measure.
Emerson, Fortune of the Republic.

3. To dispose of regardless of gain or advan-

tage. [Shopkeepers^ cant.]=Syn. 1. Sacrifice, Im-
molate. By the original meaning, sacrifice might apply
to offerings of any sort, but immolate only to sacrifices of

life : this distinction still continues, except that, as most
sacrifices have been the offering of life, sacrifice has
come to mean that presumably. It has taken on several

figurative meanings, while immolate has come to seem
a strong word, especially appropriate to the offering of a

large number of lives or of a valuable life. Immolation
is naturally for propitiation, while sacrifice may be for

that or only for worship.

II. intratis. To offer up a sacrifice
;
make of-

ferings to a deity, especially by the slaughter
and burning of victims, or of some part of them,
on an altar.

They which sacrificed to the god Lunas were accounted
their wines Masters. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 75.

Whilst he [Alexander] was sacrificing they fell upon
him, and had almost smothered him with Boughs of Palm
trees and Citron trees. Milton, Ans. to Salmasius.

sacrifice! (sak'ri-fi-zer), . [< sacrifice + -cr1 .]

1. One who sacrifices.

The eleuenth and last persecution generally of the

Church was enduring the gouernement of the Emperour
Julianus, which was an idolater, and sacrificer to the diuel.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 401.

Let us be sacrificers, but not butchers.

Shak., J. C., ii. 1. 166.

2. Specifically, a priest.
So fraud was used, the sacrificer '* trade,
Fools are more hard to conquer than persuade.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., 1. 125.

sacrificial (sak-ri-fish'al), n. [< L. sacrificing,

sacrifice, + -al.~] Of,"pertaining to, or used in

sacrifice; concerned -with sacrificing; consist-

ing in or including sacrifice: as, sacrificial

robes ;
a sacrificial meal.

Now, the observation which Tertullian makes upon these

sacrificial rites is pertinent to this rule.

Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

sacrificially (sak-ri-fish'al-i), adv. As regards
sacrifices ; after the manner of a sacrifice,

sacrifyt (sak'ri-fi), r. t. and t. [ME. sacrifien, <

OF. (and F.) sacrifier = Pr. sticrificar, saerifiar
= Sp. Pg. sacrificar = It. sagrificare, sacrificare,

< L. sacrificare, offer sacrifice (cf . sacrificus, per-

taining to sacrifice), < sacer, sacred, + facere,
make. Cf . sacrifice, sacrification.'] To sacrifice.

She . . . seyde that she wolde sncrifye,
And whanne she myghte hire tyme wel espye,

Upon the fire of sacrifice she sterte.

Chmicer, Good Women, 1. 1348.

In the whiche he sacrefied first his blissid body and his

flessh by his Bisshoppe fosephe that he sacred with his

owene handc. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 502.



sacrilege

sacrilege (sak'ri-lej), H. [Formerly also sacri-

leilije; < ME. sacriltijc, sticrilcf/yc, sacrilegie,<OF.

sacrilege, F. sacrilege = Sp. Pg. It. sacrilegio, < L.

sacrilegium, the robbing of a temple, stealing of

sacred things, < sacrilegus, a sacrilegious person,
temple-robber, < sacer, sacred, + legere, gather,

pick, purloin: see sacred and legend.'] 1. The
violation, desecration, or profanation of sacred

things. Roman Catholics distinguish between sacri-

legium, immediatum, committed against that which in and
of itself is holy, and sacrilegium mediatum, committed

against that which is sacred because of its associations or

functions.

Thou, that wlatist ydols, or raawmetis, doist tacrttegie'

Wydif, Rom. ii. 22.

The death of Ananias and Sapphira was a punishment
to vow-breach and sacrilege.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 381.

I durst not tear it [a letter] after it was yours ; there is

some sacrilege in defacing anything consecrated to you.
Donne, Letters, Ixxxv.

Another great crime of near akin to the former, which
was sometimes condemned and punished under the name
of sacrilege, was robbing of graves, or defacing and spoil-

ing the monuments of the dead.

Bingham, Antiq. of the Christ. Church, p. 963.

2. In a more specific sense : (f) The alienation
to laymen or to common purposes of that which
has been appropriated or consecrated to reli-

gious persons or uses. (b) The felonious taking
of any goods out of any church or chapel. In
old English law these significations of sacrilege were legal

terms, and the crimes represented by them were for some
time punished by death ; in the latter sense the word is

still used. =Syn. Desecration, etc. See profanation.

sacrilegert (sak'ri-lej-er), . [< ME. sacrele-

ger; < sacrilege + -er2.] A sacrilegious person ;

one who is guilty of sacrilege.

The king of England [Henry VIII.], whome he[thePope]
had decreed an heretike, scismatike, a wedlocke breaker,
a public murtherer, and a sacrileger.

Holinshed, Chron., Hist. Scotland, an. 1535.

sacrilegiet, A Middle English form of sac-

rilege.

sacrilegious (sak-ri-le'jus), a. [< sacrilege (L.

sacrilegium) + -ous.~\ Guilty of or involving
sacrilege ; profane ; impious : as, sacrilegious
acts

; sacrilegious hands.

Thou hast abus'd the strictness of this place,
And offer'd sacrilegious foul disgrace
To the sweet rest of these interred bones.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 2.

Still green with bays each ancient altar stands,
Above the reach of sacrilegious hands.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 182.
= Syn. See profanation.

sacrilegiously (sak-ri-le'jus-li), adv. In a sac-

rilegious manner ; with sacrilege,

sacrilegiousness (sak-ri-le'jus-nes), n. The
character of being sacrilegious.

sacrilegist (sak'ri-le-jist), . [< sacrilege +
-int.'] One who is guilty of sacrilege. [Bare.]
The hand of God is still upon the posterity of Antiochus

Epiphanes the sacrilegist. Spelman, Hist. Sacrilege, 6.

sacrilumbal (sa-kri-lum'bal), a. [< L. sacrum,
sacrum, + lumbus, loin: see lumbar^.] Of or

pertaining to the sacrilumbalis.

sacrilumbalis (sa"kri-lum-ba'lis), n. ; pi. sacri-

lumbalcs (-lez). [NL. : see sacriltimbal.] The
great lumbosacral muscle of the back

;
the erec-

tor spimB. See erector. Coues and Shute, 1887.

sacrilumbar (sa-kri-lum'bar), a. Same as sa-

crolumbar. Coues and Shute, 1887.

sacring (sa'kring), n. [Formerly also sacker-

ing; < ME. sakeryng, tsacringe, sac-rynge; ver-
bal n. of saerel

,v.] 1. Consecration.

The archebisshop hadde ordeyned redy the crowne and
septre, and all that longed to the sacringe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S-), i. 106.

At the sacring of the mass, I saw
The holy elements alone. Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2t. The Host.

On Friday last, the Pai-son of Oxened "
being at messe in

one Parossh Chirche, evyn at levacion of the sakeryng,
Jamys Gloys had been in the town, and come homeward by
Wymondam's gate." Pazton Letters, I. 72.

3. The sacrament
; holy communion.

And on Friday after sakcryng, one come fro cherch warde,
and schoffe doune all that was thereon.

Potion Letters, I. 217.

Sacring belL See belli.

sacriplex (sa'kri-pleks), n. [NL., < L. sacrum,
sacrum, + plexus, plexus: see plexus, 2.] The
sacral plexus of nerves. Coues and Shute, 1887.

sacriplexal (sa-kri-plek'sal), a. [< sacriplex +
-al.] Entering into the composition of the sa-
cral plexus, as a nerve; of or pertaining to the

sacriplex.
sacrist (sa'krist), ii. [= It. sacrista, < L. nacrix-

ta, a sacristan, < L. sacer, sacred : see sacrc1 . Cf.

sacristan."] 1. A sacristan: sometimes specifi-
cally restricted to an assistant sacristan.
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A sacrist or treasurer are not dignitaries in the church

of common right, but only by custom. Ayliffe, Parcrgon.

The cellarer, the sacrist, and others of the brethren, dis-

appointed in the expectation they had formed of being
entertained with mirthful performances, . . . turned them
out of the monastery. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 273.

2. A person retained in a cathedral to copy
out music for the choir and take care of the
books.

He would find Gervase, the sacrist, busy over the chroni-
cles of the kings and the history of his own time.

Slubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 145.

sacristan (sak'ris-tau), H. [< ME. sacristane,
< OF. sacristain, also segretain, secretain, sou-

cretain, F. sacristain = Pr. sacristan, sagrestan
= Sp. sacristan = Pg. sacristao = It. sagrestano,
< ML. sacristanws ; usually sacrista, a sacristan,
sexton : see sacrist. Cf . sexton, a contracted form
of sacristan.] An officer of a church or monas-

tery who has the charge of the sacristy and
all its contents, and acts as custodian of the
other vessels, vestments, and valuables of the
church. The term sacristan has become corrupted into

sexton, and these two names are sometimes used inter-

changeably. The sacristan, as distinguished from the

sexton, however, has a more responsible and elevated
office. In the Roman Catholic Church the sacristan dur-

ing mass attends in a surplice at the credence-table and
assists by arranging the chalice, paten, etc. ; in some con-

tinental cathedrals he is a dignitary, and in the English
cathedrals usually a minor canon.

The Sacristan shew'd us a world of rich plate, Jewells,
and embroder'd copes, which are kept in presses.

Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

The Sacristan and old Father Nicholas had followed the
Sub-Prior into the Abbot's apartment.

Scott, Monastery, xxxiv.

sacristanryt (sak'ris-tan-ri), 11. [ME., < sacris-

tan + -ry.] Same as sacristy. Cath.Ang.,p.315.
sacristy (sak'ris-ti), n. ; pi. sacristies (-tiz). [<
ME. 'sacristie, < OF. (and F.) sacristie = Pr. sa-

cristia, sagrestia = Cat. sagristia = Sp. sacristia

= Pg. sacristia= It. sacristia, sacrestia, sagristia,

sagrestia, < ML. sacristia, a vestry in a church, <

sacrista, a sacristan : see sacrist. Cf. sextry, a
contracted form of the same word.] An apart-
ment in or a building connected with a church
or monastery, in which the sacred utensils are

kept and the vestments used by the officiating

clergymen or priests are deposited; the vestry.
sacrocaudal (sa-kro-ka'dal), a. [< L. sacrum,
the sacrum, + cauda, tail: see caudal.] Sa-

crococcygeal ;
urosacral.

sacrococcygeal (sa"kr6-kok-sij'e-al), a. [< sa-

crococcygcus + -al.] 1. Of or pertaining to the
sacrum and the coccyx; sacrocaudal. 2. In

oritith., pertaining to that part of the sacrarium
which is coccygeal ;

urosacral Sacrococcygeal
fibrocartilage, plexus, etc. See the nouns. Sacro-
coccygeal ligaments, the ligaments uniting the sacrum
and the coccyx : an anterior, a posterior, and a lateral are

distinguished.

sacrococcygean (sa"kr6-kok-sij'e-an), a. Same
as sacrococcygeal.

sacrococcygeus (sa/'kro-kok-sij'e-us), .
; pi. sa-

crococcygei (-i). [NL., < L. sacrum, the sacrum,
+ NL. coccyx: see coccygeus.] A sacrococcy-
geal muscle

;
a muscle connected with the sa-

crum and the coccyx.
sacrocostal (sa-kro-kos'tal), .. and . [< L.

sacrum, the sacrum, + costa, a rib: see costal.]

I. a. Connected with the sacrum and having
the character of a rib.

II. . 1. A sacrocostal element of a verte-

bra, or so-called sacral rib. 2. In ornith., spe-

cifically, a sacrocostal rib
; any rib which ar-

ticulates with a bird's sacrarium, or complex
sacrum. Coues, 1890.

sacrocotyloid (sa-kro-kot'i-loid), a. [< L. sa-

crum, the sacrum, + Gr. KOTV?.?/, a vessel: see

cotyloid.] Relating to the sacrum and to the

cotyloid cavity of the hip-bone ;
acetabular.

sacrocotyloidean (sa-kro-kot-i-loi'de-an), a. [<

sacrocotyloid + -e-an.] Sam as sacrocotyloid.
Sacrocotyloidean diameter. See pelvic diameters,

under pel etc.

sacro-iliac (sa-kro-il'i-ak), a. [< L. sacrum, the

sacrum, + ilium, the ilium.] Pertaining to the

sacrum and the ilium: as, the sacro-iliac artic-

ulation. Sacro-lllac ligaments, the ligaments unit-

ing the sacrum and the ilium, which in man are an-

terior and posterior. The former is a short flat band of

fibers which pass from the upper and anterior surface
of the sacrum to the adjacent surface of the ilium.

The part of the latter forming a distinct fasciculus,
and running from the third transverse tubercle on the

posterior surface of the sacrum to the posterior superior
spine of the ilium, is sometimes called the oblique sacro-

iliac ligament. Sacro-iliac synchondrosis, the sacro-

iliac articulation of man and some other animals, form-

ing a synarthrosis between the sacrum and the ilium.
It is frequently replaced by bony union, and less often
forms a movable joint; but the name does not apply to

either of these substitutions.

sacrum

sacro-ischiac, sacro-ischiadic, sacro-ischiat-

ic (sa-kro-is'ki-ak, -is-ki-ad'ik, -is-ki-at'ik), a.

Pertaining to the sacrum and to the ischium ;

sacrosciatic.

sacrolumbal (sa-kro-lum'bal), a. [< L. sacrum,
the sacrum, + lumbus, loin. Cf. sacrolumbar.]

Pertaining to the sacrolumbalis
;
sacrilumbar :

as, the sacrolumbal muscle.

sacrolumbalis (sa"kr6-lum-ba'lis), n.; pi. sacro-

lumbales(-lvz). [NL.: see sacrolumbal.] The
smaller and outer section of the erector spinse,
in man inserted by six tendons into the angles
of the six lower ribs. Also called iliocostalvi, saaro-

lumbaris, and lumbocostalis. In the dorsal or thoracic re-

gion of man this muscle acquires certain accessory fasciculi

known in the text-books of human anatomy as mtiscuhts

accessorius ad sacrolvmbalem.

sacrolumbar (sa-kro-lum'bar), a. [< L. sacrum,
the sacrum, + lumbus, loin: see lumbar^.] 1.

Pertaining to sacral and lumbar vertebrae
;
lum-

bosacral: as, the sacrolumbar muscle; nacro-

lumbar ligaments. 2. Combining or represent-

ing the characters of sacral and lumbar parts:

as, sacrolumbar vertebrse; sacrolumbar ribs.

Also sacrilumbar.

sacrolumbaris (sa/kro-lum-ba'ris), .; pi. sa-

crolumbares (-rez). [NL.: see sacrolumbar.]
Same as sacrolumbalis.

sacromedian(sa-kr6-me'di-an),n. KL.MOfltM,
the sacrum, + medianus, median.] Running
along the median line of the sacrum: said

of an artery. See sacra2 Sacromedlan artery.
Same as middle sacral artery. See sacral.

sacropubic (sa-kro-pu'bik), a. [< L. sacrum, the

sacrum, + pubes, the pubes: see pubic.] Per-

taining to the sacrum and to the pubes ; pubo-
sacral : as, the sacropubic diameter of the pelvis.
sacrorectal (sa-kro-rek'tal), a. [< L. sacrum,
the sacrum, + rectum, the rectum.] Pertaining
to the sacrum and the rectum Sacrorectal
hernia, a hernia passing down the ischiorectal fossa and
appearing in the perineum, protruding between the pros-
tate and rectum in the male, and between the vagina and
rectum in the female.

sacrosanct (sak'ro-sangkt), a. [= F. sacrosaitit

= Sp. Pg. sacrosanto = It. sacrosanto, sagro-
santo, < L. sacrosanctus, inviolable, sacred, <

sacer, sacred, + sanctus, pp. of sancire, fix un-

alterably, make sacred: see saint1 .] Preemi-

nently or superlatively sacred or inviolable.

The Roman church . . . makes itself so sacrosanct and
infallible.

Dr. H. More, Antidote against Idolatry, iii. {Latham.)
From sacrosanct and most trustworthy mouths.

Kingsley, Hypatia, xxxi.

sacrosciatic (sa"kro-sl-at'ik), a. [< L. sacrum,
the sacrum, + ML. sciaticas, sciatic : see sciatic.]
Of or pertaining to the sacrum and the ischium :

as, the sacrosciatic notch or ligaments Sacro-
sciatic foramina, the foramina, great and lesser, into
which the great and lesser sacrosciatic notches respective-
ly are formed by the greater and lesser sciatic ligaments.
The greater transmits the pyriformis muscle, the gluteal
vessels, superior gluteal nerve, sciatic vessels, greater and
lesser sciatic nerves, the internal pudic vessels and nerve,
and muscular branches from the sacral plexus. The lesser
sacrosciatic foramen transmits the tendon of the obtura-
tor internus, the nerve which supplies that muscle, and
the internal pudic vessels and nerve. Sacrosciatic lig-

aments, two stout ligaments connecting the sacrum witn
the ischium. The greater or posterior passes from the pos-
terior inferior iliac spine and the sides of the sacrum and
coccyx to the ischial tuberosity ; the lesser or anterior

passes from the side of the sacrum and coccyx to the
ischial spine.

sacrospinal (sa-kro-spi'nal), a. [< L. sacrum,
the sacrum, + spina, the spine: see spinal.]
Sacrovertebral

; specifically, pertaining to the

sacrospinalis.
sacrospinalis (sa"kr6-spi-na'lis), w.; pi. sacro-

spinales (-lez). [NL.: see sacrospinal.] The
erector spinse muscle

;
the sacrolumbalis and

longissimus dorsi taken together.
Sacrovertebral (sa-kro-ver'te-bral), a. [< L.

sacrum, the sacrum, + vertebra, a vertebra.]
Of or formed by the sacrum and other verte-
brae : as, the Sacrovertebral angle or promontory
(the anterior sacral angle or prominence, at the
articulation of the sacrum with the last lumbar
vertebra). See phrases under sacral and sa-
crum Sacrovertebral ligament, a ligament passing
from the transverse process of the last lumbar vertebra to
the lateral part of the base of the sacrum.

sacrum (sa'krum), n.
; pi. sacra or sacrums

(-kra, -krumz). [NL. (sc. os), the sacred bone ;

neut. of sacer, sacred: see sacrei.] A com-
pound bone resulting from the ankylosis of
two or more vertebrae between the lumbar
and the coccygeal region of the spine, mostly
those which unite with the ilia; the os sacrum.
In man the sacrum normally consists of five sacral ver-
tehro.1 thus united, and is the largest, stoutest, and most
solid part of the vertebral column, forming a curved py-
ramidal mass with the base uppermost, the keystone of the



sacrum

pelvic arch, wedged in posteriorly between the ilia, with
which it articulates or unites by the sacro-iliac synchon-
drosis, all the body above being supported, so far as its

bony basis is concerned, by the sacrum alone. A similar

Human Sacrum. A, anterior surface ; S, posterior surface.

but narrower, straighter, less pyramidal and more hori-
zontal sacrum composed of a few bones (usually two to

five, sometimes ten) characterizes Mammalia at large.
(See sacral.) In birds a great number of vertebrae are

ankylosed to form the sacrarium or so-called sacrum, and
a large number unite with the ilia, but the greater num-

Sacruni of a Bird (young chick) before ankylosis has occurred,
showing (//, dorsolumbar, .r, sacral proper, and c, urosacral vertebrae
all of which fuse together in adult life to form the sacrarium.

her of these are borrowed from both the lumbar and the
coccygeal series, and in this class it has been proposed to
limit the term sacrum to the few (three to five) vertebne
which are in special relation with the sacral plexus. (See
urosacral.) In some reptiles or batrachians a single rib-

bearing vertebra may be united with the ilia, and so rep-
resent alone a sacrum. Also called rump-bone. See also
cuts under epipleura. Ornithoscelida, pell-is, Ichthyosauria,
Dtnontfg. pterodactyl, sacrarium'2, and marsupial. Cor-
nua ofthe sacrum. See cornu. Curve ofthe sacrum,
the longitudinal concavity of the sacrum, remarkably deep
in man. It approximates to Carus's curve, which is the
curved axis of the true pelvis of the human female.
Promontory of the sacrum, the sacrovertebral or sa-
crolumbar angle, made between the sacrum and the ante-
cedent vertebra, remarkably salient in man.

sacry-bellt (sa'kri-bel), )i. Same as sacring bell

(which see, under bell1 ).

sad (sad), a. [< ME. sad, seel, < AS. sted, full,

sated, having had one's fill, as of food, drink,
fighting, etc., = OS. sad = MD. sad, sat, D. sat
= OHG. MHG. sat, G. satt = Icel. satlir, later
saddr = Goth, saths, full, sated (cf . sotJis, satie-

ty) ; orig. pp. with suffix -d (as in cold, old, etc. :

see -d2
,
-erf2 ), < / sa, fill, which appears also in

L. sat, satis, sufficiently, satur, sated, Gr. a/ievai,
satiate, anrof, insatiable, a&r/v, sufficiently, Olr.

sathach, sated, sasaim, I satisfy, saitli, satiety:
see sate2

, satiate, and satisfy. The develop-
ment of the concrete physical sense 'heavy'
from that of the mental sense 'heavy' (if it

does not come from the orig. sense '
filled ') is

parallel with the development of 'keen,' sharp-
'
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Hym selfe on a md horse surely enarmyt,
That Galathe with gomys gynen was to noinc.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6244.

But we saddere men owen to susteync the feblenesses of

sijkemen, and not plese to vs silf. Wydif, Rom. xv. 1.

8f. Settled; fixed; i-esolute.

Yet in the brest of hir virginitee
Ther was enclosed rype and tad corage.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 164.

If a man in synne be sadde,
Ech day newe, and lieth ther-inne,

Of such a man God is moore gladde
Than of a childe that neuere dide synne.

Hymn* to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.^ p. 75.

Loke your hertes be seker and sad.

Lytett Oeste of Itobyn Uode (Child's Ballads, V. 82).

9f. Steadfast; constant; trusty; faithful.

deere wyf ! O gemme of lustiheed !

That were to me so sad, and eek so trewe.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 171.

Then Ecuba esely ordant a message,
Sent to that souerain by a sad frynde.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10527.

10f. Sober; serious; grave; sedate; discreet;
responsible; wise; sage.
In ensaumple that men schulde se that by sadde resoun
Men mijt nougt be saued, but thoruj mercy and grace.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 541.

In Surrye whilom dwelte a compaignye
Of chapmen riche, and therto sadde and trewe.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 87.

And vppon these iij lordes wise and sadde
A poyntid were to goo on this massage
Onto the Sowdon and his Baronage.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3134.

To sadde wise men he yaf soche thinge as hym dought
sholtle hem plese ; and with hem he heilde companye, and
enquered in the centre what myght hem beste plese.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i. 106.

A jest with a sad brow. Shot., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1. 92.

Receive from me
A few sad words, which, set against your joys,
May make 'em shine the more.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. 1.

11. Sorrowful; melancholy; mournful; de-

jected.
Methinks no body should be sad but I :

Yet I remember, when I was in France,
Young gentlemen would be as sad as night,
Only for wantonness. Shak., K. John, iv.

What, are you sad too, uncle?
Faith, then there 's a whole household down together.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, i. 2.

Sod for their loss, but joyful of our life.

Pope, Odyssey, ix. 72.

1 2. Expressing or marked by sorrow or melan-
choly.

Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these : "It might have been !"

Whittier, Maud Muller.

13. Having the external appearance of sorrow
;

gloomy ; downcast : as, a sad countenance.
Methinks your looks are sad, your cheer appall'd

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 2. 48.

But while I mused came Memory with sad eyes,
Holding the folded annals of my youth.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

. l. 15.

edged, from 'keen,' eager, bold.] If. Full; 14. Distressing; grievous; disastrous: as, a
having had one's fill; sated; surfeited; hence, sad accident

; &sad disappointment,
satiated; wearied; tired; sick.

Sad of mine londe. Layamon.
Yet of that art they can not wexen sadde,
For unto hem it is a bitter swete.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 324.

2f. Heavy; weighty; ponderous.
With that his hand, more sad then lomp of lead
Uplifting high, he weened with Morddure,
His owne good sword Morddure, to cleave his head.

Spenser, F. Q., II. viii. 30.

3f. Firm; solid; fixed.

He is Ivk to a man bildinge an hous, that diggide deepeand puttide the foundement on a stoon. Sothli greet
flowing maad flood was hurtlid to that hous, and it myste
not moue it, for it was foundid on a sad stoon.

WycHf, Luke vi. 48.

4f. Close; compact ; hard; stiff; not light or soft.
Ar then the lande be waxen sadde or tough

Palladiw, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 50.

Chalky lands are naturally cold and sad.

Mortimer, Husbandry.
5. Heavy; soggy; doughy; that has not risen
well: as, sad! bread. [Old and prov. Eng.]
6t. Weighty; important; momentous.

A sadder chance hath given allay
Both to the mirth and music of this day.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

Insulting Age will trace his cruel Way,
And leave sad marks of his destructive Sway.

Prior, Celia to Damon.

15. Troublesome; trying; bad; wicked: some-
times used jocularly : as, a sad grumbler ;

a sad
rogue.
Then does he begin to call himself the saddest fellow, in

disappointing so many places as he was invited to else-
where. Steele, Spectator, No. 448.

I have been told as how London is a sad place.
H. Mackenzie, Man of Feeling, xiT.

16. Dark; somber; sober; quiet: applied to
color: as, a sad brown.

With him the Palmer eke in habit sad
Him selfe aoTdrest to that adventure hard.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xi. 3.

My wife is upon hanging the long chamber, where the
girl lies, with the sad stuff that was in the best chamber.

Pepys, Diary, Aug. 24, 1668.

[Bring] the coarsest woollen cloth (so it be not flocks),
and of sad colours, and some red.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 458.

Syn. 11 and 13. Depressed, cheerless, desponding, dis-
consolate. 14. Dire, deplorable.

saddle

2f. To strengthen; establish; confirm.

Austyn the olde here-of he made bokes,
And hym-self ordeyned to sadde vs in bileue.

Piers Plowman (B), x. 242.

3. To sadden; make sorrowful; grieve.
Nothing sads me so much as that, in love
To thee and to thy blood, I had pick'd out
A worthy match for her.

Middletnn, Women Beware Women, iv. 1.

But alas! this is it that saddeth our hearts, and makes
us look for more and more sad tidings concerning the af-
fairs of the church, from all parts of the world.

Baxter, Self-Denial, Conclusion.

sad (sad), adv. [< ME. sadde, sade; < sad, a.]
If. Strongly; stiffly.

Sadde cleyed well thai save beth leide to slepe.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 160.

2f. Soberly; prudently; discreetly.
Thus thi frendes wylle be glade

That thou dispos the wyslye and sade.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 60.

3. Closely; firmly: as, to lie sad. [Scotch.]
sad-colored (sad'kul'ord), a. Of somber or
sober hue.
A sad-coloured stand of claiths.

Scott, Monastery, Int. Epistle, p. 11.

sadden (sad'n), r. [< sad + -CM!.] I. intrans.
1. To become heavy, compact, or firm; harden,
as land or roads after a thaw or rain. [Prov.
Eng.] 2. To become sad or sorrowful.

And Mecca saddens at the long delay.
Thomson, Summer, 1. 979.

He would pause in his swift course to admire the bright
face of some cottage child

; then sadden to think of what
might be its future lot. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 80.

II. trans. If. To make compact; make heavy
or firm; harden.
Marl is binding, and saddening of land is the great pre-

judice it doth to clay lands. Mortimer, Husbandry.
2. To make sad

; depress ; make gloomy or

melancholy.
Her gloomy presence saddens all the scene.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, I. 167.

Accursed be he who willingly saddens an immortal spirit.
Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent, p. 27.

3. To make dark-colored; specifically, in dye-
ing and calico-printing, to tone down or shade
(the colors employed) by the application of cer-
tain agents, as salts of iron, copper, or bichro-
mate of potash.
For saddening olives, drabs, clarets, Ac., and for cotton

blacks, it [copperas] has been generally discarded in favour
of nitrate of iron.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 536.

saddle (sad'l), . [< ME. sadel, < AS. sadol,
sadul, sadel = OD. sadel, D. sadel = MLG. LG.
sadel = OHG. satal, satul, MHG. satel, G. sattel
= Icel. sothull = Sw. Dan. sadel, a saddle; per-
haps of Slavic origin : cf. OBulg. Serv. Bohem.
sedlo = Pol. siodlo = Russ. siedlo, a saddle (Finn.
satula, a saddle, perhaps < Teut.) ; ult. < / sad,
sit: seesii. Cf. L. sella (for *sedla), a seat, chair,
saddle (see selft), sedile, a chair, from the same
root.] 1. A contrivance secured on the back
of a horse or other animal, to servo as a seat
for a rider or for supporting goods packed for
transportation, (a) The seat of wood or leather pro-
vided for a rider, especially on horseback : as, vKt-saddle,

TTL

The crowe anon hym tolde
By tadde tokenes and by wordes bolde
How that his wyf had doon hir lechery* sad (sad), v. t.

; pret'and "pp. sodded, ppr. sad-
Chancer, Manc.ple's Tale, 1. 154. ding , [< Mlt! sadde,,, < AS. sadian, be sated

or tired, gcsadiati, fill, satisfy, satiate (= OHG.
saton, MHG. saten = Icel. sethja, satisfy), < seed,

I am on many sad adventures bound
That call me forth into the wilderness.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 2.

7f. Strong ; stout : said of a person or an ani-
mal.

It makethe a man more strong and more sad azenst his
Enemyes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 159.

Anoon the groundis and plauntis or solis of him ben
sodded togidere, and he lippingc stood and wandride.

Wydif, Acts iii. 7.

4, English riding-saddle ; B, ladies' saddle, or side-saddle ; C
McClellan saddle ; D, cowboy saddle ; E, saddletree, a, seat ; *
jockey ; c. c', pad ; tf, skirt ; e, girth \f, stirrup ; f, pommel; h, knee-
puff; i. thigh-puff; A, cinch ; I, cantle ; m, honi.

hunting-saddle, raclng-ddfc, side-soddfc, McOlellan sad-
dle, Mexican saddle. The riders' saddle has differed great-
ly in construction and in use among different nations and
at different times, especially as to the length of the stir-

rups and the posture of the rider.

"Mylorde,"he seid, "that ye will in this nede
Chaunge my Sadyll and sett it on this stede."

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), I. 2254.



saddle

In the same file I sold my horse, and my nadyll and

brydell. Tarkinglon, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 6.

(6) A part of the harness used for drawing a vehicle. It Is

a narrow padded cushion laid across the back, and girded
under the belly, and is usually held in place by a strap
which passes under and around the tail : the shafts or

thills are supported by it, the reins pass through rings
attached to it, and the check-rein or bearing-rein is hooked
to it. (c) A pack-saddle. See cuts under harness and

pad-tree.

2. A seat prepared for a rider otherwise than
on the back of an animal, but resembling an

ordinary riding-saddle in design and use, as the

seat on a bicycle. 3. Something resembling
a saddle, or part of a saddle, in shape or use.

(a) In genl., a folded mass of rock in which the strata dip
on each side away from a central axis-plane ; an anticlinal.

It is a pretty high island, and very remarkable, by reason

of two saddles or risings and fallings on the top.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1684.

(6) JVffltrf., a contrivance of wood notched or hollowed out
and used to support a spar, as a wooden saddle-crutch is

sometimes used to support the weight of the spanker-boom,
(c) In mach., a block with a hollowed top to sustain a

round object, as a rod, upon a bench or bed. (d) A block,

usually of cast-iron, at the top of a pier of a suspension-
bridge, over which pass the suspension-cables or -chains

which support the bridge platform. The saddle rests upon

d-
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(he use of weapons, and also in some cases affording pro-
tection to the knees, thighs, etc., by appendages. (See burl

|

:i (c), leg-shield, saddle-bow. ) The war-saddle of the middle

ages was especially adapted for charging with the lance ;

toward the thirteenth century it assumed a form which
enabled the rider to prop himself upon the high cantle

while standing almost erect in the stirrups, the body be-

ing thrown forward to aid in holding the lance straight
and true.

saddle (sad'l). <v. t.
; pret. and pp. saddled, ppr.

middling. [< ME. sadelien, sadlen, < AS. sudo-

lian, sadelian, saddle, = D. zadelen =MLG. sade-

le.n = OHG. satalon, MHG. satelen, G. satteln =
Icel. siithla = Sw. sadla = Dan. sadle, saddle

;

from the noun.] 1. To put a saddle upon : as,
to saddle a horse.

The! ronne to here armes, that yet were In her beddys,
and hadde no leyser hem to clothe, and that was yet a
faire happe for hem that her horses were redy sadellyd.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 153.

And Abraham rose up early in the morning and saddled
his ass. Gen. xxii. 8.

2. To load; encumber as with a burden; also,
to impose as a burden.

Yes, Jack, the independence I was talking of is by a

marriage the fortune is saddled with a wife but I sup-

pose that makes no difference.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

If you like not my company, you can saddle yourself on
some one else. R. L. Stenmton, Master of Ballantrae, ii.

saddleback (sad'1-bak), . 1. A hill or its

summit when shaped somewhat like a saddle.

2. A bastard kind of oyster, unfit for food;
a racoon-oyster. 3. The great black-backed

gull: same as blackback, 1. 4. The harp-seal:
so called from the mark on the back.

Eink says a full-grown saddle-back weighs about 2.TO

Ibs. Cassell's Nat. Hist., II. 236. (Encyc. Diet.)

5. A variety of domestic geese, white, with dark
feathers on the back like a saddle. 6. The
larva of the bombycid moth Empretia stimulea :

Saddle of New York and Brooklyn Bridge.

//, saddle ; R, elevation of one half of length ; C, section of one
half of width, a, cable; f, saddle; d, bed-plate ; e, steel rollers upon
which the saddle rests ; /,f, cradles supporting the overfloor stays,

E ; ft, studs < .ist on the bed-plate, around which are looped other
overfloor stays ; *', i, temporary bearinjjs for supports of strands in

constructing the cable. At the completion of each strand it is lowered
into the saddle. The saddles each weigh thirteen tons.

rollers, beneath which is a bed bearing upon the top of

the pier. The rollers permit a slight movement that

compensates for the contractions and expansions of the
cables under varying temperatures, which, if the saddle
were rigidly secured to the pier, would tend to lessen its

stability, (e) In rail., the bearing in the axle-box of a

carriage ; also, a chair or seat for the rails. See cut under
axle-box. (/) In buOding, a thin board placed on the floor

in the opening of a doorway, the width of the jambs, (g)
In zool. and anat., some part or configuration of parts like

or likened to a saddle. Specifically (1) The cingulum
or clitellum of a worm. (2) A peculiar mark on or modi-
fication of the carapace of some crustaceans. See ephip-
pium. (3) The color-mark on the back of the male harp-
seal, Phoca (Pagophilus) graenlattdica. (4) Of mutton,
veal, or venison, a butchers' cut including a part of the
backbone with the ribs on one side. (5) In cephalopods,
one of the elevations or salieucies of the sutures of a tetra-

branchiate, separated from another by an intervening de-

pression or reentrance called a lobe. (8) In poultry, the

rump, or lower part of the back, which in the cock is cov-

ered with long linear hackles technically called saddle-

feathers, which droop on each side of the root of the tail ;

also, these feathers collectively. See saddle-feathers, (h)
In bot., in the leaves of Isoetes, a ridge separating the
fovea and foveola. (i) A notched support into the re-

cesses or notches of which a gun is laid to hold it steadily
in drilling the vent or Douching. (J) In gun-making, the
base of the foresight of a gun, which is soldered or brazed
to the barrel. Boots and saddles. See boots. Ka-
cing-saddle, a small saddle of very light weight, used
in horse-racing. The great saddle*, the training re-

quired for accomplished or knightly horsemanship. See
to ride the great horse, under 'ride.

The designe is admirable, some keeping neere an hun-
ilrat brave horses, all managed to y greate saddle.

Evelyn, Diary, April 1, 1644.

To put the saddle on the right horse, to impute blame
whereit is justly deserved. [Colloq.] Turkish saddle,
the sella Turcica or pituitary fossa of the sphenoid bone.
- War-saddle, a saddle used by mounted warriors, serv-

ing by its form t" give such a seat as may best facilitate

Saddleback Caterpillar ( larva of Jitrtfrttia stimulea).

a, dorsal surface ; b, lateral surface. ' Natural size, full-grown.)

so called on account of the saddle-like mark-

ings on the back. It feeds on cotton, corn, and many
perennial trees and shruhs, and possesses a fringe of bris-

tles which have urticating properties. [U. S.] Saddle-
back roof. Same as saddle-roof.

saddle-backed (sad'1-bakt), . 1. Hollow-

backed; sway-backed: said of a horse. 2.

Having the back marked or colored with the

appearance of a saddle: said of various ani-

mals: as, the saddle-backed gull, seal, etc.

Saddle-backed coping, in arch., a coping thicker in

the middle than at the edges, so that it delivers each way
the water that falls upon it.

saddle-bag (sad'1-bag), . A large bag, usually
one of a pair, hung from or laid over the saddle,

and used to carry various articles. Those used in

the East are made of cloth, especially carpeting, one long
and broad strip having a kind of pocket made at each end

by the application of a piece as wide as the strip. Also
called camel-bag, from its frequent employment on camels.

The Coptic and Syriac manuscripts were stowed away
in one side of a great pair of saddle-bags.

R. Cvrzon, Mouast. in the Levant, p. 90.

saddle-bar (sad'1-bar), . 1. The side-bar, side-

plate, or spring-bar of a saddletree. 2. In

tnnlieral arch., one of several narrow iron bars

saddle-nosed

saddle-blanket (sad'l-blang"ket). . A blan-

ket, of a rather small size and coarse make,
used folded under a saddle. Such blankets are al-

most exclusively used In western parts of the United States

instead of any special saddle-cloth. The ordinary gray
army blanket is generally selected.

saddle-bow (sad'l-bo), n. [< ME. sadel-boice,

Midylle boice, < AS. sadolbotja, sadelboga, sadul-

boga (= D. zadelboog = MLG. sadelboge = OHG.
satelbogo, satelpogo, MHG. satelboge, G. sattelbo-

<jen = Icel. sotliitl-bogi = Sw. sadelb&ge = Dan.

xtidcluue), a saddle-bow, < sadol, saddle, + boga,
bow: see saddle and Zioir2.] The raised front

part of a saddle ; hence, the front of a saddle
in general ; the part from which was often sus-

pended a weapon, or the helmet, or other arti-

cle requiring to be within easy reach.

She lean'd her o'er the saddle-bow, . . .

To give him a kiss ere she did go.
The Cruel Brother (Child's Ballads, II. 254).

One hung a pole-axe at his saddle-bow.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., iii. 3-2.

saddle-bracket (sad'l-brak"et), . In teleg., a
bracket shaped somewhat like a saddle, used
for supporting a telegraph-wire which runs

along the tops of the poles.

saddle-clip (sad'1-klip), M. A clip by which a

spring of a vehicle is secured to the axle. The

legs of the clip straddle the parts to be joined,
and are fastened by bolt-nuts.

saddle-cloth (sad'l-kloth), . A piece of tex-

tile material used, in connection with the sad-

dle of a horse, for riding. Especially (a) Such a

piece of stuff put upon the horse under the saddle and
extending some distance behind it, intended to preserve
the rider's dress from contact with the horse, or to protect
the horse from the saber or the like. In countries where
costume is rich and varied, such saddle-cloths are some-
times of great richness. (6) A piece of textile material

passing under the saddle of a carriage-horse. (See saddle,
1 (6).) This is sometimes decorated with theowner's crest

or initials, or in other ways.
saddle-fast (sad'1-fast), , [= G. sattelfest =
Sw. Dan. sadelfast; as saddle + fast

1
.'] Seated

firmly in the saddle. Scott, L. of L. M., iii. 6.

saddle-feathers (sad'l-feTH"erz), i. pi. In

poultry j saddle-hackles collectively ; the long
slender feathers which droop on each side of

the saddle of the domestic cock.

saddle-gall (sad'1-gal), . A sore upon a
horse's back made by the saddle.

saddle-girth (sad'l-gerth), . A band which is

passed under a horse's belly, and secured to

the saddle at each end. It is usually so made
as to be drawn more or less tight by a buckle.

8ee cinch and surcingle.

saddle-graft (sad'l-graft), c. t. To ingraft by
forming the stock like a wedge and fitting the
end of the scion over it like a saddle: the re-

verse of cleft-graft. See cut under grafting.
saddle-hackle (sad'l-hak"l), . A hackle from
the saddle or rump of the cock, sometimes
used by anglers for making artificial flies; a
saddle-feather: distinguished from neck-Jiactlc

or liackle.

saddle-hill (sad'1-hil), . Same as saddleback, I.

A remarkable saddle-hai. Cook, First Voyage, ii. 7.

saddle-hook (sad'l-huk),. Same as check-hook.

saddle-horse (sad'1-hors), . A horse used
with a saddle for riding.

saddle-joint (sad'l-joiut), . 1. A joint made
by turning up the edges of adjacent plates of

tin or sheet-iron at right angles with the bodies
of the sheet (one margin so turned up being
nearly twice as wide as the other), and then

turning down the broader margin snugly over
the other so that the margins interlock. 2.

In (mat., a joint where the articular surfaces

are inversely convex in one direction and con-

cave in the other, admitting movement in every
direction except axial rotation. This joint occurs
between all saddle-shaped vertebne, as notably in the
necks of all recent birds and of many reptiles. It is ex-

emplified in man in the carpometacarpal joint of the
thumb. Also called reciprocal reception joint.

id'l-lap), . The skirt of a saddle.

War-saddle of the uth century.

(From Viull.'t Ir-DurS Dirt, du Mohilicr fr.inrais.")
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extending from mullion to mullipn,
or through gaddle-lapt (sad

the mullions across an entire window, to hold He louted ower hi8 mddle
firmly the stonework and the lead setting of the

glass. When the bays are wide, upright iron bars, called

stanchions, are sometimes used in addition to the saddle-

bars, in which eyes are forged to receive the latter. Com-
pare stay-bar, and see cut under geometric.

3. One of the bent, oblique, or straight cross-

bars or pieces of lead on which the pieces of

glass used in a design in a stained-glass window
are placed or seated.

saddle-billed (sad'1-bild), . Having a saddle
mi the bill : specifically applied to a large Afri-

can stork, Ki>lii/ipiiirlii/iifliiiti xfiici/tili'Huiit, trans

lating the generic name. See
r/ilin.

To kiss her ere they part.
Lord William (Child's Ballads, III. 18).

saddle-leaf (sad'1-lef). . Same us saddletree, 2.

saddle-leather (sad'l-leTH"er), . Leatherpre-
pared specially for saddlers' use. Pig-skin ismuch
used, and, as the removal of the bristles gives this leather
a peculiar indented appearance, the preparation of imita-
tions from skins of other animals simulates it. Unlike har-

ness-leather, it is not blackened on the grain side.

saddle-nail (sad'l-ual), . A short nail with a

large smooth bend, used in saddlery. E. H.

Knit/lit.

saddle-nosed (sad'1-no/d), a. 1. Having a
broad, flat nose.



saddle-nosed

His w ife sitte by him, who (as I verily thinkc) had cut
and pared her nose betweene the eyes, that she might
seeme to be more flat and saddle-nosed.

Halelwjt's Voyages, 1. 101.

2. Having a soft nasal membrane saddled on
the bill; sagmatorhine, as a bird.

saddle-plate (sad'1-plat), . In steam-boilers
of the locomotive type, the bent plate which
forms the arch of the furnace. Compare croirn-

xheet.

saddle-quern (sad
'

1 - kwfem), n. A form of

quern the bedstone of which is hollowed on its

upper surface to receive a kind of stone roller,

which was used with a rocking and rubbing
motion to grind the grain. See the upper ex-

ample in the cut under quern.

Saddle-querns of the same character occur also in

France. Evani, Ancient Stone Implements, p. 226.

saddler (sad'ler), 11. [< ME. aadiler, sadlarc,

sadyllcr (= MLG. sadeler = MHG. sateler, G.

sattler), a saddler; as saddle + -er1 .] 1. One
whose occupation is the making of saddles.

To pay the toddler for my mistress' crupper.
Shak., C. of E., i. 2. 66.

2. The harp-seal, I'hoca (I'ayopliiliis) granilan-

ilica, when adolescent. Saddlers' knife. Seetntfe.
Saddlers' pincers. See pincers.

saddle-rail (sad'1-ral), H. A railway-rail of in-

verted-U section straddling a continuous longi-
tudinal sleeper.

saddler-corporal (sad'ler-k6r*po-ral), . A
non-commissioned officer in the English service
who has charge of the saddlers in the house-
hold cavalry.
saddle-reed (sad'1-red), w. In saddlery, a small
reed used as a substitute for cord in making
the edges of the sides of gig-saddles. E. H.
Knif/li t.

saddlerock (sad'1-rok), 11. A variety of the

oyster, Ostrea rirgiuiea, of large size and thick,
rounded form.
saddle-roof (sad'1-rof), . A roof having two
gables. Sometimes termed \iacksaddle-roofand
middle-back roof.

saddler-sergeant (sad'ler-8iir"jent), . A ser-

geant in the cavalry who has charge of the
saddlers: in the United States a non-commis-
sioned staff-officer of a cavalry regiment.
saddle-rug (sad'1-rug), w. A saddle-cloth made
of carpeting.
saddlery (sad'ler-i), . [< saddler + -y (see
-ery).] 1. The trade or employment of a sad-
dler. 2. A saddler's shop or establishment.
3. Saddles and their appurtenances in general ;

hence, by extension, all articles concerned with
the equipment of horse%, especially those made
of leather with their necessary metal fittings.
He invested also in something of a library, and in large

quantities of saddlery.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, II. xxv.

Above all, it is necessary to still further increase the
reserve of mules and the reserve of horses, with all the
necessary saddlery, harness, and carts, and to provide the
whole army with the latest weapons.

Sir C. W. LHlkc, Probs. of Greater Britain, iv. 1.

saddlesealing (sad'l-se'ling), . The pursuit
or capture of the saddle-backed seal. See
middle, 3 (;/) (3).

The majority of the vessels, after prosecuting the saddle-

sealing at Newfoundland or Greenland, proceed direct to

Diaco, where they usually arrive early in May.
Encyc. Brit, XXIV. 527.

saddle-shaped (sad'l-shapt), . Having the

shape of a saddle
;
in hot., having a hollowed

back and lateral lobes hanging down like the

laps of a saddle, a form occurring in petals.
Saddle-shaped articulation, a saddle-joint. Saddle-
shaped vertebra, a heterocoelous vertebra. See saddle-

joint.

saddle-shell (sad'I-shel). n. A shell resembling
or suggesting a saddle in shape, (a) A species of

Placuna, as P. sella. See cut under Placuna. (b) Any spe-
cies of Anamiidse, as Anomia ephippiurn. See cut under
Aitomiidte..

saddle-sick (sad'1-sik), .

much or heavy riding.

Sick or galled with

Roland of Roncesvalles too, we see well in thinking of
it, found rainy weather as well as sunny, . . . was saddle-
sick, calumniated, constipated.

Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, i. (Davits.)

saddle-stone (sad'1-ston), . An old name for
a variety of stone containing saddle-shaped
depressions. Also called epliippite.
saddletree (sad'1-tre), . [< saddle + tree.']
1. The frame of a modern European saddle,
made of wood. See cut under saddle.

For saddletree scarce reach'd had he,
His journey to begin,

When, turning round his head, he saw
Three customers come in.

Coieper, John Uilpin.
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2. The American tulip-tree, Liriotltndron tuli-

pifem : name suggested by the form of the leaf.

Also saddle-leaf.

Sadducaean, a. See Kaddinrini.

Sadducaic (sad-u-ka'ik), . [< Gr. "ZaiSavnaloi

(LL. Kttddnciei), the Sadducees, + -io.] Per-

taining to or characteristic of the Sadducees :

as, Sadducaic reasonings. [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

Sadducean, Sadducsean (sad-u-se'an), . [=
F. Saddueeitn; as SaiMueee + -.] Of or per-
taining to the Sadducees.

The Sadduc/ran aristocracy in particular, which formerly
in the synedrium had shared the supreme power with the
high priest, endeavoured to restore reality once more to
the nominal ascendency which still continued to be attri-

buted to the ethnarch and the synedrium.
Eneyc. Brit., XIII. 426.

Sadducee (sad'u-se), . [Formerly also in pi.

Saduces, Seduces; < ME. Sadducee (in pi. Sad-
duceis) (cf. AS. pi. Sadduceas) = Sp. Pg. Sadii-

ceo = It. Sadduceo = D. Sadduceer = G. Saddu-
caer = Sw. Saduce = Dan. Sadducaer, < LL.
Sadducxus, usually in pi. Sadduceei, < Gr. 2ad-

iovicaioc, usually in pi. 2aMovnaloi, < Heb. Tsc-

diiqlm, pi., the Sadducees; so named either
from their supposed founder Zadok, Heb. Tsu-

doq, or from their assumed or ascribed charac-

ter, the word tseduqim being pi. of tsddoq, lit.

'the just one,' < tsudaq, be just.] An adherent
of a skeptical school of Judaism in the time of

Christ, which denied the immortality of the

soul, the existence of angels, and the authority
of the historical and poetical books of the Old
Testament and of the oral tradition on which
Pharisaic doctrine was largely founded, it is

not easy to define exactly the doctrine of the Sadducees,
because It was a negative rather than a positive philoso-
phy, and a speculative rather than a practical system ; and
for our knowledge of it we are almost wholly dependent
on the representations of its opponents. It was the doc-
trine of the rich, the worldly, and the compliant.

The doctrine of the Saddwxes is this, that souls die
with the bodies ; nor do they regnrd the observation of

any thing besides what the law enjoins them.
Josep/ms, Antiquities (trans.), XVIII. i. 4.

In foremost rank, heer goe the Sadduces,
That do deny Angels and Resurrection.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Triumph of Faith, ii. 34.

Sadduceeism (sad'u-se-izm), . [= F. Sadu-
ceisme ; as Sadducee + -/MM.] 1. The doctrinal

system of the Sadducees.
Sadduceeism was rather a speculative than a practical

system, starting from simple and well-defined principles,
but wide-reaching in its possible consequences. Perhaps
it may best be described as a general reaction against the
extremes of Pharisaism, springing from moderate and ra-

tionalistic tendencies.

Edertheiw, Life and Times of Jesus, I. 313.

2. Skepticism.
Sadduceeimi has so completely become the quasi-scien-

tific term of theology for the indifferentism or unbelief of
the day, and especially for the sceptical tone of modern
literature, that one might have expected the undoubted
orthodoxy of the Pharisees would have saved them from
reproach. //. !f. Oxmham, Short Studies, p. 3.

Sadducism (sad'u-sizm), H. [< Sadduc(ee) +
-//.] Same as Sadduceeism. [Rare.]

Atheisme and Sadducism disputed ;

Their Tenents argued, and refuted.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 3.

Sadducize (sad'u-siz), r. i.; pret. and pp. Sad-

ditched, ppr. Sadducizing. [< Sadduc(ee) + -i>e.]
To conform to the doctrines of the Sadducees;
adopt the principles of the Sadducees.

Saddudang Christians, I suppose, they were, who said
there was no resurrection, neither angel or spirit.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II., Pref.

sadelt, H. and r. A Middle English form of
saddle.

sad-eyed (sad'id),. Having a sad countenance.
The sad-eyed justice, with his surly hum,
Delivering o'er to executors pale
The lazy yawning drone. Shale., Hen. V., i. 2. 202.

sad-faced (sad'fast), a. Having a sad or sor-

rowful face.

You sad-faced men, people and sons of Rome.
Shale., lit. And., v. 8. 67.

sad-hearted (sad'har'ted), a. Sorrowful
;
mel-

ancholy.
Sad-hearted men, much overgone with care,
Here sits a king more woful than you are.

Shale., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 5. 123.

sadina (sa-de'na), H. [Sp. gardiitii, a sardine:
see sardine1 .

"\
A clupeoid fish, Clupea sagax,

the Califoniian sardine. It resembles the European
sardine, C. pilchardus, but has no teeth, and the belly is

less strongly serrate. See Mrdinel, 1. [California.]

sad-iron (sad'I'ern), n. A smoothing-iron for

garments and textile fabrics generally, espe-
cially one differing from the ordinary flatiron

sadness

in 1 icing hollow and heated by red-hot pieces
of iron put into it. Compare DOX-irmt.

Sadly (sad'li), adr. [< ME. sadly, sadli; < sad
+

-/y'-'.] If. Firmly; tightly.
Thus sail I iune it with a gynn,
And sadly sette it with symonde fyne,
Tims sail y wyrke it both more and myn[n |e.

York Plays, p. 43.

In gon the speres ful nadly in arest.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1744.

2f. Steadily; constantly; persistently; indus-

triously; eagerly.
Wigtly as a wod man the u in<l >\\v he opened,
& soust sadli al a-boute his semliche doujjter,
but al wrougt in wast for went was that mayde.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2058.

I praie thee, lord, that lore leere me,
Aftir thi loue to haue longynge,
And sadli to sette my n herte on thee.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. .S.), p. 8.

This messager drank sadly ale and wyn.
Chaucer, .MUM of Law's Tale, 1. 645.

3f. Quietly.
Stand sadly in telling thy tale wheneoeuer thou talkest.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

The ftsche in a dische clenly that ye lay
With vineger & powdur ther vppon, thus is vsed ay,
Than yonre souerayne, whan hym semethe, sadly he may

assay. Babees Boole (E. E. T. S.), p. 159.

4f. In earnest; seriously; soberly; gravely;
solemnly.

He that sadly for-soke soche a sure proffer,
And so gracius a gyste, that me is grauut here,
He might faithly for-fonnet be a fole holdyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 630.

The thridde day this marchant up artseth,
And on his nedes sadly hym avyseth.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 76.

This can be no trick : the conference was sadly borne.

Shale., Much Ado, ii. 3. 228.

Look, look, with what a discontented grace
Bruto the traveller doth sadly pace
'Long Westminster ! Marston, Satires, ii. 128.

Here I sadly vow
Repentance and a leaving of Uiat life

I long have died in. Ford, 'Tis Pity, v. 1.

5. (a) Sorrowfully; mournfully; miserably;
grievously.

I cannot therefore but sadly bemoan that the Lives of
these Saints are so darkened with Popish Illustrations,
and farced with Fauxetles to their dishonour.

Fuller, Worthies, iii. (Davits.)

(b) In a manner to cause sadness; badly; af-

flictively; calamitously; deplorably.
The true principles of colonial policy were sadly mis-

understood in the sixteenth century.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., it 26.

If his audience is really a popular audience, they bring
sadly little information with them to the lecture.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 104.

(c) In ill health
; poorly. [Colloq.]

Here 's Mr. Holt, miss, wants to know if you'll give him
leave to come in. I told him you was sadly.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxvii.

6. In dark or somber colors
; soberly.

A gloomy, obscure place, and in it only one light, which
the Genius of the house held, sadly attired.

Ii. </onon, Entertainment at Theobalds.

sadness (sad'nes), n. [Early mod. E. also sadnc*,
sadnesse ; < ME. sadnes, sadnesse, < AS. sxdness,

satiety, repletion, < ssed, full, sated: see sad.']

If. Heaviness; weight; firmness; strength.
\\ In-line it is wel confouimed to sadnesse
On fleykes legge hem ichoone so from other.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 154.

Whereby as I grant that it seemeth outwardlie to be
verie thicke & well doone, so, if you respect the sadnes

thereof, it dooth prooue in the end to be verie hollow &
not able to hold out water.

Harrison, Descrip. of England, ii. 22 (Holinshed's Chron.).

2f. Steadiness; steadfastness; constancy.
This markis in his herte lougeth so
To tempte his wyf, hir sadnesse for to knowe.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 396.

3f. Seriousness; gravity; discretion; sedate-
ness

; sobriety ;
sober earnest.

For if that oon have beaute in hir face,
Another stunt so in the peples grace
For hire sadnesse and hire benyngnytee,
That of the peple grettest voys hath she.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 347.

And as for hitting the prick, because it is unpossible, ft

were a vain thing to go about it in good sadnexs.

Ascham, Toxophilus (eel. 18(>4), p. 94.

In good sadness, I do not know.
Shale., All's Well, iv. 3. 230.

In sadness, 'tis good and mature counsel.
B. Jonson, Epiccene, iv. 2.

4. The state of being sad or sorrowful; sor-

rowfulness; mournfulness; dejection of mind:
ns. xtt<lne*K in the remembrance of loss.

Be sure the messenger advise his majesty
To comfort up the prince ; he 's full of sadness.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. -2.



sadness

A feeling of sadness and longing,
That is not akin to pain,

And resembles sorrow only
As the mist resembles the rain.

Longfellow, The Day is Done.

II.

5. A melancholy look; gloom of countenance.

Dim sadness did not spare
That time celestial visages. Milton, P. L., x. 23.

= Syn. 4. Grief, Sorrow, etc. (see afflict

melancholy, depression.

sadr (sad'r), . [Ar.] The lote-bush, Ktyptou
Lotus. See lotus-tree, 1.

sad-tree (sad'tre), . The night-jasmine,

Xi/ctanthes Arbor-tristis. Also called Indian

mourner.

sae (sa), adv. A dialectal (Scotch) form of so.

saeculart, a. See secular.

Saenuridae (se-nu'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Sxintrts

+ -Idle.'] A 'family of oligochtetous annelids,

named from the genus Stenuris.

5290 safeguard

n. It. Safety. safet (saf), v. t. \_<s<ifc,n. Of. *,<!.] 1. To

If I with safe may graunt this deed,
render sate.

I wil it not refuse. And that which most with you should safe my going

Preston, K. Cambises (Hawkins, Eng. Dr., i. 608). (Dames.) is Fulvia's death. Shak., A. and C., i. 3. 55.

2. A place or structure for the storage of 3. To escort to safety; safeguard,

money, papers, or valuables in safety from risk Be8t you^^ the bringer

of theft or fire. Safes as now made may be divided Out of the host. Shak., A. and C., iv. 6. 26.

ton, r. n.,x.
into two classes: stationary safes of stone, brick, or metal,

a iarm Kaf'a-larm") x. An alarm-lock or
iction); despondency, builtaspartof the structure of a warehouse, store, or other sale-alarm <sa

building, and commonly called vaults; and portable safes other contrivance for giving notice wben a sa

of steel and iron. The term safe is usually restricted to
;s tampered with. Such alarms are usually electro-

portable safes, whatever their size or material. These magnetic; but sometimes the alarm-mechanism is actu-

safes are usually of two or more metals, as cast-iron, chilled ate(| Dy a body of water, or by compressed air.

iron, and steel, combined in various ways to resist drilling, oafp_conrlvi ct (saf-kon'dukt), M. [Early mod.
and are made with hollow walls filled with some non-con- 10 <?""

'".,.,;,..,i.-^ . / ME We condl/tli. saff
dnctor of heat A great variety of devices have been added k. also Mljeconaiic , V mr/. *<

to safes to insnre greater efficiency, such as rabbeted air- condyte, saaf condyte, save COndutt, save condlte,

tight doors, time-locks, and burglar alarms. See tocii, saufconduit, < OF. sauf-condv.it, salfcondmt, i .

alarm, 5, safe-deposit, and phrases below.

3. Arecep
visions.

* o , ~ .. - - and conduct M.I A passport granted by one in

Saenuridomorpha (se-nun-do-mor'fa), rn.pl. sects.- 4. Any receptacle for storing things m ; h rf especially in time of war, to secure

[NL., < Stemtrix (-id-) + Gr. popf,/, form.] The
safety

. as a match-safe, milk-safe, corn-safe, ""V
|' ^h \t ld otherwige be un-

J -..] il :_ nlllnn *msvnil*\sl f> O Q 1> MM1AW If *^1 f.1 V, ~ ., A nr> I'. . ,. ft r\-n Rn I VI rf 1 1 \T_ VF*J*3 W tJMA^t T

Sxnuridee and their allies regarded as an order etc. 5. A floating box or car for confining liv-

of oligochsetons annelids, ing fish. 6. A sheet of lead with the sides

Saenuris (se-nu'ris), H. [NL., < Gr. aatvoypif turae(i up, placed under a plumbing fixture to

(-?-), a fern, of oaivavpof, wagging the tail, < catch moisture or fluids due to leaks or care-

aalvetv, wag the tail, fawn, + oiipa, the tail.] lessness, and thus protect floors and ceilings.

The typical genus of Ssenuridx. Also called _7_ jn saddlery, apiece of leather placed be-

Tubifejr. neath a buckle to prevent chafing. E. H.

saetersbergite,satersbergite(sa'terz-berg-it), Kniglit. &. In distilling, a closed vessel at-

. [< Neetersbcrg (see def.) + -ite2.] A va- tached by a pipe to the worm of a still, for the

riety of loellingite, or iron arsenide, from See- retention of a sample of the product, to be sub-

tersbergnear Fossum in Norway. sequently inspected by excise officers Burg-

aafe (saf), a. and n. [< ME. safe, saf, saaf, sauf, lar-proof safe, a safe constructed for protecting prop-

saulfo, save, sauve, < OF. saw/, saw//, salf, m., erty against burglars. The inner compartment of the

sauve, saulve, f., F. sauf, m., sauve, f., = Pr. salr,

salf, sal = OCat. sal = Sp. Pg. It. salvo, < L. sal-

vit's, whole, safe, orig. "samis, prob. ult. = sol-

lits, whole, solus, single, sole (see sole, solid),

orig. = Pers. liar, every, all, every one, = Skt.

sarva, entire. From the same L. source are ult.

E. sace 1
, save*, save3 = sage

1

*, salute, etc. Cf.

vouchsafe.] I. a. 1. Unharmed; unscathed;
;
received injury or hurt: as, to

sound ;
to bring goods so/ to

without having
arrive safe and
land.

Whanne he in hond hit hade hastely
hit semede

that he was al saaf & sound of alle his sor greues.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 868.

So it came to pass that they escaped all safe to land.

Acts xxvii. 44.

2. Free from risk or danger ;
secure from harm

Burglar-proof Safe.

n, body; b, inner door ; c, outer door; d, inner compartment.

burglar-proof safe (shown in the outs) has small burglar-

proof doors, each of which has its special combination-
*

,. i lock mechanism or mav have a time-lock. All bolts and
or liability to harm or injury : as, a safe place; 8 rews of this safe are made of welded steel and iron, and

a safe harbor; safe from disease, enemies, etc.

That ye sholde yeve hym trewys saf to come and saf to

go by feith and suerte be-twene this and yole.
Merlin (B. B. T. S.), iii. 059.

Answer me
In what safe place you have bestow'd my money.

Shak., C. of E.,i. 2. 78.

If to be ignorant were as safe as to be wise, no one would

become wise. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 413.

3. Secure; not dangerous or liable to cause

injury or harm ;
not likely to expose to danger :

as, a safe bridge; the building was pronounced
safe; the safe side of a file (the uncut side, also

called the safe-edge).
With perfidious hatred they pursued

The sojourners of Goshen, who beheld

From the safe shore their floating carcases.

Milton, F. L., i. 31u.

Perhaps she was sometimes too severe, which is a safe

and pardonable error. Swift, Death of Stella.

4. No longer dangerous; placed beyond the

power of doing harm.

Maet. Banquo 's safe >

Mur Ave, my good lord, safe in a ditch he bides.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 26.

5. Sound; whole; good.

A trade . . . that ... I may use with a safe conscience.

Shak., J. C., i. 1. 14.

6. Trusty; trustworthy: as, a safe adviser.

My blood begins my safer guides to rule.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 205.

7. Sure
;
certain.

To sell away all the powder in a kingdom,

Section of Burglar-proof Safe.

twisted to produce alternate strata of steel and iron, and

thus prevent their being drilled. The body (see the sec-

tion) is made up of alternate plates of steel (a) and iron

(6), the steel plates being interposed to obstruct drilling.

The large bolts d are conical in form, and the smaller

countersunk screws, as well as the lock-spindle, are all

and steel laminated like the bolts.

safety
safe for him to go.

He had safe conduct for his band
Beneath the royal seal and hand.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 13.

safe-conduct (saf-kon'dukt), v. t. [< safe-con-

duct, .] To conduct safely; give a safe pas-

sage to, especially through a hostile country.

This sayd king . . . sayd, that he would not onely giue

Hakluyfs Voyages, I. 346.

Are they not now upon the western shore,

Safe-conducting the rebels from their ships'.'

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 483.

safe-deposit (saf'de-poz"it), a. Providing safe

storage for valuables of any kind, such as bul-

lion, bonds, documents, etc.: as, a safe-deposit

company; safe-deposit vaults.

safed-siris (saf'ed-si'ris), H. [E. Ind.] A large
deciduous tree, AlUzzia procera, of the sub-

Himalayan region. Its wood is colored dark-brown

with lighter bands, is hard, straight, and durable, and

is used in making agricultural implements, building

bridges, etc.

safe-edged (saf'ejd), . Having an edge not

liable to cause injury Safe-edged file. See/fci.

safeguard (saf'gard), . [Early mod. E. also

safeyard, safegarde, saregard; ME. saufegard,

suuifegarde, salfgard, < OF. (and F.) sauvegarde

(= Pr.salcagarda, salvagardia = Sp. salvaguar-

dia = Pg. salvaguarda = It. salraguardia (ML.
salvagardia}), safe-keeping, < satire, fern, of

sauf, safe, + garde, keeping, guard: see safe

and guard.] 1. Safe-keeping; defense; pro-
tection.

As our Lord knoweth, who have you in Hisblissid saufe-

yard. Paston Letters, III. 366.

He tooke his peune and wrote his warrant of sauegard.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 164.

They were . . . aduised for to accept and take treaty, if

it were offered, for the sauegard of the common people.
Hakluyfs Voyages, II. 90.

The smallest worm will turn, being trodden on,

And doves will peck in safeguard of their brood.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 2. 18.

2t. Safety.
The Admirall toke also with him al sortes of Iron tooles

to th[e] intent to byld townes and fortresses where his men
might lye in safegarde.

K Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (First Books on

[America, ed. Arber, p. 30).

3. One who or that which protects.

Thy sword, the safeguard of thy brother's throne,

Is now as much the bulwark of thy own.

Oranville, To the King in the First Year of his Reign.

Specifically (o) A convoy or guard to protect a traveler

or merchandise. (6) A passport; a warrant of security

iven by authority of a government or a commanding of-

eby
can be at first moved
parallel to itself be-

fore swinging back,
air-r

-

and
packing is

tight
inter-

To prevent Mowing up : that 's safe, I'll able it.
posed "between the

Middleton, Game at Chess, ii. 1. jambs and their abut-

Onc or two more of the same sort are safe to make him
an associate. E, Yates, Land at Last, I. 173.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Safe, Secure. These words once conformed
in meaning to their derivations, safe implying free from

danger present or prospective, and secure free from fear

or anxiety about danger; they are so used in the quota-
tion. Xow the two words are essentially synonymous, ex-

cept that secure is perhaps stronger, especially in empha-
sizing freedom from occasion to fear.

We cannot endure to be disturbed or awakened from

our pleasing lethargy. For we care not to be mfe, but to

be xcctire ; not to escape hell, but to live pleasantly.
Jer. Tai/lor, Slander and Flattery, Sermon xxiv.

_ents. Fire-proof
safe, a safe for the

protection of prop-
erty against fire.

When the safe here

figured is exposed to

heat the alum gives
off its water of crys-

tallization, which be-

comes steam at or-

dinary atmospheric
pressure, thus inclosing the contents il

at,
Cross-section of Fire-proof Safe.

i, outer casing of iron ; b, door; c, filling

of mixed alum and plaster of Paris.

steam"at 212 F., whic-iTis maintained until the water is

ail expelled.

A trumpet was sent to the Earl of Essex for a safeguard
or pass to two lords, to deliver a message from the king to

the two houses.

Passports and safeguards, or safe conducts, are letters

of protection, with or without an escort, by which the

person of an enemy is rendered inviolable.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 147.

4+. An outer petticoat for women's wear, in-

tended to save their clothes from dust, etc.,

when on horseback or in other ways exposed
to the weather. Also, contracted, niggard.

Make you ready straight,

And in that gown which you came first to biwn in,

Your safe-guard, cloak, and your hood suitable,

Thus on a double gelding shall you amble,
And my man Jaques shall be set before you.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.



safeguard
Enter Moll in a frieze jerkin and u black ./r, r,,,,,,w.

Middleton and DeMer, Roaring Girl, ii. 1.

Her mother's hood and mfe-yuard too
He brought with him.

The Sti/M Miracle (Child's Ballads, I. 2-20).

5. A rail-guard at railway switches and cross-

ings. 6. A contrivance attached to a locomo-

tive, designed to throw stones and other light
obstructions from the rails. 7. In ceram., a

saggar. 8. \nzoiil.. a monitor-lizard. SeeM<>-

itor, 6.

safeguard (saf'gard), r. t. [Formerly also nufi
-

gard; < safeguard, .] To guard; protect.

Fighting men, as on a tower mounted,
Safe'iard themselves & doe their foes annoy.

Times
1

Whittle (E. E. T. S.\ p. 129.

To safeyuard thine own life

1'he best way is to venge my Gloucester's death.

SAa*., Rich. II., Li 35.

safe-keeping (saf'ke'ping), . The act of keep-
ing or preserving in safety from injury or from

escape; secure guardianship. Imp. Diet.

safely (saf'li), adr. [< ME. surely, saufly, gaitf-

liefit; < xttfe + -'//'*.] In a safe manner, (a)
Without incurring danger or hazard of evil consequences.

For unto vertue longeth dignytee,
And nought the reverse, sacely dar I deeine.

Chaucer, Oentilesse, 1. 6.

I muy safely say I have read over this apologetical ora-

tion of my Uncle Toby's a hundred times.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 31.

(*) Without hurt or injury ; in safety.

That my ships
Are safely come to road.

SA*-.,M. of V., v. 1. 288.

(c) In close custody ; securely ; carefully.

Till then 1 11 keep him dark and safely lock'd.

Shot., All's Well, iv. 1. 104.

safeness (saf'nes), . [< ME. saafnesse; < safe
+ -lie**.] The state or character of being safe

or of conferring safety.

Saafnesse, or salvacyon. Salvacio.

J'roinpt. 1'arv., p. 440.

safe-pledge (saf'plej), M. In lair, a surety ap-

pointed for one's appearance at a day assigned.

saferayt, A Middle English form of sarory'
2

.

safety (saf'ti), . [< ME. safte, suvete, < OF.
gauvetc, salceteit, F. saurete = Pr. salvetat, saii-

betat = Sp. salcedad (cf. It. saleezza), < ML. stil-

rita(t-)s, < L. sulvus, safe: see safe.] 1. Im-

munity from harm or danger; preservation or

freedom from injury, loss, or hurt.

Thenking, musing hys soules sarnie.

As will man as woman, to say in breue.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 6170.

Would I were in an alehouse in London ! 1 would give
nil my fame for a pot of ale and safety.

Shak., Hen. V., ill. 4 14.

2. An unharmed or uninjured state or condi-
tion: as, to escape in safety.
He hadde fer contrey to ride that marched to his eiimyes

er he com in to his londe in safte.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 471.

Edward . . .

Hath pass'd in safety through the narrow seas.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. s. 3.

3. Freedom from risk or possible damage or

hurt; safeness.

"Knowest thou not that Holy Writ saith, In the multi-
tude of counsel there is safety?" "Ay, madam," said Wal-
ter, "but I have heard learned men say that the safety
spoken of is for the physicians, not the patient."

Scott, Kenilworth, xv.

4f. A safeguard.
Let not my jealousies be your dishonours,
But mine own safeties. Shale., Macbeth, iv. 3. 3().

5. Safe-keeping; close custody. [Rare.]
Imprison him ; . . .

Deliver him to safety and return.

Shot., K. John, iv. 2. 158.

6. A safety-bicycle. [Recent and colloq.] 7.
In foot-hall, a safety touch-down Council of
safety. See council. Safety touch-down, see tmich-
doum.

safety-arch (saf'ti-arch), . Same as arch of
eKteSarae (which see, under arch*).

safety-beam (saf'ti-bem), n. A timber fasten-
ed at each side of the truck-frame of a railway-
car, having iron straps which pass beneath the
axles to support them in case of breakage.
safety-belt (saf'ti-belt), n. A belt made of
some buoyant material or inflated to sustain a
person in water; a life-belt ; a safety-buoy. See
life-jircxerfer.

safety-bicycle (saf 'ti-bi*si-kl). M. A low-
wheeled bicycle, with multiplying gear, having
the wheels equal, or nearly equal, in diameter.

safety-bolt (saf'ti-bolt), '. A bolt which can
be locked in place by a padlock or otherwise.

safety-bridle (sM'tf-tori'dl), n. In harness, a
bridle fitted with checking apparatus for ro-

.-,300

straining a horse if lie attempts to run. See

gctfety-retH.

safety-buoy (saf'ti-boi), n. A safety-belt.

safety-cage (saf'ti-kaj), . In mining, a cage
fitted up with apparatus by means of which
a fall will be prevented in case of breakage of

the rope. Also called jMinifhiiti:

safety-car (saf'ti-kar), n. 1. A car to run
on a hawser passed between a stranded ves-
sel and the laud; a life-car. 2. A barney; a

small car used on inclined planes and slopes
to push up a mine-car. I'enn. Geol. Sitrr.,

Glossary.
safety-catch (saf ti-kach), . In mining, one
of the catches provided to hold the cage in

case of a breakage of the rope by which it is

suspended. See safety-stop.

safety-chain (saf'ti-chan), . On a railway,
an extra chain or coupling attached to a plat-
form or other part of a car to prevent it from

being detached in case of accident to the main
coupling ; a check-chain of a car-truck

;
a safe-

ty-link. Brake safety-chain, a chain secured to a
brake-beam and to the truck or body of a car, to hold the
brake-beam if the brake-hanger should give way.

safety-disk (saf'ti-disk), . A disk of sheet-

copper inserted in the skin of a boiler, so as
to intervene between the steam and au escape-
pipe. The copper is so light that an over-pressure of

steam breaks the disk and the stam escapes through the

pipe. E. B. Knight.

safety-door (saf'ti-dor), . In coal-mixing, a

door hinged to the roof, and hung near a main
door, so as to be ready for immediate use in

case of an accident happening to the main
door by an explosion or otherwise.

safety-funnel (saf'ti-fun"el), n. Along-necked
glass funnel for introducing acids, etc., into

liquids contained in bottles or retorts and un-
der a pressure of gas. E. H. Knight.
safety-fuse (saf'ti-fuz), . See /use2 .

safety-grate (saf'ti-grat), . On a railway, a

perforated plate placed over the fire-box of a

car-heater to prevent the coals from falling out
in case the heater is accidentally overturned.

safety-hanger (saf'ti-hang'er), n. On a rail-

way, an iron strap or loop designed to prevent
a brake, rod, or other part from falling on the
line in case of breakage. . H. Kniglit.

safety-hatch (saf'ti-haeh), . 1. A hatch for

closing an elevator-shaft when the cage is not

passing, or a hatchway when not in use. 2.

A hatchway or elevator-shaft arranged with
doors or traps at each floor, which are opened
and closed automatically by the elevator-car in

passing ;
or a series of traps in a shaft arranged

to close in case of fire by the burning of a cord
or by the release of a rope, which permits all

the traps to close together.

safety-hoist (saf'ti-hoist), . 1. A hoisting-
gear on the principle of the differential pulley,
which will not allow its load to descend by the
run. 2. A catch to prevent an elevator-cage
from falling in case the rope breaks. E. H.

Knight.

safety-hook (saf'ti-hiik), H. 1 . A form of safe-

ty-catch in a mine-hoist. It is a hook BO arranged
as to engage a support automatically in case of breakage
of the hoisting-gear.

2. A hook fastened when shut by a spring or

screw, intended to prevent a watch from being
detached from its chain by accident or a jerk.
K. H. Knight.

safety-ink (saf'ti-ingk), . See ink 1
.

safety-lamp (saf'ti-lamp), H. In mining, a form
of lamp intended for use in coal-mining, the

object of the arrangement being to prevent the
inflammable gas by which the miner is often
surrounded from being set on fire, as would be

safety-stop

the case were the flame not protected from con-
tact with the gas. The basis of the safety-lamp, an
invention of Sir Humphry Davy in 1816, is the fact, discov-
ered by him, that flume cannot be communicated through
a tine wire gauze. About 784 apertures to the square
inch is the number generally adopted, the lamp being sur-

rounded by a cylinder, about an inch and a half in diame-

ter, madeof ametallic gauze of this description. Various

improvements have been made by Clanny. George Ste-

phenson, Mneseler, and others, in the safety-lamp as ori

ginally devised by Davy. Stephenson's lamp is called by
the miners a geordit. The Mneseler lamp is the one chiefly
used in Belgium, and has been introduced in England.
The essential feature of the Davy lamp remains in all these

improvements, the object of which, is to get more light, to

secure a more complete combustion of the oil, and to pre-
vent the miners from using the lamp without the gauze.

safety-link (saf'ti-lingk), . A connection
between a car-body and its trucks, designed to

limit the swing of the latter.

safety-lintel (saf'ti-lin"tel), -. A wooden lin-

tel placed behind a stone lintel in the aperture
of a door or window.

safety-lock (saf'ti-lok), . 1. A lock so con-
trived that it- cannot be picked by ordinary
means. 2. In firearms, a lock provided with
a stop, catch, or other device to prevent acci-

dental discharge. /-'. //. Knight.
safety-loop (saf'ti-18p), n. In a vehicle, one of
the loops by which tne body-strap is attached
to the body and perch, to prevent dangerous
rolling of the body. E. H. Knight.
safety-match (saf'ti-mach), . See match'2 .

safety-paper (saf'ti-pa"per), n. A paper so

prepared r>y mechanical or chemical processes
as to resist alteration by chemical or mechani-
cal means. The paper may be colored with a pigment
which must be defaced if the surface is tampered with,
treated with a chemical which causes writing upon it to

become fixed in the fiber, made up of several layers hav-

ing special characteristics, peculiarly water-marked, in-

corporated in the pulp with a fiber of silk, etc. The last

method is used for the paper on which I'nited States notes
are printed.

safety-pin (saf'ti-pin), i. A pin bent back on

itself, the bend forming a spring, and having
the point fitting into a kind of sheath, so that

it may not be readily withdrawn or prick the
wearer or others while in use.

safety-plug (saf ti-plug), . 1. In steam-boil-

ers, a bolthavingits center filled with a fusible

metal, screwed into the top of the fire-box, so

that when the water becomes too low the in-

creased temperature melts out the metal, and
thus admits steam into the fire-box or furnace
to put the fire out. Also called fusible plitg.

2. A screw-plug of fusible metal used for the

same purpose in steam-heating boilers carry-

ing pressures of from 5 to 10 pounds. 3. A
form of spring-valve screwed into a barrel con-

taining fermenting liquids to allow the gas to

escape if the pressure becomes too great.

safety-rail (saf'ti-ral), w. On a railway, a

guard-rail at a switch, so disposed as to bear on
the inside edge of a wheel-flange and thus pre-
vent the tread from leaving the track-rail. K.

H. Kniylit.

safety-razor (sWti-ra'zgr), w. A razor with

guards on each side of the edge to prevent
the user from accidentally cutting himself in

shaving. . H. Knight.
safety-rein (saf 'ti-ran), . A rein intended to

prevent a horse from running away. It actuates
various devices to pull the bit violently into the angles of

the horse s mouth, to cover his eyes, to tighten a choking-
strap about his throat, etc. E. II. Knight.

safety-Stop (saf'ti-stop), i. 1. On an elevator
or otner hoisting-apparatus, an automatic de-

vice designed to

prevent the ma-
chine from fall-

ing in case the

rope or chain
breaks. In the ac-

companying cut, a
is the hoisting-rope ;

b, bar or link by
which the attach-
ment of the rope to
the elevator-frame
'/ is made through
the intervening
bell-cranks c, car-

rying the sliding
catches or pawls e ;

d, spring which.
Safety-stop for Freight-elevator.

ii.the first Davy safety -lamp, in which a wire cylinder was placed .1-

casing over the name ; b, English lamp, the light inclosed in a glass
cylinder protected at the ton by wire gauze : c, English lamp. the gauze
cylinder protected by upright wirt.-s : ti, French lamp (Mueselc-rNl, vvilh

glass aii-1 gauze cylinder; r, petroleum lamp, glass and ganze.

when the rope breaks, forces the inner ends of the bell-

cranks downward, and the catches e outward into engage-
ment with the ratches/, thus immediately stopping the
descent of the elevator.

2. In firearms, a device to lock the hammer in

order to prevent an accidental discharge. 3.

On a pulley or sheave, a stop to prevent run-

ning backward. 4. In a spinning-machine,
loom, etc., a device for arresting the motion in



safety-stop

case of the breakage of a yarn, thread, or sliver.

E. H. Kniijltt.

safety-strap (saf'ti-strap), . In muld/cri/, an
extra back-band used with a light trotting-linr-
ness. It is passed over the seat of a gig-saddle, theterrets
of which are inserted through holes in the strap. The
ends of the strap are buckled to the shaft-tugs. Brake
safety-strap, an iron or steel strap so bent as to embrarr
the brake-beam of a car-truck, to the end-pieces or tran-

soms of which the ends of the safety-strap are secured.

Its function is to prevent the beam from falling on the
track if any of the hangers give way. It is sometimes
made to serve as a brake-spring to throw off the brake.

safety-switch (saf'ti-swich), M. A switch which

automatically returns to its normal position
after being moved to shift a train to a siding.

safety-tackle (saf'ti-tak"l), n. An additional
tackle used to give greater support in cases
where it is feared that the strain might prove
too great for the tackles already in use.

safety-tube (saf'ti-tub), . In cliem., a tube,

usually provided with bulbs and bent to form
a trap, through which such reagents as produce
noxious fumes may be added to the contents
of a flask or retort, or by which dangerous
pressure within a vessel may be avoided.

safety-valve (saf'ti-valv), n. A contrivance

ttoMMf MnotOfMM ; also, a drug ami dyestuff con-

sisting of its dried florets. The safflowei is a thistle

like herb a foot or two high, somewhat branching abnvi
the heads of an orange-red color. It is native perhaps fi i

Egypt to India, and is extensively cultivated in southern

Ordinary weighted Safety-valves.

a and /< show the weight applied with levers as in
power-boilers,

while in f and d the weights are directly applied to the valve-stein
a common method with tow-pressure steam-boilers used for steam-

heating.

for obviating or diminishing the risk of explo-
sion in steam-boilers. The form and construction
of safety-valves are exceedingly various, but the principle
of all is the same
that of opposing fs=^f. .gsasm,
the pressure with- 111 </
in the boiler by
such a force as will

yield before it

reaches the point
of danger, and per-
mit the steam to

escape. The most
simple and obvious
kind of safety-valve
is that in which a

weight is placed
directly over a

steam-tight plate
fitted to an aper-
ture in the boiler.

When, however,
the pressure is

high, this form be-
comes inconve-

iiirnt, ami the lev-

er safety-valve is

adopted. Inter-
nal safety-
valve, in a steam-

boiler, a valve
which opens in-

ward t<> admit air

Pop-valve (a form of Safety-valve).

a, valve-seat base which screws in ; b,

cup-shaped outlet ; c, valve ; rf, coiled spring
which presses valve to its seat ; f, lever by
which the valve can be opened at will;/,
set-nut by which the pressure of the spring
is adjusted ; g, removable cap.

into the boiler when a partial vacuum has been formed by
the condensation of the steam. Lock-up safety-valve,
a safety-valve having the weighted lever or spring shut in

a locked chamber so that it cannot be interfered with ex-

cept by the person holding the key. Spring safety-
valve, a form of safety-valve the pressure of which is con-
trolled by a gaged or adjustable spring or set of springs.

saffert, An obsolete form of sapphire .

saffit, n. Plural of saffo.
saffian (saf'i-an), H. [= D. saffiaan = G. Sw. saf-

fian = Dan. safian, < Buss, unfit/unit, morocco,
.saffian.] Goatskins or sheepskins tanned with
sumac and dyed in a variety of bright colors,
without a previous stuffing with oils or fats.

safflorite (saf'lor-it), . [< G. safflor, safflower,
+ -<e2.] An arsenide of cobalt and iron, long
confounded with the isometric species smaltite.

safflowt, a. Same as safflotcer.

An herb they call saffiyw, or bastard saffron, dyers use
for scarlet. Mortimer, Husbandry.

safflower (sat"lou-erj, it. [Formerly also .w/-

floin (if this is uot an error in the one pas^ii;-<

cited) ;
= D. xafflocrs = G. Sw. Dan. naffor =

Kuss. saflorii, safflower, < OF. sajtor, sdfleur, <

Olt. saffiorc, nsfiore, axfrole, zaffrole, etc. (forms
given by Yule and Bnrnell, in part simulating
It.fiore, OF.flor,flenr, flower, and so likewise in

theE., etc., forms), < Ar. usfiir, safflower, < aafrii.

yellow: sci- naffron.'] A composite plant. Car-

Upper Part of Stem of Safflower (Cartftamtts tinc/ori'its), with the
'heads,

d, a flower ; A. c, the two different kinds of involucral leaves.

Europe, Egypt, India, and China. It is sometimes plant
ed in herb- and flower-gardens in the United States. Saf-

flower as a medicine has little power, but is still in domes-
tic use as a substitute for saffron. Asa dyestuff (its chief

application)* it imparts bright but fugitive tints of red in

various shades. It is extensively used at Lyons and in In-
dia and China in dyeing silks, but has been largely replaced
by the aniline dyes. It is much employed In the prep-
aration of rouge, and serves also to adulterate saffron.

(See carthamin.) In India a lighting and culinary oil is

largely expressed from its seeds. Also called African,
false or bastard, and dyers' saffron.

The finest and best safflower, commanding the highest
price, comes from China.

A. 0. F. Eliot James, Indian Industries, p. 131.

safflower-oil (saf'lou-er-oil), u. Oil expressed
from safflower-seed. See safflower. Also called

curdec-oil.

saffot, ".
; pi. saffi. [It., a bailiff, catchpoll.] A

bailiff; a catchpoll.
I hear some fooling ; officers, the gajfi,

Come to apprehend us !

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. fi.

saffornet, An obsolete form of saffron.

saffrant, . and v. An obsolete form of saffron.

saffre, w. See niffrc.
saffron (saf'ron), H. and a. [Formerly also saf-

fran; < WE. saffron, saffroitii, safcron, saffornc,
saffron, safrim = D. saffraan = MLG. saffardu
= MHG. safran, G. snfran = Sw. saffron = Dan.
safran, < OF. safran, saffron (also safleur, saflor.
> E. safflower), F. safran = Pr. safran, safra =
Cat. safra = It. :afferano = (with the orig. Ar.

article) Sp. azafran = Pg. aqafran = Wall, so-

fraii, < Ar. (> Pers. ) za'fardn, with the article

az-za'faran, saffron, < Ar. (> Turk. Pers.) safra,
yellow (as a noun, bile).] I. H. 1. A product
consisting of the dried stigmas of the flowers
of the autumnal crocus, Crocus sativus. The true
saffron of commerce is now mostly hay saffron that is, it

consists of the loose stigmas uncaked. The product of over
four thousand flowers is required to make an ounce. It has
a sweetish aromatic odor, a warm pungent bitter taste, and
a deep orange color. In medicine it was formerly deemed
highly stimulant, antispasmodic, and even narcotic; it

was esteemed by the ancients and by the Arabians
;
and

on the continent of Europe it is still much used as an

emmenagogue. Experiments, however, have shown that
it possesses little activity. It is also used to color confec-

tionery, and in Europe and India is largely employed as a
condiment. Saffron yields to water and alcohol about
three fourths of its weight in an orange-red extract, which
has been largely used in painting and dyeing, but in the
latter use is mostly replaced by much cheaper substitutes.

Capons that ben coloured with saffron.
Bakes Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 275.

I must have saffron, to colour the warden pies.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3. 48.

2. The plant which produces saffron, a low bul-

bous herb, Crocus sativus, the autumnal crocus.
The saffron resembles the ordinary spring crocus. It has
handsome purple flowers, the perianth funnel-shaped with
a long slenqer tube, the style with its three stigmas, which
are over an inch long, hanging out on one side. It is

thought to be a native of Greece and the Levant, its wild

original being perhaps a form of C. Cartivrightianus. It
is grown for its commercial produce in parts of southern

Europe, especially in Spain, and in Asia Minor, Persia,
Cashmere, and China. African saffron. See safloicer
and Liiperia. Aperitive saffron of Mars. Sameas/wr-
ripitated carboitate t\f iron (which see, under precipitate).
Bastard or false saffron. Same as mfflomr. Dyers'

sag

saffron. Same as wt/ffnirrr. Meadow saffron. Sec

meadmc-Kaffron. Saffron-oil, ur oil Of saffron, a nar-

cotic oil extracted from the stigmata of the Crocus fatimt*.

II. o. Having the color given by an infu-

sion of saffron-flowers, somewhat orange-yel-

low, less brilliant than chrome.

Did this companion with the saffron face

Revel and feast it at my house to-day?
Shot., C. of E., iv. 4. 04

Saffron plum. See plum i
.

saffront (saf'ron), r. t. [Formerly also saffron;
< ME. xdffrinii'ii, < OF. miffi-tiner, F. safraner =
Sp. o:afrmiar = Pg. ayafroar = It. zafferanure,

saffron, dye saffron ;
from the noun.] To tinge

with saffron; make yellow; gild; give color or

flavor to.
In Latyn I speke a wordes fewe

To saffron [var. savorc\ with my predicacionn,
And for to stire men to devocioun.

Chattcer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. r>i>.

Give us bacon, rinds of wallnuts,
Shells of cockels, and of small nuts

;

Ribands, hells, and saffrand linnen.
Witti Recreations (1654). (ffares.)

saffron-crocus (saf'ron-kr6'
i

'kus), . The com-
mon saffron.

saffron-thistle (saf'ron-this'l), . The saf-

flower.

saffronwood (saf'ron-wud), n. A South Afri-

can tree,Elxodendron crocewn. It has a fine-grained
hard and tough wood, which is useful for beams, agricul-
tural implements, etc., and its bark is used for tanning
and dyeing.

saffrony (saf'ron-i), a. [(.taffTO* + -y
1
.] Hav-

ing the color of saffron.

The woman was of complexion yellowish or saffrony, as
on whose face the sun had too freely cast his beams.

Lord, Hist, of the Banians (1630), p. 9. (Latham. )

safranine (saf'ra-nin), w. [< F. safran, saffron,
+ -je2 .] A coal-tar color used in dyeing, ob-
tained by oxidizing a mixture of amido-azoto-
luene and toluidine. It gives yellowish-red
shades on wool, silk, and cotton, and is fairly
fast to light.

safranophile (saf'ran-o-fil), a. [< F. safran,
saffron, + Gr. $Miv, love.] In kuttol., staining
easily and distinctively with safranine : said of

cells.

safrol (saf'rol), n. [< F. safr(au), saffron, +
-o?.] The chief constituent of oil of sassafras

(Ci H10Oa ).

Baft (saft), a. and adv. A Scotch form of soft.

safyret, A Middle English form of sapphire.

sag (sag), v.
; pret. and pp. sagged, ppr. sagging.

[< ME. sagr/ai, < Sw. sacka, settle, sink down
(as dregs), = Dan. sakke, sink astern (naut.),
= MLG. sacken, LG. sakken = D. zakken, sink

(as dregs), = G. sacken, sink: perhaps from the

non-nasal form of the root of sink, appearing
also in AS. nit/an, sink (siegan, cause to sink):
see sink, <>.] I. intrans. 1. To droop, espe-
cially in the middle ; settle or sink through
weakness or lack of support.

The Horizons il-leuell'd circle wide
Would sag too much on th' one or th' other side.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. :!.

(ireat beams sag from the ceiling low.

WhMier, Prophecy of Samuel Sewall.

Hence 2 . To yield under the pressure of care,

difficulties, trouble, doubt, or the like ; be de-

pressed.
The mind I sway by and the heart I bear
Shall never tag with doubt, nor shake with fear.

Shale., Macbeth, v. 3. 10.

3f. To go about in a careless, slovenly manner
or state; slouch.

Carterly vpstarts, that out-face towne and conntrey in

their veluets, when Sir Rowland Russet-coat, their dad.

goes mygina euerie day in his round gascoynes of white

cotton, and hath much adoo (poore pennie-father) to keepe
his vnthrift ellwwes in reparations.

Naihe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 8.

4. \ant., to incline to the leeward; make lee-

way.
II. trans. To cause to droop or bend in the

middle, as by an excessive load or burden : op-

posed to hog.

sag (sag), . [< sag, p.] A bending or droop-
ing, as of a rope that is fastened at its extrem-

ities, or of a surface ; droop. Specifically (a) The
dip of a telegraph-wire, or the distance from the straight
line Joining the points to which the wire is attached to

the lowest point of the arc it forms between them, (b)

The tendency of a vessel to drift to leeward, (c) Drift ;

tendency.

Note at the end of euery foure glasses what way the

shippe hath made, . . . and howe her way hath bene

through the water, considering withall for the sagge of

the sea, to leewards, accordingly as you shall flnde it

growen. Uakhiyfs Voyages, I. 436.

sagt (siig).'i. [<*.'/.''] Heavy : loaded
; weigh-

ed down. [Rare.]



sag
He ventures boldly on the pith
Of sugred rush, and eats the sagyc
And well bestrutted bees sweet ba

Herrick, Hesperides, p. 127. (Davift.)

saga (sa'ga), n. [< Icel. sagtt (gen. siigu, pi.

sogur) = Sw. Dan. saga, saga, a tale, story,

legend, tradition, history (cf. Sw. sfigen, sagn,
Dan. saga, a tale, story, legend), = OHG. saga,
MHG. G. sage = AS. sagu, a saying, state-

ment, report, tale, prophecy, saw : see saic2 ."]

An ancient Scandinavian legend or tradition of

considerable length, relating either mythical
or historical events; a tale; a history: as, the

Volsunga saga; the Knytlinga saga.

Sagaces (sa-ga'sez), n. pi. [NL., < L. sagax
(sagac-), sagacious: see sagacious.'] An old

division of domestic dogs, including those of

great sagacity, as the spaniel: distinguished
from Celeres and Pugnacfs.
sagaciate (sa-ga'shi-at), . '.; pret. and pp.
agaeiated, ppr. sagaciatiiig. [A made word,
appar. based on sagacious + -ate2 .'] To do or be
in any way; think, talk, or act, as indicating a
state of mind or body: as, how do you sagaei-
ate this morning? [Slang, U. S.]
"How duz yo' sjm'tmns seem ter segashuatt'" sez Brer

Rabbit, sezee. J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, ii.

sagacious (sa-ga'shus), a. [= F. saguee = Sp.
Pg. sagae = It. sagace, < L. sagax (sagac-), of

quick perception, acute, sagacious, < sagire,

perceive by the senses. Not connected with

sage
1

.'] 1. Keenly perceptive ; discerning, as

by some exceptionally developed or extraordi-

nary natural power ; especially, keen of scent :

with of.

So scented the grim feature, and upturn'd
His nostril wide into the murky air,

Sagacious of his quarry from BO far.

Milton, P. L, x. 281.

'Tis the shepherd's task the winter long
To wait upon the storms ; of their approach
Sagacious, into sheltering coves he drives
His flock. Wordiworth, Prelude, viii.

2. Exhibiting or marked by keen intellectual

discernment, especially of human motives and
actions; having or proceeding from penetra-
tion into practical affairs in general ; having
keen practical sense

;
acute in discernment or

penetration; discerning and judicious; shrewd:
as, a sagacious mind.

Only sagacious heads light on these observations.
Locke.

True charity is sagacious, and will find out hints for
beneficence. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 6.

In Homer himself we find not a few of those sagacious,
curt sentences, into which men unacquainted with books
are fond of compressing their experience of human life.

./. 5. Blaclcie, Lang, and Lit of Scottish Highlands, ii.

3. Intelligent; endowed with sagacity.
Of all the solitary insects I have ever remarked, the spi-

der is the most sagacious. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 4.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Sage, Knotting, etc. (see astute); per-
spicacious, clear-sighted, long-headed, sharp-witted, intel-

ligent, well-judged, sensible.

sagaciously (sa-ga'shus-li), adr. In a sagacious
manner; wisely; sagely.
Lord Coke sagaciously observes upon it.

Burke, Economical Reformation.

sagaciousness (sa-ga'shus-nes), H. The quality
ofbeing sagacious ; sagacity.
sagacity (sa-gas'j-ti), . [< F. sagacite = Pr.

sagacitat = Sp. sagacidad = Pg. sagacidatle =
It. sagacita, < L. sagacita(t-)s, sagaciousness, <

sagax (sagac-), sagacious: see sagacious."] The
state or character of being sagacious, in any
sense

; sagaciousness.
Knowledge of the world . . . consists in knowing from

what principles men generally act ; and it is commonly
the fruit of natural sagacity joined with experience.

Reid, Active Powers, III. i. 1.

= Syn. Perspicacity, etc. (see judgment), insight, mother-
wit. See astute and discernment.

sagale, '< Same as assagai.

sagaman (sa'ga-man), . [< Icel. sogumadlti-
(= Dan. sagamand), < saga (gen. sogu), saga, +
madhr, man.] A narrator or chanter of sagas ;

a Scandinavian minstrel.
You are the hero ! you are the Sagaman. We are not

worthy ; we have been cowards and sluggards.
KingsUy, Hypatia, xxix.

sagamite, . [Amer. Ind. (Algonkin).] An In-
dian dish of coarse hominy boiled to gruel.

Corn was liberally used, and was dressed in various

ways, of which the most relished was one which is still in
fashion among the old French population of Louisiana,
and which is called "sagamite."

Oayarre, Hist. Louisiana, I. 817.

Sagamore (sag'a-mor), n. [Amer. Lid. sagamore.
chief, king: supposed to be connected with sa-
chem: see sachem, ] A king or chief among
some tribes of American Indians. Some writers
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regard sagamore as synonymous with tacliem, but others

distinguish between them, regarding sachem as a chief of

the first rank, and sagamore as one of the second.

The next day . . . came a tall Saluage boldly amount
vs. ... He was a Sagamo.

Capt. John Smith, Works (ed. Arber), p. 754.

Wahginnacut, a sagamore upon the River Quonehtacut,
which lies west of Naragancet, came to the governour at
Boston. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 62.

The barbarous people were lords of their own ; and have
their sagamores, and orders, and forms of government
under which they peaceably live.

/>>. Hall. Cases of Conscience, Ui. 8.

Foot by foot, they were driven back from the shores,
until I, that am a chief and a sagamore, have never seen
the sun shin 3 but through the trees, and have never vis-

ited the graves of my fathers.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, iii.

sagapen (sag'a-pen), . Same as saganenitm.
sagapenum (sag-a-pe'num), it. [NL., < L. saga-
penon, sacopenium, < Gr. aaydiniwv, a gum of

some umbelliferous plant (supposed to be Feru-
la Persica) used as a medicine; cf. Imyamivoi,

sage-bread
The seven sages, seven men of ancient Greece, famous
for their practical wisdom. A list commonly given com-
prises Thales, Solon, Bias, cbilo. cleobiilus, Pel-lander,
and Plttacus.

sage2 (saj). n. [< ME. aiiiiiji . stnri/i; al*o xttrt;
< OF. navge, stuilgc (also "same), F. sauge =
Pr. Sp. It. salria = Pg. salrti = AS. saluige,

saljigc = MD. salgii: *<irli/ir, xti/it. savie, seHc,
D. sali = MLG. salric, salri/t', Ktilrcige = OHG.
salbcia, salreia, MHG. snlrcit: xallu-ie, G. salbei

= Sw. salvia = Dan. salvie, < L. salvia, the

sage-plant : so called from the saving virtue
attributed to the plant, < xalvus, safe: see

w)/fei.] 1. A plant of th genus Salria, es-

pecially S. officiiHilis, the common garden sage.

the name of a people of Assyria.] A fetid gum-
resin,the concrete juice of a Persian species of

Ferula, formerly used in amenorrhea, hysteria,
etc., or externally.

sagart, n. An obsolete form of cigar.

Many a sagar have little Goldy and I smoaked together.

Caiman, Man of Business, iv. (Daviet.)

Sagartia (sa-gar'ti-a), w. [NL.] A genus of

sea-anemones, typical of the family Sagartiidse.
>V. leucoltema is the white-armed sea-anemone.
See cut under cancriaocial.

Sagartiidae (sag-ar-ti'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Sagartia + -idee.] A family of Jiexactinis,

typified by the genus Sagartia, having acontia,
numerous highly contractile tentacles, a strong

mespdermal circular muscle, and only the
sterile septa of the first order perfect. Also

tiagartiadx, Sagartidx.
sagathyt (sag'a-thi), H. [Also sagathee ; < F.

sagatis = Sp. sagati, < L. miijti. gaguin, a blan-

ket, mantle : see say*."] A woolen stuff.

Making a panegyrick on pieces of sagathy or Scotch

plaid. The Tatter, No. 270. (Latham.)

There were clothes of Drap du Barri, and D'Oyley suits,
so called after the famous haberdasher whose name still

survives in the dessert napkin. They were made of drug-
get and sagathay, camlet, but the majority of men wore
cloth.

./. Atlilmi, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 151.

sagbut (sag'but), . Same as sackbut.

sage 1
(saj), a. and . [< ME. sage, sauge, < OF.

sage, also salves, F. sage, dial, saige, seige = Pr.

sage, sum, sabi = Sp. Pg. sabio = It. sat'io, stuj-

gio, < LL. "sabius (a later form of *sapius, found

only in comp. ne-sapitts, unwise), < sapere, be
wise : see sapid, sapien t. Not connected with

sagacious.] I. n. 1. Wise; judicious; prudent.
Specifically (o) Applied to persons: Discreet, far-seeing,
and cool-headed ; able to give good counsel.

There was A grete lorde that had A Sage fole, the whyche
he lovyd Marvaylous well, Be Cawse of hys pastyme.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), L 77.

Very gage, discreet, and ancient persons.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by RobinsonX U. 1.

Cousin of Buckingham, and you sane, grave men.
Shall., Rich. III., ill 7. 227.

(6) Applied to advice : Sound ; well-judged ; adapted to

the situation.

The sage counsayle of Nestor.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 25.

Little thought he (ElutheriusJ of this sage caution.

Milton, Reformation In Eng., ii.

There are certain emergencies when ... an ounce of

hare-brained decision is worth a pound of sage doubt and
cautious discussion. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 203.

2. Learned; profound; having great science.

Of this wisdom, it seemeth, some of the ancient Ro-

mans, in the sagest and wisest times, were professors.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 310.

And if aught else great bards beside
In sage and solemn tunes have sung.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 117.

Fool sage*. See /noil. =Svn. 1. Sagaciotts, Knowing, etc.

(see astute), judicious. Seelistundera#a<rf<m. 2. Oracu-

lar, venerable.

II. H. A wise man
;
a man of gravity and wis-

dom; particularly, a man venerable for years.
and known as a man of sound judgment and

prudence ; a grave philosopher.
This old fader he knowit very sure,
Of vij Saugys called the wysest
That was in Rome.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 88.

A star.

Unseen before in heaven, proclaims him come,
And guides the eastern sages. Milton, P. L., xii. 363.

Father of all. in every age,
In every clime adored,

By saint, by savage, and by sage,

Jehovah, Jove, or Lord !

Pupe, Universal Prayer.

Sage (Salvia

i, inflorescence ; 2, tower part of stem with leaves.

This is a shrubby perennial, sometimes treated as an

annual, with rough noary-green leaves, and blue flowers

variegated with white and purple and arranged in spiked
whorls. Medicinally, sage is slightly tonic, astringent,
and aromatic. It was esteemed by the ancients, but at

present, though officinal, is little used as a remedy except
in domestic practice. The great use of sage is as a con-
diment in flavoring dressings, sausages, cheese, etc. In

Europe S. pratensis, the meadow-sage, a blue-flowered

species growing in meadows, and S. Sclarea, the clary,
are also officinal, and the latter is used in soups, but the
taste is less agreeable. The ornamental species (which
include the two last named) are numerous, and in several

cases brilliant. Such are the half-hardy 5. splendens, the
scarlet sage of Brazil ; & fulgens, the cardinal or Mexican
red sage ; and the Mexican S. patens, with deep-blue, wide-

ly ringent corolla over two inches long. The European A'.

argentea, the silver-leafed sage, or clary, is cultivated for

its foliage. Blue-flowered species fit for the garden, na-

tive in the United States, are S. azurea of the southern

.States, S. Pitcheri, with the leaves minutely soft-downy,
found from Kansas to Texas, and the Texan S. farinosa,
with a white hoary surface. See chia, clary?, and phrases
below.

2. A name of certain plants of other genera.
See the phrases below Apple-tearing sage.a spe-

cies, Salma triloba, bearing the galls known wsatjt-apjde*.

(See sage-apple.) The leaves and twigs of this plant
form what is called Phaskomylia tea. Black sage, (a) A
boraginaceous shrub with sage-like leaves, Cordia cylindri-

stachya, of tropical America, (fc) In California, Tricttostfnta

l'i n :i'n in. a labiate plant. Garlic-sage, an old name of the

wood-sage. Indian sage, a name sometimes given to the

thoroughwort or boneset, Eupatorium per/oliatum. Je-
rusalem Sage, a name of species of Phlojnis, chiefly P.

fruticosa, a half-shrubby plant 3 or 4 feet high, covered
with rusty down, and producing many dense whorls of rich

yellow flowers. Meadow-sage. Seedef. 1. Mountain-
sage. Same as wood-sage. Sage cheese. See cheese^.

-Sage tea. See tea. Scarlet sage. See def. i.

White sage, (a) A woolly chenopodiaceous plant, Euro-
tin lanata. It is a low, somewhat woody herb, abounding
in some valleys of the Rocky Mountain region, and val-

ued as a winter forage ; also esteemed as a remedy for in-

termittent fevers. Also called mnterfat. (b) See Kochia.

(c) In southern California, another whitish plant of the
same order, Audibertia polystachya, a shrub from 3 to 10

feet high, useful in bee-pastures. It is one of the plants
called greatetrood. Wild sage. (<0 In England, Salria

Verbenaca. Also called mid clary, (b) In Jamaica, spe-
cies of LantaiM. (c) At the C'ape of Good Hope, a large

composite shrub, Tarchonanthus camphoratvs, having a

strong balsamic odor. Also called African fleabane.

Wood-sage the wild germander, Tevcrium Scorodonia,
of the northern Old World.

sage-apple (saj'ap"l), H. A gall formed on a

species of sage, Salvia triloba, from the punc-
ture of the insect I'yttips salviie. It is eaten as

a fruit at Athens.

sage-breadt (saj'bred), . Bread baked from

dough mixed with a strong infusion of sage in

milk.

I have known sage-bread do much good in drying up
wati-ry humours. R.fVuirmeli, T" Hciyh-. April 7, 1668.



The most characteristic species is A. tridentata, which
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sage-brush (saj'brush), . A collective name sagenite (saj'en-it), ti. [F. ga<;r''it<: < 1^. xit-

of various species of ArtrmMa which cover im- gain, < Gr. mi;7/w/, a large drag-net, + -**.]
mense areas on the dry, often alkaline, plains Aeicular crystals of rutile crossing each other

and mountains of the western United States, at angles of about (iO, and giving a reticulated

They arc dry, shrubby, and bushy plants with a hoary sage- appearance, whence the name (see futile); also,
like aspect, but without botanical

afflnity_with_the
sage, rock-crystal inclosing a fine web of rutile nee-

dles
;
sometimes, also, similar acicular forms of

some other mineral, as asbestos, tourmalin, etc.

sagenitic (saj-e-nit'ik), . [< xagrnite + -('<-.]

Noting quartz containing acicular crystals of

other materials, most commonly rutile, also

tourmalin, actinolite, and the like.

Sagenopteris (saj-e-nop'te-ris), . [NL., < Gr.

rra}7/i'J7, a fishing-net, + ir-epif, a fern.] The ge-
neric name given by Presl, in 1838, to an aquatic
fossil plant probably belonging to the rhizo-

carps, and closely allied to the somewhat wide-

ly distributed and in Australia specifically im-

portant genus Marsilca. It is found in the Up-
per Trias, Rheetic, and Lias of various parts of

Europe and in America.

sage-rabbit (saj'raVit), . A small hare

\2^ ~W/>$L^ tM \i\tflf abounding in western North America, Lepus ar-

\\' LtfiP^ <% M WTtya, temittia : so called from its habitat, which cor-

jaf \t J * ^JVlffM^I |^^ responds to the regions where sage-brush is

W HRML ^%\i / ]f tne characteristic vegetation. It is the west-

\ i$*^ CX\ I fl/
ern representative of the common molly-cotton-

\ KW M. ia^fi I/ tail, L. sylvaticus, from which it differs little.

Sageretia (saj-e-re'ti-a), . [NL. (Brongniart,

1827), named after Augustin Sagcret (1763-
1852).] A genus of polypetalous plants of the

order Rhamnaceie and tribe Bliamnex. It is char-

acterized by opposite leaves, the flowers on opposite di-

varicate branches forming a terminal panicle, the calyx-
tubes hemispherical or urn-shaped and lined inside by a

flve-lobed disk which bears the five stamens on its edge
and surrounds a free three-celled ovoid ovary. There
are about 12 species, natives of warmer parts of the Unit-

ed States, of Java, and of central and southern Asia. They
are shrubs with slender or rigid opposite branches, either

with or without thorns, and commonly projecting at right

angles to the stem. They bear short-stalked oblong or

ovate leaves with netted veins, not triple-nerved as often

in the related Ceanothus, and furnished with minute stip-

ules. The flowers are very small, each with five hooded
and stalked petals, and followed by small globose drupes
containing three hard nutlets. S. theezans, of China and

Begyn to synge, Amintas thou
; the Efu)t In(]

.

,g & th shruh with brlght.green ovate
For why? thy wyt is best

,eav the ({a of the Cninesc amollg whom it8 IeaTe8 ,.

-

m*ny
.v-*"-'

7 ?K 1
y said to be used by the poorer classes as a substitute for tea.

w,thm th,ne **+ .

sage-rose (saj'roz), . It. A plant of the genus
Cistus. 2. An evergreen shrub, Turnera tilmi-

folia, of tropical America. It has handsome yellow
flowers, and is sometimes cultivated in greenhouses. Also

Sage-brush (
Arttmisia tridmtafa).

i, upper part of the stem with the heads; 3, lower part of the stem
with the leaves, a, a flower ; b, a head ; c, a leaf.

grows from 1 to 6 and even 12 feet high, and is prodigious-

ly abundant. A smaller species is A. trijida, and a dwarf,
A. arbuscvla. Also sage-bush (perhaps applied more in-

dividually), mid sage, and sayewood.

sage-bush (saj'bush), n. Same as sage-brush.

sage-cock (saj'kok), n. The cock of the plains;
the male sage-grouse. See cut under Centro-

cercus.

sagedt, a. [< sage 1 + -c<ft.'\ Wise.

,
Amintas thou ;

sage-green (saj'gren), . A graymixed with just

enough pure green to be recognized as green.

sage-grouse (saj
'

grous), . A large North
American grouse, Centrocercus nropliasianus,
characteristic of the sage-brush regions ot!

western North America. It is the largest grouse of

that country, and nearly the largest bird of the family Te-

traonidte, though exceeded in size by the capercaillie. It

feeds chiefly on the buds and leaves of Artemisia, from
which its flesh acquires a bitter taste, and also on insects,

especially grasshoppers, in consequence of which diet the
stomach is much less muscular than is usual in this order
of birds. See cut under Ccntrocercitx.

sage-hare (saj'har), . Same as sage-rabbit.

sage-hen (saj'hen), . The female of the sage-
grouse; also, this grouse without regard to sex.

Sage-hens might have been easily shot, but their flesh

is said to be tough and ill-flavoured.

W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 64.

sagely (saj'li), ndr. In a sage manner; wisely;
with just discernment and prudence.

Sober he seemde, and very sagely sad.

Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 29.

To whom our Saviour safely thus replied.
Milton, P. R., iv. 285.

Sagenaria (saj-e-na'ri-a), . [NL. (Brongniart,
1822), < L. sagena, < Gr. aayfrv/, a large fish-

ing-net: see sagene1
.']

A former genus of fos-

holly-rose. [West Indies.]

sage-sparrow (saj'spar"6), n. A fringilline
bird of the ge-
nus Amphispi-
za, characteris-
tic of the sage-
brush of west-
ern North
America. There
are two distinct

species, the black-

throated, A. biline-

ata, and Bell's, A.
belli. A variety of
the latter is some-
times distinguish-
ed as A. b. nevaden-
sis. These birds
were placed in the

genus Poospiza, with which they have little in common,
until the genus Amphispiza (Coues, 1874) was formed for

their reception.

_,_n. [ME.,<OF.sagesse, wisdom, <sage,
see sage1

.] Wisdom; sageness.
I hold it no gret wisdome ne sagesse
To ouermoche suffre sorew and paine.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6224.

Sage-spa rroi ,Ampttispixa Hltt
male adult.

wise:

sil plants, occurring in the coal-measures, now sage-thrasher (saj'thrash'er), n. The moun-
tain mocking-bird of western North America,
Oreoscoptes montanm: so
called because it is abun-
dant in sage-brush, and
has a spotted breast like

the common thrasher. See
cut under Oreoscoptes.

united with Lepidodcndroii .

The last [Goldenbergl flTes the characters of Lepidoden-
dron, Sageiiaito, Aspidiaria, and Bergeria from the rela-

tive position of the bolsters and the mode of attachment
of the leaves, either on the top or on the middle of the
cicatrices. These characters being unreliable, the classifi-

cation has not been admitted by any recent Phyto-pahe-
ontologist. Lesquereux, Coal Flora, p. 366.

sagene1
(sa-jen'), n. [< l^. sagena, <. Gr. aayffuri, a sage-tree (saj' tre), . See

large fishing-net: aeeseine.] A fishing-net; a net. Psyehotria.
Iron roads are tearing up the surface of Europe, . . .

their great myene is drawing and twitching the ancient
frame and strength of England together.

Rmkin, Modern Painters (ed. 1846), ii. S.

sagene- (sa-jen'). n. [= F. xagenc, < Russ. sa-

:liein.'] The fundamental unit of Russian long
measure, fixed by a ukase of Peter the Great at

7 feet English measure. Also sajene. lacirar (sae'ar)
sageness (saj'nes), n. The quality of being *%**

'

of mf,
sage; wisdom; sagacity; prudence; gravity.
We are not to this ende borne that we should seeme to be

created for play and pastime: but we are rather borne to

ftageneitse, and to uertaine graver and greater studies.

Northbronlte, Dicing (1577). (Xares.)

sage-willow (saj'wil'6), n.

A dwarf gray American
willow, Salt* tristis, grow-
ing in tufts from a strong
root.

sagewood (saj 'wild), n.

Same as xagr-hrusli.

;
. [A re-

duction of safeguard; of.

xfti/iiarfl.'] A box or case
of hard pottery in which

porcelain and other deli-

cate ceramic wares are

sagittal

inclosed for baking. The object <>f the saggar is t<>

protect the vessel within from smoke, irregularities of

heat, and the like. Saggars are usually so made that the

bottom of one forms the cover of the next, and they art-

then piled in vertical columns. They vary in form and
size according to the objects to be contained. Also sag-

ger, seggar, and case.

Vessels resembling the crucibles or seggars of porcelain
works. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 407.

saggar (sag'ar), r. I. [< xaggnr. .] In ccrmn..

to place in or upon a saggar.

saggard (sag'ard), w. [A reduction of anjeyuiu-tl

(formerly also saj'egard} which is used in vari-

ous particular senses: see safeguard. Cf. sag-

gar.] 1. Same as safeguard, 4. HalJiwell atnl

Wright (under srggartl). 2. A rough vessel in

which all crockery, fine or coarse, is placed
when taken to the oven for firing. Hulliirrll.

[Prov. Eng. (Staffordshire).]

saggar-house (sag'ar-hous), . In ccrani., a

house in which unbaked vessels of biscuit are

put into saggars, in which they are to be fired.

sagging (sag'ing), . That form of breakage
in which the middle part sinks more than the

extremities : opposed to hogging.

saghet, A Middle English form of sail-2 .

saghtelt, saghetylt, r. See settle'*.

Sagina (sa-jl'na), u. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737), so

called in allusion to its abundant early growth
on the thin rocky soil of the Roman Campagna,
where it long furnished the spring food of the

large flocks of sheep kept there; < L. sagi-

na, fattening: see saginatc.] A genus of poly-

petalous plants of the order Caryopliyllese, the

pink family, and of the tribe Alshiex. It is char-

acterized by having four or five sepals, a one-celled ovary
hearing four or five styles and splitting in fruit into as

many valves, both styles and valves alternate with the

sepals, and by the absence of stipules and sometimes of

petals, which when present are entire and four or five in

number. There are about 9 species, natives of temperate
and colder parts of the northern hemisphere, with one spe-

cies, 5. procumbent, also widely diffused through the south-

ern hemisphere. They are annual or perennial close-tufted

little herbs with awl-shaped leaves ; the herbage is at first

tender, but later forms dry wiry mats, with minute white
flowers generally raised on long pedicels. A general name
for the species is pearlwort. S. glabra is a minute but
beautiful alpine species of Europe, which in the garden
can be formed into a velvety carpet, in spring and early
summer dotted with white blossoms.

saginatet (saj'i-nat), r. t. [< L. saginatus, pp. of

saginare ( > It. saginare, sayginarc = Pg. saginar) ,

stuff, cram, fatten, < sagina, stuffing, cramming;
akin to Gr. adrTeiv, stuff, cram.] To pamper;
glut; fatten. Slount, Glossographia.
saginationt (saj-i-na'shon), n. [< L. sagina-

tio(n-), a fattening, < saginare, pp. saginatux,
stuff: see Kagmate."] Fattening.

They use to put them by for sagination. or [as it is sayd]
in English for feeding, which in all countries hath a sev-

erall manner or custom.

Topsell, Four-Footed Beasts, p. 81. (Uallimtt.)

sagitta (sa-jit'a), . [NL., < L. sagitta, an

arrow, a bolt, pi-ob. akin to Gr. anyapii;, a battle-

ax. Hence ult. satty, settee2."]

1. [(""/'] An insignificant but

very ancient northern con-

stellation, the Arrow, placed
between Aquila and the bill

of the Swan . It is, roughly speak-
ing, in a line with the most promi- ,

nent stars of Sagittarius and Cen-

taurus, with which it may originally
have been conceived to be connect-
ed. Also called Alahance.

2. In anat., the sagittal su-

ture. 3. In iclitli., one of the
otoliths of a fish's ear. 4.

[cop.] The typical genus of

Nagittulee, formerly contain-

ing all the species, now re-

stricted to those with two
pairs of lateral fins besides
the caudal fin. Also Sag-
gitta, Saggita, Fagita. See

accompanying cut. 5. An
arrow-worm or sea-arrow ;

a member of the Sagittidae.
6. The keystone of an arch.

[Rare.] 7. Ingeom.: ()The
versed sine of an arc: so

called by Kepler because it

makes a figure like an arrow

upon a bow. (6) The abscissa
of a curve. Button.

Sagitta bipttnctata,
enlarged.

a, head with eyes
and appendages ; i>,

anus ; c, ovary ; ct,

testicular chambers.

'.ingittiilix,(. Ij.xtii/ittii, an arrow: see xagitta.]
1. Shaped like or resembling an arrow or an
arrow-head. Specifically 2. In iniiil. : () Per-

sagittal (saj'i-tal ), a. [= OF.
sagitei, F. sagittal = Sp. Pg.
xtigitnl = It, sagittate, < NL.



sagittal

taming to the sagittal suture, (b) Lying in or

parallel to the plane of that suture: in this

sense opposed to coronal. sagittal axis of the
cerebrum, a sagittal line passing through the renter of

the cerebrum. Sagittal crest fee crest. Sagittal
fissure, the great longitudinal interhemicerebral fissure

of the brain, which separates the right and left cerebral

hemispheres. Sagittal groove or furrow, the groove
for the superior longitudinal sinus. Sagittal line, the
Intel-section of any sagittal with any horizontal plane.
Sagittal plane, the median plane of the body, which is

the plane of the sagittal suture, or any plane parallel to

that plane. Sagittal section, a section made in a sagit-
tal plane. Sagittal semicircular canal, the poste-
rior semicircular canal. See cut under earl. Sagittal
sinus. Same as superior longitudinal sinus (which see,
under sinus). Sagittal suture, the suture between
the two parietal bones ; the rhabdoidal or interparietal
suture. See cut under cranium . Sagittal triradiate.
See triradiate.

sagittally (saj'i-tal-i), adc. [< sagittal + -?.i/
2
.]

In anat., so as to be sagittal in shape, situa-

tion, or direction. B. G. Wilder.

Sagittaria (saj-i-ta'ri-a), a. [NL. (Linnaeus,

1737), fern, of L. Sagittarius, pertaining to an
arrow: see sagittary.] A genus of monocoty-
ledonous plants of the order Alismaeese and
tribe Alismex. It is characterized by unisexual flow-

ers, commonly three in a whorl, and by very numerous
broad and com-

Sressed
carpels

ensely crowded on

large globular or

oblong receptacles.
There are about 15

species, natives of

temperate and trop-
ical regions, grow-
ing In marshes, In

ditches, and on the

margins of streams.

They are generally
erect stemless per-
ennials, with ar-

row-shaped, lanceo-

late, or elliptical
leaves rising well
above the water on
long thick stalks.

The flowers arc

spiked or panicled,
each with three

conspicuous white

petals and three
smaller green se-

pals, and usually
numerous stamens.
The general name

for the species is arrow-head, but the fine South American
species, S. Monteeidfivsis, is called arrmHeaf. The most
common American species is 5. variabili*, whose leaves
are extremely various in form. The tubers of this are
used for food by the Indians of the Northwest, as are those
of S. Chinensis in China, where it is cultivated for the pur-
pose. S. sagittifolia is the European species, which with
S. variabtti* is worthy of culture in artificial water.

Sagittariidae (saj'i-ta-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Sagittaria + -idee.'] The most unusual name
of the secretary-birds or serpent-eaters, a fam-
ily of African Baptorcs, commonly called Gypo-
geranida or Serpentariidx.

Sagittarius (saj-i-ta'ri-us), n . [< L. Sagittarius.
an archer: see sagittary.'] 1. A southern zodi-
acal constellation and sign, the Archer, rep-

F lowering Plant ofArrow-head (Sagfttarfi
variabflis).

a, a male flower; b, the fruit; i, a nut.
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sagittary (saj'i-ta-ri), n. and ii. [= OF. mii/i-

taire, sagetaire, F. gagittaire = Sp. Pg. sagitarin
= It. sagittario, one of the zodiacal signs, <

L. Sagittarius, pertaining to arrows, as a noun
an archer, an arrowsmith, the constellation of

the Archer, < sngitta, an arrow: see sagittn."]

I. a. Pertaining to an arrow or to archery.

With such differences of reeds, vallatory, saffittary.

scriptory, and others, they might be furnished in Judsea.
fUr T. Krmme, Misc. Tracts, i.

II, .; pi. sagittaries (-riz). 1. [cap.'] The
constellation Sagittarius. 2. A centaur; spe-
cifically leap.'], a centaur fabled to have been
in the Trojan army.

Also in our lande been ye Sagtttary, the whyche ben fro

the myclclel vpward lyke men, and fro ye niyddcl donwarde
ben they lyke the halfe neder parte of an horse, and they
here bowes and arowes.
R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xxxiii.).

The dreadful SagiUarij
Appals our numbers. Shale., T. and C., v. fi. 14.

3. In Miil., an arrow-worm or sagitta.

sagittate (saj'i-tat),. [< NL.safiittatus,formed
like an arrow (cf. L. satjittare,

Ihk ^A pp. sagittatus, shoot with an ar-

Ela| row), < L. sagitta, an arrow: see

sagitta."] 1. Shaped like the head
I of an arrow; sagittal; specifical-

'

ly, in bot., triangular, with a

/ "^i& deep sinus at the base, the lobes
f ^H not pointing outward. Compare

^^ liustate. See also cut under .So-

flittaria. 2. In entom., having
the form of a barbed arrow-head.

Sagittate spots, on the wings of a

noctuid moth, arrow-shaped marks with
their points turned Inward, between the posterior trans
verse line and the undulate subtenufnal line.

sagittated (saj'i-ta-ted), a.
[< sagittate + -erf2 .]

In zool., sagittate; shaped like an arrow or an
arrow-head: specifically noting certain deca-
cerous cephalopoda: as, the nagittated calama-
ries or squids.

Sagittidse (sa-jit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sagitta
+ -fete.] A family of worms, typified by the

genus Sagitta, and the only one of the order

Chfetognatha and class Aphanozoa. They are
small marine creatures, from half an inch to an inch long,

transparent, unsegmented, without parapodia, with cbiti-

nous processes which serve as jaws, and with lateral cu-

ticular processes. The structure is anomalous, and the

SagiUidst! were variously considered as mollusks, annelids,
and nematoids before an order was Instituted for their re

ception. See cut under Sagitta.

Sagittilingual (saj*i-ti-ling'gwal), . [< L.

sagitta, an arrow, + lingua, the tongue: see

lingual.'] Having a long slender cylindrical

saguin
converted into pearl-sago. This is tin- ordinary granulated
sago of the market, consisting of fine pearly grains, brown-
ish or sometimes bleached white, prepared by making the
meal into a paste and pressing this through a sieve.

Japan sago, a farinaceous material derived from different

species of Cj/eait. Pearl sago. Sec pearl-sago. Port-
land sago, a delicate and nutritious farina extracted from
the conn or tuber of the European wake-robin, Arum nun-

idatum. It was formerly prepared in considerable quan-
tity in the Isle of Portland, England. Also called Porf-

land arrotimiit. Sago-meal, sago In a line powder.
Wild sago, /.(tuna WUffiifdtta (Z.pumtta) of Jamaica and

Florida, whose stem furnishes a sago-starch or arrowroot.
See coontie.

sagoin, sagouin, . (Same as gaguin.

sago-palm (sa'gd-pam), . .Either of the two
palms Mcti'ti.i-

i/liin ten's and
M. Sumjiliii.

v,, 'SBMi.lJMKiy .iXtif See Metroxylon
and sago, other

palms yielding
sago are the Phoe-
nix farinifera in

Singapore, the ge

Sagittate Leaf
or Calla I.ily

(Rirkar<liaA/ri-
rarta).

The Constellation Sagittarius.

resenting a centaur (originally doubtless some
Babylonian divinity) drawing a bow. The con-
stellation is situated east of Scorpio, and is, especially in
the latitudes of the southern United States, a prominent
object on summer evenings. The symbol of the constel-
lation J shows the Archer's arrow and part of the bow.
2. In her., the representation of a centaur car-

rying a bow and arrow. 3. [NL. (Vosmaer.
1769).] The typical genus of Sagittariidse : so

called, it is said, from the arrowy crest; the

secretary-birds. This is the earliest name of the ge-
nus, which Is also known as Serpentarius (Cuvier, 1798),
Secretarim (Daudin, 1800), usually Qypogeranus (lUir/er,

1811), and Ophiotheres (Vieittot, 1818); but Vosmaer does
not appear to have used it as a technical New Latin desig-
nation, though it has often been taken as such by subse-
quent writers, following H. E. Strickland. See cuts un-
der dennoffiuitlimtx and /secretary bird.

SajfittilinguaL Anterior Part of Tongue of Woodpecker (Hvloto-
mMt pfteatMS). (About twice natural size.)

tongue barbed at the end and capable of being
thrust out like an arrow, as a woodpecker; be-

longing to the Sagittilingues.
Sagittilinguest (saj'

/

i-ti-ling'gwez),w.p7. [NL. :

see sagitttlingiial."] In Illigers system of clas-

sification (1811), the woodpeckers. See Picidee.

sagittocyst (saj'i-to-sist), . [< L. sagitta, an

arrow, + Gr. Kror/c. bladder: see eyst.~] One of

the cutaneous cells of turbellarian worms, con-

taining rhabdites.

Sagmarius (sag-ma'ri-us), n. [NL.. < L. sag-
inariux, of or pertaining to a pack-saddle, < say-

ma, < Gr. aayua, a pack-saddle (> NL. Sagma, a

star so called): see ew?.] The constellation

Pegasus, in which the star Sagma is seen.

sagmatorhine (sag-mat 'o-rin), a, [< NL. Sag-
matorrliina (Bonaparte, 1851) (< Gr. aaypa (<ra;-

fiar-), a saddle, + f>i( (piv-), the nose), a sup-
posed genus of Alcidee, based on the tufted puf-
fin, Lunda cirrata, when the horny covering of

the bill had been molted, leaving a saddle-

shaped soft skin over the nostrils.] Saddle-

nosed, as an auk.

sago (sa'go), . [= F. sagou = Sp. sagu, saf/iii =
Pg. sagu = It. gaga = D. G. Dan. Sw. sago (NL.
sagus), Hind, sagu (sdgu-ddna sdbuddnd), sago,
< Malay sagu, sdgii, sago, the farinaceous and

glutinous pith of a tree of the palm kind named
rii nib!ya.~] An amylaceous food derived from
the soft spongy interior, the so-called "pith,"
of the trunks of various palms. (See sago-palm. )

The tree, which in the case of the proper sago-palms
naturally flowers but once, is felled when just ready to

flower, the trunk cut in pieces, the pith-like matter sepa-
rated, and the starch washed from it. After due settling,
the water is drained off, and the deposited starch may be
caked, as it is for native use, or dried into a meal which is

Sago-palm (Metroxylon /jrvii). a, the fruit.

bang-palm, Corypha Oebanga, in Java, the jaggery palm or
bastard sago, Caryota men*, in Mysore, and the palmyra
and the areng or gomutl elsewhere in India. Species of

Cycag are also called gayo-palm. See Cyeag.

sago-plant (sa'go-plant), n. Arum maculutum.
See Portland sago, under sago.

sago-spleen (sa'go-splen), . A spleen in

which the Malpignian corpuscles are enlarged
and lardaceous, presenting the appearance of

boiled sago.

Sagra (sa/grS), . [NL. (Fabricius, 1792).] A
genus of phytophagous beetles of the family
Cttrysomelidx, giving name to the Sagridte.
The species inhabit tropical parts of the Old World ; they
are of brilliant colors, and have highly developed hind

legs, whence they have received the name of kangaroo-
btrllt*.

Sagridse (sag'ri-de), i. pi. [NL., < Sagra +
-ma?.] A family of Coleoptera, typified by the

genus Sagra. It is now merged in the Chryso-
nielidx.

saguaro (sa-gwar'6), H. [Also, corruptly, SM-

irarroic; Mex. or Amer. Ind.] The giant cac-

tus, Cereus gigantens, a columnar species from
25 to over 50 feet high, growing on stony
mesas and low hills in Arizona and adjacent
parts of Mexico. The wood of the large strong ribs
is light and soft, solid, and susceptible of a beautiful pol-
ish, and is indestructible in contact with the soil. It is

used by the Indians for lances and bows, and by the set-

tlers for rafters of adobe houses, fencing, etc. The edible
fruit is largely collected and dried by the Indians. Sa-
guaro woodpecker, Centitrus urttpygialte, the Gila wood-
pecker : so called from its nesting in the giant cactuses.
It is abundant in the valley of the Gila and the lower Colo-
rado river, and is a near relative of the red-bellied wood-

pecker, C. carolinus. See cut under pitahaya.

saguin (sag 'win), H. [Also sagoin, sayoiiin,

sanglain, saglin; = F. sagouin, said to be < Braz.

sahui, native name near Bahia.] A South
American monkey of the genus Callitlirix.

s.t.^uin ptrsonatits

= Syn. Satfuin, sajou, sui, saimiri, sapajou. These are all

native names of South American monkeys, now become in-

extricably confounded by the different usages of authors,
if indeed they hail originally specific meanings. Sai is the



saguin
must general term, meaning monkey. Sajou nnd snpajoii
are the same, meaning a prehensile-tailed monkey of one
of the genera Cebutt and Ateles; but sapajou has become
associated specially with Ateles, then meaning spider-mon-
key. Saguin was one of the smaller species of Cebus, but
became confused with saimiri. Sagvin and saimiri arc
now specially attached to the small non -prehensile-tailed

squirrel-monkeys, respectively of the genera Callithrix
and Chryxothrix, but arc also loosely used for any of the
marmosets.

Saguinus (sag-u-i'mis), . [NL. (Lac^pede):
sec Mii/niit.'} A genus of South American mar-
mosets: same as Hapalc.
sagum(sa'gum), . [L., also sat/nil ; =Gr. aayof,
a coarse woolen blanket or mantle : said to be
of Celtic origin : see sa#4 .] A military cloak
worn by ancient Roman soldiers and inferior

officers, iu contradistinction to the paludamen-
tum of the superior officers. It was the garb
of war, as the toga was the garb of peace.
SagUS (sa'gus), H. [NL. (Blume, 1836), < Malay
mii/u, sago : see sago.] A former genus of palms,
now known as Metroxylou. See also Raphia,
species of which are often cultivated under the
name Sagus. See cut under sago.
sagy (sa'ji), a. [< sage2 + -i/

1
.] Full of sage ;

seasoned with sage.
Saharan (sa-ha'ran), a. Same as Saharic.

Saharic (sa-har'ik), a. [< Sahara (see def.) (<
Ar. sahrd, a desert plain) + -ic.] Of or per-
taining to the desert of Sahara, a vast region
in northern Africa.

sahib (sa'ib), . [< Hind, sahib, < Ar. sahib (with
initial letter sad), master, lord, sovereign, ruler,
a gentleman, European gentleman, sir, posses-
sor, owner, prop, companion, associate

;
fern.

sdhiba, mistress, lady.] A term of respect used

by the natives of India and Persia in addressing
or speaking of Europeans : equivalent to Master
or Sir, and even to Mistress : as, Colonel saliib;
the sahib did so and so ;

it is the mem-sahib's
command. (See mem-sahib. ) It is also occasion-

ally used as a specific title among both Hindus
and Mohammedans, as Tippoo Sahib.

sahlite (sii'lit), n. See satite2 .

sahtit, sahteti and n. See saught.
sahtlet, v. See settle^.

Sahuca bean. See beani and soy.
sai (sa'i), n. [= F. salon, < Braz. sai, fat.] 1.

A South American monkey of the genus Ce-
bus in a broad sense. See synonyms under
saguin. 2. A guitguit of the genus Ccereba, C.

cyanea, about 4^ inches long, bright-blue, varied
with black, green, and yellow, and with red bill

and feet, inhabiting tropical America. See cut
under Ccerebime,

saibling (sab'ling), n. The char of Europe, Sal-

ft-linus alpimts.
saic (sa'ik), . [< F. sa'ique = Sp. It. silica =
Pg. saique = Buss, saiku, < Turk, shaiqa.] A
Turkish or Grecian vessel, very common in

the Levant, a kind of ketch which has no top-
gallantsail nor mizzen-topsail.
saice (sis), . See sice2 .

said (sed), p. a. [Pp. of miy\ /.] 1. Declared
;

uttered; reported. 2. Mentioned; before-men-

tioned; aforesaid: used chiefly in legal style:
as, the said witness.

And ther our Savyr for gar? the synnys of the sayd mary
Mawdleyn. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 54.

And so there at the sayde Hounte Syon we toke our asses
and rode forth at the sayd time, and neuer we alyghted to

beyte vnto tyme we come to Rama.
Sir R. Guyl/orde, Pylgrymage, p. 50.

The said Charles by his writing obligatory did acknow-
ledge himself to be bound to the said William in the said
sum of two hundred pounds.

Proceedings on an Action of Debt, Blackstone's Com.,
[III., App. iii.

saiet, " See say*.

saiga (si'ga), . [= F. saiga, < Russ. saiga, an
antelope, saiga.] 1. A ruminant of the genus
Saiga, remarkable for the singular conforma-
tion of the head, which gives it a peculiar physi-
ognomy. 2. [co;).] (sa'i-ga) [NL.] The typi-
cal and only genus of Saigirlse. There is only OTIC

species, the saiga or saiga-anteiope, AntUope saiga, Colvs
saiga, or Saiga tartarica, inhabiting western Asia and east-
ern Europe. Also called Colus. See cut in next column.

saiga-antelope (si'ga-au"te-16p), . The saiga.
Saigidse (sa-ij'i-de), H. pi. ["NL.,< Saiga + -i'rf>.]
In J. E. Gray's classification, a family of hollow-
horned ruminants, represented by the genus
Sttigrt:; the saiga-antelopes, having the nose
peculiarly inflated and expanded, the conforma-
tion affecting not only the outward parts, but
the bones of the nasal region. The nasal bones
are short, arched upward, and entirely separated from
the maxillaries and lacrymals ; the frontal bone projects
between the lacrymals and nasals, and the maxillaries
and premaxilhmes are both much reduced. The group
would be better named Saiintue, as a subfamily of Bonder.

Saijia-antelope (Satfa tartarica}.

saikless (sak
'

les), a. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of sackless.

sail1
(sal), n. [< ME. saile, sayle, sell, seyl, < AS.

segel, segl= OS. segel= MD. seyl, D. zeil = MLG.
LG. segel, seil = OHG. segal, MHG. G. segel =
Icel. segl = Sw. segel = Dan. sejl (Goth, not

recorded), a sail. Root unknown; certainly not
< L. stigiiliim, a mantle.] 1. A piece of cloth,
or a texture or tissue of some kind, spread to

the wind to cause, or assist in causing, a vessel
to move through the water. Sails are usually made
of several breadths of canvas, sewed together with a

double seam at the borders, and edged all round with a

cord or cords called the bolt-rope or bolt-ropes. A sail ex-

tended by a yard hung (slung) by the middle is called a

square sail ; a sail set upon a gaff, boom, or stay is called
a fore-and-aft sail. (See fore-and-aft.) The upper part of

every sail is the head, the lower part the/oo(, the sides in

general are called leeches; but the weather side or edge
(that is, the side next the mast or stay to which it is at-

tached) of any but a square sail is called the luff, and the
other edge the after leech. The two lower corners of a

square sail are in general clues ; the weather clue of a fore-

and-aft sail, or of a course while set, is the tack. Sails

generally take their names, partly at least, from the mast,
yard, or stay upon which they are stretched ; thus, the

main-course, maintopsail, and maintopgallantsail are re-

spectively the sails on the mainmast, maintopmast, and
maintopgallantmast. The principal sails in a full-rigged
vessel are the courses or lower sails, the topsails, and the

topgallantsails. Sec topsail, topsail-yard, and cut under
ship.

Fearing lest they should fall Into the quicksands, strake

mil, and so were driven. Acts xxvil. 17.

Their sails spread forth, and with a fore-right gale
Leaving our coast. Massinger, Renegado, v. 8.

2. That part of the arm of a windmill which
catches the wind.

And the whirring saU goes round. Tennyson, The Owl.

3. One of the canvas flaps of a cart or wagon.
[South Africa.]
He drew the sails down before and behind, and the

wagon rolled away slowly."
Olive Schreiner, Story of an African Farm, II. xii.

4. Figuratively, a wing.
He, cutting way

With his broad sayles, about him soared round ;

At last, low stouping with unweldy sway,
Snatcht up both horse and man.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xL 18.

5. A single ship or vessel, especially a ship con-
sidered as one of a number : the same form iu the

singular and the plural : as, at noon we sighted
a sail and gave chase ; a fleet of twenty sail.

Returning back to Legorne, suddainly in the way we
met with Fiftie mile of the Turkes Gallics.

E. Webb, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 19.

How many sail of well-mann'd ships before us,
As the bonito does the flying-fish,
Have we pursu'd and scour'd.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 1.

Our great fleet goes still forward amain, of above one
hundred sail of ships. Court and Times of Charles I.

,
I. 5.

6. A fleet. [Rare.]
We have descried, upon our neighbouring shore,
A portly sail of ships make hitherward.

Shak., Pericles, 1. 4. 61.

7t. Sailing qualities; speed.
We departed from Constantinople in the Trinity of Lon-

don : a snip of better defence then sailr.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 68.

8. A journey or excursion upon water; a pas-
sage in a vessel or boat.

Here is my Journey's end, here is my butt,
And very sea-mark of my utmost sail.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 268.

The other monastery, best known as the Badia, once a
house of Benedictines, afterwards of Franciscans, stands
on a separate island, approached by a pleasant sail.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 216.

9. A ride in a carter other conveyance. [Ire-

land.] 10. In :<><!!., a structure or formation
of parts suggesting a sail in shape or use. (a)
A very large dorsal flu. See sailfish. (b) The arm by means
of which a nautilus is wafted over the water. After-

sail

sail, a term generally applied to the sails carried on the

mainmast and mi/zenmast of three-masted vessels, and on
the mainmast of vessels having hut two masts.

When the after tail* fill and she gathers headway, put
the helm again to port, and when the wind is astern brace

up the after yards by the port braces.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 433.

Depth Of a sail. *ee rfc;rf*. Full sail, with all sails

set Lateen sail See lainen. Light sails. Seeliyht'-i.

If it is perfectly calm and there is a swell on, furl the

////A' gaits to save them from chafe.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 437.

Press of sail See presui . Shoulder-of-mutton sail,
a triangular sail used in boats, also called a leg-of-mutl&ti
sail. See cut under sharpio. Sliding-gunter sail, a tri-

angular boat-sail used with a sliding-gunter mast. To
back a sail, bend a sail, crowd sail, cut the sail',

flat in the sail, flatten a sail, loose sail. See the
verbs. To make sail, (a) To set sail ; depart.

Sonnday a for Midsom day, abowyt vij of the cloke in

the mornyng we made Sayle, And passyd by the Costes of

Slavone and Histria.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 16.

(b) To spread more sail ; hasten on by spreading more
sail. To point a sail. See pointi.-To press sail.
Same as to crowd mil. To ride down a sail See ride.

To set sail, to expand or spread the sails ; hence,
to begin a voyage. To shorten sail, to reduce the ex-

tent of sail, or take in a part. To strike sail, (a) To
lower the sails suddenly, as in saluting or in sudden gusts
of wind. Acts xxvii. 17. (b) To abate show or pomp.
[Hare.]

Margaret
Must strike her mil, and learn awhile to serve
Where kings command. Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Ui. 3. 5.

To take the wind out of one's sails, to take away one's

means of progress ; deprive one of an advantage ; discom-
fit one, especially by sudden or unexpected action.

I've undermined Oarstin's people. They'll use their

authority, and give a little shabby treating, but I've taken
all the wind out of their sails.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, rvii.

Under sail, having sail spread.

sail1
(sal), r. [< ME. sailen, saylei\, seilen, seilien,

< AS. seglian = MD. seyleii, D. zeilen = MLG. LG.
segelen = MHG. sigelen, segelen, Or. segeln = Icel.

sigla = Sw. segla = Dan. style (cf. OF. sigler,

singler, F. cingler = Sp. singlar = Pg. singrar,
< MHG.), sail; from the noun.] I. intrans. 1.

To move along through or over the water by
the action of the wind upon sails

; by extension,
to move along through or over the water by
means of sails, oars, steam, or other mechanical

agency.
This seyle sette on thl mast,

And seyle in-to the blisse of heuene.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 214.

Tewysday, the v day of Januarii, we seyleyd vp and down
in the gulff of Venys, ffor the wynde was so straygth a yens
vs that we myght not kepte the ryght wey in no wyse.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 59.

Say, shall my little bark attendant Mil,
Pursue the triumph, and partake the gale?

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 385.

2. To set sail; hoist sail and depart; begin a

journey on shipboard: as, to sail at noon.
The maistres, whan the mone a-ros manli in come,
& faire at the fulle flod thei ferden to sayle,
ifc hadde wind at wille to wende whan hem liked.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2745.

On leaving Ascension we mileil for Bahia, on the coast
of Brazil, in order to complete the chronometrical mea-
surement of the world.

Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, II. 297.

3. To journey by water
;
travel by ship.

And when we had sailed over the sea of Cilicia and Paui-

phylia, we came to Myra, a city of Lycia. Acts xxvli. .">.

Here 's such a merry grig, I could nnd in my heart to
iil to the world's end with such company.

Middleton and Deleter, Roaring Girl, i. 1.

4. To swim, as a fish or a swan.
Like little dolphins, when they sail

In the vast shadow of the British whale.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x. 21.

5. To fly without visible movement of the

wings, as a bird; float through the air; pass
smoothly along; glide: as, the clouds sail across
the sky.

He bestrides the lazy-pacing clouds
And tails upon the bosom of the air.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 2. 32.

Sails between worlds and worlds with steady wing.
Milton, P. L., v. 268.

Across the sunny vale,
From hill to hill the wandering rook did mil.

Lazily croaking.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 339.

Hence, figuratively 6. To move forward im-

pressively, as if in the manner of a ship with all

sail set. [Colloq.]

Lady B. sailed in, arrayed in ribbons of scarlet, with
many brooches, bangles, and other glmcrucks ornament-
ing her plenteous person.

Thackeray, Level the Widower.

7. To plunge forward, like a ship; rush for-

ward: sometimes with in. [Colloq.]
The fact Is, a man must dismiss all thoughts of pru-

dence and common-sense when it comes to masquerade



sail

drosses, and just mil in and make an unmitigated fool of
liiins. II. Harpers Mag., LXXVIII. 661.

Sailing ice. See ic. TO sail close to the wind, (o)
To run great risk or hazard

;
leave little leeway or margin

for escape from danger or difficulty, (fe) To move or act
with great caution

;
be in circumstances requiring careful

action, (e) To live closely up to one's income ; be strait-
ened for money. To sail free. See/r. To sail on a
bowline, to sail close-hauled, or with the bowlines hauled
taut. To sail over, in arch., to pi-oject beyond a sur-
face. Omit.

II. trans. 1. To move or pass over or upon
by the action of the wind upon sails, or, by
extension, by the propelling power of oars,

steam, etc.

Thus time we waste, and longest leagues make short;
Sail seas in cockles. Shalt., Pericles, iv. 4. 2.

5306

,
whose dorsal fin is very ample. The best-

sain

tout and
an apartm " iit

Sailfish (Histiopkorm amtriranit.

It was the schooner Hesperus,
That miled the wintry sea.

ican sailflsh, H. americantts, differs so little that it has
been considered specifically identical by most ichthyolo-
gists. See also mding-fith. Also called tpikt-fith.

Longfellow, Wreck of the Hesperus. sail.nuke (sal'flok), . The whiff, a pleuronec-
2. To direct or manage the motion, move- toid fish. [Orkneys.]
ments, and course of; navigate: as, to sail a sail-gang (sal'gan'g), w. The seine-gang of a
ship To sail a race, to compete in a sailing-contest. sailing vessel in the menhaden-fishery, iuclud-

sail-t, r. *. [< ME. saylen, salyen, dance, < OF. ing their gear and boats. Also taMna-gang.
safUr, xaillir, <tlir, F. gaillir, leap, issue forth, sail-hook (sal'huk), n. A small hook used to
sally, dance, < L. satire, leap: see salient, and hold sail-cloth while it is being sewed,
cf.

salhf, which is related to sain as rally? sail-hoop (sal'ho'p), n. One of the rings by
is to rails.} To dance. which fore-and-aft sails are secured to masts
Nother Mitten ne sautrien ne singe with the giterne. and stays; a mast-hoop.

Pier, Plowman (C), xvl 208. sailing (sa'ling), w. [< ME. seylynge, < AS. sea-
sail3t, '. t. [< ME. sailen, saylen, by apheresis liny, verbal n. of segliati, sail: see sail1

, r.] 1.
The act of one who or of that which sails. 2.
The art or rules of navigation ;

the art or the
act of directing a ship on a given line laid down
in a chart; also, the rules by which a ship's
tack is determined and represented on a chart,
and by which the problems relating to it are
solved. Circular sailing. See circular. Composite
sailing. See compotite. Current-sailing,

"

To assail.from asailen, assail: see assail.}

"Everyman
Now to assaut, thatattn can,"
Quod Love. Horn, of the nose, 1. 7336.

sailable (sa'la-bl), a. [< sail 1
, r., + -able.}

Capable of being sailed on or through ;
navi-

gable; admitting of being passed by ships.
[Rare.] Imp. Diet.

sail-boat (sal'bot), . A boat propelled by or
fitted for a sail or sails.

sail-borne (sal' born), a. Borne or conveyed by
sails, falconer.

sail-broad (sal'brad), a. Spreading like a sail.

At last his sail-broad vans
He spreads for flight Milton, f. L., ii. 927.

sail-burton (sal'ber'ton), n. A long tackle
used for hoisting topsails aloft ready for bend-
ing.

sail-cloth (sal'kldth), n. [Early mod. E. in pi.
sayleclothes, saleclotkes; < ME. seil-cloth, seil-

elseth ; < sail + cloth.] Hemp or cotton canvas
or duck, used in making sails for ships, etc.

No Shippe can sayle without Hempe, y<" sayle clothes, the
shroudes, stales, tacles, yarde lines, warps & Cables can
not be made. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 243.

Whatsoeuer sale-clothes are already transported, or at
any time here-after to bee transported out of England into
Prussia by the English marchants, and shall there be of-
fered to bee solde, whether they be whole cloathes or halfe
cloathes, they must containe both their elides.

Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 163.

sail-cover (sarkuv'er), . A canvas cover
placed as a protection over a furled sail,

sailed (said), a. [< sain + -ed"*.} Furnished
with sails; having sails set: as, t\A\-sailed.

Prostrated, in most extreme ill fare,
He lies before his liigh-a/'rf fleet.

Chapman, Iliad, xix. 335. (Dames.)
Over all the clouds floated like sailed ships anchored.

L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 457.

ler

-er

man
ing now established in this sense.
There I found my sword among some of the shrowds

, y ampe. e es- .

known and most widely distributed species is //. ijlaiKitx,
Sailmaker ( xii I ma"ker), n. One whose occupa-

of European and some other waters, from which the Amei- tion is the making, altering, or repairing ot

sails; in the United States navy, a warrant-of-
ficer whose duty it is to take charge of and keep
in repair all sails, awnings, etc. Sailmaker's
mate, a petty officer in the United states navy, whose duty
it is to assist the sailmaker.

sail-needle (sal'ne"dl), . A large needle with
a triangular tapering end, used in sewing can-
vas for sails. See cut under needle.

sailor (sa'lor), n. [Early mod. E. also saylor ;
an erroneous spelling (perhap*s prob. due to con-
formity with tailor, or with the obs. sailour, a
dancer) of nailer: see sailer."] One who sails;
a seaman

;
a mariner ; one of the crew of a ship

or vessel.

quhar will I get guid gaUnr
To sail this si-hip of mine?
Sir Patrick Spen (Child's Ballads, III. 149).

I see the cabin-window bright ;

1 see the sailor at the wheel.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, i.

Free trade and sailors' rights. See free. Paper
sailor. See paper-tailor. Pearly sailor, the nearly
nautilus. Sailors' Bible, Bowdltch's Navigator. [Old
slang.] Sailors' home, an institution where seamen
may lodge and be cared for while on shore, or in which
retired, aged, or infirm seafaring men are maintained.
= 8yn. Sailor, Seaman, Mariner. To most landsmen any
one who leads a seafaring life is a sailor. Nelson was a
great milnr. Technically, milur applies only to the men
before the mast. To a landsman mnnan seems a business
term for a sailor; technically, seaman includes sailors and
petty officers. Mariner Is an elevated, poetic, or quaint
term for a seaman ; Mpman is a still older term. The
technical use of mariner is now restricted to legal docu-
ments. There Is no present distinction In name between

--------- the men in the navy and those in the merchant marine.
ing, the method sailor-fish (sa'lor-fish), . A sword-fish of the

I. tha
e

t of a cur
P famil-v Histiophoridx ; a sail-fish. See Bisti-

ij)iwrs, sailing-fish, and cut under sail-fish.

pi. sailormcn

of determining the true course and disi

when her own motion is combined with
rent Globular sailing. See globular. Great-circle .. .

-------- --

sailing, a method of navigation by which the courses of sailorman (sa 'Iqr-man), w.
the ship are so laid as to carry her over a great circle, l-mfn) A ailnr" n sp'umnn
which is the shortest path between two points on the

a 'wc is the shortest path between two poin
globe. Mercatpr's sailing, a method in which problems
are solved according to the principles applied in Mercator's
projection. See Mercator's chart, under chart. Middle- .-i i
latitude sailing. See JoMd. Oblique sailing. See sailor-plant (sa lor-plant), w.

oblique. Order of sailing.

It is not always blowing at sea, a mercy sailor-men are
grateful for. W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, xxix.

The beefsteak-
plant or strawberry-geranium, Saj-ifraga sar-
mentosa.

lailor's-choice (sa'lorz-chois), w. 1. A sparine
fish, the pinfish, Lagodon rhomboides. it has a
general resemblance to a scup or porgy, but the front teeth
are broad and emarginate. It is common along the eastern
American coast. See cut under Lagodon.
2. AfiuhjOrtlioiiristischrysopterus; the pig-fish.
The dorsal and anal fins are nearly naked, and the posterior
dorsal spines are abbreviated. The fish is of a light brown
above, silvery below, with numerous orange and yellow
spots, which are aggregated in oblique lines above the lat-
eral line, and in horizontal ones below it. It is an impor-
tant food-fish along the eastern American coast, especially
In the south.

sa'lorz-pers), . An i

ays and sharks, whi __

deiit. fiotirwr. Traverse sailing, the case iii plane-
found empty on the sea-shore. See cut under

sailing where a ship makes several courses in succession, nierniaid's-piirse. [Humorous.]
the track being zigzag, and the directions of its several

sailOUrt, [ME. sailmir, Saillow, salyare, < OF.
isinSSfssJsisEra .* et

h
h
er
a

;

-- "*, H ^cev, < L/,;, ,.
single equivalent imaginary course and distance may be '""> dance: see sou'.} A dancer.
found which the ship would have described had she sailed Ther was manv rvmhontpr
direct for the

place
of destination; finding this single And 3rt? tLt Ida wel swere

course is callecf working or resolving a traverse, which is Crathe heTc^aft ful nerfltlv
effected by trigonometrical computation or by the aid of

ul

**Tjgk of0u Kotef L -
70_

sail-room (sal'rdm), n. AJI apartment in a ves-

A man detailed
a man-of-war

_ See order. Parallel sail-
ing, the method of sailing when the ship's track lies along
a parallel of latitude. Its characteristic formula is : Dis-
tance = difference of longitude x cosine latitude. This
method may he used when the ship's course is nearly east
or west. Formerly, when longitude could not be deter-
mined as accurately as at present, it was a common
practice to make the latitude of the port of destina-
tion, and then sail east or west as required. Hence the
importance then attached to parallel sailing. Plain
sailing, an easy, unobstructed course in sailing, or, figu-
ratively, in any enterprise. Plane sailing. Seeplanr-
tailing.- Sailing instructions, written or printed di-
rections delivered by the commanding officer of a convoy
to the several masters of the ships under his care. By
these Instructions they are enabled to understand and
answer the signals of the commander, and to know the

_________ _ ,_^_
Sailer (sa'ler), . [Early mod. E. also saiiler; < traverse-table.

*ofinilfHf _ T\ -,.;/,.. _ n ,,-?__ TX__ __j cailiTi tr_fliT'on+

wishing, I must confess, if I died, to be found with that
that

spell-
non ' Compare pilot, _

sailing-fish (sa'ling-fish), n. Histiortltorus indi- inaction.

cits, resembling the American sailfish. See sail- sail-wheel (sal'hwel),

fish

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

The inhabitants are cunning Artificers, Merchants, and
Saylers. Pnrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 548.

For the Saylers(l confesse), they daily make good cheare,
but our dyet is a little rneale and water.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 202.

2. A ship or other vessel with reference to her
sailing powers or manner of sailing, or as being
propelled by sails, not steam.
"You must be mad. She Is the fastest sailer between

here and the Thames." . '.". "1 care not !" the porter re- Sailing-orders (sa'ling-6r*derz), n. pi. Orders
>lied, snatching up a stout oaken staff that lay in a cor- directing a ship or fleet to proceed to sea, and
" er> '

indicating its destination.

From east a:

Two mighty

0. A. Sola, The Ship-Chandler. (Latham.)
"
-11, V

g
V' " rw f . I

-nd west across the horizon's edge
saillant (sal yant), a. [F., ppr of *a,lhr, leap :

- masterful vessels, sailers, stealI upon us
Ree -""''"'] Springing up or forth; arising;

Walt Whitman, The Century, XXXIX. 553. salient, as the teeth of Astropectinidip.
[< sail1 + -less.} Havingsailfish (sal'fish), w. One of several different sailless (sal'les), .

fishes, so called from the large or long dftrsal
n
? sails.

fin. (a) AflshofthegenusCarjrfodes; the carp-sucker
S^ll-llzard (sal hz"ard), w. A large lizard of

C. cyprinm. [Local, v. S.j (b) A flsh of the genus Vf- Amboyna, having a crested tail. See cut un-
pliia*; a sword-fish. See cut under siford-fish. (e) The (ler ffintii/riis.

n. A name for Wolt-
mann's tachometer. E. H. Knight.

Same as sail- saily(sa'li), n. [<wi7l, ., + -yl.] Like a sail.

[Rare.]
From Penmen's craggy height to try her saily wings . . .

She meets with Couway first. Drayton, Polyolbion, x. 3.

sail-yard (sal'yard), . [< ME. saylegerd, xtil-

The navi- gerd, < AS. tegdayrd, seglgyrd, < seael, sail, +
geard, gyrd, yard.] The yard or spar on which
sails are extended. [Rare.]

A form of seawS.
saimiri (si'mi-ri). . [S. Amer. : cf. sai.} A
squirrel-monkey; a small South American mon-
key of the genus Saimiris (Geoffrey) or Chrysn-
thrix (Wagler), having a bushy non-prehensile
tail: extended to some other small squirrel-
like monkeys of the same country, and con-
fused with sayiiin (which see). Also written
samiri, saimari, and rarely Englished saitnir.

See cut under squirrel-monkey.
sain 1

(san), r. t. [Also saiie; < ME. sahien,
xiii/neii, seineii, seitiien, xignen, < AS. segnian =
OS. segiion = MD. .fegheiieit, D. :egenen = MLG.
xegenen. sff/en = OHG. sef/aiiiiii, MHO, xtyrnfii,

[-ice (sa'ling-is), n. An
y open to allow a vessel propelled by sails
to force her way through,

sailing-master (sa'ling-mas'ter), n.

gating officer of a ship ; specifically, a warrant-
officer in the United States navy whose duties
are to navigate the vessel and to attend to other saim (sam), n. and r.

matters connected with stowage, the rigging,
etc. , under the direction of the executive officer.



sam

ii. xi-iiit-H, (''. xi'i/iieii, bless, = Icel. Sw. xitjua

= Dan. x/i/iii'. make the sign of the cross upon,
liless, = OF. neii/ncr, XII/HIT = Pr. xii/nnr, segnar,
m-Hiir = Sj>. nif/ntir = It. ncj/iiarr, make the sign
of the cross upon, mark, note, stamp, < L. sig-

narc, mark, distinguish, sign, ML. make the

sign of the eross upon, bless, < sir/niim, a sign

(> AS. gegen, a sign, standard, etc.): see siijn,

n., and cf. sign, r., a doublet of wmi 1
.] To

bless with the sign of the cross; bless so as

to protect from evil influence. [Obsolete or

Scotch.]
Nade he tayned hym-self, segge, hot thrye,
Er he watz war in the wod of a won in a mote.

Sir Gatvayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 73.

The truth ye'll tell to me, Tamlane ;

A word ye mauna lie ;

Gin e'er ye was in haly chapel,
Or mined in Christentie ?

The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 119).

My stepmither put on my claithes,
An' ill, ill, sained she me.

Tam-a-Line (Child's Ballads, I. 2B1).

sain'2 t, sainet. Forms of the past participle of

say
1

,
conformed to original strong participles

like lain.

sainfoin (san'foin), n. [Also saintfoin; < F.

sain-fain, older sainctfoin, saintfoin, appar. <

saint (< L. sanctus), holy, + foin (< 'L.fcenum),

hay : see saint1 , fennel,
and fenugreek ; otherwise

(the form sainfoin being
then orig. ) < sain, sound,
wholesome (< L. sanns,
sound : see sane1

),
+ foin,

hay. In this viewPg. san-

feno is adapted from the
F. ;

the word does not ap-
pear in Sp. or It. ] A per-
ennial herb, Onobrychis
saliva, native in temper-
ate Europe and part of

Asia, and widely culti-

vated in Europe as a for-

age-plant. It is suitable

for pasturage, especially for

sheep, and makes a good hay.
It prefers light, dry, calcareous

soils, and will thrive in places
where clover fails. It has been
introduced into the United
States under the corrupt name
asperset [F. esparcet, G. espar-
sette]. Also cockshead, French

grass, and hen's-bill.

Saint1 (8nt), a. and n. The lower part of the stein

r X^IT-I - _. j with the leaves, a, the pod
[< ME. Saint, Saynt, Setllt, with the persistent calyx.

seynt, sant, sont, < OF.
saint, seint, sainet, m., sancte, sainte, f., F. saint,

m., sainte, f., = Pr. sanct, sant, san, m., santa,

f., = Sp. santo, san, m., santa, f., = Pg. santo,

sdo, m., santa, f., = It. santo, san, m., santa, f.,

holy, sacred, as a noun a saint (= AS. sanct

= D. sant = G. sankt, sanct = Dan. Sw. sankt,

saint), < L. sanctus, holy, consecrated, LL. as

a noun a saint, prop. pp. of sancire, render sa-

cred, make holy, akin to sacer, holy, sacred : see

sacre1 . Cf. Skt. / sanj, adhere, sakta, attached,
devoted. From the same L. verb are ult. E.

sanction, sanctify, sanctimony, etc. Cf. corpo-
sant, corsaint.'} I. a. Holy; sacred: only in

attributive use, and now only before proper
names, as Saint John, Saint Paul, Saint Augus-
tine, or quasi-proper names, as Saint Saviour,
Saint Sophia (Holy Wisdom), Saint Cross, Saint

Sepulcher (in names of churches), where it is

usually regarded as a noun appositive, a qnasi-
title. See II., 3.

And sle me first, for seynte charitee.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 863.

It shall here-after be declared how that she was discesed

of the seint Graal and wher-fore, and how the aventures
of the seynt Graal were brought to flu.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 229.

II. . 1. One who has been consecrated or

set apart to the service of God: applied in the
Old Testament to the Israelites as a people
(Ps. cxxxii. 9

; compare Num. xvi. 3), and in the
New Testament to all members of the Christian
churches (2 Cor. i. 1).

Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God, and
Timothy our brother, unto the church of God which is at

Corinth, with all the saints which are in all Achaia.
2 Cor. i. 1.

2. One who is pure and upright in heart and
life

; henee, in Scriptural and Christian usage,
one who has been regenerated and sanctified

by the Spirit of God
;
one of the redeemed : ap-

Elied
to them both in their earthly and in their

eavenly state; also used of persons of other

religions: as, a Buddhist xaiut.

i. The inflorescence of sain-

foin (Onobrychis safiva).

Thau thei seyn that tho ben Sei/ntes, lie cause that thci

slowen hemself of here owne gode wille for love of hen 1

Ydole. Mandeville, Travels, p. 17H.

All faithful Christ's people, that believe in him faith-

fully, are saint* and holy.
Latimer, Sermons (Parker Soc.), p. 507.

In her was found the blood of prophets, and of saint*,

and of all that were slain upon the earth. Rev. xviii. 24.

3. One who is eminent for consecration, holi-

ness, and piety in life and character; specifi-

cally, one who is generally or officially recog-
nized as an example of holiness of life, and to

whose name it is customary to prefix Saint (ab-
breviated St. or S.) as a title. The persons so hon-

ored were, in the earlier centuries, the Virgin, the apostles
and martyrs, and others commemorated in the diptychs
or recognized by public opinion. In later tunes the pro-
cess of canonization or beatification became a matter of

strict regulation by papal or patriarchal authority in the

Roman Catholic and Greek churches. Saints are classed

in calendars by their rank, as apostles, bishops, archbish-

ops, priestfl, deacons, kings, etc., and also as martyrs, con-

fessors, and virgins. The title of mint is also given to

angels, as St. Michael, St. Gabriel, St. Raphael. In the

phrases given below many diseases will be found named
from those saints whose intercession was especially sought
for their cure. When saint is used before a person's name
as a quasi-title (originally an adjective), it is commonly
abbreviated St. ; but such names, and surnames and local

names derived from them, are properly alphabeted under
the full form saint.

We have decided and denned the Blessed Francis de

Sales, Bishop of Geneva, to be a Saint, and have inscribed

him on the catalogue of the Sainti.

Bull of Alexander VII. concerning St. Francis de Sales

[(1665), quoted in Cath. Diet., p. 114.

Any one writing on ecclesiastical history ought to know
that the British and Saxon saints were not canonized, but

acquired the name of saint not directly from Rome, but
from the voice of the people of their own neighbourhood.

N. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 319.

4. An angel.
The Lord came from Sinai, and rose up from Seir unto

them ;
he shined forth from mount Paran, and he came

with ten thousands of mints. Deut. xxxiii. 2.

5. One of the blessed dead: distinguished from
the angels, who are superhuman beings.

We therefore pray thee, help thy servants. . . . Make
them to be numbered with thy Saints in glory everlast-

ing. Book ofCommon Prayer, Te Deum.

Holy ! holy ! holy ! all the saints adore thee,

Casting down their golden crowns around the glassy sea.

Heber, Holy ! holy ! holy ! Lord God Almighty.

6. An image of a saint.

No silver saints by dying misers given
Here bribed the rage of ill-requited Heaven.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 137.

All Saints' day, a feast of all martyrs and saints, observed
as early as the fourth century. In the Greek Church it

occurs on the first Sunday after Pentecost ; in the Latin

Church at first observed on the 13th of May, since Pope
Gregory III. on the 1st of November. Also called All-

saints. Christians of St. John. See Mand&an, 1.

Common of the Saints. See common. Communion
of saints, the spiritual fellowship of all true believers,
both living and dead, mystically united with each other in

Christ their head. Cross of St. George, of St. James,
of St. Julian, of St. Patrick. See crossi. Herb of St.

Martin. See herb. Intercession of saints. See in-

tercession. Invocation of saints. See invocation.

Knights of the Order of St. Crispin. See knight.

Latter-day Saints, the name assumed by the people
popularly called Mormons. See Mormon^.

For thus shall my Church be called in the last days ;

even the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.

Mormon Catechism, p. 14.

Lion of St. Mark. See limi. Nativity of a saint, na-

tivity of St. John Baptist. See nativity. Oratory of

St. Philip Nerl. See oratory. Order of St. Andrew,
St. George, St. Michael, etc. See order. Patron saint,
a saint who is regarded as a protector, a guardian, or a

favorer : as, St. Genevieve, the patron saint of Paris ; St.

Cecilia, the patron saint of music ; St. George is the patron
saint of England, St. Andrew of Scotland, St. Patrick of Ire-

land, St. Denys of France. Perseverance of the saints.
See perseverance*. Proper of Saints. See proper. St.

Agatha's disease, disease of the mamma?. St. Ag-
nes's flower, the snowflake (Leucomm). St. Aignon's
disease, tinea. St. Andrew's cross, (a) See crossi, 1,

and saltier. (6) A North American shrub, Ascyrum Crux
Andrea. St. Andrew's day. See daj/i. St. Ann's
bark. Same as Santa, Ana bark (which see, under bark'-*).

St. Anthony's cross. See crossi, 1. St. Anthony's
fire, (a) Epidermic gangrene, as in ergotism. (6) Ery-

sipelas. St. Anthony's nut, the pignut or hawknut:
so called because St. Anthony was the patron of pigs.

St. Anthony's rape or turnip. See turnip. St. Apol-
lonia's disease, pains in the jaw, accompanied by tooth-

ache. St. Audrey's necklace, a string of holy stones

or "fairy beads." St. Augustine grass, Stenotaphnim
Americanum, a common coarse grass of Florida, making
a firm sod, green through the year. [Local name.] St.

Avertin's disease, epilepsy. St. Barbara's cress or

herb, the yellow rocket, Barbarea mdgaris. St. Bar-

naby's thistle. See thistle. St. Bennet's herb, the

herb-bennet. St. Blase's disease, sore throat; quin-

sy. st. Bruno's Illy. See Paradixia. St. Cassian

beds, a division of the Triassic series, particularly well

developed near St. Cassian in southern Tyrol, and con-

sisting of calcareous marls, extremely rich in fossils :

among these are ammonites, orthoceratites, gastropods,
Iamellibranchs,brachiopods,eehinoilerm8,crinoids, corals,

and sponges. The fauna "f the Alpine Trias, to which the

St. Cassian beds belong, is remarkable as presenting a

saint

inixluiv of hiU'n/.nir :unl Mrsozoic forms. St. Cath-
erine's flower, the Nii/ella Damascena. St. Christo-

pher's herb. Same as herb Christopher.- St. Clair's dis-

ease, ophthalmia. St. Crispin's day. See Orunt*.

St. Cuthbert's beads, duck. .See bead, thick*. -St.
Dabeoc's heath. See heath, -2. St. David's day. See

dayi .
- Saint Distaff's day. See distaf. St. Dorulngo

duck, Erunnatwra (or Xmaoniix) damitiie.it, a. \\ est Indian

duck, rarely found in the United States, a near relative of

the common ruddy duck. St. Domingo falcon. See

falcon. St. Domingo grebe, Podiceps or Sulbcoctjclus or

Tachybaptes dominims, the least grebe of America, about

9i inches long, found in the West Indies and other warm
parts of America, including the Rio Grande Valley of

Texas.- St. Dymphna's disease, insanity. St. Elmo's
fire or light [St. Elmo, patron of navigation], a name
given by seamen to brushes and jets of electric light seen

on the tips of masts and yard-arms of vessels, especially

during thunder-storms. This form of electric discharge
occurs also on land, and most frequently on mountain

summits, where it glows and hisses in brilliant tongues of

white and blue light several inches in length. On Ben
Nevis it is most generally seen in winter during storms of

dry, hard snow-hail, with rising barometer, falling tem-

perature, and northwesterly wind. Also called corposant.

St Emilion a red wine produced in the department of

Gironde, on the right bank of the Dordogne, and generally
classed among clarets, though different in quality and fla-

vor from the wines grown nearer Bordeaux. St. Eras-
mus's disease, colic. St. Estephe, a red wine produced
north of the Garonne, in the department of Gironde, and

belonging to the same class of wines as St. Emilion. It

is generally exported from Bordeaux, and is considered

a claret. St. Francis's flret. See fre. St. George, a

cross of St. George that is, an upright red cross on a

white field : as, "a St. George cantoned with the Jack,"
C. Boutell.St. Georges, (a) A red wine of Burgundy,
produced in the immediate neighborhood of wines of the

highest quality, but not ranking above the second grade.

(6) A Bordeaux wine, especially red, of medium quality,

(c) A red wine grown near Poitiers. St. George's day,

fish, mushroom. Seedayi,/*W,etc. St. George's en-

sign, the distinguishing flag of ships of the British navy,

consisting of a red cross on a white field, with the union-

flag in the upper quarter next the mast. St. Germain
tea. See feu. St. Giles's disease, cancer. St. Gllles,
a white wine produced at St. Gilles, in the department of

Gard. It is one of the best of the wines of southern France.

St. Gothard's disease, a disease due to the intestinal

worm Ankylostomum duodenale.St. Helena black-
wood or ebony, a tree, Melhania melanorylan, of the Ster-

culiacese, formerly of St. Helena, now extinct. Its dark,

heavy wood was still at a recent date collected and turned
into ornaments. St. Helen's beds. See Osborne series,

under series. St. Hubert's disease, hydrophobia. St.

Ignatius' beans. See bean^. St. James Illy. Same as

jacob&aMy. St. James's flower. See Lotus, 2. St.

James's shell. See pilgrim's shell (a), under pilgrim.
St -James's-wort. Same as rag-wort. St.Job'sdisease,
syphilis. St. John's bread, (a) The carob-bean : used

medicinally as an expectorant and demulcent. See Cera-

tonia. (o) The ergot of rye (Clamceps purpurea). See ergoti
for figure and description. St. John's evil, epilepsy.

St. John's falcon. See falcon. St. Johns hawk or

St. Johnstone's tippet. See tippet. St. -John's-wort.
See Hyperieum.St. Julien. (a) A red Bordeaux wine

produced in the Medoc region, and properly in the small

district of St. Julien de Reignac. The name has become
known in the United States, and is commonly understood
to denote claret of a medium grade without especial ref-

erence to the place of production. (6) A red wine pro-
duced in the neighborhood of the Rhone, not often ex-

ported. St. Julien plum. See plum! . St. Lawrence's
tearst. See tears. St. Lazarus disease, (o) Leprosy.

(b) Tinea, (c) Measles of the hog. See Trichina, trichinosis.

St Louis limestone, a division of the mountain lime-

stone, well developed in Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, and Mis-

souri, and having a maximum thickness of 250 feet. St.

Lucas cactus-wren, Campylorhynchw ajfinii, closely re-

lated to C. brmmeicapttlus. See Campylorhynchiis.St.
Lucas gecko, robin, thrasher. See gecko, roorai, etc.

St. Lucia bark. See bark?. St. Luke's summer, in

weather lore, a period of flue pleasant weather about Octo-

ber 18th. St. Martin's evil, drunkenness. St. Mar-
tin's flower, an ornamental plant of the Amaryllidacese,
Alstrosmeria pidchra (A. Flos-Martini). St. Martin's
herb. See herb of St. Martin, under herb. St. Martin's
Lent. See Lenti. St. Martin's little summer, a pe-
riod beginning about the llth of November, popularly con-

sidered in the Mediterranean to mark a period of warm,
quiet weather. St. Martin's rings. See ringl. St.

Mary's trout. See trout. St. Mathurin's disease, (a)

Epilepsy. (6) Insanity. St. Michael's bannock, an oat-

meal cake made especially for Michaelmas tune. [Prov.

Eng.] St. Michael's orange. See amngei. St. Nicho-
las's clerkt. See clerk. St. Nicholas's day. Seedayi.
St. Patrick's cabbage, day, Purgatory. See cabbagei,

dayi, etc. St. Peter's chair. See chair. St. Peter's

corn, a species of wheat, Tritium* monococcum. See

wheat. St. Peter's finger, (o) A belemnite, or some
similar fossil cephalopod. These are among many pet-

rifactions which, like some prehistoric artificial imple-

ments, have been generally regarded superstitiously by
the ignorant, and sometimes worshiped. See ammonite,
ram's-horn, thunder-stone, and cut under belemnite. Com-

pare salai/rama. (b) The garfish, Belone belone or B. mil-

garis. [Local, Eng.] -St. Peter's flsh, the dory. See

doryl, 1. St. Peter's sandstone. See sandstone. St.-

Peter's-wort. (a) In old herbals, same as herb-peter. (6)

In later books, the European Hypericmn qvadrangvlmn.
(c) Perhaps transferred from the last, the American genus
Ascynim, especially A. stans. (d) The snowberry, Sym-
phoricarjnti. St. Peter's wreath. Same as Italian may
(which see, under maj/^. St. Pierre, (n) A claret of

the second grade, (b) A white wine produced in the de-

partment of Gironde, in the neighborhood of St. Emilion.

St. Pierre group, a thick m?ss of shales, marls, and

clayS covering a very extensive area in the upper Mis-

souri region. It belongs to the Cretaceous system, is rich

in fossils, especially cephalopods. and lies between the
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I o\ Hills and Niobrara groups. Properly called Fnrt
Pierre and sometimes Pierre group. St. Roch's dis-

ease, the bubo plague. Saint's day, a day set apart
by ecclesiastical authority for the commemoration of a

particular saint. St. Swithin'S day. See rfnj/l. St.
Thomas's balsam, balsam of Tolu. See balsam. St.

Thomas tree, a name of Bavhinwt toinenlnsa and /?.

variegate of the East Indies, etc. Their yellow petals
are variegated with red fancifully attributed to the blood
of St. Thomas. St. Valentine's day. see mientinr.
St. Victor's balsam, a name Riven to compound tinc-
ture of benzoin. St. VitUS's dance, chorea. St. Zach-
ary's disease, dumbness. Sunday of St. Thomas, or
the Touching Of St. Thomas. Same as Low Sunday
(which see, under tor-'). The O's Of St. Bridget. See
02. To braid St. Catherine's tresses. See frratdi.

To tie with St Mary's knott. See icnoti.

saint1
(sant), r. [< ME. "sainten (see sainted),

< OF. saintir; from the noun.] I. trans. I. To
number or enroll among saints officially : can-
onize.

Thou shalt be sainted, woman, and thy tomb
Cut out in crystal, pure and good as thou art

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 1.

The Picture sett in Front would Martyr him and Saint
him to befoole the people. Milton, Eikonoklastes, Pref.

2. To salute as a saint. [Rare.]
However Pharisee-like they otherwise saint him, and

call him an Holy Father, sure it is, they reject his counsel.

Penn, No Cross, No Crown, ii.

They shout, "Behold a saint!"
And lower voices saint me from above.

Tennyson, St. Simeou Stylites.

II. iittranx. To act piously or with a show of

piety; play the saint: sometimes with an in-

definite it.

Think women still to strive with men,
To sin and never for to saint.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 34i

saint2t (sant), >i. An old game : same as cent, 4.

My Saints turn'd deuill. No, wee'l none of Saint;
You are best at New-cut wife ; you'l play at that.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness (Works, II. 122).

saintdom (sant'dum), H. [< saint1 + -doni.]
The state or condition of being a saint; the
state of being sainted or canonized ; canoniza-
tion.

I will not cease to grasp the hope I hold
Of saintdom. Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylitee.

sainted (san'ted), p. (i. [< ME.*sainteil, i-souted;

pp. of xain ft, r.] 1 . Canonized
;
enrolled among

the saints. 2. Holy; pious.

Thy royal father
Was a most minted king.

Shak.. Macbeth, iv. 3. 108.

3. Sacred.

Amongst the enthroned gods on sainted seats.

Milton, Comus, 1. 11.

4. Entered into bliss ; gone to heaven : often
used as a euphemism for dead.

He is the very picture of his sainted mother.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, viii.

saintess (san'tes), u. [<saintl + -csx.] A fe-

male saint.

Some of your mintesses have gowns and kirtles made of
such dames' refuses.

Sheldon, Miracles of Antichrist, p. 98. (Latham.)

saintfoin (sant'foin), w. See sainfoin.
sainthood (sant'hud), n. [< saintl + -hood.]
The character, condition, rank, or dignity of
a saint.

Theodore had none of that contemptible apathy which
almost lifted our James the Second to the superior hon-
our of monkish sainthood. Walpnle. (Latham.)

saintish (sau'tish), . [< sainft + -i*7ii.]
Somewhat saintly ;

affected with piety : used
ironically.

They be no diuels (I trow) which seme so saintish.

Oascvi/jne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 82.

I give you check and mate to your white king,
Simplicity itself, your saintish king there.

Middleton, Women Beware Womeu, ii. 2.

saintism (san'tizm), ;/. [< sainft + -tern.]
Sanctimonious character or profession; as-

sumption of holiness. [Contemptuous and
rare.]
John Pointer . . . became . . . acquainted with Oliver

Cromwel ; who, when Protector, gave him a Canonry Ch.
in Oxon, as a reward lor the pains he took in converting him
to godliness, i. e. to canting Puritanism and Saintism.

A. Wood, Fasti Oxou., I. 200.

saintlike (saut'lik), a. [< sainft + like.] 1.

Resembling a saint; saintly: as, a gaiutlikr

prince. 2. Suiting a saint
; befitting a saint.

(Jlossed over only with a mint-like show, . . .

Still thou art bound to vice.

Dri/den, tr. of Persius's Satires, v. 167.

saintlily (sant'li-li), adr. In a saintly manner.
Poe, Rationale of Verse.
saintliness (sant'li-ues), n. The state or char-
acter of being saintly. =Syn. Pitta, Sanrtiti/, etc. See
relvrion.
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saintly (saut'li), . [< saiiift + -ly
1
.] Like

or characteristic of a saint; befitting it holy
person; saintlike.

I mention still

Him whom thy wrongs, with naintty patience borne,
Made famous in a land and times obscure.

Milton, P. R., iii. !.

With eyes astray, she told mechanic beads
Before some shrine of saintly womanhood.

Lowell, Cathedral.

saintologist (san-tol'o-jist), n. [< sainft +
-oloy-y + -1st.] One who writes the lives of

saints; one versed in the history of saints; a

hagiologist. [Rare.] Im/i. Diet.

Saints' bell. See l>m.
Whene'er the old exchange of profit rings
Her silver saint's-bell of uncertain gains.

Quartet, Emblems, iv. 3.

saint-seeming (sant'se'ming), a. Having the

appearance of a saint.

A mint-teeming and Bible-bearing hypocritical puritan.
Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ceesar, p. 48. (Latham.)

Those are the Saint-seeming Worthies of Virginia, that
haue notwithstanding all this meate, drinke, and wages.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 199.

saintship (sant'ship), . [< snint1 + -ship.]
The character or qualities of a saint; the posi-
tion of a saint ; as a sort of title, saint.

Saint Frip, Saint Trip, Saint Fill, Saint FUlle ;

Neither those other aint-ship will I
Here goe about lor to recite. Herrick, The Temple.

Might shake the saintehip of an anchorite.

Byron, Childe Harold, i. 11.

Saint-Simonian (sant-si-mo'ni-an), . and >i.

[< Saint-Simon (see Sitint-Simoiiisin) + -i-nn.]
I. . Pertaining to or believing in the princi-
ples of Saint-Simon or Saint-Simonism.
The leaders of the Saint-Simonian religion.

It. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 71.

II. w. A follower of Saint-Simon
;
a believer

in the principles of Saint-Simonism.
While the economists were discussing theories, the

Saint-Simonians were trying courageously the hazards of

practice, and were making, at their risk and peril, experi-
ments preparatory to the future.

Blanqui, Hist. Pol. Ecou. (trans.), xliii.

Saint-Simonianism (sant-si-mo'ni-an-izm), .

[< Saint-Simonian + -ism.'] Same as Saint-

Simonism.

Saint-Simonism(saut-si'mpn-izm), . [<Saint-
Simon (see def.) + -ism,'] The socialistic sys-
tem founded by Claude Henri, Comte de Saint-
Simon (1760-1825), and developed by his dis-

ciples. According to this system the state should become
possessed of all property ;

the distribution of the products
of the common labor of the community should not, how-
ever, be an equal one, but each person should be rewarded
according to the services he has rendered the state, the
active and able receiving a larger share than the slow
and dull ; and inheritance should be abolished, as other-
wise men would he rewarded according to the merits of
their parents and not according to their own. The system
proposes that all should not be occupied alike, but differ-

ently, according to their vocation and capacity, the labor
of each being assigned, like grades in a regiment, by the
will of the directing authority. J. S. Hill, Pol. Econ., II.

i. 4.

Saint-Simonist (sant-si'mon-ist), w. [< Naiiit-

SimoH (see Saint-Simonism') + -ist.] A follower
of Saint-Simon

;
a Saint-Simonian.

He was reproached on all sides as a demagogue, a Saint-

Simonist. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 434.

sair '

(sar), a. and adr. A Scotch form of sorcl.

sair- (sar), r. t. [Also North, dial, sarra, serve,
fit, a reduced form (with the common loss of

final c after a vowel or, as here, a semi-vowel)
of serve1

. Cf. E. dial, sarrant, a servant.] To
serve

;
fit ; be large enough for ; satisfy, as with

food. [Scotch.]
sailing (sar'ing), n. [Verbal n. of sair2

, r.] As
much as satisfies or serves the turn

; enough for

anyone: as, he has got his sairing. [Scotch.]
You couldna look your mirin at her face,
So meek it was, so sweet, so fu' o' grace.

Koss, Helenore, p. 10.

sairly (sar'li), adv. A Scotch form of sorely.

saiset, * A Middle English form of seize.

Saisnet, . [ME., < OF. Saisne. a Saxon: see

Saxon.] A Saxon.
That tynie the Saisnes made euell waich, for thei were

nothynge war till these were euein a-monge hem.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 231.

saith '

(seth). Third person singular present in-

dicative of xayl.
saith2 (sath), n. [Also saitlte, seth; < Gael, sn-

ridlican, the coalfish, especially in its 2d, 3d, and
4th years.] The coalfish. [Scotch.]
He proposed he should go ashore and buy a few lines

with which they might fish for young saithe or lythe over
the side of the yacht. W. Black, Princess of Thule, xxvii.

Saitic (sa-it'ik), a. [< L. Saitieits, < Gr. Zairocof,
Saitic, < 2a/r/;r, L. Sai'trx, of Sais, < Srii'f, L. Stii'x,

sake

Sais.J Of or pcrlaining to Sais. a saoi-ril city
of ancient Egypt : as, the Saitir, Isis.

Saiva (si'vii). . [Hind., < Sira, q. v.] A vota-

ry of Siva.

Saivism (si'vizm), . Same as Xirimn.

saiyid, . See xai/id.

saj (saj), n. [E. Ind.] An East Indian tree,
Trriiiinalia toiiifiiliiaa, affording a hard, finely
variegated wood, used for many purposes, but
of doubtful durability. Its bark is used for

tanning and for dyeing black,

sajene, n. See s<i<iee?.

sajOU (sa-jo'), n. [8. Amer.] A South Ameri-
can monkey, or sai, one of several kinds also
called sapajou. See sajiiijtm. and synonyms un-
der xai/uiit.

sakt, ii. A Middle English form of sackl.
saka (sa'ka), . [S. Amer.] The native name
of the bastard purple-heart tree, a species of

<'<>jHiifera.

Saka era. See Caka era, under <-ra.

sake 1
(sak), n. [< ME. sake, suk, sac, dispute,

contention, lawsuit, cause, purpose, guilt, sake.
< AS. sacu, strife, distress, persecution, fault,
a lawsuit, jurisdiction in litigious suits (see
xae1 ), guilt, crime, = OS. saka, strife, crime,

lawsuit, cause, thing, = MD. saecke, T>. :aak,
matter, case, cause, business, affair, = MLG.
LG. sake = OHG. sitrha, xaliha, MHG. sacln;

strife, contention, lawsuit, case, cause, thing,
G. sache, case, affair, thing, = Icel. sole (gen. sa-

kar), a lawsuit, plaint, charge, offense charged,
guilt, cause, sake, = 8w. xak = Dan. sag, ease,
cause, matter, thing; cf. Goth, sakjo, strife;

orig. strife, contention, esp. at law; from the
verb represented by AS. sacan (pret. soc),

strive, contend at law, bring a charge against,
accuse (also in comp. atsacan, deny, disown,

forsacan, deny, forsake, onsacan, strive against,
resist, deny, etc.), = Goth, sakan (pret. s6k),

contend, blame, rebuke; perhaps akin to L.

xancire, render sacred, forbid, etc. (see sanc-

tion), Skt. iunj, sajj, adhere. Prom the same
Teut. root are ult. seek and acl, soc, socane,

xawfht, settle2
; cf. also forsake and ransack.]

If. Strife; contention; dispute.
That he with Romleode snnime sake arerde.

Layamon, 1. 26290.

Cheste and sake. Owl and Nightingale, 1. 1160.

2f. Fault; guilt.
& o thatt an [on that one) he leggde threr
All tln.'331-e sake & sinne. Ormulmn, 1. 1385.

This bischop bad him haf god hop,
And asked him yef he walde tac
Riht penanz for his sinful sac.

Sng. Metr. Homilies (ed. Small), p. 1:<U.

If my gaynlych Ood such gref to me wolde,
Fof [for?] desert of sum sake that I slayne were,
At all e peryles, quoth the prophete, I aproche hit no nerre.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 84.

With-outen any sake of felonye,
As a schep to the slaiUther lad watg he.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 799.

3. Purpose; purpose of obtaining or achieving:
as, to labor for the sake of subsistence.

Ther-fore for sothe gret sorwe sche made,
& swore for that sake to sulfur alle peynes,
To be honget on hei3 or with horse to-drawe,
Sche wold neuer be wedded to no wish of grece.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2019.

Thou neither dost persuade me to seek wealth
For empire's sake, nor empire to affect

For glory's sake. Milton, t. R., iii. 45.

4. Cause
;
account

;
reason

;
interest ; regard

to any person or thing: as, without xake : now
always preceded by for, with a possessive: as,

for my sake; for heaven's sake. When the posses-
sive is plural, the noun is often made plural also : as,

" for

your fair sakes" (Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 766); "for both our
sakes" (Shak.,1. of the S., v. 2.15). The final * of the pos-
sessive is often merged with the initial * of sake, and thus

disappears: as, "for heaven sake" (Shale., K. John, Iv. 1.

78) ;

" for fashion sake
"
(Shak., As you Like it. iii. -2. 271) ;

etc. Compare
" for conscience sake," etc.

And faytour/or thy sake,
Thei sail be putte to pyne.

York Plays, p. 80.

I will not again curse the ground any more for man's
sake. Gen. viii. 21.

Onr hope Is that the God of Peace shall . . . enable us

quietly and even gladly to suffer all things, for that u~ork

sake which we covet to perform.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, Pref., i.

For old sake's sake, for the sake of old times ; for aulil

langsyne. [Colloq. or prov. Eng.]

Yet far old sake's sake she is still, dears,
The prettiest doll in the world.

Kingdey, Water-Babies.

sake2 (sak'e), H. [Jap.] 1. A Japanese fer-

mented liquor made from rice. It contains
from 11 to 17 per cent, of alcohol, and is heated
before being drunk.



sake

(If saki1 there are many varieties, from the best quality
down to shiro-zake, or " white take," and the turbid sort,

drunk only in the poorer districts, known as nigori-zake ;

there is also a sweet sort, called miriu.

Encyc. Brit,, XIII. 574.

2. The generic name in Japan for all kinds of

spirituous liquors, whether made from grain or

grapes, fermented or distilled.

sake :1
(sa'ke), n. Same as nki.

sakeen, . [Native name (?).] A kind of ibex

found in the Himalayas.
saker 1 (sa'ker), n. [Also written sacre, former-

ly also gakre; < OF. (and F.) sucrc = Sp. Pg.
sacre = It. sagro, formerly also sacro, saccaro

(G. galcer-fallc), < ML. sttcer (also falco sacer,

OF. faucoti sacre), a kind of falcon; either <

Ar. saqr, a falcon, or < L. sacer, sacred (cf. Gr.

ifpaf, a hawk, < po?, sacred: see Uierax and

i/i'rfaleon). Hence sakeret.] A kind of hawk
used in falconry, especially the female, which
is larger than the male, the latter being called

a sakeret or sacret. It is a true falcon of Asia and

Europe, Falco sacer. A related falcon of western North

America, Falco polyagrus or F. mexicamis, is known as the

American saker.

Let these proud sakers and gerfalcons fly ;

Do not thou move a wing.
Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

saker2 (sa'ker), . [Also sucker, sayker; a par-
ticular use of saker1 . Cf. falcon, 4, falconet, 3,

musket'2
, etc., gun s similarly named from birds . ]

A small piece of artillery, smaller than the demi-

culverin, formerly much employed in sieges.

They set vp a mantellet, vnder the which they put three

or foure pieces, as sacres, where with they shot against
the posterns. HaMtiyt's Voyages, II. 79.

I reckoned about eight and twenty great pieces [of ord-

nance], besides those of the lesser sort, as Sakers.

Coryal, Crudities, I. 125.
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plicatus, an old chemical name applied to potassium sul-

phate. Sal dluretlcus, an old name for potassium ace-

tate. Sal enixum, an old name for potassium bisulphate.

Sal gemmae, a native sodium chlorid, or rock-salt.

Sal mfrablle, sodium sulphate; Glaubers salt. Sal

petert, a .Middle English form of saltpeter. Sal pru-
nella. See jrow#a3. Sal Selgnette, Rochelle salt.

Sal tartre, salt of tartar. Sal volatile, ammonium car-

bonate. The name is also applied to a spirituous solution

of ammonium carbonate flavored with aromatics.

sal- (sal), n. [Also saul; < Hind, sal, Skt. pita.]
A large gregarious tree, Sliorea robusta, natural

order Dipteroearpete, of northern India. It af-

fords the most extensively used timber of that region,

ranking In quality next to teak. The wood is of a dark-

brown color, hard, rather coarse-grained, and very dura-

ble. It is employed for building houses, bridges, and

boats, for making carts and gun-carriages, for railroad-

ties, etc. It yields, by tapping, a kind of resin (see sal-

dammar), and its leaves are the food of the Tussa silk-

worm.

salaam, salam (sa-lam'), H. [< Hind. Pers.

salam, < Ar. salam, saluting, wishing health or

peace, a salutation, peace (< salm, saluting), =
Heb. sheldm, peace, < sMlam, be safe.] A cere-

monious salutation of the Orientals. In India the

personal salaam or salutation is an obeisance executed

by bowing the head with the body downward, in extreme
cases nearly to the ground, and placing the palm of the

right hand on the forehead.

He [the King] . . . presenteth himselfe to the people to

receiue their Salames or good morrow.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 540.

A trace of pity in the silent mlotnii with which the

grim durwan salutes you.
J. W. Palmer, The Old and the Sew, p. 328.

Salaam convulsion, a bilateral clonic spasm of muscles

supplied by the spinal accessory nerve, confined almost

wholly to children between the periods of dentition and

puberty. The disease is paroxysmal, of varying dura-

tion and number of attacks ; with each attack the head is

bowed forward and then relaxed. Also called noddiny
spasm, spasmus nutans, and eclampsia nutans. To send1~ *> send one's compliments. [Colloq.l

salamander
After that they yede aboute gaderinge

Pleasaunt salades, which they made hem eate.

Flower and Leaf, 1. 412.

3. A dish composed of some kind of meat,

chopped and mixed with uncooked herbs, and
seasoned with various condiments: as, chicken
salad ; lobster siilnd Salad days, days of youthful

inexperience.
My salad days,

When I was green in judgement.
Shak., A. and C., i. 5. 73.

salad2t, ii. See xallep.

salad-burnet (sal'ad-b*r'net), . The common
European burnet, 'piiti-riiim Sanffutsorba. It is

used as a salad, and serves also as a sheep-fod-
der. See burnefi, 2.

saladeH, . An obsolete form of saladi.

salade2
t, n. See salleft.

salad-fork (sal 'ad -fork), n. A fork used in

mixing salads. See salad-spoon.

saladingt (sal'ad-ing), n. [Formerly also sal-

lading; < salad1 + -tuff
1
.] Herbs for salads;

also, the making of salads.

The Dutch have instructed the Natives [Tonquinese] in

the art of Gardening : by which means they have abun-

dance of Herbage for Sattadinij; which among other things
is a great refreshment to the Dutch Sea-men when they
arrive here. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 12.

Their sallading was never far to seek,
The poignant water-grass, or savoury leek.

W. King, Art of Cookery, L 493.

salad-oil (sal'ad-oil),. Olive-oil, used in dress-

ing salads and' for other culinary purposes.

salad-plate (sal'ad-plat), n. A small plate in-

tended for salad;' especially, such a plate of an
unusual shape, intended for use with the large

dinner-plate for meat or game, and designed
not to take up much room on the table.

salad-rocket (8al'ad-rok"et), n. The

t; < OF. sa-

cret, dim. of sacre
','
a saker: see saker^.] The

male of the saker.

sakeryngt, n. An obsolete form of sacring.

saki(sak'i),. [=F.safc; <S.Amer.name(?).]
A South American monkey of the family Cebidee

and subfamily Pitheciinee, especially of the ge-
nus Pitltecia, of which there are several species;
one of the fox-tailed monkeys, with a bushy
non-prehensile tail. P. monachus is the monk-saki ;

P. satanaf is the black saki, or couxio ;
P. leucocephaltis is

the white-headed saki ; P. chiropotes is sometimes called

the "hand-drinking
"
saki, from some story which attached

to this species, though all these monkeys drink in the

same way. See cut under Pitltecia. Also sake.

sakieh (sak'i-e), . [Also sakiah, sakia ; < Ar.

saqich, a water-wheel ;
cf . seqiya, an irrigating

brook, siqqdya, an aqueduct, < isqi, water, irri-

gate.] A modification of the Persian wheel
used in Egypt for raising water for purposes of

irrigation . It consists essentially of a vertical wheel to

which earthen pots are attached on projecting spokes, a

second vertical wheel on the same axis with cogs, and a

large horizontal cogged wheel, which gears with the other

cogged wheel. The large wheel, being turned by oxen or

other draft-animals, puts in motion the other two wheels,
the one carrying the pitchers dipping into a well or a deep
pit adjoining and supplied with water from a river. The
pitchers are thus emptied into a tank at a higher level,

whence the water is led off in a network of channels over
the neighboring fields. Instead of the pitchers being at-

tached directly to the wheel when the level of the water
is very low, they are attached to an endless rope. The
construction of these machines is usually very rude.

saklest, A Middle English form of sackless.

saksaul (sak'sal), H. [Also saksaii, saksaw, sax-

aul; of E. Ind. origin.] An arborescent shrub,
Anabasis ammodendron of the Chenopodiacex. It

is a typical growth of the sand-deserts of Asia, furnishes a

valuable fuel, and is planted to stay shifting sands.

Sakta (sak'ta), n. [Hind, sakta, < Skt, qakta,
concerned with (Siva's) qahti, or 'power' or

'energy' in female personification.] A mem-
ber of one of the great divisions of Hindu sec-

taries, comprising the worshipers of the female

principle according to the ritual of the Tantras.
The Saktas are divided into two branches, the followers

respectively of the right-hand and left-hand rituals. The
latter practise the grossest impurities.

sakur (sa'ker), . [E. Ind.] A small rounded

astringent gall formed on some species of Tama-
i-i.r, used in medicine and dyeing.

sal 1
(sal), H. [< L. sal, salt: see gal ft.] Salt:

a word much used by the older chemists and
in pharmacy.
Grynde summe of these thingis forseid, which that je

wil, as strongly as ge can in a morter, with the 10 part of

him of sal comen preparate to the medicyne of men.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Kurnivall), p. 12.

Sal absinthlL Same as salt of icormicood (which see,
under salt*). Sal aeratus. See saleratus. Sal alem-
broth, a solution of equal parts of corrosive sublimate
and ammonium chlorid. Also called salt ofieisdam. Sal
ammoniac. *ee ammoniac. Sal de duobus.i'i sal du-

This was the place where the multitude assembled every
morning to salam the Padishah.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 165.

salability, saleability (sa-la-bil'i-ti), . [<

salable + -iti/ (see -bility).] Salableness.

What can he do but spread himself into breadth and

length, into superficiality and saleability?

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 139. (Dames.)

salable, saleable (sa'la-bl), . [< sale* +
-able.] Capable of being sold; purchasable;
hence, finding a ready market; in demand.
Woeful is that judgment which comes from him who

hath venalem animam, a saleable soul.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 549.

Any saleable commodity . . . removed out of the course
of trade. Locke.

salableness, saleableness (sa'la-bl-nes). .

The character of being salable ; salability.

salably, saleably (sa'la-bli), a<lr. In a salable

manner
;
so as to be salable.

salacious (sa-la'shus), a. [< L. salax (-ac-), dis-

posed to leap, lustful, < salire, leap: see sail?,

salient.] Lustful; lecherous.

One more salacious, rich, and old

Outbids, and buys her pleasure with her gold.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, x.

salaciOUSly (sa-la'shus-li), adv. In a salacious

manner; lustfully; with eager animal appetite.
salaciOUSneSS (sa-la'shus-nes), n. The quality
of being salacious

; lust; lecherousness; strong
propensity to venery.
salacity (sa-las'i-ti), . [= F. salacite = It. *-
lacita, < L.'sZta( t-)s, lust, < salax (-ac-), dis-

posed to leap, lustful : see salacious.] Salacious-
ness.

salad 1 (sal'ad), n. [Formerly also sattad, sal-

let; < ME. salade (= D. salade = MHG. salat,

G. salat = Dan. salat = Sw. salat, salad), < OF.
(and F.) galade, < Olt. salata = Pg. salada, a
salad (cf. Sp. ensalada = It. insalata, a salad);
lit. 'salted/ < ML. salata, fern, of salatus (> Sp.

Pg. salado = It. salato), salted, pickled (cf. It.

xalato, salt meat), pp. of salare, salt, < L. sal,

salt: see salt1 .] 1. Raw herbs, such as lettuce,

endive, radishes, green mustard, land- and wa-

ter-cresses, celery, or young onions, cut up and
variously dressed, as with eggs, salt, mustard,
oil, vinegar, etc.

Beware of saladis, grene metis, & of frutes rawe.
For they make many a man haue a feble mawe.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.

They haue also a Sallet of hearbes and a Sawcer of Vin-

eger set on the Table. Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 208.

I often gathered wholesome herbs, which I boiled, or eat

as salads with my bread. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 2.

2. Herbs for use as salad : colloquially restrict-

ed in the United States to lettuce.

wood, not affected by vinegar, oil, etc., used for

stirring and mixing salads. It is common to fix a

spoon and fork together by means of a rivet, somewhat like

a pair of scissors.

salagane (sal'a-gan), n. Same as salangane.

salagrama (sa-la-grii'ma), . [Anglo-Ind. sal-

dram ; Hind, sdiagramd, sdligram, < Skt. fdla-

f/rdma, name of a village where the stones are

found.] A sort of stone sacred to Vishnu, and

employed by the Brahmans inpropitiatory rites.

It is a fossil cephalopod, as an ammonite, a belemnite, etc.

Such a stone, when found, is preserved as a precious talis-

man. It appears, however, that a great variety of petri-

factions receive the general name salagrama.

Belemnites and Orthoceratites mineralized by the same
material as the ammonites (iron clay and pyrites). Their
abundance in the beds of mountain torrents, especially the

Gundak, had been long known, as they form an indispensa-
ble article in the sacra of the Hindu Thakoordwaree, un-

der the name of Salagrama.
Dr. Gerard, Asiat. Soc. of Calcutta, Oct., 1830.

salal-berry (sal'al-ber'i), M. A berry-like fruit

about the size of a common grape, of a dark col-

or and sweet flavor. It is the fruit of Gatdtheria Shal-

Ion, the salal, a small shrubby plant about H feet high,

growing in Oregon and California.

salam, . and v. See salaam.

salamander (sal'a-man-der), n. [< ME. sala-

mandre, < OF. saldmandre, salcmandre, salmen-

dre, F. salamandre = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. salamandra
= D. G. Dan. Sw. salamander, < L. salamandra,.
< Gr. oal.aiia.vfpa, a kind of lizard supposed to

be an extinguisher of fire
;
of Eastern origin ;

cf. Pers. samandar, a salamander.] 1. A kind
of lizard or other reptile formerly supposed to

live in or be able to endure fire.

The more hit [gold] is ine uere [fire], the more hit is

clene and clyer and tretable, ase the salamandre thet

leueth ine the uere. Ayenbite oflmryt (E. E. T. S.), p. 167.

The cameleon liveth by the ayre, and the salamander

by the fire. Nashe, Lenten Stuffe (Hart. Misc., VI. 170).

Oratiana false ?

The snow shall turn a salamander first,

And dwell in fire. Shirley, The Wedding, i. 4.

2. An imaginary or immaterial being of hu-

man form living in fire; an elemental of the

fire; that one of the four classes of nature-

spirits which corresponds to the element fire,

the others being called si/lplix, undines, and

The sprites of nery termagants in flame
Mount up, and take a Salamanders name.

Pope, R. of theL.,i. W).

3. Iii zoiil., a urodele batraehiau, or tailed am-

phibian ; a newt or an eft; atriton; especial-

ly, a terrestrial batrachian of this kind, not

having the tail compressed like a fin, as distin-

guished from one of the aquatic kinds espe-

cially called nrirt.t or tritniix: specifically, a



salamander

member of the restricted family s<i

(See Salamandra.) It is a name of loose and compre-
hensive use. The two kinds of salamanders above noted
are sometimes distinguished as land, and water-salaman-
ders. All are harmless, timid creatures, with four legs
and a tail, resembling lizards, but naked instead of scaly,
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family of urodele batrarhians, represented by
such families as fiiilamamlrida', Pletltodontidte,
and

/ n -man'rimu^ , ,,>,! r/(sal-ii-imm linn), n. and H. [<
" KUOManara, a salamander, + -iiifl.] I. .

1. Resembling the imaginary salamander in

being able to resist fire, or capable of living in
fire.

We laid it [a coquette's heart] into a pan of burning
coals, when we observed in it a certain salamandriiu-
quality, that made it capable of living in the midst of me
and flame, without being consumed, or so much as singed.

Addition, Spectator, No. 2S1.

2. In zoiil., of or pertaining to the Salamandri-
dte or Salamandritiee ; resembling or related to
Salamandra ; salamandriform or salamandroid.

II. n. In zoo/., a salamander.

S3-

Red-backed Salamander (Pltthottaii erythrottotus).

and otherwise quite different from any lacertillaus. The
species are very numerous, representing many genera and
several families of Urodela, and are found in most parts
of the northern hemisphere, in brooks and ponds, and
moiat places on land. They are mostly small, a few inches
long, but some, as the menopome, menobranch, hellbend-
er, mudpuppy, etc., of America, attain a length of a foot
or more, and the giant salamander of Japan, Megalobatra-
cAs giffanteiui, is some 3 feet long. See also cuts under
axolotl, hellbender, Menobranchtis, neict, and Salamandra.
4. Iii her., the representation of a four-legged
creature with a long tail, surrounded by flames
of fire. It is a modern bearing, and the flames
are usually drawn in a realistic way. 5. The
pocket-gopher of the South Atlantic and Mexi-
can Gulf States, Geomys tuza or G. pinetis, a
rodent mammal. [Local, U. S.] 6. Same as
Sear2

,
7. [Rarely used.] 7. Anything used in

connection with the fire, or useful only when
very hot, as a culinary vessel, a poker, an. iron
used red-hot to ignite gunpowder, and the like.

[Colloq. or prov.] 8. A fire-proof safe. [Col-
loq.]
Salamandra (sal-a-man'dra), n. [NL. (Lau-
renti), < L. Salamandra = Gr. aafa/tdvipa, a sala-
mander: see salamander.'] An old genus of
urodele batrachians, formerly used with great

Spotted Salamander (Stilamatidra macitlosti).

latitude, now made type of a special family,
Salamaiulridx, and restricted to such species
as S. maailosa, the common spotted salaman-
der of central and southern Europe.
Salamandridae (sal-a-man'dri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Salamandra + -idee.'] A family of urodele
batrachians, typified by the genus Salaman-
dra; the salamanders proper. They have pala-
tine teeth in two longitudinal series diverging behind, in-
serted on the inner margin of two palatine processes which
are much prolonged posteriorly, the parasphenoid tooth-
less, the vertebrae opisthocoolian, and no postfrouto-squa-
mosal arch or ligament. None are American.

Salamandridea (sar'a-man-drid'e-a), H. pi.
[NL., < Salamandra 4- -idea.] A' division of
saurobatrachian or urodele Amphibia, having
no branchiae or branchial clefts in the adult,
the vertebrae usually opisthoccelous, the carpus
and tarsus more or less ossified, and eyelids
present: a group contrasted with Proteidea.
salamandriform (sal-a-man'dri-f6rm), a. [<
L. Salamandra, a salamander, + forma, form.]
Having the form of a salamander; having the
characters of such urodele batrachians as sala-
manders.
The Labyrinthodonta were colossal animals of a Sala-

mandrtfonn type. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 194.

Salamandrina (sal'a-man-dri'nii), . [NL
(Fitzinger, 1826), < itialamandra + -<MI.] A
genus of salamanders, containing such species
as S. pergiiicillata of southern Europe.
Salamandrinae(sal"a-man-dri'ne), n.jil. [NL.,
< Salamandra + -inse."] A suborder or super-

broad sense
; salamandriform.

II. w. A member of the Salamandrinte, or
some similar urodele.

Salamandroides(sal'a-man-droi'dez), w. [NL.
(Jager, 1828), < Salamandra + -aides.'] A ge-
nus of fossil labyrinthodont amphibians, based
on a species originally called Labyrinthodoit
MlMMMdroideg.

salamba (sa-lam'bii), . [E. Ind.] A kind of

fishing-apparatus used on the banks near Ma-
nila, and common in the East, fitted upon a
raft composed of several tiers of bamboos, it
consists of a rectangular net, two cornew of which are at-
tached to the upper extremities of two long bamboos tied
crosswise, their lower extremities being fastened to a bar
on the raft, which acts as a hinge ; a movable pole, ar-

ranged with a counterpoise as a sort of crane, supports the
bamboos at the point of junction, and thus enables the
fishermen to raise or depress the net at pleasure. The
lower extremities of the net are guided by a cord, which
is drawn toward the raft at the same time that the long
bamboos are elevated by the crane and counterpoise ; only
a small part of the net thus remains in the water, and is

easily cleared of its contents by means of a landing-net.

Salamis (sal'a-mis), n. [NL., < L. Salami*, <

Gr. 2a/>a/i/f, the island of Salamis.] 1. A ge-
nus of lepidopterous insects. lioisduval, 1833.

2. A genus of acalephs. Lesson, 1837. 3.
A genus of coleopterous insects.

salamstone (sa-lam'ston), w. [Tr. G. salaui-

stein, a name given by Werner; as salaam, sa-

lam, + stone.] A variety of sapphire from Cey-
lon, generally of pale-reddish and bluish colors.

salangane (sal'ang-gan), 11. [< F. salangane, <

xalanuja, a native name, >NL. Salangana (Streu-
bel, 1848).] A swift of the genus Collocalia.
one of the birds which construct edible nests,
as C. esculenta. Also salaijane. See cut under
ColloeaUa.

Salangidse (sa-lan'ji-de), ii.pl. [NL., < Salanjc

(-any-) + -idle."] A family of malacopterygian
fishes, exemplified by the genus Salanjc. The
body is elongated and compressed, naked or with decidu-
ous scales ; the head is elongate, much depressed, and pro-
duced into a flat snout ; the month is deeply cleft, with
conical teeth on the jaws and palate ;

the dorsal tin is far
behind the yentrals, but in advance of the anal

; a small
adipose flu is developed; the alimentary canal is straight
and without pyloric appendages. Only one species, Sa-
lanx sinenfis, is known ; It occurs along:the coast of China,
and is regarded us a delicacy. To the foreign residents it

is known as irhitebatt.

Salangina (sal-an-ji'na), H. pi. The Salangidie
as a group of Salmonidse. Giinther.

Salanx (sa'langks), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817).]A genus of salmonoid fishes, typical of the fam-
ily Salangidse (which see).
salaried (sal'a-rid), a. [< Hillary

1 + -e</2.] In
receipt of a fixed salary or stipulated pay, as

distinguished from honorary, or without pay,
or remunerated by fees only; having a fixed
or stipulated salary: as, a salaried inspector;
a salaried office

; a salaried post.
He knew he was no poet, yet he would string wretched

rhymes, even when not salaried for them.
/. D'Israeli, Quar. of Authors, p. 107.

I have had two professors of Arabic and Mohammedan
religion and law as my regular salaried tutors.

E. W. Lane, Modem Egyptians, Pref., p. viii.

salary 1
(sal'a-ri), n.

; pi. salaries (-riz). [For-
merly also soften/; < ME. salary, salanje, < OF.
salarie, salaire, salayre, sollaire, F. salaire = Pr.

salari, selari = Sp. Pg. It. salario, < L. solari-

um, a stipend, salary, pension, orig. (sc. argen-
tuni, money) 'salt-money,' money given to sol-
diers for salt. neut. of salarius, belonging to
salt, < sal, salt: see sal 1 and satft. Of. seller?,
i-fllar in salt-cellar.^ The recompense or con-
sideration stipulated to be paid to a person
periodically for services, usually a fixed sum to
be paid by the year, half-year, or quarter. See
wages.

sale

And my seruauntz some tyme her salarye is bihynde,
Reuthe is to here the rekenynge whan we shal rede

acomptes .

So with wikked wille and wraththe my werkmen I paye.
J'iers Plomnaii (B), v. 4:i3.

O, this is hire and salary, not revenge.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3. 79.

Never a more popular pastor than Mr. Wall the uncle,
yet never a more painful duty than that of collecting, in
that region, the pastor's salary.

W. M. Batter, New Timothy, p. 24.

Salary grab. See grabl. =Syn. Salary, Stipend, Wa,jeg,
Pay, ffire, Allowance. An allowance is gratuitous or dis-

cretionary, and may be of any sort : as, an aUmcance of
a pitcher of wine daily to Chaucer ; the rest are given
from time to time in return for regular work of some kind,
and are presumably in the form of money. Of these latter

pay ii the most generic ; it is especially used of the soldier.

Wages and hire are for the more menial, manual, or me-
chanical forms of work, and commonly imply employment
for short periods, as a day or a week ; salary and stipend
are for the more mental forms, and imply greater perma-
nence of employment and payment at longer intervals :

the ifii
:
ii-x of a servant or a laborer ; the salary of a post-

master or a teacher. Hire is Biblical and old-fashioned.
Stipend is used chiefly as a technical term of the English
and Scotch churches. See wages.

salary 1
(sal'a-ri), v. t. ; pret. and pp. salaried,

ppr. salaryiny. [< salary1
, .] To pay a salary

to, or connect a salary with : chiefly used in the

past participle. See salaried.

salary2t (sal'a-ri), a. [< L. salarius, of or be-

longing to salt, < sal, salt: see saft and salft,
and cf. salary1

, .] Saline.

From such salary irradiations may those wondrous va-
riations arise which are observable In animals.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., p. 338.

Salda (sal'da), ii. [NL. (Fabricius, 1803) ;
from

a proper name.] A genus of heteropterous
insects, or true bugs, typical of the family Sal-
didie. They are of small size and varied coloration,
and are found mainly upon the sea-beach, where they
feed upon the remains of drowned flies and other in-
sects. The species are numerous and mostly American.
About SO are known in North America. Sometimes called
Acant.hia.

sal-dammar (sal'dam"ar), M. [< sa/2 + rf,//-

inflr.] A whitish aromatic resin obtained in
India from the sal-tree by tapping. It occa-

sionally appears in European markets.
Saldidae (sal'di-de), . pi. [NL.,< Salda + -</.]
A family of true bugs, belonging to Westwood's
section Aurocorisa of the Heterpptera, and com-
prising forms of small size which inhabit damp
soils and are often found in countless num-
bers on the salt and brackish marshes of the
sea-coast. They are oval in shape, with a free head
and prominent eyes, and are of a black, brown, or drab
color marked with yellow or white. They are mainly
American.

sale 1
(sal), n. [< ME. sale, < AS. sala, a sale

(= OHG. said, MHG. sale, sal, a delivery, =
Icel. sala, f., sal, n., a sale, bargain, = Sw.
salu = Dan. saly, a sale), < sellan (^ sal), give,
give over, sell: see yell1

.'] 1. The act of sell-

ing ; also, a specific act or a continuous process
of selling; the exchange or disposal of a com-
modity, right, property, or whatever may be
the subject of bargain, for a price agreed on
and generally payable in money, as distin-

guished from barter; the transfer of all right
and property in a thing for a price to be paid
in money.
They shall have like portions to eat, beside that which

cometh of the sate of his patrimony. Deut. xviil. 8.

The most considerable offices in church and state were
put up to sale. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa,, ii. 26.

2. In law, a contract for the transfer of prop-
erty from one person to another, for a valuable
consideration. Three things are requisite to its valid-

ity, namely the thing sold, which is the object of the con-
tract, the price, and the consent of the contracting parties.
(Kent.) The word sale is often used more specifically as in-

dicatingthecousideration tobe pecuniary, as distinguished
from barter or exchange. It Is also often used as indicat
ing a present transfer, as distinguished from a contract to
transfer at a future time, which is sometimes termed an
executory sale. In respect to real property, sale usually
means the executory contract or bargain, as distinguished
from the deed of conveyance in fulfilment of the bargain.
3. Opportunity to sell

; demand; market.
The countrymen will be more industrious in tillage, and

rearing of all husbandry commodities, knowing that they
shall have a ready sale for them at those towns. Spenser.

4. Disposal by auction or public outcry.
Those that won the plate, and those thus sold, ought to

be marked, so that they may never return to the race or
to the sale. Sir W. Temple.

Purchase corrupted pardon of a man,
Who in that sale sells pardon from himself.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 167.

Account sales. See acantnt. Aleatory sale. See ale-

at/rry. Bargain and sale. See bargain. Bill of sale.
See WHS._ cognition and sale. See cognition. Condi-
tional sale. See conditional. Conditions of sale. See
condition. Distress sale. See distress. Executory
sale, a sale in which the thing disposed of is to be de-



sale

livereil at n future time. Forced sale, a salt; compelled

by a creditor or other claimant, without regard to the

interest of the owner to be favored with delay in order

to secure a full price. Foreclosure and sale. See

foreclosure. House Of salet, a brothel. [Slang.]

I saw him enter such a home of gale,

Videlicet, a brothel, or so forth.

Shak., Hamlet, it 1. 60.

and 30 pur cent, "f starch ; it is largely insoluble in water,

but swells up when steeped. In the East it is highly es-

teemed as a nervine restorative and fattener ; but it ap-

pears to have no other properties than those of a nutrient

and demulcent. In Europe it is chiefly used in making a

variously seasoned demulcent drink. It is a suitable food

for convalescents, etc., like tapioca and sago. It is pre-

pared for use by pulverizing and boiling. In America it

salicylic

aliquis and ssi aliqua were of such frequent occurrence

In it. Soulhey, The Doctor, ccviii. (Davies.)

The famous clause in the Salic Law by which, it is com-

monly said, women are precluded from succession to the

tin-one, and which alone has become known in course of

time as the Salic Law, is the fifth paragraph of chapter :>:>

(with the rubric
" De Alodis"), in which the succession to

private property is regulated. Encyc. Brit.
,
XXI. 214.

[NL. (Lindley,
Same as Salici-

is but little known.- Otaheite or Tahiti salep, a starch
CnHpaiwuimili ka'se e> n i>l

derived from the tuberous roots of Tacca pinnatiftda in halicaceae (sal-i-Ka se-e;, n. pi.

... ...... the Society, Fiji, and other Pacific islands; Tahiti or South 1836), < Salijc (Sahc-) + -acese.]

sale to be sold ; ottered to purchasers. Power Of sale. Sea arrowroot ;
tacca-starch.

See poiocri. Ranking and sale. Sceranlring. Kegu- sale-pond (sal'pond), H. SeejKHMP.
lar sales. See r^>r.- Rummage sale.. Jeen- saleratus (sal-e-ra'tiis), H. [Also mleeratux (for

ilgencea. "salaeratus); orig. (NL.) sal aeratus, aerated

Judicial sale. Seejudicial. Memorandum sale. See

memorandum. Of Bale. Same as on sale. On sale, for

ness.
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Srlif/Jro/7at saleratus (sal-e-ra'tus), . [Also salxratus (for ^ff^io^'+^aceom^ "bf^r pertafaltog

VKSS^mXfLSSyKSS&ffi 'salaeratu*) ; orig. (NL ) sal aeratus aerated to /he willow O
'

r the order jjaKci eie
"

See indulyeitce. Sale of Land by Auction Act, an Eng- salt: see aerate and salt1
.] Originally potas- salicarian (sal-i-ka'ri-an), a. [< Salicaria, a

imposeifupon and'assented to by'a purchaser, as distin- sale-rbom (sal'rom), n. A room in which goods salicetum (sal-i-se'tum), n.; pi. salicetums

tinguished from
prfce._ (t^Theprice.^To cover short are sold ; specifically, an auction-room. Often or saliceta (-tumz, -ta). [L., also salictum, a

also salesroom.sales. See covert. To set to salet, to offer for sale;

make merchandise of.

'.o sale in the frontispice, is not

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

Wash sales, in the stock-market, feigned sales, made for

the sake of advantage gained by the report of a fictitious

price.

sale'2t, a- [< ME. sale, a hall, < AS. seel, sel, a

house, hall, = MD. sael, D. zaal, a parlor, room,
= MLG. sal, sal = OHG. MHG. sal, G. saal, a salesman (salz'man), .; pi. salesmen (-men).

One whose occupation is the selling of goods

Catholic order of nuns: same

saleslady (salx/la'di), n.
; pi. salesladies (-diz).

A saleswoman ;
a woman who waits upon cus-

tomers in a shop or store. [Vulgar, U. S.]

He shows the crowded state of the poor in cities, how
sewing-women, and even "sales-ladies," work from four-

teen to sixteen hours a day for pittances scarcely sufficient

to support life.

dwelling, house, hall, room, chamber, = Icel.

salr = Sw. Dan. sal, a hall (cf. OF. sale, F. salle

= Pi. Sp. Pg. It. sala, a hall, < Teut.); cf. AS.

salor, also scle = OS. sell, a hall (OS. selihfis =
OHG. seli-hus, hall-house) ;

OHG. selida, MHG.
selde = Goth, salithwa, a mansion, guest-cham-

thicket of willows, < salix (salic-), a willow : see

sallow 1
.']
A willow-plantation ; a scientific col-

lection of growing willows.

salicin (sal'i-siu), n. [< L. salix (salic-), a

willow, + -in2 .] A neutral crystalline glu-
coside (CiaHj^Ov), of a bitter taste, it occurs

in the form of colorless or white silky crystals, and is

obtained from the bark of various species of willow and

poplar. It possesses tonic properties, and is sometimes
used as a substitute for salicylic acid in the treatment of

rheumatism.

Salicineae (sal-i-sin'e-e), . pi. [NL. (L. C.

Richard, 1828), < Salix (Salic-) + -in-ex.] A
well-defined order of apetalous plants, little

related to any other. It is characterized by dii^ious
inflorescence wi'th both sorts of Mowers in catkins, a peri-

anth or disk either cup-shaped or reduced,to gland-like

scales two or more stamens to each flower, and a one-celled

ovary becoming in fruit a two- to four-valved capsule
with numerous minute seeds which bear a long dense

tuft of white hairs at one end. There are 178 (or, as

some estimate them, 300) species, natives of temperate

or merchandise. Specifically
-

(a) One who sells some

commodity at wholesale. (6) A commercial traveler.

[U. S.] (c) A man who waits on customers in a shop or

store. Dead salesman, a wholesale dealer in butcher-

meat ; one who disposes of consignments of dead meat by
, , _ auction or other mode of sale. [Eng.]

ber, lodging; Goth, saljan, dwell; prob. akin to salesroom (salz'rom), . Same as sale-room.

OBulg.seto, ground, Bulg.seZo, a village,= Serv. saleswoman (salz'wum
li

'an), n.
; pi. salesicomen numo BOUIUH..O uiuu, / =.,, .._..... r

selo = Pol. siolo, sielo = Buss, selo, a village, (.wim"en). A woman wlio waits upon custom- and cold
'^'""f'jf^/ve^fe'w hTthe* southerliTeml:

OBulg. selitm, a dwelling; L. solum, soil, ers in a shop or store, and exhibits wares to SS^^SfSaS^^WS^S^toeSS
them for sale.

salett, n. An obsolete form of sailed.

sale-tonguedt (sal'tungd), a. Mercenary.
So sale-tongu'd lawyers, wresting eloquence,
Excuse rich wrong, and cast poore innocence.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas. (Hares.)

Merchandise.

ground: see sole'*, soil1 . Hence (through F.)
E. saloon, salon.] A hall.

He helpe us in alle at heuene gate,
With seintis to sitte there in sale !

Hi/mns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 57.

sale3t (al),
see sallow1 ,

[Ult. < AS. seal, sealh, willow:

Willow; osier; also, a sale-warest (sal'warz), n. pi.

basket-like net.

To make . . . baskets of bulrushes was my wont ;

Who to entrappe the fish in winding sale

Was better seene? Spenser, Shep. Cal., December.

saleability, saleable, etc. See saldbttity, etc.

salebrosity (sal-e-bros'i-ti), n. [< L. *salebro-

sita(t-)s, < salebr'osus, rough, rugged: see salc-

brous.] The state or character of being sale-

brous, or rough or rugged. [Bare.]

All our sale-wares which we had left we cast away.
n. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 415).

v. and . See salue.

:(sal'werk), . [<sale
l + nwA'.] Work

or things made for sale
; hence, work carelessly

done.
I see no more in you than in the ordinary
Of nature's sale-work.

SlMk., As you Like it, iii. 5. 43.

Salian 1
(sa'li-au), a. andw. [< LL. SoW. a tribe

There is a blaze of honour guilding the bryers, and in-
of FrankSj + _<,.] I . Qf or belonging to a

tribe of Franks settled along the lower Bhine
near the North Sea. See Francoiiian and

ticing the mind ; yet is not this without its thorns and sale-

brosity. FeUham, On Eccles. ii. 2.

salebrous (sal'e-brus), a. [< F. salebreux,< L.

salebrosiis, rugged, uneven, < salebra, i. e. via,
Frankl.

II. A member of this tribe of Franks.

or toothed leaves, free stipules, and catkins produced
before or with the leaves, often clothed with long silky

hairs. The order is composed of but two genera, Salix

(the type) and Populus. Also Salicacese.

salicional (sa-lish'on-al), . [< L. salix (salic-),

a willow, + '-ion (as in accordion, etc.) + -?.]
In organ-building, a stop closely resembling the

dulciana, and deriving its name from its deli-

cate reedy tone, which resembles that produced
by a willow pipe. Also salicet.

Salicomia (sal-i-kor'ni-a), . [NL. (Tourne-
t'ort, 1700), < F. salicorne, salicor, glasswort,

saltwort, < L. sal, salt, + cornu, horn.] A
genus of apetalous plants of the order Cheno-

podiacese, type of the tribe Salicorniese, having
the flowers immersed in hollows of the upper
joints of the stem, from which the two light-yel-
low anthers protrude. The small fleshy three- or

four-toothed perianth becomes spongy and thickened in

fruit, inclosing the ovoid utricle, which contains a single
erect seed destitute of albumen, having a conduplicate

embryo with two thickish seed leaves. The 8 species are

native of saline soils throughout the world, and are re-

a ragged,' uneven road, < salire, leap, jump: s^t'JVsa'H anT, K L Sam! a college of =*"* * their smooth, fleshy, leafless, and jointed
5,;;2 ;,* n Rm.n-l, nio-o-prl uneven. Salian^ (sa ll-an), a. |A I* "! 8tem . el.ect or decumbent, and bearing many short

see sail?, salient.] Bough ; rugged ;
uneven.

[Bare.]
We now again proceed

Thorough a vale that 's saleorota indeed.

Cotton, Wonders of the Peake, p. 54.

saleetah (sa-le'ta), . [E. Ind. (?)] A bag
of gunny-cloth, containing a soldier's bedding,

priests of Mars, lit.
'

leapers,' < salire, leap : see

sail2 , salient."] Of or pertaining to the Salii or

priest s of Mars in ancient Borne . Salian hymns,
songs sung at an annual festival by the priests of Mars, in

praise of that deity, of other gods, and of distinguished -

men. The songs were accompanied by warlike dances, the SallCOrme8B^sal"l-kor-ni e-e ) ,
. pi

clashing of ancilia (shields of a peculiar form), etc.

saliant (sa'li-ant),
lient.

In her., same as sa-tents, etc., while on the march.
Salenia (sa-le'ni-a), H. [NL. (J. E. Gray).]
The typical genus'of Saleniidte. S. rarispina is saliauncet, saliancet, [Cf. salience.']

an extant species. S. petalifera is found fossil sault or sally,

in the greensand of Wiltshire, England. Now mote I weet,
- - - - Sir Guyon, why with so fierce saliaunce

typified by the genus Salenia, belonging to the

Endocyclica, or regular echinoids, but having
the anus displaced by one or more supernu-
merary apical plates.

salep, Salop (sal'ep, -op), H. [Also saleb;

= F. Sp. salep = Pg. salepe, salcjio = D.
G. Sw. Dan. salep, < Turk, salcb, salleb, < Ar.

xalilcb, salep.] A drug consisting of the de-

corticated and dried tubers of numerous orchi-

daceous plants, chiefly of the genus On-liis.

It is composed of small hard, horny bodies, oval or ovoid
in form or sometimes palmate, in different degrees trans-

lucent, and nearly scentless and tasteless. Orchis Morio
and 0. mascula arc perhaps the leading species yielding
the rounded kinds, and 0. latifolia the chief source of the

palmate. Species of Eult'pliid are assigned as sources of

salep in India. The salep of the European market is pre-

pared chiefly in Asia Minor, and in small quantities in

(lermany; that of the Indian market is from Persia and
Tibet, or local. Salep contains 48 per cent, of mucilage

As-

(sal'ik), a. [Also Saliqitc ; < OF. (and F.)

Sp. sdlico= Pg. It. salico,< ML. Salicus,

ig to the Salians (lex Salica, the Salic

faw),< LL. Salii, a tribe of Franks: see Salian1
.)

Based on or contained in the code of the Sali-

au Franks : specifically applied to one of the

laws in that code which excluded women from

inheriting certain lands, probably because cer-

tain military duties were connected with such
inheritance. In the fourteenth century females were
excluded from the throne of France by the application of

this law to the succession to the crown, ana it is in this

sense that the phrase Salic law is commonly used.

A French antiquarian (Claude Seissel) hail derived the

name of the Sahc Law from the Latin word sal, comme
nne loy pleine de sel, c'est a dire pleine de sapience, and
Iliis the Doctor thought a far more rational etymology
than what SOIIH- une proposed, either seriously or in sport,
that the law was called Saliqu4 because the words Si

stems, erect or decumbent, and bearing many short

branches, their numerous joints dilated above into sheaths

which form a socket partly inclosing the next higher joint.

Their inconspicuous flowers form terminal fleshy and cy-

lindrical spikes closely resembling the branches. See glass-

wort and marsh-samphire, also crab-grass, 2, and jume.

. _' [NL.(Du-
mortier, 1827), < Salieorni'a + -ex.'] A tribe of

apetalous plants of the order Chenopodiacese.
It is characterized by bisexual flowers immersed in the

axils of scales of a cone or in hollows of the stem, and by
the fruit which is a utricle included in an unappendaged
and generally somewhat enlarged perianth. It includes

11 genera and about 31 species, many of them natives of

salt-marshes. They are herbs or fleshy shrubs, with con-

tinuous or jointed branches, often leafless.

acid, C6H4.OH.CO.
In relieving pain and lessening fever in acute rheuma-

tism the salicyf treatment is undoubtedly the most effec-

tive we know of. Lancet, No. 3431, p. 1086.

salicylate (sal'i-sil-at), . [< salieyl(ic) +
-/el.] A salt of salicylic acid.

salicylated (sal'i-si-la-ted), a. [< salic;/l(ic) +
-fcl + -cd2 .] Mixed or impregnated with, or

combined with, salicylic acid: as, salieylatcd
cotton Salicylated camphor, an antiseptic prepara-
tion made by heating camphor (84 parts) with salicylic

acid (66 partsX which gives an oily liquid, solid when cold.

Salicylated cotton. Same as salicylic cotton. Use sali-

cylic.

salicylic (sal-i-sil'ik), a. [< L. salix (salic-), wil-

low, + -i/l + -if.] Derived from the willow:

applied to a number of benzene derivatives



salicylic

which may be derived from the glucoside sali-

cin found in the bark and leaves of willows.
Salicylic acid, an acid (C6H4.OH.C02H) obtained from
oil of wintergreen, from salicin, and from other sources.
It crystallizes in tufts of Blender prisms, which are odor-
less, with an astringent taste and a slightly Irritating ef-

fect on the fauces. It is prepared commercially by the
action of carbonic acid on sodium phenol (sodium carbo-
iatr). Salicylic acid has come into very general use as an
antiseptic, and, being devoid of active poisonous proper-
ties, is employed for preserving foods, etc., from decay.
It is also used in acute articular rheumatism and in

myalgia. Salicylic aldehyde, the aldehyde of salicylic
acid, CgHi.OH.C'OH, which occurs in the volatile oil of

Spirxa. It is an oily liquid with aromatic odor, soluble
in water, and readily oxidized to salicylic acid. Sali-
cylic or salicylated cotton, absorbent cotton impreg-
nated with salicylic acid and used as an antiseptic dress-

ing. Salicylic ether, au ether formed by the combina-
tion of salicylic acid with an alcohol radical. Oil of

wintergreen is salicylic methyl ether.

salicylism (sal'i-sil-izm), n. Toxic effects pro-
duced by salicylic acid.

salience (sa'li-ens), n. [< ttalien(t) + -ce. Cf.
thesolder torm'salianee.'] 1. The fact or con-
dition of being salient

;
the state of projecting

or being projected ; projection ; protrusion.
The thickness and salience of the external frontal table

remains apparent. Sir W. Hamilton.

2. A projection ; any part or feature of au ob-

ject or whole which protrudes or juts out be-

yond its general surface, as a molding consid-
ered with reference to a wall which it decorates.

Saliencet are indicated conventionally (in medieval il-

lumination) by paling the colour, while depressions are ex-

pressed by deepening it.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 299.

saliency (sa'li-en-si), n. Same as salience.

salient (sa'li-erit), a. and n. [An altered form,
to suit the L. spelling, of earlier saliant (in
her.), "gaillant, < F. saillant, < L. salien(t-)s, ppr.

lire = Sp.
allir = V.

,leap(>E.
iialter?, etc.). From the same L. verb are ult.

of salire, leap, spring forth (> It. salire = Sp.
salir = Pg. saltir = Pr. salir, salkir, sullir = F.

naillir, > E. obs. sail?), = Gr. a^aBai, leap (> E.

halter?, etc.). From the same L. verb are ult.

E. sail?, assail (sail
3

), sally?, assault, sault1
,
sal-

tation, saltier, exult, insult, result, desultory, re-

silient, salmon, etc.] I. a. 1. Leaping; bound-
ing; jumping; moving by leaps; specifically, in

herpet., saltatorial; habitually leaping or jump-
ing, as a frog or toad; of or pertaining to the
Salientia.

The legs of both sides moving together, as in frogs and
taliant animals, is properly called leaping.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 6.

2. In her., leaping or springing: said of a beast
of prey which is represented
bendwise on the escutcheon, the
hind feet together at the sinis-
ter base, and the fore paws raised
and usually on a level, though
sometimes separate, nearly as
when rampant. Also saliant,

assailant, effare. 3. Shooting
up or out; springing up.
He had in himself a salient living spring of generous

and manly action. Burke, To a Noble Lord.

Who best can send on high
The salient spout, far streaming to the sky?

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 162.

4. Projecting outward; convex: as, a salient

angle. 5. Standing out; conspicuous; promi-
nent; striking.
There are people who seem to have no notion of sketch-

ing a character, or observing and describing salient points,
either in persons or things.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xi.

The antiphonary furnished the anthems or verses for
the beginning of the communion, the offertory, and other
salient passages of the office.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 20.

Mr. John Westbrook, . . . known, from his swarthy
looks and salient features, as "Jew Westbrook."

E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 142.

Salient angle, (a) In .fort. See bastion, (b) In gemn.,
an angle bending toward the interior of a closed figure,

A Lion Salient.

I fired my revolver through the angle of the case, so as
to make a hole in the tin. Having first made this lodge-
ment in the salient, the rest of the work was easy.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 162.

Some of them, in the impetus of the assault, went even
inside one of the salient* of the work.

N. A. Bee., CXLIII. 46.

Salientia (sa-li-en'shi-a), n. pi. [NL., < L. sa-
lien(t-)g, ppr. of salire, leap, spring : see salient.']
1. In herpet., an old name, originating with
Laurenti, 1768, of salient or saltatorial amphibi-
ans, as frogs and toads: synonymous with An-
tfr<M, and with liatracliia in a restricted sense.

2f. In Illiger's classification (1811), the third
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order of mammals, containing the kangaroos
and potoroos that is, those marsupials which
he did not class with the Quuilniininin in his
second order Pollicnta.

saliently (sa'li-ent-li), ttilr. in a salient man-
ner, in any sense of salient.

saliere (sa-liar'), . [F. : see sellers.] A salt-

cellar.

saliferous (sa-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. sal, salt. +
ferre = E. tear1

."]
In f/eol., noting a forma-

tion containing a considerable amount of rock-

salt, or yielding briue in economically valu-
able quantity. Saliferous beds are found in
almost all the divisions of the geological series,
from the lowest to the highest Saliferous sys-
tem, in ;/."/.. a name sometimes given to the Triassic se-

ries, because some of the most important salt-deposits of

Europe occupy this geological position.

salifiable (sal'i-fi-a-bl), . [= F. salifiable =
Sp. salificflble = It. salificabile; as salify +
-able.'] Capable of being salified, or of com-
bining with an acid to form a salt.

saliflcation (sal*i-fi-ka'shon), H. [= F. salifi-

cation; as salify + -tition (see-./icoWow)-] The
act of salifying, or the state of being salified.

salify (sal'i-fi), c. t. ; pret. and pp. salified, ppr.
xalijying. [= F. salifier = It. salificare, < L.

sal, salt, + -ficare, < facere, make (see -fy)."]

To form into a salt, as by combination with au
acid.

saligot(sal'i-got), . [Also salligot; <OF.sali-
gots, "saligots, water caltrops, water nuts"
(Cotgrave).J 1. The water-chestnut, Trapana-
tans. 2. A ragout of tripe. Davies.

He himself made the wedding with fine sheeps-heads,
brave haslets with mustard, gallant mlliyou with garlic
(tribars aux ails). Urguhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 31.

Salii (sa'li-i), n. pi. [L. Salii: see Salum*.]
The priests of Mars, in ancient Rome : accord-

ing to tradition their college was established

by Numa Pompilius. See Salian^.

saiimeter (sa-lim'e-ter), . [< L. sal, salt, +
Gr. ftcrpov, measure.] Same as salinometer, 1.

salimetry (sa-lim'e-tri), n. [< L. sal, salt, +
Gr. -fifrpia, < /icrpov, measure.] Same as sali-

itometry.
salina (sa-li'na), H. [Sp. salinn : see saline, .]

A saline; salt-works
; any place where salt is

deposited, gathered, or manufactured.

In a Urge salina, northward of the Rio Negro, the salt
at the bottom, during the whole year, is between two and
three feet in thickness.

Darwin, Oeol. Observations, ii. SOB.

Salina group. Same as Onomlaya salt-group.
See salt-group.

salination (sal-i-na'shou). . [< saline +
-atio.~\ The act of washing with or soaking in

salt liquor.

The Egyptians might have been accustomed to wash
the body with the same pickle they used in salinativn.

Greenhill, Art of Embalming, p. 59.

saline (sa-lii)' or sa'lin), a. [< OF. (and F.)
salin = Sp. Pg. It. salino, < L. "salinus (found
only in neut. salinuin, salt-cellar, and pi. fern.

xalinse, salt-pits: see saline, n.), < sal, salt: see
salt1 and sal 1

.'] 1. Consisting of salt or con-

stituting salt : as, saline particles ; saline sub-
stances. 2. Of, pertaining to, or characteris-
tic of salt; salty: as, a saline taste.

With bacon, mass saline, where never lean
Beneath the brown and bristly rind was seen.

Craobe, Works, IV. 154.

A delicious mline scent of sea-weed.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 630.

Saline bath, a bath used as a substitute for sea-water,
containing 36 ounces of salt to 60 gallons of water. Sa-
line infiltration, the deposit of various salts in a tissue,
as in calcareous degeneration. Saline mixture, lemon-
juice and potassium bicarbonate. Saline purgative, a
salt with purgative properties, such as magnesium or so-

dium sulphate, sodiopotassium tartrate, magnesium car-

bonate, etc. Saline waters, waters impregnated with
salts, especially spring waters which contain considerable

quantities of salts of the alkalis and alkaline earths, used
as medicines.

saline (sa-liu' or sa'lin), it. [< F. saline = Sp.
Pg. It. salina, < L. xtiliHte, salt-works, salt-pits,
pi. of salina, fern, of adj. (cf. ML. salina, L. and
ML. salinuni, a salt-cellar) 'salinus, of salt: see

saline, a.~] A salt-spring, or a place where salt

water is collected in the earth
;
a salt-marsh

or -pit.

The most part of all the salt they haue in Venice com-
meth from these Salines. Hakluyfs Voyages, II. 108.

The waters of the bay were already marbling over the
iiliifi:* and half across the island.

Harper's Hay., LXXVI. 739.

salineness (sa-lin'nes). . [< saline + -.]
Saline character or condition. ///. Diet.

salivant

saliniferous (sal-i-nif'e-rus), . [Irreg. < L.

"salinus, of salt (see saline), + ferre = E. 6eff/-i.]

Producing salt.

saliniform (sa-lin'i-f6rm), a. [Irreg. < L. *sa-
linnn,of suit (see saline), +frnm, form.] Hav-
ing the form of salt.

salinity (sa-lin'i-ti), . [= F. salinite; as sn-
line + -ity.~\ Saline or salty character or qual-
ity; degree of saltiness; salineness.

It Is shown by a glance at the charts that there are arena
in the ocean of great salinUij and ureas of great dilution

Xatvre, XXX. 314.

salinometer (sal-i-nom'e-te*), ii. [< L. *,/,-

nus, of salt (see saline), + Gr. /tirpov, measure.]
1 . A form of hydrometer for measur-
ing the amount of salt present in any
given solution. The numbers on the stem
(see figure) show the percentages of strength
for the depths to which the instrument sinks
in a solution. Also saiimeter, salometer.

2. A similar apparatus used for in-

dicating the density of brine in the
boilers of marine steam-engines, and
thus showiiig when they should be
cleansed by blowing off the deposit
left by the salt water, which tends to

injure the boilers as well as to dimin-
ish their evaporating power. Also
called salt-f/age.

salinometer-pot (sal-i-npm'e-ter-
pot), n. A vessel in which water
from a boiler may be drawn to test
it for brine by the salinometer.

salinometry (sal-i-nom'e-tri), n. [<
L. *nalinus, of salt, + Gr. -uerpia,<
ucrpot; measure.] The use of the
salinometer. Also salimetry, salom-

etry.

salinoterreue (sa-li'no-te-ren'), .

[X L. 'salinus of salt (see saline). Salinometer
r terrenus, of earth: see terrene.]

Pertaining to or composed of salt and earth.

salinoust (sa-H'nus), a. [< L. "salinus, of salt:

see saline.'] Same as saline.

When wood and many other bodies do petrine ... we
do not usually ascribe their induration to cold, but rather
untosalinous spirits, concretive juices, and causes circum-
jacent, which do assimilate all bodies not indisposed for
their impresalons. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

Saliquet (sal'ik 01' sa-lek'), a. Same as Salic.

Salisburia (sal-is-bu'ri-a), n. [NL. (Sir James
Smith, 1798), named after K. A. Salisbury, an
English botanist (born 1762).] A former ge-
nus of coniferous trees, now known by the ear-
lier name Ginkgo (Kaempfer, 1712). The change
of name was proposed on the ground that (finkgo (also
spelled Oingko) was a barbarism, a reason which IB not ac-

cepted by the modern rules of nomenclature. See maiden-
hair-tree, and cut under gingko.

Salisbury boot. See boot'2 .

saliteH (sa'lit), c. t. [< L. salitus, pp. of salire,

salt, < sal, salt: see sal1
,
salt1 .] To salt; im-

pregnate or season with salt. Imp. Diet.

salite2 (sa'lit), H. [< Sola (see def.) + -ifel.]
A lamellar variety of pyroxene or augite, of a

grayish-green color, from Sala, Sweden, and
elsewhere. See pyroxene. Also spelled sahlite.

salitral (sal'i-tral), (. [Sp., < salitre = It. sal-

nitro, saltpeter, < L. sal, salt, + tiitrnm, niter:
see n'<e>'.] A place where saltpeter occurs or
is collected.

We passed also a muddy swamp of considerable extent,
which in summer dries, and becomes incrusted with vari-

ous salts, and hence is called a salitral.

Daruin, Voyage of Beagle, I. 90.

saliva (sa-li'va), . [In ME. ttaltr, < OF. (and
F.) salive = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. naliva ; < L. salirti.

spittle, saliva, slime. Cf. Gr. oMuov, spittle,
Russ. slina, Gael, seile, spittle ; perhaps akin to

slime.'] Spittle; the mixed secretion of the

salivary glands and of the mucous membrane
of the mouth, a colorless ropy liquid which

normally has an acid reaction. Its physiological
use is to keep moist the tongue, mouth, and fauces, thus

aiding the sense of taste, and to assist mastication and
deglutition. Specifically, saliva is the secretion of the

salivary glands, which in man and many other animals
contains a digestive ferment, ptyalin. See ptyalin, ami
cuts under parotid and salivary.

saliva-ejector (sa-U'vii-e-jek'tor), ii. A saliva-

pump.
saliyal (sa-li'val), a. [= Sp. Pg. salival = It.

salt rale; as na1ica + -?.] Same as salivary.
II". < '. Jtiissrll, Jack's Courtship, xxxix. [Rare.]

salivan (sa-li'van), <i. [< L. .talirn. spittle, +
-rt.] Sanif as '.tdlirary. [Rare.]
salivant (sal'i-vant), a. and . [< L. .///-

ran(t-), ppr. of mil/rare, spit out, salivate, <

salira, spittle: see xalira.] I. . Promoting



aalivant

the flow of saliva: exciting or producing sali-

vation.

II. H. A substance which lias tlie property
of salivating.

saliva-pump (sa-li'va-pump), . In dentistry,
a device for carrying off the accumulating sa-

liva from the mouth
of a patient. A hook-
ed tube is inserted in the

mouth, and is connected
at the other end with a

valyed chamber through
which ia passed a small
stream of water. The
vacuum thus produced
draws out from the
mouth any excess of sa-

liva. Also called wiKi'o-

fjector.

salivary (sal'i-vfi-

ri), . [= P. safi-

rilirt' = Pg. sain-Ill- Salivary Glands.

= It. Salivare, < L. .". sul.lingual; *, submaxlllarv :

,. . , . their duels opening at d, beside the
.til Ill-units, pertain- tongue on the floor of the mouth; c,

intr rn saliva nr parotid, its duct (Stenson's), *, openinging TO Sama 01
Sp|x,site the second upper molar tootff

slime, slimy, clam-

my, < saliva, spittle : see saliva."] Of or pertain-
ing to saliva

; secreting or conveying saliva : as,

salivary glands ; salivary duets orcanals. In man
the salivary glands are three pairs the parotid (see cut
underparotid), subnmxillary, and sublingual. Such glands
are of enormous size in various animals, as the beaver and
sewellel. In the latter they form a great glandular collar

Salivary Gland of Woodpecker. sff
Head of Woodpecker (Colaftes auratus), with the integument

removed, showing the large salivary gland Sf. (About two thirds
natural size.)

like a goiter. They are also very large in some birds, as
swifts and woodpeckers. Buccal salivary papilla, the

prominent opening in the cheek of the duct of the parotid
gland. Salivary calculus, a concretion found in the
duct of Wharton, and consisting chiefly of carbonates of
lime and magnesia, and phosphate of lime. These calculi
are also sometimes found in the ducts of the parotid and
submaxillary glands. Salivary corpuscles, pale spheri-
cal nucleated bodies found in the saliva, containing nu-
merous fine granules in incessant agitation. Salivary
diastase. Same as ptyalin. Salivary fistula, an ab-
normal opening on the side of a salivary duct. Sali-

vary tubes of Pflueger, the intralobular ducts of the

salivary glands.

salivate (sal'i-vat), c. t.
; pret. and pp. sali-

vated, ppr. salivating. [< L. salivatus, pp. of
salivare (> It. salivare = Sp. Pg. Pr. salivar =
F. saliver), spit out, also salivate, < L. saliva,

spittle : see saliva.'] To purge by the salivary
glands ; produce an unusual secretion and
discharge of saliva in, usually by the action of

mercury; produce ptyalism in.

salivation (sal-i-va'shon), . [= F. salivation
= Sp. salivation = Pg. salivaq&o = It. sulini-

zione, < LL. saliva tio(n-), < L. salivare, pp. sali-

vatus, spit : see salivate.] An abnormally abun-
dant flow of saliva; the act or process of sali-

vating, or producing an excessive secretion of

saliva, generally by means of mercury; ptya-
lism.

salivin (sal'i-vin), . [< L. saliva, saliva, +
-in 2.] Same as ptyalin.
salivoust (sa-li'vus), a. [= Sp. Pg. salivvso, <

L. salivosus, full of spittle, < saliva, spittle : see

saliva.] Of or pertaining to saliva ; partaking
of the nature of saliva.

There also happeneth an elongation of the uvula, through
the abundance of salivous humour flowing upon it.

Wiseman, Surgery, iv. 7.

Salix (sa'liks), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700), <

L. salix, a willow: see xalloic 1
.] A genus of

apetalous trees and shrubs, the willows, type
of the order Salicinex, and characterized by a

disk or perianth reduced to one or two distinct

glands, and a one-celled ovary with a short two-
cleft style, and two placenta? each bearing com-
monly from four to eight ovules, arranged in two
ranks. Unlike those of Popidus, the other genus of the
order, the leaves are commonly long and narrow, the cat-
kins are dense, erect, and abflrst covered by a single bud-
scale, the flowers sessile, stigma short, stamens usually
but two, the bracts entire, and the seeds few in each two-
valvcd capsule. There are over 160 species enumerated,
often of very difficult limitation from the number of con-
necting forms and of hybrids. They are natives of all

northern and cold regions, rare in the tropics, and very
few in the southern hemisphere. One species only is

known in Smith Africa, and one in South America, native in
Chili ; none occurs in Australasia or Oceanica. About 20
are native to the northeastern United States ; and they are
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still more numerous northward, 10 species being reported
from Point Barrow in Alaska alone. They are trees or

shrubs, generally with long lithe branches and elongated
entire or minutely toothed leaves, often with conspicuous
stipules. A few alpine species are prostrate, and form
matted turfs or send up small herb-like branches from un-

derground stems. S. arctica, a wide spread species of the
far north, extends to latitude 81 44' N"., in the form, at

sea-level, of dwarf shrubs a foot high, but with a trunk an
inch thick. The catkins are conspicuous ; in temperate
climates they are usually put forth before the leaves, but
in colder regions they commonly appear nearly at the same
time. Most species grow along streams, and many arc

widely planted to consolidate banks, and thus have become
extensively naturalized. Many are found in a fossil state.

See willow, after, and sattoiri ; also cuts tinder ament,
inflorescence, lanceolate, and retuse.

sall't, A Middle English form of soul.

sail'-', r. An obsolete or dialectal form of shall.

salladt, salladet, w. Obsolete forms of salad 1
,

ftattet?.

sallee-man (sal'e-man), . 1. A Moorish pi-
rate: so called from the port of Sallee, on the
coast of Morocco.

Fleets of her Portuguese men-of-war rode down over the

long swell to give battle to saucy sattee-men.

J. W. Palmer, I'p and Down the Irrawaddl, p. 29.

2. In zool., a physophorous oceanic hydrozoan
of the family VeleUMs, as Velella vulgaris. It is

about 2 inches long, of a transparent blue color, and rides
on the surface of the sea with its vertical crest acting as a
sail. Also sallyman.

sallenders (sal'en-derz), . Same as sellaiiders.

sallert, Same as seller3 .

sailet 1

1 (sal'et), n. An obsolete form of salad1
.

[In the first quotation there is a play upon this

word and sallet2 ,
a helmet.]

Wherefore . . . have I climbed into this garden to see
if I can eat grass or pick a sallet, . . . which is not amiss
to cool a man's stomach this hot weather. And I think
this word sallet was born to do me good ; for many a time,
but lor a sallet, my brain-pan had been cleft with a brown-
bill ; and many a time, when I have been dry, and bravely
marching, it hath served me instead of a quart-pot to drink
in

; and now the word sallet must serve me to feed on.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 10. 9.

On Christ-masse Euen they eate a Sallet made of diners

Hearbs, and seeth all kindes of Pulse which they feed

vpon. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 618.

Wilt eate any of a young spring sallet >

Marston, The Fawne, 11. 1.

t2 (sal'et), w. [Early mod. E. also sallett,

salet, also salad, sallad, salladc, salade, < ME.
xtilette (confused in spelling with salad1

,
also

spelled sallet), prop, salade, < OF. salade, sal-

lade, a helmet, head-piece, = Sp. Pg. celada, a
helmet (ef. Sp. celar, engrave, celaditra, en-

amel, inlaying), < It. celata, a helmet, < L. c-
lata, sc. cassis, an engraved or ornamented
helmet, fern. pp. of ceelare, engrave: see ceil

andcefare.] 1. A kind -

of helmet, first intro-

duced at the begin-
ning of the fifteenth

century, lighter than
the helm, and having
an intermediary form
between this and the

chapel-de-fer. its dis-

tinguishing mark is the
fixed projection behind,
which replaces the articulated couvre-nuque of other
forms of head-piece. The sallet is always extremely sim-

ple in form, having rounded surfaces everywhere, and es-

pecially well adapted to cause blows or thrusts to glance

Sallet, with vizor; Spanish.
i5th century.

Sallet. without vizor, of form worn by horsemen in the first half of tht

1 5th century.

from the surface. Most sallets are without movable
vizors ; but where there are vizors the same peculiarity of

small rounded surfaces is preserved.

Salad, speare, gard-brace, ne page.
The Isle of Ladies, 1. 155S.

The seid Lord sent to the seid mansion a riotous pe-

ple, to the nombre of a thowsand persones, with blanket
bendes of a sute as risers ageyn your pees, arrayd in maner
of werre, with curesse, brigaunders, jakks, salettes, gleyfes,

howes, arows, pavyse, gonnes, pannys with tier and teynes
brennyng therein, Paston Letters, I. 106.

2. As much as a sallet will hold. [Bare.]
No more calling of lanthorn and candle-light ;

That maidenheads be valued at just nothing;
And sacke be sold by the sallet.

Hcyirood, 1 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, 1. 19).

salletingt (sal'et-ing), n. [< salleft + -</!. J

Same as salad 1
.

salliancet, . An obsolete form of salience.

salligott (sal'i-got), H. See sal!</ol.

sally

sallow1
(sal'6), n. [Also sally, dial. (Sc.)saucli,

*/ui</h; early mod. E. also saloice, rarely sale ; <

ME. saleve, salice, salahi'. xalivlie, also sail/ (pi.

mleiris, xalircx. salyltes), < AS. sealli (in inflection

also seal-) = OHG. salaha, MHG. sallie, G. <///

(in sahliceide, the round-leafed willow) = Icel.

nelja = Sw. siilg = Dan. scljv = L. salix, a willow

(> It. salcio, salce, salice = Sp. salce = Pg. sauze

(the F. saule is < OHG.) = Gael, saileach = Ir.

sail, saileach = W. ln-lyg, pi.), = Gr. f/Um?, a wil-

low: prob. named from its growing near wa-

ter; cf. Skt. salila, saras, sari, water, sarasya,
a lotus, sarit, a river, <-\/sar, flow.] 1. A wil-

low, especially Salix caprea, the great sallow or

goat- or hedge-willow. It is a tall shrub or bushy
tree, found through the northern Old World. It puts forth

its showy yellow catkins very early in spring, and in Eng-
land its branches serve in church use for palms. (See
palmV, 3.) It furnishes an osier for basket- and hoop-
making; its wood is made into implements, and largely
into gunpowder-charcoal; its bark is used for tanning,
especially for tanning glove-leather. The gray sallow is

only a variety. In Australia the name is applied to some
acacias.

jje schulen take to sou in the flrste day . . . braunchls
of a tree of thicke boowis, and saleicift of the rennynge
streein. Wydif, Lev. xxiii. 40 (ed. Purvey).

In this Region of Canchleta, the gossampine trees growe
of them selues commonly in many places, as doo with vs

elmes, wyllowes, and salowes.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 95).

The fore-pillar [of the Dalway harp] appears to be sal-

low, the harmonic curve of yew.
O'C-urnj, Anc. Irish, II. xxxlli.

2. An osier
;
a willow wand.

And softe a saly twygge aboute him plie.

Palladitts, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 104.

Who so that buyldeth his nous al of salms . . .

Is worthy to been hanged on the galwes.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 665.

sallow2 (sal'6), a. [< ME. salow, salwhe, < AS.

salo, salu, sealo, sallow (salo-nel), yellow-beaked,
salu-pdd, with pale garment, sealo-brtin, sallow-

brown), = MD. sahnee, D. zaluw, saluice, tawny,
sallow, = OHG. salo, dusky (> F. sale = It. sa-

laro, dirty), MHG. sale, sal, G. dial, sal, salil =
Icel. solr, yellowish; root uncertain.] Having
a yellowish color; of a brownish-yellow and un-

healthy-looking color : said of the skin or com-

plexion.
What a deal of brine

Hath wash'd thy sallow cheeks for Rosaline !

Shak., R. and J., ii. 3. 70.

Then the judge's face had lost the ruddy English hue,
that showed its warmth through all the duskiness of the
colonel's weather-beaten cheek, and had taken a sallow

shade, the established complexion of his countrymen.
Uawthorne, Seven Gables, vlii.

sallow2 (sal'6), r. t. [< sallow2
, a.] To tinge

with a sallow or yellowish color.

July breathes hot> sallows the crispy flelds.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

sallow3 (sal'6), . [Abbr. of salloic-motJi.] An
English collectors' name for certain noctuid
moths

;
a sallow-moth. Thus, Cirreedia xeram-

pelina is the center-barred sallow Bordered
sallow. See flKoAw. Orange sallow. See orangci.

sallow-kitten (sal'6-kit'n), n. A kind of puss-
moth, Dicranura furcula : so called by British
collectors.

sallow-moth (sal'6-m6th), w. A British moth
of the genus Xanthia, as X. eerago, X. sulphu-
rago, etc., of a pale-yellowish color; a sallow.

sallowness (sal o-nes), n. [< sallow2 + -ness.]
The quality of being sallow ; paleness, tinged
with brownish yellow : as, sallmrness of com-

plexion.
With the sallowness from the face flies the bitterness

from the heart. IF. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 319.

sallow-thorn (sal'6-thorn). . See Hippopltaf.

sallowy (sal'o-i), a. [< sallow + -y
1
.] Abound-

ing in sallows or willows.
The brook,

Vocal, with here and there a silence, ran

By tallowy rims. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

sally
1

(sal'i), H.
; pi. sallies (-iz). Same as snl-

/".
sally2 (sal'i), .; pi. sallies (-iz). [Early mod.
E. also sallie; < OF. (and F.) saillie (= Er. sal-

Jiia = Sp. salidn = PR. sahida), a sally, erup-
tion, leap, < saillir. rush forth, leap: see sally

2
,

.] If. A leap or spring; a darting; a dance.

2. A sudden rush, dash, or springing forth;

specifically, a sudden and determined rush or

eruption of troops from a besieged place to at-

tack the besiegers; a sortie: as, the garrison
made a sal/i/.

I come from haunts of coot and hern,
I make a sudden sally

And sparkle uut among the fern,
To bicker down a valley.

Tennyson, The Brook.



sally

3. A run or excursion
;
a trip or jaunt : a going

out in general.

Bellmour, good Morrow Why, truth on 't is, these ear-

ly Sallies are not usual to me ;
but Business, as you see,

Sir Congrece, Old Batchelor, 1. 1.

Every one shall know a country better that makes often
sallies into it, and traverses it up and down, than he that
like a mill-horse goes still round in the same t r:u-k.

Locke.

Every step in the history of political liberty is a sally ot
the human mind into the untried Future.

Emerson, Amer. Civilization.

4. In arch., a projection; the end of a piece of

timber cut with an interior angle formed by
two planes across the fibers, as the feet of com-
mon rafters. 5. An outburst, as of imagina-
tion, fancy, merriment, etc. ; a flight; hence, a

freak, frolic, or escapade.
The Dorien [measure] because his falls, sallyes, and com-

passe be diuera from those of the Phrigien.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poeaie, p. 70.

These passages were intended for aillirx of wit.

SiatingJIeet.
"Vis but a sally of youth.
SirJ. Denhain, The Sophy. (Latham.)

She was apt to fall into little sallies of passion.
Steele, Tatler, No. 172.

sally'
2

(sal'i), v.
; pret. and pp. sallied, ppr.

sallyiny. [Early mod. E. also sallie, salic ; <

ME. saillen, saillyi;, < OF. saillir, leap, jump,
bound, issue forth, < L. salire, leap: see sail2

,
of

which sally'
2 is a doublet . The verb sally

2
, how-

t on the noun.] I, intrant.ever, depends in part on the n<

It. To leap; spring; dance.
Herod also made a promise to the daughter of Herodias

when she danced and salied so pleasantly before him and
his lords. Becon, Works, I. 373. (Dories.)

2. To leap, dash, or spring forth; burst out;
specifically, to make a sally, as a body of troops
from a besieged place to attack the besiegers ;

hence, to set out briskly or energetically.
At his first coming, the Turkes sallied upon the Germane

quarter. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 10.

Then they opened their gate,
Sallying forth with vigor and might.

Undaunted Londonderry (Child's Ballads, VII. 250).

How merrily we would sally forth Into the fields !

Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

So enfeebled and disheartened were they that they
offered no resistance if attacked ; . . . even the women
of Malaga sallied forth and made prisoners.

Irving, Granada, p. 98.

Il.t trail*. To mount
; copulate with : said of

horses. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 36.

sally3 (sal'i), n. [A particular use of "sally,
var. of sallow2 . Cf. sallo>c3.] 1. The wren,
Troglodytes pamilus. [Ireland.] 2. A kind
of stone-fly ;

one of the Perlidx : as, the yellow
sally, Chloroperla viridis,.vmc\i used by anglers
in England.
sally-lunn (sal'i-lun'), . [Named after Sally
Lunn, a young woman who sold this species of
bun through the streets of Bath, about the end
of the 18th century.] A kind of sweet spongy
teaeake, larger than a muffin: in the United
States usually baked in loaves or forms, not in

muffin-rings.
It 's a sort of night that 's meant for muffins. Likewise

crumpets. Also eally-luns. Dickent, Chimes, iv.

Phlllis trifling with a plover's
Egg, while Corydon uncovers with a grace the Sally Lunn.

C. S. Calverley, In the Gloaming.

sallyman (sal'i-man), . Same as sallee-man, 2.

sally-picker (sari-pik'er), n. [< sallyl + pick-
et'.] One of several different warblers: so called
in Ireland, (a) The least willow-wren, or chiff-chaff,
Pkylloscnpus ru.fug ; also, P. trochilus. (b) The sedge-war-
bler, Acrocephalus phraginitis.

sally-port (sal'i-port), . 1. In fort.. & gate
or a passage to afford free egress to troops in

making a sally. The name is applied to the postern
leading from under the rampart into the ditch ; or in more
modem use to a cutting through the glacis, by which a

sally may be made through the covered way. See dia-
gram under barbican.

At a small distance from it la rocky hill] on one side
there is a sally port, cut down through the rock to the sea.

fococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 28.

The direction taken by Hawk-eye soon brought the trav-
ellers'to the level of the plain, nearly opposite to a sally-
port in the western curtain of the fort.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xiv

2. A large port on each quarter of a fire-ship,
for the escape of the crew into boats when the
train is fired.

sally-wood (sal'i-wud), . Willow-wood.
salmt, ii. An obsolete form of psalm.
salmagundi (sal-ma-gun'di),n. [Also*/(/-
dy, dial, salmon-gundy; < OF. salmiaondin,t<al-
>/ii</u-ondins,'F.siilii(/o>t<lis, orig. 'seasoned salt
meats'

; prob. < It. saidme (pi. salami), salt meat
(< L. sal, salt), + conditi, pi. of conilito, < L.

5314

. seasoned, savory, pp. of condirc, pickle,
preserve: see roiiilimrnt, i-inidite^.] 1. Origi-
nally, an Italian dish consisting of chopped
meat, eggs, anchovies, onions, oil, etc.

The descendant of Caractacus returned, and, ordering
the boy to bring a piece of salt beef from the brine,
cut off a slice and mixed it with an equal quantity of on-

ions, which, seasoning with a moderate proportion of pep-
per and salt, he brought into a consistence with oil and
vinegar; then, tasting the dish, assured us it was the best

salmagundy that he had ever made.
Smollett, Roderick Random, xxvi.

Hence 2. A mixture of various ingredients;
an olio or medley ; a hotchpotch; a miscellany.
Ii. In-imj.

salmi, salmis (sal'mi), . [< F. salmis, orig.
' salted meats,' a double pi., < It. saiamc (pi.

salami), salt meat: see salmagundi.'] A ragout
of roasted woodcocks, larks, thrushes, or other

species of game, minced and stewed with wine,
little pieces of bread, and other ingredients to
stimulate the appetite.
As it is, though in one way still a striking picture, it is

too much of a " salmi of frogs' legs," as they said of Cor-

reggio's famous dome at Parma.
A'ineteenth Century, XXIV. 42.

salmiac (sal'mi-ak), n. [= F. salmiac = G. Sw.
Dan. salmiak, corruptions of sal ammoniac: see
sal ammoniac, under ammoniac.'] A contraction
of sal ammoniac (which see, under ammoniac).
salmis, n. See salmi.

salmite (sal'mit), u. [< (Vie\)-Salm (see def.)
+ -ite2.] In mineral., a maiiganesian variety of

ehloritoid, from Viel-Salm in Belgium.
Salmo (sal'mo), n. [NL. (Artedi; Linnteus),
< L. salmo, a salmon : gee salmon.] The lead-

ing genus of Salmonidee. It was formerly more than
coextensive with the family as now understood, but Is

usually restricted to forms having the anal tin short, of

only nine to eleven developed rays ; the vomer flat, Its

surface plane and toothed ; and the body spotted with
black (not with red or silvery gray). In this sense the ge-
nus Salmo is exclusive of the chars (Salcelinus) and of the
Pacific salmon (Oncorhyiichui). But even thus restricted
it contains two sets of species : (a) 'line salmon, marine
and anadromous, as S. salar, with the vomerine teeth lit-

tle developed, no hyoid teeth, scales large, caudal fin well
forked (truncate in old individuals), and sexual distinc-
tions strong, the breeding males having the lower jaw
hooked upward. Such salmon are sometimes landlocked,
as the variety found in Sebago Lake, in Maine. See cut
under parr. (6) River-salmon, not anadromous, with vo-
merine teeth highly developed, and sexual differences not
strong. Such salmon are among the many fishes called
trout or salmon-trout In the United States, as S. irideui,
the rainbow-trout of California, which is a variety or
subspecies of S. yairdneri, the steel-head or hard-head
salmon-trout of the Sacramento river and northward, at-

taining a weight of twenty pounds (see cut under rain-

bow-trout) ; S. purpitratus, var. spilimts, the trout of the
Rio ("Jrande, Utah Basin, etc. ; and 5. purpuratus, the sal-

Salmon-trout (Salmo fnrfttratus).

mon-trout of the Columbia river, Rocky Mountain brook-
trout, Yellowstone trout, etc. (See lake-trout, 1

; lake-trout,

2, is a char.) Genera of Salmonina which have been de-
tached from f!ii/nni proper are Saltxlinus, the chars (in-

cluding Cristicomer) and Oncorhynchus. The river and lake

species of Salmv which are not anadromous form a section
or subgenus called Fario.

salmoid (sal'moid), n. [< salm(on) + -aid.]
Same as salmonoid.
salmon (sam'uu), . [Early mod. E. also sal-

iiiond, samon; < ME. salmon, salmond, usually
saunion, samon, saumoun, samotcne, < OF. sau-

mon, sun in u n. saulmtme, sattlmon, salmun, F. sau-

mon, a salmon (fish), = Pr. salmo = Sp. salmon
= Pg. salmtto = It. salamone = OS. OHG. salmo,
MHG. salme, G. salm, < L. salmo(-n), a salmon,
lit. 'leaper,' < salire, leap: see sail'2 , salient.'] 1.

A fish of the genus Sulmo (N. salar), found in

all the northern parts of Europe, America, and
Asia. The salmon is both a marine and a fresh-water
fish. Its normal locality may be said to be off the mouth
or estuary of the larger livers, whence. In the season of

salmon

licring many thousands, which, when impregnated by the
male accompanying her, she carefully covers up by rapid
sweeps of her tail. At this season the snout of the male
undergoes a strange transformation, the under jaw be-

coming hooked upward with a curtihiginous excrescence,
which is used as a weapon in the combats which arc fre-

quent when two or more males attach themselves to one
female. In this condition he is known us a /, //.//,/-. The
time occupied in spawning is from three to twelve days,
and the season extends from the end of autumn till spring.
After spawning, the salmon, both male and female, die
or go to sea under the name of spent jixh, fnttl jith, or
/,./', the females being further distinguished as >7<

or baygits. In from 80 to 140 days the young fish hatches
from the egg. Then it is about tlve eighths of an iiu-li

long. In this embryonic state it is nourished from a vitel-

licle, or umbilical vesicle, suspended under the belly, con-

taining the red yolk of the egg and oil-globules, to In-

absorbed later. When about fifty days old it is about an
inch in length, and becomes a samlet or parr (see cut under
parr). It continues in the shallows of its native stream
till the following spring, when it is from 3 to 4 inches long
and is known as the May parr. It now descends into

deeper parts of the river, where the weaker fish n main
till the end of the second spring, the stronger ones till

the end of the first spring only. When the season of its

migration arrives, generally the month of May or June,
the tins have become darker, and the fish has assumed a

silvery hue. It is now known as u smalt or salmon-fry.
The smolts now congregate into shoals and proceed lei-

surely seaward. On reaching the estuary they remain in
its brackish water for a short time, and then proceed to
the open sea. Of their life there nothing is known, except
that they grow with such rapidity that a fish which reaches
the estuary weighing, it may be, not more than 2 ounces,
may return to It from the sea, aftera few months, as a grilse,

weighing Sor 10 pounds. A grilse under 2 pounds is called
a stumon-peal. In between two and three years the grilse
becomes a salmon. The salmon returns in preference to
the river in which it passed its earlier existence. It has
been known to grow to the weight of 83 pounds; more
generally it weighs from 15 to 26 pounds. It furnishes a
delicious dish for the table, and is an important article of
commerce. Its flesh is of a pinkish-orange color. The
synonyms of salmon are very numerous. Nearly or quite
exact local ones are mart, simen, sprod. Salmon under
two years old, which have not entered the sea, are gener-
ally called parr, pink, and smolt, or, more locally, black-

Jin, brandling, brood, cnckxper, fingerling, irinkin, gravel-
ing, ffravel-laspriny, hepper, jerkin, laspriny, salmon-.fry,
salmon-spring, samlet, sketjger, *kerling, smelt, sparling,
spray. One which has returned from the sea a second
time is a yerling ; one which has remained in fresh water
during summer is a laurel; a milter, or spawning male,
may be called a gib-fish or summer-cock. In the nibble,
in NVillughby's time, a two-year old salmon was called

sprod ; a supposed three-year fish mart, or perhaps pug ;

a four-year fish, a/orWatf ; a five-year fish, a half-Jish, and
a six-year one, a salmon specifically.

2. One of various fishes of the same family us

the above, but of different genera. Some of these

species are recognizable by an increased number of the
anal rays (14 to 20), and by the fact that the jaws in the
males at the breeding-season become peculiarly devel-

oped and hooked. They form the genus Oncorhynchus,
and are collectively called Pacific salmon. Five such spe-
cies occur in the North Pacific, (a) One of these, the

humpbacked salmon, 0. gorbuscha, has from 25 to 30 short

gill-rakers and very small scales (over 200 in a longitudi-
nal row). It reaches a weight of from 3 to 6 pounds, and
is found as far south as Oregon or even in the Sacramen-
to river, (b) Another, the dog-salmon, 0. keta or O. lago-

cephalus, has less than 25 short gill-rakers, moderately
small scales (about 150 in a longitudinal row), 13 or 14
anal rays, and 13 or 14 branchiostegal rays: the spots are
faint or obsolete. It attains a weight of about 12 pounds,
and extends southward (sparingly) to the Sacramento river,
but is of little value. (<) The quinnat or king-salmon, 0.

chavteha or 0. quinnat, has about 23 short gill-raker*,

Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar}.

sexual excitement, it ascends to the spawning-beds, which
are frequently far inland, near the head-waters of the
rivers. On reaching the spawning-station, the female by
means of her tail makes a furrow in the gravelly bed of
the river, in which she deposits her spawn or eggs, num-

fjuiniiat. or California Salmon {0>iforhynthus ckirvitHa ..

about 150 scales in a longitudinal row, 16 anal rays. 15 to
19 branchiostegal rays (those of the opposite sides often

unlike), and the back and upper fins dotted with black. It

reaches a weight of over 100 pounds, but the average in the
Columbia river is about 22. It enters abundantly into the
Sacramento riverand still more numerously into the north-
ern streams from both sides of the Pacific, and is by far
the most important species of its genus. About 30,000,000
pounds are estimated to have been the average take for
several years in the Columbia river alone, along whose
banks extensive canneries are established to preseive the
fish, (d) The silver or kisutch salmon, 0. kisutch, has about
23 rather slender gill-rakers. lather large scales (about ISO

in a row), and is bluish-green on the back, silvery on the

sides, and punctulated with blackish, but without decided

spots except on the top of the head, back, dorsal and ndi

pose fins, and the upper rudimentary rays of the caudal fin.

It grows to a weight of from 3 to 8 pounds, and is abun-
dant southward to the Sacramento river, but is of little

economic value, (e) The blue-back salmon, O. nerka or 0.

lycaodon, has about 30 or 40 omparntively long gill-rakei,
rather large scales (about 130 in a row), and is normally
colored bright-blue above and silvery on the fides, but the
males in the fall become deep-red, and are then known in

the interior as rtdfith. It attains a weight of from 4 to

pounds, and ascends the Columbia riverand tributaries in

abundance. It ranks next in value to the quinnat. In

canning salmon in America the nsh are cooked in the
cans in which they are put up. unlike any fish canned in

Europe, which are all cooked tirst and then canned and
eooked Again. (See nardi/tel, 1.) The salmon are first
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cleaned and scaled, and have their heads, tails, and tins

cut off. Then they are placed in tanks illled with salted

water, where they remain some time to "slime
"
or be

cleansed before being brought into the factory. They are

then cut into pieces of the proper size to nil the can.

These pieces are placed in cans, which are subsequently
tilled with brine. The raw fish, thus pickled, are soldered

in the cans, which are next placed on forms holding many
hundreds and lowered by machinery into steam-boilers,
\vhi-re they are cooked for an hour. The next step is a

nice process called eenting. A little hole is pricked in the

can to allow the gas within to escape, when the vent-hole

is instantly soldered. A second cooking now takes place,

after which the cans are taken from the boilers and show-
ered with cold water. If the vacuum is perfect, showing
a sound can, the top hollows in with the cooling process.
If a can is in the least swollen, it is rejected.

3. One of various fishes, not of the family ,S/-

monidse, suggestive of or mistaken for a salmon,

(rt) A scitenoid flsh, Cynoscion maculatus. See squeteague.

[Southern coast of the V. S.] (6) A percoideous flsh of

the genus Stizostedium ; a pike-perch : more fully called

jack-salmon, (c) In New Zealand, a serranoid fish, Arri-

pii solar. (See also the phrases below.)
4. The upper bricks in a kiln, which in firing
receive the least heat: so called from their

color.

The arches, from necessity, are overburdened in conse-

iiueuce of prolonging the firing sufficiently to burn the

top and sides of the kiln into respectable salmon.

Ure, Diet., IV. 157.

Black salmon, a local name of the great lake-trout, Sal-

mlimn (Cristivomer) ruimaycw<h. Burnett salmon, a
ceratodontoid flsh, Ceratodus (Neoceratodus)forsteri, with
reddish flesh like that of the salmon. See Ceratodus.

Calvered salmon, pickled salmon. See calixr, v. t.

Did I ever think . . .

That my too curious appetite, that turn'd
At the sight of godwits, pheasant, partridge, quails,

Larks, woodcocks, caloer'd salmon, as coarse diet,
Would leap at a mouldy crust 2

Mamnger, Maid of Honour, Hi. 1.

Cornish salmon, the pollack. [Local, Eng.] Kelp sal-

mon, of California (Monterey), a serranoid flsh, Parala-
brax dathratm.-lS.itiS Of the salmon. See tnngi.
Land-locked salmon. Salmo salar sebago, confined to

lakes, etc., and manifest as a variety. Quoddy salmon,
a gadoid flsh, Pollachius carbonarius or virem; the pol-
lack.-^Salmon brick. See def. 4, and '</-,>/,--'.- Sea-sal-

mon, a gadoid flsh, the pollack, Pollachiux carbonarim.

[Gulf of St. Lawrence.] White salmon, of California, a

carangoid flsh, Seriola dorsalis. Wide-mouthed sal-

mon, any member of the Scopelidee.

salmon (sam
'

un), v. t. [< salmon, .] To
sicken or poison with salmon, as dogs. [Pacific

coast, U. S.]

salmon-belly (sam'un-bel"i), . The belly
of a salmon prepared for eating by salting and
curing. [Oregon.]
salmon-berry (sam'un-ber"i), . See fl-oieer-

ing raspberry, under raspberry.
salmon-color (sam'un-kul'pr), . A reddish-

orange color of high luminosity but low chro-

ma
;
an orange pink. The name is associated with

the pink color of salmon-flesh, but, as in the cases of

other color-names, departs somewhat widely from the
color of the thing suggested.

salmon-colored (sam'un-kul"prd), a. Of a
salmon-color.

salmondt, . An obsolete form of salmon.

salmon-disease (sam'un-di-zez"), n. A de-

structive disease of fish, especially of salmon,
caused by a fungus, Saprolegnia ferax. See

Saprolegnia.
Salmones (sal-mo'nez), n. pi. Same as Sal-

mon/dee (a).
salmonet (sam'un-et), w. [= Sp. Pg. salmonete,

samlet, red mullet; as salmon + -et. Doublet
of samlet.] A young or small salmon

;
a samlet.

salmon-fishery (sam'un-fish"er-i), n. 1. A
place where salmon-fishing is regularly or sys-
tematically carried on. 2. Salmon-fishing.
salmon-fishing (sam'un-fish"ing), n. The act or

practice of fishing for salmon
; salmon-fishery.

salmon-fly (sam'un-fli), . Any kind of arti-

ficial fly used for taking salmoii with rod and
line.

salmon-fry (sam'un-fii), . Salmon under two

years old.

salmonic (sal-mon'ik), a. [< salmon + -ic.~\

Pertaining to or derived from salmon : as, sal-

monic acid (a peculiar kind of coloring matter
found in the muscles of the trout).
salmonid (sal'mo-nid), . and , I. w. A fish

of the family SatnotMa,
II. n. Salmonoid.

Salmonidae (sal-mon'i-de). n. pi. [NL., <

Nfilmo(n-) + -idie.'] A family of malacoptery-
gian fishes, exemplified by the genus Salmo,
to which various limits have been ascribed by
different ichthyologists, (a) In Bonaparte's earlier

classification, a family coextensive with Cuvier's Salmono-
ides, the fourth family of Malacopteryffii abdominals, with
scaly body, soft dorsal followed by a second small and adi-

pose flu, numerous cceca, and a natatory bladder, (b) In
Ounther's system, a family of physostomous fishes, with
the margin of the upper jaw formed by the intermaxilla-
ries mrsially, nmi by the niaxillaries laterally, the head

naked, body covered with scales, belly rounded, a small

adipose flu behind the dorsal, pyloric appendages general-

ly numerous (rarely absentX pseudobranchire present, and
the ova discharged into the cavity of the abdomen before

exclusion, (c) By Cope restricted to such fishes as have
the parietals separated by the supra-occipital, and with
two tail-vertebra? the CongorMa being separated in an-

other family, distinguished (erroneously) by the contiguous
parietalsand the presenceof only one tail-vertebra. (d)By
Gill restricted to species having the parietals separated
by the supra-occipital, accessory costal bones, the stomach

siphonal, and the pyloric cseca many. It was divided into

two subfamilies, Coregoninse and Salmaninse, containing
the whiteflsh, chars, and trout, as well as the salmon, but
not the Thyinallidx, the Argentinidee, nor the Plecoalossi-

dse. See cuts under char, hypural. inconnu, lake-trout,

parr, rainbow-trout, Salmo, salmon, and trmit.

Salmoniform (sal-mon'i-form), . [< L. sdl-

mo(n-), a salmon, + forma, form.] Same as

salmonoid. Huxley.
Salmonina (sal-mo-ni'na), n.pl. [NL., < Sal-

mo(n-) + -ina.~\ 'In Giinther's classification,

the first group of his Salmonidee (see Salmoni-

<lse (6)), with the dorsal fin opposite or nearly
opposite the ventrals. It included all the gen-
era of his Salmonidee except Salanx.

Salmoninse (sal-mo-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Sal-

mo^-) + -inse.~] A subfamily of Salmonidee,

typified by the genus Salmo, to which different

limits have been assigned, (a) Same as Salmonina
of Giinther. (6) By Jordan and Gilbert restricted to spe-
cies with many pyloric cseca, distinct conic teeth to the

jaws, and mostly small scales. It includes the genera
Salmo, Thymallus, etc. (c) By Qill further restricted to

Salmonidse with the parietal bones separated by the supra-

occipital, well-developed teeth in the jaws, and mostly
small and adherent scales. It thus includes only the gen-
era Salmo, Oncorhynchus, Salvelinw, and their subdivi-

sions. In senses (6) and (c) the group is contrasted with

Coregoninse.

salmoning (sam'un-ing), . [< salmon + -ing
1

.']

1. The pursuit or capture of salmon
; also, the

salmon industry, as canning. [Oregon.] 2.

The habit of feeding on salmon; also, a dis-

ease of dogs due to this diet. [Oregon.]
salmon-killer (sam'un-kil"er), n. A sort of

stickleback, Gasterosteus acideatus, var. cata-

phractus, found from San Francisco to Alaska
and Kamchatka, and destructive to salmon-fry
and -spawn. [Columbia river, U. S.]

salmon-ladder (sam'un-lad"er), w. 1. A fish-

way. 2. A contrivance resembling a fishway
in construction, used in the chemical treatment
of sewage for thoroughly mixing the chemicals
with the sewage.
salmon-leap (sam'un-lep), n. [< ME. samoitn-

lepe; < salmon + leap
1
.} A series of steps or

ladders, etc., so constructed on a dam as to

permit salmon to pass up-stream.
salmon-louse (sam'un-lous), . A parasitic

crustacean, Caligus piscinus, which adheres to

the gills of the salmon.
salmonoid (sal'mo-noid), a. and . [< L. sal-

mo(n-), a salmon,'+ -aid.] I. a. Kesemblinga
salmon

;
of or pertaining to the Salmonidae in a

broad sense
;
related to the salmon family. Also

salmoniform.
II. w. A salmonoid fish. Also salmoid, sal-

inonid.

Salmonoidea (sal-mo-noi'de-S), n. pi. [NL., <

Salmo(n-) + -oidea.~] A superfamily of mala-

copterygian fishes, comprising the Salmonidee,

Thymallidee, Argentinidee, etc.

salmon-peal, salmon-peel (sam'un-pel), n. A
young salmon under two pounds weight.

salmon-pink (sam'un-pingk), . A salmon-
color verging upon a scarlet pink.

salmon-pool (sam'un-p61), n. Seejtool
1

.

salmon-spear (sam'un-sper), . 1. An instru-

ment used in spearing salmon. 2. In her., a

bearing representing a three-pronged or four-

pronged fish-spear, the prongs being usually
barbed.

salmon-spring (sam'un-spring), n. A smolt, or

young salmon of the
first^year. [Prov. Eng.]

salmon-stair (sam'un-star), . Same as sal-

moti-lttd'ttT.

salmon-tackle (sam'un-tak"l), . The rod, line,

and hook or fly with which salmon are taken.

salmon-trout (sam'un-trout), n. A kind of sal-

mon. Specifically (a) The Salmo tnttta, a species which
in value ranks next to the salmon itself. It resembles the
salmon In form and color, and is, like it, migratory, ascend-

ing rivers to deposit its spawn. See cut under trout, (b) In
the United States, one of several different fishes which re-

semble both salmon and trout the former in size, the
latter in having red or silvery spots. Some are true trout,
as fSnlmo ijairdneri; others are chars, as all species of Sal-

velinus ; none is the same as Snlmo trutta of Europe. See
cuts under rainbow-trout and Salmo.

salmon-twine (sam'un-twin), n. Linen or cot-

ton twine used in the manufacture of salmon-
nets. It is a strong twine of various six.es, cor-

responding to flip varying sizes of nets.
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salmon-weir (sam'un-wer), n. A weir e*\>-

cially designed or used to take salmon.

salnatron (sal-na'tron), H. [< L. sal, salt, +
E. natron.'] Crude sodium carbonate: a word
used by dyers, soap-makers, and others.

salol (sal'ol), . [< sal(ieyl) + -ol.} Pheuyl
salicylate, C6H4.OHCO2.C6H6 , a salicylic ether

forming odorless crystals. It is used as an antisep-

tic, and internally as a substitute for salicylic acid, being
less irritating to the stomach.

salometer (sa-lom'e-ter), n. [< L. sal, salt, +
Gr. /icrpov, measure.] Same as salinometer, 1 .

salometry (sa-lom'e-tri). n. Same as salinome-

tnj.

salomont (sal'6-moii), . The mass. [Thieves'

slang or cant.]
He will not beg out of his limit though hee starve ; nor

breake his oath if hee sweare by his Salomon [the rogues
inviolable oath], though you hang him.

Sir T. Overbury, Characters, A Canting Rogue.

I have, by the Salomon, a doxy that carries a kinchin-

mort in her slate at her back.

Middleton, Roaring Girl, v. 1.

Salomonian (sal-o-mo'ni-an), a. [< LL. Salo-

mon, Solomon, + -aw.] Same as Solomonic.

Salomonic (sal-o-mon'ik), a. [< LL. Salomon, <

LGr. Sa/ujuuv, 2o/lo//ui>, Solomon, King of Israel,

+ -f'o.] Pertaining or relating to Solomon, or

composed by him.
The collection of Salmnonic proverbs formed by the

scholars in the service of King Hezekiah.

W. Jl. Smith, The Old Testament in the Jewish Church,
[p. 122.

salon (sa-16n'), n. [F. : see saloon.'] An apart-
ment for the reception of company ; a saloon ;

hence, a fashionable gathering or assemblage.
saloon1

(sa-16n'), . [< F. salon (= Sp. salon =
Pg. salSo = It. salone), a large room, a hall, <

OF. sale, F. salle = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. sala, a room,

chamber, < ML. sala, a hall, room, chamber, <

OHG. MHG. *tt/, a dwelling, house, hall, room,
chamber: see salcz .~\ 1. Any spacious or ele-

gant apartment for the reception of company,
or for the exhibition of works of art

;
a hall of re-

ception.
What Mr. Lovelace saw of the house which were the

saloon and the parlours was perfectly elegant.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. 352 (Hall's Mod. Eng.,
[p. 251).

2. A hall for public entertainments or amuse-

ment; also, an apartment for specific public
use: as, the saloon of a steamer (that is, the

main cabin); a refreshment saloon.

The gilded saloons in which the first magnates of the

realm . . . gave banquets and balls. Macaulay.

3. A place where intoxicating liquors are sold

and drunk; a grog-shop. [U.S.]
The restriction of one saloon to every 600 people would

diminish the number in New York from 10,000 to 2,500.

Harper's Weekly, XXXIII. 42.

Saloon rifle. See ri/fea.

saloon'2!, " An erroneous form of shalloon.

saloon-car (sa-lon'kiir), n. A drawing-room
car on a railroad. [U. S.]

saloonist (sa-16'nist), n. [< saloon1 + -ist.] A
saloon-keeper; one who supports the saloons.

[U. S.]

Any persistent effort to enforce the Sunday laws against
the saloon is met by the saloonist with the counter-effort

to enforce the laws against legitimate business.

Pop. Sci. 3/o., XXX. 16.

Saloon-keeper (sa-16u'ke"per), . One who
keeps a saloon for the retailing of liquors.

[U. S.]

saloop (sa-16'p'), M. A drink prepared from sas-

safras-bark
;
sassafras-tea.

There is a composition, the ground-work of which I have
understood to be the sweet wood yclept sassafras. This
wood boiled down to a kind of tea, and tempered with an

infusion of milk and sugar, hath to some tastes a delicacy

beyond the China luxury. . . . This is saloop.

Lamb, Chimney-sweepers.

Sassafras tea, flavoured with milk and sugar, is sold at

daybreak In the streets of London under the name of

mloop.
Pfreira's Materia Mrdiea, quoted in N. and Q., 7th ser.,

[VII. S5.

Considered as a sovereign cure for drunkenness, and

pleasant withal, saloop, first sold at street corners, where
it was consumed principally about the hour of midnight,

eventually found its way into the coffee houses. The in-

gredients used in the preparation of this beverage were of

several kinds sassafras and plants of the genus known
by the simplers as cuckoo-flowers being the principal

among them. Tuer, London Cries, p. 13.

saloop-bush (sa-16p'bush), w. See liliagodia.

Salop, See salep.

Salopian1
(sa-16'pi-an), n. and . [< Salo/i (see

def.) + -MH.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Salop,
or Shropshire, a western county of England.
Salopian ware, a name given to theRoman pottery found
in Shropshire, or thought to have been made there.

II. . An inhabitant of Shropshire.
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Salopian2 (sa-16'pi-an), a. [< saloop + -inn.]
Pertaining or relating to saloop; consisting of
IT prepared from saloop; producing or making
a preparation of saloop.
A shop . . . for the vending of this "wholesome and

pleasant beverage," on the south side of Fleet-street, as
I hou approaches! Bridge-street the only Salopian house.

5316 salse
The Salpitlte include but one genus; as a related form, tomu 1 The excision of the ovaries n.iH FnlMMIMMM, lately discovered and not yet well known,

"

j,

salpiform (sal'pi-fArm), a. [< L. saljai, salp, salpingopharyngeal (sal-ping'go-fa-rin'je-al),
-I- forma, form.] Having the form or struc- ? ^ *'/'</"/''""'.'/''.'/<-'< + -/.] Of orpertaiu-
ture of a salp; of or pertaining to the Salpi-

ln to tne Eustachian tube and the pharynx:
specifically noting the salpingopharyngeus.
salpingopnaryngeusfsal-pine-go-far-iu-ie'iif

salp (salp), a. [= F. taupe = Sp. galjia, < L.

salpa, a kind of stock-fish : see Salpa.] A spe-
cies of Salpa; one of the Salpidte; a salpian.
Salpa (sal'pa), H. [NL. (Forskal, 1775), < L.
"nljia, < Gr. aa'^nrj, a kind of stock-fish.] 1. The
typical genus of Salpidx. There are two groups of

species, in one of which the intestine is extended along
the ventral aspect of the body, as in S. pinitata; In the
other it is compacted In globular form posteriorly, as in

,,,.., ../,,,,m,.-. . .

, chimney-sweepers. Salpiformes (sal-pi-for'mez), it. pi. [NL.: see salpingopnaryngeus (sal-ping-go-far-iu-je'us),
salpiform.] A suborder of ascidians, consti- "

> P1 - wlpingopliaryitgei (-1). [NL., <
tuted by the firebodies or PyroOl*atMm alone, (*<tlping-)^+jphari/nx (pltaryny-) : see phtiri/n-

.'/'"*.] The salpingopharyngeal muscle, or that
part of the palatopharyngeus which arises from
the mouth of the Eustachian tube.

salpingostaphylinus (sal -pimg-go-staf -i - li'-

uus), .; pi. salpingoetaphyUM (-ni). [NL.,<
salpinx (salping-), q. v., + Gr. ora^u/i?, uvula.]

forming free-swimming colonies in the shape
of a hollow cylinder closed at one end: more
fully called Ascidiae salpiformes, and contrasted
with Ascidix composite and Ast-iiliie simpHees,
as one of three suborders of Ascitliarea proper.
This group does not include the salps (which belong to a . v-,..j,...,, ,..,..., , ^,. . u,,^,,, > um.j
ilntc-rent order), to which, however, the pyrosomes were Either one of two muscles of the soft Dalate
formerly approximated in some classifications, In view of -..* i __"V "- ,

' ' '

their resemblance in some respects.

Salpiglossidae (sal-pi-glos'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Beutham and Hooker, 1876), < Salpiglossis +
-itl*,.] A tribe of gamopetalous plants of the salpingotomy (sal-piug-got'o-rni), n. [<order SoiOMMMh characterized by flower-buds salpinx (saining-), q. v., + Gr. TOUI'O < re,
with the lobes folded in and also somewhat im- - ' * *"

bricated, and with the two upper lobes outside
of the others and often a little larger.

,

external and internal.-Salpingostaphyllnus ex-
ternus. Same as circvmjlrxux palnli (which see, under
valatum). Salplngostaphylinus intemus. .Same as
levator palati (which see. under leoator).

NL.
- . , - . >("

a
,

< rtpvetv,
ra/ifiv, cut.] The surgical division or exsec-
tion of a Fallopian tube.

The sta salpingysterocyesis (sal-pin-jis'ter-o-si-e'sis),
1 nmvna. rXTT / ,.!? /___ \

* ". J-N. ,
''men. are sometimes two, usually four, perfect uddU^ft. rNL < sal,>l,,t(sai,,(, , v 4- Fr ,W

mous, accompanied commonly by a smaller or riidimen- IV
L V *? (Saiping-), q. v., -r- Or. tXTTlpa,

tary or rarely perfect fifth stamen. The tribe forms the
'

.

mt)
'

"*"
^'f, pregnancy.] Pregnancy

lepidopterousinsectn.
Hiibner, 1816.

Development and Structure of -W/<i.
/. Salpa ttemofratica, the sexless ascidiozooid. //. Safta THII-

rranata, the free sexual ascidiozooid. ///. Fetal Salfa inner*-
ftra, attached hy placenta to wall of atrial cavity of S. mueronala.
IV. Part of the stolon of 5. democratic**, with huds of 5. mucrtmata
attached. In all the figures 0. oral orifice; , atrial orifice; f, en
dostyle ; rf. ganglion ; f. hypopharyntfeal hand ; /. languet ; f, heart ;

n, getiimip.irous stolon: i", visceral mass, or nucleus; *, muscular
bands; m. placenta ; ft, blood-sinus: f, ovisac and ovum; /, stomach;
7V, ciliated sac ; of, ela*>blast ; a, ectoderm and test ; 0, endoderm.

ft. fuiifirrmis, and forms the so-called nucleus. About 15
species are known, of nearly all seas. All are brilliantly lu-
minous or phosphorescent (like the pyrosomes, with which
they were formerly associatedX and all occur under two
forms -an asexual form, in which the individual salps are
solitary, and the mature sexual form, in which a number
of snips are linked together to form a chain. Also called
/ flffltft.

link between the Solanacesr to which It conforms In
centrifugal inflorescence and plicate petals and the large
order Scrophvlarinest, which it resembles in its didyna-mous stamens. It includes 18 genera, mostly of tropical
America, of which Salpiglosui* (the type), Petunia, Schi-
sanlltiu, Browallia, and Xierenwtryia are cultivated for
their handsome flowers.

Salpiglossis (sal-pi-glos'is). H. [NL. (Ruiz and
Pavon, 1798), irreg. < Gr. oa/.Ttt-)$, a trumpet, +
)'s.uooa, tongue.] A genus of gamopetalous ,;,, i0 iu.
plants of the order Solanaeex, type of the tribe Salpomis (sal-por'-
Millriglossidx, and characterized by four perfect nis) n [NL (G R
didvnamous stamens, two-cleft capsule-valves, Gray,1847),shortene<iand an obliquely funnel-shaped corolla slightly form of *Salviiiqornis
two-lipped and with ample throat, the lobe's

' ~

both plicate and imbricated. It includes 2 or 3
closely allied and variable species, natives of Chili. They
are viscid and hairy herbs, annual or perennial, bearing
leaves which are entire, or toothed or plnnately cleft and
a few long-pedicelled showy flowers, with the aspect of
petunias. S. rinuata is a beautiful half-hardy garden
annual with many hybrids, the corolla feathered and
veined with dark lines on a ground-color varying from

occurring at the junction of a Fallopian tubo
with the uterus.

alpinx (sal'pingks), n.
; pi. wliiingcs (sal-pin'-

jez), rarely salpiniex (sal'pingk-se'z). [NL., <
Gr. (Td/.mjl, a trumpet.] 1. A Fallopian tube.

2. A Eustachian tube, or syrinx. 3. [cap.]
In entom., a genus of

war-trumpet.] An American genus of Troglo-
dytidee; the rock-wrens. The leading species
is 6'. obsoletus. See cut under rock-icren.

salpingectomy (sal-pin-jek'to-mi), n. [< NL.

of this^
Salpa is a fowle fissile and lytell set by, for it will neuer

be ynough for no maner of dressinge tyll it haue ben beten
with grete hamers & staues.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 237.

Salpacea (sal-pa'se-a), n. pi.
-acea.]
of two
trasted

salpaceous (sal-pa'shius), a. Same as salpian.
salpetert, salpetret, >< Obsolete forms of alt-

petcr.

salpetryt, u. [< salpetre (now saltpeter) + -y
1
.]

Abounding in or impregnated with saltpeter;
nitrous.

< Gr. od%my, a trum-
pet, + 6pvif, a bird.]
A notable genus of

creepers, of the family
Certniidie, inhabiting
parts of Asia and Af-
rica. The leading species
IB 5. fpilonotut, under 5
inches long, the slender
curved bill 1 inch. The
upper parts are dark-

brown, profusely spotted
with white; the wings and
tall are barred with white ;

the under parts are whitish
or pale-buff with numerous
dark-brown bars. This
creeper inhabits central India. A second species, S. sal-

mdorii, It African, forming the type of the subgenus Hy-
lypsornis.

Indi in Creeper (Satf
nefus).

' sfilo-

salpingemphraxis (saFpin-jem-frak'sis), .

[NL.,^ salpinx (salping-), q. v., + Or. //0paf(f , a salsafy, . See salsify.

8toppmg,_8tojppage.] Obstruction of a Fallo- salsamentariotist (sal'sa-men-ta'ri-us), a.

v .
-,, DV-.,,, . r ,. [NL., < Salpa + salpmges, H.

In De Blaiuville's classification, one salpmgian (sal-pm'ji-an), a.
[<
N

families of his Heterobranchiata, con- (*"7""ff-)' 1- v -> + -'""-I Pertaininf
with Ascidiacea. lopian or to a Eustachian tube.-

pian or of a Eustachian tube.
Plural of salpinx.

[< NL. salpinx
ning to a Fal-

- - >e. Salpinglan
dropsy, hydrosalpinx."'

>*.jc (sal-pin-jit'ik), a. [< salpingit(is)
Of or pertaining to salpingitis.

< salpinx
_ , , . Of

lopian tube.

r<
L. saUamcntarius, pertaining to pickle or salted
fish, < salsamentum, pickle, salted fish, < salsus,
pp. of satire, salt, < sal, salt : see salfl, sauce.']

Pertaining to or coutainiiig salt ; salted. Bai-

le, 1731.

n. A
Middle Eng-
lish form of
sauce.

Brought forth no fruit.

Syleester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schlsme.

-r -s.j i.. innammatiou 01 a fal- aalaA2c Boie\
>e. 2t. Inflammation of a Eustachiau

[< p
1

JSJ <

SU-ping-go-si-Tsis),,, [NL, ^f'P?;
lpnig-), q. v., + Gr. Kii?<r/f, preg-

nancy, < Kvetv, be pregnant.] Tubal pregnancy.'
.

salpian (sal'pi-an), a. and n. [< NL. Salua + Salpingoeca (sal-pin-je'ka), w.
Qs'L.,

< Gr.

-wi.] I. a. Resembling a salp; of or pertain-
<ra/-'r'}f> a trumpet, + oiVof, a dwelling.] The

ingto the Salpidee; salpiform. Also salpaceous.
t/Plcal genus of Salpingcecidie, founded by H.

U. w. A salp.
Clark in 1866. iS. amplioridium is an example.

The sdpian* and pyrosomes. SalpingCBCidse (sal-pin-je'si-de), ti.pl. [NL., <

Bftlpiiigatca + -/a.] A family of infusorians,Adams, Man. Nat. Hist., p. 164.

salpicont (sal'pi-kon), H. [< F. salpicon, < Sp.
xalpicon, a mixture, salmagundi, bespattering, <

salpicai; bespatter, besprinkle (= Pg. salpicar,
corn, powder), < sal, salt, + picar, pick: see
pike1

, pick1 .] Stuffing; farce; chopped meat
or bread, etc., used to stuff legs of veal.
Bacon. (Imp. Diet.)

Salpidae (sal'pi-de), .. pi. [NL., < Salpa +
-lose.] A family of hemimyarian ascidians,
typified by the genus Salpa; the salps. TheyHIV *''**/1 wlMi *-Kn ri- 1.--,*.*j i_ ii_ _ i r_. .. J

c
whi

represented by the genera Salpingteca, Lagence-
ca, and Polyceca, inhabiting both fresh and salt
water. They secrete and inhabit protective sheaths or
loricne, which are either free, or attached and sessile or
pedunculate. The flagellum is single and collared ; there
are usually two or more contractile vacuoles, situated pos-
teriorly ; and there is an endoplast.

salpingomalleus (sal-ping-go-mare-us), .;

pi. salpinijiimnUci (-i). [NL.', < xalpiiu- (xalinng-),
o,. v., + malleus.] The tensor tympani muscle."

ie tensor.

NL.ire placed with the Doliaiida in the order Thaliacea SalpingOnasal (.sal-ping-go-na'zal), rt. [<
Ihey are free-swimming oceanic organisms, salpinx (saljnnt/-), q. v., + L. nasalis, of the nose :

*^.h ^.P. L.
n 'a

J
*h

.

eu
?f
xu

.
!lll

>' mat^ <1 =*iblt all 8ee naxaU Of or nertainir,,, to thp W,,ternation of generation ; the larvse are not tailed the ali-
mentary canal is ventral ; the sac is well developed and
the musculation does not form complete rings (is hemi-

rlan muscles

see nasal.] Of or pertaining to the Eustachian
tube and the nose; syriugonasal Salpingona-
sal fold, a fold of mucous membrane extending from the

,..,.,,, . mu cie Pen.'"g o' 'he Eustachian tube to the posterior nares.

die). The branchial and peribranchial spaces salpingO-OOpnorectomy (sal-pint;-g6-6"o -to -

are continuous, opening by the branchial and atrial pores, rek'to-mi), n. [< *alftins (xalpinq.) + ooplinn '<-

of salire, salt,
< sal, salt : see
salt1

, sauce,]
A mud volca-

no; a conical
hill of soft,

muddy mate-
rial, formed
from the de-

composition
of volcanic

rock, and
forced up-
ward by the
currents of

gas escaping
from the sol-

fataric region
beneath.

The salse*, or
hillocks of mud.
which are com-
mon in some
parts of Italy and
in other coun-
tries.

Darwin, Geol.

[Obs., i. lL'7.

a, h
Upper Part of the Stem of Salsify (Trafofo-

POM porrtfoliHs\ with heads.

a. a flower : t>, the fruit.



salsify

salsify (sal'si-fi), n. [Also galsafy; = Sp. sa/siji
= Pg. sersijim = i-iw. satsofi, < P. salsijis, dial.

serciji, OF. gercifi, rerckefi,<. It. itaascfririi, goat's-

beard, < L. sajciiai, a rock, + fritare, rub: see

friction. Of. sassafras.] A plant, Tragopogon
Itorrifolitis. It is extensively cultivated as a vegetable,
the long fusiform root heinx the esculent part. Its flavor

has given rise to the name of oyxter-plant or wy<'taul<' of/xter.

Also purple ynat's-beard. .See cut on preceding page.
Black Salsify, Scmzmwm Ilitfxniica, a related plant with
a root like that of salsify but outwardly blackish. It is

similarly used, and its flavor is preferred by some.

salsilla (sal-sil'ii), >i. [< Sp. salxi/la, dim. of

saiga (= Pg. It. na1xa), sauce: see sauce."] A
name of several plants of the genus lioiimreu.

yielding edible tubers. B. edulis is cultivated in the
West Indies, its root being eaten like the potato ; it is dia-

phoretic and diuretic, cither species, as B. Salsilla, are
natives of the Peruvian Andes, and are pretty twining
plants with showy flowers.

salso-acid (sarso-as"id). <t. [< L. sahus, pp. of

satire, salt, salt down, + actdits, acid.] Having
a taste both salt and acid. [Rare.]
sal-soda (sal -so 'da), H. Crystalline sodium
carbonate. See sodium carbonate, under sodium.
Salsola (sal'so-la), n. [NL. (Linnreus, 1737), <

L. salsus, pp. of satire, salt, salt down, < sal, salt :

seesr/ttce.] 1. Agenusof apetalous plants of the
order Chenopodiacese, type of the tribe Salsolcee.
It is characterized by a single orbicular and horizontal seed
without albumen, containing
green spiral embryo with elon-

gated radicle proceeding from its

center, by bisexual axillary flow-
ers without disk or staminodes,
and with four or five concave and
winged perianth-segments, and
byunjointed branches with alter-

nate leaves. There are about 40

species, mainly natives of Europe,
northern Africa, and temperate
and tropical regions of Asia ; 10
are found in South Africa ; one,
S. Kali, is native on sea-beaches
not only in Europe and western
Asia, but in North and South
America and Australia, also spar-
ingly inland in the United States.

They are herbs or shrubs, either

smooth, hairy, or woolly, and bear-

ing sessile leaves, often with a
broad clasping base, sometimes
elongated, sometimes reduced to

scales, and often prickly-point-
ed. The small greenish flowers are solitary or clustered
in the axils, and commonly persistent and enlarged about
the small rounded utricular fruit. Various species are
called saltwort, and prickly glasswort, also kelpwort.
2. [/. c.] A plant of this genus.
salsolaceous (sal-so-la'shius), a. [< NL. Sal-
sola + -aceous.] Of or pertaining to or resem-
bling the genus Salsola.

It is getting hopeless now; . . . sand and nothing but
sand. The salsolaceous plants, so long the only vegetation
we have seen, are gone.

H. Kingsley, Oeoffry Hamlyn, xlii.

Salsolese (sal-so'le-e), . pi. [NL. (Moquin-
Tandon, 1835), < Salsola + -ese.~\ A tribe of

chenopodiaceous plants, typified by the genus
Salsola. It embraces twenty other genera,
chiefly natives of the temperate parts of the
Old World.

salsuginose (sal-su'ji-uos), a. [< WL.salsugino-
sus, salty: see salsuyinous.] In hot., growing
in places inundated with salt water.

salsuginous (sal-su'ji-nus), a. [Also salsugi-
nose; < ML. salsugitiosus, salty, < L. salsngo
(also nalatioffo) (-gin-), saltness, < salsus, pp. of

satire, salt, < sal, salt: see salt1.] Saltish;
somewhat salt. [Rare.]
The distinction of salts, whereby they are discriminated

into acid, volatile, or mttuffinma, if I may so call the fugi-
tive salts of animal substances, and fixed or alcalizate, may
appear of much use in natural philosophy. Kmjle.

salt1
(salt), . and a. [I. . < ME. salt, sealt, <

t=: MD.

Prickly Saltwort (Salsota
Kali).

sout, D. .

salt, solt, LG. salt = OHG. MHG. G. sals = Icel.
salt = Sw. Dan. salt = Goth, salt = W. hallt

(Lapp, sallte, < Scand.), salt; appar. with the
formative -t of the adj. form. II. a. < ME. salt,
< AS. sealt = OFries. salt = MLG. solt = Icel.
saltr = Sw. Dan. salt, salt, = L. salsus, salted.
The name in other tongues is of a simpler type :

L. sal ( > It. sale = Sp. Pg. Pr. sal= F. sel) = Or.
a/If = OBulg. soli = Serv. Pol. sol = Bohem.
sill = Russ. so/s = Lett, sals = W. lial, hateii =
Olr. salan, salt. Hence, from the L. form, mil.

salad 1
, salary, saline, salmagundi, sellei* (salt-

cclhir), saltpeter, sauce, sausage, souse, etc.] I.
n. 1. A compound (NaCl) of chlorin with the
metallic base of the alkali soda, one of the
most abundantly disseminated and important of
all substances. Itnotonlyoccursinnumerouslocalitirs
in beds sometime: thousands of feet in thickness, but also
exists in solution in the ocean, forming nearly three per
cent, by weight of its mass. It is not only of the greatest

importance In connection with the business of chemical
manufacturing, but is also an indispensable article of food.
at least to all men not living exclusively on the products
of the chase. Salt often occurs crystallized, in the isomet-
ric system, and has when crystalline a perfect cubic

cleavage. Its specific gravity is about 2.2. When pure
it is colorless. As it occurs in nature in the solid form, it

is almost always mixed with some earthy impurities, be-

sides containing more or less of the same salts with which
it is associated in the water of the ocean (see ocean). It

is not limited to any one geological formation, but occurs
in great abundance in nearly all the stratified groups.
The Great Salt Range of India is of Lower Silurian age;
the principal supply of the United States comes from the

Upper Silurian and Carboniferous; the most important
salt-deposits of England, France, and Germany are in the
Termian and Triassic ; the most noted deposits of Spain
are Cretaceous and Tertiary ; and those of Poland and
Transylvania are of Tertiary age. Salt is obtained (1) from
evaporation of the water of the ocean and of interior saline
lakes ; (2) from the evaporation of the water rising natu-

rally in saline springs or obtained by boring ; (3) by mining
the solid material, or rock-salt. The supply of the United
States is chiefly obtained by evaporating the water rising
in holes made by boring. The principal salt-producing
States are Michigan, Sew York, Ohio, Louisiana, West Vir-

ginia, Nevada, California, and Kansas
;
it is also produced

in Utah. The two first-named States furnished in 1888
about three-quarters of the total product of the United
States. The salt of California is made by the evaporation
of sea-water ;

that of Utah from the water of Great Salt
Lake ; that of Louisiana and of Kansas, in part, is ob-
tained by mining rock-salt. The product of the other
States named comes chiefly from the evaporation of brine
obtained by boring. Salt is of great importance as the
material from which the alkali soda (carbonate of soda)
is manufactured, and thus may be properly considered as

forming the basis of several of the most economically im-

portant branches of chemical manufacture. Salt is also
an article of great historical and ethnological importance.
By many nations of antiquity it was regarded as having
peculiar relations to mankind. Homer calls it "divine."
It has been and is still used as a measure of value.

Ley salt on thi trenchere with knyfe that be clene ;

Not to myche, be thou were, for that is not gode.
Booke of Precedence (B. E. T. S., extra ser.), 1. 60.

Then, when the languid flames at length subside,
He strows a bed of glowing embers wide,
Above the coals the smoking fragments turns,
And sprinkles sacred salt from lifted urns.

Pope, Iliad, ix. 28-2.

Abandon those from your table and gait whom your
own or others' experience shall descry dangerous.

Bp. Hall, Epistles, I. 8.

2. In diem., any acid in which one or more
atoms of hydrogen have been replaced with
metallic atoms or basic radicals; any base in
which the hydrogen atoms have been more or
less replaced by non-metallic atoms or acid rad-
icals ; also, the product of the direct union of

a metallic oxid and an anhydrid. (J. P. Cooke,
Chem. Phil., p. 110.) The nomenclature of salts has
reference to the acids from which they are derived. For
example, sulphates, nitrates, carbonates, etc., imply salts of

sulphuric, nitric, and carbonic acids. The termination -ate

implies the maximum of oxygen in the acids, and -iic the
minimum.
3. 1)7. A salt (as Epsom salts, etc.) used as a
medicine. See&lsosmelling-salt,?. 4. Amarshy
place flooded by the tide. [Local.] 5. A salt-

cellar. [Now a trade-term or colloq.]
Oarnish'd with gaits of pure beaten gold.

Middleton, Micro-Cynicon, i. 3.

I out and bought some things: among others, a dozen
of silver salts. Pepys, Diary, II. 165.

6. In her., a bearing representing a high dec-
orative salt-cellar, intended to resemble those
used in the middle ages. In modern delinea-
tions this is merely a covered vase. 7. Sea-

soning ;
that which preserves a thing from cor-

ruption, or gives taste and pungency to it.

Ye are the salt of the earth. Mat. v. \3.

Let a man be thoroughly conscientious, and he becomes
the salt of society, the light of the world.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 216.

8. Taste; smack; savor; flavor.

Though we are justices and doctors and churchmen,
Master Page, we have some salt of our youth in us.

Shah., M. W. of W., ii. 3. 50.

9. Wit; piquancy; pungency; sarcasm: as,
Attic salt (which see, under Attic1 ).

On wings of fancy to display
The flag of high Invention, stay,
Repose your quills ; your veins grow four,

Tempt not your salt beyond her pow'r ;

If your pall'd fancies but decline,
Censure will strike at ev'ry line.

Quarles, Emblems. (Hares.)
He says I want the tongue of Epigrams ;

I have no salt. B. Joneon, Epigrams, xlix.

They understood not the salt and ingenuity of a witty
and useful answer or reply.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 741.

10. Modification; hence, allowance; abate-
ment

;
reserve : as, to take a thing with a grain

of milt (see phrase below).
Contemporary accounts of these fair damsels are not

very good, but it was rather a libellous and scurrilous age
as regards women, and they might not be true, or at all

events be taken with much salt.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Ueign of Queen Anne, I. 135.

salt

11. A. bronzing material, the chlorid or buttc-r

of antimony, used in browning gun-barrels and
other iron articles. 12f. Lecherous desire.

Gifts will be sent, and letters which
Are the expressions of that itch
And salt which frets thy suters.

Herriclt, The Parting Verse.

13. A sailor, especially an experienced sailor.

[Colloq.]

My complexion and hands were quite enough to dis-

tinguish me from the regular salt, who, with n sunburnt
cheek, wide step, and rolling gait, swings his bronzed and
toughened hands athwart-ships, half-opened, as though
just ready to grasp a rope.

R. H. Dana-, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 2.

Above the salt, seated at the upper half of the table, and
therefore among the guests of distinction ; below or be-
neath the salt, at the lower half of the table, and there-
fore among the inferior guests and dependents : in allu-

sion to the custom of placing the principal or standing
salt-cellar near the middle of the table.

II is fashion is not to take knowledge of him that is be-

neath him in clothes. He never drinks below the salt.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 2.

Abraum salts. See abraum.- Acid salts, those salts

which still have one or more hydrogen atoms which are

replaceable by basic radicals. Ammoniacal salt. See
ammoniacal. Attic salt. See Atticl. Bakers' salt.
See baker. Basic salts, those salts which still retain one
or more hydrogen atoms replaceable by acid radicals Be-
low the salt. See above the salt.Knaxy theory of
salts. See binary. Blue salts. See return-alkali.

Bronzing-salt. See bronzing. Decrepitating salts,
salts which burst with a crackling noise into smaller frag-
ments when heated, as the nitrates of baryta and lead.

Double Salt, a salt containing two different acid or ba-
sic radicals, as potassium sodium carbonate, K Na O>

: .,
or

strontium aceto-nitrate, Sr NO^CgHgOgX Epsom salts,
magnesium sulphate, MgSO4 4- THgO, a cathartic produ-
cing watery stools. It is the principal ingredient of springs
at Epsom, Surrey, England, and is also prepared from sea-

water, from the mineral magnesite, and from several other
sources. Essential salt of bark. See barks. Essen-
tial salt of lemon. See lemmi. Essential salts, salts
which are procured from the juices of plants by crystalli-
zation. Ethereal salt, a compound consisting of one or
more alcohol radicals united to one or more acid radicals.
Also called compound ether (which see, under ether).

Ethyl salts. See ethyl. Everitt's salt, a yellowish-
white powder formed from the decomposition of potassi-
um ferrocyanide by sulphuric acid, and composed of po-
tassium sulphate mixed with an insoluble compound of
iron cyanide and potassium cyanide. Ferric salts. See
ferric. Fixed salts, those salts which are prepared by
calcining, then boiling the matter in water, straining off
the liquor, and evaporating all the moisture, when the salt
remains in the form of a powder. Fossil salt. Same as
rock-salt. Fusible salt, the phosphate of ammonia.
Glauber's salt [after J. K. Glauber (died 166S), a German
chemist, who originally prepared it], hydrous sodium sul-

phate, NaoSO4.10H2O, a well-known cathartic. It oc
curs in monoclinic crystals and also as an efflorescence

(the mineral mirabilite). It is a constituent of many min-
eral waters, and, in small quantity, of the blood and other
animal fluids. It may be prepared by the direct action of

sulphuric acid on sodium carbonate, and it is procured in

large quantity as a residue in the process of forming hy-
drochloric acid and chlorin. This salt is extensively em-
ployed by woolen-dyers as an aid to obtain even, regular,
or 1 evel dyeing. Haloid salt. See haloid. Horse salts, a
familiar name of Glauber's salt. Individual salt, a very
small salt-cellar

j
containing salt for one person at a meal.

See def. 5 and individual, a., 4. [A trade-term.] Kelp
salt. See kelp. Lemery'S salt [named from Lemery, a
French chemist (1845 -1715)], magnesium sulphate. Llx-
ivial, martial*, metallic salts. .

u ee the adjectives. -

Mensel'8 salt, basic ferric sulphate, used in solution as a

styptic. Microcosmic salt. See mierocosmic. Min-
eral salt. See mineral. Native salts, mineral bodies
resembling precious stones or gems in their external char-

acter, and so named to distinguish them from artificial

salts. Neutral or normal salts. See neutral. Oxy-
salt, a salt derived from an oxygen acid, as distinguished
from a haloid salt (derived from a halogen acid). Perma-
nent salts, those salts which undergo no change on ex-

posure to the air. Per-saltt, a salt supposed to be formed
by the combination of an acid with a peroxld. Pink
salt, a salt sometimes used in calico-printing as a mor-
dant. It is the double salt of stannic chlorid and am-
monium chlorid. Polychrest saltt. See polychrest.
Preparing-salts, stannate of soda as used by calico-print-
ers in preparing the cloth for receiving steam-colors.
Preston's salts, ammonium carbonate in powder, with
stronger water of ammonia and essential oils. FrotO-
saltt, a salt supposed to be formed by the combination
of an acid with a protoxid. Prunella salt. See pntnel-
las. Riddance salts. See riddance. Kochelle salt,
sodium potassium tartrate (KNaH 4C4O6.4H20). It has
a mild, hardly saline taste, and acts as a laxative.

Salt Of bone. Same as ammonia. Salt of COlCOthar,
iron sulphate, or green vitriol. Salt Of hartshorn, a
name formerly applied to both ammonium chlorid and
ammonium carbonate. Salt Of lemons. See essential
salt of lemon, under lemon. Salt of Riverius, potassium
citrate. Salt Of Saturn [from Saturn, the alchemistic
name of lead], lead acetate ; sugar of lead. Salt Of Sei-
gnette. Same as Rochette salt. Salt ofsoda, sodium car-
bonate.- Salt Of sorrel, acid potassium oxalate. Salt
Of tartar, purified potassium carbonate. Salt of tin.
See tin. Salt of vitriol, zinc sulphate.- Salt of wis-
dom. Same as sal alembruth (which see, under sail).
Salt of wormwood, an impure potassium carbonate ob-
tained from the ashes of absinthium. Schlippe's salt,
a compound of antimony sulpliid with sodium sulphid,
having the formula Na..|SbS4 -j- 91I.>(). It is a crystalline
solid, having a bitter saline metallic taste, and is soluble
in water. Sesqui-salt, a salt supposed to be formed by
the combination of an acid with a sesquioxid. Smoking
salts, a name improperly given by English silversmiths



salt

to fuming sulphuric acid. Spirits of salt. Same as

monkey, 9. To be worth one's salt, to be worthy of
one's hire, or of the lowest possible wages, in a deprecia-
tory sense, as implying that one is not worth his food, but
only the salt that he eats with it : generally in the negative
form : as, he is not worth his gait. To eat one's salt, to
be one's guest, and hence under one's protection for the
time being ; be bound to one by the sacred relation of

guest. To put, cast, or lay salt on the tall of, to cap-
ture ; catch : children having been told from hoary anti-

quity that they can catch birds by putting salt on their
tails.

Were you coming near him with soldiers, or constables,
. . . you will never lay salt on hii tatt.

Scott, Eedgauntlet, xi.

To take with a grain of salt, to accept or believe with
some reserve or allowance. Under salt, in process of

curing with salt : as, codfish put muter salt : a fishermen's

phrase. Volatile salts, such salts as disappear in va-

por at a given temperature, as ammonium bicarbonate.
White salt, salt dried and calcined

; decrepitated salt,

II. a. 1. Having the taste or pungency of

salt; impregnated with, containing, or abound-

ing in salt : as, mill water.

Ho nas stadde a stiffe ston. a stalworth image
Al-so tall as an! se & so ho get stanilt,-,.

Alliterative Poems (ed. \l ..n isi. ii. 084.

The [Euxine] Sea is lesse ."ill than others, and much an-

noyed with ice In the Wincer (Winter).
Sandys, Travalles (1852), p. ::.

A still salt pool, lock'd in the bars of sand.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

2. Prepared or preserved with salt: as, salt

beef; salt fish. 3. Overflowed with or grow-
ing in salt water: as, salt grass or hay. 4.

Sharp; bitter; pungent.
Amongst sins unpardonable they reckoned second mar-

riages, of which opinion Tertulllan, making ... a nail

apology, . . . saith . . . Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 6.

We were better parch in Afric sun
Than in the pride and salt scorn of his eyes.

Shale., T. andC., i. 3. S71.

5. Costly; dear; expensive: as, he paid a gait

price for it. [Colloq.] 6f. Lecherous; sala-

cious.

Then they grow mill and begin to be proud ; yet in an-
cient time, for the more ennobling of their race of dogges,
they did not suffer them to engender till the male were
foure yeare old, and the female three : for then would th e

whelpes proove more stronge and lively.

Topsell, Beasts (1607), p. 189. (HalKweU.)
For the better compassing of his salt and most hidden

loose affection. Shale., Othello, ii. 1. 244.

Salt and cured provisions, beef and pork prepared in

pickle or smoke-dried for use as food. Salt eel. (a) A
rope's end ; hence, a beating. [ Naut. slang.] (6) A game
something like hide-and-seek. HaUiieett. Salt junk.
See junJci, 4. Salt meadow, reed-grass, etc. See the
nouns.

salt1
(salt), v. [< ME. salten, also selten, silten,

< AS. "sealtian, also sultan = D. souten = MLG.
solten = OHG. sakan, MHO. G. salzen = Icel.

Sw. salta = Dan. salte = Goth, saltan (cf. L.

salire, salere, sallere), salt; from the noun : see
salt1,*.] I. trans. 1. To sprinkle, impregnate,
or season with salt, or with a salt: as, to salt

fish, beef, or pork.
It takes but a little while for Mr. Long to tatt the re-

mainder of the venison well.

W. M. Baiter, New Timothy, p. 134.

And of flesch that was eke for brend the wonndes he
galte also. Holy Rood (ed. MorrisX p. 59.

2. To fill with salt between the timbers and
planks, as a ship, for the preservation of the
timber. 3. To furnish with salt

; feed salt to :

as, to salt cows. 4. In soap-making, to add
salt to (the lye in the kettles) after saponifica-
tion of the fatty ingredients, in order to sepa-
rate the soap from the lye. The soap, being insolu-
ble in the salted lye and of less specific gravity, rises to
the top and floats. This process is also called separation.
5. In photog., to impregnate (paper, canvas,
or other tissue) with a salt or mixture of salts
in solution, which, when treated with other so-

lutions, form new compounds in the texture.
Various bromides, iodides, and chlorids, being salts which
effect the decomposition of nitrate of silver, are among
those much used for this purpose.
6t. To make, as a freshman, drink salt water,
by way of initiation, according to a university
custom of the sixteenth century Salting down,
the process of concentrating a mixture of the distilled am-
moniacal liquor from gas-works with sulphuric acid until
the hot solution precipitates small crystals of ammonium
sulphate. To salt a mine, to make a mine seem more
valuable than it really is, by surreptitiously introducing
rich ore obtained elsewhere : a trick first resorted to by
gold-diggers with the design of obtaining a high price for
their claims. To salt an invoice, account, etc., to put
the extreme value on each article, in some cases in or-
der to be able to make what seems a liberal discount at

payment. To salt down, to pack away in salt, as pork
or beef, for winter use

; hence, to place in reserve ; lay by.- To salt in bulk, to stow away in the hold with salt,
without washing, bleeding, or divesting of offal, as fish.

To salt out, to separate (coal-tar colors) from solutions
by adding a large excess of common salt. The coloring
matter, being insoluble in a solution of common salt, sepa-
rates out.

II. intriiiiH. To deposit salt, as a saline sub-
stance: as, the brine begins to milt.

salt2 t, See xttiilt*.

saltablet, Sec ////<//.

saltant (sal'tant), a. [< L. salttin(t-)s, ppr. of

saltare, dance, freq. of satin; leap, dance : see
,s-i72

, sally?, salient.'] 1. Leaping; jumping;
dancing. 2. In roo'/., saltatorial or saltatory :

salient. 3. In liei:, leaping in a position simi-
lar to salient: noting a squirrel, cat, or other
small animal when used as a bearing.
saltarello, 8alterello(sal-ta-rerd, sal-te-rel'o),

.: pi. xallarclli, xaltertlli (-i). [= Sp. miltii-

relo, a dance; < It. saltarello, sultcrello, a little

leap or skip (cf. saltarella, a grasshopper, =
OF. saiitereaii, sanltereau, a leaper. grasshop-
per, xautrri'llf, a grasshopper), < L. salt/in .

dance.] In music: (a) In old dances generally,
a second section or part, usually danced as' a
round dance, the music being in triple rhythm.
Saltarelli were appended to all sorts of dances, most of
them being contre-dances.

(ft) A very animated
Italian and Spanish dance for a single couple,
characterized by numerous sudden skips or

jumps, (c) Music for such a dance or in its

rhythm, which is triple and quick, and marked
by abruptbreaks and skips and the rhythmic

figure

"

jH. (rf) In medieval counterpoint,
when the cautus firmus is accompanied by a

counterpoint in sextuplets, it was sometimes
said to be IH saltarello. Compare salteretto. (e)
In harpsichord-making, same as jack1

,
11 (//).

saltate (sal'tiit), /. i.
; pret. and pp. satiated,

ppr. saltating. [< L. saltatus, pp. of saltare (>
It. saltare = Sp. Pg. sattar = Pr. savtar = OF.
itaulter, F. sauter), dance, < salire, jump, leap:
seesaiPjSaulfi.] To leap; jump; skip. [Rare.]
Imp. Diet.

saltation (sal-ta'shon), . [< OF. saltation,

saltation, F. saltation = Sp. saltaeion = It. sal-

tazlone, < L. saltatio(n-), a dancing, dance, <

saltare, pp. salUitus, dance: see saltate."] 1.

Saltatory action
;
the act or movement of leap-

ing, or effecting a saltus; a leap or jump;
hence, abrupt transition or change.
The locusts being ordained for saltation, their hinder

legs do far exceed the others. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Nature goes by rule, not l>y sallies and saltations.

Emerson, Conduct of Life.

Leaps, gaps, xaltatimi*, or whatever they may be called

[in the process of evolution].
W. a. Doll, Amer. Nat., March, 187".

2. Jumping movement ; beating or palpitation.
If the great artery be hurt, you will discover it by its

saltation and florid colour. Wiseman, Surgery.

saltato (sal-ta'to), . [It., prop. pp. of saltare,

spring: see saltate.] In manic, a manner of

bowing a stringed instrument in which the bow
is allowed to spring back from the string by
its own elasticity.
Saltator (sal-ta'tor), n. [NL., < L. saltator, a

dancer, < saltare. pp. salta tug, dance: see sal-

tate.] 1 . A notable genus of validirostral pity-
line tanagers of large size and sober coloration.

Saltatar mafnus.

with square tail, strong feet, sharp claws, jtnd

notched bill, as S. magntis. Fieillot, 1816. Also
called Habia. 2. A genus of ichnolites of un-
certain character. Hiteheocl; 1858. 3. The
constellation Hercules.
Saltatoria (sal-ta-to'ri-a), H. pi. [NL.,< L. sal-

tator, a dancer: see Saltator.'] In entom., a di-

vision of orthopterous insects, corresponding
to the Linnean genus Gryllus, including those
which are saltatory, having the hind legs fitted

for leaping, as the Gryllidse, Locustidie, aud^lo-

riiliidte, or crickets, grasshoppers, and locusts :

originally one of two sections (the other being
Cursoria) into which Latreille divided the Or-

thoptera.

salt-cellar

saltatorial (sal-ta-t<Vri-al), . [< saltatory +
-ill.] 1. Pertaining to (lancing: as, the salia-
/('? art. 2. In ,-<)/.: (a) Leaping frequently
or habitually ; saltatory : saltigrade ;

of or per-
taining to the Kiillatnria, in any sense: distin-

guished from amliiilatiirii, gradient, <//r.v,wi *'/.

riirsurial, etc. Of the several words of the same
meaning (salient, sallnni. saltalnrial, saltatori-

ous, and saltatory), saltatorinl is now the com-
monest in entomology, and salient in herpetol-
ogy. (6) Fitted for leaping; adapted to s I ta-

tion: as, saltatorial limbs, (c) Characterized

by or pertaining to leaping: as, saltatorial ac-
tion ; a saltatortal group of insects. Saltatorial
abdomen, in entom., an abdomen terminated by bristle
like springing-organs, as in the Poduridse. See sprinytail.

Saltatorial legs, in ntom.,legi in which the femur is

greatly thickened for the reception of strong muscles, by
means of which the insect can take long leaps, as in the

grasshoppers, fleas, many beetles, etc. See cuts under
yrazshvpper and flea.

saltatorious (sal-ta-to'ri-xis), a. [< L. saltato-

rius, pertaining to dancing: see saltatory.']
Same as saltatorial. [Rare.]
saltatory (sal'ta-to-ri), a. and . [=It. salta-

torio, < L. saltatorius, pertaining to dancing, <

saltare, dance: see sattate.] I. a. Same as sal-

tatorial. Saltatory theory of evolution, in Wot, the
view which holds thai the evolution of species is not al-

ways gradual and regular, but may be marked by sudden
changes and abrupt variations. It is an extreme of the
view which recognizes periods of alternating acceleration
and retardation in the development of new forms, and may
be considered akin to the theory of cataclysms in geology.
See third extract under saltation, 1.

II. n. ; pi. salta lories (-riz). A leaper or
dancer.

The second, a lavoltateer, a saltatory, a dancer with a

kit, ... a fellow that skips as he walks.
Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, ill. 1.

salt-barrow (salt'bar'6), . See barrow2 , 5.

salt-bearer (salt'bSr'er), . One who carries

salt; specifically, one who takes part in the
Eton montem. See montem.

According to the ancient practice, the salt-bearers were
accustomed to carry with them a handkerchief filled with
salt, of which they bestowed a small quantity on every
individual who contributed his quota to the subsidy.

Chambers'* Boot of Days, II. 665.

salt-block (salt'blok), M. A salt-evaporating
apparatus: a technical term for a salt-making
plant, or saltern.

salt-box (salt'boks), M. 1. A box in which salt

is packed for sale or for transportation. 2. A
box for keeping salt for domestic use.

salt-burned (salt'bernd), . Injured by over-

salting, or by lying too long in salt, as fish.

salt-bush (salt'bush), w. Any one of several

species of plants, chiefly of the genus Atriplex,
covering extensive plains in the interior of

Australia. The most important are A. nummulari-um,
one of the larger species, and A. vesiearium. an extremely
abundant and tenacious dwarf species, together with the
dwarf .! halimoides. The name covers also species of

Ithagodia and Chenopodium of similar habit.

salt-cake (salt'kak), . The crude sodium

sulphate which occurs as a by-product in the
manufacture of hydrochloric acid on a large
scale from sodium chlorid : a British commer-
cial name. Through the reaction of sulphuric acid

upon the sodium chlorid, hydrochloric acid is set free and
sodium sulphate formed.

salt-cat (salt'kat), n. [< ME. salte eatte; <

salt1 + caft.] A lump of salt made at a salt-

works (see cat1
, n.,

15); also, a mixture of

gravel, loam, rubbish
of old walls, cumin-

seed, salt, and stale

urine, given as a diges-
tive to pigeons.

Many give a lump of salt,

which they usually call a

mlt-cat, made at the salterns,
which makes the pigeons
much affect the place.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

salt-cellar (salt
'
sel *-

Sr), n. [Early mod. E.

saltseller, saltsellar; <

late ME. saltsaler, salt-

mliir. < .trtltl + seller*!, q. v.] A small vessel

for holding salt, used on the table. See sal'ft, 4.

When thou etys thi mete of this thou take hede
louche not the salte beyng in thi salt-saler.

Bootee of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 60.

Dip not thy meate in the Saltgeller. but take it with thy
knyfe. Jlabees Boot (E. E. T. S.), p. 76.

We can meet and so conferre,
Both by a shining sall-tellnr,

And have our roofe,

Although not archt, yet weather proofe.
llerrick. His Age.

Salt-cellar of Henri Deux ware
(i6th century).



salt-cellar

Standing salt-cellar, the large salt-cellar which for-

merly occupied an important place on the table. The
principal one, usually placed in front of the master of the

feast, was frequently a very decorative object. Compare
trencher unit-cellar. Trencher salt-cellar, a small salt-

cellar for actual use at the table, placed within reach of

the guests, as distinguished from the standing salt-cMin;
which was rather an object of decoration.

salt-cote (siilt'kot), it. [Also salt-coat; < ME.
salt cote, salts cote: see fait1 and cote 1

.] A
salt-pit.

There be a great number of salt cntes about this well,
wherein the salt water is sodden in leads, and brought to

this perfection of pure white salt.

Harrison, Descrip. of Eng., iii. IS.

The Hay and riuers have much marchantable fish, and

places nt for Salt-coat*, building of ships, making of Iron,
cVc. Capt. jnhn Smith, Works, I. 12s.

salt-duty (salt'du'ti), . A duty on salt; in

London, a duty, the twentieth part, formerly
payable to the lord mayor, etc., for salt brought
to tlie port of London.
salted (sal'ted), a. [< salt 1 + -ed1

.] Haying
acquired immunity from disease by a previous
attack. [Rare.]
In addition, he must have horses which should be "salt-

ed
"

: that is, must have had the epidemic known as horse-
sickness which prevails on the north of the Vaal river,

particularly on the banks of the Limpopo.
W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 618.

saltee (sal'te), n. [< It. soldi, pi. of soldo, a small
Italian coin: see sow.] A penny. [Slang.]

It had rained kicks all day in lieu of salteee.

C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, Iv.

salter (sal'ter), n. [< ME. salter, saltare, < AS.

sealtere, a salter
;
basalt1 + -er1 .] 1. One who

makes, sells, or deals in salt.

Saltare, or wellare of salt. Salinator.

Prompt. Pan.', p. 441.

2. A drysalter. The incorporated salters, or

drysalters. of London form one of the city liv-

ery companies.
A few yards off, on the other side of Cannon Street, in

St. Swithin's Lane, is the spacious but not very interesting
hall of the sailers. The Century, XXXVII. 10.

3. One who salts meat or fish. The salter in a fish-

ing-vessel receives the flsh from the splitter, strews salt

on them, and stows them away in compact layers with
the skin down.
4. A trout about leaving salt water to ascend
a stream. [New Eng.]
salterello, . See saltarello.

salteretto (sal-te-ret'o), n. [It.; el.saltarella.']
In

initsic^
the rhythmic figure |TT Compare

saltarello. J-WJ
saltern (sal'tern), . [< ME. 'saltern (?), < AS.
nealtern, < salt1 + ern, a place for storing, cor-
ner: see em5

.] A salt-works; a building in
which salt is made by boiling or evaporation ;

more especially, a plot of retentive land, laid
out in pools and walks, where the sea-water is

admitted to be evaporated by the heat of the
sun's rays. E. H. Knight.

salt-foot (salt'fut), w. A large salt-cellar for-

merly placed near the middle of a long table to
mark the place of division between the superior
and the inferior guests. See aborc tlit: suit, un-
der sal ft-.

salt-furnace (salt'fer'nas), . A simple form
of furnace for heating the evaporating-pans
and boilers in a salt-factory.

salt-gage (salt'gaj), . Same as salhiometer.

salt-garden (salt'gaV'dn), . In the manufac-
ture of common salt from sea-water or water
obtained from saline springs, a large shallow

pond wherein the water is allowed to evaporate
till the salt, mixed with impurities, separates
out. Spans' Encyc. Mantif., I. 265.

salt-glaze (salt'glaz), . A glaze produced
upon ceramic ware by putting common salt in
the kilns after they have been fired for from
60 to 96 hours. The glaze is formed by the volatiliza-
tion of the salt, its decomposition by the water in the
gases of combustion, and the combination of the sodic

hydrate thus set free with the free silica in and on the
surface of the ware. The glaze is therefore a sodium
silicate.

salt-grass (salt'gras), M. A collective name of

grasses growing in salt-meadows, consisting
Iii i-^'ply of species of Spartina. Sporobvlus airoides,
which affords considerable pasturage on arid plains in the
western United States, is also so called, as is rHitichlis

tnaritima, which inhabits both localities.

salt-greent (salt'gren), a. Green like the sea.

salt-group (salt'grop), n. In geol., a group or
series of rocks containing salt in considerable

quantity. Qnondaga salt-group, a series of rocks

occupying a position nearly in the middle of the Upper
Silurian, and especially well developed in central New
Vork, where it is of great economical importance on ac-
count of the salt which it affords : so named from the

county of Onondaga, where for many years the manufac-
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i HI r of salt lias been extensively carried on. Also called
Salina group.

salt-holder (salfhol'der), H. A salt-cellar.

"Be propitious, Bacchus!" said Glaucus, inclining
reverentially to a beautiful image of the god placed in

the centre of the table, at the corners of which stood
the Lares and the salt -holders.

Bidder, Last Days of Pompeii, i. :i.

salt-horse (salt'hors')) Salt beef. [Sailors'

slang.]

By way of change from that substantial fare called salt-

horse and hard-tack.
C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 123.

Salticidae (sal-tis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sultieii.i

+ -idle.] A family of vagabond dipneumonous
spiders, typified by the genus Salticus, contain-

ing active saltatorial species which spin no web,
but prowl about to spring upon their prey.
They are known &s jumping or leaping spiders.
Salticus (sal'ti-kus), M. [NL., < LL. saltieux,

dancing, < it. saltus, a leaping (saltare, dance),
<. salirc, leap: see saltate.] A genus of spiders,
typical of the family Saltieidse.

saltie (sal'ti), n. The salt-water fluke or dab.
Limanda platessoides Bastard saltie. Seebaxtard.

saltier1
, saltire (sal'ter), . [< OF. saultoir,

F. sautoir, St. Andrew's cross, orig. a
stirrup (the

cross being appar. so named from the position of

the side-pieces of a stirrup, formerly made in

a triangle resembling the Gr.

delta, A), < ML. sattatorium, a

stirrup, < L. saltatoriits, belong-
ing to dancing or leaping, suit-

able for mounting a horse, <

saltator, a leaper, < saltare, pp.
naltatun, leap, dance: see sal-

tate.] In her., an ordinary in the
saltier

form of a St. Andrew's cross,
formed by two bends, dexter and sinister, cross-

ing each other. Also called cross saltier, cross
in nattier.

Upon his surcoat valiant Nevil bore
A silver saltire upon martial red.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, ii. 23.

The Saracens, Curdmans, and Ishmaelites yield
To the scallop, the saltier, and crossleted shield.

Scott, The Tire-King.

In saltier. Same as saltiertcise when applied to a num-
ber of small charges. Per saltier, saltierwise. Quar-
terly in saltier. Same as per saltier. Saltier arched,
a bearing consisting of two curved bands turning their
convex sides to each other, tangent or conjoined, so as
to nearly resemble a saltier. Saltier cheeky, a saltier
whose field is occupied with small checkers in three or
four rows, the lines which form the checkers being par-
allel to those bounding the saltier, and therefore oblique
to the escutcheon. Saltier compone, a saltier whose
field is occupied with squares alternating of two tinc-
tures: these are set square with the saltier, and there-
fore seem to be lozenges as regards the escutcheon.
Saltier conjoined in base, a saltier cut short in some
way, as couped, and having the feet or extremities of
the two lower arms united by a band, usually of the same
width and tincture as the arms of the saltier. Saltier
COUped, a saltier the extremities of which do not reach
the edges of the field. Saltier couped and crossed, a

figure resembling a cross crosslet set saltierwise. Also
called cross crosslet in saltier; sometimes also saltier sal-

tierlet, apparently in imitation of cross crosslet, etc. Sal-
tier crossed patt4, a saltier each of whose arms ends in
a cross patte, or, more correctly, is decorated with three
arms of a cross patte. Saltier fiinbriated, a saltier hav-
ing along each of its arms a narrow line of a different tinc-

ture, separating it from the field: this usually represents
another saltier of the tincture of the fimbriation, the two
having been combined on the occasion of some family alii,

ance or the like. A notable instance is seen in the Brit-
ish union jack. Saltier lozengy, a saltier the field of
which is occupied with lozenges, or with squares set di-

agonally to the saltier, and therefore square with the es-

cutcheon. Saltier incline, a saltier couped and having
each of the ends divided and bent backward in a curve.
A Iso called cross moline in saltier. Saltier nowy, a bear-

ing consisting of a circle in the fesse-point of the field,
from which four arms, bendwise and bendwise sinister,
are carried to the edges. Saltier UOWy lozengy a bear-

ing consisting of a square set diagonally in the middle of
the field, from each side of which one arm of a saltier ex-
tends to the edge of the escutcheon, the angles of the
square projecting between the arms. Saltier nowy
quadrat, a bearing consisting of a square in the center
of the field, from each angle of which one arm of a saltier
extends to the limit of the escutcheon : each angle of the
saltier is therefore filled up with a triangle. Saltier Of
chains, in her., a bearing representing a ring in or near
the fesse-point of the field, from which four chains extend
to the edges of the field, forming a saltier. Saltier of
five mascles, a bearing consisting of a square mascle
having four lozenge-shaped mascles fretted or interlaced
with it, one with each of its four sides. Saltier quar-
terly pierced, a saltier having the center removed, as in a
cross quarterly pierced : but, as the square so cut out is di-

agonal on the field, this bearing is more often described as
a saltieririerceii iiaeniw. Saltier quarterly quartered,
a saltier divided by the vertical and horizontal lines which
if carried out would quarter the whole field : each of the
four arms is thus separated from the others, and is distin-

guished by a different tincture or combination of tinc-

tures-Saltier triparted, a bearing composed of three
bendlets ami three oendlets sinister, usually fretted or
interlaced where they cross one another.

salt-marsh

A blunder for satyr1
.

There isthreecarters, three shepherds, three neat-herds,
three swine-herds, that have made themselves all men of

hair, they call themselves Saltiers, and they have a dance
which the wenches say is a gallimaufry of gambols.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 334.

saltierlet (sal'ter-let), H. [< saltier* + .\e t.-\ A
small saltier. See miltier couped and crossed,

under saltier1 .

saltierra (sal-tyer'il), H. [Mex. Sp., < Sp. sal

(< L. sal), salt,'+ tierru (< L. terra), land, soil.]

A saline deposit left by the drying up of certain

shallow inland lakes in Mexico, formerly much
used in the patio process instead of salt ob-

tained from the sea-coast by evaporation of the

ocean-water.

saltierwise, saltirewise (sal'ter-wlz), adv. In
lier. : (a) Arranged in the form of a saltier, as

small bearings of any kind of approximately
circular form, not only roundels, bezants, etc.,
but mullets, escallops, martlets, etc. (6) Di-

vided by two diagonal lines having the posi-
tion of the arms of the saltier: said of the field

or a bearing, (c) Lying in the direction of the
two arms of the saltier : as, a sword and spear or

two swords saltierKise. See cut under angle3,
5.

Cross saltierwise. See cross' .

Saltigrada (sal-tig'ra-da), n.pl [NL.: seeml-

tigrade.J Same as Saltigrada!.

Saltigradae (sal-tig'ra-de), n. pi. [NL. : see

saltigradc.] A group or suborder of spiders dis-

tinguished by their activity or ability to leap.
It includes species which have a high cephalothorax with
almost vertical sides, a very broad back, short and thick

extremities, and a peculiar position of the eyes, four in the
first row and the remaining four in a second and a third
row. The two generally admitted families are the Eresidtf

and the Attidte.

saltigrade (sal'ti-grad), a. and H. [< L. saltm,
a leap (< satire, jump, spring), + gradi, walk,

advance.] I. a. Moving by leaping; saltato-

rial, as a spider; specifically, of or pertaining
to the Saltigradse.

II. M. A member of the Saltigradse.
saltimbancot (sal-tim-bang'ko), w. [=F. sal-

timbaiique = Sp. Pg. saltimbaneo, < It. sultim-

banco, a mountebank, < saltare, leap, + in, on, +
banco, bench : see salt2 , saltation, in1

,
bank1

. Of.

mountebank.] A mountebank; a quack.
Saltiubancoes, quacksalvers, and charlatans deceive

them. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

salting (sal'ting), . [Verbal n. of salt1
, .] 1.

The act of sprinkling, seasoning, filling, or fur-

nishing with salt; specifically, the celebration
of the Eton montem. See montem.
'Twas then commonly said that the college [at Eton]

held some lands by the custome of salting, but, having
never since examined it, I know not how to answer for it.

J'. Byrmn, in Letters of Eminent Men, II. 167.

2. A salt-marsh.

salting-box (sal'ting-boks), n. See box'2 .

salting-house (sal'ting-hous), w. An establish-

ment where fish, etc., are salted.

salting-point (sal'ting-point), . In soap-mak-
ing, the degree of concentration to which the

soap is brought by evaporation before the sep-
aration from the lye is effected by the addi-
tion of salt or salted Ive. Watt, Soap-making,
p. 224.

saltire, . See saltier 1
.

saltirewise, adr. See saltierwise.

saltish (sal'tish), a. [< salt1 + -isli 1
.] Some-

what salt; tinctured or impregnated with salt.

But how bitter, saltixh, and unsavoury soever the sea is,

yet the fishes that swim in it exceedingly like it.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, III. 45.

saltishly (sal'tish-li), adv. With a moderate
degree of saltness. Imp. Diet.

saltishness (sal'tish-nes), n. The property of

being saltish. Imp. Diet.

saltless (salt'les), a. [< salt1 + -less.] Desti-

tute of salt ; insipid. Imp. Diet.

salt-lick (salt'lik), w. A place resorted to by
animals for the purpose of satisfying the natu-
ral craving for salt. The regions thus visited are
those where saline springs rise to the surface, or have
done so in former times. The miring of large animals,
especially of the buffalo (Bison awericamis\ about these
licks has caused one of the most remarkable of them to
be called the "Big Bone Lick." It is in Boone county,
Kentucky.

No, he must trust to chance and time ; patient and wary,
like a "

painter
"
crouching for its spring, or a hunter

waiting at a" salt-lick for deer.

Whyte Melnlle, White Rose, II. I.

saltly (salt'li), adv. [< salt1 + -///-'.] In a salt

manner; with the taste of salt. Imp. Diet.

salt-marsh (salt 'marsh), . [< AS..sen7<-wer*r. <

sealt. salt. + morse, marsh : se .tult 1 and marxli.~]
Land under pasture-grasses or herbage-plants,
subject to be overflowed by the sea. or by tl.'c



salt-marsh

waters of estuaries, or the outlets of rivers

which, in consequence of proximity to the sen,
are more or less impregnated with salt. Salt-
marsh caterpillar, the hairy larva of an arctiid moth.
SpUogoma acrsea, one of the woolly-bears, which feeds

commonly on the salt-grass of the sea-coast of New
England. Salt-marsh fleabane. See Pluchea. Salt-
marsh hen. Same as marsh-hen (ft). Salt-marsh ter-

rapin, the diamond-backed turtle. See diamond-backed,
and cut under terrapin.

saltmaster (salt'mas
<r

ter), . One who owns,

leases, or works a salt-mine or salt-well ; a salt-

producer.
The cost of that salt is likely to become dearer now to

the soMmasten on account of the increased price of coal.

Tltc Engineer, LXVII1. 834.

salt-mill (s&lt'mil), n. A mill for pulverizing
coarse salt in order to prepare it for table use.

salt-mine (salt'mln), n. A mine where rock-
salt is obtained.

salt-money (salt'mun'i), . See motiteni.

saltness (salt'nes), . [< ME. "saltncsse, < AS.
sealtnes, sealtnis, saltnisse, < sealt, salt (see salt1 ),

+ -ness.'] The property or state of being salt;

impregnation with salt: as, the saltness of sea-
water or of provisions.
Men ought to find the difference between *tdtn< *x and

bitterness. Bacon, Discourse.

And the great Plain joyning to the dead Sea, which, by
reason of it's saltness, might be thought unserviceable
both for Cattle, Corn, Olives, and Vines, had yet it's prop-
er usefulness, for the nourishment of Bees, and for the
Fabrick of Honey. Matmdrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 66.

salto (sal'to), a. [It., < L. sul in*, a leap: see
salt2

, sault."] Inmusic, sameassfcipl. A melody
characterized by frequent skips is said to be
Hi salto.

saltorel (sal'tQ-rel), H. [Dim. of saltier (OF.
saulloir): see saltier 1

.']
In her., same as saltier1 .

salt-pan (salt'pan), H. A large shallow pan or
vessel in which salt water or brine is evapo-
rated in order to obtain salt. The term Is also ap-
plied, especially In the plural, to salt-works and to natu-
ral or artificial ponds or sheets of water in which salt is

produced by evaporation.

saltpeter, saltpetre (salt-pe'ter), . [An al-

tered form, simulating writ*, of early mod. E. sal-

peter, < ME. salpetre = D. G. Dan. Sw. salpeter,
< OF. salpetre, salpestre, F. salpetre, < ML. sal-

petra, prop, two words, salpetrse, lit.
'
salt of the

rock': L. sal, salt; petrse, gen. of pctra, a rock:
see pier, peter

1
."] A salt called also niter and,

in chemical nomenclature, potassium nitrate, or
nitrate of potash. See niter chili saltpeter,
sodium nitrate. Ounny of saltpeter. See gunny.
Saltpeter-and-sulphur grinding-milL See grinding-
mill. Saltpeter rot, a white, floccular, crystalline ef-

florescence which sometimes forms In new or damp walls
where potassium nitrate is generated, and, working its

way to the surface, carries off large patches of paint. Also
called sallpetering. Saltpeter war, the war of Chili

against Peru and Bolivia, 1870-83, for the possession of
niter- and guano-beds claimed by both parties.

saltpetering (salt-pe'ter-ing), H. [< saltpeter +
-(//.] Same as saltpeter rot (which see, under
saltpeter).

saltpetre, . See saltpeter.

saltpetrous (salt-pe'trus), a. [OF. salpestrenJT :

as saltpeter + -ous.~\ Pertaining to, of the na-
ture of, or impregnated with saltpeter: as, salt-

petrous sandstone.

salt-pit (salt'pit), n. A pit where salt is ob-

tained; a salt-pan.
salt-raker (salt'ra"ker), . One employed in

raking or collecting salt in natural salt-ponds
or in inclosures from the sea. Simmonds.
salt-rheum (salt'rom'), . A vague and indef-
inite popular name applied to almost all non-
febrile cutaneous eruptions which are common
among adults, except perhaps ringworm and
itch Salt-rheum weed, the turtlehead, Chelone gla-
bra, a reputed remedy for salt-rheum.

salt-rising (salt'ri 'zing), H. A leaven or yeast
for raising bread, consisting of a salted batter
of flour or meal. [Western U. 8.]
Salt River (salt riv'er). An imaginary river,
up which defeated politicians and political par-
ties are supposed to be sent to oblivion. "The
phrase to row up Salt Ricer has its origin in the fact that
there is a small stream of that name in Kentucky, the
passage of which is made difficult and laborious as well by
its tortuous course as by the abundance of shallows and
bars. The real application of the phrase is to the unhap-
py wight who has the task of propelling the boat up the
stream

; but in political or sUng usage it is to those who
are rowed up." J.Inman. (Barttett.) Togo row or be
sent up Salt River, to be defeated. [U. S. political
slang.]

salt-salert, - A Middle English form of xalt-
cellar.

salt-sedativet (salt'sed'a-tiv), " Boracic acid.
Ure.

salt-slivered (salt'sliv*'erd), a. Slivered and
salted, as fish for bait. Menhaden are usually so
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treated, and a mackereler carries 20 ban-els or more <>f

such bait. [Trade use.]

salt-spoon (salt'spon), . A small spoon, usu-

ally having a round and rather deep bowl,
used in serving salt at table.

salt-spring (salt'spving), . A spring of salt

water; a brine-spring.
Salt-stand (salt'stand), H. Same as nnlt-i-i-llar.

salt-tree (salt'tre), n. A leguminous tree,
ilaliiHotleiulron aryrntt'iiw, with hoary pinnate
leaves, growing in Asiatic Russia.
saltus (sal'tus), . [< L. saltns, a leap: see
xn nit1

.'] I. A breach of continuity in time,
motion, or line. 2. In logic, a leap from prem-
ises to conclusion

;
an unwary or unwarranted

inference.

salt-water (saU'wa'ter), . In sool., inhabit-

ing salt water or the sea : as, a salt-water fish;
a salt-water infusorian. Salt-water fluke. See
/*-', 1 (6). Salt-water marsh-hen. See marsh-henW Salt-water minnow. See minnow, 2

(6). -Salt-
water perch, snail, tailor, teal, etc. See the nouns.

salt-works (salt' werks), . sing. oipl. A house
or place where salt is made.
saltwort (salt'wert), . [< salt1 + wort1

.']
A

name of several maritime plants, particularly
the alkaline plants Salsola Kali (also called

prickly glusswort) and S. oppositifolia : applied
also to the glassworts Salicornin. The two gen-
era are alike in habit and uses. See alkali and
glasstcort.- Black saltwort. See Giaux.-West In-
dian saltwort, /'"''' inariHma of the West Indies and
Florida.

salty (sal'ti), a. [= Q. salzig ; as salt1 + -yi.]
Somewhat salt; saltish.

Many a pleasant Island, which the monks of old re-

claimed from the *<tl'/i marshes, and planted with gardens
and vineyards. HoiveUs, Venetian Life, xxi.

saluberrimet, . [< L. saluberrimus, super!, of

salubrin, healthful, wholesome : see salubrious.]
Most salubrious or beneficial or wholesome.

All vacabondes and tnyghty beggers, the which gothe
beggynge from dore to dore & ayleth lytell or nought with
lame men and crepylles, come vnto me, and I shall gyue
you an almesse sahiberri/me & of grete vertue.

Watson, tr. of Brandt's Ship of Fools, Prol.

salubrious (sa-lu'bri-us), . [With added suf-
fix -ous (cf. F. Sp. Pg. It. salubre), < L. salubris,

healthful, healthy, wholesome, < solas (salut-),
health: see salute.} Favorable to health

; pro-
moting health ; wholesome: as, salubrious air.

The warm limbec draws
Salubrious waters from the nocent brood.

J. Philips, Cider, 1.

Religions, like the sun, take their course from east to
west : traversing the globe, they are not all equally tem-

perate, equally salubrious; they dry up some lands, and
Inundate others.

Landor, Imaginary Conversations, Asinius Pollio and
[
Ui-iniiiB Calvus, ii.

= Syn. Wholesome, etc. See healthy.

salubriously (sa-lu'bri-us-li), adv. In a salu-
brious manner; so as to promote health,

salubriousness(sa-lu'bri-us-nes), . Salubrity,
salubrity (sa-lu'bri-ti), . [< F. salubrite =
Sp. salubridad = Pg. salubridade = It. salu-

brita, <L.af6rifas(-tae-),healthfulness, (.salu-

bris, healthful: see salubrious."] The state or
character of being salubrious or wholesome;
healthful character or condition

;
healthfulness

;

as, the salubrity of mountain air.

Drink the wild air's salubrity.
Emerson, Conduct of Life.

They eulogized . . . the salubrity of the climate.

Bancroft, Hist. I'. 8., I. 160.

saludadort, . [Sp., a quack who professes to
cure by prayers, also a saluter, < L. salntator, <

salutare, greet: see salute1
.']
A false priest; an

impostor who pretended to cure diseases by
prayers and incantations.
His Mu'; was discoursing with the Bishops concerning

miracles, and what strange things the Saludadort would
iu Spalne, as by creeping into heated ovens without
hurt, and that they had a black crosse in the roofe of their
in< >ut In-*, but yet were commonly notorious and profane
wretches. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 16, 1685.

saluet, *'. t. [Also saleice; < ME. saluea, < OF.
saluer, greet, salute: see salute1 ."] To salute;
greet.

The busy larke, messager of daye,
Sahttth in hire song the morwe graye.

Chaucer, Knight
r
s Tale, 1. 634.

saluet, . [ME., < OF. salut, < L. solus (salut-),
health: see salute1

, salute^.] Health; salva-
tion. Also saleice.

With thi rigt, lord, mercy mynge,
And to my soule goosteli mlue thou sende.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 173.

salufer (sal'u-fer), n. Silicofluoride of sodium,
used as an antiseptic.

saluingt, . [ME., verbal n. of Halne. r.] Salu-

tation; greeting.

salutatory
Ther nas no good day, ne no saluing.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 791.

salutarily (sal'u-ta-ri-li), ntlr. In a salutary
manner; beneficially.
salutariness (sal'u-ta-ri-nes), . 1. The prop-
erty of being salutary or wholesome. Johnson.

2. The property of promoting benefit or pros-
perity.

salutary (sal'u-ta-ri), . [= F. xnlnt<tirr = Pg.
xalutar = It. salutare, < L. xalutaris, healthful,
< sains (n(ilut-), health: see salute1 .] 1. Whole-
some

;
healthful ; healing.

Although Abana and Pharpar. rivers of Damascus, were
of greater name and current, yet they were not so xnl uta i </

as the waters of Jordan to cure Naaman's leprosy.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. -J.s.

How many have murdered both stranger and friend by
advising a medicament which to others may perhaps have
been salutary .' Landor, Imaginary Conversations, Epi-

[curus and Metrodorua.

2. Promotive of or contributing to some bene-
ficial purpose ;

beneficial ; profitable.
We entertain no doubt that the Revolution was, on the

whole, a most salutary event for France.

Macaulay, Mill on Government.

= Syn. 1. Salubrious, etc. See healthy. t. Useful, ad-

vantageous, favorable.

salutation (sal-u-ta'shon), . [< ME. suluta-

fioii, salutaciouii, < OF. (and F.) salutation =
Pr. Sp. salutacion = Pg. saudacSo = It. saluta-

:ionr, < L. salutatio(n-), salutation, < salutare,

pp. salutatus, salute : see salute1
, v.~\ 1 . The act

of saluting or greeting, or of paying respect or
reverence by customary words or actions or

forms of address
; also, that which is spoken,

written, or done in the actof saluting or greeting.
It may consist in the expression of kind wishes, bowing,
uncovering the head, clasping hands, embracing, or the
like : technically applied to liturgical greetings, especially
to those between the officiating clergyman and the people.

And .v. myle from Jherusalem, into ye whiche nous of

Zacbarye, after the salutacion of the aungell and the con-

copcion of Criste, the moste blessyd Virgyne, goynge into
the monntaynes with grete spede, entred and saluted

Elyzabeth. Sir R. Ouylfurde, Pylgrymage, p. 38.

Al the bretheren grete you. Crete ye one another wyth
an holy kysse. The mlutacimn of me Paule wyth myne
owne hande. Bible of 1551, 1 Cor. xvi. 20.

The early village-cock
Hath twice done talutation to the morn.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 210.

Out into the yard sallied mine host himself also, to do
fitting salutation to his new guests.

Scott, Kenilworth, xix.

He made a salutation, or, to speak nearer he truth, an

ill-defined, abortive attempt at courtesy.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

2t. Quickening ; excitement
;
stimulus.

For why should others' false adulterate eyes
Give salutation to my sportive blood ?

Shak., Sonnets, cxxi.

Angelic salutation. Same as Am Maria (which see, un-
der ave). Salutation of our Ladyt, the Annunciation.
= 8yn. 1. Greeting, Salutation, Salute. A greeting gener-
ally expresses a person's sense of pleasure or good wishes

upon meeting another. Salutation and salute are by deri-

vation a wishing of health, and are still modified by that
idea. A salutation is personal, a salute official or formal ;

salutation suggests the act of the person saluting, xdutr is

the thing done ; a salutation is generally in words, a salute

may be by cheers, the dipping of colors, the roll of drums,
the firing of cannon, etc.

Salutation and greeting to you all !

Shak., As yon Like it, v. 4. 39.

On whom the angel Hall
Bestow'd ; the holy salutation used
Long after to blest Mary, second Eve.

Milton, P. L., v. 386.

; my rnliiir,' unknightly with flat hand,
However lightly, smote her on the cheek.

Tennyson, Geraiut.

salutatorian (sa-lu-ta-to'ri-an), . [< salu-

tatory + -an."] In American colleges, the mem-
ber of a graduating class who pronounces the

salutatory oration at the annual commence-
ment exercises.

salutatorily (sa-lu'ta-to-ri-li), aar. By way of

salutation. Imp. Diet.

salutatory (sa-lu'ta-to-ri), a. and w. [= It.

xalHtatoHo, < E. saliitatorius, pertaining to visit-

ing or greeting, < salutare, salute, greet : see

salute1.] I. o. Of the nature of or pertaining
to salutation: as, a salutatory address.

H. .; pi. salutatories (-riz). It. In the early

church, an apartment belonging to a church, or

a part of the diaconicum or sacristy, in which
the clergy received the greetings of the people.

Coming to the Bishop with Supplication into the Saluta-

torjf, some out Porch of the Church, he was charg'd by him
of tyrannical! marines against God, for comming into holy
ground. Miltmi, Reformation in Eng., li.

2. The oration, usually in Latin, delivered by
the student who ranks second in his class, with
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which tin- exercises of a college commence-
ment begin ;

looselv. any speech of salutation.

[U. 8.]
salute 1

(sa-lut'), v.
; pret. and pp. saluted, ppr.

.-minting. "[< L. salu tare. (> It. salutare = Sp.
Pr. saludar = Pg. simdiir = F. saltier, > ME.
saluen : see salne), wish health to, greet, salute,
<L. salus (salut-), a safe and sound condition,

health, welfare, prosperity, safety, a wish for

health or safety, a greeting, salute, salutation,
< salviis, safe, well : see safe. The E. noun is

partly from the verb, though in L. the noun pre-
cedes the verb. Cf. salutf-.] I. trims. 1. To
wish health to; greet with expressions of re-

spect, good will, affection, etc.

Thy master there beynge, Salute with all reuerence.
Babees Book(E. V.. T. S.), p. 339.

All that are witii me salute thee. Tit. iii. 15.

2. To greet with a kiss, a bow, a courtesy, the

uncovering of the head, a clasp or a wave of

the hand, or the like ; especially, in older writ-

ers, to kiss.

They him saluted, standing far afore.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 49.

If ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more than
others? Mat. v. 47.

You have the prettiest tip of a finger ; I must take the
freedom to salute it. Addison, Drummer.

He seemed to want no introduction, but was going to
salute my daughters as one certain of a kind reception,
but they had early learned the lesson of looking presump-
tion out of countenance. Goldsmith, Vicar, v.

3. To hail or greet with welcome, honor, hom-
age, etc.; welcome; hail.

Even till that utmost corner of the west
Salute thee for her king. Shot., K. John, ii. 1. 30.

They salute the Sunne in his morning-approch, with
certaine verses and adoration : which they also performe
to the Moone. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 536.

They heare it as their ord'nary surname, to be saluted
the Fathers of their countrey.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

4. To honor formally or with ceremonious

recognition, as by the firing of cannon, pre-
senting arms, dipping the colors, etc. : as, to

salute a general or an admiral; to salute the

flag.

About five of the clock, the rear-admiral and the Jewel
had fetched up the two ships, and by their saluting each
other we perceived they were friends.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 15.

The present rule for ships of the United States, meeting
the flagships of war of other nations at sea, or in foreign
parts, is for the United States vessel to salute the foreign
ship first. Preble, Hist. Flag, p. 39.

St. To touch
;
affect

;
influence

;
excite.

Would I had no being
If this salute my blood a jot.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 3. 103.

II. intrans. 1. To perform a salutation
; ex-

change greetings.
I was then present, saw them salute on horseback.

Shak., Hen. VIII., L 1. 8.

2. To perform a military salute.

Major. Oh, could you but see me salute ! you have never
a spontoon in the house?

Sir Joe. No ; but we could get you a shovepike.
Foote, Mayor of Garratt, i. 1.

salute1
(sa-lut'), a- [< salute^, .] 1. An act of

expressing kind wishes or respect; a saluta-
tion

;
a greeting.
O, what avails me now that honour high
To have conceived of God, or that salute

Hail, highly favour'd, among women blest !

Milton, P. R., ii. 67.

We passed near enough, however, to give them the usual
salute, Salam Alicnm. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 18.

2. A kiss.

There cold salutes, but here a lover's kiss.

Roscmnmon, On Translated Verse.

3. In the army and navy, a compliment paid
when a distinguished personage presents him-
self, when troops or squadrons meet, when offi-

cers are buried, or to celebrate an event or show
respect to a flag, and on many other ceremonial
occasions. There are many modes of performing a sa-

lute, such as firing sannon or small-arms, dipping colors,
presenting arms, manning the yards, cheering, etc. The
salute representing the exchange of courtesies between a
man-of-war, when entering a harbor for the first time
within a year, and the authorities on shore, consists in fir-

ing a certain number of guns, depending upon the rank of
the officers saluted.

Have you manned the quay to give me the honour of a
mlute upon taking the command of my ship?

Scott, Pirate, xxxiv.

The etiquette of the sea requires that a ship of war en-
tering a harbor, or passing by a fort or castle, should pay
the first salute, except when the sovereign or his ambassa-
dor is on board, in which case the greeting ought to be
made first on the shore.

!l, Introd. to Inter. Law (4to ed.), 85.

4. The position of the sword, rifle, hand, etc.
,
in

saluting; the attitude of a person saluting: as,
to stand at the salute while the general is pass-
ing; specifically, in fencing, a formal greeting
of swordsmen when about to engage Salutes
With cannon. National salute (United States), 1 gun for

every State in the Union; international salute, 21 guns;
the President of the United States, on arrival and depart-
ure, 21 guns ;

a sovereign, a chief magistrate, or a member
of a royal family, of any foreign country, each 21 guns;
the Vice-President, or the president of the Senate, of the
United States, 19 guns ; a general-in-chief, the general of

the army, the admiral of the navy, a member of the cabinet,
the chief justice of the United States, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives of the United States, governors
of States and Territories within their respective juris-

dictions, ambassadors extraordinary and plenipotentiary,
each 17 guns ; a viceroy, a governor-general, governors of

provinces, of foreign governments, each 17 guns. = Syn. 1.

Greeting, etc. See salutation.

salute'^t, U. [ME. salut (pi. salu:), < OP. saint,

.-taints, salute, a coin so called from the saluta-
tion of Gabriel to the Virgin Mary being repre-
sented on the obverse; lit. 'salutation,"salute':

A gold coin current in the French

Obverse. Reverse.

Salute of Henry VI. British Museum. (Size of the original.)

dominions of Henry V. and Henry VI. of Eng-
land, weighing about 54 grains.
For the value and denombrement [number] of iiij. m'.

saluz of yerly rent, he [Fastolf] was commaunded by the

Kinges lettres to deliver upp the sayd batonyes and lord-

shipps to the Kyngs commissioners. Paston Letters, I. 373.

saluter (sa-lu'ter), n. One who salutes.

salutiferous (sal-u-tif'e-rus), a. [= Sp. salu-

tifero = Pg. It. salutifero, < L. salutifer, health-

bringing, < solus (salut-), health, 4- ferre = E.

ftenc1 : see -ferous.'} Health-bearing; remedi-
al

; medicinal : as, the salutiferous qualities of

herbs. [Rare.]
The prodigious crops of hellebore . . . impregnated the

air of the country with such sober and salutiferous steams
as very much comforted the heads and refreshed the senses
of all that breathed in It. Steele, Tatler, No. 125.

Much clattering and jangling . . . there was among jars,
and bottles, and vials, ere the Doctor produced the salulif-
erom potion which he recommended so strongly.

Scott, Abbot, xxvi.

salutiferously (sal-u-tif'e-rus-li), adv. In a sal-

utiferous or beneficial manner. [Rare.]
The Emperour of this invincible army, who governeth

all things salutiferously.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 609.

Solvability (sal-va-bil'i-ti), i. [< solvable +
-ity (see -biUty).~\

'

The state of being salvable ;

the possibility of being saved.

He would but have taught less prominently that hateful
doctrine of the solvability of the heathen Gentiles.

F. W. Robertson, Sermons, 2d ser., p. 302.

salvable (sal'va-bl), a. [< L. salvare, save (see
savel, salvation), +
-able.] Capable of be-

ing saved; fit for sal-

vation.

Our wild fancies about
God's decrees have in event
reprobated more than those

decrees, and have bid fair to
the damning of many whom
those left salvable.

Decay of Christian Piety.

salvableness (sal'va-

bl-nes), n. The state

or condition of being
salvable. Bailey, 1727.

salvably (sal'va-bli),
adv. In a salvable man-
ner; so as to be salva-

ble.

Salvadora '

(sal-va-do'-

rii), H. [NL. (Linnteus,

1753), named after J.

fialrador, a Spanish
botanist.] A genus of

gamopetalous shrubs
or trees, type of the or-

der Saleadoratese. it is

characterized by a bell-

shaped calyx and corolla, four stamens fixed at the base
or middle of the corolla, a one-celled ovary with one ovule,
very short style, and broad peltate stigma, the ovary be-

coming in fruit a globose drupe with papery endocarp and

Branch with Flowers of Salva.
Jora Persica. a, a female flow-
er ; t>, the fruit.

salvation

single erect seed. There are 2 or 3 species, natives <>\

India, western Asia, and northern and tropical Africa.

They bear opposite entire thickish, commonly pallid

leaves, and small flowers on the branches of an axillary
or terminal panicle. S. Persica, distributed from India to

Africa, has been regarded by some as the mustard of Luke
xiii. 19. (Seemwstarrf, 1.) The same in India furnishes ki-

fcuel-oil, and from the use of its twigs is sometimes called
toothbrush-tree.

Salvadora2
(sal-va-dd'rji), n. [NL. (Baird and

fiirard, 1853).] Iri'lierjief., a genus of Colubrimi',

having the posterior maxillary teeth not ab-

ruptly longer than the preceding ones, a trans-

versely expanded rostral plate with free lateral

borders, several preocularplates, smooth scales,
and double subcaudal scutes. &'. araltamia is

found in the United States.

Salvadoraceae (saFva-do-ra'se-e), n. nl. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), < Sah'adorai + -acea.\ A small
order of shrubs and trees pf the cohort Gentia-

nales, closely allied to the olive family, and dis-

tinguished from it by the uniform presence of

four stamens and four petals, and often of ru-

dimentary stipules. It includes about 9 species, be-

longing to 3 genera, of which Salvadora is the type. They
are natives of Asia, especially the western part, and of

Africa and the Mascarene Islands. They bear opposite
entire leaves, and a trichotomous and panicled inflores-

cence, often of dense sessile clusters.

salvage1
(sal'vaj), . [< OF. salvage, saving

(used in the phrase droit de salvage) (cf. F.

sauvetage, salvage, < sauveter, make a salvage, <

sauvete, safety ),< salver, sauver, save: seesaw1
.]

1. The act of saving a ship or goods from ex-

traordinary danger, as from the sea, fire, or pi-
rates. 2. In commercial and maritime law: (a)
An allowance or compensation to which those
are entitled by whose voluntary exertions,
when they were under no legal obligation to

render assistance, a ship or goods have been
saved from the dangers of the sea, fire, pirates,
or enemies.
The claim for compensation is far more reasonable when

the crew of one vessel have saved another and its goods
from pirates, lawful enemies, or perils of the seas. This
is called salvage, and answers to the claim for the ransom
of persons which the laws of various nations have allowed.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 144.

(6) The property saved from danger or destruc-
tion by the extraordinary and voluntary exer-

tions of the salvors. 3. Naut., same as sel-

vagee. Salvage corps, a body of uniformed men at-

tached to the fire department in some cities, notably in Lon-

don, for the salvage of property from fire, and the care and
safe-keeping of that which is salved. These salvage corps
correspond in some respects to the fire-patrol of New York
and other cities of the United States.

salvage2
!, a. and n. An obsolete form of savage.

salvatella (sal-va-tel'a), .; pi. sah-atell& ().
[It., dim.,< LL. salvatus, pp. of salvare, save: see

mire1.] In anat., the vena salvatella, or vein on
the back of the little finger: so called because
it used to be opened with supposed efficacy in

melancholia and hypochondria.
salvation (sal-va'shon), n. [< ME. salvaeiouu,

salvation, sauvacion, savacion, < OF. (and F.)
salvation = Pr. Sp. salvation = Pg. salvayeto =
It. salvazione, < LL. salvatio(n-), deliverance,

salvation, a saving, < salvare, pp. salvatus, save :

see mire1 .] 1. Preservation from destruction,

danger, or calamity; deliverance.

He shude drenche
Lord and lady, grome and wenche,
Of :il the Troyan nacioun,
Withouten any savacioun.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 208.

2. In tlieol., deliverance from the power and

penalty of sin.

And anon the Child spak to hire and comforted hire,
and seyde, Modir, ne dismay the noughte; for God hathe
hidd in the his prevytees, for the salvacioun of the World.

Mandei-aie, Travels, p. 133.

For God hath not appointed us to wrath, but to obtain
salvation by our Lord Jesus Christ. 1 Thes. v. 9.

I have chose
This perfect man, by merit call'd my Son,
To earn salvation for the sons of men.

Milton, P. R., i. 1CJ7.

According to the Scriptures, salvation is to be rescued
from moral evil, from error and sin, from the diseases of
the mind, and to be restored to inward truth, piety, and
virtue. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 277.

3. Source, cause, or means of preservation
from some danger or evil.

The Lord is my light and my salvation. Ps. xxvii. 1.

Their brother's friend, declared by Hans to have been
the salvation of him, a fellow like nobody else, and, in fine,

a brick. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xvi.

Salvation Army, an organization formed upon a quasi-
military pattern, for the revival of religion among the
masses. It was founded in England by the Methodist
evangelist William Booth about 1865, under the name of
the Cfirijttian Mission; the present name and organization
were adopted about 1878. It has extended to the conti-

nent of Europe, to India, Australia, and other British pos-
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sessions, to the United States, South America, and else-

where. In the United States it has about 450 stations and
15,000 soldiers and adherents. Its woik is carried on by
means of processions, street singing and preaching, and
the like, under the direction of otllcers entitled generals,
majors, captains, etc. Both sexes participate in the ser-

vices and direction of the body on equal terms. Besides
its religious work, it engages in various reformatory and
philanthropic enterprises. It has no formulated creed,
but ita doctrines bear a general resemblance to those com-
mon to all Protestant evangelical churches, and especially
to those of Methodism.

Salvationism (sal-va'shon-i/.m), . [< Salva-
tion (Army) + -ism.'] The methods or principles
of action of the Salvation Army. [Recent.]
The gentler aspects of Salvationism find their exponent

here in the labours of a beautiful self-denying girl, who
voluntarily gives herself to the service.

The Academy, No. 888, p. 319.

Salvationist (sal-va'shon-ist), . [< Salvation

(Army) + -ist.] A member of the Salvation

Army. [Recent.]
The organisation is, however, powerful, and parades in

Sydney and in Melbourne from ten to twenty thousand
people upon the racing holidays, when the Salvationists en-

courage their friends to show their absence from the race-
courses by attendance in other portions of the towns.

Sir C. W. DUke, Probs. of Greater Britain, vi. 5.

salvatoryt (sal'va-to-ri), . [= It. galvatorio,
< ML. "snlviitorium, < LL. salvare, save: see

.vfli'fl.] A place where things are preserved;
a repository ;

a safe.

Thou art a box of worm-seed, at best but a salvatory
Of green mummy. WeMer. Duchess of Main, iv. 2.

In what salvatories or repositories the species of things
past are conserved. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 156.

salve 1
(sav), w. [< ME. salve, scalre, older

xttlfe, < AS. sealf= OS. salbha = D. salf= MLG.
naive = OHG. salba, MHG. G. salbe = Sw. salfva
= Dan. salve = Goth, "salba (indicated by the
derived verb salbon), salve ; prob. = Skt. sarpix,
clarified butter, so called from its slipperiness.
< V sarp, glide : see serpent.] 1. An adhesive

composition or substance to be applied to
wounds or sores; an ointment or cerate.

And [they] smote hem so harde that the! metten that
the! neded no solve, and the speres fly in peces.

Merlin (E. E. T. *.), iii. 624.

Hence 2. Help; remedy.
Hadde iche a clerke that couthe write I wolde caste hym

a bille,
That he sent me vnder his seel a ml UP for the pestilence.

Piers Plowman (B), xiii. 247.

There is no better salue to part us from our sinnes than
alway to carrie the paine in memorie.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 107.

Sleep IB a salve for misery. Fletcher, Sea Voyage, iii. 1.

We have found
A salve for melancholy mirth and ease.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, ii. 1.

Deshler's salve, a salve composed of resin, suet, and
yellow wax each twelve parts, turpentine six parts, and
linseed-oil seven parts by weight. Also called compound
resin cerate. Salve-bougie, a bougie having depressions
which are tilled with a salve or ointment.

salve 1
(sav), r. t.

; pret. and pp. salved, ppr.
salving. [< ME. salren, < AS. sealfian = OS. sal-

lihon = OFrieg. salra = D. zalven = MLG. LG.
salven = OHG. salbon, salpon. MHG. G. salben
= Sw. salfva= Dan. salve= Goth, salbon, anoint
with salve

;
from the noun. In the fig. uses the

word seems to have been confused with salve2
,

an old form of save*.] 1. To apply salve to;
heal; cure.

And [he] souste the syke and synful bothe,
And valued syke and synful, bothe blynde and crokede.

Piers Ploimnan (E), xvi. 109.

But no outward cherishing could salve the inward sore
of her mind. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, I.

I do beseech your majesty may salve
The long-grown wounds of my intemperance.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 155.

2. To help; remedy; redeem; atone for.

But Ebrank solved both their infamies
With noble deedes. Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 21.

When a man is whole to faine himselfe sicke to shnnne
the businesse in Court, to entertaine time and ease at
home, to salue offences without discredite.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 251.

I devised a formal tale,
That salved your reputation.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

My only child
Being provided for, her honour salved too.

Massinger, Bashfnl Lover, v. 1.

They who to salve this would make the deluge particu-
lar proceed upon a principle that I can no way grant.

Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 22.

They [the Bishops] were all for a Regency, thereby to
salve their oathes. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 15, 1689.

salve2 t, v. *. An obsolete form of save1 .

salve3 (salv), .; pret. and pp. salved, ppr. sal-

ring. [A particular use of salve% for save1
,
in

part a back formation < salvage 1
: see salvage^,
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xlve%, we1
.] I. tranx. To save, as a ship or

goods, from danger or destruction, as from
shipwreck or fire : as, to mi Ire a cargo. The
Scotsman.

II. hitniitx. To save anything, as the cargo
of a ship, from destruction.

The Society may from time to time do, or join in doing,
all such lawful things as they may think expedient, with
a view to further salving from the wreck of the Lutine.
Charter of Lluj/d's, quoted in Y. llartin's Hist, of Lloyd's.

I P. >>:.

salve4 (sal've), inter/. [L. sain; hail, impv. of

salvere, be well, < salvus, sound, safe: see xafr.
Cf. salute*.] Hail!
salve4t (sal've), v. t. [< galre*, iuterj."} To sa-
lute or greet with the exclamation "Salve!"

By this the stranger knight in presence came,
And goodly rft<Uhem. Spenier, Y. Q.. II. viii. >:<.

The knyght went forth and kneled downe,
And mined them grete and small.
I. nidi QesteoS Robyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 62).

salve-bug (sav'bug), . A parasitic igojiod
crustacean, jEaa psora, and some
similar forms. One of these, parasitic
on the cod, is Cali'iut curtwi, sometimes
used as an unguent by sailors.

salveline (sal've-lin), a. Belong-
ing to the genus Salvelinus.

Salvelinus (sal-ve-li'nus), n. [NL.
(Richardson, 1836), said to be based
on G. salbling, a small salmon.] A
beautiful and extensive genus of

Salmonidx; the chars. They have the
vomer toothless, the scales very small (200 i^nfa /*}.
or more In the course of the lateral line),
and the body spotted with red or gray. The type of this

genus is Salmo salvelinus of Linnseus, the char of Europe.
All the American "trout," so called, are chars, and be-

long to this genus. The great lake-trout, Mackinaw
trout, longe, or togue, S. namaycttsh, represents a section
of the genus called Cristimtner. (See cut under late-

trout, 2.) The common brook trout of the United states
is S. fontinaUt (see cut under char*); the blue-back or

oquassa trout is S. oquassa ; the Dolly Varden trout of Cali-
fornia Is 5. malma. There are several other species or
varieties.

salvenap, . Same as savenape.
salver1

(sii'ver), n. [< ME. 'salvere (= D. MD.
salver, zalver = OHG. salbari, salpari, G. salber) ;

< salee 1 + -erl. Cf. quacksalver.'] One who
salves or cures, or one who pretends to cure:

as, a an&claxalver.

salver^t (sal'ver), n. [< salve* + -er1 .] One
who salves or saves goods, a vessel, etc., from
destruction or loss by fire, shipwreck, etc.

Salver, one that has sav'd a Ship or its Merchandizes.
E. Phillips, New World of Words.

salver3 (sal'ver), w. [An altered form, with
accom. suffix -ev, of "salca, < Sp. salra (= Pg.
salva), a plate on which anything is presented,
also the previous tasting of viands before they
are served up, < salvor (= Pg. salvar), save, free
from risk, taste food or drink of one's master
(to save him from poison), < LL. salrare, save:
see save1

, safe. Cf. It. credema, faith, credit,

belief, also sideboard, cupboard: see credence.]
A tray, especially a large and heavy one, upon
which anything is offered to a person, as in the
service of the table.

Gather the droppings and leavings out of the several

cups and glasses and salvers into one.

Sic\fl, Advice to Servants (Butler).

There was a salver with cake and wine on the table.

Scott, Heart of Mid- Lothian, xl.

Salve Begina (sal've re-ji'na). [So named
from its first words, L. salve, regina, hail, queen !

salve, hail, impv. of salvere, be well or in good
health (see salve*); regina, queen, fern, of rejc

(reg-), king: see rex.] In the Bom. Cath. Ch.,
an autiphonal hymn to the Virgin Mary. It u
contained in the brevi-

ary, is much used in pri-
vate devotions, and, from
Trinity Sunday to Ad-
vent, is sung after lands
and complin.

salver-shaped (sal'-

ver-shapt), a. In

hot., of the shape
of a salver or tray;

hypoc rater iform:
noting a gamopeta-
lous corolla with the
limb spreading put
flat, as in the prim-
rose and phlox.
Salvia (sal'vi-s), w.

[NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < L. salvia, sage : see *o</e

2
.] 1. A large

genus of gamopetalous plants of the order La-
liiatie and tribe Monarde&. It is characterized by a

two-lipped calyx cleft slightly or to the middle and not

Flowers of Phlox Druntntondii.
showing salver-shaped corolla.

sam
closed by hairs, and by two anthers, one erect and bearing
a perfect anther-cell, the other spreading and club-shaped
or bearing an empty and imperfect anther-cell. The flow-
ers are in verticillasters of two or more, these grouped in

spikes, racemes, or panicles, or rarely all axillary. There
are about 450 species, widely scattered through temperate
and warm regions, about 30 in the V nlted States, chiefly
southward. They are either herbs or shrubs and of great
variety in habit, their leaves ranging from entire to pinnati-
nd, and their flowers from the spike to the panicle, from
a minute to a conspicuous size, and through almost all

colors except yellow. The floral leaves are generally
changed into bracts, often colored like the flowers, scarlet
and showy in the cultivated & splendent and other spe-
cies. The members of the submenus Salvia, including
the garden sage, are all natives of the Old World, are of-

ten shrubby, and have a sterile anther-cell on each sta-

men ; those of the subgenus Sdarea (Tournefort, 17011). in-

cluding the clary, also all of them Old World species, lack
the imperfect anther-cell ; the large subgenus Calosphace
includes about 250 American species, some of great beauty
with corollas several inches in length. A general name
of the species is sage, though the ornamental species are
known as salvia. See sage?, chia, dary't, and cuts under
bilabiate, calyx, and lyrate.

2. [/. c.] Any plant of this genus: applied es-

pecially to the ornamental sorts.

Salviati glass. [So called from Dr. Salrinti,
who was instrumental in the revival of this in-

dustry.] Venetian decorative glass made since
about 1860.

salvifict (sal-vif'ik), . [< LL. salvifcus, sav-

ing, < L. salvus, safe, + facere, make, do (see
-fie).'] Tending to save or secure safety. [Rare.]
Imp. Diet.

salvificallyt (sal-vif'i-kal-i), adv. As a savior;
so as to procure safety or salvation. [Rare.]
There is but one who died salvificaUy for us.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., II. 11.

Salvinia (sal-vin'i-a), n. [NL. (Micheli, 1729),
named after Antonio Maria Salvini, a Greek
professor at Florence.] A genus of heteros-

porous vascular cryptogamous plants, typical
of the order Salviniaeese. They are minute fugacious
annuals, with slender floating stems, which give off short-

petioled or sessile fronds on the upper side, and short
branches that hear the conceptacles and much-branched
feathered root-flbers on the under side. The fronds are

small, simple, with a distinct midrib that runs from the
base to the apex. Thirteen species, widely distributed
over the warm regions of the globe, have been described.

Salviniaceae (sal-vin-i-a'se-e), . pi. [NL.
(Bartling, 1830), < Salvinia + -ace.] An order
of heterosporous vascular cryptogams of the
class Rhizocarjiese,typifiedby the genus Salvinia.

They are little, fugacious, floating annual plants, with the

conceptacles usually single, always membranaceous and
indehiscent, and containing only one kind of sporangia.
Azolla is the only other genus in the order. See FiKciuue.

Salvinieae (sal-vi-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Adrien
de Jussieu, 1844), < Salvinia + -ete.] Same as
Salviniafeie.

Salvio gambit. See gambit.
salvo1 (sal'vo), . [< L. salro, in the phrase
salvo jure, the right being preserved (words
used in reserving some particular right) : salvo,
abl. neut. of salvus, safe, preserved; jure, abl.

ofjus, right : see safe, jus?.] An exception ;
a

reservation ; an excuse ;
a saving fact or clause.

They admit many salvos, cautions, and reservations.
EOcm BaaKlre.

This same salvo as to the power of regaining our former
position contributed much, I fear, to the equanimity with
which we bore many of the hardships and humiliations of

a life of toil. Hawthorne, blithedale Romance, Iv.

salvo2 (sal'vo), n. [For "salra; = D. salvo =
G. Dan. salve = Sw. salva = F. salve = Sp. Pg.
salva, < It. salra, a salute, salvo, < L. salve, hail :

see salre*.] 1. A general discharge of guns
intended as a salute.

Your cannons proclaimed his advent with joyous sal-

w. Everett, Orations, I. 523.

2. A concentrated fire from a greater or less

number of pieces of artillery, for the purpose
of breaching, etc., the simultaneous concus-
sion of a number of cannon-balls on masonry,
or even earthwork, producing a very destruc-
tive effect. 3. The combined shouts or cheers
of a multitude, generally expressive of honor,
esteem, admiration, etc.: as, salvos of applause.
Salvor (sal'vor), w. [< salreZ, v., + -ot-l. Cf.

savior."} One who saves a ship or goods from

wreck, fire, etc. See salvage
1

.

salvourt, w. A Middle English form of savior.

salvy (sa'vi), u. [< salve 1 + -y
1
.] Like salve

or ointment.

salyt, " A Middle English form of xallyi, sal-

iMfl.

sam't, adv. A variant of name.

Sam1 (sam), v. t.; pret. and pp. Hummed, ppr.
xammina. [< ME. xammen, sainneii, somnen, <

AS. siiiiniian. i/fxatniiian (= OS. xainnou = MD.
xameleii, D. ;ami'len = OFries. nainena, som-
iiia = MLG. sameiieii. xanieleii, sammen, samen



satn

= OHG. xitiiiaHtiii, MHG. samenen, sauieii, li.

sammeln = Icel. samiia- = Sw. samla = Dan.
xiniile), collect, gather, bring together, < KIIIHI-II.

together: seo name.] If. To bring together;
collect

; put in. order.

But gamme cure men and make a schowte,
So schall we beste yone foolis flaye.

York Plays, p. 488.

2. To curdle (milk). Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
sam- (sam), . [Origin uncertain

;
cf. sam 1

.]

Apparently, surety: used only in the following
phrase To stand sam for one, to be answerable or
be surety or security for one. HattUMB. [Prov. Eng. )

Samadera (sarn-a-de'ra), n. [NL. (Gaertner,
1802), from an E. Ind. name.] See Samuniluni.
Samadera bark. See 6ar*2.

saman, n. See Pithecolobium.

Samandura (sa-man'du-ra), n. [NL. (Linnee-
us, 1747), from an E. Ind. 'name.] A genus of

polypetalous trees of the order Simarubaeetr
and tribe Simarubeee, formerly known as Sama-
ilera . It is characterized by bisexual flowers with a small
three- to five parted calyx, greatly exceeded by the three
to five long rigid petals ; by a large obconical disk, six to
ten included stamens, and four to five separated ovary-
lobes with their styles united into one, and with a single
pendulous ovary in each cell, the fruit being a large, dry,
compressed, and rigid drupe. The 2 species are natives,
one of Ceylon and the Malay archipelago, the other of

Madagascar. They are small and smooth trees, with al-

ternate undivided leaves, which are oblong, entire, and of
a shining dark green. The flowers, borne in an umbel, are
rather large and showy. See karinghota and niepa-bark.

samara (sa-mar'a or sam'a-ra), n. [L., also xa-

mera, the seed of the elm.] In lot., a dry, inde-

hiscent, usually one-seeded
fruit provided with a wing.
The wing may be terminal, as in the
white ash, or it may surround the
entire fruit, as in the elm and birch.
The maple-fruit is a double samara,
or pair of such fruits conspicuously
winged from the apex. It is fre-

quently called in English a key.
Also called key-fruit, pteridium.

samare(sa-mar'),w. [OF.sa-
iiHtrre, chamarre (Cot-grave) :

see simar.'] 1. A sort of

jacket with skirts or tails

extending about to the knee,
worn bywomen in the seven-
teenth century. 2. Same as

simar, in the general sense.
samariform (sam

'
a-ri-f6rm ) ,

a. [< NL. samara, q. v., +
Is.forma, form.] In hot.,hav-

ing the form of a samara.
Samaritan (sa-mar'i-tan), a. and . [< LL.
Samaritanus, Samaritan, < Samarites, < Gr.

ZaftapetTrK, a Samaritan, < Za/idpeta, L. Sama-
ria, Samaria.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

Samaria, the central division of Palestine, ly-

ing north of Judea, or the city of Samaria, the

capital of the kingdom of northern Israel. 2.
Used by the Samaritans : applied to the charac-
ters of a kind of ancient Hebrew writing prob-
ably in use before, and partly after, the Babylo-
nian exile Samaritan Pentateuch. See Bible, l.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Sa-

maria; specifically, one of a race settled in the
cities of Samaria by the king of Assyria after
the removal of the Israelites from the country
(2 Ki. xvii. 24-41). Originally idolaters, they soon
began to worship Jehovah, but without abandoning their
former gods. They afterward became mouotheists, and
observed the Mosaic law very strictly, but with peculiar
variations. About 409 B. c. they built a temple on Mount
Gerizirn, which was destroyed 130 B. c. They began to
decline toward the close of the fifth century after Christ.

They still exist, but are nearly extinct.

The Jews have no dealings with the Samaritans.
John iv. 9.

2. The language of Samaria, a compound of

Hebrew, Syriac, andChaldee. 3. A charitable
or benevolent person : in allusion to the char-
acter of the "good Samaritan" in the parable
Luke x. 30-37.
Samaritanism (sa-mar'i-tan-izm), . [< Sa-
maritan + -ism. ] 1. The claim of the Samari-
tans that the Jews were schismatics, the true
site of God's sanctuary and worship being
Mount Gerizim in Samaria (and not Mount
Zion), as shown in their copy of the Penta-
teuch, which in Deut. xxvii. 4 reads Gcrhini
for Ebal.

The Samaritans must . . . have derived their Penta-
teuch from the Jews after Ezra's reforms, i. e. after 444
B. c. Before that time Samaritanism cannot have existed
in a form at all similar to that which we know.

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 244.

2. An idiom or expression peculiar to the Sa-

maritans, or to their version of the Pentateuch,
which they asserted to be older than the Jew-

Samara of (a} Fraxi-
ntis mercana, (*) UL-
mus fulva, and (<) Be.
tula lenta.
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ish. Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 582. 3. Charita-

bleness ; philanthropy ; benevolence, like that
of the good Samaritan.
Mankind are getting mad with humanity and Samari-

tanism. Sydney Smith, Letters, 1SI4.

Samaritan's balsam. A mixture of wine and

oil, formerly used in treating wounds.
samarium (sa-ma'ri-um), n. [NL., as if < nuiu-

OfS&ife.] The name given by Lecoq de Bois-

baudran to a metal which he supposed he had
discovered in the mineral samarskite by the
aid of the spectroscope. Nothing further is

known of it, nor has its existence been, as yet,
definitely established.

samaroid (sam'a-roid), a. [< NL. samara +
-oid.'] Resembling a samara. See samara.
samarra (sa-mar'a), . [ML., a garment worn
by persons condemned by the Inquisition on
tneir way to execution, a sanbenito : see samare,
simar.] Same as simar.

samarskite (sam'ars-klt), . [So called after

a Russian named Samarslci.'] A niobate of

uranium, iron, and manganese, of a velvet-black

color, submetallic luster, and conchoidal frac-

ture. It is found in the Jhm-n mountains, also in consid-
erable quantity in North Carolina. It has yielded a num-
ber of new elements, belonging especially to the yttrium
group (decipium, philippium, etc.), whose properties are
not as yet wholly determined.

samatizet, f. t. [< sem-atlia (see quot.) + -ize.]

To anathematize or excommunicate in a par-
ticular way. See the quotation. [Rare.]

If they did not amend, they were excommunicated with
a greater curse, or Anathema ; and if they persisted ob-

stinate, they did Samatize them. The word Anathema is

sometimes taken generally, but heere for a particular
kinde. Maran-atha signifteth the Lord commeth; and so

doth Sem-atha. For by Sen), and more emphatically Has
sera, they vsed to signifle name, meaning that Tetragram-
maton and ineffable name of God now commonly pro-
nounced lehouah. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 113.

Samaveda (sa-ma-va'da), n. [Skt. Samaveda,
< saman, a Vedic stanza arranged for chant-

ing, + Veda, Veda.] The name of one of the
four Vedas, or sacred books of India. The
Samaveda means the Veda containing samans
or hymns for chanting.
sambhur, n. See sambur.

sambo, zambo (sam'bo, zam'bo), . [Also used
as a personal name for a negro; appar. < Sp.
zambo = Pg. zambro, bow-legged, < L. scambus,
bow-legged, < Gr. OKa[t/16r;, crooked, bent, bow-
legged.] The offspring of a black person and
a mulatto.
samboo (sam'bo), . [E. Ind.] Same as sambur.
sambook (sam'bok), n. [Ar.] Akind of small
vessel formerly used in western India and still

on the Arabian coast. Yule and Burnell, Anglo-
Ind. Gloss.

sambuca (sam-bu'ka), . [L. : see sambuke.]
Same as sambuke.
Sambuceae (sam-bu'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Hum-
boldt, Bonpland, and kunth, 1818), < Sambucus
+ -ese.] A tribe of gamopetalpus plants of the
order Caprifoliaceee, distinguished from the
other tribe, Lonicerese, by the wheel-shaped
regular corolla, short and deeply two- to five-

cleft style, and the uniformly one-ovuled ovary-
cells. It includes 3 genera and nearly 100 species, of

which Sambucus, the elder, is the type, natives chiefly
of temperate regions.

Sambucus (sam-bu'kus), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < L. sambucus, sabucus, an elder-tree ; cf .

nambucum, elderberry.] A genus of gamopeta-

Branch with Inflorescence of Elder (Sambucus Canaetcnsis).

a, part of the inflorescence ; b, fruits.

lous trees and shrubs, the elders, type of the
tribe Seantrueete, order Capnfoliacese, the honey-
suckle family. It is characterized by corymbose or

thyrsoid flowers having wheel-shaped corollas, five en-
tire stamens, and an ovary with three, four, or rive cells,
each with a single pendulous ovule, followed in fruit by

same
a berry-like drupe with three, four, or five small stones.
It is distinguished from the related genus Viburnum by
its more fleshy fruit, with more than one seed, and by
its pinnately divided leaves. It includes 10 or 12 spe-
cies, natives of temperate regions (except South Africa),
also found upon mountains within the tropics. '1 hey are
shrubs or trees, rarely perennial herbs, with rather thick
and pithy branches, opposite pinnule leaves with toothed

leaflets, and small white, yellow, or pinkish flowers in flat

corymbs or in dense rounded masses. Among the large
species is S. i/lauca of the western United States, a tree 2.1

feet high, the large blue-black fruit edible
;
also S. Mexi-

cana of the southwest, 18 feet high. The flowers of Sam-
bucus Canadenris are excitant and sudorific, the berries

diaphoretic and aperient ; the inspissated juice is used in

rheumatism and syphilis, and as a laxative ; the inner bark
and juice of root is a hydragogue cathartic, emetic in large
doses; the young leaf-buds are a violent purgative. For
common species of the genus, see elder'-*, elderberry, Jit-

das-tree, 8, and danewort ; see also bloodwort, bour-tree, and
hautboy, 2.

sambuke (sam'buk), n. [< L. sambuca, < Gr.

aa/jfivKT/, < Syrian sabkd, Heb. sabeka, a stringed
musical instrument.] An ancient musical in-

strument, probably a large harp, used in Asia
and introduced into Italy by the Romans. The
name has been applied to various stringed Instruments,
such as a lyre, a dulcimer, and a triangular harp, or trigon.
Stainer atid Barrett.

And whatsoever ye judge, this I am sure, that lutes,

harps, all manner of pipes, barbitons, sambukeg, with other
instruments every one, which standeth by fine and quick
fingering, be condemned of Aristotle, as not to be brought
in and used among them which study for learning and
virtue. Acham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 20.

sambul (sam'bul), n. Same as musk-root, 1.

sambur (sam'ber), . [Hind, sambre, < Skt.

yambara, a kind of deer.] The Indian elk,

Susa aristotelis, a very large rusine deer in-

habiting the hill-COtnitnr of India, it stands
about 5 feet high at the shoulders, and has a mane. See
Rusa. Also samboo, gambhur.

sam-clotht (sam'kloth), n. [Appar. abbr. of

sampler-cloth .~\
A sampler. Diet, of Needle-

work.
samet (sam), adi\ [< ME. same, gamme, samen ;

< (a) AS. same, similarly, in the same way, used

only in combination with swd, so, as (swd same
swa, the same as); cf. sam, conj., whether, or

(sam . . . sam, whether ... or) ;
as a prefix

gam-, denoting agreement or combination; =
OS. sama-gamo, same = MLG. same, sum= OHG.
sama, MHG. same, sam, adv., the same, like-

wise
; (6) AS. samen, together, = OS. saman =

OPries. semin, samin. samen = MLG. samene =
OHG. samant, MHG. sament, samt, G. samt,
sammt, su-sammen, together, together with, =
Icel. saman = 8w. gam-man = Dan. sammen =
Goth, samana, together, = Russ. samnn, toge-
ther; (c) as an adj. not in AS., but of Scand.

origin, < Icel. samr = Sw. samma, samme =
Dan. samme = OHG. sam = Goth, sama, the
same

;
= Gr. afta, at the same time, together.

ii/iof, the same (> ouoim;, like), = Skt. sama,
even, like, equal; cf. Skt. sa (in comp.), with.

sam, with; L. simul, together, similis, similar:
see simultaneous, similar, etc.] Together.

So ryde thay of by resoun hi the rygge bonez,
Euenden to the haunche, that henged alle samen,
& heuen hit vp al hole, & hwen hit of there.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1345.

On foote A on faire no-rose fought thei samme.
Alimunder o/Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 342.

For what concord han light and darke sam?
Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

same (sam), a. [< ME. same, < Icel. samr = Sw.
samma, samme = Dan. samme = OHG. sam =
Goth, sama, the same: see some, orfc.] 1. Iden-
tical numerically ;

one in substance
;
not other

;

always preceded by the definite article or other
definitive word (this or that). In this sense, same
is predicable only of substances (things or persons), or of

other kinds of objects which, having individuality, are for

the purposes of speech analogous to individual things,
especially places and times. It is a relative term, imply-
ing that what comes to mind in one connection and what
comes to mind in another connection are one individual
or set of individuals in existence.

The very same man that beguiled Master Slender of his

chain cozened him of it. Skak., M. W. of W., iv. 5. 37.

There was another bridge . . . built by the same man
at the same time. Coryat, Crudities, I. 29.

The very same dragoons ran away at Falkirk that ran

away at Preston Pans. Walpole, Letters, II. 3.

2. Of one nature or general character; of one

kind, degree, or amount : as, we see in men
everywhere the same passions and the same
vices; two flames that are the same in temper-
ature; two bodies of the same dimensions;
boxes that occupy the same space. Same, used in

this way, expresses less a different meaning from def. 1.

than a different (and often loose) mode of thinking : the

thought is often that of equality rather than that of Iden-

tity.

Those things, says the Philosopher, are the same whose
essence are one and the same. . . . Those things are said



same
to be the same, says the Philosopher, in number, whose
matter is one and the same. . . . Those things are the
same in species whose ratio of essence is one.

Buryersdicius, tt. by a Gentleman, I. 20.

I rather pity than hate Turk and Infidel, for they are
of the same Metal and bear the same Stamp as I do,

though the Inscriptions ditfer. Howett, Letters, I. vi. 32.

It hath bin inevitably prov'd that the natural and fun-
damental causes of political happines in all governments
are the game. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

Ignatius Loyola ... in the great Catholic reaction
bore the mine part which Luther bore in the great Protes-
tant movement. Mucaiiln/i. Von Ranke's Hist. Popes.

Bigotry is the tame in every faith and every age.

Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., It. 6.

The game sentiment which flta us for freedom itself

makes us free. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 467.

This ambiguity in the word same, whereby it means
either individual identity or indistinguishable resem-

blance, has been often noticed, and from a logical or ob-

jective point of view justly complained of, as "engender-
ing fallacies in otherwise enlightened understandings."

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 81.

3. Just mentioned, or just about to be men-
tioned or denoted : often used for the sake of

emphasis or to indicate contempt or vexation.

Who is the same, which at my window peepes? . . .

Is it not Cinthia? Spenser, Epithalamion. 1. 372.

For that same word, rebellion, did divide
The action of their bodies from their souls.

Skak., 2 Hen. IV., 1. 1. 194.

Afterwards they flea him, and, obseruing certaine cere
monies about the flesh, eat the same.

Pwrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 425.

No one was there that could compare
With this game Andrew Lammfe.

Andrew Lammie (Child's Ballads, II. 191).

All the same, nevertheless ; notwithstanding ; In spite
of all ; for all that.

We see persons make good fortunes by them nil the

same. Ditraeli, Conlngsby, iv. 9.

At the same time, (a) At one time; not later. (i>)

However; nevertheless; still; yet: used to introduce a

reservation, explanation, or fact not In conflict but in con-
trast with what has been said.

Sir Peter. We shall now be the happiest couple -

Lady T. And never differ again?
Sir Peter. No, never ! though, at the Mine time. In-

deed, my dear Lady Teazle, you must watch your temper
very seriously. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ill. 1.

samel-brick (sam'el-brik), n. Same as place-
brick.

samely (sam'li), a. [< same + -ty
1
.] Monoto-

nous; unvaried. [Prov. Eng.]
The earth is so samely that your eyes turn toward

heaven. Kinglalre, Eothen, xvii.

sameness (sam'nes), . [< same + -ness.'] 1.

The being the same; oneness; the negation of

otherness ; identity : as, the sameness of an un-

changeable being. 2. Essential resemblance;
oneness of nature : as, a sameness of manner.

Unaltered ! Alas for the sameness
That makes the change but more !

'Lowell, The Dead House.

3. Want of variety; tedious monotony: as, the
sameness of objects in a landscape.
He was totally unfitted for the flat samenegs of domestic

life. Whyte Melville, White Hose, II. xx.

It haunted me, the morning long,
With weary sameness in the rhymes,

The phantom of a silent song,
That went and came a thousand times.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Sameness, Identity. Sameness may be in-

ternal or external; identity Is internal or essential: as,
sameness of personal appearance ; the identity of Saladin
with Ilderim and Adonbec. One book may be the same as

another, but cannot be identical with it. Saladin and Il-

derim and Adonbec were the same man.

samester, samestre (sa-mes'ter), w. A variety
of coral. Simmonds.

samett, samettet, n. Middle English forms of
samite.

Samia (sa'mi-a), H. [NL. (Hiibner, 1816), < L.

Samia, fern, o'f Samius, Samian: see Samian.]
A notable genus of bombycid moths, confined
to North America, and belonging to the family
Saturniidte. The largest silkworm-moth native
in the United States, S. cecropia, is an example.
Samian (sa'mi-an), a. and n. [< L. Samius, <

Samus, Samos, < Gr. Sn/joc, the island of Samos.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to Samos, an island in
the .^Egean Sea, west of Asia Minor, now form-
ing a principality tributary to Turkey.

Fill high the cup with Samian wine.

Byron, Don Juan, ill. 86 (song).

Samian earth, the name of an argillaceous earth found
in the island of Samos, and formerly used in medicine as
an astringent. Samian letter. Same as Pythagorean
letter. See Pythagorean.

When Reason doubtful, like the Samian letter,
Points him two ways. Pope, Dnnciad, iv. 151.

Samian Stone, a stone found in the island of Samos, used
for polishing by goldsmiths, etc. Samian ware, a name
u'ivfii to an ancient kind of pottery made of Samian earth
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or other fine earth. The vases are of a bright-red or black
color, covered with a lustrous silicious glaze, with sepa-
rately molded ornaments attached to them.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Samos.
Also Samiot, fitimiote.

Samidas (sam'i-de), ti.pl. [NL/., < Samus +
-idie.] A family of sponges, typified by the

genus Samus, whose characteristic megascleres
or skeletal spicules are trifid at both ends,
samiel (sa'mi-el), n. [< Turk, samyeli, a poison-
ous wind, < samm, semm (< Ar. samm), poison,
+ yel, wind. Cf. simoom.'] The simoom.

Burning and headlong as the SomMwind.
Moore, Lalla Rookh.

The cold wind that frequently during winter sweeps
the continent of North America from north to south is

more deadly than any hot wind, even than the half-fabu-
lous Samiel or Simoom.

J. K. Laughton, in Modern Meteorology, p. 50.

Samiot, Samiote (sa'mi-ot, -6t), a. and n. [< Gr.

Zaui&rii;, < 2<fy/of, Samos : see Samian.'] Same
as Sam in n.

samiri, n. Same as sttimiri.

samisen (sam'i-sen), H. [Jap-] A guitar or

banjo of three strings, used by the Japanese.

Samben. a, plectrum.

samite (satn'it), . [< ME. samite, samyte, sam-
it, samet, samette, < OF. samit, samyt, samet,
summit, samis, sami, samy = Pr. samit = Sp.
xamete= It. sciamito = MHG. samit, samat, sam-

met, samite, G. sammet, sammt, samt, velvet, <

ML. examitum, exametum, also
;
after Rom., sa-

mitum, prop, "hexamitum, samite, = Russ. ak-

samitu, velvet, < MGr. t^&utrav, samite, lit.
'

six-

threaded,' < Gr. rf, six (= E. six), + uiroc,, a
thread of the woof. Cf . dimity, lit.

' two-thread-

ed,' and Sp. terciopelo, Pg. terciopello, velvet,

lit._' three-piled.'] Originally, a heavy silk ma-
terial each thread of which was supposed to be
twisted of six fibers

; later, rich heavy silk ma-
terial of any kind, especially that which had a
satin-like gloss.

Ful yonge he was and mery of thought,
And in samette with brlddes wrought.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 836.

In wldewes habit large of samyt broune.

Chaucer, Troilns, i. 109.

In silken samite she was light arayd.
Spenser, F. <)., III. xii. 13.

To say of any silken tissue that it was "examitum" or
'

itninit" meant that it was six-threaded, and therefore

costly and splendid. . . . This splendid web was often so
thick and strong that each string, whether it happened to
be of hemp or of silk, had in the warp six threads, while
the weft was of flat gold shreds.

S. K. Handbook, Textile Fabrics, p. 25.

samlet (sam'let), H. [Perhaps a var. of sal-

monet, dim. of salmon.] A salmonet; a parr;
a young salmon of the first year.

It is said that, after he is got into the sea, he becomes,
from a Samlet not so big as a Gudgeon, to be a Salmon,
in as short a time as a gosling becomes to be a goose.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 7.

sammet, r. ' An obsolete form of sam1
.

sammier (sam'i-er), n. In tanning, a machine
for pressing water from skins. E. H. Knight.
Sammy (sam'i), r. t.

; pret. and pp. sammied, ppr.

sammying. In leather-manuf., to damp (skins)
with cold water in the process of dressing.

samnet, *' See sami.
Samnite (sam'nit), a. and H. [< L. Samnis
(Samnit-), pi. Samnites, of or pertaining to Sam-
nium, a native of Samnium, also a gladiator so

called (see def.), < Sainiiiuni, a country of Italy
whose inhabitants were an offshoot from the

Sabines, as if *Sabinium, < Sabinus, Sabine:
see Sabine1

.'] I. a. Pertaining to Samnium, a

country of ancient Italy.
II. n. 1. A native of Samnium. 2. In Rom.

antiq., one of a class of gladiators, so called be-
cause they were armed like the natives of Sam-
nium. They were distinguished especially by
bearing the oblong shield, or scutum.
Samoan (sa-mo'an), a. and n. [< Samoa (see

def.) + -.] I" a. Of or pertaining to Samoa
(also called the Samoan or Navigators' Islands),
an island kingdom of the Pacific, lying about
latitude 14 south, longitude 169 to 173 west.
It is under the supervision of the United States,
Great Britain, and Germany Samoan dove or

mgeon, the tooth-billed pigeon. See cut under Diduncu-
lus.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Samoa.
Samoleae (sa-mo'le-e), . pi. [NL. (Endlicher,

is:i(i),< 8amoku + -ese."\ A tribe of gamopet-

sampan
alous plants of the order I'riniiilnri'iv, embra-
cing the single genus Stimnlnx.

Samolus (sam'o-ltis), w. [XL., < L. samolus, a

plant, supposed to !>< .//</ I'lilxiiliUa, or
Siimnliix t'liltnintli (th<> brookweed ): a word of
Celtic origin.] A genus of herbaceous plants
of the order Primuliiffte, the primrose family,
constituting the tribe Samoleie. It is character-
ized by a calyx with five-cleft persistent border, a perigy
nous corolla with five rounded and imbricated lobes and
a short tube bearing five stamens, which are alternate
with as many slender staminodes. There are about S spe-
cies, of which one, S. Valerandi, the bruokweed or water-

pimpernel, is cosmopolitan, the other* ln-ini: natives most-

ly of the shores south of the tropics. They are smooth
herbs with round stems, sometimes shrubby below, bear-

ing alternate entire leaves, often principally in a rosette
at the base. The small white flowers form terminal ra-

cemes or corymbs, and are followed by roundish nve-vnl v.-.l

capsules with many minute globose or angled seeds.

Samosatenian (sam'o-sa-te'ni-an), w. [< LL.
Samosatenus, of Samosata, < Samosata, neut.

pi. (LL. also fern. sing.). < Gr. "Lauuoara, neut.

pi., Samosata, the capital of Commagene, on
the western shore of the Euphrates.] A fol-

lower of Paul of Samosata, Bishop of Antioch
in the third century. See Paulid n.
Samothracian (sam-o-thra'sian), . [< Sauio-
thrace (see def.) + -idn.] Pertaining to Samo-
thrace, an island in the /Egciiu Sea, belonging
to Turkey.
samount, A Middle English form of salmon.
samovar (sam'6-var), H. [< Russ. samovarii, a

tea-urn; regarded in a popular etymology a*
lit. 'self-boiler'

(ct.li.aitthepsa,
< Gr. oMtyfC,
a kind of urn
for cooking, lit.

'self -cooker'),
as if < an in n (in

comp. samo-),

self, + bariti,

boil; but prob.
< Tatar sana-

1>ar, a tea-

urn. The Cal-
muck sanamur
is from the
Russ. word.]
A copper urn
used in Russia,

Siberia, Mon-
golia, and else-

where, inwhich
water is kept
boiling for use
when required
for making tea,
live charcoal

being placed in a tube which passes up through
the center of the urn. Similar vessels are used
in winter in northern China, for keeping soups,
etc., hot at table.

A huge, steaming tea-urn, called a Samovar etymo-
logically, a "

self-boiler
"

will be brought in, and yon
will make your tea according to your taste.

D. 11. Wallace, Russia, p. 12.

The samovar, however, Is a completely new institution,
and the old peasants will tell you,

"
Ah, Holy Russia has

never been the same since we drank so much tea."

Nineteenth Century, XXI. 136.

Samoyed (sa-mo'yed), n. [Also Samoied, Sa-

moide, and formerly Samoed, Samoyt; < Russ.

Samoycdu.'] One of a race inhabiting the north-
ern coast of Asia and eastern Europe, and be-

longing to the Ural-Altaic family.
The Samoyt, or Samoed, hath his name, as the Russe

salth, of eating himselfe ; as if they had sometime beene
Canibals. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 431.

Samoyedic (sam-o-yed'ik), a. [< Samoyed +
-('(.] Of or pertaining to the Samoyeds.
samp (samp), H. [< Massachusetts Ind. saupac.

sapac, lit. made soft, thinned.] Indian com
coarsely ground or broken by pounding ; a kind
of hominy ; also, a porridge made of it. [U. S.]

Nawsaump is a kind of meal pottage unparched. From
this the English call their iamp ; which is the Indian corn
beaten and boiled.

Roger Williams, quoted in Trans. Amer. Antiq. Soc.,

|IV. 1S8.

Give us the bowl of samp and milk,

By homespun beauty poured I

WMtKer, The Corn-Song.

sampan, sanpan (sara'pan, san'pan), w. [<
Chin, sail, sam. three, + pan, a board; other-

wise of Malav
origin.] A small
boat used on the
coasts of Chi-

na, Japan, and

Antique Russian Samovar.



sampan

Java, corresponding to the skiff of Europe and

America, and propelled with either sculls or a

sail. It is sometimes provided with a fore-and-

aft roofing of mats,

affording shelter and
habitation for a family,

sampfen-wood (samp'-
fen-wud), n. Same as

xapan-n'oorl.

samphire (sam 'fir or

sam'fer), n. [A corrup-
tion (appar. simulating

campliirc for camphor)
of early mod. E. sam-

pire, sampere, sampler,
< OF. mint pierre (i. e.

herbe lie Saint Pierre, St.

Peter's herb), < L. saur-

Ins, holy (see saint), +
LL. Fetrus, < Gr. Ilerpo? ,

Peter, < irtrpof, a stone,

vtrpa, a rock: see saint

andjner.] A succulent
umbelliferous herb,
( 'ritli m inn maritimtim,

growing in clefts of

rocks close to the sea

5325 Samydaceae
of any two members of the Committee on Lard, upon proof
of such notice and failure, without fees, to appoint a sam-

pler to sample the Lard for delivery on that notice, and

his inspection shall be final on that delivery.
New York Produce Exchange Report, 1888-9, p. 172.

sample-room (sam'pl-rom), . 1. A roomwhere

samples are kept and shown. 2. A place where

liquor is sold by the glass ;
a bar-room ;

a grog-

shop. [Vulgar euphemism, U. S.]

[CtewT g ^7rrwitranother-o'f"eTghteen menmis. sample-Scale (sam'pl-skal), n. Avery accurate-

carrying by the fall of a tower. ly balanced lever-scale, weighing correctly to
'"--- " "*

ten-thousandths of a pound, it is used to weigh
small proportional quantities of articles, in order to de-

termine their weight in bulk.

sample-spigot (sara'pl-spig^t), . A small fau-

cet inserted through a cask-head.

You being both so excellent, 'twere pity
If such rare piece* should not be conferr'd

And sampled together.
Middleton, Anything for a Quiet Life, ii. 1.

She would have had you to have sampled you
With one within, that they ure now a teaching,
And does pretend to your rank.

B. Jonion, Devil is an Ass, v. 1.

Lest this should be wholly attributed to Pilate's cruelty,

without due respect had of the omnipotent justice, he

Upper Part of Stem with the In-

florescence of Samphire (Critft-

er ; *, the fruit ; c, transverse
in western Europe and

through the Mediterra-
nean region. The young leaves are highly esteemed sample-card (sam pi-Kara;
for making pickles. Various other maritime plants are tern-card, 1.

named from it. In America Salicornia is sometimes so sample-cutter (sam 'pl-kut
"
er), H.

called. i _ -a 3 j;

Sometimes for change they [the people of Lesbos] will

scale the rocks for Sampler, and search the bottome of the

Ilev. T. Adams, Works, II. 16.

2. To match ;
imitate ;

follow the pattern or

method of.

Shew me but one hair of his head or beard,

That Im
"iStoi 'and Demer, Roaring OlrLiv. 2. sampling-tube (sam'pling-tub), H. A drpp-

Walla by chance was in a meadow by, tube, pipette, or liquor-thief used for drawing
Learning to sample earth's embroidery. out small quantities of liquor. Also called rare-

IP. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 3.
vil^ fhjff.tube, relinche, or wine-taster.

3. To select, or take at random, a sample or Sampssean (samp-se'an), n. [< Gr. 2a//Voio',

specimen of
; hence, to try or test by examin- Sampsseans, < Heb. shemesh, the sun.] One of

ing or using a specimen or sample : as, to sample an early school of Jewish Christians, often iden-

tified with the Elcesaites.

And in worshipping of the Sunne, whereof they were

called Sampsseara, or Sunner, Sunmen, as Epiphanius in-

terpreteth that name. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 148.

Lowell, study Windows, p. 281. Samp80n-post (samp'sou-post), n. Same as saw-
It is difficult to compel the hydrochloric acid maker to

S0n.p 0fl t.

sampsuchinet, . [< L. sampsuchmus (< Gr.

oiutWttMf), of marjoram, < sampsuchum, samp-

siiclms, sampsucum (> Sp. xampswco = OF. samp-

sue), < Gr. ad/i^n>xovt aa/nl>ovxav, ad/^l>vx(< a f r-

eign name of marjoram.] Sweet marjoram.
I savour no sampsuchine in it.

'

ing or using a specimen or sample :

sugar or grain ;
to sample wine.

Chaucer never shows any signs of effort, and it is a

main proof of his excellence that he can be so inadequate-

ly sampled by detached passages.

sample this water in the ordinary way.
Spans' Encye. Manuf., I. 146.

. Same as pat-

lesse deep seas for a little fish shaped like a burre.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 14. the goods.

Rotary
shears in the form of a^sharp-edged disk rolling

on a table against a fixed edge. It cuts from a

roll of cloth narrow strips to form samples of

flowers and thick stems, resembling and said to have been

used like samphire. See Imda,. Jamaica samphire.
(a) Batis maritima, a chenopodiaceous salt weed of the

West Indian and Florida coasts. (6) BorriMa arbtirescens,

a maritime shrub of the West Indies. Longwood sam-
phire. See Pkarnaceum. Rock-samphire, the com-

mon samphire. (See also marsh-samphire.)

sampi (sam'pi), n. [<Gr. aa/tm, < adv, san,+ m,

pi.] A character, 9>, representing a Phenician
sibilant in early Dorian (Greek) use, and called

MII, but retained later only as a numeral sign,

with pi added to its name, because of the re-

semblance of the character in form to a Greek
TT (pi). Its value as a numeral was 900.

samplaryt, . [ME. saumplarie, by apheresis
from "eaawmplarie, later examplary, exemplary:
see exemplary, n., and cf. sampler.'] An exem-

plar; a pattern.

Thanh men maden bokes God was here maister.

And seynte spirit the saumplarv. and seide what men
sholde wryte. Piers Plowman (C), xv. 47.

sample (sam'pi), . [< ME. sample, saumple, by
apheresis from anaumple, esaumple, < OF. essam-

plf,, example, also ensample, example: see ex-

ample, ensample, of which sample is a doublet.]

If. Anything selected as a model for imita-

tion; a pattern; an example; an instance.

A sample to the youngest, to the more mature
A glass that feated them. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 1. 48.

Thus he concludes : and ev'ry hardy knight
His sample followed. Fair/ax.

2. A part of anything taken at random out of a

large quantity and presented for inspection or

intended to be shown as evidence of the qual-

ity of the whole ; a representative specimen :

as, a sample of cloth, of wheat, of spirits, of

wines, etc. Samples of textile fabrics are used exten-

sively in retail as well as wholesale business, and in the

large cities there are business houses most of whose deal-

ings are with out-of-town customers by means of samples.
Such samples are oblong, about twice as long as wide,
and are generally stitched or pinned into little packages
like books. Samples for wholesale trade are usually pasted
or glued upon pattern-cards or pattern-books. See pattern-
card, pattern-book.

A sample is better than a description.

Jefferson, To John Jay (Correspondence, II. 419).

Though sickly samples of the exuberant whole.

Coieper, Task, iv. 761.

In courtship everything is regarded as provisional and

preliminary, and the smallest sample of virtue or accom-

plishment is taken to guarantee delightful stores whicli

the broad leisure of marriage will reveal.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. xx.

The quality of Oils shall be subject to specific contracts
as per sample, and shall be sold by gauge or weight.

New York Produce Krchamje Report, 188S-9, p. 294.

= Syn. 2. Specimen, Sample. See specimen.

sample (sam'pi), r. t.
; pret. and pp. sampli-d,

ppr. .tiimpliiiii. [< xii HI pic, H. Cl. example. r.\

If. To place side by side with something else

closely similar, for the purpose of comparison
or illustration.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

samshoo, samshu (sam'sho), . [Chin., lit.

'thrice fired or distilled'; < san, sam, three, +
shao, fire, boil.] An ardent spirit resembling
Batavia arrack, distilled by the Chinese from
rice or from large millet. The name is also ap-

plied in China to all spirituous liquors, such as

gin, whisky, and brandy. See rice-wine.

2. A piece of embroidery, worsted-work, or the

like. Originally, such a piece of work done to fix and

retain a pattern considered of value ; or, in some cases,

a large piece of cloth or canvas upon which many pat-

terns were worked side by side ; more recently, a similar

sampler (sam'pler), n, [< ME. saumpler, sam-

plerc, a sampler, by apheresis for "esampler,

exampleir : see exampler and exemplar, of which

sampler is a doublet. Cf. also samplary, exem-

plary, .] If. An exemplar; a pattern.

Sundry precedents and samplers of indiscretion and
8rm

'

so'QJnogt7s"am
;
^on"post), n. [So called in

"a""688- Ford" Line of Llfe
'
Pref '

allusion to Samson the strong man, the cham-

pion of the Hebrews (Judges xiv.-xvi.).] 1.

Nant.: (a) A notched stanchion used in the

hold of a merchant ship for fixing purchases
or screws in stowing cargo, (b) A stanchion

fixed between the decks of a man-of-war as

an attachment for a purchase-block or leading-

block, (c) In whaling, a heavy upright timber,

firmly secured in the deck, and extending about

two feet above it, to which the fluke-chain or

fluke-rope was formerly made fast when the

whale was towed in to be cut. Most whale-

men now make the rope fast to the bitts. C.

M. Seammon, Marine Mammals, p. 311. 2.

The upright post supporting the walking-beam
in the rope-drilling apparatus used in the Penn-

sylvania oil-region. See cut under oil-derrick.
'

Also written sampson-post.
samurai (sam'g-ri), sing, and pi. [Jap.] The

military class of Japan during the continuance

of the feudal system there, including both

daimios, or territorial nobles, and their vassals

or military retainers, but more particularly the

latter, or one of them; a military retainer of a

daimio; a two-sworded man, or two-sworded
men collectively. The samurai were both the

soldiers and the scholars of Japan.
Below the classes already mentioned were the great

bulk of the samurai, the two-sworded military retainers,

who were supported by their lords. . . . They were reck-

less idle fellows, acknowledging no obeisance but to their

lord. F. 0. Adams, Hist, of Japan, I. 76.

Among all the privileges which the samurai enjoyed
over the common man, there was none that he prized

more highly than the right, indeed the duty, of carrying a

sword. . . . The samurai never went without his sword,

and even a boy going to school had one buckled on.

J. J. Rein, Japan, p. 827.

Samyda (sam'i-da), H. [NL. (LinnsBus, 1753),

< Gr. arifivia, supposed to be the birch-tree.] A
genus of shrubs, type of the order tiami/daceee,

Sampler

piece of needlework intended merely to exhibit the skill

of a beginner, and often framed and hung up for show.

Samplers of this sort often included Bible texts, verses,

and the like.

We, Hermia, like two artificial gods,
Have with our needles created both one flower,
Both on one sampler, sitting on one cushion.

Shak., M. N. D., Hi. 2.205.

In Niles cleer Crystall shee doth lordan see ;

In Memphis, Salem ; and vn-warily
Her hand (vnbidden) in her Sampler sets

The King of luda's Name and Counterfets.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

Come, bring your sampler, and with art

Draw in 't a wounded heart.

Herrick, The Wounded Heart.

The best room
. . . bookless, pictureless

Save the inevitable sampler hung
Over the fireplace.

Whittier, Among the Hills, Prel.

3. One who samples; one who makes up and
exhibits samples for the inspection of mer-

chants, etc.

The modern practice of buying and selling ore through
men known as public samplers is constantly growing in

favor. Harper's 3laa., LXXVI. 950.

If buyer fails to attend to the same [notice to attend to

inspection) within u iv:is,>n;iblc time, it shall be the duty

belonging to the tribe Cascaritse. It is character-

ized by a colored and bell-shaped calyx-tube bearing four

to six unequal lobes, by the absence of petals and stami-

nodes by its eight to thirteen monadelphous stamens and

its free ovary with very numerous ovules on three to five

parietal placenta;, the style single with a capitate stigma.

The 2 species, natives of the West Indies, are shrubs bear-

ing two-ranked alternate oblong leaves, which are covered

with pellucid dots. The large white, rose-colored, orgreen-

ish flowers arehome singly or few in the axils, and followed

by a hard roundish fruit with numerous angled seeds each

with a fleshy aril. See clown-berry.

Samydaceae (sam-i-da'se-e), . pi. [NL. (Lmd-
ley. 1845), < Siimyila + -accee.] An order of

polypetalous plants of the scries Calyciflorir :\w\

cohort PaSftflbralet. It is characterized by similarity

of the petals and the sepals, or by their absence, and by
the usually undivided style and stigma a sessile one-cHlcd
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nvary generally free from the calyx, oblong or angled seeds

always fewer than the ovules, with a hard and dark outer
(oat covered by a thin and fleshy or torn aril, and contain-

ing copious albumen. The stamens are in one or several

rows, more often numerous, frequently alternate with
staminmk-s. equidistant or clustered opposite the petals,
their slender filaments either free or more or less united.
The order differs from the Pa&ifUrracpx only in habit and
the lack of a corona. It includes about 160 species, be-

longing to 25 genera, all tropical. They are smooth or

hairy trees or shrubs, with alternate and two-ranked un-
divided leaves, and inconspicuous flowers. The typical
genus is Samyda.

Samydeae (sa-mid'e-e). n. pi. [NL. (Karl Fried-
rich Gaertner, ISOi), <. Samyda + -.] Same
as Samydacex.
san (san), n. [Gr. aav.~\ See sampi and ep'nte-

tiniii, 2.

Sana (sa'na), n. [Peruv. (f ).] A kind of Peru-
vian tobacco. Treas. of Hot.

sanability (san-a-bil'i-ti), >i. [< .aiHiihlf + -ity

(see -bility).'] Sanable character or condition ;

curableness; sanableness. Imp. Did.
sanable (san'a-bl), a. [= Sp. sanable = Pg.
sanavel = It. sanabile, < L. sanabilig, curable,

remediable, < sanare, cure, make sound: see

sanation.~] Capable of being healed or cured;
susceptible of remedy ;

curable.

Those that are mnaUt or preservable from this dread-
ful sin of idolatry may flnd the efficacy of our antidote.
Dr. U. More, Antidote against Idolatry, Pref. (Latham.)

sanableness (san'a-bl-nes), . Sanability. ///<.
Diet.

sanap, n. Same as savenape.
sanatorium, sanatary (san-a-ta'ri-um, san'a-

ta-ri), H. Erroneous forms of sanatorium, san-

atory.
sanationt (sa-na'shon), n. [= It. sanazione (>
It. sanare), (\j. saiialio(n-), a healing or curing,
< sanare, heal, make sound, < saniis, sound,
healthy: see sane1

.] A healing or curing;
cure.

But the donation of this brain-sick malady is very dif-

ficult, lien. T. Adamt, Works, I. 473.

Consider well the member, and, if you have no probable
hope of satiation, cut it off quickly.

Winrman, Surgery. (Latham.)

sanative (san'a-tiv), a. [= Pg. It. sanativo, <

ML. sanativus, serving to heal, < L. sanare, pp.
sanatus, heal: see satiation.

~] Having the power
to cure or heal

; healing ; tending to heal; sana-

tory.
It hath been noted by the ancients that wounds which

are made with brass heal more easily than wounds made
with iron. The cause is for that brass hath In It selfe a
sanative vertue. Baton, Sat Hist, 787.

The doctor . . . declared him much better, which he
imputed to that sanative soporiferous draught.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews, i. 16.

Thine be such converse strong and sanative,
A ladder for thy spirit to reascend
To health and joy and pure contentedness.

Wordsworth, Prelude, xi.

sanativeness (san'a-tiv-nes), M. Healing prop-
erty or power.
There Is an obscure Village in this County, neare St.

Neot's, called Haile-weston, whose very name soundeth
something of tanativeness therein.

Putter, Worthies, Huntingdon, II. 98. (Davies.)

sanatorial (san-a-to'ri-al), a. [< sanatory +
-/.] Same as sanatory" [Bare.]
sanatorium (san-a-to'r'i-um), H. [NL., also, er-

roneously,*aff<rM(i (also sanita rittm, with ref.

to L. sanitas, health); neut. of LL. sanatorins,

giving health: see sanatory.] 1. A place to
which people go for the sake of health

;
a local-

ity to which people resort to regain health
; also,

a house, hotel, or medical institution in such a

locality, designed to accommodate invalids:

specifically applied to military stations on the
mountains or tablelands of tropical countries,
with climates suited to the health of Euro-
peans.

Simla, a British sanatorium in the northwest of India.
Chambers'! Encyc.

2. A hospital, usually a private hospital for
the treatment of patients who are not beyond
the hope of cure.

sanatory (san'a-to-ri). n. [= It. sanatoria. <
LL. sanatorins, giving health, < L. sanare, pp.
sanatus, heal: see satiation. The word is often
confused with sanitary, q. v,] Conducive to

health; healing; curing. =gyn. See sanitary.
sanbenito (san-be-ne'to), H. [= F. sanebenit
= It. sanbenito, < Sp. Pg. sambenito, the sanbe-
nito, so called because the garment was of the
same cut as that worn by the members of the
order of St. Benedict; < Sp. San Benito, St.

Benedict, founder of the order of Benedictines :

see benedict, bfni'itU'linr. The word has also
been explained, absurdly, as if intended for
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(SjO
* nnni bcnitii,

' blessed sack,' said to have
been orig. a coat of sackcloth worn by peni-
tents on their reconciliation to the church.] A
garment worn by persons under trial by tin-

Inquisition when brought into public view at

an auto de fe either for recantation and sub-

sequent pardon after penance, or for punish-
ment by hanging, flogging, or burning alive.
Some writers describe it as a hat, others as a sort of cas-

sock or loose overgarment, and it is generally asserted to

have been decorated with red flames or grotesque figures
either painted or applied in thin material.

There are few who have fallen into the Gripes of the

Inquisition do scape the Back, or the San-benito. which
IB a strait yellow Coat without Sleeves, having the Pour-
trait of the Devil painted up and down in black.

HoweU, Letters, I. v. 41

What you tell us of knighta-errant is all invention and
lies ; and, if their histories must nut be burnt, at least

they deserve to wear each of them a Sanbenito. or some
badge whereby they may be known to be infamous.

Janit, ti. of Don Quixote, II. vL

sance-bellt (sans'bel), n. [Also saints' bell,

sancte-betl, sauneing-bell, prop. Sanetus bell : so
called because orig. rung at the Sanetus. See
saints' bell, under belfi, .] Same as Sanctii.*

bell. See bein.

Ring out your nance Ml*. Fletcher, Had Lover, I. 1.

I thank Ood, I am neither so profanely uncharitable
as to send him to the sancf-brll, to truss up his life with a
trice. II. Harvey, four Letters, UL

sancho 1

(sang'ko), w. A musical instrument
of the guitar class, used by negroes. The body
consists of a hollowed piece of 'wood with a long neck,
over which are stretched strings of vegetable fiber, which
are tuned by means of sliding rings.

Sancho2
(sang'ko), n. In the game of Sancho-

Pedro, the nine of trumps.
Sancho-Pedro (sang'ko-pe'dro), n. A game
of cards in which the Sancho or 9-spot of trumps
counts 9, the Pedro or 5-spot of trumps 5, and
the knave and 10-spot (or game) of trumps
and the highest and lowest trump-cards played
(called high and low respectively) 1 each, in
playing the value of the cards is the same as in whist
The person whose deal it Is has the privilege of either

selling to the highest bidder the right to make the trump,
or of refusing all bids ; in either case, the person who buys
or the one who declines to sell must make at least as much
as was bid or refused, or he is "set back

"
the number of

points so offered or declined. The game is usually 100

points.

sanctt, w. An obsolete variant of sainft.

Here enter not vile bigots, . . .

Cursed snakes, dissembling varlets, seeming sa/ict*.

Urouhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 54.

sanctanimity (snngk-ta-nim'i-ti), n. [< L.

sanctus, holy, + animus, the mind. Cf. longa-
nimity, magnanimity, etc.] Holiness of mind.
A hath, or a thou, delivered with conventional unction,

now well nigh inspires a sensation of solemnity In its

hearer, and a persuasion of the sanctanimity of its ut-

terer. F. Hall, Mod. Eng. , p. 17.

sancte-bellt (sangk'te-bel), n. [Corruption of

Sanctus bell.] Same as Sanctus bell. See bell1 .

sanctificate (sangk'ti-fi-kat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

sanctificated, ppr. sanctificating. [< LL. sancti-

ficatus, pp. of sanctificare, sanctify : see sancti-

fy.'} To sanctify. [Bare.]
Wherefore likewise doth Saint Peter ascribe our election

to the Father predestinating, to the Son propitiating, to

the Holy Ghost sanctiticatintj. Barrow, Works, II. \x\iv.

sanctificatet, a. [ME., < LL. sanctificatus, pp. :

see the verb.] Sanctified; holy.
O loseph, sanctificate is thy fyrst foundation,

Thy parentycle may be praysed of vs all.

Joseph ofArimathie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 50.

sanctiflcation (sangk^ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [< LL.

sanctijicatio(n-), a sanctification, < sanctfftcare,

pp. sanctificatus, sanctify: see
sanctify."]

1.

Tne act of sanctifying or making holy ;
in theol.

,

the act of God's grace by which the affections

are purified and the soul is cleansed from
sin and consecrated to God. In Protestant theol-

ogy, regeneration, or the awakening of spiritual life in the

heart, is regarded as an instantaneous act ; while sanctifl-

cation, or the perfecting of that life, is generally regard-
ed as a gradual and progressive work, never completed in

this life. The doctrine of perfect sanctiflcation, sometimes
also called the doctrine of holiness, held by a compara-
tively small number, is the doctrine that men may be and
sometimes are perfected in holiness in the present life,

and wholly, unreservedly, and undeviatingly consecrated
to do the divine will, so that they are freed from all sin,

though not from all mistakes or errors In judgment.

God hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation,
through sanctiftcation of the Spirit and belief of the truth.

2 Thes. ii. la.

2. The state of being sanctified, purified, or
made holy; conformity of the heart and life to

the will of God. 3. Consecration.

The bishop kneels before the cross, and devoutly adores
and kisses it ; after this follows a long prayer for the sane-

tification of that new sign of the cross. StiUingfleet.

sanctimoniously

sanctified (sangk'ti-fid), )>. a. [< sanctify +
-/'-'.] Made holy; consecrated; set apart
for sacred services; hence, affecting holiness;
sanctimonious: as, a sanctified whine.

He finds no character so sanctified that has not Its fail-

Ings. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixvii.

sanctifiedly (saiigk-ti-fi'ed-li), arlr. Sancti-

moniously.
He never looks upon us but with a sigh, . . . tho' we

simper never so sanctifiedly.
Rrome, Jovial Crew, ii. (Works, ed. Pearson, III. 371).

sanctifier (sangk'ti-fi-er), . One who sancti-
fies or makes holy; specifically [cap.'], in tlieol.,

the Holy Spirit.

sanctify (sangk'ti-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp. nnnc-

t(fieil, ppr. saiictifi/ini/. [< ME. sanctifien, < OF.
sanctijiw, saintefier, F. sanctifier = Pr. sanctifi-

ear, sanctifiar = Sp. Pg. santificar = It. santif-
care, < LL. sanctificare, make holy, sanctify, <

L. sanctus, holy, + -Hcare, < facere, make : see
sainft and -/#.] 1. To make holy or clean,
either ceremonially or morally and spiritual-
ly; purify or free from sin.

Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it ;

that he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of
water by the word. Eph. v. 26.

Wherefore Jesus also, that he might sanctify the people
with his own blood, suffered without the gate.

Heb. xlii. Ii

2. To consecrate; set apart from a common to

a sacred use; hallow or render sacred; invest
with a sacred or elevated character: said of

things or persons.
God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified It.

Gen. Ii. 3.

Whether is greater, the gold or the temple that sancti-
in-tl, the gold! Mat xxiii. 17.

Say ye of him, whom the Father hath sanctified, and
sent into the world, Thou blaspheraest : because I said, I

am the Son of God ? John x. 36.

A deep religious sentiment sanctified the thirst for lib-

erty. Emerson, Hist Discourse at Concord.

3. To make efficient as a means of holiness;
render productive of spiritual blessing.
Those judgments God hath been pleased to send upon

me are so much the more welcome, as a means which his

mercy hath sanctified so to me as to make me repent of
that unjust act. /;//,,, BaeUikt.

The church is nourished and fed by the power of Christ's

life, and sanctified, that is, perfected in her unity with
him, by his truth. BMiotheca Sacra, X I.I II. 496.

4. To make free from guilt ; give a religious
or a legal sanction to.

That holy man, amazed at what he saw,
Made haste to sanctify the bliss by law.

Dryden, Sig. and Guis., I. 164.

5. To keep pure ; render inviolable.

Truth guards the poet, sanctifies the line.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, II. 246.

6. To celebrate or confess as holy.

Sanctify the Lord of hosts himself, and let him be your
fear, and let him be your dread. Isa. viif. 13.

= Syn. To hallow.

sanctifyingly (sangk'ti-fi-ing-li), ode. In a
manner or degree tending to sanctify or make
holy.
sanctiloquent (sangk-til'o-kwent), a. [< L.
sanctus, holy, + loquen(i-)s, ppr. of lofiui.

speak. Cf. LL. sanctiloqwts, speaking holily.j

Discoursing on heavenly things. [Rare.] Imp.
Diet.

sanctimonialt (sangk-ti-mo'ui-al), a. [< LL.
sanctimonialiti, holy, pious, < L. xanctimoma,
holiness: see sanctimony.'] Same as sanctimo-
iiinii.-i.

sanctimonious (sangk-ti-mo'ni-us), a. [<ML.
"sanctimoniosiis, < L. sanctimonia, holiness: see

yitiictimoiiy."] 1+. Possessing sanctity ; sacred;

holy; saintly; religious.
Sanctimonious ceremonies . . .

With full and holy rite. Shale., Tempest, iv. 1. 16.

Sanctimonious customes, which of olde
Haue by grave counsels to a godlie end . . .

Been instituted. Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 10.

2. Making a show of sanctity; affecting the

appearance of sanctity.

The sanctimonious pirate that went to sea with the ten

commandments. Shak., M. for M., i. 2. 7.

Sanctimonious avarice. Milton.

At this Walter paused, and after twice applying to the

bell, a footman of a peculiarly grave said' sanctimonious

appearance opened the door. Bulwer, Eugene Aram, ii. 7.

sanctimoniously (sangk-ti-mo'ni-us-li), adv.

It. Sacredly; religiously.
You know, dear lady,

Since you were mine, how truly I have lov'd you,
How sanctimoniously ohserv'd your honour.

Fletcher, Sea Voyage, i. 1.



sanctimoniously

2. In a sanctimonious or affectedly sacred
manner.
sanctimoniousness (sangk-ti-mo'ni-us-nes), ii.

Sanctimonious character or condition,

sanctimony (sangk'ti-mo-ni), ii. [< OF. /ttnif-

timonie = Sp. Pg. It. santimonia, < L. x<in<-ti-

iii/iiiia, holiness, sacredness, virtuousness, <

miiirtus, holy, + suffix -mania: see saint1 and
-moni/.] If. Piety; devoutness; scrupulous
austerity; sanctity.

It came into my Mind that, to arrive at universal Holi-
ness all at once, I would take a Journey to the holy Land,
and so would return llome with a Back-Load of Sancti-

mony. X. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 352.

Her pretence is a pilgrimage ; . . . which holy under-

taking, with most austere ganctimonit, she accomplished.
Sha/r.', All's Well, iv. 3. 59.

Cardinal Carolus Borremanis . . . [was] greatly rever-
enced in his time for the purity & sanctimony of his life.

Coryat, Crudities, L 117.
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This makes mnelinn ill this phrase mean not a reward or

punishment, but an attestation. On the other hand, the
evolutionist Stephen (Science of Ethics, X. i. 2) says: "Ac-
cording to my argument, the primary and direct Inci-

dence, if I may say so, of moral sanctwns is upon the social

organism, whilst the individual is only indirectly and
secondarily affected." That is to say, races in which cer-

tain instincts are weak are unfitted to cope with other

races, and go under
;
so that a moral sanction is a remote

consequence of a line of behavior tending by natural se-

lection to reinforce certain instincts. Physical sanc-
tion, the knowledge that pleasure or pain will generally
result from a given line of conduct by the operation of
causes purely natural. Political sanction, the hope of
favor or fear of hostility on the part of a government
as the consequence of, and thus a motive for or against,
certain conduct. Popular sanction, the knowledge that
the people, in their private and individual capacity, will

regard with favor or disfavor a person who acts in a given
way, as a motive for or against such action. Bentham re-

gards this as the same as moral sanction. Pragmatic
sanction. See pragmatic. Psychological sanction,
the knowledge that certain conduct, if found out, will act

upon a certain mind or certain minds to cause those per-
sons to confer pleasure or inflict pain upon the person who

Remuneratory sanction, the promise, as by a govern-
ment, of a reward as an incitement to attempt a certain

performance. Social sanction. Same as popular sanc-
tion. = Syn. 1 and 3. Authorization, countenance, support,

Wanting sanction and authority, it is only yet a private
work. T. Baker, On Learning.

If they were no laws to them, nor decreed and made
sacred by sanction, promulgation, and appendant penal-
ties, they could not so oblige them as to become the rule
of virtue or vice.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), Pref., I. 9.

2. A decree; an ordinance; a law: as, the prag-
matic sanction.

Love's power, we see,
Is Nature's sanction, and her flrst decree.

2. The external appearance of devoutness;
labored show of goodness; affected or hypo- Pursues

.

8Ucn conduct, this knowledge being considered

nritionl rlvnntn as a motive for or against that conduct. Punitive sanc-
. . __ tion, the attachment of a penalty to a legal offense.-

sanction (sangk shon), w. [< OF. (and F.) Religious sanction, the belief that God attaches rewards
sanction = Sp. Sandon = Pg. sancctto = It. and punishments tolas laws as a motive for obeying him.

sanaione, < L. sanctio(n-), the act of ordaining
--KB"""""-**"""""-*" i*ii, hv CTnTOm .

or decreeing as sacred or inviolable, a decree,
ordinance, sanction, < sancire, pp. sanctus, ren- mm.= 0i
der sacred: see mint1.] 1. The act of making warrant,

sacred; the act of rendering authoritative as Sanction (sangk'shon), v. t. [< sanction, n.] 1.

law; the act of decreeing or ratifying; the act To give authoritative permission or approval
of making binding, as by an oath. to; ratify; confirm; invest with validity or

Fill every man his bowl. There cannot be authority.
A fitter drink to make this sanction in. They entered into a covenant sanctioned by all the so-

Here I begin the sacrament to all. lemnities of religion usual on these occasions.

B. Jonson, Catiline, i. 1. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

If Spinoza and Hobbes were accused of Atheism, each of
them sanctioned his speculations by the sacred name of

theology. Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. 21.

2. To give countenance or support to; approve.
To sanction Vice, and hunt Decorum down.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers, 1. 615.

Even Plato, in his imaginary republic, the Utopia of his
beautiful genius, sanctioni slavery.

Sumner, Orations, I. 213.

Sanctioning right. See riykt, 4. =Syn. Allow, Permit,
etc. See allows.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., i. 330. sanctionable (sangk'shon-a-bl), a. [< sanction
3. The conferring of authority upon an opinion, + -able.] Worthy of sanction, or of approba-
practice, or sentiment; confirmation or support tion or approval.
derived from public approval, from exalted tes- sanctionary (sangk'shon-a-ri), a. [< sanction
timony, or from the countenance of a person + -ary.] Relating to or implying sanction;
or body commanding respect. giving sanction. Imp. Diet.
The strictest professors of reason have added the sane- sanctitude (sangk'ti-tud), n. [< L. sanctitudo,

tion of their testimony. Watts, sacredness, < sanctus, holy: see sanctity.] 1.
Religiongaveher7Hclio tothatintenseandunquench-

TT - 1J- _tj_

able animosity. Macaulay, Hist Eng., vii.

Gown and Sword
And Law their threefold sanction gave.

Whitlier, Astrsea at the Capitol.

4. A provision of a law which enforces obe-
dience by the enactment of rewards or penal-
ties, called respectively remuneratory &napmii-
tivc sanctions; hence, in utilitarian ethics, the

knowledge of the pleasurable or painful conse- Sanctity (sangk ti-ti), n.; pi. sanctities (-tin).

quences of an act, as making it moral or im- [5
OF - saiiietete, also sainteed, santite, saintec,

moral. saintcte = Pr. sanctitat, sanctetat = Sp. sail-

By the laws of men, enacted by civil power, gratitude f.^'/f
=

?8-.sa tiaaae = !* Mntitd, < L. sane-
It not enforced: that is, not enjoined by the sanction of "ta(t-)s, holiness, sacredness, < sanctus, holy,
penalties to be inflicted upon the person that shall not be sacred: see saint1 ,] 1. Holiness; saintliness;
found grateful. South.

A Sanction then is a source of obligatory powers or mo-
tives : that is, of pains and pleasures ; which, according
as they are connected with such or such modes of conduct,
operate, and are indeed the only things which can oper-
ate, as motives.

Bentham, Intiod. to Morals and Legislation, iii. 2, note.

The fear of death is generally considered as one of the
strongest of our feelings. It is the most fomiidableanc-
tion which legislators have been able to devise.

Macaulay, ilill on Government.

The internal sanction of duty, whatever our standard of

Holiness; sacredness; sanctity.
In their looks divine

The image of their glorious Maker shone,
Truth, wisdom, sanctitude severe and pure.

Milton, P. L., iv. 293.

2. Sanctimony ;
affected sanctity.

His nuiimern ill corresponded with the austerity and
sanctitude of his style.

Landor, Asinius Pollio and Licinius Calvus, il.

,

duty may be, is one and the same a feeling in our own
mind, a pain, more or less intense, attendant on a viola-
tion of duty. J. S. Mill, Utilitarianism,

godliness.
Puritanes, ... by whose apparent shew
Of sanctity doe greatest evils grow.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 141.

Then heaven and earth renew'd shall be made pure
To sanctity, that shall receive no stain.

Milton, P. L, x. 639.

2. Sacred or hallowed character; hence, sa-

credness; solemnity; inviolability.
His affirmations have the sanctity of an oath.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.
We have grown quite accustomed now-a-days to the in-

vasion of what used to be called the sanctity of private
life. D. C. Murray, Weaker Vessel, xiii.

The consequences which an action done here may have S A saint or liolv bpimr- a linlv nhWt nf a ru-
in the unseen world are the sanctions attached to it. rw i

Hodgson, Phil, of Reflection, III. xi. G.
lan<1 -

External sanction, the knowledge of a fact in the ex
ternal world which will result from an act either always
or in the long run, and so produce pleasure or pain, as an
inducement to do or refrain from that sort of act. In-
ternal sanction, the knowledge of mental reflection
upon an act, productive of pleasure or pain, as an induce-
ment to do or refrain from that sort of act. Legal sanc-
tion, the knowledge that a penalty will probably be in-
flicted by a court for an act, as an inducement to refrain

act, as a motive for doing or not doing it. Less strict

utilitarians, as Mill, admit an internal sanction as moral.
Non-utilitarian moralists often use the phrase moral sanc-
tion, but with no determinate signification. Thus, the

About him all the sanctities of heaven
Stood thick as stars. Milton, P. I.., iii. (to.

I munuur'd, as I came along,
Of comfort clasp'd in truth reveal'd ;

And loiter'd in the Master's Held,
And darken'd sanctities with song.

Tennyson, In Memoriani, xnvii.

Odor of sanctity. See odor. =Syn. 1. Pitt*/, SainUinem.
etc. (see reKyion\ purity, goodness. 2. Inviolability.
sanctuarize (sangk'tu-a-riz),?'. t. [(.sanctittiri/
+ -/-<.] To shelter by means of a sanctuary
or sacred privileges. [Rare.]

No place, indeed, should murder sanctuarize.

Shalt., Hamlet, iv. 7. 12s.
intuitionalist faliU-i-wood (Handbook of Moral Philos I

ii. 4, | 7) says: "Sanctinn is a confirmation of the moral Sanctuary (sangk tu-a-n), 11.
; pi. sanctum-it*

diameter of an action, which follows it in experience." (-riz). [< ME. stiiii-finn-i/, xcintiiiirii; m't/iitiiarir.

sanctuary

sriittniri/, xri/iitirurii; < OF. S(thiti/(iirf',n/itiiaire,

saintitiiiriii, !'. xitHcliKiin- = Pr. xanctnari = Sp.
Pg. It. sautuario, < LL. sanctiiaritim, a sacred

place, a shrine, a private cabinet, ML. also

temple, church, churchyard, cemetery, right
of asylum, < ~L. sanctus, holy, sacred: nee"mi hit1 .]
1. A sacred or consecrate'd place ; a holy spot;
a place in which sacred things are kept.

Proverbs, like the sacred books of each nation, are the
sanctuary of the intuitions. Emerson, Compensation.

Specifically (a) In Scrip., the temple at Jerusalem, par-
ticularly the most retired part of it, called the holy of ho-

lies, in which was kept the ark of the covenant, and into
which no person was permitted to enter except the high
priest, and that only once a year to intercede for the peo-
ple. The same name was given to the corresponding part
of the tabernacle in the wilderness (Ex. xxv. 8). (&) A house
consecrated to the worship of God ; a church.

And I saw crowds in column'd sanctuan'en.

Tennyson, Fair Women.
() The cella or most sacred part of an Egyptian, Greek,
or Roman temple, (d) In classical antiij., a sacred place,
a locality, whether inclosed or not, but generally Inclosed,
consecrated to some divinity or group of divinities, often a

grove, sometimes an inclosure of notable size and impor-
tance, containing shrines, temples, a theater, arrange-
ments for gymnastic contests, places of shelter for suppli-
ants or for the sick, etc. : as, the sanctuary of .-Ksculaimis
at Epidaurus.
The stele was to be set up in a sanctuari/, which, it seems

probable, was that of Pandion on the Acropolis.
Harrison and Verro.ll, Ancient Athens, p. xcvii.

(e) The part of a church where the chief altar stands ; the
chancel ; the presbytery. See cut under reredos.

The original arcade piers of the choir and sanctuary [the
semicircular part of the choir, in the Abbey of St. Denis]
do not exist. C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 37.

(/t) A portable shrine containing relics.

Than the kynge made be brought the hiest seintewaries
that he hadde, and the beste relikes, and ther-on they
dide swere. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 75.

(<jt) A churchyard.
Also wyth-ynne chyrche & sej/ntwary
Do ryjt thus as I the say,

Songe and cry and suche fare,
For to stynte thow schalt not spare.

Myn, Instructions for Parish Priests (E. E. T. S.), 1. 330.

Seyntwary, churchyard. The name of sanctuary is now
given to that part of the choir or chancel of a church where
the altar stands. In mediaeval documents belonging to
this country, Sanctuarium and its equivalents in English
almost always mean churchyard.
Note in Myrc's Instructionsfor Parish Priette (E. E. T. SA

[p. 75.

2. A place of refuge or protection; a sacred

asylum ; specifically, a chm-ch or other sacred
place to which is attached the privilege of af-

fording protection from arrest and the ordinary
operation of the law to criminals, debtors, etc.',

taking refuge within its precincts. From the
time of Constantine downward certain churches have been
set apart in many Catholic countries to be an asylum for

fugitives from the hands of justice. In England, particu-
larly down to the Reformation, any person who had taken
refuge in such a sanctuary was secured against punishment

except when charged with treason or sacrilege if with-
in the space of forty days he gave signs of repentance, and
subjected himself to banishment. By the act 21 James I.,
c. xxviii., the privilege of sanctuary for crime was finally
abolished. Various sanctuaries for debtors, however, con-
tinued to exist in and about London till 1697, when they
too were abolished. In Scotland the abbey of Holyrood
House and its precincts still retain the privilege of giving
sanctuary to debtors, and one who retires thither is pro-
tected for twenty-four hours; but to enjoy protection
longer the person must enter his name in the books kept
by the bailie of the abbey. Since the abolition of impris-
onment for debt this sanctuary is no longer used.

That Cytee was also Sacerdotalle that is to seyne, seyn-
(Marie of the Tribe of Juda. Uandentte, Travels, p. 66.

The scholehouse should be counted a satictuarie against
feare. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 49.

Your son is slain, Theodoret, noble Theodoret!
Here in my arms, too weak a sanctuary
'Gainst treachery and murder !

Beau, orni Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 2.

Let 's think this prison holy sanctuary,
To keep us from corruption of worse men.
Fletcher (and another), Two Jfoble Kinsmen, ii. 1.

\\ hitefriars, adjacent to the Temple, then well known
by the cant name of Alsatia, had at this time, and for

nearly a century afterwards, the privilege of a sanctuary,
unless against the writ of the Lord Chief Justice. . . .

The place abounded with desperadoes of every descrip-
tion bankrupt citizens, ruined gamesters, irreclaimable
prodigals. Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xvi.

3. Refuge; shelter; protection; specifically,
the immunity from the ordinary operations of
law afforded by the sacred character of a place,
or by a specially privileged church, abbey, etc.

The Chapell and Refectory (were) full of the goods of
such poor people as at the approch of the Army had fled
with them thither for sanctuani.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 7, 1641.

At this Time, upon News of the Earl of Warwick's Ap-
proach, Queen Elizabeth forsaketh the Tower, and secretly
takes Sanctuary at Westminster.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 209.

These laws, whoever made them, bestowed on temples
the privilege of mnctiinri/. Hilton.



sanctuary
The admirable works of painting were made fuel for

the flre; but some reliques of it took tanctuary under
ground, and escaped the common destiny.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

O peaceful Sisterhood,
Receive, and yield me sanctuary, nor ask
Her name to whom ye yield it.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

Isthmian sanctuary. See Isthmian.

sanctuaryt (saugk'tu-a-ri), v. t. [< sanctuary,
n. ] To place in safety as in a sanctuary; be-
stow safely.

Securely flght, thy purse hsaitcluuri/'d,
And In this place shall beard the proudest thiefe.

Utywood, Four Frentises of London (Works, II. 189).

sanctum (sangk'tum). n. [Short for sanctum

xunctorum, holy of holies: sanctum, neut. of L.

sanctus, pp. of sancire, consecrate, make holy;
sanctorum, gen. pi. of sanctum: see saint1 .] A.

sacred place; a private retreat or room : as, an
editor's sanctum.

I had no need to make any change ; I should not be
called upon to quit my sanctum of the schoolroom for

a sanctum it was now become to me a very pleasant ref-

uge in time of trouble. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvii.

Sanctum sanctorum. (a) "The holy of holies": the
innermost or holiest place of the Jewish tabernacle or

temple. See holy, (b) Any specially private place or re-

treat, not to be entered except by special permission or
favor.

His house is denied by the unsavory visits of a troop of

pup dogs, who even sometimes carry their loathsome rav-

ages into the sanctum sanctorum, the parlor !

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 197.

Sanctus (sangk'tus), . [So called from the
first word in the L. version; < L. sanctus, pp.
of sancire, make holy, consecrate: see saint1

.']

1 . In liturgies, the ascription
"
Holy, holy, holy,

Lord God of hosts, . . ." in which the eucha-
ristic preface culminates, and which leads up to

the canon or prayer of consecration. The Sanctus
exists and occupies this place in all liturgies. It is proba-
bly of primitive origin, and was already, as it still is, used
in the Jewish liturgy (being taken from Isa. vi. 2, 3 : com-
pare Eev. iv. 8), the following "Hosanna" (Psalm cxviii.

25, "Save now") also further marking the connection.
A similar ascription occurs in the Te Drum. Other names
for the Sanctus are the Tersanctus (and, improperly, the

Trisagion\ and the Seraphic or Triumphal Hymn (Epini-
don). See Benedictus, preface.
2. A musical setting of the above ascription or

hymn Black Sanctust, a profane or burlesque hymn,
performed with loud and discordant noises; hence, any
confused, tumultuous uproar. Also Black Santus, Santos,
Santis.

At the entrie we heare a confused noise, like a blaclce

sanctus, or a house haunted with spirits, such hollowing,
shouting, dauncing, and clinking of pots.

Rowley, Search for Money.
Like Bulls these bellow, those like Asses bray ;

Some barke like ban-dogs, some like horses ney;
Some howl like W'olnes, others like Furies yell ;

Scarce that blacke Santus could be match'd in hell.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 576.

Let's sing him a Made santis; then let's all howl
In our own beastly voices. Fletcher, Mad Lover, iv. 1.

Sometimes they whoop, sometimes their Stygian cries
Send their black Santos to the blushing skies.

Quarles, Emblems, I. x. 20.

Sanctus bell. See belli.

sand 1
(sand), . [< ME. sand, sond, < AS. sand

= OS. sand = OFries. sond = MD. sand, D. zand
= MLG. sant, LG. sand = OHG. MHG. sant, G.
sand = Icel. sandr = Sw. Dan. sand (Goth, not
recorded), sand; cf. OHGr.'samat, lAHQ.sampt,
G. dial. (Bav. ) samp, sand ; the Tent, base being
appar. orig. samd-, prob. = Gr. duaBof, ipd/taffae,

sand; cf. E. dial, samel, gritty, sandy, and L.
sabulnm (for "sanrulum 1), sand, gravel.] 1.
Water-worn detritus, finer than that to which
the name gravel would ordinarily be applied :

but the line between sand and gravel cannot
be distinctly drawn, and they frequently occur

intermingled. Sand consists usually of the debris of

crystalline rocks, and quartz very commonly predomi-
nates in it, since this mineral is very little liable to chemical
change or decomposition. In regions of exclusively cal-
careous rocks there is rarely any considerable amount of
what can be properly called sand, finely comminuted cal-
careous materials being extremely liable to become re-
consolidated. Sand occurs in every stage of wear, from
that in which the particles have sharp edges, showing
that they have been derived from the recent breaking up
of granitic and other silicious rocks, to that in which the
fragments are thoroughly rounded, showing that they
have been rubbed against one another during a great
length of time. Sand, when consolidated bv pressure or
held together by some cement, becomes sandstone ; and a
large part of the material forming the series of stratified
rocks is sandstone.

The counter, shelves, and floor had all been scoured,
and the latter was overstrewn with fresh blue sond.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ii.

2. A tract or region composed principally of

sand, like the deserts of Arabia
; or a tract of

sand exposed by the ebb of the tide : as, the

Libyan Sands; the Solway sands.
Even as men wrecked upon a sand, that look to be

washed off the next tide. Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1. 100.
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The island Is thirty miles long, two miles broad in most
places, a mere ga/u/, yet full of fresh water in ponds.

H'inthrop, Hist. New England, I. 1(13.

3. Any mass of small hard particles: as, the
sand of an hour-glass; sand used in blotting.
4. In founding, a mixture of sand, clay, and
other materials used in making molds for cast-

ing metals. It is distinguished according to different

qualities, etc., and Is therefore known by specific names :

as, core-gaud, green sand, old sand, etc.

5. Sandstone: so used in the Pennsylvania pe-
troleum region, where the various beds of pe-
troliferous sandstone are called oil-sands, and
designated as first, second, third, etc., in the
order in which they are struck in the borings.
Similarly, the gas-bearing sandstones are called

gas-sands. 6. pi. The moments, minutes, or
small portions of time; lifetime; allotted period
of life : in allusion to the sand in the hour-glass
used for measuring time.

Now our sands are almost run.

Shale., Pericles, v. 2. 1.

7. Force of character; stamina; grit; endur-

ance; pluck. [Colloq., U. S.]
I became head superintendent, and had a couple of

thousand men under me. Well, a man like that is a man
that has got plenty of sand that goes without saving.

The Century, XXXIX. 74.

Bagshot sand. Same as Bar/shot beds (which see, under
frerf'). Blue sand. See blue. Brain sand. See drain-
land. Burned sand, in molding, sand which has been
heated sufficiently to destroy the tenacity given by the
clayey ingredient. It is sometimes used for partings.
Dry sand, in founding, a combination of sand and loam
used in making molds to be dried in an oven. Green
sand, in founding, fresh, unused, or unbaked sand suit-

able for molding. Hastings sand, in geol., one of the
subdivisions of the Wealden, a very distinct and peculiar
assemblage of strata covering a large area in the southern
counties of England. See Wealden. New sand. See
netc. Old Sand, in founding, sand which has been used
for the molds of castings, anil which has become, under the
action of heat, friable and more porous, and is therefore
used for filling the flasks over the facing-sand, as it affords

ready escape for gases. Rope Of sand. See ropei.
Sand blast. See sand-blast. Sharp sand, sand the par-
ticles of which present sharp crystalline fracture, not worn
smooth by attrition.

sand1
(sand), v. t. [< sand 1

, .] 1. To sprin-
kle with sand; specifically, to powder with

sand, as a freshly painted surface in order to
make it resemble stone, or fresh writing to

keep it from blotting. 2. To add sand to: as,
to sand sugar. 3. To drive upon a sand-bank.

Travellers and seamen, when they have been sanded or
dashed on a rock, for ever after fear not that mischance
only, but all such dangers whatsoever.

Burton, Anat of Mel., p. 148.

sand'-'t, . [ME., also soiide, from AS. sand,
sond, a sending, message, mission, an embassy,
also a dish of food, a mess, lit. 'a thing sent,' <

sendan (/ sand), send : see send. Cf. sandes-

///(/.] A message; a mission; an embassy.
Flrste he saide he schulde doune sende

His iande, that we schnld nojt be irke,
His haly gaste on vs to lende.

York Plays, p. 466.

sandal1
(san'dal), n. [Early mod. E. also san-

dall, sandale, sendal, sendall; < ME. "sandale,
sandalie = D. sandaal = G. sandale = Sw. Dan.
sandal, < OF. sandale, cendale, F. sandale =
8p. Pg. sandalia = It. sandalo, < ML. sanda-

lum, L. sandaliuui, < Gr. oavfiaZtov, dim. of adv-

Safov, .3Dolic adufiaKov, a sandal; prob. < Pers.

sandal, a sandal, slipper.] 1. A kind of shoe,
consisting of a sole fastened to the foot, gen-
erally by means of straps crossed over and
passed around the ankle. Originally sandals were
made of leather, but they afterward became articles of

Sandals.

The pair in the middle are Roman, those on the sides are Greek.

luxury, being sometimes made of gold, silver, and other
precious materials, and beautifully ornamented. Sandals
of straw or wickerwork are worn by some Oriental nations ;

those of the Japanese form their chief foot-covering, ex-

cept the stocking ; they are left at the door, and not worn
within the houses, the floors of which are generally cov-
ered with mats. Sandals form part of the official dress of

bishops and abbots in the Roman Catholic Church ; they
were formerly often made of red leather, and sometimes
of silk or velvet richly embroidered.

His Mtndales were with toilsome travell torne.

Spenser, V. (>., I. vi. 85.

sandalwood
The men wear a sort of sandals made of raw hide, and

tied with thongs round the foot and ancle.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 13.

The form of the episcopal sandal about half a century
before St Austin began his mission among the Anglo-
Saxons may be seen from the Kavenna mosaics.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 235, note.

2. A half-boot of white kid or satin, often pret-
tily ombroidered in silver, and laced up the
front with some bright-colored silk cord. They
were cut low at each side to display the em-
broidered clock of the stocking. 3. A tie or

strap for fastening a slipper or low shoe by
being passed over the foot.or around the ankle.
Shoes with sandals were in use during the early years of
the nineteenth century and until about 1840. Originally
the term signified the ribbons secured to the shoe, oni-
on each side, and crossed diagonally over the instep and
ankle, later a simpler contrivance, as a single band with
button and buttonhole, or even an india-rubber strap.

Open-work stockings, and shoes with sandals.

Dickens, Sketches, Tales, 1. -.

4. An india-rubber overshoe, having very low
sides and consisting chiefly of a sole with a

strap across the instep. Especially (a) such a shoe
with an entire sole and a counter at the heel ; or (6) such
a shoe with a sole for the front part of the foot only.
5. In her., a bearing representing any rough
and simple shoe. Also called brogue.
sandal2 (san'dal), . [Early mod. E. also san-

dal, also sander, usually in pi. form sanders,
saunders, < late ME. sawndres, sawndyrs, < OF.
sandal, santal,pl. sandaulx, F. sandal, santal =
Sp. sandalo = Pg. sandalo = It. ttandalo (> D. G.
Sw. Dan. sandct), < ML. (and NL.) santalum, <

LGr. advra).ov, also adviavov, sandalwood, = Ar.

qandal = Hind, sandal, chandan = Pers. sandal,
chandal, chandan = Malay tsendana, sandal-

wood, < Skt. chandana, the sandal-tree, perhaps
< -\/ chand, shine, = L. eandere, shine: see can-

did.] Same as sandalwood.
The white sandol is wood very sweet A in great request

among the Indians. Haklwjl's Voyages, II. 265.

Toys in lava, fans of sandal. Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

sandal3 (san'dal), M. Same as sendal.

sandal4 (san'dal), M. [< Ar. sandal, a large open
boat, a wherry.] A long narrow boat with two
masts, used on the Barbary coast.

We were startled by the news that the Mahdi's people
had arrived at Ladowith three steamers and nine sandals
and nuggars, and had established themselves on the site

of the old station. Science, XIV. 875.

sandaled, sandalled (san'dald), //. . [< san-
dal 1 + -erf2.] 1. Wearing sandals.

Sandatt'd palmers, faring homeward,
Austrian knights from Syria came.

M. Arnold, Church of Bron, i.

2. Fastened with a sandal. See sandal1
,
3.

Sandaled shoes, low, light shoes or slippers worn by
women, from 1800 till about 1840, in the house and in com-
pany, and often out of doors.

sandaliform (san'da-li-form), a. [< L. sanda-

lium, sandal, + forma, form.] Shaped like a
sandal or slipper.
sandalin (san'da-liu), u. [< nandal't + -in1 .]

Same as sandahoood.
sandal-tree (san'dal-tre), H. A name of one
or more trees of the genus Sandoricvm.
sandalwood (san'dal-wud), . [< stindafi +
wood1

.} The fragrant wood of the heart and
roots of a tree of several species belonging to

the genus Santalum; also, the tree itself. The
most important species is 5. album, an evergreen 20 or 30
feet high, with the aspect
of privet. It is native in

dryish localities in south-
ern India, ascending the
mountains to an altitude of

3,000 feet. The heart-wood
is yellowish - brown, very
hard and close-grained,
scented with an oil still

more abundant in the root,
which is distilled for per-
fumery purposes and is in

great request. The wood
"is much used for carving,
making ornamental boxes,
etc., being valued as a pro-
tective from insects as well
as for its perfume. It is

also extensively used, espe
cially in China (which is

the great market for s:m-

dalwood), to burn as in-

cense, both in temples and
in dwellings. Other sandalwoods, from which for a time
after their discovery large supplies were obtained, are S.

Freycinetianum (its wood called citron or ycllmc sandal-

wood) and S. pyrularium of the Hawaiian Islands, S. Yasi
of the Frjis, S. Avttro-caledonicum of New Caledonia, and
Fusanus(Santalum)spicatusot Australia, but these sources
were soon nearly exhausted. In India and New Caledonia
sandalwood is systematically cultivate*!. See uliinty and
1'iixanm. Also called xandersieood. Bastard sandal-
wood. See Mi/opiiriiin. Queensland sandalwood, the
Australian Erenwpfiila Mitchelli of the Mifttpctrineie. a
tall shrnli or sniiill tree, viscid and strongly scented. The

dalwood I.Santalm attui



sandalwood

heart-wood is dark reddish-brown, faintly scented, used for

cabinet-work. Red sandalwood. (a) The East Indian
tree 1'terocarpm sanliiliiinx, or its dark-red wood, which
is used as a dye-stutF, imparting a reddish-brown color
to woolens. It is considered by Hindu physicians to be
astringent and tonic. See Pterocarpus. Mat called rulii/-

witod, and sometimes distinctively red sandersivood. (b)
Another East Indian tree, Adenanthera paoonina, with red

wood, used as a dyestulf and otherwise. .See Adenanthera.
Sandalwood bark, a bark said to be from a species

of Mi/ruxiiltm, burnt in place of frankincense. Sandal-
wood English. See Ewjllsh. Venezuela sandal-
wood, a wood thought to be derived from a rutaceous

tree, somewhat exported from Venezuela. The heart-
wood is dark brown, the sap yellow, the scent pleasant
but faint. It is the source of West Indian sandalwood
oil. White sandalwood, the common sandalwood.
Yellow sandalwood, in the West Indies, Bucida capitata
of the Combretaceee.

sandarac (san'da-rak), H. [Also aandarach,
mindarnk, and corruptly andarac; ( OF. stind/i-

rac, sandaraclic, sandarax, F. sandaraqite = Sp.
Pg. sandaraca = It. sandaraca, sandracca, < L.

sandaraca, sanderaca, sandaracha, < Gr. aav&a-

panri, red sulphuret of arsenic, realgar, a red col-

or, also bee-bread; of Eastern origin: cf. Ar. san-
ilnrHS = Pers. saiularus = Hind, sandarus, san-

daros, sindriis, sundras, < Skt. sindilra, realgar.]
1. In mineral,, red sulphuret, or protosulphuret,
of arsenic

; realgar. 2. A resin in white tears,
more transparent than those of mastic, which
exudes from the bark of the sandarac-tree,
Callitrisqutidmnlris. (See sandarac-tree.) it is

used as pounce-powder for strewing over erasures on paper
(see pounce^), as incense, and for making a pale varnish
for light-colored woods. It was formerly renowned as a
medicine. Australian species of CalKtris yield a similar
resiu. Also called juniper-resin, gum juniper.
sandaracin (san-dar'a-sin), n. [< sandarac +
-in2 . ] A substance, containing two or three res-

ins, which remains after treating sandarac with
alcohol.

sandarac-tree (san'da-rak-tre), . A tree, Cal-
litris quadrivalvis, a native of the mountains of
Morocco. It is a large tree with straggling branches.
The wood is fragrant, hard, durable, mahogany-colored,
and is largely
used in the con-
struction of

mosques and
similar build-

ings in the north
of Africa. See
alerce and san-
darac. Also call-

ed arar-tree.

sand-badger
(sand

'

baj
' -

er), H. A Ja-
vanese bad-

ger, Meles an-
kuma. P. L.
Selater.

sand-bag
(sand

'

bag),
. A bag fill-

ed with sand,
(a) A bag of sand
or earth, used in a fortification for repairing breaches, etc.,
or as ballast in boats and balloons, (o) A leathern cushion,
tightly filled with fine sand, used by engravers to prop their
work at a convenient angle, or to give free motion to a plate
or cut in engraving curved lines, etc. (e) A bag of sand
used as a weapon. Especially (1) Such a bag fastened to
the end of a staff and formerly employed in the appointed
combats of yeomen, instead of the sword and lance, the
weapons of knights and gentlemen.

Engaged with money-bags as bold
As men with sand-bags did of old.

5. Butler, Hudibras, III. ii. 80.

(2) A cylindrical tube of flexible and strong material filled
with sand, by which a heavy blow may be struck which
leaves little or no mark on the skin : a weapon used by
ruffians, (d) A bag of sand which was attached to a quin-
tain, (e) A long narrow bag of flannel, ftllcd with sand,
used to cover crevices between window-sashes or under
doors, or laid on the stage of a theater behind flats and
wings to prevent lights at the back from shining through
the spaces left at junctions.

sandbag (sand'bag), v. t.; pret. and pp. sand-

bagged, ppr. sandbagging. [< sand-bag, n.] To
hit or beat with a sand-bag.
sandbagger (sand'bag"er), n. 1. One who uses
a sand-bag; especially, a robber who uses a
sand-bag to stun his victims.
And the perils that surround the belated citizen from

the attacks of lurking highwaymen and sand-baggers In the
darkened streets do not add to the agreeableness of the
situation. Elect. Review (Amer.), XV. xix. 13.

2. A sailing boat that uses sand-bags as ballast.
sand-ball (sand'bal), n. A ball of soap mixed
with fine sand for the toilet: used to remove
roughness and stains from the hands.

Sand-baits are made by incorporating with melted and
perfumed soap curtain proportions of flne river sand.

Watt, Soap-making, p. 104.

sand-band (sand'band), n. In a vehicle, an
iron

guard-ring over the inside of the hub of a
wheel, and projecting over its junction with the
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axle, designed to keep sand and dust from work-

ing into the axle-box. E. H. Jiniglil.

sand-bank (sand'bangk), n. A bank of sand;
especially, a bank of sand formed by tides or
currents.

Sand-bath (sand'bath), n. 1. A vessel contain-

ing warm or hot sand, used as an equable heater
for retorts, etc., in various chemical processes.

2. In med., a form of bath in which the body
is covered with warm sea-sand. 3. The roll-

ing of fowls in sand, by which they dust them-
selves over to cleanse the skin and feathers;
the act of pulverizing ;

saburration.

sand-bear (sand'bar), n. The Indian badger
or bear-pig, Arctonyx collaris. See balisaur.

sand-bearings (sand'bar"ingz), n.pl. See bear-

ing.
sand-bed (sand'bed), n. In metal., the bed into
which the iron from the blast-furnace is run

;

the floor of a foundry in which large castings
are made.
sand-beetle (sand'be'tl), n. Any member of

the Troaida. Adams, Man. Nat. Hist.

sand-bellows (sand'bel"6z), n. Ahand-bellows
for throwing sand on a newly painted surface,
to give it the appearance of stone.

sandbergerite (sand'berg-er-it), n. [< F. Sand-

berger (b. 1826) + -ite2 .] In mineral., a variety
of tennantite, or arsenical tetrahedrite, con-

taining a considerable amount of zinc.

sand-bird (sand'berd), n. A sandpiper or some
similar bird; a shore-bird.

sand-blackberry (sand'blak"ber-i), n. See

blackberry and Itubus,

sand-blast (sand'blast), n. Sand driven by a
blast of air or steam, used to cut, depolish, or

decorate glass and other hard substances. Com-
mon hard sand and other substances are thus used as ab-
radants. The blast throws the particles violently against
the surface, in which each particle makes a minute break,
and the final result is the complete and rapid cutting of
the hardest glass or stone. Paper or gelatin laid on the
surface resists the sand and makes it possible to cut on
glass, etc., the most intricate patterns. The method is also
used for ornamenting marble and stone, usually with the
aid of iron patterns, and for cleaning and resharpening
flies. Also called sand-jet.

This thin envelope is cut through to the plain glass by
the sand-blast or acid to make the lettering in signs.

Harper's May., LXXIX. 255.

sand-blind (sand'blind), a. [< late ME. sandc-

blyndc ; supposed to be a corruption, simulating
sand (as if having eyes blurred by little grains
or specks ;

cf . sanded, 4), of an unrecorded *yam-

blind, half-blind, < AS. sam- (= L. semi- = Gr.

iliu-), half (see sam-, semi-,^ he-mi-), + blind, blind :

see blind1.] Purblind
; dim-sighted. [Obsolete

or archaic.]
O heavens, this is my true-begotten father ! who, being

more than sand-blind, high gravel-blind, knows me not.

Shale., M. of V., ii. 2. 37.

I have been sand-blind from my infancy.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ii. 1.

sand-blindness (sand'blind'nes), 71. The state
of being sand-blind.

sand-blower (sand'bl6"er), n. A simple appa-
ratus for throwing fine sand thinly and evenly
upon a freshly painted surface ; a sand-bellows.
sand-board (sand'bord), n. In a vehicle, a bar
over the rear axle and parallel with it, resting
upon the hind hounds at the point where they
cross the axle.

sand-box (sand'boks), n. 1 . A box with a per-
forated top or cover for sprinkling paper with
sand. 2. Abox filled with sand, usually placed,
in American locomotives, on top of the boiler
and in front of the driving-wheel, with a pipe
to guide the sand to the rail when the wheels
slip owing to frost, wet, etc. See cut under
passenger-engine. 3. A tree,
Hum crc/titans. The fruits are of
the shape shown in the cut, about the
size of an orange, having a number of

cells, each containing a seed. When
ripe and dry they burst with a sharp
report. See Uura (with cut). Fiuit of the Sand-

sand-brake (sand'brak), n. A *

fi,J,).
W"

device in which the resistance
offered by sand in a box surrounding a car-
axle is automatically made to stop a train when
the cars accidentally separate, or if the speed
reaches a dangerous point.

sand-bug (sand'bug), . 1. A burrowing crus-
tacean of the family Hippidse. See cut under
Ili/i/ia. 2. Some hymenopterous insect that
difrs in the sand, as a digger-wasp; a sand-

wasp: a loose popular use. [U. S.] 3. Any
member of the (lalgulidie.
sand-bur (sand'ber), n. A weed, Nolanum ros-

fi-titiim, a native of the great plains of the

sanded

western United States, thence spreading east-

ward. The fruit fills closely the extremely
prickly calyx.
sand-burned (suud'bernd), a. In founding, not-

ing the surface of a casting to which the sand
of the mold has become partially fused and has
united with the metal, thus forming a rough
casting. This defect is due either to unsuitable
sand or to the lack of proper blacking of the
mold. E. H. Knit/lit.

sand-canal (sand'ka-nal"), w. The madreporic
canal of an echinoderm

;
the stone-canal. See

diagram under Echinoidca.

sand-cherry (sand'cher''!), . The dwarf cher-

ry, I'runus pumila.
sand-clam (sand'klam), n. The common long
clam, Mi/a arenaria.

sand-club (sand'klub), n. A sand-bag.
sand-cock (sand'kok), H. The redshank, To-

laiiuticalidris. See cut under redshank. [Local,
British.]
sand-collar (sand'koFiir), n. A sand-saucer.
sand-corn (sand'kom), . [< ME. *sandcorn,
< AS. sand-corn (= G. sandkorn = Icel. sand-
korn = Sw. sandkorn = Dan. sandskorn), a grain
of sand, < sand, sand, + corn, corn: see sand1

and corn 1
.] A grain of sand.

sand-crab (sand'krab), n. A crab of the genus
Ocypoda, which lives on sandy beaches, runs

very swiftly, and burrows in the sand; also,
the lady-crab, Platyonychus ocellatus. See cut
under Platyonychus.
sand-crack (sand'krak), n. I. A fissure or
crack in the hoof of a horse, extending from
the coronet downward toward the sole. It occurs
mostly on the inner quarters of the fore feet and on the
toes of the hind feet. It is due to a diseased condition of
the horn-secreting membrane at the coronet, and is liable
to cause lameness.

2. A crack which forms in a molded brick prior
to burning, due to imperfect mixing.
sand-cricket (sand'krik'et), n. One of certain

large crickets of odd form common in the
western United States and belonging to the

genus Stenopelmatus. S. fasciatits is an exam-
ple. It is erroneously considered poisonous by
the Mexicans. See cut under Stenopelmatus.
sand-crusher (sand'krush"er), n. A form of
Chilian mill for breaking up sand to a uniform
fineness, and washing it, to free it from foreign
matters. It is employed especially in prepar-
ing sand for use in glass-manufacture. E. H.
Knight.
sand-CUSk (sand'knsk), n. A fish of the genus
Ophidium. See cut under Ophidiwn.

sand-dab (sand'dab), n. A kind of plaice, the

rusty dab, Limanda ferruginea, found along the
Atlantic coast of the United States, especially
northward. Its colored side is brownish-olive
with irregular reddish spots. See dab'-2 .

sand-dart (sand'dart), n. A British noctuid
moth, Agrutis ripse.
sand-darter (sand'dar'ter), H. An etheostomine
fish of the genus Ammocrypta, several species
of which occur in the United States. The most
interesting of these is A. pellucida, about 3 inches long,
abounding in clear sandy streams of the Ohio valley and
northwestward. See darter.

sand-diver (sand'di"ver), n. Same as sand-
darter.

sand-dollar (sand'dol"ar), n. A flat sea-urchin,
as Echinarachnius parma, or Mellita quinque-
fora; a cake-urchin. The fishermen on the coast of
Maine and New Brunswick sometimes prepare a marking-
ink from sand-dollars, by rubbing off the spines and skin,
and, after pulverizing, making the mass into a thin paste
with water. See placenta, SeuteUida, shield-urchin, and
cuts under Encope, cake-urchin, and sea-urchin.

Sand-drier (sand'dri"er), re. An apparatus for

eliminating moisture from sand, either by con-
duction or by a current of hot air.

sand-drift (sand'drift), M. Drifting or drifted

sand; a mound of drifted sand.
sand-dune (sand 'dun), n. A ridge of loose
sand drifted by the wind: same as dune1 .

Having ridden about twenty-five miles, we came to a
broad belt of sand-dunes, which stretches, as far as the
eye can reach, to the east and west.

Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, I. 96.

sanded (san'ded), a. [< sand1 + -ed2 . Indef.
4 a particular use, as if

'

having sand or dust
in the eyes,' with ref. to sand-blind, q. v.] 1.

Sprinkled with sand.

The whitewashed wall, the nicely sanded floor.

Goldsmith, Des. VII., 1. 227.

2. Covered with sand.

The roused-up River pours along :

Resistless, roaring, dreadful, down it comes, . . .

Then o'er the sanded valley floating spreads.
Thomson, Winter, 1. 100.



sanded

8. Of a sandy color.

My hounds are bred out of the Spartan kind,
So flew'd, so sanded, und their heads are hung
With ears that sweep away the morning dew.

., M. N. D., iv. 1. 125.

4. Short-sighted. [Prov. Eng.]
sand-eel (saud'el), . [< ME. sandel (= G. Dan.

sand-aal)-, < sanil1 + eel. Of. sainllini/.] 1. An
anacanthine fish of tlie genus Aiiinnidijti-x. The

body is slender and cylindrical, somewhat resembling
that of an eel, and varying from 4 inches to about a foot

in length, of a beautiful silvery luster, destitute of ventral

fins, and the scales hardly perceptible ; the head is com-

pressed, and the upper jaw larger than the under. There
are two British species, bearing the name of lance, namely
Ammvdytes tobianus, or wide-mouthed lance, and A.lancea,
or small-mouthed lance. They are of frequent occurrem-e
on the coasts, burying themselves in the sand to the depth
of 6 or 7 inches during the time it is left dry by the ebb-

tide, whence the former is dug out by fishermen for bait.

They are delicate food. The name extends to any member
of the AmmodyKdie. In America there are several other

species, as .1. americaniut of the Atlantic coast and .1.

personatmol the Pacific coast. All are known also as sand-

lance, and some as lant. See cut under Ammodytidx.

Yarrell suggested that the larger sand-launce only should
be termed sand-eel, and the lesser one sand-launce.

Day, Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, II. 830.

2. A fish, GonorhyncJnis f/reyi, of the family
Gonorlii/iichidse. [New Zealand.]

sand-ejector (sand'e-jek'tor), . See sand-

pump, 2.

sandelt, A Middle English form of gamt-nl.

sandel-brick (san'del-brik), . Same &s plaw-
brick.

sandelingt, . A Middle English formatMad-
ling.

Sandemanian (san-de-ma'ni-an), . [< Saiidc-

man (seedef.)-f- --'.] A member of a denomi-

nation, followers of Robert Sandeman (1718-
1771). a native of Perth, Scotland, and a zealous
follower of John Glass. Among the distinctive prac-
tices of the body are community of goods, abstinence from
blood and from things strangled, love-feasts, and weekly
celebration of the communion. Called Glassite in Scot-

laud.

Sandemanianism (san-de-ma'ni-an-izm), .

[< Sandemanian + -ism.'] the principles of the
Saudemanians.
sandert, . See sandal"2 .

sanderbodet, n. [ME., < sander- (as in sander-

man) + bode, a messenger: 166 60001.] A mes-

senger.
sanderling (sau'der-liug), . [< sand1 + -er

+ -lingi. Of. sandlini/.'] The three-toed sand-

piper, or so-called ruddy plover, Ciilidris are-

naria or Arenaria calidrix, a small wading bird
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sandever, . Soo xninlim-.

Sand-fence (sand'fens), n. In hyilrrntl. main.,
a liarrier formed by driving stakes in A-shape
into the bed of a stream, and lashing or wiring
brush about them. E. H. Kii'njlit.

sand-fish (sand'fish), . A fish of the genus
Trifhodun, or any member of the Ti'irlmdoniidfc

(wliich see for technical characters). T. stelltri,

sanding-plate

sand-heat (sand'het), u. The heat of warm
MI ml. iisrd in some chemical operations.
Sand-hill (sand'hil), n. [< ME. on<l-lnjUc,< AS.
niiiiil-lii/ll, miiid-liyll, < Mind, sand, + lii/ll, hill.]
A hill of sand, or a hill covered with sand.
Sand-hill crane, the gray or brown crane of North Amer-
ica, different from the white or whooping crane. There
are two species or nu-es to which the name applies, both
of which have lieen called Grux canadenxis, which properly
applies only to the northern brown or sand-hill crane,
somewhat smaller and otherwise different from the
southern brown or sand-hill crane, Gmx niexicanus or G.

prateiais. Both are leaden-gray, when younger browner,
or quite reddish-brown. The larger variety is 44 inches

long, extending 6 feet 8 inches; t(ie wing, 22 inches; the

tail, 9 ; the tarsus, 94. The trachea of these birds is much

Sanderling {Calidris arenaria}, in breeding-plumage.

of the family Scolopacidse, subfamily Scolopii-
ciiiee, and section Tringcee, found on sandy
beaches of all parts of the world, it is white,
much varied with black or gray on the upper parts, and
in the breeding-season suffused with rufous on the head,
neck, and back

;
the bill and feet are black. It is from 71

to 8 inches long, 15J in extent of wing. This is the only
sandpiper without a hind toe, whence it was sometimes
classed as a plover.

sandermant, n. Same as sandesman.
sanderst (san'derz), . See sandal2 .

Vnder their haire they haue a starre vpon their fore-

heads, which they rub euery morning with a little white
ganders tempered with water, and three or foure graines
of Eice among it. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 484.

They have many Mines of Copper [in Loango], and great
quantity of Sanders, both red and gray.

S. Clarke, Geographical Description (1670).

sanders blue. See bine.

sanderswoodt (san'derz-wud), n. Sameas*<M-
dalwood.

sandesmant, . [ME., also sondesman, and .<-
derman, sondcruiaii : < sandex, gen. of sand?, a

message, mission, 4- man, man: see sand2 and
man.] A messenger; an ambassador.
Thou sees that the Emperour es angerde a lyttille ;

That semes be his nandixinenf that he es sore grevede.
Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 266.

Sand-fish (Trrfhotton ttelltri >.

about a foot long, lives buried in the sand on the coast of

Alaska and southward. It superficially resembles the

weever, but differs very much structurally, and has fifteen

spines on the first dorsal fin and eighteen rays on the
second.

sand-flag (sand'flag), n. Sandstone of a lamel-
lar or flaggy structure.

The face of that lofty cape is composed of the soft and
crumbling stone called sand-flag, which gradually . . .

yields to the action of the atmosphere, and is split into

large masses. Scott, Pirate, vii.

sand-flaw (sand'fla), . In brick-making, a de-

fect in the surface of a brick, due to uneven coat-

ing of the mass of clay with molding-sand be-
fore molding. Also called sand-crack.

The brick shall contain no cracks or sand-flaws.
C. T. Davit, Bricks and Tiles, p. 124.

sand-flea (saud'fle), /. 1. The chigoe or jig-

ger, Sarcopsylla penetrans. 2. A sand-hopper
or beach-flea; one of numerous small amphi-
pod crustaceans which hop like fleas on the sea-

shore. A common British species to which the name
applies is Talitrm locutta. See beach-flea, and cuts under
A mphipoda and Orchestia.

sand-flood (sand'flud), n. A vast body of sand

moving or borne along a desert, as in Arabia.
Bruce.

sand-flounder (sand'Houn^der), . A worthless
kind of flounder or flatfish, Bothtis or Lopho-
psetta maciilatus, nearly related to the Euro-

pean turbot, very common on the Atlantic coast

of North America, and also called windotcpaue,
from its translucency. The eyes and color are on
the left Bide ; the body is very flat, broadly rhomboid, of

a light olive brown marbled with paler, and with many
irregular blackish blotches, and the fins are spotted.

Sand-fluke (sand'flok), . 1. Same as saiid-

xucker. 2. The smear-dab, Mifrostomus kitt or

iiiierocephalits.

sand-fly (sand'fli), . 1. A small midge occur-

ring in New England, Simulium (Ceratopogon)
nocivum of Harris. This is probably the punky
of the Adirondack region of New York. 2.

Any member of the liibionidte.

sand-gall (sand'gal), H. Same as sand-pipe, 1.

sand-gaper (sand 'ga* per), . The common
clam, Mya arenaria.

sand-glass (sand'glas), n. A glass vessel con-

sisting of two equal, nearly conical, and coaxial

receptacles connected by a small opening at

their vertices, one of which contains sand,
which, if the glass is turned, runs through the

opening into the other, the amount of sand be-

ing so regulated that a certain space of time
is exactly measured by its running through.
Compare hour-glass, minute-glass.
A sand-glasse or honre-glasse, vitreum horologium.

WithaVs Diet. (ed. 1608), p. 255. (Saret.)

sand-grass (sand'gras), . 1. Grass that grows
on sandy soil, as by the sea-shore. The name is

peculiarly applied to those grasses which, by their wide-

spreading and tenacious roots, enable the sandy soil to

.
resist the encroachments of the sea.

The sand-rrrasxes, Elymus arenarius, Arundo arenaria,
are valuable binding weeds on shifty sandy shores.

llenfrey.

2. Specifically, in the United States, Triodia

(Tricitspis) purpurea, an annual tufted grass of

the Atlantic coast and sandy districts inland.

It is of little practical worth.

Sand-grouse (sand'grous), >i. Any bird of the

family I'teroelidae ; a pigeon-grouse or rock-

pigeon, inhabiting sandy deserts of the Old
World. The common sand-grouse is Pteroclei arenaria ;

the pin-tailed is P. setarhis; Pallas's is Syrrhaptes para-
doxus ; and there are many others. See cuts under gaiuja,

Pterocles, and Syrrhaptes. Also sand-pigeon.

sand-guard (sand'gard), n. In vehicles, a de-

vice for preventing sand or other gritty sub-
stances from entering the boxes and abrading
the bearing surfaces. A common form is a
metal collar fitted within an annular flange.

less convoluted in the sternum than that of the whooping
crane. They are seldom if ever found now in settled

parts of eastern North America, though still abundant in

the north and west.

sand-hiller (sand'hil"er), w. One of a class of

"poor whites"living in the pine-woods that

cover the sandy hills of Georgia and South
Carolina. They are supposed by some authorities to be
the descendants of poor white people who, being deprived
of work by the introduction of slave-labor, took refuge in

the woods. Also called cracker.

The sand-hitters are small, gaunt, and cadaverous, and
their skin is just the color of the sand-hills they live on.

They are incapableof applying themselves steadily to any
labor, and their habits are very much like those of the
old Indians. Otmsted, Slave States, p. 507. (Bartlett.)

sand-holder (sand'hol'der), . In a pump-
stock, a chamber in which the sand carried by
the water is deposited, instead of being carried
on to the plunger or pump-bucket.
sand-hopper (sand'hop'er),

. Some animal
which hops on the sand (as of the sea-shore), as

a beach-flea or sand-skipper; one of the amphi-
pods ;

a sand-flea. Very numerous species of differ-

ent genera receive this name, which has no technical or
exact meaning. The Gammaridx are sometimes collec-

tively so called. See cut under Amphipoda.
sand-hornet (sand'hor"net), n. A sand-wasp,
especially of the family Crabronidee, some of

which resemble hornets. See cut under Cra-
bronidse.

sandie (san'di), w. Seesandyl.
San Diego palm. See Wasliinijtonia.

sandiferoust (san-dif'e-rus), a. [Irreg. < sand1

+ -i-ferous (see -feroiis).'] Bearing or throw-

ing up sand
;
areniferous. [Rare.]

The surging sulks of the gand-tferous seas.

Sir P. Sidney, Wanstead Play, p. 619. (Danes.)

sandiness (san'di-nes), n. [< sandy1 + -ness.]

1. Sandy character: as, the sandiness of the
soil. 2. Sandy character as regards color:

as, sandiness of hair, or of complexion.
sanding (san'ding), w. [Verbal n. of sand1

, .]

1. In ceram., the process of testing the surface

of gilding, after it has been fired, with fine

sand and water, to try whether the firing has
been insufficient (in which case the gold will

not adhere) or excessive (in which case the

gold will not be brilliant). 2. The process of

burying oysters in sand, mud, etc.; also, ac-

cumulation of foreign matter on their shells, or

this matter itself.

The gales also have the effect of covering the scattered

oysters on the leeward sand, which process is called sand-

ing, and it appears to be very injurious. Wintlmc.

3. The act of mixing with sand.

The sanding process consists in mixing with the sponges
before packing a certain quantity of fine sand, which in-

creases their weight from 25 to even 100 per cent.

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 840.

Sanding-plate (san'ding-plat). H. A plate of

cast-iron mounted on a vertical spindle, used



sanding-plate

in grinding marble-work of small or medium
size.

sandisht (san'dish), a. [< sand* + -w/i 1
.] Ap-

proaching the nature of sand
;
loose

;
not com-

pact.
You may plant some anemonies, especially the tenui-

folias and ranunculus's in fresh sandixh earth, taken from
under the turf. Evelyn, Calendar, p. 481.

sandiver (sau'di-ver), n. [Also su tidever ; < ME.
saundycer, sawndevere, < OF. suin de verre, later

saint de rerre, sandiver, lit. 'scum or grease of

glass': OF. suin, suint, F. suint, grease, esp.
from the wool of sheep (< stiinter, sweat, as
stones in moist weather, < G. schwiteen, sweat :

see sweat); de (< L. de), of (see de2); verre,

glass, < L. vitrum, glass: see vitreou#.~] Glass-

gall. See anatron, 1.

The clay that clenges ther-by arn corsyes strong,
As alum & alkaran, that angrt arn bothe,
Soufre sour, & saundyuer, & other such mony.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1035.

sandix (san'diks), n. [Also sandyx; < ME. san-

dyxe (also sawndyrs, sawndres, by confusion with
like forms of sandal^), < L. sandix, sandyx, ML.
also sandex, "C Gr. aaviil; , oavdv!-, vermilion. Cf.

Hind, sindur, sendur, red lead, minium.] Red
lead prepared by calcining lead carbonate. It

has a brighter red color than minium, and is

used as a pigment.
sand-jack (sand'jak), . Same as willow-oak.

sandjak, . See sanjak.

sand-jet (sand'jet), . An apparatus whereby
sharp sand is fed to a jet of compressed air or
a steam-jet, and driven out forcibly against a
surface which it is desired to abrade. It has
within a few years been extensively applied to the orna-

mentation of glass, and to some extent in the operations
of stone-cutting and the smoothing and cleaning of cast-

iron hollow ware. In the ornamentation of glass, stencils

are placed upon the surface, which protect from abrasion
the parts covered, and the abraded parts take the form
of the pattern cut in the stencil. A very short exposure
to the sand-jet produces the tracing of the pattern in a

fine-frosted, well-defined figure. The effectiveness of the

jet when air or steam at high pressure is used renders it

competent to cut and drill even corundum. The results

attained, when the simplicity of the means employed are

considered, render this one of the most interesting of

modern inventions. See sand-blast.

sand-lance (sand'lans), n. A fish of the family
Amiiiodytidse : same as sand-eel, 1. Also lance.

sand-lark (saud'liirk), re. 1. Some small wad-

ing bird that runs along the sand, not a lark
;

any sandpiper or sand-plover, as a dunlin, dot-

terel, ringneck, etc.

Along the river's stony marge
The sandlark chants a joyous song.

Wordsworth, The Idle Shepherd Boys,

(a) The common sandpiper, Tringoides hypoleucus : also

sandy laverock, (b) The sanderling, Calidris arenaria.

2. A true lark of the genus Ammomanes, as A.

deserti, having a pale sandy plumage.
sand-leek (sand'lek), n. See leek.

sandlingt, n. [ME. sandelynge; < xand^ +
-lingi."] Same as sand-eel, 1. Prompt, Pare.,
p. 441.

sand-lizard (sand'liz"ard), n. A common Eu-

ropean lizard, Laeerta agilis, found in sandy
places. It is about 7 inches long, variable in color, but
generally sandy-brown on the upper parts, with darker
blotches interspersed, and having black rounded spots
with a yellow or white center on the sides.

sand-lob (sand'lob), n. The common British

lug or lobworm, Arenicola piscatorum, about 10
inches long, much used for bait.

sand-lot (sand'lot), a. Pertaining to or resem-
bling the socialistic or communistic followers of
Denis Kearney, an Irish agitator, whose prin-
cipal place of meeting was in the ' ' sand-lots" or

unoccupied lands of San Francisco: as, a sand-
lot orator; the sand-lot constitution (the consti-
tution of California framed in the year 1879 un-
der the influence of the "sand-lot" agitation).
We can . . . appoint ... a sand-lot politician to China.

The Atlantic, LVIII. 416.

sandman (sand'man), n. A fabulous person
who is supposed to'make children sleepy : prob-
ably so called in allusion to the rubbing of their

eyes when sleepy, as if to rub out particles of
sand.
sand-martin (sand'mar"tin), . The sand-
swallow or bank-swallow.
sand-mason (sand'ma"sn), n. A common Brit-
ish tubeworm, Tcrebella littoralis. Drtlyetl.
sand-mole (sand'mol), . A South African ro-

dent, as Jfatliyrn/us maritiniux. or Crori/i'linx c/i-

pensis, which burrows in the sand. See cuts
under Bafhyergue and Georychus.
sand-monitor (sand'mon'i-tor), n. A varanoid
lizard of t he genus Psammosdwrus, 1'. urcnuriim.
also called land-crocodile.
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sand-mouse (sand'mous), . The dunlin or

purre, Tringa alpina, a sandpiper. Also sea-

niniixi'. [Westmoreland, Eng.]
sand-myrtle (sand'mer'tl), . See Leiophyllum
and myrllt:
sand-natter (sand'naf'er), . A sand-snake
of the genus Eryx; an ammodyte. See Am-
niodi/tcn, 2, and cut under Eryx.
sandnecker (sand'nek'er), n. Same as sand-
sucker.

Sandoricum (san-dor'i-kum), ii. [NL. (Cavanil-

les, 1790), < santoor, a Malay name.] A plant-

genus of the order Meliaceee and tribe Tricltiliese,

consisting of 5 species of trees, found in the East
Indies and Oceauica. Its special characters are a
tubular disk sheathing the ovary and the base of the style,
a cup-shaped calyx adnate to the base of the ovary, having
five short imbricated lobes, a stamen-tube bearing at the

apex ten included anthers, a corolla of five free imbricated

petals, and a globose fleshy indehiscent fruit which is acid

and edible. S. Indicum, native in Burma (there called

thitto) and introduced into southern India, is a lofty ever-

green with a red close-grained heart-wood which takes a

flue polish. It is used for making carts, boats, etc. This
and perhaps other species have been called sandal-tree.

sand-oyster (sand'ois"ter), n. See oyster.

sandpaper (sand'pa"per), n. Stout paper coat-

ed with hot glue and then sprinkled with sharp
sand of different degrees of fineness. It is used
for rubbing and finishing, and is intermediate in its action
between emery-paper and glass-paper.

sandpaper (sand'pa"per), v. t. [< sandpaper,
N.] 1 . To rub, smooth, or polish with sand-

paper.
After the priming has been four days drying, and has

then been sand-papered off, give another coat of the same
paint. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 80.

Hence, figuratively 2. To make smooth or

even; polish, as a literary composition. Sand-
papermg-machine.a machine in which sandpaper is em-

ployed as an abradant in finishing wooden spokes, handles,
etc., and in buffing shoe-soles. It is made in several forms

according to the character of the work, with a rotating
drum or disk covered with sandpaper.

sandpaper-tree (sand'pa-per-tre), n. One of

several trees of the order Dilleniacese, having
leaves so rough that they can be used like sand-

paper. Such trees are Curatella Americana of

Guiana,and Dillenia scabrella of the East Indies.

sand-partridge (sand'piir"trij), . A partridge
of the genus Ammoperdix: translating the ge-
neric name. There are two kinds : A. bonhami is widely
distributed in India, Persia, and some other portions of

Asia; A. heyi occupies Arabia and Palestine, and thence
extends into Egypt and Nubia. They differ little from the
members of the genus Perdix proper. See partridge, 1.

sandpeep (sand'pep), w. A familiar name in

the United States of various small sandpipers ;

a peep; apeetweet: so called from their notes.
The birds chiefly called by this name are the American
stint or least sandpiper, Actodromas minutUla; the semi-

palmated sandpiper, Ereunetes pusUlus ; and the peetweet,
or spotted sandpiper, Tringoides macutarius. See cuts un-
der Ereunetes, Tringoides, and stint.

sand-perch (sand'pereh), n. The grass-bass,

Pomoxys hexacanthus. [Southern U. S.]

sand-picture (sand'pik'tur), n. A sheet of

sandpaper upon which the sand is arranged in
different colors to produce a sort of picture.

sand-pigeon (sand'pij'on), n. Same as sand-

grouse.
The sand-grouse, better sand-pigeons, Pterocletes. Coues.

sand-pike (sand'plk), . See pike
2

.

sand-pillar (sand'pil"jir), . A sandspout.
sand-pine (sand'pln), n. See pine 1

.

sand-pipe (sand'plp), . 1. A deep hollow of a

cylindrical form,many of which are found pene-
trating the white chalk in England and France,
and are filled with sand and gravel. Pipes of
this kind have been noticed in England penetrating to
a depth of sixty feet, and having a diameter of twelve feet.

Also called sand-gall.

2. In a locomotive, one of the pipes leading
from the sand-boxes, through which sand is al-

lowed to flow upon the rails just in advance of
the treads of the driving-wheels to increase
their tractive power.
Connecting, coupling, and excentric rods are taken

down, hornstays, brake rods, sand-pipett, and ploughs, and
any pipes that run beneath the axles.

The Engineer, LXIX. 159.

sandpiper (sand'pl'per), n. 1. A small wad-
ing bird that runs along the sand and utters a

piping note; a sand-lark, sand-plover, or sand-

snipe. Technically (a) A bird of the family Scolopaci-
dse, subfamily Sculopacinff, and section Tringeie, of which
there are about 20 species, of all parts of the world. They
have the bill like a true snipe's in its sensitiveness and con-
stricted gape, but it is little if any longer than the head,
straight or scarcely decurved, and the tail lacks the cross-
bars of that of most snipes and tattlers. The toes are four
in number (excepting Calidris}, and cleft to the base (ex-

cepting Micropalama and Ereunetes}. The sandpipers be-

long especially to the northern hemisphere, and mostly
breed in high latitudes

;
but they perform the most ex-

sandpiper
tensive migrations, and in winter are generally dispersed
over the world. The sexes are alike in plumage, but the
seasonal changes of plumage are very great. The sand-

pipers are probably without exception gregarious, and
often fleck the beaches in flocks of hundreds or thousands.

They live preferably in open wet sandy places, not in

swamps and fens, and feed by probing with their sensi-

tive bills, like snipes. Among them are the most diminu-
tive of waders, as the tiny sandpipers of the genus Acto-

dromas called stints. The semipalmated sandpiper is no

larger, but has basal webs ; it is Ereunetes pitsillus of

Amt'rica. The spoon-billed sandpiper, Euryiwrhynchus
pyijm-xus, is another diminutive bird, of Asia and arctic

America. The stilt-sandpiper has long legs and semi-

palmated feet ; it is Micropalama himantopits. The broad-
billed sandpiper is Limicola pygm&a or platyrhyncha, not
found in America. The pectoral sandpiper, or grass-snipe,
is Actodromas maculata, a characteristic American species

Grass-snipe, or Pectoral Sandpiper (Tringa {Actodromas)
maculata).

of comparatively large size. Dunlins or purres are sand-

pipers of the genus Pelidna. The curlew-sandpiper is

Ancylochilus subarquatus. The purple sandpipers are sev-

eral species of Arnuatella, as A. maritima. The knot, Ca-

nute, red or red-breasted, or ash-colored sandpiper, or

robin-snipe, is Tringa canutus. (b) A bird of the same fam-

ily and subfamily as the foregoing, but of the section Tola-

nese, or tattlers, several but not all of which are also known
as sandpipers, because they used to be put in the old genus
Tringa. The common sandpiper of Europe, etc., is Trin-

goides or Actitis hypolcucus, of which the common peet-
weet or spotted sandpiper of the United States, T. macu-
larius, is a close ally. Green sandpipers belong to the ge-
nus Ithyacophilus, as It. ochropus of Europe and R. solita,-

rius of America. The wood-sandpiper of Europe is Tota-
nus glareola. The fighting sandpiper is the run, Machetes
or Pavoncella pugnax. The buff-breasted sandpiper is a

peculiar American species, Tryngites rufescens or gubrvji-
collis. The Bartramian sandpiper is Bartramia longicauda
or Actiturus bartramius of America. See the technical
and special names, and cuts under Bartramia, dunlin,
Ereunetes, Eurynorhynchus, Micropalama, Khyacophilus,
ruff, sanderling, stint, Tringa, Tringoides, and Tryngites.

2. A fish, the pride Aberdeen sandpiper. Same
as aberdeen. Aleutian sandpiper, Tringa (ArquateUa)
coueri, a conspecies or race of the purple sandpiper, of

northwestern North America, llidgn-ay, 1880. Armed
sandpipert, an Australian spur-winged wattled plover,
Lobimnellus miles (Boddaert), called by a geographical
blunder Parra ludoriciana by Gmelin in 1788, and Tringa
ludoviciana by Latham in 1790. Pennant. Ash-colored
sandpiper, the knot in winter plumage. Pennant; La-

tham, 1785. Baird's sandpiper, Tringa (Actodromas)
bairdi, an abundant stint of both Americas, intermediate
in size between the pectoral and the least sandpiper, and
resembling both in coloration. Coues, 1861. Bartra-
mian sandpiper. See Bartramia. Black-breasted
sandpiper, the American dunlin in full plumage. See
cut under dunlin. Black sandpiper, the purple sand-

piper (Trinr/a lincolniensis of Latham, 1790). Pennant;
IaHam,1786. (Lincolnshire, Eng.] Bonaparte's sand-
piper, Tringa (Actodromas) bonapartei (or fuscicollis of

Vieillot), a stint of the size of Baird's sandpiper, but with
white upper tail-coverts. It is widely dispersed in both

Americas, and is among the peeps which abound on the
Atlantic coast during the migrations. Boreal sand-
pipert. the streaked sandpiper, or surf-bird, from King
Georges Sound. Latham, 1785. Broad-billed sand-
piper. See def. 1. Buff-breasted sandpiper, a small
tattler with avery slight bill, Tnjn<jitesmfe8cert8(oTubru-
ficollisot Vieillot, 1819), widely dispersed but not very com-
mon in both Americas. See cut under Tryngites. Cay-
enne sandpipert, the South American lapwing, Vanel-
lus (Belonopterux) cayennelMS. Latham, 1786. Common
sandpiper. See def. 1. Kay; Willughby; etc. Cooper's
sandpiper, Tringa moperi, a doubtful species, of which
the only known specimen was shot on May 24th, 1838, on

Long Island. F. llaird, 18B8. Curlew sandpiper.
S&me&apygmy curlew (which see, under curlew). Eques-
trian sandpiper, the mft'. Fignting sandpiper, the
ruff. Freckled sandpiper, the knot. Also called griz-
zled sandpiper. Pennant; Latham. Gambetta sand-
pipert, the red-legged horseman of Albin ; the redshank,
a tattler. See cut under redshank. Pennant; Latham,
1785. Goa sandpipert, a spur-winged plover of India,
etc., Lobivanellus indicns, formerly Tringa goensie. La-

tham, 1785. Gray sandpipert, the gray plover, Squa-
tarola helvetica, formerly Tringa squatarola. Pennant;
Latham, 1785. Green sandpiper. See def. 1 (6). Pen-

nant; Latham, 1785. Greenwich sandpiper, the young
ruff, formerly Tringa grenoricntfis. Latham. Grizzled
sandpiper, the knot. Also grixled sandpiper. Latham,
1785. Hebridal sandpipert, theturnstone, StrepgUasin-
terpres. Pennant. Least sandpiper. See stint. Little

sandpiper, Tringa pitsilla, terms under which the older

ornithologists confounded Wilson's stint with the semi-

palmated sandpiper. The rectification was made by John
<':issin, in I860, when Tringa pitKilla first became Ereu-
>iftr puxilhu. Louisiana sandpipert. Same as Pen-
nant's armed sandpiper, by a geographical blunder. La-
tham. 1785. Prybilof sandpiper, Tringa (Arquatella)
ptilocnemis of Coues (1873), a kind of purple sandpiper
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peculiar to the Prybilof (or Pribylov) Islands of Alaska.

Red-backed sandpiper, the American dunlin, Tringa
(Pelidna) americana of Ca&sin, paciftca of Cones, in full

plumage. See cut under dunlin. Red-necked sand-
piper, an Asiatic stint, Trinya ntjtcollis of Peter S. Pallas.

I. Hi/in in, 1785. Red sandpiper, the aherdeen ;
the knot

in full plumage ; the robin-snipe, Triiiya ixlandica, now
T. conudw. Selninger sandpiper, the purple sand-

piper. Pennant; Latham. Semipalmated sandpiper,
Ereunetes piwillus, one of the commonest peeps of Amer-
ica. See cut under Ereunetee. Senegal sandpipert, an
African spur-winged plover (Farm erneijalla of Linntcus,

Triivja stnegaUa of Latham, 1790). Latham, 1785. Sharp-
tailed sandpiper, Triwja (Actodromas) acuminata of

Horsfleld (1821). much like the pectoral sandpiper, and of

about the same size, common in Asia, rare in Alaska.

Shore sandpiper, (a) The ruff. (6t) Of Pennant, the

green sandpiper : called Tringa littorea by Linnaeus, and
Mr. Oldham't white heron by Albin. Solitary sand-
piper, the green sandpiper of America. See cut under

,

RhyacophUut. Spoon-billed sandpiper. See def. 1.

Spotted sandpiper. See def. 1. This is the spotted

trinya of Edwards. Stilt-sandpiper. See def 1.

Streaked sandpipert, the surfbird, Aphriza viryata,
called Tringa viryata (and T. borealie) by Latham (1790).
The earliest description is under this name, by Latham in

1785, from the northwest coast of North America (Sand-
wich Sound). Striated sandpipert ,

the redshank. Pen-

nant; Latham, 1785. Swiss sandpipert, the black-bel-
lied plover, Squatarola (formerly Tringa) helvetica. Hav-
ing four toes, this plover used to be classed with the sand-

pipers. Pennant; Latham, 1785. Temmlnck's sand-
piper. See glint. Terek sandpiper. See Terelcia.

Three-toed sandpiper, the sanderling. See cut under
sanderling. Uniform sandpipert, a sandpiper so called

by Pennant and Latham, from Iceland. waved sand-
pipert, a sandpiper supposed to be the knot in some ob-
scure plumage (Tringa undata of Brunnich, 1764). Pen-
nant; Latham, 1785. White-winged sandpiper of La-

tham, Tringa leucoptera of Gmelin (1788), a remarkable

sandpiper of Polynesia, related to the buff-breasted sand-

piper, and type of the genus Progobonia of Bonaparte
(1S53). Wilson's sandpiper, the American least sand-

piper, peep, or stint. See stint. Yellow-legged sand-
piper, the ruff.

sand-pit (sand 'pit), . A place or pit from
which sand is excavated.

sand-plover (sand'pluy"er), . A ringneck,
ring-necked plover, or ring-plover; any species
of the genus JEgiaKtcs, as a ring-dotterel, which

frequents sandy beaches. See cuts under jEgi-
alites and piping-plater.

sand-prey (sand'pra), n. Same as sand-pride.

sand-pride (sand'prid), n. A petromyzontoid
verteorate, also known as mud-lamprey and

sandpiper, in its young or larval condition,
when it has a short horseshoe-shaped mouth.
It is found in many rivers and streams of Europe, reaches
a length of 6 or 7 inches, and is of a brown color. See

pride'^.

sand-pump (sand'pump), M. 1. In rope-drilling,
a cylinder, provided with a valve at the bottom,
wliich is low-
ered into the
drill-hole from
time to time to

remove the pul-
verized rock, or

sludge. Also
called sludger.

[Pennsylvania
oil -

regions.]
2. A powerful
water-jet with
an annular
nozle inclosing
a tube which is

sunk in loose

sand, and oper-
ates as an injec-
tor to lift the
sand with the
water which
discharges back

through the
tube. This form
is used in caissons
for sinking bridge-
foundations, and is

sometimes called a

sand-ejector. It is

a modification of
the jet-pump. The

Sand-pump.
, sand to be removed ; b, suction-pipe ; e,

induction-pipe ; d, discharge-pipe.

water, passing upward around the upper end of the suc-

tion-pipe, produces an upward draft or suction on the
mingled sand and water below, drawing it upward and
discharging it through d.

sand-rat (saud'rat), n. A pocket-gopher of the

genus Thomomys, found in sandy places in the
western coast-region of North America

;
the

camass-rat. The term applies to some other members
of the family, as the common Geomys bursarius. See cuts
under camaes-rat and Geomyidtt.

sand-reed (sand 'red), . A shore-grass, the
marram or beach-grass, Ammophila arundi-
nacea.

sand-reel (sand'rel), . A windlass, forming
part of a well-boring outfit, used for operating
a sand-pump.
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sand-ridge (sand'rij), . [< ME.
AS. Kuudhrycg, a sand-bank, < saiiil, san'd, +
/iii/ft/, back, ridge.] A sand-bank.
sandrock (sand'rok), H. Same as xiindxlmir :

term occasionally used in England, but very

rarely
in the United States. The Great Sandrock

is the local name of a member of one of the lower divisions
of the Inferior Oolite series in England. It is from 50 to
100 feet thick, and is extensively quarried for building
purposes.

Sand-roll (sand'rol), n. A metal roll cast in

sand: in contradistinction to a chilled roll,
which is cast in a chill.

sandrunner (sand'run'er), . A sandpiper.
sand-saucer (sand'sa"ser), . A popular name
for the egg-mass of a naticoid gastropod, as
i.iiiintiii heron, commonly found on beaches, re-

sembling the rim of a saucer or lamp-shade
broken at one place and covered with sand.
See cut under Satim.
sand- scoop (sand'-

skop), n. A form of

dredge used for

scooping up sand
from a river-bed.

sand-screen (sand'-

skren), . A large
sieve consisting of a
frame fitted with a
wire grating or net-

ting of the desired

fineness, propped up
by a support at a con-
venient angle, and
used to sift out pebbles and stones from sand
which is thrown against it with a shovel. The
fine sand passes through the screen, while stones and
gravel fall down in front Also called sand-sifter.

sandscrew (sand'skro), n. An amphipod, Lepi-
dactylits arenaria, which burrows in the sand of
the sea-shores in Europe and America.
sand-shark (sand'shark), n. A small voracious
shark. Odontaspis or Carcharias littorulis, also
called shovelnosc. The name extends to all the
Carchfiriidse as restricted by Jordan, by most
writers called Odontaspididse.
sand-shot (sand'shot), . Small cast-iron balls,
such as grape, canister, or case, cast in sand,
larger balls being cast in iron molds.

sand-shrimp (saud'shrimp), n. A shrimp: an
indefinite term. In Europe Crangon vulgaris
is sometimes so called.

sand-sifter (sand'sifter), H. Same as sand-
screen.

sand-skink (sand'skingk), . A skink found
in sandy places, as Seps ocellatiis of southern

Europe.
sand-skipper (sand'skip'er), . A sand-hopper
or beach -flea.

sand-smelt (sand'smelt), n. An atherine or
silversides ; any fish of the family Atherinidte.

A common British sand-smelt is Atherina pres-
byter. See cut under silrersides.

Sand-snake (sand'snak), n. 1. A colubrine

serpent of the family Psammophidse, as Psam-
mophis sibilnun. Also called desert-snake. 2.

A boa-like Old World serpent of the family
Erycidte, quite different from the foregoing, as

Eri/x jaculus of India, and others. See cut un-
der Eryx.
sand-snipe (sand'snip), . A general or occa-
sional name of any sandpiper; especially, the
common spotted sandpiper or summer-piper of

Europe, Tritif/oides hypoleucus.
sand-sole (sand'sol), n. A sole, Solea lascaris.

See borhame.

sandspout (sand'spout), . A pillar of sand,
similar in appearance to a waterspout, raised

by the strong inflowing and ascending currents
of a whirlwind of small radius. The height of the
column depends on the strength of the ascending currents
and the altitude at which they are turned outward from
the vortex. Sandspouts are frequently observed in Ara-

bia, India, Australia, Arizona, and other hot countries and
tracts having desert sands.

sand-spurry (sand'spur'i), n. A plant of the

genus Spergularia.
sand-star (sand'star), n. 1. Any starfish or

five-fingers. 2. An ophiuran ;
a brittle-star,

having long slender fragile arms attached to a
small circular body.
sandstay (sand'sta), H. An Australian shrub
or small tree, Leptofpermwm terigatum, a spe-
cially effective plant for staying drift-sands in

warm climates.

sandstone (sand'ston), n. [= D. zandsteen =
G. sandstein = Sw. Dan. sandsteti; as sand1 +
stnne.~\ A rock formed by the consolidation of

sand. The grains composing sandstone are almost ex-

sandstone

cluaively quartz, this mineral resisting decomposition, and
only becoming worn into tiner particles as abrasion con-

tinues, while almost all other minerals entering into the

composition of ordinary rocks are liable to dissolve and be
carried away in solution, or be worn down into :<n impal-
pable powder, so as to be deposited as mud. Sandstones
may contain also clayey or calcareous particles, or be ce-
mented by so large a quantity of ferruginous or calcareous
matter as to have their original character quite obscured.
Hence varieties of sandstones are qualified by the epithets
argillaceous, calcareous, ferruyinmis, etc. Berea sand-
stone, a sandstone or grit belonging to the Carboniferous

series, extensively quarried as a building-stone and for

grindstones in Ohio and especially in the vicinity of Berea
(whence the name). CaradOC sandstone, a sandstone of
Lower Silurian age, very nearly the geological equivalent
of the Bala group in Merionethshire, Wales, and of the
Trenton limestone of the New York geologists. The name
was given by Murchison, from the locality of Caer Caradoc,
in Shropshire, England. Flexible sandstone. See ita-

columitf. Medina sandstone, a red or mottled and
somewhat argillaceous sandstone forming, according to
the classification of the New York Survey, the base of the

Upper Silurian series. It corresponds nearly to the Upper
Llandovery of the English geologists. It is the "Levant"
or No. IV. of the Pennsylvania Survey.

"A mountain of IV."is perhaps the commonest expres-
sion in American geology. These mountains are very nu-

merous, being reiterated outcrops or reappearances and
disappearances of the Medina sandstone as it rises and
sinks in the Appalachian waves.

J. P. LetHey, Coal and its Topography, p. 59.

New Red Sandstone, a name formerly given in Eng-
land to a great mass of strata consisting largely of red
shales and sandstones and overlying rocks, belonging to
the Carboniferous series. A part of the New Red Sand-
stone is now considered to belong to the Permian series,
since the organic remains which it contains are decidedly
Paleozoic in character. The upper division of these red
rocks, although retaining to a very considerable extent the
same lithological characters as the lower division, differs

much from it in respect to the fossils it contains, which
are decidedly of a Mesozoic type, and form a portion of the
so-called Triassic series. The term New Red Sandstone is

still used to some extent in England, and has been ap-
plied in the United States to the red sandstones of the
Connecticut river valley, which are generally considered
to be of Triassic age. See Triassic. Old Red Sandstone,
a name given in England, early in the history of geology,
to a group of marls, sandstones, tllestones, and conglom-
erates seen over an extensive area, and especially in Here-

fordshire, Worcestershire, Shropshire, and South Wales,
cropping out from under the coal-measures and resting
on the Silurian. These rocks were called Old lied, to dis-

tinguish them from a somewhat similar series overlying
the Carboniferous, and designated as the New Red Sand-
ttone. The name Devonian was given later by Sedgwick
and Murchison to rocks occurring in Devon and Cornwall
and occupying a stratigraphical position similar to that of

the Old Red, and the name Devonian is now in general use

throughout the world as designating that part of the geo-
logical series which lies between the Silurian and the Car-
boniferous. The name Old Red Sandstone has, however,
been retained by English geologists to designate that pe-
culiar type of the Devonian which is less distinctively ma-
rine than the Devonian proper, and which is characterized

by the presence of numerous land-plants and ganoid fishes,
as well as by the absence of unequivocally marine or-

ganisms. The areas in which these deposits were laid

down are generally considered to have been lakes or
inland seas. The Old Red Sandstone, as thus limited,
seems to have been almost exclusively confined to the
British Isles ; and it is particularly well developed in Scot-

land, and also is of considerable importance in Ireland.

Oriskany sandstone, the name given by the New York
Geological Survey to a group of strata lying between the
Lower Helderberg group and the Cauda-galli grit, and
considered by James Hall as forming the uppermost divi-

sion of the Upper Silurian. In central New York it is

chiefly a silicious sandstone, but is sometimes argilla-
ceous ; it extends west as far as Missouri, becoming more
calcareous. Spir\fer arenosus is a very characteristic fos-

sil of this group over a wide area. It is No. VII. of the
numerical designation of the Pennsylvania Survey, and
the "Meridian

"
of H. D. Rogers's nomenclature. Pocono

sandstone, a very thick and persistent mass of sand-
stones and conglomerates underlying the Hunch Chunk
Red Shale, and forming the base of the Carboniferous in

Pennsylvania. It is No. X. of the numerical notation of

the First Pennsylvania Survey, and the same as the "Ves-

pertine" of H. D. Rogers.

The Pottsville conglomerate forms a rim around the
coal basins, and the Pocoiw sandstone and conglomerate
an outer rim, with a valley included between them eroded
out of the Mauch Chunk red shale.

C. A. Athtnirner, Anthracite Coal-fields of Penn., p. 13.

Potsdam sandstone, in geol., the lowest division of the
Lower Silurian, and the lowestzone in whichdistlnct traces

of life have been found in the United States : so named by
the geologists of the New York Survey from a town of that
name in that State. The formation is a conspicuous and

important one further west through the region of the Great
Lakes. It is the equivalent of the Primordial of Barrande,
and of the Cambrian or Cambro-Silurian of some geolo-

gist*. Among the fossils which characterize thisformation
are certain genera of brachiopods (Linffvlella , Obolella, Or-

this, Discina) and trilobites of the genera Conocoryphe and
Paradoxules. The Potsdam, Primordial, or Cambrian rocks

have been variously subdivided in Europe and America
within the past few years. Thus, the Canadian geologists
call the lower section, as developed in Newfoundland,
Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, Acadian, and the over-

lying beds Georgian. In Nevada five divisions have In rn

made out. The rocks thus designated, however, are pale-

ontologically closely related ; neither is there, in the opin-
ion of most Continental geologists, any sufficient reason

for separating the Cambrian, as a system, from the Silu-

rian. St. Peter's sandstone, a sandstone, from CO to 100

feet in thickness, consisting of almost chemically pure sili-

cious material, which lies next above the so-called Lower

Magnesian limestone in the upper Mississippi lead region,



sandstone

and extends further to the north into Minnesota. It is al-

most entirely destitute of fossils, hut from its stratigraphi-

cal position it is considered to be nearly of the same age Dickens, Sketches, Characters, ix.

5333 sangsue

He stopped the unstamped advertisement -an animated ganfailt, adv. [ME., < OF. sans faille : see sans
sandwich composed of a boy between two boards. and /at/1, w> ] Without fail.

That both his penon and baner sanfaill
Put within the town, so making conqueste.

Rom. of Partmay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1592.

arrangement; insert between two other things : gangl (sang). Preterit of sin;/.

as, to sandwich a slice of ham between two sang2 (sang), n. An obsolete or dialectal

as the i hazy limestone of the New York Survey. sandwich (sand'wich), V. t. [< sandwich, .]

sand-storm (sand'storm) >i. A storm of wind
T() make into a sandwich or something of like

that bears along clouds of sand.

sand-sucker (sand'suk"er), n. \. The rough
dab, Btppoglossoides HmaMoides, also called

sitii//-lln/:i' and KUtdtiecktr. The name is due to the

erroneous idea that it feeds on nothing but sand. Day,
Fishes of Great Britain and Ireland, II. 10.

2. In the United States, a general popular name
for soft-bodied animals which hide in the sand,
sometimes exposing their suckers, tentacles, _ _,

or other parts, as ascidians, holothurians, or Sandwich tern. See tern. gules

nereids sand-Wind (saud'wind), . A wind that raises sang (sung), re. [Chin.; also shtng.] A Chinese

Same as bank- and carries along clouds of dust and sand. musical instrument, con-

sandworm (sand'werm), n. 1. A worm that sisting of a set of gradu-

applied to various arenicp-

sang2
slices of bread; to sandwich a picture between

(Scotch) form of song.
two_ pieces of pasteboard. [Colloq.]_ _ ^ sang3 (son), re. [< ME. sang, sank, < OF. sang,

sane, F. sang = Sp. sangre = Pg. sangue, sangre
= It. sangue, < L. sanguis, blood.] Blood : used
in heraldry, in different combinations Gutte
de sang, in her., having the field occupied with drops

sandwich-man(sand'wich-man),ii. 1. A seller

of sandwiches. 2. A man carrying two ad-

vertising-boards, one slung before and one be-

hind him. [Slang.]

sand-swallow (sand'swol"6), re.

swallow.

sand-thrower (sand'thro"er), n. A tool for

throwing sand on sized or painted surfaces. It

consists of a hollow handle in

which a supply of sand is con-

tained, and from which it passes
into a conical or V-shaped box.

The box ends in a narrow slit

from which the sand issues, dis-

tributed by a projecting lip.

sand-trap (sand'trap), n.

IrLltydraitl. engin., a device
for separating sand and
other heavy particles from

running water. It consists

substantially of a pocket or

chamber in which the sand is

collected by a sudden change in

the direction of the flow, which
causes the momentum of the

particles to carry them out of

the stream into the collecting-
chamber, or by a sudden reduc-

lives in the sand :

lous or limicolous annelids, found especially in

the sand of the sea-shore, and quite different

from ordinary earthworms. They are much
used for bait. 2. A worm that constructs a

sand-tube, as a species of Sabellaria.

sandwort (sand'wert), n. [< sand1 + wort1
.]

A plant of the genus Arenaria. They are low,

chiefly tufted herbs, with small white flowers, the leaves

most often awl-shaped or filiform, many species growing in uocu
sand. The mountain-sandwort, .4. eroniiandtat, a densely _

'

/snT,
.' D.i)1

tufted plant with flowers larger than usual, is a noticeable o*ll* V
S,f~'r, ii

- -
e

alpine or subalpine plant of the eastern United States and smian.J Ine dalla OX ol

northward, found also very locally on low ground.

ated bamboo tubes, which
contain free reeds, insert-

ed on a gourd with a

mouthpiece, so that the
reeds may be sounded by
the breath. It Is supposed
that this instrument suggested
the invention of the accordion
and reed-organ. The French

spelling chvn<j is sometimes
used.

Sand-trap (in section).

F, cast-iron body ; ff, cov-

er; //, fii

'

diaphragm
port for water ;

(Water enters through Z),and
the sand is collected in C'.)

G. plug for clearing out sand.

,
.-. The Abyssinia. Also sangu.

sea-sandwort is A. peploides, found in the coast-sands of gancaree (sane-ga-re'), re

Europe and North America. Also sandweed. r/
6e~ ^ZZE, . 4rinr

with
, pe and .

nely perforated sandv1 (san'di), o. (X ME. "sandy, sondi, <
'
> '''

AS. saudig (= D. zandig = MHG. sandic
'

=
G. Dan. Sw. sandig = Icel. sondugr), sandy, <

sand, sand: see sand1 .'] \. Consisting of or

containing sand; abounding in sand; covered

[< Sp. sangria, a,

made of red wine

lemon-juice, lit. bleeding,
incision (= Pg. Sangria,

blood-letting, sangria de
uiiimiiiu, oi uj a containing sum: aDOUiiuiusr in saiiu covereu . , __, 1:4. i
tion of velocity through an abrupt enlargements the pipe ,

. , desert or nnho > negus, lit.

or channel which conducts the stream, whereby the heavy or sprmKlea wren Sana, as, a sanay u . -
: ,x < sa

a
(From Carl Engel's

usical Instruments.")

or channel which conducts the stream, whereby the heavy
particles are permitted to gravitate into the receiving-

pocket, or by the use of a strainer which intercepts the

particles and retains them, or by a combination of these

principles.

sand-tube (sand'tub), . In zool. : (a) A sand-
canal, (b) A tubular structure formed of ag-

glutinated sand, as the tubes of various anne-

lids, of the peduncles of Lingulidse, etc.

sand-viper (sand 'vl" per), n. A hog-nosed
snake. See Heterodon. [Local, U. S.j
Sand-washer (sand'wosh"er), n. An apparatus
for separating sand from earthy substances.
It usually consists of a wire screen for the sand. The screen

is either shaken or rotated in a constant flow of water,
which carries off soluble substances.

sand-wasp (sand'wosp), n. A fossorial hyme-
nopterous insect which digs in the sand

;
a dig-

ger-wasp, as of either of the families Pompilidse
and Sphegidx, and especially of the genus Am-
mopliila. There are many species, and the name is a
loose one. Some of these wasps belong to the Scoliidee;

others, as of the family Crabronidfe, are also known as sand-

kortiettt, and many are popularly called sand-bugs. The
general distinction of these wasps is from any of those
which build their nests of papery tissue, or which make
their cells above ground. See cuts under Ammophila,
Crabro, Elis, and digger-wasp, and compare potter-wasp.

sandweed(sand'wed),w. 1. Sameassandwort.
2. The spurry, Spergula arvensis. [Prov. Eng.]
sandweld (sand'weld), v. t. To weld with sand

ing of wine'), < sangrar, bleed, < sangre, blood,
< L. sanguis, blood : see sang3 .']

Wine
;
more

especially, red wine diluted with water, sweet-

ened, and flavored with nutmeg, used as a cold
drink. Varieties of it are named from the wine

employed: as, port-wine sangaree.

Vulgar, kind, good-humoured Mrs. Colonel Grogwater,
as she would be called, with a yellow little husband from

Madras, who first taught me to drink san/jaree.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

plain; a sandy road or soil.

I should not see the sandy hour-glass run
But I should think of shallows and of flats.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 25.

2. Resembling sand; hence, unstable
;

shift-

ing ;
not firm or solid.

Favour . . . huilt but upon the sandy foundation of per-
sonal respects only . . . cannot be long lived.

Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

3. Dry; arid; uninteresting. [Rare.]
It were no service to you to send you my notes upon

the book, because they are sandy, incoherent rags, for my
memory, not for your judgment. Donne, Letters, xxi. sangaree (sang-ga-re'). v. t. [< sangaree, n.]

4 Of the color of sand; of a yellowish-red To mix with water and sweeten; make sanga-

color: as, sandy hair. ree of: as, tc> sangaree port-wine.

A huge Briton, with sandy whiskers and a double chin, Sang-de-bO3Uf (son de-bef ), re [F ox-bloodL :

was swallowing patties and cherry-brandy. sang, blood (see sang*); de, of (see de*); bceuf,
ox (see beef).~\ A deep-red color peculiar to

ancient Chinese porcelain, and much imitated

by modern manufacturers in the East and in

Europe. The glaze is often crackled, and the
color more or less modulated or graded.

One little negro was ,

cold sangaree.
handing him a glass of ice-

The Century, XXXV. 946.

Thackeray, Men and Pictures.

Sandy laverock. See laverock.

Bare naething but windle-straes and sandii-laurocks.

Scott, Old Mortality, vii.

Sandy mocking-bird, the brown thrush, or thrasher,

Harporhynchvx
r^fw. ^eejmt

under thrasher. [Local, sang.froid (son-frwo'), n. [F., < sang (< L.

Also sanguis), blood, + froid, cold, cool, < L. frigi-

dus, cold : see sang3 and frigid.] Freedom from

agitation or excitement of mind; coolness; in-

U. S~] Sandy ray. See ray*.

iandy1
(san'di), n.; pi. sandies (-<

sandie, sanny; abbr. of sandy laverock.'] Same
as sandy laverock (which see, under laverock).

Cuckoo's sandy, the meadow-pipit, Anthus pratensis,
also called cuckoo's titling. [Prov. Eng.]

(silica), which forms a fluid slag on the weld- gan(Jy2 (san'di), re. [Also Sawney; familiar in

ing-surface : a common method of welding iron. Scotland as a man's name ; a var., with dim.

term., of Sounder, < ME. Sounder, Sawndcr, an
abbr. of Alexander.] A Scotsman, especially
a Lowlander. [Colloq.]

" Standards on the Braes of Mar," shouted by a party of

Lowland Sandies who filled the other seats [of the coach].

mg-s
When the pieces to be welded are put together and ham
mered, the slag is forced out and the metallic surfaces left

bright and free to unite.

sand-whirl (sand'hwerl), n. A whirlwind whose
vortex is filled with dust and sand. See sand-

ttpnnt.

sandwich (sand'wich), n. [Named after John
Montagu, 4th Earl of Sandwich (died 1792), who sandy-carpet (saii'di-kar"pet),

used to have slices of bread withham between geometrid moth, Emmelesia decolorata.

brought to him at the gaming-table, to enable sandy-glasst, n. Same as sand-glass.

him to go on playing without intermission. The OGod, God, that it were possible

title is derived from Sandwich, < ME. Sandwiche,
AS. Sandwic, a town in Kent, < sand, sand, +
wic, town.] 1. Two thin slices of bread, plain
or buttered, with some savory article of food, s-mdyset sandyxt .

as sliced or potted meat, fish, or fowl, placed be-
tween: as, a ha.ru sandwich ; a, cheese sandwich.

difference
;
calmness in trying circumstances.

They [the players] consisted of a Russian princess losing

heavily behind a broad green fan ; an English peer throw-

Ing the second fortune he had inherited after the first

with perfect good-humour and sang froid ; two or three
swindlers on a grand scale, not yet found out.

Whyte Melville, White Rose, I. xxiii.

General Lee, after the first shock of the breaking of his

lines, soon recovered his usual sang-froid, and bent all his

energies to saving his army. The Century, XXXIX. 146.

Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 493.

sangiac> ,. Seo sm,ja/._
^

n. A British sangiacate, w. See sanjakate.

sanglant (sang'glant), a. [< F. sanglant, blood,
< LL. sanguilentusfoT^j. sanguinolentus, bloody,
< sanguineus, bloody: see sanguine, sanguino-
lent.] In her., bloody, or dropping blood : used

especially in connection with erased: thus,
erased and sanglant signifies torn off, as the
head or paw of a beast, and dropping blood.

sanglier (sang'li-er), n. [< F. sanglier, OF.

Claret, sandivich, and an appetite,
Are things which make an English evening pass.

Hymn, Don Juan, v. 68.

But seventy-two chickens do not give a very large meal
for a thousand people, even when backed up by sand-
wiches. Saturday Rei>.

, April, 1874, p. 492.

Hence 2. Anything resembling or suggest-
ing a sandwich; something placed between
two other like things, as a man carrying two
advertising-boards, one before and one behind.

[Colloq.]
A pale young man with feeble whiskers and a stiff white

neckcloth cnme walking down the lane en sandwich hav-

ing a lady, that is, on each arm.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Iviii.

To vndo things done
;
to call backe yesterday :

That time could turne vp his swift sandy-glasse,
To vntell the dayes, and to redeeme these houres !

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness (Works, II. 138).

See sandix.

sane 1
(san), a. [= F. sain = Pr. son = Sp.

sano = Pg. sSo = It. sano, < L. sanus, whole, of

sound mind, akin to Gr. odof, auf, whole, sound.
From the same source are ult. E. insane, sanity,

sanitary, satiation, sanatory, etc.] 1. Of sound

mind; mentally sound: as, a sane person.
I woke sane, but well-nigh close to death.

Tennyson, Princess, vii.

2. Sound; free from disorder; healthy: as, a
saws mind; a sane project ;

sane memory (law).
sane2 ,

r. t. See sain*.

sanely (saii'li), adr. In a sane manner; as one
in possession of a sound mind

; naturally.

sengler, saingler, sanglier (orig. pore sanglier) =.

Pr. singlar = It. cinahiale, < ML. singularis, i. e.

poreus singularis, the wild (solitary) boar (cf.

Gr. /jowof, a boar, lit.
'

solitary ') : see singular.]
In her., a wild boar used as a bearing.
sangreal, sangraal (sang'gre-al, sang-gral'), .

[See sainfl and grail
1
.] In medieval legends,

the holy vessel supposed to have been the "cup"
used at the Last Supper. See graif*.

sang-school (snng'skol), n. A singing-school.
Schools thus named were common in Scotland from the
thirteenth to the eighteenth century, various other sub-

jects besides singing being often taught in them . [Scotch. ]

saneness (san'nes), . Sane character, con- sangsue (sang'su). n. [< F. mmi/mir, OF. sang-

dition, or state; soundness of mind; sanity, sue, siium/c = 1'r. sitni/iiixiii/ = Pg. sani/ni-xiii/n,

sanijnc.riiiiii, .w <//<//*/. mnii/iiixiign = It. san-



sangsue

guisuga, a leech, < 1.. ain/i/nixiiga (NL. tiangu!-

sitga), a blood-sucker, leech, < L. sanguis, blood,
+ sugere, suck: see succulent and stick.] A
leech. Also called stiugnitsugi'.

The poisonous sangsue of Charlottesville may always be
distinguished from the medicinal leech by its blackness,
and especially by its writhing or vermicular motions, which
very nearly resemble those of a snake.

Poe, A Tale of the Ragged Mountains.

sanguicolous (sang-gwik'o-lus), a. [< L. san-

yiiin, blood (see sung3 , sanguine),+ colere, inhab-
it.] Living in the blood, as a parasite ;

hema-
tobie. Also sanguinieoloux.

sanguiferous (sang-gwif'e-rus), a. [< NL. *JM-
j/iiifcr, blood-conveying, ? L. Bangui*, blood, +
frrre = E. bear1

.'] Receiving and conveying
blood

; circulatory, as a blood-vessel. The san-

guiferous system of the higher animals consists
of the heart, arteries, capillaries, and veins.
Also sanguiniferoiis.
This fifth conjugation of nerves is branched . . . to the

muscles of the face, particularly the cheeks, whose xtiti-

yuiferuus vessels twist about.

Derham, Physico-Theology, v. 8.

sanguification (sang"g\vi-fi-ka'shon), n. [=
F. sanguification = Sp. sanguification = Pg. san-

guificacSo = It. sanguificafione, < NL. *sangui-
ficatio(n-), < "sanguificare, produce blood: see

sanguify.] The production of blood.
The lungs are the first and chief instrument of sanguifi-

cation. A rbuthnot, AlimenU, ii. 2.

5334 sanguinolent
much bloodshed or carnage: as, a sangiiiunn/
encounter.

Examples of fine sanguines are so extremely frequent in
every large collection of drawings by the old masters that
it is unnecessary to particularise them.We may not. . propagate religion by wars, or by son- P. O . Uamerton, Graphic Arts p 163

gmnarij persecutions to force consciences. . . .

Bacon, Unity in Religion. sangUinet (sang gwin), r. 1. ; pret. and pp. SOD-

AS we find the ruffling Winds to be commonly in Ceme- .'/';'', ppr. sanguining. J< ML. sanguiiiare, tr.,
teries and about Churches, so the eagerest and most san-

guinary Wars are about Religion. Huii'dl, Letters, iv. 29.

On this day one of the most sanguinary conflicts of the
war, the second battle of Bull Run. was fought.

The Century, XXXVII. 429.

3. Bloodthirsty ; eager to shed blood
; charac-

terized by cruelty.
If you make the criminal code sanguinary, juries will

not convict. Emerson, Compensation.
The sanguinary and ferocious conversation of his cap-

torthe list of slain that his arm had sent to their long
account . . . made him tremble.

G. P. K. Jama, Arrah Neil, xliv.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Sanguinary, Bloody. Sanguinary refers
to the shedding of blood, or pleasure in the shedding of
blood

;' bloody refers to the presence or, by extension, the

sanguifier (sang'gwi-fi-er), n.

blood.
A producer of

stain with blood, bleed, L. tangtttnore, intr., be
bloody, bleed, < sanguis (aung'uin-), blood: see

sangS, sanguine, a.] 1. To stain with blood;
ensanguine.

Ill sanguined with an Innocent's blood.
Fanshawe, tr. of Guarini's Pastor Fido, p. 149. (Latham.)

2. To stain or varnish with a color like that of

blood; redden.
What rapier? gilt, silvered, or sanguined?

Minsheu, Spanish Diet. (1599), p. 3. (Latham.)
Pisa. He looks

Of a more rusty, swarth complexion
Than an old arming-doublet.
Lod. I would send

His face to the cutler's, then, and have it tanguin'd.
Beau, and Ft., Captain, ii. 2.

h^KhanTSAIlfe or battle"*""' SangUinelCSS (sang'gwin-les), . [< sanguine +
-less.] Destitute of blood; pale. [Bare.] Imp.
Diet.

sanguinely (sang'gwin-li), adv. In a sanguine
manner; with confidence of success

; hopefully.
Too tanguinely hoping to shine on In their meridian.

Chesterfield.

sanguineness (sang'gwin-nes), n. Sanguine
character or condition, (a) Redness ; ruddiness : as,
sanguineness of complexion, (b) Fullness of blood

; pleth-
ora: as, sanguineness of habit, (c) Ardor; heat of tern-

per; confidence; hopefulness.

Bitters, like choler, are the best sanguifiers. and also the
best febrifuges. Sir J. Flayer, On the Humours.

sanguifluoust (sang-gwif'lij-us), a. [< L. san-

guis, blood, + fluere, flow.] Flowing or run-

ning with blood. Bailey.
sanguify (sang'gwi-fi), ?.; pret. and pp. san-

guified, ppr. sanguifying. [< NL. 'sanguificare,
produce blood, < L. sanguis, blood, 4- facere,
make, do : see -fy.] I.t intrans. To make blood.
At the same time I think, I deliberate, I purpose, I com-

mand ; in inferiour faculties, I walk, I see, I hear, I di-

gest, I sanyuijie, I carnifle.

Sir M. Bale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 31.

II. trans. To convert into blood; make blood
of. [Bare.]

It is but the first digestion, as it were, that is there [in
the understanding] performed, as of meat in the stomach,
but in the will they are more perfectly concocted, as the
chyle is sanguified in the liver, spleen, and veins.

Baxter, Saints' Rest, iii. 11.

sanguigenoust (sang-gwij'e-nus), a. [< L. san-

guis, blood. + -genus, producing: see -genous.]
Producing blood : as, sanguigenous food. Greg-
ory.

sanguint (sang'gwin), a. An obsolete form of

sanguine.

Sanguinaria 1

(saug-gwi-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (Dil-
lemus, 1732), so called in allusion to the blood-
like juice, < L. sanguinaria, a plant (Polygonum
aviculare) so called because reputed to stanch
blood, fern. (sc. herba) of sanguinarius, pertain-
ing to blood: see sanguinary.] In hot., a ge-
nus of polypetalous plants of the order Papa-
veracese, the poppy family, and tribe Eupapa-
verefe. It is characterized by one-flowered scapes from
a creeping rootstock, an oblong and stalked capsule with
two valves which open to its base, and a flower with two
sepals, eight to twelve petals in two or three rows, numer-
ous stamens, and a short style club-shaped at the summit.
The only species, S. Canadensis, the bloodroot, is common
throughout eastern North America. Its conspicuous pure-
white flower appears before the leaf ; the latter is devel-
oped single from a terminal bud, is roundish or reniform
with deep palmate lobes, of a pale bluish-green color,
and enlarges throughout the season until often 6 inches
across. Also called red puceoon, and, from its use by the
Indians for staining, red Indian paint. See bloodroot, 2.

Sanguinaria2 (sang-gwi-na'ri-a), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of L. sanguinarius, pertaining to blood:
see sanguinary.] In zoiil. , in Illiger's classifica-
tion (1811), a family of his Falculata, or mam-
mals with claws, corresponding to the modern
Pelidee, Canidae, Hysenidee, and" part of the Vi-
verridss.

sanguinarily (sang'gwi-na-ri-H), adv. In a san-

guinary manner; blood thirstily. Bailey.
sanguinarin, sanguinarine (sang-gwin'a-rin),
n. [< Sanguinarin + -in%, -ine2.] An alkaloid
found in Sanguinnria Canadensis.

sanguinariness (sang'gwi-na-ri-nes), n. San-
guinary, bloody, or bloodthirsty disposition or
condition. Bailey.
sanguinary (sang'gwi-na-ri), a. and n. [= F.

sangiiinaire = Sp. Pg. \t'. sanguinario, < L. san-

guinarius, sanguinaris, pertaining to blood, <

sanguis (sanguin-), blood: see sang3.] I. a.

1. Consisting of blood
; formed of blood: as, a

sanguinary stream. 2. Bloody; attended with

One shelter'd hare
Has never heard the sanguinary yell
Of cruel man, exulting in her woes.

Cwper/Task, iii. 335.

Like the slain in bloody fight,
That in the grave lie deep.

Milton, Ps. IxxrviiL, 1. 19.

Slain by the bloody Piemontese that roll'd
Mother with infant down the rocks.

Milton, Sonnets, xiii.

II. n. 1. The yarrow or milfoil: probably so . .

called from its fabled use in stanching blood, sanguineous (sang-gwin'e-us), a. [< L. san-
2. The bloodroot, Sanguinaria Canadensis. guineus, of blood, bloody': see sanguine.] 1.

sanguine (sang'gwin), a. and n. [Early mod. Of or pertaining to blood; bloody.
E. also sanguin; < ME. sanguin, sangwine, sail- This animal of Plato contalneth not only sanguineous

gwyne, sungwein, < OF. (and F.) sanauin = Pr. an
<|

reParabl<! particles, but is made up of veins, nerves,

'wngniHi = OCat. Bangui = Sp. sanguino, son-
nd "tcri

f
8- ^ T- BromU! > Val - *"

guinea = Pg. sanguineo, sanguinho = It. san- * f a deep-red or crimson color ; specifically,

guigno, sanguineo (at. D. G. sanguinisclt = Dan.
1T1 -'""' *""' hnf "f -'1'""1 <""">>* i,;,,*,

sangrinsk = Sw. sangvinisk), < L. sangtiineus, of

blood, consisting of blood, bloody, bloodthirsty,
blood-colored, red, < sanguis (sanguin-), blood:
see sangS.] I. a. 1. Of blood; bloody.
The sanguine stream proceeded from the arm of the

body, which was now manifesting signs of returning life.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 188.

i zoiil. and bot., of a deep, somewhat brownish,
red color, like the color of clotted blood.

His passion, cruel grown, took on a hue
Fierce and sanguineous. Keats, Lamia, ii.

3. Possessing a circulatory system; having
blood.

2. Bloodthirsty; bloody; sanguinary. [Bare.]
All gaunt

And sanguine beasts her gentle looks made tame.
Shelley, Witch of Atlas, vi.

I shall not mention what with warm applications we
have done to revive the expired motion of the parts even
of perfect and sanguineous animals, when they seem to
have been killed. Boyle, Works, III. 124.

4. Abounding with blood; having a full habit ;

plethoric.
A plethorick constitution in which true blood abounds

is call'd sanguineous. Arbuthnot, Aliments, vi. 1. 1.

5. Having a sanguine temperament; ardent;
hopeful; confident Sanguineous creeper. See
Myzomela.

She was som-what brown of visage and sangwein colour, sanguinicoloUS (sang-gwi-nik'6-lus), a. [< L.
and nother to fatte ne to lene, but was full a-pert aue- . ,,,,,, (<,anni,it, 1 WiW! -I- A/.7/..J I.WkMI
naunt and comely, streight and right plesaunt, and well W"" (sanguin-), blood, -r- colere, inhabit.]
syngynge. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 507. kame as sanguicolous.

This face had bene more cumlie if that the redde in the Sanguiniference (sang-gwi-nif'e-rens), n. [<
L. sangms (sanguin-), blood, + -ferentia, < fe-

3. Of the color of blood
;
red

; ruddy : as, a
sanguine complexion; the sanguine francolin,
Ithaginis cruentatus; specifically, in her., same
as murrey.

cheeke were somwhat more pure sun'min than it is.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 114.

4. Abounding with blood; plethoric; charac-
terized by fullness of habit: as, a sanguine
habit of body.

ren(t-)s, ppr. otferre = E. ftearl.] The convey-
ing of blood in the vessels. [Bare.]

It would appear highly probable that the face and neck
sympathize with the internal condition of the skull as re-

gards Sanguiniference. E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med. , p. 427.
The air of this place [Angora] is esteemed to be very . ., . .,,

dry, and good for asthmatick constitutions, but pernicious SangUimieroUS (sang-gwi-mf e-rus), a. [< L.
to the sanguine. sanguis (sanguin-), blood, 4- ferre = E. bear1 ."]

Pococtre, Description of the East, II. ii. 87. Same as sanguiferous.
5. Characterized by an active and energetic cir- sanguinity (sang-gwin'i-ti), n. [< sanguine +
culation of the blood

; having vitality ; hence, -ity. Cf . OF. sanguinite"= It. sanguinita, < ML.
vivacious; cheerful; hopeful; confident; ar- sanguinita(t-)s, blood-relation, consanguinity:j 4.1----*,.ii_ j__i:__j. i._i.:i__ii---- ^j---- gee consanguinity.] Sanguineness; ardor.

I very much distrust your sanguinity. Su^ft.

dent; hopefully inclined
; habitually confiding:

as, a sanguine temperament; to be sanguine of
success. See temperament.
Of all men who form gay illusions of distant happiness,

perhaps a poet is the most sanguine.

sanguinivorous (sang-gwi-niv'o-rus), a. [< L.

Hanging (sanguin-), blood, + vorare, devour.]
Same as sanguivorous.

Goldsmith, Tenants of the Leasowes.
8anguinolence (sang-gwin'o-lens), *. [< LL.
sanguinolentia, a congestion, < Ti.sanguinolen tus,

The phlegm of my cousin's doctrine is invariably at
war with his temperament, which is high sanguine.

Lamb, My Relations.

We have made the experiment ;
and It has succeeded

far beyond our most sanguine expectations.
Maeaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.

= Syn. 5. Lively, animated, enthusiastic.

II. n. 1. The color of blood; red; specifi-
cally, in tier., same as murrey.

bloody : see sanguinolent.] The state of being
sanguinolent.
sanguinolency (sang-gwin'o-len-si), n. [As
sanguinolence (see -cy).~\ Same as sanguino-
lence.

That great red dragon with seven heads, so called from
his sanguinolency.

Dr. 11. More, Mystery of Iniquity, I. viii. 4.
Obserue that she [the nurse] be of mature . . . age, ... .

hauing her complection most of the right and pure o- Sanguinolent (sang-gwm o-lent), a. [= F.
guine. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 4.

A lively sanguine it seemd to the eye.
Spenser, F. Q., III. viii. 6.

2+. Bloodstone, with which cutlers stained the
hilts of swords, etc. 3f. Anything of a blood-
red color, as a garment.

In sangu'in and in pers he clad was al.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 439.

4. A drawing executed with red chalks.

sanguinolent (vernacularly sanglant: see san-

glant) = Sp. Pg. It. sanguinolento, < L. sangui-
nolentus.stiiiiiiiilf'ntiix, full of blood, bloody, <

sanguis (sanguin-), blood: see sangS, sanguine.'}

Tinged or mingled with blood; bloody; full of
blood

; sanguine.
Although . . . the waves of all the Northerne Sea
Should flow for ever through these guilty hands,
Yet the sanffuinttlent staine would extant be!

Martian and Barksted, Insatiate Countess, v.



sanguinous

sangllinoust (sang'gwi-mis), a. [= It. sangui-
iiiixo, < ML. finguinoKits, full of blood, < L. XIIH-

i/nin (xangiiiii-), blood: see sanguine. Cf. san-

giiini'iiiift.] Same as stingiihiiirij.

It is no desertless offlco to discover that subtle and in-

satiate beast [the wolf] ; to pull the sheepskin of hypoc-
risy over his ears; and to expose his forming malice and
sanituinuux cruelty to men's censure and detestation.

/feu. T. Adatnt, Works, III. xlii.

Sanguisorba (sang-gwi-sor'bii), n. [NL. (Rup-
pius, 1718), so called as being used to stanch
the flow of blood (a use perhaps suggested by
the blood-red flower) ; < L. sanguis, blood, +
sorbere, absorb : see absorb.'] A former genus
of rosaceous plants, now included as a subge-
nus in the genus Poterium, distinguished from
others of that genus by its single carpel, smooth
hard fruit, and stamens not more than twelve.

Sanguisuga (sang-gwi-su'ga), n. [NL. (Sa-

vigny), < L. sanguisuga, a blood-sucker, leech:
see sangsue.] A genus of leeches: synony-
mous with Birudo. The officinal or Hungarian
leech is often called S. officinalis. See cut un-
der leech.

sanguisuge (sang'gwi-suj), n. [< NL. Sangui-
suga.] A saugsue; a leech; a member of the
old genus Sanguisuga.
sanguisugent (sang-gwi-su'jeut), a. [< L. san-

guis, blood, + sugen(t-)s, ppr. of sugere, suck:
see suck. Cf. sanguisuge.'] 1. Blood-sucking,
as a leech; pertaining to a sanguisuge. 3.

Sanguivorous, as a blood-sucking bat or vam-
pire.

sanguisugous (sang-gwi-su'gus), a. [< L. san-

guisuga, a blood-sucker (see sanguisuge), +
-ous.] Blood-sucking. [Rare.]
These were the sanguisuyous wolves, Papists.

Bee. T. Adams, Works, II. 120.

sanguivolentt (sang-gwiv'o-lent), a. [< L.

sanguis, blood, + volen( t-)s, ppr. of volere, wish.

want.] Bloodthirsty; bloody.
Afariug. Oh, I am slain ! . . .

LaeKa. Sanguivolent murderers!
Can soldiers harbour such damn'd treachery ?

Beau, and Fl. ('I), Faithful Friends, iii. 3.

sanguivorous (sang-gwiv'o-rus), a. [< 1i.sa.n-

gitis, blood, + vora-re, devour.] Feeding on
blood

; sanguisugent, as a bat : specifically not-

ing the true vampires or blood-sucking bats.

Also sanguintiorotis.

Vampyrus spectrum, L.
,
a large bat inhabiting Brazil,

of sufficiently forbidding aspect, which was long consid-
ered by naturalists to be thoroughly sanguivorous in its

habits. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 52.

sangwinet, a. and n. An obsolete spelling of

sanguine.

sanhedrim, sanhedrin (san'he-drim, -drin), n.

[= F. sanhedrin = Sp. sanedrin = Pg. sanedrim,

synedrim = It. sanedrin = G. sanhedrin, < late

Heb. sanhedrin, < Gr. avveSpiov, a council, lit.
' a

sitting together,' < aim, together, + eSpa, a seat,
= E. settle1 .] 1. The supreme council and
highest ecclesiastical and judicial tribunal of

the Jewish nation. It consisted of 71 members, com-
posed of the chief priests, elders, and scribes, and held

daily sessions, except on sabbaths and festivals: specifical-

ly styled the great sanhedrim, to distinguish it from the
lesser or provincial sanhedrim of 23 members appointed
by the great sanhedrim, and having jurisdiction over
minor civil and criminal cases. Such lesser tribunals were
set up in towns and villages having not fewer than 120

representative men, including a physician, a scribe, and
a schoolmaster. The great sanhedrim is said in the Tal-
mud to have had its origin in the appointment by Moses
of 70 elders to assist him as magistrates and judges (Num.
xi. 16). The Greek origin of the name, however, seems to

indicate that the thing originated during the Macedonian
supremacy in Palestine. The name was dropped under
the presidency of Gamaliel IV. (A. D. 270-300), while the
institution itself became extinct on the death of its last

president, Gamaliel VI. (426).

Christian parliaments must exceed its religion and
government of the sanhedrim.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 11.

2. By extension, some similar assembly ;
a par-

liament.

Let him give on till he can give no more,
The thrifty Sanhedrin shall keep him poor ;

And every shekel which he can receive
Shall cost a limb of his prerogative.

Drydcn, Abs. and Achit., 1. 390.

sanb.edri.st (san'he-drist), n. [< xanliedr(im) +
-/.] A member of the sanhedrim. [Rare.]
sanicle (san'i-kl), n. [< ME. sriniclr =? D. sani-
kel = tLG. xinini-l.-i'le = MHG. G. Sw. Dan. sani-

kel, < OF. (and F.) sanicle = Sp. saniciila = Pg.
sanicufa = It. minicolii. < ML. (and NL.) ftimi-

cula, f., also xiiiiiniliiiii. n.. sanicle, so called
from its healing wounds, in form dim. of L.
saniix. sound, healthy, ).vulture, heal : see xane^.]
1. A plant of the genns SanlcuJa. The common
sanicle, called wood-sanide, is S. Europsm, of Europe and
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Flowering Plant of Sanicle (Sanicula Marilattdica].

a, a male flower ; b, the fruit.

central Asia, a plant once credited with great remedial
virtues. There are several American species, of which S.

Marilandica, called Mack snakeroot, is said to possess some
medicinal properties.

Sanicle. with its tenacious burrs, in the woods.
The Century, XXXVHI. 647.

2. A plant of some other genus. See the

phrases. Alpine sanicle, a plant of the genus Cortu-

sa (which see). American sanicle. See Heuchera.
Bear's-ear sanicle. See Cartusa. Great sanicle, an

oldnameofj4(cAniiKaTOfo'aris,thelady's-mantle, probably
from a resemblance of its leaves to those of the true sani-

cle. Indian or white sanicle, the white snakeroot, Eu-

patorium ageratoides. Wood-sanicle. See def. 1.

Sanicula (sa-nik'u-la), n. [NL. (Rivinus,
1699): see sanicle.] A"genus of umbelliferous

plants, type of the tribe Saniculex. It is charac.
terized by a two-celled ovary ; by fruit forming a small
bur usually covered with hooked bristles ; and by flowers
in small and commonly panicled umbels, with small bracts,
most of the flowers unisexual, the staminateallpedicelled.
There are about 12 species, chiefly North American, some
South American, either in the Andes or beyond the tropics,
a few existing elsewhere, particularly S. Europaa, widely
distributed over the Old World. They are herbs with leaves

palmately divided into three or five toothed or dissected

segments, and irregularly compound umbels of small and
usually greenish flowers. The name sanicle applies to the

species in general ; S. Marilandica of the eastern United
States is also called black snateroot. See sanicle.

Saniculeas (san-i-ku'le-e), n. pi. [NL. (Koch,
1824), < Sanicula + -eie.] A tribe of umbellif-
erous plants, typified by the genus Sanicula. it

is characterized by commonly conspicuous calyx-teeth, ir-

regularly compound inflorescence, and a fruit somewhat
transversely cylindrical or compressed, its furrows with-
out oil-tubes. It includes 10 genera, of which Eryngium
and Sanicula (the type) are the chief.

sanidaster (san'i-das-ter), n. [NL., < Gr. aai>lf

(aavif-), a board, tablet, + aarrip, a star.] In
the nomenclature of sponge-spicules, a kind
of microsclere or flesh-spicule, consisting of a

straight axis spinose throughout its length.
This [spiraster], by losing its curvature, becomes the

sanidastfr, and by simultaneous concentration of its

spines into a whorl at each end, the amphiaster.
Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.

sanidine (san'i-din), . [< Gr. aav'if (davit-), a

board, tablet covered with gypsum, + -ic2 .]

A variety of orthoclase feldspar, occurring in

glassy transparent crystals in lava, trachyte,
and other volcanic rocks, chiefly those of com-
paratively recent age. It usually contains
more or less soda.

sanidine-trachyte (san'i-din-tra"klt), n. A
variety of trachyte, the ground-mass of which
consists almost wholly of minute crystals of

sanidine.

sanidinic (san-i-din'ik), a. [< sanidine + -ic.]

Containing or resembling sanidine. Enei/c.

Brit., XVIII. 748.

sanies (sa'ni-ez), n. [= F. sanie = Pg. sanie, <

NL. sanies, < L. sanies, diseased blood, bloody
matter

; perhaps connected with sanguis, blood :

see sangJ.] A thin greenish or reddish dis-

charge from wounds or sores, less thick and
white than laudable pus.
sanify (san'i-fi), . t.

; pret. and pp. sanified,

ppr. sonifying. [< L. saints, sound (see sinie 1
),

+ -ficare, < facere, make, do : see -fy.] To
make healthy; improve insanitary conditions.

[Rare.]
Where this

[ simplicity and frugality of living] is achieved,
voluntary celibacy will become discreditable, . . . and the

sanjakate

premature deaths of the bread-winners disappear before

sanified cities and vanishing intemperance.
W. It. Greg, Enigmas of Life, p. 51, note.

saniOUS (sa'ni-us), a. [= F. sanieux= Pr. sanios
= Sp. Pg. It. sanioso, < L. saniosus, full of

bloody matter, < sanies, corrupted blood, bloody
matter: see sanies.] 1. Pertaining to sanies,
or partaking of its nature and appearance.
2. Excreting or effusing: as, a sanious ulcer.

sanitarian (san-i-ta'ri-an), . [< sanitary +
-an.] A promoter of, or one versed in, sani-

tary measures or reforms.

According as one is a sanitarian, a chemist, or a ma-
larialist. Harper't Mag., LXIX. 441.

sanitarily (san'i-ta-ri-li), adr. As regards
health or its preservation.
sanitarist (san'i-ta-rist), n. [Irreg. < sanitary
+ -ist.] One who advocates sanitary mea-
sures; one especially interested in sanitary
measures or reforms.

sanitarium (san-i-ta'ri-um), n. [NL., neut. of

"sanitarius: see sanitary. Cf. sanatorium.] An
improper form for sanatorium.

sanitary (san'i-ta-ri), a. [= F. sanitaire = Sp.
Pg. It. sanitario,'< NL. as if *sanitarius, irreg.
< L. sanita(t-)s, health: see sanity.] Pertain-

ing to health or hygiene or the preservation of

health
; hygienic ; healthy.

These great and blessed plans for what is called sani-

tary reform. Kingsley.

Solitary communion with Nature does not seem to have
been sanitary or sweetening in its influence on Thoreau's
character. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 200.

Sanitary cordon. See cordon. Sanitary science, such
science as conduces to the preservation of health by show-

ing how the parasitic and other causes of disease may
be avoided. Sanitary ware, coarse glazed earthenware
used for drainage and for sewer-pipes. United States
Sanitary Commission, a body created by the Secretary
of War in 1861, and charged with the distribution of "re-
lief" to the soldiers during the civil war. The relief in-

cluded food, clothing, medical stores, hospital supplies,
etc. In addition the commission provided for the lodging
of many soldiers, the preparation of hospital directories,
the collection of vital statistics, the inspection of hospi-
tals, and the adoption of various preventive measures. Its

members were appointed by the Secretary of War and the
United States Medical Bureau. = Syn. Sanitary, Sanatory.
These two words are often confounded. Sanitary means
"pertaining to health, hygienic": as, sanitary science;
sanitary conditions (which may be good or bad). Sana-

tory means "serving to heal, therapeutic": as, sanatory
medicines or agencies.

sanitate (san'i-tat), v. I.
; pret. and pp. sani-

tated, ppr. sanitating. [< L. sanita(t-)s, health

(see sanity), + -ait2 .] To render healthy ; pro-
vide with sanitary appliances: as, to sanitate a

camp. [Rare.]
sanitation (san-i-ta'shpn), . [< sanitate +
-ion.] The practical application of knowledge
and science to the preservation of health

;
the

putting and keeping in a sanitary condition.

Charles Kingsley, whose object in his novels was to preach
sanitation, should be placed at the head of the list of those
who have vividly depicted well-known diseases.

Nineteenth Century, XX. 582.

Later legislation [in England] has charged the Board of

Guardians with the care of the sanitation of all parts of the
Union which lie outside urban limits.

Woodrow Wilson, State, 789.

sanitory (san'i-to-ri), a. An erroneous form for

nanitanj. [Rare.]
Estimating in a sanitory point of view the value of any

health station. SirJ. D. Hooker. (Imp. Diet.)

sanity (san'i-ti), n. [= F. sanite, sanity, ver-

nacularly sanie, health, OF. sante, sanite, san-

teit, saniteit, health, = Sp. sanidad = Pg. sani-

dade = It. sanita, health. < L. sanita(t-)s, sound-
ness of body, health, also soundness of mind,
reason, good sense, sanity, also correctness and

propriety of speech, < saints, sound, healthy,
sane: see sane1

.']
The state or character of

being sane
;
soundness of mind ; saneuess. See

insanity,

sanjak(san'jak), n. [Also *a/ac, sandjak, san-

giac F.), formerly also samaek ; = F. sangiac
= Sp. Pg. sanjaco = Ar. sinjaq, < Turk, sanjaq, a
minor province or district (so called because the

governor is entitled to carry in war a standard
of one horse-tail), < sanjaq, flag, banner, a stan-

dard.] 1. A Turkish administrative district of

the second grade ;
a subdivision of a vilayet or

eyalet, governed by an officer formerly styled
sanjak-bey (or -beg): now often styled mutessa-

riflik, the governor being styled mutcssarif or
l,-ii!ninkam. 2f. A sanjak-bey.
Which are as Vice-royes, and haue their Begs or San-

zackes under them. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 291.

This country is called Carpousley ;
it has in it five or six

villages, and is governed by an agu under the sangiac of

Smyrna. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 67.

sanjakate (san'jak-at), n. [Also sanjaente, san-

giacate, sangiakute ; = F sangiacat = Sp. sunja-



sanjakate

fi, sniijiiratii = IV- xaitjacado; as xanjuk +
-uli'-'-.~\ Same as xaiijak, 1.

sanjak-bey (san'jak-ba), . [< Turk. xaiijiiij-

i'i/, < Hiinjiiq, a minor province, + beg,Taey: see

itjak and 6eyl.] The governor of a sanjak.

Fortie miles furtlier is Eossetto, which is a little towne
without walles, . . . for gouerneraent whereof is appoint-
ed a Saniacbey, without any other guarde.

HaUwytt Voyages, II. 199.

sank 1
(sangk). Preterit of *////.

sank2
t,

A Middle English form of sang3 .

Sankhya (sang
'

khya), . [8kt. sdnkliya, <

samkhyd, number.] One of the six leading
systems of Hindu philosophy. It is attributed to

the sage Kapila, and is generally regarded as the system
most akin to Buddhism, or out of which Buddhism ori-

ginally developed. It postulates the existence of matter
and of individual spiritual beings, subject to transmi-

gration, and acknowledges no deity. It aims at the

emancipation of spirit from the bonds of matter by means
of the spirit's recognition of its complete diversity from
matter.

sannup (san'up), n. [Also sannop; Amer. Ind.]

Among the American Indians, a married male
member of the community; the husband of a

squaw.
Chickatabot came with his eannops and squaws, and pre-

sented the governour with a hogshead of Indian corn.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 68.

Our Indian rivulet
Winds mindful still of sannup and of squaw.

Emerson. Musketaquid.

sanny (san'i), n. Same as sandy1
. [Scotch.]

sanpan, n. See sampan.
San Paolo balsam. Same as copaiba.
sans (sanz), prep. [Early mod. E. also sanse;
< ME. sans, also sanz, sawn, < OF. sans, sains,

seinz, senz, F. sans = Pr. sens, senes, ses = Cat.

sens = OSp. sencs, sen, Sp. sin = Pg. sem = It.

senza = Wall, sat, < L. sine (LL. "sinis (f )) (also
sometimes nesi, and without the negative se,

sed), < i, OL. sei, if, + ne, not: see we.] With-
oiit: a French word which has existed long
in English without becoming naturalized : now
archaic or affected, except as used in heraldry:
as, a dragon saw* wings; an ear of corn sans
stalk.

Sans teeth, gang eyes, sans taste, sang everything.
Shale., As you Like it, ii. 7. 166.

I am blest in a wife (Heaven make me thankful !)

Inferior to none, sans pride I speak it.

Fletcher (and Massinyer '!),
Lovers' Progress, i. 1.

sansa (san'sa), n. A musical instrument of per-
cussion, resembling a tambourine.
San Salvador balsam. Commercial balsam of

Peru. See balsam.

sans-appel (sanz'a-pel'), n. [< F. saws appel,
without appeal: saws, without; appel, appeal:
see saws and appeal.] A person from whose
decision there is no appeal; one whose opin-
ion is decisive; an infallible person. [Rare.]
He had followed in full faith such a eanx-irppel as he held

Frank to be. Kinffsley, Westward Ho, xix.

Sanscrit, Sanscritic, etc. See Sanskrit, etc.

sansculotte (sanz-ku-lof). [< F. sansculotte

(see def.); < saws, without, + calotte, breeches,
< cul, breech, < L. culus, breech: see recoil

1

!.]
1. Literally, one who is without breeches: a
name given to the poorer men of Paris who
were prominent in the first French Revolu-
tion and took part in the attacks upon the

court, the Bastille, etc. Its precise origin has been
much disputed. It appears as a designation willingly as-

sumed from the very beginning of its use.

Hence 2. An advanced Republican; a revo-
lutionist

; by extension, a communist or anar-
chist.

sansculotterie (sanz-ku-lot're), w. [< F. sans-

culotterie, < sansculotte, q. v.] Same as sans-
eiilottism.

sansculottic (sanz-ku-lot'ik), a. [< sansculotte
+ -Jc.] Pertaining to or involving sansculot-
tism

; revolutionary.
Those sansculottic violent Gardes Francaises or Centre

Grenadiers shall have their mittimus.
Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 1.

sansculottide (sanz-ku-lot'id), n. [< F. sans-

culottide, < sansculotte: see sansculotte.] One
of the five (in leap-years six) complementary
days resulting from the division of the year by
the French revolutionists of 1789 into twelve
months of thirty days each. They were added
at the end of the month Fructidor.
sansculottism (sanz-ku-lot'izm), n. [F. sans-

culottisiiie; as sansculotte + -i's?.] The opin-
ions and principles of the sansculottes in any
sense. Carli/lc.

sansculottist (sanz-ku-lot'ist), n. [< SUHXI-II-

lotte + -is*.] 1. A sansculotte. 2. A person
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who approves in an alistnirt way of the doc-
trines of the sansculottes, without taking active

part in revolutionary measures.
Sansevieria (win 'si-v-i-e'ri-a), H. [NL. (Thun-
berg, 1 794), from the Prince of Sanseriero (1710-
1771), a learned

Neapolitan.] A
genus of mono-
cotyledonous
plants of the
order Heeino-
doracese and
tribe <>i>liii><>-

goneee. Itischar-
acterized by a long
and slender peri-
anth-tube, six tlli-

fonn filaments,
and a free ovary,
fixed by a broad

base, containing
three cells and
three erect ovules.
There are about 10

species, natives of

tropical and south-
ern Africa and of
the East Indies. Sansniieria Ztylanica. a, flonrcr ; , fruit.

They are plants of

singular aspect, the true stem reduced to a short and thick
rootstock from which spring long, thick, rigid, and some-
times cylindrical leaves, which are erect or spreading, re-

semble stems, and are filled with tough fibers. The flow-

ers are of moderate size or sometimes very long, and are
clustered among dry bracts in a dense raceme on a tall

and stout unbranched leafless flower-stalk. This genus is

the source of the fiber known as bowstring hemp, so named
from a native use in India. (Bee moorea.) African bow-
string hemp is the similar product of 5. Guineenns.

Sanskrit (san'skrit), n. and a. [Also Sanscrit,

formerly also Samskrit, Samkrit; =F. Sanskrit,

sanserif, samskrit = Sp. Pg. It. sanscrito = D. G.
Sw. Dan. Sanskrit, < Skt. Samskrita, Sanskrit,
so called as being the cultivated or literary lan-

guage, distinguished from the vulgar dialects,

or, some say, because regarded as a perfect lan-

guage, the speech of the gods, formed by in-

fallible rules, < samskrita, prepared, formed,
wrought, adorned, perfect, < sam, together (=
E. same), + -s (euphonic)+ krita, made, formed,
< -\/ kar, make, akin to L. creare, create : see
create. The name Sanskrit is opposed to Pra-

krit, Skt. prdkrita, lit. 'common, vulgar,' the
name given to the vulgar dialects which grad-
ually developed from the original Sanskrit,
and from which most of the languages now
spoken in Upper India are derived, as the Ro-
mance languages developed out of the vulgar
Latin.] I. . The ancient and sacred language
of India, being that in which most of the vast
literature of that country is written, from the
oldest parts of the Vedas (supposed to date from
about 2000 - 1 500 B.C.) downward. It is one of the

Indo-European or Aryan family of tongues, a sister of the

Persian, Greek, Latin, Germanic, Slavonic, and Celtic

tongues. The earliest Sanskrit of the Vedas differs con-

siderably from that of the later literature. Though San-

skrit has long ceased to be a vernacular language, it con-
tinues to be employed, in its later form, for literary pur-
poses, much as Latin continued and continues to be used
as a learned tongue. Abbreviated Skt.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Sanskrit: as, early
Sanskrit idioms. Sanskrit (or Indo-Aryan) archi-
tecture, the ancient architecture of the northern plain of

India, and notably of the Ganges valley. A leading char-

Sanskrit Architecture. Sumaree Temple, Benares, India.

acteristic of the style is its predilection for tower-like

temples of square plan with a vertical base and an upper
part of convexly curved outline. From this style as an
origin was developed the Jain architecture. See Jain.

Sanskritic (san-skrit'ik). a. [Also ffanscritic

(NL. Sanscriticus) ;
as Sanskrit + -c.] Relat-

ing to or derived from Sanskrit .

The languages of the south [of Indial are Uravidian, not
Saiiski-ttic. Encyc. Brit., II. 697.

Santee beds

Sanskritist(san'skrit-ist), ii. [A\o fianseriti.it;
< Nniixkril + -ixt.] A person distinguished for
attainments in Sanskrit.

sans nombre (soil nom'br). [F. : .inns, with-

out; nombre, number.] In her., repeated often,
and covering the field: said of any small bear-

ing: as, a field or mullets suns /<//;/< f;ules.
The small bearings are generally arranged in a formal
manner. By some writers it is held that the figures in sans
nombre must not be cut off at the edges of the escutcheon.

Compare setn^.

Sanson's images. The reflections from the
anterior surface of the cornea and the an-
terior and posterior surfaces' of the lens of the

eye.
Sanson's map-projection. See prujiciinn.
sans-serif (sanz'ser'if), n. [< F. sans, without,
+ E. serif.'] A printing-type without serifs,
or finishing cross-lines at the ends of main
strokes. See serif, and Gothic, n., 3. [Eng.]
sans SOUCl (sou s6-se')- [F.: sans, without;
souci, care.] Without care

;
free from care :

used specifically as the name (Sans Souci) of a

royal palace at Potsdam in Prussia, built by
Frederick the Great.

santt, a. and n. An obsolete form of x<iinl.

Santa Ana bark. See bark'*.

Santa F6 nutmeg. See nutmeg, 2.

santal (san'tal), n. [< ML. santalum, sandal-
wood : see sandalt.] Inphar., sandalwood.
Oil of santal. See .///.

Santalaceae (san-ta-la'se-e), w. pi. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1810), < Santalum + -acex.] An order
of apetalous plants of the series Aclilaniydo-
aporeee. It is characterized by a one-celled inferior ovary
with one, two, or three ovules, pendulous from the sum-
mit of a slender erect stalk or funicuhig, and by a green
or colored perianth of one row, commonly of four or five

valvate lobes with as many stamens, and a flat, ring like,
or sheathing disk. The fruit is a nut or more often a

drupe, the exocarp either thin and dry or fleshy, or some-
times thick, the nut or stone containing a roundish
smooth, wrinkled, or deeply furrowed seed. The species
are either trees, shrubs, or low herbs, a few parasitic on
branches or on roots. They are distinguished from the
allied Loranthacfse by the structure of the ovary, as well
as their habit, which still more strikingly separates them
from the Balannpharacex. There are about 200 species,
distributed in 28 genera and 4 tribes, widely dispersed in

tropical and temperate regions throughout the world.
The leaves are alternate or opposite, smooth and entire,
with the veins obscure, or sometimes all reduced to mere
scales. The flowers are small or rarely conspicuous, green
or yellowish, less often orange. Three genera extend into
the United States Comandra, Pyrularia, and BuMfya.
For illustrative genera, see Santalum (the type), Osyritt,
and Pyrularia.

santalaceous (san-ta-la'shius), . Of, per-
taining to, or of the nature of the order Santa-
lacese.

santalic (san-tal'ik), a. [< santal + -ic.~\ De-
rived from sandalwood.
santalin (san'ta-lin), w. [= F. santaline; as
xantal + -in 2.] The coloring matter of red

sandalwood, which may be obtained by evapo-
rating the alcoholic infusion to dryness. It is

a red resin, fusible at 212 F., and is very soluble in acetic

acid, ae well as in alcohol, essential oils, and alkaline lyes.

Santalum (san'ta-lum), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

1753), < ML. santalum, sandal: see8nrf^.] 1.

A genus of apetalous trees and shrubs, the

sandalwoods, type of the order Kantalareie, be-

longing to the tribe Osyridese. The flowers are per-
fect, marked by parallel anther-cells which open length-
wise, by a sheathing disk produced into distinct fleshy
scales, and by a bill-shaped or ovoid perianth, its tube
adherent to the base of the ovary, the limb deeply divided
into usually four valvate lobes, the stamens, together
with clusters of hairs, borne on their base. The 8 species
are native from the East Indies to Australia and the Pa-
cific islands. They are smooth plants, bearing opposite
or rarely alternate petioled coriaceous leaves, which are

feather-veined, but with the midrib alone conspicuous.
The flowers are borne in the upper axils or in short loose
terminal panicles trichotomously branching, and are fol-

lowed by roundish drupes crowned by the ring-like scar
of the fallen perianth. For species, see sandalwood (with
cut).

2. [/. c.~\ The wood of Phroearpus SantaHmts,
often called red sattnders.

Santa Maria tree. See tree.

Santa Martha bark. See liarlfl.

Santa Martha wood. Same as peaek+iood.
santee (san'te), n. [Guzerathi sdnti, a mea-
sure of land, equal to either 60 or 90 bighas (see

bega).] An East Indian land-measure, equal
in some districts to as imich as can be plowed
by two bullocks in a season, and in others to

what three or even four bullocks can plow.
Santee beds (san-te' bedz). [So called from
the Santee river, South Carolina..] A division

of the Lower Eocene, consisting, near Charles-
ton in South Carolina, where it is well dis-

played, of a white limestone with marly strata.

The burstone of Georgia and Alabama is of the
same geological age.



Santenot

Santenot (son-te-no'), . An excellent white

f Burgundy, produced in the Cote d'Or.
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poison. It is one of the most efficacious vermifuges for

roundworms.

sape

duced in the sumc
climate.

santer (sta'-

ter), i'. i. A dia-

lectal spelling
of sti it liter.

santir, santur
(san'ter), n. A
variety of dul-

cimer used in

the East.

The prototype of

our pianoforte is

evidently the dul-

cimer, known at an

early time to the
Arabs and Persians,
who call it santir.

It was played by
means of two
slightly curved
sticks.

S. K. Art Band-
{book. No. v.,

[p. 5.

Santist, Santost,

(see def . ) + -aw.] Pertaining to or named after

the Venetian anatomist Santorini (1681-1737):

as, the SdiitoriniiiH plexus (which see, under

plejfus).

Santorini's canal. See canal*.

Santir, after a Persian painting.

( From " South Kensington Museum Art
Handbook.")

Same as Sanctus.

Santoli'na (san-'to-H'na), n. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), said to be named from its repute in sanzt, prep

Santorini's cartilage.
rini, under cartilage.
Santorini's fissures. Irregular fissures in the

fibrocartilage of the pinna.
Santorini's muscle. The risorius.

Santorini's tubercles. Same as cormcula la-

ri/ni/in (which see, under corniculum).

santur, . See santir.

Sanvitalia (san-vi-ta'li-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
1792), named after the Sanvitali family of Par-

ma.] A genus of composite plants, of the tribe

Hflianthoidex and subtribe Zinniese. It is char-

acterized by a flattened and chaffy receptacle, solitary

heads with fertile disk-flowers and spreading pistillate

rays, and achenes bare or tipped with nine short awns.

The 3 or 4 species are annual or perennial branching herbs,

natives of Mexico and Texas, bearing opposite entire

leaves, and small heads with yellow or white rays and pur-

ple centers suggesting Rudbeckia. S. procumbens is often

cultivated for ornamental edgings.

See sang.

"They say he is the cleverest boy in the school. But

then he saps." "In other words," said Mr. Dale, with

proper parsonic gravity, "he understands he was sent to

school to learn his lessons, and he learns them. Yon call

that sapping. I call it doing his duty."
Bvlwer, My Novel, i. 12. (Danes.)

A pretty sportsman you are. . . . What 's that book on

the ground V Sapptng and studying still ?

Kingsley, Yeast, i.

sap ;)
(sap), n. [< OF. sapjie, F

; supe,
a hoe, =in |* y~. /T

-
l_

' - M. -I / *

See cartilages of Santo- Sp. sapa = Pg. sapa, a spade, = It. zappa, a mat-

tock, < ML. sappa, sapa, a hoe, mattock, perhaps

corrupted < Gr. mcmdv)/, a hoe, digging-tool, <

mairreiv, dig: see shave.] If. A tool for dig-

ging; a mattock.

in small heads, and alternate leaves which are finely dis-

ton, so called from being used like lavender and from its

dense hoary pubescence, is a neat bedding-plant contrast-

ing well with darker foliage. Its name is extended to the

other species, some of them also cultivated.

santon (san'ton), n. [Earlier also santoon; = F.

sainton, santon (also santoron, sanctoron, forms

due to L. sanctorum, gen. pi. of sanctus, holy)
= D. G. santon, < Sp. santon, a Turkish monk or

friar (also Sp. santon = Pg.santSo, a hypocrite),
< santo, sacred, holy (see saint1 ), or else (in the

Turkish sense) < Hind, sant, a devotee, a saint,

chaffy'receptacle, long-stalked roundish heads of flowers Icel. saji = Sw. Dan. saft (conformed to (T.)

without rays, corollas with a hooded appendage at the
(a ) Teut. root appar. *sap, or according to the

base, smooth achenes which are three- or four-angled, and
jcej form SOJ perhaps connected with OS.

an involucre of many rows of dry and closely appressed , , OH(V w-nen stennen MHG seben Der-
bracts. The 8 species are all natives of the Mediterranean sebbjan = OJ it,, seven, stppen, ngU.HH
region They are shrubby and remarkably odorous plants, ceive, = L. sapere, taste, perceive, know . see

very much branched at the base, bearing yellow flowers sapid, sapient. (6) But perhaps the Teut. words
! ._.,ii *,*, ,! ..n. .,.,,., i.. looses oiViioh a flnfiiv dis-

afe Q j^ origjnj
_ p\ ge've, dial, sepf, sive = Pr.

so&a = Sp. saba, sabia = Pg. seiva, juice, sap

(of. F. saber, yield sap), < L. sapa, must, new
wine boiled. Cf. AS. sseppe, spruce-fir, < L.

sapinus, sappinus, a kind of fir. (c) Not con-

nected, as some suppose, with Gr. bir6f, juice,

sap, = L. sueus, succus, juice, sap, = Ir. sug =
Kuss. soM, sap, = Lith. sakas, tree-gum : see

opium, succulent.] 1. The juice or fluid which

circulates in all plants, being as indispensable
to vegetable life as is the blood to animal life.
"'

is the first product of the digestion of plant-food, and

Zappa, a mattocke to dig and delue with, a sappe.
Florio.

2. [< sap3 , v.] Milit., a narrow ditch or trench

by which approach is made to a fortress or be-

sieged place when within range of fire. The

trench is formed by trained men (sappers), who place ga-

bions as a coverfnlled with the earth taken from the trench)

along the intended line of parapet the earth excavated

after the gabions have been filled, being thrown toward

the fortress, to form a parapet capable of resisting artillery.

The single sap has only a single parapet ; the double has

one on each side. A sap is usually made by four men

working together.

At three points on the Jackson road, in front of Leggett's

brigade a sap was run up to the enemy's parapet, and by
the 25th of June we had it undermined and the mine

charged. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 549.

Flying sap (milit.), the rapid excavation of the trenches

of an attack, when each man advances under cover of two

gabions.

sap
3
(sap), v. ; pret. and pp. sapped, ppr. sapping.

[< OF. sapper, F. saper (= Sp. zapur= Pg. sopor
= It. zappare), sap, undermine ;

from the noun :

see sop3, n.] I. trans. 1. To undermine ;
render

unstable by digging into or eating away the

foundations, or, figuratively, by some analogous
insidious or invisible process ; impair the sta-

bility of, by insidious means : as, to sap a wall
;

to sap a person's constitution, or the morals of

a community.
Nor safe their dwellings were, for, sap'd by floods,

Their houses fell upon their household gods.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 397.

Savvimi a solemn creed with solemn sneer.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. 107.

x lUJUBii stmaej \ i-Liim. ,5i*/ti.,
ai vc \\juw, .i^u, jj ]g jje first proouct or ule uigesuon 01 piaui-iuuu, u

a good simple man.] In Eastern countries, a contains the elements of vegetable growth in a dissolved

kind of dervish or recluse, popularly regarded
as a saint.

There go in this foreward 6 Santones with red turbants

vpon their heads, & these eat and ride at the cost of the

Captaine of the Carouan. Haklmjt's Voyages, II. 204.

Adjoyning unto them are lodgings for santoiis, which are

fools and mad-men. Sandys, Travailes, p. 93.

He was (say the Arabian historians) one of those holy
men termed santons, who pass their lives in hermitages,
in fasting, meditation, and prayer, until they attain to the

purity of saints and the foresight of prophets.
Irving, Granada, p. 23.

All the foregleams of wisdom in santon and sage,
In prophet and priest, are our true heritage.

WhiUier, Quaker Alumni.

Santonian (san-to'ni-an), . [< L. Santoni,

Santoncs, a people of Aquitania (see santonic),
+ -ian.] In geol., the lower subdivision of the

Senonian, wliich in England forms the upper-
most division of the Cretaceous, but in France
and Belgium is overlain by the Danian, a group

condition. The absorption of nutriment from the soil is

effected by the minute root-hairs and papillte, the absorbed

nutriment being mainly composed of carbonic acid and

nitrogenous compounds dissolved in water. This ascend-

ing sap, or as it is termed crude sap, is apparently trans-

mitted through the long cells in the vascular tissue of the

stem and branches to the leaves, passing from cell to cell

by the procesi
fected the pn
following resu

oxygenated matter of the sap, vnc tnjowj^nvn v* %,*.,..

dioxid (carbonic acid), and the liberation of pure oxygen at

the ordinary atmospheric temperature ; (2) a counter-op-
eration by which oxygen is absorbed from the air, and car-

bon dioxid exhaled ; (3) the transformation of the remain-

ing crude sap into organic substances which enter into the

composition of the plant: this change is effected in the

At the same time the insidious art of a Dominican friar

. . had been surely sapping the fidelity of the garrison

from within. Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 526.

2. Milit., to approach or pierce with saps or

trenches.

II. intrans. To dig or use saps or trenches;

hence, to impair stability by insidious means.

Zappare, to digge, or delue, or grubbe the ground : to

sap.
Florio.

Both assaults are carried on by sapping. Taller.

Same as sapodilla.
. sapaju, < F. sapa-

,___., _. ,
or sai with a prehensile

tail; some species of A teles or Cebus; especial-

ly, a spider-monkey or a capuchin. See cut

under spider-monkey. 2. [_cap.] [NL. (Lac<-

pede).] The genus of spider-monkeys: same
as Ateles. =Syn. 1. See sagui-n.

v---- I-L..... n -- --- * + T v. - -
-^

produced by a small East Indian tree, Cxsal-series of changes included under the

to form deposits of reserve material

,odged ln varioUB parts for future use. The ascent of the

sap is one of the most wonderful phenomena of spring, and

,<rr,tl,,.Tir,rr>infrliBrhnTinpl Tip Santo apparently depends not so much on the state of the wea-
ia
?-"

el - *
ther-for it b -

nian of France is divided into three subgroups,
each characterized by a peculiar species of Mi-
craster.

santonic (san-ton'ik), a. [< NL. santonica, the

specific name of Artemisia santonica, fern, of

L. Santonicus (Gr. Savrow/c^f), pertaining to the

Santoni (Santonicum absinthium
(G_r. aavrovin&v,

aavroviov), also Santonica herba, a kind of worm-
wood found in their country), < Santoni, San-

tones, a people of Aquitania, whose name sur-

vives in that of the place called Saintes in sap
France.] Derived from the plant santonica.

santonica (san-ton'i-ka), n. [NL.: see san-

tonic.] 1. The Tartarian southernwood, Arte-

misia Gallica, var. pauciflura, by some consid-

ered a distinct species. It was formerly con-

founded with A. Santonica. 2. An anthelmin-
tic drug consisting of the flower-heads of this

plant; Levant wormseed. The extract santo-

nin, now produced mainly in Turkestan, is

chiefly in use.

havingh
constrai

Sappan. It yields a good red color,

however, is not easily fixed. Also samp-
_ fen-wood, buklcum-wood.

irit begins in'thedepth"of winter as on the plant sap-ball (sap'bal), n. A local name for those
lad its sufficient term of rest, and being, therefore, species of Polvnorus that grow on trees, but
ned by its very nature to renewed activity. ^ snecificailv ar,i>lie

'

applied to

ash'-trees, the stems of which sometimes form

a foundation for tennis-balls. It is sometimes
used for razor-strops. See cut under Polijporus.

fresh, or vigorous condition
;
blood.

A handkerchief ; which say to her did drain

The purple sap from her sweet ^ ^ sap.beetle (sap'be-tl), ." AbeTtlewhiclfi feeds

3. The alburnum of a tree; the exterior part ^^T^^' "* ^^ *

of the wood, next to the bark; sap-wood. san-boiler (sap'boi'ler), . A special form of

lap
2

(sap), . [Abbr. of sappy or sapkead,]
*

iab}e furnace with kettle or pans, used for
Same as saphead. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch, and

evaporating the sap of which maple-sugar is

slang, especially in schools.] made.
He maun be a saft sap, wi' a head nae better than a fozy can-bucket (sap'buk"et), n. In maplf'-Kii<l<tr

frosted turnip. Scott, Rob Roy, xiv.
*%*tM(f^ a bueket into which the sap flows from

When I once attempted to read Pope's poems out of
tne ,.j.ee wj!en ft has been tapped.M

H sap-cavity (sap'kav''i-ti),)i. In lot., one of cer-

tain sacs or cavities iii the leaves of officinal and

other species of aloe, filled with a colorless or

variously colored sap. They are thin-walled

and semicircular in transverse section.

If you are patient because you think it a duty to meet
insult with submission, you are an essential sap, and in no

shape the man for my money.
r . . Charlotte Bronte, Professor, iv.

santonin (san to-mn), n [1 "*
sap2 (sap)> . .

.

pret . and pp. sapped, ppr. sap- sap'^olor^ap'kul'or), ,, An expressed vege-

pin,,. [<f sX ,.] To act like a sap; play table juice inspissated by slow evaporation, for

the'part of a ninny or a soft fellow. [Scotch, the use of painters, as sap-green, etc.

and slang, especially in schools.] sape, saip (sap), n. Scotch forms of soap.

as s<nil<t)t(ic) + -in 2 .]

(CjsHjgOs), the active principle of santonica,
or wormseed. It is a crystalline, odorless, and neu-

tral principle, insoluble in cold water, and an active



Saperda

Saperda (sa-per'dji), . [XL. (Fabricius, 1775),
< Gr. aairtpdrK, a kind of fish.] A notable genus
of long-horn beetles of the family Cerambyoidx,
having moderately short antennas which are -,

finely pubescent and mounted upon well-sepa- S^pno, . bee sappho.
sapid (sap'id), a. [= F. sapide, OF. satlc = Sp.-

< L. sapidus, having a taste, savory,
'

:,:t:ts

artery, an anomalous artery, rarely met with, formed by
the enlargement of the median sujicrfii-ial sural artery-

II. ii. A sapheuous vein ornerve; a saphena:
as, the long saphenous; the short an/ili

sapere, have a taste, taste of, etc.; of persons,
have taste or discernment, be wise : see na/iini I.

Cf. sap1
. Hence the negative insipid.] Hav-

ing the power of affecting the organs of taste ;

possessing savor or relish
; tasteful

; savory.
Thus camels, to make the water sapid, do raise the mud

with their feet.

Very many bodies have no taste whatever; and the"
ties of

"

sapi-outan

-al.} Containing, exhibiting, or affording wis-
dom; characterized by wisdom.
God will work on man by moral moans. . . . and his

work of grace is sapiential, magnifying the contrivance and
conduct of his wisdom, as well as his power.

Baxter, Divine Life, i. 11.

Sapiential Books (of the liihle and Apocrypha) Prov-
erbs, Ecclesiastes, Wisdom (The Wisdom of Solomon), and
Ecclcsiasticus (The Wisdom of Jesus, the Son of Sirach).

Open your bibles, where you will, in all the sapiential
or prophetical books. Up. Hall, Remains, p. 66.

sapientiallyt (sa-pi-en'slml-i), ntlr. In a sapien-
tial or wise manner, liiu'li i\

Round-headed Apple-tree Borer
(Saperda Candida), a, larva, full-

irrown ; *, pupa ; c, beetle. (Hair-
lines at a and b indicate natural
sizes.)

Sapidity (sa-pid'i-ti), ii. [< F. sapidite = Pr.

siipiditat; as sapid + -itij.] Sapid character or

property; the property of stimulating or pleas-
ing the palate ; tastefulness; savor; relish.

As for their taste, if their nutriment be air, neither can
it be an instrument thereof ; for the body of that element
is ingustible, void of all sapiditv.

Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., Hi. 21. (Jlichardson.)

sapid + -less.]
tare

rathe! stout a,',domf "?" (^P'id-les), a. [< sapid + -to

what swollen tt fT Without taste, savor, or relish
; insipid. [Ka

W u edThl'ghouUh norft
and "roneously formed.]

temperate zone. The larva;
are mainly wood-borers. That
of S. Candida of the United
States is known as the round-

I am impatient and querulous under culinary disap-
pointments, as to come home at the dinner hour, for in-

stance, expecting some savoury mess, and to find one quite
tasteless and sapidlest. Lamb, Grace before Meat- * ,

.

headed apple-tree borer, and often damages orchards to a qar,iHnf>SB Csan'iH npsl Sanirlitv
serious extent by boring the cambium layer under the bark.

S( 3S) '
"'.

S

Milit., a fascinesap-fagot
When the Israelites fancied the tapidness and relish of

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. HIT. sapiently (sa'pi-ent-li), adv. *In a sapient man-
ner; wisely; sagaciously; sagely.
Sapindaceae (sap-in-da'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Jus-
sieu, 1811), < Sapindus + -acese.] An order of
trees and shrubs of the cohort Sapindales, char-
acterized by usually compound leaves, a single
style, and ovary-cells with the ovules one or
two in number and ascending, or numerous
and horizontal. The flowers have usually four or five
imbricated and unequal sepals, three, four, or nve imbri-
cated petals, eight stamens inserted within the disk, and
a three-celled ovary, becoming in fruit capsular or inde-
hiscent, a drupe, berry, or nut, or composed of two or
three wing-fruits. As recently revised by Radlkofer, the
order includes about 950 species, and is most abundant
in the tropics, with only a few genera in temperate re-

gions. The 122 genera are included in 14 tribes. The
species are usually tall trees, with a watery juice, and
in the tropics bear evergreen alternate abruptly pinnate
leaves, generally with small flowers without odor and
with inconspicuous colors. For prominent genera, see
Sapindvs (the type), Paullinia, Koslreuteria, and Xephe-
lium. The well-known genera Acer, JEsculvx, and Sta-

lever employed for moving the sap-roller for-

to the fire of field-guns.

sapful (sap'fiit), a. [< sap1 + -ful.] Full of

sap; containing sap; sappy. Coleridge. (Imp.
Diet.)

sap-green (sap'gren), n. A green coloring
matter extracted from the juice of buckthorn-
berries. The ripe berries are submitted to pressure,
when a purple-red juice is obtained, which becomes green
on the addition of an alkali. The liquid is then concen-
trated and filled into bladders, where it becomes hard
and brittle. It is sometimes used as a water-color, but is
not durable. It is also used by paper-stainers and leather-
dyers. Sometimes called bladder-green and iris green. Sec

sapharensian (saf-a-ren'si-an), a. [< Ar. ta-
rich al-sefar, perhaps from "sifr, zero.] Of or

pertaining to the Spanish era, dates expressed
in which are to be reduced to the Christian era
by subtracting 38 from them. This era was
prevalent in Spain from the fifth to the twelfth

century.

saphead (sap'hed), . [So called in allusion to
his freshness and greenness; < sap 1 + head.
Cf. sap''

1
, sappy.] A silly fellow; a ninny. Also

sap. [Colloq.]

sap-headed (sap'hed'ed), a. [< sap 1 + head +
-ed%.] Silly; foolish. [Colloq.]
saphena (sa-fe'na), . ; pi. saphense (-ne). [=
OF. saphena, sap'hene, F. saphene = Sp. safena= Pg. saphena = It. safena, < NL. saphena, sc.

vena, a prominent vein, < Gr. aaijuti'/K, plain, vis-

ible, < <ro-, an intensive prefix, + tyaivm>, show,
QaiveaQai, appear. The Ar. safin or sdfin, the
name of two veins in the leg, supposed to be the

source^of
the NL. and Rom. word, is from the

same Gr. source.] A saphenous vein or nerve,

saphenal (sa-fe'nal), a. and n. [< saphena +
-al.] I. a. Same as saphenous.

II. n. The saphenous vein,

saphenous (sa-fe'nus), a. and n. [< saphena +
-oils.] I. a. 1. Prominent, as a vein of the
leg. 2. Of or pertaining to a saphenous nerve
or vein External saphenous nerve, a branch of the sapient (sa'pi-ent), a. [< L. sapien(t-)s, know-

ing, discerning, wise, discreet, ppr. of sapere,

sapien(t-)s, wise, discerning: see sapient.] 1.
The character of being sapient ; wisdom; sage-
ness

; profound knowledge ; also, practical wis-

dom; common prudence: often used ironically.
[In early writers the meaning is influenced by the sixth
book of Aristotle's "Nicomachcean Ethics," where this word
was used to translate aofyia., defined by Aristotle as the
union of science, or demonstrative knowledge, with nous,
or cognition of principles. Aristotle also applies it to the
knowledge of a master of any art. But in scholastic writ-
ings it usually means knowledge of the most difficult sub-
jects, metaphysics, theology, thus again translating ao-

That thou hata in thy hert holy connyng
Of sapytnce thi sawle ful sothes to schawe.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1626.

Ther goth he
That is the man of so grete sapience,
And held us lovers leest in reverence.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 515.

Sapience and love

Immense, and all his Father in him shone.

Milton, P. L., vii. 195.

A thousand names are toss'd into the crowd,
Some whisper'd softly, and some twang'd aloud,
Just as the sapience of an author's brain
Suggests it safe or dangerous to be plain.

Camper, Charity, 1. 519.

2. The reasonable soul; the intellective facul-

ty ; that which distinguishes men from brutes;
reason.

Ryght as a man has sapiences three,
Memorie, engyn, and intellect also.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 338.

Many a wretch in Bedlam . . .

Still has gratitude and sapience
To spare the folks that give him ha'pence.

Swift. (Johnson.)

3. The sense of taste, or intelligence compared
to taste.

Eve, now I see thon art exact of taste,
And elegant, of sapience no small part,
Since to each meaning savour we apply,
And palate call judicious. Milton, P. L., foe. 1018.

4f. The apocryphal Book of Wisdom.
Ich wrot hure a byble,

And sette hure to Sapience and to the sauter glosed.
Piers Plounnan (C), xii. 117.

J>inliaceiE ; of the nature of Sapindaetx.

terized by stamens inserted on a disk, ovules

commonly one or two in a cell, ascending and
with a ventral raphe, or solitary and pendulous
from an ascending funiculus. The leaves are usu-
ally compound, and the flowers polygamously dioecious.

According to the latest revisions, it includes 7 orders
the Acemcete, Hippocastanaceje, Melianthace, and Sta-

phyleacete, formerly regarded as suborders of the Sapin-
daceit, being now erected into independent orders.

Sapindeae (sa-pin'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (Hum-
boldt, Bonpland, and Kunth, 1821), < Sapindus+ -ese.] A tribe of polypetalous trees and
shrubs, of the order Sapindaccse. characterized
by alternate leaves, seeds without albumen,
and stamens inserted in a circle or unilaterally
within the disk at the base of the ovary. It in-
cludes 7 genera, of which Sapindus is the type.
Sapindus (sa-pin'dus), n. [NL., so called with
ret', to the saponaceous fruit, < ii.sap(o)Ind(ic)-
us, Indian soap : see soap and Indie.] A genus of

polypetalous trees, type of the order Sapinda-
ceae and of the tribe Sapixdese. It is characterized
by regular and polygamous flowers with four or flve sepals
and as many petals, twice as many stamens, filaments
bearded or hairy, versatile anthers, a complete and regu-

internal popliteal supplying the skin on the outer side of
the foot. Also called short saphenous nerve. Great sa-
phenous artery, in man, an occasional branch of the
femoral artery arising either above or below the origin of
the profunda. The vessel is normal in the rabbit and othei
mammals. Internal saphenous nerve, the largest cu-
taneous branch of the anterior crural. It passes down on
the inner side of the knee, leg, and foot, as far as the great
toe. Also called long saphenous nerve. Saphenous
opening, the aperture in the fascia lata through which
the saphenous vein passes to join the femoral vein ; the
largest opening in the cribriform fascia (which see, under
fascia). It is also the place of exit of femoral hernia.
Saphenous veins, two superficial veins of the leg, the
internal or long and the external or short. The former
takes its origin from the dorsum of the foot, and passes
up along the inner side of the limb to empty into the
femoral vein about an inch and a half below Poupart's

of things, taste, smell of, etc. ; of persons, have
taste or discernment, etc. Cf. sapid, and see

sap1 . From the same source are ult. insipient,

insipid, sage1 , etc.] Wise; sage; discerning:
now generally used ironically.

Now tell me, dignified and sapient sir,

My man of morals, nurtured in the shades
Of Academus, is this false or true?

Cotrper, Task, ii. 531.

Temples served by sapient priests, and choirs
Of virgins crowned with roses.

Wordsworth, Prelude, xi.

Another way my sapient guide conducts me.
Lony/elloit.', tr. of Dante's Inferno, iv. 149.

irgitiatus.

lar disk, solitary ovules, and a fruit of one or two oblong
or globose nutlets, each containing a single globos.
without an aril. There are about 40 species, natives of
the tropics of both hemispheres, mostly trees, sometimes
climbing shrubs. They bear alternate leaves, which are
undivided, or are abruptly pinnate with several entire

leaflets, or are reduced to a single leaflet. The flowers
form terminal or axillary racemes or panicles. All the

femoral vein about an inch and a half below Poupart's ... , species, and several specifically, are known as soapberry.
ligament. The latter arises from the outer side of the Sapiential (sa-pl-en shall, a. [< LL. sapiru- See soapberry; also trild china-tree, under china-tree.
foot, and terminates in the popliteal. Small saphenous tialitt, < L. wpientia, wisdom (see sapience), + sapi-outan, n. See



Sapium

Sapium (sa'pi-um), . [NL. (Brown, 1756),
said to be < "Celtic sap, fat, in allusion to the

unctuous exudation from the wounded trunk "

(Imp. Diet. ) ; but no such Celtic word is found.]
A genus of apetalous plants of the order KH-

pliorbiacese, tribe Crotonex, and subtribe lli/i-

pomaneee. It is characterized by spiked or rncetned
Bowers which are commonly glandular bracted, by two
free stamens, and by a capsule which at length opens
loculicidally, but long afterward retains its seeds persis-
tent on a three-winged columella. There are about 25

species, widely scattered through most warm regions.

They are trees or shrubs, with alternate petioled leaves,
which are usually entire and glandular at the base. S.

Lauroceraxiu, var. ellipticmn (S. lawrifolium), is the Ja-

maica milkwood or gum-tree, a middle-sized tree with

shining leaves, abounding in an annoying milky juice. 5.

bii/landulomm, of which there are many varieties, yields
in the West Indies a gum like caoutchouc, and in Paraguay
a tan-bark. The East Indian 5. Indicum has a milky sting-

,ng juice; its leaves afford in Borneo, where it is called

boroo, a dye and a stain for ratan, and its young fruit is

acid and eaten as a condiment, though the fruit is said

to be used as a poison for alligators.

sapi-utan, sapi-outan (sap'i-o-tan), n. [Malay
sapi-utan, 'cow of the woods' or 'wild cow,'
< sapi, cow, + utan, woods, wild. Cf. orang-

Sapi-utau {Anoa deprissicomis).

iitan.} The wild cow or ox of Celebes, Anoa
depressicornis. See Anoa.

sapless (sap'les), a. [< sap1 + -less.} 1. Des-
titute of sap; dry; withered.

A wither'd vine
That droops his sapless branches to the ground.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 6. 12.

Like a sapless leaflet now
Frozen upon December's bough.

Shelley, Written Among Euganean Hills.

Hence 2. Destitute of or deficient in vital

force.

I am the root that gave thee nourishment,
And made thee spring fair ; do not let me perish,
Now I am old and sapless. Beau, and Fl., Captain, i. 3.

All the books of philosophers are sapless and empty, in

comparison of the teaching of Jesus Christ.

Baxter, Life of Faith, iii. 10.

sapling (sap'ling), n. [< ME. sappelynge; <

sap1 + -ling
1
.} 1. A young tree: especially

applied to an immature forest-tree when its

trunk attains three or four inches in diameter.

What planter will attempt to yoke
A sapling with a falling oak?

Svrift, Cadenus and Vanessa.

Figuratively 2. A young person.
Peace, tender sapling ; thou art made of tears.

Shak., Tit. And., iii. 2. 50.

3. A greyhound that has never run in a cours-

ing-match; a young greyhound from the time
of whelping to the end of the first season there-
after.

sapling-cup (sap'ling-kup), n. An open tan-
kard for drinking new ale. It is formed of wood,
with staves hooped like a diminutive barrel, and has a
wooden cover. See stave-tankard.

sapling-tankard (sap 'ling- tang "kiird), n.

Same as sapling-cup
and stave-tankard.

sapo1
(sa'po), . [L. :

see soap.} In phar.,
soap.

sapo2 (sa'po), n. [< Sp.
sapo, a large toad.] In

ichth., the toad-fish,
Batrachus tau. Also

sarpo.
sapodilla (sap-o-dil'a),
n. [Also sappoililla, sa-

podillo,sapp<>dillo,sapa~
dil/o. stipjxtdillo ; = F.

sapotille=D. sapodillc =
G. sappadill, < Sp. sapo-
tilla, dim. of sapota, the-

sapota-tree : see sapo-
ta.} Alargetree, Achni*

Sapota, native in tropical America, cultivated
there and in other tropical regions for its fruit,

the sapodilla or sapodilla-plum. This has an acrid

juice which disappears with incipient decay, when the
fruit becomes very sugary. The wimd is hard, heavy, and

Sapodilla (.Achras Sapota'i.

the fruit ; it, the same, trans-

versely cut

BS36

durable, of a reddish-brown color. Also called naseberry,
and sometimes bully-tree. See Achras and chide ijtnti.

sapodilla-plum (sap-o-dil'ii-plum), ii. See $a-

jin/lilla.

saponaceous (sap-o-ua'shius), a. [= F. sapo-
n/ii-c = Sp. sapondceo = Pg. It. saponacco, < NL.

"saponaceus, soapy, < L. Kapo(ii-), soap: see

soap.} Soapy; resembling soap; having the

properties of soap. Saponaceous bodies are

compounds of an acid and a base, and are in

reality a kind of salts.

He [Lord Westbury] described a synodical judgment as

"a well-lubricated set of words a sentence so oily and

saponaceous that no one can grasp it."

Diet. National Biography, IV. 429.

saponacity (sap-o-nas'i-ti), . [< saponac-eous
+ -ity.~] Saponaceous character or quality.

Saponaria (sap-o-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnaeus,

1737), so called 'with ref. to its mucilaginous
juice, which forms a lather with water; fern,

of "saponarius, soapy: see saponary.~] A genus
of polypetalous plants of the order Caryophyl-
lese and tribe Sileneee. It is characterized by a many-
seeded capsule opening at the apex into four short valves,
and by flowers with an obscurely veined tubular or swol-

len calyx, five narrow, stalked petals, ten stamens, two

styles, and a one-celled ovary with many ovules. There
are about 35 species, natives of Europe (especially the
southern part) and extratropical Asia. They are either

annual or perennial herbs, often with conspicuous flowers

and broad entire leaves. The best-known species are S.

oJfici7Mlis,the common soapwort, fuller's-herb,or bouncing-
bet, and S. Vaccaria, the cow-herb. See especially soap-
wort, which is used as a general name; also cut underpetal.

saponary (sap'o-na-ri), a. [< ML. saponarius,
a soap-maker,prop.adj., pertaining to soap,< L.

sapo(n-), soap: see soap.] Soapy; saponaceous.
jAoft, saponary substance. Boyle.

saponiflable (sa-pon'i-fi-a-bl), a. [< saponify
+ -able.} Capable of being saponified, or con-
verted into soap.

saponification (sa-pon"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< sa-

ponify + -ation (see -fication).} Conversion into

soap; the process in which fatty substances,
through combination with an alkali, form soap.
In an extended sense the term is applied to the resolution
of all ethers and analogous substances into acids and alco-

hols.

saponifier (sa-pon'i-fi-er), re. 1. An apparatus
for the manufacture of glycerin and the fatty
acids, by the decomposition of fats and the
isolation of their several constituents. E. H.

Knight. 2. A substance that produces saponi-
fication, as caustic soda or potash.
saponify (sa-pon'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. sa-

ponified, ppr. saponifying. [= F. saponifier, <

L. sapo(n-), soap, + -ficare, (.facere, make (see

-/#)] To convert into soap by combination
with an alkali.

saponin (sap'o-nin), ?i. [< L. sapo(n-), soap,
+ -f 2

.] A glucoside (Cj^H^Oig) found in the
root of Saponaria officinalis and many other

plants. It is a powerful sternutatory.
saponite (sap'o-nlt), . [< L. sapo(n-), soap,
+ -e2

.] A hydrous silicate of magnesia and
alumina. It occurs in soft, soapy, amorphous
masses, filling veins in serpentine and cavities

in trap-rock.

saport (sa'por), n. [< L. sapor, taste, relish,

flavor, savor, < sapere, taste : see sapient. Doub-
let of savor, q. v.] Taste; savor; relish; the

power of affecting the organs of taste.

There is some sapor in all aliments, as being to be dis-

tinguished and judged by the gust.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 21.

saporific (sap-o-rif'ik), a. [= F. saporifiqwe, <

L. sapor, savor, + facere, make (see -fie).'}

Producing or imparting taste, flavor, or relish.

Johnson.

saporosity (sap-o-ros'i-ti), n. [< LL. saporosus,

savory (see savor, saporous), + -ity.} That
property of a body by which it excites the sen-
sation of taste.

saporous (sap'o-rus), a. [< LL. saporosus, also
stipurus, savory, < L. sapor, savor: see sapor.}
Having flavor or taste

; yielding some kind of

taste.

Sapota (sa-po'ta), n. [NL. (Plumier, 1703), <

Sp. zapoie (> F\ sapote) = Pg. zapota, < Mex.
'tijint/ (cnchit-:apotl), sapote. Cf. sapodilla.}
1. A former genus of gamopetalous plants,
type of the order Sapotaceae, now called Achran

(Linnaeus, 1737). See Achras, naseberry, and
xapodilla. 2. (I. c.} The sapodilla-plum.
Sapotaceae (sap-o-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (End-
licher, 1833), < Sapota + -acex.} An order of

gamopetalous plants of the cohort EJienales in

the series Hetcromcrse, typified by the genus
AcJiras (Sapota). It is characterized by regular and
bisexual flowers, with short erect stamens borne on the

corolla, either as many as its lobes (sometimes with an

sapphire

equnl number of stiuninudia in the same or a second row)
or twice as many in one or two series, by a superior ovary
with a broad sessile base, and containing from two to five

or rarely many cells, each with one amphitropous ovule,
and by a large and straight embryo with a minute inferior

radicle. It includes about 400 species in 40 genera and 9

tribes, natives chiefly of the tropics, especially of islands,
and extending in the genus Sideroxylon into South Africa.

They are trees or shrubs with milky juice, and often cov-

ered with a down composed of stellate hairs. They bear
alternate rigid leaves which are entire and feather-veined ;

their flowers are clustered at the axils of the leaves or at

the older nodes, and have commonly rigid and obtuse

calyx-lobes longer than the corolla tube. See Ittonandra,

Bmnelia, Bassia, Payena, Palayuium, Mimusops, and

Chrysophyllum, and cut under sapodilla.

sapotaceous (sap-o-ta'shius), a. Having the

characters of Sapota; belonging or pertaining
to the Sapotaceae.

sapotad (sap'o-tad), . A plant of the order

Sapotacese. Lindley.

sappadillo (sap-a-dil'6), . See sapodilla.

sappan-wood, ." See sapan-wood.
sappar, sappare (sap'ar, -ar), n. [A name
given by Saussure to the blue disthene of the

St. Gotthard; appar. based on sapphire, q. v.]
A mineral, also called cyanite and disthene. See

cyaintc.

sapper1
(sap'er), H. [< sap1 + -cr1 .} A chisel

used in some sawing-machines to cut away
waste or sap-wood and reduce a log to a cylin-
drical shape.
sapper2 (sap'er), n. [< sap$ + -erT-. Cf. F. a-

pem'.} One who saps; specifically, a soldier

employed in the building of fortifications, the

execution of field-works, and the performance of

similar operations. Formerly in the British army the
non-commissioned officers and privates of the Koyal Engi-
neers received the general appellation of the Koyal Sap-
pers and Miners.

Nothing is gained to the celestial host by comparing it

with the terrestrial. Angels are not promoted by brigading
with sappers and miners. Landor, Southey and Landor, i.

The Natchez still retained possession of a fortified out-

post, which enfiladed the French workmen engaged in the
trenches. On the 22d, Perier ordered it to be attacked by
twelve grenadiers and twelve sappers.

Gayarre, Hist. Louisiana, I. 44C.

Sapphic (saf'ik), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

Stiphick, SapMh; < F. saphique = Sp. Sdfico =
Pg. Saphico = It. Saffico (cf . G. sapphisch), < L.

Sapphicus, < Gr. SaTr^wdf, Sapphic, belonging tc

Sappho, < SOTT^U, Sappho (see def.).] I. a. Of
or pertaining to Sappho, a Greek lyric poetess
of Lesbos (about 600 B. c.), famed for the

beauty and passionateness of her poems ;
in

pros., noting various meters used by the poet-
ess Sappho. See phrases below Greater Sap-
phic meter or verse, a logacedic meter consisting of

a third Glyconic and a first Pherecratean (- I

c
I

-ww|_i_ww|_w|_c)._ Lesser Sapphic meter
or verse, a logaredic pentapody with a dactyl in the third

place (* ^ I

&
|

~ **
|

^
| =>). Also called Sapphic

hendfcasyllabic, and simply Sapphic. Lesser Sapphic
system, Strophe, or stanza, a system consisting of three

Sapphic hendecasyllabics, to the last of which an Adonic
( ^

| =>) is subjoined with synaphea as epode. This

strophe was one of the most frequent forms of versifi-

cation in ancient lyric poetry, and was a favorite with

Sappho, Alcteus, and Horace. Also called simply the

Sapphic stanza.

II. n. A Sapphic verse: used especially of the
Lesser Sapphic verse (hendecasyllabic), and, in

the plural, of the Lesser Sapphic system.
Gregory and some of the Ambrosian authors occasion-

ally wrote in mpphics. Eneyc. Brit., XII. 682.

sapphire (saf'Ir or safer), n. and a. [Early
mod. E. also saphir; < ME. saphir, saphyre,
safir, safyre, suffer, < OF. saphir, saphyr, safiv, F.

S'iphir= Pr. saphir, safier, safir= Sp. zafir, zdfiro
= Pg. saphira, safira = It. zaffiro, sapphire, < L.

sapplitriis (also sappir,\Aj. also sapphir,<. Heb.),
ML. also saffirus, safirus, < Gr. oairQetpof, sap-
phire, or more prob. lapis lazuli, < Heb. sappir
= Ar. yo/Tr (> Pers. saff'ir), sapphire.] I. n. 1.

A precious stone next in hardness to the dia-

mond, and nearly as valuable when of fine

quality: a variety of the mineral corundum, it

embraces the ruby, the Oriental amethyst, the Oriental

topaz, and the Oriental emerald ; the name, however, is

always, except by modern mineralogists, limited to the

transparent blue varieties of corundum. The two shades
most highly valued are that which most closely resembles
the blue of the cornflower and the rich velvety blue

variety. Sapphires are found in Burma, British India, and
Ceylon in Asia, and in Australia

;
also in North Carolina

and near Helena in Montana.
Flowers purple, blue, and white;

Like sapphire, pearl, and rich embroidery.
Shak., M. W. of W., V. 76.

His belly is as bright ivory overlaid with sapphires.
Cant. v. 14.

2. The color of the sapphire ;
blue.

A livelier emerald twinkles in the grass,
A purer sapphire melts into the sea.

Tennyson, Maud, xviii. 6.

3. In licr., a tincture, the color blue, in blazon-

ing by means of precious stones. Compare



sapphire

blfi;ti, ii., 2. 4. In ornitli., a sapphirewing.
Asteriated sapphire, a sapphire which exhibits by re-

flected light a star of bright rays, resulting from its crys-
talline structure. Chatoyant sapphire, a variety of

sapphire, sometimes translucent and nearly limpid, re-

flecting slight tints of hlue and red, and sometimes show-
ing pearly reflections. GlraSOl sapphire, a beautiful

variety of sapphire with a pinkish or oluish opalescence
and a peculiar play of light. Green sapphire, the Ori-

ental emerald. Red sapphire, the Oriental ruby. Sap-
phire cat's-eye, an imperfect star-sapphire cut in such
a way that only one band of light is visible. Star sap-
phire. Same as asteriated sapphire. Violet sapphire,
the Oriental amethyst. White or limpid sapphire, a
colorless or grayish and transparent or translucent variety
of sapphire. Yellow sapphire, the Oriental topaz. See
corundum.

II. a. Resembling sapphire ;
of a deep bril-

liant blue.
The living throne, the sapphire-blaze,
Where angels tremble while they gaze,
He saw. Gray, Progress of Poesy.

sapphirewing (saf'ir-wing), . A humming-
bird of the genus Pterophanes.
sapphirine ' (saf i-rin), a. [< L. sapphirinus, <

Gr. ocnripeipivoc, of the sapphire or lapis lazuli, <

aairfyeipof, sapphire or lapis lazuli : see sapphire
and -Hie1 .] I. Made of sapphire. 2. Having
the qualities of sapphire, especially the color.

Compare sapphire, a.

1 found the colliquated mass, upon breaking the cruci-

ble, of a lovely sapphirine blue. Boyle.

Sapphirine gurnard, a fish, Triyla hirundo.

sapphirine- (saf 'i-rin), n. [< sapphire + -ine*.]

1. A blue variety of spinel. 2. A pale-blue
or greenish mineral occurring in disseminated

grains with mica and anthophyllite in Green-
land: it is a highly basic silicate of aluminium
and magnesium.
sapphism (saf'izm), n. [< Sappho, Sappho: see

Sapphic.] Unnatural sexual relations between
women.
sappho (saf '6), . [NL., < Gr. Zaw^u, Sappho:
see Sapphic.] 1. A humming-bird with a long
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sapremia, sapraemia (sap-re'mi-a), . [NL., <

Gr. troTT/adf, rotten, + ai/ta, blood.] A condition
of blood-poisoning due to the absorption of tox-

ins produced by saprophytes.
sapremic, sapraemic (sap-re'mik), a. [< <i-

premia + -ic.] Pertaining to, of the nature

of, or affected with sapremia.
saprogenic (sap-ro-jen'ik), a. Producing de-

cay or putrefaction.

saprogenous (sap-roj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. aairp6(,

rotten, + -yw)f, producing : see -gen.] Engen-
dered in putridity ; produced in decaying or de-

composing animal or vegetable substances.

Saproharpages(sap-ro-har'pa-jez), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. aairpAf, rotten, + d/jraf (dftiray-), a robber:
see Hurpax.] In ornitli., in Sundevall's system
of classification, a group of birds of prey con-

sisting of the Old World vultures, divided into

the two groups of Gypaetitue ami f'ultnrinx.

Saprolegnia (sap-ro-leg'ni-a), n. [NL. (Nees
von Esenbeck), < Gr. aairp6<;, rotten, + Uyvov, a

hem, an edge.] A genus of fungi, of the class

Phycomycetaceie, giving name to the order Sa-

prolegniacese. The filaments are branching, the zoo-

spores clavate, the oogonia usually polyspored, and the an-

tneHdia small, ovate or clavate. There are about 25 spe-

cies, of which S. ferax is well known, as it causes a very
destructive disease in salmon and other kinds of fish. See

S;ippho (Sappho spargamtrn).

forked tail, Sappho sparganura. 2. [cap.] A
genus of such Trockilulee ; the comets. See
comet, 3. Iteichenbach, 1849.

sap-pine (sap'pin), M. See pine1 .

sappiness (sap'i-nes), n. 1. The state or prop-
erty of being sappy, or full of sap ; succulence ;

juiciness. 2. The state of being sappy or fool-

ish; the character of a saphead; foolishness.

[Colloq.]

sapping (sap'ing), n. [Verbal n. of sap3 , v.]
The art of excavating trenches of approach
under the musketry-fire of the besieged.
sapping-machine (sap'ing-ma-shen'

1

'), n. A
circular saw and saw-bench for sawing bolts for

shingle-stuff. E. H. Knight.
sapples (sap'lz), n. pi. [Also serplius; origin
obscure

; by some taken to be a dim. of *sap,
saip, Sc. form of soap.] Soapsuds. [Scotch.]
Judge of my feelings, when I saw them rubbin' the

clothes to juggons between their hands, above the sap-
pies. Gait, Ayrshire Legatees, p. 265. (Jamieson.)

sappy (sap'i), . [< ME. sapy, < AS. seepiij,

sappy, < step, sap : see sap1
.] 1. Abounding

with sap; juicy; succulent.
The sappy branches of the Thespian vine

Ne'er cling their less beloved elm so fast.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 12.

Not firm weak; foolish; silly; sap-head-2.

ed. [Colloqi]
This young prince was brought up among nurses till he

arrived to the age of six years ; when he had passed this
weak and sappy age, he was committed to Dr. Cox.

Sir J. Hayward.

3f. Softened by putrefaction. [Bare.]
Sappie or unsavourie flesh.

liaret, Alvearie, 1580. (Latham.)

Saprolegniacese (sap-ro-leg-ni-a'sf-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Be Bary), < Saprolegnia + -acese.] A
family of phycomycetous fungi, typified by the

genus Saprolegnia. The plants of this group are sap-

rophytes or parasites, and grow quickly upon dead fishes,

insects, etc., being found either in water or In connection
with moist tissues. The vegetative portion is unicellular,

though greatly elongated and branched ; the reproductive
portions only are separated from the rest of the plant-body
by partitions. Reproduction is both asexual and sexual,
the hyptue producing zobsporangia which are either ter-

minal or serial ; zoospores usually biciliate ; cogonia one-
to many-spored. There are about IS genera.

Saprolegnieae (sap'ro-leg-ni'e-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Saprolegnia + -#.] Same as Saprolegniacese.

sap-roller (sap'roler), n. A gabion of peculiar
form, cylindrical and carefully made, solid and

stiff, so as to roll evenly. It is pushed before the
first workmen in a besiegers' trench at what is called the
head of the sap to protect them while at work.

Sapromyza (sap-ro-mi'zii), n. [NL. (Fallen,

1810), < Gr. ffanywif, rottenj + /tb&tv, suck.] The
typical genus of Sapromyzidee. It is a large and

wide-spread group of reddish-yellow or dull-black flies,

found commonly about outhouses, whose larva) live in

decaying vegetable and animal matter.

Sapromyzidae (sap-ro-miz'i-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Sapromyza + -idst.] A family of two-winged
flies, belonging to the Muscidte acalyptratse, hav-

ing a complete neuration, the front with a sin-

gle row of bristles on each side, and a small
erect bristle on the outer side before the end
of the tibia. Lonchsea and Sapromyza are the

principal genera.
Saprophagat (sap-rof a-gii), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of saprophagiiH : see saprophagous.] In

entom., a group of lamellicorn beetles whicli

feed on decomposing animal and vegetable sub-
stances

;
the saphrophagans.

saprophagan (sap-rof'a-gan),n. [< Saprophaga
+ -an.] A member of the Saprophaga.

saprophagous (sap-rof'a-gus), a. [< NL. sapro-
phagus,^ Gr. aairpof, rotten,+ Qayelv, eat.] Feed-

ing on putrid matter; habitually eating decay-
ing substances ; specifically, of or pertaining to

the Saprophaga.
sapropnilous (sap-rof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. acmp6c,

rotten, + 0(?.of, loving.] Same as saprophytic:
as, a saprophilous organism.
saprophyte (sap'ro-fit), . [< Gr. aavp&t, rotten,
+

<j>vr(n>, a plant.] In oot., a plant that grows
on decaying vegetable matter, as many species
of fungi, the Indian-pipe, etc. Also called hu-

mus-plant. See hysteropliyte and Fungi.
In parasites and plants growing on decaying vegetable

matter (saprophytes) which are destitute of chlorophyll,
the scales are the only foliar structures of the vegetative
parts. Sachs.

Facultative saprophyte. See facultative.

saprophytic (sap-ro-fit'ik), n. [< saprophyte +
-ic.] 1 . Pertaining to or of the nature of sapro-
phytes ; growing on decaying vegetable matter.
See Perisporiacese. 2. In zool., engendered or

growing in putrid infusions, as one of number-
less infusorial animalcules

; saprogenous : op-

posed to holophytic.

saprophytically (sap-ro-fit'i-kal-i), adv. As or

in the manner of a saprophyte.
Hyphomycetous fungi have been found occasionally to

occur saprophytically in the intestinal canal.

Nature, XXXV. 344.

saprophytism (sap'ro-fi-tizm), n. [< xapni-
lilti/ff + -ism.] The state of being saprophytic ;

Sapsucker {Sphyropicus variut).

Sarabaitae

the state of living on decaying vegetable mat-
ter.

saprostomous (sap-ros'to-mus), a. [< Gr. aa-

irpof, rotten, + rsrujui, mouth.] Having a foul

breath.

sap-rot (sap'rot), H. Dry-rot in timber.

sapsago (sap'sa-go), . [A corruption, simulat-

ing a compound of sap1 + sago, of G. schab-

::iii/rr (also called ziegtr-kiisc), Swiss green
cheese partly prepared from vegetables, <*</<-

bi-n, shave, scrape, pare (= E. share), + n></< i\

whey, posset.] A kind of hard cheese, made
in Switzerland, having a greenish color, and
flavored with melilot.

sap-shield (sap'sheld),n. A steel plate mounted
on wheels, designed to give cover to the sapper
in a single sap,

where the earth thrown up by
him is insufficient for shelter.

sapskull (sap'skul), n. Same as saphead,.

[Prov. Bug.]
sapsucker (sap'suk'er), n. The popular name
in the United States of all the small spotted
woodpeckers : so

called from being
supposed to suck
the sap of trees.
The commonest species
to which the name ap-
plies are the hairy or

greater spotted wood-
pecker, Pieits vfflosus;

thedownyorlesser spot-
ted woodpecker, Pirns

pubescens; the red-bel-

lied woodpecker, Centu-
rui carolmwi ; and the

yellow-bellied. But the
name properly applies
only to the yellow-bel-
lied or sap- sucking
woodpeckers of the

genus Sphyropicus,
which have the tongue
non-extensile, brushy
instead of barbed, and
do much damage by de-

nuding fruit-trees of

their bark to get at
the alburnum or sap-
wood, upon which they largely feed. See also cut under
Centurus.

Of the several small species commonly called sapiuclcers,

they alone deserve the name.
Cones, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 485.

sap-sucking (sap'suk'ing), a. Feeding on al-

burnum or sap-wood, as a woodpecker ; belong-
ing to the genus Sphyropicus. Cou.es.

sap-tube (sap'tub), n. A vessel that conveys sap.

sapucaia (sap-ij-ki'a), n. [NL.ra&cajo; < Braz.

sapueaia (f).] The tree that yields the sapu-
caia-nut.

sapucaia-nut (sap-o-ki'ii-mit), . The edible

seed of Lecythis Zabucajosmd L. Ollaria of South
America. The seed of the latter species yields an oil

analogous to that of the Brazil-nut, serving for food-use
and soap-making, but soon becoming rancid. See Lecythis,

sapucaia-oil (sap-o-ki'a-oil), M. See sapucaia-
nut.

sap-WOOd (sap'wud), n. Alburnum.

Sapyga (sa-pi'ga), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1796);
formation obscure.] A genus of digger-wasps,

typical of the family Sapygidx, having distinct

ocelli and the male antennse thickened at the

tip. Eight European and twice as many North American
species have been described. They are inquilinous in the
nests of wild bees. S. punctata and S. clamcornis are two

European species.

Sapygidae (sa-pij'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Leach,
1819), < Sapyga + -idte.] A family of fossorial

hymenopterous insects, named from the genus
Sapi/ga, comprising rather small, smooth, slen-

der forms, often ornamented with yellow. It

is a small group, and all the forms are sup-
posed, like Sapyga, to be inquiline.

Sapygites (sap-i-ji'tez), w. pi. [NL., < Sapy-
ga + -ites.] In Latreille's classification, a di-

vision of fossorial hymenopterous insects, con-

sisting of the genus tinpyga and its allies, and

including, besides, certain forms now placed
in the families Scoliidee and Mutillidse.

saque, . A variant of sack1 .

sarH, a. A Middle English form of sore1 .

sar2
(sar), n. [Appar. a dial. abbr. of Sp. xar-

yo, < L. sargvs, a sea-fish: see Sargus.] Same
as sargo.

Several of them occur in the Mediterranean and the

neighboring parts of the Atlantic, and are popularly called

Sargo, Sar, and Saragu, names derived from the word Sar-

gus, by which name these fishes were well known to the

ancient Greeks and Romans.
Gunthrr, Study of Fishes, p. 465.

Sarabaitae (sar-a-bii'i-te). n. pi. [< LL. .w-
baitie, also SaraoottK (f); appar. of Egyptian
origin.] Sec Hi nioboth.



Sarabaite

Sarabaite (sar-a-bft'it),**. [= V.saralm'itc: see

Sariilxiitse.] One of the Sarabaitae.

saraband (sar'a-band), n. [= G. sarabtiiiili, <

P. sanibiuiile = It. xnralidiiila, <Sp. zaraliiniila

= Pg. xarabanda, a dance of Moorish origin ;

perhaps ult. < Pers. sarband, a fillet for fas-

tening a woman's head-dress, < *', head (=
Gr. Kapa, head: sec cheer), + band, a band: see

/wwrf2 .] 1. A slow and stately dance of Span-
ish origin, primarily for a single dancer, but
later used as a contra-dance. It was originally ac-

companied by singing, and at one time was severely cen-

sured for its immoral character.

A saraband dance by a Moor constantly formed part of

the entertainment at a puppet-show ;
and this dance was

always performed with the castanets.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 310.

2. Music for such a dance or in its rhythm,
which is triple and slow, usually with a decided

emphasis upon the second beat of the measure.
In the old suite, the saraband was the distinctively slow

movement, and was usually placed before the gigue.

How they are tickled

Witli a light air, the bawdy saraband !

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

The canticles are changed to sarabands.

Longfellow, Spanish Student, i. 3.

Saracen (sar'a-sen), n. [Early mod. E. also

Saracin; also "dial, sarsen (see below); < ME.
saracen, sarezyn, saresyn, sarysyne, < OP. "sara-

cin, sarracin, sarrasin, sarracen, F. sarrasin =
Sp. saraceno = Pg. sarraceno = It. saracino (G.

saracene), < LL. Saracenus, pi. Saracetii, a peo-
ple of Arabia Felix, ML. Arabians, Arabs,
Moors, < LGr. Zapa/vivof, Saracen, < Ar. sliarqm,

pi. of sharqiy, eastern, sunny, Oriental, < sharq,

east, rising sun, < sharaqa, rise. Cf. sarsenet,

sarrasin, sirocco, from the same Ar. source.] 1.

A name given by the later Romans and Greeks
to the nomadic tribes on the Syrian borders of

the Roman empire; after the introduction of

Mohammedanism, an Arab; by extension ap-

plied to Turks and other Mohammedans, and
even to all non-Christian peoples against whom
a crusade was preached.

Lesse worth am I then any Sarygyne,
Whiche is in beleue of sory Mahound !

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 309.

2f. One who continued to use the old low-
framed Saracenic loom in the production of

arras or Saracenic tapestry, as distinguished
from those who adopted the high frame Sara-
cen's comfrey, consound, and woundwort, old names
of a species of ragwort, Senecio saracenicus, said to have
been esteemed by the Saracens for healing wounds.
Saracen's corn or wheat, the common buckwheat: a

name alluding to its Asiatic origin. Saracen's stone, a

name given in various parts of southern and southwestern

England to blocks of sandstone which lie scattered over the

surface, and which are of Eocene Tertiary age, being the

relics of what was once a continuous covering of this

rock extending over the chalk-downs of that region. It

is of these blocks that Stonehenge and other so-called
" druidical circles

" were built. Also called Sarsen's stone,

sarsen, and araywether.

Saracenic (sar-a-sen'ik), a. [= F. sarrace-

nique (cf. G. Saracenisch), < ML. Saracenicus,

Saracenic, < LL. Saracenus, Saracen: see Sara-

cen.'] Of or pertaining to the Saracens.

The Saracenic music of the challengers concluded one
of those long and high flourishes with which they had
broken the silence of the lists. Scott, Ivanhoe, viii.

Saracenic architecture, a general name covering all

the various styles of Mohammedan architecture, wherever
found, as the Arabic, Moorish, Alhambraic, and Indian-
Saracenic styles. Despite local and race differences, all

these styles bear a family resemblance to one another ; in

jf'jf^'-
'-" f*=^* .H

-,}----
. -jiSe*_,<raak.4Ki_,

Indian-Saracenic Architecture. Tomb of Sultan Humayun, Delhi,

all occur, as features of construction, the pointed (often
horseshoe) arch, the pointed (often bulbous) dome, and
the rich surface-decoration in arabesque, with frequent
use of niosiiic. or of geometrical design in pigments. See

Alhambraic, Arafnc, Moyul, Mfwrixh. Saracenic work,
Saracenic fabric, an early name for tapestry.
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Saracenical (sar-a-sen'i-kal), fl. [< Sariifi nit-

+ -/.] Same iis Xitrareiiif. Sec t he quotation
from Purchas under ItatehP, v. t., 2.

saracenicum (sar-a-sen'i-kum), n. [ML., neiit.

of Saracenicus, Saracenic : see Saracenic and
fin furnet.'] Sarsenet.

Saracenism (sar'a-sen-izm), n. [< Saracen +
-ixi.\ Mohammedanism.

All Forraigners, Christian, Mahometan, or Heathen, who
come into this Island, . . . may easily see such sights as

rather proclaim Saracenism, Barbarism, and Atheisme
than such a sense of Christianisme as possessed our noble

Progenitors.
Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 556. (Dairies.)

saragu (sar'a-go), n. Same as sargo.

sarangousty (sar-an-gos'ti), re. A material

obtained from a mixture of stucco with some

water-proof substance, and used, either in a
continuous sheet or in square tiles, as a pre-
servative of walls, etc., from damp.
Sarapis, . See Serapis.

sarasin, n. See sarrasin.

Saraswati (sa-ras'wa-te), n. [Hind.] Inffired

myth., the goddess of speech, music, arts, and
letters.

sarau (sar'a), n. [E. Ind.] A kind of goat-

antelope of India, Nemorlixdus rubidus. Enci/c.

Brit., XII. 742.

sarawakite (sar-a-wak'It), n. [< Sarawak (see
def. ) + -ite2.] In mineral., a compound of an-

timony occurring in minute colorless or pale-

yellow octahedrons with the native antimony
of Sarawak in Borneo : the exact composition
is unknown.
sarbacand (sar'ba-kand), re. Same assarbacane.

These (the first tools) were invented, not by one man,
nor at one spot upon the earth, but by many, and at points

very distant from one another. Thus originated levers,

rollers, wedges, and axes ; clubs and spears ; slings, sarba-

cands, lassos : bows and arrows ; etc.

Pop. Sci. Mo., July, 1878, p. 258.

sarbacane (sar'ba-kan), re. [OF. sarbacane,

alsosar&afazine(Cotgrave).] A blow-gun. Com-
pare snmpitan.
sarbitt, inter}. An exclamation of sorrow.

[Scotch.]
"0 sarbit!" says the Ladie Maisery,

"That ever the like betide."

Lord Wa'yatesand Avid Ingram (Child's Ballads, II. 331).

sarcasm (sar'kazm), re. [< F. sarcasme = Pr.

Sp. Pg. It. sarcasino, < L. sarcasmus, sarcasmos,
< Gr. aapKaa^6c,

a sneer, < aapK&^eiv, tear flesh

like dogs, bite the lips in rage, sneer, < aap,

(aapK.-), flesh.] A biting taunt or gibe, or the

use of such a taunt; a bitter, cutting expres-
sion

;
a satirical remark or expression, uttered

with scorn or contempt ;
in rhetoric, a form of

irony; bitter irony.
When we deride with a certaine seueritie, we may call

it the bitter taunt [Sarcasmus].
Pultenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (Arber reprint), p. 200.

It was the sarcasm of Montesquieu,
"

it would not do to

suppose that negroes were men, lest it should turn out that
whites were not." Emerson, West Indian Emancipation.
= Syn, Irony, etc. (see satire), taunt, fling.

sarcasmOUSt (sar-kaz'mus), a. [< sarcasm +
-ous.~\ Sarcastic.

When he gets a sarcasmous paper against the Crown,
well backed with authority or quality, then he pours it put
at full length. Roger North, Ezamen, p. 98. (Dames.)

Like th' Hebrew calf, and down before it

The saints fell prostrate, to adore it
;

So say the wicked and will you
Make that sarcasmous scandal true,

By running after dogs and bears?
Beasts more unclean than calves or steers.

S. Butter, Hudibras, I. ii. 579.

sarcastic (sar-kas'tik), a. [< F. sarcastique =
Sp. sarcdstico = Pg. It. sarcastico (?), < Gr. *aap-

KaariKof, sarcastic, < aapKa&iv, sneer: see sar-

casm.'] Characterized by sarcasm
; bitterly cut-

ting ; scornfully severe
; taunting.

What a fierce and sarcasticJc reprehension would this

have drawn from the friendship of the world ! South.

The sarcastic bitterness of his conversation disgusted
those who were more inclined to accuse his licentiousness

than their own degeneracy. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

sarcasticalt (sar-kas'ti-kal), a. [< sarcastic +
al.] Sarcastic.

He sets it down after this sarcastical manner.
Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., ii. 15.

sarcastically (sar-kas'ti-kal-i), adv. In a sar-

castic manner
;
with bitter taunt.

The deist Collins said, sarcastically, that nobody doubted
the existence of the Deity until the Boyle lecturers had
undertaken to prove it.

Leslie Stephen, Eng. Thought, ii. 6.

sarcet, and v. See sarse.

sarcel (siir'sel), . [Also sereel; < OF. cereel,

a circle, hoop, bend, the pinion or outer joint
of a hawk's wing, < L. circcllus, dim. of circu-

Sarciophorus

IIIK. a ring, circle: see circle.'] Infiilctuiri/, the

pinion or outer joint of a hawk's wing.
Shaking on their sinnewie side

Their long strong mrcels, richly triple-died

Gold-Azure-Urimsin, th' one aloft doth soar

To Palestine, th' other to Nilus shoare.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

sarcele, sarcelle'e (siir-se-la'), a. [< OF. cer-

cele, pp. of cerceler, < cerccl, a circle, hoop: see

sarcel.'] Same as so/reeled Cross sarcel6. See
crossi.

sarceled. sarcelled (siir'seM), a. [< sarcel +
-ed2 .] In her., cut through the middle: espe-

cially noting a beast or bird represented as

so divided, and used as a bearing, the halves

placed saltierwise or in some other way. Also
cloven Cross sarceled resarceled. see crossi.

Demi-sarceled, in her.
, partly cut through, or having a

deep notch or several notches cut in it : an epithet loosely
used to denote various methods of notching or voiding :

thus, a cross demi-sarceled has a square notch cut in each
of its four extremities.

sarcelle (sar-sel'), n. [F., also cercelle, a teal:

see cercel.~] A kind of duck
; especially, a teal,

as the garganey, Querquedula circia. Also scrcel.

sarcenchymatous (sar-seng-kim'a-tus), a. [<

sarcenchyme (NL. *sarccnchyma(i-)) + -ous.]
Soft or fleshy, as a certain connective tissue of

sponges ;
of or pertaining to sarcenchyme.

sarcenchyme (sar-seng'k!m), re. [< NL. *sar-

cenchyma, < Gr. aapt; (cap*-), flesh, + eyxv/ia, an
infusion: see enchymatous.~] One of the soft

fleshy connective tissues of sponges, considered
to be a modification of collenchyme, consisting
of small polygonal granular cells either closely

contiguous or separated by a very small quan-
tity of structureless gelatinous matrix.

Sarcenchyme would appear to originate from a densely
granular collenchyme. Sollas, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 419.

sarcenet, re. See sarsenet.

Sarcicobrachiata (sar"si-ko-brak-i-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., <Gr. dap/awe., fleshy (< adpf (OTZ/M-'J, flesh),
+ L. brachium, arm: see brachiate.] In some

systems, an order of brachiopods whose fleshy
arms have no shelly support, composed of the
families Discinidse, Craniidse, and Lingulidas;
the inarticulate or lyopomatous brachiopods.
See Lyopomata. Also Sarcobrachiata.

Sarcidiornis (sar-sid-i-6r'nis), re. [NL. (Eyton,
1838, in form Sarkidionis), < Gr. aapniSiov, a bit

of flesh (dim. of odpi; (aapK-), flesh), + ipvic,

bird.] A genus of Indian and African spur-
winged geese of the subfamily Plectropterinx,
the type of which is S. melanonotus.

Sarcina (siir-si'na), n. [NL. (Goodsir, 1842),
< L. sarcina, a bundle, < sarcire, patch, mend.]
1. A genus of schizomycetous fungi or bac-

teria, closely allied to the genus Bacterium,.
It is characterized by having the cells united in small but
fixed numbers in regular families ; the cells are globular,
dividing in two or three planes; daughter-cells a long
time united, forming little solid or tubular families, which
are often again united into larger colonies ; the families

usually consist of four or some multiple of four cells.

They are found in various organic fluids, especially those
of the stomach, occurring in both health and disease.

There are about 15 species or forms recognized, of which
S. ventriculi occurs in the stomach of healthy and dis-

eased man and the higher animals
;

S. urinee occurs in

the bladder ; S. littoral^
in putrid sea-water ; 5, hyalina

in swamps ; S. Virchowii in the lungs, etc.

2. \l. c.~] PI. sarcinx (-ne). A fungus of the

genus Sarcina.

sarciiiceform (sar-si'ne-f6rm), a. [< NL. Sar-
cina + L. forma, form.] In bot., having the
form or shape of plants of the genus Sarcina.

sarcine (sar'sin), n. [Also sarJcin; < Gr. adp-

KIVOC,, of flesh, < oopf (aapK-), flesh.] A weak
organic base (CKr^N^O) existing in the juice
of muscular flesh : same as hypoxanthine.
sarcinic (sar-sin'ik), a. [< sarcina + -ic.'] Of
or pertaining to, or caused by, sarcinee : as, sar-

cinic fermentation.
sarcinula (sar-sin'u-la), n. ; pi. sarcinulfe (-le).

[NL., < L. sarcinula, dim. of sarcina, a bundle:
see sarcina.'] Same as sarcina, 2.

Sarciophorus (sar-si-of'o-rus), re. [NL. (Strick-

land, 1841), < Gr. aapniov, a bit of flesh, + Qtpeiv
= E. bear1

.'] A genus of spur-winged plovers,
or wattled lapwings, of the family Charadriidee,
without any hind toe, with the wattles small,
and the spur almost or quite obsolete. The type
of the genus is the crested wattled lapwing, S. tectus, of

Arabia and some parts of Africa, having a long pointed
black crest when adult, and a band of black feathers from
the neck along the breast

;
the primary coverts and the

bases of all the primaries white, and the terminal half of

the outermost secondaries black. The black-breasted wat-
tled lapwing is S. pectoralis, of Australia and Tasmania ;

S. malabaricus is the Indian representative, and type of a

subgenus Lobiplupia. The African S. albiceps, the black-
shouldered or white-crowned wattled lapwing, is more
aberrant, witli better-developed wattles and spurs, and
gives rise to the generic name Xiphidiopterw (which see).



sarcitis

sarcitis (sar-si'tis), n, [NL., < Gr. aap$ (aapn-),
flesh. + -itift.} Same as niyottitift.

sarclet (sar'kl), v. t. [Early mod. E. also sarkle;
< OF. (and F.) sarcler, F. dial. (Norm.) jercir,
sercler = Pr. salclar, serclar = Pg. sacliar = It.

sarchiare, < LL. sarculare, hoe, < L. sarculux,

sarculum, a hoe, < sarrirc (sarire), weed, hoe.]
To weed with a hoe or some similar tool.

To sarkle, to harrow, or rake over agayne.
Flnrio, p. 444.

sarcobasis (sar-kob'a-sis), n. [NL., < Gr. erapf

(ffop/i-), flesh, + /idaic, a step, foot, base: see

basis, base2 .} In bot., an indehiscent, many-
celled superior fruit, containing but few seeds

;

a carcerule. The cells cohere to a common
style, as about a common axis.

Sarcobatideae (sar-kob-a-tid'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Bentham and Hooker, "1880)', < Sarcobattt* +
-iili'tc.] A tribe of apetalous plants of the order

Chenopodiaccse, consisting of the mouotypic ge-
nus Sarcobatux.

SarcobatUS (siir-kob'a-tus), n. [NL. (Nees,

1817), so called from its habit and resemblance,
< Gr. o-npf (aapn.-), flesh, + /ian'f, samphire.] An
anomalous genus of apetalous plants, constitut-

ing the tribe Sarcobatideee in the order Chenopo-
diacese. It is char-
acterized by its

monoecious bract-
less flowers, the
staminate in cat-

kins and without

any floral envelops,
the pistillate soli-

tary
in the axils,

and having their

top-shaped peri-
anth wholly con-
fluent with the ova-

ry, which is trans-

versely thickened
above and termi-
nated by two fleshy
recurving stigmas,
and which contains
a single pear-
shaped ovule. The
fruit is a rigid mem-
branaceous utricle,
surrounded by a
thin and veiny hori-

zontal wing, and
containing an erect
orbicular seed, with

green spiral embryo
and inferiorradicle.
The only species, S.

verinicidatit8,isRna-
five of the western
United States, and
is an erect much-
branched spiny shrub, with numerous alternate leaves,
which are linear, sessile, and somewhat fleshy, and cylin-
drical catkins with persistent scales. It is known as

ijreasewood, and is the principal shrub called by that name.

sarcoblast (siir'ko -blast), . [< Gr. o-dpf

(oapn-), flesh, + /j/taorof, a germ.] The germ
of sarcode ; a germinating particle of sarcode,
or sarcodous blastema.
sarcoblastic (siir-ko-blas'tik), a. [< sarcoblast
+ -ic.} Germinating or budding, as sarcode

;

pertaining to a sarcoblast.

Sarcoborinae (sar'ko-bo-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.
(M'Clelland, 1838), <'Gr. odpf (aapn-), flesh, +
jiop&S, devouring.] A subfamily of cyprinoid
fishes, distinguished by a short intestinal canal
and adaptation for a carnivorous diet. It in-

cludes the Leuriscinx, and numerous other rep-
resentatives of the family I'yprinidse.
Sarcobrachiata (siir-ko-bi-ak-i-a'ta), . pi.
Same as tfarcicobrachiaia.

sarcocarp (sar'ko-kiirp), n. [< Gr. aapl; (aapn-),
flesh, + /capTrd'f, fruit.] In. bot., the fleshy part
of certain fruits, placed between the epicarp
and the endocarp; the mesocarp. It is that part of

fleshy fruits which is usually eaten, as in the peach, plum,
etc. See mesocarp, and cuts under dntpe and endocarp.
sarcocele (siir'ko-sel), n. [< Gr. aapK.OKrff.ri, a

fleshy excrescence on the scrotum, <<rdpf (aapK-),
flesh, + K>//.r/, a tumor.] A fleshy tumor of the

testis, as a carcinoma or sarcoma.

Sarcocephaleae(sar'"ko-se-fa'le-e), n.pl. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1830), < Sarcocepltalus +
-ese.} A subtribe of plants of the order Rubia-
ccse, typified by the genus Surcocephalus.
Sarcocephalus (sar-ko-sef'a-lus), n. [NL. (A.
Afzolius, 1824), so called in allusion to the fleshy
mass formed by both flowers and fruit

;
< Gr.

o-dpf (nap/;-), flesh, + Kft/ia'Ar/, head.] A genus of

gamopetalous plants of the order Kubiacex and
tribe Naiicleese, type of the subtribe Sarcocr-

phaleie. It is characterized by a somewhat funnel-

shuped corolla with five or six rounded lobes above, and
below a very smooth throat bearing five or six stamens, and
by a two-celled ovary with nmneious ovules inibrieaU-d
over placenta? which are pendulous from the summit of
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each cell. There are about 8 species, natives of the tropics
In Asia, Africa, and Australia. They are shrubs and trees,
or sometimes climbers, with opposite rigid leaves, con-

spicuous triangular or obovate stipules between the peti-

oles, and white or yellow terminal and axillary or some-
times panicled flower-heads. The fruit is a fleshy syn-

carp containing thin membranous partitions, with a few
minute seeds in each carpel. (For S. esculvntus, also known
as country-Jig, see Guinea peach, under peachl.) Several

species produce a medicinal bark. See African cinchona

(under cincftnna) and doundake bark (under bark'2).

sarcocol (siir'ko-kol), . [< NL. garcocolla, <

L. sarcocolla, < Gr. oapKondA/.a, a Persian gum,
< ffdpf (aapK-j, flesh, + i<6)-/ji, glue.] A semi-

transparent solid substance, imported from
Arabia and Persia in grains of a light-yellow or

red color.

sarcocolla (sar-ko-kol'a), . [< L. sarcocolla,
< Gr. oap/co/cd/./o, a Persian gum: see sarcocol.}
1. Same as sarcocol. 2. [cap.'} [NL. (Kunth,
1830).] A genus of apetalous shrubs of the

order Peiieeacese. It is characterized by flowers with
a long cylindrical perianth-tube which bears four valvate
and strongly recurved lobes, and incloses four stamens, a

cylindrical style with a terminal four-lobed stigma, and
an ovary of four cells each with either two or four erect

ovules. There are 9 or 10 species, all natives of South
Africa. They are diminutive shrubs with large flowers.

Greascwood (Sarcobatut vermtculatus).

I, branch with female flowers; 2, branch
with fruits ; a, a female flower ; b, the fruit.

ly related g<

known as sarcocol, the anzeroot of the Arabs and the yvjara
of the Hindus, an ancient drug still much used medicinally
in India, was formerly supposed to be obtained from plants
of the genus Sarcocolla or Penaa ; but it comes from Ara-
bia and Persia, where these do not grow, and is perhaps
from plants of the genus Astragalus.

sarcocollin (sar-ko-kol'in), n. [< sarcocolla +
-in 2.] Same as sarcocol.

Sarcocystidia (sar'ko-sis-tid'i-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Sarcocystis + -idia.} A division of Sporozoa,
formed for the reception of the genera Sarco-

cystis and Amoebidium, members of which are

found parasitic in the muscular tissues of many
animals. RutscMi.

sarcocystidian (sar'ko-sis-tid'i-an), a. and .

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Sarcocystidia.
II. . A member of the Sarcocystidia.

Sarcocystis (sar-ko-sis'tis), . [NL., < Gr.

odpf (oapn-), flesh, + Kixrrif, the bladder: see

cyst.} A genus of parasitic sporozoans, giving
name to the Sarcocystidia.
Sarcodaria (sar-ko-da'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

oapKuAi/c, flesh-like, + -aria.] In H. Milne-Ed-
wards's classification (1855), the second sub-
branch of his fourth branch Zoophytes, distin-

guished from his Radiaria (or echinoderms,
acalephs, and polyps), and composed of the
two classes Infusoria and Spongiaria. It thus

corresponds to Protozoa, with the inclusion
therein of the sponges.
sarcode (siir'kdd). . and a. [< Gr. aapKudr/f,
contr. of aapnoetor/f, flesh-like: see sarcoid.}

I. n. Dujardiu's name of the primitive indiffer-

ent substance of all animal bodies, as observed

by him in certain protozoans : subsequently
named and now usually called protoplasm or

bioplasm.
II. a. Sarcodic or sarcodous ; protoplasmic.

Sarcodea (sar-ko'de-a), n. pi. [NL. : see sar-

code.} Sarcodic animals, consisting chiefly or

entirely of sarcode : a loose synonym of Proto-

zoa. Also Sarcoidea.

sarcoderm (sar'ko-derm), n. [< NL. sarcoder-

ma, < Gr. o-dpf (aaftr), flesh, + Sip/fa, skin.] In

bot., the middle fleshy layer in the testa of some

seed, especially when it becomes succulent.

sarcoderma (sar-ko-der'ma), n. [NL. : see sar-

coderm.} Same as sarcoderm.

Sarcodes (siir-ko'dez), n. [NL. (Torrey, 1850),
so called with ref. to the red fleshy stem ; < Gr.

aapK&6r/s, flesh-like: see sarcode.} A genus of

gamopetalous plants of the order Monotropeae.
It is characterized by the absence of a disk and the pres-
ence of five concave and glandular-hairy persistent sep-
als, a bell-shaped corolla with five short erect lobes, ten
stamens with anthers erect in the bud, and a Hve-lobed

ovary surmounted by a columnar style with a five-lobed

stigma. The five ovary-cells contain very numerous
ovules crowded on fleshy and two-lobed placenta?, and

ripening into extremely minute ovoid seeds. The only
species, S. languinea, is a native of the Sierra Nevada in

California, and is known as snow-plant from the place of

its growth. It is a leafless parasitic herb, like the Indian-

pipe and others of its family, and bears numerous erect

red flowers on a dense spike-like bracted raceme. The
robust and fleshy stem is thickly covered with scales, and

produces a coral-like mass of roots at its base. The whole

plant is of a flesh-red color, and covered well to the base
with crowded and persistent flowers.

sarcodic (sar-kod'ik), . [< sarcode + -ic.}

Same as sarcodous. Darwin.
sarcodous (sar'ko-dus), a. [< sarcode + -ous.}

Pertaining to sarcode; containing or consist-

ing of sarcode
; resembling sarcode

;
sarcodic ;

protoplasmic.

sarcomatous

sarcognomy (siir-kog'no-mi), n. [< Gr. aupf
(mipK-), flesh, + }j/i??, thought, judgment.]
A study of corporeal development which seeks
to explain tlio relations and correspondences
between the body and the brain, and to show
the corresponding physiological and psychical
powers in each. J. If. Iti-lin>inn,l84'2. [Rare.]
sarcoid (siir'koid), a. and n. [< Gr. aapKocitiqc,

flesh-like, fleshy, < o-dpf (crapx-), flesh, + 5of,

form
;

ef. sarcode.} I. a. Resembling flesh
;

fleshy, as the soft tissue of a sponge.
II. n. A particle of the sarcoid tissue of a

sponge. ,

Sarcoidea (sar-koi'de-a), M. pi. [NL.] Same
us Narcodeu.

sarcolactic (sar-ko-lak'tik), a. [< Gr. odpf
(tmpK-), flesh, + L. lac(lact-), milk, + -ic.} Used
only in the following phrase Sarcolactic acid.
Same as paralactic acid (which see, under paralactic).

sarcolemma (siir-ko-lem'a), .; pi. sarcolem-
iiintii (-a-tii). [NL.', < Gr. o-dpf (aapn-), flesh, +
/.f/i/ja, husk, skin.] An elastic transparent
structureless membrane which forms a tubular
sheath enveloping and supporting each fiber

(bundle of fibrillte) of striped muscular tissue,

excepting that of the heart. See muscular tis-

sue, under muscular.

The iarcolemma Is not contractile, but its elasticity al-

lows it to adjust itself, pretty accurately, to the changes
of form of the contractile substance which it contains.

Huxley, Elem. Physiol., p. 327.

sarcolemmic(sar-ko-lem'ik), a. [< sarcolemma
+ -ic.} Investing or sheathing muscular fiber

;

having the character of, or pertaining to, sarco-
lemma: as, a sarcolcnimic tissue or sheath.

sarcolemmous (sar-ko-lem'us), a. [< sarco-

lemma + -ous.} Of, pertaining to, or of the
nature of sarcolemma; resembling sarcolemma.
Sarcolemur (sar-ko-le'mer), . [NL. (Cope,
1875), < Gr. o-dpf (dapK-), flesh, + NL. Lemur.}
A genus of extinct Eocene mammals from the

Bridger beds of North America, presumably
of lemuroid affinities, having quinquetuber-
culate lower molars, the fifth cusp separated
from the anterior inner one by an apical fissure

only.
sarcolite (sar'ko-lit), . [< Gr. o-dpf (trap*-),

flesh, + /.tttos, a stone.] A silicate of alumin-

ium, calcium, and sodium, occurring in reddish

tetragonal crystals near Vesuvius: it is related
in form to the scapolites.
sarcolobe (sar'ko-lob), n. [< Gr. odpf
flesh, + /of!6c, a lobe.] In bot., a thick fleshy

cotyledon, such as that of the bean or pea.

sarcologic (sar-ko-loj'ik), a. [< sarcolog-y +
-ic.} Of or pertaining to sarcology.

sarcological (sar-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< sarcologic
+ -?.] Same as sarcologic.

sarcologist (sar-kol'o-jist), n. [< sarcolog-y +
-ist.} One who is versed in sarcology.

sarcology (sar-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. odpf (aapK-),

flesh, + -toyia, < 'Aiyeiv, speak: see -oloijy.} The
science of the soft or fleshy parts of the body :

a department of anatomy distinguished from

osteology. [Not in use.]
sarcoma (sar-ko'ma), n.

; pi. sarcomata or sar-

comas (-ma-ta, -maz). [NL., < Gr. odp/cu/w, a

fleshy excrescence, < oapnovv, make fleshy, oap-

Kovo6~ai, produce flesh, < aapf (aapn-), flesh.] 1.

In hot., a fleshy disk. Hennlou: 2. lu patiiol.,
a tumor composed of tissue resembling embry-
onic connective tissue. The sarcomas are of

varying, usually high, grades of malignancy.
Alveolar sarcoma. See alveolar. Giant-celled sar-

coma, a kind of sarcoma formed chiefly of spheroidal or
fusiform cells of variable size, but characterized by the

presence of larger and smaller multinuclear cells called

giant-cells. Also called myeloid sarcoma. Myelogenie
sarcoma, a sarcoma arising in the bone-marrow. Mye-
loid sarcoma. Same as giant-celled sarcoma. Osteoid
sarcoma, a mixed tumor consisting in part of the tissue

of flbrosarcoma and round- celled sarcoma, and, mingled
with this, immature bone-tissue in varying amounts. Also
called malignant osteorna and ogteoid cancer. Parosteal
sarcoma, a sarcoma growing close to the outside of the

periosteum. Periostea! sarcoma, a sarcoma arising in

the periosteum. Eound-celled sarcoma, a sarcoma in

which the cells are round, but may be large or small. The
round-celled sarcomata are frequently very malignant,
rapid in growth, soft, vascular, and were formerly called

medullary cancers. Spindle-celled sarcoma, a sarcoma
with fusiform cells, large or small. When the intercellu-

lar substance is abundant, it is sometimes called\Jibrosar-
cama, and is a form transitional in a fibroma. The spin-
dle-celled sarcomas include forms formerly called Jibro-

plastic tumors and recurrent fibroids.

sarcomatosis (sar-ko-ma-to'sis), H. [NL., < Gr.

adpKUfia(T-), a fleshy excrescence. + -oais.} Sar-

comatous invasion or degeneration.
sarcomatous (sar-kom'a-tus), a. [< sarcoma(t-)
+ -outs.} Pertaining to or of the nature of a

sarcoma.



sarcome

sarcomet (sar'kom), . [< NL. sarcoma, q. v.]
Same as sarcoma. Mi unite n.

Sarcomphalus (sar-kom'fa-lus), . [NL. (P.

Browue, 1756), so called with ref. to the fleshy

fuuiculus; < Gr. adpf (napn-), flesh, + b/tQaMf,

navel.] A genus of polypetalous plants of the
order Khanniaceee and tribe Zi:yji!icie. It is char-
acterized by panicled flowers with five long and slender-

stalked erect and hooded petals, five anthers opening out-

ward, and a disk which sheathes the base of the calyx and
invests the ovoid three-celled ovary, a small dry and ovoid

drupe in fruit, containing a two-celled and two-seeded
stone. The a species are natives of the West Indies. They
are trees or shrubs with very smooth bark, with or with-
out spines, and bearing very smooth ovate or ottovate en-

tire leaves, and small flowers in much-branching panicles.
S. tattrima of Jamaica is there known as bastard liynum-
oitif.

Sarcopetalum (sar-ko-pet'a-lum), n. [NL.
(Ferdinand von Mueller, 1860),< Gr. aapt; (aapn-),

flesh, + 7rfra/,o, petal.] A genus of polypeta-
lous plants of the order MenispermacexsknA tribe

Cissampelidese. It is characterized by dioecious flowers
with two to five minute sepals, three to five or rarely six

thickened and fleshy petals, and a column of stamens with
two or three short and spreading lobes above, each lobe

bearing a horizontal anther. The pistillate flowers contain
three to six carpels, which become in fruit compressed and
one-seeded drupes. The only species, S. Harreyanum, is

a native of Australia, and is there cultivated under the
name of Harvey's vine. It is a climbing vine with broad
and heart-shaped evergreen leaves, and flowers borne in

lateral unbrauched racemes.

Sarcophaga1
(sar-kof'a-ga), n. [NL'. (Meigen,

1826), fern. sing, of sarcophagus, flesh-eating:
see sarcophagous.] A genus of dipterous in-

sects, typical of the family Sarcophagidse ; the
flesh-flies. They are large or small, moderately bristly

species, recognizable from the lengthened three-striped
scutellum and from cubical claret-colored spots on the
abdomen. These flies are viviparous, and deposit liv-

ing larvae upon decaying animal substances. Some have
been considered parasitic upon other insects, but probably
they never oviposit upon living larvae or pupae. They have
been known to breed in ulcerous sores upon man and other
mammals. The species are numerous, over 50 inhabiting
the United States. S. camaria is the European flesh-fly,

by some authors considered identical with the North
American S. simUis, in which case the former is said to

be cosmopolitan. See cut under flesh-fly.

Sarcophaga2
(sar-kof'a-ga),.J>/. [NL., neut.pl.

of sarcophagus : see sarcophagous.] In Owen's
classification (1839), a division of marsupials,
having teeth of three kinds and no csecum,
as the dasyures, and including a section of the
carnivorous marsupials.
sarcophagal (sar-kof'a-gal), a. [< sarcopha-
g-ous + -al.~\ Flesh-devouring.
So this natural balm . . . can at utmost but keep the

body living till the life's taper be burnt out ; or, after death,
give a short and insensible preservation to it in the sar-

cophayal grave. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 37G.

sarcophagan (sar-kof'a-gan), n. [< NL. Sar-

cophaga^ + -an.] A carnivorous marsupial;
a member of the Sarcophaga.
sarcophaget, Same as sarcophagus.
sarcophagi, . Plural of sarcophagus.
Sarcophagidffi (sar-ko-faj'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Sarcuiihaya 1 + -idee.] A family of dipterous
insects or true flies, founded on the genus Sarco-

phaga. The antennal bristle is naked at the tip, and
feathered for half its length only ; the forehead is broad
in both sexes, and the abdomen is four-jointed. The
family contains about 6 genera, of which Sarcophaga is

the most important.

sarcophagous (sar-kof'a-gus), a. [< NL. sar-

cophagus, < Gr. aap/co^dyof, flesh-eating, carnivo-

rous, < adfit- (aap/c-), flesh,-!- ^ayriv, eat.] Flesh-

eating; zoophagous; carnivorous, as a marsu-
pial ; pertaining to the Sarcophaga : sometimes
specifically contrasted with phytophagous or
herbivorous.

sarcophagus (sar-kof'a-gus), n.
; pi. sarcophagi

(-jl). [Formerly also sarcophage, < F. sarco-

phage f= Sp. sarcofago = Pg. sarcophago = It.

sarcofago = D. sarcopliaag = G. sarcophag =
Dan. Sw. sarkofag, a coffin, sarcophagus ; < L.

sarcophagus, adj., sc. lapis, a kind of limestone,
as a noun a coffin, sepulcher, < Gr. aapnotyayof,

adj., flesh-eating, carnivorous (oapKoQayoc //-

ft>f, a limestone so called, lit. 'flesh-consum-

ing stone,' so named from a supposed property
of consuming the flesh of corpses laid in it) ;

hence, as a noun, a coffin of such stone : see sar-

oophagoug.'] 1. A species of stone used among
the Greeks for making coffins. It was called l>y
the Romans lapis As/tins, from being found at

Assos, a city of the Troad. 2. A stone coffin,

especially one ornamented with sculptures or
bearing inscriptions, etc. Sarcophagi were in use
from very early Egyptian and Oriental antiquity down to
the fall of the Roman empire. Many Greek and Roman
examples are magnificent in their rich carvings, and a few
are of high importance as preserving in their decoration
almost the chief remains of purely Greek painting in col-
ors. Although now uncommon, they are sometimes used,
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Sarcophagus (restored), from the Street of Tombs at Assos in the

Troad, excavated by the Archaeological Institute of America, 1881.

especially for the burial of distinguished persons whose
tombs are more or less monumental. See also cuts under
bacchante and Etruscan.

3. A peculiar wine-cooler forming part of a

dining-room sideboard about the end of the

eighteenth century: it was a dark mahogany
box, lined with lead.

Sarcophagy (sar-kof'a-ji), n. [< Gr. aapKvtt>ayia,

the eating of flesh, < aap:o0o>of , flesh-eating : see

sarcophagous.'] The practice of eating flesh;

zoophagy; carnivorousness.

There was no sarcophagie before the flood.

Sir T. Brovme, Vulg. Err., iii. 25.

sarcophile (sar'ko-fil), H. An animal of the

genus Sarcophilus; hence, some or any sarcoph-
ilous animal.

sarcophllous (sar-kof'i-lus), a. [< Gr. o-apf

(aapK-), flesh, + fyutlv, love.] Fond of flesh as

an article of diet; sarcophagous.
Sarcophilus (sar-kof'i-lus), . [NL. : see sar-

cophiloiis.] A genus of carnivorous marsupials
of the family Dasyuridie and subfamily Dasyx-
rinee, formerly united with Dasyurus, contain-

lian Devil (Sarct (tins itrstrtus).

ing the Tasmanian devil, or ursine dasyure, 5.

ursinus, a stout heavy animal about as large as

a badger, of blackish color with some white
marks, remarkable for its ferocious and intrac-

table disposition.

Sarcophyte (sar-kof 'i-te), . [NL. (Sparr-
mann, 1777), < Gr. aapf (o-apx-), flesh, + (jnrrov,

plant.] A monotypic genus of parasitic and
apetalous plants of the order Balanophorese,
constituting the tribe Sareopltyteee. It is charac-
terized by dioecious flowers, the staminate with a three- or
four-lobed calyx and three or four stamens with many-
celled anthers, the pistillate with a three-celled ovary
without style, ita three pendulous ovules reduced to em-
bryonal sacs. The only species, S. sanyuinea, is a native
of South Africa, and is a thick fleshy herb, of a blood-red

color, very smooth and oily, and with an unpleasant odor.
It produces a lobed and shapeless rootstock, which is

without scales, and bears a short and irregularly ruptured
ring around the base of the thick and scaly flower-stalk.
The flowers are panicled on a large pyramidal spadix, the
staminate solitary on its branches, and the pistillate com-
pacted into rounded heads, followed by fleshy syncarps
which are commonly empty or contain a hard three-angled
single-seeded stone.

Sarcophyteae (siir-ko-fit'e-e), . pi. [NL. (End-
lieher, 1836), < Sarcophyte + -ex.~\ A tribe of

apetalous plants of the order Balanophorese,
consisting of the fleshy parasite Sarcophyte.
sarcoplasma (sar-ko-plas'ma), . [NL., < Gr.

ffdpf (aapK-), flesh, + irAaaua, anything formed:
see planm.] The interfibrillar substance of
muscular tissue.

Filling up the spaces between the muscle-columns is

the interflhrillar material or sarcoplasma.
Micros. Science, N. S., XXXI. 67.

Sarcopsylla (sar-kop-sil'ii), . [NL. (West-
wood, 1840), < Gr. ovifif (aapn-), flesh, + ij>ii/-^a, a

flea.] A genus of siphonapterous or aphanip-
terous insects, erected to contain the so-called

jigger, chigoe, chique, or pique of tropical Amer-
ica, S. priiftraiix, a peculiar flea which during
the dry season attacks exposed parts of tho
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human body, especially the feet, and burrows
under the skin or nails. See cut under chigoe.

Sarcoptes (siir-kop'tez), n. [NL. (Latreille), <

Gr. aapt; (cap*-), flesh, + (irreg.) KOKTUV, cut.]
The typical genus of Sarcoptidse ; the itch-mites

or scab-mites. S. scabin, formerly Acarus sca-

biei, is the acarid which produces the itch in

man. See cut under itch-mite.

sarcoptic (sar-kop'tik), a. [< sarcopt(id) +
-ic.] Pertaining to or caused by sarcoptids;
due to the presence of these mites: as, sarcoptic

mange or itch.

Sarcoptidae (siir-kop'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sar-

coptes + -idee.] A family of atracheate aca-

rines, typified by the genus Sarcoptes; itch-

mites, living as parasites under the skin of the

host, and producing a painful disease, the itch.

See cut under itch-mite.

Sarcoptinse (siir-kop-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Sar-

coptes + -'#.] The itch-mites as a subfamily
of Acaridee.

Sarcorhamphidaet (sar-ko-ram'fi-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Sarcorhamphus + '-id&.] A family of

Ruptores,named from the genus Sarcorhamphus:
same as Cathartidce; the New World_ vultures.

Sarcorhamphinaet (sar"ko-ram-fi'ne), n. pi.

[NL.,< Sarcorhamphus + -ilia?.] The Sarcorham-

phidx or Cathartidee regarded as a subfamily
of Vulturidx.

Sarcorhamphus (sar-ko-ram'fus), n. [NL., <

Gr. o-dpf (aapK-), flesh, +' /iqu^of, a curved beak.]
An American genus of CWAarft'rfa?,having fleshy
caruncles on the bill; the condors and king-
vultures. S". gryphus is the Andean condor; S. papa
is the king-vulture. The Californian condor, formerly in-

cluded in this genus, is now placed in Pseudogryphw.
See cuts under condor and kiny-mdture.

sarcoseptum (sar-ko-sep'tum), . ; pi. sarcosep-
ta (-ta). [NL., < Gr. aapf (o-ap/c-), flesh, + NL.
septum, q. v.] A soft septum; a fleshy parti-
tion

; specifically, a mesentery of some antho-

zoans, as sea-anemones. See mesentery, 2 (6).

sarcosis (sar-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. aapnuoif,

sarcoma, a fleshy excrescence, < oapnovv, make
flesh, aapKovaSai, produce flesh : see sarcoma.]
In surg.: (a) The formation of flesh. (6) A
fleshy tumor; sarcoma. [This term is now gen-
erally disused.]

sarcosperm (sar'ko-sperm), . [< Gr. crapf

(o-np/i-), flesh, + fj7rf'p/ia, a seed.] Same as sar-

coderm.
Sarcostemraa (sar-ko-stem'a), n. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1809), so called with "ref. to the fleshy
inner corona; < Gr. crapf (ovzp/c-), flesh, + arijifia,

a wreath, chaplet: see stemma.] A genus of

gamopetalous plants of the order Asclepiadeee
and tribe Cynanchese. It is distinguished by flowers
with deeply five-parted calyx and corolla, and five sta-

mens united into a short tube, surrounded by an exterior
corona of ten short rounded lobes forming a membrana-
ceous ring, and by an inner corona of five fleshy convex
or keeled erect scales. There are about 8 species, natives
of Africa, Asia, and Australia within tropical and sub-

tropical limits. They are leafless, shrubby climbers with
fleshy branches, and small white or yellow flowers in

rounded cymes. S. breristigma (formerly Asclepias acida)
is the reputed soma-plant of the Vedic hymns. S. aphylla
and S. viminale are sometimes cultivated under the name
of flesh crvwn-flawer.

Sarcostigma (sar-ko-stig'ma), H. [NL. (Wight
and Arnott, 1833), so called with ref. to the

fleshy discoid stigma ;
< Gr. ffdpf (mzp/t-), flesh,

+ arty/ia, a point: see stigma.] A genus of

polypetalous plants of the order Olacinese and
tribe Phi/tocreiicie. It is characterized by dioecious and
interruptedly spiked flowers, with filaments longer than
the anthers, a sessile stigma, and a one-celled oyaiy with
two pendulous ovules, in fruit an oblong drupe with woody
stone containing a seed destitute of albumen, and with

thick, fleshy, heart-shaped seed-leaves. The 3 species are
natives of tropical Asia and Africa. They are shrubby
climbers and twiners, growing to a great height, and with
hard-wood stems bearing alternate oblong rigid and veiny
leaves, and elongated spikes of small flowers. S. Kleimi
is the odal-oil plant. See oda&.

Sarcostyle (sar'ko-stil), . [< Gr. o-apf (o-opx-),

flesh, + orW.oc, a pillar.] The mass of sarcode
or protoplasm contained in the sarcotheca of

a cO3lenterate. See quotation under sarcotheca.

The colony is provided with bodies which admit of close

comparison with the sarcoslyles and sai cothecte of the Plu-

mularlne. Nature, XXXVm. 338.

sarcotheca (sar-ko-the'ka), n.
; pi. sarcothecie

(-se). [NL., < Gr. <rdpf (aapn-), flesh, + OT/KJI.

a sheath.] The cup or cell of a thread-cell or

lasso-cell, which may contain a sarcostyle ;
a

cnida, cnidocell, or nematophore, regarded as to

its walls, as distinguished from its contents,
which when existing form a sarcostyle or cni-

docil. See cuts under Cnida. Hindi's.

Mr. Tlincks, however, considering that the presence of

the thread-cells is not the primary characteristic, and is
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perhaps not universal, has substituted the term sarcotheca
for the chitinous cell, and sareostyle for the contained
sarcode-niass.

W. M. Hall, Cat. of Austral. Hydroid Zoophytes, p. 3).
HKn

~,[C. Diet.)

sarcotic (sar-kot'ik), a. and . [< Gr.

K6f, promoting the growth of flesh, < oapKovofcu,
produce flesh: see sarcoma, sarcosis.] I. a.

Pertaining to sarcosis
; causing flesh to grow.

II. n. A medicine or an application which
promotes the growth of flesh. [Rare.]
sarcous (sar'kus), a. [< Gr. oapf (aapit.-), flesh,+ -ous.] Fleshy; sarcodous: especially not-

ing the contractile tissue of muscles: as, sar-
cous elements, the form-elements of muscular
tissue.

sarculation (sar-ku-la'shon), n. [< L. saroula-

tio(n-), a hoeing, < (LL.) sarculare, pp.sarcula-
tus, hoe: see sarcle.] A raking or weeding
with a rake. [Rare.]
sard (siird), n. [< F. sarde = It. sarda = MHG.
sardius, sarde, G. sarder, < L. sarda, LL. sar-

dius, < Gr. trdpitof, sc. Ai'ft>f, also odpdiov (also

soldered and afterward steamed, being placed in cold wa-
ter on which steam is gradually turned. This second cook-
ing takes an hour or more. The boxes are then allowed
to cool in the water, and care is taken to move them as
little as possible. In a cheaper method the sardines are
first cooked in an oven without oil, the after-process be-
ing the same as before. As the fish are migratory, a shoal
sometimes remains at a fishing-station only a week. The
season of catching and canning lasts three or four months,
from May to August. Small sardines are most prized
Large coarse fish put up in the United States as sardines,
under the name of shadines, are young menhaden.

When the sayd increasyng of the sea commeth, there
commeth also therwith such a multitude of the smaule
fysshes cauled sardynes that ... no man wolde beleue it
that hath not seene it.

S. Eden, tr. of Gonzalus Oviedus (First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 223).

us, r. tr, .
,

aapfiuviov, aapfiu), a sard (carnelian or sardine),
lit.

' Sardian stone,' < Sdpfef, Sardis, the capital
of Lydia : see Sardian. Cf. sardius, sardine-,
sardoin, sardonyx.] A variety of carnelian
which shows on its surface a rich reddish
brown, but when held to the light appears of a

deep blood-red. Also called sardoin.
Sarda (sar'da), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829), < L.
sarda, < Gr. adp6r/, a fish, Sarda mediterranea :

see sardine1
."] In ichth., a genus of scombroid

fishes of large size and metallic coloration
;
the

bonitos. 5. mediterranea is the sarda of the ancients
attaining a length of 2J feet, of a dark steel-blue shade,
silvery below, with many oblique narrow dark stripes from
the back downward. It also occurs on the American side
of the Atlantic, and is a food-nsh. (See cut under bonito.)
S. chUensis is the corresponding species of Pacific waters.
The latter is sometimes called tuna ; both are known as
skipjacks. The genus is also called Pelamys.
sardachate (siir'da-kat), n, [= F. sardachate,
< L. sardacliatcs, < Gr. *ffnp(5o^dn?f, a kind of

agate, < adpfliof, a sard, -I- d^drt/f, agate: seesard
and agate?.] A kind of agate containing layers
of sard.

sardart (sKr'dar), n. Same as sirdar.

sardel, sardelle (sar'del), n. [= D. sardel = G.
sardelle = 8w. Dan. sardell = Russ. sardelii, <
OF. sardelle = It. sardella, dim. of L. sarda, a
sardine: see sardine^.] 1. Same as sardine^.
Cotgrai<e. 2. A clupeoid fish, Clupea or Sardi-
nella aurita, a slender herring-like fishwith well-
toothed mouth, about the size of the sardine,and
prepared like it in certain Mediterranean ports.
Sardian (sar'di-an), . and n. [< L. Sardianus,
of or pertaining to Sardis, < Sardis, Sardes, <
Gr. 2apfef, Sardis, the capital of Lydia.] I.
a. Pertaining to Sardis, the ancient capital of

Lydia Sardian nut. See nut
II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Sardis.

You have condeinii'd and noted Lucius Pella
For taking bribes here of the Sardiant.

Shak., J. C., iv. 3. a

sardine 1
(sar-den'), w. [= D. sardijn = MHG.

sardiii, G. sardine = Dan. Sw. sardin, < F. sar-
dine, formerly also sardaiiie = Sp. sardiiia = Pg.
sardinha= It. sardina, < L. sardina, also sarda, a
sardine, < Gr. aap6f/vr/, also adp6a, a kind of tunny
caught near Sardinia

; perhaps < Gr. Zap6u, Sar-
dinia : see Sardinian. ] 1 . One of several differ-
ent small clupeoid fish suitableforcanningin oil.
The genuine sardine of the Mediterranean and the Atlan-
tic coasts of Spain, Portugal, and France is the pilchard

2. The Gulf menhaden, Breroortia patrontis.
[Local, U. S.] 3. The common menhaden, Bre-
voortia tyrannus, when prepared and boxed as
sardines. See shadine. 4. An anchovy, Stole-

pliorus browni. [North Carolina.] 5. A chara-
cinoid fish of the subfamily Tetragonopterinse,,
living in the fresh waters of the island of Trini-
dad. Several

species are known by the name.
6. An insignificant or contemptible person ;

a petty character. Compare small fry, under
fry%. [Humorous or contemptuous. ] Ameri-
can sardine. Same as shadine.

sardine2 (sar'din), n. [< ME. sardyn = MHG.
sardin, < OF. sardine, < LL. sardinus, sc. lapis
(only in gen. lapidis sardinis (Rev. iv. 3), where
sordini* may be for sordini, or is LL. sardinis.
gen. of *sardo), < Gr. craptSivof, also aapia and
adpStov, a sardine : see sard. Cf. sardius, sar-
doin, sardonyx.] Same as sard.

sardinert, . [ME. : see sardine?.] Same as
sardine2 .

Safyres, & sardinere, <fe semely topace,
Alabaunderrynes, & amaraunj & amamsed stones.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), it 1469.

sardine-tongs (sar-den'tongz), n. pi Small
tongs resernbling sugar-tongs, except in having
broad claws, intended for lifting sardines from
a box without breaking them.
Sardinian (sar-din'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Sar-
dinianus, < Sardinia,"the island of Sardinia, <

Sardi, the inhabitants of this island; cf. Gr.
2ap<5<i, "Zdpduv, Sardinia.] I. a. Pertaining to
Sardinia.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of (a) the
island of Sardinia, lying west of Italy; or (b) the
kingdom of Sardinia, constituted in 1720, and
comprising as its principal parts Savoy, Pied-
mont, and the island of Sardinia: it was the
nucleus of the modern kingdom of Italy. 2.
[I- c.] In mineral., the lead sulphate anglesite,
which occurs abundantly in lead-mines in the
island of Sardinia. Breithaiipt.
sardius (sar'di-us), n. [< LL. sardius, < Gr. adp-
dwf, odpStov, a sard: see sard.] A sard. The
precious stone mentioned as one of those in the breast-
plate of the Jewish high priest is thought to have been a
ruby.

, , s e p
Clupea pilchardus, highly esteemed for its delicate flavor
Ihe California!! sardine is C. sayax, called mdinina. An-

Californian Sardine {Clupea

other is the Spanish sardine, C. pseudohispanica, found
from Cuba to Florida, and related to the former, but havinga strongly striate operculum. In the French preparation of
sardines these delicate fish are handled as fresh as possible
to which end the factories are usually within two or three
hours from the place where the fish are caught Placed
on stone tables, the fish are headed and gutted ; they are
then allowed to drain on wooden slats overnight, after be-
ing slightly salted. Next day they are salted again, and al-
lowed to dry. They are then cooked in oil, and put in
wire baskets to drip. The cooking is a nice process ; if it
is overdone the scales come off, which impairs the market
value. Five or six minutes suffices for the cooking. When
cold the fish are placed on tables, to be arranged in the
boxes, in oil dipped from barrels. The oil being worth
more than the fish, bulk for bulk, it is an object to fill the
boxes as closely as possible with fish. The boxes are then

The first row shall be a sardius, a topaz, and a carbun-
cle- Ex. xxviii. 17.

sardoin (sar'doin), . [< ME. sardoyne, < OF.
(and F.) sardoine = Pr. sardoyne, < Gr. cap66-
viov, same as adpiwv, sard: see sard. Cf. sar-

donyx.] Same as sard.

And the principalle Zates of his Palays ben of precious
Ston, that men clepen Sardoyne.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 275.

sardonian (sar-do'ni-an), a. [< F. sardonien,
< Gr. 2api6viof ,

of Sardinia, < ZapAii>, Sardinia :

see sardonic, Sardinian] Same as sardonic.
It is then but a Sardonian laughter that my refuter

takes up at our complete antichrist.

Bp. Hall, Works (ed. 1839), IX. 267.

sardonic (sar-don'ik), a. [< F. sardonique =
Sp. sard6nieo = Pg. It. sardonico, < ML. *sar-

donicus, sc. risus, sardonic laughter, believed
to be so called as resembling the effect pro-
duced by a Sardinian plant (L. Sardonia Jierba,
Sardoa herba, a bitter herb, which was said to
distort the face of the eater: L. Sardonia, fern,
of Sardonius, < Gr. So/xWwof, also 2ap6avut6f, of
Sardinia, < Sapdu, Sardinia), but prop. L. *sar-

danius, sc. risus, < Gr. aapAdvios, bitter, scorn-
ful, used only in the phrase j t/lwf capfidvios , bit-
ter laughter (ye^ura oapddviov yeAdv, or simply
aapidviov ye^jjv, laugh a bitter laugh) ;

cf. aap-
6deii>, laugh bitterly, aeaj/paf, grinning, sneer-
ing (prop. pp. from \/ cap). The word sardonic
is prob. often mentally associated with sarcas-
tic.] 1. Apparently but not really proceeding
from gaiety; forced: said of a laugh or smile.

Where strained sardonic smiles are glosing still,
And grief is forced to laugh against her will.

Sir U. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 391.

sari

2. Bitterly ironical; sarcastic; derisive and
malignant; sneering: now the usual meaning.
The scornful, ferocious, sardonic grin of a bloody ruf-

"a"-
JSurke, A Eegicide Peace, i.

You were consigned to a master . . . under whose sar-
donic glances your scared eyes were afraid to look up.

Thackeray.
Sardonic smile or laugh, in pathol. ,

risus sardonicus
same KB canine laugh (which see, under canine).

sardonically (sar-don'i-kal-i), adv. In a sar-
donic manner.
He laughed sardonically, hastily took my hand and as

hastily threw it from him.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xx.

sardonicant (sar-don'i-kan)' a. [Irreg. < sar-
donic + -an.] Sardonic!
Homer first, and others after him, call laughter which

conceals some noxious design Sardonican.
T. Taylor, tr. of Pausanias's Descrip. of Greece, III. 149.

sardonyx (sar'do-niks), n. [= F. sardonyx =
Pr. sardonic = Sp. sardonix = Pg. sardonyx =
It. sardonico, < L. sardonyx, < Gr. aap86vv!-, a sar-

donyx, < adpdiof, odpSiov, a sard, + ivwf ,
an onyx :

see sard and onyx. Cf. sardoin.] 1. A chal-
cedony or agate consisting of two or more lay-
ers of brown or red combined with white or
other color. Since about 1870 the name has
been given to a chalcedony stained with vari-
ous shades of red to deep brown. 2. In her.,
a tincture, the color murrey or sanguine, when
blazoning is done by precious stones Oriental
sardonyx, any sardonyx the component layers of which
are of a fine color and sharply defined.

saree, . See sari.

sarellt, n. Same as serail, seraglio. Marlowe.
sargasso (sar-gas'6), n. [Also sargassum, and
formerly sargaso; = F. sargasse = Sp. sargaso,
< Pg. sargayo, sargasso (NL. sargassum), sea-
weed, < sarga, a kind of grapes (cf. Sp. sarga,
osier). The weed has also been called in E.
grapeweed and tropical grapes.] Same as gulf-
weed. The SargassoSea is a region occupying the interior
of the great gyration of the Gulf Stream in the North At-
lantic, so named from the abundance in it of this weed
(Sargassum bacei/erum), which in some parts is so dense
as to be a serious hindrance to navigation. It covers a
large part of the space beween the 16th and 38th parallels
of north latitude, and the seaweed is most dense between
the 30th and 50th meridians. By extension the name is
sometimes used with reference to other less important
areas of floating seaweed. See Sargassum.
The floating islands of the gulf-weed, with which we had

become very familiar as we had now nearly made the
circuit of the Sargasso Sea, are usually from a couple of
feet to two or three yards in diameter, sometimes much
larger ; we have seen on one or two occasions fields several
acres in extent, and such expanses are probably more fre-
quent nearer the centre. of its area of distribution.

Sir C. Wyville Thomson, The Atlantic, ii. 9.

Sargassum (siir-gas'um), n. [NL. (Agardh,
1844), < Pg. sargaso, sargasso, the gulfweed:
see sargasso] 1. A genus of marine algse, of
the class Fucacese, having fronds attached by a
disk, and branching stems with the fronds pro-
vided with a midrib and distinctly stalked air-
bladders. The fruit is developed in special compound
branches; the conceptacles are hermaphrodite, and the
spores single in the mother-cell. This genus is the most
highly organized of the Fucaceee, and contains about 150
species, which inhabit the warmer waters of the globe
.
**eVerum being the well-known gulfweed which floats

in the open sea in great abundance and has given the name
to the Sargasso Sea. Two species are found off the New
England coast. See Fucacese, sea-grave (under aravel)
and cut under gul/weed.
2. [I. c] Gulfweed.
sargassum-shell (sar-gas'um-shel), n. A ma-
rine gastropod of the family Litiopidie; the
gulfweed-shell. Also sargasso-sneU.
Sargina (siir-ji'na), n. pi. [NL., < Sargus +
-ina.] A group of sparoid fishes, named from
the genus Sargus, distinguished by trenchant
teeth in front and molar teeth on the sides.
They are mostly carnivorous. By most authors they are
combined in the same family with Sparinte. Gunther
sargine (sar'jin), . and a. I. n. A sparoid fish
of the subfamily Sargina.

II. a. Of or having the characteristics of the
Sargina.
sargo (sar'go), n. [Sp., < L. sargus : see Sar-
gus.] A sparoid fish of the genus Sargus or
Diplodus, especially D. sargus or S. rondeleti, of
the Mediterranean and neighboring seas. Also
called sar, saragu, sargon.
Sargus (siir'gus), n. [NL., < L. sargus, < Gr.
o-opj^f, a kind of mullet.] 1. Inc/(Wi.,agenusof
sparoid fishes, properly called Diplodus, typical
of the subfamily Sargina. Various limits have
been given to it; and the American sheepshead
was_ included in it by the old authors. Cuvier,
1817. 2. In en torn., a genus of dipterous in-
sects. Fabricius.

sari (sa'ri), . [Also saree, sanj ; < Hind, .tan]
1. The principal garment of a Hindu woman,
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((insisting of a long piece of silk or cotton.cloth, others. Also sarmmt. See cuts under Fraga-
wrapped round the middle of the body, with one ria and sarmentose.
end falling nearly to the feet, and the other sarn(sarn). n. [<W. xarn, a causeway, paving.]
thrown over the head. A pavement or stepping-stone. Johnson. [Prov.

_ Eng.]mna and nose-rings. B&ioh (sar'6), M. [K. Ind.] An Indian musical
J. W. Painter, The New and the Old, p. 349. ingtrument with three metal strings, which are

[Anglo-Ind.] sounded by means of a bow.
saron (sar'on), n. [E. Ind.] A kind of xylo-
phone, used in the East Indies.

In the front row, chattering brown ayahs, gay with red
anet and nose-rings.

J. W. Palmer, The N
Hence 2. Any long scarf.

sariama, n. See cariama, seriema.

sarigue (sa-reg'), n. [< F. sarigue, < Braz. sari-

gueya, garigueia, garigueira.]
can opossum, DiaemkjM /'"*
sark (sark), . [< ME. sark, serk, serke, < AS.
syrce, sirce, serce, a shirt, = Icel. serkr = Sw.
sark = Dan. sserk, a shirt, in mod. use a shift,

smock, chemise, = North Fries, serk, a shirt.

Cf . berserk. The E. form is partly due to Scand.]
A shirt or chemise

;
the body-garment, of linen

or cotton, for either sex.

She shulde vnsowen hir serke and sette there an heyre
To affaiten hire flesshe that fierce was to synne.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 66.

She neist brocht a sark o' the saftest silk,
Weel wrought wi' pearls about the band.

Alison Gross (Child's Ballads, I. 169).

Her cutty sark o' Paisley harn.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter.

Danced in sable iron sark.

Longfellow, tr. of Uhland's Black Knight.

sarkin (sar'kin), n. [< Gr. aapf (aapn-), flesh,+ -in2.] Same as sarcine.

sarking (sar'king), . [<sark.n.,+ -ingl.'] Thin
boards for lining, etc.

; specifically, the board-
ing on which slates are laid. [Scotch.]
sarkinite (sar'ki-nit), , [So called in allusion

A South Ameri- sarong (sa-rong') ,
n. [Malay.] 1. A garment

used in the Indian archipelago, consisting of
a piece of cloth which envelops the lower part
of the body : worn by both sexes.

The natives, Malays, are a fine-looking, copper-coloured
race, wearing bright-coloured sarongs and turbans.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xxiv.

Hence 2. The cotton cloth generally used for
this garment, especially the printed cotton im-

ported from Europe, to which the name has
been given as a trade designation.
saros (sa'ros), . [< Gr. aapof, or oapuc, a Chal-
dean cycle.] 1 . A Babylonian numeral, or unit
of tale; sixty sixties (3,600). 2. An astro-
nomical cycle of 6,585 days and 8 hours, during
which period there are 223 lunations, 242 dra-
contic months, 239 anomalistic months lacking
about 5 hours, and 18 Julian years, 10 days,
and 18 hours. At the end of this time all eclipses are
repeated nearly as before, except for the difference in the
sun's apparent place due to the 10} days by which the cy-
cle differs from a whole number of years. Moreover, the
solar eclipses will fall upon parts of the earth differing
by 120 of longitude. This cycle was discovered by Baby-
lonian astronomers.

to its blood-red color and greasy luster
;
< Gr. Sarothamnus(sar-o-tham'nus), . [NL. (Wim-

aapnivof, fleshy (< adpt, (aapK-), flesh), + -fe2.] A mer
>,

1844 )i < Gr. anpov, a broom (see sarothrum),
+ ffdfivoc, a bush.] A former genus of plants,
now making a section under Cytistin. It

hydrous arseniate of manganese, occurring in
cleavable massive forms, less often in mono-
clinic crystals, of a blood-red color: found at

Paisberg in Sweden. Also called polyarsenite.
sarklet, v. t. See sarcle.

sarlak, sarlyk (sar'lak, -lik), n. [Also sarlac,
sarlik ; < Mongol sarlyk.] The yak, Poephagus
grunniens.
Sarmatian (sar-ma'shian), a. and n. [< L.
Sarmatia (see def.), < Sarmata (Gr. Sap^dr^f),
pi. Sarmatse, Sauromatse, a Sarmatian.] I. a. ^

Of or pertaining to Sarmatia, an ancient region sarpeleret,

extending from the Volga vaguely westward, Balliwell.

identified poetically with Poland; pertaining sarplart, sarplert (sar'plar, -pier), . [Also
to the inhabitants of this region. sarplier, sarpliar; < ME. sarplar, ttarpelere,

eludes the common European broom,
under Cytisns.
sarothrum (sa-ro 'thrum), n.

; pi. sarotlirn

(-thra). [NL., < Gr. oaparpov, a broom, < aa-

povv, sweep with a broom, < oapov, a broom, <

aaipeiv, sweep.] In entom., a brush of stiff hairs
on the leg of a bee, used for collecting pollen.
Also called scopa, pollen-brush, and corbiculmn.
See scapula.

An obsolete variant of sarplar.

i region
II. n. A member of one of the ancient tribes,

probably of Median affinities, which wandered
in southern Russia, Hungary, and elsewhere.
The Sarmatians became merged in other peo-
ples.
Sarmatic (sar-mat'ik), a. [< L. Sarmaticus, <

Sarmata, a Sarmatian : see Sarmatian."] Same
as Sarmatian Sarmatic polecat, the sarmatier.

sarmatier (F. pron. sar-ma-ti-a'), n. [< F.

sarmatier, < 8armatte, Sarmatia.] The Sarmatic
or spotted polecat, Putorius sarmaticns, inhab-

iting Poland and Russia, black, on the upper
parts brown spotted with yellow, the ears and
a frontal band white.

sarmentt (sar'ment), n. [< OF. serment, F. fer-
ment = Pr. serment = Cat. Garment = Sp. sar-
mietito = Pg. It. sarmento, < L. sarmentum,
twigs, light branches, brushwood, < sarpere,
trim, cut, prune.] 1. A scion or cutting.

Writhe not the hede of the garment
Whenne it is sette.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 85.

2. Same as sarmentum.

sarmenta, n. Plural of sarmentum.
sarmentaceous (sar-men-ta'shius), .. [< sar-
mentum + -actons.] In l>ot., same as sarmen-
tose.

sarmentose, sarmentous (sar-men'tos, -tus),
a. [< sarmentum + -ose, -CMS.] In hot., having

Sarmentose Stem of /',

pulere, < OF. sarpillere, serpilliere, serpeiUere,
serpeliere, F. serpilliere, dial, charpiliere, cher-

piliere, coarse cloth or canvas used in packing,
a canvas apron, = Pr. sarpelheira = Cat. sarpal-
lera, xarpallera, arpillera = Sp. arpillera = Pg.
sarapilheira (ML. sarplerium, serpleria, sarpil-
leria, serpilheria, serpelleria, etc., after Rom.),
coarse cloth, sacking ; with suffix -ere, etc. (ML.
-cria, prop, -aria), < ML. serapellinus, seropelli-

nits, xerapellinus, etc., serapellina, seropellina,
xerapellina, applied as adj. or noun, usually n.

pi., serapellina or serampellinte vestes (OF. sera-

pellines), to old clothes, or old or worthless

skins, < L. xerampelinse (sc. vestes), dark-red
or dark-colored clothes, < Gr. ^npafmi'kivo^, of
the color of dry vine-leaves, < Zvpof, dry, + afi-

veAivof, of the vine (fyvUji a/nrtfava, vine-leaves),
< a^7T?if, a vine : see xerasia and Ampelis. The
derivation from OF. serge vieille is erroneous.]
1 . Sacking or packing-cloth ; coarse pack-sheet
made of hemp.
They ben ententyf aboute garpuleris or sachels [var.

sachelles] unprofitable for to taken.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 3.

It was upbraided to Demosthenes, by an envious, surly
knave, that his Orations did smell like the sarpler, or

wrapper of a foul and filthy oil vessel.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, I. 99.

2. A large sack or bale of wool, containing 80

tods, each of 2 stone.

The prowde Dewke of Burgoyne
Came to-fore Calys with flemyngis nat A fewe,
Wliiche gave the sakkis & sarpelers of that towne
Of thy wolles hyghte [he] hem pocessione.

PoUlical Poems, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 18.

In his four and twentieth Year, he commanded a Sub-
sidy to be levied upon all Sarplars of Wool going out of

England. Baker, Chronicles, p. 100.

sarpo (sar'po), H. [Cf. sapo?.] Same as sapo2 .

Sarracenia (sar-a-se'ni-a), . [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700), named after Dr. Sarrazin of Quebec,
who first sent specimens and a description to Eu-

sarmenta or runners; having the form or char-
acter of a runner.
sarmentum (siir-men' turn), (,; pi. sarmenta r Pe -] A genus of polypetalous plants, known
(-ta). [L. : see mmnent.'] In lot., a runner;

as sidesaddh-flmcer and piteter-ptmt, type of

a running stem giving off leaves or roots at in-
*ne order iSV-)vy///r/rr,v. It is characterized by flow-

tervals as that of the strawberry ; also, a twin- ^fJSSS^Sr7Sr^^Sem which supports itself by means of and five-celled ovary with its distinct style dilated at the
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top into a peltate umbrella-like and petaloid membrane,
which is stigmatic near the end of a nerve extending to
each of its five angles. The S species are all natives of
North America, and occur chiefly in the southern I'nited

States, with one also in the northern. They are remark-
able plants, inhabiting peat-bogs, with their leaves trans-
formed into pitchers, and produced at the top into a more
or less arching hood, which closes the pitcher when young.
The pitchers are usually partly filled with rain-water and
with masses of decomposing insects, and in some species
special glands secrete a digestive fluid which aids in their
assimilation. The flowers are large, solitary, and nodding
upon a long leafless scape, usually of a deep brownish red,
globular in the bud, flattened on expansion, and with pet-
als which are strongly contracted in the middle. 5. pur-
purea, the original species, which extends north to Great
Bear Lake, is known as pitcher-plant, also as huntsman's-
cup and sidesaddle-Jloicer. S. Jlava and other southern
species are known as trumpetteaf and huntsman's-horn.
Sarraceniaceae (sar-a-se-ni-a'se-e), n.pl. [NL.
(Endlicher, 1836), < "Sarracenia + -acea.] An
order of polypetalous plants of the cohort Pa-
rietales in the series Thalamiftoree. it is charac-
terized by a minute embryo near the base of the seed in

fleshy albumen, and flowers with five sepals and five petals,
numerous stamens, and a five- or three-celled ovary "*ith
the placenta! fixed to the inner angle. They are readily
distinguished by their peculiar habit, being bog-herbs
with conspicuous flowers nodding upon naked scapes, sur-
rounded at the base by a circle of radical leaves, which are
inflated into pitchers, and project in front into a thin
lamina, and at the top into a hood. The 10 species are all

American, and belong mainly to the type genus, Sarracf-
nia the others, Darlingtonia and Hfliamphora, being
monotypic. See cuts under Darlingtonia and pitcher-
plant.

sarrancolin (sa-rang'ko-liu), n. [F., < Sarran-
colin (see def.).] A kind of ornamental mar-
ble quarried near Sarraucolin, in the valley of

Aure, department of the Hautes Pyre'nSes,
France. It is more or less brecciated in structure, and
of varied color, gray, red, and yellow predominating.
This is one of the most highly prized of French marbles,
and was used in the interior decoration of the Grand
Opera House in Paris.

sarrasin, sarrasine (sar'a-sin), . [< F. surra-

sine, a portcullis, fern, of sarrasin, Saracen : see

Saracen.'] A portcullis: a term probably dat-

ing from the Crusades, and retained in use in

French, from which English writers have taken
it. Also spelled sarasin.

sarrazin (sar'a-ziri), n. [F. ble sarrasiit, buck-
wheat, lit. 'Saracen wheat': see Saracen.]
Buckwheat.
The Russian peasant will not always sell his wheat and

live on mrrazin and rye. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 836.

sarret, . [OF.] A long cannon, smaller than a
bombard. Farrow, Mil. Encyc.
sarrusophone (sa-rus'o-fon), . [< Sarrus (see
def.) + Gr.

<j>uvft, a sound, tone.] A musical
instrument, properly of the oboe class, but with
a tube of metal, invented in 1863 by a French
band-master, Sarrus. Eight different sizes or varie-
ties are made, so as to form a complete series, as of the
saxophone, and are named either from their fundamental
key or from their relative compass. Compare saxophone.

sarsat (sar'sa), . [Also sarza ; the first part of

sarsaparilla, taken in sense of the full word.]
Sarsaparilla.
You may take sarza to open the liver.

Bacon, Friendship (ed. 1887).

sarsaparilla (sar"sa-pa-rira), n. [= D. sarsa-

parilla = G. Dan. sarsaparilla = Sw. sarsa-

parill = F. salsepareille = It. salsapariglia, <

Sp. zarzaparilla, now zarzaparrilla = Pg. sal-

saparrilha, sarsaparilla, orig. Smilax aspera;
usually explained as < Sp. zarza, a bramble

(supposed to be < Basque sartzia, a bramble),
+ *parilla, *par-
rilla, supposed
to be a dim. of

parra, a train-

ed vine (others

suggest Parillo,
name of a physi-
cian said to have
first employed
it).] 1. The rhi-

zome of several

plants of the

genus Smilax,
chiefly, it is be-

lieved, ofS. medl-

ca, S. officinalis.
and S. papyra-
cea, all of tropi-
cal America. 2.

Any plant of the B'a"ch of Ss
f

order Smilacex.
3. A medicinal preparation of sarsaparilla-

root. The reputation of sarsaparilla as a medicine has
sometimes suffered from worthless substitutes, or from
the root being too long kept, but it now has an estab-
lished character as an alterative, most usefully employed
in syphilis, but also valuable In chronic rheumatism
and other affections. Compare china-root. Australian
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sarsaparilla. See Hardenberyia. Brazilian sarsa-
parilla, the product in Brazil of one or more unidentified

species of Smilax. Bristly sarsaparilla, a. North .Amer-
ican plant, Aralia hispida, also called wild elder. Com-
pare wild eamajwriMa. Country sarsaparilla. Same
as Indian sarsaparilla. German sarsaparilla, the
roots or rhizomes of Carex arenaria, C. disticha, and C.

hirta, from their being occasionally used in Germany as

a substitute for sarsaparilla. Honduras sarsaparilla,
the sarsaparilla most used in the United States, derived

perhaps from Smilax meaica. Indian sarsaparilla, an
East Indian asclepiadaceous plant, Hemidemnus Indicus,
the roots of which are used as a substitute for sarsaparilla.
Also nunnari root. Italian sarsaparilla, the product
of a south European plant, Smilax aspcra. Jamaica sar-

saparilla, a former name of various kinds of saraaparllla
which reached Europe by way of Jamaica from Mexico,
Honduras, United States of Colombia, and even Peru. It

is now applied to a Costa Kican article, ascribed to Smilax

officinalis. Also red sarsaparilla. Mexican sarsapa-
rilla, the product perhaps of Smilax medica. Spuri-
ous sarsaparilla. See Hardenberyia. Texas sarsa-

parilla. See menispermum, 2. Wild sarsaparilla, a

North American plant, Aralia nudicaulii, whose long hori-

zontal aromatic roots are used as a substitute for sarsapa-
rilla. Also (in English books) Viryinian sarsaparilla.

sarset (sars), . and r. See scarce.

Sarsen (sar'sen), n. [Also Sarsin, Sarccn; a con-
traction of Saracen, q. v.] It. Same as Saracen

(formerly used in a vague sense for foreigner).
2. The name given in southwestern England

to former inhabitants of the region, and espe-
cially to former workers of the tin-mines, the
ancient piles of attle in Cornwall and Devon
being designated as "Jews' pits," "Jews' leav-

ings," "attal-Sarsen"or "-Saracen," "remains
of the Sarcens," etc. 3. [I.e.'] Same as Sara-
cen's stone (which see, under Saracen).
How came the stones here? for these sarsens or Druidi-

cal sandstones are not found in the neighbourhood.
Emerson, Stonehenge.

sarsenet, sarcenet (sars'net), . [Also sars-

net ; = D. sarcenet = G. sarsenet, < OF. sarcenet,
< ML.saracenoftts, also Saracenicus (sc.pannus),
sarcenet, lit.

' Saracen cloth,' < LL. Saracenus,
Saracen : see Saracen.] A fine, thin silk stuff,

plain or twilled, especially valued for its soft-

ness. It appears to have come into use in the thirteenth

century, and to nave been a favorite material during the

eighteenth century and down to 1820 for garments for

women, especially as linings. It is now mainly super-
seded by other materials. Formerly also called itendul or
cendat.

The roflys [roofs] garnyshed with tarsnettji*
and buddys

of golde. Arnold's Chronicle, 1502, p. li.

Loose jerkins of tawny taffety cut and lined with yellow
sarsenet. QoldweU, quoted in Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 478.

His letters of credence brought by bis secretary in a
scarfe of sarseiu'tt. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 28, 1607.

Miss Andrews drank tea with us that evening, and wore
her puce-coloured sarsenet.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, xv.

Sarsenet ribbon, ribbon of sarsenet material, plain, and
consisting merely of piece sarsenet in narrow widths.

Sarsia (sar'si-a), n. [NL. : named from Prof.

Michael Sars, of Christiania, Norway.] 1. A
genus of jellyfishes, giving name to the Sarsi-

idx. S. tabulosa is a small British species. 2.

[I. e.] A member of this genus.
Sarsiidae (sar-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sarsia +
-<<7e.] A family of acalephs, named from the

genus Sarsia. Also Sarsidee.

sarsinisht (sar'si-nish), n. [ME. sarsynysh, <

OF. sarrasineschc, < sarrazin, Saracen : see

Saracen, sarsenet.] A fine woven silk of the
kind called sarsenet.

Largesse hadde on a robe fresh
Of riche purpur sarlynysh [read sarsynysh; tr. OF. ear-

rarinesche]. Bom. of the Rose, 1. 1188.

Sara's organ. See organ 1
.

sart (sart), n. [Short for assart: see assart.]
A piece of woodland turned into arable land.
Wharton.

sartage (sar'taj), n. [< sart + -age.'} The
clearing of woodland for agricultural purposes,
as by setting fire to the trees.

sartain (sar'tan), a. An obsolete or dialectal
form of certain.

sarticruraeus (sar'ti-kr^-re'us), n. ; pi. sarti-

crursel (-i). [NL., for "sartoricrureevs, < L. sar-

tor, a tailor, + NL. crurxus, q. v.] The tailor's

muscle of the thigh ;
the sartorius. Cones and

Shute, 1887.

sartor (siir'tor), n. [< L. sartor, a tailor, < sar-

cire, pp. sarius, patch, mend.] A tailor: as,
"Sartor Resartus" (the tailor retailored).

Coats whose memory turns the sartor pale.
0. W. Holmes, Terpsichore.

sartorial (sar-to'ri-al), a. [< sartor + -i-al.']

1. Of or pertaining to a tailor or tailors.

A north-country dame, in days of old economy, when the
tailor worked for women as well as men, delivered one of
her nether garments to a professor of the sartorial art.

Southey, The Doctor, interchapter ix. (Davies.)
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2. In anat., pertaining to the sartorius muscle.

sartorii, n. Plural of sartorius.

sartorite (siir'tor-it), n. [After Sartorius von
Waltershausen (1809-76).] In mineral., a sul-

phid of arsenic arid lead, occurring sparingly in

ortborhombic crystals of a lead-gray color in

the dolomite of the Binnenthal in valais, Swit-
zerland. Also called scleroclase.

sartorius (sar-to'ri-us), H.
; pi. sartorii (-1).

[NL., < L. sartor, a tailor: see sartor.] The
longest muscle of the human body, crossing the

thigh obliquely in front. It arises from the anterior

superior spine of the ilium, and is inserted into the top of
the inner anteiior surface of the tibia. It has been con-
sidered to be the chief muscle in producing the position
of the tailor when at work (whence its name). It is usually
present in mammals, though with various modifications.
Also called iliopretibialis, sarticrurxus, and tailor-muscle.

See cut under musclei.

Sarum use. See use.

sarzat (sar'za), n. Same as sarsa.

sasanqua (sa-sang'kwa), . [Jap.] The plant
Camellia Sasanqua. See Camellia.

sasarara (sas-a-ra'ra), n. Same as siserary.
sash 1

(sash), . [< F. cMssis, sash, or more
prob. directly from the orig. of chassis, namely
OF. chasse, F. chdsse, a case, frame, < L. capsa, a

box, case : see case2 , cftase
2

,
and cash 2

,
doublets

of sash1
.'] 1. The framed part of a window, in

which the glass is fixed
; also, a similar part of a

greenhouse, etc. In windows they either open and
shut vertically, or are hung upon hinges so as to swing
open like doors. The former are called sliding sashes, and
the latter French sashes, or casements.

I was the other day driving in a hack through Gerrard-

street, when my eye was immediately catched with the

prettiest object imaginable the face of a very fair girl
. . . fixed at the chin to a painted sash, and made part of
the landscape. Steele, Spectator, No. 510.

No fire the kitchen's cheerless grate display'd ;

No cheerful light the long-closed sash convey'd.
Crabbe, Works, I. 106.

2. The frame in which a saw is put to prevent
its bending or buckling when crowded into the
cut Leaded sash. See leaded. Port-sash. See
port-

1
. Sash-mortising machine, a machine used to

form mortises in stiles and rails of doors and sashes, and
for similar work. E. H. Knight. Sash-planing ma-
chine, a small form of molding-machine for making rab-
bets and moldings for the stiles and bars of sashes. E.
H. Kniyht. Sash-sticking machine, a machine for

forming the moldings on the edges of bars and rails for

window-sashes, and for planing up other small stuff. E.
H. Knight.
sash1 (sash), v. t. [< sash1

, n."] To furnish with
sash-windows.

The windows are all sashed with the finest crystalline

glass. Lady M. W. Montagu.

The noble old residence of the Beauchamps and Ne-
villes, and now of Earl Brooke. He has sashed the great
apartment that 's to be sure. Gray, Letters, I. 256.

It [Hurstmonceaux] is scarcely furnished with a few

necessary beds and chairs ; one side has been sashed.

Walpole, Letters, II. 300.

sash2 (sash), n. [Formerly also shash; < Pers.

shast, sJiest, a girdle, also a thumb-stall worn
by archers, a plectrum.] A long band or roll

of silk, fine linen, or gauze, wound round the
head by Orientals in the manner of a turban ;

also, in modern times, a band or scarf worn over
the shoulder or round the waist for ornament.
Sashes are worn by women and children (less frequently
by men), and by military officers as badges of distiuction,
and are a regular part of certain costumes. They are

usually of silk, variously made and ornamented.

So much for the silk in Judea, called shesh in Hebrew,
whence haply that fine linen or silk is called shashes, worn
at this day about the heads of eastern people.

fuller, Pisgah Sight, II. xiv. 24.

On the mens (heads] are Shashes, which is a long thin
wreath of Cloath, white or coloured.

S. Clarke, Geog. Description (1671), p. 46.

A Scarlet Silk net Sash to tye a Nightgown.
Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[1. 150.

sash2 (sash), v. t. [< sash2
, .] To dress or

ornament with a sash or sashes.

They are ... so sashed and plumed that . . . they are

grown infinitely more insolent in their fine clothes even
than they were in their rags. Burke, A Kegicide Peace, iv.

sash-bar (sash'bar), n. In carp., one of the
vertical or transverse pieces within a window-
frame which hold the panes of glass.
sash-chisel (sasfa'chiz^el), n. In carp., a chisel

with a narrow edge and a strong blade, for mak-
ing the mortises in sash-stiles.

sash-clamp (sash'klamp), n. A clamp for

squaring a sash and tightening up the joints.
E. H. Knight.
sash-door (sash'dor), n. A door having panes
of glass to admit light.

sashery (sash'er-i), n. ; pi. sasheries (-iz). [<
sosft2 + -er-y.~] Sashes or scarfs collectively,

sasine

considered as parts of official costume, or as

parts of ornamental apparel. [Rare.]
Distinguished by their satfheries and insignia.

Carlyle. (Imp, Diet.)

sash-fastener (sash'fas'ner), n. A latch or
screw for fastening the sash of a window.
sash-frame (sash'fram), n. 1. The frame in
which the sash of a window is suspended, or
to which it is hinged. When the sash is suspended
the frame is made hollow to contain the balancing weights,
and is said to be cated.

2. The frame in which a saw is strained.

sash-gate (sash'gat), n. In lujdraul. eat/in., a

stop-valve sliding vertically to and from its

seat.

sash-line (sash'lin), n. The rope by which a
sash is suspended in its frame.

sashoont (sa-shon'), n. [Origin obscure.] A
kind of stuffing or pad put into the leg of a

boot, or secured around the calf of the leg, to

prevent chafing, or to cause the boot to sit

smoothly.
1688, June 29, paid Henry Sharpe of Cuckfleld for a pair

of bootes and sashoons, 13s. Stapley's Diary.

sash-saw (sash'sa), n. 1. A small saw used
in cutting the tenons of sashes. Its plate is

about 11 inches long, and has about thirteen
teeth to the inch. 2. A mill-saw strained in

a frame or sash.

sash-sluice (sash'slos), n. A sluice with verti-

cally sliding valves.

sash-tool (sash'tol), n. A small paint-brush of

a size used in painting window-sashes.
sash-window (sash'win"dp), n. A glazed win-
dow in which the glass is set in a sash, and
not in the wall

; hence, a window that can be

opened.
She locked the door, . . . then broke a pane in the sash

window. Sw^ft, Advice to Servants (Chambermaid).

Sasia (sa'si-a), n. [NL. (B. E. Hodgson, 1836),
from a native name.] A notable genus of In-

dian piculets or pygmy woodpeckers of the sub-

family Picumninte, with naked orbits and only
three toes. P. ochracea and P. abnormis are two exam-
ples. They range from Nepal and Sikhim through Burma
Into the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, etc. Also
called Comens, Microcolaptes, Dryaltes, and Picumnoides.

sasin (sas'in), n. [E. Ind.] The common In-

dian antelope, Antilofe cenicapra or A. lezoar-

tica, remarkable for its swiftness and beauty.

Sasin, or Indian Antelope {Antiloft cervicafra*).

It is abundant in the open dry plains of India, in flocks

of from ten to sixty females to a single male. It will

clear from 25 to 30 feet at a bound, and i ise even 10 or
11 feet from the earth. It is grayish-brown or black on the

upper parts of the body, with white abdomen and breast,
and a white circle round the eyes. It stands about 2 feet

6 inches high at the shoulder. This is the animal which
is considered to represent the modern restiicted genus An-
tttope, from which many more have been successively de-

tached for other and very numerous Antilt-mnfe of Asia

and Africa. Its usual specific name is not to be confound-
ed with the same word used in a generic sense for the very
different African bohor. The sasin is among several ante-

lopes loosely called alyazel. It has long been known as a

source of bezoar, as indicated by one of its specific names.
The record of the sasin, in its relations to man, goes liack

to the dawn of history; for it is the animal with the straight
corkscrew horns so commonly figured on the monu-
ments of Assyria and Babylonia. In India it is usually

figured drawing the car of Chandra, the moon-god, and
furnishes a probable prototype of the animals with which
the classic huntress Diana is associated. It is there also

a regular attribute of Siva, or Mahadeva, held by the hind

legs upright in one of the hands of this god, and connected
with linga-worship, apparently from its reputed salacity.

sasine (sa'sin), . 1. An obsolete form of

seizin, retained archaically in Scots law. Spe-
cifically 2. In Scots law, either (a) the act of
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giving legal possession of feudal property (in
which case it is synonymous with infeftmcnt), or

(6) the instrument by which tho fact is proved.
There is a general office for the registering of

sasines in Edinburgh Cognition and sasine. See
cognition. Precept of sasine. See precept. Sasine
OX, a perquisite formerly due to the sheriff when he gave
infeftmcnt to an hc-ir holding crown lands. It was after-
ward converted into a payment in money proportioned to
the value of the estate, and is now done away with.

sass(sas),s. [A dial. form of sauce, .] 1. Same
as sauce. 2. Vegetables, particularly those
used in making sauces: as, garden sas*. 3.

Insolence; impudence. [Vulgar, U. 8., in all

uses.]
sass (sas), v. [A dial, form of sauce, v.~\ I.

intratts. To talk or reply saucily; be insolent
in replying. [Vulgar, U. 8.]

Its [Mr. Thayer's book's] very pugnacity will no doubt
tempt so many of the assailed to sass back that we shall
in the end find ourselves by so much the richer in contri-
butions to the annals of the times.

Harper's Mag., LXilX. 649.

II. trans. To sauce
;
be saucy to. [Vulgar,

U.S.]
sassaby (sas'a-bi), n.; pi. sassabies (-biz). [8.

African; also sassabye, sassaybe, sassabi."] The
bastard hartbeest, Damalis or Alcelaphws lu- sassafras (sassafras ojictnaio.

natus, of South Africa. The sassaby resembles the ' Bra "c>> with fruits. 2. Branch with sterile flowers, a, , c, dif-

hartbeest, A. caama, but stands somewhat higher at the

bark used in infusion as a tonic, (c) Of Queensland : a
smaller related tree, Daphnandra micrantha. Brazilian
sassafras, the tree Nectandra Puchury, which yields
the so-called sassafras-nuts or Pichurim beans. Cayenne
sassafras. See Licania. Chilian sassafras. Same
as Peruvian nutmeg (which see, under nutmeg). Oil of
sassafras. See oil and sassafras-oil. Sassafras tea, an
infusion of sassafras-wood or of the bark of the root
Swamp-sassafras, Magnolia glauca. See Magnolia.
sassafras-nut (sas'a-fras-nut), . Same as
Pichurim bean.

sassafras-oil (sas'a-fras-oil), n. 1. A volatile
aromatic oil distilled from the root-wood and
root-bark of the common sassafras. Also oil of
sassafras. 2. A volatile oil obtained from the
bark of the Victorian sassafras, with an odor re-

sembling sassafras and caraway.- 3. An oil ex-
tracted from sassafras-nuts or Pichurim beans.

4. See Ocotea.

Sassa gum. See gunfi.
Sassanian (sa-sa'ni-an), a. and . I. a. Per-

taining to the Sassanids.

Three short wars with the Sassanian monarehs ol Persia
were waged. The Academy, Feb. 15, 1890, p. 110.

, , II. n. Same as Sassanid.
bok.) The horns are about a foot long. The animal is much Sassanid (sas'a-nid), . [< ML. Sassanidx. <
hunted both for its hide and for its flesh, and has been Kntunn or SatOM a Pprsiari -ipst <uir>estrn. nf
thinned out in countries where it formerly abounded.. It S5LSf^L! 22SJ.J*

Sassaby (Alcflaphus turtattts).

withers, and its horns are gently curved rather than ab-

ruptly bent. It is one of the group of large bubaline an-

telopes of which the blesbok is another, but the sassaby
lacks the white blaze on the face. (Compare cut of We-

inhabits by preference open places, sometimes lu herds of
several hundreds.

sassafras (sas'a-fras), n. [Formerly also saxa-

fras; = D. G. Sw. Dan. sassafras = F. sassafras= It. sassafras, sassafrasso, sassofrasso = Pg.
sassafras (NL. sassafras), < Sp. sasafrds, sassa-

fras; another application of salsafras, salsi-

frax, salsifragia, OSp. sassifragia, saxifrage,
saxifrage: see saxifrage.] 1. A tree, the only

Sassan or sasan, a
the founder of the dynasty.] A member of a

dynasty which ruled the Persian empire from
the downfall of the Parthian power, about A. D.

226, until the conquest of Persia by the Sara-

cens, about 642.

The Arsacid empire, which had lasted for 476 years, was
replaced by the monarchy of the Sassanids, itself destined
to endure for a nearly equal period.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, it 242.

species~of the genus Sa'ssafras. itiscommoninea'st- sassararat, n. See siserary.
ern North America, in the south taking possession, along SaSSOt (sas), n. [< F. sas, < D. SOS, a sluice, a

"" A sluice, canal, or lock on a navi-
weir with floodgates ;

a naviga-

cially its bark, enters into commerce as a powerful aro-
matic stimulant, and is much used in flavoring and scent-
ing, an oil being distilled in large quantities for the latter

purposes. The bark is officinal, as also the pith, which
affords a mucilaginous application and a drink. An early
name in England was ague-tree.

They have made divers great and navigable sassea and
sluices, and bridges.

The Great Level (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 320).

Sir N. Crisp's project of making a great sasse in the
King's lands about Deptford, to be a wett-dock to hold 200
sail of ships. Pepys, Diary, Jan. 25, 1662.

[They] did helpe vs to dig and carry Saxafras, and doe Sassenach (sas'e-nach), n. [< Gael. Sasunac1i,
any thing they could, being of a comely proportion and the Saxon- ROP. ftrirnn 1 A Smrrvn an l?Wlia>imDi
best condition of any Salvages we had yet incountred.

axon . see baxon. J A naxon
, an Jinglisnman .

vages we had ye
Quoted in Copt. John Smith's Works, 1. 107.

2. [cap.'] [NL. (C. G. Nees, 1836).] A genus
of apetalous trees of the order Laurinex and
tribe Litseacex, characterized by an umbel-
like inflorescence of dioacious flowers in loose

a general name applied by the Scottish High-
the British Isles to Persons of Saxon

The term Sassenach, or Saxon, is applied by the High-
landers to their Low-Country neighbors.

Scott, Glenflnlas, note.
and short racemes from terminal buds, and sassoiin sassoline (sas'6-lin), n. [< F'. sas-
produced around the base of the new growth
of the season. The flowers have a six-lobed perianth
and nine stamens in three rows, with their anthers in-

trorsely four-celled, the third row of filaments each with
a stalked gland at the base. The only species. S. offlci-

nale, is a native of the United States, especially south-
ward and principally east of the Mississippi, extending
also into Canada. It is a small or middle-sized tree,
with aromatic bark and roots, and remarkable for the
green color of its flowers, bud-scales, and branches, and
for its dimorphous leaves, the earlier entire and oval, the
later three-lobed or irregular. See cut in next column.

soiine G . sassoiin, < It Sasso, a town near

sided laminse belonging to the triclinic sys-
tem, or as a crust, or in stalactitic forms com-
posed of small scales. It is white or yellowish, has
a nacreous luster, and is friable. It occurs as a deposit
from hot springs and ponds In the lagoons of Tuscany, and
was first discovered near Sasso (whence the name) in the
province of Florence.

-Australian sassafras, (a) of vYctoria(and"Tasman'ia): sassolite (sas'o-lit), n. [< Sasso (see sassoiin)
Atherosperma moschata of the order Monimiaceee, a lofty

+ -ite^.J Same as sassoiin.

other large tree, with very fragrant leaves, and aromatic pigeon, Columba livia.

satchel

sassy-bark (sas'i-biirk), n. [W. African sas-

sy (?) + E. uY<rA'2.] The mancona bark (which
see, under bark2 ); also, the tree that yields it.

See Erythrophloeum.
sastra (siis'tra), n. See shaster.

sat (sat). Preterit of sit.

Sat. An abbreviation of Saturday.
Satan (sa'tan), n. [Formerly or dial, also Sa-
l/nut ; < ME. Satan, Sathan, also Satanas, Sathan-

as, < OF. Sathan, Sathanas, F. Satan, Satanas

(colloq.) = Pr. Sathanas, Sodhanas = Sp. Satan,
Sataiids = Pg. Satanaz = It. Satan, Satanasso
= D. G. Dan. Sw. Satan = AS. Satan = Gr. Za-

rav, 2aravaf, < LL. Satan, Satanas = Goth. Sa-

tana, Satanas = Ar. Shaitdn (> Turk. Sheytan
= Pers. Hind. Shaitdn), < Heb. sdtdn, an ene-

my, Satan, < sdtan, be an enemy, persecute.]
The chief evil spirit ;

the great adversary of

man; the devil. See devil.

The gay coroun of golde gered on lolte . . .

Now is sette for to serue satanas the blake,
Bifore the bolde Baltazar wj-th host & wyth pryde.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), U. 1449.

And now hath Sathanas, seith he, a tayl
Brodder than of a carryk is the sail.

Chaucer, Prol. to Summoner's Tale, 1. 23.

And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall

from heaven. Luke x. 18.

And he laid hold on the dragon, that old serpent, which
is the Devil, and Satan, and bound him a thousand years.

Eev. n. 2.

Incensed with indignation, Satan stood
Unterrifled, and like a comet burn'd.

Milton, P. L., U. 707.

= Syn. Apollyon. See definition of Belial.

Satanic (sa-tan'ik), a. [< F. satanique = Sp.
Pg. It. satanico (cf. D. satansch, satanisch = G.
satanisch = Dan. Sw. satanisk),^. T-iii.'Satanicvs,
<. Satan, Satan: see Satan.] Of, pertaining to,
or characteristic of Satan

;
devilish

; extremely
malicious or wicked

; infernal.

His weakness shall o'ercome Satanic strength.
Milton, P. B,, i. 161.

Satanic school. See school*.

satanical (sa-tan'i-kal), a. [< sa.ta.nic + -a7.]
Same as satdnic.

I deal not
With magic, to betray you to a faith
Black and satanical.

Shirley, Bird in a Cage, ii. 1.

satanically (sa-tan'i-kal-i), adv. In a satanic
manner

;
with the wicked and malicious spirit

of Satan
; devilishly.

Most satanically designed on souls.

Hammond, Works, IV. 470.

satanicalness (sa-tan'i-kal-nes), n. Satanic
character or quality. Bailey.
Satanism (sa'tan-izm), n. [< Satan + -ism.]
The evil and malicious disposition of Satan

;

a diabolical spirit, doctrine, or contrivance.

Luther first brinced [pledged] to Germany the poisoned
cup of his heresies, blasphemies, and satanisms.

Bp. Jewel, Works (Parker Soc.), III. 265.

satanist (sa'tan-ist), n. [< Satan + -ist.~\ One
who is, as it were, a disciple or adherent of Sa-
tan; a very wicked person; also [cop.], one of
the Euchites. [Rare.]
There shall be fantastical babblers, and deceitful Satan-

tots, in these last times, whose words and deeds are all false-
hood and lies. Granger, On Ecclesiastes (1621), p. 343.

satanophany (sa-ta-nof'a-ni), n. [< Gr. 2<mzvac
,

Satan,+ -0ave/a,<0a('veo-ftM, appear.] Anappear-
ance or incarnation of Satan

;
the state of being

possessed by a devil. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

satanophobia (sft'tgn-f-tS'bU), n. [< Gr. 2o-

ravaf, batan, + -Qofiia, '<. <jx>fald()ai., fear.] Fear
of the devil. [Rare.]

Impregnated as he was with Satanophobia, he might
perhaps have doubted still whether this distressed crea-

ture, all woman and nature, was not all art and fiend.
C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xcvi. (Daoiet.)

Satan-shrimp (sa'tan-shrimp), n. A devil-

shrimp; any member of the Luciferidee. See
cut under Lucifer.
satara, n. A ribbed, highly dressed, lustered,
and hot-pressed woolen cloth. Enct/c. Brit.,
XXIV. 662.

satchel (sach'el), n. [Formerly also sachel; <

ME. sachel, < OF. sachel, < L. saccellus, dim. of

saccus, a sack, bag: see sacki. Cf. It. saccolo
= G. scickel, < L. sacculus, dim. of saccus, a sack,
bag: see*nccM?e.] A small sack or bag ; espe-
cially, a bag in which books (as school-books)
are carried

; also, any hand-bag.
Nyle ze here a sachel, nether scrip, nether schoon, and

greete ze no man by the weye. Wycl\f, Luke x. 4.

The whining school-boy, with his satchel
And shining morning face.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 145.



satchel

I make a doubt whether I had the same identical in-

dividually numerical Body when I carried a Calf-leather
Sachel to School in Hereford, as when I wore a Lambskin
Hood in Oxford. llumll, Letters, I. i. 81.

sate 1
(sat). An obsolete or archaic preterit of

Sit.

sate- (sat), r. /.
; pret. and pp. sated, ppr. satin;/.

[IrregX lj.*o<(, satisfy, satiate, appar. resting
in part on the L. sat for satis, sufficient : sec sati-

ate, satisfy.] To fill full
; glut ; surfeit : satiate.

When she is sated with his body, she will find the error of
her choice. Shak., Othello, i. 3. 35.
The sated reader turns from it [the subject] with a kind

of literary nausea. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xcvii.

For never power
Can sate the hungry soul beyond an hour.

Lowll, Legend of Brittany, ii. 5.

= Syn, Surfeit, etc. (see satisfy), glut, gorge,
sateen (sa-ten'),. [Also satteen ; <F.asif*,w-
tine, < satin, satin: see satin."] 1. A fabric hav-

ing a glossy surface, so called from its resem-
blance to satin; specifically, a kind of worsted
goods much used for linings. 2. A cotton fab-
ric, (o) A thick and strong fabric resembling jean, used
for corsets, women's shoes etc. (6) A thin textile resem-
bling Indian silk, printed in colors for dresses. Also
spelled mtine. Amazon sateen, sateen made especially
for women's riding-habits.

sateless (sat'les). . [< sate? + -less.'] Insatia-

ble; that cannot be sated or satisfied. [Rare.]
His very crimes attest his dignity :

satin-de-laine

satiety (sa-ti'e-ti), n. [Formerly also xni-ii-lii;

< OF. xatii-te. xn-'ieti-il, F. satii :te = Pr. Sp. sucii -
" = Pg. sacitdade = It. sazieta, < L. satie-

ta(t-)x, sufficiency, abundance, satiety, <

.iHx, enough, sufficient: see satiate, sat-

'*/!/] It. Fullness; sufficiency. [Kare.]
This, of himselfe all Fulncsse, all Satietie,
Is then the sole Incomprehensible Deitie.

Heyu'nod, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 6S.

2. A glutted or cloyed state or condition
; an

excess of gratification which excites loathing;
gratification to the full or beyond natural de-
sire

;
surfeit.

Of knowledge there is no satiety, but satisfaction and
appetite are perpetually interchangeable.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 100.

The strength of delight is in Its seldoraness or rarity
and sting in its satiety. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Jlor., ii. 1.

Thou lovest, but ne'er knew love's sad satiety.

Shelley, To a Skylark.
= Syn. 2. Repletion, cloyment, glut. See satisfy.

satin (sat'in). . and a. [Early mod. E. also

xnttin, satten; < ME. satin, satync (= D. satiju
Satellite-sphinx (miamftlus salellitia), natural size (left pair of = Sw. Satin), < OF. Satin, alSO SOIH. F. Satin,

wings omitted). oofi,. t> ,.*;. rm. u ,^j.i_ T.L -'ill

A follower; particularly, a subservient or ob-

sequious follower or attendant ; a subordinate

wings

satellite-sphinx (sat'e-lit-sfingks),M. PhiUtm-
IH-IH.I sutellitid, a large and handsome hawk-
moth whose larva feeds upon the vine,

satellite-vein (sat'e-lit-van), n. A vein accom-
panying an artery. There are frequently two
such veins to one artery, each of which is called
rt-na dimes.

satelli-

an atten-

.] Per-
taining to or having the character of a satellite.

Their satettitious attendance, their revolutions about the
sun. G. Cheyne, Philosophical Principles.

Satellite, one retained to guard a man's person; a Yeo- Satellitium (sat-e-lish'i-um). n. [< LL. satel-

litium, an escort, guard, < L. safeties, an atten-
dant : see satellite.] An escort; guard; accom-
paniment.
His horoscope is b, having in it a satellitium of 6 of the

7 planets. It is a maxime in astrology that a native that
hath a satellitium in his ascendent proves more eminent
in his life than ordinary. Aubrey, Lives, Thomas Hobbes.

man of the Guard ; a Sergeant, Catchpoll.
Blount, Glossographia (ed. 167U).

But the petty princes and their satellites should be
brought to market ; not one of them should have a span
of earth, or a vest, or a carcass of his own.

Landnr, Marcus Tullius and Quinctus Cicero.

The fault lies not so much in human nature as in the
satellites of Power. /. VIsraeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 173.

Bedford, with his silver kettle, and his buttony satellite, Saterdayt, . An obsolete form of Saturday.
presently brought in this refection [the tea]. Sathan, Sathanast, H. See Satan.

Thackeray, Level the Widower, Iv. sati, w. Same as suttee.

2. An attendant moon
;
a small planet revolv- satiability (sa-shia-bil'j-ti), n. [< satiable +

ing round a larger one; a secondary planet, -ity (see -bility).] "The "character of being sa-
tiable, or the fact of being satisfied.

satiable (sa'shia-bl), a. [< sati(ate) + -able.]
Capable of being satiated or satisfied,

satiableness (sa'shia-bl-nes), n. Same as sa-

tiability.

satiate (sa'shiat), c. t.
; pret. and pp. satiated,

The earth has one satellite, the moon ; Neptune is known
to be accompanied by one ; Mars by two ;

"

ellites.

Or ask of yonder argent fields above
Why Jove's satellites are less than Jove.

Pope, Essay on Man, i

We can spare
The splendour of your lamps: they but eclipse
Our softer satellite. Coieper, Task, i. 7(i.

The others may be regarded merely as satellites, revolv-
ing round some one or other of these superior powers.

Prencott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 20.

3. In ijeoin., a straight line bearing the fol-

lowing relation to another straight line. The
satellite (also called the satellite line) of a given straight
line, with reference to a given cubic curve in whose
plane the straight line lies, is the straight line joining
the three points at which the three tangents to the
curve at the points of intersection of the first straight
line with it again cut the curve. This is the definition
of Cayley (Phil. Trans., 1857, p. 416), but it has the incon-

sat, satis, sufficient, satiir, full
; akin to sad: see

sad, sate*, satisfy.] 1. To satisfy; feed or
nourish to the full; sate.

O ! what not sell wee beer,
Sithence, to *itiut our Gold-thirsty gall,We sell our selues, our very soules and ally

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartan's Weeks, i. 5.

2. To fill beyond natural desire; surfeit; fill

to repletion.
He may be satiated, but not satisfied. Narrit.

3f. To saturate. See saturate.

Why does not salt of tartar draw more water out of the
air, . . . but for want of attractive force
with water?

satin, = Pg. setim = Olt. setino, satin, It., silk

hangings, < ML. setinus, also (after OF.) sati-

nus, satininn, satin (cf. OF. sathenin = Olt.

xetinino, satin), prop, (as in Olt. setino) adj., of
silk, < seta (> It. seta = Sp. Pg. seda = F. soie

;,
MHG. side, G. seide = Olr. sita),

of L. seta, sseta, a bristle,
something made of hair, as a

pencil, etc.: see seta.] I. n. A silk material
of which the surface is very glossy, and the
back not as lustrous as the face. The high luster
of the surface is produced partly by the quality of the silk,

partly by the weaving, and partly by dressing with hot
rollers. Satins are sometimes figured, and sometimes the
background of a raised velvet is satin, so that the stuff

may be called a satin with a velvet pattern, or more gen-
erally velvet with satin ground.

Satyne, clothe of sylkc. Satinum.

Prompt. Pan., p. 441.
We did see

Damask and sotting,
And velvet full fair.

Winning of Coles (Child's Ballads, VII. 127).

What said Master Dombledon about the satin for my
short cloak and my slops? Shot., 2 Hen. IV., I. 2. 84.

Aureate satin 1
,
a rich silk stuff.

Their hosen being of riche gold satten called aureate
satten. Hall, Henry VIII., quoted by Planchg.

Cuttanee satin, a satin of Indian origin, with a cotton
back, strong and durable. Denmark satin, a coarse
worsted stuff with a smooth surface. Double satin de
Lyon, a satin in which both faces are satin. Duchesse
satin, a satin of good quality, strong and durable, and
usually in black or plain colors without pattern. Farm-
er's satin, a durable material of wool, or cotton and wool,
having a satin-like surface. It is used especially for lin-

ings. Satin d'Amerique, a name given to a cloth made
of the flber of the American agave or aloe. It is used espe-

ery. Satin de Bruges, a fabric of silk
:
a smooth and satin-like surface: used

, tery. Satin deLyon.akind of satin the
back of which is ribbed instead of smooth. Satin mer-
veilleux, a twilled silk fabric with a satin finish. Turk
satin, Turk's satin, a soft silk material with a glossy
surface and twilled back. It is used for men's waistcoats
and women's evening shoes, and for lining fur garments.

II. a. 1. Made of satin: as, a satin dress.
2. Of the nature of satin

; pertaining to or re-

sembling satin
; having a satin surface.

There was a wayward breeze, a desultory satin rustle, in
the vine-leaves. The Century, XXXVIII. 894.

Satin bower-bird, Ptilonorhynchus Roloserieeus. See cut
under oou-er-bird. Satin embroidery, embroidery in
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after it is satiated Satin figure, in textile fabrics, decoration by means of a

Newton Pattern having a smooth or satiny surface relieved upon

the applications of primary and satellite in the theory of
plane cubics. In the diagram, ABC is the satellite line.

with water? Newton Pattern having a smooth or satiny surface relieved upon
a ground without gloss. Satin Jean. See jean.

=Sjm. 2. Surfeit, etc. (see satisfy); suffice overfill, glut, gatia (sat'in), v. t. [< F. satiner, press so as to

II.' intrans. To satisfy need or desire. &J^3*ti^.^tZZ'*l
Cleared of all suffusion, we shall contemplate that ful-

ness which can only satiate without satiety.

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 242.

To give a satin finish to; make smooth an
glossy on the surface like satin.

'I

Nodal Cubic, with l-'our Primary Lines and their Satellite.

From its intersections with the cubic
are dra'

points _
lines, FDH,
with the satellite line are
are near H. The others are not shown.

.
.

, satellite point,

Pieces [of wall-paper] intended to be satined are ground-

satiate (sa'shiat), a. [< L. satiate pp. : see the
ed """ flne *"""^ in8tead <*

^Dic?
1 m 478.

verb.] Filled to satiety: glutted: satiated. satin-bird (sat'iu-berd), . The satin' bower-
The sword shall devour, and it shall be satiate and made bird. See cut under bower-bird.

Jer. xlvi. 10. satin.bust (8at'in-bu8h), n. See Podalyria.

Satiate with sweet %?* satin-carpet (sat'in-kar'pet), n. One of two

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, ii i
different moths, Boarmia aUetaria, a geomet-

Satiate with food, his heavy eyelids close ;

d
' Vymatopliora fluetwsa, a noctuid : an

Voluptuous minions fan him to repose. English collectors' name.
Montgomery, The West Indies, iii. satin-cloth (sat'in-kldth), n. A thin woolen

cloth with a smooth and glossy face, used es-

is.

'ask), n. A silk tex-
tile with an elaborate design, usually of floral

pattern. In some cases the pattern is raised

(sat'in-de-lan'), n. [F. : satin.

satin; dc, of; laine, wool.] 1. A smooth va-

the state of being satiated

a phenomenon for which the wise observer would have
been prepared. Contemporary Rev., LII. 481.



satin-de-laine

riety of cassimere, thinner than satin-cloth.
2. Same as stitiii-rlotli.

satine, . Same as sateen, 2.

sating (sat-i-na'), . [F. satine, satin, velvet,
< satin, satin: see satin.'] A wood of French
Guiana, of uncertain origin, perhaps from a
species of Parintiniim. It is of a red color, hard,
heavy, and solid, suitable for flue work, and for civil and
naval architecture.

satinet (sat-i-nef), it. [I
1

', satinrt, < xnliii, satin
;

as satin + -et.~] If. A very slight, thin satin.

Chambers1
s Cyc. 2. A material made of cotton

and woolen, so woven that the woolen forms
the surface : so called because the smooth sur-
face is thought to resemble that of satin. It

is cheap and very durable.
satinet-loom (sat-i-net'lom), . A loom of the

open-shed type, used for heavy goods, as twills,
jeans, satinets, etc. The usual form has four boxes
at one end, and an endless chain controlling and actuat-
ing the heddle-levers, and may, without the use of cams,
be changed readily to any pattern.

satin-finish (sat'in-fin'ish), n. 1. A finish re-

sembling satin. 2. In silversmitlnntj, a lus-
trous pearly finish produced by the scratch-
brush, with or without the use of water.
satin-flower (sat'in-flou'er), n. See Litnaria.

Crimson satin-flower, an English garden name of
Brevoortia (Brodixa)coccinea, a liliaceous plant from Cali-
fornia. It bears drooping umbels of showy flowers on
slender scapes a foot and a half high.

satin-foulard (sat'in-fo-lard'), . Foulard silk
the surface of which is especially smooth and
has a satiny appearance.
satin-grackle (sat'in-grak'l), n. The satin-
bird.

satining (sat'in-ing), n. [Verbal n. of satin, r.]
In metal-work, a method of treating silver by
holding it against a revolving wire brush, which
makes minute scratches on the surface, and
gives the metal a satin-like finish.

satining-machine (sat'in-ing-ma-shen'
1

'), n. In

paper-manuf., a machine for giving a satin-fin-
ish to paper by causing it to pass in contact
with a cylindrical brush revolving at high speed.
It is used for some kinds of wall- and letter-

paper.
satiniscot (sat-i-nis'ko), n. [< It. as if "setinesco,
< setino, satin: see satin.] A poor quality of
satin.

He weares his apparell much after the fashion ; his
meanes will not suffer him come too nigh ; they afford him
mockvelvet, or satinisco, but not without the colleges next
lease's acquaintance.
Sir T. Owrbury, Characters, A Meere Fellow of an House.

satinity (sa-tin'i-ti), n. [< satin + -ity ; formed
in imitation of Latinity.] Satin-like character
or quality. [Rare.]

I knew him immediately by the smooth salinity of his
style. Lamb, To Oilman, 1830.

satinleaf (sat'in-lef), . The common alum-
root, Heuchera Americana.

satin-lisse (sat'in-les), n. A cotton cloth of
fine satin-like surface, usually printed with
small delicate patterns and used as a dress-
material.

satin-lpom (sat'in-lom), n. A loom for weav-
ing satin. The heddles are five-leaved or more, with
corresponding treadles, and are so mounted as to pass the
shuttle, at each throw, over at least four warp-threads
and under one the glossy or right side of the fabric, ex-
cept in double satin de Lyon, being always woven under-
most.

satin-moth (sat'in-mdth), n. A British moth,
Liparis or Leucoma sa/icis : an English collec-
tors' name.

satin-paper (sat'in-pa"per), . A fine kind of

writing-paper with a satiny gloss.

satin-sheeting (sat'in-she"ting), w. A twilled
cotton fabric with a satin surface, made of so-
called waste silk. It is employed especially for

upholstery, curtains, and the like, and is made
of great width.

satin-spar (sat'in-spar), n. 1. A fine fibrous
variety of calcite (or aragonite) which assumes
a silky or pearly luster when polished. 2. A
similar variety of gypsum.
satin-sparrow (sat'in-spar"6), n. A flycatcher
of Australia and Tasmania, Mi/itit/n/ i/ilida, be-
longing to the Mnni'ii'ii)iiilie. It i's 6J inches long,
the wing 3 j ;

the male is glossy steel-black, with a satiny
green luster in some places, and most of the under parts
white ; the female is quite different. It received its New
Latin name from (iould in 1837, and the French name myi-
ayre brillant from Hombron and Jacqninot, who figured it
on plate 12 bis of their "Voyage au Pole Sud."

satin-stitch (sat'in-stich), n. An embroidery-
stitch by which the surface is covered with long
parallel stitches side by side and regular in
their arrangement, so as to produce a glossy
satin-like surfaceRaised satin-stitch, a kind of

.-,.! HI

satin-stitch done over a padding of threads laid down
upon the surface of the ground, so that the pattern stands
out considerably.
satin-Stone (sat'iu-ston), n. A fibrous kind of

gypsum used by lapidaries; satin-spar.
satin-striped (sat'in-stript), a. Having bars
or stripes of glossy satin-like surface contrast-

ing with a surface less smooth and brilliant :

said of a textile material.

satin-Sultan (sat'in-sul"tan), . A silk textile
material made in India, with a glossy surface :

it is used for women's clothes.

satin-surah (sat'in-so'ra), H. Surah silk hav-

ing an unusually smooth" and glossy surface.
satin-Turk (sat'in-terk), . Same as Turk satin.

See satin.

satin-wave (sat'in-wav), n. A British geomet-
rid moth, Acidalia subsericata.

Satin-weave (sat'in-wev), n. A style of weav-
ing executed on a loom having five or more har-
nesses. E. H. Eniglit.
satinwood (sat'in-wud), n. The wood of Chlo-

roxylon Swietenia, of the order Meliacex ; also,
the tree itself. The tree is a native of southern India
and Ceylon, of moderate size, bearing long pinnate decidu-
ous leaves and large branching panicles of small whitish
flowers. The heart-wood is of a yellowish color and fine

satiny luster, hard, heavy, and durable. It Is used in In-
dia for furniture, agricultural implements, etc., but in
western countries is used only for cabinet-work, backs of

brushes, turnery, etc. Another East Indian satinwood is

furnished by Maba buxtfolia. Bahama satinwood, a fine
article entering commerce, is attributed to some ebena-
ceous tree, perhaps a Maba. Xanthoxylum CarCbsnim of
Florida and the West Indies is another satiuwood, a small
tree with extremely hard, fine-grained wood, susceptible
of a beautiful polish. There is also a Tasmania!) satin-

wood, the source of which is botanically unknown.

satiny (sat'i-ni), a. [< satin + -y
1
.] Some-

what resembling satin
; having a gloss like that

of satin.

Satiny slates, with dark limestones. Nature, XXX. 46.

sationt (sa'shon), n. [< L. satio(n-), a sowing,
< serere, pp. satus, sow, plant: see soic'i. Cf.

season, a doublet of sation."] A sowing or plant-
ing. [Rare.]

Eke sumen sayen the benes sation
In places colde is best to fructifle,
On nem if me doo noon occacion.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 207.

satire (sat'Ir or safer), n. [Formerly also

satyre, satyr; = Gr. Dan. satire = Sw. satir,< OF.
satire, satyre, F. satire = Sp. sdtira = Pg. satyra,
satira = It. satira, < L. satira, satura-, also, erro-

neously, satyra, satire (see def.), orig. satura, a

medley, as in the phrase per saturam, in the
gross, confusedly; a species of poesy, orig.
dramatic and later didactic, peculiar to the

Romans; a medley: orig., according to the
statements of the grammarians, satura lanx,
lit. a full dish, a dish of various kinds of fruit,
or food composed of various ingredients: sa-

tura, fern, of satur, full (see saturate); lanx, a
dish: see lanx, lance2

, balance. The spelling
satyre, satyr, L. satyra, was due to confusion
with satyr1 ;

so satiric was confused with sa-

tyric.] 1. A literary composition, originally
in verse, characterized by the expression of in-

dignation, scorn, or contemptuous facetious-

ness, denouncing vice, folly, incapacity, or fail-

ure, and holding it up to reprobation or ridi-
cule : a species of literary production cultivated

by ancient Roman writers and in modern lit-

erature, and directed to the correction of cor-

ruption, abuses, or absurdities in religion, pol-
itics, law, society, and letters.

The first and most bitter inuectiue against vice and
vicious men was the Satyre.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 24.

The one [sort of readers] being ignorant, not knowing the
nature of a satire (which is, under feigned private names to
note general vices), will needs wrest each feigned name
to a private unfeigned person.
Marston, Scourge of Villanie, To Him That Hath Perused

[Me.

Adjourn not that virtue unto those years when Cato
could lend out his wife, and impotent Satyrs write Satyrs
against Lust. Sir T. Browne, Letter to a Friend, p. 148.

2. Hence, in general, the use, in either speak-
ing or writing, of irony, sarcasm, ridicule, etc.,
in exposing, denouncing, or deriding vice, folly,
indecorum, incapacity, or insincerity.

Satire has always shone among the rest,
And is the boldest way, if not the

best,To tell men freely of their foulest faults,
To laugh at their vain deeds and vainer thoughts.

Dryden.
Satire's my weapon, but I'm too discreet
To run a-muck, and tilt at all I meet.

Pope, Imit. of Hor., II. I. 69.

Cervantes excels In that sly mtire which hides itself
under the cloak of gravity.

/. D'Tsraeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 43f>.

satirist

\\iihout humor, satire is invective; without literary
form, it is mere clownish jeering.

R. t/arnett, Encyc. Brit., XXI. 317.

3f. Vituperation ;
abuse

; backbiting.
The owls, bats, and several other birds of night were one

day got together in a thick shade, where they abused their

neighbours in a very sociable manner. Their satire at last
fell upon the sun, whom they all agreed to be veiy trouble-

some, impertinent, and inquisitive.
Addimn, Tatler, No. 229.

4f. A i

You are turn'd satire. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, Iv. 1.

Leave dangerous truths to unsuccessful satires.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 592.

= Syn. 1. Pasquinade, Invective, etc. See lampoon. 2.

Irony, Sarcasm, Satire, ridicule. Irony may be of the na-
ture of sarcasm, and sarcasm may possibly take the form
of irony; but sarcasm, is generally too severe, and there-
fore too direct, to take an ironical form ; both may be
means of satire. The essential thing about irony is the
contradiction between the literal and the manifest mean-
ing : as,

"
Is not a patron, my lord, one who looks with

unconcern on a man struggling for life in the water, and,
when he has reached the ground, encumbers him with
help?" (Johnson, To Chesterfield.) "Irony ... is the
humorous wresting of language from its literal use for the
expression of feeling, either happy or painful, but too ve-
hement to be contented with that literal use. . . . When
the thoughtful spirit of Macbeth is distorted by guilt, and
as the agony of that guilt grows more and more intense,
the pent-up misery either flows foi-th in a subdued irony
or breaks out in that which is fierce and frenzied." (U.
Reed, Eng. Lit., p. 866.) The essential thing about sar-
casm is its cutting edge ; it therefore is intensely concen-
trated, lying in a sentence or a phrase ;

it is used to scourge
the follies or foibles or vices of men, but has little of re-

formatory purpose. Satire is more elaborate than sarcasm,
is not necessarily bitter, and has, presumably, some aim at
the reformation of that which is satirized. ' ' Well-known
instances of ironical argument are Burke's 'Vindication
of Natural Society,' in which Bolingbroke's arguments
against religious institutions are applied to civil society ;

Whately's 'Historic Doubts,' in which Hume's arguments
against Christianity are used to prove the non-existence of

Napoleon Bonaparte ; Swift's 'Argument against the Abol-
ishment of Christianity,' and his 'Modest Proposal

'

for re-

lieving Ireland from famine by having the children cooked
and eaten.

"
(A . S. Hill, Rhetoric, p. 193. )

satiric (sa-tir'ik), a. [Formerly also satyric; <

F. satirique = Sp. satirico = Pg. satyrico, satiri-

co = It. satirico, < L. satirictts, satiric, < satira, a
satire: see satire."] 1. Of, pertaining to, or of
the nature of satire

; containing or marked by
satire.

You must not think that a eatyric style
Allows of scandalous and brutish words.

Roscommm, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

He gave the little wealth he had
To build a house for fools and mad ;

To show by one satiric touch
No nation wanted it so much.

Sivtft, Death of l)r. Swift.

Nature imparting her satiric gift,
Her serious mirth, to Arbuthnot and Swift,
With droll sobriety they rais'd a smile
At Folly's cast, themselves unmov'd the while.

Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 656.

2. Indulging in satire
;
satirical.

For now as elegiac I bewail
These poor base times, then suddenly I rail

And am satiric.

Drayton, To Master William Jeffreys.

satirical (sa-tir'i-kal), o. [Early mod. E. sa-

tyrical; < satiric + -al.~\ 1. Same &s satiric, 1.

Yet is not then grossness so intolerable as on the con-
'

trary side the scurrilous and more than satirical immod-
esty of Martinism. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., Ded.

2. Fond of indulging in satire
; given to satire

;

severe in ridiculing men, manners, or things.
The satirical rogue says here that old men have grey

beards. Shale., Hamlet, ii. 2. 198.

She was not coldly clever and indirectly satirical, but
adorably simple and full of feeling.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxi.

= Syn. 1. Cutting, biting. See irony.

satirically (sa-tir'i-kal-i), adv. In a satirical

manner; with sarcastic or witty treatment.
What has a pastoral tragedy to do with a paper of verses

satirically written ? Dryden, Ded.

satiricalness (sa-tir'i-kal-nes), H. The charac-
ter or practice of being satirical.

Robert Person . . . had an ill-natured wit, biassed to
satiricalness. Fuller, Worthies, Somersetshire, III. 105.

satirise, t'. t. See satirize.

satirism (sat'i-rizm), n. [Formerly satyrisme ;

< satire + -ism.] Satire. [Rare.]
Or should we minister strong pills to thee,
What lumps of hard and indigested stuff,
Of bitter Satyrisme, of Arrogance,
Of Self-love, of Detraction, of a black
And stinking Insolence, should we fetch up?

Delcker, Satiromastix. (Danes.)

satirist (sat'i-rist), . [Formerly also sati/rixt :

< satire + -ist.'] One who indulges in satire;
especially, the writer of a satire or satirical

composition.
They [the poets] desired by good admonitions to reforme

the euill of their life, and to bring the bud to amendment



satirist

by those kinde of preachings, whereupon the Poets inuen-
tours of the deuise were called Satyristes.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 46.

I laugh, and glory that I have
The power, in you, to scourge a general vice,
And raise up a new satirist.

Massinger, City Madam, iv. 4.

The clergy, when they appeared in public, wore always
both cassock and gown ; with the wig, of course, which
was sometimes carried to excess, when it brought down
the ridicule of the satirist.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 124.

satirize (sat'i-riz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. satirized,

ppr. satirizing. [< F. satiriser = Sp. satirizar

= Pg. satirizar, satyrisar = It. sutiriggiare ; as
xatire + -ize.~\ To assail with satire

;
make the

object of satire or censure ; expose to censure
or ridicule with sarcastic wit. Also spelled
satirise.

It is as hard to satirize well a man of distinguished vices
as to praise well a man of distinguished virtues. Sw(ft.

satiryt,
A Middle English variant of satyr1

.

satisfaction (sat-is-fak'shon), n. [< ME. satis-

faccioun, < OF. satisfaction, satisfactiun, satis-

facion, F. satisfaction = Pr. satisfactio = Sp.
satisfaction = Pg. satisfacqa'o = It. satisfazione,

soddisfazione, < L. satisfactio(n-), satisfaction,
< satisfacere, pp. satisfactus, satisfy: see satis-

fy.] 1. The act of satisfying, or of fully sup-
plying or gratifying wants or wishes ;

full com-
pliance with demands; fulfilment of condi-
tions.

Hate to vow'd enemies
Finds a full satisfaction in death.
And tyrants seek no farther.

Fletcher (and another 1\ Prophetess, ii. 2.

When the blessed Virgin was so ascertained that she
should be a mother and a maid, ... all her hopes and
all her desires received . . . satisfaction.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. 28.

In theology, the doctrine of satisfaction is the doctrine
that the sufferings and death of Christ satisfied the re*

quirements of God's Justice, and thus prepared the way for

the forgiveness of sins. The word does not occur in this
sense in the Scriptures.

They dispute the satisfaction of Christ, or rather the
word satisfaction, as not Scriptural ; but they acknowledge
him both God and their Saviour. Milton, True Religion.

This faith had in the third century not yet been devel-

oped into the form of a strict theory of satisfaction, in the
sense that the sufferings of Christ were a punishment
necessarily inflicted by divine justice, and assumed in the

place of the sinner, whereby the justice of God was strict-

ly satisfied.

Hagenoach, Hist. Christian Doctrine (trans.), p. 180.

2. Extinguishment of an obligation or claim

by payment, or by surrender or concession of

something accepted as equivalent to payment;
quittance.

You know since Pentecost the sum is due, . . .

Therefore make present satisfaction.

Shalt., C. ofE.,iv. 1.5.

To the king,
To whom I stand accountable for the loss

Of two of his lov'd subjects' lives, 111 oifer
Mine own in satisfaction.

Fletcher (and Massinger ?), Lovers' Progress, v. 1.

3. Compensation; reparation; atonement.
For the preseruation of their countray they [the Decii]

auowed to die, as it were in a satisfaction for all their

countray. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 4.

The pain that I here suffer in my flesh is to keep the

body under, and to serve my neighbour, and not to make
Kite/action unto God for the fore sins.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., I860), p. 143.

Satisfaction is a work which justice requireth to be done
for contentment of persons injured.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. 5.

She caused her Gallogrsecians to cut off his head, which
she carried to her husband, in satisfaction of her wrong.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 322.

You have discharg'd
The true part of an honest man ; I cannot
Request a fuller satisfaction
Than you have freely granted.

Ford and Dek'ker, Witch of Edmonton, i. 1.

4. The state of being satisfied
;
a gratified or

contented feeling or state of mind
; tranquillity

resulting from gratified desire; content; grati-
fication.

It would have been some satisfaction to have seen by
the Pictures what the middle Ages, at least, had thought
of them [animals]. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 108.

Like lubberly monks we belabor our own shoulders, and
take a vast satisfaction in the music of our own groans.

Ining, Knickerbocker, p. 238.

Is it not the way of men to dwell with satisfaction on
their good deeds, particularly when, for some reason or

other, their conscience smites them?
J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 77.

The quiet pleasures, ... as, for example, the satisfaction
of maternal love. J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 34.

5. Means or opportunity of repairiuga supposed
wrong done to one's honor, as by duel, or, in

place of it, by apology and reparation ; the ac-

ceptance by the aggressor of a challenge to
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single combat with the aggrieved person, or the
hostile meeting which ensues.

It is called
"
giving a man satisfaction

"
to urge your of-

fence against him with your sword.

Steele, Taller, No. 25.

A case of satisfaction pistols, with the satisfactory ac-

companiments of powder, ball, and caps, having been
hired from a manufacturer in Rochester, the two friends
returned to their inn. Dickens, Pickwick, ii.

6. Eccles., part of the sacrament of penance.
See penance Accord and satisfaction. See ac-

cord, 5. Satisfaction piece, an instrument by which
the holder of a mortgage or a creditor by judgment, etc.,
certifies that it has been paid, in order to procure an entry
to be made on the official record of the heir, that it has
been satisfied. Satisfaction theory of the atone-
ment. See atonement, 3 (a). = Syn. 1. Atonement, Ex-
piation, etc. See propitiation. 2 and 3. Recompense,
amends, remuneration, requital, payment. 4. Content-

ment, etc. (see contentment)', pleasure, enjoyment.
satisfactive (sat-is-fak'tiv), a. and . [< satis-

fact(ion) + -we.] I. a. Giving satisfaction ;

satisfactory. [Rare.]
A final and satisfactive discernment of faith.

Sir T. Browne.

Il.t n. An act of satisfaction; compensation;
requital; amends.

satisfactorily (sat-is-fak'to-ri-li), adv. In a

satisfactory manner ;
so as to give satisfaction.

They strain their memory to answer him satisfactorily
unto all his demands. Sir K. Digby.

satisfactoriness(sat-is-fak'to-ri-nes), . Sat-

isfactory character or state
;
the power of sat-

isfying or contenting : as, the satisfactoriness
of successful ambition.
The incompleteness of the seraphlck lover's happiness

in his fruitions proceeds not from their want of satisfac-

torinctis, but his want of an entire possession of them.

Boyle.

satisfactory (sat-is-fak'to-ri), a. and n. [< F.

satisfactoire = Sp. Pg. satisfactorio = It. satis-

fattorio, < ML. "satisfactorius, satisfactory, <

L. satisfacere, pp. satisfactus, satisfy: see sat-

*///] I. 1- Affording satisfaction; satis-

fying; that fully gratifies or contents; fulfil-

ling all demands or requirements : as, to make
satisfactory arrangements ;

to give a satisfac-

tory account; a satisfactory state of affairs.

I can conceive no religion as satisfactory that falls short
of Christianity. J. R. Seeley, Nat Religion, p. 24.

The oldest land plants of which any satisfactory remains
have yet been found are those of the upper Silurian.

Daicson, Nature and the Bible, p. 107.

2. Making reparation, atonement, or expiation ;

expiatory.
A most wise and sufficient means of ... salvation by

the satisfactory and meritorious death and obedience of

the incarnate Son of God, Jesus Christ. Bp. Sanderson.

To resemble his [Christ's] whole satisfactory office all the

lineage of Aaron was no more than sufficient.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 5.

Satisfactory evidence. See evidence. =Syn. 1. Gratify-

ing, pleasing, sufficient, convincing, conclusive, decisive.

Il.t A place or means of atonement or
retribution.
To punish a man that has forsaken sin of his own ac-

cord is not to purge him, but to satisfy the lust of a ty-
rant

;
neither ought it to be called purgatory, but a jail of

tormenting, and a satisfactory.

Tj/ndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860), p. 143.

satisfiable (sat'is-fi-a-bl), a. [< satisfy + -able.']

Capable of being satisfied.

satisfier (sat'is-fi-er), n. A person or thing that

satisfies or gratifies.

satisfy (sat'is-fi), v.; pret. and pp. satisfied, ppr.

satisfying. [Early mod. E. satisfie, satisfye, sat-

ysfye, < OF. satisfier, sateffier (< ML. as if "satis-

ficare), also satisfaire, F. satisfaire = Pr. satis-

far = Sp. satisfacer = Pg. satisfazer = It. satis-

fare, < L. satisfacere, satisfy, content, pay or

secure (a creditor), give satisfaction, make
amends, prop, two words, satisfacere, make or

do enough: satis, enough; facere, make, do:

see sate2 and fact.'] I. trans. 1. To supply or

gratify completely; fulfil the wishes or desires

of; content: as,,
to satisfy hunger or thirst; to

satisfy one's curiosity or one's expectations.
I pray you, let us satisfy our eyes
With the memorials and the things of fame
That do renown this city. Shak., T. N., iU. 3. 22.

But though it pleased them to have him exposed to all

the ignominies imaginable, yet nothing would satisfie them
but his blood. StiUingfleet, Sermons, I. vi.

The sports of children satisfy the child.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 164.

The Christian conqueror did not seek the extermination
of his conquered enemies ; he was satisfied with their po-
litical subjection. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 149.

2. To comply with; discharge fully ; liquidate;

pay; hence, to requite; remunerate; recom-

pense: as, to satisfy the claims of a creditor;
to satisfy one for service rendered.

sative

We thought our selues now fully satisfied for our long
toile and labours.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 37.

I purpose to write to your brother Stephen, and press
him to satisfy those two debts.

Wiathrap, Hist. New England, II. 430.

These Indians did us good service, especially in pilot-

ing us to an Island where we killed Beef when ever we
wanted ; and for this their service we satisfied them to their
hearts content. Dampier, Voyages, I. 128.

A grave question . . . arose, whether the money . . .

should be paid directly to the discontented chiefs, or
should be employed to satisfy the claims which Argyle
had against them. Macaulay.
"
But, Laird,' said Jeanie, "though I ken my father will

satisfy every penny of this siller, whatever there 'so' 't, yet
I wadna like to borrow it frae ane that maybe thinks of

something mair than the paying
'

't back again."
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxvi.

3. To make reparation or amends for; atone

for; expiate : as, to satisfy a wrong.
In flesh at first the guilt committed was,
Therefore in flesh it must be satisfyde.

Spenser, Hymn of Heavenly Love, 1. 142.

I must have life and blood, to satisfy
Your father's wrongs.
/;'". and Fl, Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 1.

If any of his men did set traps in our jurisdiction, etc
,

they should be liable to satisfy all damages.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 19.

4. To assure or free from doubt, uncertainty,
or suspense ;

convince
; also, to set at rest, as a

doubt : as, to satisfy one's self by inquiry.
I will be satisfied ; let me see the writing.

SAo*.,Rich. II., v. 2.68.

He [the Pope] was well mlisfy'd that this War in Ger-

many was no War of Religion. Unwell, Letters, I. vi. 8.

I am pretty well satisfied such a passion as I have had
is never well cured. Steele, Spectator, No. 118.

Revelation was not given us to satisfy doubts, but to

make us better men.
J. II. Kewman, Parochial Sermons, i. 229.

5. To fulfil the conditions of; answer: as, an

algebraical equation is said to be satisfied when,
after the substitution of particular expressions
for the unknown quantities which enter it, the
two members are equal. =Syn. 1. Content, Satisfy,

Satiate, Sate, Surfeit, Cloy. To content a person is to give
him enough to keep him from being disposed to find fault

or repine ; to satisfy him is to give him just the measure of
his desires (see contentment) ; to satiate him is to give him
so much that he cannot receive, desire, or enjoy more,
and would be disgusted at the idea of more ; to surfeit him
is to give him more than enough ; to cloy him is to fill

him to the point of loathing ; sate is the same as satiate,

but less popular and more rhetorical. The last four words
of the list are applied primarily to food.

Shall I confess my fault, and ask your pardon?
Will that content you?

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 1.

He finds reason in all opinions, truth in none : Indeed
the least reason perplexes him, and the best will not sat-

isfie him.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Scepticke in Religion.

What could satiat the desires of this Man, who, being
King of England, and Maister of almost two Millions

yearely, was still in want? Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

One glass insensibly leads on to another, and, instead
of sating, whets the appetite.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Iviii.

The doors are open ; and the surfeited grooms
Do mock their charge with snores : I have drugg'd their

possets. . Shale., Macbeth, it 2. 6.

Both satisfied with deepe delight.
And cloyde with al content.

Gascoiffne, Philomene, Steele Glas, etc. (cd. Arber, p. 92).

II. intrans. 1. To give satisfaction or con-
tentment: as, earthly good never satisfies.

This would not satisfy, but they called him to answer
publicly. Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 260.

In other hours, Nature satisfies by its loveliness, and
without any mixture of corporeal benefit.

Emerson, Nature, iii.

2. To make requital, reparation, or amends;
atone.

satisfying (sat'is-fl-ing), p. a, 1. Giving or

fitted to give satisfaction or gratification.
You know Scriptur' tells about bein' filled with the east

wind; but I never found it noways satisfyin' it sets

sort o' cold on the stomach. H. B. Stuwe, Oldtown, p. 77.

One quick spring,
One great good satisfying gripe, and lo !

There had he lain abolished with his lie.

Browning, Ring and Book, 1. 310.

2. Fitted to dispel doubt and uncertainty;
convincing; satisfactory.
The standing evidences of the truth of the gospel are In

themselves most nrm, solid, and satisfying.

Bp. Atterbury.

satisfyingly (sat'is-fi-ing-li), adv. So as to

satisfy; satisfactorily.
sative (sa'tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. satico, < L. sati-

vits, that is sown or planted, < severe, pp. satus,

sow, plant: seesation.] Sown, as in a garden.

Preferring the domestick ormKre for the fuller growth.
Evelyn, Sylva, II. ii. 4.



satle

satlet, *' -An obsolete form of settle2 .

satrap (sat/rap or sa'trap), . [In ME. sutra-

per; < OF. satire, F. satrape = 8p. satrapa =
Pg. satrapa = It. satrapo = I), satraap = G. Sw.
Dan. satrap, < \j. satrapes, satrapa (pi. satrapse),
also satraps (pi. sutrupes), < Gr. aarpdnt/f, also

Eforpdjr^f, also *it;aitipdin/f (indicated by the verb

e^aitipavs'vuv, found in inscriptions) = Heb.
akkaslidarpnim, pi., a satrap, the title of a Per-
sian viceroy or provincial governor, < OPers.

khshatra-pa or Zend shoitlim-paiti, ruler of a

region, < sltoithra, a region (= Skt. kslietra, a
field, region, landed property), + paiti (= Skt.

pati), a lord, chief: see despot, potent.'] A
governor of a province under the ancient Per-
sian monarchy; hence, a viceroy, or petty
prince acting under an autocratic superior;
figuratively, a despotic official under a tyrant.

Now the sacred doors
. . . admit obsequious tribes
Of satraps ! princes !

Shenstone, Ruined Abbey.

Satraps lorded it over the people as their king over
them. B. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 461.

satrapal (sat'rap-al), a. [< satrap + -al] Per-

taining to a satrap or a satrapy.
With the expedition of Alexander the satrapal coinage

comes to an end, and is superseded by the new royal
coinage of Alexander.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, p. 597.

satrap-crowned (sat'rap-kround), a. Crested :

noting the golden-crested wren of North Amer-
ica, liegulus satrapa.
satrapert, . [ME. : see satrap.'} A satrap.

Thi satrapers, thi senyowrs.
Wars of Alexander (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1937.

satrapess (sat'rap-es or sa'trap-es), n. [< sat-

rap + -ess.] A female satrap. [Rare.]
satrapical (sat-rap'i-kal ), a. [< satrap + -ical.]

Satrapal.
satrapy (sat'rap-i or sa'trap-i), .; pi. satrapies
(-iz). [< P. satrapie = Sp. satrapia = Pg. sa-

trapia = G. satrapie = Sw. satrapi, < L. satrapia,
satrapea, < Gr. aarpamia, the office of a satrap,
< aarpdiri/f, a satrap : see satrap.'] The govern-
ment or jurisdiction of a satrap; a principality.
The angels themselves . . . are distinguish'd and qua-

ternion 'd into their celestial princedoms and satrapies.
Milton, Church-Government, i. 1.

So far as Egypt, from her vast antiquity, or from her
great resources, was entitled to a more circumstantial
notice tb,an any other satrapy of the great empire, such a
notice it has. De Quincey, Herodotus.

The fact that the range of the Indo-Bactrian alphabet
was approximately coextensive with the limits of the east-
ern satrapies of Persia seems to suggest that its introduc-
tion and intrusion was a consequence of the Persian con-

quest. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 262.

Satsuma ware. See ware?.

satteen, n. See sateen.

sattiet, See sattij.

sattyt (sat'i), n. [Also sattie; < It. saettia, "a
.very speedie pinnace, bark, foyst, brigandine,
or barge" (Florio), a light frigate, < saetta = F.

sagettc, an arrow, < L. sagitta, an arrow : see sa-

gltta. Cf.setteeZ, from the same It. source.] A
merchant ship of heavy tonnage.
Wee espied it to bee a sattie, which is a ship much like

unto an argosey, of a very great burthen and bignesse.
John Taylor, Works (1630). (Nares.)

saturable (sat'u-ra-bl), a. [< P. saturable= Sp.
saturable = Pg. sdturavel, < L. saturabilis, satu-

rable, < satur, full: see saturate.'] That may be
saturated; capable of saturation.
saturant (sat'u-rant), a. [< L. saturan(t-)s,
ppr. of saturare, saturate: see saturate.] Satu-

rating; impregnating or soaking to fullness.
saturate (sat'u-rat), v. t.; pret. and pp. satu-

rated, ppr. saturating. [< L. saturatus, pp. of
saturare (> It. saturare = Sp. Pg. saturar = F.

saturer), fill full, < satur, full; akin to sat, satis,

enough, and to E. sad : see sad, sate2.] 1. To fill

full or to excess ; cause to be thoroughly pene-
trated or imbued

;
soak : as, to saturate a sponge

with water; a mind saturated with prejudice.
Innumerable flocks and herds covered that vast expanse

of emerald meadow, saturated with the moisture of the
Atlantic. Macaulay.

It is no use reproducing a book which is saturated with
discredited and forgotten philosophic theories.

Westminster Rev., CXXV. 228.

The more thoroughly a man is possessed by the idea of
duty, the more his whole being is saturated with that idea,
the more will goodness show itsulf in all his, even spon-
taneous, actions.

St. 0. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 160.

2. In client., to impregnate or unite with till no
more can be received: thus, an acid saturates
an alkali, and an alkali saturates an acid, when
the point of neutralization has been reached,
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and the mixture is neither acid nor basic in its

character. 3. In physics : (a) To bring (a given
space or a vapor) into a state of saturation. See
saturation (b) (1).

The difference between saturated and superheated steam
may be expressed by saying that if water (at the tempera-
ture of the steam) be mixed with steam some of the water
will be evaporated if the steam is superheated, but none
if the steam is saturated. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 483.

(6) To magnetize (a magnet) to saturation, or
so that the intensity of its magnetization is the

greatest which it can retain when not under the
inductive a.ction of a strong magnetic field. ()
In optics, to render pure, or free from admix-
ture of white light: said of colors. 4f. To
satisfy.

After a saturating meal, and an enlivening cup, they de-

parted with elevated spirits.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, I. 91. (Dames.")

saturate (sat'u-rat), a. [< L. saturatus, pp.: see
the verb.] "l! Saturated.

The lark is gay
That dries its feathers, saturate with dew.

Cowper, Task, i. 494.

Though soak'd and saturate, out and out.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

2. In entom., deep; very intense: applied to
colors: as, saturate green, umber, black, etc.

saturater (sat'u-ra-ter), n. One who or that
which saturates. Specifically (a) A device for sup-
plying to a room or inclosed space air saturated with
water-vapor.
A saturater ... for supplying saturated air at the tem-

perature of the room.
Trans, of Cambridge Phil. Soc., XIV. 37.

(b) In air-compressors, an apparatus that injects water into
the compressor-cylinder to absorb the heat-equivalent of
the work of compression : so called because the air leaves
the compressor saturated with aqueous vapor, (c) In the

production of the ether-oxygen lime-light, an apparatus
for saturating oxygen with ether vapor. Also saturator.

saturation (sat-u-ra'shon), n. [< F. saturation
= Sp. saturation Pg"saturacao = It. satura-

zione, < LL. saturatio(n-), a filling, saturating,
< L. saturare, fill, saturate: see saturate.] The
act of saturating or supplying to fullness, or
the state of being saturated; complete pene-
tration or impregnation. Specifically -(a) Jnchem.,
the combination or impregnation of one substance with
another in such proportions that they neutralize each
other, or till the receiving substance can contain no more.
The saturation of an alkali by an acid is effected by chem-
ical combination ; the saturation of water by salt is by the
process of solution A fluid which holds in solution as much
of any substance as it can dissolve is said to be saturated
with it; but saturation with one substance does not de-

prive the fluid of its power of acting on and dissolving
some other substances, and in many cases it increases
this power. For example, water saturated with salt will
still dissolve sugar, (o) In physics; (1) With respect to
the presence of a vapor, a space is said to be in a state of
saturation when it contains all that it can hold at that

temperature ; the vapor is also said to be in a state of satu-
ration or at the dew-point (see vapor) ; it has then a maxi-
mum elastic pressure for the given temperature, and is in
a state where any Increase of pressure or lowering of tem-
perature will cause it to be more or less condensed to a

liquid state. (2) With respect to the presence of mag-
netism, a bar is said to be magnetized to saturation when
a maximum of permanent magnetic force has been im-

parted to it, this maximum depending principally upon
the material of which the bar is made. Saturation-
equivalent, in ahem., a number expressing the quan-
tity of a standard solution required to saturate or neu-
tralize the standard quantity of a substance, as of a fatty
acid. Saturation of colors, in optics, the degree of ad-
mixture with white, the saturation diminishing as the
amount of white is increased. In other words, the high-
est degree of saturation belongs to a given color when in
the state of greatest purity.

saturation-pressure (sat-u-ra
'
shon-presh"ur) ,

. The pressure (fixed for a given vapor at a

given temperature) which is required to bring
it to its maximum density.
The saturation-pressure of any vapour at any tempera-

ture is the same as the pressure at which the correspond-
ing liquid boils at that temperature.

A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 347.

saturator, n. Same as saturater.

Saturday (sat'er-da), n. [Early mod. E. also

Saterday, Satterdayj Saturnday, etc.; < ME. Sat-

erday, Satyrday, Saterdai, Seterdai, Sxtterdxi, <

AS. Seeterdeeg, Ssetern-dseg, orig. with gen. Stet-

eres-dssg, Seetres-dseg, Seeternes-deeg, prop, two
words, Seeternes deeg (= OFries. Saterdei = MD.
Saterdag, D. Zaturdag, Zaterdag = MLG. Sat-

crdach, Satersdach, LG. Saterdach), 'Saturn's

day' (of. Olr. dia-sathuirn, or sathairn, after L.
Saturni dies,

' Saturn's day') : S/etern (gen. Siet-

crnes), < L. Saturnus, Saturn (see Saturn); dxg,
day (see day). The G. name is different: OHG.
Sambaz-tag, MHG. Samz-tac, sampstac, G. samst-

tag, in which the first element is Teut. "sambat
= OBulg. ftanbota, Bulg. subota = Slovenian so-

bota = Serv. subota = Bohem. Pol. sobota =
Russ. subbota = Lith. subata, sabata = Hung.
szombat = Rumelian sdmbata, sabbath, < Gr.

Saturn

'ad/ifiarnv, or some Oriental nasalized form of

LGr. aa/lftarov, the Jewish Sabbath, the seventh

day of the week, Saturday: see Sabbath. An-
other G. name for Saturday is Sonnabend,

' Sun-

even,' 'Sunday eve.'] The seventh or last day
of the week; the day of the Jewish Sabbath.
See Sabbath. Abbreviated S., Sat.

Than made he hir suster come on a saterday, at even, to
do hir more turment and anger, to loke yef he might gete
hir in that manere. Merlin (E. E. T. a), I. 9.

Satyrday, at aftyr noon, we visited places a bowyt Jheru-
salem ; it was Seynt Jamys Day.

Tvrkinyton, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 62.

Burial Saturday, a common medieval name for Easter
eve. Egg Saturday. See eggi . Holy Saturday, the

Saturday of Holy Week; the day before Easter. Hos-
pital Saturday. See hospital. Saturday klrtlet, a

garment kept for wear on holidays, or perhaps, in some
cases, a clean kirtle first worn on Saturday.

satureget, n. [ME., < OF. *saturege, saturige,
< L. satureia, savory: see savory?.] The herb

savory.
Forto make a wyne to drynke swete
Of saturege or fenel putte in meete.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.X p. 199.

Satureia (sat-u-re'i-a), n. [NL., < L. satweia,
savory: see saturege, savory

2
.] A genus of

gamopetalous plants, of the order La&iatee, type
of the tribe Satureinex, and belonging to the
subtribe Men thoideee. It is characterized by four dis-

tant and ascending stamens, an open bell-shaped calyx
with flve equal teeth and ten equidistant nerves, and a
corolla-tube which equals the calyx and bears a spread-
ing and three-cleft lower lip and an erect flat and en-
tire upper lip. There are about 15 species, natives of the
Mediterranean region, excepting one, 5. rigida, which oc-
curs in Florida. They are strongly aromatic herbs or un-

dershrubs, with small entire leaves, often clustered in the
axils, and flower-clusters or verticillasters either loosely
few-flowered or densely many-flowered and globose or

aggregated into a head, in the American species into a
dense spike. See savory, the popular name of the genus.
Satureineae (sat"u-re-in'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (End-
licher, 1836), < Satureia '+ -inse.] A tribe of

gamopetalous plants of the order Labiatee, char-
acterized by a four-parted ovary forming four
smooth dry nutlets in fruit, and by flowers
with the calyx-nerves thirteen or less, the co-
rolla-lobes usually flat, and the stamens four,
or sometimes two, and either straight and di-

verging or ascending. It Includes about 42 genera.

~ ,pon ^
reia (the type), Mentha (type of the family), CMinmna,
Cunila, Lycopus, and Pycnanthemum, prominent in the
eastern United States, and Tfiymus, Melissa, Hedeoma,
Hyssopus, Calamintha, Origanum, and Perilla, important
genera of the Old World. See cuts under Hedeoma and
Origanum.

satuiityt (sa-tu'ri-ti), n. [< OF. saturite = It.

saturita, < L. saturita(t-)s, fullness, satiety, <

satur, full: see saturate.] Fullness or excess
of supply; the state of being saturated; reple-
tion. Cotgrace.

They ... led a miserable life for 5. days togeather,
with ye parched graine of maize only, and that not to
saturitie. Peter Martyr, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth

[Plantation, p. 136.

In our plenty, saturity, satiety of these earthly bless-

ings, we acknowledge not manum expansam, his whole
hand of bounty opened to us ; though then we confessed

digitum extensum, his finger striking us, and bewailed
the smart. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 420.

Saturn (sat'ern), . [< ME. Satern, < AS. Seet-

ern (in Seeternesdseg, Sxterndxg, Sxterdeeg, Sat-

urday) ;
ME. also as L., Saturnus = D. Saturnus

= G. Saturn = Dan. Saturn, Saturnus = F. Sat-
urne = Sp. Pg. It. Saturno: < L. Saturnus, Sat-

urn; prob. < screre, pp. satus, sow: see sation,

season.] 1. An ancient Italic deity, popularly
believed to have appeared in Italy in the reign
of Janus, and to have instructed the people in

agriculture, gardening, etc., thus elevating
them from barbarism to social order and civili-

zation. His reign was sung by the poets as "the golden
age." He became early identified with the Ki onus of the
Greeks. Ops, the personification of wealth and plenty,
was his wife, and both were the especial protectors of

agriculture and of all vegetation. His festivals, the .s(-

urnalia, corresponded to the Greek Kronia.

2. The most remote of the anciently known
planets, appearing at brightest like a first-mag-
nitude star. It revolves in an orbit inclined 2J to
the ecliptic, departing toward the north by that amount

near Spica, and
toward the
south in the
ribbon of the
Fishes. Its

mean distance
from the sun is

8.5 times that
of the earth,
or 872.000,000
miles. Its side-

real revolution
The Planet Saturn, with its Ring. OCCUpieS SS>



Saturn
.lulian years and 107 days, its synodical 378 days. The
eccentricity of the orbit is considerable, the greatest
equation of the center being (i.4. Owing to the fact
that the period of Saturn is very nearly 2J times that
of Jupiter, these planets exercise a curious mutual influ-

ence, analogous to that of one pendulum upon another
swinging from the same support. Since 1790, when in con-

sequence of this influence Saturn had lagged 50' behind
and Jupiter had advanced 20' beyond the positions they
would have had if undisturbed, Saturn has been moving
continually faster, and the whole period of the inequality
is 929 years. This is the largest perturbation of those af-

fecting the motions of the principal bodies of our system.
Saturn is the greatest planet except Jupiter, its diameter
being about 9 times, its volume 897 times, and its mass
3.0 times that of the earth. Its mean density is 0.7,
water being unity. Gravity at the surface has 1) the inten-

sity of terrestrial gravity. It is evident that we see only
the atmosphere of Saturn. Its albedo is 0.5, about that of
a cloud ; but its color is decidedly orange. It shows some
bands and spots upon its surface which are not constant.
The compression of the spheroid of Saturn exceeds that of

every other planet, amounting to ," of its diameter. Its

rotation, according to Professor Asaph Hall, is performed
in lOh. 14.4m. Its equator is nearly parallel to that of the
earth. After the discovery by Galileo of the four satellites
of Jupiter, Kepler conjectured that Mars should have two,
and Saturn six or eight moons. In fact, Saturn has eight
moons, as follows (the distances from the planet being
given in thousands of miles) :

Name.



Satyri

Satyri (sat'i-ri). .//. [NL., pi. of L.*tyn<, a

satyr: see siityrl.] The satyrs or argus-but-

terflies collectively. See Satyriux.

satyriasis (gat-i-rf'a-ria), n. [NL., < Or. OO.TV-

piaais, satyriasis, priapism, < aarvpiav, equiv. to

oaTi'pt&iv, act like a satyr, be lewd, < aarvpos, a

satyr: see satyr*.] 1. A diseased and unre-

strainable venereal appetite in men, corre-

sponding to nymphomania in women. 2f. In

nathol., lepra.

satyric (sa-tir'ik), a. [= P. satyrique = Sp.

satirico = Pg. It. satirico, < L. satyrieus, < Gr.

aarvptKoi;, of or pertaining to a satyr,
< aarvpos,

a satyr: see aofyrl.] Of or pertaining to sat-

yrs' as, a satyric drama. The satyrk drama was

a particular kind of play among the ancient Greeks, hav-

ing somewhat of a burlesque character, the chorus repre-

senting satyrs.

satyrical (sa-tir'i-kal), . [< satyric
- -

-at.}

Same as satyric. Grote.

Satyrinae (sat-i-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., < Satyri -*

-inie.] The satyrs or argus-butterflies as a sub-

family of Xymphalidx, having only four legs

fitted for walking.

satyrine (sat'i-rin), a. In entom., pertaining tc

the Satyrinee.

satyrion (sa-tir'i-on), n. [Formerly also satyr-

ian; < F. satyrion, < L. satyrion, also satynos,

< Gr. aaTvpum, a plant supposed to excite lust,

< adrvpof, a satyr: see satyr*.] One of several

species of Orchis.

That there nothing is to boot

Between a Bean and a Satyrion root.

Heywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 23T).

The sweet satyrian, with the white flower.

Bacon, Gardens (ed. 1887).

Satyrium(sa-tir'i-um), . [NL. (Swartz, 1791),

< Gr. aarvpmv. satyrion : see satyrion.] A ge-

nus of small-flowered terrestrial orchidaceous

plants, natives of South Africa, northern In-

dia, and the Mascarene Islands.

satyromania (sat"i-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

adTvpof, a satyr, + uavia, madness.'] Same as

satyriasis.

satyromaniac (sat"i-ro-ma'ni-ak), a. and .

[< satyromania + -ac.] I. a. Affected with

satyromauia.
II n. A person affected with satyromania.

satyr-pug (sat'6r-pug), n. A British geometrid

moth, Eupithecia satyrata.

Satyrus (sat'i-rus), n. [NL < L. satyrus, <

Gr. admpof, a satyr: see satyr*.] If. [. c.J An
old name of the orangs. 2. The genus of

orangs: synonymous with Simia. Two sup-

posed species have been called S. orang and

S. morio.3. In entom., the typical genus of

Satyrinse, having such species as 5. galatea, the

marble butterfly. AVso called Hipparchia.

saualpite (so-al'plt), . [< Sau Alpe (see def.)

+ -zfe2 .] Same as zoisite: so called because

found in the Sau Alpe in Carinthia, Austria-

Hungary.
sauba-ant (sa'ba-ant), n. [< S. Amer. Ind. sauba

+ E. an ft.] A leaf-carrying ant, (Ecodoma ceplia-

lotes, occurring in South America, and remark-

able from the fact that the colonies include five

classes of individuals males, queens, small or-

dinary workers, large workers with very large

hairy heads, and large workers with large pol-

ished heads. These ants are injurious to plantations,

from the extent to which they strip plants of their leaves

to carry to their nests. They may often be seen in long

flies carrying pieces of leaves. They burrow very exten-

sively underground, some of their galleries being hundreds

of yards long. The winged females are often eaten by the

natives.

sauce (sas), it. [Also dial, sass; early mod. E.

also sawce; < ME. sauce, sause, sawce, sawse,

salse = D. saus (> E. souse) = G. Dan. sauce =
Sw. sauce, satt, < OF. siiuce, sause, sausse, salce,

saulce, saulse, F. sauce = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. salsa, <

ML. salsa, f. (also, after Rom., salcia), sauce, <

L. salsa, things salted, salt food (cf . aqua salsa,

salted water), neut. pi. of salsus, pp. of salire,

salt, < sal, salt : see salft. Cf . sausage, saucer,

souse, from the same source.] 1. A condiment,
as salt or mustard ; now, usually, an accompa-
niment to food, usually liquid or soft, and highly
seasoned or flavored, eaten as a relish, an ap-

petizer, or a digestive: as, miut-sattoe; white

xiiuce; lobster-.s-nnce; sauce piquantc.

Thei ete at here ese as the! mijt thanne,
boute [but, without] salt other sauce or any semli drynk.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1882.

Also to know youre saioces for flesche conveniently,

Hit provokithe a fyne apetide if sawce youre mete be bie.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 151.

The Sauce is costly, fur it far exceeds the cates.

Greene, Never Too Late.

Avoid curiosities and provocations ; let your chiefcst

sauce be a good stomach, which temperance will help to

get you. Perm, Advice to Children, iii.

Hence, specifically 2. Garden vegetables or

roots eaten with flesh-meat: also called gar-

den-sauce. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

Of corn in the blade you may make good green sauce, of

a light concoction and easy digestion.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ill. 2.

3. Fruit stewed with sugar ;
a compote of fruit :

as, apple-srawce. 4. Pertness; insolence; im-

pudence, or pert or insolent language. [Now
colloq.]

Then full of sawce and zeal, up steps Elnathan.

Satyr against Hypocrites (1689). (Nares, under duetonff-

Nanny . secretly chuckled over her outburst of

" sauce
"
as the best morning's work she had ever done.

George Eliot, Amos Barton, vu.

5. The soft green or yellowish substance of a

lobster. See tomalley. 6. A mixture of fla-

voring ingredients used in the preparation of

tobacco and snuff. [Eng.] Carrier's sauce,

poor man's sauce. Marine sauce. See marine. Poor
man's sauce, hunger. To serve one (with) the same
sauce, to requite one injury with another. [Colloq.]

If he had been strong enough I dare swear he would

have send him the same Sauce.

Ward, London Spy (ed. 1703). (Nares.)

What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander,
the same principle applies in both cases; what is applica-

ble in one case should be applied to all similar cases.

sauce (sas), r. (.
; pret. and pp. sauced, ppr. sau-

cing. [Early mod. E. also sawce; < ME. sawcen,

sausen, < OF. saucier, saucer, F. saucer, sauce;

from the noun.] 1. To add a sauce or relish

to; season; flavor.

He cut our roots in characters,
And sauced/our broths, as Juno had been sick

And he her dieter. Shak.
, Cymbeline, iv. 2. 50.

Right costly Cates, made both for shew and taste,

But muc'd with wine.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 290.

2. To gratify; tickle (the palate). [Rare.]
Sauce his palate

With thy most operant poison.
Shak.,T. of A.,iv. 3. 24.

3. To intermix or accompany with anything
that gives piquancy or relish ; hence, to make

pungent, tart, or sharp.
Sorrow sauced with repentance.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., March.

His store of pleasures must be sauced with pain.

Marlowe, Faustus, v. 4.

4. To be saucy or pert to
;
treat saucily, or with

impertinence; scold.

As fast as she answers thee with frowning looks, I'll

sauce her with bitter words.
Shak., As you Like it, ill. v. 69.

5f. To cut up; carve; prepare for the table.

Sauce that capon, sauce that playce.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

The bodie [of the slave sacrificed] they sauced and

dressed for a banquet about breake of day, after they had

bid the Idoll good morrow with a small dance.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 810.

6. To make to pay or suffer.

Ill make them pay ; I'll sauce them : they have had

my house a week at command ; I have turned away my
other guests ; . . . I'll ~* M w Q{ w iy 3 . n .

sauce-alone (sas'a-lon"), . [< ME. sawce-lyne,

supposed to be a corruption of sauce-alone : see

sauce and alone.] An Old World cruciferous

plant, Sisymbrium Alliaria (Alliaria officinalis),

emitting a strong smell of garlic: sometimes

used as a salad. Also called garlic-mustard,

Jiedge-aarlic, and jack-by-the-Jiedge.

sauce-boat (sas'bot), . A dish or vessel with

a lip or spout, used for holding sauce.

saucebox (sas'boks), n. [< sauce + box*.] A
saucy, impudent person. [Colloq.]

Marry come up, sir saucebox ! I think you'll take his

part, will you not?
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 5.

The foolish old poet says that the souls of some women
are made of sea-water ;

this has encouraged my saucebox

to be witty upon me. Addison, Spectator.

sauce-crayon (sas'kra"on), . Avery soft black

pastel used for backgrounds in pastel or crayon

drawings.
sauce-dish (sas'dish), . A dish for sauce.

saucepan (sas'pan), n. 1. Originally, a pan for

cooking sauces. 2. A small metallic vessel

for cooking, having a cover, and a long handle

projecting nearly horizontally from the side.

saucepan-fish (sas 'pan -fish), w. The king-

crab, Limitlus polypnevnu: so called from its

shape. See casxfrole-fisli.

saucer (a'ser), . [Early mod. E. also sawcer,

gunner; < ME. sawcer, saweere, sauser, sawser,

saucy

sun-tour, < OF. ganxsiere, F. xanrihr, a sauce-

dish, = Sp. salsera = Pg. salseira = It. salsiera,

a vessel for holding sauce, < ML. 'salsaria, f.,

salsarium, neut., a salt-cellar or a sauce-dish, <

salsa, salcia, sauce, L. salsa, salted things: see

sauce.] 1. A small dish or pan in which sauce

is set on the table ;
a sauce-dish.

Of dowcetes, pare awey the sides to the botomm, & that ye

lete

In & tsawcm afore youre souerayne semely ye hit sett.

Babees Book (F.. E. T. S.), p. 148.

Take violets, and infuse a good pugil of them in a quart

of vinegar- . refresh the infusion with like quantity of

new violets, seven times ; and it will make a vinegar so

fresh of the flower as if a twelvemonth after it be brought

you in a saucer you shall smell it before it come at you
Bacon, Nat. Hist., 17.

2. A small, round, shallow vessel, a little deep-

er than a plate, upon which a cup, as a tea- or

coffee-cup, is placed, and which is designed to

retain any liquid which may be spilled from the

cup. 3. Something resembling a saucer, (a)

A kind of flat caisson used in raising sunken vessels. (6)

A socket of iron which receives the spindle or foot upon
which a capstan rests and turns round. Sand saucer.

See sand-saucer.

saucer-eye (sa'ser-I), n. A large, prominent

eye.
But where was your conscience all this while, woman?

did not that stare you in the face with huge saucer-eyes f

Vanbrugh, Relapse, v. 3.

saucer-eyed (sa'ser-Id), a. Having very large,

round, prominent eyes.

sauceryt (sa'ser-i), n. [Early mod. E. also saw-

eery, saulcery; < OF. "saucerie, < ML. salsana,

a department of a royal kitchen having charge

of sauces and spices, also prob. a sauce-dish,

< salsa, salcia, sauce: see sauce.] A place for

sauces or preserves.
The skullary and sawcery.

Rutland Papers, p. 40. (Nares.)

sauce-tureen (sas'tu-reu"), . A small tureen

for holding sauce or gravy.

sauch, saugh (sach), . A Scotch form of sal-

toifl.
The glancin' waves o Clyde

Throch sauchs and hangin' hazels glide.

Pmkerton, Bothwell Bank.

O wae betide the frush saugh wand !

And wae betide the bush of brier !

Annan Water (Child's Ballads, n. 189).

saucily (sa'si-li), adv. In a saucy manner;

pertly; impudently; with impertinent boldness.

That freed servant, who had much power with Claudius,

very saucily had almost all the words.
Bacon, Apophthegms.

sauciness (sa'si-nes), n. The character or fact

of being saucy; hence, also, saucy language
or conduct; impertinent presumption; impu-
dence

; contempt of superiors.

You call honourable boldness impudent sauciness.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 135.

Jealousy in a gallant is humble true love, . . . but in a

husband 'tis arrant sauciness, cowardice, and ill-breeding.

Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing- Master, v. 1.

= Syn. Impertinence, E/rnntery, etc. (see impudence),

malapertness.

saucisse (so-ses'), w. [F., a sausage: see sau-

sage.] In fort, and artillery : (a) A long pipe

or' bag, made of cloth well pitched, or of lea-

ther, filled with powder, and extending from

the chamber of a mine to the entrance of the

gallery. To preserve the powder from dampness, it is

generally placed in a wooden pipe. It serves to commu-
nicate fire to mines, caissons, bomb-chests, etc.

(ft) A
long bundle of fagots or fascines for raising bat-

teries and other purposes.
saucisson (s6-se-son'), n. [F., < saucisse, a sau-

sage : see saucisse.] Same as saucisse.

saucy (sa'si), a. [Also dial, sassy; early mod.

E.saucie,sawcy,sawcie; <sauce + -y*.] 1. Full

of sauce or impertinence; flippantly bold or

impudent in speech or conduct; impertinent;
characterized by offensive lightness or disre-

spect in addressing, treating, or speaking of

superiors or elders ; impudent; pert.

When we see a fellow sturdy, lofty, and proud, men say

this is a saucy fellow. Lattmer, Misc. Sel.

Am I not the protector,""-*
VL> ,. ,_ 46 .

My father would prefer the boys he kept
To greater men than he ;

but did it not

Till they were grown too saucy for himself.

Beau, and FL, Philaster, ii. 1.

The best way is to grow rude and saucy of a sudden.

Swift, Advice to Servants (General Directions).

2. Characterized by or expressive of pertness
or impudence.

Study is like the heaven's glorious sun,

That will not be deep-search 'd with saucy looks.

Shak., L. L. L., 1. 1. 86.



saucy
A saucie word spak' hee.

HeirofLinne (Child's Ballads, VIII. 73).

There Is not so impudent a Thing in Nature as the

sawcy Look of an assured Man, confident of Success.

Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 5.

3f. Presuming; overbearing.
And if nothing can deterre these saucie doultes from

this their dizardly inhumanitie.
Lomatius on Painting by Laydock (1598). (Nares.)

But now I am cabin'd, cribb'd, confin'd, bound in
To saucy doubts and fears. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 25.

4f. Wanton; prurient; impure.
Saucy trusting of the cozen'd thoughts

Defiles the pitchy night. So lust doth play.

Shalt., All's Well, iv. 4. 23.

= Svn. 1 and 2. See impudence.

saucyt (sa'si), adv. [< saucy, a.] Saucily.
But up then spak the auld gudraan,
And vow but he spak wondrous saucie.

Glasgow Peggy (Child's Ballads, IV. 76).

saucy-bark (sa'si -bark), . Same as sassy-
bark.

sauer-kraut (sour'krout), n. [Also partly
Englished sour-krout, sour-crout (= F. chou-

croute) ; < G. saner-kraut, < sinter, = E. sour, +
kraut, plant, vegetable, cabbage.] A favorite
German dish, consisting of cabbage cut fine,

pressed into a cask, with alternate layers of salt,
and suffered to ferment till it becomes sour.

sauft, sauflyt. Middle English forms of safe,
safely.

sauget. An obsolete form of sage1
, sage2 .

sauger (sa'ger), n. A percoid fish, Stizostedion

canadense, the smaller American pike-perch,
also called sand-pike, ground-pike, rattlesnake-

pike, jack, and horn-fish. See cut under Stizo-
stedion.

saugh1
(saeh), n. See sauch.

saugh- (suf), n. Same as sough.
saugh3t. An obsolete preterit of see1 .

saughtt, n. [ME. saughte, seihte, sahte, ssehte,
< AS. saht, seaht, seht, sxht (= Icel. satt), rec-

onciliation, settlement, orig. the adjustment of
a suit, < sacan, fight, contend, sue at law: see
sakei. Cf. sattght, a. and v.] Reconciliation;
peace.
We be-seke gow, syr, as soveraynge and lorde,
That ge safe us to daye, for sake of goure Criste !

Sende us some socoure, and saughte with the pople.
Morte Arlhure (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3053.

saughtt, a. [ME. sdtight, saugt, sauht, saght,
sagt, sxht, < AS. saht, seht, seelit (= leel. sdttr),
reconciled, at peace : see sought, ., and of.

sought, t'.] Reconciled; agreed; atone.
saughtt, r. *. [ME. saughtcn, saugten, saulitcn,
< AS. "sahtian, schlian (= Icel. seetta), recon-
cile, make peace, < saht, scht, sseht, reconciled,
saht, seaht, seht, sseht, reconciliation, peace : see

sought, n. Gi.sauyhten, and saughtlc, now set-

tle2
.']

To reconcile.

And men vnsaugte loke thou assay
To saujten hem thenne at on assent.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.\ p. 108.

saughtent, v. i. [ME. saugtenen, saugtnen, sauh t-

nen, < AS. *sahtnan, become reconciled, < saht,
seht, seeht, reconciled : see sattght, a. Cf. saugh-
tle.J To become reconciled.

"Cesseth," seith the kynge, "I suffre gow [to dispute] no
lengere.

Se shal saugtne for sothe and serue me bothe." Kisse hir," quod the kynge. Piers Plowman (B), IT. 2.

saughtlet, v. A Middle English form of settle^.

saul1 (sal), n. An obsolete or Scotch form of
soul1

.

saul2,
n. See sal*.

saule1
!, n. An obsolete form of soul1 .

saule2 t, sauleet, . See sool, soul1 .

saulie, saullie (sa'li), n. [Origin obscure.] A
hired mourner. [Scotch.]
There were twa wild-looking chaps left the auld kirk,

. . . and the priest . . . sent twa o' the riding saulies after
them. Scott, The Antiquary, xxv.

sault1
t (salt), n. [Also salt, saut; < ME. saut,

saute, sawt, < OF. saut, sault, F. saut = Pr. saut
= Cat. salt = Sp. Pg. It.salto, a leap, jump, fall,
< L. saltus, a leap, < salire, leap : see sail2

,
and

cf. assault, n., of which saulti is in part an
aphetic form.] 1. A leap.
He rode ... a light fleet horse, unto whom he gave a

hundred carieres, made him go the high mults, bounding
in the air, [and] . . . turn short in a ring both to the right
and left hand. Urguhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 23.

2. An assault.

Tho cam Anthony and also Raynold,
Which to paynymes made sautes plente,
And of Ausoys the noble Kyng hold.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2145.

Sleuthe with bus slynge an hard saut he made.
Piers Plowman (C), xxiii. 217.
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8ault1
t (salt), v. t. [Also saute; < ME. sauten,

OF. sauter, saulter, < L. saltare, leap, freq. of

salire, leap: see sail2
, salient, and cf. assault, v.,

of which sault 1 is in part an aphetic form. Cf .

win It1
, >.] To assault.

sault2 (so, commonly so), . [< Canadian F.

siiult, saut, a leap, fall : see sanlft.] A rapid in

some rivers: as, the Sault Ste. Marie. [North
America.]
sault3

*, . and v. A bad spelling of salft.

saultablet (sal'ta-bl), a. '[Also saltable; by
apheresis for assuuUaUe.'] Same as assaultable.

The breach is safely satiable where no defence is made.
WUloughby, To Walsingham, in Motley's Hist. Nether-

[lands, n. 416.

sault-fat (salt'fat), . [Sc. form of salt-vat.']
A pickling-tub or powdering-tub for meat.
sa ul-tree, n. See sal2 .

saum (soum), n. [G., = E. seam, a load: see

seam"."] An Austrian unit of weight, formerly
used in England for quicksilver. Young says it

was 315 pounds avoirdupois ; and Nelkenbrecher says the
Styrian saum for steel Is 250 Vienna pounds, being 309

pounds avoirdupois. Probably In Carniola the weight was
greater. The saum was also a liquid measure in Switzer-

land, like the French somme, Italian tcma; also a unit of

tale, 22 pieces of cloth.

saumbuet, sambuet, n. [ME., < OF. sambue,
saubue (ML. sambuca), a saddle-cloth, a litter,
< OHG. sambuoh, sambiih, sambuch, sampoli,
sampoch, a chariot, sedan-chair, litter.] A
saddle-cloth.

saumburyt, [ME., appar. an irreg. var. of

saumbue, a saddle-cloth: see saumbue.] A litter.

And shope that a shcreyne sholde bere Mede
Softliche in saumbury fram syse to sye.

Piers Plowman (C), iii. 178.

gaumplariet, See samplary.
saunce-bellt, sauncing-bellt (sfins'bel, san'-

sing-bel). . Same as saints' bell, Sanctus bell.

See belli.

Titan gilds the eastern hills,
And chirping birds, the saunce-bell of the day.
Ring in our ears a warning to devotion.

Randolph, Amyntas, iii. 1.

saunders (san'derz), n. Same as sandal2 .

saunders blue. See blue.

saunderswoodt (san'derz-wud), n. Same as
sandalwood.
saunt 1

,
n. A dialectal (Scotch) or obsolete form

of saint1 .

saunt2,
n. A variant of saint2

, cent, 4 (a game).
At coses or at saunt to sit, or set their rest at prime.

Turbenille on Hawking, in Cens. LiL, ix. 266.

saunter (san'ter or san'ter), r. i. [Also dial.

santer; < ME. saunteren, santren (see defs.): (a)

prob. < OF. s'arenturcr, se adventurer, reflex., ad-
venture oneself, risk oneself: se, oneself, coa-

lescing with acenturer, risk, adventure (> ME.
auntren, risk): see adventure and obs. aunter, v.

This etymology, suggested by Skeat and Mur-
ray, involves a difficulty in the otherwise unex-

ampled transit into E. of the OF. reflexive se as
a coalesced initial element, but it is the only
one that has any plausibility. Various other

etymologies, all absurd, have been suggested or
are current, namely: (6) < F. sainte terre, holy
land, in supposed allusion to "idle people who
roved about the country and asked charity un-
der pretence of going a la sainte terre," to the

holy land, (c) < F. sans terre, without land,
"applied to wanderers without a home"; (d)
< F. sentier, a footpath (see sentinel, sentry^);
(e) < D. slcnteren = LG. slenderen = Sw. slentra
= Dan. slentre, saunter, loiter, Sw. slun ta = Dan.
slunte, idle, loiter; Icel. slentr, idle lounging,
slen, sloth, etc.

; (/) < Icel. seint = Norw. seint
= Sw. Dan. sent, slowly, orig. neut. of Icel. sei-

nir = Norw. sein = Sw. Dan. sen = AS. sxne,
slow; (g) < OD. swanckcn = G. schwanken, etc.,

reel, waver, vacillate.] If. To venture (f). See
sauntering, \. 2t. To hesitate (f).

Yut he knew noght uerray certainly,
But santred and doubted uerryly
Where on was or no of this saide linage.

Bom, of Partenay(E. E. T. S.> I. 4658.

3. To wander idly or loiteringly ;
move or walk

in a leisurely, listless, or undecided way ;
loi-

ter; lounge; stroll.

The cormorant is still sauntering by the sea-side, to see
if he can find any of his brass cast up. Sir R. L'Estrange.

4+. To dawdle
;
idle

; loiter over a thing.
Upon the first suspicion a father has that his son is of a

saunterinff temper, he must carefullyobservehim, whether
he be listless and indifferent in all his actions, or whether
In some things alone he be slow and sluggish, but in others
vigorous and eager. Locke, Education, 123.

Interr'd beneath this Marble Stone
Lie saunt'ring Jack, and Idle Joan.

Prior, An Epitaph.
=Svn. 3. Stroll, Stray, etc. See ramble, .

Saurichthyidae

saunter (san'ter or san'ter), n. [< saunter, .]

1. A stroll; a leisurely ramble or walk. 2.
A leisurely, careless gait.

I saw the large gate open, and in walked Rab, with that
great and easy saunter of his.

Dr. John Brotm, Rab and his Friends.

One hurried through the gate out of the grove, and the
other, turning round, walked slowly, with a sort of saun-
ter, toward Adam. Georye Eliot, Adam Bede, xxvii.

Loitering and leaping,
With saunter, with bounds ...
See! the wild Meenads
Break from the wood.

H. Arnold, Bacchanalia, 1.

3t. A sauntering-place ;
a Iditering- or stroll-

ing-place.
The tavern ! park ! assembly ! mask ! and play 1

Those dear destroyers of the tedious day !

That wheel of fops, that saunter of the town !

Young, Love of Fame, i.

saunterer (san'- or san'ter-er), n. [< saunter
+ -er 1

.] One who saunters, or wanders about
in a loitering or leisurely way.
Quit the life of an insignificant saunterer about town.

Berkeley, The Querist, 413.

sauntering (san'- or san'ter-ing), n. [< ME.
saunteryng; verbal n. of saunter, v.] If. Ven-
turing; audacity (f).

Thoo sawes schall rewe hym sore
For all his saunteryng sone.

York Plays, p. 351.

Nciwr all his gandis no thyng hym gaynes,
His sauntering schall with bale be bought.

York Plays, p. 354.

2. The act of strolling idly, dawdling, or loi-

tering.

saunteringly (san'- or san'ter-ing-li), adv. In
a sauntering manner; idly; leisurely.
Saurat, Sauraet (sa'rii, -re), . pi. [NL.] Same
as Sauna.
Sauranodon (sa-ran'o-don), . fNL. (Marsh,
1879), < Gr. aaifxn', a lizard, -r av6iovf, tooth-
less: see Anodon.] 1. The typical genus of
Sauranodon tides, based upon remains of Juras-
sic age from the Rocky Mountains: so called
because edentulous or toothless. 2. [I. c.] A
fossil of the above kind.

sauranodont (sa-ran'o-dont), o. [< Saurano-
don(t-).~] Pertaining to the sauranodons.
Sauranodontidae (sa-ran-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Sauranodon(t-) + -idle.] A family of
edentulous ichthyopterygian reptiles, typified
by the genus Sauranodon.
saurel (sa'rel), n. [< OF. saurel, "the bastard
mackarel "

(Cotgrave), < saw, sorrel : see sore2.]
A scad, Trachurus trachurus, or T. saurus; any
fish of the genus Trachurus. See cut under scad.

Sauria (sa'ri-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. oavpof, aabpa,
a lizard: see Saurus.] An order of reptiles,

haying scales and usually legs, named by Bron-
gniart in 1799, and corresponding closely to the
Linnean genus Lacerta ; lizards. The name has
been used with various extensions and restrictions of its

original sense, in which it included the crocodiles and
alligators as well as the true lizards or lacertilians, thus
corresponding to the two modern orders LacertUia and
Crocoailia. In Cuvier's classification Sauria were the
second order of reptiles, extended to include not only the
living lizards and crocodiles, but also the extinct repre-
sentatives then known of several other modern orders, as

pterodactyls, ichthyosaurs, and plesiosaurs. On these ac-
counts the term Sauria is discarded by many modern
writers ; by others it is used in a restricted sense for the
lizards proper without the crocodiles, being thus an exact
synonym of LacertUia. This is a proper use of the name,
near its original sense, and the term has priority over
LacertUia. The Sauria in this sense are about 1,500 spe-
cies, representing from 20 to 25 families and numerous
genera. Formerly also Saura, Sauree.

saurian (sa'ri-an), a. and n. [= F. saurien;
as Sanria + -an.] I. a. Belonging or relating
to the Sauria, in any sense

; having legs and
scales, as a lizard; lacertiform; lacertilian.

II. w. A member of the Sauria, in any sense;
a scaly reptile with legs, as a lacertilian or liz-

ard. Though the term Sauria once lapsed from any defi-
nite signification, in consequence of the popular applica-
tion of Cuvier's loose use of the word, saurian is still used
as a convenient designation of reptiles which are not am-
phibians, chelonians, ophidians, or crocodilians. See cuts
under Plcsiosaurus.

saurichnite (sa-rik'nlt), n. [< NL. Saurichnites,
< Gr. aavpof, a lizard, + Ixvof, a track, footstep:
see ichnite.'] A saurian ichnolite; the fossil
track of a saurian.

Saurichnites (sa-rik-ni'tez), . [NL. : see sau-

richnite.] A genus of saurians which have left

Saurichnites of Permian age.

Saurichthyidae (sa-rik-tM'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Saurichtlnjs + -idle.] In Owen's classifica-

tion, a family of fossil lepidoganoid fishes named
from the genus Saurichthys. The body was elongate,
with a median dorsal and ventral row of scutes and an-
other along the lateral line, but otherwise scaleless, and
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the flns were without fulcra ; the niaxillie gave off hori-

zontal palatal plates. The species lived in the Triassic and
Liassic seas. Also called Beloiwrhyiwhidaz.

Saurichthys (sa-rik'this), . [NL.,< Gr. aaitpof,

a lizard, + ix^i-f, a fish.] The typical genus of

the family Saurichthi/idse. Aqiixxi;.

Sauridae 1
(sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. aavpof,

a lizard, + -idse.] In Giinther's classifica-

tion, a familv of lepidosteoid ganoid fishes. It
is characterized by an oblong body covered with ganoid
scales, vertebra incompletely ossified, termination of the
vertebral column homocercat, fins with fulcra, maxillary
composed of a single piece, jaws with a single series of

conical pointed teeth, and branchiostegals numerous, en-

ameled, the anterior ones developed as broad angular
plates. The species are extinct, but formed a consider-
able contingent of the fishes of the Mesozoic formations
from the Liassic and Jurassic beds. The genus having
the widest range is Semionotus, of both the Liassic and Ju-
rassic epochs ; other genera are Lophiostomm, Pachycor-
mwt, and Ptychotepis. Also called Pachycormidte.
Sauridae'2 (sa'ri-de), n.pl. [NL. ,< Saurus + -idse.]
A family of malacopterygian fishes, typified by
the genus Saurus: same as Synodontidee.
Saurii (sa'ri-i), n. pi. [NL.: see Sauria.] Same
as Sauria. Oppel, 1811.

Saurina(sa-ri'na),M.^Z. [NL.,<<Sa!nts + -ia2.]

A division of Scopelidse, named from the genus
Saurus: same as Si/nodontidse. Giintlier.

Saurischia (sa-ris'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. aav-

pof, a lizard, + lax'tov, the hip-joint: see isehi-

um.] A suborder or order of dinosaurian rep-
tiles with the inferior pelvic elements directed

downward, including the Megalosauridse, etc.

saurischian (sa-ris'ki-an), a. and . [< Sauris-
i-liin + -an.] I. a. Relating to the Saurischia.

II. n. A member of the Saurischia.

saurless (sar'les), a. [Contr. of savorless: see

savorless.] Savorless; insipid; tasteless; vapid;
spiritless. [Scotch.]
Saurobatrachia (sa/'ro-ba-tra'ki-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. aavpof, oaiipa, a lizard, + /Jar/xi^of, a sea-

frog.] A synonym of Urodela, one of the ma-
jor divisions of Amphibia: opposed to Ophido-
oatrachia.

saurobatrachian (sa"ro-ba-tra'ki-an), a. and n.

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Saurobatrachia or
Urodela.

II. n. A urodele batrachian, as a member of
the Saurobatrachia.

Saurocephalidae (sa/ro-se-fari-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Saurocephalus + -idse.] An extinct family of

actinochirous fishes, typified by the genus Sauro-

cephalus. They were large compressed fishes, and had
large teeth implanted in distinct sockets in the jaws, and
both the intermaxillary and supramaxillary bones well

developed. They flourished in the Cretaceous seas. Also
called Saurodontidse.

Saurocephalus (sa-ro-sef'a-lus), . [NL.
(Kner, 1869), < Gr. aavpof, a lizard, + KetyaMi,
the head.] A genus of fossil fishes of Creta-
ceous age, variously placed, but by late writers
made the type of the family Saurocephalidx,
having teeth with short compressed crowns.
SaurocetUS (sa-ro-se'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. aav-

pof, a lizard, + KJJTOC, any sea-monster or large
fish : see Cete3.] A genus of fossil zeuglodons,
or zeuglodont cetaceans, based on remains from
the Tertiary of South America, of uncertain
character. Also Saurocetes.

Saurodipteridae (sa"r6-dip-ter'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. aavpof, a lizard, -f dim-epic., with
two fins (i. e. dorsal fins), + -idse.] A family
of fossil polypteroid fishes from the Devonian
and Carboniferous formations, it includes forms
with scales ganoid and smooth like the surface of the
skull, two dorsal flns, the paired flns obtusely lobate,
teeth conical, and the caudal fin heterocercal. The spe-
cies belonged to the genera Diploptenu, Meyalichthys, and
Osteolepis. Also called Osteolepididx.

Saurodipterini (sa-ro-dip-te-ri'ni), n.pl. [NL.,
< Saurodipter(idse) 41

-ini.]" Same as Saurodip-
teridse.

Saurodon (sa'ro-don), . [NL., < Gr. o-aSpoc,
a lizard, + orfoi''f (bSovr-) = E. tooth.] A ge-
nus of fossil fishes, of Cretaceous age, referred
to the Sphyrsenidse, or made type of the Sauro-
dontidee.

saurodont (sa'ro-dont), a. and . [< Sauro-
don(t-).] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Sauro-
dontidse.

II. . A fish of the family Saurodontidse.
Saurodontidae (sa-ro-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Saurodon(t-) + -idse.] Same as Saurocepha-
lidse.

Saurognathae (sa-rog'na-the), . pi. [NL., fern,

pi. of saurognatlnts : see saurognathoiis.] A
superfamily of birds, containing the wood-
peckers and their allies, or the Picidx, Piniin-
nidie, and lyngidse; the Celeomorphte of Huxley.
W. K. Parker. See cuts under Picunmus, Picas,
saurognathous, and wryneck.
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saUTOgnathism (sa-rog'na-thizm), n. [< sau-

rognath-ous + -/*(.] In ornith., a peculiar ar-

rangement of the bones of the palate which
has been seen in some woodpeckers ;

the sau-

rognathous type of palatal structure.

saurognathoiis (sa-rog'na-thus), a. [< NL.. <

Gr. aaiipof, a lizard, + yvaSof, the jaw.] In

ortiith., having an ar-

rangement of the bones
of the palate which con-
stitutes a simplification
and degradation of the

segithognathous struc-

ture, as a woodpecker:
as, a sanrognathous bird

or palate; a saurogna-
thoiis type of structure.
The case is far from clear or

satisfactory, though named,
described, and figured by high
authority (the late William
Kitchen Parker), and may be

only an individual variation
in some woodpeckers. In the
flicker's skull here figured from
nature is found a condition of

things that fairly answers to

Parker's description, subsist-

ing mainly in the presence of
a pair of stunted vomers sepa-
rate from each other ; but the
like state of the parts does not

appear in several other wood-
peckers' skulls examined in
the preparation of this para-

SauroBnathmis stull
grapn. ...... , Woodpeckei (Colaptts a,

(Sa rOld), a. and ">. v, -v, the posterior parts
of the abortive vomer: s, point
of sphenoid; m*t, maidlio.

palatine ; pt, pteryeoid ; mt,
ossified mesethinoid

', fl, pala-
tine; y, quadrate; fr.Tia*

one palatine is cut away to

show the lcns; anterior projec-
tion of the pterygoid.

r/ f-i SL~ ill,.,,U. [< Gr. CaVpoeidtK, like

a lizard, < aavpor, m. ,
, n -,. . i

' TJ
aai'pa, f., a lizard, + ei60f,

form.] I. a. Resembling
a saurian in general ;

hnvino- phflrnptprs nf nr1
some affinity with rep-
tiles; reptilian; sauropsidan, as a vertebrate;
pertaining to the Sauroidei, as a fish.

The existence of warm periods during the Cretaceous
age is plainly shown ... by the corals and huge sauroid

reptiles which then inhabited our waters.
J. CroU, Climate and Time.

II. n. 1. One of a family of ganoid fishes

including the lepidosteids and various extinct

Restored Sauroid (Pyfofterns).

forms; a member of the Sauroidei: as, "the
sauroids and sharks," Buekland. 2. A mem-
ber of the Sauropnida. Huxley, 1863.

Sauroidei (sft-roi'de-i), .pZ. [NL., < Gr. aavpo-

tiSf/f, like a lizard: see sauroid.~\ 1. A family of

ganoid fishes supposed to have reptilian char-
acteristics. The name was used by Agassiz for fishes

with conical pointed teeth alternating with small brush-
like ones, flat rhomboid scales, and a bony skeleton. It

included numerous extinct species which are now known to
have few common characteristics, and also living fishes of
the families Polypteridx and Lepidosteidee.

2. An order of ganoid fishes : same as Holostei.
Sir J. Richardson.
sauroidichnite (sa-roi-dik'nit), n. [< NL. Sau-

roidichtiites."] The fossil footprint of a saurian
;

a saurichnite left by a member of the genus
Sauroidichni tes.

Sauroidichnites (sa'^oi-dik-ni'tez), n. [NL. :

see sauroidichnite.] A generic name of sauri-

ans which have left uncertain sauroidichnites.

Hitchcock, 1841.

Sauronialus (sa-rom'a-lus), n. [NL., < Gr.

aavpof, a lizard, -f o/idfof, even, equal.] A ge-
nus of robust lizards of the family Ignanidx.
S. ater is the alderman-lizard (so called from its obesity),
which has commonly been known to American herpetolo-
gists by its untenable synonym Euphryw obesa.

saurophagons (sft-rof'a-gus), a. [< NL. sauro-

phagus, < Gr. aavpof, a lizard, + <f>ayeiv, eat.]

Feeding upon reptiles; reptilivorous.

Saurophidiat (sa-ro-fid'i-ii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

oaiipof, a lizard, + tyif, a snake: see Ophidia.]
An order of reptiles, including the typical sauri-
ans and the ophidians or serpents, and contrast-

ing with the Emydosinma or Crocodilia. The
term was introduced by De Blainville in 1816, for the same
forms that were called Sqmtmata by Merrem.

saurophidian (su-ro-fid'i-an), a. and . [<

Saurophidia + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining to
the Saurophidia.

II. n. A member of the Saurophidia.
Saurophidiit (sa-ro-fid'i-i), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

aavpof, a lizard, + 6<j>if, a snake : see Ophidia.]

Saururae

A group of reptiles having rudimentary or no
legs. It was proposed in 1825 by J. E. Gray for saurians
and ophidians having atrophied limbs and a narrow mouth,
and included the families Xcincida-, Anguidx, Typhlopida,
Amphtebsenidx, and Chalcididte.

sauropod (sa'ro-pod), a. and n, [< NL. Sauro-

poda.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Sauropo-
da.ov having their characters.

II. . A member of the Sauropoda.
Sauropoda (sa-rop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

o-at'pof, a lizard, + Jroi'f (vo&-) = E. foot.] An
order of IKnosauria. It contains gigantic herbivo-

rous dinosaurs with plantigrade unguiculate quinquedigi-
tate feet with unossifled distal row of carpal and tarsal

bones, fore and hind limbs of proportionate lengths and
with solid bones, pubes united distally without post-

pubes, paired sternal bones, anterior vertebne opisthocce-
lian, and premaxillary teeth present. The families Atlan-

toiaurida, Diplod/mda, and Morosawridx are assigned to

this order.

sauropodous (sa-rop'o-dus), a. [< Sauropoda +
-CMS.] Of or pertaining to the Sauropoda.

Sauropsida (sa-rop'si-da), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

aavpof, a lizard, + oif>if, appearance, + -ida.]
In Huxley's classification, a superclass of ver-

tebrates; one of three prime divisions of Ver-

tebrata, in which birds and reptiles are brigaded
together and contrasted on the one hand with

Ichthyopsida, or amphibians and fishes, and on
the other with Mammalia, or mammals. They
almost always have an epidermic exoskeleton in the form
of scales or feathers. The vertebral centra are ossified

with epiphyses. The occipital condyle is single and me-
dian, formed from ossified exoccipitals and basioccipital ;

the latter is completely ossified, and there is a large basi-

sphenoid, but no separate parasphenoid in the adult. The
probtic bone is always ossified and remains distinct from
the epiotic and opisthotic, or only unites with these after

they have united with adjacent bones. The mandible
consists of an articular element and several membrane
bones, and the articular is connected with the skull by a

quadrate bone. The ankle-joint is mediotarsal. The in-

testine ends in a cloaca. The heart is trilocular or quadri-
locular, and some of the blood-corpuscles are red, oval, and
nucleated. The aortic arches are usually two or more,
but may be reduced to one, dextral. Respiration is never
effected by gills. The diaphragm is incomplete, if any.
Wolffian bodies are replaced by permanent kidneys.
Tkere is no corpus callosum, nor are there any mammary
glands. The embryo is amniotic and allantoic ; reproduc-
tion is oviparous or ovoviviparous. The Savropgida con-
sist of the two classes Septilia and Aves.

sauropsidan (sa-rop'si-dan), a. [< Sauropsida
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the Sauropsida.

Sauropsides (sa-rop'si-dez), n.pl. [NL.] Same
as Sauropsida. Haeckcl.

sauropsidian (sa-rop-sid'i-an), a. [< Saurop-
sida + -ian.] Same as sauropsidan. Huxley.
Sauropterygia (sa"rop-te-rij'i-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. aaiipof, a lizard, + nrepuf (Trrspvy-), a wing,
< TiTEpov, wing, = E. feather.] An order of fos-

sil saurians usually called Plesiosauria. The
name is now often used instead of the earlier and equal-

ly appropriate designation. See cut under Pleswsaurus.
Owen.

sauropterygian (sa/rop-te-rij'i-an), a. and .

[< Sauropterygia + -an.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to the Sauropterygia; plesiosaurian.

II. n. A member of the Sauropterygia; a ple-
siosaur.

Saurornia (sa-ror'ni-a), . pi. [NL. : see Sau-

rornithes.] A class of extinct reptiles, the pte-

rodactyls : so named by H. G. Seeley from their

resemblance to birds in some respects. The
class corresponds with the order Pterosauria or
Ornithosanria. [Not in use.]

Saurornitb.es (sa-ror'ni-thez), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. aavpoc, a lizard, + &pvi( (bpvtB-), a bird.]
Same as Sauntrse.

saurornithic (sa-ror-nith'ik), a. [< Saurorni-
th-es + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the Sauror-
nithes or Saururse, as the Archeeopteryx.
Saurothera (sa-ro-the'rii), M. [NL. (Vieillot),
< Gr. aaiipof, a lizard, + "(U/p, a wild beast.] The
typical genus of the subfamily Sanrotherinee,

embracing several species of West Indian

ground-cuckoos, as S. vetula.

Saurotherinae (sa"ro-the-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Saurothera + -MI*.] A subfamily of birds of

the family CucuUdse; the ground-cuckoos. They
are characterized by the large strong feet, in adaptation
to terrestrial life, the short rounded concavo-convex wings,
and very long graduated tail of ten tapering feathers. The
genera are Saurothera and Geococeyx. See cut under chap-
arral-cock.

saurotherine (sa-ro-the'rin), a. Of or pertain-

ing to the Saurotherinte.

Saururaceae (sa-ro-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lind-

ley, 1835), < Saururse +'-aeeas.] A synonym of

Saurureie, formerly considered an independent
order.

Saururse (sa-ro're), n. pi. [NL. (Haeckel, 1866,
in the forms Sauriurse and Sauriuri), fern. pi.
of "saururus : see saururous.] A subclass or an
order of Aves, of Jurassic age, based upon the
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genus Arclixopteryx, having a long lacertilian
tail of many separate bones without a pygostyle
and with the feathers arranged in pairs on each
side of it, the sternum carinate, the wings func-

tionally developed, and teeth present ;
the liz-

ard-tailed birds. Also called Som-in-nHlifs, and,
by Owen, Uroioni.

saururan (sa-ro'ran), H. and a. [< saurur-ons
+ -aw.] I. M. A member of the Saururte.

II. a. Saururous; of or pertaining to the
Sanmrtt.
Saurureae (sa-ro're-e), . pi. [NL. (Endlicher,
1836), < Saururus + -e&.~\ A tribe of apetalous

plants, of the order Piperacese, the pepper fam-

ily, distinguished from the other tribe, Pipe-
rex, by flowers with three or four carpels in-

stead of one, and each with two to eight
ovules. It consists of the genera Saururue (the type),

Anemiopris and Htnttiitynia. American and Asiatic herbs
with cordate leaves, and Lactoris, a monotypic shrub from
Juan Fernandez, unlike all others of the order in possess-
ing a perianth.

saururous (sa-ro'rus), a. [< NL. saururus, <

Gr. aavpof, lizard, + oupa, tail.] Lizard-tailed,
as a bird; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Saururse.

Saururus (sa-ro'rus), H. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
so called in allusion to the inflorescence

; < Gr.

aaiipof, lizard, + ovpa, tail.] A genus of apeta-
lous plants, of the order Piperacese, type of the
tribe Saurureae. It is characterized l>y naked, bisexual,
and racemed
flowers, each ses-

silewithinapedi-
celled bract and
consisting of six

or eight stamens
and of three or
four nearly dis-
tinct carpels
which contain
two to four as-

cending ovules
and in fruit coa-
lesce into a cap-
sule that soon
separates into
three or four

roughened nut-
lets. There are 2

species, S. Lou-
rein in eastern
Asia and S. cer-

nuus in North
America, the lat-

ter known as
lizurdtati and
breagtweed, and
extending on the Atlantic coast into Canada. They are
smooth herbs with broadly heart-shaped alternate leaves,
and numerous small flowers crowded in a terminal catkin-
like raceme.

Saurus (sa'rus), . [NL. (Cuvier, 1817), < Gr.

aaiipof, m., oarpa, f., a lizard.] In tenth., a ge-
nus of fishes of the family Syiiodontidie; the
lizard-fishes. Called Synodus by Scopoli in
1777. See Synodus.
saury (sa'ri), .

; pi. sauries (-riz). [Prob. < F.

saur, sorrel: see saurel.'] A fish, Scomberesox

Flowering Branch of Lizardtail (Snuritrus
cernHMs}. a, flower.

Saury or Skipper (Srornbertso \- saitrns\.

saunts, the skipper or bill-fish ; any species of
this genus. The true saury is found on both sides of
the Atlantic. It attains a length of 18 inches, and is olive-

brown, silvery on the sides and belly, with a distinct sil-

very band, as broad as the eye, bounding the dark color
of the back.

saury-pike (sa'ri-pik), . The saury; any fish
of the family Scomberesocidif.

sausage (sa'saj), . [Early mod. E. also said-

sage, saucidge; dial, sassage ; < ME. saueige
(also extended sawcister, sawcyster, saucestour,
salsister), prop. *saucissc (= D. saucijs), < OF.
saucme, saulcisse, sancliise, F. saucisse = It.

xttleiecia, salsiccia = Sp. salchicha (cf. F. sau-

cisson), salchiclion = Pg. salchicha, salcliicliffo,
< ML. salsitia, salcitia, salsicia, salsittia, f.,

salsitium, saUutium, etc. (after Rom.), prop.
salsicium, iieut., a sausage, of salted or sea-
soned meat, < L. salsus, salted: see sauce.'] An
article of food, consisting usually of chopped or
minced meat, as pork, beef, orVeal, seasoned
with sage, pepper, salt, etc., and stuffed into

properly cleaned entrails of the ox, sheep, or
pig, tied or constricted at short intervals. When
sausages are made on an extensive scale the
meat is minced and stuffed into the intestines
by machinery.
Varius Heliogabalus . . . had the peculiar glory of flrst

making sawtaqe* of shrimps, crabs, oysters, prawns, and
lobsters. If. King, Art of Cookery, Letter ix.
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Bologna sausage, a large sausage made of bacon, veal,
and pork-suet, chopped tine, and inclosed in a skin, as a

large intestine.

sausage-cutter (sa'saj-kut'er), . A machine
for cutting sausage-nieat. Such machines exist in

great variety. Some operate chopping-knives in a hori-

zontally rotating circular metal trough with a wooden
bottom

;
others consist of u horizontally rotating cylinder

with cutting-teeth that pass between flxed cutting-teeth
in an environing shell ; and others act merely to tear the
meat into the required state of fineness. Most of them are
hand-machines operated by cranks ; but in large manu-
factories they are often driven by power.

sausage-grinder (sa'saj-grin'der), . A do-
mestic machine for mincing meat for sausages.
sausage-machine (sa'saj-ma-shen"), . A ma-
chine for grinding, mincing, or pounding meat
as material for sausages ;

a sausage-grinder.

sausage-poisoning (sa'saj-poi'zn-ing), n. A
poisoning by spoiled sausages, characterized

by vertigo, vomiting, colic, diarrhea, and pros-
tration, and sometimes fatal. Also called allan-

tiasis and botalismus.

sausage-roll (sa'saj-rol), H. Meat minced and
seasoned as for sausages, enveloped in a roll

of flour paste, and cooked.

sauset, n. An obsolete form of sani-i-.

sausefleinet, and a. [< ME. sauseflcmc, murcc-

flem,(. OF. sausefleme, < ML. salsum fleijma,
'
salt

phlegm,' salty humor or inflammation: sal-

sum, salty (neut. of salsus, salted: see sauce);
phlegma, phlegm: see phlegm.'] I. w. An erup-
tion of red spots or scabs on the face.

II. a. Having a red pimpled face.

For mwcejkm he was, with eyes narwe.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 625.

sausert, . An obsolete form of saucer.

Saussurea (sa-su're-a), . [NL. (A. P. de Can-
dolle, 1810), named after Theodore de Saussure

(1767-1845), and his father, H. B. de Saussure

(1740-99), Swiss writers on botanical science.]
A genus of composite plants, of the tribe Cyna-
roideee and subtribe Carduinese. it is characterized

by smooth and free filaments, by pappus of one row of

equal and plumose bristles, with sometimes an additional
row of small slender and unbranched bristles, and by the
absence of spines on either leaves or involucres. There
are about 70 species, natives of Europe, Asia, and North
America, mainly mountain plants. They are smooth or

white-woolly perennial herbs, bearing alternate leaves
which vary from entire to pinnatifld, and purplish or blu-
ish flowers in heads which are small and corymbed, or
broad and solitary or loosely paniclcd. Several species
are sometimes known as tamcort, from their cut toothed
leaves. For Lappa, see cogtus-root.

saussurite (sa-su'rit), n. [Named after H. B.
de Saussure (1740-99), its discoverer: see Saus-

surea.'] A fine-grained compact mineral of a

white, gray, or green color. It has a specific grav-
ity above 3, and in part is identical with zoisite ; in many
cases it can be shown to have been derived from the alter-
ation of feldspar. It is found in the Alps at various points
as a constituent of the rock gabbro (including euphotide),
and also at other localities.

saussuritic (sa-su-rit'ik), a. [< saussurite +
-ic.] Resembling, pertaining to, or character-
ized by the presence of saussurite. Amer.
Jour. Sci.. 3d ser., XXXII. 239.

saussuritization (sa-su-rit-i-za'shon), n. [<
saussurite + -ize + -iition.~\ Conversion into
saussurite : a term used by some lithologists in

describing certain metamorphic changes in va-
rious feldspars. Also, and less correctly, ttaux-

nurisation.

The felspar in all these rocks affords more or less evi-
dence of incipient savssurization.

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soe., XLV. 532.

saut 1
(sat), n. and a. A Scotch form of salt1 .

The king he turned round about.
And the until tear blinded his ee.

Young Akin (Child's Ballads, I. 184).

saut2t, w. See saiilft.

sautet, . and r. See saulft.

sautellust (sa-tel'us), w. [NL.] In hot., a de-
ciduous bulb formed in the axil of a leaf or on
the crown of a root.

sauter (sd-ta'),r. t. [F.] To fry in a pan light-

ly, with very little grease or butter.

sautert, . A Middle English form of psalter.
sautereau (so-te-ro'), . [F., a jack, grass-
hopper, etc., (sauter, leap: see satilii. Cf.

sauterelle.'] In musical instruments like the

harpsichord, spinet, etc., same nsjackl, 11 (g).

sauterellt, . [ME., < OF. sauterel, "saulterel,

saidtereau, a leaper, jumper, also a locust, grass-
hopper, < sauter, < L. saltare, leap: see saulft.']
A term of abuse (exact sense uncertain, being
used in depreciation).

Mi souerayne lorde, yone scmterett he sais,
He schall caste doune oure tempill, nogt for to layne.
And dresse it vppe dewly with-in thre dales,
Alg wele as it was, full poodely agayne.

York Play*, }>. 310.

savage

sauterelle (sd-te-ivl'). n. [< F. nauterellt; ;i

shifting-bevel, grasshopper; cf. OF. sauterel, a
leaper, grasshopper : see sa u tercll. ] An instru-
ment used by stone-cutters and carpenters for

tracing and forming angle-.
Sauterne (so-tern'J, . [< f^niterne, a place in

France, department of Gironde.] A name for
certain white wines from the department of

Gironde, France, (a) A wine grown at and near the
village of Sauterne, on the left bank of the Garonne, some
distance above Bordeaux, (b) A general name for the
white wines of similar character and flavor exported from
Bordeaux, including some of quality much superior to (a) :

thus, Chateau Yquem and Chateau Suduiraut are consid-
ered as Sauternes. All these wines are sweet, but lose
their excess of sweetness with age.

sautfit (sat'fit), w. A dish for salt. [Scotch.]
sautoire, sautoir (so-twor'), n. [F., a saltier:
see saltier^.] In her., a saltier__ En sautoire.
>) In her., saltierwise, or in saltier, (b) Borne or worii

iagonally : as, a ribbon worn en sautoire crosses the body
from one shoulder to the opposite hip.

sautriet, A Middle English form of psaltery.
sautrient, f. '. [ME., < sautrie, sautry, psaltery :

see psaltery.'] To play on the psaltery.
Nother sailen ne sautrien ne singe with the giterne.

Piers Plowman (C), xvi. 208.

sautry 't, . A Middle English form of psaltery.
sautry2t,

a. [Cf. saltier, sautoire.'] In her.,
same as en sautoire (which see, under sautoire).

sauvaget, and . An obsolete form of savage.
Sauvagesia (sa-va-je'si-a), n. [NL. (Linnseiis,

1753), named after P. A. Boissier de la Croix
de Sauvages (1710-95), a writer on vegetable
morphology, and professor of botany at Paris
in 1752.] A genus of polypetalous plants, type
of the tribe Sauvagexiex, in the order Tiolarieee,
the violet family. It is characterized by flowers with
five equal and convolute petals, five very short fertile sta-

mens, and dimorphous staminodes of two rows, the outer
thread-shaped and very numerous or only five, the inner
five and petaloid, and by a one-celled ovary with three
placenta:, becoming in fruit a three-valved capsule with
many small seeds and fleshy albumen. There are about
10 species, natives of tropical America, one of them also

extending into the Old World. They are extremely smooth
herbs or undershrubs, with alternate and slightly rigid
leaves, deeply fringed stipules, and white, rose, or violet
flowers in the axils or in terminal racemes. S. erecta is

known as herb of St. Martin (which see, under herb).

Sauvagesieae (sa'va-je-si'e-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Barthng, 1830), < Sauvagesia + -ex.'] A tribe
of polypetalous plants of the order Violariese,
the violet family. It is unlike all others of its family
in the possession of staminodes which are thread-like or
petaloid, five or many in number, and free or united into
a tube, and in the septicidal dehiscence of the three-valved
capsule, which opens only at the top. It includes 6 gen-
era, of which Samagema is the type. The 26 species are
all tropical, and mainly South American.

sauvet, v. A Middle English form of save.

sauvegarde (sov'gard), . [< F. sauvegarde,
lit. safeguard: see safeguard.'] A monitor, or
varaniau lizard; a safeguard.

Hence, probably, their names of sauvegarde and monitor.
Curier, Regne Anim., 1829 (trans. 1849), p. 274.

sauveourt, " An obsolete form of savior.

savable (sa'va-bl), . [< save1 + -able.'] Capa-
ble of being saved. Also sareable.

All these difficulties are to be past and overcome before
the man be put into a mvaUe condition.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 187.

savableness (sa'va-bl-nes), . Capability of

being saved.

The narnUfnexit of Protestants.

Chillinyu'orth, Religion of Protestants, p. 317.

savaciount, . A Middle English form of sal-

savage (sav'aj), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

xtn-iidge, salvage, samage; < ME. savage, sauvage,
< OF. salvage, saurage, savaige, F. sauvage =
Pr. salvatge, salvage = Sp. salraje Pg. salva-

gcm = It. salvatico, selvaggio, < L. silratieus, be-

longing to a wood, wild, ML. silvatictis, si/l-

riitieus, also salraticus, n., a savage, < silra, a
wood: see silva, sylvan.'] I. a. 1. Of or per-
taining to the forest or wilderness, (a) Growing
wild; uncultivated; wild.

And when you are come to the lowe and playn ground,
the residue of the ionrney is all together by the sandes ;

it is throughout baren and saluage. so that it is not able
to nourishe any beastes for lacke of pasture.

K. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Minister (First Books on
[America, ed. Arber, p. 27).

A place . . . which yeeldeth balme in great plenty, but
xaluafif. wilde, and without vertue.

Balrlvyt'i Voyaffes, II. 202.

rornels and sai'aye berries of the wood.
Dryden. Xneid, iii. 855.

(b) Possessing, characterized by, or presenting the wild-
ness of the forest or wilderness^

The scene was snvaffe. but the .-on., was new.
Jlj/rmi, ( hilrte Harold, ii. 4:;.



savage

2. Living in the forests or wilds, (a) Not domes-
ticated ; feral ; wild ; hence, fierce ;

ferocious ; untamed :

as, savage beasts of prey.

In time the savage bull doth bear the yoke.
Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 263.

(i>) Brutal; beastly.
Those pamper'd animals

That rage in savage sensuality.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 62.

3. Living in the lowest condition of develop-

ment; uncultivated and wild; uncivilized: as,

savage tribes.

The salvage nation feele her secret smart,
And read her sorrow in her count'nance sad.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 11.

I will take some savage woman, she shall rear my dusky
race. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

4. Of, pertaining to. or characteristic of man
in such a condition ; unpolished; rude: as, ar-

age life or manners. Hence 5. Barbarous;
fierce; cruel.

Thy threatening colours now wind up ;

And tame the savage spirit of wild war.

Shak., K. John, v. 2. 74.

Some are of disposition fearefull, some bold, most caute-

lous, all Savage. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 129.

6. Wild or enraged as from provocation, irri-

tation, restraint, etc.

Michel Augelo's head is full of masculine and gigantic

figures as gods walking, which makes him savage until

his furious chisel can render them into marble.

Emerson, Old Age.

7. In her., nude; naked; in blazonry, noting
human figures unclothed, as the supporters of

the arms of Prussia.

On either side stood as supporters ... a salvage man
proper, to use the language of heraldry, wreathed and
cinctured. Scott, Guy Mannering, xli.

= Syn. 3 and 4. Brutish, heathenish. 5. Pitiless, merci-

less, unmerciful, remorseless, bloody, murderous.

II. . 1. A wild or uncivilized human being ;

a member of a race or tribe in the lowest stage
of development or cultivation.

I am as free as nature first made man,
Ere the base laws of servitude began,
When wild in woods the noble savage ran.

Dryden, Conquest of Granada, I. i, 1.

The civilized man is a more experienced and wiser sav-

age. Thoreau, Walden, p. 46.

2. An unfeeling, brutal, or cruel person; a
fierce or cruel man or woman, whether civil-

ized or uncivilized; a barbarian. 3. A wild
or fierce animal.

When the grim savage [the lion], to his rifled den
Too late returning, snuffs the track of men.

Pope, Iliad, xviii. 373.

His office resembled that of the man who, in a Spanish
bull-fight, goads the torpid savage to fury by shaking a

red rag in the air, and by now and then throwing a dart.

Macaulay, Nugent's Hampden.

4. Same as jack of the clock. Seejercfc
1

.

savage (sav'aj), >.
; pret. and pp. savaged, ppr.

sen-aging. (X savage, .] I. trans. To make
wild, barbarous, or cruel. [Rare.]

let then the dogs of Faction bark and bay,
Its bloodhounds savaged by a cross of wolf,
Its full-bred kennel from the Blatant-beast,

Southei/.

II. intrans. To act the savage; indulge in

cruel or barbarous deeds. [Rare.]

Though the blindness of some ferities have savaged on
the bodies of the dead, . . .yet had they no design upon
the soul. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 19.

savagedom (sav'aj-dum), n. [< savage + -dom.~\
A savage state or condition ; also, savages col-

lectively.
The scale of advancement of a country between savage-

dom and civilization may generally be determined by the

style of its pottery. Sir S. W. Baker, Heartof Africa, xviii.

savagely (sav'aj-li), adv. 1. In the manner of

a savage; cruelly; inhumanly.
Your wife and babes savagely slaughter'd.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 206.

2. With extreme impetuosity or fierceness: as,
to attack one siirar/ely. [Colloq.]

savageness (sav'aj-nes), ?. 1. Savage charac-
ter or condition

;
the state of being rude, un-

civilized, or barbarous
;
barbarism. 2. Wild,

fierce, or untamed disposition, instincts, or

habits; cruelty; barbarity; savagery.
An admirable musician : ! she will sing the savage-

ness out of a bear. Shale., Othello, iv. 1. 200.

3. Fierceness; ferocity; rabid impetuosity.
In spite of the savageness of his satires, . . . [Pope's]

natural disposition seems to have been an amiable one,
and his character as an author was as purely fictitious as
his style. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 4->ii.

savagery (sav'aj-ri), >i. [< F. saiti-tit/<nr; MS

snniijc + -n/.] 1. Savage or uncivilized state

or condition; a state of barbarism.

5357
The human race might have fallen back into primeval

savagery. Froude, Short Studies on Great Subjects, p. 201.

2. Savage or barbarous nature, disposition, con-

duct, or actions; barbarity.
This is the bloodiest shame,

The wildest savagery, the vilest stroke,
That ever wall-eyed wrath or staling rage
Presented to the tears of soft remorse.

Shak., K. John, iv. 3. 48.

A huge man-beast of boundless savagery.
Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

3. Wild growth, as of plants ; wildness, as of

nature.
Her fallow leas

The darnel, hemlock, and rank fumitory
Doth root upon, while that the coulter rusts

That should deracinate such savagery.
Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.47.

Except for the rudest purposes of shelter from rain and
cold, the cabin possessed but little advantage over the

simple savagery of surrounding nature.
Bret Harte, Mrs. Skagg's Husbands (Argonauts, p. 29).

savagism (sav'aj-izm), n. [< savage + -ism.}
1. Savagery; utter barbarism.

The manner in which a people is likely to pass from

savagism to civilization.

W. Taylor, Survey of German Poetry, II. 296.

2. Savage races or tribes collectively.

An elective judiciary supersedes the chief of savagism
or the despot of the Orient. N. A. Rev., CXLII. 561.

savanilla (sav-a-nil'a), n. A large herring-like

fish, the tarpon, Megalops atlanticus. Also
called sabalo and silverflsh. [Texas.]
savanna (sa-van'a), n. [Also savannah; = F.

savane = G. savanne, < OSp. savana, with ac-

cent on second syllable (see def.), Sp. sdvana,
a large cloth, a sheet, = OHG. saban, sapon,
MHG. saben = AS. saban, a sheet, < LL. sa-

banum, a linen cloth, towel, napkin, = Goth, sa-

ban, < Gr. adfiavov, a linen cloth, towel.] (a) A
plain or extensive flat area covered with a
sheet of snow or ice : so first used, with the ac-

cent on the first syllable, by Spanish writers.

(6) A treeless plain : so first used in reference

to American topography by Oviedo (1535), with
the accent on the second syllable. Used in mod-
ern times in Spain, with the accent changed to the second

syllable (sabana), and defined in various dictionaries

(1866-82) as meaning an "extensive treeless plain," and
generally with the additional statement that it is "a word
much used in America." This word was frequently used

by English writers on various parts of America, in the form
savanna and savannah, as early as 1699, and always with
the meaning of "treeless region." It is still used occa-

sionally with that meaning, and as being more or less near-

ly the equivalent of prairie, steppe, or plain, by writers in

English on physical geography. As a word in popular
use, it is hardly known among English-speaking people, ex-

cept in the southern Atlantic States, and chiefly in Florida.

At Sun-set I got out into the clear open Savannah, being
about two Leagues wide in most Places, but how long I

know not. Dampier, Voyages, II. ii. 84.

Regions of wood and wide savannah, vast

Expanse of unappropriated earth.

Wordncorth, Excursion, iii.

Thus, Sir. Barbour says, in speaking of the land ad-

jacent to the St. John's river, above Lake Monroe, "it is

a flat, level region of savannas, much resembling the vast

prairies of Illinois."

J. D. Whitney, Names and Places, p. 187.

savanna-blackbird (sa-van'a-blak'berd), w.

Same as ani.

savanna-finch (sa-van'a-finch), n. See finclti .

savanna-flower (sa-van'a-flou"er), . A West
Indian name for various species of Echites, a

genus of the milkweed family.

savanna-sparrow (sa-van'a-spar"6), . Any
sparrow of the genus Passerculiis, especially

....'* .

Savanna-sparrow (Passercnlits savanna*.

that one (P. savanna) which is common through-
out the greater part of North America.
savanna-wattle (sa-van'a-wot"l), n. A name
of the West Indian trees Citharexylmn gittul-

riiiigiilriiT Mini r. riiierea, otherwise called J!<l-

dlewood.

save

savant (sa-von'), . [< F. savant, a learned man,
< xni-ant, learned, knowing, ppr. of sacoir, know,
< L. sapere, have sense or discernment: see

xiijiifiit, of which savant is a doublet.] A man
of learning or science ;

one eminent for learn-

ing-
it is curious to see in what little apartments a French

mi runt lives ; you will find him at his books, covered with

Bnuif, with a little dog that bites your legs.

Sydney Smith, To Mrs. Sydney Smith.

Savart's wheel. See wheel.

save 1
(sav), v.; pret. and pp. saved, ppr. saving.

[< ME. saven,sauven, salven, < OF. sativer, salver,

F. sauver, save, =Pr. Sp. Pg. salvar= lt. salvare,

< LL. saiwe,make safe, secure, save,< ii.salvus,

safe: see safe.} I. trans. 1. To preserve from

danger, injury, loss, destruction, or evil of any
kind; wrest or keep from impending danger;
rescue: as, to save a house from burning, or a

man from drowning; to sare a family from
ruin.

Theophylus was of that Cytee also, that oure Ladye
xiirnlr from cure Enemye. Mandeville, Travels, p. 43.

And thei speken of hire propre nature, and salven men
that gon thorghe the Desertes, and speken to hem als ap-

pertely as thoughe it were a man.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 274.

Yet shal I saven hire, and thee and me.
Hastow not herd how saved was Noe?

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 347.

But when he saw the wind boisterous, he was afraid;
and beginning to sink, he cried, saying, Lord, save me.

Mat. xiv. 30.

None has deserv'd her,
If worth must carry it, and service seek her,
But he that sav'd her honour.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, ii. 6.

Not long after, a Boat, going abroad to seeke out some
releefe amongst the Plantations, byNuports-news met such
ill weather, though the men were saued, they lost their boat.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 82.

2. To deliver from the power and penal con-

sequences of sin
;
rescue from sin and spiritual

death.

He shall save his people from their sins. Mat. i. 21.

And they were astonished out of measure, saying among
themselves, Who then can be saved? Mark x. 26.

Men cannot be saved without calling upon God ; nor
call upon him acceptably without faith.

Donne, Sermons, vi.

All who are saved, even the least inconsistent of us, can
be saved only by faith, not by works.

J. II. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 170.

3. To deliver
;
defend.

But of all plagues, good heaven, thy wrath can send,

Save, save, oh ! save me from the Candid Friend !

Canning, New Morality, 1. 210.

4. To spare : as, to save one's self much trouble

and expense.
If you had been the wife of Hercules,
Six of his labours you 'Id have done, and saved

Your husband so much sweat. Shak., Cor., iv. 1. 18.

Save your labour ;

In this I'll use no counsel but mine own.
Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, i. 2.

Robin's buckler proved his chiefest defence,
And saved him many a bang.

Robin Hood and the Shepherd (Child's Ballads, V. 240).

5. To use or preserve with frugal care
; keep

fresh or good, as for future use; husband: as,

to save one's clothes; to save one's strength for

a final effort.

His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 160.

Every thing -including the carpet and curtains look-

ed at once well worn and well saved.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxix.

6. To avoid, curtail, or lessen ; especially, to

lessen waste in or of; economize: as, to save

time, expense, or labor.

Bestow every thing in even hogsheads, if you can ; for it

will save much in the charge of freight.

Witithrop, Hist. New England, I. 464.

7. To lay by, little by little, and as the result

of frugal care
; lay up ;

hoard : as, he has saved

quite a good sum out of his scanty earnings.
I have five hundred crowns,

The thrifty hire I saved under your father.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 3. 3.

8. To take advantage of; utilize; avoid miss-

ing or losing; be in time for; catch: as, to save

the tide.

To save the post, I write to you after a long day's worry
at my place of business. If. Collins.

9. To prevent the occurrence, use, or necessity

of; obviate: as, a stitch in time safes nine.

Will you not speak to save a lady's blush?

Dryden. Spanish Friar, iv. 2.

The best way 's to let the blood barken upon the cut-
that saves plasters. Scott, Guy Mannering, xxiii.



save

The lift of a round wave helped her (the skiff) on, and
the bladder-weed saved any chafing.

R. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, iv.

God save the mark! Save the mark! See mark\.
Save your reverence. See reverence. to save alive,
to keep safe and secure.

Let us fall unto the host of the Syrians : if they save us

alive, we shall live ; and if they kill us, we shall but die.

2 Ki. vii. 4.

To save appearances, originally, to show where any
given planet would be at any given epoch (Ptolemy's defi-

nition of the purpose of his astronomical theories) ; now,
commonly, to manage so that the appearances may be con-
sistent with a probable theory ; especially, to do something
to prevent exposure, vexation, or molestation, as to save
one's financial credit by avoiding the appearance of em-
barrassment ; or, to keep up an appearance of competence,
gentility, or propriety by shift or contrivance.

When they come to model heaven
And calculate the stars ; how they will wield
The mighty frame; how build, unbuild, contrive,
To save appearances; how gird the sphere
With centric and eccentric scribbled o'er.

Cycle and epicycl*, orb iu orb. Milton, t. L, viii. 82.

TO save clean, to save all (the blubber) in cutting in : a

whaling-term. To save one's bacon. See bacon.

O Father ! my Sorrow will scarce save my Bacon:
For 'twas not that I raurder'd, bnt that I was taken.

Prior, Thief and Cordelier.

=Syn. 1 and 2. To redeem. 3. To protect
II. intrans. 1. To be economical

; keep from
spending; spare.

It [brass ordnance] saveth ... in the quantity of the
material. Bacon, Compounding of Metals.

2. To be capable of preservation : said of fish :

as, to save well.

save1
(sav), conj. [< ME. save, saf, sauf, < OF.

savf, save, except (sauf man droit,
' save my

right,' my right being excepted), = Sp. Pg. It.

salvo, save, except, < L. salro (fern, salvd), abl.

(agreeing with its noun in the abl. absolute) of

salvus, safe : see safe. Save is thus a form of

safe. Ct. salvo1
.] Except; not including; leav-

ing out of account
;
unless.

For alle thoughe it were so that hee was not cristned,
zet he lovede Cristene men more than ony other Nacioun,
saf his owne. Mandeville, Travels, p. 84.

Dischevele, sauf his cappe, he rood al bare.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 683.

Of the Jews five times received I forty stripes race one.
2 Cor. xi. 24.

Sane that these two men told Christian that, as to Laws
and Ordinances, they doubted not but that they should as

conscientiously do them as he.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 112;

A channel bleak and bare,
Save shrubs that spring to perish there.

Byron, The Giaour.

Not that any man hath seen the Father, save he which
is of God. John vi. 46.

I do entreat you not a man depart,
Sow I alone. Shalt., J. C., iii. 2. 66.

Save they could be pluck'd asunder, all

My quest were but in vain.

Tennyson, Holy GraiL

save2t, n. [< ME. save, < OF. sauve, < L. salvia,

sage: see sage?, of which save2 is a doublet.]
The herb sage or salvia.

Fremacyes of herbes, and eek save

They drunken, for they wolde here lymes have.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1855.

saveable, a. Seesavable.
save-all (sav'al), n. [< save1 , v., + obj. all.]
A contrivance for saving, or preventing waste
or loss; a catch-all. In particular (a) A small pan,
of china or metal, having a sharp point^ in the middle,
fitted to the socket of a candlestick, to allow the short
socket-end of a candle to be burnt out without waste.

Go out in a Stink like a Candle's End upon a Saiv-all.

Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 12.

You may remember, sir, that a few weeks back a new
save-all came in, and was called candle-wedges, and went
off well.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 392.

(6) A small sail set under another, or between two other
sails, to catch or save the wind,

(c) A trough in a paper-making
machine which collects any
pulp that may have slopped
over the edge of the wire-cloth.

saveguardtj . Same as

safeguard, o.

saveloy (sav'e-loi), n. [A
corrupt form of cervelat:
see cervelat.] A highly
seasoned dried sausage,

a. Save-all.

originally made of brains, but now of young
pork salted.

There are office lads in their first surtouts, who club, as
they go home at night, for saveloys and porter. Dickens,

savelyt, adv. A Middle English form of safely.
savenapet (sav'nap), n. [Also salvenap, sanap;
< OF. *sauvenape, < sauver, save,+ nape, a table-

cloth, napkin : see nape%.] A napkin, or a piece
of linen, oiled silk, or other material, laid over
a table-cloth to keep it clean.
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saver1
(sa'ver), n. [< rare1 + -er1 .] 1. One

who saves or rescues from evil, destruction, or
death

;
a preserver ; a savior.

Tell noble Curius,
And say it to yourself, you are my savers.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 4.

2. One who economizes, is frugal in expenses,
or lays up or hoards.

By nature far from profusion, and yet a greater sparer
than a saver. Sir H. WoUan.

3. A contrivance for economizing, or prevent-
ing waste or loss : as, a coal-saver.

saver2t, " A Middle English form of savor.

save-reverencet (sav'rev'e-rens), n. [See
phrase under reverence, n.] A kind of apolo-
getic remark interjected into a discourse when
anvthing was said that might seem offensive or
indelicate: often corrupted into sir-reverence.

The third is a thing that I cannot name wel without
save-reverence, and yet it sounds not unlike the shooting-
place ! Sir J. Harington, Letter prefixed to Metam. of

[Ajax. (Hares.)

saverlyH (sa'ver-li), adv. [< saver + -ly'*.] In
a frugal manner. Tusser, Husbandry, p. 17.

saverly2t, and adv. Same as savorly.

savery1
!, a. A Middle English form of savory

1
.

savery2t, n. An obsolete form of savory*.
savetet, w. A Middle English form of safety.

savetiyet, n. [Appar. a var. of safety, accom.
to suffix -ive.] Safeguard.

Operys satisfaccio the souereyne sauety/,
For soth as I yow tell.

Polituxtl Poems, etc. (ed. Furnlvall), p. 219.

Savigny (sa-ve'nyi), . [F.] A red wine of Bur-

gundy, produced in the department of C6te-

d'Or, of several grades, the best being of the
second class of Burgundy wines.

savillet, . [A corruption of tare-all.] A pina-
fore or covering for the dress. Fairholt.

savin, savine (sav'in), n. [Also sabin, sabine; <

ME. saveine, savyne, partly < AS. safine, sauine,
savin, and partly < OF. (and F.) sabine = Sp.
Pg. sabina = It. savina, < L. sabina, savin,

orig. Sabina herba, lit. 'Sabine herb': Sabi-

na, fern, of Sabinus, Sabine: see Sabine2.] 1.

A European tree or shrub, Juniperus Sabina.
Its tops, containing a volatile oil, are the officinal savin,
which is highly irritant, and is used as an anthelmintic,
in amenorrhea and atonic menorrhagia, and also as an
abortifacient The similar American red cedar, J. Vir-

giniana, is also called savin. (See Juniper.) The name is

further extended in the United States to Torreya taxifo-
lia, one of the stinking-cedars, and in the West Indies to

Cfesalpinia bijuga and Xaiithoxylum Pterota.

Within 12 miles of the top was neither tree nor grass, but
low savins, which they went upon the top of sometimes.

Winthrop, Hist New England, II. 81.

And when I look
To gather fruit, find nothing but the savin-tree.

Middleton, Game at Chess.

2. A drug consisting of savin-tops. See def. 1.

Kindly-savin, the variety cupresstfotia of the common
savin.^Oil of savin. See oil. Savin cerate, a cerate

composed of fluid extract of savin (25 parts) and resin ce-

rate (90 parts), used in maintaining a discharge from blis-

tered surfaces. Also called savin ointment.

saving (sa'ving), n. [Verbal n. of save1
, v.]

1. Economy in expenditure or outlay, or in the
use of materials, money, etc. ; avoidance or pre-
vention of waste or loss in any operation, es-

pecially in expending one's earnings. 2. A re-

duction or lessening of expenditure or outlay ;

an advantage resulting from the avoiding of

waste or loss : as, a saving of ten per cent.

The bonelessness and the available weight of the meat
constitute a saving ... of 5Jd. a pound in a leg of mut-
ton. Saturday Rev. , XXXV. 691.

3. pi. Sums saved from time to time by the
exercise of care and economy; money saved
from waste or loss and laid by or hoarded up.

Enoch set

A purpose evermore before his eyes,
To hoard all savings to the uttermost.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

The savings of labor, which have fallen so largely into
the hands of the few, . . . have built our railroads, steam-

ships, telegraphs, manufactories.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXV. 792.

4. Exception; reservation.

Contend not with those that are too strong for us, but
still with a saving to honesty. Sir R. L'Estrange.

saving (sa'ving), p. a. [Ppr. of save1
, v.] 1.

Preserving from evil or destruction; redeem-

ing.

Scripture teaches us that saving truth which God hath
discovered unto the world by revelation.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

It is given to us sometimes ... to witness the saving
influence of a noble nature, the divine efficacy of rescue
that may lie in a self-subduing act of fellowship.

George Eliot, MUldlemarch.

savior

2. Accustomed to save
; avoiding unnecessary

expenditure or outlay; frugal; economical: as,
a saving housekeeper.
She loved money ; for she was saving, and applied her

fortune to pay John's clamorous debts.

Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

3. Bringing in returns or receipts the principal
or sum invested or expended; incurring no loss,

though not profitable: as, the vessel has made
a saving run.

Silvio, . . . finding a twelvemonth's application unsuc-
cessful, was resolved to make a saving bargain of it ; and,
since he could not get the widow's estate, to recover at least
what he had laid out of his own. *

Addison, Guardian, No. 97.

4. Implying or containing a condition or reser-
vation : as, a saving clause. See clause.

Always directing by saving clauses that the jurisdiction
of the Barons who had right of Haute Justice should not
be interfered with. Brougham.

Saving grace. See grace.

saving (sa'ving), conj. [< ME. savyng; prop,

ppr. of gave1
, v.; cf. save1

, conj.'] 1. Except-
ing; save; unless.

Rewarde and behold what gift will be hauyng ;

Vnto you with-say neuer shall hire me,
Sauyng and excepte only o gift be.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6528.

I could see no notable matter in it [the Cathedral church],
saving the statue of St Christopher.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 29.

Hardly one
Could haue the Lover from his Loue descry'd, . . .

Saving that she had a more smiling Ey,
A smoother Chin, a Cheek of purer Dy.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

Thou apt rich In all things, sailing in goodness.
Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, Ind., p. 9.

2. Regarding; having respect for; with apol-
ogy to. See reverence.

Saving your reverence. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 4. 32.

Yon looked 'so grim, and, as I may say it, saving your
presence, more like a giant than a mortal man.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 8.

savingly (sa'ving-li), adv. 1. In a saving or

sparing manner; with frugality or parsimony.
2. So as to secure salvation or be finally

saved from spiritual death : as, savingly con-
verted.

To take or accept of God and his Christ sincerely and
savingly is proper to a sound believer.

Baxter, Saints' Kest, iii. 11.

savingness (sa'ving-nes), . 1. The quality
of being saving or sparing; frugality; par-
simony. 2. Tendency to promote spiritual

safety or eternal salvation.

The safety and savinffness which it promiseth.
Brevint, Saul and Samuel atEndor, Pref., p. v.

savings-bank (sa'vingz-bangk), n. An insti-

tution for the encouragement of the practice of

saving money among people of slender means,
and for the secure investment of savings, man-
aged by persons having no interest in the prof-
its of the business, the profits being credited
or paid as interest to the depositors at certain

intervals, as every month (in Great Britain), or

every three or six months (as in the United
States) Post-office savings-bank. See post-ofce.

savior, saviour (sa'vior), . [< ME. sareour,
saveoure, savyor, saryour, savyoure, saryowre, <

OF. saveor, sauveor, sauveour, salreor, F. sauvevr
= Pr. Salvador = Sp. Pg. Salvador = It. salva-

tore, < LL. salvator, a saver, preserver (first

and chiefly with ref . to Christ, as a translation
of the Gr. aur^p, saviour, and the equiv. 'lt/anvf,

Jesus), < salvare, save : see save1
, salvation, etc.

The old spelling saviour still prevails even
where other nouns in -our, esp. agent-nouns,
are now spelled with -or, the form savior being
regarded by some as irreverent.] 1. One who
saves, rescues, delivers, or redeems from dan-

ger, death, or destruction; a deliverer; a re-

deemer.
The Lord gave Israel a saviour, so that they went out from

under the hand of the Syrians. 2 Ki. xiii. 5.

The Lord . . . shall send them a saviour, and a great
one, and he shall deliver them. Isa. six. 20.

Specifically 2. [.cap.] One of the appellations
given to God or to Jesus Christ as the one who
saves from the power and penalty of sin. (Luke
ii. 11 ; John iv. 42.) The title is coupled in the New
Testament sometimes with Christ, sometimes with God.
In this use usually spelled Saviour.

Item, nexte is the place where ye Jewes consrreyned
Symeon Cirenen, comynge from the towne, to take the
Crosse after our Sauyour.

Sir R. (fuylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 29.

In the same Tower ys the ston vpon the whiche ower
Savyor stonding ascendid in to hevyn.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 80.



savior

For this is good and acceptable in the sight of God our

Saviour. 1 Tim. ii. 3.

Grace, mercy, and peace from God the Flither and the

Lord Jesus Christ our Saviour. Tit. i. 4.

savioress, saviouress (sa'vior-es), n. [< savior,

saviour, + -ess.] A female savior. [Bare.]
One says to the blessed Virgin, Saviouress, save me !

Bp. Hall, No Peace with Rome.

Polycrita Naxia, being saluted the saviourefts of her

country. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 327.

Saviotti's canals. Very delicate artificial pas-

sages formed between the cells of the pancreas
by injecting the duct under high pressure.
savite (sa'vlt), . [<&m(seedef.) + -itea.] In

mineral., a zeolitic mineral from Monte Capor-
ciano, Italy, probably identical with natrolite :

named bv Bechi after M. Savi.

savodinskite (sav-o-dins'klt), n. [< Savodin-

ski, the name of a mine in the Altai mountains,
+ -ite2 .] The silver telluride hessite.

savoir-faire (sav'wor-far'), . [P., skill, tact,
lit.

' know how to do,' < savoir, know (< L. sapere,
have discernment: see sapient, sarant), +faire,
< li.facere, do : seefact.] The faculty of know-

ing just what to do and how to do it; skilful

management; tact; address.

He had great confidence in his savoir faire. His talents

were naturally acute, . . . and his address was free from
both country rusticity and professional pedantry.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxxv.

savoir-vivre (sav'wor-ve'vr), n. [F., good
breeding, lit. 'know how to live,' < savoir, know
(see above), + vivre, < L. vivere, live : see vivid.]

Good breeding; knowledge of and conformity
to the usages of polite society.
savonette (sav-o-nef), n. [=D. savonet, awash-

ball, < F. savonette, a wash-ball, dim. of savon,

soap, < L. sapo(n-), soap : see soap.'] 1 . A kind
of soap, or a detergent for use instead of soap :

a term variously applied. 2. A West Indian

tree, Pithecolobium micradenium, whose bark
serves as a soap.

savor, savour (sa'vor), n. [< ME. savour, sa-

vor, savur, < OF. savour, savor, F. saveur = Pr.

Sp. Pg. sabor = It. sapore, < L. sapor, taste, <

sapere, have taste or discernment: see sapid,

sapient. Doublet of sapor.] 1. Taste; flavor;
relish

; power or quality that affects the palate :

as, food with a pleasant savor.

If the salt have lost his savour. Mat. v. 13.

It will take the savour from his palate, and the rest from
his pillow, for days and nights. Lamb, My Relations.

2. Odor; smell.

Whan the gaye gerles were in-to the gardin come,
Faire floures the! founde of fele maner hewes,
That swete were of sauor & to the sijt gode.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 816.

A savour that may strike the dullest nostril.

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 421.

3f. An odorous substance
;
a perfume.

There were also that used precious perfumes and sweet
savors when they bathed themselves.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 576.

4. Characteristic property; distinctive flavor

or quality.
The savour of death from all things there that live.

MUton, P. L., x. 269.

The savour of heaven perpetually upon my spirit.
Baxter.

5. Name; repute; reputation; character.

Ye have made our savour to be abhorred in the eyes of

Pharaoh. Ex. v. 21.

A name of evil savour in the land.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

6. Sense of smell; power to scent or perceive.
[Bare.]
Beyond my savour. 0. Herbert.

7t. Pleasure; delight.
Ac I haue no sauoure in songewarie, for I se it ofte faille.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 148.

Thou never dreddest hir [Fortune's] oppressioun,
He in hir chere founde thou no savour.

Chaucer, Fortune, I. 20.

I finde no sauour in a meetre of three sillables, nor in

effect in any odde ;
but they may be vsed for varietie sake.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 58.

= Syn. 1. Flavor, Smack, etc. See taste. 2. Scent, Fra-

grance, etc. See smell.

savor, savour (sa'vor), (. [< ME. savouren, stt-

voren, savereii, < OF. (and F.) savourer = Pr.

s6orar= Sp. Pg. saborear = It. saporare, < ML.
saporare, taste, savor (cf. LL. saporatus, sea-

soned, savory), < L. sapor, taste: see savor, n.]
I. intrans. 1. To taste or smell; have a taste,

flavor, or odor (of some particular kind ov qual-
ity).

Nay, thou shalt drynken of another tonne
Er that I go, shal savoure wors than ale.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 171.

But there thai wol be greet and savoure well.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.
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What is loathsome to the young
Savours well to thee and me.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

2f. To have a bad odor; stink.

He savours; stop your nose ; no more of him.

Middleton, Michaelmas Term, i. 1.

Fie ! here be rooms savour the most pitiful rank that

ever I felt. B. Jonson, Poetaster, ii. 1.

3. To have or exhibit a peculiar quality or

characteristic; partake of the nature
;
smack:

followed by of: as, his answers savor of inso-

lence.

Your majesty's excellent book touching the duty of a

king : a work . . . not savouring of perfumes and paint-

ings, as those do who seek to please the reader more than
nature beareth. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 279.

The people at large show a keenness, a cleverness, and a

profundity of wisdom that savors strongly of witchcraft.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 309.

To savor of the pan or of tne frylng-pant. See pani .

II. trans. It. To perceive by taste or smell
;

smell; hence, to discern; note; perceive.
I do neither see, nor feel, nor taste, nor savour the least

steam or fume of a reason.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

Were it not that in your writings I savour a spirit so

very distant from my disposition . . .

Heylin, Certamen Epistolare, p. 8.

2. To exhibit the characteristics of; partake of

the nature of; indicate the presence of; have
the flavor or quality of.

I cannot abide anything that savours the poor over-

worn cut. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

His father, being very averse to this way (as no way
savoring the power of religion), . . . hardly . . . consent-
ed to his coming hither.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 203.

3f. To care for
;
relish

;
take pleasure in

;
en-

joy; like.

Savour no more than thee bihove shal.

Chaucer, Truth, 1. 5.

He savoureth neither meate, wine, nor ale.

Sir T. More, The Twelve Properties of a Lover.

Thou savourest [mindest, R. V.] not the things that be
of God, but those that be of men. Mat. xvi. 23.

Sometime the plainestand the most intelligible rehearsal

of them [psalms I yet they [the reformers] savour not, be-

cause it is done by interlocution.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 37.

Savours himself alone, is only kind
And loving to himself.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

4f. To please; give pleasure or satisfaction to;
suit.

Good conscience, goo preche to the post ;

Thi councel sauerith not my tast.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 61.

5. To give savor or flavor to; season.

Fele kyn flsche

Summe baken in bred, summe brad on the glede,
Summe sothen, summe in sewe, sauered with spyces,
& ay sawes so siege, that the segge lyked.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 891.

The Romans, it would appear, made great use of the
leek for savouring their dishes. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 409.

savorert, savourert (sa'vor-er), n. One who
savors or smacks of something; one who favors
or takes pleasure in something.
She [Lady Eleanor Cobham] was, it seems, a great sa-

vourer and favourer of Wickliffe's opinions.
Fuller, Ch. Hist., IV. ii. 61.

savorily, savourily (sa'vor-i-li), adv. l. In a

savory manner ;
with a pleasing relish.

Sure there 's a dearth of wit in this dull town,
When silly plays so savourily [Globe eA.,savourly] go down.

Dryden, King Arthur, Prol., 1. 2.

The better sort have Fowls and Fish, with which the
Markets are plentifully stored, and sometimes Buffaloes

flesh, all which is drest very savourily with Pepper and
Garlick. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 129.

2f. With gusto or appetite; heartily; with
relish.

Hoard up the finest play-scraps you can get, upon which
your lean wit may most sanourily feed, for want of other
stuff. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 149.

savoriness, savouriness (sa'vor-i-nes), n. Sa-

vory character or quality; pleasing taste or

smell: as, the savoriness of an orange or of

meat.

savoringt, savouringt (sa'vor-ing), . [< ME.
savoryrif/e; verbal n. of savor, v.] Taste; the

sense of taste.

Certes delices been after the appetites of the five wittes,
as sighte, herynge, smellynge, savori/nge, and touchynge.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

savorless, savourless (sa'vor-les), a. [< sa-

vor + -less.] Destitute of flavor; insipid.

As a child that seeth a painted apple may be eager of

it till he try that it is savourless, and then he careth for

it no more. Baxter, Crucifying the World, vi.

savory

savorlyt, savourlyt (sa'vor-li), a. [< ME. *sa-

vorly, saverly; < savor + -ly
1
.] Agreeable in

flavor, odor, or general effect
; sweet; pleasant.

I hope no tong most endure
No sauerly saghe say of that syjt,
So watg hit clene & cler & pure.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 220.

savorlyt, savourlyt (sa'vor-li), adv. [< ME.
savourly, saverly; < sarnrly, a.] With a pleasing
relish; heartily; soundly.
The! wolde not a-wake the kynge Arthur so erly, ne

his companye that slepten sauourly for the grete trauaile

that thei hadde the day be-fore.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 415.

And for a good appetite, we see the toiling servant feed

savourly of one homely dish, when his surleited master
looks loathingly on his far-fetched and dearly-bought
dainties. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 140.

savorous, savourous (sa'vor-us), a. [< ME.
savorous, savourous, saverous, < OF. savoitreux,

saverous, F. savourenx = Pr. saboros = Sp.
sabroso = Pg. saboroso = It. saporoso, < ML.
saporosus, having a taste, savory, < L. sapor,
taste: see savor.] Agreeable to the taste;

pleasant.
Hir mouth that is so gracious,
So swete, and eke so saverous.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2812.

savory1
, savoury (sa'vor-i), a. [< ME. savori,

savery; < savor + -j/i.] If. Having a flavor.

If salt be vnsauori, in what thing schulen 36 make it

sauori ? Wyclif, Mark ix. 50.

Tho that sitten in the sonne-syde sonner aren rype,
Swettour and sauerwur and also more grettoure
Than tho that selde hauen the sonne and sitten in the

north-half. Piers Plowman (C), xix. 65.

2. Having savor or relish
; pleasing to the or-

gans of taste or smell (especially the former);
appetizing; palatable; hence, agreeable in gen-
eral: as, savory dishes; a savory odor.

Let hunger moue thy appetyte, and not sauery sauces.
Habees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 105.

And make me savoury meat, such as I love, and bring
it to me, that I may eat. Gen. xxvii. 4.

They [Tonquinese] dress their food very cleanly, and
make it savory : for which they have several ways unknown
in Europe. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 30.

3f. Morally pleasing; morally or religiously
edifying.
One of Cromwell's chief difficulties was to restrain his

pikemen and dragoons from invading by main force the
pulpits of ministers whose discourses, to use the language
of that time, were not savoury. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

4 . In good repute ;
honored

; respected. [Ob-
solete or provincial. ]

I canna see why I suld be termed a Cameronian, espe-
cially now thatye hae given the name of that famous and
savoury sufferer . . . until a regimental band of soul-

diers, whereof 1 am told many can now curse, swear, and
use profane language as fast as ever Richard Cameron
could preach or pray. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

Savory2 (sa'vor-i). n. [Early mod. E. also sa-

vorie, savery ;"< ME. savery, saverey, savereye,

saveray, saferay, < OF. savoree, also sadree,

sadariege, saturige (> ME. saturege), F. savoree
= Pr. sadreia = Sp. sagerida, axedrea = Pg.
segurelha, cigurelha, saPuragem = Olt. savo-

reggia, savorella, It. santoreggia (with intru-

sive n), satureja = ME. satureie = MLG. satu-

reie = G. saturei = Dan. saturej = Pol. czaber,
czabr = OBulg. shetraj, shetraja, < L. satureia,

fi

Flowering Plant of Savory (Safuret'a hortensis}.

a, corolla ; b, calyx ; c, pistil.



savory

savory: see Satiircia. As with other plant-
names of unobvious meaning, the word has
suffered much variation in popular speech.] A
plant of the genus Satureia, chiefly <S'. hortetisis,

the summer savory, and S. montana, the winter

savory, both natives of southern Europe. They
are low, homely, aromatic herbs, cultivated in gardens for

seasoning in cookery. S. Thymbra of the Mediterranean
region is a small evergreen bush, with nearly the flavor of

thyme.
In these Indies there is an herbe much lyke vnto a yel-

owe lyllie, abowte whose leanes there growe and creepe
certeyne cordes or lares, as the lyke is partly seene in the
herbe which we caule lased sauery.
R. Eden, tr. of Gonzalus Oviedus (First Books on Ameri-

[ca, ed. Arber, p. 230).

Now satxry seede in fatte undounged londe
Dooth weel, and nygh the see best wol it stonde.

PaUadms, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

savoy (sa-voi'), n. [So called from Savoy in

France.] A variety of the common cabbage
with a compact head and leaves reticulately
wrinkled. It is much cultivated for winter

use, and has many subvarieties.

Savoyard (sa-vorard), a. and n. [< F. Savoy-
ard, < Savoie, Savoy, -I- -ard.] I. a. Pertain-

ing to Savoy.
II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Savoy,

a former duchy lying south of Lake Geneva,
afterward a part of the kingdom of Sardinia,
and in 1860 ceded to France. It forms the two
departments of Savoie and Haute-Savoie.

Savoy Conference, Declaration. See confer-
ence, declaration.

Savoy medlar. A European shrub or tree,
Amelanchier vulgaris, of the Rosacese, related to
the June-berry or shad-bush.

savvy, savvey (sav'i), . [< Sp. sabe, 3d pers.
sing. pres. ind. of saber, know, with an inf.

'know how,' 'can'; < L. sapere, be wise: see

sapient. The word was taken up from Spanish
speech in the southwestern part of the United
States, in such expressions as "sabe listed . . .,"
'do you know . . .,' "no sabe," 'he does not
know,' "sabe hablar Espattol" 'he can speak
Spanish,'etc. Cf.MPPy,*.] I. trans. Toknow;
understand; "twig": as, do you savvy thatt

[Slang.]
II. intrans. To possess knowledge.

savvy, savvey (sav'i), n. [< savvy, v. Cf. Sc.

savie, knowledge, < F. savoir, know, = Sp. saber,
know.] General cleverness ; knowledge of the
world: as, he has lots of savry. [Slang.]
saw1

(sa), . [< ME. sawe, saghe, sage, < AS.
saga = MD. saghe, saeglie, D. zaag = MLG. sage
= OHG. saga, sega, MHG. sage, sege, Q. sage= Icel. sog = Sw. sag = Dan. sav, saug, a saw;
lit.

' a cutter' (of. OHG. sek, MHG. seek, seche,
G. sech, a plowshare, AS. sigtlie, sithe, E. sithe,

misspelled scythe, lit. 'a cutter'), < \f sag, cut,
= L. secare, cut (wheuce ult. E. sickle): see

secant, section.] 1. A cutting-tool consisting
of a metal blade, baud, or plate with the edge
armed with cutting teeth, worked either by a

reciprocating movement, as in a hand-saw, or

by a continuous motion in one direction, as in
a circular saw, a band-saw, and an annular saw.
Saws are for the most part made of tempered steel. The
teeth of the smaller kinds are formed by cutting or punch-

a, circular saw (right-hand and left-hand saws have the teeth run-
ning in opposite directions) ; *, section of circular saw showing flange
atr; d, concave saw; e. circular saw with inserted teeth ;/. mill-
saw ; g, ice-saw ; ft, cross-cut saw ; t, band-saw ; j, rip-saw ; *, hand-
saw ; /, panel-saw ; in, priming-saw ; , whip-saw ; o, wood-saw ; /,
keyhole- or compass-saw ; q, hack-saw r, bow-back butchers' -saw.
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inp: in the plate interdental spaces or gullets. In saws of

large size inserted or removable teeth are now much used.
Small saws are generally provided with a single handle of
hard wood ; larger saws, for use by two workmen, have a
handle at each end. Reciprocating saws more generally
have their teeth inclined toward the direction of their cut-

ting-stroke (see rake*, n., IX but some cut in both direc-

tions equally. To cut freely, saws must have, for most
purposes, what is called set that is, alternate teeth must
be made to project somewhat laterally and uniformly from
opposite sides of the saw in order that the kerf or saw-cut
may be somewhat wider than the thickness of the saw-
blade. This prevents undue friction of the sides of the
blade against the sides of the kerf. Some saws, however,
as surgeons' saws, hack-saws, etc., have little or no set,
and undue friction against the kerf is prevented by mak-
ing the blades of gradually decreasing thickness from the
edge toward the back.

2. A saw-blade together with the handles or
frame to which the blade is attached, as a hand-
saw, wood-saw, or hack-saw. 3. In sool. and
compar. anat., a serrated formation or organ,
or a serrated arrangement of parts of forma-
tions or organs, (a) The set of teeth of a merganser,
as Mergus serrator. (b) The serrate tomial edges of the
beak of any bird. See sawbill, serratirostrate. (c) The
long flat serrate or dentate snout of the saw-fish. See cut
under Pristis. (d) The ovipositor of a saw-fly (Tenthrr-
dinida).
4. A sawing-machine, as a scroll-saw or jig-saw.

6. The act of sawing or see-sawing; specifi-

cally, in whist [U. 8.], same as see-saw. 3 (b).
Annular saw. (a) A saw having the form of a hollow cylin-
der or tube, with teeth formed on the end, and projecting
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder, around
which axis the saw is rotated when in use. Also called

barrel-saw, crown-saw, cylinder-saw, drum-saw, ring-saw,
spherical saw, and tub-saw. See cut under crown-saw, (b)
In surg., a trephine. Brier-tooth saw, a saw gulleted
deeply between the teeth, the gullets being shaped In a
manner which gives the teeth a curvature resembling some-
what the prickles of briers (whence the name). This form
of tooth is chiefly used in circular saws, rarely or never in

reciprocating saws. Also called gvllet-saw. Butcher's
saw [named after R. G. Butcher, a Dublin surgeon], a nar-
row-bladed saw set iu a frame so that it can be fastened
at any angle : used in resections. Circular saw, a saw
made of a circular plate or disk with a toothed edge, either
formed integrally with the plate, or made by inserting re-

movable teeth, the latter being now the most approved
method for teeth of large lumber-cutting saws. Circular
saws are very extensively used for manufacturing lumber,
and their cutting power is enormous, some of them being
over 7 feet in diameter, running with a circumferential

velocity of 9,000 feet and cutting at the rate of 200 feet of
kerf per minute. From the nature of this class of saws,
they are exclusively used in sawing-machines. These
machines, for small saws, are often driven by foot- or hand-
power, but more generally by steam-, water-, or animal-
power. Plain circular saws can cut only rectilinear

kerfs, but some circular saws have a dished or concavo-
convex form, by which curved shapes corresponding with
the shape of the saw may be cut. See cut under rim-saw.
Comb-cutters' saw. Same as comb-saw. Cross-cut

saw. (a) A saw adapted by its filing and setting to cut
across the grain. The teeth are filed to act more nearly
like knife-points than those of rip-saws, which act more
like chisels. Cross-cut saws have a wider set than rip-saws.

(&) Particularly, a saw used by lumbermen for cutting logs
from tree-trunks, having an edge slightly convex in the
cutting-plane, a handle at each end projecting from and
at right angles with the back in the plane of the blade, and
teeth filed so that the saw cuts when drawn iu either
direction. It is operated by two workmen, one at each
handle. Double saw, two parallel saw-blades work-
ing together at a specific distance from each other,
and iu cutting leaving a piece of specific thickness be-
tween their kerfs. Endless saw. Same as band-saw.

Equalizing saw, a pair of circular saws placed on a
mandrel and set at any desired distance apart by a gage :

used for squaring off the ends of boards, etc. Hack-saw,
a small stout frame-saw with little set, close teeth, and
well tempered : used for sawing metal, as in cutting off

bolts, nicking heads ofhand-made screws, etc. Half-back
saw, a hand-saw the back of which is stiffened to a dis-

tance of half the length of the blade from the handle.

Half-rip saw, a hand-saw without a back, and having a
width of set intermediate between that of a cross-cut saw
and that of a rip-saw. Hey'B saw, a small two-edged
saw set in a short handle : one edge is straight, the other
convex. It is used in removing pieces of bone from the
skull. Interosseous saw. See intensseous. Perfo-
rated saw, a saw having a series of perforations behind
the teeth. Pitch of a saw. See ptteAi. Mt frame-
saw, a double frame-saw, worked by nand, to the frame of
which are attached upper and lower cross-handles analo-

gous to those used on the ordinary pit-saw. Railway
cut-off saw, a circular saw or buzz-saw supported on its

frame upon a carriage moving on a track, so that it can be
fed backward and forward to its work. Reversible saw,
a straight-edged saw having both edges armed with teeth,
so that cutting can be done with either edge, at will, by
reversing the saw. Smith's saw, a hack-saw. To be
held at the long sawt, to be kept in suspense.

Between the one and the other he was held at the long
saw above a month.

Xnrth, Life of Lord Guilford, i. 148. (Davits.)

(See also back-saw, band-saw, belt-saw, buzz-saw, center-saw,
chain-saw, fret-saw, gang-saw, gig-saw, ice-saw, jiff-saw,

rabbet-saw, ring-saw, etc.)

saw1
(sa), v.

; pret. sawed, pp. sawed oisawn, ppr.
xawing. [< ME. sawen, saghen, sagen, < AS.
*xfi(/ian= D. zagen = MLG. sagen, OHG. sagon,
segon, MHG. sagen, segen, G. stigen = Icel. saga
= Sw. saga = Dan. save, saw; from the noun.]
I. trans. 1. To cut or divide with a saw; cut
in pieces with a saw.

saw-bearing
By Caine Abel was slaine. ... by Achab Michea* \\as

imprisoned, by Zedechias Esaias was sawen.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 90.

Probably each pillar [of the temple] was sawn into two
parts; they are of the most beautiful granite, in large
spots, and finely polished.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 108.

2. To form by cutting with a saw: as, to sate

boards or planks (that is, to saw timber into
boards or planks). 3. To cut or cleave as with
the motion of a saw.
Do not saw the air too much with your hand, thus, but

use all gently. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 5.

4. In bookbinding, to score or cut lightly
through the folded edges of, as the gathered
sections of a book, in four or five equidistant
spaces. The stout bands which connect the book to its

covers are snnk in the saw-track, and the sewing-thread
which holds the leaves together is bound around these
bands.

II. intrans. 1. To use a saw; practise the use
of a saw

;
cut with a saw. 2. To be cut with a

saw : as, the timber saws smoothly Sawing In,
in bookbinding, the operation of making four or more
shallow cross saw-cuts in the back of the gathered sections
of a book, in which cuts the binding cord or thread is

placed.

saw2
(sa), n. [< ME. sawe, sage, sage, sane,

< AS. sagu, saying, statement, report, tale,

prophecy, saw (= MLG. sage = OHG. saga,
MHG. G. sage, a tale, = Icel. saga = Sw. Dan.
saga, a tale, story, legend, tradition, history,
saga); < secgan (i/ sag), say: see sayi. Cf.

saga.~\ If. A saying; speech; discourse; word.
Leue lord & ludes lesten to mi sawes!

William n/ Palerne (E. E. T. S.), L 1439.

So what for o thynge and for other, swete,
I shal hym so encbaunten with my sawes
That right In hevene his soul is, shal he mete.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1395.

I will be subgett nyght & day as me well awe,
To serue my lord Jesu to paye in dede & sawe.

York Plays, p. 174.

2. A proverbial saying ;
maxim

; proverb.
On Salomones sawes selden thow biholdest.

Piers Plowman (B), Til. 187.

The justice, . . .

Full of wise saws and modern Instances.

Shak., As you Like It, ii. 7. 166.

3f. A tale; story; recital. Compare saga.
Now cease wee the sawe of this seg Sterne.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.X 1. 452.

4t. A decree.

A ! myghtfull God, here is it sene,
Thou will fulfllle thi forward right,
And all thi sawes thou will maynteyne.

York Plays, p. 604.

So love is Lord of all the world by right,
And rules the creatures by his powrfull saw.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 884.

=Syn. 2. Axiom, Maxim, etc. Hee aphorism.
saw3

(sa). Preterit of see1 .

saw4
(s&), n. A Scotch form of salre*.

A' doctor's mics and whittles.

Burns, Death and Dr. Hornbook.

sawara, See Betinospora.
saw-arbor (sa'ar'bor), . The shaft, arbor, or
mandrel upon which a circular, annular, or

ring saw is fastened and rotated. Also called

saw-shaft, saw-spindle, and saw-mandrel.
sawarra-nut (sa-war'a-nut), n. Same as
soiiari-nut. *

saw-back (sa'bak), . An adjustable or fixed

gage extending over the back of a saw, and
covering the blade to a line at which it is de-
sired to limit the depth of the kerf. Compare
saw-gage.
sawback (sa'bak), H. The larva of Herice bi-

dentata, an American bombycid moth, the dor-
sum of whose abdomen is serrate.

saw-backed (sa'bakt), . Having the dorsuni
serrate by the extension of the tip of each ab-

Saw-hacked I-arva of j\'eru-e bidtntata, natural size.

dominal segment, as the larva of Xcrice bideii-

tata and other members of that genus.
Eight or ten of these peculiar saw backed larvae.

C. L. Marlatt, Trans. Kansas Acad. ScL, XI. 110.

saw-beaked (sa'bekt), a. Having the beak
serrated. Also sale-billed. See cut under ser-

ratirostral.

saw-bearing (sa'bar'ing), n. In entom., secu-
riferous: as, the taw-bearing hymenopters, the
saw-flies.



sawbelly

sawbelly (sa'bel"i), . Tlie blue-backed her-

ring, or glut-herring, Pomiilahnx H'xiirulix. [Lo-
cal, U. 8.]
saw-bench (sa'bench), . In wood-working.
form of table on which the work is supported
while being presented to a circular saw. it is

fitted with fences and gages for sawing dimension-stuff,
and is sometimes pivoted for bevel-sawing. E. H. Ktivjht.

sawbill (sa'bil), n. One of several different
saw-billed birds, (a) Any motmot. See cut under
Momolus. (6) A humming-bird of the genus Rhampfw-
don or Urypus, having the long bill finely serrulate along
the cutting edges, (c) A merganser or goosander : some-
times called jack-saw. See cut under merganser.
saw-billed (sa'bild), a. Same as saw-beaked.
See cut under serratirostraJ.

saw-block (sa'blok), n. A square channel of

wood or iron, with parallel slots at various an-

gles, which guide the saw in cutting wood to

exact miters.

sawbones (sa'bonz), . [< sawl, v., + obj.

bones.'} A surgeon. [Slang.]

"Wosyou ever called in,"inquired Sam, . , . "wosyou
ever called in, ven you wos 'prentice to a sawbones, to
wisit a post-boy?" Dickens, Pickwick, li.

sawbuck (sa'buk), H. [= D. zaaabok; as sate1

+ buck1
.'] Same as sawhorse. [U. S.]

sawcet, a. and v. An obsolete form of sauce.

sawcert, . An obsolete form of saucer.

saw-clamp (sa'klamp), n. A frame for holding
saws while they are filed. Also called horse.

sawder (sa'der), n. [Also pronounced as if

spelled *sod<ler; a contraction of solder.
~\

Flat-

tery; blarney: used in the phrase soft sawder.

[Slang.]
This is all your fault. Why did not you go and talk to

that brute of a boy, and that dolt of a woman ? You've
got soft sawder enough, as Frank calls it in his new-fash-
ioned slang. Buluier, My Novel, iii. 13.

My Lord Jermyn seems to have his insolence as ready
as his soft sawder. George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxi.

She . . . sent in a note explaining who she was, with a
bit of soft sawder, and asked to see Alfred.

C. Reade, Hard Cash, xli.

saw-doctor (sa'dok'tgr), n. Same as saw-

f/iimmer.

sawdont, . An obsolete form of sultan.

sawdust (sa'dust), . Dust or small fragments
of wood, stone, or other material, but particu-
larly of wood, produced by the attrition of a
saw. Wood sawdust is used by jewelers, brass-finishers,

etc., to dry metals which have been pickled and washed.
Boxwood sawdust is considered the best for jewelry, be-

cause it is free from turpentine or resinous matter. That
of beechwood is the next best. Sawdust is used for pack-
ing, and, on account of its properties as a non-conductor
of heat, as filling in walls, etc.

sawdust-carrier (sa'dust-kar"i-er), . A trough
or tube for conducting away the sawdust from
a machine-saw. E. H. Knight.
sawer1

(sa'er), n. [< ME. sawer; < saw1
, v., +

-erl. Cf. sawyer.] One who saws; a sawyer.
Cath. Ang., p. 319.

sawer'2t, A Middle English form of sower.

sawft, n. An obsolete form of salve1 .

Sawf-DOXt (saf'boks), n. An obsolete form of

salve-box.

saw-file (sa'fil), n. A file specially adapted for

filing saws. Triangular files are used for all

small saws ; for mill-saws, etc., the files are flat.

saw-fish (sa'fish), H. 1. An elasmobranchiate
or selachian fish of the family Pristidse, having
the snout prolonged into a flat saw or serra be-
set on each side with horizontal teeth pointing
sidewise. The body is elongate like that of a shark, but
is depressed, and the branchial apertures are inferior. The
first dorsal is opposite or a little back of the bases of the
ventrals. Five or six species of the genus are known

; they
are chiefly inhabitants of the tropical oceans, but occasion-

ally wander beyond their ordinary limits. The European
species is Prfftis antiquorum, the pristis of the ancients,
of the Atlantic Ocean, attaining a length of from 10 to 20

feet, and of a grayish color. The common American saw-

Saw-flsli (Prints ^tcffnatm). i, side view ; 2, under view.

fish is Pristix pectinatw. The saw attains a length of a
yard or more, and is straight, flat, a few inches wide, ob-
tuse at the end, and furnished in the European species
with from sixteen to twenty pairs, and in the American
with from twenty-four to thirty-two pairs of stout sharp
teeth, firmly implanted at some distance apart ; it is usnl
as a weapon of offense and defense, especially in killiiin

prey. See also cut under 1'ristis.

Hence also 2. By extension, one of the dif-

ferent selachians <>f the family PrisHophoridee,
337
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having a similar saw-like appendage, which
never readies such a size as in the Prixtidee, or
true saw-fishes. They are confined to the Pa-
cific. See cut under Prittioplnfmg.

saw-fly (sa'fli), n. A hymenopterous insect of
the family Tenthrcdinidee, so called from the

peculiar construction of the ovipositor (saw or

tcrebra), witli which they cut or pierce plants.
Two plates of this instrument have serrate or toothed

edges. The turnip saw-fly is Athalia centifolia ; the goose-
berry saw-fly, Nemat-wt rrrossulariae ; the sweet-potato saw-

fly, Schizocerus ebenew ; the wheat or corn saw-fly, Cephus
pygrn&us; the rose saw-fly, Motiostfyia (or Hylotoma) rogse;
the willow saw-fly, Nematus ventricosux. The pear-slug is

the larva of Selandria cerasi. The wheat or corn saw-fly
is exceedingly injurious to wheat and rye, the female de-

positing her eggs in the stalk, which the larva destroys.
It is about half an inch long. The Scotch saw-fly is a mem-
ber of the genus LophyruJt. See cuts under Hylotoma,
Lyda, rose-slug, and Securifera.

In the case of the larch saw-fly (Nematus erichsonii.

Hartig), the two sets of serrated blades of the ovipositor
are thrust obliquely into the shoot by a sawing movement;
the lower set of blades is most active, sliding in and out
alternately, the general motion of each set of blades being
like that of a back-set saw.

Packard, Entomology for Beginners, p. 166.

saw-frame (sa'fram), H. The frame in which
a saw is set; a saw-sash.

saw-gage (sa'gaj), n. 1. () A steel test-plate
or standard gage for testing the thickness of

saw-blades. (6) A straight-edge laid over the

edge of a saw-blade to determine whether the
teeth are in line, (c) A test for the range of

the tooth-points of a saw in their distance from
the center of rotation. 2. An attachment to

a saw-bench for adjusting the stuff to be cut
to the saw, the gage determining the width of
cut. 3. A device for adjusting the depth of a
saw-cut.
Also sowing-machine gage.

saw-gate (sa'gat), . 1 . The rectangular frame
in which a mill-saw or gang of mill-saws is

stretched. Also sawmill-gate, saw-sash. 2f.
The motion or progress of a saw (?). Encyc.
Diet.

The oke and the boxwood, . . . although they be greene,
doe stiffely withstand the saw-gate, choking and filling up
their teeth even.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvi. 43. (Richardson.)

saw-gin (sa'jin), n. A machine used to divest
cotton of its husk and other superfluous parts.
See cotton-gin.

saw-grass (sa'gras), . A cyperaceous plant
of the genus Cladiiim, especially C. Mariscnx

(or, if distinct, C. effusum). It is a marsh-plant
with culms from 4 to 8 feet high, and long slen-

der saw-toothed leaves. [Southern U. S.]

saw-guide (sa'gid), . A form of adjustable
fence for a saw-bench.

saw-gummer (sa'gum"er). . A punching- or

grinding-machine for cutting out the spaces
between the teeth of a saw

;
a gummer. Also

saw-doctor^.
saw-hanging (sa'haug"ing), . Any device by
which a mill-saw is strained in its gate.
sawhorn (sa'h&rn), n. Any insect with serrate
antennse : specifically, a beetle of the serricoru
series. See Serricornia.

saw-horned (sa'h&rnd), a. Having serrate an-

tenna?, as the beetles of the series Serricornia.

sawhorse (sa'h6rs), . A support or rack for

holding wood while it is

cut by a wood-saw. Also
called sawbuck or buck.

sawing-block (sa
'

ing -

blok), M. A miter-box.

sawing-machine (sa
' -

ing-ma-shen"), . Ama-
chine for operating a saw

organgof saws. Alsooften
called simply saw, generally,
however, with a prefix indi-

cating the kind of machine :

as, scroll-saw, gang-saw, band-saw, etc. Lath-sawing
machine. See JoiAi. Sawlng-machine gage. Same
as saw-gage. Traversing sawing-machine, a sawing-
machine in which the work remains stationary, and the
saw travels over it.

saw-jointer (sa'join"ter), n. An apparatus by
which the jointing of gang-saws (that is, the

filing and setting of the teeth) isperformed with

proper allowance for change of shape resulting
from unequal strains in the saw-gate, so that

parallelism of the breast-line and rake mav be
secured when the saws are put under tension.
The main features of the apparatus are a guiding-frame
for holding the saw during the operation of jointing,
which moves upon adjustable ways in such manner as to

gage the filing of the teeth so that their points will lie in

the arc of a circle of considerable radius. Saws so jointed
may have the tension adjusted in the gate in a manner
that will secure the straight breast-line and uniform rake

necessary for uniformity in their action in the gang.

saw-table

saw-jumper (sa'jum"per), n. Same as saie-

swage.
saw-like (sa'lik), Sharp and wiry or rasping
in tone, as a bird's note

; sounding like a saw
in use or being sharpened.
The mw-like note of this bird foretells rnin.

C. Swainson, British Birds, p. 33.

sawlog (sa'log), n. A log cut to the proper
length for sawing in a sawmill.

saw-mandrel (sa'man"drel), H. A saw-arbor.
sawmill (sa'mil), n. A mill, driven by water or

steam, for sawing timber into boards, planks,
etc., suitable for building and other purposes.
The saws used are of two distinct kinds, the cimuar and
reciprocating (see awl

, n.). In many of the larger sawmills
of modern times many accessory machines are used, as

shingle-, lath-, and planing-machines.

The Ilande of Medera . . . hath in it many springes of
fresshe water and goodly ryuers, vpon the which are bylded
manye save tnylles, wherewith manye fayre trees, lyke viito

L'eder and Cypresse trees, are sawed and cut in sunder.
R. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Munster (First Books on Amer-

[ica, ed. Arber, p. 40).

sawmill-gate (sa'mil -gat). . Same as saw-

gate, 1.

sawn (san). A past participle of SM>I.

sawndrest, Same as sandersi for sandal*.

Sawney, Sawny (sa'ni), M. [A further corrup-
tion of /Sandy (ME. Saunder, Saiemler), which is

a corrupted abbr. of Alexander.'} A Scotsman :

a nickname due to the frequent use of the name
Alexander in Scotland, or to the characteristic
Scotch pronunciation of the abbreviation.

saw-pad (s-a/pad), n. A device used as a guide
for the web of a lock-saw or compass-saw in

cutting out small holes.

saw-palmetto (sa'pal-met"6), . See Serenoa.

saw-pierced (sa'perst), a. Cut out, like fret-

work, by the use of the band-saw or jig-saw,
as in woodwork: also noting similar work on a
much smaller scale in metal, as in gold jewelry.
saw-pit (sa'pit), n. A pit over which timber is

sawed by two men, one standing below the tim-
ber and the other above.

Thither [to the ale-house] he kindly invited me, to a place
as good as a death's head, or memento for mortality ; top,
sole, and sides being all earth, and the beds no bigger than
so many large coffins. Indeed it was, for beauty and con-

veniency, like a covered savpit.
Court and Times of Charles I., II. 285.

saw-sash (sa'sash), n. Same as yaw-gate, 1.

sawset, n. A Middle English form of sauce.

sawsert, A Middle English form of saucer.

saw-set (sa'set), u. An instrument used to

Wood-saw and Sawhorse.

Saw-sets.

b, anvil used for setting saws in saw-factories, the setting ___ r __

formed by blows of the peculiarly shaped hammer a. Every second
tooth is set in one direction, and, the saw-blade being turned over,
the intervening teeth are set in the reverse direction ; c and tt are
notched levers by which in ordinary setting the alternate teeth are
set in opposite directions.

wrest or turn the teeth of saws alternately to
the right and left so that they may make a
kerf somewhat wider
than the thickness
of the blade. Also
called saw -wrest.
Saw-set pliers. See
plier.

saw-sharpener (sa'-

sharp'ner), n. The
greater titmouse, Pa-
rus major: so called
from its sharp wiry
notes. Also sharp-
saw. See cut under Saw-set for a Work-bench.

A, shank for fixing the implement

D, gage wl
lay be adjusted for different-sized

teeth. The blade is moved along
to bring alternate teeth under the

punch, which is struck with a ham-

ParUS. [Local, Scot-
to a' bench ; C, punch, hinged to a

lalltl. 1 base H at E. and pressed upward
A V by springs ; //, screw-support for the

SaWSieget, . AllOb- bacf of the blade ; D, gage which

solete form of sau-

sage. Baret, 1580.

saw-spindle (sa'-

spin"dl), . The
shaft which carries a circular saw

;
a saw-arbor.

saw-swage (sa'swaj), n. A form of punch or

striker for flattening the end of a saw-tooth to

give it width and set. E. H. Knight.
sawtt, ". See saulti.

saw-table (sa'ta/'bl), . 1. The table or plat-
form of a sawing-machine, on which material to

be sawn is held or clamped while sawing it. 2.
A form of power sawing-machine for trimming
the edges of stereotype plates. E. H. Knight.



saw-table

Rocking saw-table, a form of cross-cutting machine in

which the stuff is laid on a table which rocks on an axis,
for convenience in bringing
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Saw-teeth.

A, cross-cut teeth ; B, perfo
rated saw, same tooth as A ; C
double-cutting cross-cut teeth
n. cross-cut saw-teeth ; E shows
set of teeth shown in A and n
F, M-teeth, cross-cut; G, peg
teeth or fleam-teeth, cross-cut

Kniijhl.

saw - tempering ( sa
'
-

tem"per-ing), . The
process by which the

requisite hardness and

elasticity are given to

a saw. E. //. Knight.
Saw-tempering machine,
a machine for holding a saw-
blade firmly so that it may
not buckle when It is plunged
into the tempering oil-bath.

sawteret, An obso-
lete form of psalter.
saw-tooth (sa'toth), n.

A tooth of a saw. Saw-
teeth are made in a great Forms of Removable Saw-teeth.

variety of forms ; typical
shapes are shown in the cuts. If designed to cut in one
direction only, they are given a rake in that direction.
If they are to cut equally in either direction, the teeth
are generally V shaped, their central axes being then at

right angles with the line of
cut. Teeth of saws are either ABC
formed integrally with the /"WVl JVW\ fWW\
plates or blades, or inserted * : s s 3 '

and removable. The latter

have the advantage that they
can be replaced easily and
quickly when worn or broken,
and the need of gumming is

entirely obviated. The meth-
od is, however, practicable
only with the teeth of large
saws. Saw-tooth indica-
tor, an adjustable device
used in shaping the teeth f

circular saws to insure their

filing and setting at equal dis-

tances from the center.
Saw-tooth swage, an anvil-
block used with a punch or

wedge to flatten the edges
" half-moon teeth, crosscut

nf aw tpprh I'umnnrp srtm. I. cross-cut teeth forsmall sawsof saw-teeth. Compare saw- , cross .cu t hand-saw teeth ; K
mage. SaW-tOOtD. Upset- teeth used in soinecircularsaws.

tor, an implement for set- also in some pit-saws, cross-cut

ting the teeth of Saws, or for g"5-

I-*' '; shouldered teeth ;

spreading their teeth, and c
M
u,2r"lws ;'T aTr^t'h":

acting as a swage. See sieaye. Saws with teeth A. B. c, n. and

saw-toothed (sa'totht), ^VM^i^
a. Serrate; having ser-

rations like the teeth of a saw Saw-toothed
sterrinck, Lobodon carcinopharriui, an antarctic seal,

sawtryt, . An obsolete form of psaltery.
Armonia Rithmica Is a sownynge melody, and divers in

strumen tes seme to this maner armony, as labour, and tim-

bre, harpe, and aaivtrye.

Trevina, tr. of Barth. Aug. de P. R., xix 41.

Their instruments were various in their kind,
Some for the bow, and some for breathing wind :

The sawtry, pipe, and hautboy's noisy hand.
Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 358.

saw-upsetter (sa'up-set'er), n. A tool used
to spread the edges of saw-teeth, in order to
widen the kerf

;
a saw-swage or saw-tooth up-

setter.

saw-vise (sa'vis), H. A clamp for holding u

saw firmly while it is filed; a saw-clamp.
saw-whet (sa'hwet), n. The Acadian owl,

Nyctala acadica: so called from its rasping
notes, which resemble the sounds made in fil-

ing or sharpening a saw. It is one of the smallest
owls of North America, only from 7J to 8 inches long, and
from 17 to 18 in extent of wings, the wing itself 5}. The
bill is black and the eyes are yellow. The plumage is

much variegated with brown, reddish, gray, and white,
the facial disk being mostly white. It is widely distrib-
uted in North America. The name is sometimes extend-
ed to a larger congeneric species, JV. richardtoni, of arctic
America. See cut under Xyctala.

saw-whetter (sa'hwefer), n. 1. Same as
saw-whet. 2. The marsh-titmouse, Parus pa-
lustris. [Prov. Eng.]
sawwort (sa'wert), n. A plant of the Old
World genus Serratula, especially S. tinctoria,
whose foliage yields a yellow dye. The name is

derived from the sharp serration of the leaves.

Species of Saussurea are also so called.

saw-wrack (sa'rak), n. The seaweed FIICIIS

serratus.

saw-wrest (sa'rest), n. A saw-set, either in
the form of a notched lever or of pliers, in con-
tradistinction to others operating by percus-
sion, as those of the hammer and swage varie-
ties.

sawyer (sa'yer), . [Early mod. E. also satc-

ier; ME. sawyer, < *sawien, sawen, saw (see
saw1

,
v. ), + -erl. For the termination, see -ier,

-yer, and cf. loryer, lawyer, etc. Cf. sawer1
.]

1. One whose employment is the sawiiig of
timber into planks or boards, or the sawing of
wood for fuel.

I was sold in the field of Mars and bought of a sawier,
which when he perceined that my armes were better giuen
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to handle a lance than to pul at a sawe, he solde mee to
the Consul Dacus.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 142.

2. A tree swept along by the current of a river
with its branches above water, or, more com-
monly, a stranded tree, continually raised and
depressed by the force of the current (whence
the name). The sawyers in the Missouri and the Missis-

sippi are a danger to navigation, and frequently sink boats
which collide with them. [Western I". S. ]

There was I perched up on a sawyer, bobbin' up and
down in the water. Robb, Squatter Life.

3. See top-sawyer.
Here were collected together, in all sorts of toggeries

and situations, a large proportion of such persons, from
the lowest stable-boy and threadbare, worn-out, white-
coated cad up to the shawlined, four-in-hand, tip-top
taicyer. Quoted in First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 139.

4. In entom., any wood-boring larva, especially
of a longicorn beetle, as Oncideres cingulatun,
which cuts off twigs and small branches; a
girdler. The orange sawyer is the larva of Kla-

phidiox iiicrme. See cuts under hickory-girdler
and Elaphidion. 5. The bowfin, a fish. See
Amia, and cut under Amiidee. [Local, U. S.]
sax 1

(saks), n. [< ME. sax, sex, seax, gaex, a
knife, < AS. seax, a knife, = Icel. sax, a short,
heavy sword, = Sw. Dan. sax, a pair of scissors,= OFries. sax, a knife, a short sword, = MD.
sas = MLG. sax = OHG. MHO. salts, a knife, <

\/ sag, cut: seesaicl.] If. A knife; asword;
a dagger about 20 inches in length.

Wan he thanne seyde
"Nymeth joure naxet," thot be a non mid the dede
Drow ys knyf, and slow a non al an on ywar.

Rob. of Gloucetter, Chronicle (ed. HearneX p. 125.

2. A slate-cutters' hammer. It has a point at
the back of the head, for making nail-holes in
slates. Also called slate-ax.

sax'2 (saks), a. and n. A dialectal (Scotch)
form of six.

Sax. An abbreviation of Saxon and Saxony.
saxafrast (sak'sa-fras), . A form of sassa-

fras.
saxatile (sak'sa-til), a. [< L. saxatilis, having
to do with rocks, frequenting rocks, < saxum, a
rock, a rough stone.] In socl. and bat., living
or growing among rocks

; rock-inhabiting; sax-
icolous or saxicoline.

saxaul, n. Same as saksaul.

saxcornet (saks'kor'net), . [< Sax (see sax-

horn) + L. cornu = E. horn.'] Same as sax-
horn.

saxe (saks), H. [So called from Sore, F. form
of G. Sachsfit, Saxony.] A commercial name for
a quality of albuminized paper exported from
Germany (Dresden) for photographic purposes.
saxhorn (saks'horn), H. [< Sax (see def.) +
horn.] A musical instrument of the trumpet
class, invented by Adolphe Sax,
a Frenchman, about 1840. It
has a wide cupped mouthpiece and a

long, large tube with from three to five

valves. The details of construction
are such that the tone is remarkably
full and even, the compass very long,
and the fingering consistent and sim-

ple. Six or more sizes or varieties are

made, so as to form a complete series
or family of similar tone and manipu-
lation ; they are named by their funda-
mental key or by their relative com-
pass, as soprano, tenor, etc. The tenor
saxhorn is also called alt-hurn ; the next
larger, barytone; the next, euphonium;
and the bass, bombardon or sax-tuba.
These instruments are especially use- ,,
ful for military bands, but they have bell; e, crook,
not been often introduced into the

orchestra, because of the comparatively unsympathetic
quality of the tone. Also saxcornet and saxotromba.

Saxicava (sak-sik'a-va), n. [NL.: see saxica-

vous.] A genus of bivalve mollusks, typical
of the family Saxicavidse, whose species live

mostly in the hollows of rocks which they ex-
cavate for themselves. The common European S.

rugom varies greatly under different conditions. Some-
times by excavation it does considerable damage to sea-
walls. Successive generations will occupy the same hole,
the last inhabiting the space between the valves of its

predecessor. See cut under Glycymeris.
Saxicavidae (sak-si-kav'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Saxicava + -idee.] A family of bivalve mol-
lusks, typified by the genus Saxicava. The ani-
mal has the mantle-lobes mostly united, the siphons elon-

gated, covered with a thin skin, and with fringed orifices,
and the foot digitiform ; the shell has thick valves, gap-
ing at the extremities; the hinge has a single cardinal
tooth, and the ligament is external. The species live in
sand or mud as well as soft rocks, in which they excavate
holes or burrows. Also called Glycymeridee. See cut un-
der Glycymerix.

saxicavous (sak-sik'a-vus), a. [< NL. saxicm-nx.
< L. saxnm, a rock, "+ cat-are, hollow, < cavils,

hollow: see cave1 .] Hollowing out rocks, as a
inollusk; lithodomous.

Saxhorn,

mouthpiece ; b.

Ives; c, keys ; ii.

saxifrage

Saxicola (sak-sik'o-lii), . [NL.: see saxico-

IH.] The typical genus of Saxicolinee; the
stonecliats. There are many species, the greater num-
ber of which are African. The commonest is S. tenantlie,
the stonechat or wheatear of Europe, rarely found in
North America. The genus is also called (Enanthe. See
cut under gtonectint.

saxicole (sak'si-kol), a. [< NL. aaxirula : see

MViMiotM.] In l>ot., same as saxicolous.

Saxicolidae (sak-si-kol'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Xiu'icola + -idie.'] The Saxicolinte regarded as
a separate family.
Saxicolinae (sak"si-ko-H'ne), w. pi. [NL., <

Xu.iicola + -inee.] A subfamily of turdoidoscine
passerine birds, referred either to the Turdidie
or the Sylviidx ; the chats. They have booted tarsi,
a small bill much shorter than the head, oval nostrils,

bristly rictus, pointed wings, and short square tail. There
are numerous genera, and upward of a hundred spe-
cies. They are almost exclusively Old World, though 8

genera appeal
1

in America. See cute under whiiichat and
Ktonechat.

saxicoline (sak-sik'6-lin), a. [As saxicole +
-inel.] 1. In zoiil., living among rocks; rock-

inhabiting; rupicoliue; rupestrine; in bot.,
same as gaxieotous. 2. Specifically, of or per-
taining to the Saxicolinx.

saxicolous (sak-sik'6-lus), a. [< NL. saxicola,
< L. saxnm, a rock, -1- colere, inhabit.] Living
or growing on or among rocks. Also saxicole.

Saxifraga (sak-sif'ra-ga), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700): see saxifrage.] A genus of polypeta-
lous plants popularly known as saxifrage, type
of the order Saxifragacese and tribe Saxifra-
geee. It is characterized by a two-celled ovary maturing
Into a small two-beaked and two-celled many-seeded pod,
with the placenta; in the axis, and by flowers with a nve-
lobed calyx, five equal petals, and ten stamens, with slen-
der filaments and two-celled anthers. There are about
180 species, chiefly natives of cold regions, especially high
mountains and in arctic latitudes, chieliy of the northern
hemisphere, rare in South America and in Asia. They
are usually perennials, with a radical rosette of broad
leaves, and varying in habit from erect to prostrate, and
from very smooth to glandular-hairy. Their flowers are
small, but of conspicuous numbers, usually white or yel-
low, and panicled or corymbed. About 50 species are
found in North America, nearly half of which occur also
in the Old World ; excluding Alaska, 30 species are known
within the United States, natives especially of mountains
of New England and Colorado, only 3 descending into the
plains, and but 1 In the mountains south of North Car-
olina. They increase rapidly northward, and 25 or more
are reported from Alaska, 9 of which extend to its most
northern limit. Point Barrow, at 71 27'. S. opposiUfolta,
the purple saxifrage, is perhaps the most characteristic
and widely distributed plant of the arctic regions, where
It is almost universal, and often the first flower to bloom,
producing from four to nine pink or dark-purple petals,
ranging from sea-level to 1,900 feet, and extending from
northern Vermont to the farthest north yet reached, 83
24'. See saxifrage.

Saxifragacese (sak"si-fra-ga'se-e), . pi. [NL.
(A. P. de Candolle, 1830), < Saxifraga + -acete.]
An order of polypetalous plants, the saxifrage
family, belonging to the cohort Kosales in the
series Calyciflorx. It is closely allied to the Rosacex,
but with usually only five or ten stamens, and is charac-
terized by the usual presence of regular flowers with five

sepals, five petals, free and smooth filaments, two-celled

anthers, a swollen or divided disk, and an ovary of two
carpels, often separate above and containing numerous
ovules in two rows at the central angle. It includes about
650 species in 87 genera of 6 tribes, natives of north tem-
perate and especially of frigid regions, rare in the tropics
and south temperate zone. It exhibits great variety in
habit. In the shrubby genera and trees the leaves are

generally opposite ; in the others alternate, and often
chiefly radical. Many produce valued fruits, as the cur-
rant and gooseberry ; in others the fruit is a dry capsule.
Many are cultivated for their ornamental flowers. See
Hydrangea, Deutzia, PMadelpfius, Hewhera. and Saxif-
raga (the type of the family); also HibeeV, Cunonia, Es-
callonia. Francoa, the types of tribes; and, for American
genera, Ilea, Mitetla, Parnattia, and TiareUa. See cut un-
der

SaxifragaceOUS (sak-'si-fra-ga'shius), a. [<

saxifrage (L. saxifraga) +' -aceous.~] Belong-
ing to the Saxifraaacex.
saxifragal (sak-sif'ra-gal), a. [< saxifrage (L.

saxifraga)
+ -al.] 1. Like or pertaining to

saxifrage. 2. Typified by the order Saxifra-
gaceee: as, the saxifragal alliance. Lindley.
saxifragant (sak-sif'rS-gant), a. and . [< L.

saxifragtis, stone-breaking (see saxifrage), +
-ant.] I. a. Breaking or destroying stones;
lithotritic. Also saxifraaous. [Rare.]

II. H. That which breaks or destroys stones.

[Bare.]

saxifrage (sak'si-fraj), n. [< ME. saxifrage, <

OF. (and F.)satc^frage = Sp. saxifraga, saxifra-
i/na (vernacularly saxafrax, sasafras, salsafras,

etc., > E. sassafras') = Pg. saxifraga, saxifra-
gia = It. sassifraga, sassifragia, < L. saxifraga,
in full saxifraga herba or saxifragum adiantHin,

maidenhair; lit. 'stone-breaking '(so called be-
cause supposed to break stones in the bladder) ;

fern, of xiififrni/iitt, stone-breaking, <



.

Flowering Plant of Saxi-

frage (Saxt/ra/fa I'irgiHi-
ensis). a, a flower ;

'

the
fruit.

saxifrage

a stone, rock (prol). < \/ sac, sec, in sccarr, cut :

see secant, saw 1
), + fratiyerc (\/ .'''".'/), break,

= E. break: seefragile. Cf. WMM/VM.J A plant
of the genus flnxifraga.
Scarcely any of the species have
economic properties, but many
are beautiful in foliage and flow-

er. They are commonly rock-

plants with tufted leaves and
jinnii-les of white, yellow, or red
(lowers. They are predominant-
ly alpine, and of alpine plants
they are the most easy to culti-

vate. One group, as 5. hypnoides,
has mossy foliage, forming a car-

pet, in spring dotted with white
flowers. Others, as S. Atioon,
have the foliage silvery, in ro-

settes. Others, as S. umbrosa,
the London-pride or none-so-

pretty, and S. oppositifolia, the

purple saxifrage, afford brilliant

colored flowers. A leathery-
leafed group is represented by
the Siberian S. crasififolia, well
known in cultivation. A com-
mon house-plant is S. sarmen-

tosa, the beefsteak- or straw-

berry-geranium (see geranium),
also called sailor-plant, creeping-
sailor, and Chinese saxifrage. S.

Virginiensis is a common spring
flower in eastern North America. Burnet-saxifrage,
a common Old World plant, Pimpinella Saxifraga, with
leaves resembling those of the garden burnet. The young
plants are eaten as a salad, and the root has diaphoretic,
diuretic, and stomachic properties. The great burnet-

saxifrage is P. tnaf/na, a similar but larger plant.
Golden saxifrage, a plant of the genus Chrysoplenium
of the saxifrage family; especially C. oppositifolium of

the Old World, with golden-yellow flowers. The species
are small smooth herbs of temperate regions. Lettuce
saxifrage. See lettuce-saxifrage. Meadow-saxifrage,
(a) Saxifraga granulata, a common white-flowered Euro-

pean species. (&) See meadow-saxifrage. Mossy saxi-

frage, the European Saxifraga hypnoides, sometimes call-

ed lady's-cushion. See def. above. Pepper-saxifrage.
Same as meadow-saxifrage, 1. Swamp-saxifrage, S.

Pennsylvania, a plant a foot or two high, with rather

long tongue-like leaves and greenish flowers, found in

bogs in the northern United States.

Saxifrageae (sak-si-fra'je-e), n.pl. [NL. (Veu-
tenat, 1794), < Saxifraga + -ex.] A tribe of

polypetalous plants of the order Saxifragaceee.
They are characterized by herbaceous habit with alternate
or principally radical leaves, without stipules, the flowers

elevated on scapes, and usually with five petals, and the

ovary with two cells, or in a large group with but one.

The tribe contains about 23 genera, largely American, of

which Saxtfraga is the type.

saxifragine (sak-sif'ra-jin), . [< L. saxifragus,

stone-breaking (see saxifrage), + -tne2.] 1.

A gunpowder in which sulphur is replaced by
barium nitrate. According to Cundill's

"
Dictionary

of Explosives," it contains 77 parts of barium nitrate, 21

parts of charcoal, and 2 parts of sodium nitrate.

2. A name for a grade of dynamite.
saxifragous (sak-sif'ra-gus), a. [< L. saxifra-

gus, stone-breaking: see saxifrage.'] Same as

saxifragant. [Rare.]
saxigenous (sak-sij'e-nus), a. [< LL. saxigemts,

sprung from stone, < L. saxum, a stone, rock, +
-genus, produced: see -genoits.] Growing on
rocks: as, saxigenous lithophytes. Darwin,
Coral Reefs, p. 85.

Saxon (sak'su), n. and a. [< ME. "Saxon, Sax-

oun, < OF. Saxon, *Saxoun (nom. also Saisne,
> ME. Saisne), F. Saxon = Sp. Sajon = Pg.
Sax&o = It. Sassone, < LL. Saxo(n-), usually in

pi. Saxones, Saxon ;
from an OTeut. form repre-

sented by AS. Seaxa (pi. Seaxan, Seaxe, gen.
Seaxena, Seaxna, Saxna) = MD. "Saxe = OHG.
Sahso, MHG. Sahse, Sachse, G. Sachse = Icel.

Saxi, pi. Saxar = Sw. Sacltsare = Dan. Sachser

(= with added suffix -er, D. Sakser, MD. Sasse-

naer), a Saxon, in pi. the Saxons; usually ex-

plained as lit.
' Sword-men '

(as the Franks were

'Spear-men': see Frank1
), < AS. seax = OHG.

sails, etc., a short sword, a knife : see sax1 . Cf.

AS. Seaxnedt = OHG. Saxnot, a war-god, lit.

'companion of the sword'; Icel. Jarnsaxa, an

ogress who carried an iron knife: see Anglo-
Saxon. The Celtic forms, Gael. Sasunnach,
Saxon, English, etc., W. Sais, pi. Saeson, Seison,
an Englishman, Seisoneg, n., English, etc., are
from E. or ML.] I. n. 1. One of the nation or

people which formerly dwelt in the northern

part of Germany, and invaded and conquered
England in the fit'th and sixth centuries

; also,
one of their descendants. See AngleV, Amjlo-
Saxon, and Jute1

.

And his peple were of hym gladde, for the! hadde be In

grete drede of the Saxouns. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 185.

2. One of the English race or English-speaking
races, (a) A member of the English-speaking races as dis-

tinguished from other races or races speaking other lan-

guages; an Englishman, American, Canadian, Australian,
etc. (6) A Lowlander of Scotland, as distinguished from
a Highlander or Oael.
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While on yon plain

The Saxon rears one shock of grain, . . .

The Gael, of plain and river heir,

shall, with strong hand, redeem his share.

Where live the mountain Chiefs who hold
That plundering Lowland field and fold

Is aught but retribution true?

Scott, L. of the L., v. 7.

(c) An Englishman, as distinguished from an Irishman.

[Ireland.]

Cassidy, before retiring, would assuredly intimate his

approaching resignation to scores of gentlemen of his na-

tion, who would not object to take the Saxon's pay until

they finally shook his yoke oflf. Thackeray, Philip, xxx.

3. A native or an inhabitant of Saxony in its

later German sense. The modern Saxon lands are in

central Germany, and comprise the kingdom of Saxony,
the grand duchy of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, the duchies of

Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, and Saxe-Melningen,
and part of the province of Saxony in Prussia.

4. The language of the Saxons ; Anglo-Saxon ;

by extension, modern English speech of Saxon or

Anglo-Saxon origin ; English diction composed
mainly of Saxon words, and not Latinized or of

classical or other origin. See Anglo-Saxon. Ab-
breviated Sax. 5. ineifo?n.,thenoctuid moth
Hadena rectilinea : an English collectors' name.

Old Saxon, Saxon as spoken on the continent in early
times in the district between the Rhine and the Elbe.

Abbreviated 0. Sax., 0. S., or, as in this work, 05.

II. a. 1. Pertaining to the Saxons (in any
sense), their country, or language ; Anglo-
Saxon. 2. Of or pertaining to the later Sax-
ons in Germany__Saxon architecture, a rude va-

riety of Romanesque, of which early examples occur in

England, its period being from the conversion of England
until about the Conquest, when the Norman style began
to prevail. The
few relics left us
of this style ex-

hibit its general
characteristics as
rude solidity and
strength. The
walls are of rough
masonry, very
thick, without
buttresses, and
sometimes of her-

ring-bone work :

the towers and
pillars are thick
in proportion to

height, the for-

mer being some-
times not more
than three diam-
eters high ; the

quoins or angle-
masonry are of
hewn stones set

alternatelyon end
and horizontally
(long and short

work) ;
the arches

of doorways and
windows are

rounded, or some-

Saxon Architecture.

a,tower ofEarl's Barton Church, Northamp-
tonshire, England ; b, baluster-window, in

same church ; c, an angle in long and short

work.

say
A rritical Raxonist has detected the corruptions of its

[the Saxon Chronicle's] idiom, its inflections, and its or-

thography. /. D'liraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 134.

saxonite (sak'su -it), . [< tifu-ony + -He2 .]

A rock made up essentially of olivin and en-

statite. It occurs as a terrestrial rock, and also

in various meteorites. See peridotite.
Saxonize (sak'sn-iz), c. t.

; pret. and pp. Saxon-

ized, ppr. Saxoitiziiiy. [= F. saxoniser, < ML.
Saxonizare, <.Saxo(n-), Saxon: see Saxon.] To
render Saxon in character or sentiment

; per-
meate or imbue with Saxon ideas, etc.

The reintroductlon into Saxonized England, from the
south, of Celtic myths nearly identical with those which
the Anglo-Normans found in Wales . . . gave to the latter

a fresh life. Jlncyc. Brit., XX. 642.

saxony (sak'sn-i), . [< Saxony (see def. ), < LL.
Saxonia, Saxony, < Saxo(n-), Saxon : see Saxon.']
A woolen material taking its name from the

kingdom of Saxony, and supposed to be of

superior quality from the high reputation of

the wool of that country, (a) A glossy cloth once
much in vogue for wearing-apparel. (6) Flannel: the

finest blankets being included in this, (c) Same as Sax-

ony yarn. See yarn.

Saxony blue, green, lace, yarn. See blue,

green 1
,
etc.

saxophone (sak'so-fon), .

+ Gr. (puv//, voice, sound.]
ment, properly of the clari-

net class, but with a metal
tube like a trumpet or horn,
invented by Adolphe Sax
about 1840. It consists of a
clarinet mouthpiece or beak and a

conical tube more or less convo-

luted, with about twenty finger-
holes controlled by keys or levers.

Eight sizes or varieties are made,
which are named from their fun-
damental key or their relative

compass. They are especially use-
ful in military bands as n more
sonorous substitute for clarinets,
but are almost unused in the or-

chestra.

saxophonist (sak
'
so - t'6 -

nist), w. [< saxophone +
-ist.] A player upon the

saxophone.
saxotromba (sak-so-trom'-

ba,), n. [< Sax (see sax-

horn) + It. troniba, a trumpet.]
horn.

saxtryt (saks'tri), w. Same as sextry, sacristy.
sax-tuba (saks'tu"ba), . [< Sax (see saxhorn)
+ L. tuba, a trumpet.] One of the larger forms
of saxhorn,
sax-valve (saks'valv), . In musical instru-

[< Sax (see def.)
A musical instru-

Saxophone.

Same as sax-

ments of the brass wind group, a kind of valve
invented by Adolphe Sax about 1840. Its pecu-
liarity lies in its ingenious arrangement to secure pure in-

tonation and to maintain an even quality of tone through-
out the compass of the instrument.

say 1
(sa), v.

; pret. and pp. said, ppr. saying.

[< ME. sat/en, sa'it, seyen, seien, sein, seggen,

siggen (pret. saide, seide, sayde, seyde, sede,

splay from both the interior and the exterior, the position pp. saud, seid, sold), < AS. sccaan, secgean (pret.
of the windows being in the middle of the thickness of the

,

times these openings have triangular heads, their jambsof
long and short work carrying either rudely carved imposts
or capitals with square abaci. Sometimes heavy moldings
run round the arches, and when two or more arches are

conjoined in an arcade they are carried on heavy low shafts

formed like balusters. Window-openings in the walls

wall. Saxon blue, (a) Same as Saxony blue (which see,

under blue), (b) The blue obtained on wool by the use
of Saxony blue. It is brighter than the blue of the in-

digo-vat, but not so fast to light or alkalis.

Saxondom (sak'sn-dum), H. [< Saxon + -dom.]

Peoples or communities of Saxon or Anglo-
Saxon origin, or the countries inhabited by
them; the Anglo-Saxon race.

Look now at American Saxondom, and at that little

fact of the sailing of the Mayflower, two hundred years ago,
from Delft Haven in Holland !

Carlyle, Heroes and Hero-Worship, iv.

Saxonic (sak-son'ik), a. [< ML. Saxonicus, <

LL. Saxo(n-), Saxon: see Saxon.] Of or per-

taining to the Saxons
;
written in or relating

to the Saxon language ;
Saxon : as, Saxonic

documents.
Saxonical (sak-son'i-kal), a. [< Saxonic + -al.]

Same as Saxonic.

Peaceable king Edgar, that Saxonieatt Alexander.

HaHuyl's Voyages, I. 7.

Saxonisht,"- [< Saxon + -is1i.] Same us Saxon.

Sale, Life of Leland.

Saxqnism (sak'sn-izm), M. [< Saxon + -ism.]
An idiom of the Saxon or early English lan-

guage.
The language [of Robert of Gloucester] ... is full of

Saxonisms, which indeed abound, more or less, in every
writer before Gower and Chaucer.

Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. 49.

Saxonist (sak'sn-ist), . [< Saxon + -ist.] A
Saxon scholar; one versed in Saxou or Anglo-
Saxon.

_
sxgde, sxde, pp. ge-sxgd, ge-sied) = OS. seggean,
seggian = OFries. seka, sega, sedsa, sidsa = D.

zeggen = MLG. seggen, segen, LG. seggen =
OHG. sekjan, segjaii, sagen, MHG. G. sagen =
Icel. scaja = Sw. saga = Dan. sige, say, = Goth.

"sagan (inferred from preceding and from Sp.

sayon = OPg. saiSo, a bailiff, executioner, < ML.
sagio(n-), nago(n-), saio(n-), an officer among
the Goths and West-Goths, an apparitor, bailiff,

orig. 'speaker,' < Goth, "sagja = OHG. sago =
OS. sago = OFries. sega, chiefly in comp., a

sayer, speaker); cf. Lith. sakyti, say, sakan, I

say, OBulg. soeliiti, indicate, = Olr. sagim, sai-

gim, I speak, say, L. -\/ sec, in OL. in-sece, impv.,
relate, narrate, L. in-sectiones, narratives; prob.
akin to L. signiim, sign: see sign, sain. Hence
alt. saw2 and (from Icel.) saga. The pp. sain,

formerly in occasional use, is, like sawn, sewn,

etc., a conformation to orig. strong participles
like lain, sown.'] I. trans. 1. To utter, express,
declare, or pronounce in words, either orally or

in writing ; speak.
Thou may eey a word to-dey

That vij sere after may be for-thoujht.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S.

,
extra ser. ), i. 53.

It is an epilogue or discourse, to make plain
Some obscure precedence that hath tofore been sain.

SAafr.,L.L. L., Hi. 1.83.

All 's one for that, I know my daughters ininde if I but

say the word.

Ileyimod, Fair Maid of the Exchange (Works, II. 60).

And Enid could not say one tender word.

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. To tell; make known or utter in words.



say
"And sun," he said,

"
I Ball the say

Wharliy them sail ken the way."
Hull/ Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. lili.

"
Now, good Mirabell, what is best?" quod she,

" What shall I doo? saye me your good avise."

Oenerydeg (E. E. T. s.), 1. 32:i6.

Well, my thy message. Marlowe, Edw. II., iii. 11.

Say in brief the cause

Why thou departed'st from thy native home.
Shak.,C. ofE., I. 1. 29.

3. To recount; repeat; rehearse; recite: as,

to say a lesson or one's prayers; to say mass;
to say grace.
They . . . seyden hire ensaraples many >.m.

Chanter, Good Women, 1. 1850.

What Tongue shall say
Thy Wars on Land, thy Triumphs on the Main?

Prior, Ode to the Queen, st 3.

The "Angelas," as it is now said in all Catholic coun-

tries, did not come into use before the beginning of the
xvi. century, and seems to have commenced in France.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III i. 339.

4f. To call
;
declare or suppose to be.

Bycanse euery thing that by nature fals down is said

heany, & whataoeuer naturally mounts vpward is said

light, it gaue occasion to say that there were diuersities

in the motion of the voice.

Pvttenham-, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 65.

5. To utter as an opinion; decide; judge and
determine.

But what it is, hard is to say,
Harder to hit. Milton, 8. A., 1. 1018.

6. To suppose ;
assume to be true or correct

;

take for granted : often in an imperative form,
in the sense of 'let us say,' 'we may say,' 'we
shall say

'

: as, the number left behind was not

great, say only five.

Well, say there is no kingdom then for Richard ;

What other pleasure can the world afford?

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ill. 2. 140.

Say that a man should entertain thee now;
Wouldst thou be honest, humble, just, and true?

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 3.

Say I were guilty, sir,

I would be hang d before I would confess.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, Ii. 1.

7. To gainsay ; contradict; answer. [Colloq.]
"I told you so," said the farmer, "... but you wouldn't

beotd." Tmllopt, Phineas Finn, xxiv.

I dare say. See darei. Itis said, they say, it is com-
monly reported ; people assert or maintain. It says, an

impersonal usage, equivalent to 'it is said.'

It tai/xin the New Testament that the dead came out of
their graves. W. Collins, Dead Secret.

That is to say, that is; in other words; otherwise.-
To go without saving. See <ro. To hear say. See
hear. To say an ape's paternoster. See ape. to
say (one's) beads. Hee to bid beads, under bead. To
say (any one) nay. See nay. To say neither baft* nor
bufft. See to/i. To say the devil's paternoster.
See devil. To say to, to think of ; Judge of ; be of opinion
regarding.

What my you to a letter from your friends?

Shak., T. O. of V., ii. 4. 51.

= Syn. Say, Speak, Tell, Slate. Each of these words has
its peculiar idiomatic uses. We speak an oration, and tell

a story, but do not say either of them. We say prayers or
a lesson, but do not speak or tell them, although the one
praying may tell his beads. Say is the most common word
before a quotation direct or indirect : Adam said, "This
is now bone of my bones "(Gen. ii. 23); "If we set/ that we
have no sin, we deceive ourselves" (1 John i. 8). Tell is

often exactly synonymous with say to: as, tell (say to) him
that I was called away. Speak draws its meanings from the
idea of making audible ; tell, from that of communicating.
Tell is the only one of these words that may express a
command. State is often erroneously used for simply say-
ing : as, he tinted that he could not come : state always
implies detail, as of reasons, particulars ;

to state a case
is to give it with particularity.

II. intrans. 1. To speak; declare; assert;
express an opinion : as, so he says.

"O Kynge Priam," quod they, "thus siggen we."
Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 194.

At that Cytee entrethe the Ryvere of Nyle in to the See,
as I to zou have seyd before. Mandeville, Travels, p. 56.

And thei ansuerde that he had wele seide and wisely.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 84.

For the other part of the imputation, of having said so
much, my defence is, that my purpose was to say as well
as I could. Donne, Letters, xxxii.

The Goddess said, nor would admit Reply.
Prior, To Boileau Despreaux.

2f. To make answer; reply.
To this argument we shall soon have said ; for what con-

cerns it us to hear H husband divulging his household
privacies? Milton.

Say away. See away.

say 1
(sa), ii. [< soyl, i\ Cf. sw2

, the older
noun from this verb.] 1. What one has to say ;

a speech; a story; something said; hence, an
affirmation; a declaration; a statement.

II condescend to hear you say your say.
Provided you yourselves in quiet spread

Before my window.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, v. 74.

2. Word; assurance.
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He took it on the page's saye,
Hunthill had driven these steeds away.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 7.

3. A maxim; a saying; a saw.

That strange palmer'8 boding say.

Scott, Mamiion, iii. 16.

4. Turn to say something, make a proposition,
or reply: as, "It is now my say." [Colloq.]

say'-'t (sa), . [By apheresis from assay, essay :

see assay, essay.} 1. Assay; trial by sample ;

sample ;
taste.

In the first chapter, ... to give you a say or a taste
what truth shall follow, he feigneth a letter sent from no
man. Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.,

[1850), p. 78.

Thy tongue some say of breeding breathes.

Shak., Lear, v. 3. 143.

To take
A say of venison, or stale fowl, by your nose,
Which is a solecism at another's table.

Matsinger, Unnatural Combat, iii. 1.

2. A cut made in a dead deer in order to find

out how fat it is.

And look to this venison. There 's a breast ! you may
lay your two fingers into the say there, and not get to the
bottom of the fat Kinysley, Westward Ho, viii.

3. Tried quality ; temper; proof.

Through the dead carcases he made his way,
Mongst which he found a sword of better .*"//.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xi. 47.

To give a say, to make an attempt.

This fellow, captain.
Will come, in time, to be a great distiller,
And give a my I will not say directly,
But very fair at the philosopher's stone.

/'. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

To give the say, to give assurance of the good quality of
the wines and dishes : a duty formerly performed at court
by the royal taster.

His [Charles I.'s] cup was given on the knee, as were the
covered dishes ; the say was given, and other accustomed
ceremonies of the court observed. Herbert. (Jiares.)

To take the say. (a) To test or taste.

Philip therefore and lollas, which were woont to take
the say of the kings cup, having the poison ready in cold

water, myxed it with wine after they had tasted it.

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus L'urtius.

(b) In hunting, to make a cut down the belly of a dead
deer in order to see how fat it is.

say2t (sa), v. t. [< ME. sayen; by apheresis from
assay, essay.'] 1. To assay; test.

No mete for mon schalle sayed be,
Bot for kynge or prynce or duke so fre ;

For heiers of paraunce also y-wys
Mete shalle be sayed; now thenkys on this.

Babees Bonk (E. E. T. S.), p. 315.

sh' admires her cunning ; and incontinent

'Sayes on herselfe her manly ornament.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

2. To essay; attempt; endeavor; try.

Once 111 say
To strike the ear of time in those fresh strains.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, To the Reader.

say3t (sa), n. [Early mod. E. also saye, saie; <

AlE. say, saye, saie, < OF. seie, F. soie = Pr. Sp.
Pg. seda = It. seta = D. zijde = OHG. sida,
MHG. side , G. seide, silk, < ML. seta, silk, a par-
ticular use of L. seta, sxta, a bristle, hair: see

seta, and of. satin and setou, from the same L.

source.] A kind of silk or satin.

That fine sail, whereof sflke cloth is made.
Uottand, tr. of Pliny. (Draper's Diet.)

His garment nether was of silke nor say.

Spenser, F. Q., III. xii. 8.

say4t (sa), n. [Early mod. E. also sey, saye, saie ;

< ME. say, saie, saye, a kind of serge, < OF.
saie, saye, a long-skirted coat or cassock, =
Sp. sayo, a wide coat without buttons, a loose

dress, saya, an upper petticoat, a tunic, = Pg.
sayo, saio, a loose upper coat, saia, a petticoat,
= It. go/a, a long coat, < L. nagum, neut., sagus,
ra.. saga, t., a coarse woolen blanket or mantle,
< Gr. ad-jof, a coarse cloak, a pack, pack-saddle;
perhaps connected with aayii, harness, armor.

aayfia, a pack-saddle, covering, large cloak, <

adrreiv (y aay), pack, load: see seam"*. The L.
and Gr. forms are usually said to be of Celtic

origin ;
but the Bret, sue, a coat, is from F.] A

kind of serge. In the sixteenth century it seems
to have been a fine thin cloth used for outer

garments.
Item, j. tester and j. seler of the same. Item, iij. cur-

taynes of rede saye. Ponton Letters, I. 482.

Worsteds, Carela, Saies. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 440.

They (Benedictine monks] were attyred inblackegownes
with fine thin vayles of blacke Say over them.

Coryat, Crudities, 1.68.

Their trading is in cloth with the Dutch, and baies and
saies with Spain. Evelyn, Diary, July 8, 1656.

Nor shall any worsted, bay, or woolen yarn, cloth, says,
bays, kerseys, serges, frizes, ... or any other drapery

Sayornis
stuffs, or woolen manufactures whatsoever, made up or
mixed with wool, in any of the said counties, be carried
into any other county. Franklin, Autobiog., II. 183.

say" (sa), n. [Prob. a var. of sie, ult. AS. sit/an,
sink: see sie 1

.] A strainer for milk. [Scotch.]
sayty. An obsolete preterit of seel. Chaucer.

Saybrook platform. See phi {form .

Sayet (sa). Same as say^, say3 , stiy*.

sayer 1
(sa'er), n. [< ME. seyere, seggere, siggere;

< say1 + -*>!.] One who says.

As for that ye desyr that I shuld send yow word that I

shuld sey in this mater, I pray yow in this and all other
lyke, ask the seyeres if thei will abyd be ther langage, and
as for me, sey I prupose me to tahe no mater uppon me
butt that I woll abyde by. Paiton Letters, I. 348.

Some men, namely, poets, are natural sayers, sent into
the world to the end of expression. Emerson, The Poet.

sayer2t (sa'er), >i. [< say* + -erl.] One who
assays, tests, or tries; an inspector or assayer:
as, the market Bayer's duty was to prevent un-
wholesome fdRd from being sold in the market.

sayette (sa-ef ), n. [< F. sayette, OF. sayete (=
Sp. sayete, sayito = Pg. saieta It. saietta),

serge, dim. of saye, serge : see say*.] 1. A light
stuff made of pure wool, or of wool and suk:
it is a kind of serge, adapted for linings, furni-

ture-coverings, arid the like. 2. A woolen yarn
intermediate in quality between combed yarn
and carded yarn. A long staple is used, but instead
of being combed it is carded on a mill of peculiar con-
struction. It is used in making stockings, carpets, Berlin-
wool work, etc. Also called half-worsted yarn. See worsted
yarn, under yarn. Fil de sayette, the peculiar woolen
thread used for sayette.

sayid, saiyid (sa'id), n. [Ar. : see seid.') A
title of honor (literally 'lord') assumed by the
members of the Koreish, the tribe to which
Mohammed belonged.
On the death of the imam, or rather the sayyid, Said of

Muscat, in that year, his dominions were divided between
his two sons. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 769.

saying (sa'ing), n. [< ME. seyenge ; verbal n.
of say1 , r.] 1. That which is said

;
an expres-

sion; a statement; a declaration.

Here Seyenges I repreve noughte.
Mandtvitte, Travels, p. 186.

Moses fled at this saying. Acts vii. 29.

Philosophy has a tine saying for everything.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 8.

In the eschatological speeches of Jesus reported by the
synoptical writers there is no doubt that sayings are intro-
duced which are derived not from Jesus but from the
Jewish apocalyptic writers. Encyc. Brit., XX. 497, note.

2. A proverbial expression; a maxim; an
adage.
We call it by a common saying to set the carte before

the horse. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 218.

First Goth. What, canst thou say all this, and never
blush ?

Aar. Ay, like a black dog, as the saying is.

Shak., Tit And., v. 1. 122.

Deed of saylngt. See deed. =Syn. 2. Axiom, Maxim, etc.
See aphorism.

saykert, . See sal-er%.

saylet, . and t. A Middle English form of
taffi.

saymant (sa'man), n. [< say% + man.] Same
as saymaster.

If your lordship In anything shall make me your sayman,
I will be hurt before your lordship shall be hurt.

Bacon, To the Earl of Buckingham. (Trench.)

saymastert (sa'mas"ter), n. [< say? + mas-
ter1 .] One who makes trial or proof; an assay-
master.

May we trust the wit
Without a say-master to authorise it ?

Are the lines sterling ?

Shirley, Doubtful Heir, Epil.

Great say-master of state, who cannot err,
But doth his caract and just standard keep,

In all the proved assays,
And legal ways. B. Jonson, Underwoods, xciv.

sayme, . and v. Same as seam 3
.

saynay (sa'na), . A lamprey.
sayon (sa'on), n. [OF., < saye, serge: see

say*."] A garment worn by men during the lat-

ter part of the middle ages, a kind of sleeve-
less jacket, peculiar to peasants and to soldiers
of low grade.
Sayornis (sa-6r'nis), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,
1854), < Say (Thomas Say, an American natu-

ralist) + Gr. opvtf, bird.] A genus of Tyran-
nidie; the pewit flycatchers. The common pewit
of the Unitea States is 5. fuscus or phoebe. The black
pewit is S. nigricans; Say's pewit is S. sayus. The black-
and-white one figured on following page abounds in
western and especially southwestern parts of the lTnited

States, in rocky and watery places like those which the
common phrebe haunts in the east. It has been found
several thousand feet below the general surface of the
country, at the bottom of the grand canon of the Colorado.

Say's pewit is also confined to the west, but is rather a



Sayornis

Black Phoebe or Pewit (Sayornis ttigricans}.

bird of dry open regions, in sage-brush, etc. The genus
is otherwise named Theromyias and Aulanax. See also
cut under peipit.

Sayre's operation. See operation.

say-so (sa'ao), n. [< say\ v., + so, adv.'] \.

A saying or assertion ; especially, an authori-
tative declaration

;
a command.

If Richard Cromwell keep not hold of the scepter and
Richard Cromwell is a simpleton then Kelderby stands
in the wind of Charles Stuart's say-so.

A. E. Barr, Friend Olivia, xvii.

2. A personal assertion
;
an expression of in-

dividual opinion; hence, mere report; rumor.

Pete Cayce's say-so war all I wanted.
tl. S. Murfree, Prophet of Great Smoky Mountains, xii.

All my say-sos . . . have been verified.

Elect. liev. (Eng.), XXIV. 20.

Sb. In chem., the symbol for antimony (in Latin

stibium).
sbirro (sbir'ro), )!.; pi. sbirri (-re). [It. (> Sp.
csbirro = OF. sbirre) sbirro, also without the

unorig. prefix, birro, a bailiff, sergeant, cf.

berroviere, a bailiff, a ruffian, prob. so called as

being orig. in red uniform, < LL. birrus, a cloak
of a reddish color, OL. burrus, red: see birrus,

barrel.] An Italian police-officer.
'sblood (sblud), interj. [An abbr. of God's

blood, through 'ods-blood, uds-blood. Cf . 'sdeath,
< God's death; zounds, < God's wounds, etc.] An
imprecation.
'Sblood. I am as melancholy as a gib cat or a lugged bear.

Shot., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2. 82.

S-brake (es'brak), n. A railway-brake having
a brake-shoe attached to each end of an S-

shaped rock-lever centrally axled between a

pair of wheels on one side. When rocked on its

axle it causes one of the shoes to bear against the front
under side of the hind wheel, and the other shoe to press
upon the back upper side of the front wheel of the pair.

8. C. An abbreviation: (a) Of the Latin sena-

tus consulto, by decree of the senate (of Rome).
(6) In printing, of small capitals.

SC. An abbreviation: (a) Of scilicet. (6) Of
Latin sculpsit, he (or she) engraved or carved

(it), (c) [cap.] Of Scotch (used in the etymol-
ogies in this work).

Sc. In chem., the symbol for scandium.
scab (skab), n. and a. [< ME. scab, scabbe, also
assibilated stiab (the form scab being rather due
to Scand.), < AS. sceeb, sceb, sceabb, scab, itch,
= MD. schabbe = OHG. scaba, scapd, MHG. G.

schabe, scab, itch, = Sw. skabb= Dan. skab, scab,
itch; either directly < L. scabies, roughness,
scurf, scab, itch, mange (cf. scaber, rough,
scurfy, scabby), < scabere, scratch

;
or from the

Teut. verb cognate with the L., namely, AS.
scafan = G. schaben, etc., shave: see shave. Cf.

shab, an assibilated form of scab.] I. n. 1. An
incrusted substance, dry and rough, formed over
a sore in healing. 2. The mange, or some
mangy disease caused by the presence of a par-
asite, as an itch-insect

;
scabies. 3. A mean,

paltry, or shabby fellow : a term of contempt.
A company of scabs! the proudest of you all draw your

weapon if he can. Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.

Though we be kennel-rakers, scabs, and scoundrels,
We, the discreet and bold And yet, now I remember it,

We tilers may deserve to be senators.
Fletcher (and another 7), Prophetess, i. 3.

One of the usurers, a head man of the city, took it in

dudgeon to be ranked, cheek by joul, with a scab of a cur-
rier. Sir R. L'Estrange.

4. Specifically, in recent use, a workman who
is not or refuses to become a member of a la-

bor-union, who refuses to join in a strike, or
who takes the place of a striker: an opprobri-
ous term used by the workmen or others who
dislike his action. [Vulgar.]
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Even the word scab, which we have heard so frequently

of late, and which had to be defined for the Congressional
Committee on Labor by one of its witnesses, was used in

a law-suit tried in Philadelphia eighty years ago.
New Princeton Rev., II. 54.

5. In bot., a fungous disease affecting various

fruits, especially apples and pears, in which a
black mold appears, often distorting or destroy-
ing the fruit. It is usually followed by a brown scab-
like appearance, whence the name. The fungus produ-
cing the disease in apples and pears is Fiurifladium den-
driticum. The orange-leaf scab is produced by a species
of Cladosporium. See Fusicladiuin.

6. In founding, any projection on a casting
caused by a defect in the sand-mold.

II. a. Having to do with '"scabs," or made
by them: used opprobriously : as, scab mills;
scab labor; scab shoes. [Vulgar.]
scab (skab), v. i.

; pret. and pp. scabbed, ppr.
scabbing, [(.scab, n.] To form a scab or scab-

by incrustation
;
become covered with a scab

or scabs
; specifically, to heal over ; cicatrize

;

repair solution of continuity of a surface by the
formation of a new skin or cicatrix.

Even granulating sores heal by the gradual process of

cicatrisation from the edges heal by scabbing in a way
that we have never seen so satisfactory under any other

dressing. Lancet, No. 3454, p. 946.

In the "glass snake" and other low orders of life, repair
is usually by primary adhesion, by scabbing, or more rare-

ly immediate union. .Sri. Amer., N. S., LVII. 277.

SCabbadot (ska-ba'do), n. [Appar. < scab, with

Sp. It. term, -ado.] Venereal disease. [Bare.]
Within these five and twenty years nothing was more

in vogue in Brabant than hot baths, but now they are

every where grown out of use
;
but the new scabbado has

taught us to lay them down.
Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 198.

scabbard1
(skab'ard), n. [Early mod. E. also

scabberd, scabarde; < ME. scauberd, scaubert,
earlier scauberk, scawberk, skawberke, scaberk,
schauberk, scaberge, scabarge, prob. < OF. "es-

cauberc, *escaubert, escauber (in pi. escaubers,
escauberz), a scabbard, also a poniard; prob.
formed (orig. in OLG. or OHG. ?) from elements
corresponding to OF. escale, F. ecale, a scale,

husk, case (< OHG. scala = AS. scalu = E.

scaled), + -here (as in hauberc, a hauberk), <

OHG. bergan = AS. beorgan, protect : see bury3 ,

and cf. ha uberk. The formation of the word was
not perceived in E., and the second element
came to be conformed to the suffix -ard. The
first element has been by some referred to E.

scathe, harm, to Icel. scafi, a chisel, to Icel.

skalpr, OSw. skalp, a sheath, and even to AS.
scxth, a sheath.] A sheath; especially, a sheath
for a sword or other similar weapon.

Into his scaberge the swerde put Gaffray.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3060.

I had a pass with him, rapier, scabbard, and all.

Shalt., T. N., iii. 4. 303.

He is one
That wears his forehead in a velvet scabbard.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, iii. 6.

scabbard1 (skab'ard), r. i. [< scabbard*, n.] 1.

To sheathe, as a sword. 2. To provide with a
scabbard or sheath

;
make a sheath for.

scabbard2t (skab'ard), n. [< scab + -ard.] A
mangy, scabby person. Halliwell.

scabbard3 (skab'ard), n. [A reduction of scale-

board.] In printing, a scale-board.

scabbard-fish (skab'ard-fish), n. 1. A fish of
the family Lepidopodidse, Lepidopus caudatus,

Scabbard-fish ( Ltfidofits cnudatus).

of the Mediterranean and Atlantic shores of

Europe, as well as of New Zealand, of a bright
silvery color, with a long dorsal and rudimen-
tary anal fin : so called from suggesting by its

form the sheath of a sword. Also called scale-

fish and frost-fish. 2. Any fish of the family
Gempi/lidee. Sir J. Richardson.

scabbard-plane (skab'ard-plan), n. Inprinting,
a scale-board plane (which see, under plane'

2
).

scabbed (skabd or skab'ed), a. [< ME. scabbed,
scabbyde, scabyd; < scab 4- -ed%. Cf. shabbed,
an assibilated form of scabbed.] 1. Abound-
ing in or covered with scabs.

The briar fruit makes those that eat them scabbed.

Bacon.

2. Specifically, mangy; affected with scabies.

The shepherd ought not, for one scabbed sheep, to throw
by his tar-box. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

3. Mean; paltry; vile; worthless.

scabious

scabbedness (skab'ed-nes), . A scabbed char-
acter or stale: scabbiness.

A scab, or ttcabbednesse, a .-cull. Scabies. Une rongne,
galle, teigne. Baret, Alvearie, 1580.

scabbily (skab'i-li), adv. In a scabby manner.
scabbiness (skab'i-nes), . The quality of be-

ing scabby.
scabble (skab'l), r. t.; pret. and pp. scabbled,

ppr. scabbliiig. [Also xcttpple; perhaps a freq.
of "scare, unassibilated form of share, AS.
scafan, shave: see shave. Cf. scab, from the
same ult. source.] In stone-n'orking, to dress
with a broad chisel or heavy pointed pick after

pointing or broaching, and preparatory to finer

dressing.
scabbier (skab'ler), n. In granite-working, a

workman who scabbles.

scabbling (skab'ling), n. [Alsoscabling; < scab-

ble + -ing
1
.] 1. A chip or fragment of stone.

2. Same as boasting*, 2.

Scabbling-hammer (skab'ling-ham"fer), . In

stone-working, a hammer with two pointed ends
for picking the stone, used after the spalling-
hammer or

cayel.
Also scappling-hammer.

scabby (skab'i), a. [= D. schabbig = MHG.
schebic, G. schdbig; usscab + -yl. Cf. shabliy.]
1. Covered with scabs ;

full of scabs
;
consist-

ing of scabs.

A scabby tetter on their pelts will stick,
When the raw rain has pierced them to the quick.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii. 672.

2. Affected with scabies.

If the grazier should bring me one wether fat and well

fleeced, and expect the same price for a whole hundred,
without giving me security to restore my money for those
that were lean, shorn, or scabby, I would be none of his

customer. Swift.

3. Injured by the attachment of barnacles,
limpets, and other shell-fish to the carapace,
interfering with the growth of the shell at the

spots affected : noting tortoise-shell so injured.
4. In printing, noting printed matter that is

blotched, spotty, or uneven in color.

scabellum (ska-bel'um), 11.; pi. scabella (-a).

[L., also scabiilum, a musical instrument (see
def . ), also a footstool, dim. of scamnum, a bench,
a footstool : see shamble^.] An ancient musi-
cal instrument of the percussive class, consist-

ing of two metal plates hinged together, and
so fastened to the performer's foot that they
could be struck together as a rhythmical ac-

companiment.
scaberulous (ska-ber'o-lus), a. [< NL. "scabe-

rulus, irreg. dim. of L. scaber, rough: see sca-

brous.] In bot., slightly scabrous or roughened.
See scabrous.

scab-fungus (skab'fung"gus), n. See scab, 5,

and Fusicladium.

scabies (ska'bi-ez), . [L., itch, mange, scab,
< scabere, scratch : see scab.] The itch; a con-

tagious disease of the skin, due to a parasitic
mite, Sarcoptes scabiei, which forms burrows

(cuniculi) in the epidermis and gives rise to

more or less severe dermatitis. See cut under
itch-mite.

SCabipphobia (ska"bi-p-fo'bi-ii), . [NL., < L.

scabies, scab, + Gr. (fiftta, < <t>6/3of, fear.] An
excessive fear of scabies.

Scabiosa (ska-bi-6'sa), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700), < ML. scabiosa, scabious: see scabious,

n.] A genus of gamopetalous plants, of the or-

der Dipsacete, the teasel family. It is character-
ized by terminal long-stalked and flattened heads of crowd-
ed flowers, having an involucre of leafy bracts partly in
two rows, inconspicuous chaff on the receptacle, a four- or
five-cleft corolla, which is often oblique or two-lipped, four

perfect stamens, a thread-shaped style, and the fruit an
achene crowned with the calyx-tube. There are about 110

species, chiefly natives of the Mediterranean region and
the Orient, not found in America, but extending into
South Africa. They are hairy annual or perennial herbs,
with entire or dissected leaves, and blue, red, yellowish,
or whitish flowers. They are known in general by the
names scabious and pincushion. The roots of 5. guccisa and

ed to adulterate valerian.

[< F. sca

,
< L. scab

scurfy, scabby, < scabies, scurf, scab: see sca-

bies.] Consisting of scabs; scabby; scurfy;
itchy.

If the humours be more rare and subtle, they are
avoided by fumosites and sweat

;
if thicker, they turn to

a scabious matter in the skin.

Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 501.

scabious (ska'bi-us), n. [< ME. scabyowse, sca-

byose, < OF. scabicuse, F. scabieuse = Pr. scabi-

osa = Sp. Pg. escabiosa = It. scabbiosa. scabious,
< ML. scabiosfi, sc. herba, 'scabious plant,' said
to be so called because supposed to be effica-

cious in the cure of scaly eruptions, fern, of L.

icabiosits, rough, scaly: see scabious, a.] A

. anentit are use

scabious (ska'bi-us), a. [< F. scabieujr = Pg
escabioso = It. scabbioso, < L. scabiosus, rough



scabious

plant of the genus Si-iibiumi ; the pincushion-
flower. Conspicuous species arc S. sticcisa, the blue sca-

bious, or devil's-bit (which see); S. arcensis, the field-sca-

bious, or Egyptian rose, with pale lilac-purple heads : and
S. atropurpurea, the sweet scabious, or mourning-bride,
also called: Egyptian rose. See bluecap, and Egyptian rose

(under rose).

Scabiose, Bilgres, wiidflax, is good for ache.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 185.

Is not the rhubarb found where the sun most corrupts
the liver; and the scabious by the shore of the sea, that
God might cure as soon as he wounds?

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X I. D04.

Sheep's-scabious. Same as sheep 's-bit. Sweet scabi-
ous. (a) See above. (6) In America, sometimes, the daisy-

fleabane, Erigerou annuus.

SCabling, . See scabbing.
scab-mite (skab'mit), . The itch-mite, Sm-c<>/>-
tes scabiei, which produces the itch or scabies.

SCabrate (ska'brat), a. [< L. seaber, rough, +
-ate1

.] Same as scabrous.

scabredityt (skab-red'i-ti), M. [Irreg. for "seab-

riditij, < LL. scabridus, rough (cf. scabredo,

roughness of the skin, mange) : see seabrid.]

Roughness; ruggedness.
He shall flnde . . . warts, neves, inequalities, rough-

ness, scabredity, palenesse. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 562.

scabrid (ska'brid), a. [< L. scabridus, rough,
< seaber, rough, scurfy : see scabrous.] In hot.,

slightly rough to the touch : as, a scabrid leaf.

Compare scabrous.

scabriusculose (ska-bri-us'ku-los), a. [< NL.
"seabriuseulus, irreg. dim. of L. seaber, rough :

see scabrous.] In hot., same as scabrid.

scabriusculous (ska-bri-us'ku-lus), a. In hot.,
same as scabrid.

scabrous (ska'brus), a. [= F. scabreux = It.

scabroso, < LL. scabrosKS, rough, < L. seaber,
rough, scurfy, < scabere, scratch: see

scabies^.]
1. Rough; rugged; having sharp points or lit-

tle asperities. Specifically, in zool. and bot., rough or

roughened as if scabby, as a surface ; covered with little

points or asperities : as, shagreen is the scabrous skin of a
shark ; especially, rough to the touch from hardly visible

granules or minute angular elevations with which a sur-

face, as of an insect or a plant, is covered. Also scabrate.

2f. Harsh; unmusical.
Uis verse is scabrous and hobbling.

lii ml' a, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, Ded.

Lucretius is scabrous and rough in these [archaisms].
/''. Jonson, Discoveries.

scabrousness (ska'brus-nes), w. In bot., the
state or property of being rough.
scabwort (skab wert), . [< scab + wort1

.]

The elecampane, liiula Heleiiiiim.

scacchite (skak'it), n. [Named after A. Scac-

chi, an Italian mineralogist.] In mineral., man-
ganese chlorid, a deliquescent salt found on
Mount Vesuvius.
scad1

(skad), H. [Appav. a var. of siiad 1
.] If.

A fish, probably the shad.

Of round flsh, [there are] Brit, Sprat, Barne, Smelts,
Whiting, Scad. . Carew, Survey of Cornwall, p. 30.

2. A carangoid fish, formerly Caranx tracliurus,
now Tracliurits saurus, also called saitrel, skip-
jack, and liorse-mackerel, of a fusiform shape,
with vertical plates arming the entire lateral
line from the shoulder to the caudal fin. It
reaches a length of about a foot, and is found in the Euro-
pean and many other seas. It occurs rarely on the South

Scad (TrafAunts sanrus).

Atlantic coast as well as on the Pacific coast of North
America. It is sometimes found in immense shoals, and
as many as 20,000 have been taken off Cornwall in a net at
one time. In Cornwall and some other places it is split
and dried salted. Its flesh is firm and of good flavor, some-
what like that of the mackerel, although generally it is

but little esteemed. The name extends to any species
of this genus, as T. symmetricus, the horse-mackerel of

California, and also to the members of the related genus
Decapterut, more fully called mackerel-scad. A species
of Caranx (or Trachurops), C. (or T.)crumenophthalmus, is

known as the goggler, goyyle-eyed jack, or big-eyed scad.
See goggle-eyed.

3. The ray, Raia alba. [Local, Scotch.]
scad2 (skad), ;.and. A dialectal tormot scald1 .

scaddle (skad'l), . and n. A dialectal form of
scathel. Also swaddle.

And there she now lay purring as in scorn ! Tib, hereto-
fore the meekest of mousers, the honestest, the least scad-
die of the feline race, a cat that one would have sworn
might have been trusted with untold fish.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends (ed. Hazard), II. sea.
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Scaean (se'an), a. [< Gr. mai6f, left, on the left

hand, hence also western (ZKtita'i ni'/ai, the west-
ern gate of Troy): see S<xen>l<i. } Western, west-
ward: used in the phrase tlir .v/w (late, in le-

gendary Troy.
Scaevola (sev'o-lii), . [NL. (Linnfeus, 1767),
so called in allusion to the irregular flower; <

L. Sciei'ola, a surname, 'the left-handed,' dim.
of scxvits, left-handed (scxva, a left-handed per-
son), = Gr. anat6f, left, on the left hand.] A ge-
nus of gamopetalous plants, of the order Groo-

deniaceie, formerly made the type of an order
Saerolaceie (Lindley, 1830). The tube of the oblique
corolla is split down behind to the base, the lobes spread-
ing and unappendaged ; there are five stamens with free

anthers, and a two-celled ovary with one ovule In each
cell, becoming in fruit an indehlscent drupe with the stone

woody or bony. The species, numbering about 60, are all

confined to Australia, except 8 or 10, which reach to the
Pacific islands and Asiatic coast, while one, a widely dis-

tributed fleshy shrub, S. lobelia (S. Plumieri), extends
also to the West Indies, Florida, and Mexico, and the

Cape of Good Hope. They are herbs or shrubs with alter-

nate leaves and axillary flowers, the whole inflorescence

peculiar in its hairs, the corolla-tube downy within, set
with reflexed bristles without, and often with penicillate
bristles on the lobes. 5. Kcenigii is the Malayan rice-pa-
per tree (see rice-paper). S. cuneif&nnis of West Australia
has been called jan-flourer.

scaf (skaf), n. [Cf. scabble.] In metal-working,
the tapered end or feather-edge of a weld-lap.
E. H. Knight.

scaff (skaf), . [Origin obscure.] Food of any
kind. [Scotch.]

scaffling (skaf'ling), n. [Origin obscure.] A
young eel. [Local, Eng.]
scaff-net (skafnet), . A kind of scoop-net; a
flat net about 12 feet square, stretched by two
long bows, the ends of which are attached to
the corners of the net, arched up high above
it, and crossed at the middle. See scap-net.
scaffold (skaf'old), . [< ME. scaffold, scaffoldc,

skaffold, sea/old, scafald, scafalde, schaffalde,

scalfalde, < OF. "cscafalt, eschafault, exfhafaud,
fschaafaut, F. cchafaud, OF. also cliafaut (>
D. scharot = G. xchafott = Sw. schavott = Dan.
skafot) and earlier escadefalt, escadafaut (ML.
reflex scafaldus, scadafaltum) ; with expletive

prefix es-, orig. OF. cadefaut, "catafalc, F. cata-

falque = Pr. cadafalc = Sp. cadafalso, cada-

liaho, cadalso, also catafaleo = Pg. cadafalso,
also catafaleo = It. catafaleo, a funeral canopy
over a bier, a stage, scaffold; prob. orig. It.

(and not common Rom.), lit. 'a view-stage '(cf.

cataletto,
' a view-bed'), < Olt. "catare, see, view

(found as It. cattarc, get, obtain, etc.), It. dial.

catar, find (= OSp. catar, see, view,< L. capture,
strive to seize, strive after, seek to obtain,
watch), + *falco, irreg. var. of balco. a stage,

orig. beam, balk: see balk1 , and cf. balcony.
The same initial element (It. eattare, etc., L.

capture) appears in regatta, ret/rate
1

;
and the

same It. word catafaleo has come through F.

catafalquemtoE.as catafalque: see catafalque.]
1. A temporary gallery or stage raised either

as a place for exhibiting a spectacle or for

spectators to stand or sit.

On the tother side the! sigh a scaffolde, and in that scaf-

folde satte a knyght that was of a 1 wynter age, and ther
satte also the feirest lady of the worlde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 861.

Pardon, gentles all,

The flat unraised spirits that have dared
On this unworthy scaffold to bring forth
So great an object. Shak., Hen. V., I., ProL

Who sent thither their Ambassadors with presents, who
had there their sea/olds prepared for them, and furnished

according to their states. Pwrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 302.

2t. The gallery or highest tier of seats in a
theater.

In Dekker's day, the price of admission to the galleries,
or sea/olds as they are sometimes called, alike with the pit,

was, at some of the inferior playhouses, one penny only.
J. Nott, in Dekker'6 Gull's Hornbook (rep. 1812), p. 133.

3. A stage or platform, usually elevated, for
the execution of a criminal.

Whensoever there is to be any execution, . . . they erect
a sea/old there, and after they have beheaded the offen-

dours . . . they take it away againe.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 229.

The sea/old was the sole refuge from the rack.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 324.

4. A temporary structure upon which workmen
stand in erecting the walls of a building. See
cut under putlog. 5. An elevated platform
upon which dead bodies are placed a mode of

disposing of the dead practised by some tribes,
as ofNorth American Indians, instead of burial

;

a kind of permanent bier. 6. In embryol., a

temporary structure outlining parts to be sub-

sequently formed in or upon it
;
a framework :

scagliola

as, the cartilaginous scaffold of the skull. Also

xcitffoldiiio. 7. In metal., an obstruction in the
blast-furnace above the twyers, caused by the

imperfect working of the furnace in conse-

quence of insufficient or unsuitable flux, bad
fuel, irregular charging', etc. As the materials un-
der such a scaffold or agglomerated mass descend, this
latter may itself give way and fall down

; this is called
a "slip,' and if such slips occur on a large scale, or are
several times repeated, the furnace may become choked
or "gobbed up" (as it is technically called) to such an
extent as seriously to interfere with or entirely to stop
its working.

Obstructions technically known as scaffolds occur not un-

frequently in blast furnace working, and are often a source
of considerable trouble.

W. H. Greenwood, Steel and Iron, p. 142.

scaffold (skaf'old), r. t. [< scaffold, n.] 1. To
furnish with a scaffold

; sustain; uphold, as with
a scaffold.

After supper his grace . . . came Into the White Hall
within the said Pallays, which was hanged rychely ; the
Hall was scaffolded and rayled on al partes.

Hall, Chron., Hen. VIII., an. 2.

2. To lay or place on a scaffold; particularly, to

place (dead bodies) on a scaffold to decay or
be eaten by birds, as is customary with some
uncivilized tribes.

A grand celebration, or the Feast of the Dead, was sol-

emnly convoked. Not only the remains of those whose
bodies had been scaffolded, but of all who had died on a

journey, or on the war-path, and been temporarily buried,
were now gathered together and interred in one common
sepulchre with special marks of regard.

D. Wilson, Prehistoric Man, xxi. (Encyc. DM.)

scaffoldage (skafol-daj), n. [= F. cchafaudage ;

as scaffold + -age.] A scaffold; a stage; the
timberwork of a stage ; scaffolding.

"I'wixt his stretch 'd footing and the scaffoldage.

Shak., T. and U., 1.3. 156.

scaffold-bracket (skaf'old-brak"et), n. A plate
fitted with claws devised to hold firmly to a

shingled roof to afford support to scaffolding.
scaffoldert (skafol-der), n. [< xeaffold+-er1

.]

A spectator in the gallery of a theater
;
one of

the "gods."
He ravishes the gazing seafolders.

Bp. Hall, Satires, I. ill. 28.

scaffolding (skafol-diug), n. [< scaffold +
-ing

1
.] 1. A frame or structure for temporary

support in an elevated place ;
in building, a

temporary combination of timberwork consist-

ing of upright poles and horizontal pieces, on
which are laid boards for supporting the build-

ers when carrying up the different stages or
floors of a building, or plasterers when execut-

ing their work in the interior of houses. The
scaffolding is struck or removed as soon as

it has answered its purpose. See cut under

putlog.
This was but as the Scaffolding of a new edifice, which

for the time must board, and overlooke the highest bat-

tlements. MUton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst,

2. Materials for scaffolds. Imp. Diet. 3. Figur-
atively, any sustaining part; a frame or frame-

work, as the skeleton; especially, in embryol., a

temporary formation of hard parts to be re-

placed by or modified into a permanent struc-

ture : as, the scaffolding of an embryonic skull.

Sickness, contributing no less than old age to the shak-

ing down this scaffolding ol the body, may discover the in-

ward structure. Pope.

4. In metal., the formation of a scaffold; an

engorgement. See scaffold, 7.

scaffolding-pole (skaf'ol-ding-ppl),
n. In build-

ing, one ot the vertical poles which support the

putlogs and boards of a scaffold. E. H. Knialit.

scaff-raff (skafraf), w. [A loose compound, as

if < scaff+ raff. Cf. riffraff, ruffsctiff.] Refuse
;

riffraff; rabble. Also scaff and raff. [Scotch.]
We wadna turn back, no for half a dizzen o' yon icaff-

raff. Scott, Guy llannering, xxv.

Sitting there hirling at your poor uncle's cost, nae doubt,
wl' a' the scaff and raff o the water side, till sun-down.

Scott, Old Mortality, v.

scaglia (skal'ya), n. [It., a scale, a chip of

stone, etc.: see scale1
.] The local name in

parts of the Italian Alps of a limestone of vari-

ous colors, and of different geological ages.
The typical scaglia is a reddish argillaceous limestone

with a decidedly conchoidal fracture. This rock is of

Jurassic age ; but there is an upper scaglia which is of

the age of the Upper Cretaceous.

scagliola (skal-yo'la), . [Also scaliola ; < It.

seayliaola, dim. of scaf/lia, a scale: see scale1
.]

In arcli., an Italian process for imitating stone,
used for enriching columns and internal walls

of buildings. It is an application of stucco consisting

essentially of a mixture of plaster with glue. '1 he plaster

employed must be as pure and white as possible. Various
colors are given to it by a mixture of metallic oxids. To



scagliola

imitate different kinds of marble, the colors are mixed
with the paste. Breccias are imitated by introducing
fragments of colored stucco; granites and porphyries in

the same way. and also by cutting into the stucco and
lllling the cavities with a paste having the color of the

crystals it is desired to imitate. Sometimes the stucco is

put upon the wall with a brush, as many as twenty coats

being applied. It is then roughly polished, and the cav-

ities and defective places tilled up; and this is done over
and over, until the surface has attained the desired per-
fection ;

a finer polish is then given.

So was [thrown open] the double door of the entrance-
hall, letting in the warm light on the scayliola pillars, the
marble statues, and the broad stone staircase, with its mat-
ting worn into large holes. George Eliot, Felix Holt, i.

scaith (skath), n. A Scotch spelling of scathe.

scaithless (skath'les), a. A Scotch spelling of

scatheless.

scala (ska/la), . [L., a ladder, a flight of steps :

see scale3 .] 1. In sttrg., an instrument for re-

ducing dislocations. 2. PI. scales (-le). In
zoiil. and at/at., one of three cavities of the

cochlea, in man and other mammals winding
spirally around the modiolus or columella of
the ear, as a spiral staircase winds around the
newel : in lower vertebrates much simplified.
3. [cop.] In conch., an old generic name of

wentletraps : same as Scalaria. Klein, 1753.
Scala media, the middle passage of the spiral canal of the

cochlea, separated from the scala vestibuli by the mem-
brane of Reissner and from the scala tympani by the basi-
lar membrane, and containing upon its floor the organ of
Corti. It terminates at both apex and base in a blind

pointed extremity, hut is continuous through the canalis

reunions, near its basal extremity, with the sacculeof the
vestibule. Also called canalis rnembranaceus and cochlear
dud or canal of the cochlea ; the latter two terms, however,
are sometimes restricted to mean respectively the passage
between the tectorial membrane and the basilar mem-
brane and the one between the tectorial membrane and
the membrane of Reissner. Scala tympani, that part of
the spiral canal of the cochlea which is on the under side
of the spiral lamina, and is separated from the scala media
by the basilar membrane. It communicates with the scala
vestibuli at the apex of the modiolus, and is separated from
the tympanum, in the recent state, by the membrane cov-

ering the fenestra rotunda. Scala vestibuli, one of the
three passages of the spiral canal of the cochlea, separated
from the cochlear canal by the membrane of Eeissner.
It begins at the vestibule, and communicates at the apex
of the modiolus with the scala tympani. Also called vet-

tibular passage.

scalable^ska'la-bl), a. [< settle^ + -able.] Ca-

pable of being scaled, in any sense of that
word. Also spelled scaleable.

By peep of day, Monsieur Didum was about the walls of

Wesel, and, finding the ditch dry and the rampart scaleable,
entered. Court and Times of Charles I., II. 27.

SCaladet (ska-lad'), . [Also scalado (after It.

or Sp.); < OP. escalade, F. escalade, < It. scalata

(= Sp. Pg. escalada), a scaling with ladders, <

scalare, scale: see scale*, v. Doublet of esca-

lade."] An assault on a fortified place in which
the soldiers enter by means of ladders

;
an es-

calade.

The nocturnal scalade of needy heroes.

Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

While we hold parley here,
Raise your scalado on the other side ;

But, enter'd, wreak your sufferings.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 3.

We understood for certain afterward that Monsieur La
Tour's fort was taken by assault and scalado.

Winthrop, Hist. New Eng., II. 291.

scalar (ska'lar), n. and a. [< L. scalaris, of or

pertaining to a ladder or a flight of steps, <

scala, scalse, a ladder, flight of steps: see scale^.

Cf. scalary.] I. . In quaternions, a real num-
ber, positive or negative, integral, fractional,
or surd: but some writers lately extend the

meaning so as to include imaginaries. Sir W. R.
Hamilton introduced the word with the meaning "a real

number"; and it tends to confuse the subject to usea word
needed for one purpose to signify something else for which
no new word is needed. Scalar Of a quaternion, a sca-
lar which, being subtracted from the quaternion, leaves a
vector as the remainder.

II. a. Of the nature of a scalar.- Scalar func-
tion. See function. Scalar operation, an operation
which, performed upon a scalar, gives a scalar. Scalar
quantity. See quantity.

Scalaria ( ska-la 'ri-a), . [NL. (Lamarck, 1801),
< L. scalaris, of or pertaining to a ladder or a
flight of steps : see scalar.'] A genus of holosto-
mous ptenoglossate pectinibranchiate gastro-
pods, typical of the

family Scalar i id;e :

the ladder-shells or

u-cntletraps. They
are marine shells, most
ly of warm temperate
and tropical seas, tiir-

reted and costate, or
with many raised cross-
ribs at intervals along
the whorls. The most
celebrated species is S.

pretiosa, formerly COn- Wi-ntletrap (.?, alaria frettoia).
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sidered rare and bringing a large price. Also Scala,
Scalia, Scalariutt, Sealants.

Scalariacea (ska-la-ri-a'sf-s), n. pi. [NL., <

Sealaria + -acea.] Same as Scalariidee.

SCalarian (ska-la'ri-an), a. and . [< Scalarin
+ -an.] I. a. Of of pertaining to Scalaria or
the Scalariides.

II. H. A species of Scalaria.

Scalaridae (ska-lar'i-de), re. pi. [NL.] Same
as Scalariidie.

scalariform (ska-lar'i-form), a. [< L. xcalaria,
a flight of steps' (neut. pi. of ncalaris, of or per-
taining to a ladder or a flight of steps : see sco-

ter), + forma, form.] 1. Shaped like a ladder;
resembling a ladder. Specifically (a) In entom. , not-

ing the venules or small cross-veins of an insect's wings
when they are perpendicular to the longitudinal veins and
placed at regular distances, like the rounds of a ladder.

(6) In bot., noting cells or vessels in which the walls are
thickened in such a way as to form transverse ridges.
These ridges, or alternating thick and thin places, follow
each other with as much regularity as the rounds of a
ladder.

2. In conch., resembling or related to Scalaria;
scalarian.- Scalariform conjugation, in fresh-water
algee, conjugation between several cells of two different

filaments, when the two lie very near one another side by
side. Each cell of each filament sends out a short pro-
tuberance on the side facing the other filament. When
these protuberances meet, the cell-wall becomes absorbed
at the extremity of each, and an open tube is thus formed.
It is the ordinary mode of conjugation in the Mesocarpa-
ceas. Scalariform vessels, vessels in which the walls
are thickened in a scalariform manner. They are espe-
cially abundant in ferns.

Scalariidae (skal-a-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Sca-
luria + -idee.] Afamily of ptenoglossate gas-
tropods whose type genus is Scalaria ; the wen-
tletraps. The animal has elongated tentacles, with eyes
near their external base, a single gill, and many nnciform
or aciculate teeth in each cross-row on the radula ; the
shell is turreted, with the aperture entire and subcircular.
The species are numerous, especially in warm seas. Also
Scaliidai, Scalariacea, Scalaridse. See cut under Scalaria.

scalary (ska'la-ri), a. [< L. scalaris, of or per-
taining to a ladder or a flight of steps: see

scalar^] Resembling a ladder; formed with

steps. [Rare.]
Certain elevated places and scalary ascents.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 13.

scalawag, scallawag (skal'a-wag), n. [Appar.
an altered form of Scalloway, orig. applied to
the diminutive cattle imported from Shetland,
of which Sealloway was the former capital. Cf.

sheltie, a diminutive horse from Shetland. For
the application of the word scalawag, an infe-

rior or worthless animal, to a worthless man.
of. rascal and runt in similar uses.] 1. An
under-sized, scraggy, or ill-fed animal of little

value.
The truth is that the number of miserable "scallawaas

"

Is so great that . . . they tend to drag down all above
themselves to their own level.

New York Tribune (Cattle Report), Oct. 24, 1S64.

2. A worthless, good-for-nothing, or contemp-
tible fellow; a scamp; a scapegrace. The word
was used in the southern United States, during the period
of reconstruction (1865 to 1870 and laterX in an almost
specific sense, being opprobriously applied by the oppo-
nents of the Republican party to native Southerners who
acted with that party, as distinguished from carpet-bagger,
a Republican of Northern origin. [U. S.)

You good-for-nothin' young scalawag.
Haliburton (Sam Slick), Human Nature. (Bartletl.)

I don't know that he's much worth the saving. He
looks a regular scalawag. Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 1>7.

scald1
(skald), v. t.

; pret. and pp. scalded (for-

merly or dial, also scall), ppr. scalding. [< ME.
scalden, schalden, scoldcn, scald, burn (with hot

liquid or with a hot iron), = Icel. skalda =
Norw. skaalda = Sw. skdlla = Dan. skolde,
scald, < OF. escalder. eschauder, F. echauder =
Sp. Pg. cscaldar = It. scaldare, heat with hot

water, scald, < LL. excaldare, wash in hot wa-
ter, < L. ex-, out, thoroughly, + caldus, contr. of

calidus, hot, < calere, be hot: see calid, caldron,
etc., and cf. chafe, ult. from the same L. verb.]
1. To bum or affect painfully with or as with
a hot or boiling liquid or with steam : formerly
used also of burning with a hot iron.

I am scalded with my violent motion.
Shak., K. John, v. 7. 49.

Thick flow'd their tears, but mocked them the more,
And only scall their cheeks which flam'd before.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, vi. 41.

Close to Earth his Face,
Scalding with Tears th' already faded Grass.

Congreve, Death of Queen Mary.

2. To cook slightly by exposure for a short
time to steam or to hot water or some other
heated liquid: as, to scald milk. 3. To sub-

ject to the action of boiling water for the pur-
pose of cleansing thoroughly: as, to scald a tub.

Take ehekyns, scalde horn fayre and clene.
Liber Cure Cocorum, p. 22.

scald-head

To scald hogs and take of their haire, glabrare sues.

Baret.

She 's e'en setting on water to scald such chickens as you
are. Shale., T. of A., ii. 2. 71.

scald 1
(skald), 11. [< scald1

, c.] A burn or in-

jury to the skin and flesh by a hot liquid or va-

por. =Syn. Jlurn, Scald. Seeburnl.

scald2 (skald), w. [An erroneous form of scall,

apparently due to confusion with scald2
, a.]

Scab
;
scall

;
scnrf on the head.

Her crafty head was altogether bald,
And, as in hate of honorable eld,
Was overgrowne with scurfe and filthy scald.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viit 47.

Blanch swears her husband 's lovely, when a scald
Has blear'd his eyes. Herrick, Upon Blanch.

scald2 , a. See scalled.

scald3
,
Skald3 (skald or skald), n. [< ME. scald,

scalde, scawde (= G. skalde = Sw. skald = Dan.

skjald), < Icel. skald, a poet, the accepted word
for 'poet,' but prob. orig. or later used in a de-

preciative sense (as indicated by the derived

skdldi, a poetaster, a vagrant verse-maker, skdld-

fifl, a poetaster ;
cf . skalda, make verses (used in

depreciation), leir-skald, a poetaster (Mr, clay),

skdldskapr, a libel in verse, also (in a good
sense) poetry, etc., skeeldinn, libelous, etc.). Ac-

cording to Skeat, perhaps orig. 'loud talker,'
< skjalla (pret. shall) (= Sw. skalla = G. schal-

len), resound ;
akin to scold : see scold. Accord-

ing to Cleasby and Vigfusson, the name has ref-

erence to libels and imprecations which were in

the heathen age scratched on poles; cf. skalda

(= OHO. scalta, MHG. schalte), a pole, skdld-

stong, also nidhstoitt/ (nidlt, a libel), a pole with

imprecations and charms scratched on it.] An
ancient Scandinavian poet; one who composed
poems in honor of distinguished men and their

achievements, and recited and sang them on

public occasions. The scalds of the Norsemen
answered to the bards of the Britons or Celts.

So proudly the Scalds raise their voices of triumph,
As the Northmen ride over the broad-bosomed billow.

W. Motheruxtt, Battle-flag of Sigurd.

I heard his scalds strike up triumphantly
Some song that told not of the weary sea.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 18.

scald4 (skald), r. A Scotch form of scold.

scald5 (skald), n. [Short for scaldiceed.] A
European dodder, CuscutaEuropxa. Also scald-

weed. [Prov. Eug.]
scaldabancot, [< It. scaldabanro, "one that

keepes a seate warme, but ironically spoken of
idle lecture[r]s that possesse a pewe in the
schooles or pulpet in churches and baffle out

they know not what; also a hot-headed puri-
tane" (Florio, 1611); < scaldare, heat, warm, +
banco, bench : see scald1 and bank2 . The allu-

sion in mountebanka,Tid saltimbanco is different.]
A hot declaimer.
The Presbyterians, those Scalda-bancos or hot declamers,

had wrought a great distast in the Commons at the king.
Bp. Haclcet, Abp. Williams, ii. 182. (Dairies.)

SCaldberry (skald'ber'i), n. The European
blackberry, JHubus fruticosus, which was once
reputed to give children scald-head.
scalder1

(skal'der), n. [< scaldi + -cr1
.] 1.

One who scalds (meat, vessels, etc.).

Or Ralph there, with his kitchen-boys and scalders.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, ii. 8.

2. A pot or vessel for scalding: as, a milk-
scalder.

scalder2t (skal'der or skal'der), n. An errone-
ous form of scald'*.

These practices and opinions co-operated with the kin-
dred superstitions of dragons, dwarfs, fairies, giants, and
enchanters, which the traditions of the Gothic scalden had
already planted.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. diss. i. (Latham.)

scald-fish (skald'fish), n. A marine pleuronec-
tid or flatfish, Arnoglo.tstis laterna : so called,

Scald-fish (A

it is said, from its appearance of having been
dipped in scalding water. Dai/.
scald-head (skald'hed), ii. [< scald?, scalled,
+ head.] A vague term in vulgar use for tinea

favosa, and other affections of the scalp which

superficially resemble it.



scald-head

Mean of stature he [Mahometl was, and evill propor-
tioned ; having ever a scald-head, which made him wear a

white shash continually. Sandy*, Travailes, p. 42.

scaldic (skal'- or skal'dik), a. [< sealtfi + -/V.J

Pertaining to the scalds or Norse poets ;
com-

posed by scalds.

scalding (skal'ding), . [Verbal n. of scald1
, p.]

1. The act or process of burning with hot

liquid or with steam. 2. pi. Things scalded or

boiled, especially while still scalding hot.

Immediately the boy belonging to our mess ran to the

locker, from whence he carried otf a large wooden platter,
and in a few minutes returned with it full of boiled peas,

crying Scoldings all the way as he came.

SmoUett, Rodericick Random, xxv. (Davits.)

scaldino (skal-de'no), n. [It., < scaldare, heat :

see MOU*.] A small covered brazier of glazed
earthenware, used in Italy.

Old Venetian Scaldino.

A man who had lived for forty years in the pungent
atmosphere of an air-tight stove, succeeding a quarter of
a century of roaring hearth fires, contented himself with
the spare heat of a scaldino, which he held his clasped
hands over in the very Italian manner.

W. D. Howells, Indian Summer, xi.

An aged crone with a scaldino in her lap, a tattered
shawl over her he:id, and an outstretched, skinny palm,
guards the portal of every sanctuary.

The Century, XXX. 208.

scaldragt (skald'rag), w. [< scald1
, v., + obj.

ro^1
.] One who scalds or boils rags ;

ascalder:
a nickname for a dyer.
For to he a laundres imports onely to wash or dresse

lawne, which is as much impeachment as to cal a justice
of the peace a beadle, a dyer a scaldragge, or a fish-

monger a seller of gubhins.
John Taylor, Works (1630), II. 166. (HattitceU.)

scaldweed (skald' wed), n. Same as scald6 .

scale 1
(skal), n. [Early mod. E. also skale; <

ME. scale, also assibilated shale, schale, < AS.
scealu, sceale, a scale, husk, = MD. schaele,
D. schaal, a scale, husk, = MLG. schale =
OHG. scala (& or a), MHG. sclutle, schal (a
or a), G. schale, a shell, husk, scale, = Dan.

skal, shell, peel, rind, skeel, the scale of a

fish, = Sw. skal, a shell, peel, rind, = Goth.
skalja, a tile; cf. OF. escale, F. ecale, ecaille

= It. scaglia, a shell, scale (< OHG.); akin to
AS. scale, scdle, MHG. scale, scale, E. scale,

etc., a bowl, dish of a balance, etc. (see scale2 ),

to AS. scyll, scell, E. shell, etc. (see shell), to G.

scholle, a flake (of ice), a clod, etc.
;

< Teut.

/ "skal, *skel, separate, split ;
cf. OBulg, skoltka,

a mussel (-shell), Euss. skala, bark, shell, Lith.

skelti, split, etc. From the same root are ult.

E. scale*, shale 1 (a doublet of scale1 ), shale'*,

shell, scall, scalp
1

, scallop = scollop, scull 1 =
skull\ scull2 = skull2

, skill, etc., skoal (a doub-
let of scale2 ), etc., and prob. the first element
in scabbard*. Cf. scale1

, v.] 1. A husk, shell,

pod, or other thin cover-

ing of a seed or fruit, as
of the bean. 2. Inbot.,
a small rudimentary or
thin scarious body, usu-

ally a metamorphosed
leaf, scale-like in form
and often in arrange-
ment, constituting the

covering of the leaf-buds
of deciduous trees in
cold climates, the involu-
cre of the Composite, the
bracts of the catkin, the
imbricated and thick-
ened leaves which con-
stitute the bulb, and the
like. Also applied in the

Coniferse to the leaves or
bracts of the cone, and

, .,
tO tile Chan On the Stems
nf foiMic *! alcm /.IITCoi terns, toee also cuts
under imbricate and ros-

j * o T "I
m-plattt. 3. In sool.,

a, the scale-like leaves of
the stem of l.athrtea Syua-
maria ; b, the cone with the
Ka |es

-

f Cut*"i* amptr-*>"" ; <-. the imbricate scaie-
like bracts of the spike of Cy-
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an epidermal or exoskeletal structure that is

thin, flat, hard or dry, and of some definite

extent; a piece of cuticle that is squamous,
scaly, or horny, and does not constitute a

hair, a feather, or a horn, hoof, nail, or claw;
a squama ;

a scute
;
a scutellum. All these struc-

tures, however, belong to one class, and there is no ab-

solute distinction. Scales are often of large size and
great comparative thickness or solidity, and may be re-

inforced by bone, in which case they are commonly called
shields or plates. Specifically (a) In ichtft., one of the

particular modifications of epidermis which collectively
form the usual covering, more or less complete, of fishes ;

a fish-scale. They are of many forma and sizes, but
have been sometimes considered under the four heads of

cycloid, ctenoid, ganoid, and placoid, and fishes have been
classified accordingly, as by Agassiz. (Bee cycloid, etc.)

They are developed on the inner side of the general epi-

dermis, but vary greatly in form and other characteris-

tics. In most livlngfishes they are expanded horny lamel-
!;<. and imbricated, the posterior edges of one transverse
row overlapping adjacent parts of the succeeding row.
Growth takes place from a central, subcentral, or posterior
nucleus by increase at the periphery. <Jenerally the ante-
rior part, or base of insertion, is provided with striie or

grooves diverging backward. (1) In numerous fishes

growth takes place in layers and at the posterior edges as
much as at the anterior,
and there are no teeth or
denticles at the posterior
margin : such are called

cycloid scales. (2) When
the posterior margin is

beset with denticles, a
ctenoid scale is the result.

When vestiges of such
teeth or denticles are re-

tained on the surface be-
tween the nucleus and the

posterior margin, the BUT- <*, Cycloid Scale of Caranx, en-

faceistothatextentmuri- laiXed - *.CtenoiciScaieof/^Aij.
t j i *i f . *i enlarged. ft Ganoid Scale of Lefi*cated. Inotherformsthe do*t?us tr*t*cht.s, three fifths nat

growth is almost entirely ural size,

sideways and forward,
and the nucleus is consequently near the posterior edge.
(3) Still other fishes have a hard enameled surface to the
scale, which is generally of a rhomboidal form, and such
a scale is called ganoid; but few modern fishes are thus

armed, though scales of this kind were developed by
numerous extinct forma. (4) When the scales are very

small, or represented by ossified

papillae of the cut is, they are
called placoid; such are found
in most of the sharks. Be-
tween these various types there
are gradations, and there are
also numerous modifications
in other directions. The pres-
ence or absence of scales be-
comes also of slight systematic
importance in some groups, and
the same family may contain

species with a scaleless body
and others with scales of the
ctenoid and cycloid types. The
scales of various fishes, as the

sheepshead, mullet, and drum,
are used in the manufacture of ornamental work, as
mock jewelry, flower-sprays, etc. Pearl-white or essence

d'Orient, used in making artificial pearls, is prepared from
the scales of Alburnus lucidus and other cyprinoid fishes.

(6) In herpet., one of the cuticular structures which form
the usual covering of reptiles proper, as distinguished
from amphibians, as a snake or lizard. These scales are

commonly small, and are distinguished from the special
shields or plates which cover the head, and the large spe-
cialized gastrostege* or urosteges of the under parts, as of a

serpent. They are usually arranged in definite rows or

series, and are also called scutes or scidella. In the Chela-

nia or turtles one of the thin plates of tortoise-shell which
cover the carapace is a scale. See tortoise-shell, (c) In or-

nith. : (1) A reduced feather, lacking locked barbs, and with
flattened stem : as, the scales of a penguin. (-2) A feather
with metallic luster or iridescence, as those on the throat
of a humming-bird. (3) A nasal opercle ; a nariuorn : as.

the nasal scale, (4) One of the large regular divisions of
the tarsal envelop ; a scutellum : the smaller or irregular
pieces being usually called plates, (d) In mammal., one
of the cuticular plates which may replace hairs on much
of the body : as, the scales of a pangolin,

4. Something like or likened to a scale : some-

thing desquamated or exfoliated; a flake
j
a

shell
;
a scab.

In the spiritual conflict of S. Pauls conversion there fell

scales from his eyes that were not perceav'd before.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 7.

Specifically (a) A thin plate of bone ; a scale-like or shell-

like bone : as, the human lacrymal bone is a mere scale; the

squamosal is a thin scale of bone. (6) A part of theperios-
tracum, or epidermal covering of the shell of a niollusk.

(c) One of the broad flat structures, or hemielytra, which
cover some annelids, as the scalebacks, with a kind of

defensive armor, (d) In entom, : (l)Oue of the minute
structures which constitute the covering of the wings of

lepidopterous insects, as the furriness of a butterfly or
moth. These are modified hairs which when well de-

veloped are thin, flat plates, pointed at the end where
they are attached to the surface and generally divided
into a number of long teeth at the other end ; they are set

in rows overlapping each other slightly, like tiles or

shingles on a roof. These scales are ornamented with mi-

croscopic lines, and are of various and often very bright
colors. By covering the transparent membrane of the

wings they form the beautiful patterns much admired in

these insects. See cut in next column, and cut under Lepi-
doptera. (-2) One of the plates, somewhat similar to those on
a butterfly's wing, covering the bodies of most Thysanura
(LepismatidK,Poduridie). (3) One of the little flakes which,
scattered singly or close together, so as to cover the whole
surface in a uniform manner, ornament the bodies and

scale

Placoid Scales of ;

(Odontasfi*

Scales from Wing of Butterfly (fatteua arttiofa), highly magnified.
i, from bolder of anterior wing, above; a, from border of

anterior wing, below.

wing-covers of many beetles, especially species of Cvrcu-
lionida. These scales are frequently mingled with hairs

;

they are often metallic and very beautifully colored. (4)
One of the rudimentary wings of some insects, as fleas,
or some similar process or formation on the thorax : as,
the covering scale, the operculum or tegula of various in-

sects. See tegvla. (5) The shield covering the body of most
female scale-insects (Coccidx), and subsequently, when
the insect dies -and shrivels up, serving to protect the

a. Scales of Cftionasfis finifolia: upon pine-leaves, natural size ;

. scale of male, enlarged ; c, straight scale of female, enlarged ; d,
curved scale of female, enlarged.

eggs and young which are concealed beneath it. (See ac-

companying cut.) It is formed either by an exudation
from the body of the female, or by her cast-off larva-skins
cemented together. Hence (6)Acoccid; a scale-insect:

as, the barnacle scale, Ceroplastes cirripedtformis, common
in Florida. See cutsunder coccus, cochineal, and scale-insect.

(7) A vertical dilatation of the petiole of the abdomen, found
in some ants. Also called nodus or node, (e) One of the

large hard scabs which form in some diseases of the human
skin. (/) One of the metal plates which form the sides of
the frame of a pocketknife, and to which the outer part, of

ivory or other material, is riveted, (g) The crust of oxid
formed on the surface of a metal heated with exposure to

the air : used chiefly with reference to iron, as in the terms
mill-scale, hammer-scale, etc. Black scale, Lecanium
olea, which feeds on the olive, oleander, citron, etc. It

originated in Europe, but is now found in California and
Australia. [Californla.] Chaff scale, Parlatoria per-

gandei, an enemy of the orange and lemon. [Florida.]

Cottony maple-scale. See Pulmnaria. Flat scale, Le-
canium hesperidum, a common greenhouse pest on many
plants in all parts of the world. Fluted scale. See cush-

ton-scale. Long scale, Mytilaspis gloveri, a pest of citrus-

plants, common to southern Europe and the southern
United States. [Florida.] Mining scale, Chionaspis bi-

clavis, which burrows beneath the epidermal layer of

leaves and twigs of various tropical plants. Oleander
scale, AspidwtuH nerii, a cosmopolitan enemy of the olean-
der. Pine-leaf scale, Chionaspis pin\Mi. See figure
above. Purple scale, 3IytHaspis citricola, a pest of citrus-

plants in southern Europe and the southern United States.

[Florida.] Quince scale, Aspidiotus cydonia, which in-

fests the quince in Florida. Ked scale.-^oHtdia aurantii,
a cosmopolitan enemy of the orange. Rose scale, Di-

aspis rosx. San Jos^ scale, Azpidiotus perniciosus, in-

festing the apple and pear on the Pacific coast of the
United States. Scales scaled. See scaled. Scurfy
scale, Chionaspis fur/urus, a common pest of the apple
in the United States. White scale. Same as citshion-

scale. Willow scale, Chionaspis salicis, the common
white-willow bark-louse of Europe and North America.

scale1
(skal), v. ; pret. and pp. scaled, ppr. scal-

in</. [Formerly also skale (Sc. skail); < ME.
scalen, schalen = OHG. skclen, MHG. scheln, G.

xchiilen, shell, = Sw. skala = Dan. skalle, shell,
hull (cf. D. schilleii, pare, peel) ;

from the noun,
but in the mere sense '

separate
'

prob. in part
a secondary form (as if a var. of skill, i:) of the



scale

primitive verb, Tout. / skill, sled, separate: see
scale1

, n.J I. trans. 1. To deprive of scales, as
a fish.

Scalyn fysche. Exquamo, squamo.
Prompt, Pan., p. 442.

Our American neighbors neither allow set-nets, or drift-

nets, on their shores, as they say nets break up the schulls
of herring, and destroy them by scaling that is, rubbing
on

1

their scales, when they are in a large body. Perley.

2. To peel; husk; shell: as, to scale almouds.
3. To pare down or off; shave or reduce, as

a surface.

If all the mountains and hills were scaled and the earth
made even, the waters would not overflow its smooth sur-
face. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, i. 7.

4. In metal., to get rid of the scale or film of

pxid formed on the surface of (a metal), as of
iron plates, in order to obtain a clean surface
for tinning. 5. To clean (the inside of a can-

_ non) by firing off a small quantity of powder.
The two large guns on the after tower were first scaled

with light blank charges. Set. Amer. Supp., p. 8695.

6. To cause to separate ; disperse ;
scatter : as,

to scale a crowd.

Ah, sirrah, now the hugy heaps of cares that lodged in my
mind

Are scaled from their nestling-place, and pleasures passage
find,

For that, as well as Clyomon, Clamydes broke his day.
Peele, Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes.

7. To spill: as, to scale salt; to scale water.
8. To spread, as manure or some loose sub-
stance. [In the last three senses obsolete or
prov. Eng. or Scotch.]

II. intrans. 1 . To separate and come off in
thin layers or laminse

;
become reduced by the

separation or loss of surface scales or flakes.

The creatures that cast their skin are the snake, the vi-

per. . . . Those that cast their shell are the lobster, the
crab. . . . The old skins are found, but the old shells
never ; so as it is like they scale off and crumble away
by degrees. Baton, Nat. Hist, 732.

The pillar [Pompey's] is well preserved, except that it
has xnileii away a very little to the south.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 8.

2. To separate; break up; disperse; scatter.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng. or Scotch.]
They would no longer abide, but scaled, & departed

awaie. Holinshed, Chron., III. 499.

See how they scale, and turn their tail,
And rin to flail and plow, man.

The Battle of Sheri/-Muir, st. 5.

scale2 (skal), . [Early mod. E. also scale; <
ME. scale, skale, also assibilated schale, also

(with reg. change of long a) scoale, scale, < AS.
scale (pi. scedla) (scale t), a bowl, a dish of a
balance, = OS. scdla (scdlal), a bowl (to drink
from), = North Fries, skal, head(-pan) of a
testaceous animal, Fries, skeel, a pot, = MD.
schalle, D. schaal = MLG. schale, a bowl, dish
of a balance, = OHG. scdla (scdla ?), MHG.
schale, schal, G. schale, a bowl, dish, cup, =
Icel. skal, a bowl, dish of a balance, = Sw. skal
= Dan. skaal, a bowl, cup (whence E. skoal,
q. v.); akin to AS. scealu, sceale, a scale, shell,
etc., E. scale1

, and to AS. sci/ll, scell, etc., shell,
E. shell: see scale*, shell, scull*, skull*, sculW,
skulft, etc. The forms have been more or less
confused with those of scale*, and the distinc-
tion of quantity (a and a) is in the early forms
more or less uncertain.] If. A bowl; a cup.

A bassyn, a bolle, other a gcole.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1145.

2. The bowl or dish of a balance
; hence, the

balance itself, or the whole instrument: as, to
turn the scale: generally used in the plural
when applied to the whole instrument.

They buy and sell not with golde, but siluer, and that
not corned, but euery one hath his scales with him to the
Market to weigh his siluer. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 438.

I am one of those indifferent Men that would have the
Scales of Power in Europe kept even.

Howett, Letters, it. 43.

Long time in even scale
The battle hung. Milton, P. L., vi. 245.

3. pi. [cap.] The sign of the Balance, or Libra,
in the zodiac Beam and scales, a balance. Even
scales, scales in which the beam is suspended at the mid-
point of its length, so that the poise and the object bal-
anced must be of the same weight. Pig-metal scales
See pig-metal. Registering scale, a weighing-scale in
which pressure on a stud causes the weight of the object
in the scale to be recorded on a card. E. H. Knight. (See
also platform-scale.)
scale2 (skal), r. *. [< scale?, .] 1. To weigh
in or as in scales; measure; compare; estimate.

You have found,
Scaling his present bearing with his past,
That he 's your fixed enemy. Shak., COT., ii. 3. 257.

"Well," says old Bitters, "I expect I can scale tf fair
load of wood with e'er a man." tMvxM, Fitz Adam's Story.
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2. To weigh; have a weight of: as, the fish

scaled seven pounds. [Colloq.] 3. To make
of the proper or exact weight : as, a scaled pot-
tle of wine. [Colloq. or trade use.]

It is kneaded, allowed to stand an hour, and scaled into

loaves, and baked, the oven being at 400 Fah. to 450 Fah.
Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 140.

Scaled herring, a smoked herring of the best quality.
It must be 7 inches long, and fat. Scaling Off, in bread-

making, the process of cutting off masses of dough and
bringing them to proper weight.

scale3 (skal), 11. [Early mod. E. also skale; <

ME. scale, skale = OF. eschiel, sequele, F. echelle,
a ladder, = Sp. Pg. escala, a ladder, staircase,
scale, = It. scala, a ladder, staircase, scale, <
L. scdla, usually in pi. scdlse, a flight of steps,
stairs, a staircase, a ladder, for *scadla, < scan-

derc, climb: see scan, ascend, descend, etc.
From the L. scdla are also ult. E. scalade, esca-

lade, eschelon, etc. In def. 7 the noun is from
the verb.] 1 . A ladder ; a flight of steps ; any-
thing by means of which one may ascend.

All true and fruitful natural philosophy hath a double
scale or ladder, ascendent and descendent.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 156.

Love refines
The thoughts, and heart enlarges ; ... is the scale

By which to heavenly love thou mayst ascend.

Milton, P. L., viii. 591.

One still sees, on the bendings of these mountains, the
marks of several ancient scales of stairs, by which they
used to ascend them.

Addison, Remarks on Italy (Works, ed. Bohn, I. 445).

2. A series of marks laid down at determinate
distances along a line, for purposes of measure-
ment and computation; also,the rule uponwhich
one or more such series are laid down. 3. In
music: (a) A definite and standard series of
tones within some large limiting interval, like
an octave, selected for artistic purposes. The
first step toward an artistic system of tones is the adoption
of some interval for the division of the infinite possible
range of tones hito convenient sections of equal length. In
Greek music, this unit of division was originally the tetra-
chord

;
in medieval music, the hexachord

; and in modern
music, the octave, though the octave is more or less recog-
nized in all systems. Within the tetrachord, hexachord, or
octave various scales are possible. (See tetrachord and
hexachord.) The abstract method whereby the octave
is divided and the succession of tones ordered within it

is properly called a mode; but when a mode is applied
at some given pitch the concrete result is called a key or
scale (though mode and scale are often used interchange-
ably in the abstract sense). A scale is distinguished from
a key in that it is used simply of the tones of the key
when arranged in order of pitch. The successive tones
of a scale are called degrees; they are usually numbered
from below upward. The first tone or starting-tone is called
the key-note or key-tone. The historic process of scale-in-
vention is, of course, unconscious. The selection of tones
seems to be controlled primarily by an instinctive percep-
tion of their harmonic relations to the starting-tone and
to each other, though limited and modified by a desire to
secure an even melodic succession without too short in-
tervals. When the smallest interval allowed is the whole
step or major second, five-toned or pentatonic scales are
produced, such as are used among the Chinese, in the
older music of various Celtic nations, and by certain semi-
civilized peoples. When the half-step or semitone is tol-

erated, seven-toned or heptatonic scales are produced, as
in the later Greek and all modern systems. When smaller
intervals than the semitone are admitted, scales of more
than seven tones are produced, as among the Hindus, the
Persians, and other Orientals. In modern European mu-
sic two chief forms of scale are used, the major and the
minor, the latter having three varieties. (See model, 7 (a)
(3).) Both forms are termed diatonic. When, for pur-
poses of modulation or of melodic variety, other interme-
diate tones are added, they are called chromatic tones, and
a scale in which all the longer steps of a diatonic scale
are divided by such intermediate tones is a chromatic scale,
containing eleven tones in all. (See chromatic.) Properly
an upward chromatic scale for melodic purposes differs
from a downward, but on the keyboard they are assumed
to be equivalent. In written music, a scale noted in both
sharps and flats, so as to include the nominal constituents
of both an upward and a downward chromatic scale, is
called an enharmonic scale. A chromatic scale for har-
monic purposes includes, in addition to the tones of the
usual diatonic major scale, a minor second, a minor third,
an augmented fourth, a minor sixth, and a minor seventh.
When a scale of either kind is made up of tones having ex-
act harmonic relations with the key-note, it is called exact
orpure ; but the compromise construction of the keyboard
reduces all scales to an arbitrary form, called tempered.
In solmization, the tones of a scale are represented by the
syllables do, re, mi, etc. (See interval, keyboard, solmiza-
twn, and temperament.) (ft) Any particular scale
based upon a given key-note: as, the scale of
G or of F. Unless otherwise qualified, such a scale is
understood to be a major scale. All major scales are es-

sentially similar, except in pitch ; all minor scales also.
On the keyboard, however, there is considerable mechan-
ical difference on account of the varying succession of the
white and black digitals. (See keyl, 7.) (<) Of a voice
or an instrument, same as compass, 5. (a) In
an organ-pipe, the ratio between its width and
its length : a broad scale producing full, sono-
rous tones, as in the open diapason ;

and a nar-
row scale, thin, string-like tones, as in the dul-
ciana. The same usage occurs occasionally in connec-

scale

tion with other instruments, referring to size in relation to
the quality of the tones produced.
4. Succession of ascending or descending steps
or degrees ; progressive series ; scheme of com-
parative rank or order; gradation.
There is in this universe a stair, or manifest scale, of

creatures, rising not disorderly, or in confusion, but with
a comely method and proportion.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, 1. 38.

The higher nature still advances, and preserves his su-

periority in the scale of being. Addison.

In passing down the animal scale, the central spot [of
the eye] is quickly lost. It exists only in man and the
higher monkeys. Le Conte, Sight, p. 75.

5. A system of proportion by which definite

magnitudes represent definite magnitudes, in
a sculpture, picture, map, and the like

; also, a

system of proportion for taxation or other pur-
pose.
He [Governor Van Twiller] conceived every subject on

so grand a scale that he had not room in his head to turn
it over and examine both sides of it.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 149.

6. A system of numeration or numerical nota-
tion. 7. Any graded system of terms, shades,
tints, sounds, etc., by reference to which the

degree, intensity, or quality of a phenomenon
or sense-perception may be estimated. 8f.
The act of storming a place by mounting the
walls on ladders; an escalade or scalade.

Others to a city strong
Lay siege, encamp'd ; by battery, scale, and mine
Assaulting. Milton, P. L., xi. 656.

Accompaniment Of the scale. See accompaniment.
Auxiliary scales, Babylonian scale, binary scale,
diagonal scale, dialing scale. See the adjectives.
Centigrade scale. See thermometer. Character of
scales and keys. See character. Differential scale,
in dig., the difference between unity and the scale of re-
lation. Duodenary, fundamental, harmonic scale.
See the adjectives. Effective scale of Intercalations.
See efective, Fanrenheit scale. See thermometer.
Gunter's scale, a large plane scale having various lines

upon it, both natural and logarithmic, of great use in

solving mechanically by means of a slider problems in

navigation and surveying. It is usually 2 feet long, and
about Ii inches broad. Magnetic scale. See magnetic.
Mannheim scale, an arbitrary scale of four terms, for

estimating and recording the force of the wind, adopted
by the Mannheim Meteorological Association about 1780,
and for a time very widely used by European meteorologi-
cal observers. MiOnnet'S scale (from Mionnet, the
French numismatist, who used it in his "Description de
Mddailles Antiques," published in 1807], an arbitrary scale
often employed by numismatists for measuring coins and
medals. Many English numismatists, however, measure
by inches and tenths of an inch. Octave, plane, pro-
portional scale. See the adjectives. PentatoniC or

quinquegrade scale. See def. 3 (a). Reaumur's
scale. See thermometer. Scale of color, in art, the
combination of colors used in a design. Scale Of hard-
ness, in mineral. See hardness. Scale Of relation, the
polynomial obtained by taking the equation of finite dif-
ferences which subsists between the coefficients of a re-

curring series, by bringing all the terms to one side by
transposition, and by substituting in this expression for
the successive coefficients of the series, beginning with
the highest involved, the successive powers otx. Scotch
scale, a form of pentatonic scale found in old Scotch
melodies. Sliding scale. See slide, v. t. Triangular
scale, a rule of triangular section, differently dividea on its

several edges, so as to afford a choice of scales. It is made
either of steel or other metal, or of boxwood, and is used by
engineers and draftsmen. E. H. Knight. Wind-scale, a
number of descriptive terms systematically arranged for
use in estimating the force of the wind. Scalesof four, six,

seven, ten, and twelve terms have been used by different
meteorological services. Seamen of all nations have very
generally adopted the Beaufort scale, introduced into the
British navy by Admiral Beaufort in 1805. This is a scale
of twelve terms, as follows : 1, light air ; 2, light breeze ;

3, gentle breeze
; 4, moderate breeze ; 5, fresh breeze ; 6,

strong breeze ; 7, moderate gale ; 8, fresh gale ; 9, strong
gale; 10, whole gale; 11, storm; 12, hurricane.

Scale3 (skal), '.
; pret. and pp. scaled, ppr. scal-

iiif/. [Early mod. E. also skale; < ME. scalen =
OF. escheler, escheller = Sp. Pg. escalar = It.

scalare, < ML. scalare, climb by means of a lad-

der, scale, < L. sca/a, a ladder: see scale9
, .]

1. trans. 1. To climb by or as by a ladder
;
as-

cend by steps; in general, to clamber up.
Often have I scaled the craggie Oke.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., December.

My soule with joy shall scale the skies.
The Merchant's Daughter (Child's Ballads, IV. 335).

Other Captains of the English did yet more, for they
scaled Belleperche in the Province of Bourbon.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 126.

How they climb, and scale the steepy Walls !

Cangreve, On the Taking of Namure.

2. To draw, project, or make according to scale
;

represent in true proportions. 3. In Inmber-
iiif/, to measure (logs), or estimate the amount
of (standing timber). [U. S. and Canada.]
4. To cut down or decrease proportionally in

every part; decrease or reduce according to
a fixed scale or proportion: sometimes with
iloirit : as, to scale wages ;

to scale a debt or an
appropriation.



Scale-armor of the Early
Middle Ages. (From Viollet-
le-Duc's "Diet, du Mohilier

(ratals."}

scale

It will require seventeen and one-half years, provided
there be no failure of the bills during that period, and
that the item be not scaled <lf,i.

ii'iir. FraiMin Inst., CXXVI. 340.

II. iiitrans. To afford an ascent, as a ladder
or stairs; lead up by steps or stairs.

Satan from hence, now on the lower stair
That scaled by steps of gold to heaven's gate,
Looks down with wonder. Milton, p. L, 111. 541.

scaleable, . See scalable.

scale-armor (skal'iir"mor), n. Armor consist-

ing of scales of metal
or other hard and resis-

tant substances secured
to a flexible material,
such as leather or linen,
so as to lap over one an-
other. It has been used by
all armor-wearing nations, but
never as the most common
style. In Europe it was intro-

duced as early as the begin-
ning of the twelfth century,
and was not absolutely relin-

quished until the fifteenth,
but never replaced other kinds
or became very common. See
horn-mail. Also called plate-
mail.

Scaleback (skal'bak), . An annelid of the

family Aphroditidx ; a scaleworm; a kind of
marine worm covered with scales or elytra on
the back, as a sea-mouse or sea-ceutiped: as,

the scolopendrine scaleback, Polynoe scolopen-
drina. See cut under Polynoe.
scale-beam (skal'bem), . The beam or lever
of a balance.
scale-bearer (skarbar"er), . A hydrozoan of
the family Khodophysidte.
scale-bearing (skal'bar'ing), a. Having on the
back a series of scales called hcmielytra : spe-
cifically noting certain marine annelids, the
sea-mice or Aphroditidfe.
Scale-board (skal'bord, often skab'ord), . 1.

A very thin board, such as is used for the back
of a picture or a looking-glass.

Pasteboard, millboard, and fcaleboard were included in

the tax. S. Darnell, Taxes in England, II. 78.

2. In printing, a thin strip of wood, less than

type-high, formerly used around pages of type
to aid in getting exact margins and register.
Cardboard is now used for this purpose Scale-
board plane. See plane?.

scale-borer (skal'bor'er), n. A machine for

removing scale from boiler-tubes.

scale-bug (skal'bug), n. Same as scale-insect.

scale-carp (ak&Tkarp), . See carp*, 1.

scaled (skald), a. [< ME. scaled; < sea/*1 +
-prf2.] 1. Having scales, as a fish or reptile;

scaly; squaraate. 2. Having scutella, as a
bird's tarsus; scutellate. See cuts under Goura
and Guttera. 3. Having color-markings which
resemble scales or produce a scaly appearance :

as, a scaled dove or quail. See cuts under
Scardafella and Callipepla. 4. In entom., cov-
ered with minute scales, as the wings of but-
terflies and moths, the bodies of many weevils,
etc. See cut under scale1

,
n. 5. In her., im-

bricated; covered with an imbricated pattern.
See escalloped Scaled pattern, a pattern made by
irregular impressions in the surface, close together, leav-

ing small, rough ridges between them. Scales scaled,
in her.

,
a bearing representing a field imbricated, and hav-

ing every one of the imbrications cusped or lobed with
three or more divisions.

scale-degree (skal'de-gre"), n. See degree, 8

(d), and scales, 3 ( rt )/

scale-dove (skal'duv), . An American dove
of the genus Scardafella, as S. inca or S. srjua-
mata, having the plumage marked as if with
scales. Cones, 1884. See cut under Scarda-

fella.
scale-drake (skal'drak), w. Same as sheldrake.

[Orkneys.]
scale-duck (skal'duk), . See dueV*. C. Swnin-
son, 1885.

scale-feather (skal'feTH"er), . A scaly fea-
ther. See scaled, n., 3 (c), (1) and (2).
scale-fern (skal'fern), . [Also dial, sciilfi ni :

< scale1 + fern 1
.'] Same as scaly fern (which

see, under scaly).
scale-fish (skal'fish), . 1. Same as scabbiird-

fisli, 1. See scalefoot. 2. A dry-cured fish, as
the haddock, hake, pollack, cusk, or torsk, hav-
ing much less commercial value than the cod,
which is distinguished as./(/(. [A fishmongers'
name.]
SCalefoot (skal'fut), n. The scabbard-fish: so
called from the reduction of the ventral fins to
scale-like appendages, being a translation of
the generic name Lepidopiis. See scabbard-fish.
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scale-ground (skiil'ground). . Ground orna-
mented with scalework.
scale-hair (skal'liar), n. In entom., a short,
flattened hair, having the form of a scale:

applied especially to such hairs clothing the
lower surfaces of the tarsi in certain in-

sects.

scale-insect (skal'in'sekt), n. Any insect of
the homopterous family Coccida; a scale: so
called from the appearance they present when
sticking fast to plants, and from the fact that
most of the common forms secrete a large
shield-like scale under which they hide and
feed. The genera and species are numerous, and all are
destructive to vegetation, usually remaining stationary
upon the bark and sucking the sap through their slen-
der beaks. Chionaspi* pintfolife is a common species
throughout the United States, and infests the different

species of Pima. (See cut under scale', n., 4 (d) (6).)

Scalenohedron.

k

Scale-insect. Oyster-shell bark-louse of the apple {Mytilaspis
ptimorum) ; male.

a, ventral view with wings closed; f>, dorsal view with wines ex-

panded ; c, scale (line shows natural size) : rf. leu ; /, antenna! joint.
(All much enlarged.)

Mylilaspi* ponwrmn is the cosmopolitan oyster-shell
bark-louse or scale-insect of the apple, probably origi-

nally European, now found in both Americas, Australia,
and New Zealand. Mealy-winged scale-insects, the
Alev.rod.idx.

scaleless (skal'les), a. [< seali l -f- -/eg*.] Hav-
ing no scales : as, the scaleless amphibians ;

the
scaltlcsx rhizome of a fern.

scale-louse (skal'lous), n. A scale-insect, es-

pecially of the subfamily Diaspinte.
scale-micrometer (skarml-krom"e-ter), n. In
a telescope, a graduated scale fixed in the field

of view to measure distances between objects;
a linear micrometer. E. H. Knight.
scale-moss (skal'mos), n. A popular name for
certain plants of the class Hepaticae, and espe-
cially of the order Jun-

germanniaceie. They re-

semble moss, and grow on
the trunks of trees, in damp
earth, and in similar places,
and are so called from the
scale-like leaves. See Jun-
germannia, Junyermaitni-
acetr, and Hepatictt.

scalene (ska-leV), a.

and n. [= OF. sca-

lene, F. scalene = Sp.
escaleiio = Pg. escale-

no, scaleno = It. sca-

leno,<. ii.scalenus,<: Gr.

GKaf.riv6(, uneven, un-

equal, odd, slanting,
scalene, oblique (rpl-

yuvov aKaA>fi<6v, a sca-

lene triangle); prob.
akin to ano'/.iof, crooked ; oiceA/.6f, crooked-legged ;

,
a leg.] I. a. 1. In math., having three

sides unequal: noting a triangle so
constructed. A cone or cylinder is also
caid to be scalene when its axis is inclined to
its base, but in this case the epithet oblique
is more frequently used. See also cut under
ttttlenohedron.

2. In aitat.: (a) Obliquely situated and un-

equal-sided, as a muscle: specifically said of

the scaleni. See scalenus. (b) Pertaining to
a scalene muscle. scalene tubercle, a prominence
on the inner border of the first rib for attachment of the
scalenus anticus muscle.

II. n. 1. A scalene triangle. 2. One of the
scalene muscles. See scalenus.

Scaleni,". Plural of scalenus.

SCalenohedral (ska-le-no-he'dral), a. [< scale-

nnhedron + -a/.]

'

Pertaining to or having the
form of a Scalenohedron.

The etchings were of very great beauty and perfection,
the outline of the scalenohedral cross sections being in
almost all cases very distinct and free from distortions
of any kind. Amer. Jmir. Sci., 3d ser., XXXIX. 375.

Scale-mosses.

I, Ptilidium ciliare
,- y, Lophoco-

Ua minor. (Both natural size.)

scaling

Scalenohedron (ska-le-no-he'dron), n. [NL..
< Gr. oa?j?i'<if, uneven, 4- eipa,~ seat, base.]
In crystal., a twelve-aided form
under the rhombohedral division
of the hexagonal system, in which
the faces are scalene triangles. It

is regarded as a hemihedral form
of the double twelve-sided pyra-
mid. See In mihedral.

scalenon (ska-le'non), a. [< Gr.

OKa'Arfvov (sc. rpiyuvov), neut. of rreu-

?1v6c, scalene: see scalene, scalr-

ii n m.
~\

Scalene.
A triangle . . . must be neither oblique,

nor rectangle, neither equilateral, equi-
crural, nor tcalenon.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. vii. 9.

scalenous (ska-le'nus), a. [< L.

scalenus, scalene: see scalene.'] Same as sca-
lene.

Scalent (ska'lent), n. In geol., the name giveil
by H. D. Rogers to a division of the Paleozoic
series in Pennsylvania. It forms, with the Preme-
ridian, the upper part of the Upper Silurian, and is the
equivalent of the Unondaga shales of the New York Sur-

vey.

scalenum (ska-le'nnm), . [NL., < Gr. am/u?v6v
(sc. rpiyuvov), neut. of aKa?.rfv6r, scalene: see

scalene, scalenon."} A scalene triangle.

Suppose but a man not to have a perfect exact idea of
a right angle, a scalenum, or trapezium.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. xii. IS.

scalenus (ska-le'nus), .; pi. scaleni (-m). [NL.
(sc. musculus), < Gr. anal.itvof, uneven : see sca-

lene.] A scalene muscle Scalenus anticus, me-
dius, and postlcus, the anterior, middle, and posterior
scalene muscles three muscles in man connecting the
transverse processes of the six lower cervical vertebra) with
the first and second ribs. They assist in respiration, and
belong to the group of muscles called prevertebral. Also
called respectively preecalemis, mediscalenui, and //>,-
If, i at. See first cut under mueclel.

scale-pattern (skal'pat'ern), n. and a. I. n.

An imbricated pattern.
II. a. Imbricated; having a pattern resem-

bling scales : as, a scale-pattern tea-cup.

scale-pipette (skal'pi-pet"), . A tubular pi-
pette with a graduated scale marked on it, for

taking up definite quantities of liquid.

scale-quail (skal'kwal), . An American quail
of the genus Callipepla, as C. s<jnamata, having
scale-like markings of the plumage. Coves,
1884. See out under Callipepla.

sealer1
(ska'ler), ?i. [< scalet + -er1 .] 1. One

who scales fish ; distinctively, a person in the
act of scaling, or who makes a business of it:

used specifically of the scaling of menhaden.
2. An instrument resembling a currycomb and
usually made of tin, used for removing scales
from fish. 3. An instrument used by dentists
in removing tartar from the teeth.

sealer2 (ska'ler), B. [< scales + -er1 .] One
who scales or measures logs.
scale-shell (skal'shel), B. A bivalve mollusk
of the family Leptonidse. See cut under Lep-
tonidse.

Scale-Stone (skal'ston), n. Tabular spar, or
wollastonite.

SCaletail (skal'tal), n. An animal of the genus
Anomalurus. See Anomalurida.
The scale-tails are unmistakably sclurine.

Stand. Xat. Hist., V. 132.

scale-tailed (skal'tald), a. Having scales on
the under side of the tail: noting the Anoma-
luridse. Cones. See cut under Anomaluridse.

scale-Winged (skal'wingd), a. Having the

wings covered with minute scales
; lepidopter-

ous, as a moth or butterfly : specifically noting
the Lepidoptera. Also scaly-winged. See cuts
under Lepidoptera, and scale1

, n., 4 (d) (1).

scalework (skal'werk), . 1. Objects or parts
of objects consisting of scales lapping over
one another, as in a kind of armor. See
scale-armor. 2. Imbrication; imbricated or-

nament.
scaleworm (skal'werm), n. A scaleback.
scaliness (ska'li-nes), n. Scaly character or
condition.

scaling1
(ska'ling), n. [Verbal n. of scale1

, c.]

1. The process of removing incrustations of
salt and other foreign matters from the inner
surface of boilers. 2. In metal-working, the
first process in making tin-plate, in which the

plates are placed in a bath of dilute muriatic
acid and then heated in a scaling-furnace to

remove the scale. 3. The act or process of

removing the scales of fish.

scaling1
(ska'ling), a. Liable to rub the scales

off fish, as some nets.



scaling

scaling- (ska'ling), n. [Verbal n. of scute-, </]

The process of adjusting sights to the guns on
board of a ship.

scaling-bar (sKa'ling-bttr), . A bar or rod for

removing the incrustation or scale from heat-

ing-surfaces, as from the surface of a steam-
boiler.

SCaling-furnace(ska'ling-fer'
/
nas), H. Iiimi-tiil.,

a furnace or oven in which plates of iron are
heated for the purpose of scaling them, as in

the preparation of plates for tinning.
scaling-hammer (ska'ling-ham"er), n. A ham-
mer for the removal of scale.

scaling-knife (ska'ling-nlf), . A knife used
to remove scales from fish. It is sometimes
made with a serrated edge.

scaling-ladder (ska'liug-lad"er), H. 1. A lad-

der used for the escalade of an enemy's fortress.
Besides an ordinary ladder with hooks at the upper end
and similar fittings, which is the common kind, scaling-
ladders have been made with braces to support them at
the proper angle and wheels by which the whole structure
was run close up to the walls. They are now used chiefly
for descending the height of the counterscarp Into the
ditch.

2. In her., a bearing representing a ladder hav-

ingtwo pointed hooks at the tops of the uprights
and two pointed ferrules at the bottom. 3.
A firemen's ladder used for scaling buildings.
See ladder.

scaling-machine (ska'ling-ma-shen"), H. Same
as sealer, 2.

scaliola, n. See scagliola.
scall (skal), n. [Early mod. E. also skull, ska I,

scaule ; < ME. skalle, scalte, scalde. a scab, scab-

biness, eruption (generally used of the head), <

Icel. skalli, a bald head; of. skollottr, bald-

headed; Sw. skallig, bald, lit. having a smooth
roundish head, like a shell, < Icel. *skal, Sw.
Dan. skal, a husk, shell, pod, = AS. seealu,

sceale, a shell-husk (cf. F. tele, a head, ult.

< L. testa, a shell) : see scale1
. Cf. scalled.']

1. A scaly eruption on the skin; scab; scurf;
scabbiuess.

Under thy longe lockes thou maist have the scalle,
But after my making thou write more trewe.

Chaucer, Scrivener, 1. 3.

It is a dry scall, even a leprosy upon the head.
Lev. xiii. 30.

2. In mining, loose ground; rock which easily
becomes loosened, on account of its scaly or
foliated structure. [Cornwall, Eng.] Dry scall,
psoriasis, scabies, and other cutaneous affections. Moist
scall, eczema. Compare scald?, n.

scallt (skal), a. [Abbr. or misprint of scallecl.~]

Mean; paltry.
To be revenge on this same scall, scurvy, cogging com-

panion. Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 1. 123.

scallawag, . See scalawag.
scalled, scald'-* (skald), a. [< ME. scalled,

skalled; < scall + -ed
1

*. Prob. in part dependent
on the orig. noun, < Sw. Dan. skal, etc., shell (see

scale*); cf. Dan. skaldel, bald.] 1. Scabby; af-

fected with scald: as, a scald head.
With scaled browes blake and piled berd.

Chaucer, Gen. 1'rol. to C. T., 1. 627.

If [she have] a fat hand and scald nails, let her carve the

less, and act in gloves. B. Jonson, Epiccene, iv. 1.

Hence 2. Scurvy; mean; paltry; wretched;
contemptible.
Would it not grieve a King ... to have his diadem
Sought for by such scald Knaves as love him not?

Marlowe, Taraburlaine the Great, I., ii. 2.

Other news I am aduertised of, that a scald trivial lying
pamphlet, cald Greens Groatsworth of Wit, is given out
to be of my doing.

Nashe, quoted in Int. to Pierce Fenllesse, p. xv.

Your gravity once laid

My head and heels together in the dungeon,
For cracking a scald officer's crown.

Fletcher (and others), Bloody Brother, i. 1.

Scald crow, the hooded crow.

scallion (skal'yon), n. [Formerly called, more
fully, seal-lion onion; early mod. E. also skallion,
scalion ; < ME. scalt/oii, scalone (also scalier) =
D. sehalonge = It. scalogna (Florio), scalogno
= Sp. ascalonia, escalona, < L. Ascalonia csepa,
ML. ascalonia, or ascalonitim (so. allium), the
onion of Ascalou; fern, or neut. of Ascalonius,
of Ascalon, < Ascalo(n-),- < Gr. 'Am&fav, Asca-
lon in Palestine. Cf. shallot, from the same
source.] The shallot, Allium Ascalonicum, espe-
cially a variety majiis; also, the leek, and the
common onion when sown thick so as not to
form a large bulb.

Ac ich haue porett-plontes perselye and scalones,
Chibolesand chiruylles and chines sam-rede.

Pier* Plowman (C), ix. 310.

Slvot, a scallion, a hollow or vnset Leeke. Cotgrave.
Let Peter Onion (by the infernal gods) be turned to a

leek, or a scalliun. B. Junmn. Case is Altered, iv. :i.

Scallop (fftntn'fff

pusio).
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SCallion-facedt (skal'vim-fast), a. Having ;i

mean, scurvy face or appearance.
His father's diet was new cheese and onions, . . . what

a scallion-Saced rascal 'tis !

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ii. 1.

scallop (skol'- or skal'op), n. [Also scollop, and

formerly scollup, early mod. E. scaloppe (also
in more technical use escallop, cscalop) ;

< ME.
scalop, skaloji, < OF. escalope, a shell, < MD.
schelpe, D. schelp = LG. seltelpe, sclnilpe, a

shelf, esp. a scallop-shell: see scalp
1
."] 1. A

bivalve mollusk of the fam-

ily Pectinidae; any pecten.
There are many species, recent
and fossil, among them Pecten

maximus, of great size, and P. jaco-
bieus, the St. James's shell. They
are used for food and for other pur-
poses. A common scallop of the
Atlantic coast of the United States
is P. irradians. P. tenuicostattts

is a large species of the United
States, used for food, and its shells

for domestic utensils. Ilinnites //"
-

sio is a different style of scallop from
these, very prettily marked. See
also cut under Pectinidx.

Oceanus . . . sits triumphantly in the vast (but queint)
shell of a siluer scollup, reyning in the heads of two wild
sea-horses.

Dekker, London's Tempc (Works, ed. Pearson, IV. 119).

And luscious 'Scallops to allure the Tastes
Of rigid Zealots to delicious fasts.

Gay, Trivia, 11. 417.

2. One of the valves of a scallop or pecten ;
a

scallop-shell, as a utensil; also, a scallop-shell
as the badge of a pilgrim. See scallop-shell.

My palmers hat, my scallops shell,

My crosse, my cord, and all, farewell !

Herricit, On Himselfe.

Religion . . . had grown to be with both parties a po-
litical badge, as little typical of the inward man as the scal-

lop of a pilgrim. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 39!).

3. In her., the representation of a scallop.
4. A small shallow pan in which fish, oysters,

mince-meat, etc., are cooked, or are finally
browned after being cooked. This was originally
a large scallop-shell : it sometimes is so still, or is made
in the exact form of such a shell.

5. One of a number of small curves resembling
segments of circles, cut by way of ornament on
the edge of a thing, the whole simulating the
outer edge of a scallop-shell.

Bases and buskins cut likewise at the top into sillier

M0MBK,
Dekker, London's Tempe (Works, ed. Pearson, IV. 119).

6. A lace band or collar scalloped round the

scalp

scallpped-hooktip (skoi'opt-huk'tip). . A
British moth, Platypteryx laecrtula.

scalloped-oak (skol'opt-ok), . A British geo-
mctrid moth, OrooaUu iliiii/iniria.

scalloper (skol'- or skal'op-er), tt. One who
gathers scallops. Also spelled scolloper.

The scallopers will tell you everywhere that the more
they [scallops] are raked the mere abundant they become.

Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 570.

scalloping (skol'- or skal'op-ing), w. [Verbal
n. of yea 11op, r.] The act or industry of taking
scallops.

scalloping-tool (skol'op-ing-tol), n. In saddlery,
a tool for forming an ornamental edge on lea-

ther straps.

Scallop-moth (skol'op-moth), w. A collectors'

name in England for certain geometrid moths.
Seodiona belgiaria is the gray scallop-moth.

scallop-net (skol'op-net), n. A small dredge-
like net used for taking scallops. [New Bed-

ford, Massachusetts.]
scallop-shell (skol'op-shel), . [Also eseallop-
shell; early mod. E. xcaloppe-shell ; < scallop +
shell. ] 1 . A scallop, or the shell or valve of one .

The scallop-shell was the badge of a pilgrim.

Compare cockle-shell.

And in thy hand retaining yet
The pilgrim's staff and scallop-xhell !

WhiUier, Daniel Wheeler.

2. A British geometrid moth, Eucosmia ttiiilu-

lata.

scallyt (ska'li), a. [< scall + -yi.] Scalled :

scurfy; scald.

Over its eyes there are two hard scally knobs, as big as
a man's fist. Dam-pier, Voyages, an. 1676.

scalma (skal'ma), n. [NL., < OHG. scalmo,
scelmo, pestilence, contagion: see schelm.] An
obscure disease of horses, recently (1885) de-

scribed and named by Professor Dieckerhoff of
Berlin . It manifests itself by coughing, difficult breath-

ing, paleness of the mucous membranes, loss of strength,
fever, and more rarely pieuritis. The disease is more or
less contagious in stables. Recovery takes place within
three or four weeks.

scalonet, A Middle English form of scallion.

scalopt, A Middle English form of scallop.

Scalops (ska'lops), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800), <

Gr. cmi/lo^, a mole, < maU.ew, stir up, dig.] A
genus of American shrew-moles of the subfam-

ily Talpinep, having the median upper incisors

Made myself fine with Capt. Ferrers' lace band, being
lothe to weal* my own new scallop, it is so tine.

Pepys, Diary, Oct. 12, 1662.

Scallop budding, in hori., a method of budding per-
formed by paring a thin tongue-shaped section of bark
from the stock, and applying the bud without divesting it

of its portion of wood, so that the harks of both may ex-

actly fit, and then tying it in the usual way.

scallop (skol'- or skal'op), v. t. [Also scollop

(also in more technical use escallop) ;
< scallop,

n.] 1. To mark or cut the edge of into convex
rounded lobes, (a) Regularly, as for ornamental pur-
poses. Compare invected. (b) Irregularly, in a general
sense. See the quotation.

Have I for this with labour strove,
And lavishM all my little store,

To fence for you my shady grove,
And scollop every winding shore?

Shenstone, Ode after Sickness.

2. To cook in a scallop; hence, specifically, to
'

th crumbs, seasoning, and
on the top : as, to scallop

/V, J. \J WVA iii Oi BVOUV
prepare by mixing with crumbs, seasoning.'and
baking until browned
fish or meat.
The shell [of the scallop Pecten maximus] is often used

for scalloping oysters. E. P. Wright, Anim. Life, p. 555.

scallop-crab (skol'op-krab), . A kind of pea-
crab, Pinnotheres pectinicola, inhabiting scal-

lops.

scalloped (skol'- or skal'opt), )>. a. [Also scol-

loped ; < scallop + -ed2 .] 1. Furnished with a

scallop; made or done with a scallop. 2. Cut
at the edge or border into segments of circles.

A wide surbased arch with scalloped ornaments.

Gray, To Mason. (Latham.)

3. In her., same as escalloped.

It may be known that Monteth was a gentleman with
a scalloped coat. W. King, Art of Cookery, Letter v.

4. In l>ot., same as crenate^, 1 (a). 5. Cooked in

a scallop. Scalloped kalanchoe. See Kalanchoe, 1.

Scalloped oysters, oysters baked with bread-crumbs,
cream, pepper, salt, nutmeg, and a little butter. This
was at first literally done in distinct scallop-shells, and
afterward in a dish for the purpose called a scallop.

SCalloped-hazel (skol'opt-ha"zl), . A British

geometrid moth, Odontopera liidentata.

American Shrew-mole (Sralefs ayitaticits).

enlarged and rodent-like, the nose not fringed,
and the dental formula 3 incisors, 1 canine, 3

premolars, and 3 molars on each side above, and
2 incisors, no canine, 3 premolars, and 3 molars
on each side below. It includes the common mole or
shrew-moleof the United States, S. aquaticus, of which the

silvery mole, S. araentatus, is a western variety. The other
moles of the same country, formerly referred to Scalops,
are now placed in Scapanw. See shrew-mole.

scalp1
(skalp), n. [Early mod. E. also skalp; <

MET scalp, the top of the head ; cf . MD. schelpe,
a shell, D. schelp, a shell, = LG. schelpe, sclntlp'
= OHG. sceliva, MHG. sehclfe, G. dial, sclielfe,

husk, scale, = Icel. skalpr, a sheath, = Sw. skulp,
a sheath (cf. Olt. scalpo = F. scalpe, scalp, =
G. scalp = Dan. skalp, scalp, all appar. < E. ?);

with an appar. formative -p, from the same base
as E. scale*, scale%, shell, and skull1 : see scale1

,

scale?, shell, skulfi. Doublet of scallop, scollop,

q. v.] If. The top of the head ; the head, skull,
or sconce.

The scalps of many, almost hid behind,
To jump up higher seem'd, to mock the mind.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1413.

2. The integument of the upper part of the
head and associated subcutaneous structures

;

the skin, the occipitofrontalis muscle, and its

broad fascia-like tendon and connective tissue,
with their vessels and nerves, together form-

ing the covering of the skull, and freely mov-
able upon the subjacent bones.



scalp
The scalp had been partially despoiled of hair from the

disease. J. M. Camochan, Operative Surgery, p. 43.

3. The scalp or a part of it, together with the
hair growing upon it, cut or torn from the head
of a living or dead person. Among the North
American Indians scalps are taken as trophies
of victory.
Hurons and Oneidas, who speak the same tongue or

what may be called the same, take each other's scalps.
J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xix.

He had been for the Indians an object of particular
notice, on account of the long flowing hair which curled
down on his shoulders, and which made it a very desirable
Molp- Qayarre, Hist Louisiana, I. 427.

4. The skin of the head of a noxious wild ani-
mal. A bounty has sometimes been offered
for wolves' scalps. 5. The head or skull of a
whale exclusive of the lower jaw. 6. In lier.,
the skin of the head of a stag with the horns
attached : a rare bearing.
scalp 1

(skalp), v. t. [= F. scalper, scalp, > D.
scalpereii = Q. slcalpiren = Dan. skalpere = Sw.
skalpera; from the noun. The similarity of
this verb with L. scalpere, cut, carve, scratch,
etc. (see scalpel), is accidental.] 1. To deprive
of the scalp ; remove the scalp of. The scalping
of slain or captured enemies is a custom of the North
American Indians. The scalp being grasped by the scalp-
lock, a circular cut is made with the scalping-knife, and
the skin is then forcibly torn off ; the operation requires
but a few seconds at the hands of an expert.
Hence 2. To skin or flay in general ; denude;
lay bare ; specifically, to deprive of grass or turf.

[U. 8.]

The valley is very narrow, and the high buttes bound-
ing it rise, sheer and barren, into scalped hill-peaks and
naked knife-blade ridges.

T. Roosevelt, The Century, XXXV. 655.

Many a good in-fleld [for base-ball] has no turf on it, and
is called a /scalped Held. St. Nicholas, XVII. 556.

3. In milling: (a) To separate (the fuzzy growths
at the ends of the berries of wheat or other
grain) by attrition and screening, with or with-
out the employment of aspirators. (6) To sepa-
rate, after the first operation of the breaking-
rolls (the broken wheat, semolina, and break-
flour), and after each subsequent use of the
breaking-rolls (making in some schemes of
milling six separate operations) to treat (the
products) in the same manner with sieves,
bolts, or screens of different grades of fineness.

4. To sell at less than official or recognized
rates, by sharing the commission or profit with
the purchaser, or by purchasing cheap and
asking only a small advance: as, to scalp rail-

way-tickets. [Colloq. or trade use.]
A corporation like the Pennsylvania Railroad must pro-

tect itself against loss through scalping by the ample pun-
ishment for the crime which the laws of the State seem
to provide for the scalper himself.

The Nation, Oct. 5, 1882, p. 276.
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gans or hair-like lancets contained in the pro-
muscis of hemipterous insects. The upper
pair of scalpella are homologous with mandi-
bles, the lower pair with maxillse. 2. [cap.']

scammel
with the fronds cut nearly or quite down to the rachis
into alternate, blunt, broadly oblong or roundish lobes,
which are coated on the lower surface with a dense cover-
ing of small reddish-brown membranaceous scales (whence
the name). See cettrach. Also called scale-fern and milt-.""."; L"'7'-J me name). Bee celtmch. Also cnlltcl scale-fern and milt-A genus ot thoracic cirripeds of the family waste. Scaly tetter, psoriasis.

Pollicipcdidae, related to Iblu, and notable in Scaly-winged (ska'li-wingd), a. Same as scule-

presenting in some species the sexes distinct, winged.
in others hermaphrodites with complemeutal Scamblet (skam'bl), . [Also assibilated sham-
males. ble (see shamble) ;

< ME. *scamlen (in verbal n.males.

scalper 1

(skal'per), . [< scalp* + -erl.] 1. One
who scalps, or takes a scalp. 2. In milling, a
machine or apparatus for scalping. ( ) A machine
for removing the fuzz from the ends of grain, as wheat or
rye, and for cleaning oft the surface-impurities accumu-
lated in the fuzz, and the dirt which gathers in the creases
of the berries, called crease-dirt. Such machines usually
act by attrition upon the surfaces of the grain without
crushing the latter. (6) A sieve, bolt, or screen used to
separate different grades of broken wheat, semolina, and
break-flour, and also to separate impurities and bran dur-
ing various stages of roller-milling, (c) A machine for
operating a sieve, bolt, or screen, or a combination of sift-

ing or screening devices, for separating grades of Hour,
semolina, broken wheat, break-flour, bran, and impuri-
ties in the manufacture of wheat-, rye-, and buckwheat-
flours.

3. One who sells at less than official or recog-
nized rates; specifically, a dealer in railway
and other tickets who shares his commission
with his customer, or who purchases unused
tickets and coupons at cheap rates, and sells
them at a slight advance, but for less than the
official price ; a ticket-broker. [U.S.]

scamling) ; origin uncertain. Cf. 'scampi and
MMHfwrfl.J I. in trans. I. To stir about in an
eager, confused way; scramble; struggle for
place or possession.
Thus sithe I have in my voyage suffred wracke with

I lisses, and wringing-wett scumbled with life to the
shore, stand from mee, Nausicaa, with all thy traine, till
I wipe the blot from my forhead, and with sweete springs
wash away the salt froth that cleaves to my soule.

Gossan, Schoole of Abuse (1579). (Ualliwell. )

These court feasts are to us servitors court fasts such
scamltling, such shift for to eate, and where to eate.

Marston, The Fawne, ii. 1.

2. To shift awkwardly; sprawl; be awkward;
be without order or method.

II. trans. 1. To mangle; maul.

My wood was cut in patches, and other parts of it
scanMed and cut before it was at Its growth.

Mortimer, Husbandry.
2. To scatter; squander; dissipate.

Dr. Scambler had scumbled away the revenues thereof
mciai price; aticKet-broker. [U.S.] [i. e., of Norwich). Fuller, Worthies, London, II. 367.

With the eternal quarrel between railroads and scalpers 3. To collect together without order or method
passengers have nothing to do Much more . . ,)ei tauM>i after m

urn, Oct. 5, 1882, p. 276.
Holimhed, Chron., Ep. Ded.

SCalper2t (skal'per), n. [< L. scalper (scalpr-), I cannot tell, but we have scambled up
also scalprum, a knife, chopper, chisel (of shoe- More wealth by far than those that brag of faith,

makers, surgeons, husbandmen,sculptors,etc.), Marlowe, Jew of Malta, i. i.

< scalpere, cut, carve, engrave.] An instrument Scamblet (skam'bl), n. [(scumble, v.] A strug-
of surgery, used in scraping foul and carious gle wHh others; a scramble.

scamblert (skam'bler), n. [< scamble +
[< "scalp- 1. One who scambles. 2. A bold intruder

bones
; a raspatory.

SCalping-iront (skal'ping-I"ern), n.

ing, verbal n. of scalp'3, v., + iron.'] Same as
scalper*. Miiisheu. A scambler, in its literal sense' is one'who gi

SCalping-knife (skal'ping-nlf), . A knife used among his friends to get a dinner, by the Irish

of North America for scalping
C08herer- Steepen*, Note on Shakspere's Much

uww.ir*U5 J^UAAVf yont

by the Indians of

upon the generosity or hospitality of others.
A scambler, in its literal sense, is one who goes about

called a

Ado, v. 1.merica for scalping
C08herer

;

Sterns, Note on Shakspere's Much Ado, v. 1.

their enemies. It is now usually a common Scamblingt (skam'bling), n. [Also scamling;
as formerly a sharp

verbal n. of scamble, v.] An irregular, hastysteel butcher's knife, but was formerly a sharp
stone.

scalping-tuft (skal'ping-tuft), n. A scalp-lock.
His closely shaven head, on which no other hair than the

well-known and chivalrous scalping-tuft was preserved,
was without ornament of any kind, with the exception of
a solitary eagle's plume.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, iii.

scalpless (skalp'les), a. [< scalpi + -less.] 1.

Having no scalp, as a person who has recovered
after being scalped. 2. Bald; bald-headed.
A cap of soot upon the top of his scalpless skull.

Kingsley, Alton Locke, vi.

meal; a "scratch" meal.
Other some have so costly and great dinners that they

eat more at that one dinner than the poor man can get at
three scamlinos on a day.

Bp. PilHnffton, Works (Parker Soc.), p. 558. (Dames.)

scamblingt (skam'bling), p. a. [Ppr. of scam-
ble, r.] Scrambling; struggling; disorderly;
without method or regularity.

But that the scumbling and unquiet time
Did push it out of farther question.

Shale., Hen. V., L 1. 4.

A fine old hall, but a scamKing house. Evelyn.

5. In Amer. polit. slang, to destroy the politi-
cal influence of, or punish for insubordination
to party rule.

scalp2
(skalp), . [Also (Sc.) scaup; appar.

connected with sealpl (D. schelp, a shell, scal-
lop, etc.), but prob. not identical with it.] A
bed of oysters or mussels.

Spalp
3
t (skalp), e. t. [Found only in verbal n.,m comp., scalping-iron ; < L. scalpere, cut, carve.

Cf. scalper
1

*, scalpel.] To cut or scrape. See
scalping-iron.

scalpel (skal'pel), n. [< F. scalpel = Pr. sca-
pel = Sp. escalpelo = Pg. escalpello = It.

scarpello, < L. scalpeUum, a surgical knife, a
scalpel, dim. of scalprum or scalper, a knife-
see scalper^.] A small light knife, which may
be held like a

pen, used in

anatomical dis-

section and in

surgical operations, having the back of the
blade straight or nearly so, the edge more or
less convex, and the point sharp. Such a knife
s distinguished from a bistoury. The handle is light and
thin, long enough to pass beyond the knuckles when the
knife is held in its usual position, and commonly of bone,
ivory, or ebony. A special heavy form of scalpel is called
a cartilage-knife.

scalpella, . Plural of scalpeUum, 1.

scalpellar (skal'pe-lar), a. [< scalpeUum +
-ar''.] Of or pertaining to the scalpella of
hemipterans.
SCalpelliform (skal-pel'i-fdrm), a. [< L. scal-
peUum, a surgical knife (see scalpel), + forma,
form.] In lot., having the form of the blade
of a scalpel or a penknife. [Bare.]
scalpeUum (skal-pel'nm), . [NL., < L. scal-
pellnm, a surgical knife: see scalpel] 1 PI.
scalpella (-a). One of the four filamentous or-

scalp-lock (skalp'lok), n. A long lock or tuft Spambling-dayst (skam'bling-daz), n.pl. Days
of hair left on the scalp by the North American i" Lent when no regular meals were provided,

but every one scrambled and shifted for himself
as best he could. Hiilliwell.

vit no/At, ic-i-u VMJ. liUC OlJOjlJJ U\ LLLV i.1 UILU XVUltTrlUelll

Indians, as an implied challenge to an enemy
to take it if he can .

Their "
service of Meat and Drynk to be servyd upon

the Scamh/ruje-Days in Lent Yerely, as to say, Mondays
and Setterdays," was for "i Gentilmen and vj Childre of
the Chapell iiij Measse." Babees ooi(E. E. T. S.), p. xciii.

icamblingly (skam'bliug-li), ado. With eager
struggling ; strugglingly.

Scamblingly, catch that catch may. Cotgram.

scamel. scammel (skam'el), . [Origin ob-
scure.] A bar-tailed godwit. See godwit. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]

Sometimes I'll get thee
Young xanu-ls from the rock.

Shak., Tempest, U. 2. 176.

Scammel, ... a name given to the female bird by the
gunners of Blakeney.

C. Swainson, British Birds (1885), p. 199.

rifonn'iSr
S
o
C
f

a
a scamillus (ska-mil'us), n.

; pi. scamilU (-1). [L.,

S'one'haif'nan!- ^m ' ^ scamllum
t bench, stool, step, also a

ii" ridge or balk left in plowing: see shamble1.]
1. In Gr. arch., a part of a block of stone, as
of the lower drum or the capital of a Doric
column, made to pro-
ject slightly by the

beveling of the edge
or edges of its bearing
face, that the edges of

Loosely on a snake-skin strung,
In the smoke his scalp locks swung
Grimly to and fro.

Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook, ii. . - ^~

scalpriform (skal'pri-form), . [< L. scalprum, scamblingly (skam'bliug-li), ade
a knife, chisel, + forma, form.]

* ** *PMH.*.
Chisel-shaped ; having the char-
acter of a chisel-tooth

; truncate
at the end and beveled there to a

sharp edge : specifically said of
the incisor teeth of rodents, and
the similar teeth of a few other
mammals. See chisel-tooth, and
cut under Geomyidse.

scalt. An obsolete or dialectal

preterit and past participle of
scald1 .

1. Covered with scales; pro-
ralslze -

vided with scales
;
scaled ; squamate ;

scutel-
late.

The scaly Dragon, beeing else too lowe
For th' Elephant, vp a thick tree doth goe.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 6.

2. Scale-like; of the nature of a scale; squa-
mous. 3. Furfuraceous

; scarious; desqua- *a<;c, mau me euges 01

mated; exfoliated; scabby. 4. In hot., com- tne exposed face or

posed of scales lying over one another: as, a faces may not be liable

scaly bulb; having scales scattered over it: as,
*" "u: 1"~~ "~~ '

a scaly stem. 5. Shabby; mean; stingy.
[Slang.] scaly ant-eater or lizard, a pangolin. See
Manis, 1. Scaly buds, buds, such as those of magnolia,
hickory, lilac, etc., that are large and strong and provided
with numerous scales, which serve to protect the tender
parts in them from cold. Scaly epithelium, squamous

ScamiUus in

to chip when the block
is placed in position.

2. In Horn. arc)i., a
second plinth or block
under a statue, cohimn, or the like, to raise it,
but not, like a pedestal, ornamented with any
molding.

u~.u 11UUI \yulu. O^CLl.V CplljllCllUlli, ^1 II:III1UU> , T.

epithelium. Scaly fern, the fern Asplenium Ceterach, molding.
a native of Europe. It is a small densely tufted species SCammel, . See scamel.



Scammony (Convolvulus Scan
monia). R t the root.

scammonia

scammonia (ska-mo'ni-il), . [NL. : see urniii-

iiiOHif.] Same as .H-IIIHIIIOHI/.

scammoniate (ska-mo'ui-at), a. [< xeainninni/

(L. ttc<imi<iiit) + -flffe-i.] Made with scam-

mony.
Scammoniate or other acrimonious medicines.

Wiseman, Surgery.

scammony (skam'o-ni), . [Early mod. E.

n\so scammonie, scainoni/; < ME. xrnmony.xriini-
0/111; < OF. scannt-

nee,scammonee,.icam-
monie, F. KCiimnioHiT
= Pr. Sp. Pg. esca-

monea = It. sciinio-

nea, ncfinimonea, < L.

scammonia, seautiin>-

nea, < Gr. axaftfiuvla,

scammony; said to

be of Pers. origin.]
1. A plant, Con-
volvulus Scammonia,
which grows abun-

dantly in Syria and
Asia Minor. Its stems,
bearing arrow-shaped
leaves, trail or climb a
distance of several feet, and it has a large tapering root
which is the source of the drug scammony.

They have also a very good scamany and althea here (in

Mytilene], and I saw a great quantity of alkermes, but
they do not make any use of it.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 10.

2. A gum-resin consisting of the inspissated
root-juice of this plant. It is obtained by slicing off

the top of the root obliquely and collecting as it runs off

the sap, which concretes in course of time. It appears
in commerce commonly in fragments or cakes of a green-
ish-gray or blackish color, has a peculiar odor somewhat
like that of cheese, and a slightly acrid taste. Virgin
scammony, the pure exuded article, is little in the market ;

the common scammony is adulterated with a decoction of
the root and with earthy and other substances, on which
account the dried roots are to some extent imported and
the resin extracted by alcohol. Scammony is an energetic
cathartic. French or Montpelller scammony, a sub-
stance made in the south of Francefrom theexpressed juice
(it has been said) of Cynanchum acutuin (C. Monspelia-
eum), mixed with different resins and other purgative sub-
stances. Lacryma scammony, pure scammony, con-

sisting of the juice mixed with the later scrapings of the
cut surface and dried. Resin Of scammony. See resin.

Scammony-root, the dried root of Convolvulus Scam-
monia, used in preparing resin of acammony.
scamp 1 (skamp), v. t. [Also in var. fo7-m skimp;
prob.< Icel. skamta, dole out, apportion (meals),
hence scant or stint: see scant, of which scamp
is thus a doublet.] To execute in superficial
manner; perform in a careless, slip-shod, dis-

honest, or perfunctory manner: as, to scamp
work.
That all the accessories most needful to health, but not

of the most elegant description, would be scamped or

neglected. Saturday Rev.

These 9-inch chimneys, he told me, were frequent in

scamped houses, houses got up at the lowest possible rate

by speculating builders.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 356.

scamp- (skamp), w. [Perhaps < "scamp, v. (not
found except as in freq. scamper), flee, decamp,
< OF. escamper, eschamper, scamper, schamper,
escape, flee, = Sp. Pg. escampar, escape, cease
from (> Sp. escampada, stampede), = It. scam-
pare, escape, decamp, tr. deliver, save, < ML.
*cxcampare, < L. ex-, out, + campus, a field,

esp. a field of battle: see camp2
,
and cf. de-

camp, scamper2 , scamble, shamble2 . Cf. tramp,
a vagabond, < tramp, v.'] 1. A fugitive or vaga-
bond; a worthless fellow-; a swindler; a mean
villain

;
a rascal

;
a rogue.

Scamp. A highwayman. [Thieves' cant.] Hoyal scamp;
a highwayman who robs civilly. Royal foot scamp ; afoot-

pad who behaves in like manner.
Grose, Class. Diet, of Vulg. Tongue (2d ed.), 1788.

He has done the scamp too much honour.
De Quincey, Works, II. 43. (Latham.)

"The impudent bog-trotting scamp," he thought, "dare
to threaten me !

"
Thackeray, Pendennis, xiii.

The postillions and boatmen along this route were great
scamps, frequently asking more than the legal fare, and in
one instance thi-eatened to prevent us from going on un-
less we paid it. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 340.

Among the Mexicans . . . every rich man looks like a
grandee, and every poor suamplike a broken-down gentle-
man. R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 84.

2. A serranoid fish, Trisotropis falcatiis, of a
brown color with irregular darker spots, and
with the pectorals edged with blackish and
orange. It occurs along the coast of Florida and in the
West Indies, and belongs very near the groupers of the
genus Epiiiephclux. See Trisotropis.

scampavia (skam-pa-ve'il), . [It., < scampare,
escape (see scamp2), +"ria, way, course (see
ria).] Naiit., a fast-rowing war-boat of Naples
anl Sicily. In 1814-15 they were built 150 feet in
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length, and were pulled by forty sweeps or large oars,

every rower having his bunk under his sweep. They were
rigged with one huge lateen sail at one third the distance
from the bow, and no forward bulwark or stem was car-

ried above deck. They carried a gun forward of the

mast, about two feet above water. Aft they carried a
lateen mizzen with topsail.

scamper 1
(skam'per), n. [< scamp 1 + -er 1

.]

One who scamps work. Imp. Diet.

scamper'2 (skam'per), r. i. [Freq. of \/ *//>,
v., or, with retained inf. termination, < OF.
escamper, escape, flee : see scamp2 . Cf. scamblc,
shamble2 .] To run with speed ;

hasten away.
A fox seized upon the fawn, and fairly scampered away

with him. Sir R. L'Estrange.

We were forc'd to cut our Cables in all haste, and scam-

per away as well as we could. Dampier, Voyages, 1. 180.

So horribly confounded were these poor savages at the
tremendous and uncouth sound of the Low Dutch lan-

guage that they one and all took to their heels, and scam-
pered over the Bergen hills. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 90.

scamper2
(skam'per), . [< scamper2 , v.] A

hasty run or flight.

Wordsworth's ordinary amusements here were hunting
and fishing, rowing, skating, and long walks around the
lake and among the hills, with an occasional scamper on
horseback. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 20f>.

scampish (skam'pish), a. [< scamp2 , n., + -ish1 .]

Pertaining to or like a scamp; knavish; ras-

cally.
The alcalde personally renewed his regrets for the ri-

diculous scene of the two scampish oculists.

De Quincey, Spanish Nun, 23. (Dames.)

Scampish Alain and ruffianly Rodellec.
The American, VII. 170.

scampy (skam'pi), a. [< scamp2 + -i/
1
.] Same

as scampish.
Scan (skan), c.

; pret. and pp. scanned, ppr. scan-

ning. [Early mod. E. also skan, scanne; < ME.
scannen, for *scanden, < OF. escander, exandir,
climb (also scan ?), F. scander (> D. scanderen =
G. scandiren = Sw. skandera = Dan. skandere),
scan, = It. scandere, climb, scan,< L. scanderc,
climb (scandere versus, measure or read verse by
its feet, scan), = Skt. -\fskand, spring, ascend.
From the L. scandere are also ult. E. scansion,
scansorial 1

, etc., ascend, descend, condescend,
transcend, and (through the deriv. scala) scale3

,

escalade, etc.] I. trans. If. To climb; mount.

[Bare.]
Ne staide till she the highest stage had scand,
Where Cynthia did sit, that never still did stand.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 8.

2. To examine by counting the metrical feet or

syllables ;
read or recite so as to indicate the

metrical structure.

Scanne verse (scannyn verses). Scando.

Prompt. Parv., p. 442.

Harry, whose tuneful and well-measured song
First taught our English musick how to span
Words with just note and accent, not to.scon
With Midas ears, committing short and long.

Milton, Sonnets, viii. 3.

Hence 3. To go over and examine point by
point; examine minutely or nicely; scrutinize.

Exactly to skan the trueth of euery case that shall hap-
pen in the affaires of man.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 221.

I would I might entreat your honour
To scan this thing no further.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 245.

My father's souldiers fled away for feare,
As soone as once theyr Captayne's death they scand.

Mir. for Mags. (ed. Haslewood), I. 78.

Vet this, if thou the matter rightly scanne,
Is of noe force to make the perfect man.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.X p. 112.

Scanning my face and the changes wrought there.
M. Arnold, Faded Leaves, Separation.

II. intrans. To follow or agree with the rules
of meter: as, lines that scan well Scanning
speech, in pathol., monotonous speech in which the sylla-
bles are separated by prolonged pauses.
scandt. An obsolete form of scanned, past par-
ticiple of scan.

Scand. An abbreviation of Scandinavian.
scandal (skan'dal), n. [Early mod. E. also

scandall; < ME. scandal, scandle (= D. schan-
daal G. Sw. skandal = Dan. skandale), < OF.
scandale, scandalle, scandele, also escandle, F.
scandale = Pr. escandol = Sp. escdndalo = Pg.
escandalo = It. scandalo, a scandal, offense, <

LL. scandalurn, a stumbling-block, an induce-
ment to sin, a temptation, < Gr. anavdatov (in
LXX. and N. T.), a snare laid for an enemy,
a trap or stumbling-block, also scandal, of-

fense, in classical Gr. only in the form aKavSa-

Atfl/iov, orig. the spring of a trap, the stick which
sprang up when the trap was shut, and on
which the bait was placed ; prob. < / *skanil
= L. scanderc = Skt. ^skand, climb, springup:
see scan. From the same source is derived E.

scandalize

slander, a doublet of scandal.] 1. Offense
caused by faults or misdeeds; reproach or rep-
robation called forth by what is considered

wrong; opprobrium; shame; disgrace.

O, what a scandal is it to our crown
That two such noble peers as ye should jar !

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 69.

Then there had been no such scandals raised by the de-

generacy of men upon the most excellent and peaceable
Religion in the World. SKllingfteet, Sermons, I. iii.

My obscurity and taciturnity leave me at liberty, with-
out scandal, to dine, if I see fit, at a common ordinary.

Steele, Spectator, No. 88.

2. Reproachful aspersion ; defamatory speech
or report; something uttered which is injuri-
ous to reputation ; defamatory talk ;

malicious

gossip.
When Scandal has new minted an old He,
Or tax'd invention for a fresh supply,
'Tis call'd a satire, and the world appears
Gath'ring around it with erected ears.

Cowper, Charity, 1. 513.

No scandal about Queen Elizabeth, I hope ?

Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 1.

3. In law: (a) A report, rumor, or action

whereby one is affronted in public. (6) An ir-

relevant and defamatory or indecent statement
introduced into a pleading or proceeding; any
allegation or statement which is unbecoming
the dignity of the court to hear, or is contrary
to good manners, or which unnecessarily either

charges a person with a crime or bears cruelly
on his moral character. 4. That which causes
scandal or gives offense

;
an action or circum-

stance that brings public disgrace to the per-
sons involved, or offends public morals.

What shall I call thee, thou gray-bearded scandal,
That kick'st against the sovereignty to which
Thou ow'st allegiance? Ford, 1'erkin Warbeck, iii. 4.

= Syn. 1. Discredit, disrepute, dishonor. 2. Backbiting,
slander, calumny, detraction.

scandal (skan'dal), r. t.
; pret. and pp. scandaled

or scandalled, ppr. scandalinr/ or scandalling.

[< OF. scandaler, escandaler, < scandale, scan-
dal: see scandal, .] 1. To throw scandal on;
defame; asperse; traduce.

If you know
That I do fawn on men and hug them hard
And after scandal them, . . . then hold me dangerous.

Shak., J. C., L 2. 76.

Ill tongues that scandal innocence.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 607.

Now say I this, that I do know the man
Which doth abet that traitorous libeller,
Who did compose and spread that slanderous rime
Which scandals you and doth abuse the time.

Heywood, Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, 1. 177).

2f. To scandalize ; offend
;
shock.

They who are proud and Pharisaical will be scandalled
even at the best and well disciplined things.
Tooker, Fabrick of the Church (ed. 1004), p. 75. (Latham.)

scandal-bearer (skan'dal-bar"er), n. A propa-
gator of scandal or malicious gossip.
The unwillingness to receive good tidings is a quality

as inseparable from a scandal-bearer as the readiness to

divulge bad. Steele, Spectator, No. 427.

SCandaledt (skan'dald), (i. [< scandal + -ed2.]

Scandalous; disgraceful.
Her [Venus's] and her blind boy's scandal'd company
I have forsworn. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 90.

scandalisatiqn, scandalise. See scandaliza-

tion, scandalize.

scandalization (skan"dal-i-za'shon), H. [Early
mod. E. scandalisacion, < OF. scandalisacion,
< scandaliser, scandalize : see scandalize.] I.

The act of scandalizing, defaming, or disgra-
cing; aspersion; defamation.
The Lords of the Council laid hold of one Walmesley, a

publican at Islington, and punished him for spreading
false reports and "scandalization of my Lord of Shrews-
bury." Athenseum, No. 3192, p. 889.

2. Scandal
; scandalous sin.

Let one lyue neuer so wyckedly
In abhominable scandalisacion,

As longe as he will their church obaye.
Not refusynge his tithes duely to paye,
They shall make of him no accusacion.

Dyaloge bettceene a Gentttlman and a Husbandman, p. 168.

((Dacies.)

Also spelled soandaliaation.

scandalize1 (skan'dal-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.
scandalized, ppr. scandalizing. [< OF. scanda-

liser, escandaliser, F. scandaliser= Pr. escanda-

(Jw=Sp. Pg. escandalizar = It. scandalizzare,

scandalezzare, < LL. scandalizarc, < Gr. onavda-

Mfciv, cause to stumble, tempt, < mtavdatov, a

snare, stumbliiig-block : see scandal.] 1. To
offend by some action considered very wrong
or outrageous; shock; give offense to: as, to

be scandalized at a person's conduct.

I demand who they are whom we scandalize by using
harmless things? Hooker.



scandalize

Let not our young and eager doctors be scandalized at

our views as to the comparative uncertainty of medicine
as a science. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 100.

2. To disgrace ; bring disgrace on.

It is the manner of men to scandalize and betray that

which retaineth the state and virtue.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 38.

3. To libel
;
defame ; asperse ;

slander.

Words . . . tending to scandalize a magistrate, or person
in public trust, are reputed more highly injurious than

when spoken of a private man.
Blaebtoiu. Com., III. viii.

To tell his tale might be interpreted into scandalizing
the order. Scott, Ivanhoe, xxxv.

Also spelled scandalise.

scandalize'2 (skan'dal-iz), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

scandalized, ppr. scandalizing. [Prob. an exten-

sion of sc,antle*, as if scan tie2+ -
izc, conformed to

scandalize1 .'] Naut., to trice up the tack of the

spanker or mizzen in a square-rigged vessel, or

the mainsail in a fore-and-aft rigged vessel. It

is frequently done, to enable the helmsman to look to lee-

ward under the foot of the sail. The same word is errone-

ously used of the sails on the mizzenmast of a ship when
they are clued down (the ship being before the wind) to

allow the sails on the mainmast to draw better. Also

spelled scandalixe.

scandal-monger (skan'dal-muug'ger), n. One
who deals in or retails scandal

;
one who spreads

defamatory reports or rumors concerning the

character or reputation of others.

scandalous (skan'dal-us), a. [< OF. (and F.)
scandalcux = Sp. Pg. cscandaloso = It. scan-

daloso, < ML. scandalosus, scandalous, < LL.
scandalum, scandal: weMOMtal.] 1. Causing
scandal or offense; exciting reproach or repro-
bation

; extremely offensive to the sense of

duty or propriety ;
shameful ; shocking.

Nothing: scandalous or offensive unto any, especially
unto the church of God ; all things in order, and with
seemliness. Hooker.

For a woman to marry within the year of mourning is

tcandalous, because it is of evil report.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 279.

2. Opprobrious; disgraceful to reputation;
that brings shame or infamy : as, a scandalous

crime or vice.

The pei-sons who drink are chiefly the soldiery and great
men ; hut it would be reckon'd scandalous in people of

business. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 181.

You know the scandalous meanness of that proceeding.
Pope.

3. Defamatory ;
libelous

;
slanderous : as, a

scandalous report ;
in law procedure, defamatory

or indecent, and not necessary to the presenta-
tion of the party's caso.=gyn. 1 and 2. Wicked,

Shocking, etc. See atrocious. 2. Discreditable, disrepu-
table.

scandalously (skan'dal-us-li), adv. 1. In a

scandalous manner; in a manner to give of-

fense
; disgracefully ; shamefully.

His discourse at table was scandalously unbecoming the

dignity of his station. Swift.

2f. Censoriously; with a disposition to find

fault.
Shun their fault who, scandalously nice,
Will needs mistake an author into vice.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 550.

scandalousness (skan'dal-us-nes), n. Scanda-
lous character or condition.

scandalum magnatum (skan'da-lum mag-na'-
tum). [ML.: LL. scandalum, a stumbling-block
(see scandal); magnatum, gen. pi. of magnas,
an important person: see magnate.'] In law,

the offense of speaking slanderously or in def-

amation of high personages (magnates) of the

realm, as temporal and spiritual peers, judges,
and other high officers. Actions on this plea
are obsolete. Abbreviated xcan. mag.
SCandent (skan'dent), a. [< L. scadcn(t-)s,

ppr. of scandere, climb : see scan.] 1. In bot. :

(a) Climbing; ascending by attaching itself to

a support in any manner. See climb, 3. (6)

Performing the office of a tendril, as the peti-
ole of Clematis. 2. In ornith., same as scau-

soriali, 2.

Scandentest (skan-den'tez), n.pl. [NL., pi. of

L. scanden(t-)s,'ppT. of scandere, climb: see scan-

dent.'] In ornith., same as Scansores.

Scandian (skan'di-an), a. and n. [< L. Scandia,
var. of Scandinavia, taken for the mod. coun-
tries so called, + -an.] Same as Scandinarian.

Skeat, Principles of Eng. Etymology, p. 454.

scandic (skan'dik), a. [< scaiid-ium + -ic.] Of,

pertaining to, or derived from scandium.
Scandinavian (skan-di-na'vi-an), a. and n.

[< ML. Scandinavia, Scandinavia, orig. L. Scan-
dinavia (Pliny), also written Scandinavia (Pom-
ponius Mela) and Scandia (Pliny), the name of
a large and fruitful island in northern Europe,
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supposed by some to be Zealand, by others Scho- scansorious(skau-s6'ri-us),n. [< L. scansorius,

nen (which is not an island); later applied to of or belonging to climbing, <scanisor, a climber,

the countries inhabited by the Danes, Swedes, < scandere, pp. scansus, climb: seescad.] Same
and Norsemen.] I. a. 1." Of or pertaining to as scansoriafl-, 1.

Scandinavia, or the region which comprehends The feet have generally been considered as scansorious,

the kingdoms of Denmark, Norway, and Swe- or formed for climbing

den, with the adjacent islands, including Ice- slu"> Gen. Zol- IX. i. 66. (Encyc. DM*.)

land, now an outlying possession of Denmark: scansorius (skan-so'n-us), it.; pi. scansorii (-1).

as, ticaiidinariait literature; Scaiidinarian Ian- [NL., < L. geeauoritu, of or for climbing: see

guage. 2. Of or pertaining to the languages
of Scandinavia. Scandinavian belting, lock, etc.

See the nouns.

II. n. 1. A native of the region loosely called

Scandinavia. 2. The language of the Scandi-

Scansores.] In anat., a muscle which in some
animals, as monkeys, and occasionally in man,
arises from the ventral edge of the ilium and is

inserted into the great troch#nter of the femur.
Trail!.

navians: a general term for Icelandic, Norwe- scant (skant), a. [Early mod. E. also sk/ml : <

gian, Swedish, Danish, Faroese, etc., and their ME. scan*, skant, < Icel. skamt, neut. of skamr,

dialects, or for their original. Abbreviated skammr, short, brief (cf. skamtr, Norw. skant, a

Scand.

scandium (skan'di-um), n. [NL., < L. Scandiu,
Scandinavia (see def.).] Chemical symbol,
Sc; atomic weight, 44. An elementary body
discovered by Nilson in 1879, by the help of

the spectroscope, in the Scandinavian mineral
euxenite. Its oxld is a white powder resembling mag-
nesia ; the metal Itself has not yet been isolated. Scan-
dium is interesting as being one of three elements (the
others are gallium and germanium) the predicted exis-

tence of which by Mendelejeff has been confirmed.

There are now three instances of elements of which the

existence and properties were foretold by the periodic
law : (1) that of gallium, discovered by Boisbaudran, which
was found to correspond with the eka-aluminium of Men-

delejeff ; (2) that of scandium, corresponding with eka-

boron, discovered by Nilson; and (:i) that of germanium,
which turns out to be the eka-silicium, by Winckler.

J. E. Thorpe, Nature, XL. 196.

Scandix (skan'diks), n. [NL., < L. scandii, <

Gr. aKaviij, the herb chervil.] A genus of um-
belliferous plants, of the tribe Ammineee, type
of the subtribe HcandiciiifS-. It is characterized by
an oblong-linear wingless fruit with a long-beaked apex
and with somewhat equal and slightly prominent primary
ridges, obsolete secondaiy ridges, and obscure oil-tubes,

and by a deeply-furrowed seed with involute margins.
There are 12 species, natives of the Old World, especially
near the Mediterranean. They are smooth or hairy annual

portion, dole, share), = OHG. scam, short.] 1.

Short in quantity; scarcely sufficient; rather

less than is wanted for the purpose ;
not enough ;

scanty: as, a scant allowance of provisions or

water; a scant piece of cloth for a garment.
Than can se be no maner want
Gold, thocht 3our pose wer neuer sa skant.

Loader, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), 1. 260.

By which Provisions were so scant
That hundreds there did die.

Prior, The Viceroy, St. 14.

Scant space that warder left for passers by.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead.

2. Sparing; parsimonious; chary. [Rare.]
Be not to liberall nor to grant;
Vse measure in eche thing.

liabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.

Be somewhat tcanter of your maiden presence.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 3. 121.

3. Having a limited or scanty supply ; scarce;
short : with of.

He 's fat and scant of breath. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 298.

Tis life whereof our nerves are scant.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

4. \aut., of the wind, corning from a direction

such that a ship will barely lie her course even
--- ..... ---------------

:.-,
----- when close-hauled.

herbs with finely dissected leaves, and white (lowers which --..-i. / atB T,t\ r< si-nnt a nr r Pf Tcpl sl-iimt
are polygamous and often enlarged on the outside of the Scant (skant), n. [< scawf, a. or t . Ct. Icel. SKan

umbels. The umbels are compound, but with few rays, = Norw. scant, a portion, dole, share.] bear-
. pou, ,

.
,

mostly without an involucre, hut with numerous entire or city; scantiness; lack.
dissected bractlets in the involucels. S. Pecten is a com-
mon weed of English fields (for which see lady's-comb and

ecrmmodP, 2X known also by many names alluding to its

fruit, as shepherd's-, beggar's-, crmc's-, pink-, and puck-nee-

dle, devil's darning-needle, needle cherM, poukenel, and
Venus's-comb. S. grandiflora, an aromatic annual of the

nean region, is much esteemed there as a salad.

A Middle English form of
Mediterranean regi

scanklyonet, .

scantling
1

.

scan. mag. An abbreviation of scandalum mag-
natum.
scansion (skan'shon), w. [< F. scansion = It.

scansione, < L. scansio(n-), a scanning, < scan-

dere, pp. scansus, climb, scan: see scan.] The
act of scanning; the measuring of a verse by
feet in order to see whether the quantities are

duly observed.

The common form of scansion given In English proso-
dies. Oenesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. xxxvii.

He does not seem to have a quick ear for scansion, which
would sometimes have assisted htm to the true reading.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 320.

Scansores (skan-so'rez), n. pi. [NL.,

Of necessary thynges that there he no skant.

Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 342.

I've a sister richly wed,
I'll rob her ere I'll want.

Nay then, quoth Sarah, they may well

Consider of your scant.

George Barmcell, il 1 84. (Percy's Iteliques, III. 249.)

Let us increase their want,
Make barren their desire, augment their scant.

Middletan, Solomon 1'araphrased, II.

scantt (skant), adv. [< ME. scant; < scant, a.]
1. Scarcely; hardly.

In all my lyfe I could scant fynde
One wight true and trusty.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 102.

Scant one is to be found worthie amongst vs for trans-

lating into our Countrie speach.
Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 7.

In the whole world there is scant one . . . such another.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

2. Scantily; sparingly.
And fodder for the beestes therof make,
First scant; it swelleth and encreaseth bloode.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 140.

LL. 'scansor, a climber, < L. scandere, climb: g^nt (gkant), v. [< ME. scanten, < Icel. skamta
see scan.] 1. The climbers or scansonal birds,

an old artificial order of birds, corresponding
to the Grimpenrs of Cuvier, having the toes in

pairs, two before and two behind (see cut under

pair-toed), whence also called Zygodactylsp. The
orderwas named by Illiger in 1811 ; in 1849 it was restrict-

ed by Blyth to the parrots. The term Is not now used In

any sense, the members of the order being dissociated in

several different groups of Picarix and in PsiUaci.

2. Applied by Sundevall to sundry other groups
of climbing or creeping birds, as creepers, nut-

hatches, etc., usually placed in a different or-

der: same as Certhiomorplise.
scansorial1 (skan-so'ri-al), a. and n. [< L. scan-

sorius, of or belonging to climbing (see scan-

sorious), + -al.] I. a. 1. Habitually climb-

ing, as a bird; pertaining to climbing: as, scan-

sorial actions or habits; fitted or serving for

climbing: as, scansorial feet; the scansorial tail

of a woodpecker. Also scandent. 2f. Belong-
ing to the Scansores.- Scansorial barbels. See

barbetZ.

Il.t . A member of the Scansores; a zygo-

dactyl.
scansorial2 (skan-so'ri-al), a. and . [< scan-

son- *+ -al.] I. a. Pertaining to the scanso-

rius.

II. n. The scansorius.

scansorii, n. Plural of sninxnriiix.

(= Norw. skanta), dole out, measure out, < skamt,
scant: see scant, a.] I. trans. 1. To put on
scant allowance ; limit; stint: as, to scan? one
in provisions or necessaries.

Where aman hath a great living laid together, and where
he is scanted. Bacon, Building (ed. 1887).

The flesh is to be tamed, and humbled, and brought in

subjection, and scanted when greater things require it, but
not to be destroyed and made unserviceable.

Baxter, Crucifying the World, Pref.

And Plwebe, scanted of her brother's beam,
Into the West went after him apace,

Leaving black darkness to possess the sky.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, vi. 50.

2. To make small or scanty; diminish; cut

short or down.
Use scanted diet, and forheare your fill.

Spenser, f. Q.,VI.vi. 14.

Therefore I scant this breathing courtesy.
Sliak., M. of V., v. 1. 141.

If God he perfect, he can be but one. . . .

The more you make, the more you shall depraue
Their Might and Potencie, as those that haue
Their vertue scanted.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 67.

Cold had scanted
What the springs and nature planted.

Greene, Philomela's Second Ode.

3. To be niggard or sparing of; begrudge ; keep
back.
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Like a miser, spoil his coat with scanting
A little cloth. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 47.

II. intrnns. Snut., of the wind, to become
less favorable ; blow in such a direction as to

hinder a vessel from continuing on her course
even when close-hauled.

When we were a seaboord the barre the wind scanted

vpon vs. Halcluyt's Voyages, I. 279.

At night the wind scanted towards the 8. with rain ; so

we tacked about and stood N. W. by JJ.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, 1. 17.

scantilonet ,
. A Middle English form of scan t-

ling
1

.

scantily (skan'ti-li), adv. [< mnti/ + -/</'*. Cf.

scantly.] In a scanty manner; inadequately;
insufficiently; slightly; sparingly; niggardly,
scantiness (skan'ti-ues), . Scanty character
or condition

;
lack of amplitude, greatness, or

abundance ; insufficiency.
Alexander was much troubled at the scantiness of nature

itself, that there were no more worlds for him to disturb.
South.

Nature ! in the midst of thy disorders, thou art still

friendly to the scantiness thou hast created.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. lie.

SCantityt (skan'ti-ti), M. [Irreg. < scant + -ity.]

Scantiness; scantness; scarcity.
Such is the scantitie of them [foxes and badgers] here

in England, in comparison of the plentie that is to be
seene in other countries.

Harrison, Descrip. of Eng., iii. 4. (Holinshed's Chron.)

SCantleH (skan'tl), v. [Freq. or dim. of scant, r.

The word was perhaps suggested by or con-
fused with scantle2.] I. intrans. To become
less

;
fail

;
be or become deficient.

They [the winds] rose or scantled, as his sails would drive,
To the same port whereas he would arrive.

Drayton, Moon-Calf.

II. trans. To make less
;
lessen

;
draw in.

Then scantled we our sails with speedy hands.
Greene and Lodge, J-ooking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

The soaring kite there scantled his large wings,
And to the ark the hovering castril brings.

Drayton, Noah's Hood.

SCantle2 (skan'tl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. scantled,

ppr. scantling. [< OF. escanteler, eschanteler,
break into cantles, < es- (< L. ex-), out, + can-

lei, later chantel, a cantle, corner-piece : see can-
tle. Cf. scantling

1
.] 1. To cut up or divide

into small pieces; partition.
The Pope's territories will, within a century, be scantled

out among the great powers who have now a footing in

Italy. Chesterfield.

2f. To cut down or cut short; scant.

The chines of beef in great houses are scantled to buie
chains of gold; and the almes that was wont to releeve
the poore is husbanded better to buy new rebatoes.

Lodge, Wit's Miserie (1596). (HalUwell.)

scantle3 (skan'tl), . [< scantle'i, v., perhaps
in part < Norw. scant, a measuring-rod: see

scant.] A gage by which slates are regulated
to their proper length.
SCantlett (skant'let), n. [< scant-, the assumed
base of scantling

1
,
the suffix -let being substi-

tuted for the supposed equiv. -ling : see scant-

ling
1
.] A small pattern ; measurement.

While the world was but thin, the ages of mankind were
longer ; and as the world grew fuller, so their lives were
successively reduced to a shorter scantlet, till they came
to that time of life which they now have.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

scantling 1
(skant'ling), w. [Also scantlin, now

regarded as a corruption, but really a variant
of the correct early mod. E. scantlon (the term.

-ling being a conformation to -ling
1
); < ME.

xrantlyoit, scanklyone, skanklyone, < OF. cschan-

tillon, a small cantle, scantling, sample, dim. of

*eschaittil, *escantil, escandil, eschantille, eschan-
dille (of. escanteler, eschanteler, break into can-

ties, cut up into small pieces: see scantle2 ),

< es- (< L. ex-), out, + cant1
,
a corner-piece, >

cantel, a cantle, corner-piece (> G. dial, kantel,
a ruler, measure): see cantle. In def. 5 the word
is appar. associated with scantling

2
, scant.'] If.

A pattern; sample; specimen.
This may be taken as a Scantling of King Henry's great

Capacity. Baker, Chronicles, p. 294.

2. A rough draft; ii rude sketch. 3f. A mea-
suring-rod.

Though it were of no rounde stone,
Wrought with squyre and scantilone.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7064.

4. Measurement
;
size

;
dimensions

; compass ;

grade.
Remede . . . that allay which Goldsmiths, Jewellers,

and Mony-makers are permitted to add unto the allowed
imbasement of Gold and Silver. . . . This advantage they
have gotten upon allegation that they cannot precisely
hit or justly keep the mintling required of them by the
law. Cntyrace.
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This our Cathedral], . . . hailing now beene twise burnt,

is brought to a lesser scantliny. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 578.

Your lordship's wisdom and mine is much about a scant-

liny. Shirley, Bird in a Cage, i. 1.

5. A small quantity, number, or amount ;
a

modicum.
We must more take care that our desires should cease

than that they should be satisfied : and therefore redu-

cing them to narrow scantlings and small proportions ia

the best instrument to redeem their trouble.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 1.

Provided he got but his scantling of Burgundy.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, viL 21.

Mr. Cotton also replied to their answer very largely,
and stated the differences in a very narrow scantling.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 264.

Remove all these, remains
A scantling, a poor dozen at the best.

Browning, Paracelsus.

6. In naval arch., the size in any case under con-
sideration of some one of the principal parts of

the hull of a ship, such as floors, frames, out-

side plating, etc. 7. In carp, and stone-cutting,
the size to which it is intended to cut timber
or stone; the length, breadth, and thickness
of a timber or stone. 8. A small beam less

than five inches square in section, such as the

quartering for a partitiou, rafters, purlins, or

pole-plates in a roof, etc.

Sells the last scantling, and transfers the price
To some shrewd sharper, ere it buds again.

Cowper, Task, iii. 753.

I then took up three planks from the flooring of the

chamber, and deposited all between the scantlings.

Poe, Tales, I. 385.

The roof had no shingles, nothing but scantling.
The Century, XL. 222.

9. A kind of trestle or horse for supporting a
cask Scantling number, a number computed from
certain known dimensions of a ship, and fixing the sizes

of frames, floors, etc., the method of computation and
the scantlings corresponding thereto being regulated by
some large insurance society, such as Lloyd's, or the Bu-
reau Veritas. Scantling- sticks, sticks upon which are
marked the moldings of the square body-frames of a ship.
Thearle, Naval Arch. Scheme Ofscantling. See scheme.

scantling
2
^ (skant'ling), a. [< scant + -ling

2
,
or

ppr. of scantle1 , vy.
see scantle 1

.] Scant; small,

scantly (skant'li), adv. [< ME. scantly, skante-

ly ; < scant + -ly
2
.] 1. In a scant manner

or degree; sparingly; illiberally; slightly or

slightingly.

Spoke scantly of me, when perforce he could not
But pay me terms of honour.

Shak., A. and C., iii. 4. 6.

A grace but scantly thine. Tennyson, Balin and Balan.

2. Scarcely; hardly; barely.
And the duste a-rose so thikke that scantly a man myght

se fro hym-self the caste of a stone.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 193.

In faith, it was ouere skantely scored ;

That inakis it fouly for to faile.

York Plays, p. 352.

fii-nnil.il there were folke enow to remoue a piece of ar-

tillery. HaMui/ts Voyages, II. 89.

Marmion, whose soul could scantly brook,
Even from his king, a haughty look.

Scott, Marmion, iii. 14.

scantness (skant'nes), n. [< ME. scantnesse,

scantenesse; < scant + -ness.'] Scant condition
or state; narrowness; smallness: as, the scant-
ness of our capacities.
Either strutting in unwieldy bulk, or sinking in de-

fective scantness. Barrow, Works, I. ix.

scant-of-grace (skant'ov-gras), n. A good-for-
nothing fellow

;
a graceless person ;

a scape-
grace.
Yet you associate yourself with a sort of scant-of-yrace,

as men call me. Scott, Kenilworth, iii.

scanty (skan'ti), n. [< scant + -i/
1
.] 1. Lacking

amplitude or extent; narrow; small; scant.

His dominions were very narrow and scanty. Locke.

To pass there was such scanty room,
The bars, descending, razed his plume.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 14.

2. Limited in scope, copiousness, fullness, or
abundance ; barely sufficient for use or neces-

sity: as, a scanty wardrobe.

Our Rais . . . found himself under great difficulties to

provide water enough for the voyage, for we had but a

scanty provision left. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 328.

3. Sparing; niggardly; parsimonious.
In illustrating a point of difficulty be not too scanty of

words. Watts.

=Syn. 2. Short, insufficient, slender, meager.

Scapanus (skap'a-nus), n. [NL. (Pomel, 1848),
< Gr. CTKOTrui';/, a digging-tool, mattock, < mdvTciv,
dig.] A genus of North American shrew-moles
of the subfamily Talpinx, having the median
upper incisors enlarged, resembling those of
rodents, and the end of tin- snout not fringed.

scapegrace
The teeth are 3 incisors in each upper and 2 in c-ach lower

half-jaw, and 1 canine, 4 preniolars, and 3 molars above and
below on each side. There are 2 species, S. townsendi and
S. ainericanug, the latter being the hniry-tuik-d mole of

the United States, formerly called Scalops breiceri. These
moles outwardly resemble Scalops quite closely, but the
dental formula is different. 'I he hairy-tailed is the near-

est American representative of the common mole of Eu-

rope, Talpa europeea.

scape 1
! (skap), r. /. or t. [< ME. scapen, aphetic

form of ascapen, aslcapen, escapen, escliapen, es-

cape : see escape.'} To escape.

Help us to scape, or we been lost echon.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 422.

They had rather let all their enemies scape than to fol-

low them out of array.
Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 10.

scapeH (skap), . [(scape1
, -p.] 1. An escape.

Hair-breadth scapes i' the imminent deadly breach.

Shalt., Othello, i. 3. 136.

2. Means of escape ;
evasion.

Crafty mate,
What other scape canst thou excogitate?
Chapman, tr. of Homer's Hymn to Apollo, 1. 511.

3. Freak; aberration; deviation; escapade;
misdemeanor; trick; cheat.

Then lay'st thy scapes on names ador'd.

Milton, P. R., ii. 189.

For day, quoth she, night's scapes doth open lay.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 747.

Slight scapes are whipt, but damned deeds are praised.
Maiston, Satires, v. 138.

Scapea (skap), n. [< F. scape = Sp. escapo = It.

scapo, a shaft, < L. scapus, the shaft of a pillar,
the stalk of a plant, etc., a pillar, beam, post, =
Gr. (Doric) and-

TOf, a shaft, staff,

cf. OKfj-rrrpov, a

staff, scepter :

see scepter.] 1.

In 60 1., a radi-
cal peduncle or
stem bearing the
fructification
without leaves,
as in the narcis-

sus, primrose,
hepatica, stem-
less violets, hya-
cinth, etc. See
also cuts under i

jonquil and put-
tyroot. Alsosco-

/ms. 2. In en-

torn. : (a) The
basal joint of

an antenna, especially when it is long and slen-

der, as in the geniculate antennae of many hy-
menopters and coleopters, or the two proximal
joints, as in dipters, generally small and differ-

ent from the others. When these two joints are quite
separate,the basal onebeeomes the bulbils, leaving the name
scape for the next one. (6) The stem-like basal por-
tion of the halter or poiser of a dipter. 3. In

ornitli., the shaft or stem of a feather: a rachis ;

a scapus. Coues. 4. Inare/i.,theapophygeor
spring of a column

;
the part where a column

springs from its base, usually molded into a
concave sweep or cayetto.
scape3 (skap),?*. [Said to be imitative.] 1. The
cry of the snipe when flushed. 2. The snipe
itself.

scape-gallows (skap'gaFoz), . [< scape1 , v.,
+ obj. gallon's.] One who has escaped the gal-
lows though deserving hanging ;

a villain: used
in objurgation.
"And remember this, scape-gallows," said Ralph, . . .

" that if we meet again, and you so much as notice me by
one begging gesture, you shall see the inside of a gaol
once more." Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xliv.

scapegoat (skap'got), . [< scape1 + goat.]
1. In the ancient Jewish ritual, a goat on which
the chief priest, on the day of atonement, sym-
bolically laid the sins of the people. The goat
was then driven into the wilderness. Lev. xvi.

Hence 2. One who is made to bear the blame
of the misdeeds of others.

And heap'd the whole inherited sin

On that huge scape-goat of the race ;

All, all upon the brother.

Tennyson, Maud, xiii. 3.

scapegrace (skap'gras), . [< scape
1

, t'., + obj.

grace.] 1. A graceless fellow
;
a careless, idle,

harebrained fellow.

I could not always be present to guard the little scape-

grace from all the blows which were aimed at his young
face by pugilists of his own size. Thackeray, Philip, Ii.

2. The red-throated diver or loon, Colymbus
septentrioni/lix. Also rape race. [Local, New
Eng.]

Scape.

Wild hyacinth (Scftla nntans). -z. Oxlip
(Primula elatior), s, s, scapes.



scapel

scapelt (skap'el). M. [< NL. .tcapellus, dim. of

Li. scapus, scape : see scape2.] In hot., the neck
or caulicle of the germinating embryo.
scapeless (skiip'les), . [< scape

2 + -lens.'] In

hot., destitute of a scape.
scapement (skiip'ment), . Same as escape-
ment, 2.

scape-wheel (skap'hwel), . The wheel which
actuates the pendulum of a clock,

scapha (ska/fa), . [NL., < L. scapha = Gr.

o-Kd0;/, a light boat, a skiff, a bowl, tub, orig.

anything hollowed out, < aKcmrfiv, dig, delve,
hollow out : see shave.] 1. PI. scaphee (-fe). In

anat., the scaphoid fossa or fossa scaphoidea
of the helix of the ear. See second cut under
ear1 . 2. [cap.'] In eittom., a genus of coleop-
terous insects. Motschulsky, 1848.

scaphander (ska-fan'der), n. [= F. scaphan-
flre, < Gr. nnfi^ij, mddios, a bowl, tub, boat, skiff

(see scapha), + avt]p (avfp-), a
man.] 1. A diver's water-tight
suit, with devices for assuring a

supply of air; diving-armor. 2.

[cap.] [NL.] A genus of tecti-

branchiate gastropods, typical of
the family Scaphaiidridse.

Scaphandridae (ska-fan'dri-de), n.

pi. [NL., < Scaphander (-andr-) +
-idee.] A family of tectibranchiate

gastropods. The frontal disk is simple
behind and without tentacles; the radular teeth are tri-

serial or niultiserial, with the lateral teeth very large and
curved; the shell is external and well developed. The
species are mostly inhabitants of the northern seas.

Scapharca (ska-far'ka), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
184<), < L. scapha, a boat, skiff, + NL. Area,
q. v.] A genus of bivalve mollusks. S. tranx-
rersa is known among fishermen as the bloody
clam, from its red gills. [New Eng.]
scaphia, . Plural of scaphium.
scaphidia, . Plural of scaphidium, 1.

Scaphidiidae (skaf-i-di'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (Mac-
Leay, 1825), < Scaphidium + -idee.] A small

family of clavicorn beetles, typified by the ge-
nus Scaphidium, composed of small oval or
rounded oval, convex, very slimy necrophagous
beetles, or scavenger-beetles, which live in fun-

gi and feed on decaying animal and vegetable
substances. The larvae are said to have long
antennas. Also Scaphidiadee, Scaphidida, Sca-

phidii. Scaphidites.
scaphidium (ska-fid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. OKO-

Qifitov, a small tub or skiff, dim. of nuatyri, wdtfof,
a bowl, tub, boat, etc.: see scapha.] If. PI.

scaphidia (-a). In 1>ot., a receptacle contain-

ing spores in algse. 2. [cap.] A genus of
clavicorn beetles, typical of the family Scaphi-
diidep. It is wide-spread, and about 30 species are known,
of which 4 inhabit the United States. Also Scaphidius.
Olivier, 1791.

Scaphidurinae (skaf"i-du-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Scaphiduriis + -inee.] A subfamily of Icteridse,
named from the genus Scaphidurus ; the boat-
tailed grackles : synonymous with Quiscalinse.
Swaiiison, 1831.

scaphidurous (skaf-i-du'rus), a. [< NL. sca-

phidurus, < Gr. anaQic. (ma(fiiS-), a skiff, + ovpa, a
tail.] Boat-tailed; pertaining to the Scaphi-
durinee, or having their characters. See cut
under boat-tailed.

Scaphidurus (skaf-i-du'rus), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1827): see scaphidurous.] A genus of

grackles, giving name to the Scaphidurinse; the
boattails: synonymous with Quiscalus. Also
Scaphidura (Swainsox, 1837), and Cassidix ( Les-

son, 1831).

scaphiopod (skaf'i-6-pod), a. and . [< Gr. ovj-
<t>iav or mrujielov, a shovel, spade (see scaphium),+ Trofrf (m>(5-) = E. foot.] I. a. Spade-footed,
as a toad.

II. n. A spade-footed toad.

Scaphiopodinae (skafi-o-po-di'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Scaphiopus (-pod-) + -inee.] A subfam-
ily of Pelobatidee, typified by the genus Sca-

phiopiis, having the sacrum distinct from the

coccygeal style, and containing the American
spade-footed toads.

Scaphiopus (ska-fi'o-pus), . [NL. (Holbrook) :

see scapliiopod.'] A genus of toads of the fam-
ily Pelobatidsp and subfamily Scaphiopodinee,
having a spade-like appendage of the fore feet,
used for digging; the spadefoots. s. holbrooKi is
common in eastern North America, remarkable for the
noise it makes in the spring. S. intermontanus is a similar
toad of western North America.

Scaphirhynchinas (skaf'i-ring-ki'ne), n. pi.
[NL., < Scaphirhynclius + -inee.] A subfamily
of Acipcnseridee, typified by the genus SeapM-
rhynchits; the shovel-nosed sturgeons. They

Scafhitej equalis.
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have no spiracles, and the rows of bony shields are Imbri-
cated on the tail. Also called Scaphirhynchapinse.

scaphirhynchine (skaf-i-ring'kin), a. Of or

pertaining to the 8eapMrhyelttiut.
Scaphirhynchus (skaf-i-ring'kus), M. [NL.,
prop. Scaphorhi/iii'/iiix (Si-ii/ilniri/iii-liiix, Maximil-
ian, 1831), < Gr. a/ccu/ai, a bowl (o-fid^ov, a bowl,
shovel), + piyxof, snout.] 1. In ornith., a ge-
nus of tyrant-flycatchers: same as Megarhi/ii-
chus (Thunberg) of prior date. 2. In iclith.,

a genus of Acipeiiseridee, having a spatulate
snout

;
the shovelheads, or shovel-nosed stur-

geons. S. platyrhynchu* is a common species of the

Mississippi and Missouri basins, attaining a length of 5
feet. This genus was so named by Heckel in 1885, but,
the name Scaphirhynchug being preoccupied in ornithol-

ogy, it is now called Scaphirhymhops (Hill) or Scaphir-
rhytiehops (Jordan and Gilbert, 1882). See cut under
shovel-nosed.

scaphism (skaf'izm), n. [< Gr. onagri, (jxd^of,

anything hollowed out (see scapha), + -ism.] A
barbarous punishment inflicted among the Per-

sians, by confining the victim in a hollow tree.
Five holes were made one for the head, and the others
for the arms and legs. These parts were anointed with
honey to attract wasps, and in this plight the criminal was
left till he died. Brevier.

scaphite (skaf'it), n. [< NL. Scaphites.] A fos-
sil cephalopod of the genus Heaphites.

Scaphites (ska-fi'tez), n. [NL. (cf. Gr. oKa^i-nx ,

one who guides a boat or skiff, orig. adj., per-
tainingto a boat),< Gr. aaa^ii, a boat, + -ites.] A
genus of ammonites, or fos-
sil ammonoid cephalppods,
of scaphoid shape, typical of
the family Scapliitide?; the

Scaphites. They have the early
walls regularly involute, but the
last whorl detached, and straight
for some distance, when it becomes
again recurved toward the body.
Also ScapMta. Flemitig, 1828.

ScaphltidS8(ska-fit'i-<le), n.pl. [NL.,< Scaphites
+ -idee.] A family of tetrabranchiate cephalo-
poda, typified by the genus Scaphites. The name
has been proposed for extinct shells resembling the ammo-
nites, but with the last whorl detached, and straight for
some distance, and then again recurved toward the body ;

the sutures are many-lobed, and the lobes are dendritic or
branched. The species are characteristic of the Creta-
ceous epoch, in Europe and North America, and about 40
are known. By recent conchologisU they are mostly re-
ferred to the SUpkanoceratidtt.

scaphium (ska'fi-um), w.; pi. scaphia (-a). [NL..
< L. scaphium ,

< Gr. OKaQtov, a bowl, basin, a con-
cave mirror, etc., a shovel (cf . anatytlov, a shovel,

spade, mattock), dim. of ovcd^i?, o/ca^of, a bowl,
boat, skiff: see scapha.] 1. In bot., the carina
or keel of papilionaceous flowers. 2. In en-

torn., the unpaired appendage lying between
the uncus and the intromittent organ of lepi-

dopterous insects; the upper organ, or tegu-
men of White, consisting in the swallowtail
butterflies of chitinous points on a membranous
body. 3. [cap.] A genus of coleopterous in-

sects of the family Scaphidiidee, with two spe-
cies, one of Europe, the other of the United
States. Kirby, 1837.

scaphocalcaneal (skafo-kal-ka'ne-al), a. [<

seaplio(id) + calcaneal.] Pertaining to the

scaphoid and the calcaneum.

scaphocephalic (skafo-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik),
a. [< Gr. aacujni, ovid^of, boat, + ne<pa),j/, head.]
Boat-shaped : applied to a skull deformed from
the premature union of the sagittal suture,

whereby the transverse growth is prevented,
with an increase in the vertical and longitudi-
nal directions.

Professor v. Baer, ... in his elaborate and valuable
memoir on the macrocephalic skull of the Crimea, pro-
poses the term tcaphocephalic to indicate the same boat-
like head-form.

D. Wilton, Prehist. Annals Scotland, I. 236.

scaphocephalism (skaf-6-sef'a-lizm), M. [<

scnphocephaJ(ic) + 4m.] Same as scapho-
cepha/i/.

Scaphocephtdixm, or a boat-shaped depression of the
summit, occurs from defective parietal bone formation.

Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 614.

scaphocephalous (skaf-6-sef 'a-lus), a. [<

scaphocephal(ic) + -ous.] Same as scapho-
cephalic.

scaphocephaly (skaf'o-sef-a-li), . [< scapho-
eephal(ie) + -y

3
.] The condition of having a

scaphocephalic skull.

scaphocerite (ska-fos'e-rit), n. [< Gr. a/cd^of.
a bowl, boat, + tiepaf (nepaT-), a horn : see ce-

rite2.] In Crustacea, one of the parts of the

antennae, borne upon the basicerite. It is a
scale-like appendage, considered morphologi-
cally to represent an exopodite. Milne-Ed-
wards : Huxley; Bate.

scaphopodan
The scaphocerite and rhipidura are both present as well-

developed appendages. Nature, XXXVIIL 839.

scaphoceritic (skaf"o-se-rit'ik), a. [< sca2>ho-
1'iritc + -ic.] Pertaining to the scaphocerite,
or having its characters.

scaphocuboid (skaf-6-ku'boid), n. [< scaph-
n( id) + citboiil.] Of or pertaining to the scaph-
oid and cuboid bones : as, the scaphocuboid ar-
ticulation. Also called nariculocuboid.

scaphocuneiform (skaf-6-ku'ne-i-f6rm), a. [<

scapho(id) + cuneiform.] Of or pertaining to
the scaphoid and cuneiform bones. Also called

naricutociineiform.

scaphognathlte (ska-fog'nS-tbit), n. [< Gr. OKO-

tyt], an6(fof, a bowl, boat,+ j raflof, jaw,+ -ite?.] In

Crustacea, an appendage of the second maxil-
la, apparently representing a combined epipo-
dite and exopodite. In the crawfish it forms a
broadly oval plate or scaphoid organ, which continually
bales the water out of the respiratory chamber, and so
lets fresh water in. See cut at Podophthalmia (C, cd).

SCaphognathitic (ska-fog-na-thit'ik), a. [<
scaplioi/ixitliitr + -ic.] Pertaining to a scaphog-
nathite, or having its characters.

scaphoid (skaf'oid), a. and n. [< Gr. OKa<t>oei6}/(,

like a bowl or boat, < aKa^r/, ana^f, a bowl, boat,+ eldof, form.] I. a. Boat-shaped ; resembling
a boat

; cymbiform : in anatomy applied to sev-
eral parts.- scaphoid bone. See II.- Scaphoid
fossa. See /CMM i.

H. n. In anat. : (a) The bone on the radial
side of the proximal row of the carpus, articu-

lating with the lunar, magnum, trapezoid, tra-

pezium, and radius. Also called navicular, ra-
diale. See cuts under Artiodactyla, Perissodac-

tyla, hand, and solidungulate. (b) One of the
tarsal bones, placed at the inner side, between
the astragalus and the three cuneiforms, and
sometimes articulating also with the cuboid.
Also called navicular. See cut under foot.

scaphoidea, . Plural of scaphoideum.
scaphoides (ska-foi'dez), n. [NL. : see scaph-
oid.] The scaphoid bone of the carpus. See
scaphoid, n. (a).

scaphoideum (ska-foi'de-um), n.
; pi. scaphoidea

(-a). [NL. : see scaphoid.] The scaphoid bone,
whether of the wrist or the ankle : more fully
called os scaphoideum. Also navictdare.

scapholunar (skaf-6-lu'nar), . and n. [< scaph-
o(id) + lunar.] I. a. 1.

Pertaining to the scaphoid
and the semilunar bone of
the wrist: as, the seapholu-
nar articulation. 2. Rep-
resenting or constituted by
both the scaphoid and the
semilunar bone of the
wrist: as, the scapholunar
bone.

II. n. The scapholunar
bone

;
the scapholunare.

scapholunare (skafo-lu-
na re), n. ; pi. scaphohina-
ria (-ri-S). [NL- : see

scapliolunar .] The scapho-
lunar bone, representing or

consisting of the scaphoid
and semilunar in one, situ-

ated on the radial side of
the proximal row of car-

pal bones. It is found in the

carpus of various mammals, and
is highly characteristic of the
carnivores. It has two ossific

centers, supposed to represent
the radiale and the intermedium
of the typical carpus, and sometimes a third, representing
the centrale. More fully called os scapholunare.

scaphopod (skaf'o-pod), a. and n. [< NL.
scaphopus (scaphopod-), < Gr. anafyTi, ovra^of, a
bowl, + ffodf (TTO<!-) = E. foot.] I. a. Having
the foot fitted for burrowing, as a mollusk; of
or pertaining to the Scaphopoda.

II. n. A member of the Scaphojtoda; a tooth-
shell.

Scaphopoda (ska-fop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of "Scaphopux : see scaphopod.] A class of
Molliisea (formerly an orderofgastropods), hav-

ing the foot fitted for burrowing; the tooth-

shells, also called Cirribranchiata, Prosopoce-
phala, and Solenoconchse. They have an elongate
cylindrical body exhibiting bilateral symmetry in the dis-

position of its parts, inclosed in a tubular shell open at
both ends ; many long cirri or tentacles ; euthyneural
nervous system, with cerebral, pleural, pedal, and visceral

pairs of nerves ; paired nephridia and ctenidia ; no heart ;

and distinct sexes. There are two well-marked families,
Dentaliidx and Siphonodentaliidx. See cut under tooth-

shell.

scaphopodan (ska-fop'o-dan), a. and . [<

srapliopod + -an.]' Same as scaphopod.

Palmar Aspect of Lett
Fore Foot of a Black Bear
(L'rsus americanHs).

sfi, scapholunar; c, cu-
neiform ; /, pisiform ; tr,

trapezium ; f, trapezoid :

m, magnum; it, unciform.
The phalanges show a full

series of sesamoici bones
(unmarked}.



scaphopodous

f < xriii>li<>pi>(t the posterior wing of the scapula. Also nrnpu-
lariiim. See parapsix^. (c) A shoulder-tippet,
or shoulder-cover. See patti</ii<i (<). (d) A
trochanter of the fore leg. Kirbij Dorsalis
scapulae, the dorsal scapular artery (which see, under

scapular), Scapula accessoria, in ornith., the r>s hu

scaphopodous (ska-fop'9-dus), a.

+ -ous.] Same as scaphopou.
Scaphorb.yncb.us (skaf-6-ring'kus), n. [NL., <

Or. onatyos, a bowl, boat, anything hollowed out,
+ p'rvxns, snout.] Same as Scnpliirhynchus, 1.

scapiform (ska'pi-form), a. [< L. seapus, a,

stem, a stalk (see scape"*), + forma, form.]

.Scape-like ; having the form or character of a gcapulacromial (skap"u-la-krd'mi-al), a.

scape, in any sense of that word. NL. scapula -t- acromion: see acromial.] Per-

scapuloradial

scapular.] In ornith.. the region of the back
ornotseum whence springthe scapular feathers,

alongside but not over the shoulder-blade. The
insertion of the feathers of the scapulare is upon the

pteryla humeralis, and not upon the pteryla dorsalis. See

interscapitlum. Also scapularium.

n^rosca^a^T^an ^rowX^^^eiopTd'abiut SCapulkria, *. Plural of scapularium.
the shoulder-joint of many birds. scapularis (skap-u-la ns), n. ; pi. scapinarm

(-rez). [NL. : see scapular.'] Same as supi-a-

taining to the acromion of the scapula; acro-

mial.
scapigerous (ska-pij'e-rus), a. [< L. seapus, a

stem, a stalk (see scape
2
),
+ gcrere, carry.] In

hot., scape-bearing. f ._ ^ t ^

scapinade (skap-i-nad'), [< F- scaptuade, /, q. v ., + Gr. d/jof, pain.] Pain in the region
< scapiii, a knave, rogue (from a character in of the scapula.
Moliere's "Les Fourberies de Scapin"), < It. scapular (skap'u-lar), a. and n. [I. n. < ML.

,u *-: T*.IJ ^,, / <,,_
scapularis, pertaining to the shoulders, < L.

scapular nerve (which see, under supraseapular).

scapulariura (skap-u-la'ri-um), n.
; pi. scapula-

ria (-a). [NL., < ML. scapularium, scapular:

SCapulalgia (skap-u-lal'ji-a),
H. [NL., < scapu- see scapular.'] 1. In ornith.: (a) Same asscap-

Scapino, a character in Italian comedy, < scapi-

HO, scapi>ino, a sock: see chopine.] An act or

a process of trickery or roguery.

If Calhoun thought thus, it is not astonishing that

Adams declared "the negociation [between England and
the United States about the suppression of the slave-trade]
itself a scapinade a struggle between the plenipotenti-
aries to outwit each other, and to circumvent both coun-
tries by a slippery compromise between freedom and sla-

very." H. von Hoist, John C. Calhoun, p. 212.

scap-net (skap'net), n. A net used by anglers
to catch minnows, shrimps, etc., for bait. See

scoop-net.

scapolite (skap'o-lit), n. [< Gr. (Doric) manoc,
a rod (see scape

2
),
+ /UYtof, a stone.] One of

a group of minerals, silicates of aluminium and
calcium, with sometimes sodium, also often

containing chloriu in small amount. They occur
in tetragonal crystals, and also massive, of a white to

grayish, yellowish, or reddish color. They are named
mionite, paranthine, ekebergite, dipyre, marialite, etc.

The species show something of the same progressive
change in composition observed among the triclinic feld-

spars, the increase in amount of soda (from mionite to

marialite) being accompanied by a corresponding increase
in silica.

scapple (skap'l), v. t.
; pret. and pp. scappled,

ppr. scappling. Same as scabble.

scappling-hammer (skap 'ling-ham *er), u.

Same as scabbUng-hammer.
scapula (skap'u-la), n.

; pi. scapulse (-le). [NL.,
< LL. scapula, the shoulder, in L. only in

pi., scapulse, the shoulder-blades, the shoul-

ders, shoulder-pieces; prob. akin to L. seapus,
a shaft, stem,
stalk: see

scape
2

."] 1. In
aiiat.

,
the shoul-

der-blade, or

blade-bone, or

omoplate. it is

the proximal ele-

ment of the pecto-
ral or scapular arch
of vertebrates, es-

pecially of high-
er vertebrates, in

which it is primi-
tively the proximal
part of a cartilagi-
nous rod, the distal part of which is segmented off to form
the coracoid. It assumes the most various shapes in differ-

ent animals, but is usually flattened and expansive in mam-
mals, in birds slender and saber-like. The scapula, what-
ever its shape, normally maintains connection with the

coracoid, which is then a separate bone, but in all mam-
mals above the monotreraes the coracoid is completely
consolidated with the scapula, appearing as a mere pro-
cess of the latter. The human, like other mammalian
scapula?, with the exception noted, is therefore a com-

pound bone, consisting of scapula and coracoid united.

The scapula, or scapula and coracoid together, normally
furnish an articulation for the clavicle when the latter is

fully developed. In mammals above monotremes this

articulation is with the spine or acromion. The glenoid
cavity for the articulation of the humerus is always at the

junction of the scapula proper with the coracoid, and
when the latter is separate both bones enter into its for-

mation. Morphologically a well-developed scapula, as in

a mammal, has two ends, three borders, and three sur-

faces, corresponding to the prismatic rod of primitive
cartilage ; these parts, however, do not correspond with
the borders, angles, and surfaces described in human
anatomy (for which see shoulder-blade), the vertebral bor-

der, for instance, being really one end of the bone, and
the edge of the spine being one of the morphological
borders. The three surfaces correspond to the supraspi-
nous, infraspinous, and subscapular fossa), better known
as the prescapular, postscapular. and subscapular sur-

faces. In all mammals and birds, and most reptiles

proper, the scapula closely conforms to the characters
here given. In batrachians and fishes, however, whose
scapular arch is complicated with additional bones, the
modifications are various, and some of the coracoid ele-

ments have been wrongly regarded and named as scapu-
lar. See cuts under omostemum, scapulocoracoid, and
H/i'ii/lder-blade. See also postscapular, prescapular, sub-

scapular, supraseapular.
2. In I'rinoiilea, one of the plates in the cup
which give rise to the arms. 3. In entom. : (a)
One of the parapsides or plica? scapulares on
the side of the mesothorax. Thomson, (b) A

Right Shoulder-girdle or Scapular Arch of

Fowl^ showing hf, thehypoclidium ;/, furcu-

lum ; Co, coracoid; Sc, scapula ; gl, glenoid.

< ML. scapularium, scapular:
I. a. Having the form of a

ttlarc. (b) The scapulars or scapularies, col-

lectively considered. 2. In entom., the pleura,
or side of the mesothorax. Same as scapula, 3

---,- -, *- (b). Kirby.
scapulse, the shoulders: see scapula. II. w. scapulary (skap'u-la-ri), a. and n. [Early mod.

Early mod. E. scapellar, skappler,< ME. "scape- E. also scopelarie ; < ME. scapularye, scapelerey,^
lere (usually in longer form: see scapulary), < F.

scaplerie, scapelori, scaplory, chapolorie, etc.

scapula-ire = Pr. escapolari = Cat. escapulari = ***

Sp. Pg. escapulario = It. scapolare, < ML. scapu-

larium, scapulare, a scapular, < scapularis, per-

taining to the shoulders: seel. Cf. scapulary.]
I. a. Of or pertaining to the shoulders or the

shoulder-blades; pertaining to the scapula (in

any sense), or to scapulars. Also scapulary.
Great scapular notch. See notch. Scapular arch,
the pectoral arch, or shoulder-girdle, forming in verte-

brates which have fore limbs or pectoral flns the suspenso-
rium or bony apparatus for suspending such limb or fin

from the trunk or head, the limb or flu from the shoulder-

joint or its representative being the diverging appendage
of the scapular arch. In all higher vertebrates (main
mals, birds, and reptiles) the scapular arch consists primi-

tively of a cartilaginous rod, more or less perfectly seg-

mented into a proximal moiety (scapula) and a distal

moiety (coracoid), to which an accessory bone (clavicle) is

frequently added, together with various other supplemen-
tary osseous or cartilaginous pieces, either in the median
line in front or in the line of the clavicle. In a batra-

chian, as the frog, there is a distinct superior ossification

forming

OF. scapulairc,
see scapular.']

scapular.
The King was in a scopelarie mantle, an hat of cloth of

siluer, and like a white hermit.
Uolinehed, Chron., IIL 830.

II. n.
; pi. scapularies (-riz). 1. Same as scap-

ular, 1.

Ha muhe werie scapelorii hwen mantel ham henegeth.
Ancren Kiwle, p. 424, note c.

Thei schapen her chapolories & streccheth hem brode.

Piers Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 560.

i scapelerey with an hodde. Paeton Letters, III. 410.

The monastic garment named scapulary, the exact char-

acter of which has not been decidedly determined, appears
to have been a short super-tunic, but having a hood or

cowl. Encyc. Brit., VI. 463.

2. Same as scapular,
ular, 3.

2. 3. Same as scap-

homologized. Also cMed scapular girdle, and pectoral notable in size, shape, or color: as, the scapu-
arch or girdle. See scapula, coracoid, prescapida, supra- Inted crow or raven, Corvus scapulatus.

^ndtuTsTnto^^^
scaPulet,scapulette (skap'u-let), n. [.< scapu.

sternum, scapulocoracoid, and scapula. Scapular ar-

tery, (a) Dorsal, a large branch of the subscapular, which
winds over the axillary border of the scapula to ramify
in the infraspinous fossa. Also called dorsalis scapulit.

(6) Posterior, the continuation of the transversalis colli

along the vertebral border of the scapula as far as the

inferior angle. - Scapular crow. See erow2 and scapu-
lated. Scapular feathers, in ornith., those feathers gcapulimancy (skap'u-li-man-si), n. [<L.seoj)-
which grow upon the pteryla humeralis or

humeral
tract; ^ the ghoulder-blades, + Gr. uavreia, divina-

tion.] Divination by means of a shoulder-blade:
same as omoplatoseopy.

la ~+ dim. -et, -ette.] An appendage at the base
of each of the manubrial lobes of some acalephs.

They are secondary folds of the oral cylinder.
The smaller appendages to the oral cylinder are sixteen

in number, and are known as the scapulettes or upper leaf-

like appendages. Amer. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XXXIII. 123.

ers lying i

sertion into the body.
"

See II., 3. Scapular hyoid mus-
cle. Same as omohyoid. Scapular line, a vertical line

drawn on the back through the inferior angle of the scap-
ula. Scapular point, a tender point developed in neu-

tnu-i
in the interscapular region. Scapular region, the re- scapulimantic (skap"u-li-man'tik), a. [< scap-

ulimancy (-ma nt-) -f- -ic.] Pertaining to scapu-
limancy; omoplatoscopic : as, a scapulimantic
rite or ceremony; a scapulimantic prophecy or

omen.

II. n. 1. A short cloak with a hood, appa-
rently confined to monastic orders, and among
them the garment for use while at work, etc.,

as distinguished from a fuller and longer robe scapuloclavicular (skap/u-lo-kla-vik'u-lar),
a.

-
[< Nil. scapuloclavtculans, < scapula + clavicula

+ -or3.] Pertaining to the scapula and thehence, specifically, (a) a long narrow strip of

cloth, covering the shoulders and hanging down
before and behind to the knees, worn by certain

religious orders
; (6) two small pieces of cloth

connected by strings, and worn over the shoul-

ders by lay persons in the Roman Catholic

Church, as a token of devotion, in honor of

the Virgin Mary, etc. The original scapular was flrst

introduced by St. Benedict, in lieu of a heavy cowl for

the shoulders. Also scapulary.

The doctoure of diuinitie, when he commenseth, hath
his scapular cast ouer his headde, in token that he hathe
forsaken the worlde for Christes sake.

R. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. 58).

And slow up the dim aisle afar,
With sable cowl and scapular,
And snow-white stoles, in order due,
The holy Fathers, two and two,
In long procession came.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 30.

2. In surg., a bandage for the shoulder-blade.

Also scapulary. 3. In ornitit., the bundle of

feathers which springs from the pteryla hume-
ralis or humeral tract, at or near the shoulder,

clavicle : as, the scapuloclaviciilar articulation.

"8 "r au
"{, rrVvriCSl

1 at ?<bv the bones & and Co In the cut under smpta.and lies along the side of the back; the shoul-
scapu lodynia ( skap"u-16-din'i-a). H. [NL.,

der-feathers: generally used in the plural. Also *
, % G ^ *

in
-j
pa i'n ^ the regieSee cut under covert.

The scapular or shoulder feathers, scapulars or scapu-
laries; these are they that grow on the pterylse hume-
rales. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 94.

Tongue-scapular, a scapular on which twelve tongues
of red cloth were sewed, put on a Cistercian monk who

ris), n.; pi. scapuloclariculares (-rez). [NL.:
see scapuloclavicular.] An anomalous muscle
which in man may extend from the sternal part
of the clavicle

to the superior
border of the

scapula.

scapulocora-
coid (skap'u-
16-kor'a-koid),
a. and n. [<
NL. scapula
+ coracoides :

see coracoid.]
Same as cora-

coscapular.
Scapulocoracoid angle. Same as coracoscaptdar angle
(which see, under coracoKcarndar). The angle is that formed

<

region
of the scapula,
scapulohumeral (skap"u-16-hu'me-ral), a. [<
NL. scapula + humerus 4- -/.] Of or pertain-
ing to the scapula and the humerus: as, the

srapuloltumeral articulation (that is, the shoul-

der-joint).

S-as

Pectoral Arch and Fore Limb of the Pike
(Esox luctus), an osseous fish, showing scapu-
locoracoid, composed of Sep. scapula or hy-
percoracoid, and c>, coracoid or hypocora-
coid ; c, posterior end of the outer margin of
the scapulocoracoid ; *, t,, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, five

fin-rays or radialia ; a, actinosts or basalia.

had offended with his tongue.

pleura, including the episternum and epimeron, scapulare (skap-u-la're), n. [NL., neut. of scapuloradial (skap"u-16-ra'di-al), a. [< NL.
the latter being distinguished by Burmeister as ML. scapularis, pertaining to the shoulder: see snipula + radius + -/.] In mint., pertaining
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scapuloradial

to the scapula and the radius : as, a scapulora-
dial muscle (represented in man by the long
head of the biceps).

scapulo-ulnar (skap"i)-16-ul'nar), a. [< NL.
scapula + ulna + -ar&.] Of or pertaining to

the scapula and the ulna : as, a scapulo-ulnar
muscle (represented in man by the long head
of the triceps).

scapulovertebral (skap"u-16-ver'te-bral), a. [<

scapula + vertebra + -a/.] Pertaining to the
shoulder-blade or scapula and to the spine or

vertebral column : as, the rhomboidei are scap-
ulovertebral muscles.

Bcapus(ska'pus),M.; pl.scapi(-pl). [NL.,<L.sca-
pus, a shaft, stem: seescape*.] i. inarch., the
shaft of a column. 2. In hot.

,
same as scope2 ,

1.

3. In entom., the scape of an antenna. 4. In
ornith., the scape of a feather; the whole stem
or shaft, divided into the ban-el or calamus and
therachis. 5. [cap.'] A genus of crelenterates.

scar1
(skar), . [Early mod. E. also skar ; <

ME. scar, scarre, skarre,<. OF. escare, F. escarre,
escliarre = Sp. Pg. It. escara, a scar, scab, crust,
< L. eschara, a scar, esp. from a burn, < Gr. ea-

%apa, a scab, scar caused by burning, a hearth,
means of producing fire, etc.: see eschar.'] 1.
A mark in the skin or flesh made by a wound,
burn, or ulcer, and remaining after the wound,
burn, or ulcer is healed

; a cicatrix.

He jests at scars that never felt a wound.
Shak., K. and J., ii. 2. 1.

Let Paris bleed ; 'tis but u scar to scorn.

Shak.,1. andC.,1. 1. 114.

That time, whose soft palm heals the wound of war,
May cure the sore, but never close the tear.

Drayton, Barons' Wars, i. 1&

You have got a Scar upon your Cheek that is above a

Span long. Jf. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 267.

2. Figuratively, any mark resulting from in-

jury, material or moral.

The very glorified body of Christ retained in it the scars
and marks of former mortality.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 54.

Th' Earth, degenerate
From her first beauty, bearing still vpon her
Eternall Scars of her fond Lords dishonour.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

This smooth earth . . . had the beauty of youth and
blooming nature, . . . and not a wrinkle, scar, or fracture
in all its body. Burnet, Theory of the Earth, i. 6.

3. A spot worn by -long use, as by the limpet.
The greatest distance from its scar at which I noticed a

marked limpet to be was about three feet.

Nature, XXXI. 200.

4. In hot., a mark on a stem or branch seen
after the fall of a leaf, or on a seed after the

separation of its stalk. See hilum.

There were thick-stemmed and less graceful species
with broad rhombic scars (Leptophleum), and others with
the leaf-scars in vertical rows (Sigillaria), and others, again,
with rounded leaf-scars, looking like the marks on Stig-
maria. Dawson, Geol. Hist, of Plants, p. 71.

5. In conch., an impression left by the insertion
of a muscle

;
a ciborium

;
an eye. In bivalve shells

the principal scars are those left by the adductor muscles,
which in most species are two in number, an anterior and
a posterior, but in others only one, which is subcentral

;

other scars are left by the muscles which move the foot.
See cut under ciborium.

6. In entom., a definite, often prominent, space
on the anterior face of the mandibles of rhyn-
chophorous beetles of the family Otiorhynchi-
dx. It indicates the deciduous piece or cusp which
falls off soon after the insect attaius its perfect state. See
deciduous.

7. In founding, a weak or imperfect place in a

casting, due to some fault in the metal.
scar1

(skar), v.: pret. and pp. scarred, ppr. scar-

ring. [< scar*, n.] I. trans. To mark with a
scar or scars ; hence, to wound or hurt.

Ill not shed her blood,
Nor scar that whiter skin of hers than snow.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 4.

I would not scar that body,
That virtuous, valiant body, nor deface it,
To make the kingdom mine.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

U. intrans. To become scarred
;
form a scar.

scar11
(skar), . [Also (Sc.) scaur; < ME. scarre,

skerre, < Icel. skcr, an isolated rock in the sea,= Sw. skar = Dan. skjeer (cf. OD. schaere), a
cliff, a rock ;

cf. Icel. skor, a rift in a rock
;
< Icel.

skera = Sw. skara = Dan. sksere, cut, shear : see
shear 1

, and cf. share1 , score, and shore1 . Hence
&lso skerry.] 1. A naked, detached rock. 2. A
cliff; a precipitous bank; a bare and broken
place on the side of a hill or mountain.

Is it the roar of Teviot's tide
That chafes against the scaur's red side?

Scott, L. of L. M., 1. 12.

6378
0, sweet and far from cliff and scar
The horns of Elfland faintly blowing.

Tennyson, Princess, iii. (song).

The word enters into many place-names in Great Britain,
as Scarborough, Scarclirf, etc.

scar3
,
a. Same as scare1

.

scar4 (skar), n. [< L. scarus, < Gr. mdpor, a sea-

fish, Scams cretensis, supposed by the ancients
to chew the cud.] A scaroid fish. See Scarus.
scarab (skar'ab), . [Formerly also scarabe ;

also scarabee, < F. scarabee = Pr. escaravai =
Sp. escardbajo = Pg. escarabeo, scaraveo (also
dim. escaravelho) = lt.scarabeo, < L. scarabsetis,
& beetle; cf. Gr. napajiof, var. Kapa/3u>f, Kapd/i-

[Jiof, Kapaftic,, a horned beetle, stag-beetle, also a
kind of crab; Skt. carabha, calabha, a locust.
The Gr. forms *mapa{}etos, "dKapafioc,, commonly
cited, are not authentic.] 1. A beetle, it was
supposed to be bred in and to feed on dung; hence the
name was often applied opprobriously to persons. See
dung-beetle, tumblebuy, and cuts under Copris and Scara-
bus.
Some [grow rich] by hearbs, as cankers, and after the

same sort our apothecaries ; others by ashes, as scarabts,
and how else get our colliers the pence?

Xashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 22.

Such as thou,
They are the moths and scarabs of a state.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 5.

These sponges, that suck up a kingdom's fat,

Battening like scarabs in the dung of peace.
JUassinger, Duke of Milan, ill. 1.

2. In entom., a coleopterous insect of the fam-
ily Scarabeeidee, and especially of the genus
Scarabeevs; a scarabseid or
scarabreoid. 3. A gem,
usually emerald, green feld-

spar, or obsidian, cut in the
form of a beetle and en-

graved on the under face,
common among the ancient

Egyptians as an amulet.
Also scarabieus.

Theodoros in the bronze statue
which he made of himself was rep-
resented holding in one hand a
scarab engraved with the design of
a quadriga.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture,
[I. 77.

Scarab.

Time of Tbotmcs III.

(Size of original.)

scarabseid (skar-a-be'id), a. and . I. a. Per-

taining to the Scarabeeidse ; related to or resem-

bling a scarabseid; scaraboeoid. Also scara-

bxidous.

II. n. A beetle of the family Scarabeeidae ; a
'

scarabseoid or scarab.

Scarabaeidse (skar-a-be'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Leach, 1817), < Scarabeeus + -idee.] A very
large family of beetles of the lamellicorn se-

ries, having the lamella? of the antennal club

capable of close apposition and not flattened,
and having fossorial legs. The family contains
about 7,000 described species, of which between 600 and
600 Inhabit America north of Mexico. They are usually
of large size, and among them are the largest beetles
known. Many of them are leaf-feeders, others live on
fruit, flowers, honey, sap, decaying animal matter, and
excrement. The larvae are robust white grubs, living or-

dinarily underground, or in decaying stumps and logs,
or in dung. The males are usually much larger than the

females, and are often distinguished by horns upon the
head or prothorax, or by better developed antennae, or by
modifications of the legs. Many noted pests to agricul-
ture belong to this group, such as the May-beetles or

June-bugs and cockchafers of America and Europe, the

Anisoplia austriaca of the Russian wheat-fields, and the
rose-chafer and fig-eater of the United States. Corre-

sponding groups in former use are Scarabieida, Scarabse-

ides, Scarabseina-, and Scarabxites. See cuts under Her-

cules-beetle, Pelidnota, and Scarabfeus.

scarabaeidoid (skar-a-be'i-doid), a. [< scara-
bseid + -oid.] Noting a stage of the larva

(after the second molt) of those insects which

undergo hypermetamorphosis, as the blister-

beetles (Meloidfe). This stage succeeds the caraboid,
and is followed by the ultimate stage of the second larva,
after which comes the coarctate pupa. C. V. ftiley.

scarabasidous (skar-a-be'i^dus), a. Same as
scarabseid.

The ordinary hairs of scarabseidoui beetles.

Science, III. 127.

SCarabaeist (skar-a-be'ist), n. [< Scarabfe(idie)
+ -ist.] A special student of the Scarabssidee;
a coleopteristwho makes a special study of the
Scardbseidee.

The possibility of any coleopterist being more than a
scarabseM. Standard (London), Nov. 11, 1885.

scarabaeoid, scarabeoid (skar-a-be'oid), a. and
re. [< Scarabeeus + -oid.] I. a. 1. Resem-
bling a scarab; scarabffiid; pertaining, related,
or belonging to the Scarabieidse. 2. Specifi-
cally, scarabseidoid. C. V. Riley.

II. M. A carved scarab but remotely resem-

bling the natural insect; or, more usually, an

Egyptian Scarabaeus (Attucktts pius],
natural size.

scarbug
imitation or counterfeit scarab, such as were
produced in great numbers by the ancient
Phenicians.

Others [scarabs] again but vaguely recall the form of the
insect, and are called scarabteoids.

Maspero, Egypt. Areliaol. (tr. 1887), p. 242.

Scarabaeus (skar-a-be'us), n. [Also Scarabeus;
NL. (Linnteus, 1767), < L. scarabieus, a beetle :

see scarab.] 1. An Old World genus of la-
mellicorn beetles,
typical of the Sca-

rabfeidte, formerly
equivalent to La-
mellicornia, now re-
stricted to about 70

species distributed

through Africa and
the warmer parts
ofEurope and Asia.
They are coprophagous
in habit, the adults

rolling up balls of ex-
crement in which the
females lay their eggs.
The sacred scarab of
the Egyptians is 5.

sacer, found through-
out the countries bor-

dering on the Mediter-
ranean. It is probable
also that another spe-
cies, S. laticollis, was
held in religious veneration by the Egyptians, as the
scarab is sometimes figured by them with strlate elytra, a
character which pertains to this alone. Species of Ateu-
chus, as A. plus, were formerly included in this genus.
2. [I. c.; pi. scarab/ei (-i).] Same as scarab, 3.

scarabee (skar'a-be), n. [Formerly also scara-

bie; < F. scarabee, < L. scarabfeus, a beetle: see

scarab.] Same as scarab.

Such as you render the throne of majesty, the court,
suspected and contemptible ; you are scarabees that bat-
ten in her dung, and have no palats to taste her curious
viands. Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, iv. 1.

Up to my pitch no common judgment flies,

I scorn all earthly dung-bred scarabies.

Drayton, Idea, xxxl. (To the Critics.)

scarabeoid, a. and . See scarabxoid.

Scarabeus, . See Scarabfeus.

scaraboid (skar'a-boid), a. and n. [< scarab +
-oid.] I. a. Resembling a scarab; of the na-
ture of a scarab.

But these lenticular and scaraboid gems are precisely
those which the amateur pardonably neglects.

The Academy, Oct. 6, 1888, No. 867, p. 229.

II. n. 1. In entom., a scarabseoid beetle. 2.
An ornament, amulet, etc., resembling a scarab,
but not complete as to all its parts, or other-
wise differing from a true scarab; also, an imi-
tation scarab, as one of Phenician or Greek
origin, as distinguished from a true or Egyptian
scarab.

From the Crimean tombs we learn that the favourite
form of signet-ring in the fourth century was a scarab or

scaraboid, mounted in a gold swivel-ring, and having a

subject in intaglio on the under side.

C. T. Newtan, Art and Archieol., p. 595.

The design on a crystal scaraboid in the British Museum.
A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, I. 123, note.

Scaramouch (skar'a-mouch), . [Formerly also

Scaramoche, also Scaramoucho (after It.); < F.

scaramouche, a buffoon, < Scaramouche (E. Scara-
moxche, Scaramoucha), < It. Scaramuccia, a fa-

mous Italian zany of the 2d half of the 17th

century, who acted in England and died in

Paris; the proper name being < scaramuccia

(>OF. escarmouche), & skirmish: see skirmish.]
A buffoon in Italian comedy and farce, a cow-

ardly braggadocio who is beaten by Harlequin.
The character is often adopted in masquerades,
with a dress usually of black, and grotesquely
ornamented.

Th' Italian merry-andrews took their place. . . .

Stout Scaramoucfta with rush lance rode in.

Dryden, Epil. to Univ. of Oxford, 1673.

His astonishment still increased upon him, to see a con-
tinued procession of harlequins, scaramouches, puncbinel-
los, and a thousand other merry dresses.

Addison, Foxhunter at a Masquerade.

scarbott, [ME., < OF. *scnrbot, scarbottc,

escarbot, escharbot, escarbote, F. escarbot (ML.
reflex scarbo, scrabo, scabo), beetle, < L. scara-

bfeus, a beetle : see scarab.] A beetle. Prompt.
Parr., rj. 442.

scarbrpite (skar'bro-it), n. [< Scarborough,
sometimes written Scarbro', a town of England,
+ -ite2.] A white clay-like mineral, void of

luster, and essentially a hydrous silicate of
aluminium. It occurs as veins in the beds of

sandstone covering the calcareous rock near

Scarborough in England.
scarbugt, . See scarebug.



scarce

scarce (skars), a. [Early mod. E. also scarse ;

< ME. scarce, skarce, scarse, scars = MD.
ni'/iners, sparing, niggard, D. schaars, schaarsch,
scarce, rare, = Bret, scarz, niggard, scanty,
short, < OF. scars, usually escars, eschars, rarely
eschar, eskar, eschard, sparing, niggard, parsi-
monious, miserly, poor ;

of things, small, little,

weak, few, scarce, light (of weight), strict, F.

echars, light (as winds), F. dial, ecars, rare,

echarre, sparing, = Pr. escars, cscas = OSp. es-

casso, Sp. escaso = Pg. escasso = It. scarso,

niggard, sparing, scanty, etc., light (of

weight); ML. scarsus, diminished, reduced;
origin uncertain. According to Diez, Mahn,
Skeat, and others, < ML. scarpsus, excarpsus, for
L. excerptus, pp. of excerpere, pick out, choose,
select (see excerp and excerpt), the lit. sense

'picked out,' 'selected,' leading, it is supposed,
to the sense 'rare,' 'scarce' (Skeat), or to the
souse '

contracted,' 'shortened' (Muratori,
Mahn), whence 'small,' 'scarce'; but ML.
scarpsus, excarps>is,is not found in any sense of

scarce, and this view ignores the early person-
al use, 'sparing,' 'parsimonious,' which can
hardly be connected with ML. scarpsus except
by assuming that searpsus was used in an ac-
tive sense, 'picking out,' 'selecting,' and so 're-

serving,'
'

sparing.' The physical use in MD.
schaers afscheren, shear off close, shave close,
It. cogliere scarso, strike close, graze (see
scarce, adv.), scarsare, cut off, pinch, scant (see
scarce, v.), suggests some confusion with MD.
schaers, a pair of shears, also a plowshare,
and the orig. verb scheeren, shear (see shearl,
shears, share1 ). The personal sense, 'sparing,'
'

niggard,' is appar. the earliest in E. and OF.]
If. Sparing; parsimonious; niggard; niggard-
ly; stingy.
Ye shul use the richesses ... In swlch a manere that

men holde nat yow to scars ne to sparynge ne to foollarge.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

That on was bothe curteis and kende,
Lef to give and lef to spende ;

And that other lef to pinche,
Bothe he was scars and chinche.

Sevyn Sages, 1. 1244.

Also God doeth commaund him which shall be king
that he hoord not vp much treasure, that he be not scarce,
or a nigarde, for the office of a Merchaunt is to keepe,
but of a King to giue and to be liberall.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 11.

2. Scantily supplied; poorly provided; not

having much : sometimes with of. [Obsolete
or archaic.]

In day[e]s olde, whan small apparaill
Sufflsed vn-to hy astate or mene,

Was grete howsholde stuffld with vitaill ;

But now howsholdes be full scars and lene.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 108.

As when a vulture, on Imaus bred, . . .

Dislodging from a region scarce of prey,
. . . flies toward the springs
Of Ganges or Hydaspes, Indian streams.

Milton, P. L., iii. 433.

3t. Diminished; reduced from the original or
the proper size or measure

; deficient
; short.

Nou behoueth to habbe tuo mesures, ane little and ane
tcarse, thet he useth touore the uolke. And anothre guode
and large, thet he useth thet non ne y-zygth [sees].

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 53.

4. Deficient in quantity or number; insufficient
for the need or demand; scant; scanty; not
abundant.

Hys moder he dude in warde & scars lyflede her fonde
In the abbeye of Worwell & bynome hyre hyr londe.

Robert of Gloucester, p. 334.

How be it ye wynde was so scarce and calme that we
coude not come to the towne of Corfona tyll Monday ayenst
nyght. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 11.

The Padre told Capt. Swan that Provision was now
scarce on the Island ; but he would engage that the Gov-
ernour would do his utmost to furnish us.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 301.

5. Few in number; seldom seen; infrequent;
uncommon; rare: as, scarce coins; a scarce
book.

The scarcest of all is a Pescennius Niger on a medallion
well preserved. Addison, Remarks on Italy.

Nor weeds are now, for whence arose the weed
Scarce plants, fair herbs, and curious flowers proceed.

Crabbe, Works, I. 5!).

6. Characterized by scarcity, especially of pro-
visions, or the necessaries of life.

Others that are provident rost their flan and flesh vpon
hurdles as before is expressed, and keepe it till scarce
times. Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 132.

To make one's self scarce, to make off; get out of the
way ; leave at once. [Colloq.]

You seem to forget that my liberty was granted only on
condition of making myself scarce in the two Castiles.

Smollett.
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You left me planted there obliged to matte myself

scarce because I had broken contract.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Ixii.

= Syn. 4 and 6. Rare, Scarce. See rorl.

scarce (skars), adv. [= MD. schaers, schaiirx,

scarce, close (cf. schaers afscheren, shear or
shave close ;*cf. It. cogliere scarso, strike close,

graze; prop, the adj.); < scarce, a.] Hardly;
barely; scarcely.

Their successors have done very little, or scarce made
any attempts. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii.

To Noah's Ark scarce came a thicker Croud
For life than to be slain there hither flow'd.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 170.

I had scarce taken orders a year, before I began to think
seriously of matrimony. Goldsmith, Vicar, i.

While I profess my ignorance, I scarce know what to

say I am ignorant of. Lamb, Chapter on Ears.

SCarcet (skars), v. t. [< ME. scarsen (= It.

scarsare); < scarce, a.] To make less; dimin-

ish; make scant. Prompt. Pan'., p. 442.

Scarsare [It.], to scarce, to spare, to pinch, to cut off, to
scant. Florio.

scarcely (skars'li), adv. [< ME. scarsly, scarsely,

scarseliche, scarsttche, skarschliche ; < scarce +
-/i/

2
.] If. Sparingly; parsimoniously; nig-

gardly; stingily.

Lyve as scarsly as hym list desire.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 583.

2f. Scantily; insufficiently.
He that soweth scarsly, schal and scarsly repe ; and he

that soweth in blessingis schal repe and of blessyngis.
WycKf, 2 Cor. ix 0.

3. Hardly; barely; with difficulty.

He scarcely knew him, striving to disown
His blotted form, and blushing to be known.

Dryden, ^Eneid, vi. 670.

Early one morning, when it was scarcely the gray of the
dawn. Irving, Granada, p. 54.

The sentence of Bacon had scarcely been pronounced
when it was mitigated. Stacaulay, Bacon.

Their characters afford scarcely a point of contact.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

There was a thick fog, which the moon scarcely bright-
ened. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 118.

scarcement (skars'ment), n. [Formerly also

skarsment; origin obscure.] 1. In building, a,

setback in the face of a wall, or in a bank of
earth ; a footing or ledge formed by the setting
back of a wall. 2. In mining, a small project-
ing ledge left in a shaft as a temporary sup-
port for a ladder, or for some similar purpose.
scarceness (skars'nes), n. [< ME. scarsenes,

scarsnesse; < scarce + -ness.'] The state or con-
dition of being scarce. Specifically (at) Sparing,
ness ; parsimony ; niggardliness.

The zeuen principals uirtues thet ansuerieth to the
zeue vices, ase deth bo samnesse a-ye prede, . . . Largesse
a-ye scarmesse. Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 159.

(6) Deficiency ; dearth.

We recouerde syght of the yle of Candy, wherof we made
grete joye, not oonly for the happy escape frome the grete
daunger yt we were late in, but also for the lacke and
scarsenes of vytayllys that was in our galye.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 60.

(c) Bareness; infrequency of occurrence
; uncommonness.

The value of an advantage is enhanced byits scarceness.

Collier.

scarcity (skSr'si-ti), n. [< ME. scarsitie, scar-

sete, scursite, skarsete, < OF. escarsete, escarcete,
escarcite, escharsete, cscharcete, scharsete, parsi-
mony, niggardliness, miserliness, meanness,
deficiency, lack, = It. scarcita, scarcity, light
weight (cf. It. scarsezza, Sp. escasez, scarcity) ;

as scarce + -ity.] If. Sparingness ; parsimony ;

niggardliness ; stinginess.

Right as men blamen an averous man, bycause of his
skarsete and chynuherie, in the same manner is he to blame
that spendeth oner largely.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus (ed. Wright), p. 162.

2. The state or condition of being scarce;
smallness of quantity or number, or smallness
in proportion to the wants or demands

;
abso-

lutely, deficiency of things necessary to the
subsistence of man

;
dearth

; want
;
famine.

The grounde was vntylled and vnsowen, whereof ensued
great scarsytie and hunger, and after hunger ensued deth.

Fabyan, t'hron., Ixxv.

But all in vaine ; I sate vp late & rose early, contended
with the colde, and conuersed with scarcilie.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 5.

They have in all these parts a great scarcity of fuel ; so
that they commonly use either the reeds of Indian wheat
or cow dung. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 123.

Root Of scarcity, or scarcity-root, mangel-wurzel.
= Syn. 2. Scarcity, Dearth, Famine. Scarcity of the neces-
sities of life is not so severe a? dearth, nor dearth so severe
as famine. Primarily, dearth is a scarcity that is felt in

high prices, and famine such scarcity that people have to
go hungry ; but both are generally stronger than their
derivation would suggest, famine often standing for ex-

scarecrow

treme difficulty in getting anything whatever to support
life.

Scarcity and want shall shun you ;

Ceres' blessing so is on you.
Shale., Tempest, iv. 1. 116.

There happen'd an extraordinary dearth in England,
corne bearing an excessive price.

Evelyn, Diary, p. 9 (1631).

Come not back again to suffer,
Where the Famine and the Fever
Wear the heart and waste the

body.
Longfellow, Hiawatha, xx.

scarcrowt, n. An obsolete spelling of scare-
crow^.

scard (skard), . A dialectal form of shard1
.

Scardafella (skar-da-fel'a), . [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1854), < It. scardafeila.'] An American
genus of Columbidee, containing ground-doves

Scaly Ground-dove (Scarda/ella squamosa).

of small size with cuneate tail and scaly plu-
mage, as S. inca or S. squamosa ; the scale-doves.

Scare 1
(skar), a. [So. also skair, scar, skar,

scaur, ME. scar, sker, < Icel. skjarr, shy, timid.]

Timid; shying. [Now only Scotch.]
The skerre horse. Ancren Biwlc, p. 242, note.

Scare 1 (skar), v.
; pret. and pp. scared, ppr. scar-

Mis'. [Formerly also skare, So. skair ; Sc. also

scar, skar, E. and U. S. dial, skear, skeer; < ME.
scarrcn, skerren, skeren, frighten, < scar, sker,

scared, timid: see scare1
, a.] I. trans. To

frighten ; terrify suddenly ;
strike with sudden

terror or fear.

This Ascatus with skathe skerrit of his rewme
Pelleus, with pouer.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13404.

The noise of thy cross-bow
Will scare the herd, and so my shoot is lost.

Shale., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 7.

I can hardly think there was ever any scared into heaven.
Sir T. Browne, Keligio Medici, i. 62.

"Wasn't the Rabbit scared, Uncle Remus?" asked the
little boy. "Honey, dey ain't bin no wusser skeer'd beas'
sence de worril begin dan dish yer same Brer Rabbit."

J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, xvi.

To scare away, to drive away by frightening. To scare
up. to find; bring to light; discover: as, tocarepmoney.
[Colloq. ]

= Syn. To daunt, appal, frighten; scare repre-
sents the least of dignity in the act or in the result; it

generally implies suddenness.

II. intrans. To become frightened ; be scared :

as, a horse that scares easily. [Colloq.]
As a scowte wach [a sentinel] scarred, so the asscry rysed.

,
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 838.

scare 1
(skar), . [<wel,r.] Asuddenfright

or panic : particularly applied to a sudden ter-

ror inspired by a trifling cause, or a purely ima-

ginary or causeless alarm.

God knows this is only a scare to the Parliament, to make
them give the more money. Pepys, Diary, Nov. 25, 1664.

A gunboat is kept at Gibraltar which at the time of scare*
is directed to keep a lookout on possible enemies' ships
passing through the Straits.

Fortnightly Rev.
,
N. S., XLIII. 2.

SCare2t, n. An obsolete form of sca-2,

scare3 (skar), a. [Perhaps due to scarce, earlier

scarse, in like sense (the terminal -se taken for
the plural suffix ?). Cf. scar//

2
.] Lean; scanty;

scraggy. [Prov. Eng.]
scarebabe (skar'bab), n. [< scare1

, v., + obj.
6o6e.] Something to frighten a babe ; a bug-
bear. Grose. [Kare.]
scarebugt (skar 'bug), n. [Also scarfing; <

scare1
, v., + bugl.] Anything terrifying ;

a bug-
bear. See lug1

.

Yet remembering that these compliments, without the
substance, are but empty gulls and scarebutjs of majesty,
the sophistry of government, as one calls them, and, as
Zechariah the prophet saith. the instruments of a foolish

governor. Rev. S. Ward, Sermons, p. 119.

scarecrow1
(skar'kro), n. [Early mod. E. also

scarcrojr, skarcrowe; < scare 1
, v., + obj. crow2 .]

1. A figure of straw or clouts, made in gro-
tesque semblance of a man, set in a grain-field
or a garden to frighten off crows and other birds
from the crops; hence, anything set up or in-



scarecrow

tended to frighten or keep off intruders, or to

terrify the foolish.

Cacciacornacchie [It. ], a skar-crowe in a field.

/Vorto(1598).

To be ready in our clothes is to be ready for nothing
else; a man looks as if he be hung in chains, or like a
scarecrow. Dtkker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 67.

You, Antonio's creature, and chief manager of this plot
for my daughter's eloping ! you, that I placed here as a
scarecrow? Sheridan, The Duenna, i. S.

One might have mistaken him [Ichabod Crane) for the

genius of famine descending upon the earth, or some
scarecrow eloped from the cornfield.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 420.

2. A person BO poor and so meanly clad as to

resemble a scarecrow.

No eye hath seen such scarecrows. Ill not march through
Coventry with them, that 's flat. Shak.

,
1 Hen. IV. , iv. 2. 41.

I think she was bewitch'd, or mad, or blind ;

She would never have taken such a scarecrow else

Into protection. Beau, and Ft., Captain, ii. 2.

scarecrow2 (skar'kro), . [Cf. scart3 and
crow2 . ] The black tern, Hydrochelidon fissipes.
Pennant. [Prov. Eng.]

scarefiret Cskar'fir), n. [Also skarefire; < scare1

+ fire."} 1. Afire-alarm.
From noise of scare-fret rest ye free,
From murders, benedicitie.

Berrick, The Bell-Man.

2. A house-burning; a conflagration. Com-
pare scathefire.

Used foole-hardily to sallle forth and fight most cou-

rageously, but came home fewer than they went, doing no
more good than one handfull of water, as men say, in a
common skare-fire.

Holland, tr. of Ammianus Marcellinus (1609> (Naret.)

This general word [engine], communicable to all ma*
chines or Instruments, use in this city hath confined to

signine that which is used to quench scare-fret.

Fuller, Worthies, London, II. 334.

Bells serve to proclaim a scare-fire. Holder.

scare-sinner (skar'sin*er), . [< scare1
, v., +

obj. sinner.} One who or that which scares or

frightens sinners. [Kare.]
Do stop that death-looking, long-striding scoundrel of a

scare-ginner [Death] who is posting after me.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. 76.

scarf 1 (skarf), n. [Formerly also skarf, also

scarph, appar. simulating scarf* as a var. of

scarp2 ;
< Sw. skarf, a scarf, seam, joint, a piece

sewed to another (cf . Norw.sfcarr, an end or frag-
ment of a board or plank, = AS. scearfe, a frag-
ment, piece, = D. scherf, a shred, = G. scherbe, a

fragment, shard); associated with the verb, Sw.
skarfva, join together, sew together, piece out

(cf. in eomp. skarf-yxa, an adz), = Norw. skar-

va, make even (by adding or taking away),
equalize, balance, settle (accounts), = Dan.
skarre, scarf, = AS. scearfian, cut small, shred,
scrape (the AS. would give E. "sharf, n., "sharve,
v.), = G. dial. (Bav.) scharben, cut, notch (tim-
ber), G. scharben, cut small ; appar., with a for-

mative or addition -/ (-!>), from the same source
as the nearly equiv. Icel. skor, a rim, edge,
joint in a ship's planking, a plank, row of
benches or steps, = Norw. skar, a cut, notch,
scarf. = Dan. dial, skar, a cut, notch (cf. Icel.

skari = Norw. skaar = Sw. sk&r, a cut made
by a scythe, a swath, = Dan. skaar, a cut, in-

cision, swath, skaare, a cut, notch), whence the

verb, Icel. skara, clinch (the planks of a boat)
so that each overlaps the plank beneath it, =
Norw. skara, join, bring together, clinch (the
planks of a ship), etc., = Dan. skarre, join,

scarp; < Icel. skera = AS. sceran, etc., cut,
shear: see shear. The words from this verb
are very numerous, and some forms of its de-
rivatives are confused with others. The sense
'cut' appears to be due to the AS. ; the sense
'join' to Scand. The noun scarf, in E., may
be from the verb.] 1. A cut; notch; groove;
channel.

The captured whale is towed to the beach at high tide,
and a scarf is cut along the body and through the blub-
ber, to which one end of a tackle is hooked.

C. M. Scammon, Marine Mammals, p. 63.

2. In carp., a joint by which the ends of two
pieces of timber are united so as to form a
continuous -

piece ; also,
the part cut

away from
each of two
pieces of tim-
ber to be
joined toge-
ther longitu-
dinally, so
that the cor-

responding
r:
Various Forms of Scarfs.
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ends may fit together in an even joint. (Dif-
ferent scarf-joints are shown in the accompa-
nying cut.) The joint is secured by bolts and

straps.
Wee haled aground to stoppe a leake, which we found

to be in the skarfe afore. Holdout's Voyages, I. 453.

3. In metal-working, the flattened or chamfered

edges of iron prepared for union by welding
or brazing, as in the brazing together of the
two ends of a band-saw Edye's scarf, a vertical
scarf with two hooka, formerly much used for beams of

ships when wood was the material of construction.

scarf 1
(skarf), r. t. [< Sw. skarfra, join toge-

ther, sew together, piece out, =Norw. skarva,
make even, = Dan. skarve, usually skarre, scarf:

see scarf
1

, .] 1. In carp., to cut a scarf in;
unite by means of a scarf. See soar/1

, n., 2.

The leak . . . was principally occasioned by one of the
bolts being wore away and loose in the joining of the

stern, where it was scarfed. Anton, Voyage, li. 7.

2. To flense, flay, or remove the skin and blub-
ber from (a whale) ;

cut off from a whale with
the spade, as blubber; spade; cut in.

scarf" (skarf), .; pl.scar/,formerlyal8ocra
>

(skarvz). [An altered form of scarp2 , appar.
simulating scarf1 : see scarp'*."} 1. A band of

some fine material used as a decorative acces-

sory to costume, and sometimes put to practi-
cal use, as for muffling the head and face. The
narrow mantle worn by women about 1830 to

1840 was of the nature of a scarf.

Then must they have their silk scarft cast about their

faces, and fluttering in the wind, with great lapels at

every end, either of gold or silver or silk, which they say
they wear to keep them from sun-burning.

Stubbes, Anatomie of Abuses.

What fashion will you wear the garland of? about your
neck, like an usurers chain? or under your arm, like a
lieutenant's scarf' Shak., Much Ado, it. 1. 198.

There is a carpet in the next room ; put it on, with this

scarf over thy face. B. Jonion, Epicuene, iv. 2.

I ... saw the palace-front
Alive with fluttering srnrjs and ladles' eyes.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. A baud of warm and soft material, as knit-
ted or crocheted worsted, worn around the neck
and head in cold weather. 3. A cravat so
worn that it covers the bosom of the shirt,
whether it is passed through a ring, or tied in a
knot, or put together in a permanent shape and
fastened with a hook and eye or a similar ap-
pliance. See scarf-pin, scarf-ring. 4. Inker.,
same as banderole. 5f. A long thin plate.
The Vault thus prepared, a scarf of lead was provided,

some two feet long and five inches broad, therein to make
an inscription. Fuller, Ch. Hist., XI. vii. 49.

scarf2 (skarf), r. t. [< scarf'*, n.] 1. To wrap
around one, as in the manner of a scarf.

Up from my cabin,

My sea-gown scarf'd about me, in the dark
. Groped I to flnd out them. Shale., Hamlet, v. 2. 13.

2. To cover with or as if with a scarf.

Come, seeling night,
Scarf up the tender eye of pitiful day.

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 2. 47.

After breakfast Margaret opened the front door to look
out. Here rose a straight and sheer breastwork of snow,
five feet or more in height, nicely scarfing the door ana
lintels. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

scarf 3 (skarf), n. [Also irreg. (Sc.) scart, skart,

scarth; < Icel. skarfr = Norw. Sw. skarf, the

green cormorant.] The cormorant. [Prov.
Eng.]
scarf4 t, n. An obsolete variant of scarp1

.

scarfed (skiirft), a. [<. scarf
% + -e<P.~) Covered

or adorned with or as if with a scarf; decorated
with scarfs or pendants.

How like a yonnker, or a prodigal,
The scarfed bark puts from her native bay ! . . .

How like the prodigal doth she return,
With over-weather'd ribs and ragged sails !

Ska*., M. of V., U. 6. 15.

scarfing (skar'fing), . [Verbal n. of scarf
1

, r.]
The act or process of removing blubber from
a whale. It is done with a spade, in such a way that

long strips of blubber are continuously unwound from the
whale spirally, the carcass being turned or rolled as the

operation proceeds.

scarfing-frame (skar'fing-fram), w. A device
for holding firmly the scarfed ends of a band-
saw while they are being brazed together.
scarfing-mactiine (skar'fing-ma-shen*), n, A
machine for shaving the ends of leather belt-

ing to a feather-edge where they are to be lap-

ped to form a joint.

scarf-joint (skarf'joint), n. In carp., a joint
formed by scarfing.
scarf-loom (skarf 16m), n. A figure-loom for

weaving fabrics of moderate breadth.

scarify

scarf-pin (skarf'piii), n. Aii ornamental pin
worn in a scarf or necktie.

scarf-ring (skarf'ring), n. An ornamental ring
through which the ends of a scarf or necktie
are drawn.
scarf-skin (skarf'skin), n. The epidermis, es-

pecially the thin, dry outermost layer, which
continually scales off. Also scurf-skin.

Not a hair
Ruffled upon the scarfskin.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

scarf-weld (skarf'weld), . A peculiar joint
made in welding two pieces of metal, as iron,

together. See scarf
1

, n., S.

scarfwise (skarf' wiz), adr. As a scarf or sash ;

hence, crosswise.

They had upon their coats a scroll or band of silver,
which came scarfu-ise over the shoulder, and so down un-
der the arm. Goldwell (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 478).

Scaridae (skar'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Scams +
-ids.] A family of fishes, typified by the genus
Scarus. The body is oblong and covered with large
scales, the posterior of which are angulated ; the head is

compressed and the jaws are undivided in the middle,
exposed, and have the teeth mostly coalescent with the

bone, only the
tips being free ; the dorsal has nine spines

and ten rays, and the anal two spines and eight rays. The
species are characteristic of the tropical seas, and are gen-
erally brilliant in coloration. Over 100 are known. They
attain for the most part a considerable size, many reach-

Ing a length of 3 feet or more, and as a rale are excellent
table-fish. They are generally known as parrot-JIshett.
One of them, Scarus cretensis, was celebrated among the
Romans for its savoriness. Also Searina. See cut under
parrot-Jish.

scarie, w. Same as scaury.
scarification (skar'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< OF.
(and F.) scarification = Pr. escarificatio = Sp.
escarificacion = Pg. escariftcafao = It. scarifi-

cazione, < L. scarificatio(n-), later form of sca-

rifatio(n-), scariphatio(n-), a scratching open,
scarification, < scarificare, later form of scari- -

fare, scariphare, scratch open : see scarify.'] In

surg., the act of scarifying; the operation of

making several superficial incisions in a part,
as for the purpose of taking away blood or
serum.

scarificatpr (skar'i-fi-ka-tor), n. [= F. scarifi-
catevr = Sp. escarificador, < NL. scarificator, <

L. scarificare, scarify: see scarify,] 1. One
who scarifies

;
a scantier.

What though the scarificators work upon him day by
day ? It Is only upon a caput mortuum.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, III. xvii.

2. An instrument used in scarification. One
form combines ten or twelve lancets, which are discharged
through apertures in its plane surface by pulling a trigger,
so that in passing they make a number of incisions in the

part to which the instrument is applied. This instrument
is used in wet cupping. See cupping, n., 1.

scarifier (skar'i-fi-er), n. [< scarify + -eri.]
1. One who scarifies, either literally or figura-

tively.
I ... have always had my idea that Dlgges, of Corpus,

was the man to whom my flagellation was intrusted. . . .

There is an air of fashion in everything which l)igges
writes, and a chivalrous conservatism, which makes me
pretty certain that D. was my scarifier.

Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

2. An instrument used for scarifying. 3. In

agri., a form of cultivator with prongs, used for

Scnri6er.

a, frame ; *, handles ; d, teeth ; e, wheels ; /, draft-hook.

stirring the soil without reversing its surface
or altering its form. Such implements are also

called hasps, scufflers, and grubbers.

scarify (skar'i-fi), r. t.
; pret. and pp. scarified,

ppr. scarifying. [Early mod. E. also scarific.

scarrifie, scaryfie ; < OF. (and F. ) scarifier = Pr.

scarificar = Sp. Pg. escarificar (cf. Pg. sarrafa-

qar, sarjar) = It. scarificare, < L. scarificare,
a later accom. form of scarifare, scanpliarr,

scarify, scratch open, < Or. onapi<t>ao6ai, scratch

an outline, sketch lightly, < aKapiQof, a stylus
or sharp-pointed instrument for drawing out-

lines; prob. akin to E. shear, sharp, etc.] 1.

In surg., to scratch or make superficial incisions

in: as, to scarify the gums.
But to scarrifie a swelling, or make incision, their best

instruments are some splinted stone.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 137.



scarify

2. To stir up and prepare for sowing or plant-

ing by means of a scarifier: as, to scarify the

soil. 3. Figuratively, to harrow or rasp, as

the feelings.

Scarina (ska-ri'na), . pi. [NL., < Seams 4

-iM2.] In 'Giint'her's ichthyological system,
the fifth group of Labridie : same as Scaridse.

Scarinae (ska-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL. (Swainson.

1839), < Scar'us + -hue.] A subfamily of fishes,

typified by the genus Scar-us, referred by most

authors to the Labridie: same as Scaridse.

scariose (ska'ri-os), a. [< NL. scariosus: see

->ws.] Same as scarioitx.

ScariOUS (ska'ri-us), a. [= F. scarieux, < NL.

scariosus, < L. scoria, a word found in glossa-

ries with the sense of 'thorny shrub' (Lit-

tr6).] 1. In lot., thin, dry, and membrana-

ceous, as the involucral bracts of many Compo-
sitx: contrasted with herbaceous. 2. In zool.,

scaly; scurfy; furfuraceous.

ScariOUS-bracted (ska'ri-us-brak"ted), a. In

hot., provided with or consisting of scarious

bracts: said chiefly of flowers. See Amaran-

taceae.

scaritid (skar'i-tid), a. [< NL. Semites (see

def.).] Pertaining to the Scaritim, a tribe of

ground-beetles of the family Carabidfe, typified

by the genus Scarites. Compare Mono.

scarlatet, and a. An obsolete form of scarlet.

scarlatina (skar-la-te'nii), w. [= F. scarlatine

= Sp. Pg. escarlatina, < NL. scarlatina, < It.

scarlattina, scarlatina, a name given by a Ne-

apolitan physician in 1553, fern, of scarlattino,

< ML. scarlatinus, scarlet, < scarlatum, scarlet:

see scarlet.'] Same as scarletfever (which see,

under fever
1

) Scarlatina anginosa, or anginose

scarlet fever, that form of scarlet fever in which the faucial

inflammation is very serious. Scarlatina maligna, very

severe scarlet fever, with grave nervous symptoms, and

usually fatal.

scarlatinal (skar-la-te'nal), a. [< scarlatina +
-nl] Pertaining to or of the nature of scarla-

tina.

scarlatiniform (skar-la-te'ni-form), a. [< NL.

scarlatina + L. forma, form.] Resembling
scarlatina or some feature of scarlatina.

scarlatinoid (skar-la-te'noid), a. [< scarlatina

+ -oi(l.~\ Resembling scarlatina or any of its

symptoms.
scarlatinous (skar-la-te'nus), a. [< NL. scar-

latina + -ous.] Pertaining to or of the nature

of scarlatina or scarlet fever.

scarless (skar'les), a. [< scar* + -less.] Free

from scars.

scarlet (skar'let), n. and a. [Earlymod. E. also

scarlate; < ME. scarlet, scarlett, scarlat, skarlet,

scharlette = MD. scharlaet, scharlaeck, IX schar-

laken = MLG. scharlaken = MHG. scharldt, later

scharlach, scharlachen, G. scharlach = Dan.

skarlagen = Sw. skarlakan (the forms in D. G.

Dan. Sw. simulating D. laken, MHG. lachen, E.

lake*, a linen cloth)= Icel.sfcarfa,sfcaMa<,<OF.

escarlate, F. ecarlate = Pr. escarlat = Sp. Pg.
escarlata = It. scarlatto, formerly scarlato =
OBulg. skr&lato = Serv. skerlet, shkrlet = Turk.

iskcrlat= NGr. map^arov, < ML. scarlatum, scar-

let, a cloth of a scarlet color, < Pers. saqalat, si-

qaldt, suqlat, scarlet cloth, > saqldtun, saqldtm,
scarlet cloth; cf. suqlat (in the Punjab trade),

broadcloth, used for banners, robes, quilts, leg-

gings, housings, pavilions, etc.
;

cf. AT. saqar-

lat, a warm woolen cloth, siqldt, fine painted or

figured cloth, a canopy over a litter; cf. Telu-

gu sakaldli, sakalatu, woolen or broadcloth.

From the Pers. saqlatun was prob. ult. derived

in part the ME. ciclatoun : see ciclaton.] I. n.

1. A highly chromatic and brilliant red color,

inclining toward orange. The color of red iodide of
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A dunce may tunie a Doctour, & in state

Wnlkein his warier.'

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 48.

Have ye brought me any scarlets sae red,

Or any of the silks sae line?

William and Marjorie (Child's Ballads, II. 150).

Iodine scarlet Same as pure scarlet. Pure scarlet, a

very brilliant but also very fugitive pigment composed of

the iodide of mercury. It is not now used.

II. (i. 1. Of the color scarlet
; bright-red.

They [kings and heralds] were entitled to six ells of scar-

let cloth as their fee, and had all their expenses defrayed

during the continuation of the tournament.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. -209.

The poppies show their scarlet coats.

Keats, To my brother George.

2. Dressed in scarlet; wearing scarlet.

Out, tawny coats ! out, scarlet hypocrite !

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 3. 56.

Scarlet admiral the red admiral, a butterfly, Vanessa

atalanta.- Scarlet bean. Same as scarlet runner.- Scar-

let cup a fungus of certain scarlet species of Peziza, as\1 .

auran&a. See Pezim. [Prov. Eng.] Scarlet fever. See

feveri Scarlet fish,the telescope-carp.a Chinese variety

of the goldfish, of a red color, with very prominent eyes.

Scarlet grain, a coccid, the Polish berry, Coccus polo-

nicus or Porphyrophora polonica. See Polish* and Porphy-

rophora. Scarlet grosbeak. Same as cardmal-tnrd.-
Scarlet hat a cardinal's hat; hence, the dignity of car-S - Scarlet haw. See haw*, 3.- Scarlet Ibis. See

ibis, l.-Scarlet lake. Sec lake*.- Scarlet lightning,

(a) The scarlet lychnis. (6) The red valerian, Centranthus

ruber. [Prov. Eng.] Scarlet lychnis. See Lychms,
2 Scarlet mallow. See Pavonia. Scarlet maple,
oak ocher See the nouns. Scarlet mite, a trom-

bidild as Trmnbidium holosericeum, of a scarlet color when

adult. Scarlet painted-cup. See painted-cup. Scar-

let pimpernel. See pimpernel, 4. Scarlet rash. Same

as roseola. Scarlet runner. See runner. Scarlet

sage. See sageZ. Scarlet snake, Osceola elapsmdea, of

the southern United States, which is bright-red with about

twenty black rings, each inclosing a white one. It thus
ii -* *t-~ *.... Ulrtmo Hilt ia

resembl'

scart

foot of the rampart; hence, any sharp, steep

slope. See cut under parapet. 2. Same as

escarpment, 2. [Rare.] - Scarp gallery, a covered

passage built in the scarp for the purpose of Hanking the

scarp'-
1
(skarp), M. [< ME. 'scarpe, also assibi-

lated xharpe, < OF. escarpe, eskerpe, esquerpe,

escharpe, escherpe, escMrpe, escrepe, escreipe, a

purse, pouch, a purse-band or belt, a sling, a

scarf, F. echarpe (> D. sjerp = Sw. skarp = G.

scMrpe; cf. Dan. skjeerf, < E. scarf), a scart,

= Sp Pg. charpa = Olt. scarpa, a purse, It.

scinrpa, ciarpa, a scarf, belt, < OHG. scharpe =
MD. sckarpe, scharpe, sclterpe = LG. schrap =
Icel. skreppa = Sw. skrdppa ( > E. scrip), a pouch,

pocket, scrip ;
cf . AS. sceorp, a robe : see script,

which is ult. a doublet of scarp?. Hence, by
some confusion, scarf2, the present form of the

word. The name, applied to a pilgrim's pocket
or pouch hung over the neck, came to be ap-

plied to the band suspending^the pocket, and

hence to a sash or scarf. See

scar/2.] l t . A shoulder-belt
pi-

scarf: the word is found only in

the Middle English form sharpe,

and in the heraldic use (def. 2) :

otherwise in the later form scarf.

Seescar/2. 2. In/ier-.adiminu-

tive of the bend sinister, having
one half its breadth.

scarpalogy (skar-pal'o-ji), n. See scarpology.

Scarp.

mercury is a typical example of it. A color more orange
than red lead or as little orange as Chinese vermilion is

not called scarlet.

II I should not disclose to you that the vessels that im-

mediately contain the tinging ingredients are to be made
of or lined with tin, you would never be able . . . to bring

your tincture of cochineal to dye a perfect scarlet.

Boyle, Colors, iii.

2. One of a group of coal-tar colors used for

dyeing wool and silk, and to a certain extent

for the manufacture of pigments. They are com-

plex in composition, and belong to the oxy-azo group.

They are acid colors and need no mordant, are quite fast

to light, and have largely displaced cochineal in dyeing.

They vary in shade from yellow through orange to scarlet,

crimson, and brown.

3. Cloth of a scarlet color; a scarlet robe or

dress.

One he henttis a bode of ncharlette fulle riche,

A pavys pillione halt, that pighte was fulle faire

With perry of the oryent, and precyous stones.

.Morte Artlmre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3400.

IHill-K llll^a, CttVl* invivuin - - -"

resemules a poisonous snake of the genus Llaps, but is

quite harmless. See cm-al-snake. Scarlet tanager. See

lananer. The scarlet woman, the woman referred to in

Rev. xvii. 4, 5 : variously applied by commentators to pa-

gan Rome, to papal Rome, and to the spirit of worldhness

and evil in all its various forms. To dye Scarlett. See

scarlet (skar'let), r. t. [< scarlet, a.] 1. To

make scarlet or bright-red ;
redden. [Rare.]

The ashy paleness of my cheek
Is scarleted in ruddy flakes of wrath. Ford.

2. To clothe in scarlet. [Rare.]

The idolatour, the tyraunt, and the whoremonger are no

mete mynisters for hym, though they be never BO gorgy-

ously mytered, coped, and typpeted, or never so finely

forced, pylyoned, and scarletted. __
Bp.Baie,TheVocacion,155S(Harl.Misc.,VI.442). (Davtes.)

scarlet-faced (skar'let-fast), a. Having a very
red face : as, the scarlet-faced saki.

SCarletseed (skar'let-sed), n. 1. A low West
Indian tree, Teriistrcemia obovalis. 2. A fra-

grant West Indian shrub or small tree, Ltetia

Thamnia.

scarlet-tiger (skar'let -ti'ger), . A British

moth, Hyperocampa domiimla.

scar-limestone (skar'lim"st6n), n. A thick

mass of calcareous rock frequently crowded

with marine fossils, especially crinoids, corals,

brachiopods, and various mollusks, forming the

middle division of the Carboniferous limestone

series: so called by English geologists because

it forms scars or cliffs: same as mountain lime-

stone (which see, under limestone). Of these scars

the High Tor in Derbyshire is an excellent example. This

has an escarpment of about 200 feet of bare rock, the sum-

mit rising to an elevation of 400 feet above the Derwent

at its base. The scar-limestone is not the geological

equivalent of the cliff-limestone of the western United

States. Also called thick and main limestone.

scarmaget, scarmoget, scarmisht, scarmycnt,
n. Obsolete forms of skirmish.

scam (skarn),w. Same as shorn. [North. Eng.]

scarn-bee (skiirn'be), n. A dung-beetle, tum-

blebug, or some other insect fond of scarn.

[Local, Eng.]
scaroid (ska'roid), a. and n. [< Scarus + -aid.]

I. a. Resembling or pertaining to the genus
Scarus; belonging to the Scaridse.

II. w. A member of the Scaridss.

scarp1
(skarp), r. t. [By apheresis from escarp,

D., < F. escarper, cut slopewise, scarp, OF. es-

carpir, escJiarpir, cut off: see escarp, v.] Milit.,

to cut down (a slope), so as to render it im-

passable.

scarpaiogy v sliili p*11 y~jvj '* w~. 2.~~-yy -

Scarpa's fascia. [Named from Antonio Scarpa,

an Italian anatomist and surgeon (1747-lHd^).J

The deeper layer of the superficial fascia of

the abdomen, blending with the fascia lata im-

mediately below Poupart's ligament, except in-

ternally, where it is prolonged to the scrotum.

It corresponds with the tunica abdommalis ot

the horse or ox.

Scarpa's fluid. Liquor Scarpse. See liquor.

Scarpa's foramina. The anterior and posterior

apertures of the anterior palatine canal in the

bony palate.

Scarpa's triangle. See triangle.

scarped (skarpt),p. a. [<scarpl + -e<?2.] Steeply

sloping, like the scarp of a fortification.

The spring of the new year sees Spain invaded ; and re-

doubts are carried, and passes and heights of the most

scarped description. Carlyle, French Rev., III. v. 6.

From scarped cliff and quarried stone

She cries. Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ivi.

scarph, . Same as scarf1
.

scarpines (skar'pinz), n. pi. [< F. escarpms,

light shoes, pumps, also an instrument of tor-

ture: see ehopine.] An instrument of torture

resembling the boot, used by the Inquisition.

Being twice racked, ... I was put to the scarpines,

whereof I am, as you see, somewhat lame of one leg to

this day. Kingsley, Westward Ho, vii.

scarpology (skar-pol'o-ji), . [< .*scarpologie,

< ML. scarpa (F. escarnin), a light shoe (see

scarpines), + Gr. -Xoyfa, < M-yeiv, speak: see

-ology.] See the quotation. Also scarpalogy.

[Recent.]
La Graphologie, a French journal, describes a new

ithod of reading character, known as "scarpalogy.
La

me

They had to open a direct passage through thickets,

swamps, ncarped ravines, rocks, and streams, but the

thought of going to the assistance of comrades who were

in danger sustained the strength of that small band.

Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), I. S25.

scarp 1
(skarp), n. [Formerly also scarf; by

apheresis from escarp, < F. escarpe = It. scarpa
= Sp. Pg. esearpa, a scarp, slope: see escarp,

KB& et. counterscarp.! 1. In fort., the interior

talus or slope of the ditch, next the place at the

meo o re ,

consists in a study of the heels and soles of shoes

iscience, v ill. lox

SCarreH, An obsolete spelling of scarf.

scarre2t, An obsolete form of scare1 . Mtnsheti.

scarred (skard),^.
a. [< scar

1 + -ed* .] Marked

by scars; exhibiting scars ; specifically, m Dot.,

marked by the scars left by leaves, fruits, etc.,

that have i'allen off.

SCarry1
(skar'i), a. [< scorl + -,,1.] Pertain-

ing to scars; having scars or marks ot okl

wounds.
SCarry2 (skar'i), a. [< scarf + -y

1
.] Having

scars, precipices, or bare patches.

Verie deepe scarrie rockes. Harrison, Britaine, p. 93.

scarst scarset, Obsolete spellings of scarce.

scarslyt, scarselyt, adv. Obsolete spellings of

Kcarcely.
scart1 (skart), . t. [A transposed form of

scraft (like cart for crat, etc.) : see scrap.] To

scratch; scrape. [Scotch.]

And what use has my father for a whin bits of scarted

paper [that is, covered with indifferent writing]? Scott.

A three-legged stool is a thief-like bane-kame to scart

ver ain head wi.

E. B. Ramsay, Scottish Life and Character, p. 198.

scart1
(skart), n. [< scar ft, .] 1. A scratch;

a slight wound on the skin. [Scotch.]

Hout tout, man, I would never be making a hum-dud-

geon about a scart on the pow.
Scott, Guy Mannering, xxni.

2. A dash or stroke, as of a pen or pencil

[Scotch.]



scart

That costs but twa stcartx of a pen.
Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, v.

I Btude beside blessed Alexander Peden, when I heard
him call the death and testimony of our happy martyrs
but draps of blude and scarfs of ink in respect of fitting
discharge of our duty. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, ix.

scart2 (skiirt), . [Prob. a transposed form of

scrotf.] A meager, puny-looking person; a
niggard. [Scotch.]

scart3 (skart), H. Same as scar/3. [Scotch.]
Bat d'ye think ye'll help them wi' skirling that gate like

anauld*tart? Scott, Antiquary, viii.
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scat4 (skat), interj. [Perhaps an iuterjectioual
form of scoot1 or scout2

, ult. from the root of

shoot; usually addressed to a oat, pronounced
'sss-cat! and understood to consist of the word
rat with

ajsibilant prefix. Cf. Sw. schas, up,

Scatophagoidea

II. ii. Hurt; injury.
Lokez the contree be clere, the corners are large ;

Discoveres now sekerly skrogges and other,
That no skathelle in the skroggez skorne us hereaftyre.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.X 1. 1642.

begone.] Be off; begone: addressed to 'cats scatheless (skaTH'les), a. [< ME. skathelsen,
and other small animals.
scat4 (skat), f. t.; pret. and pp. scatted, ppr.
scatting. [< scat*, inter/.'] To scare or drive
away (a cat or other small animal) by crvine
"Scat!"

scart-free (skart'fre), a.

injury. [Scotch.]
scarth (skarth), n. Same as scar/S.
scartocciot (skar-toch'io), n. [It., "a coffin of

Without scratch or 8ca*c^1 (skach), n. [< F. escachc, an oval bit,
prob. < OF. escacher, esquachier, esquacher, crush
out, flatten, as wire, compress, as sheets of pa-
per, etc.: see squash*.] A kind of bit for bri-
dles. Also called scatchmouth.

paper for spice," etc. (Florio), same as cartoc- "".\
' l*

>,
>

do, a cartouche: see cartouche, cartridge.] A sc
?;
tcll(

;St
(skach ez), n.pl.

scatheles (= OFries. skadlos, schadlos = D.
schadehos = MLG. schadelos = MHG. schade-
16s = Icel. skathluuss = Sw. Dan. skadeslos); <
scathe + -less.] Without scathe or harm

;
with-

out mischief, injury, or damage ; unharmed.
At the laste thanne thought I,

That scathles, fulle sykerly,
I myght unto the welle go.

Ram. of the Rooe, 1. 1660.

He 's sent back Grace safe and skaithless.

Scott, Black Dwarf, x.

fold of paper; cover.

an- scathfult, o. See scatheftil.
other form of skateses, pi., < OF. eschace, es- scathfulness, n. Same as scathefulness.

! _ *r - ,- .p.* 8| 8tl It . \ ( ) P IpTTl . ftcltflrfftP a lll<rll_lll'>A]flll ull l~l> Tl \T\rf* Vll Oetlnf* JkdhMAWbuM . nr, nnrtflti*. r. i,,,, ,

wrapt up in several scartoccios.
"

B. "Jonion, Volpohe, ii. 1.

scarus (ska'rus). . [< L. scarus, < Gr. anApof,
a kind of sea-fish: see scar*.] 1. A fish of the
genus Scarus.

The tender lard of Apulian swine, and the condited bel-
lies of the seana. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 693.

2. [cap.] [NL. (Gronovius, 1763; Forskal,
1775).] A genus of acanthopterygian fishes,
of which the scarus of the ancient Greeks and

name to the Scaridse or Scarifies, and having
varying limits; the parrot-wrasses or parrot-

a stilt, < OFlem. scJtaetse, a high-heeled shoe, D. ing; blasting; scorching: as, scathing irony.
schaats, pi. schaatsen, skates, stilts: see skate?.] scathingly (ska'THing-li), adv. With damag-
Stilts used for walking in dirty places. ing or withering severity; unsparingly: as, he
Others grew in the legs, and to see them you would was scathingly denounced.

have said they had been cranes, . . . or else men walking SCathold (Bkat'hold), n. [Also scatthold, scat-
upon stilts or Hatches. Urophart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 1. haM sca ttald, scattold; < sea ft, tax, tribute, +
scatchmouth (skach'mouth), n. [< scotch + hold*, B.S in freehold. Cf. Scotland.] In Orkney
mouth.] Same as scotch. and (Shetland, open ground for pasture or for

SCatet, 11. See state2 , furnishing fuel
; scatland.

Mis-
him

- scatebroust (skat'e-brus), a. [< L. scatebra, a scathy (ska'THi), a. [< scathe + -t/i.lRomans is the oldest known species, giving gushing up of water, a.spring, <scatere, bubble, chievous; vicious; dangerous: as, let

gush, well.] Abounding with springs. Bailey, alone, he 's scathy.
1731.

'"

en, < AS. sceathan (pret. scod, pp. sceathen), also
weak scyththan, sceththan, injure, harm, hurt, scatology (ska-tol'o-ji), n.

scathe, = OFries. skathiii, schadia, schaia = dung, ordurei + -/.ayia. <
D. schaden = MLG. LG. schaden = OHG. sca-

don, MHG. G. schaden = Icel. skatha, skethja =
Sw. skada = Dan. skade = Goth, skathjan, also,

r parrot-fish.

scarvest, . An obsolete plural of scarf*.
scary1

(skar'i), a. [Also skearu; < scare1 + -yl.
Cf. the earlier adj. scare1

, a.] 1. Scaring;
causing or tending to cause a scare; causing
fright : as, a scary situation.

But toe thee, poore Dido, this sight so skearye beholding.
What feeling creepeth?

Stanihurst, Mneid, iv. 438. (Dames.)
2. Inclined to be scared; subject to scares;
timid.

It is not to be marvelled at that amid such a place as
this, for the first time visited, the horses were a little

rteary. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, lix.

3. Somewhat alarmed or frightened ; fluttered.

I'm scurii always to see her shake
Her wicked head. Whittier.

[Colloq. in all uses.]
scary2 (ska'ri), n. [Cf. scareS, lean, scanty,
scraggy. Less prob. < scar, a bare place on the 8Catne(skaTH),n. [<ME.scMe, skathe, schathe.

> (see scar2), + -yl.] Poor land loss ' inJury> harm, < AS. "sceatha (cf. equiv.

[Scotch.]
[< Icel. skatt-land, a

skattr, tribute,
[n Orkney and

scat or duty for the
right of pasture and of cutting peat.

side of a steep
having only a thin coat of grass" [Local, Eng. j

scat1
(skat), n. [Also scatt, skatt; < ME. scat (<

Icel.), "scet, "shet (cf. cherset), < AS. sceat, sceatt,
scsett, a coin, money, tax (ML. reflex scato,
sceatta), = OS. scat = OFries. sket, schet, a
coin, money, wealth, cattle, = D. schat = MLG.
schat = OHG. seas, a coin, money, MHG.
schae, G. schatz, money, treasure, riches, trea-

sury, = Icel. skattr = Sw. skatt = Dan. skat,
tax, tribute, = Goth, skatts, a piece of money,
money ; perhaps related to OBulg. skotu= Serv.
Bohem. Pol. skot, cattle, = Buss, skot, cattle,
OEuss. also money (cf. L. pecunia, money, as
related to pecus, cattle, and AS. feoh, cattle,
fee: see pecuniary and fee1 ), but the OBulg.
word, if related, may be borrowed from the
Teut. The word scol? is of different origin.]A tax

; tribute
; specifically, a land-tax paid in

the Shetland Islands.

The expenses of government were defrayed by a land-
tax, called skatt. The Incidence of skatt was originally
calculated and fixed by a process in which all the lands
then under cultivation were divided into districts of equal
productive value, and consequently varying in superficial
area in different parts of the islands according to the com-
parative value ofthe soil, but averaging about 104 Scottish
acres each. Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 689.

When he ravaged Norway,
Laying waste the kingdom,
Seizing scatt and treasure
For her royal needs.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Saga of King Olaf, rvl.

[< Gr. onup (OKOT-),

. . /.eyetv, speak: see

-ology.] The science of fossil excrement; the

knowledge of animals which may be acquired
by the examination of coprolites.

[< Gr. mop
divination.]
3 by inspec-

tion of excrement. Compare scatoscopy.
There learned I dririmancy, scatomancy, pathology,

therapensls, and greater than them all, anatomy.
C. Reade, Cloister and Hearth, xxvi. (Dames.)

scatophaga (ska-tof'a-gii), n. [NL. (Meigen,
1803, in form Scathophaga) : see scatophage.]A genus of Mtiscidse, containing such species

There are some strokes of calamity that scathe and scorch as -S. stercoraria the dung-flies
Irving. (Imp. Diet) scatophage (skat'o-faj), n [< NL. seatophagus,
k* oi.-.*;,,, ,...;..,//..

dung-eating: see scatophagous.] An animal
that feeds on dung; especially, a scatophagous
insect, as a fly.

unscathed. Hence scathe, n., scathel, scaddle.]
To injure; harm; hurt.

You are a saucy boy : is 't so indeed?
This trick may chance to scathe you.

SAo*., B.andJ.,1 5.86.

The pine-tree scathed by lightning-fire.

Scott, Kokeby, iv. 3.

Scato]>haguy + -idee.] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Scatopha-
gus. The body is oblong and elevated toward the
front of the back, the head rather small and compressed,
mouth small and armed with bands of slender teeth ; the

sceathen) = OFries. skatha, skada, schsida = D.
,

MLG. schade = OHG. scado, MHG. G. schade, Scatophagidse (skat-6-faj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
schaden = Icel. skathi, skxthi = Sw. skada =
Dan. skade, damage, loss, hurt (cf. AS. scatha,
one who scathes or injures a foe, = OS. scatho,
a foe, = OHG. scado, injurer) ; from the verb.]
1. Harm; injury; damage; mischief.

Cryseyde, which that nevere dide hem scathe,
shal now no lenger in hire blisse bathe.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 207.

Wherein Rome hath done you any scath,
Let him make treble satisfaction.

Shak., Tit And., v. 1. 7.

This life of mine
I guard as God's high gift from scathe and wrong.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

2t. Disadvantage ;
a matter of regret ; a pity.

She was somdel deef, and that was skathe.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 446.

scathefiret (skaTH'fir), w. [< scathe + fire. Cf.
scarefire.] Destructive flames ; conflagration.
In a great scathflre it is wisdom not only to suffer those

houses to burn down which are past quenching, but some-
times to pull down some few houses wherein the flre is

not yet kindled, to free all the rest of the city from dan-
ger. Abp. Bramhatt, Works, III. 559. (Dames.)

Scatheful (skaTH'ful), a. [< scathe + -ful.]

Causing harm or mischief; injurious; destruc-
tive. Also scathful.

Such seathful grapple did he make
With the most noble bottom of our fleet.

Shak., T. N., v. 1. 59.scat2 (skat), n. [Formerly also skatt; not re-

lated, unless by corruption, with scwo", a flying scathefulness (skalii'ful-nes), .

shower: see scud.] A brisk shower of rain, ness; destructiveness. Also scathfulness.driven by the wind. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
When Halldown has a hat,
Let Kenton beware of a Skatt.

Old Devon, proverb, quoted by Grose from Risdon.

scat3 (skat), n. [Appar. an irreg. form of scath,
scathe, but perhaps a deflected use of sea?1

,

'tax,' hence 'damage.'] Damage; loss.
It is part of the scat of the geir quhilk was castine furth

of the schipe. Aberd. Reg., V. 25. (Jamieson.)

Scatofhatfus arfHs.

dorsal is in two sections of nearly equal length, and the
anterior spinous section is nearly separated from the pos-
terior, which is mainly composed of branched rays. The
anal is similar and opposite to the second dorsal and pre-
ceded by four spines ; the ventrals are thoracic and com-
plete. Four species are known as inhabitants of the
Indian ocean and Australian seas.

Injurious- Scatophaginae (skat"o-fa-ji'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Scatophagus + -inee.] A subfamily of JUuscidas,
typified by the genus Scatophaga ; the dung-
flies.

scathelt, a. and n. [E. dial, scaddle, skaddle, <
ME. scathel, < AS. *sccathol, injurious, mischie-
vous (= OHG. scadel = Goth, slcathnls, inju- ScatophagOld (ska-tof a-goid), a. and n. [< Sca-

rious, wicked), < sceathan, injure, harm: see tophagus + -aid.] I. a. Of, or having charac-

scatfie,.] I. a. Harmful
; injurious ;

mischie- teristics of, the Scatophagidee.
II. n. A fish of the family Scatophagidse.

Scatophagoidea (ska-tof-a-goi'de-a'), . pi.

vous.

Mony ladde ther forth-lep to laue & to kest,
open out [of the shipj the 8ca(A^waterythat fayn scape [NL -i < Scatophagus -oidea.] A superfamily
wolde. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 155. of acanthopterygian fishlies, with the forks of the



Scatophagoidea

post-temporal intimately united with the pos-
terior and inferior edges of the sides of the

cranium, containing only the family Scatojiha-

gidee.

scatophagous (ska-tof'a-gus), a. [< NL. scato-

phagus, < Gr. ovzro</>ayof, dung-eating, < axi>p

(anar-), dung, -t- <pa-/lv, eat.] Feeding upon ex-

crement, as a dung-fly.

Scatophagus (ska-tof'a-gus), . [NL. (Cuvier
and Valenciennes, 1831): see scatophagous.'] In

ichth., a genus of acanthopterygian fishes, typi-
cal of the family ScatOjiJiaqidse. The most common
species, S. argus, enters rivers to some extent. It is said
to feed upon excrementitious matter. See cut under
Scatophagidx.

scatoscopy (skat'o-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. oniip

(roar-), dung, ordure, + aKoirelv, view.] Inspec-
tion of excrement for the purpose of divination
or diagnosis.

scatt, . See scat1 .

scatter (skat'er), v. [< ME. seateren, skateren,
nchateren, scatter, < late AS. "scaterian, scat-
craii = MD. scheteren, scatter ; formed (with a

freq. suffix) < -\/ scat, not found elsewhere in

Teut., but answering to Gr. -^ ms.s6, in OKeSdvuva-

6at, sprinkle, scatter, cuedaaic., a scattering. Cf.

shatter, an assibilated form of scatter.'] I. trans.

1. To throw loosely about; strew; sprinkle.

He ecatteretli the hoarfrost like ashes. Ps. cxlvii. ia
At the end of which time their bodies shall be con-

sumed, and the winde shall scatter their ashes under the
soles of the feet of the iust. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 182.

Scattered wide the seeds,
Lies, and words half true, of the bitterest deeds.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 3-27.

2. To besprinkle or strew as with something
thrown here and there.

Where cattle pastured late, now scatter'd lies

With carcases and arms the ensanguined field.

Milton, P. L., xi. 663.

3. To separate and drive off in disorder and
in all directions; rout; put to disorderly re-
treat or flight; disperse; dissipate: as, to scat-

ter an enemy's forces
;
to scatter a mob.

I'll find some cunning practice out of hand
To scatter and disperse the giddy Goths.

Sfialc., Tit. And., v. 2. 78.

I leave the rest of all my Goods to my first-born Edward,
to be consumed or scattered. Hou'ell, Letters, I. vi. 17.

Our Fleet being thus scattered, there were now no hopes
of getting together again. Dampier, Voyages, I. 38.

In order that a surface may be illuminated at all, it

must be capable of scattering light, i.e., it must be to some
extent opaque. P. G. Tait, Encyc. Brit., XIV. 583.

The cavalgada was frequently broken, and scattered

among the rugged defiles of the mountains
;
and above

five thousand of the cattle turned back, and were re-

gained by the Christians. Irving, Granada, p. 82.

Hence 4. To throw into confusion; over-

throw; dispel; put to flight: as, to scatter hopes,
fears, plans, etc.

So doth God scatter the counsells of his enemies, and
taketh the wise in their craftinesse.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 45.

No one did more to scatter the ancient superstitions than
Cicero. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 430.

5f. To let fall as by accident or at random;
drop.

It is directed to you ; some love-letter, on my life, that
Luce hath scatterd. The Wizard, a Play, 1640, MS. (Nares.)
= Syn. 1. To diffuse, spread, distribute. 3 and 4. Dis-

perse, Dispel, etc. See dissipate.

II. inlrans. 1. To separate and disperse; pro-
ceed in different directions

; hence, to go hither
and thither at random.

The commons, like an angry hive of bees
That want their leader, scatter up and down,
And care not who they sting.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., tli. 2. 126.

2. Specifically, to throw shot too loosely or
without concentration of the charge: said of
a gun.
scatteration (skat-e-ra'shpn), n. [< scatter +
-ation.] A scattering or dispersion; a break-

ing up and departing in all directions. [Col-
loq.]

By some well-directed shots, as they [the enemy] crossed
a hill, the Virginia guns with us sent wagons flying in the
air, and produced a scatteration. N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 244.

SCatterbrain (skat'cr-bran), n. A thoughtless,
giddy person; one incapable of serious, con-
nected thought. Cowper. [Colloq.]

Poor Alexander, he is a fool, a scatter-brain, and for
aught I know a versifier

;
but he is my son.

C. Iteade, Art, p. 23.

scatter-brained (skat'er-brand), a. Thought-
less; heedless; giddy.
This functionary was a good-hearted, tearful, scatter-

brained girl, lately taken by Tom's mother . . . from the
village school. Uughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 2.
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scattered (skat'erd), p. a. 1. Widely sepa-
rated; found, occurring, or placed at wide or

irregular intervals of distance.

A few scattered garrisons still held out; but the whole
open country was subjugated.

Maeaulay, Frederic the Great.

2. Wandering; vague.
When the instruments of praise begin to sound [in the

sanctuary), our scattered thoughts presently take the
alarm, return to their post and to their duty, preparing
and arming themselves against their spiritual assailants.

op. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxii.

3. Disunited; divided; distracted.

From France there comes a power
Into this scatter'd kingdom. Shale., Lear, iii. 1. 31.

4. In lot., irregular in position; without appa-
rent regularity of order : as, sea tiered branches ;

scattered leaves. 5. In entom., irregularly
spread or strewn over a surface : noting punc-
tures, dots, or other small marks of sculpture
or color. Compare dispersed. Scattered eyes,
eyes in which the lenses are unconnected, and arranged
without definite order. This is the rudimentary condi-
tion of the compound eyes as seen in many caterpillars,
etc. Scattered light, in optics, light which is irregu-
larly reflected from a surface that is not smooth or is

broken up into a multitude of small surfaces.

It is by scattered light that non-luminous objects are, in

general, made visible. Tait, Light, 78.

scatteredly (skat'erd-li), adv. In a dispersed
or diffused manner. [Bare.]
SCatterer (skat'er-er), n. [< scatter + -er1 .]

One who or that which scatters.

scattergood (skat'er-gud), re. [< scatter, v., +
obj. good.'] A spendthrift.
Which intimates a man to act the consumption of his

own fortunes, to be a scatter-good; if of honey colour or

red, he is a drunkard and a glutton.
Sanders, Physiognomic (1653). (Nares.)

SCatter-gunt (skat'er-gun), n. A shot-gun.
[U. S.J

scattering (skat'er-ing), n. [Verbal n. of scat-

ter, .] 1. The act of sprinkling, strewing, or

dispersing ; dispersion.
When we examine the Milky Way, or the closely com-

pressed clusters of stars of which my catalogues have re-
corded so many instances, this supposed equality of scat-

tering must be given up.
Herschel, Philos. Trans., XCII. 495.

2. That which has been scattered or strewn
abroad.

The promiscuous scatterings of his common providence.
South, Sermons, II. 378. (Latham.)

3. One of a number of disconnected or frag-
mentary things.
He has his sentences for Company, some scatterings of

Seneca and Tacitus, which are good vpon all occasions.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Pretender to Learning.

4. The irregular reflection of light from a sur-
face not perfectly smooth, or from many mi-
nute surfaces.

The four principal processes by means of which a ray of

light may be polarised are reflexion, ordinary refraction,
double refraction, and scattering by small particles.

Spottiswoode, Polarisation, p. 2.

scattering (skat'er-ing), p. a. 1. Separating
and dispersing in all directions : as, a scattering
flock of birds

;
a scattering shot.

The sun
Shakes from his noon-day throne the scattering clouds.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 442.

2. Of rare or irregular occurrence
; sporadic.

Letters appearing in the record less frequently than five

per cent, of these numbers have been regarded as scatter-

ing errors, and only the percentage of them all together
has been given. Amer. Jour. Psychol., I. 408.

3. Miscellaneous; diversified: as, scattering
votes. 4. Separated from the school, as fish :

hence, sparse ; scarce. [New Eng.]
scatteringly (skat'er-ing-li), adv. In a scat-
tered or dispersed manner; here and there.

SCatterling(skat'er-ling),ji. [(scatter + -lingl.]A vagabond; one who has no fixed abode.
[Bare.]
Many of them be such losells and scatterlings as that

they cannot easely by any sheriff, constable, bayliff, or
other ordlnarye officer be gotten, when they are chal-

lenged for any such fact. Spenser, State of Ireland.

scattery (skat'er-i), a. [< scatter + -i/l.] Scat-
tered or dispersed; hence, sparse; scarce;
few and far between. [New Eng.]
scatty (skat'i), a. [< scat? + -w1 .] Showery.
[Prov. Eng.]
scatula (skat'u-lS), n. [ML.] A rectangular
parallelepiped having two dimensions equal
and the third one tenth of the others.

scaturient (ska-tu'ri-ent), a. [< L. scaturi-

cn(t-)s, ppr. of scatm-ire, gush out, < scatere,
gush out, well forth.] Springing or gushing
out, as the water of a fountain. [Rare.]

scavenge

Sallying forth at rise of sun, ... to trace the current
of the New River Middletonian Stream ! to its scatu-
rient source. Lamb, Newspapers Thirty-five Years Ago.

SCaturiginoust (skat-u-rij'i-nus), a. [< L. sca-

turigiiiosiai, abounding in springs, < scaturigi-
nes, gushing waters, spring-water, < scaturire,
gush out: see scaturient^] Abounding with

springs. Imp. Diet.

scaud (skad), v. t. A Scotch form of scald1.

scauld, v. A Scotch form of scold.

scaup 1
(skap), n. A Scotch form of scalp

2
.

scaupa
(skap), . [< Icel. skdlp- in skdtp-hsena,

the scaup-duck.] A duck, Fuligula or Fulix
marila and related species. The common scaup
inhabits Europe, Asia, ana North America. It is from
18 to 20 inches long, and from 30 to 35 in extent of

Scaup {b'vlix marita).

wings ; in the male the head, neck, breast, rump, and vent
are black ; the back and belly are white, the former
finely vermiculated with zigzag lines of black ; the wing
has a white speculum, and is lined with white ; the bill

is dull-blue, with black nail ; the feet are dark-plum-
beous ; the iris is yellow. In the female a belt of white
encircles the bill. A smaller species is F. affinis of North
America. The ring-neck scaup, F. cottarit or rujitorques,
has a chestnut or orange-brown ring around the neck.
All the scaups are near the pochards and redheads (in-

cluding the canvasback) in general pattern of coloration,
but the males have black instead of reddish heads. The
American scaups, of 3 species, have many names, mostly
local, as broadbill and bluebill (both with various qualify-
ing words prefixed), blackhead and blackneck (with qualify-
ing words), raft-duck, mussel-duck, greenhead, grayback,
flock-duck, facking-fmol, troop-fowl, shuffler, etc.

scaup-duck (skap'duk), n. Same as scaup2 .

Scaup-Duck, meaning a Duck so called "because she
feeds upon Scaup, i. e. broken shelftsh," as maybe seen
in Willughby's Ornithology (p. 365) ; but it would be more
proper to say that the name comes from the " Mussel-
scaups

"
or "

Mussel-scalps," the beds of rock or sand on
which Mussels ... are aggregated.

A. Newton, Encyc. Brit, XXI. 378.

scauper (ska'per), n. [Prob. a dial, form (in

shop use ?) of scalper
2
.] A tool having a semi-

circular face, used by engravers in the manner
of a chisel to clear away the spaces between
the lines of an engraving.
scaur1

(skar), a. A Scotch form of scare1
.

scaur2 (skar), n. Same as scar2 .

scaury (ska'ri), n. [Also scaurie, scarie,scorey,
scorie; said to be < Sw. skiura, Norw. skiure (?).]A young gull. [Shetland.]
scavage1

! (skav'aj), n. [< ME. scavage, sche-

vage, schewage, < OF. "scavage, escavage, escau-

wage, escaulvaige, etc. (ML. scavagium), an ac-
com. form, with suffix -age, of escaminghe (ML.
sceicinga, scheawing, inspection), < ME. shewing,
inspection, examination, show, verbal n. of

shewen, etc. (> OF. eseavwer, escanver), inspect :

see show, showing.'] A toll or duty anciently
exacted from merchant strangers by mayors,
sheriffs, etc., for goods offered for sale within
their precincts.
scavage'2 (skav'aj), v. i. [A back-formation, <

scavager, taken as formed from a verb 'scavage+ -er1 .] To act as a scavenger: used only or

chiefly in the derived form scavaging.
scavagert (skav'aj-er), n. Samo as scavenger, 1.

SCavagery (skav'aj-ri), n. [< scavage2 + -ry.~\

Street-cleaning; the sweeping up and removal
of filth from the streets, etc., of a town. Also
scavengery.
In scavagery, the average hours of daily work are twelve

(Sundays of course excepted), but they sometimes extended
to fifteen, and even sixteen hours.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, II. 245.

scavaging (skav'aj-ing), . [Verbal n. of scav-

age2 , i:~\ Street-cleaning; scavenging.
The scavaging work was scamped, the men, to use their

own phrase,
"
licking the work over anyhow," so that

fewer hands were required.
Mayhcw, London Labour and London Poor.

scavenge (skav'enj), v. t.; pret. and pp. scav-

t/ir/fil, ppr. scavenging. [A back-formation, <

scavenger, taken as formed from a verb "scav-

enge + -e-l.] To cleanse from filth.



scavenge
While the rocks were covered with ten thousand sea-

unemones and corals and madrepores, who scavenged the
water all day long, and kept it nice and pure.

Kingsley, Water-Babies, p. 175.

scavenger (skav'en-jer), H. [Early mod. E.
also tfavtmger; with intrusive n as iu w/r.( u-

ger, passenger, jmrringer; < ME. scavager, <OF.
scaicageour, lit. one who had to do with scavage,
< "scavage, escavage, scavage: see seavage 1

. The
word has come to be regarded as a noun of
agent in -er1

, whence the verb scavenge.'] If.
An officer whose duty it was to take custom
upon the inspection of imported goods, and
later also to see that the streets were kept
clean. Also scavager,
The Scaeagers, Aleconners, Bedel, and other officials.

Liber Albus (ed. Riley), p. 34.

Hence 2. A person whose employment is to
clean the streets, etc., of a city or the like, by
scraping or sweeping together and carrying off
the filth.

Dick, the scavenger, with equal grace
Flirts from his cart the mud in Walpole's face.
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of this kind were also called lame (v<u*ii, clatula: cf. choli-
ambits) by the ancients, as opposed to normal or perfect
(apa, recta, Integra) meters. Some ancient Latin me'tri-
cians apply the term icaznn, apparent!; through misappre-
hension, to other irregular meters, such as the hexameter
miurus, lines wanting the last syllable, etc. See choliamb,
Hipponactean, ischiorrhoyic.

SCear, . In frcnrms, same as scar.

The tcear was acted upon by a trigger in the usual way
W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 49.

sceat, it.-, pi. sceattax. [AS. great (ML. seeatta):

Obverse. Reverse.

Silver Sceat British
Museum. (Size of the
original. )

i A cloaked Frere,
Sweating in th' channel like a scawngere.

Bp. Hall, Satires, IV. vii. 48.

3. In cotton-spinning, a child employed to col-
lect the loose cotton lying about the floor or
machinery. 4. In entom., a scavenger-beetle.
Scavenger roll, in cotton-manuf., a roller in a spinning-
machine to collect the loose fiber or fluff which gathers
on the parts with which it is placed in contact. Scav-
enger's daughter, a corruption of Sleecington's daugh-
ter, an instrument of torture invented by Sir W Skeving-
ton, Lieutenant of the Tower of London in the reign of
Henry VIII., consisting of a broad hoop of iron, which
so compressed the body as to force the blood from the
nose and ears, and sometimes from the hands and feet

scavenger-beetle (skav'en-jer-be'tl), n. A ne-
crophagous beetle, which acts as a scavenger:
sometimes specifically applied to the family
Scaphidiidie. Compare bitryinq-beetle, sexton-
beetle.

scavenger-crab (skav'en-jer-krab), n. Any crab
which feeds on dead or decaying animal mat-
ter. Most crabs have this habit and are notably efficient
in making away with carrion, among them the edible crabs.
On some parts of the Atlantic coast of the United States
thousands of small fiddler-crabs may be seen about a car-
cass

; and on some sandy beaches, as the Carolinian a dead
animal washed ashore Is soon beset by a host of horse-
man-crabs (Oejflwda),which mine the sand and live in these
temporary burrows as long as the feast lasts,

scavengering (skav'en-jer-ing),M. [< scavenger+ -ingt. ] The work of scavengers ; street-clean-
ing; cleansing operations.
A characteristic feature of the place are the turkey,

buzzards, who do the scavrngering.
Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 163.

scavengerism (skav'en-jer-izm), n. [< scaven-
ger + -ism.'] Street-cleaning; scavenging work
or operations. CarlyU, in Fronde.
scavengershipt (skav'en-j6r-ship), 11. [Early
mod. E. also skavengersshipe ; < scavenger +
-/((>.] Work in clearing away dirt and filth
from the streets, etc.

To Mr. Mathewe, for tkavengersshipe.
Churchwarden's Accounts (1580) of S. Michael's, CornhUl

[(ed. by Overall), p. 152. (Dames.)

scavengery (skav'eu-jer-i), n. [< scavenger +
-y (see -eri/).~] Same as scavagery.
The scavengery [of London] is committed to the care of

the several parishes, each making its own contract the
sewerage is consigned by Parliament to a body of commis-
sioners.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 203.

scavenging (skav'en-jing), n. [Verbal n. of
scavenge, r.] Street-cleaning ;

removal of filth.

In general terms it can be asserted that in these works
the decreased cost of maintenance, repairs, scavenging,
<tc., of the wood as compared with the cost of the sanie
services for macadam pays the increased cost incurred
by the capital sunk in the roads, and the nett result has
been equilibrium in the yearly expenditure.

Fortnightly Rev., If. S., XLIII. 148.

SCavernick (skav'er-uik), H. [< Corn, seaver-
iioeek, skavernak, scovarnog, the hare, lit. 'long-
eared' (Polwhele).] A hare. [Cornwall, Eng ]
scavilonest (skav'i-lonz), n. pi. Drawers worn
by men under the hose in the sixteenth cen-
tury.

scaw, n. See skate.

scazon (ska'zon), n.; pi. scazons or season tes

see scat 1
.

J An early Aliglo-
Saxoi] coin. Specimens occur
in gold, but most frequently in
silver. Their average weight is

15 grains, and they were prob-
ably current from about 6UO to

SCedet, . [< OF. xcetle, a
tablet for writing, < L.
sclieda or scida, a slip or sheet of paper: see
schedule.] A schedule.
A deed (as I have oft seen) to convey a whole manor

was implicit? contained in some twenty lines or there-
abouts, like that scede, or Sytala Laconica, so much re-
nowned of old In all contracts.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 51.

scedulet, . See schedule.

sceleratt, n. See scelerate.

sceleratet (sere-rat), o. and n. [Also scelerat;
<OF. scelerat, vernacularly scelere, F. scelerat =
Pg. seelerado = It. scellerato, scelerata, < L. scele-

ratus, wicked, impious, lit. polluted by crime,
pp. of scelerare, pollute, defile, desecrate, < scelus

(sceler-), a crime, wickedness.] I. a. Wicked
;

villainous.

That whole Denomination, at least the Potentates or
Heads of them, are charged with the mot scelerate Plot
that ever was heard of : that is, paying Assassins to mur-
der a sovereign Prince. Roger North, Examen, p. 191.

II. . A wicked man; a villain; a criminal.
Scelerat* can by no arts stifle the cries of a wounded

conscience. (j. cheyne.
He was, and is, a scelerat and a coward.

J. H. ShorUunue, John Iiiglesant, xxi.

sceleroust (sel'e-rus), a. [< L. gcelerosus, wick-
ed, abominable, < scelus (sceler-), a crime, wick-
edness.] Wicked; villainous.

Kynge Richard, by this abominable mischyef& sceleroui
act [the murder of the princes] thinkyng hymself well re-
leuyd bothe of feare and thought, woulde not have it kept
counsail. Hall, Richard III., an. i.

I have gathered and understand their deep dissimula-
tion and detestable dealing, being marvellous subtle and
crafty in their kind, for not one amongst twenty will dis-
cover either declare their scelervus secrets.

Harmon, Caveat for Cursetors, p. ill

scelestict (se-les'tik), a. [Also scelestique; < L.
M0fcta*, villainous, infamous, < scelus (sceler-),
a crime, wickedness.] Wicked

;
evil

; atro-
cious.

For my own part, I think the world hath not better
men than some that suffer under that name ; nor, with-
all, more scelestique villaines. Feltham, Resolves, i. 5.

scelett, w. See skelet.

scelides (sel'i-dez), w. pi. [NL., < Gr. oneUttc,
pi. of ane'/.lf, a leg, < mrfAof. a leg.] The lower,
posterior, or pelvic extremities of mammals.
scelidosaur (sel'i-do-sar), w. A dinosaur of the
genus Seflidosaiinix.

scene

nopterous family Prw-to,n//m,>,typical of a sub-
family Scelionina. The chief generic character is the
lack of a postmarglnal vein of the fore wings. The spe-
cies are parasitic in the eggs or egg-pods of short-hnrni-d
grasshoppers or
locusts (Acridi-
idse). S. fameli-
cus (Calopteiuibia
ovimra of Riley)
is a common para-
site of the Rocky
Mountain locust,
or western grass-
hopper, Melanv-
pliis spretus. An-
other species (un-
described) Infests
the egg-pods of o
the lesser migra-
tory locust, Me-
lanoplitg atlanix,
while still another
has been reared
from the eggsof the large South American migratory locust

scellumt, n. See skellum.

SceloporUS (se-lop'o-rus), n. [NL. (Wiegmann,
1828), also Sceleoptiorus, Scelephorns; < Gr. OK(-

/.of, leg, + wopof, pore.] An extensive genus of
lizards of the family Iguanidte: so called from
the femoral pores. The best-known is the common
brown fence-lizard of the United states, S. ttndvlatus.

Seelio famelicHS.
a, female ; *, her antenna. (Line sho

natural size.)

scelidosaurian (sel'i-do-sa'ri-an), a. and w. I.
it. Of or pertaining to the Scetldosauridse.

II. H. A member of the Scelidosauridee.

Scelidosauridae (sel*i-d6-sa'ri-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Seelidngaunts + -/rfa>.] A family of mailed
or stegosaurian herbivorous dinosaurs with
separate astragalus, elongate metatarsals, and
four functional digits of the pes, typified by
the genus Scelidosaurua. Other genera are

Jcanthopholis, Polacnntlnis, Hyleeosaurus, etc.

scelidosauroid (sel'i-do-sa'roi'd), a. and n. [<
Scelidosaunis + -oirf.] 1. a. Of, or having char-
acters of, the Scelidosauridm.

- /
*J If ' "II*"! V/4 O\JW-Vtl tCO

(ska zonz, ska-zon'tez). [L.,< Gr. mdfuv, limp-
ing, hobbling, ppr. of ma&iv, limp, halt.] In
nue. pros., a meter the rhythm of which is im-
perfect toward the close of the line or period.The name is especially given to two meters (o) a trochaic
tetrameter catalectic, the next to the last time or syllableof which is a long instead of the normal short, and (6) aniambic trimeter with a similar peculiarity. This is com-
monly known as a choliamb, and if the last four times of
such a line are all long, it is said to be inchiorrhogic Both
scazons are sometimes described us Hippmiactean. Meters

cal genus of Seelidogauridx.
scelidothere (sel'i-do-ther), . A gigantic ex-
tinct edentate of the genus Scelidotlicrimn.

The length of skull of the scelidothere must have been
not less than two feet. Owen.

Scelidotherium (sel'i-do-the'ri-um), . [NL.,
< Gr. CKC'/ l( (-'-). leg. + 8>/piov, a wild beast.] Age-
nus of megatherioid edentate mammals founded
by Owen in 1840 upon remains of a species called
.s

1

. leptocephahH*, from the Pleistocene of Pata-
gonia. The genus contains a number of species whose
characters are intermediate in some respects between those
of Megatherium and those of Mylodon.
Scelio (se'li-6). n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804).] A
notable genus of parasitic insects of the hyme-

Fence-lizard (Sctloporus undulatus).

Many others inhabit different parts of the West They
are of small size (a few inches long) and of moderately
stout form, with a long slender fragile tail ; the upper
parts are undulated and mottled with black, brown,
and gray, very variable in shade and pattern, and there
is a patch of vivid blue on each side of the belly. They
are quite harmless, are very active, and feed upon in-
sects.

scelp (skelp), n. In gun-making, one of several
long strips of iron or steel used in welding up
and forming a gun-barrel. These strips are twisted
Into spirals, then welded together at their margins, and
well hammered while hot to close all fissures. The bar-
rel Is subsequently hammered cold on a mandrel and then
bored. Also skelp. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 219.

scemando (she-man'do). [It., ppr. of scemare,
diminish.] In music, 'same as diminuendo.
scena (se'na), n.

; L. pi. scense (-ne). [L. (and
It.): see scene.'} 1. The stage of an ancient
theater, including the permanent architectural
front behind the stage platform and facing the
audience in the Roman and later Greek theater.

2 (It.pron. sha'na; p\.scenc (-ne)). Inmtisic:
(a) In an opera, a scene. (6) An elaborate dra-
matic solo, similar to an operatic scene for a
single performer, usually consisting largely of
recitative or semi-recitative.
Scenario (she-na'ri-o), n. [It. : see scenery.]
1. A skeleton libretto of a dramatic work, giv-
ing the general movement of the plot and the
successive appearances of the principal charac-
ters. 2. The plot itself of such a work.
scend (send), . [A misspelling of send, simu-
lating ascend."] Upward angular displacement
of the hull of a vessel measured in a longi-
tudinal vertical plane at right angles with and
on either side of a horizontal transverse axis

passing through the center of notation. The
term is a correlative of pitM, 13, and the two words
are generally used together in discussions of the princi-
ples of motion and stability of ships: as, the pitch and
scend of a vessel, meaning thereby the longitudinal rock-
ing motion of a ship about the transverse axis passing
through the center of flotation, of which motion the pitch
and the scend separately considered are equal but oppo-
site elements.

scene (sen), n. [Also in earlier use, as L., ,$<< mi.
stsena ; = Dan. xceue = Sw. sren, < OF. scene,
F. scene = Sp. escenn = Pg. It. scena, < L. xecii.

scaena, scene, stage, = OBulg. skini/a, a tent,
< Gr. aiafirfj, a tent, stage, scene, akin to OKIO,

shadow, and from the same root as E. sluidt.
xlindote: see shade, shadow.'} 1. A stage; the

place where dramatic pieces and other shows
are performed or exhibited

;
that part of a thea-

ter in which the acting is done.



scene

Giddy witli praise, and puff'd with female pride,
.Sin- quits the tragic seem. Churchill, Rosclad.

Our scene precariously subsists too long
On French translation and Italian song.

Pope, Prol. to Addison's Cato, 1. 41.

2. The place in which the action of a play is

supposed to occur; the place represented by
the stage and its painted slides, hangings, etc. ;

the surroundings amid which anything is set

before the imagination.
In fair Verona, where we lay our scene.

SAat.,K. and J., Prol.

Asia, Africa, and Europe are the several sceties of his

[Virgil's] fable. Addison, Spectator, No. 357.

3. The place where anything is done or takes

place: as, the scene of one's labors; the scene

of the catastrophe.
The large open place called the Roomeyleh, on the west

of the Citadel of Cairo, is a common scene of the execution
of criminals. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 333.

4. One of the painted slides, hangings, etc.,
used on the stage of a theater to give an ap-
pearance of reality to the action of a play.
These are of several kinds, and are known, according to
their forms and uses, as flats, drops, borders or sojfits, and
wings.

By Her Majesty's Command no Persons are to be ad-

mitted behind the scenes.

Quoted in Ashtun's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[II. S.

5. A division of a play or of an act of a play,

generally so much as represents what passes
between the same persons in the same place ;

also, some particular incident or situation rep-
resented in the course of a play.
At last, in tlu> pump-ai id-tub re/ir. Mrs. Grudden lighted

the blue-fire, and all the unemployed members of the

company came in ... in order to finish off with a tableau.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxiv.

6. One of a series of events, actions, or situa-

tions contributing to form a complete view or

spectacle or a written representation or de-

scription: as, scenes from the life of Buddha;
scenes and sketches of camp life.

Through what variety of untried being,
Through what new scenes and changes must we pass !

Addison, Cato, v. 1.

Hence 7. Any exhibition, display, or demon-
stration

; especially, an exhibition of strong
feeling, usually of a pathetic or passionate
character, between two or more persons.
"Hush! hush!" whispers the doctor; "she must be

quite quiet. . . . There must be no more scenes, my
young fellow." Thackeray, Philip, xxvii.

8. A view
;
a landscape ; scenery.

Overhead up grew
Insuperable highth of loftiest shade,
Cedar, and pine, and fir, and branching palm,
A sylvan scene. Milton, P. L., iv. 140.

Some temple's mouldering tops between
With venerable grandeur mark the scene.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 110.

Behind the scenes, back of the visible stage ; out of

sight of the audience ; among the machinery of the thea-
ter ; hence, having information or knowledge of affairs

not apparent to the public.

You see that the world is governed by very different

personages to what is imagined by those who are not be-

hind the scenes. Disraeli.

Carpenter's scene (theat.), a short scene played near
the footlights, while more elaborate scenery is being set

behind. Set scenes, scenes on the stage of a theater
made up of many parts mounted on frames which fit into
each other, as an interior with walls, doors, windows, fire-

place, etc., agarden with built-up terraces, etc. To make
a scene, to make a noisy or otherwise unpleasant exhibi-
tion of feeling.

You have no desire to expostulate, to upbraid, to make
a scene. Charlotte. Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxvii.

= Syn. 8. Prospect, Landscape, etc. See mew.

scenet (sen), v. t. [< scene, .] To exhibit;
make an exhibition or scene of; display; set

out.

Our food is plainer, but eaten with a better appetite ;

our course of employment and action the very same, only
not scened so illustriously, nor set off with so good com-
pany and conversation.

Abp. Sancroft, Letters, etc. (1691), II. 17. (Latham.)

scene-dock (sen'dok), . The space adjoining
the stage of a theater in which the scenes are
stored.

scene-man (sen'man), n. One who manages
the scenery in a ttieater; a scene-shifter.

scene-painter (sen'pan"ter), n. One who paints
scenes or scenery for theaters.

scene-painting (sen'pan"ting), n. A depart-
ment of the art of painting governed by the laws
of perspective, applied to the peculiar exigen-
cies of the theatrical stage. This painting is done
chiefly in distemper, and, while usually of summary exe-

cution, it admits of the most striking effects.

scene-plot (sen'plot), . The list of scenes
and parts of scenes needed for any given play.
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scenery (se'ner-i), >i. [Formerly also scennry :

= It. Pg. Kcr.iHirio, scenery, a playbill (= &.
sceiierie = Sw. Dan. srenrri, prob. < E.
< L. seeitarius, of or belonging to scenes,
scene : see scene. The E. word is practically <

scene + -ery.] 1. The disposition and succes-
sion of the scenes of a play.
To make a sketch, or a more perfect model of a picture,

is, in the language of poets, to draw up the scenery of a

play. Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Fainting.

2. The representation of the place in which
an action is performed; the painted slides,

hangings, and other devices used on a stage
to represent the place in which the action of

a play is supposed to take place. See scene,

>,., 4.

Sophocles increased the number of actors to three, and
added the decoration of painted scenery.

Twining, tr. of Aristotle on Poetry, i.

3. The general appearance of a place, regarded
from a picturesque or pictorial point of view ;

the aggregate of features or objects that give
character to a landscape.
The scenery is inimitable ; the rock broken, and covered

with shrubs at the top, and afterwards spreading into one

grand and simple shade.

GUpin, Essay on Prints, p. 133. (Latham.)

Never need an American look beyond his own country
for the sublime and beautiful of natural scenery.

Irving. (Imp. Diet.)

scene-shifter (sen'shifter), . One who ar-

ranges the movable scenes in a theater in ac-

cordance with the requirements of the play.
scenic (sen'ik or se'nik), a. [= F. scenique =
Sp. escenico = Pg. It. scenico, < L. scenicus, < Gr.

aiajviK.6, of or belonging to the stage or scene,

dramatical, theatrical, < atapni, stage, scene : see

scene.'] 1. Of or pertaining to the stage; dra-

matic; theatrical: as, the scenic poets; scenic

games.
Bid scenic virtue form the rising age.

Johnson, Prol. Opening of Drury Lane Theatre (1747).

The long-drawn aisles of its scenic cathedral had been
darkened so skilfully as to convey an idea of dim religious

grandeur and vast architectural space.
Whyte Melville, White Hose, II. xxviii.

2. Of or pertaining to the landscape or natu-
ral scenery; abounding in fine scenery or land-

scape views: as, the scenic attractions of a

place ;
a scenic route of travel. [Recent.]

3. Pertaining to pictorial design ; of such na-
ture as to tell a story or convey ideas through
intelligible rendering of figures or other ob-

jects. [Recent.]
As a general principle, there is far less antagonism be-

tween what is decorative and what is scenic in painting
than is sometimes supposed.

C. B. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 307.

scenical (sen'i-kal or se'ni-kal), a. [< scenic +
-al.] 1. Of or pertaining to the stage ; scenic;
dramatic; theatrical.

If he [Gildas] had prepared any thing scenical to be acted
on the theatre, certainly it would have been a tragedy.

Fuller, Worthies, Somersetshire, III. 101.

Many things and actions they speak of as having done,
which they did no otherwise than in prophetic vision and
scenical imagery. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 363.

Hence 2. Unreal, as in a play; conventional.

Nay, this occasion, in me who look upon the distinc-

tions amongst men to be merely scenical, raised reflections

upon the emptiness of all human perfection and greatness
in general. Steele, Tatler, No. 17.

scenically (sen'i- or se'ni-kal-i), adv. In a
scenic manner ; theatrically.
Not scientifically, but scentcally.

G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 19.

scenographer (se-nog'ra-fer), w. [< scenog-

raph-y -f -erl.] One who practises scenog-
raphy.
Apollodorus was sciagrapher or scenoyrapher according

to Hesychius.
C. 0. Miiller, Manual of Archeeol. (trans.), 8 136.

scenographic (se-no-graf'ik), a. [= F. sceno-

graphique = Pg. scenografico, < Gr. aKt/voypa^i-

Kof, < oKr/vo-ypaijiia, scene-painting: see scenog-

rapny."] Of or pertaining to scenography;
drawn in perspective.

scenographical (se-no-graf'i-kal), a. [< seeno-

j/rapliic + -a?.] Same as scenographic.

scenographically (se-np-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In
a seenographic manner; in perspective.

scenography (se-nog'ra-fi), n. [= F. scenogra-

/iliie = Sp. esceitograflri = Pg. It. scenograjia, <

Gr. ait>ivoypa<t>ia, scene-painting, esp. in perspec-
tive, < aK!jvoy/>A<t>of, painting scenes, a scene-

painter, < OKr/vti, scene, 4-
yp&Qetv^ write.] The

representing of an object, as a building, accord-

ing to the rules of perspective, and from a point
of view not on a principal axis.

scent

Scenopinidae (se-no-pin'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Westwood, 1840), < Scenopinun + -idee.] A
small family of brachycerous flies, consisting
of small slender bare species common in dwell-

ings. The larva; are very slender and white ; they are
found in decaying wood and under cai-pets, and are sup-
posed to be carnivorous.

Scenopinus (se-no-pi'nus), n. [NL. (Latreille,

1802), emended to Scenopceus (Agassiz, 1847),
(. Gr. aKt/voTrotof, tent-making, < aK>ji>o<;, a hut,

tent, + iroieiv, make, produce, create.] The

typical genus of Scenopinidse. Five species are

North American, and four European. S. fenes-
tratus and S. fasciatus are examples.

scent (sent), . [Better spelled, as formerly,
sent (a spelling which appears also in the com-

pounds assent, consent, dissent, resent), the c

being ignorantly inserted, in the 17th centuiy,
as in scythe for sithe, scite for site, scituate for

situate (perhaps in this case to simulate a con-
nection with ascent, descent); early mod. E.

sent, < ME. senten, < OF. sentir, F. sentir = Pr.

Sp. Pg. sentir =:It. sentire, feel, perceive, smell,
< L. sentire, perceive by the senses, observe,

give one's opinion or sentiments; prob. orig.
'strive after,' 'go after,' akin to Goth, sintlis =
OHGr.sind= A.S.sitlk, 'E.obs.sittte, a going, jour-

ney, time, and to OHG. sinnan, strive after, go,
MHG. G. sinnen, perceive, feel, whence OHG.
MHG. sin (sinn-), G. sinn, perception, sense:
see sithe'2. From the L. sentire are also ult. E.

assent, consent, dissent, resent, etc., sense*-, sen-

sory, consensus, etc., sentence, sententious, senti-

ment, presentiment, etc.] I. trans. 1. To per-
ceive or discern by the smell

;
smell : as, to seen t

game.
Methinks I scent the morning air.

SAa*., Hamlet, i. 6. 58.

He ... was fond of sauntering by the fruit-tree wall,
and scenting the apricots when they were warmed by the

morning sunshine. George Eliot, Adam Bede, lii.

Hence 2. To perceive in any way ; especially,
to have a faint inkling or suspicion of.

Alas ! I scent not your confederacies,
Your plots and combinations !

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

The rest of the men scent an attempted swap from the
outset, IF. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 187.

3. To fill with smell, odor, or effluvium; cause
to smell; make fragrant or stinking ; perfume.
Beneath the milk-white thorn that scents the ev'ning gale.

Burns, Cottar's Saturday Night.

The humble rosemary,
Whose sweets so thanklessly are shed
To scent the desert and the dead.

Moore, Lalla Rookb, Light of the Harem.

II. intrans. 1. To be or become scented;
have odor

;
be odoriferous

;
smell.

Thunder bolts and lightnings . . . doe sent strongly of
brimstone. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxv. 15.

2. To hunt or pursue by scent.

scent (sent), . [Better spelled sent, as in the

verb; < ME. sent; from the verb.] 1. An ef-

fluvium from any body capable of affecting the

olfactory sense and being perceived as a smell
;

anything that can be smelled ;
odor

;
smell

;

fragrance or perfume.
The sent [of the Ferret] endureth fifteen or twentie

dayes in those things which he hath come neere to, and
causeth some Towne sometimes to be disinhabited.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 342.

Cloud-dividing eagles, that can tow'r
Above the scent of these inferior things !

Quarles, Emblems, v. 13.

And scent of hay new-mown. SI. Arnold, Thyrsis.

2. A fragrant liquid distilled from flowers, etc.,
used to perfume the handkerchief and other
articles of dress; a perfume. 3. The sense
of smell ; the faculty of olfaction

;
smell : as,

a hound of nice scent.

He [Solinus] addeth the tales of men with dogges heads ;

of others with one legge, and yet very swift of foot; of

Pigmeis, of such as Hue only by sent.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 456.

The sporting-dogs formed a separate and valuable class

of exports, including rough terriers or spaniels which ran

entirely by scent. C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist, p. 300.

4. The odoriferous trace of an animal's pres-
ence; the effluvium left by an animal in pass-
ing, by means of which it may be tracked or

trailed by smell ; hence, the track of such an
animal

;
the course of its pursuit : as, to lose or

recover the scent, as dogs: often used figura-

tively of any trace by which pursuit or inquiry
of any kind can be guided.
He ... travelled upon the same scent into Ethiopia.

Sir W. Temple.

Trim found he was upon a wrong scent, and stopped
short with a low bow. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 18.



scent

Depend on it that they're on the scent down there, and
that, if he moved, he'd blow upon the thing at once.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, xxvi.

There is nothing more widely misleading than sagacity
if it happens to get on a wrong scent.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 8.

Hence 5. Scraps of paper strewed on the

ground by the pursued in the boys' game of hare
and hounds, or by the "fox" in a paper-hunt,
to enable the pursuers to track them or him.
6f. Inkling ;

faint knowledge or suspicion.
Ill ne'er believe but (Vsar bath some scent
Of bold Sejanus' footing. B. Jormm, Sejanus, iv. 5.

Cold scent, a faint or weak scent discernible some time
after an animal has passed.

He was used for coursing the deer, but his nose was
good enough for hunting even a cold scent.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 34.

Second scent. () The power of discerning things future
or distant by the sense of smell. Moore. [Bare.] (b) Spe-
cifically, the supposed faculty of discerning odors in some
way distinct from ordinary physical means. To carry
a scent, in fox-hunting, to follow the scent. = Syn. 1.

Odor. Fragrance, etc. See smell.

scent-bag (sent'bag),n. 1. The bag or pouch of
an animal which secretes or contains a special
odoriferous substance, as those of deer, beaver,
skunks, etc.; a scent-gland. 2. A bag con-

taining anise-seed or some other odoriferous

substance, used in fox-hunting as a substitute
for the fox.

The young men . . . expended an immense amount of

energy in the dangerous polo contests, [and] in riding at
fences after the scent-bag.

C. D. Warner, Little Journey in the World, xvl

scent-bottle (sent'bofl), . A small bottle
for holding perfume, either a decorative object
for the toilet-table, or a vinaigrette or smelling-
bottle carried on the person,
scent-box (sent'boks), n. A box for perfume.

A Cane with a Silver Head and Scent Box, and a Ferril
of Silver at the Bottom.

Advertisement, quoted in Ashton's Social Life, I. 158.

scented (sen'ted), p. a. Imbued or permeated
with perfume or fragrance; perfumed: as,
scented soap Scented caper, a small, closely rolled
black tea about the size of small gunpowder. It is col-

ored, and bold as gunpowder tea. Scented fern. See
/mil.
scentful (sent'ful), a. [< scent + -//.] 1.

Yielding much smell
;
full of odor

; highly odor-

iferous; scented.

The icentfidl caraomill, the verdurous costmary.
Drayton, Polyolbion, xv. 196.

The sentfuU osprey by the rocke had lisli'd.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 3.

2. Quick of scent; smelling well; having a

good nose, as a dog.
scent-gland (seut'gland), . An odoriferous

gland ; a glandular organ which secretes any
specially odoriferous substance, as musk or
castoreum. Scent-glands are of many kinds in differ-
ent animals, to which their peculiar odor is due, and they
are for the most part of the category of secondary sexual
organs, serving in the males to attract the females. The
commonest are modified sebaceous follicles, which may
be situated anywhere on the body. Preputial and anal
glands are more specialized structures of this class, very
highly developed in various animals, as the musk-deer,
the beaver, civet-cats, most species of Mustelidx, etc.

scent-holder (sent'hoT'der), . A vessel of
ornamental character for holding perfumes,
especially one having a cover pierced with
holes.

Spentinglyt (sen'ting-li), adv. Merely in pass-
ing; allusively; not directly; with mere pass-
ing reference or allusion.

Yet I find but one man, Richard Smart by name (the
more remarkable because but once, and that axntingly,
mentioned by Mr. Fox), burnt at Salisbury.

Putter, Worthies, Wiltshire, III. 322.

scentless (sent'les), a. [< scent + -less.~\ 1.

Having or yielding no scent; inodorous; not
odoriferous.

The scentless and the scented rose ; this red,
And of an humbler growth, the other tall.

Cowper, Task, vi. 151.

Few are the slender flowerlete, scentless, pale,
That on their ice-clad stems all trembling blow
Along the margin of the unmelting snow.

0. W. Holmes, Nearing the Snow-lane.

2. Destructive of scent; conveying no scent, as
for hunting: said of the weather.
That dry scentless cycle of days.

The Field, April 4, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

scent-organ (sent'or'gan), . In zoiil., a scent-

bag or scent-gland. Trie term is applied especially
to odoriferous vesicles at the end of the abdomen of many
insects, to extensile vesicles on the backs of certain larvae,
and to organs in the thorax of other insects having minute
external orifices called scent-pores at the sides of the
metasternum, near the hind coxae, as in certain longicorn
beetles. These organs are also called osmeteria. See re-

pugnatorial, and cut under ometerium.
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scent-pore (sent'por), . In ento.,the orifice

of a scent-organ, specifically of the metaster-
nal scent-organs. See metasternal,

scent-vase (sent'yas), n. A vessel with a

pierced cover, designed to contain perfumes.
Compare cassolette, 2.

Scent-vesicle (sent' ves"i-kl), n. A vesicle con-

taining odoriferous matter.
scentwood (sent'wud), n. A low bushy shrub,
Alyxia buxifolia, of the Apocynacese, found in

Australia and Tasmania. Also Tonka-bean
wood and heath-box.

scepsis, n. See skepsis.

scepter, sceptre (sep'ter), n. [Karly mod. E.
also septer ; < ME. sceptre, septre, sceptour, sep-
tor, < OF. sceptre, ceptre, F. sceptre = Sp. cetro
= Pg. sceptro = It. scettro, scetro =. D. schepter
= G. Sw. Dan. scepter, < L. sceptrum, < Gr. o-?jr-

rpov, a staff to lean on, a scepter, < OKijirrttv,

prop or stay (one thing against another), lean

on, also dart, hurl, throw (cf. atafirrof, a gust or

squall of wind); cf. Skt. ^ tehip, throw. See
also scope

2
.] 1 . A staff of office of the charac-

ter accepted as peculiar to royalty or indepen-
dent sovereignty. Those existing, or which are repre-
sented in trustworthy works of art of former times, have
usually only a decorative character, but occasionally an
emblem of religious or secular character occurs : thus,

scepters are sometimes tipped with a cross, or with a small
orb surmounted by a cross, or with a hand in the position
of benediction, or with a royal emblem, such as the fleur-

de-lis of France. In heraldry a scepter is generally repre-
sented with a fleur-de-lis at the upper end, the rest of it

being a staff ornamented in an arbitrary manner.

I doute It for destany, and drede at the ende,
Ffor lure and for losse of the londe hole ;

Bothe of soile & of septor, soueraynly of you ;

That we falle into forfet with our fre wille.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2296.

So Esther drew near, and touched the top of the sceptre.
Esther v. 2.

And put a barren sceptre in my gripe.
Shat., Macbeth, ill. 1. 62.

Two Scepters of massie gold, that the King and Queene
do carrie in their hands at their coronation.

Caryat, Crudities, 1. 45, Big. D.

Hence 2. Royal power or authority: as, to
assume the scepter.
The sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver

from between his feet, until Shiloh come. Gen. xlix. 10.

King Charles's scepter. See Pedicularis.

scepter, sceptre (sep'ter), v. t.; pret. and pp.
sceptered, sceptred, ppr. sceptering, sceptring.
[< scepter, w.J To give a scepter to; invest
with royal authority, or with the emblem of

authority.

Thy cheeks buffeted, thy head smitten, thy hand scep-
tred with a reed. Bp. Hall, Christ before Pilate.

scepterdom, sceptredom (sep'ter-dum), . [<

scepter + -dom.J If. Reign; period of wield-

ing the scepter.
In the scepterdome of Edward the Confessor the sands

first began to growe into sight at a low water.

Xashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 161). (Davies.)

2. Imperial or regal authority. [Rare.]
The Sabbath comes down to us venerable in all the

hoariness of an immemorial antiquity, and imperial with
all the sceptredom of the Creator's example.

G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 251.

sceptered, sceptred (sep'terd), a. [< scepter
+ -ed2 .] Bearing a scepter; accompanied
with a scepter; hence, pertaining to royalty;
regal.

This royal throne of kings, this scepter'd isle, . . .

This fortress, built by Nature for herself

Against infection and the hand of war.

Shak., Kich. n., ii. 1. 40.

Where darkness, with her gloomy sceptred hand,
Doth now command.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xliv.

Sometime let gorgeous Tragedy
In sceptred pall come sweeping by.

Milton, n Penseroso, 1. 98.

scepterless. sceptreless (sep'ter-les), a. [<

scepter + -less.] Having no scepter,

sceptic, sceptical, etc. See skeptic, etc.

sceptral (sep'tral), a. [< L. sceptrum, a scepter,
+ -a?.] Pertaining to or resembling a scepter;
regal.

Ministry is might,
And loving servitude is sceptral rule.

Bickersteth, Yesterday, To-day, and Forever, iv. 969.

sceptre, sceptredom, etc. See scepter, etc.

Sceptrum Brandenburgicum. [NL. : L. scep-

trum, scepter; Srandeiiburgicttm, neut. of Bran-

denburgiciis, of Brandenburg.] A constella-

tion, the Scepter of Brandenburg, established

by Gottfried Kirsch, a German astronomer, in

1688. It consisted of four stars lying in a straight line,
in the first bend of Eridanus, west of the Hare. The con-
stellation was used by Bode early in the nineteenth cen-

tury, but is now obsolete.

schalstein

Sceptrum et Manus Justiciae. [NL. : L. scep-
trum, scepter; et, ami; iituinm, hand; Justiciae,

gen. otjusticia, prop, justitia, justice.] A con-
stellation established in 1679 by Rover in honor
of Louis XIV., now displaced by Lacerta.

sceptry (sep'tri), a. [< scepter, sceptre, + -y*.']

Bearing a scepter; sceptered; royal. [Rare.]
His highness Ludolph's sceptry hand.

Keats, Otho the Great, i. 1. (Danes.)

scernet, i'. ' [< It. scernere, < L. discernerc, dis-

cern: see discern.'] To discern. [Rare.]

But, as he nigher drew, he easily
Might scerne that it was not his'sweetest sweet.

Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 22.

sceuophorion (su-o-fo'ri-on), .; pi. sceuopho-
ria (-&). [< LGr. aKci-otfidptov, < axevof, a vessel,
+ fqMV = E. bear*.] In the Gr. Ch., a pyx or
other receptacle for the reserved sacrament.
Also artophorion.
sceuophylacium (su"o-fi-la'shi-um), n. [< LGr.
aKevtMpvAaKiov, GKvotf>i'^aKeiov, ji place for keeping
the vessels, etc., used in religious service, in Gr.
a place for baggage, etc., < anevotyvXaZ, a keeper
of such vessels, etc. : see sceuophylax. ~\

In the

early church and in the Greek Church, the

treasury or repository of the sacred utensils: a

part of the diaconicon or sacristy; hence, the
whole diaconicon. Also skeuophylakion.

They [the holy vessels, etc.] were kept in the sceuophy-
lacium of the church. Bingham, Antiquities, VIII. x. 2.

sceuophylax (su-of'i-laks), n. [< LGr. cKem<t>v-

/oi, a keeper of the vessels, etc., used in reli-

gious service, a sacristan, in Gr. a keeper of

baggage, < onevof, a vessel, a utensil, + ^Waf, a

watcher, guard.] In the early church and in the
Greek Church, the officer having charge of the

holy vessels and other treasures of the church;
a sacristan. The great sceuophylax of the patriarch
of Constantinople ranks next after the great sacellarius.
He is custodian of the treasures of the patriarchate and
of vacant churches. A similar officer to the sceuophylax
in a nunnery is called the sceuophylacissa. Also sltcu-

ophylax.

SCh. A consonant sequence arising in Middle

English (as well as in Middle Dutch, Middle
High German, etc.) from the assibilation of sc,

and now simplified to sh. See sh. For Middle
English words in sell-, see sh-.

schaap-stikker (skiip'stik'er), n. [9. African
D., < D. schaap, = E. sheep, + stikker, choker,
< stikken, choke.] A South African serpent of
the family Coronellidx, Psammophylax rhom-

beatus, very common at the Cape of Good Hope.
It is a handsome little reptile, prettily marked, and agile
in its movements. It lives on insects and small lizards,
on which it darts with great swiftness. Its length is

about 2 feet.

schabrack, schabraque, . See shabrack.

schabzieger (shap'tse"ger), . [G., < schaben,
rub, grate (= E. shave), + zieger, green cheese,
whey.] A kind of green cheese made in Swit-
zerland : same as sapsago. Also written schap-
ziger.

schadonophan (ska-don'o-fan), . [< Gr. axa-
Suv, axdiwv, the larva of some insects, + tyaiveiv,

appear.] The early quiescent larval stage in

the development of certain mites, as apoderma-
tous trombidiids. H. Henking, 1882.

Schaefferia (she-fe'ri-a), n. [NL. (Jacquin,
1780), named after J. C. Sliaeffer (1718-90), a
German naturalist.] A genus of polypetalous
plants, of the order Celastrineee, tribe Celastreee,
and subtribe Elseodendreee. It is characterized by
dittcious flowers with four imbricated and orbicular se-

pals, four petals, four stamens, a two-celled ovary, and
a two-cleft stigma. The fruit is a dry drupe with two
seeds which are without an aril. The 3 species are na-
tives of the West Indies, Florida, Texas, and Mexico.
They are smooth and rigid shrubs, with small coriaceous
entire and obovate leaves, and small green or white flow-
ers nearly or quite sessile in the axils. S. frutescens,
a small tree of southern Florida and the neighboring
islands, produces a valuable wood which from its color
and hardness is known by the names of yellow-wood and
boxwood.

schah, . See shall.

schaifet, An obsolete form of sheaf*.

schako, . See shako.

schalenblende (sha'len-blend), n. [G., <schale,
shell (= E. scale* : see scale*, shale*), + blende, >

E. blende.] A variety of sphalerite, or native
zinc sulphid, occurring massive in curved lay-

ers, often alternating with galena and marca-
site.

schalkt, See shaJk.

schallot, . See shallot.

schalstein (shal'stm), n. [G. schalstein, < schale

(= E. scale*, shale*), shell, + stein = E. stone.']

A slaty or shaly variety of tufaeeous (volcanic)
rock : little used in English.



schalstein

On the whole, this diabase series is largely made up of

slaty volcanic rocks, much resembling the Nassau Schal-
stein (shale stone).

H. B. Woodward, Oeol. of Eng. and Wales, p. 135.

schapbachite (shap'bach-it), w. [< Seliapbaeh
(see del'. ) + -j'te2.] A sulphid of bismuth, sil-

ver, and lead, occurring in indistinctly crystal-
lized and also massive forms of a lead-gray
color at Schapbach in Baden.

schappe, n. Any one of various silk fabrics
made of carded and spun silk, the silk used
for this purpose being obtained from the thin,

fuzzy beginnings and endings of cocoons in

reeling.

Schappe or spun silk fabrics, not so lustrous as reeled
silk goods, but stronger and cheaper.

Harper's Mag., V. Ixxi. 246.

schapziger, . See schabzieger.

Scharlachberger (shar'lach-ber-ger), . A
white wine grown on the banks of the Rhine,
near Mainz. It ranks with all but the best
Rhine wines.

Scharzberger (sharts'ber-ger), n. A wine
grown in the neighborhood of Treves, on a hill

several miles from the Moselle. It is usually
classed among the still Moselle wines.

Scharzhpfberger (sharts'hof-ber-ger), n. A
good white wine grown on the banks of the Mo-
selle, near Treves. It is considered the best of
the still Moselle wines.
schaum-earth (shoum'erth),w. [< G. schaum,
foam, scum (= E. scum; cf. meerschaum), + E.

earth1 .'] Aphrite.
suhecklatont, n. See ciclaton.

schediasm (ske'di-azm), n. [< Gr. exe&aofta,

something done offhand, < axefadfctv, treat off-

hand, < axeSioc,, sudden, offhand, < axt&6v, near,
hard by.] Cursory writing on a loose sheet.

[Rare.]
schedule (sked'ul or, in England, ghed'ul), n.

[Formerly also shedule, scednle, scedull, cedule ;

< ME. sedell = MD. schedel, cedule, cedel, D. cedel,

cetil, a bill, list; < OF. schedule, scednle, cedule, a

scroll, note, bill, F. cedule, a note of hand, =
Pr. cedule, cedola = Sp. ctdula = Pg. ccdula, se-

dula = It. cedola, formerly also cedula, a note,
bill, docket, etc. (> MHG. zedel, zedele, Gr.zettel,
a sheet of paper, a note, = Icel. sethill = Sw.
sedel = Dan. seddel), < LL. schedula (ML. also

scidula), a small leaf of paper, ML. a note,

schedule, dim. of L. scheda, a leaf or sheet of

paper, also written scida, ML. scida, prob. (like
the dim. scindula, a splint or shingle) < L. scin-

dere (/ scid), cleave, split : see scission, shindle,

shingle. The L. form scheda is on its face < Gr.

axs&ri, a leaf, tablet; but this does not appear
in Gr. till the 13th century (MGr.), and is prob.
a mere reflex of the L. scheda, which in turn is

then either a false spelling, simulating a Gr.

origin, of scida (as above), or a yar. of "schida

(found once as schidia, a splinter or chip of

wood), < Gr. *<rx'dq, an unauthenticated var.

(cf. o^/rfaf, another var.) of ovfifa, ox'& (> dim.

a%i6u>v), a splint, splinter, lath, also an arrow,
spear, etc., also a cleft, separation, < ox<-&tv

(T/ ox'd), cleave, split, = L. scindere (V scid),
cut (as above): see schism, schist, etc. The ult.

origin of the word is thus the same, in any case.
The proper spelling of the word, according to
the derivation from OF. cedule, is cedule (pron.
sed'ul); the spelling scedule (pron. sed'ul) is

an imperfect restoration of cedule, toward the
form schedule; the spelling schedule, as taken
from the OF. restored spelling schedule, should
be pron. shed'ul, and was formerly written ac-

cordingly shedule ; but being regarded, later, as
taken directly from the LL. schedula, it is in

America commonly pronounced sked'ul.] A
paper stating details, usually in a tabular form
or list, and often as an appendix or explana-
tory addition to another document, as a com-
plete list of all the objects contained in a cer-

tain house, belonging to a certain person, or
the like, intended to accompany a bill of sale,
a deed of gift, or other legal paper or proceed-
ing; any fist, catalogue, or table: as, chemi-
cals are in schedule A of the tariff law.

A gentilman of my Lord of York toke unto a yeman
of myn, John Deye, a tokene and a sedell of my Lords
entent whom he wold have knyghtts of the shyre, and I

sende you a sedell closed of their names in this same let-

tre. Potion Letters, I 181.

I will glue out diners scedules of my beauty ; it shall
be inuentoried, and euery particle and utensil labelled to

my will. . Shak., 1. N. (folio 1623), i. 6. 263.

I have procured a Royal Cedule, which I caused to be
printed, and whereof I send you here inclosed a Copy, by
whifli Cedule I have Power to arrest his very Person.

Howell, Letters, I. Hi. 14.
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She [Marie Antoinette] had . . . kept a large corking-

pin, and with this she scratched on the whitewashed walls
of her cell, side by side with scriptural texts, minute lit-

tle KchedulfM of the items in her daily diminishing ward-
robe. Fortnightly Kev., N. S., X1.II. 290.

We travel fast, and we reach places at the time named
on the schedule. C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 2.

= Syn. Itegirter, Jit ventory, etc. See list.

schedule (sked'ul or, in England, shed'ul), '. t.
;

pret. and pp. scheduled, ppr. scheduling. [<

schedule, .] 1. To make a schedule of, as of

a number of objects. 2. To include in a sched-

ule, as any object.

scheelt,
'

' A Scotch form of scltoofi.

Have not I no clergymen ?

Pay I no clergy fee, O?
Ill scheel her as I think fit,

And as I think weel to be, O.
Laird of Drum (Child's Ballads, IV. 120).

Scheele's green. See green*.
SCheelite (she'Ut), n. [< K. W. Scheele, a Swed-
ish chemist (1742-86), + -ite2.] Native calcium

tungstate, a mineral of high specific gravity,
occurring in tetragonal crystals which often
show hemihedral modifications, also massive,
of a white, yellowish, or brownish color, and
vitreous to adamantine luster.

scheelitine (she'li-tin), n. [As scheelite + -ine2.]

A name given by Beudant to the lead tung-
state now called stolzite.

SCheett, . See skate%.

schefferite (shef'er-It), . [< H. G. Sche/er, a
Swedish chemist (1710-59), + -ite2.] A man-
ganesian variety of pyroxene found at L&ngban
in Sweden.
Scheibler's pitch. Seep/tchi. 3.

scheik, . See sheik.

Schemer's experiment. The production of
two or more images of an object by viewing it

out of focus through two or more pinholes in

a card.

schekerti n. An obsolete form of exchequer.
Schelly (shel'i), .; pi. schellies (-iz). A white-

fish, Coregonus clupeoides.

SChelm, Shelm (skelm), . [Also schellum, skel-

lum (< D. ), < OF. schelme, < G. schelm, a rogue,
rascal (> D. schelm = Icel. skelmir = Sw. skalm
= Dan. skjelm), < MHG. schalme, schelme, an
abusive epithet, rogue, rascal, lit. pestilence,
carrion, plague, < OHG. sealmo, scelmo, plague,
pestilence.] A rogue; a rascal; a low, worth-
less fellow. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
The gratitude o' thae dumb brutes, and of that puir in-

nocent, brings the tears into my auld een, while that schel-

lum Malcolm but I'm obliged to Colonel Talbot for put-
ting my hounds into such good condition.

Scott, Waverley, Ixxi.

scheltopusik (shel'to-pu"sik), n. [Origin un-

known.] A large lizard, Pseudopus pallasi,
found in Russia, Hungary, Dalmatia, etc., at-

taining a length of 2 or 3 feet, having no fore

Scheltopusik {Pseitdopits faljasi).

limbs, and only rudimentary hind limbs, thus

resembling a snake. It Is of glassy appearance and
dark-brownish coloration. It feeds on insects, small quad-
rupeds, birds, and reptiles, is quite harmless, and easily
tamed. It is related to and not distantly resembles the

,

common glass-snake (Ophiosaurus ventralis) of the south-
ern United States. Also spelled sheltopusick (Huxley).

scheltronet, . See sheltron.

schema (ske'ma), .; pi. schemata (-ma-ta). [<
L. schema, < Gr.

ax^fta, shape, figure, form : see

scheme.] 1. A diagram, or graphical repre-
sentation, of certain relations of a system of

things, without any pretense to the correct

representation of them in other respects; in

the Kantian philos., a product of the imagina-
tion intermediate between an image and a con-

cept, being intuitive, and so capable of being
observed, like the former, and general or quasi-
general, like the latter.

The schema by itself is no doubt a product of the imagi-
nation only, but as the synthesis of the imagination does
not aim at a single intuition, but at some kind of unity
alone in the determination of the sensibility, the schema
ought to be distinguished from the image. Thus, if I place

scheme
live points, one after the other, , this is an image
of the number five. If, on the contrary, I think of a num-
ber in general, whether it be five or a hundred, this think-

ing is rather the representation of a method of represent-
ing in one image a certain quantity (for instance, a thou-

sand) according to a certain concept, than the image it-

self, which, in the case of a thousand, I could hardly take
in and compare with the concept. This representation of a

general procedure of the imagination by which a concept
receives the image I cull the schema of such a concept.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Miiller, p. 140.

2. Scheme
; plan ;

outline
; formerly, a geomet-

rical diagram. 3. In logic, a figure of syllo-

gism. 4. In anc. (/ram. and rhet., a figure; a

peculiar construction or mode of expression.
5. In the Gr. Ch., the monastic habit: distin-

guished as little and great Pedal schema, in

anc. pros., the order or sequence of longs and shorts in a

foot; the particular form of a foot as so determined.
Transcendental schema, the pure and general sensu-
alization of a concept of the understanding a priori.

schematic (ske-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. ax'lfa (-ftar-),

shape, form (see scheme), + -ic.] Of the nature

of, or pertaining to, a schema, in any sense;
typical ; made or done according to some funda-
mental plan : used in biology in much the same
sense as archetypal.

If our system of notation be complete, we must possess
not only one notation capable of representing . . . syllo-

gisms of every figure and of no figure, but another which
shall at once and in the same diagram exhibit every syllo-

gistic mode, apart from all schematic differences, be they
positive, be they negative.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, App. II. (B).

Schematic eye. Same as reduced eye (which see, under
reduce).

schematically (ske-mat'i-kal-i), adv. As a
schema or outline; in outline.

In the gracllis muscle of the frog the nervation is fash-

ioned in the manner displayed schematically upon this

diagram. Nature, XXXIX. 43.

Schematise, r. See schematise.

schematism (ske'ma-tizm), w. [< L. schema-

tismos, < Gr. axtftana/tdf, a figurative manner of

speaking, the assumption of a shape or form,
< exnitari^civ, form, shape: see schematise.] 1.

In astral., the combination of the aspects of

heavenly bodies. 2. Particular form or dispo-
sition of a thing; an exhibition in outline of any
systematic arrangements ;

outline. [Rare.]

Every particle of matter, whatever form or schematism
it puts on, must in all conditions be equally extended, and
therefore take up the same room. Creech.

3. A system of schemata; a method of employ-
ing schemata.
We have seen that the only way in which objects can be

given to us consists in a modification of our sensibility,
and that pure concepts a priori must contain, besides the
function of the understanding in the category itself, formal
conditions a priori of sensibility (particularly of the in-

ternal sense) which form the general condition under
which alone the category may be applied to any object.
We call this formal and pure condition of the sensibility,
to which the concept of the understanding is restricted in
its application, its schema ; and the function of the under-

standing in these schemata, the schematism of the pure
understanding.
Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Miiller, p. 140.

4. In logic, the division of syllogism into figures.
Schematist (ske'ma-tist), . [< Gr. ax'],ua(-fiaT-),
form, shape, figure (see scheme), + -int.'] One
given to forming schemes ;

a projector.
The treasurer maketh little use of the schematise, who

are daily plying him with their visions, but to be thor-

oughly convinced by the comparison that his own notions
are the best. Swift, To Dr. King.

schematize (ske'ma-tlz), v.; pret. and pp. sche-

matized, ppr. schematizing. [< Gr. anfurrtfstv,
form, shape, arrange, < a%fjna, form, shape: see

scheme.'] I. trans. To form into a scheme or

schemes; arrange in outline.

II. intrans. 1. To form a scheme or schemes
;

make apian in outline. 2. To think by means
of a schema in the Kantian sense.

To say that a man is a great thinker, or a fine thinker,
is but another expression for saying that he has a schema-
tizing (or, to use a plainer but less accurate expression, a

figurative) understanding. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

Also
spelle_d

schematise.

schematologlon (ske'ma-to-16'ji-on), . [<
LGr. oxv/iaToUyiov, < Gr. axi^ia. (axif^ar-), figure,
+ Hysiv, say.] The office for admitting a monk :

formerly contained in a separate book, now in-

cluded in the euchologion.
scheme (skem), . [= F. scheme, schema = It.

Pg. schema = D. G. Dan. Sw. schema, < L. sche-

ma, < Gr. axnfia (tr^or-), form, appearance,
also a term of rhetoric, < Gr. l%.uv, fut. axnativ,
2d aor. axriv, have, hold, %/ aex, by transposi-
tion axe, = Skt. y* sail, bear, endure. From the
same Gr. source are schesis, schetic, hectic, and
the first or second element of hexiology, cachec-

tic, cachexy, eunuch, etc.] 1. A connected and
orderly arrangement, as of related precepts or



scheme 5388 Schinopsis
coordinate theories; a regularly formulated scheming (skejrning), p._

n. 1. Planning; con- monocotyledoiious plants, of the order Xiiinitii-

eeee and tribe Jitnctiflineie. it is characterized by
bisexual and bracted flowers, with six oblong and acute
perianth-segments, six stamens with weak filaments and
projecting anthers, and a fruit of three diverging round-
ish and inflated one- or two-seeded carpels. The only
species, S. jmlustris, is a native of peat-bogs in northern

self never attempted, and build
"

iijjla consistent 'scheme"of i, i /,,-- parts of Europe, Asia, and America. It is a very smooth
Emersonian philosophy. Quarterly Ke7,^l.\l&. Schemingly (ske'mmg-ll), adv. By scheming rush-like herb, with flexuous

ajid
erect stem proceeding

or contriving.
scheme + -ist.l 1.

plan; system.
We shall never be able to give ourselves a satisfactory

account of the divine conduct without forming such a
scheme of things as shall take at once in time and eternity.

Bp. Attrrlnirtf.

It would be an idle task to attempt what Emerson him-

2. A linear representation showing the relative

triving. 2. Given to forming schemes; art-

ful; intriguing.

May yon just heaven, that darkens o'er me, send
One flash, that, missing all things else, may make
My scheming brain a cinder, if I He.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

To draw an exact scheme of Constantinople, or a map of
France. South.

3. lu astrol., a representation of the aspects of
the celestial bodies; an astrological figure of
the heavens.

It is a scheme and face of Heaven,
As the aspects are dispos'd this even.

S. Butter, Hudibras, II. ill. 539.

4. A statement or plan in tabular form; an
official and formal plan : as, a scheme of division

(see phrase below) ; a scheme of postal distribu-
tion or of mail service.

But, Phil, you must tell the preacher to send a scheme of
heads and he must agree schemy (ske'mi), a.

*GeH%e Eliot, Felix Holt, xxiii.
at scheming; sly; cunning.

5. A plan to be executed; a project or design;
purpose

Baron Puffendorf observed well of those independent
schemitts, in the words here following.

Waterland, Works, V. 500.

A number of schemists have urged from time to time
that, in addition to our ordinary currency, there ought to
be an interest-bearing currency.

Jernns, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 246.

2. An astrologer or fortune-teller; one who
draws up schemes. See scheme, n., 3.

Another Schemist
Found that a squint-ey'd boy should prove a notable
Pick-puree, and afterwards a most strong thief ;

When he grew up to be a cunning Lawyer,
And at last died a Judge. Quite contrary !

Oh, he was powerful Khemy !

That
' how I got out.

But I was schemy too.

The Century, XL. 22S.

The winter passed in a mutual Intercourse of correspon-
BChenchet, '. Same

_
as stmfrl.

dence and confidence between the king and Don Christo- SChenttt, . t. bee shend.
pher, and in determining upon the best scheme to pursue Schene (sken), n. [= F. schene, < L. schceillis,
the war with success. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 184. also schcenum, < Gr. a^oivof, a rush, reed, cord,

measure of distance : see schcenits."] An ancient
Egyptian measure of length (in Egyptian called

been identified with the Persian parasang.'

I'm not going to give up this one scheme of my own, even
if I never bring it really to pass.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, x.

Alas for the preacher's cherished schemes!
Mission and church are now but dreams.

WhiUier, The Preacher.

6. A specific organization for the attainment
of some distinct object : as, the seven schemes of
the Church of Scotland (for the propagation
of the gospel in foreign parts, the conversion .

of the Jews, home missions, etc.; these are un- schenk beer. See fen*.

der the charge of a joint committee). 7+ A scnenshlpt, schenchlpt, . See shendship.

figure of speech. SChepen (ska^pen), ^
[D., ^magistrate, j

I might tary a longe time in declaring the nature of di-
vers schemes, which are wordes or sentences altered either
by speaking or writing contrary to the vulgare custome
of our speache, without chaunging their nature at al.

Sir T. Wilson, Rhetoric (1553X
Scheme of color, in painting, that element of the design
which it is sought to express by the mutual relation of the
colors selected

; the system or arrangement of interdepen-
dent colors characteristic of a school, or of a painter, or of
any particular work ; the palette (see palette, 2) peculiar to
any artist, or used in the painting of a particular picture.
Also color-scheme.

from a creeping rootstock, and bearing long tubular leaves
which are open at the top, and a few loosely racemed
rigid and persistent flowers.

6'ne), H. [It., so called be-

weapon of the life-guards of
the Doge of Venice, who were known as the

Schiayoni or Slavs : see Slav, Slavonic.] A bas-
ket-hilted broadsword of the seventeenth cen-
tury. In many collections these weapons are known as
clai/mores, from their resemblance to the broadswords
popular in Scotland in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries and erroneously called claymore in imitation
of the old two-handed sword which properly bears that
name. See claymore and basket-Mil.

Schiedam (ske-dam'), n. [< ScJiiedam, a city
of Holland, the chief seat of the manufacture
of this liquor.] Schiedam schnapps, or Hol-
land gin.

Brotne, Jovial Crew, L Schilbe (shil'be), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1829): from

[< scheme + -yi.] Clever Egypt, shilbe.] 1. A genus of Nile catfishes
of the family Silurid.2. [Z. c.] A fish of
this genus, of which there are several species,
as S. mystus. Also shilbe. Bawlinson, Anc.

.chiller (shil'er), n. [G., play of colors, glis-

tening brightness.] A peculiar, nearly metal-
lic luster, sometimes accompanied by irides-

cence, observed on some minerals, as hyper-
sthene, and due to internal reflection from mi-

croscopic inclusions: in some cases this is an

[Colloq.]

SC

atur), originally (according to St. Jerome) the ~ .
-

distance which a relay of men attached to a 322' Produced by alteration.

rope would drag a boat up the Nile, its varia- "S^llente ( e
,

Mt)l "' [< ScMl<?
+

.
-

tions were great, but 4 English miles may be taken as an ochiller-spar rock, an aggregate of anorthite
average value. It is essentially the same as the Hebrew and enstatite, the latter being more or less al-
unit called in the authorized version of the Bible (Gen. tered or schillerized, or even serpentinized : the
P-.l. Si'".- 7

i.?
Kl.

.. !)> little way," and has also
English form of the German Schilkrfels.
SChillerization (shil'er-i-za'shqn), n. A term
employed by J. W. Judd to designate a change
in crystals, consisting in the development along
certain planes of tabular, bacillar, or stellar

jus-
tice.] In Holland and in the DutclTsettlementsKIV/VJ.J MB *wftJUUZU uu Ul IIUO JbTBWJl BVbllCUUaUW | 1*1 a * il_ l- l. A 11.

in America, one of a board of magistrates cor-
mclosures, which, reflecting the light falling

,~,i: i~ . f_A. ._i . _ _ unon them, enve nse t,n snTimprl]n> S!I*PTI
responding nearly to associate justices of a
municipal court, or to English aldermen.
The post of schepen, therefore, like that of assistant

alderman, was eagerly coveted by all your burghers of a
certain description. Ining, Knickerbocker, p. 166.

It was market-day ;
the most worthy and worshipful

burgomaster and schepens of Nieuw Amsterdam turned
over in bed, stretched their fat legs, and recognized that
it was time to get up. The Atlantic, I . X 1 1 1 . 577.

upon them, give rise to a submetallic sheen
as the crystal is turned in various directions.
This peculiarity has long been known to the Germans,
and several minerals which exhibit it were classed to-

gether under the name of schUler-spar (which see). It is

varieties of the monoclinic and rhombic pyroxenes, and
especially bronzite and diallage, that exhibit this schil-

lerization.

Some of these crystals show traces of schMerization in
one direction, which I take to be a face of the prism.

Quart. Jour. Oeol. Soc., XLIV. 746.One of the angel faces in the . . . picture strongly re- SChepont, . See shippen.
calls the expression of Leonardo's heads, while the whole schequert, . An obsolete form of exchequer.scheme of pure glowing colour closely resembles that em- op>iprripTi pnhalt fsr^r'hon Vn'hSm * IT t
ployed by Di Credi in his graceful but slightly weak pic- SCnerpen-CODart (sner ben-ko bait), n. [tr., <

tures of the Madonna and Child. Eneyc. Brit. XXIV. 175 Kcherben, pi. of scherbe, a potsherd, fragment,
The scheme of colour of the picture is sober, business-

+ >t>alt, cobalt.] A German name for some BChlllenze (shil er-iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp. schit-

forms of native arsenic, having a renifonn or
stalactitic structure.

See sherbet.
it SMC >/////>,/-;//

,,

'

nvl!]J*7^ ^f / 1v. An obsolete form of shear*.

like, and not inappropriate to the subject : but it is also
hot, and unduly wanting in variety and charm.

The Academy, No. 890, p. 365. scherbett,
Scheme of division, in Scots judicial procedure, a tabu-
lar statement drawn out to show how it is proposed to
divide a common fund amongst the several claimantsuvu.ii.uii AUMIU .in ! ! iu -i me oc*ciai i. Jill Hi.im > , . ,.. , .-
thereon, or to allocate any fund or burden on the different SCfleni, n. bee snerij.

Chemical reactions (like those involved In the process
of Kchillerization) can readily take place.

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLV. 181.

_________ , .

lerized, ppr. schillerizing. [< schiller + -ize.~\ To
have that peculiar altered structure which
causes the phenomenon known as schilleriza-
tion.

This intermediate variety is highly schillerized along the
cleavage-planes. Quart. Jour. Oeol. Soc., XLV. 583.

scheme (skem), .; pret. and pp. schemed, ppr.
scheming. [< scheme, .] I. trans. To plan;
contrive; plot; project; design.

The powers who scheme slow agonies in hell.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, 1. 1.

n. iii trans. To form plans; contrive; plan;
plot.

"Ah, Mr. Clifford Pyncheon !

"
said the man of patches,

"you may scheme for me as much as you please."
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, JL .

scheme-arch (skem'arch), . [Irreg. adapted < Schesis (ske'sis), n

It. area seemo, an incomplete arch : arco, arch
;

'

scemo, diminished, deficient.] An arch which

[< schiller +
(enstatite) having

sages to be so rendered.
'

same asbastite.""
scherzo (sker'tso), n. [It., a jest, joke, play, < schilling (shil'ing), n. Same as sMling*.MHG. G. sclterz (>D. scherts), jest, sport.] In schiltrount. . See sheltron.
music, a passage or movement of a light or schindylesis (skin-di-le'sis), n. [NL., < Gr
IO,H>,,I >,^t^. ,.ifi,.aii,, <> nt ft,o ,,=,,oi

axlvfi,^t(t a cleaving into small pieces, < aXtv-

6v%tiv, cleave, < axifetv, cleave : see schism. Ct.

schedule, shindle.] In anat., an articulation
formed by the reception of a thin plate of one

playful character; specifically, one of the usual
movements of a sonata or symphony, following
the slow movement, and taking the place of the
older minuet, and, like it, usually combined with
a trio. The scherzo was first established in its

place by Beethoven.

[< Gr. a^faif, state, condi-

forms a part of a circle less than a semicircle.
Sometimes erroneously written sJcene-areh.

bone into a fissure of another, as the articula-

.
tion of the rostrum of the sphenoid with the

.. vomer.
tion,< 2;pi>,2daor.

nXelv, have, hold: see scheme, schindyletic (skin-di-let'ik), a. [< schindy-
Cf. hectic.] If. General state or disposition of lesis (-let-) + -ic.] Wedged in; sutured by
the body or mind, or of one thing with regard to means of schindylesis ; pertaining to schindy-

...inensK>ie-arcn. other things; habitude. 2. In rAet., a state- lesis.

schemeful (skem'ful), a. [< scheme + -ful.]
ment of what is considered to be the adver- Schinopsis (ski - nop

'

sis), n. [NL. (Engler,
Full of schemes or plans. sary's habitude of mind, by way of argument 1873), < Schinus, q. v., + Gr. oi/iif, view.] A
schemer (ske'mer), n. One who schemes or a

g
a'ns'; n'm -

. genus of polypetalous trees, of the order Ana-
coutrives; a projector; a contriver; a plotter.

SChetict (sket'ik), a. [< Gr. o^erao?, holding cardiacex and tribe Rlwidex. It is characterized

So many worthy schemers must produce
A statesman's coat of universal use ;

Some system of economy to save
Another million for another knave.

Chatterton, Resignation.
It is a lesson to all schemers ai

to teach them th

succeed, the;

Paley, tenon on Gen. xlvii. 12. (Latham.)

back, holding firmly, < l^eiv, have, hold: see

-/irm\] Pertaining to the state of the body;
constitutional; habitual. Bailey, 1731.

scheticalt (sket'i-kal), a. [< schetic + -al.']

ion to all schemers and confederates in guilt, Scneuchzeria (shok-ze'ri-iU TNL tiampd trees which
<

"bear"biackuiim this truth, thnt, when their scheme does not %>>
"' _ <-*?

lj" n '

and alternate iiinniite and
!> are sure to quarrel amongst themselves. after the brothers Sehewiluer, Swiss natural- entii e lealiets amiI with wi,

ists,(first part of 18tli oentury).] A genus of

ilygamous flowers with a flattish receptacle, five i

pals, five spreading and nerved petals, live short sta-

mens, a deeply lobed disk, and an ovoid and compressed
one-celled ovary which becomes an oblong samara in fruit,

containing a one-seeded stone. There are 4 species, na-
tives of South America from Peru to Cordova. They are

h branchlets, panicled flowers,
thickish leaves of many small

nged petioles. For S. Lorentzii,
see quebracho.



Schinus

Schinus (ski'nus), n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1737), <

Or. "xivof, the mastic-tree (prob. so named from

its much-cracked bark), < axi&tv, cleave, split:

see schism.] A genus of polypetalous trees, of

the order .liinnirdiaci'ie and tribe Anacar/lii :i .

It is characterized by dioecious flowers with unaltered

calyx, five imbricated petals, ten stamens, three styles,

and a one-celled ovary with a single ovule pendulous from

near the summit of the cell, and becoming in fruit a globose

wingless drupe resembling a pea, containing a leathery or

bony stone penetrated by oil-tubes. There are about 13

species, natives of wanner parts of South America and
Australia. They are trees or shrubs with alternate and

odd-pinnate leaves, and small white flowers in axillary

and terminal bracted panicles. For S. Molle, see pepper-

tree, 1 ; and for S. terebinthi/olius, see aroeira.

schipt, n. An obsolete form of ship*.

schiremant, An obsolete form of shire-

schirmerite (sher'mer-it), n. [Named after J.

F. L. Schirmer.'] A sulphid of bismuth, lead,

and silver, occurring at the Treasury lode in

Park county, Colorado.

schirrevet, n. An obsolete form of sheriff
1

.

S-chisel (es'chiz'el), n. In well-boring, a boring-
tool having a cutting face shaped like the let-

ter S.

schisiophohe (skiz'i-o-fon), . [Appar. < Gr.

axiaif, a cleaving, splitting, + <t>uvti, sound.] A
form of induction-balance used for detecting
flaws and internal defects in iron rails.

All the indications of the instrument proved absolutely

correct, the rails, &c., on being broken, showing flaws at

the exact spot indicated by the schisiophone.
Electric Rev. (Eng.), XXVI. 491.

schism (sizm), n. [Early mod. E. also seism ;

< ME. scisme, later scliisme, < OF. scisme, cisme,
P. schisms = Pr. scisma, sisma = Sp. cisma =
Pg. scliisma = It. scisma, < L. schisma, < Gr.

axia^a, a cleft, split, schism, < ax'&tv, cleave,

split, = L. scindere (\fscid), cut, = Skt. -\/ chhid,
cut. Cf. schist, squill, abscind, rescind, etc.,

and schedule, etc.] 1. Division or separation ;

specifically, in ecclesiastical usage, a formal

separation within or from an existing church or

religious body, on account of some difference

of opinion with regard to matters of faith or

discipline.
Schism is a rent or division in the church when it comes

to the separating of congregations. Milton, True Religion.

Attraction is the most general law in the material world,
and prevents a schism, in the universe.

Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons on Religion.

2. The offense of seeking to produce a division

in a church. In the authorized version of the New
Testament the word schism occurs but once (1 Cor. xii.

25) ;
but in the Greek Testament the Greek word <r\L<rfjia

occurs eight times, being rendered in the English ver-

sion 'rent' (Mat ix. 10) and 'division' (John vii. 43; 1

Cor. xi. 18). From the simple meaning of division in the

church the word has come to indicate a separation from
the church, and now in ecclesiastical usage is employed
solely to indicate a formal withdrawal from the church
and the formation of or the uniting with a new organiza-
tion. See def. 1.

3. A schismatic body.
From all false doctrine, heresy, and schism, . . . Good

Lord, deliver us. Boo* of Common Prayer, Litany.

They doo therfore with a more constante mynde per-
seuer in theyr fyrst fayth which they receaued . . . than
doo manye of vs, beinge diuided into scismes and sectes,
whiche thynge neuer chaunceth araonge them.
R. Eden, tr. of John Faber (First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 290).

That Church that from the name of a distinct place
takes autority to set up a distinct Faith or Government
is a Seism and Faction, not a Church.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvii.

Great schism. See great. Schism Act, or Schism
Bill, in Eng. hist., an act of Parliament of 1713 (12 Anne,
stat. 2, c. 7),

" to prevent the growth of schism and for

the further security of the churches of England and Ire-

land as by law established." It required teachers to con-

form to the established church, and refrain from attend-

ing dissenting places of worship. The act was repealed
by f>Geo. I., c. 4.

schisma (skis'tna), n.
; pi. schismata (-ma-ta-).

[< L. scliisma, ( Gr. axiapa, separation: see

schism.] In musical acoustics, the interval be-

tween the octave of a given tone and the third

of the eighth fifth, less four octaves, represent-
ed by the ratio 2 : 3 8

-r- 2 1 2 X }, or 32805 : 32768.
This corresponds almost exactly to the difference be-

tween a pure and an equally tempered fifth, which dif-

ference is hence often called a schisma. A schisma and
a diaschisma together make a syntonic comma.

schismatic (siz-mat'ik), a. and n. [Formerly
also scismatic; < OF. (and F.) schismatiquc =
Pr. sinniatie = Sp. cismatico = Pg. schismatic!/

= It. scismatico, < LL. schismaticus, < Gr. OXIG-

/mT/KoV, schismatic, < nx'ia\ia(j-), a cleft, split,
schism : see scliisi.~\ I. a. Pertaining to, of

the nature of, or characterized by schism ;
tend-

ing or inclined to or promotive of schism : as,
schismatic opinions; a schismatic tendency.

5389
In the great schism of the Western Church, in which

the Churches of the West were for forty years nearly
equally divided, each party was by the other regarded as

schismatic, yet we cannot doubt that each belonged to

the true Church of Christ. Pusey, Eirenicon, p. 67.

II. n. One who separates from an existing
church or religious faith on account of a differ-

ence in opinion ;
one who partakes in a schism.

See schism.

As much beggarly logic and earnestness as was ever
heard to proceed from the mouth of the most pertina-
cious schismatic. 1. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 118.

Dr. Pierce preach'd at White-hall on 2 Thessal. ch. 3. v. 6.

against our late schismatics. Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 22, 1678.

Unity was Dante's leading doctrine, and therefore he

puts Mahomet among the schismatics, not because he di-

vided the Church, but the faith.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 108.

Expose the wretched cavils of the Nonconformists, and
the noisy futility that belongs to schismatics generally.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xxiii.

= Syn. Sectary, etc. See heretic.

schismatical (siz-mat'i-kal), a. [Formerly also

scismatical; < schismatic 3- -al.] Characterized

by or tainted with schism; schismatic.

The church of Home calls the churches of the Greek
communion schismatical.

Jer. Tat/lor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 282.

schismatically (siz-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In a
schismatic manner

; by a schismatic separation
from a church

; by schism.

SChismaticalness (siz-mat'i-kal-nes), . Schis-

matic character or condition.

SChismatize (siz'ma-tiz), v. i.
; pret. and pp.

schismatised, ppr. sehismatizing. [< Gr. cx'ioua

(-/tar-), a cleft, division (see schism), + -ize.]

To play the schismatic; be tainted with a

spirit of schism. Also spelled schismatise.

[Rare.]
From which [Church) I rather chose boldly to separate

than poorly to schismatise in it.

Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 42. (Dames.)

Schismatobranchia (skis"ma-to-brang'ki-a), .

pi. [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1821, as Chismato-

branchia), < Gr. ax'ur/ui(T-), cleft, + ftpayxia,

gills : see branchise.] A suborder of rhipido-

glossate gastropods, with the gills in two plumes
on the left side of the gill-cavity on each side

of the mantle-slit, the body and shell spiral,

the foot fringed and bearded, the eyes pedi-

celled, and the central teeth of the odontophore
very large and sessile. It was defined by Gray, for

the families Baliotidte and Scissurellidx, as one of 9

orders into which he divided his cryptobranchiate gastro-

pods.

schismatobranchiate (skis "ma - to -brang
'
ki-

at), a. Of or pertaining to the Schismatooran-

SChismic (siz'mik), a. [( schism + -ip.] Taint-
ed with or characterized by schism; schis-

matic. [Bare.]
Then to Carmel's top

The Schi&mik Priests were quickly called vp :

Vnto their Baal an Altar build they there ;

To God the Prophet doth another rear.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme.

SChismless (sizm'les), a. [< schism + -less.]

Free from schism; not affected by schism.

[Bare.]
The peace and good of the Church is not terminated in

the schismelesse estate of one or two kingdomes, but
should be provided for by the joynt consultation of all

reformed Christendome.
Milton, Church-Government, I. 6.

Schismobranchiata (skis-mo-brang-ki-a'ta),
n. pi. [NL. (De Blainville, 1825), < Gr. axia/ia,

ax'"/*'!, a cleft (see schism), + pp&yrut, gills.]
De Blainville's second order of his class Para-

cephalophora, having the branchire communi-
cating from behind by a large slit or cavity.

Schismopneat (skis-mop'ne-a), n. pi. [NL.,
appar. by error for *Scliismopnoa, < Gr. axla/ui,

axiapty, a cleft (see schism), + -KVOOI;, breath-

ing, irvot/, breath, < vvclv, breathe.] An artifi-

cial order or group of so-called cartilaginous
fishes, formerly supposed to have no opercula
nor branchiostegal membrane, including the

Lophiid&, Balistidee, and Chimepridie. See cuts
under angler, Balistcs, and Cliimeeridie.

schist (shist), n. [< F. schiste, < L. scliixtnx,

split, cleft, divided, < Gr. fr^orof, easily cleft,

< GX'&IV, cleave : see schism.] A rock the con-
stituent minerals of which have assumed a posi-
tibn in more or less closely parallel layers or

folia, due not to deposition as a sediment, but
in large part, at least to metamorphic

action, which has caused a rearrangement or

imperfect crystallization of the component
minerals, or the formation of new ones, these,
in the course of the process, having assumed

schistothorax

the parallel arrangement characteristic of the
rock. Schist and slate are not essentially different terms;
hut of late years the latter has been chiefly employed to

designate a fine-grained argillaceous rock divided into

thin layers by cleavage-planes, and familiar in its use for

roofing; while the word schist is generally employed in

composition with a word indicating the peculiar mineral

species of which the rock is chiefly made up, and which

by its more or less complete foliation gives rise to the

schistose structure : thus, hornblende-schist, chlorite-schist,

mica-schist, etc. all included under the general desig-
nation of crystalline schists, among which argillaceous
schist also belongs, and from which it is separated only
because its flssility is, as a general rule, more perfect than
that of the other schists, and because it is for this reason
of much practical importance, especially in its application
to roofing. Also spelled shist. Knotted schist. Same
as ihioti, 3 (/). Protozoic schists. See protozoic.

schistaceous (shis-ta 'shins), a. [< schist +
-aceoiis.] In zool. and bot., slate-gray; bluish-

gray.
schistic1

(shis'tik), a. [< schist + -ic.~] Same
as schistose.

schistica (skis'tik), a. [< Gr. oxiortf, divided

(< axXeiv, cleave, divide: see schism, schisma),
+ -ic.] Pertaining to schismata, or based upon
an allowance for the difference of a schisma:

as, a schistic system of tuning.

schistify (shis'ti-fi), v. t. [< schist + -i-fy.~\ To
change to schist; develop a schistose structure

in. Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLVI. 301.

schistocoelia (skis-to-se'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

o-^io-roc, cloven, + xoi/Ua, cavity.] In teratol.,

abdominal fissure; congenital defect of appo-
sition of the right and left sides of the abdomi-
nal walls.

schistocoelus (skis-to-se'lus), n. [NL.: see

schistocailia.] In teratol., a monster exhibiting
schistoccelia.

schistomelia (skis-to-me'li-a), n. [NL.: see

schistomelus.] In teratol., the condition of a
schistomelus.
schistomelus (skis-tom'e-lus), n.; pi. schistom-

eli (-15). [NL., < Gr. axiar6f, cloven, +- fic^of,

limb.] In teratol., a monster with a fissured

extremity.
schistoprosopia (skis'to-pro-so'pi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. axiarof, cloven, + Trpdaanov, face.] Fis-

sural malformation of the face, due to the re-

tarded development of the preoral arches.

SChistOprOSOpUS (skis"to-pro-so'pus), n.; pi.

schistoprosopi (-pi). [NL., < Gr. o-^iorof, cloven,
+ Trpoauxov, face.] In teratol., a monster whose
face is fissured.

schistose, schistous (shis'tos, -tus), a. [< schist

+ -ose, -Otis.] Having the structure of schist
;

resembling schist, or made up of a rock so des-

ignated. A schistose structure differs from that result-

ing from sedimentation in that the former bears the marks
of chemical action in the more or less complete interlacing
or felting of the component particles, and in the continual
breaks or want of continuity of the lamina?, while in the
latter the particles are only held together by some cement
differing from them in composition, or even by pressure
alone, and are arranged in a more distinctly parallel order
than is usually the case with the schists. In rocks in

which a slaty cleavage is very highly developed, as in

roofing-slate, this cleavage is almost always quite distinct

from and independent in position of the lines of stratifi-

cation, and this fact can ordinarily be recognized with ease

in the field. There are cases, however, in which a schis-

tose structure has been developed in a mass of rock paral-
lel with the planes of stratification. Also spelled shistose,
shistous.

Schistosity (shis-tos'i-ti), . [< schistose + -ity.]

The condition of being schistose, or of having
a schistose structure.

Here, then, we have ... a continuous change of dip,
and a common schistosity.

Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLVI. 249.

schistosomia (skis-to-so'mi-a), n. [NL.: see

schistosomus.] In teratol., the condition of a

schistosomus.
schistosomus (skis-to-so'mus), n. ; pi. schixto-

somi (-mi). [NL., < Gr. ff^urrdf , cloven, + adfia,

body.] In teratol., a monster with an abdom-
inal fissure.

Schistostega (skis-tos'te-ga), n. [NL. (Mohr),
< Gr. ox<oT6f, cloven, + arfYn, a roof.] A ge-
nus of bryaceous mosses, giving name to the
tribe Scliixtostegaceee. It is the only genus.
SchistOStegacese (skis-tos-te-ga'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., < Schistostega + -aceee.] A monotypic
tribe of bryaceous mosses. They are annual plants
with very tender and delicate stems which are of two
forms. The "flowers" are terminal, loosely gemmifonn,
producing a small subglobose capsule on a long soft pedi-
cel. The calyptra is minute, narrowly mitriform, cover-

ing the lid only. There is no peristome.

schistosternia (skis-to-ster'ni-a), 11. [NL., <

Gr. axurrAs, cloven, 4- arepvov, breast, chest.]
In teratol., sternal fissure.

schistothorax (skis-to-tho'raks). n. [NL., <

Gr. ax/croc, cloven. + ftipof, a breastplate.] A



schistothorax

malformation consisting of a fissure in the

chest-walls, usually of the sternum.
schistotrachelus (skis'to-tra-ke'lus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ax'ar6f, cloven, + Tp&x&Of, neck, throat.]
In teratol., congenital fissure in the region of

the neck.

Schizsea (ski-ze'a), n. [NL. (Smith, 1799), so

called with ref. to the dichotomously many-
cleft fronds; < Gr. ax'i&tv, cleave, split: see

schism.] A genus of ferns, typical of the order
Xcliizieace&. They arc small widely distributed plants
of very distinct habit, having the sporangia large, ovoid,

sessile, in two to four rows, which cover one side of close

distichous spikes that form separate fertile segments at
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of coeloma or somatic cavity in which a peri-
visceral or perienteric space results from a

splitting of the mesoblast: distinguished from
some kinds of body-cavities, as an enteroecele,
for example. See enteroc/fle, and quotation un-
der perivisceral.

schizocoelous (skiz-o-se'lus), a. [< schisocoelf

+ -o.] Resulting from splitting of the meso-

blast, as a body-cavity ; having a schizocoele
;

characterized by the presence of a schizocoele.
The cavity of the thorax and abdomen of man is schizo-

coelous. See the quotation under perivisceral. Huxley,
Encyc. Brit., II. 53.

schizodinic (skiz-6-din'ik), a. [< Gr. ax&tv,
cleave, split, + cxf/f, the pangs of labor.] Re-

producing or bringing forth by rupture : noting
the way in which mollusks without nephridia
may be supposed to extrude their genital pro-
ducts : correlated with idtodinic and porodinic.

The arrangement in Patella, Ac. is to be looked upon
as a special development from the simpler condition when
the Mollusca brought forth by rupture (= schizodinic,
from u6i's, travail).

E. R. Lankeiter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 682.

Schizodon (skiz'o-dou), . [NL. (Waterhouse,
1841 ), < Gr. oxi&iv, cleave, split, + odoif (udovr-),

tooth.] A genus of South American octodont

rodents, related to Ctenomys, but with larger

Sctiixaca pusillet.

a, pinnule with sporangia ; f>, a sporangium, on larger scale.

the apex of the fronds. The sterile segments of the fronds
are slender, and simply linear, fan-shaped, or dlchotomous-

ly many-cleft. There are 16 species, 01 which number only
one, S. pusilla, is North American, that being confined

mainly to the pine-barrens of New Jersey.

Schizseaceae (skiz-e-a'se-e), . pi. [NL. (Mar-
tius, 1834), < Schizsea + -ace&.~\ An order of

ferns comprising a small number of species,
included in five genera Schizsea, Lygodium,
Aneimia,Mohria, and Trochopteris. See Schizeea

and Lygodium.
Schizanthus (skl-zan'thus), n. [NL. (Ruiz and
Pavon, 1794), so called from the two deep-
split and successively parted lips ; < Gr. axi&iv,
cleave, split, + avtios, flower.] A genus of gamo-
petalous plants, of the orderSolanacex and tribe

Salpiglossidx. It is characterized by flowers with a

cylindrical tube and a spreading oblique plicate and imbri-
cated limb which is somewhat two-lipped and deeply cut
into eight to thirteen lobes, and containing two perfect
stamens, three dwarf staminodes, and an oblong two-celled

ovary. There are about 7 species, all natives of Chili.

They are erect annuals, somewhat glandular-viscid, with
deeply cut leaves, and are cultivated for their variegated
and elegant flowers, usually under the name schizanthus,
sometimes also as cut-jlotoer.

schizocarp (skiz'o-karp), . [< Gr. ax'i&iv,

cleave, split, + xa/j-of, a fruit.] In bot., a dry
fruit which at maturity splits or otherwise sepa-
rates into two or more one-seeded indehiscent

carpels. The component carpels of such a fruit

are called cocci. See regma, and cut under coc-

cus.

schizocarpic (skiz-o-kar'pik), a. [< schizocarp
+ -ic.] In hot., resembling or belonging to a

schizocarp.
schizocarpous (skiz-o-kar'pus), a. [< schizocarp+ -OMS.] In bot., resembling or belonging to a

schizot-arp ; splitting as in a schizocarp Schizo-
carpous moss, a moss of the order Andreseaceie : so called
from the fact that the capsule splits at maturity into four
or rarely six equal segments, after the manner of a schizo-

carp. See Andreeea, Bryacese.

SChizocephaly (skiz-o-sef'a-li), . [< Gr. ax'tfrtv,

cleave, split, + /ce0a/i^, head.] The practice of

cutting off and preserving, often with orna-
ments or religious rites, the heads of departed
chiefs, warriors, or estimable persons: com-
mon to tribes in South America, Micronesia,
New Zealand, and northwestern America. W.
H. Dull.

Schizocoela (skiz-o-se'la), n. pi. [NL. : see

sehizocale.'] Those animals which are schizo-

coalous, or have a schizocoale.

schizocoele (skiz'o-sel), n. [< Gr. ax&tv, cleave,
split, + Koi/.ia, a hollow, cavity.] That kind

Schizognathous Skull of
Common Fowl, pmx, prc-
maxilla ; ntxf, maxillo*

palatine ; rrtx. maxilla ; //,

palatine ; //, pterygoid ;

vo, vomer.

Srh iModon /tucus.

ears, smaller claws, less massive skull, broad
convex incisors, and molars with single external
and internal folds, which meet in the middle of

the tooth. S. fuscus is the species.
schizogenesis (skiz-o-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

aX'&tv, cleave, split, + yevcmc, production.] In

biol., fission as a mode of reproduction ; genera-
tion by fission. Haeckel.

SChizOgenetiC (skiz'6-je-net'ik), a. [< gchizo-

ijenesis, after genetic.'] In hot., same as schizo-

</enic.

schizogenic (skiz-o-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. ox'i&tv,

split, cleave, + -yevfa, produced (see -gen), +
-t'c.] In bot., produced by splitting or separa-
tion : applied to cavities or intercellular spaces
in plants that are formed by the separation or

unequal growth of contiguous cells, leaving
an interspace. Compare lysigenous, protogenic,

liusterogenie.

schizogenous (ski-zoj'e-nus), a. [As schizo-

gai-ic + -os.] In hot., same as schizogenic.

schizognath (skiz'og-nath). w.ando. I. n. A
schizognathous bird.

II. . Schizognathous.
Schizognathae (ski-zog'na-the), n. pi. [NL.,
fern. pi. of schizognathits: see schizognathous.]
In ornith., in Huxley's classification (1867), one
of four primary divisions of carinate birds, em-

bracing all those which exhibit schizognathism,
or have the palate schizognathous. The division

includes a number of superfamily groups the Peristero-

morphx, Alectaromorphae, Spheniscomorphx, Crcovtwrphae,

Geranmaorphie, and Charadriomorpha, or the pigeons,
fowls, penguins, gulls and their allies, cranes and their al-

lies, and plovers and snipes and their allies.

schizognathism (ski-zog'na-thizm), . [< schi-

zognath-ous + -ism.} In ornith., the schizog-
nathous type or plan of palatal structure ;

the

Eeculiar
arrangement of the palatal bones ex-

ibited by the Schizognathse.

Schizoffnathism is the kind of "cleft palate" shown by
the columbine and gallinaceous birds, oy the waders at

large, and by many of the swimmers.
Cones, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 179.

schizognathous (skl-zog'na-thus), a. [< NL.
schizognathits, < Gr. exifrtv, cleave, split, + yv&-

6of, jaw.] In ornith., haying the bony palate
cleft in such a way that in the dry skull "the
blade of a thin knife can be passed without

meeting with any bony obstacle from the poste-

Schizonemertina

rior nares alongside the vomer to the end of
the beak "

( Huxley) ; exhibiting schizognathism
in the structure of the

bony palate : as, a schisog-
nathous bird; a. schizogna-
thous palate; a schizog-
nathous type of palatal
structure. The vomer, whe-
ther large or small, tapers to a

point in front, while behind it

embraces the basisphenoidal ros-

trum, between the palatines;
these bones and the pterygoids
are directly articulated with one
another and with the basisphe-
noidal rostrum, not being borne
upon the divergent posterior
ends of the vomer ; the maxillo-

palatines, usually elongated and
lamellar, pass inward over the
anterior ends of the palatines,
with which they unite, and then
bend backward, along the inner
ends of the palatines, leaving a
broader or narrower fissure be-

tween themselves and the vomer, on each side, and do not
unite with one another or with the vomer.

schizogony (ski-zog'o-ni), n. [< Gr. ax'&w,
cleave, split, + -yovia, generation; see -gony.~\
Same as sehizof/cnc/tis.

Schizogony having once been established, it must have
been further beneficial to the species.

A. A. W. Hubrecht, Micros. Science, XXVII. 613.

schizomycete (skiz'o-mi-set), . A member of

the Schizomycetes.
Schizomycetes (skiz'o-ml-se'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. oxi&iv, cleave, split, + HVK.IK, pi. pi'ia/ref,

a fungus, mushroom: see Mycetes2.] A class
or group of minute vegetable organisms known
as bacteria, microbes, microphytes, etc., and
allied forms, belonging to the achlorophyl-
lous division of the Schizosporeie of Cohn (the
Sckizophyta of later authorities), or to the Pro-

tophyta of still more recent authors. They were
at first regarded as being simple fungi, and hence are
sometimes still called fisxwnfun'ji, but recent investiga-
tions indicate that they are more closely allied to the

Schizophycea or lower algaj than to the true fungi. They
are probably degenerate alga?, a condition which has been
brought about by their saprophytic or parasitic habits.

They consist of single cells which may be spherical, ob-

long, or cylindrical in shape, or of filamentous or various
other aggregations of such cells. The cells are com-
monly about 0.001 millimeter in diameter, or from two to
five times that measurement ; but smaller and a few larger
ones are known. They are, with one or two exceptions,
destitute of chlorophyl, and multiply by repeated bi-

partitions. True spores are known in several forms, but
no traces of sexual organs exist. They are saprophytic or

parasitic, and occur the world over as saprophytes. They
abound in running streams and rivers, in still ponds and
ditches; in the sea, in bogs, drains, and refuse-heaps; in

the soil, and wherever organic infusions are allowed to

stand ; in liquids containing organic matter, as blood,
milk, wine, etc. ; and on solid food-stuff, such as meat,
vegetables, preserves, etc. As parasites, numerous spe-
cies inhabit various organs of men and animals, causing
most of the infectious diseases, as tuberculosis, typhoid
fever, cholera, etc. Plants are subject to their attack to
a more limited degree, a circumstance that is probably
due to the acid fluids of the higher vegetable organisms.
.Schizomycetes vary to a considerable extent according
to the conditions of their environment, and hence many
growth-forms occur which have frequently received differ-

ent generic names. The round growth-forms are called

Coccus or Micrococcus; the rod-like forms havebeen term-
ed Bacillus, Bacterium, etc.

;
the shortly coiled forms are

known as Vibrio ; the spiral forms have received the names
Spirillum or Spirochxta ; and the very elongated filiform

ones are Lcptothrix, etc. Their behavior with reference
to the supply or exclusion of oxygen has led to their divi-

sion by Pasteur into aerobiotic, or such as require a plenti-
ful supply of free oxygen for the purpose of vegetation,
and anaerobiotic, or those in which vegetation is pro-
moted by the exclusion of oxygen, or at least is possible
when oxygen is excluded. There are, however, various
intermediate forms. See entophyte, Fungi, Protophyta,
Bacteriacex, Bacterium, Micrococcus, Leptothrix, Baculus,
Spirillum, Spirochxta, Vibrio.

schizomycetous (skiz'o-mi-se'tus), a. In bot.,

belonging or related to the Schizomycetes.

schizomycosis (skiz'o-ml-ko'sis), n. [NL., as

Xclii;ii/r(rtfs) + -osis.~] Disease due to the

growth of Schizomycetes in the body.
Schizonemertea (skiz'o-ne-mer'te-a), H. pi.

[NL., < Gr. ax't&tv, split, cleave, 4- NL. Keim-r-

tea, q. v.] Hubrecht's name (1879) of a division

of nemertean worms, correlated with Hoplone-
mertea and Palasonemertea, containing the sea-

longworms which have the head fissured, the
mouth behind the ganglia, and no stylets in

the proboscis, as Lineus, Cerebratuliis, Langia,
and Borlasia.

schizonemertean (skiz"o-ne-mer'te-an), a. and
. I. a. Of or pertaining to 'the Schizonemertea.

II. n. A member of the Schizonemertea, as a

sea-longworm.
Also schizonemertine.

Schizonemertina, Schizonemertini (skiz-o-

nem-er-ti'na, -nl), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.



Schizonemertina

split, cleave, + NL. Nemertes H

Same as Schizonemcrlea,
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-i<z2, -jjii] schizopodal (skl-zop'o-dal), a.

-a/.] Same as schizopod.

schmelze

[< schizopod + an intestine and anus and one divided disk,
whence the name : correlated with Holotrocha

SChizonemertine (skiz'o-ne-mer'tin), a. and w. Schizopodidse (skiz-o-pod'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < and Zygotrocha.
[As Scki-OHfincrtea + -me1.] Same as scliizo- Schizopoda + -idx,] A h '

nemertcan.

Schizoneura (skiz-o-nu'ra), . [NL. (Hartig,
1840), < Gr. GX'&'V, cleave, split, + vsvpav, schizopodous (skl-zop'o-dus)7 a. [< schizopod
nerve.] A notable genus of plant-lice of the -f- -ous.] Same as schizopod.
subfamily PempMginee, having the antenna; schizopod-stage (skiz'o-pod-staj), .

six-jointed, the third discoidal vein of the fore A stage in the development of some
wings with one fork, and the hind wings witli

two oblique veins. The genus is cosmopolitan and
contains many species, nearlyall of which excrete an abun-
dance of flocculent or powdery white wax. Many live upon

family of Coleoptera schizotrochous(skl-zot'ro-kus), a. [<NL.cAi-
named by Le Conte (1861) from the genus zotrochus, < Gr. ax'&tv, cleave, split, + Tpoxw,
8i'lii-oj>us, now merged in Bnprestidse. awheel.] Having a divided disk, as a rotifer;

of the stalk-eyed crustaceans, as a

prawn (Penxus), when the larva re-

sembles an adult schizopod.
The greatly enlarged thoracic limbs are

provided with an endopodite and an exopodite
as in the Schizopoda, the branchiae are devel-

oped from them, and the abdominal appen-
dages make their appearance. This may be
termed the schizopod-stage.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 301.

Schizopteris (ski-zop'te-ris), .

[NL., < Gr. ax'it^eiv, cleave, split, +
TTTepif, a wing, a kind of fern: see

Pteris.] A generic name given by

of or pertaining to the Schizotrocha; neither
holotrochous nor zygotrochous.
schlager (shla'ger), n. [G., < schlagen, beat,
strike, = E. slay: see slay'

1
, slayer.] The mod-

ern dueling-sword of German university stu-
denta The blade is about 3 feet long and without point,
the end being cut square off ; each edge is very sharp for a
few inches from the end of the blade. It is used with a
sweeping blow around the adversary's guard, so as to cut
the head or face with the sharpened comer. The schlager
has a heavy basket-hilt completely protecting the hand.
A heavy gauntlet of leather covers the arm to the elbow.
The usual guard is by holding the blade nearly vertical,

pommel uppermost, the hand just above the level of the
eyes.

Schlegelia (shle-ge'li-g), . [NL. (Bernstein,
1864), so called after Hermann Schlegel, an or-

nithologist of Leyden (1805-84).] A genus of
birds of paradise. The species is s. wttsoni, better

Brongniart to a fossil plant found stage of a known as Paradisea or Diphyllodes uilsoni, of Waigiou
: +!, i ?u~ 1 ^~u Prawn (Pt- and Batanta. frl*~ '- '- "' * ' ' *u ~ *-" a "*-

SfhixoHfitra (Eriosoma) lanigcra.

a, winged female ; b. wingless female. (Cross and line show
natural sizes.)

the roots of trees, and others upon the limbs and leaves.
The best-known species is S. laniyera, known in the United
States as the woolly root-louse of the apple, and in England,
New Zealand, and Australia as the American blight. See
also cuts under root-louse.

SChizopelmous (skiz-6-pel'mus), o. [< Gr.

ax'^eiv, cleave, split, -f- iretya, the sole of the

foot.] In ornith., same as nomo-
pelmous.

Schizophora (skl-zof'o-rii), .

pi. [NL., < Gr. GX'I&IV, cleave,

split. + -ifwpoc, < <j>epeiv = E.

bear*.] In Brauer's classifica-

tion, a division of cyclorha-
phous dipterous insects, orflies,

containing the pupiparous flies

of the families Hippoboscidte
and Nycteribiidfe, as well as all

of the Muscidse (in a broad
sense): contrasted with As-
chiza.

Schizophyceae (skiz-o-fi'se-e),
n. pi. [NL. ,

< Gr. cr^'feiv, cleave,
split, + <t>m6c, a seaweed, +
-eae.~\ A group of minute cryp-
togamous plants belonging, ac-

cording to recent authorities,
to the Protophyta, or lowest di-

vision of the vegetable king-
dom. It is a somewhat heterogene-
ous group, comprising the greater
number of the forms of vegetable life

which are unicellular, which display
no true process of sexual reproduction,
and which contain chlorophyl. The
group (which future research may dis-
tribute otherwise) embraces the classes

Protococcoidete, Diatoniacefe, and Cya-
_itophycex_. See Protophyta.

in the coal-measures of the coal-field

of the Saar and in Saxony, and sup-
posed to belong to the ferns. The genus is now In-

cluded in KhacophyUum, but of this genus (as well as of
the plants formerly called Schizopteris) little is definitely
known.

Schizorhinae (skiz-o-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL. : see

schizorhinal.] Schizorhinal birds collectively.
A, H. Garrod.
schizorhinal (skiz-o-ri'nal), a. [< Gr.

cleave, .split, + pif

(piv-), the nose, + -al.]
In ornith., having each
nasal bone deeply cleft

or forked: opposed to
holorhinal. The term de-
notes the condition of the
nasal bone on each side(right
and left), and not the sepa-
rateness of the two nasal

bones, which it has been
misunderstood to mean. By
a further mistake, it has been
made to mean a slit-like

character of the external

nostrils, with which it has
nothing to do.

In the Columbidse, and in
a great many wading and
swimming birds, whose pal-
ates are cleft (schizogna-
thous), the nasal bones are
schizorhinal: that is, cleft to
or beyond the ends of the

premaxillaries, such fission

leaving the external de-

scending process very dis-

tinct from the other, almost
like a separate bone. Pi-

geons, gulls, plovers, cranes, auks, and other birds are thus
split-nosed.

,

. The male is 7J inches long, the tail 2, with
its middle pair of feathers as long again, twice crossed
and then curled in arietiform figure. The bald head

Schizorhinal Skull of Curlew
(top view), showing the long cleft,

a, Between upper and lower forks
of each nasal bone.

Sfhlcgrlia m'tsotri.

is bright blue, the fore back is rich yellow, the rest
lustrous crimson ; the breastplate is mostly glittering
green, and other parts of the plumage are of varied and
scarcely less burnished hues. The female is somewhat
smaller, and in plumage unlike the male, as usual in this

family. The species has several technical synonyms. Pro-
fessor Schlegel called it Paradisea calm, but not till af-

ter Mr. Cassin of Philadelphia had dedicated it to Dr. T.
B. Wilson of that city. Mr. Elliot, the monographer of
the Paradiseidse, has it Diphyllodes respublica, after a mis-
taken identification made by Dr. Sclater of a bird very in-

adequately characterized by Prince Bonaparte, which be-

Diagram ofplantar
aspect of schizopel-
mous foot of a mag-
pie (Pica caudata),
showing the deep

...^,.u.=, .u ,,., -uu-u.. tuu, '"K8 to another genus.

Cones, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 166. Schleichera (shli'ker-ii), n. [NL. (Willdenow,
1805), named after J. C. Schleicher, a Swiss bot-

anist, author (1800) of a Swiss flora.] A ge-
nus of plants of the order Sapindaeese, type of
the tribe Schleichereee. It is characterized by apeta-
lous flowers with a small calyx of four to six uniform and
valvate lobes, a complete and repand disk, six to eight
long stamens, and an ovary with three or four cells and
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Schizosiphona (skiz-a-si'fo-na), n. pi. [NL., <
Gr. ox'i&iv, split, cleave, + a'i^uv, tube, pipe.]An order of Cephalopoda, named from the split
siphon, the edges of the mesopodium coming
into apposition but not coalescing : opposed to

Holosiphona : a synonym of Tetrabranchiata.

pcrfora

longus
ffift, flexor

digitorum.

Schizophytae (ski-zof'i-te), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

ax&w, cleave, split, + <f>vr6v,
a plant.] Usual-

ly, the same as the Schizomycetes, but of vary-
ing application. See Schizomycetes.

schizophyte(skiz'o-fit), a. [< Schizophytse.] In

bot., belonging to the class Schizophytx.
schizopod (skiz'o-pod), a. and n. [<NL.sc/i/ro-
pus, < Gr. oxtZoxovf (-Trod"-), with cleft feet, <

ax'&iv, cleave, split, + iro'vt; (Trod-) = E./boi.]
I. a. Having the feet cleft and apparently
double, as an opossum-shrimp ; specifically, of
or pertaining to the Schizopoda.

II. n. A member of the Schizopoda, as an
opossum-shrimp.
Schizopoda (ski-zop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of Xi'lii: -n/iiix : see schizopod.] If. An Aris-
totelian group of birds, approximately equiva-

[NL.

siphons ; specifically, of or pertaining to the

Schizosiphona.

Schizostachyum (skiz-o-stak'i-um), n.

(Nees, 1829), < Gr. ox&iv, cleave, split, +
a spike.] A genus of grasses of the tribe Bam-
bnsese and subtribe Melocanneee. It is character-
ized by spikelets in scattered clusters forming a spike or
panicle with numerous empty lower glumes, and bisexual
flowers with two or three lodicules, six stamens, three
elongated styles, and a pedicel continued beyond the

MMm-wuvu uvvau aiiu uuuiviucu null, uumuiiiiiij; H pulpy
and edible aril about the black top-shaped seed. The only
species, S. trijuga, is a native of India, Ceylon, and Bur-
ma, especially abundant in Pegu, sometimes called lac-

tree, and known in India as koosumbia. It is a large hard-
wood tree with alternate and abruptly pinnate leaves,
usually of three pairs of leaflets, and with small long-pedi-
celled flowers in slender racemes. Its timber is very
strong, solid, and durable. In India and Ceylon it is

valued as one of the trees frequented by the lac-insect (see
lac%\ and its young branches form an important source of
shellac. The oil pressed from its seeds is there used for

burning in lamps and as a remedy for the itch.
, nue eyon e ,
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flowers. There are about 8 species, natives of the Ma- Schleichereae (shli-ke're-e),n.^)?. [NL. (Radl-~
.

, s o e a-

lay archipelago, China, and the Pacific islands. They are kofer, 1888), < Schleichera + -eie.~\ A tribe of

dicotyledonous
plants of the order pdc^

antl
.

suborder Sapmdfse, typified by the mono-
typic genus Schleichera, and containing also 3
other species in 2 genera, natives of tropical
Africa 'itiil Madeira

See canal of Schlemm, un-

in height, and several are cultivated for ornament or for

culinary use, the young shoots being eaten in Java and
elsewhere under the name of rebong.

Schizotarsia (skiz-o-tiir'si-a), re. pi. [NL., <
Gr. o-^ifttv, cleave, split, -r-'Vdpo-of, any broad, Schlemm's canal.

?e tarsus.] A family, tribe, or der canal^.

;ds, represented by the fam- schlich (shlik), n. See ;

- p~-- - ,, ,^^^ TOV CHUi,- ^l^rmatiidse
See cut under Scutigeridse. Schloss Johannisberger. The highest grade

lent to the Linnean GraMse or waders 2 A SChlZOthecal (skiz-p-the'kal), a. [< Gr. ax^eiv, of Johannisberger, produced on the home es-

suborder or similar group of long-tailed stalk- cleave - 8Plit;
>
+ ^K<?. case, + -al] In ornith.. tate of Prince Metternich.

eyed crustaceans, having a small cephalotho-
navlngtQe tarsal envelop, or podotheca, divided Schmelze (shmel'tse), n. [< G. schmelz, enam-

nen and the nereionod*! or D>' scutellation or reticulation : the opposite of el: see smelt 1
, smalt, arax, a large abdomen, and the perei'opods or

7

D>' scutellation or reticulation : the opposite of

thoracic legs apparently cleft or double by ^<nothecal.
ivMsnnof the great development of exopodites,

ochizotrocha (ski-zot ro-ka), n.pl. [NL.,
which are as large as the endopodites. it in-

neut '

21 ' of schizotrochw: see sehizotrochoiis.]
dudes the opossum-shrimps and their allies. See Mysi-

OQe * the major divisions of Botifera, con-
la:, and cut under oposmm-shrimp. Lotreille, 1817. taining those wheel-animalcules which have

, amel, and enamel.] Glass
of some peculiar sort used in decorative work:
a word differently used by different writers.
(">

ri

olas'
especially prepared to receive a deep-red color,

" * '



schmelze

that is, glass in which colored canes and the like are in-

laid, (c) A glass so colored that it is brown, preen, or
bluish by reflected light, but deep-red when seen by trans-

mitted light. Schmelze aventurin, schmelze glass,
schmelze as defined in (b) or (c), above, upon the surface
of which thin Minis of aventurin have been applied.

Schmidt's map-projection. See projection.

Schnapps, schnaps (shnaps), . [G. sclnm/j/t*

(= D. Sw. Dan. snaps), a dram, "nip," liquor,

gin; cf. schnapps, interj., snap! crack! <scknap-
pen (= D. XH<II>I>CH = Sw. snappa = Dan. .s-im/<-

pe), snap, snatch : see snap.] Spirituous liquor
of any sort

; especially, Holland gin.

So it was perhaps
He went to Leyden, where he found conventicles and

schnapps. O. W. Holmes, On Lending a Punch-bowl.

schneebergite (shna' berg-it), n. [< Selinre-

bery (see def.) + -tte2.] A mineral occurring
in minute honey-yellow octahedrons at Schnee-

berg in Tyrol : it contains lime and antimony,
but the exact composition is unknown.
Schneiderian (shnl-de'ri-an), a. [< Schneider

(see def.) + -ian.] Pertaining to or named
after Conrad Victor Schneider, a German anato-

mist of the seventeenth century: in anatomy
applied to the mucous membrane of the nose,
first described by Schneider in 1660 Schneide-
rian membrane. See membrane.

Schneider repeating rifle. See rifle?.

schoenite (she'nit), . [< Schone, the reputed
discoverer of kainite-deposits at Stassfurt, Ger-

many, + -ite2.] Same as pieromerite.
Schcenocaulon (ske-no-ka'lon), . [NL. (Asa
Gray, 1848), from the rush-like habit; < Gr.

axolvof, rush, + xavXof, stem.] A genus of mono-
cotyledonous plants, of the order Liliaceie and
tribe Veratrese. It is characterized by densely spiked
flowers with narrow perianth-segments, long and project-
ing stamens, and a free ovary ripening into an oblong and
acuminate capsule containing many dark oblong or curved
and angled and wingless seeds. The 5 species are all

American, occurring from Florida to Venezuela. They
are bulbous plants with long linear radical leaves, and
small flowers in a dense spike on a tall leafless scape, re-

markable for the long-persistent perianth and stamens.
5. offlcinale, often called Asagriea oMcinalis, is the ceva-

dilla-plant of Mexico. (See cevadilla.) Its seeds are the
cevadilla or sabadilla of medicine.

Schcenus (ske'nus), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1753),
< Gr. axolvof, a rush.] A genus of monocotyle-
donous plants, of the order Cyperacese, the sedge
family, and of the tribe Ehyncosporese, charac-
terized by few-flowered spikelets in dark or

blackish clusters which are often panicled or

aggregated into a head or spike. Each spikelet
contains a flexuous extension of the pedicel, numerous
two-ranked glumes, and flowers all or only the lowest fer-

tile, and furnished with six (or fewer) slender bristles,

usually three stamens, and a three-cleft style crowning
an ovary which becomes a small three-angled or three-
ribbed beakless nut. There are about 70 species, mainly
of Australia and New Zealand, 9 occurring in Europe and
the United States. Africa, and the Malay peninsula. They
are of varying habit, generally perennial herbs, robust, or

long and rush-like, and erect or floating in water. S. nigri-
cans of England is known as bog-rush, and 5. brevtfolius of
Victoria as cord-rush.

Schcepfia (shep'fi-a), . [NL. (J. C. Schreber,
1789), named after J. D. Sclioepf (1752-1800),
who traveled in North America and the Baha-
mas.] A genus of gamopetalous plants of the
order Olacineee and tribe Olacese. It is character-
ized by tubular flowers with a small cup-shaped calyx
which is unchanged in fruit, four to six stamens opposite to
the petals, and a deeply three-celled ovary nearly immersed
in a disk which becomes greatly enlarged in fruit. There
are about 16 species, natives of tropical Asia and America.
They are shrubs or small trees with entire and rigid leaves,
and white flowers which are large for the order, and are

grouped in short axillary racemes. 5. chrytophylloidet is

known in the West Indies as white beefwood.

schogget, i'. 1. See */io</l.

Schonarie grit. [So called from its occurrence
at Scholiarie in New York.] In aeol., in the
nomenclature of the New York Geological Sur-

vey, an unimportant division of the Devonian
series, lying between the cauda galli grit and
the Upper Helderberg group.
scholar (skol'ar), . [Early mod. E. scholer,
scholler (dial, scholard, scollard), earlier scoter

(the spelling scholar being a late conformation
to the L. scholaris), < ME. scoter, scolere, scolare,
< AS. scolere, a pupil in a school, a scholar (=
MLG. scholer, scholare, scholre = OHG. scuolari,
MHG. schuoleere, G. schiiler; with suffix -ere, E.

-er-l), < scolu, a school: see school1 . Cf. D.
scholiei; < OF. escolier, F. ecolier, also scolairc =
Pr. Sp. Pg. escolar = It. scolare, scolajo, a scholar,
pupil, < ML. scholaris, a pupil, scholar; cf. LL.
scholaris, a member of the imperial guard, <

scholaris, of or pertaining to a school, < L. gcJiola,

scola, a school: see school^.] 1. One who re-
ceives instruction in a school

;
one who learns

from a teacher
;
one who is under tuition

;
a pu-

pil ;
a student

;
a disciple.
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Ine this clergie heth dame auarice uele [fele, many]

seders. Ayenbite of Jnwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

The Master had rather ditTame llym selfe for hys teach-

yng than not shame his Scholer for his learnyng.
Aschaut, The Scholemaster, p. 78.

I am no breeching scholar in the schools ;

I'll not be tied to hours nor 'pointed times.

Shot., T. of the 8., iii. 1. 18.

The same Asclepius, in the beginning of his first booke,
calleth himselfe the schoUer of Hermes.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 573.

Bleys
. . . taught him magic ; but the scholar ran
Before the master, and so far, that Bleys
Laid magic by. Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

2. In English universities, formerly, any stu-

dent ; now, an undergraduate who belongs'to the
foundation of a college, and receives a portion
of its revenues to furnish him with the means
of prosecuting his studies during the academic
curriculum

; the holder of a scholarship.
For ther he was not Ilk a cloysterer,
With a thredbare cope as is a poure scoter.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T. (ed. Morris), 1. 280.

3. One who learns anything: as, an apt gcholar
in the school of deceit. 4. A learned man; one

having great knowledge of literature or philol-

ogy ;
an erudite person ; specifically, a man or

woman of letters.

He was a scholar, and a ripe and good one.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 51.

He [King James] was indeed made up of two men, a

witty, well-read scholar, . . . and a nervous drivelling
idiot. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

By scholar I mean a cultivator of liberal studies, a stu-

dent of knowledge in its largest sense, not merely clas-

sical, not excluding what is exclusively called science in
our days, but which was unknown when the title of scholar
was first established. Sumntr, Orations, I. 137.

Canonical scholar. See canonical. King's scholar,
in England, a scholar in a school founded by royal charter,
or a scholar supported by a royal endowment or founda-
tion. Scholar's mate. See ?note3.

SCholarch (skol'iirk), . [< Gr. oxoZapxtc, the
head of a school, < ox ?-'/, school, + apxtiv,

rule.] The head of a school, especially of an
Athenian school of philosophy.
Among the stock were contained many compositions

which the scholarcht, successors of Theophrastus at Ath-

ens, had neither possessed nor known.
Orote, Aristotle, ii.

He died in 314, and was succeeded as scholarch by Pole-

mon. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 718.

scholarismt (skol'ar-izm), 11. [< scholar +
-ism.] Affectation or pretension of scholarship.
There was an impression that this new-fangled scholar-

inn was a very sad matter indeed.

Doran, Memorials of Great Towns, p. 225. (Danes.)

scholarityt (sko-lar'i-ti), . [< scholar + -i-ty.]

Scholarship.
Content, 111 pay your schohtrity. Who offers?

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

scholarly (skol'ar-li), a. [< scholar + -ly
1
.]

Of, pertaining to, or denoting a scholar; char-
acterized by scholarship; learned; befitting a
scholar: as, a scholarly man; scholarly attain-

ments
; scholarly habits.

In the house of my lord the Archbishop are most ftchol-

ariy men, with whom is found all the uprightness of jus-

tice, all the caution of providence, every form of learning.
Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 14:;.

The whole chapter devoted to the Parthenon and its

sculptures is a delightful and scholarly account of recent

discovery and criticism. Spectator, No. 3229, p. 698.

= Syn. Learned, Scholarly. See learned and studious.

scholarlyt (skol'ar-li), adv. [< scholarly, a.] In
the manner of a scholar

;
as becomes a scholar.

Speak scholarly and wisely. Shale., M. W. of W.,1. 8. 2.

scholarship (skol'ar-ship), w. [< scholar +
-ship.] 1. The character and qualities of a

scholar; attainments in science or literature;

learning; erudition.

A man of my master's understanding and great scholar-

ship, who had a book of his own in print.
Pope. (Johnson.)

Such power of persevering, devoted labor as Mr. Casau-
bon's is not common. . . . And therefore it is a pity that

it should be thrown away, as so much English scholar-

ship is, for want of knowing what has been done by the

rest of the world. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxi.

2. Education; instruction; teaching.
This place should be at once both school and university,

not needing a remove to any other house of scholarship.
Milton, Education.

3. Maintenance for a scholar, awarded by a col-

lege, university, or other educational institu-

tion
;
a sum of money paid to a student, some-

times to a university graduate, usually after

competition or examination, to support him or

to assist him in the prosecution of his studies.

A scholarship but half maintains,
And college rules are heavy chains.

Warton, Progress of Discontent.

scholasticism

I'd sooner win two school-house matches than pet the
Balliol scholarship, any day.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, 1. .

Victoria has not yet extended its public system to sec-

ondary education, except by giving many gckolarntn'pn as
the reward of merit to the best pupils of the primary
schools. Sir C. W. Dilke, Probs. of Greater Britain, vi. 4.

=Syn. 1. Learning, Erudition, etc. See literati*,'*'.

Scholastic (sko-las'tik), a. and n. [< . urolux-

tique = Pr. eseolastic = Sp. escolastico = Pg.
escolastico = It. scolastico (cf. G. xflmlnxtixrli, a..

selloldstiver, n.), < L. scholasticus, < Gr. axo'/.aa-

riKof, of or pertaining to school, devoting one's
leisure to learning, learned, < axf'l, leisure,

learning, school: see school 1
.] I. a. 1. Pertain-

ing to or suiting a scholar, school, or schools;
like or characteristic of a scholar: as, a scholas-

tic manner; scholastic phrases. 2. Of, pertain-
ing to, or concerned with schooling or educa-
tion; educational: as, a scholastic institution;
a scholastic appointment. 3. Pertaining to or
characteristic of scholasticism or the school-

men; according to the methods of the Christian
Aristotelians of the middle ages. See scliolas-

tii-ixm.

The Aristotelian philosophy, even in the hands of the

master, was like a barren tree that conceals its want of
fruit by profusion of leaves. But the scholastic ontology
was much worse. What could be more trifling than dis-

quisitions about the nature of angels, their modes of

operation, their means of conversing?
Hallam, Middle Ages, III. 429.

The scholastic question which John of Salisbury pro-
pounds, Is it possible for an archdeacon to be saved?

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 303.

Hence 4. Coldly intellectual and unemotion-
al

; characterized by excessive intellectual sub-

tlety or by punctilious and dogmatic distinc-

tions; formal; pedantic: said especially of the
discussion of religious truth Scholastic realist.
See realist, 1. Scholastic theology, that form of theol-

ogy whose fundamental principle is that religions truth
can be reduced to a complete philosophical system : ordi-

narily used to designate a theological system which has
become dogmatic or abstruse. See scholasticism.

II. n. 1. A student or studious person; a
scholar.

They despise all men as unexperienced scholastics who
wait for an occasion before they speak.

Steele, Taller, No. 244.

2. A schoolman
;
a Christian Aristotelian

;
one

of those who taught in European schools from
the eleventh century to the Reformation, who
reposed ultimately upon authority for every

philosophical proposition, and who wrote chiefly
in the form of disputations, discussing the ques-
tions with an almost syllogistic stiffness: op-
posed to Biblicist.

The scholastics were far from rebelling against the dog-
matic system of the church.

E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 23.

I have the smallest possible confidence in the meta-

physical reasonings either of modern professors or of me-
diseval scholastics. Nineteenth Century, XXI. 326.

Hence 3. One who deals with religious ques-
tions in the spirit of the medieval scholas-
tics. 4. A member of the third grade in the

organization of the Jesuits. A novitiate of two
years' duration and a month of strict confinement are

prerequisite to entrance to the grade of scholastic. The
term consists of five years' study in the arts, five or six

years of teaching and study, a year of final novitiate,
and from four to six years of study in theology. The
scholastic is then prepared to be admitted as a priest of
the order.

scholasticalt (sko-las'ti-kal), a. and w. I. .

Same as scholastic, 3 and 4.

Our papists and scholastical sophisters will object and
make answer to this supper of the Lord.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1860),

[p. 263.

Perplex and leven pure Doctrin with scholastical Trash.

Milton, Touching Hirelings.

Il.t " A scholastic.

The scholasticattes against the canonistes.

Bp. Jewell, Reply to Hardinge, p. 259.

Scholastically (sko-las'ti-kal-i), adv. In a scho-
lastic manner

; according to the method of the

metaphysical schools of the middle ages.
Moralists or casuists that treat Scholastically of justice.

South, Sermons, I. xi.

Scholasticism (sko-las'ti-sizm), n. [= Sp. I'xi-ii-

lasticismo = G. scholasticismiis, < NL. scholnxti-

cismits, scholasticism, < L. scholasticus, scholas-

tic: see scholastic.] The Aristotelian teaching
of the medieval schools and universities, and
similar teaching in Roman Catholic institutions

in modern times, characterized by acknowledg-
ment of the authority of the church, by being
largely, if not wholly, based upon the authority
of the church fathers, of Aristotle, and of Ara-
bian commentators, and by its stiff and formal
method of discussion. It consisted of two distinct
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and independent developments, the one previous the mark; an explanatory comment; specifically,

the lowest ebb of thought (such as Isidorus, fUiabunns,

Gerbert, writers directly or indirectly under Arabian in-

fluence, Scotus Erigena and other Irish monks, the Eng-
lish Alcuin, with his pupil FridlglsuB, etc.), writers marknl

by great ignorance, by a strong tendency to materialize

resulting from this was considered by later writers so ad-

mirable that they deliberately left occasion for and insert-

ed scholia in their own writings. A geometrical scholium

is, therefore, now an explanation or reflection inserted into

a work on geometry in such a way as to interrupt the cur-

ibstract'ions," by a'disposition to adopt opinions quite ar- 1nt f mathematical thought^

bitrarily, but also by a certain freedom of thought. The schollard (skol'ard), n. A vulgar corruption
first era of scholasticism was occupied by disputes con- of scholar.

You know Mark was a schollard, sir, like my poor, poor
sister

;
and ... I tried to take after him.

Bulwer, My Novel, i. 3.

cerning nominalism and realism. It naturally falls into

two periods, since the disputants of the eleventh century
took simple and extreme ground on one side or the other,
the nominalistic rationalist Berengarius being opposed
by the realistic prelate Lanfranc, (he Platonizing nomi- SCholyt (sko h), M. [= F. scohe, etc., < Mlj.

nalist Koscellin by the mystical realist Anselni ; while in scholium, scholium : see scholium.] A scholium.
the twelfth century the opinions were sophisticated by
distinctions until they cease to be readily classified as

realistic.nominalistic and realistic. The scholastics of the latter

period included Peter Abelard (1079-1142); Gilbert of

Poitiers (died 1154), one of the few writers of the twelfth

century ever quoted in the thirteenth ;
Peter Lombard

(died 1164), compiler of the four books of "Sentences," _.,i,_i_, / uVn'm )i I

or opinions of the fathers, which was the peg on which SCnoiyt "!, " '

Without scholy or gloss. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 36.

That scholy had need of a very favourable reader and a

tractable, that should think it plain construction, when to

be commanded in the Word and grounded upon the Word
are made all one. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

< scholy, n.] To write

comments.
The preacher should want a text, whereupon to scholy.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iii. 8.

,

much later speculation was hung as commentary; and
John of Salisbury (died 1180), an elegant and readable au-

thor. For more than a generation after his death the

schoolmen were occupied with studying the works of

Aristotle and the Arabians, without producing anything .:
of their own. Then began the second era of scholasti- ley, 1838), named after the traveler B. H. brhom-

cism, and this divides itself into three periods. During burgk (1804-65).] A genus of orchids, of the
the first, which extended to the last quarter of the thir- trft>e Epidendreee and subtribe Lselwse. It is char-
teenth century, Alexander of Hales (died 1245), Albertus

acterjze(J hy a terminal and loosely racemed inflorescence
Magnus (1193-1280), and St. Thomas Aquinas (died 1274)

,(h ^^tat wavy perianth, each anther with eight

is still found in every library of pretension. During this

period the University of Paris received a thorough or-

ganization, and thought there became exclusively con-

centrated upon theology. The second period, which last-

ed for about a century, was the great age of scholastic

thought, and it may be doubted whether the universities

of western Europe have at any subsequent time been BO

worthy of respect as when Duns Scotus (died 1308) and

fleshy stems, which are covered with many
bear at the apex one, two, or three ovate or elongated

rigid and fleshy leaves. They are remarkable for the very
long and slender flower-stems, and the large dry sheaths

g,,

1

^,,,,^. them . In & Kbicinis of Honduras, the hollow

eu(]<}bnjb1 from 1 to 2 feet long, is a favorite with ants

f the col)8
'

tl
.uction of their nests, and is used by children

trumpet (whence also Its name in cultivation of <mt>-?" , fa
v

his followers were working up the realistic conception "i,"" j" o00 !/,/?
of existence, while "Durus" Uurandus (died 1332), Occam SChondt, bee Shand.

(died about 1349), and Buridanus (died after 1350) were urg- school 1

(skol), n. and a. [E,arly mod. &. SCOOl

mg their several nominalistic theories, and other writers, (go. sculc), scale (the spelling school, with sch-
t

now so forgotten that it is useless to name them, were pre-

senting other subtle propositions commanding serious ex-

amination. During this period the scholastic forms of dis-

cussion were fully elaborated methods cumbrous and

inelegant, butenforcing exactitude, and conformed to that

stage of intellectual development. The third period, ex-

tending to the time of the extinction of scholasticism, early
in the sixteenth century, presented somewhat different

characters in different countries. It was, however, every- escolc, F. ecole = op. escuela = Fg. escola = It.

.
, ,

jjeinK an imperfect conformation to the L.
, p .. -i-Jii.-i- with wlinlnr)- < ME wolf

schola, as similarly witn scoar; ,
<. i\m. scow,

scowle, < AS. SColu, a school, = UJmes. SKtlle,

schule = D. school= MLG. scholc= OHG. scuola,

MHQ schuole, G. schule = Icel. skoli (< AS. ?)
, , ^ , , _ w } _

'

= w. SKOla Uan. SKOIC = VV. ysgot,

op.
where marked by the formal perfectionment of systems, scuola, a school, < L. schola, SCOla, learned dis-
and attention to trivial matters, with decided loss of vi-

cugsion or disputation, a dissertation, lecture,

^l?S?^^r^^SSSMI^^ a place for &*>,, or instruction, 'a school',

tury), Pierre d'Ailly (1350-1425), Gerson (1363-1429), and the disciples of a particular teacher, a school,
Eckius. adversary of Luther. Those subsequent writers sect, etc., < Gr. oroA7/, a learned discussion or
who follow colorless traditions of scholasticism, and main- j__i,*~*j ., ,iu^,.,.|.,ti,,n Ipr-fure n nineP for
tain front against modern thought, must be considered disputation, a dissertation, le re, a place tor

discussion or instruction, a school, a transferred
use of o-^oA^, spare time, leisure

; perhaps < txelv

(/ aex-, Xe-)> hold, stop : see scheme. Hence

(from L. schola or Gr. axpMj) also scholar, scho-

as belonging to an era different from either of those men-
tioned.

scholia, n. Latin plural of scholium.

scholiast (sko'li-ast), n. [= F. scoliaste = Sp.
escoliasta = Pg. escholiaste = It. scoliaste = G.

scholiast, < NL. scholiasta, < MGr. axohiaar>K, a instruction is given in arts, science, languages
commentator, < oxo?,iaeiv, write commentaries, or any species of learning; an institution for

< Gr. o-^o'/tioi', a commentary: see scholium.'] One learning; an educational establishment; a
who makes scholia; a commentator; an anno- school-house; a school-room. In modern usage

the term is applied to any place or establishment of eda

lastic, scholium, etc.] I. n. 1. A place where

tator; especially, an ancient grammarian who
annotated the classics.

The title of this satire, in some ancient manuscripts, was
"The Reproach of Idleness"; though in others of the scho-

liasts it is inscribed "Against the Luxury and Vices of the

Rich." Dryden, tr. of Persius's Satires, iii., Arg.

The Scholiasts differ in that.

Congrece, On the Pindaric Ode, note.

SCholiastic (sko-li-as'tik), a. [< scholiast+ -ic.]

Pertaining to a scholiast or his pursuits.
SCholiazet (sko'li-az), v. i. [< MGr. axo'Ma&iv,
write commentaries: see scholiast.] To make
scholia or notes on an author's work. [Bare.]
He thinks to scholiaze upon the gospel.

Milton, Tctrachordon.

scholicalt (skol'i-kal), a. [< "scholic (< L. scho-

licus, < Gr. axoh.iK6(, of or belonging to a school,

exegetical, < axof.ii, school, etc. : see school^) +
-ill.] Scholastic.

It is a common scholiciil errour to fill our papersand note-

books with observations of great and famous events.

Hales, Golden Remains, p. 275.

SCholiont (sko'li-on), n. Same as scholium.

Hereunto have I added a certain Glosse, or scholion, for

thexposition of old wordes.

Spenser, To Gabriell Harvey, prefixed to Shep. Cal.

scholium (sko'li-um), n.; pi. scholia, scholium*

(-a, -umz). [Formerly also scholion, also scholy;
< F. scolie = Sp. escolio = Pg. eschijlio = It. sco-

lio, < ML. scholium, < Gr. axof.iov, interpretation,

commentary, < oxoAf/, discussion, school: see

school*.] A marginal note, annotation, or re-
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cation, as day-schools, grammar-schools, academies, col-

leges, universities, etc. ; but it is in the most familiar use
restricted to places in which elementary instruction is im-

parted to the young.
She hath at scale and elles wher him soght,
Til finally she gan so fer espye
That he last seyn was in the Jewerye.

Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, 1. 138.

This boke is made for chylde gonge
At the scowle that byde not longe ;

Sone It may be conyd & had.
And make them gode iff thei be bad.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

In the eighth year of Edward III., licence was granted
to Barbor the Bagpiper to visit the schools for minstrels

in parts beyond the seas, with thirty shillings to bear his

expenses. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 278.

2. The body of pupils collectively in any place
of instruction, and under the direction of one
or more teachers : as, to have a large school.

3. A session of an institution of instruction ;

exercises of instruction ;
school-work.

How now, Sir Hugh ! no school to-day?
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 1. 10.

4. In the middle ages, a lecture-room, especialr

ly in a university or college; hence, the body
of masters and students in a university; a

university or college ;
in the plural, the schools,

the scholastics generally.
Witnesse on him, that eny perflt clerk is,

That in scale is gret altercacioun,
In this matere, and gret disputisoun,
And hath ben of an hundred thousand men.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale. 1 417.

school

That ellcitation which the schools intend is a deducing
of the power of the will into act. Abp. Bramhall.

5. A large room or hall in English universities

where the examinations for degrees and hon-

ors take place. 6. The disciples or followers

of a teacher ;
those who hold a common doc-

trine or accept the same teachings or princi-

ples; those who exhibit in practice the same

general methods, principles, tastes, or intellec-

tual bent; a sect or denomination in philoso-

phy, theology, science, art, etc.; a system of

doctrine as delivered by particular teachers: as,

the Socratic school; the painters of the Italian

school; the musicians of the German school;

economists of the laisser-faire school.

In twenty manere konde he trippe and dannce

(After the scale of Oxenforde tho).

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 143.

Let no man be less confident in his faith concerning the

great blessings God designs in these divine mysteries by
reason of any difference in the several schools of Christians.

Jer. Taylor.

7. A system or state of matters prevalent at a
certain time; a specific method or cast of

thought; a particular system of training with

special reference to conduct and manners : as,
a gentleman of the old school; specifically,
the manifestation or the results of the coopera-
tion of a school (in sense 6) : as, paintings of

the Italian Renaissance school.

He was a lover of the good old school,

Who still become more constant as they cool.

Byron, Beppo, 6t. 34.

The fact that during the twelfth century a remarkable
school of sculpture was developed in the Ile-de-France . . .

a school in some respects far in advance of all others of

the Middle Ages has not received the attention it de-

served from students of the history of art.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 247.

8. Any place or means of discipline, improve-
ment, instruction, or training.

The world, . . .

Best school of best experience.
Milton, P. R.,iii. 238.

Court-breeding, and his perpetual conversation with

Flatterers, was but a bad Schoole.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, vi.

Ye prim adepts in Scandal's school,
Who rail by precept and detract by rule.

Sheridan, A Portrait.

9. In music, a book or treatise designed to teach
some particular branch of the art : as, A.'s vio-

lin scliool. Alexandrian school. See Alexandrian.
Articulation school. See articulation. Athenian

school, a body of late Neoplatonists, followers of Plu-

tarch the great (not the biographer). Boethius is its most
distinguished representative. Atomic school, the body
of ancient atomists. Board-school, a school in Great
Britain established by or under the control of a school-

board of from five to fifteen members elected by the rate-

payers under authority of the Education Acts of 1870-1 and
later years. These board-schools comprise both primary
or elementary schools, and secondary schools, which give
a higher education. They are supported by rates, govern-
ment grant at so much per head for pupils who pass the
official examination, and graded school-fees (which, how-

ever, are remitted in the case of parents too poor to pay).

Religious instruction (from which, however, any child may
be withdrawn) is given at specified times. Ihe schools

must be at all times open to the government inspector.
Brethren of the Christian Schools. See brother.

Catechetical, claustral, common, district, Dutch,
Eliac school. See the qualifying words. Dialectical
school. Same as Sleijarian school. EleatiC school, the
school founded by Xenophanes at Colophon, and after-

ward removed to Elea. See leatic. Endowed Schools
Act. See endow. Epicurean school, the school of Epi-

curus, otherwise called the Garden. Eretrian school of

philosophy. See Eretrian. Eristic school. Same as

Megarian school. Exterior school, in medieval univer-

sities, a school not within the walls of a monastery.

In 817 the Council of Aachen required that only those
who had taken monastic vows should be admitted to the
schools within the monastery walls, the regular clergy and
others being confined to the exterior schools.

Laurie, Universities, iii.

Flemish school. See Flemish. Graded schooL See

graded. Grammar school. See grammar-school. High
school, a school of secondary instruction, forming the con-

clusion of the public-school course, and the link between
the elementary or grammar schools and the technical

schools or the college or university. Other terms are still

in use in many localities to designate schools of this grade,
as academy, free academy, union school, etc. Even gram-
mar-school is still sometimes used to designate a school of

this grade.

English philology cannot win its way to a form in Amer-
ican high-schools until it shall have been recognized as a

worthy pursuit by the learned and the wise.

O. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., i.

Historical, industrial, intermediate, Ionic, Lake,
Lomnardlc school. See the qualifying words. Mas-
ters of the schools. See master^ . Megarian, mid-
dle-class, monodic school. See the adjectives. Na-
tional schools, in Ireland, those schools which are un-
der the superintendence of the commissioners of na-

tional education. They are open to all religious denomi-

nations, and comprise a large part of all the schools of

Ireland. Normal, old, organ school. See the qualify-

ing words. Orthodox school, in polit. econ. See politi-
cal. Oxford school, n name given to thnt party of the
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Church of England which adopted the principles prom
ulgated in the '-Tracts for the Times." Thu members
were also called Tractariaiis and Puseyite*. Parochial
schools, in Scotland, schools established in the different

parishes, in accordance with legislative enactments, for the

purpose of furnishing education for the mass of the people
at low rates. Such schools are now merged in the public
schools, the management of them having been transferred
from the heritors and presbytery of the Established
Church to school-boards elected by the ratepayers. Pel-

oponnesian school. See Peloponnesian. Peripatetic
school, the school founded by Aristotle at Athens. Pri-

mary school, a school of elementary instruction at the be-

ginning of the public-school course. Public school, in

the United States, same as common school; in Scotland, a
school under the management of a school-board. In Eng-
land public schools are certain classical schools, such as

Rugby, Eton, Harrow, Westminster, patronized chiefly by
the wealthy and titled classes. Public Schools Act, an

English statute of 1868 (81 and 32 Viet., c. 118) provid-
ing for the government and extension of certain public
schools in England. Pythagorean school, the school
founded by Pythagoras. Ragged school, a free school,

supported by voluntary efforts, for the education (and in

some cases the maintenance) of destitute children. Many
schools of this kind were established in Great Britain in

the first half of the nineteenth century, but since the es-

tablishment of board-schools they have become unneces-

sary. Reform or reformatory school. See reforma-
tory, n. Rhodlan, Roman, romantic school. See the

adjectives. Sabbath-schooL Same as Sunday-school.
Satanic school, in literary criticism, a school of writers,
of whom Byron was a conspicuous representative, char-
acterized by strong appeals to passion and by luridness of

style. School commissioner, an officer charged with
the general oversight of public instruction throughout a
State : sometimes known as the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, of Public Education, etc. ; also, as in
the city of New York, a member of the Board of Educa-
tion.

1
1 . 3.] School Of Cnidus, a school of medicine

antedating that of Hippocrates, or the school of Cos, and
located in the town of Cnidus. They noted friction-sounds
of pleurisy and tapped the thorax for empyema. School
of Cos, a school of physicians which adopted the teachings
of Hippocrates, including the doctrines of crasis, coction,
crisis, and prognosis. They had vague ideas of anatomy
and physiology, believing that the brain was a gland and
that the arteries contained air. and confusing nerves with
tendons. They had a better understanding of surgery.
School of design, of refuge, of the prophets. See de-

sign, re/uyei, prophet. School of the Stoics. Same as
the. Porch (which see, under porch). Scottish school,
a group of philosophical writers of Scotland beginning
with Francis Hutcheson (1694-1747). They are intuition-
alists in morals, and oppose Locke in regard to Innate
ideas. Skeptical school, a group of skeptical philoso-
phers. These embrace in ancient times the Pyrrhonlsts
and Middle Academy ; in modern times followers of Mon-
taigne, of Hume, etc. Socratic school, one of the
schools founded by pupils of Socrates, embracing the lle-

garic or Eristic, the Elian, the Cynic, and the Cyrenaic
or Hedonistic schools, and the Academy of Plato. Sun-
day school. See Sunday-school. Syrian school, the

disciples and followers of Porphyry and lamblichus, Neo-
platonists. Tubingen school, a name given to a certain

phase of modern rationalistic philosophy which took its

rise (1825-60) at the University of Tubingen, in Ger-

many, under Ferdinand Christian Banr. The fundamen-
tal principle of this school is that the books of the New
Testament were written for the purpose of establishing
certain opinions and parties in the early church, that
many of them were written at a later date than the one
usually assigned to them, and that they are rather valua-
ble as indications of the spirit of the early church than as
authoritative revelations, or even as authentic records.
The name is also sometimes, though more rarely, given to
an earlier school in the same university, which taught
almost exactly the reverse namely, the credibility, integ-
rity, and authority of the New Testament.

IE. a. 1. Pertaining or relating to a school
or to education : as, a school custom. 2. Per-

taining to the schoolmen ; scholastic : as, school

philosophy (scholasticism).
The unsatisfactorlness and barrenness of the school-

philosophy have persuaded a great many learned men to
substitute the chymists three principles instead of those
of the schools. Boyle, Origin of Forms, Preface.

There are greater depths and obscurities, greater intri-

cacies and perplexities, in an elaborate and well-written
piece of nonsense than in the most abstruse and profound
tract of scAooI-dlvlnity. Addison, Whig-Examiner, No. 4.

In quibbles, angel and archangel join,
And God the Father turns a school-divine.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. 1. 102.

Their author was Spenerus, from whom they learnt to
despise all ecclesiastical polity, all school theology, all forms
and ceremonies. Chambers'* Cyc. (1738), art. Pietists.

school 1
(skol), v. t. [< schoofl, .] j. TO edu-

cate, instruct, or train in or as in school
;
teach.

He 's gentle, never school'd, yet learned.

Shak., As you Like it, 1. 1. 173.

So Macer and Mundungus school the Times,
And write in rugged Prose the Rules of softer Rhymes.

Congreve, Of Pleasing.

2. To teach, train, or discipline with the thor-
oughness and strictness of a school; discipline
thoroughly ; bring under control.

Now must Matilda stray apart,
To school her disobedient heart.

Scott, Rokeby, iv. 14.

She schooled herself so far as to continue to take an In-
terest in all her public duties.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa.
,

ii. 4.

3. To discipline or take to task
; reprove ;

chide
and admonish.
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Good doctor, do not school me
For a fault you are not free from.

Fletctier, Spanish Curate, i. 1.

Thy father has school'd thee, I see.

B. Jojison, Poetaster, i. 1.

school2
(skol), M. [Now spelled school in con-

formity with school 1
,
with which school^ is ult.

identical; early mod. E. scool, scoole, scale, x<-nl<\

scull, skull, < ME. scull, sculle, prop, scale, < AS.
scolu, a school, a multitude (= D. school, a
school, a multitude): see school*, and cf. shoal",
the assibilated form of the same word.] A large
number of fish, or porpoises, whales, or the like,

feeding or migrating together; a company.
A scale of Dolphins rushing up the river, and encoun-

tered by a sort of Crocodiles, fighting as it were for sov-

eraignty. Sandys, Ttavailes, p. 78.

A knauish skull of boyes and girles
Did pelt at him with stones.

Warner, Albion's England, i.

And there they fly or die like scaled sculls

Before the belching whale.
Shale., T. and C., v. 5. 22.

A ripple on the water grew,
A school of porpoise flashed in view.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

school2 (skol), r. i. [< school?, .] 1. To form
or go in a school, as fish

;
run together; shoal.

The weakflsh run singly and much larger In size four
times the weight of those schooling coming along under
the still water of the ledges.

Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 244.

2. To go or move in a body ; troop.
We schooled back to the Poorhouse Gorse.

The Field, April 4, 1886. (Encyc. Brit.)

To School up, to crowd close together at or near the sur-
face of the water : as, menhaden do notschool up until the
beginning of the summer.

schoolable (sko'la-bl), a. [< schoofl + -We.]
Of school age. [Decent.]
Each tax-payer . . . would have a far less burden to

bear In the work of getting all the schoolable children
within the schools. Science, XII. 88.

school-authort (skol'a'thor), M. A schoolman.
Book of Common Prayer, Articles of Religion,
xiii.

school-board (skol'bord), . A local board of
education or school-committee

; specifically, in
Great Britain, a body of managers, elected by
the ratepayers, male and female, in a town or

parish, to provide adequate means of instruc-
tion for every child in the district, with the

power of compelling the attendance of the chil-

dren at school, unless their education is satis-

factorily provided for otherwise.
school-book (skol'buk), n. A book used in
schools.

school-boy (skoTboi), . A boy belonging to
or attending a school.

Then the whining school-boy, with his satchel,
And shining morning face, creeping like snail

Unwillingly to school.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 145.

school-bred (skol 'bred), a. Educated in a
school.

That, though school-bred, the boy be virtuous still.

Cmeper, Tirocinium, L 8*).

school-clerkt (skol'klerk), n. [Early mod. E.
also scholc-clark ; < school1 + clerk.'} One who
is versed in the learning of schools.

The greatest schole darks are not alwayes the wisest men.
Boolce of Precedence (E. E. T. S.X I. 3.

school-committee (skorko-mife), n. A com-
mittee charged with the supervision of the
schools of a town or district,

schoolcraft (skbTkraft), n. Learning.
He has met his parallel in wit and schoolcraft.

B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. -2.

school-dame (skol'dam), n. A female teacher
of a school; a schoolmistress.

school-days (skol'daz), n. pi. The time of life

during which children attend school; time

passed at school.
Is it all forgot?

All school-days' friendship, childhood, innocence?
Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 202.

school-district (skoTdis'trikt), . One of the
districts into which a town or city is divided for

the establishment and management of schools.

school-doctor (skol 'dok* tor), n. A school-
man.
From that time forward I began to smell the word of

God, and forsook the school-doctors and such fooleries.

Latimer, Sermons, p. 335.

schooleryt (sko'ler-i), . [< sehoofl + -ery.]
That which is taught, as at a school

; precepts
collectively.

A filed toung fumisht with teannes of art,
No art of schoole, but courtiers schoolery.

Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 701.

school-name

school-fellow (skoTfeFo), . One educated
at the same school; an associate in school; a
schoolmate.
The emulation of school-fellows often puts life and in-

dustry into young lads. Locke.

SChool-flsh (skoTfish), . 1. Any kind of fish

that schools habitually; also, any individual
fish of a school. 2. Specifically, the menha-
den, Brei'oortia tyranntis. [New York.]
school-girl (skol'gerl), n. A girl belonging to
or attending a school.

school-house (skol'hous), n. 1. A building ap-

propriated for use as a school. 2. The dwell-

ing-house, generally attached to or adjoining a

school, provided by the school authorities for
the use of the schoolmaster or schoolmistress.

[Great Britain and Ireland.]

schooling (sko'ling), . [Verbal n. of school).

i'.] 1. Instruction in school
;
tuition.

My education was not cared for. I scarce had any school-

inff but what I taught myself. Thackeray, Philip, xxi.

2. Compensation for instruction
; price paid

to an instructor for teaching pupils. 3. Re-
proof; reprimand.

You shall go with me,
I have some private schooling for you both.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1. 116.

school-inspector (skol'm-spek'tor), n. An
official appointed to examine schools and de-
termine whether the education given in them is

satisfactory.
schoolma'am (skol'mam), . A schoolmis-
tress. [Rural, New Eng.]

I don't care if she did put me on the girls' side, she is

the best Schoolma'am I ever went to.

S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 8.

schoolmaid (skol'mad), H. A school-girl.
Lucio. Is she your cousin ?

Isab. Adoptedly ; as school-maids change their names
By vain though apt affection. Shak., M. lor M., i. 4. 47.

schoolman (skoTman), n. ; pi. schoolmen (-men).
A master in one of the medieval universities
or other schools; especially, a Christian Peri-

patetic of the middle ages; a scholastic. See
scholasticism.

The Schoolmen reckon up seven sorts of Corporal Alms,
and as many of Spiritual. Stillingfleet, Sermons, II. vii.

If you want definitions, axioms, and arguments, I am
an able school-man. Steele, Lying Lover, i. 1.

There were days, centuries ago. when the schoolmen
fancied that they could bring into class and line all human
knowledge, and encroach to some extent upon the divine,
by syllogisms and conversions and oppositions.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 90.

SChoolmarm (skol'mam), n. A bad spelling of
schoolma'am. [U. S.]
schoolmaster (skol'mas'ter), n. [Early mod.
E. also scholemaster ; < ME. scolmeistre, scolc-

maistre (= D. schoolmeestcr = MHG. schuol-

meinter, G. schulmeister = Sw. skolmiistare =
Dan. skolemester) ;

< school^ + master1
.] A man

who presides over or teaches a school
;
a man

whose business it is to keep school.

He saith it [learning] is the corrupt er of the simple, the
schoolemaster of sinne, the storehouse of treacherie, the
reuiuer of vices, and mother of cowardize.

Kashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 39.

The law was our school-master [tutor, R. V.] to bring us
unto Christ. Gal. iii. 24.

The schoolmaster Is abroad, a phrase used to express
the general diffusion of education and of intelligence re-

sulting from education. It is also often used ironically
(abroad taken as 'absent in foreign parts') to imply a con-
dition of Ignorance.

Let the soldier be abroad if he will ; he can do nothing
in this age. There is another personage abroad a per-
son less imposing in the eyes of some, perhaps, insignifi-
cant. The schoolmaster is abroad; and I trust to him,
armed with his primer, against the soldier in full military
array. Brougham, Speech, Jan. 29, 1828. (Bartlett.)

Schoolmate (skol'mat), n. [< school
1 + motel.]

One of either sex who attends the same school ;

a school companion.
school-miss (skoTmis), n. A young girl who
is still at school. [Rare.]
schoolmistress (skol'mis'tres), . [= D. school-

mestrcs, schoolmatrcs; as school* + (/?>?.**.]
The mistress of a school: a woman who gov-
erns a school for children, but may or may not
teach.

Such precepts I have selected from the most consider-
able which we have from nature, that exact schoolmistress.

Dryden.
A matron old, whom we School-mistress name ;

Who boasts unruly brats with birch to tame.

Shenstone, School-mistress, st. 2.

school-name (skol'nam), n. An abstract term ;

an abstraction; a word used by schoolmen
only.
As for virtue, he counted it but a school-name.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.



school-pence

school-pence (skSl'pens), n. p!. A small weekly
sum paid in school for tuition. [Great Brit-

ain.]
If the parents are to pay schonlpence, why are not their

pence taken for providing a daily substantial dinner for

the children? Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 741.

SChool-pointt (skol'point), . A point for scho-

lastic disputation.

They be rather spent in declaryng scholepoynt rules

than in gathering fit examples for vse and vtterance.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 131.

Dispute no more in this; for know, young man,
These are no school-points. Ford, 'Tis Pity, i. 1.

school-room (skol'rom), . 1. A room for

teaching: as, the duties of the school-room.

2. School accommodation: as, the city needs
more school-room.

school-ship (skol'ship), n. A vessel used for

the instruction and training of boys and young
men in practical seamanship.
school-taught (skol'tat), a. Taught at or in

school or the schools.

Let school-taught pride dissemble all it can.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 41.

school-teacher (sk61'te"cher), n. One who
gives regular instruction in a school.

school-teaching (skoTte"ching), n. The busi-

ness of instruction in a school.

school-time (skol' tim), . 1 . The time at which
a school opens : as, nine o'clock is school-time.

2. The time in life passed at school.

Life here is but the schooltime of eternity hereafter.

Lancet, No. 3501, p. 708.

school-whale (skol'hwal), n. A whale that ha-

bitually schools, or one in the act of schooling;
one of a school of whales: opposed to lone

whale.

schooly (sk8
'

li), n. [Cf . school-fish, 2.] The
menhaden.
schooner (sko'ner), . [The first vessel so call-

ed is said to have been built at Gloucester,

Mass., by Captain Andrew Eobinson, about
1713. When the vessel slid off the stocks into

the water, a bystander cried out, "O, how she
scoons !

" Robinson instantly replied,
' 'A scoon-

er let her be!"; and from that time vessels of

this kind have gone by the name thus acciden-

tally imposed. The proper spelling is scooner,
lit. 'skipper' or 'skimmer,' < scoon, q. v., +
-erl

. It is now spelled schooner, as if derived
< D. schooner; but the D. schooner, G. schoner,

schooner, schttncr, Sw. skonert, Dan. skonnert,
F. schooner, Sp. Pg. escuna, Buss, shkuna, Turk.

uskuna, are all from E. A similar allusion to

the light, skimming movement of the vessel is

involved in the usual F. name for a schooner,

goelette, lit. 'a little gull,' dim. of goeland, a

gull, < Bret, gwelan = W. gwylan =Corn. </'-

/nii,0: gull : see gull?.] 1 . A fore-and-aft rigged
vessel, formerly with only two masts, but now

Four-masted Schooner.

often with three, and sometimes with four or

five. Schooners lie nearer the wind than square-rigged
vessels, are more easily handled, and require much smaller
crews ; hence their general use as coasters and yachts.
See also cut under pilot-boat.

Went to see Captain Robinson's lady. . . . This gentle-
man was the first contriver of schooners, and built the

first of the sort about eight years since.

Dr. Moses Prince, L3tter written at Gloucester, Mass.,

[Sept. 2">, 1721 (quoted by Babson, Hist, of Glouces-

[ter, p. 252). (Webster's Diet.)

2. A covered emigrant-wagon formerly used
on the prairies. See prairie-schooner. 3. A
tall glass used for liquor, especially lager-beer,
and supposed to hold more than an ordinary
beer-glass. [Colloq., U. S.]-Topsail schooner,
a schooner which has no tops at her foremost, and is fore-

and-aft rigs-eel at her mainmast. She differs from a her-

nuphrodite brig in that she is not properly square-rigged
at her foremast, having no top and carrying a fore-and-aft

foresail, instead of a square foresail and a spencer or try-
sail. Dana.
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schooner-smack (sko'ner-smak), n. A schoon-

er-rigged fishing-smack: the first form of sharp-
bowed schooner, out of which the present
Gloucester schooner was developed.
schorget, . and v. A Middle English form of

scourge.
schorist (sho'rist), n. [G. schorist (see def.).]
An advanced student in German Protestant
universities who made a fag of a younger stu-

dent. See pennal.
schorl, Shorl (shorl), n. [= F. schorl. < G.

schorl = Sw. skorl = Dan. skjfirl, schorl; per-

haps < Sw. skor = Dan. skjor, brittle, frail.] A
term used by early mineralogists to embrace a

large group of crystallized minerals: later lim-

ited to common black tourmalin. Schorl is closely
connected with granite, in which it often occurs, espe-

cially in tin-producing regions, schorl being a frequent
associate of the ores of this metal. Blue schorl, a va-

riety of hatiyne. Red schorl, titanic schorl, names of

rutile. Schorl rock, an aggregate of schorl and quartz.
Violet schorl, axinite. White schorl, albite.

schorlaceous, shorlaceous (shor-la'shius), a.

[< schorl + -aceoiis.} In mineral., containing
schorl or black tourmalin, as granite sometimes
does.

SChorlomite (shor'lo-mit), . A silicate of ti-

tanium, iron, and calcium, occurring massive,
of a black color and conchoidal fracture, at

Magnet Cove in Arkansas. The name, which was

given to it by Shepard, refers to its resemblance to tour-

malin or schorl. It is often associated with a titaniferous

garnet, and is itself sometimes included in the garnet
group.
schorlous (shor'lus), a. [< schorl + -ous.] Per-

taining to or containing schorl or tourmalin;
possessing the properties of schorl.

schorly(shor'li), a. [< schorl + -)/
1
.] Relating

to or containing schorl or tourmalin Schorly
granite, a granite consisting of schorl, quartz, feldspar,
and mica. Sir C. Lyett.

schottische (sho-tesh'), n. [Also schottish; < G.

schottisch, Scottish, < Schotte, a Scot: see Scoft,

Scottish.] 1. A variety of polka. 2. Music for

such a dance or in its rhythm.
schoilt (skout), . [< D. sellout, a bailiff, sheriff,

earlier schouwt, a spy, overseer, bailiff, < OF.
escoute, a spy, scout: see scoufl.] A bailiff or

sheriff: in the Dutch settlements in America
this officer corresponded nearly to a sheriff,
but had some functions resembling those of a

municipal chief justice.

Startled at first by the unexpected order, and doubtful

perhaps of their right to usurp the functions of the gchout,
the soldiers hesitated. The Atlantic, LXIV. 192.

Schrader's grass. Same as rescue-grass.

Schrankia (shrang'ki-a), n. [NL. (Willdenow,
1805), named after Franz von Paula Schrank

(1747-1835), a German naturalist.] A genus
of leguminous plants, of the suborder Mimosese

and tribe Eiimimose/e. It is characterized by funnel-

shaped gamopetalous flowers in a globose or cylindrical

spike, with separate and projecting stamens, and a many-
ovuled ovary becoming in fruit an acute and linear prickly
legume with a dilated persistent margin as broad as the

valves, and from which the latter fall away. There are6 spe-

cies, all American, one extending also into tropical Africa.

S. aneinata, known as sensitive brier, is a native of the

southern United States. They are commonly prostrate
herbs or undershrubs, armed with recurved spines, and

bearing bipinnate leaves with many small leaflets which
are often extremely sensitive to the touch. The rose-col-

ored or purplish flower-heads are solitary or clustered in

the axils.

schreibersite (shrl'ber-sit), n. [Named after

Carl von Schreibers of Vienna, a director of the

imperial cabinet.] A phosphide of iron and
nickel, occurring in steel-gray folia and grains
in many meteoric irons: it is not known to oc-

cur as a terrestrial mineral.

schrinkt, . A Middle English form of shrink.

Schroeder's operations. See operation.
schroetterite (shret'er-it), n. [< Schroetter,.who
first described it, + -ite~.~\ A hydrous silicate

of aluminium, related to allophane.
schrofft, n. See scruff, shriiff.

schrychet, r. i. A Middle English form of shriek.

schuchint, n. An obsolete form of scutcheon.

schuitt (skoit), n. [Also sclmyl; < D. schuit,

MD. schni/t, a small boat : see scout^.] A short,

clumsy Dutch vessel used in rivers.

We . . . took a schuit, and were very much pleased with

the manner and conversation of the passengers, where
most speak French. Pepys, Diary, May 18, 1680.

Schulhof repeating rifle. See rifle*.

Schultze's phantom. A manikin of the fe-

male pelvis and adjacent parts, used in teach-

ing obstetrics.

schulzite (shul'tsit), n. [< Guillaume Schulz, a

French geologist, + -ifc2.] Same as geocronite.

schuytt, n. See schuit.

Schwab's series. See series.

Schwenkfelder

Schwalbea (slnval'bO-ii), . [NL. (Gronoyius,
1737), named after C. G. Schtcalbe, a physician
from Holland, who wrote on Farther India,
1715.] A genus of gamopetalous plants of the
order ScrupliulnHiicx and tribe Eiipltraiiete.
It is characterized t>y flowers with two bractlets, a two-

lipped calyx and corolla, four stamens, equal anther-cells,

anil as fruit an ovate capsule with very numerous linear

seeds. The only species, S. Americana, is a native of the

Atlantic coast of the United States from Massachusetts

southward, and is known as chaf-seed. It is a perennial

hairy herb, with ovate and entire opposite leaves which
become narrower and alternate above, and yellowish
and purple flowers in a somewhat one-sided wand-like
raceme.

Schwann's sheath. Same as primitive sheath

(which see, under primitive).

schwartzembergite (shwarts'em-berg-it), n.

[Named from Seiior Scliwartzemberg of Copia-

po.] A mineral containing the iodide, chlorid,

and oxid of lead, occurring with galena at a

mine in Atacama, South America.
Schwartze's operation. See operation.
Schwartzian (shwart'si-an), a. and n. [<

Schwartz (see def.) + -ian.~] I. a. Of or per-

taining to the mathematician H. A. Schwartz.
Schwartzian derivative. See derivative.

II. n. That differential function of a variable

y which is denoted by the expression 2y' y'"
3y" 2

,
where the accents denote differentia-

tions. It is the first function which attracted

attention as a reciproeant.
schwatzite (shwat'sit), . [< Schwatz (see def.)

+ -j(c2.] A variety of tetrahedrite containing
15 per cent, of mercury: it is found at Schwatz

(Schwarz) in Tyrol.
SchweiggeriaCshwi-ge'ri-a),. [NL. (Sprengel,

1821), named after A. F. Scliweigger (1783-1821),
a German naturalist.] A genus of polypetalcus
plants, of the order Violarieee and tribe Violese,

with flowers similar to the type as seen in the

violet in the enlarged and spurred lower petals,

the peculiar membranous dilatation of the an-

ther-connectives, and the spur upon the two
lower anthers, but distinguished by the very
unequal sepals. The 2 species are natives, one of

Brazil, the other of Mexico, and are erect shrubs with al-

ternate leaves and solitary flowers in the axils. S. pant-
flora of Brazil is in cultivation as a greenhouse evergreen
under the name of tong<te-molet (so called from the shape
of its white flowers).

Schweinfurth blue, green. See blue, green*-.

Schweinitzia (shwi-nit'zi-a), n. [NL. (Elliott,

1818), named after L. D. von Schweinitz (1780-

1834), an American botanist.] A genus of

gamopetalous plants, of the order Monotropese.
It is characterized by persistent flowers with five scale-

like erect sepals, a bell-shaped flve-lobed corolla, ten
stamens with introrsely pendulous anthers, a disk with
ten rounded lobes, and a globose five-celled ovary with

very numerous ovules crowded upon thick two-lobed pla-

centa;. The only species, S. odorata, is a rare smooth
and scaly leafless parasitic herb, which is found native

in the United States from near Baltimore to North
Carolina in the mountains, and known as smeet pine-

sap. The flesh-colored and nodding flowers form a loose

spike, and, like the whole plant, emit the odor of vio-

lets.

schweitzerite (shwi'tser-it), n. [< G. Schweitzer,

Swiss, + -z'te'2.] A variety of serpentine from
Zermatt in Switzerland.

schwelle (shwel'e), . [G.] A threshold or

limen in the psychophysical sense; the great-
est nerve-excitation of a given kind which fails

to produce any sensation. A sound, a taste, a smell,
a pressure, etc., as physical excitations produce no sen-

sations at all unless their intensity is greater than a cer-

tain limit Differential schwelle, a difference of sen-

sible excitations of a given kind which is the greatest
that cannot be perceived. The existence of a differential

schwelle has been disproved. Any difference of sensible

excitations produces a difference of sensations ; and al-

though this difference may be too small to be directly per-
ceived with a given effort of attention, it will produce mea-
surable psychological effects.

Schwendenerian (shwen-de-ne'ri-an), . and a.

[< Schwendener (see Schwendenerism) + -ian.']

I. n. A believer in Schwendenerism.
II. a. Of or pertaining to Schwendener or

his theory.
Schwendenerism (shwen'den-er-izm), n. [<

Sclnoendener (see def.) + -ism."] The theory of

Schwendener (a German botanist, born 1829)
that a lichen consists of an algal host-plant and
a parasitic fungus. See Lichenes.

According to Schwendenerism, a lichen is not an indi-

vidual plant, but rather a community made up of two
distinct classes of cryptogams. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 557.

Schwenkfelder (shwengk'fel-der), . [<

Schwenkfeld (see def.) + -cr1 .] A member of a
German denomination founded in Silesia in the

sixteenth century by Kaspar Schwenkfeld. They
select their ministers by lot, maintain a strict church dis-

cipline, and do not observe the sacraments. They are

now found chiefly In Pennsylvania.



Schwenkfeldian

Schwenkfeldian (shwengk'fel-di-an), .

SchwenkfcM (see Sclncenkfclder) 4- -/.]
Schwenkfelder.
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Schwenkfeld left behind him a sect who were called sub-

sequently by others Schwenk,feldiatw, but who called them-
selves "Confessors of the Glory of Christ."

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 463.

schyttlet, schyttylt, . and a. Middle English
forms of all ut tie.

Sciadiaceae (si-ad-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Sci-
adinm + -acefe.~\ A family of fresh-water algee,

taking its name from the genus Sciadium.
Sciadium (si-a-di'um), . [NL. (A. Braun), <
Gr. antddtov, OKidfietov, ail umbrella or sunshade,
< OKia, shade, shadow.] A genus of fresh-water

alga?, of the order Eremobiee and class Proto-

coccoidese, typical of the family Scia/liaceee.
Each cell-family is composed of n number of cylindrical
cells, each of which is contracted at the base into a short
slender stem by which they are united, causing the long
cells to spread alx>ve.

Sciadophyllum (si"a-do-nl'um), n. [NL. (P.

and the ventrals thoracic and complete. In this sense it snateicorm), as S. militaris. The genus gives name to the
has been used by almost all recent writers, (d) In Gun- Sciarirat, and is also called Molobrus
ther's system it

^is
the only family of the Acanthapteryyii SciarinS (si-a-ri'ne), . til. [XL., < Sciara +

Kiemiformes. It is a large and important family of 150 ....,, -i A ormVn nfdintmnu tnunta nnmaH fr-nm
species of about 30 genera ; many reach a large size, and "'."''

' J A BrouP ol uipterous insects named ironi

nearly all are valued food-fishes. They are carnivorous,
" genus fScMTO. Zetterttedt, 1842.

and most of them make a noise variously called troakimj, SCiaSCOpy (si-as'ko-pi), . Same as skiascopii.
gninim,*>wn,w,*nd drumming The air-bladderlsgener- gciath, II. [Ir. xciftili, a shield, buckler, twig bas-
ally complicated, and supposed to be concerned in the pro- i

*;, i-ij i 11
duction of the noise. Hence various names of these fishes,

Kei, wing, nn, = liaei. sgiatli, a sliield, buckler,
ascroalrers,irruiitfrsor!/ruiitg,drmm,rucadors,etc. With
few exceptions, the members of this family are salt-water
fishes, and they are widely distributed in tropical, warm,
and temperate seas. Two species are British, the maigre,
Scieena (Pseudosciaena) ayuila, and the bearded uinbrina,

shelter, wing, fin, = \V. ywjiryd, a shield, target;
cf. L. scutum, a shield: BMMMfel.] An oljloug
bulged shield of wickerwork covered with hide,
formerly used in Ireland. JUncyc. Brit.,\IlI.'257., ,

tfmbrina cimaa. Many are American, as the fresh-water SCiatneriC (si-a-ther ik), a. and )(. [Cf. L. sci-
drum, croaker, sheepshead, or thunder-pumper, Haplodi-
nottisgmnniens ; the drum, Pogonias chrvmis ; redttshand
roncadors of the genera Sciiena, Scixnops, and Roncador;
the spot or lafayette, Liogttnnug itbliqiiw ; a kind of croaker,
Micropogon undulatus; roncadora of the genus Umbrina ;

kingflsh of the genus Menticirrus; queenfish of the genus
Seriphus; weakflsh, sea-trout, or squeteagues of the genus
Cynoscion (formerly Otolithrts). The family is divisible
into the subfamilies Scutnina, Ololithinee, Liostominx,
and IIaplodinotin. Also Scitcnmdea. See cute under

Browne, 1756), so called' with ref. to the use of
cr
!
Ml<er

'
dn

. redfish roncador, Scixua,*nA weakfiih.

the leaves as a sunshade; < Gr. ovadf (oKtaA.), a SCiaeniionn (si-en i-torm), a. [< NL. Scuena +
L. forma, form.]

a tin'ficon, also scia thcrum, a sun-dial
;
< MGr. mi-

attqpiKof, pertaining to a sun-dial, iieut. aKtatiiipi-

KOV, a sun-dial, < Gr. oniafoipw, also aKta6f/paf, a
sun-dial, < mid, shade, shadow, + fhjpav, chase,
catch.] I. a. Of or pertaining to a sun-dial.
Also called uriiitlii-riv Sciatheric telescope, an
instrument consisting of a horizontal dial with a telescope
adjusted to it, for determining the time, whether of day or
night, by means of shadows.

II. a. The art of dialing.

Having the" form of, or re- SCiatherical (si-a-ther'i-kal), . [< sciatlieric
+ -a/.] Same as sciathcric.shade, canopy (< amd, shade), + jbMav. leaf.]

division of the order Acantkopteryyii

+ -ui.] A subfamily ot'Seieenidte, contrasted
Otoliiliinee, having about 10 abdominal and

with distinct styles. The fruit consists of fleshy drupes
with a hard compressed stone. There are about 25 species,
all natives of tropical America. They are trees or shrubs,
usually with radiately compound leaves and entire leaflets,
and often with elongated stipules. Their flowers are borne

SSSSp^far
ta

te2rS^^lSrS!i'JS U ^ V***
1

**, **hypoph^^
called angelica tree, see galapee-tree ; for & capitatmn and three pairs of epipharyngeals, and includ-
(Hcdera multijlora), also known as candleicood, see broad- ing most of the family,

cies' s
(

Jac"i/i
l

i"afso
6
"'r"("' *b

th 'rd West I "dia" 8pe " scisnoid (si-e'noid), a. and n.

ineelliptl'c^'ie

1

aves?udhUe
a

berr^'l
>
a th^rekn^wiTu ""?-] ! ? Related or belongi

with i

"ilolly'sureetwood.

'

anidte ; sciaMiiform.

Sciadopitys (si-a-dop'i-tis), . [NL., < Gr. roadf n. n. A member of the Scixniformeg or Sci-

(-a<!-), a shade, canopy, + mrvf, a pine-tree : see senidse.

pine1
.} A genus of coniferous trees, of the tribe Sciaenoidese (si-e-noi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Sci-

Il(((etoeand8ubtribe Tajcodinse, distinguished tena + -aidex.] Same as Scixnidee.

shade,
geometrical~

a build-

Pr. sciatic = Sp. cidtico = Pg. It. sciatico, < ML.
sciaticiis, a corrupt form of L. igcJiiadicus, < Gr.

'iaxiaiin6(, subject to pains in the loins, < ioxidf

(\oxia6-), pain in the loins, < i0;fn<, tho socket
in which the thigh-bone turns : see iscJiiadic, is-

chiatic, iscliiuiH.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to, con-
nected with, or issuing from the hip; ischiac,
ischiadic, or ischiatic: as, the sciatic nerve, ar-

mature. The only species, S. (sometimes Taxw) terti-

cillata, is a native of Japan, known in cultivation as um-
brella-pine and parasol-fir. It is a tall evergreen tree,
bearing as its true leaves minute scales, and as apparent
leaves, rigid linear phyllodia. resembling pine-needles,
which are produced yearly in small radiating and long-
persistent tufts. The hard, thick cones, about 3 inches
long, consist of numerous closely imbricated rounded
woody scales which finally gape apart as in the pine,

ing, showing its interior structure or arrange-
ment.

about the hip, especially the sciatic nerve ; af-
fected with or suffering from sciatica Sciatic
artery, the larger of the terminal branches of the anterior
trunk of the internal iliac, distributed to the muscles of
the back part of the pelvis after passing through the great
sacrosciatic foramen. Sciatic loramen. Same as tacro-
sciatic foramen (which see, under tacrosciatic). Sciatic
hernia, a rare hernia through the Eacrosciatic foramen,
below the pyriformis muscle. Sciatic nerves, two divi-
sions of the sacral plexus, the great and the small. The
great sciatic, the largest nerve in the body, issues from
the pelvis through the great sciatic foramen, and descends
vertically behind the thigh to about the middle, where It

. sciagraphy.
Apollodorus of Athens, the idagrapher, was the first who

directed a deeper study to the gradations of light and
shade. C. O. Matter, Manual of Archaol. (trans.X 136.

auth
bones distinct, the lower jaw without barbels, the anal
spines two, and well-developed teeth persistent in both

SCiagrapher (si-ag'ra-fer), . [< sciagraph-y + dMdes fnto the lnternai''Poplitearand"the"Mroneif It
-erJ .J One skilled in sciagraphy. gives branches to the hip-joint and to the muscles of the

postfemoral group. The small sciatic arises by two roots
from the second and third sacral nerves, and receives also
a descending branch of the inferior gluteal nerve. This
is a posterior cutaneous nerve, which issues with the
great sciatic, and is distributed to the buttock, perineum,
back of the thigh, and upper and back part of the leg.
Sciatic notch. See notch, and cut under innominatum.

Sciatic region, the region of the hip. Sciatic spine
the spine of the ischium. Sciatic veins, the vena co-
mites of the sciatic arteries, emptying into the internal
iliac vein.

II. w. 1. A sciatic part or organ; especially,
a sciatic nerve. 2. pi. Sciatica.

Kack'd with tciaties, martyr'd with the stone.

-"-J 'm.avll llllnllj _ ( l(,v. iljl.lll {to J|| me UII1C, . . . _ .

discharging the flattened and broadly winged seeds. It SCiagrapniC (si-a-graf ik), a. [< Gr. OKtaypaifiiKdf,
is a tree of slow growth, with compact white wood, and < amaypafoa, painting in light and shadow : see

< Gr.
CK.ia.iva, a sea-fish, the maigre, < aiad, shade!

In a
i manner.

/ (si-ag'ra-fi), n. [< NL. sdagraphia
(the title of a book by F. Buthner, 1650), < Gr.

Maigr.

art of delineating shadows correctly in draw- Pr P- adj., fern, of sciaticas, of the hips: see

ing; the art of sketching objects with correct ****] P*1* 11 an<* tenderness in a sciatic

shading. 2. In arch., a geometrical profile or nerve, its branches and peripheral distribu-
section of a building to exhibit its interior tion. It is properly restricted to cases in which the trou-

structure; a sciagraph. 3. In astron., the art
Me ' essentially neural, and is not due to extraneous dis-

of finding tlio lim /5 tko ease, as to pelvic neoplasms or the like. It appears to be
idmg the hour of the day or night by the usually a neuritis of the sciatic, though some, probablyshadows of objects caused by the sun, moon, rare, cases may be strictly neuralgic. The neuritis may be

or stars; the art of dialing. produced by gout, cold, or other causes. Also called ma-
A1 -- ------ - ^ turn Cotunnii.

Sir, he has born the name of a Netherland Souldier, till

he ran away from his Colours, and was taken lame with
lying in the Fields by a Sciatica : I mean, Sir, the Strapado.

Brome, Jovial Crew, i.

^

value. The fish to which the classic name scixna was BClamachy (sl-am'a-ki), . [Also sciomaciiy ;
given is the maigre, S. aquila. S. (Seixnops) oceUata is the

' "r- OKtafiaxia, later aKio/iaxia, fighting in the
redflsh, red-horse red-bass, or channel-bass, which occurs shade, i. e. practising in the school, a mock-

i*aflttSMSM ^t,>r^,figh
g
t in the shade i.e.exer-

lus on each side of the tail (see cut.under redfish). S.(Rhi-
ls

,

e ln tne school, < aiua, shade, + paxecrOcu, ------ --------,-,,- ---
noscion) saturna is the red roncador of the same country nght.] A fighting with a shadow ; afutilecom- dytuft), reputed remedies for sciatica.
See also cut under ronmdor. bat with an imaginary enemy. Also sciomaehi,.

sciatical (si-at'i-kal), a. [< sciatic
cia -'- .

bciaemdas (si-en'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Sciiena + [Rare ]

Unified bv t

f

h? 22MSi?2iJ!S3 genus bcixna, to which different
snave been ascribed.

Sciatica cresst, a name of one or two cruciferous plants
either of the genus Lepidium (peppergrass) or Iberis (can-

Of

To avoid tUssciomaehu, orirnaginary combat with words,
let me know, sir, what you mean by the name of tyrant.

Coitley, Government of Oliver Cromwell.

or pertaining to a sciatic nerve; affected with
sciatica.

A sciatical old nun, who might have been set up for ever
by the hot baths of Bourbon.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 21.

[< Gr. amd, shade,
a, < /urpelv, measure.] The doctrine SCiatlcally (si-at i-kal-i), adv With or bythe preoperculum serrated and spines to the operculumtho Knnwi itf H.f, ....,.:.. l t

~j*~ x. ... MMI,

elongate or oblong), the anal short or moderate with not
more than two spines, the pectorals with branched rays,

""^ *"* v.u. xnc litl *tc (Jl S-U1I1C 'j 1 1J * r A \
are aquatic; others are found under bark in dense patches, scicntia, science, knowledge, < scten(t-)s, ppr.
and when ready to pupate migrate in solid columns (see of wire, know: see scictit.} 1. Knowledge;



science

comprehension or understanding of facts or

principles.
For God seith hit hym-self "shal neuere good appel
Thorw no sotel science on sour stock growe."

Piers Plowman (0), xi. 207.

Mercuric loveth wysdam and science,

And Venus loveth ryot and dispence.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 699.

As rose is aboue al flourcs most flue,

So is science most digue of worthynesse.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 107.

His reputation was early spread throughout Europe, on

account of his general science. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 33.

Absolute beginnings are beyond the pale of science.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 45.

2. Knowledge gained by systematic observa-

tion, experiment, and reasoning; knowledge
coordinated, arranged, and systematized; also,

5397 Scilla

This very deuice [ferro et flamma] ... a certalne base 2. Of or pertaining to, treating of, or used in

the prosecution of truth as thus known, both in Lucrative science, a science cultivatec

the abstract and as a historical development. living,^^j^g*^*
Since all phenomena which have been sufficiently ex-

amined are found to take place with regularity, each hav-

ing certain fixed conditions, positive and negative, on the

occurrence of which it invariably happens, mankind have

been able to ascertain . . . the conditions of the occur-

rence of many phenomena; and the progress of science

mainly consists in ascertaining these conditions.
J . S. Mill.

Science is nothing but the finding of analogy, identity

in the most remote parts. Emerson, Misc., p. 75.

In science you must not talk before you know. In art

you must not talk before you do. In literature you must
not talk before you think. . . . Science. The knowledge
of things, whether Ideal or Substantial. Art. The modi-

fication of Substantial things by our Substantial Power.

Literature. The modification of Ideal things by our Ideal

Power. Ruskin, The Eagle's Nest (1872), 3.

The work of the true man of Science is a perpetual striv-

ing after a better and closer knowledge of the planet on

which his lot is cast, and of the universe in the vastness

of which that planet is lost.

J. If. Lockyer, Spec. Anal., p. 1.

man of England being knowen euen at that time a brick'

layer or mason by his science gaue for his crest.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 119.

Absolute science, knowledge of things in themselves.

Active science. Same as practical science. Applied
science, a science when its laws are employed and ex-

emplified in dealing with concrete phenomena, as op-

posed to pure science, as mathematics, when it treats of

laws or general statements apart from particular instances.

The term pure science is also applied to a science built on
self-evident truths, and thus comprehends mathematical

science, as opposed to natural or physical science, which
rests on observation and experiment. Articulation of

a science. See articulation.--Direct science, a science

conversant with objects, as contradistinguished from one
conversant with the modes of knowing objects. Dispu-
tative science, eristic science, logic. Historical sci-

ence, a science whose function it is to record facts, or

events that have actually occurred. Inductive science.
See inductive. Liberal science, a science cultivated

from love of knowledge, and not as a means of livelihood.
'

ited as a means of

Material sci-

F
e science of all

mental phenomena, or, in a narrower sense, the same as

moral philosophy or ethics. Natural science. See nat-

ural. Occult sciences. See occult. Physical science.

See applied science, above. Political, real, reflex, san-

itary science. See the adjectives. Practical science,
a science which teaches how to do something useful.

Professional science. Same ^lucrative science. Sim-
ple science. Same as direct science. Speculative sci-

ence, a science which merely satisfies scientific curiosi-

ty. The dismal science, political economy. [Humor-
ous.] The exact sciences, the mathematical sciences.

The gay sciencet. See </aj/i. The science, the art

of boxing ; pugilism. [Slang.]

science: as, scientific works; scientific instru-

ments; scientific nomenclature.

Voyages and travels, when not obscured by scientific ob-

servations, are always delightful to youthful curiosity.
V. Knox, Essays, xiv. (Richardson.)

3. Versed in science ; guided by the principles
of science, and not by empiricism ormere quack-
ery; hence, learned; skilful: as, a scientific phy-
sician.

BoBsuet is as scientific in the structure of his sentences.
Landor.

4. According to the rules or principles of

science; hence, systematic; accurate; nice:

as, a scientific arrangement of fossils.

Such cool, judicious, scientific atrocity seemed rather to

belong to a fiend than to the most depraved of men.
Macaulay, Machiavelli.

The scientific treatment of the facts of consciousness can

never be, to any satisfactory extent, accomplished by in-

trospection alone.
O. T. Laid, Physiol. Psychology, Int., p. 10.

Literary and Scientific Institutions Act. See insti-

tution. Scientific experience, relatively complete ex-

perience about any class of objects, obtained by system-
atic research. Scientific knowledge, knowledge of the

causes, conditions, and general characters of classes of

things.

Scientific knowledge, even in the most modest persons,
has mingled with it a something which partakes of inso-

lence. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, iii.

Scientific logic, logic properly speaking ; the knowledge
of the theory of reasoning and of thinking in general, as

opposed to natural skill and subtlety. Scientific meth-
od. See method. Scientific psychology. Seepsychol-

ogy.

The seven liberal sciences*, grammar, logic, and rhet- scientificalt (si-en-tif'i-kal), a. [< scientific +
oric, constituting the ' trivium," with arithmetic, music.

-<j/.] Same as scientific.
geometry, and astronomy, constituting the -quadrivium.'

8peculative and scientificallest Men, both in
Also called the seven arts.

Germany and Italy, seem to adhere to it [the idea that the
The two Apollinarii were fain, as a man may say, to moon )8 inhabited]. Howell, Letters, iii. 9.

coin all the seven liberal sciences out of the Bible
philosophy . . . proceeding from settled prin.

.ton, Ar -lea, |
11.

dp](j9> the êjn , Jxpected a satisfaction from scienlijical

i

Up to that time he had never been aware that he had
the least notion of the science. Dukens, Pickwick, xlix.

3. Knowledge regarding any special group of

as, the science of botany, of astronomy, of ety-

mology, of metaphysics ;
mental science; physi-

cal science; in a narrow sense, one of the physi- Scienoldes, n. pi. See Scixnidse.
/iol oft\^t-\ftctQ a a (liat.iii rmi}l*H 'fvOTTl TY1 Jl T.lt fiTYl HT,- r,A A 4- /*-,;'.-i*\ ft f~/ T. .-,.,"/ i, , i

Of mad philosophy.
P- Francis, tr. of Horace's Odes, 1 The systems of natural philosophy that have obtained

are to be read more to know the hypotheses than with

hopes to gain there a comprehensive, scientifical, and sat-

tine manner ; according to the rules or pnnciFrom the L. seire are also ult.

the theory of probabilities, etc., (V) mathematical phi/xlcx,

as analytical mechanics, etc., and (c) mathematical psychics,

having two branches (1) pure mathematics, where the E. science, sciolixt, sciolous, etc., conscience, COM- pies of science,

suppositions are arbitrary, and (2) applied inatheinalKS, scioug inscient nescien t, prescien t, insdence, nes- It is easier to believe than to be scientifically instructed,
where the hypotheses are simplifications of real facts-

nnxsipuff nilirifitimi* the second ele- iocie, Human Understanding,
and branching again into (a) mathematical philosophy, as Cience, ptesctence, adSCiimous, tne S

s..^.^_ _.. n* .1 ,.;~, ~i,.:~:. ment of plebiscite, etc.] Skilful; knowing, scientism (si en-tizm), w. [< scient (see seten-

[Rare.] Imp. Diet. tint) + -ini.~\

"
The views, tendency, or prac-

scienter (sl-eu'ter), adr. [L., knowingly, in- tice of scientists. [Recent.]

cienceVhichbothln reason andlni history p'recedea sue- tentionally, < Sden(t-)s, knowing, intending: Mr. Harrison's earnest and eloquent plea against ...
the exclusive scifntism which, because it cannot find

tain entities along its line of investigation, asserts

dly that they are either non-existent or " unknowable,"
</e, lt,nuu,i .. ,_, ..,. - ,

-
,

- - .= jtrong. Nineteenth Century. (Imp. Diet.)

determination of physical science or knowledge; producing or productive ... . ,-, H n r( ,
.

e different kinds of matter of knowledge.
Scientist (si en-tist), n.

|.S '>. ^
anches (1

,.^ (D) Chemistry, th<

constants, and the study of the _
in which these constants differ. (K) Biology, the study
of a peculiar class of substances, the protoplasms, and of

the kinds of organisms into which they grow. (F) Sciences

of organizations of organisms, embracing (1) physiology,
the science of the working of physical structures of or-

gans, and (2) socioloinj, the science of psychical unions,

especially modes of human society, including ethics, lin-

guistics, politics, etc. (O) Descriptions and explanations

of individual objects or collections, divided into (1) cos-

mology, embracing astronomy, geognosy, etc., and (2) ac-

counts of human matters, as statistics, history, biography,
etc.

A
fres,
ences.

of knowledge.
His light sciential is, and, past mere nature,
Can salve the rude defects of every creature.

B. Jonson, Masque of Blackness.

Those sciential rules which are the implements of In-

struction. Milton, Tetrachordon.

2. Skilful; knowing; characterized by accu- of science; a savant.

this word, and in scientism, scientician, the base

is formally scient as given, but it is practically

scient-, the base of L. scientia, science
;
scientist

being equiv. to "scientist, < science + -is/.] A
person versed in or devoted to science

;
a man

As we cannot use physician for a cultivator of physics,
I have called him a physicist. We need very much a

name to describe a cultivator of science in general. I

should incline to call him a Scientist.

,__.__ . . Whewell, Philos. Inductive Sciences (ed. 1840),

At o syde of the Emperours Table sitten many Philoso- Keats, Lamia, 1. 192.
[I., Aphorisms, p. cxiii.

es, that ben preved for wise
mm^ln^miir^dyvene &y-

gcientician ( gi_ en -tish
'

an), . [< scient (see scientistic (si-en-tis'tik), a. [< scientist + -ic.]

scientist) + -idem,] A scientist; a person de- Making pretensions to scientific method, but

voted to science. [Recent.]
The reason why scienticians have neglected to investi-

rate knowledge based on observation and in-

ference.
Not one hour old. yet of sciential brain

To unperplex bliss from its neighbor pain.
Keats, Lamia, 1. 192.

[< scient (see scientistic (si-en-tis'tik), a.

To instruct her fully in those sciences,

Whereof I know she is not ignorant.
Shak.,'i'. of the S., ii. 1. 67.

A science is an aggregate of knowledge whose particu-
lar items are more closely related to one another in the

way of kinship than to any other collective mass of par-

ticulars. A. Bain, Mind, XIII. 527

4. Art derived from precepts or based on prin

ciples ;
skill resulting from training ; special,

exceptional, or preeminent skill.

gate the laws of the currents thoroughly, and to discover

the truth concerning them, is that they have not re-

garded them aa of much importance. Science, V. 142.

Bain '
Mind'

xm '

~
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scientific (si-en-tif'ik), a. [< OF. (and F.) sei-
tfl or bfl.aed on Di'in- . <i* n^a^ti-fi/.^ "D/* Tt O/VM /*!/>/

really not in the right.

The scientistic haranguer is indebted to the religion he
attacks for the reckless notoriety he attains.

D. D. n'hedon, quoted in N. Y. Independent, June 19, 1879.

Scientistic denotes the method of one-sided scientists.

Cams, Fundamental Problems (trans.) (1889), p. 33.

~elii7fique

'

= gp. cientifico = Pg. It scimtifico, scientolism (si-en'to-lizm), n. [< scient + dim.

< NL. 'scientificus, pertaining to science, lit. -ol + -ism ; after sciolism.'] False science
;
su-

'making scient or knowing,' < L. scien(t-)s, ppr. perficial or inaccurate knowledge. Fallows.

Nothing but his science, coolness, and great strength in of scire, know, + -ficus, < facere, make: see sci. fa. An abbreviation of scire facias.
the saddle could often have saved him from some terrible

scfe^ an(j .fic _ The word is now used instead sell. An abbreviation of scilicet.

Lawrence, Guy Livii me, v.
of gcfcn tfaJ, the proper adj. from science.] 1. scilicet (sil'i-set), orff. [L., a contraction of

Concerned with the acquisition of accurate and scire licet, lit. 'it is permitted to know' (like

systematic knowledge of principles by obser- the AS. hit i.t /<< irittinne, 'it is to wit'): scire,

Kerkyon killed all those who wrestled with him,
iseus; but Theseus wrestled with him by

a), and so overcame him ; and beforeskill and sctinc0(rootaL ana ao overcame mm: Bnaoexora -v;-
-- r-~- *;--.-' . . .. . ,' . ... ,- ,.,,

the time of Theseus size and strength only were employed vation and deduction : as, scien tific i nvestiga- know (see scien t) ; licet, it is permitted or pos
for wrestling.

Pausanias (trans,), quoted in Harrison and Verrall,

[Ancient Athens, p. cv.

5f. Trade
; occupation.

The more laboursome sciences be committed to the men.
For the most part, every man is brought up in his father's

craft. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 4.

sible : see license. Cf. videlicet.'} To wit; videli-

No man who first trafficks into a foreign country has cet ; namely. Abbreviated sett, or sc.

any scientifick evidence that there is such a country but Scilla (sil'a), n. [NL. (Linnasus, 1737, then m-
by report, which can produce no more than a moral c luding the squill, I'rt/inea Scilla), < L. seilla,
certainty: that is, a very high probability, and such as

?/

"
< Q in ,

', aximf) a squill, sea-
there can be no reason to except against. (/(, \ v* ""'"'.i" ^r*"."^

South. (Johnson.) onion: see quill.] 1. A genus ot liliaceous



Scilla

plants, type of the tribe ScilJeee. It is character-
ized by flowers with separate spreading perianth-segments,
marked by a single central nerve, stamens with thread-

shaped filaments, and a three-celled ovary with slender

style, and usually two ovules in each cell. The fruit is a
thin globose three-lobed capsule, long enveloped by the
withered perianth, and containing three to six black obo-
void or roundish seeds with a hard albumen. There are
about 80 species, natives of the Old World throughout
temperate regions, and also within the tropics upon
mountains, with one species said to occur in Chili. They
are stemless plants from an onion-like coated bulb, with
narrow radical leaves, and (lowers on a leafless scape, which
are blue, pink, or purple, and form racemes \vhich are of-

ten very much prolonged. Many are cultivated for bor-

ders, especially S. amoenula (S. Sitirica), with porcelain-
blue flowers in earliest spring. (For various species former-

ly classed here, see squill, Urginea, Camassia, and cainasn.)
Several species are Known as mid hyacinth. (See hya-
cinth, 2.) S. verna, the spring squill of England, is also
known as sea-onion. S. nutans, a beautiful species abun-
dant in British copses, by some assigned to a genus En-

dymion(Dumortier, 1827), is known in England as bluebell,
in Scotland as harebell, exchanging names with Campanula
rotundifolia, which is the bluebell of Scotland, but the
harebell of England and the United States. & nutans is

also known as bell-bottle, crow-bells, crow-leek. See also

culoerkey, 2, and cut under ecape.

2. [I. c.J In the United States and British phar-
macopoeias, the sliced bulb of Urginea scilla;

squill. It is used in medicine as an expectorant
and diuretic.

Scilleae (sil'e-e), n. pi [NL. (Bartling, 1830),
< Scilla +

-ex.]
A tribe of liliaceous plants,

characterized by the flowers being borne in
a terminal leafless and unbranched raceme.
They do not produce umbels as the related tribe AUiete,
nor flowers so few nor so large as the Tulipese; otherwise,
in habit and in growth from a coated bulb, the three tribes
are closely akin. The Mlle/f include about 23 genera,
of which Scilla is the type, mainly natives of temperate
climates and very largely South African. For important
genera, see Hyacinthus, iluscari, Ornithogalum, Camassia.

scillocephalous (sil-o-sef 'a-lus), a. [< Gr.

ova/uoK0a/lof, also o-^iWpaAof, having a squill-

shaped head (an epithet applied to Pericles), <

ere/A/a, squill, + Ktyaty, head.] Having a point-
ed head.

scillocephalus (sil-o-sef a-lus), n.
; pi. scillo-

cephali (-15). [NL. : see sciljocephalous.]
A

person having a cranium which is conical or

pointed.
Scillonian (si-16'ni-an), n. [< Stilly (see def.)
+ -on-ian.] A native or an inhabitant of the

Scilly Islands, a small group southwest of Eng-
land.

scimitar, scimiter, n. See simitar.

Seine, . See skinkS.

Scincidae (sin'si-de), n. pi. [NL., < Scincus +
-idee.] A family of eriglossate lacertilians,

having united parietal bones, the supratempo-
ral fossse roofed over, clavicles dilated proxi-
mally, arches present, premaxillary double,
and the body provided with osteodermal plates
as in the Gcrrhosauridse : it is typified by the

genus Scincus; the sldnks. The family is wide-

ly distributed, and the species and genera are

very numerous. See cuts under Cyclodus, Scin-

cus, and skink.

scinciform (sin'si-form), a. [< L. scincus, skink,
+ forma, form.] Resembling a skink in form
or

asp_ect ;
related to the skinks

;
scincoid.

SCincoid (sing'koid), a. and n. [< NL. Scincus
+ -old.] I. a. Resembling a skink; related
or belonging to the Scincidse; scinciform.

II. n. A member of the Scincidee in a broad
sense.

Scincoidea (sing-koi'de-a), . pi. [NL., <

Scincus + -oidea.] A group corresponding to
the Scincoides of Oppel, containing forms now
separated in different families

;
the scincoid

or scinciform lizards.

Scincoidian (sing-koi'di-an), a. and n. [< scin-
coid + -i-an.~\ Same as scincoid.

Scincus (sing'kus), n. [NL. (Laurenti), < L.

scincus, < Gr. aKiyicot;, mfyj-of, a kind of lizard:
see skink2 .] The typical genus of the family

Skink (Scfnctts tfficmcilis).

Scincidx: formerly used with great latitude,
now restricted to a few species of northern
Africa and Syria, as S. officinalis, the officinal

skink, or adda, once in high medical repute.
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Scindapsus (sin-dap'sus), n. [NL. (Schott,
1832), so called from the climbing habit; < Gr.

anivSatyoi;, an ivy-like shrub of doubtful genus.]
A genus of monocotyledonous plants, of the
order Aracese, tribe Monsteroidese, and subtribe
Monsteresp. It is characterized by a shrubby climb-

ing stem, branches beating numerous usually oblique
leaves with numerous nearly equal curving veins, and
bisexual flowers without floral envelops, consisting of
four stamens and a thick truncate and somewhat pris-
matic ovary which is strongly dilated upward and con-
tains one cell and one ovule with a large embryo desti-

tute of albumen. There are 8 species, natives of the East
Indies, especially Bengal and Java. They are climbing
shrubs clinging by rootlets produced on the branches,
and bear taper-pointed leaves, ovate or narrower, with
long broadly sheathing petioles. The flowers are borne in
dense masses over a cylindrical spadix inclosed in a boat-

shaped spathe, and form in fruit a syncarp of closely
united Juicy berries. Many remarkable plants of other
genera have been cultivated under this name, especially
those witt perforated leaves now classed under Monstera.
Some species have been called Indian ivy, as S. hedera-
cea, a vine with abruptly pointed leaves. Several bear
ornamental white-mottled leaves, as 5. (Pathos) argyrxa,
cultivated from the Philippines under the name silver-

vine. Several others have often been cultivated under
the name Pothos. The fruit of 5. officinalis is prescribed
in India as a diaphoretic, dried sections of it being sold

by the native diuggists under the name guj-pippvl.

scinkt, scinquet, n. See skinkS.

scintilla (sin-til'ii), . [= OF. scintille = Sp.
centella = Pg. scintilla, centellia = It. scintilla,

< L. scintilla, a spark; of. Gr. amvOqp, a spark;
perhaps akin to AS. scinan, etc., shine: see
shine. Hence ult. (from L. scintilla) E. scintil-

late, etc., stencil, tinsel.'] 1. A spark; a glim-
mer

; hence, the least particle ;
a trace

;
a tittle.

Perhaps Philip's eyes and mine exchanged glances in
which ever so small a scintilla of mischief might sparkle.

Thackeray, 1 hilip, xiv.

This single quotation . . . throws no scintilla of light
upon the point in question.

Lou-ell, Study Windows, p. 385.

2. {.cap.} [NL.] In zool.: (a) A genus of bi-

valve mollusks. Deshayes, 1855. (ft) A genus of

lepidopterous insects. Gucnee, 1879 Scintilla

Juris,
a shadow of law or right,

scintillant (sin'ti-lant), a. [= F. sciiitillant =
Sp. centcllante = Pg. It. scintillantc, < L. scin-

tiltan(t-)s, ppr. of scintillarc, sparkle, glitter,

gleam, flash: see scintillate.] 1. Emitting lit-

tle sparks or flashes of light; scintillating;

sparkling; twinkling.
But who can view the pointed rays
That from black eyes scintillant blaze?

JU . Green, The Spleen.

Slim spires
And palace-roofs and swollen domes uprose
Like scintillant stalagmites in the sun.

T. . Aldrich, Pythagoras.

2. In her., sparkling; having sparks as if of
fire issuing from it : noting any bearing so rep-
resented.

scintillante (sheu-til-lan'te), a. [It. : see scin-

tillanl."\ lii music, brilliant; sparkling.
scintillate (sin'ti-lat), r. i.

; pret. and pp. scin-

tillated, ppr. scintillating. [< L. scintillatus, pp.
of scintillare (> It. scintillare = Pg. scintillar =
Sp. cen tellar, cen tellear= Pr. scin ttllar = F. scin-

tiller), sparkle, glitter, gleam, flash, < scintilla, a

spark: see scintilla.'] To emit sparks; hence,
to sparkle or twinkle, as the fixed stars.

A very long silence succeeded. What struggle there
was in him between Nature and Grace In this interval, I

can not tell ; only singular gleams scintillated in his eyes,
and strange shadows passed over his face.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxv.

While Holmes's rockets curve their long ellipse,
And burst in seeds of tire that burst again

To drop in scintillating rain.

Lowell, Agassiz, iii. 3.

= Syn. Sparkle, Glister, etc. (see glared, v. i.\ coruscate.

scintillation (sin-ti-la'sbpn), n. [< F. scintilla-

tion = Pr. scintilacio = Sp. centilacion = Pg.
scintillacSo = It. scinliUasione, < L. sciiitilla-

tio(n-), < scintillare, pp. scintillatus, sparkle : see

scintillate."] 1. The act of scintillating, or

emitting sparks or spark-like flashes of light ;

the act of sparkling. 2. A flash; a spark.
Some scintillations of Promethean fire.

Coirper, ti. of Milton's Ode to his Father.

3. Specifically, the twinkling or tremulous mo-
tion of the light of the larger fixed stars. By
shaking the head, so as to elongate the image, it is seen
that not merely the intensity, but also the color of the
light varies. See scintHlometer.

scintillometer (sin-ti-lom'e-ter), n. [< L. scin-

tilla, a spark, + Gr. utrpov, measure.] An in-

strument devised by Montigny for measuring
the intensity of scintillation of the stars. The
apparatus consists essentially of a circular glass plate
mounted obliquely upon an axis very near and in front of
the eyepiece of a telescope. An opening in the center of
the plate allows the insertion of a ring, through which
passes the axis, parallel to the optical axis of the telescope

scioptic

and at a distance from it of about twenty-five millimeters.
The plate is rotated about the axis by a mechanism. By
this device, the rays of light from a star are refracted

througli the inclined glass plate, and the image describes
a perfect circle in the field. If the star undergoes no
change, the circumference is a continuous line exhibiting
the color of the star

;
but if the star scintillates, this cir-

cumference is divided into fugitive arcs of different colors.

The number of changes of color per unit of time indicates
the intensity of the scintillation.

SCintillous (sin'ti-lus), . [Also scintiltose; <
L. scintilla, a spark (see scintilla), + -ous.~\
Scintillant. [Rare.]

scintillously (sin'ti-lus-li), adr. [Early mod.
E. vyiitillHuxl/i ; < scintillous 3-

-f//
a
.] In a scin-

tillous or sparkling manner.

Wyth theyr eyen beholdinge a trauers of stomackes
chaufed syntillously. Skellon, Boke of Three Fooles.

SCiography (sl-og'ra-fi ), n. Same as sciagrn/iliy.

The first sciagraphy, or rude delineation, of atheism.
Cudworth, Intellectual System (1S78X v. 3.

sciolism (si'o-lizm), . [< sciol-ottti + -ism.']

Superficial knowledge ; unfounded pretense to

profound or scientific knowledge.
A status not only much beneath my own, but associated

at best with the sciolism of literary or political adven-
turers. George Eliot, Middlemarch, xxxvii.

Here (in Macbeth] there is some genuine ground for
the generally baseless and delusive opinion of self-com-

placent sciolism that he who runs may read Shakespeare.
A. C. Smnburne, Shakespeare, p. 180.

sciolist (si'o-list), n. [< sciol-ous + -ist.~] One
who has only superficial knowledge ; a pre-
tender to profound or scientific knowledge ; a
smatterer.

It is the ingrateful Genius of this Age that, if any Sciolist

can find a Hole in an old Author's Coat, he will endeavour
to make it much more wide. Ilowell, Letters, iv. 81.

It is of great importance that those whom I love should
not think me a precipitate, silly, shallow sciolist in politics,
and suppose that every frivolous word that falls from my
pen is a dogma which I mean to advance as indisputable.

Macaulan, in Trevelyan, 1. 105.

sciolistic (si-o-lis'tik), a. [< sciolist + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to sciolism or sciolists; resem-

bling a sciolist
; having only superficial know-

ledge; shallow.

From its apparently greater freedom in skilful hands,
blank verse gives more scope to sciolixtic theorizing and
dogmatism than the rhyming pentameter couplet.

Lowell, Among my Books, II. 298.

sciolous (si'o-lus), a. [= Sp. csciolo = Pg. cs-

ciolo = It. scivlo, < LL. sciolus, one who knows
little, a smatterer, prop. dim. adj., < L. tscire,
know: see sclent.] Superficial; shallow.

I could wish these sciolous zelotists had more judgement
joined with their zeal. Howtll.

The speculations of the sciolous.

Hoffman, Course of Legal Study (2d ed., 1836), II. 196.

sciolto (shiol'to), a. [It., pp. of scior/Iiere, un-
tie, loose, dissolve, < L. exsolverc, loose, < ex,

out, + solrere, loose: see solve."] In music: (a)
Free; unrestrained: opposed to strict: as, a

fug&sciolta (a free fugue). (6) Not legato; de-

tached; staccato.

sciomachy (si-om'a-ki), n. See srinmachy.
sciomancy (si'o-man-si), n. [= OF. sciomance
= Sp. It. sciomaneia, < Gr. axid, a shade, shadow,
+ /lavrela, divination.] Divination by means
of the shades of the dead; psychomancy.
sciomantic (si-o-man'tik), a. [< sciomancy
(-mant-) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to sciomancy.

scion (si'on), n. [Formerly also sion, scien, cion,

cyan; < ME. sion, sioim, syon, scion, cion, cj/nn,
< OF. sion, cion, F. scion, dial. cJiion, a scion,
shoot, sprig, twig; orig. a 'sawing,' a 'cutting,'
< OF. sier, F. scier, saw, cut, = Sp. Pg. seaar,

cut, mow, reap, = It. segare, < L. secure, cut:
see secant, section. The proper spelling is sion ;

the insertion of c in the F. word, and so into
the E., is as erroneous as in the E. scythe,
which is from the same ult. root, and in which
the c likewise appar. simulates a connection
with L. scindere, cut.] 1. A shoot or twig,

especially one cut for the purpose of being
grafted upon some other tree, or for planting.

As well the seedes
As scions from the grettest roote ysette.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 53.

Our scions, put in wild or savage stock.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 5. 7.

Hence 2. A descendant.

Herself the solitary scion left

Of a time-honour'd race.

Byron, The Dream, ii.

Was he proud a true scion of the stock?

BromnniiKj, Ring and Book, II. 331.

scioptic (si-op'tik), a. [= Pg. sfinptico, < Gr.

aKia, a shade, shadow, + inrruify, pertaining to

sight or seeing : see optic."] Of or pertaining to



scioptic

the camera obseura, or the art of exhibiting
luminous images in a darkened room. Also

xcii>i>lric SciOPtIc ball, a perforated globe of wood
containing the lens of a camera obseura, tlttecl with an ap-

pendage by means of which it is capable of being turned

on its center to a small extent in any direction, like tile

eye. It may be fixed at an aperture in a window-shutter,
and is used for producing images in a darkened room.

SCiopticon (sl-op'ti-kou), . [< Gr. o-/aa,a shade,
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with a dense compact cluster of large spreading spikelets,
cadi often over an inch long, is a characteristic feature of

prob. schedule.]

viding, as with ii

scissors

1. The act of cutting or di-

i edged instrument; the state

Several species of Erinphorwn were formerly referred

here, as E. cupi-riiium, the most conspicuous of American
rushes in fresh-water swamps, and known as wool-grass
and ctitton-yrass.

scirrhoid (sir'- or skir'oid), a. [< scirrhun +
-oid.] Resembling scirrhus.

especially those of external objects, in a dark-

ened room, by means of lenses, etc.

scioptric(si-op'trik), a. Same as scioplic. Com-
pare catoptric.

Sciot, Sciote (si'ot, -ot), . and a. [< It. Scio,
< Gr. Xior, Chios; cf. NGr. Xin/f.] I. n. A na-

tive or an inhabitant of Scio or Chios ; a Chiote.

II. a. Of or belonging to Scio, ancient Chios,
an island of the J5gean Sea, or its inhabitants.

sciotheism (si'o-the-izm), n. [Formed by Hux-

ley < Gr. aiud, "a soade, shadow, + E. tlteism.~]

The deification of ghosts or the shades of de-

parted ancestors ;
ancestral worship.

Sciotheism, under the form of the deification of ancestral

ghosts, in its most pronounced form, is therefore the chief

element in the theology of a great moiety, possibly of more
than half, of the human race.

splitting.

This was the last blow struck for freedom in the Wal-

loon country. The failure of the movement made that

scission of the Netherlands certain which has endured
till our days. Mutley, Dutch Republic, III. 404.

2f. Schism. Jamieson.

SCissiparity (sis-i-par'i-ti), . [< L. scissus, pp.
of scindere, cut, divide, + purere, bring forth,

beget, + -ittj: see parity?.] In biol., schizo-
- genesis; reproduction by fission; fissiparity.

ing: see seirrhus.] Proceeding from, or of the &iS8irostnini (sis-i-ros'trum), n. [NL. (La-
nature of, scirrhus ;

^resembling
a scirrhus; in-

fresnave) ]g45
j
aiso Sissirostrum), < L. scissus,

pp. of scindere, cut, divide, + rostrum, beak.]

A monotypic genus of sturnoid passerine birds

of Celebes, with cuneate tail, spurious first

primary, scutellate tarsi, and peculiar beak.
A gamesome expression of face, shining, scirrhous skin, g duKuJ,' was origjnally named by Latham, in 1801, the

and a plump, ruby head. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 2.

Scirrhous bronchocele, cancer of the thyroid gland.

Scirrhous cancer, a hard carcinoma, with abundant

stroma, usually of slow growth.

Scirrhus (sir'- or skir'us), n. [= OF. scirre, F.

sqtiirre = Sp. escirro = Pg. scirrho, scirro =
It. scirro, < NL. scirrhus, < L. seirros, < Gr. aidp-

pof, prop, anipof, any hard coat or covering, a

tumor.] A hard tumor; specifically and now
exclusively, a scirrhous cancer. See above.

dnrated : as, a scirrhous tumor.

Blow, flute, and stir the stiff-set sprigs,
And scirrhous roots and tendons.

Tennyson, Amphion.

Hiusley, Nineteenth Century, XIX. 494. scirtopod (ser'to-pod), a. and w. [< NL. scirto-

pus(-pod-), < Gr. CKiprav, spring, leap, bound, +
Trofcf (TTOO-) = 'E.foot.] I. o. Having saltatorial

feet, or limbs fitted for leaping; specifically,

pertaining to the Scirtopoda, or having their

characters.

II. n. A scirtopod rotifer, or saltatorial wheel-

animalcule.

sciotheric (si-o-ther'ik), a. Same as sciatlieric.

Scio turpentine. Same as Chian turpentine.
See Chian.

SCire facias (si're fa'shi-as). [So called from
these words in the writ: L. scire, know (see

scient); facias, 2d pers. sing. pres. subj. of fa-

cere, make, cause.] In Jaw, a writ to enforce
the execution of judgments, patents, or mat- Scirtopoda (ser-top o-da), n. pi. [NL., neut.

ters of record, or to vacate, quash, or annul pi. of scirtopus: see scirtopod.] An order of

them. It is often abbreviated to set. fa.
rotifers which swim by means of their wheel-

scire-wytet, . [ME. (or ML. reflex), mod. E. as organs and also skip by means of hollow mus-

if 'shirewite; < AS. scir, scire, shire (see shire),
+ wife, punishment, tax in money : see trite.]

The annual tax formerly paid to the sheriff for

holding the assizes and county courts.

scirgemot, . [AS. scirgemot: see shiremoot.]
Same as sltircinoot.

cular limbs; the saltatorial wheel-animalcules.

It contains the family Pedalionidse. C. T. Hud-

son, 1884. See cut under rotifer.

Sfissirostrum ditbiiitn.

dubious shrike (Lanius dubius), and in 1845 redescribed

by Lafresnaye as Sissirostrum pagei; it is 8 inches long,
of a slate-gray color shading into greenish-black on some

parts, having the rump and upper tail-coverts with waxy
crimson tips and a few crimson-tipped feathers on the

flanks.

sciscitationt (sis-i-ta'shon), n. [< L. sciscita- scisso'r, n. The singular of scissors.

tio(n-), an inquiry, < sciscitari, inquire, ques- sciSSOr (siz'or), _*.
t. [Formerly also scissor;

The voice which the simple freeman, the Ceorl, had in

the Assembly of his Mark, he would not lose in the As-

sembly of his Shire, the Scirgemfit.
E. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., I. 68.

sciroccot, n. An obsolete form of sirocco.

Scirpe (ser'pe-e), n. pi. [NL. (Nees von Esen-

beck, 1834), < Scirpus + -ex.] A large tribe of

monocotyledonous plants, of the order Cypera-
cess, the sedge family. It is characterized by numer-
ous mostly bisexual flowers in each spikelet, without emp-
ty glumes or with only one or two, and without perianth or

with its representatives reduced to filiform bristles or to

flattened scales. It includes about 1,500 species, of 17

drical leaves. The inflorescence becomes chiefly con-

tion, < sciscere, scisci, search, seek to know, in-

ceptive of scire, know : see scient.] The act of

inquiring; inquiry; demand.
There is not a more noble proofe of our faith then to

captivate all the powers of our understanding and will to

our Creator ; and, without all sciscitations, to goe blinde-

fold whither hee will leade us.

< scissors, n"] To cut with scissors; prepare
with the help of scissors.

Let me know
Why mine own barber is unblest, with him

My poor chin too, for 'tis not sci&ar'd just
To such a favourite's glass ?

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 2.

Sp. Hall, The Annunciation, g^gg^m ( siz 'or-bil), . A skimmer ;
a bird of

(siz), v. i. [< L. scindere, pp. scissus, cut, the genus Rhynchops : derived from the French
divide : see scission.] To cut

; penetrate. bec-en-ciseaux. See skimmer^, 3, and cut under

The wicked steel seised deep in his right side. Rhynchops.
Fairfax. (Encyc. Diet.) gcissor-bird (siz'or-berd), n. Same as scissor-

icismt, SCismatict, etc. Obsolete forms of tail.

scissoring (siz'or-ing), n. [Verbal n. of sctssor,
genera, of which Scirpus, the bulrush, is the type. They SCMSttt, etc. v? A nfinnin^'mnlfi with scissors
are grass-like or rush-like plants, with either triangular SCiSSart, SClSSarSt. Obsolete spellings of SCIS- *>] A clipping made With

rounded stems, and with long flat triangular or cylin- sor scissors. A Weekly Scrap paper, made up of scissoring* from other
"

SCissel (sis'el), re. IMso scissil, scissile, Sizel; newspapers. Contemporary Be*.

Scirpus , . ..

< L. scirpus, sirpus, a rush, bulrush.] A genus
of monocotyledonous plants including the bul-

sors, a connection with L. scindere, pp. scissus, in the middle ages,

cut, divide (see scissile1 , scission).] 1. The clip- scissors (siz'orz), . pi,

rushes, type of the tribe Scirpeas in the order
pingg of various metals, produced in several

Ci/peracese. It is characterized by small many-flowered
"

=--' '- " " J_J *

roundish spikelets with imbricated and numerous glumes,
operations. 2. The remainder of

each'Tower'bisexual and usually with six bristlesT repre:
a plate of metal after the pknchets or circu-

senting a perianth, and surrounding the ovary, from which lar blanks have been cut Out tor the purpose Ot

coinage; scrap.
scissible (sis'i-bl), a. [< L. scindere, pp. scissus,

cut, divide, + -ible.] Capable of being cut or

divided, as by a sharp instrument.

The differences of impressible and not impressible, fig-

arable and not flgurable, mouldable and not mouldable,
scissible and not scissible, and many other passions of mat-
ter are plebeian notions, applied unto the instruments and
uses which men ordinarily practise.

Bacon, Nat. Hist,, 846.

scissil (sis'il), n. Same as scissel.

scissile 1
(sis'il), a. [= F. scissile = It. scissile,

< L. scissilis, that may easily be split or cleft, <

scindere, pp. scissus, cut, divide.] Capable of

being cut or divided, as by a sharp instrument ;

scissible.

Animal fat ... is scissile like a solid.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, vi.

scissile2 (sis'il), re. Same as scissel.

scission (sish'on), n. [< F. scission = It. scis-

sione,<.Liii.scissio(n-), a cleaving or dividing, <

L. scindere, pp. scissus, cut, divide
;
cf . Gr. axi-

fe/w, cleave, split, divide (see schism). From
the L. scindere are also ult. E. scissile1 , abscind,

rescind, abscissa, shindle, shingle
1

,
etc.

;
also

,

the continuous and slender

style falls away without leav-

ing any conspicuous tubercle.

Over 300 species have been
described, now reduced to

200 by the best authorities.

About 30 species occur in

the United States. They are
small tufted or floating an-

nuals, or strong perennials
with a creeping rootstock,

bearing usually a compound
panicle of numerous brown
npikelets, sometimes reduced
to a small cluster or solitary.

They are known by the gen-
eral names bulrush and club-

rush, the first applied espe-
cially to S. lacuslris, a spe-
cies of peculiar habit, with
tall, smooth, round stems of
a blue green color projecting
out of lake- and river-waters;
also called in England mat-

rush, from its use in making
mats, ropes, chair-bottoms,
and hassocks. Its variety
occidentalis and the kindred

species S. Tatora are the tule
of California. (See tule.) S.

marttimus, the sea club-rush,

.-. ,-. [The spelling scissors,

formerly also scissors, simulating a derivation

from L. scissor, one who cleaves or divides, a

carver, in ML. also a tailor, is an alteration of

the early mod. E. cisors, cizors, cizers, cizars,

cissers, cysers, sizers, sizars, sizzers, < ME. *cis-

ers, cysers, cysors, cisoures, cysowres, sisoures,

sesours, < OF. cisoires, scissors, shears, F. cis-

oires, shears (cf. cisoir, a graver), = It. cesoje,

scissors, < ML. "scissorium, found only in other

senses (scissorium, cissorium, cisorium, cinsori-

um, a trencher on which meat is cut, cisorium,

a butcher's cleaver), < L. scindere, pp. scissus,

cleave, divide, cut: see scission, scissile^.
The

word seems to have been confused with OF.

ciseaux, scissors, pi. of cisel, a cutting-instru-

ment, a chisel (> E. chisel?) (cf. OF. cisailles,

shears), prob. < ML. as if *ca?sellus, < L. cxdere,

pp. ceesus, cut : see chisel^.] 1 . A pair of shears

of medium or small size. See shears.

Wlthoute rasour or sisoures.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1 690.

i. Flowering Plant of Bulrmh
(Scirfits 1/icitslris). 2. The
inflorescence, a, a flower ; b, the

And after, as if he had forgot somewhat to be done about

it, with sillers, which he holdeth closely in his hand.

Pvrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 302.

Wanting the Scissors, with these Hands 111 tear

(If that obstructs my Flight) this load of Hair.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

2t. Candle-snuffers. Halliwell. Buttonhole-

scissors, scissors each blade of which is made with a step



scissors

or break, BO that the cutting edges are short and end al>.

ruptly some distance beyond the rivet, so as to cut in cloth
a slit which is of fixed length or which does not reach the
edge. They are often so made that the length of the cut
is adjustable.- Lamp-scissors, scissors especially made
for trimming the wicks of lamps. They have commonly a
bend or step, like a bayonet, in order to keep the fingers
from contact with the wick, and a box or receptacle, like

snuffers, to receive the burnt parts trimmed off. Revolv-
ing scissors, scissors having very short blades which are
so pivoted as to operate at any desired angle with the han-
dles, and thus reach deep-seated parts. Scissors and
paste work (generally abbreviated, scissors and paste),
mere mechanical compilation as by means of clippings
pasted together, as distinguished from original work. [Col-
loq.]

scissors-grinder (siz'qrz-grin"der), w. 1. One
whose occupation is the grinding of scissors.
2. The European goatsucker, Caprimulyu* <

ropeeug.
SCissortail (siz'or-tal), . An American bird
of the family Tyrannidee and genus Milmlux:
a scissor-tailed flycatcher. The name applies to
two distinct species.

"

One of these scissor.birds is M.
tyrannw, called the /vrk-tatied flycatcher, distinguished
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and the walls are indented by a keel and a slit in front of
the keel which is gradually tilled upas the shell enlarges.
The operculum is circular, horny, and subspiral. '1 he spe-
cies are inhabitants of the warm seas, and are of small size.

Scitamineae (sit-a-min'e-e), ii. pi. [NL. (R.
Brown, 1810) (earlier named Hcituniiiiii (Liu-

Bas,1751).pLofL.*eifcMMH),<li.Mftaiii(enfa),
pi., delicacies or dainties for food (< sritus, beau-
tiful, fit, knowing, clever, pp. of sciseere, *</./.
seek out: seeMtaJUotiM), + -/-.] A former
order of monocotyledonous plants, including
the present orders /((/<'"''<<./' and Miixueeae.

SCitamineous (sit-a-min'e-us), a. Of or be-
longing to the Scitamineti.

Sciuridae (si-u'ri-de), w. pi. [NL., < Sciurus +
-idle.] A family of sciuromorphic simplici-
dent rodent mammals, typified by the genus
A'r/wi/s, containing the squirrels and related
animals. The postorbital processes are distinct; the
infraorbital opening is small ; the ribs are twelve or thir-
teen pairs ; the true molars are rooted, tubercular, three
above and below on each side; and the premolars are small,
sometimes deciduous, normally two anove and one below
on each side. The family Is cosmopolitan, with the ex-

ception that it is absent from the Australian region. The
species are very numerous, but the generic forms are

comparatively few. The leading genera besides Sciurm
are Sciuropttrus and Pttrmnys, the (lying-squirrels ; Xerus,
an Ethiopian genus ; Tamiag, the chipmunks ; Spermophi-
lut, the ground-squirrels ; Cynotnys, the prairie-dogs ; and
Arctomys, the marmots. The fossil genera are several,
going back to the Eocene. The family is conveniently
divided into the arboreal Sciurinie and the terrestrial Arc-
tinnifinte. See cuts under Jlying-squirrel, Sciuropterus,
prairiedoy, chickaree, fox-squirrel, squirrel, and chipmunk.

Sciurinae (si-u-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., < Sciurus +
-inse. ] A subfamily of Sciuridee. having the tail

long and bushy, and usually distichous; the
arboreal squirrels. They are of lithe form and very
active In their movements, live in trees, and are found in

nearly all parts of the world, excepting the Australian
region.

squirrel (see'Sciurus), + -t'wei.] I. a. Squirrel-
like; related to Sciuriu, or belonging to the
Sciuridse ; especially, of or pertaining to the

sclere

Sciurus (si-u'rus), . [XL.. < L. x,-in,-ii.t, < Gr.
aniovpof, a squirrel, lit. 'shade-tailed,' < o/aa,
shade, shadow, + oiyxi, tail. Hence ult. Ki/nir-
/</.] A Linnean genus of Kciuridx, now re-
stricted to arboreal squirrels with a very long
bushy distichous tail and no parachute. The
species

are numerous, particularly in North America.
1 he common squirrel of Europe is S. mtliiaris. Thechick-
aree or red squirrel of America Is S. hudsonius. The com-

Gray Squirrel (SrfurHS lanlitirnsii).

inon gray squirrel is 5. carolinemii. The fox-squirrel or
cat-squirrel is S. cinereus, which runs into many varieties.
A large and beautiful gray squirrel with tufted ears and a
red back is S. aberti, inhabiting southwestern parts of the
United States. S. /ossor is a very large gray Callfornian
species. There are many in Mexico, and S. astuans is

South American. Many also Inhabit the warmer parts
of Asia. See also cuts under squirrel, chickaree, and fox-
squirrel.

scl-. For Middle English and dialectal words
so beginning, see under si-.

sclandert, w. and . An obsolete form of slan-
der.

sclat, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of slaft.

sclate, sclater, n. Obsolete or dialectal forms
of slate2

,
slater.

sclaundert, sclandret, . and <
. Middle Eng-

lish forms of slander.

Sclav, Sclavonian, etc. See Slat, etc.

sclayint, sclavvnet, . See slavine.

veil; prop. *sleire, < D. sluijer = MHG. sloier,

Scissortail, or Strallowtail Flycatcher IMilvulus forficaltts).

from If. farjicatus, the swallowtail flycatcher, to which the
name scissortail most frequently applies, because the bird
Is so much commoner than the other in English-speaking
countries. See Milmliu.

scissor-tailed (siz'or-tald), a. Having a long
deeply forficate tail which can be opened and
shut like a pair of scissors, as a bird. Compare
scissortail.

scissor-tooth (siz'or-t8th), . The sectorial or
carnassial tooth of a carnivore, which cuts
against its fellow of the opposite jaw as one
blade of a pair of scissors against the other.
scissorwise (siz'or-wlz), adv. In the manner
of scissors.

A pair of scoops . . . close upon one another scissor-
mse on a hinge.

Sir C. Wyvitte Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 214.

scissura (si-su'ra), n.
; pi. scissuree (-re). [NL. :

see Mfemre,! In aaat., a fissure or cleft.

scissure (sish'ur), . [< OF. scissiire, cisure, <
L. scissura, a rending, a dividing, < sciudere, pp.
scissus, cut, divide: see scission.'] A longitu-
dinal opening in a body made by cutting; a
cleft; a rent; a fissure; heace, a rupture, split,
or division

;
a schism.

Therby also, by the space of .vlij. palmes frome the
place of the lefte arme of Criste, hangynge on ye crosse,
is a scissure or clyfte in the stone rok, so moche that a
man almoste may lye theriu.

Sir R. Gvylfarde, Pylgrymage, p. 26.

To this Sect may be imputed all the Scimtres that have
happened in Christianity. Hmoell, Letters, iii. 3.

Scissurella (sis-u-rel'il), n. [NL. (D'Orbigny,
1823), < L. scissura, a sl'it, + -ella.] A genus of
gastropods, with a shell
whose outer lip is deeply
slit, typical of the family
ScisstireUidse.

Scissurellidse (sis-u-rel'i-

de), n. pi. [NL., < Seis-
snrella + -idas.] A family
of rhipidoglossate gastro-
pods, typified by the genus
ScissureUa. The animal has Scissurtiia e

the mantle-slit in front very long,
slender at the sides, the tentacles long and ciliated, and
the foot narrow and truncate in front. The shell is spiral,

-old.]
Same as sciurine in a broad sense.

sciuromorph (sl-u'ro-mdrf), n. Any member
of the Sciiiromorptia.

Sciuromorpha (si-u-ro-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. axlmpef, a squirrel, + ftopijiy, form.] One of
three superfamilies of simplicident Rodentia,
comprising the Anomaluridse, Sciuridee, Ischy-
romyidss (fossil), Haplodontidse, and Castoridx,
or the scaletails, squirrels in a broad sense,
sewellels, and beavers: correlated with Myo-
morpha and Hystricomorpha, and also with La-
aomorpha of the duplicident series. The clavicles
are perfect, and the fibula persists as a distinct bone ; the
angular portion of the lower mandible springs from the
lower edge of the bony covering of the under Incisor, and
prernolars are present.

sciuromorphic (si-u-ro-mor'fik), . [< sciuro-

morph + -ic.~\ Having the structure of a squir-
rel; related to the Sciuridee; of or pertaining to
the Sciuromorpha.
Sciuropterus (si-u-rop'te-rus), . [NL. (F. Cu-
vier, 1825), < Gr. OKiovpof'j& squirrel, + -rrrepov, a

wing.] One of two genera of flying-squirrels

Flying-squirrel (Scittroptervs pttlverultnttts).

having a parachute or patagium, and a disti-

chous tail. They are small species, of Europe, Asia, and
America, called polat&uches and assapam. The common
flying squirrel or assapnn of America is S. wlmella. The
polatouche is S. volans of Europe. See also cut under fly-

ing-squirrel.

!,
a. Obsolete or dialectal

sclentt, " '. See slent1 .

sclera (skle'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. m'/Jipk, hard,
rough, harsh: see sclere.] The sclerotic coat
of the eyeball.

scleragogy (skle'ra-go-ji), w. [< Gr. a&r/payuyia,
hardy training, < aK).?/p6f, hard, harsh, + ayew,
lead, conduct.] Severe discipline or training;
hard treatment of the body; mortification.

[Rare.]
Not our reformation, but our slothfulness, doth Indis-

pose us, that we let others run faster than we in temper-
ance, in chastity, in scleragogy, as it was called.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, 11. 61. (Trench.)

scleral (skle'ral), a. [< sclera + -al.~\ Scle-
rous

; specifically, of or pertaining to the scle-

ra or sclerotic.

In the compound eye of Fhacops are continuous patches
of scleral integument between the ommalidia.

Amer. Jour. Sci., XXXIX. 410.

Scleranthese (skle-ran'the-e), w. pi. [NL.
(Link, 1821), < Scleranthus '+ -ex.] A tribe of

plants formerly by many included in the order

Caryophyllacese, now classed in the widely re-

mote order Illecebracese among other apetalous
plants. It is characterized by flowers which are all

alike, an ovary with but one or two ovules, containing an
annular embryo, and by opposite connate leaves without
stipules. It includes the typical genus Sclcranthus, and
Habrosia, a monotypic Syrian annual with a two-ovuled
ovary.

scleranthium (skle-ran 'thi-um), n. [< Gr.

oi&ijpfjf, hard, + i$of, flower.] In bot., same as
diclesium. [Rare or obsolete.]
Scleranthus (skle-ran'thus), w. [NL. (Lin-
naeus, 1737), < Gr. cn/r/p6f, hard, + avfof, a
flower.] A genus of apetalous plants of the
order flkcebracese, type of the tribe Sclerantliese.
It is characterized by a'herbaceous four- or five-toothed
or -lobed perianth, forming an indurated cup below, and
by an ovoid one-celled ovary with two erect styles and
a single pendulous ovule. There are about 10 species,
natives of Europe, Africa, western Asia, and Australasia ;

one, S. annuus, the knawel, also called German knot-grass,
is widely naturalized in the United States. Ihty are
small rigid herbs with numerous forking branches, often

forming dense tufts, and bearing opposite rigid and
prickly-pointed leaves, and small greenish flowers.

sclere (skier), n. [< Gr. oK/>/p6f, hard, rough,
harsh, < aid.fjvai, 2d aor. of axtMMV, dry, parch.
From the same ult. source are E. skclet, skele-

ton.] In sponges, one of the hard, horny, sili-

cious, or calcareous bodies which enter into the

composition of the skeleton
; a skeletal ele-

ment; a spicule, of whatever kind.



sclere

The walls of Ascetta are strengthened by calcareous

icleres, more especially designated as spicules.
JsncyCi .oftt., AAJ.I. *io.

Spherical sclere, a sclere produced by a concentric

growth of silica or calcite about an organic particle, 01

which occurs as u reduction of a rhabdus.

sclerectasia (skle-rek-ta'si-ii),
H. [NL., < Gr

aK/j/pur, hard, + -amf,^extension
: see ee/.-.

I

Scler&l staphyloma. See r*~
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ueous or calcareous mass into which the axial

part of the coenosarc of a compound actinozoan

may be converted, as it is in the red coral ol

commerce, for example. See cut under Coral-

coming oil a few days after birth, accompanied with severe

constitutional symptoms, and resulting usually in death

in from four to ten days.

sclerencephalia (skle"ren-se-fa li-a), n. [NL..

< Gr. motflfSf, hard, + tj/c^a/of, the brain: see

enceplialon.] Sclerosis of the brain.

SClerenchyma (skle-reng'ki-ma), . [Alsoscfe-

renchyme; < Gr. m/.i/pof, hard. + cy^a, an in-

fusion: see cnchymatous.] 1. The hard sub-

stance of the calcareous skeleton or corallum

of sclerodermic corals, a proper tissue-secretion

or calcification of the soft parts of the polyps

themselves. 2. In bot., the tissue largely com-

posing the hard parts of plants, such as the

shell (endocarp) of the hickory-nut, the seed-

coat of seeds, the hypoderma of leaves, etc.

The cells are usually short, but in some cases they at

greatly elongated, as in the hypoderma of leaves ;
t]

sometimes regular in outline, but most frequently they aie

Uy many later, especially German, writers

It is in these Octocoralla that the form of skeleton

which is termed a sclcrotmse, which is formed by cornitl-

cation or calcification of the axial connective tissue of t

zoanthodeme, occurs. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 143.

-/>.] 1. Of or pertaining 'to the Sclerobaxim .

2 Of'or pertaining to a scleftbase ;
contain-

ing or consisting of a sclerobase : as, a sclero-

basic skeleton. The epithet notes the corallum,

which forms a solid axis that is invested by the soft

parts of the animal. The sclerobasic corallum is

crustacean
8

, being 'a true tegumentary secretion. It to

termed foot-secretion by Dana. The sclerobasic corallum is

produced by a compound organism only, and can De dis-

tinguished from a sclerodermic corallum by being usually

more or less smooth, and invariably devoid of the cups

or receptacles for the separate polyps always present in

the latter.-Sclerobaslc Zoanthariat. Same as Cortt-

cata t 1.

Sclerobasica (skle-ro-ba'si-ka),
n. pi. [NL. :

see sclerobasic.] The sclerobasic zoantharians,
- j!_.;_i .*/....,.*!.>, .-:,< the black corals. Also

sclerosed

(b) lu Gunther's system it was also regarded as a family

of plectognath fishes, distinguished by having jaws with

distinct teeth, and the sume limits were assigned to it. (c)

In Bonaparte's later systems it was raised to ordinal rank

but contained the same fishes as were referred to it by

Cuvier. (d) In Gill's system, a suborder of plectognath

fishes with a spinous dorsal or single spine just behind or

over the cranium, with a normal pisciform shape scales

of regular form or more or less spnuform, and distinct

teeth in the jaws. It is thus restricted to the families

Triacanthida and Balinlidtf.

sclerodermia (skle-re-der'im-a), ti. [NL.. <

Gr. mv/w-oc, hard, + Mp^a, skin.] A chronic

non-inflammatory affection of the skin, in whicl

it becomes very firm and firmly fixed to the un-

derlying tissues. The disease may present it-

self in patches, or involve the entire skin. Also

called scleroderma and dermatoselerosis.

sclerodermic (skle-ro-der'mik), a. [< sclero-

ttfi-m + -ic.] 1. Same as sclerodcrmatous, 1.

2 In iehih., having a rough, hard skin, as a

fish; of or pertaining to the Sclerodermi.

SClerodermite (skle-ro-der'mlt),
n. [< sclero-

dSJST-fleE] The hard skeletal element or

chitinous test of any somite or segment of the

body of an arthropod.
sclerodermitic(skle"ro-der-mit ik),a. Kseuro
dermite + -ic.] In arthropods, of or pertaining

tissue of plants composed of cells whose walls are thick-

ened, often to a very considerable extent. It is also used

by some authors In a more extended sense, to include all

sorts of lignifled fibrous cells or cell-derivatives.

sclerenchymatous (skle-reng-kim'a-tus).a. [<

sclerenchyma(t-) + -oits.] Having the charac-

ter of selerenchyma ; containing or consisting

of that substance: as, sclerentliymatous tissue;

a sclereneliymatous polyp.

sclerenchyme (skle-reng'kim), . [< NL. scie-

renchyma.] Same as sclerencnyma .

SCleretinite (sklf-ret'i-mt), .

_

[For scleroreh

rou'tfu. ] ottiuo cio CM

scleroblast (skle'ro-blast), w. [< Or. fcrp6f,

hard, + fl/UKrrdf, a germ.] The cell of a sponge-

spicule; the blastema or formative tissue in

which the sclerous elements of sponges arise.

A superficial spiral thickening in the wal

cell or scleroblait. Sollas, Encyc. Bri I. 417.

scleroblastic (skle-ro-blas'tik), a. [< sclero-

blast + -ic.] Forming sclerous tissue, as a

"B-cell of a sponge; of or pertaining to

to amber, fo'und in the coal-formation of Wigan
in England, in drops and pellets.

Scleria (skle'ri-a), n. [NL. (Berg, l'>> '

the hard fruit; < Gr.

hard: see fevl

Sclerobracbia (skle-ro-bra'ki-a), n.pl. [NL., <

Gr. (TK/l^pof, hard, + fipax'w, the arm.] An or-

der of brachiopods, including the Spiriferidee

and Rliyiiclionellidse.

Sclerobrachiata (skle-ro-brak-i-a ta), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. odaptt, hard, + ftpax'uv, the arm, -r

-ta2.] In some systems, an order of brachio-

pods, represented by the beaked lamp-shells, or

Eh iiiiclionellidx, having the oral arms supported

Of or

j'ro-jen), n. [< Gr. m^Jip6c, rough,

hard, + -yevw, producing: see -gen.] In bot.,

the lignifying matter which is deposited on the

inner surface of the cells of some plants, con-

tributing to their thickness, as in the shell ol

the walnut ; lignin.

A more complete consolidation of cellular tissue is ef-

fected by deposits of
Sclero^^^^^ ^

SclerogenidSB (skle-rS-jen'i-de),
n. pi. [NL..

< Gr. mtaafe rough, hard, + jemc, the lower

jaw, the cheek, = E. chin, + -iax.] to ielitli., a

family of acanthopterygian fishes; the maile

cheeks: same as Scleroparix. See Cottmaea.

SClerOgenOUS
1
(skle-roj'e-nus),

a. [< Gr. OK/J?-

/><>;, hard, rough, + ->evw, producing: see -fircH.J

In zool., producing or giving origin to a sole

rous or scleritic tissue or formation ; hardening

panicles, or minute axill

m ^^SK^srLtS
xillary clusters, and by the hard bony scleroclase ( skle'ro-klaz), . [< G"3 mf ' fracture: scec^"c ' ]

[< Gr. artr/pif, ^

a 'fisl;' belongin to the

rO(Jenidai ,
or mailed-cheeks.

tending into temperate climates in North America, where

12 species (known as mityraix) occur on the Atlantic coast,

3 as far north as Massachusetts. They are rash-like herbs

of various habit, either low and spreading or tall and ro-

bust, bearing grass-like leaves, and often with rigid prick-

ly-pointed bracts below the involucres, giving to S. Jtagel-

lum the name cutting-grass in the West Indies. See kiafe-

grais, razor-gram, and Kobresia.

scleriasis (skle-ri'a-sis), n. [NL., < <*r -/"W
off, a hardening (of the eyelid), < OKtoipif, hard,

rough : see sclere.] Sclerodermia.

Sclerieas (skle-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Neeei von

Esenbeck. 18&4), < Selena + -ex.] A tribe of

plants, of the order Cyperaceee. It is characterized

by unisexual flowers, in spikelets composed of two or more

staminate flowers above and a solitary pistillate flower

at the base, or in panicles with the lower part composed

of one-flowered pistillate spikelets. It includes the wide-

spread type genus Scleria, with Kobresia and hnospora,

perennial herbs of the Old World, and two less-known

genera.

sclerite (skle'rit), . [< Gr. rip4r, rough,

hard, + -?te2.] In zool. : (a) Any separate

skeletal element or definite hard part ol the

integument of arthropods; apiece of the chili-

nous skeleton or crust, as of an insect, in any
wav distinguished from other parts. In insects

the regular or constant sclerites, of which there are many,

receive for the most part special names, as stcritite, pleu-

rite tertrite emmeron, epipleurun, etc., or are identified by

qualifying terms, as sternal, dorsal, etc. See cut I. under

Insecta, and cut under Hymcnoptera. (b) A. scleroder-

matous spicule in the substance of a polyp,

especially of an alcyonarian. (c) A sponge-

spicule; a sclere. -Cervical, jugular, etc., scle-

rites. See the adjectives. .

scleritic (skle-rit'ik), o. [< sclerite + -tc.] 1.

Sclerous ;
hardened or chitimzed, as a detmite

tract of the body-wall of an arthropod ;
of or

pertaining to a sclerite. 2. Silicious or cal-

careous, as a sclerite or spicule of a polvp or a

SCleritis (sklo-ri'tis), n, [NL., < solera + -itix.~\

Inflammation of the solera or sclerotic coat ol

the eye ;
sclerotitis.

sclerobase (skle'ro-bas), n. [< NL. sclerobasis,

< Gr. o//J?/wf, hard, + jiuoif, base.] A dense cor-

SClerOCOrneal (skle-ro-kor'ue-al), a. [< NL.

solera + cornea + -al.] Of or pertaining to the

sclerotica and the cornea of the eye.

auMipuf, hard, + fitpfia, skin: see derm.] I. "

1. The' hard or stony external skeleton of scle-

rodermatous zoantharians, or corals in an ordi-

nary sense; corallum; coral. 2. A member of

the Sclerodermata, as a madrepore. 3. A plec-

tognath fish of the group Sclerodermi, having

the skin rough and hard, as the file-hsh, etc.

II. o. Of or pertaining to the Sclerodermi;

sclerodermous.
scleroderma1 (skle-ro-der'ma), . [NL.: see

scleroderm.] Same as sclerodermui.

Scleroderma2 (skle-ro-der'ma), n. pi. [NL.:

see scleroderm.] Same as Sclerodermata, 1.

Sclerodermata (skle-ro-der'ma-ta), n.pl. [NL.,

neut. pi. of sclerodermains : see scleroderma-

tom.] 1 . The squamate or scaly reptiles ; rep-

tiles proper, as distinguished from Malaeoder-

matd. Also Scleroderma. 2. One of the divi-

sions of Zoantliaria, containing the stone-corals

or madrepores. See cuts under brain-coral,

coral, Madrepora, and madrepore. 3. A sub-

order of thecosomatous pteropods, represented

bv the family Eurylnidx.
sclerodermatous (skle-ro-der'ma-tus), a. [<

NL. sclerodermatus, < Gr. wt&jpar, hard, -r<*P-

ua(r-), skin: see derma.] 1. Having a hard

outer covering; consisting, composed of,or con-

taining scleroderm ;
of or pertaining to tne

Sderoaermata.& Pertaining to, having the

character of, or affected with sclerodermia.

Sclerodermi (skle-ro-der'mi), . pi. [rvL., <

Gr. aK)itip6c, hard,-!- depfia, skin: see derma.} In

i i-li th. a division of plectoguath fishes, to which

different limits and values have been assigned.

(a) In Cuvier's system of classification, the second family

of plectognath fishes, distinguished by the conical or py-

rimid'il snout prolonged from the eyes and terminated

by a small mouth, armed with a few distinct teeth in each

jaw, and with the skin rough or invested with hard scales.

It included the true Sclerodermi and the Ostracodernu.

form ] 1. In bot., having a hard texture, as

the shells of nuts. 2. In zool., hard, as a sclere

or sclerite ;
scleritic ;

sclerous.

sclero-iritis (skle"ro-i-ri'tis),
. [NL., < wtera

+ iris (see iris, 6) -r -itis.] Inflammation of

the sclerotic coat and iris.

scleroma (skle-ro'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.
OK^pyta,

an induration, < "owbjpow, harden, indurate, <

aK^rip6f, hard: see sclere.] Sclerosis; also, scle-

rodermia or scierema.

scleromeninx (skle-ro-me'mngks), . [NL., <

Gr. OK/.tip6f, hard, + ^w)-?, a membrane.] The

dura mater.

SClerometer (skle-rom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. o-K^pof

hard, + /itrpav, a measure.] An instrument

for determining with precision the degree of

hardness of a mineral. The arrangement is essen-

tially as follows: the crystal to be examined is placed,

with one surface exactly horizontal, upon a delicate car-

riage movable below a vertical rod which ends in a dia-

mond or hard steel point. The rod is attached to an arm

of a lever and the weight is determined which must be

placed above in order that a scratch shall be made upon

the given surface as the carriage is moved.

SCleromucin(skle-ro-mu'sin),H. [< Gr.cKAtipoc.,

hard, + E. mttcin, q. v.] An inodorous, taste-

less, gummy nitrogenous substance found in

ergot, said to possess ecbolic qualities.

Scleropariae (sklero-pa-ri'e),
H. pi. Gr

(Ktaptt, hard, + napeta, cheek.] A family of

acanthoDterygian fishes. It is characterized by the

ici oss nit; cuctj*, UMU tu ii\,ui.\.o .....*. ,.... n-

of the preopercular bone, thus strengthening and hard-

ening the cheeks. Also called Sclerogenidx, Ciitmdea,

bucca' loricatie, joues cuirassies, and mailed-cheeks. See

Cottoidea.-'
athia (skle-ro-path'i-ii), . [NL., < Gr.

;, hard, + irddof, a suflering.] Same as

scleroma.

sclerosal (skle-ro'sal), a. [< scleros(is)

Pertaining to' or of"the nature of sclerosis.

iclerosed (skle'rost), a. [< sclerosis + -ed*.]

Eendered abnormally hard ; affected with scle-

rosis. Also sclerotieed.



sclerosed

Nerve fibres were afterwards found in the sclerosed tis-

sue. Lancet, No. 3481, p. 1071.

sclerosis (skle-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. aiiUipuai$,
an induration, < *<jK/.?ipnvi', harden, indurate, <

nithr/pdi;, hard: see sclere.] 1. A hardening or
induration

; specifically, the increase of the sus-

tentacular tissue (neuroglia, or connective tis-

sue) of a part at the expense of the more active

tissue. 2. In hot., the induration of a tissue

or cell-wall either by thickening of the mem-
branes or by their lignification (that is, by the

formation of lignin in them). Goebel Amyo-
trophlc lateral sclerosis. See amyotrophic. Annular
sclerosis, sclerosis of the periphery of the spinal cord.
Also called chronic annular myelitis. Lateral sclerosis
of the spinal Cord. Same :is primary spastic paraplegia
(which see, under paraplegia). Multiple sclerosis, a

chronic progressive disease of the cerebrospinal axis,
characterized by the presence of multiple areas of scle-

rosis scattered more or less generally over this organ, and
producing symptoms corresponding to their location ; but

very frequently there are present nystagmus, intention

tremor, and scanning speech, combined with other exten-
sive and serious, but less characteristic nervous derange-
ments. Also called disseminated sclerosis, insular sclerosis,

focal sclerosis, and multilocular sclerosis. Posterior scle-

rosis, sclerosis of the posterior columns of the spinal cord,
such as is exhibited in tabes dorsualis.

scleroskeletal (skle-ro-skel'e-tal), a. [< sclero-

skelet(on) + -al.] Ossified in the manner of

the scleroskeleton; forming' a part of the sclero-

skeleton.

scleroskeleton (skle-ro-skel'e-ton), n. [< Gr.

ovcA7/xif, hard, + ovce?.frov, a dry body: see skele-

ton.] Those hard or skeletal parts, collectively
considered, which result from the ossification

of tendons, ligaments, and similar sclerous tis-

sues, as sesamoid bones developed in tendons,
ossified tendons, as those of a turkey's leg, the

marsupial bones of marsupials, the ring of

bonelets in the eyeball, etc. Such ossifications are

generally considered apart from the bones of the main
endoskeleton. To those named may be added the bone
of the heart and of the penis of various animals. Tendons
of birds are specially prone toossifyand form scleroskeletal

parts. See cuts under marsupial and sclerotal.

sclerosteous (skle-ros'te-us), a. [< Gr. o-K/l^pof,

hard, + bariov, bone.] 'Consisting of bone de-

veloped in tendon or ligament, as a sesamoid

bone; scleroskeletal.
There are two such sclerosteous or ligament-bones In the

external lateral ligament.
Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 168.

Sclerostoina (skle-ros'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

anhiipAf, hard, + aTO/ia, mouth.] 1. In Verities,

a genus of strongles, or uematoid worms of the

family Strongylidx. S. dwdenale (or Dochmius an-

chyloslomus) is a very common parasite of the human in-

testine, about $ of an inch long. 5. syngamus is one which
causes the disease called the impes in fowl. Also written
Sclerostomum. De Blainville, 1828. Also called Syngamus.
2. [7. c.] A strongle of the genus Sclcrostoma.

sclerotal (skle-ro'tal), a. and n. [< sclerot(ic)
+ -a?.] I. n. 1 . Having the character of, or per-
taining to, a sclero-
tal: distinguished
from sclerotic. 2.
Same as sclerotic.

[Bare.]
II. . 1. In^o67.,a

bone of the eyeball ;

one of a number of

scleroskeletal ossifi-

cations developed
in the sclerotic coat
of the eye, usually
consisting of a ring
of small flat squar-
ish bones encircling
the cornea, having slight motion upon one an-

other, but collectively stiffening the coat of the

eye and preserving the peculiar shape which it

has, as in an owl, for instance. In birds the
sclerotals are usually from twelve to twenty in

number.
The sclerotic coat is very dense, almost gristly in some

cases ; and it is reinforced by a circlet of bones, the M-/C-

rotah. These are packed alongside each other all around
the circumference of one part of the sclerotic, like a set
of splints. . . . The bony plates lie between the outer and
middle coats, anterior to the greatest girth of the eyeball,
extending from the rim of the disk nearly or quite to the
edge of the cornea. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 182.

2. Same as sdcrotica. [Rare.]
sclerote (skle'rot), n. [< NL. sclerotium, q. v.]
In bot., same as sderotium.
Sclerothamnidae (skle-ro-tham'ni-de), n. pi
[NL., < Sclerothamnus + -idse.~] A family of
hexactinellidan sponges, typified by the genus
Sclerothamnus, characterized by the arbores-
cent body perforated at the ends and sides by
narrow round radiating canals.

Sclerothamnus (skle-ro-tham'nus), n. [NL.
(Marshall, 1875), < Gr. 'm&jiptf, hard, +

Sclerotals of Eye of Bald Eagle
(HatiaHtiiS Itucocephaltts), natural
size.
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a bush, shrub.] The typical genus of Sclero-

tliiiiiniidie.

sclerotia, w. Plural of sclerotium.

sclerotic (skle-rot'ik), a. and n. [< NL. *7w>-
tinix, < tderotit (-ot-): see sclerosis.] I. a.

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of sclerosis.

2. Belated to or derived from ergot. Also
sclerotinic. Sclerotic acid, one of the two most active

constituents of ergot. It is a yellowish-brown, tasteless,
inodorous substance with a slight acid reaction : used hy-
podermically for the same purposes as ergot. Sclerotic
coat. Same as iflerotica. Sclerotic myelitis, highly
chronic myelitis with much development of firm connec-
tive tissue. Sclerotic parenchyma, in bot., certain

parenchyma-cells with more or less thickened walls, found
associated with various other elements in woody tissues.
The grit-cells in pears and many other fruits are examples.

Sclerotic ring. See ringl, and cut under sclerotal.

II, H. 1. Same as sclerotica. 2. A medi-
cine which hardens and consolidates the parts
to which it is applied.
sclerotica (skle-rot'i-kji),

w. [NL., fern, of

"scleroticus: see sclerotic.] An opaque white,
dense, fibrous, inelastic membrane, continuous
with the cornea in front, the two forming the
external coat of the eyeball ; the sclerotic coat
or tunic of the eye. See first cut under eye^.

You can not rub the sclerotica of the eye without pro-
ducing an expansion of the capillary arteries and corre-

sponding increase in the amount of nutritive fluid.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 195.

scleroticochoroiditis (skle-rot'i-ko-ko-roi-di'-

tis), . fNL., < sclerotic + choroid + -His.'] In-

flammation of the sclerotic and choroid coats
of the eye.

sclerotinic (skle-ro-tin'ik), a. [< sclerot(ic) +
-t'He1 + -ic.] Same as sclerotic, 2.

sclerotitic (skle-ro-tit'ik), a. [< sclerotitis +
-ic.] Inflamed, as the sclerotic coat ; affected
with sclerotitis.

sclerotitis (skle-ro-ti'tis), n. [NL.,< sclerot(ic)
+ -itis.] Inflammation of the sclerotic coat of

the eye.
sclerotium (skle-ro'shi-um), n.

; pi. sclerotia

(-a). [NL., < Gr. oK).r/p6s, hard: see sclerosis.]

1." In bot. : (a) A pluricellular tuber-like reser-

voir of reserve material forming on a primary
filamentous mycelium, from which it becomes
detached when its development is complete.
It usually remains dormant for a time, and ultimately
produces shoots which develop into sporophores at the

expense of the reserve material. The shape is usually
spherical, but it may be horn-shaped, as in Claviceps pur~
purea. In the Mycetozoa the sclerotium is formed out of
a plasmodium, and after a period of rest it develops again
into a plasmodium. DeBary. (ft) [cap.] An old ge-
nus of fungi, comprising hard, black, compact
bodies which are now known to be a

resting^-
stage of the mycelium of certain other fungi,
such as Peziza tuberosa. See ergot

1
, 2. 2. In

zoiil., one of the peculiar quiescent cysts or hyp-
nocysts of Mycetozoa, not giving rise to spores.

Dryness, low temperature, and want of nutriment lead
to a dormant condition of the protoplasm of the plasmo-
dium of many Mycetozoa, and to its enclosure in cyst-
like growths known as sclerotia. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 841.

sclerotized (skle'ro-tizd), a. [< sclerosis (-ot-) +
-ise + -ecft.] In bot., same as sclerosed.

sclerotome (skle'ro-tom), . [< Gr. aiA^pif,

hard, + rifiveiv, ra/iflv, cut.] 1. A sclerous or

scleroskeletal structure intervening between
successive myotomes; a division or partition
of muscles by means of intervening sclerous

tissue, as occurs in the muscles of the trunk
of various amphibians and fishes. 2. A knife

used in incising the sclerotic.

sclerotomy (skle-rot'o-mi), n. [< NL. sclera +
Gr. rofiia, < rkfivtiv, ra/itlv, cut.] Incision into

the sclera or sclerotic coat of the eyeball.
sclerous (skle'rus), a. [< Or. ovc/.vpof, hard,

rough: see sclere.] Hard, firm, or indurated,
in general ; ossified or bony, as a part of the

scleroskeleton ; scleritic.

Sclerurinse (skle-ro-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Scle-

rurits + -ina?.] A subfamily of Dendrocolaptidse,
represented bythe genus Sclerurns. Sclater,1862.

sclerurine (skle-ro'rin), a. [As Scltrurus +
-ine1 .] Having
stiff, hard tail-

feathers, as a
bird of the ge-
nus Sclerurus.

Sclerurus
(sklf-ro'rus),ri.

[NL. (Swain-
son, 1827), < Gr.

anfaip&s , hard, +
ovpa, tail.] The
only genus of

Sclerurinie. it
resembles Furna- Srlerurus caudacuttii.

scoffer

rius, but has stiff acuminate tail-feathers. There are
about 10 species of South and Central America and Mex-
ico, of various brown and gray coloration, as S. caudacu-
tus, S. umbrella, and S. inexicanus. One is olivaceous,
S. iilintmriit, of western Peru. Also called Tiiiactor and
Oxypuiia.

SCleyt, . A Middle English form of sly.

sclicet, scliset, . Obsolete forms of Mice.

sclide, sclidere. Obsolete forms of slide, xli<l-

iler.

SClopettet, [OF.: see escopette.] A haiul-

culverin of the end of the fourteenth century.
See escopette.

sclopust, " [ML.] A hand-gun of the earliest

form, used in the fourteenth century.
SCOat, a. and c. See scote.

SCObby, scoby (skob'i, sko'bi), . [Origin not

ascertained.] The chaffinch, Fringilla ccelels.

[Prov. Eng.]
SCObiform (sko'bi-fdrm), a. [< L. scobis, scobs,

sawdust, filings, etc. (see scobs), + forma,
form.] Having the form of or resembling saw-
dust or raspings.
SCObinat (sko-bl'na), n. [NL., < L. scobina, a

rasp, < scobis', scobsi sawdust, filings: seesco&s.]
In bot., the pedicel or immediate support of the

spikelets of grasses.
scobs (skobz), n. [< ME. scobes, < L. scobis, also

scobs, sawdust, scrapings, raspings, < scabere,

scrape : see scab, scabies.] Sawdust; shavings;
also, raspings of ivory, hartshorn, metals, or
other hard substances; dross of metals, etc.

Eke populer or flr is profitable
To make and ley among hem scobes able.

Palladia, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 93.

scoby, n. See scobby.

scocnont, An obsolete form of scutcheon.

scoff (skdf ), n. [< ME. scof, skof (not found in

AS.) = OFries. schof, a scoff, taunt; cf. MD.
schobbe, a scoff, sarcasm, schobben, sclioppen,

scoff, mock, schoffieren, sclioffereii, disgrace, cor-

rupt, violate, ruin, Dan. skuffe, deceive: Icel.

skaup, later skop, mockery, ridicule (skeypa,

skopa, scoff, mock, skopan, railing) ;
the forms

seem to indicate a confusion of two words;
perhaps in part orig. 'a shove,' 'a rub'; cf. AS.

scyfe, scife, a pushing, instigation, Sw. skuff,

a push, shove, skttffa, push ;
LG. scliubben, rub,

=OHG. scupfen, MHG. schupfen,sc1iiipfen, push :

see scuff
1
, shove. Not connected with Gr. OK&K-

TEIV, scoff: see scomm.] 1. An expression of

contempt, derision, or mocking scorn ;
a taunt ;

a gibe ;
a flout.

If we but enter presence of his Grace,
Our payment is a frown, a scof, a frump.

Greene, James IV., li.

With scofs and scorns and contumelious taunts.

Shalt., 1 Hen. VI., i. 4. 38.

So he may hunt her through the clamorous sco/g
Of the loud world to a dishonored grave !

Shelley, The Cenci, iv. 1.

I met with scoffs, I met with scorns,
From youth and babe and hoary hairs.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixix.

2. An object of scoffing or scorn; a mark for

derision; a butt.

The principles of liberty were the scoffot every grinning
courtier, and the Anathema Maranatha of every fawning
dean. Macaulay, Milton.

scoff (skdf), r. [Cf. MD. schoffieren, scoff, schob-

ben, schoppen, scoff, = Icel. skopa, scoff: see

scoff, n.] I. intrans. To speak jeeringly or de-

risively; manifest mockery, derision, or ridi-

cule
;

utter contemptuous or taunting lan-

guage; mock; deride: generally with a t before

the object.

They shall scoff at the kings. Hab. i. 10.

It is an easy thing to scoff at any art or recreation ;
a

little wit, mixed with ill-nature, confidence, and malice,
will do it. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 22.

The vices we scoff at in others laugh at us within our-

selves. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 15.

Truth from his lips prevail'd with double sway,
And fools who came to scoj^remain'd to pray.

Goldsmith, DCS. Vil., L 180.

= Syn. Gibe, Jeer, etc. See sneer.

II. trans. 1. To treat with derision or scorn;
mock at; ridicule; deride. [Bare.]

Within the hollow crown
That rounds the mortal temples of a king

Keeps Death his court ; and there the antic sits,

Scomng his state and grinning at his pomp.
Shak., liich. II., iii. 2. 163.

To scoff religion is ridiculously proud and immodest.
Glanrille, Sermons, p. 213. (Latham.)

2. To eat hastily ;
devour. [Naut. slang.]

scoffer (skof'er), n. [< scoff + -erl.] One who
scoffs ;

one who mocks or derides
;
a scorner.

They be readie scoffers, priuie mockers, and euer ouer

light and mer[rjy. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 33.



scoffer

There shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after

their own lusts, and saying,
" Where is the promise of Ms

coming Y" 2 Pet. iii. 3.

Let him that thinks fit scoff on, and be a Scoffer still.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 23.

scofferyt (sk6f'er-i), n. [< scoff + -cry.'} The
act of scoffing; mockery. [Rare.]
King Henrie the lift in his beginning thought it a meere

scoferie to pursue anie fallow deere with hounds or grei-
hounds.

Harrison, Descrip. of England, iii. 4. (Holinshed's Chron.)

scoffingly (skof'ing-li), adc. In a scoffing man-
ner

;
in mockery or scorn

; by way of dorision.

Wordsworth, being asked his opinion of the same poem
[Keatss "Hyperion"), called it, scoffingly, "a pretty piece
of paganism." Landor, Southey and Landor, ii.

SCOganismt (sko'gan-izm), . [< Scogan, the
name of a famous jester, + -ism.'] A scurri-

lous jesting.
But what do I trouble my reader with this idle Scogan-

ism? Scolds or jesters are only fit for this combat,

Bp. Hall, Works, IX. 183. (Dories.)

SCOganlyt (sko'gan-li), a. [< Scogan (see sco-

ijunism) + -ly*-.'] Scurrilous.

He so manifestly belies our holy, reverend, worthy Mas-
ter Fox, whom this scoaanly pen dare say plays the goose.

Dp. Hall, Works, IX. 262. (Daviee.)

SCOgie (sko'gi), n. [Origin obscure.] A kitchen

drudge ;
a maid-servant who performs the dirti-

est work; a scuddle. [Scotch.]
scoke (skok), n. [Origin unknown. Of. coakum.~]
Same as pokeiceed.

scolaiet, * *. See scoley.
SCOld (skold), v. [Early mod. E. also scotdd,

scoulc; Sc. scald, scauld; < ME. scolden, < MD.
scheldan (pret. schold), scold, = OFries. skelda,
schelda = MLG. LG. sclielden = OHG. sceltan,
MHG. schelten, G. schelten (pret. schalt, pp.

gescholten), scold, revile; prob. orig. 'goad,'
more lit. push, shove, < OHG. scaltan, MHG. G.

schaiten = OS. skaldan, push, shove. The word
can hardly be connected with Icel. skjalla (pret.

skal, pp. skollinn), clash, clatter, slam, make a

noise, = G. sehallen, resound, or with the deriv.

Icel. skella, clash, clatter, = Sw. skcilla, bark
at, abuse, = Dan. skjselde, abuse.] I. iiitrans.

To chide or find fault, especially with noisy
clamor or railing ;

utter harsh rebuke, railing,
or vituperation.
The angred man doth but discouer his mimic, but the

fierce woman to scold, yell, and exclame can flnde no end.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 303.

I had rather hear them scold than fight.

Shak., SI. W. of W., ii. 1. 240.

I Just put my two arms round her, and said, "Come,
Bessie! don't scold." Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, iv.

II. trans. To chide with railing or clamor;
berate; rail at.

She had scolded her Husband one Day out of Doors.

Howell, Letters, iv. 7.

She scolded Anne, . . . but so softly that Anne fell asleep
in the middle of the little lecture.

Jlrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, xlii.

SCOld (skold), n. [Early mod. E. also scould,

scottle; < scold, .] 1. One who scolds; a

scolder; especially, a noisy, railing woman; a

termagant.
I know she is an irksome brawling scold.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2. 188.

I'l undertake a dram or a whole kennel
Of scolds cannot wake him.

Bronte, The Queen's Exchange, iii.

The Bully among men, and the Scold among women.
Steele, Tatler, No. 217.

2. A scolding : as, she gave him a rousing scold.

[Rare. ]
_Common scold, awoman who, by the practice

of frequent scolding, disturbs the peace of the neighbor-
hood.

A common scold is indictable at common law as a nui-

sance. Btihop, Crim. Law, 1101.

Scold's bridle. Same as brankg, 1.

SCOldenore (skol'de-nor), n. [Of. scolder3 .]

The oldwife or south-southerly, a duck, Harelda

f/lacialis. Also called scolder. See cut under

oldicife. [N.ew Hampshire.]
scolder 1 (skol'der), n. [< scold, v., + -er1 .]

One who scolds or rails.

Scoldfrs, and sowers of discord between one person and
another. Cranmer, Articles of Visitation.

scolder2 (skol'der), . [Also chaldrick, chalder;

origin obscure.] The oyster-catcher, Hsema-
lufiiix <>xl rile/inn. [Orkneys.]

scolder3 (skol'der), . [Origin obscure.] Same
as si'uldfiiorc. [Massachusetts.]
scolding (skol'ding), n. [Verbal n. of scold, c.]

Railing or vituperative language; a rating: as,
to get a good scoldiiii/.

Was not mamma often in an ill-humor ; and were they
not all used to her scoldings' Thackeray, Philip, xx.

= Syn. See rail, o.
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SCOlding-stOOlt (skol'ding-stol), n. A cucking-
stool. HiilliiccU.

SCOldstert, [Also gcolstrr, xkiikter ; < scold
+ -xtcr.'] A scold. A. H. A. Hamilton's Quarter
Sessions, p. 85.

SCOle't, " An obsolete form of school*.

scole-t, . An obsolete form of school2 .

scole3,
11. An obsolete or dialectal form of

scale'*.

scoleces, . Plural of scolex.

Scqlecida (sko-les'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

aKu'Aqi;, a worm, + -ida"] A class of Annuloida
or worms, contrasting with Echinodermata, con-

sisting of the wheel-animalcules, the turbella-

rians, and the trematoid, cestoid, and nematoid
worms, including the gordians and Acantho-

cephala. This group was tentatively proposed, and the
term has scarcely come into use. Huxley, 1869. See cuts
under Jthabdocaela and Rotijera.

scoleciform (sko-les'i-form), a. [< Gr. mcufa/!;

(anuAriK-), a worm, + L. forma, form.] Having
the form or character of a scolex: specifically

noting an early larval stage of tapeworms.
Thus, the measle of, pork is the scoleciform

stage of Txnia solium. T. S. Cobbold.

Scolecimorphat (sko-les-i-mor'fa), n. pi. [NL. ,

< Gr. <TK(j/l^|, a worm, + ftopQi/, form.] A group
of worms containing the turbellarians, trema-

toids, and cestoids: synonymous with Plati/hel-
mintha.

scolecimorphic (sko-les-i-mor'fik), a. [< Sco-

lecimorpha + -ic.] Worm-like in form or struc-

ture; of or pertaining to the Scolecimorplia.
Scolecina (skol-e-si'na), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

CKU).TI!- (aau/.riK-), a worm, + -j'm2.] A group of

annelids, typified by the earthworm, corre-

sponding to the lumbricine, terricolous, or oli-

gocheetous annelids. Also called Scoleina.

SCOlecine (skol'e-sin), o. Of or pertaining to

the Scolecina; lumbricoid, terricolous, or oSgo-
chretous, as an annelid.

scolecite (skol'e-sit), . [In def. 1 also skole-

citc (so called because it sometimes curls up
before the blowpipe, as if it were a worm) ; <

Gr. aK&M/i- (o-KuX^K-), a worm, + -ite2.] 1. One
of the zeolite group of minerals, a hydrous sili-

cate of aluminium and calcium, occurring in

acicular crystals, also fibrous and radiated mas-

sive, commonly white. Early called lime-meso-

type. 2. In hot., the vermiform archicarpof the

fungus Ascobolus, a name proposed by Tulasne.
It is a structure composed ot a chain of cells

developed from the end of a branch of the my-
celium.

scolecoid (sko-le'koid), a. [< Gr. OKufa/Kufw,
contr. for anuAr/Koeidt/f, worm-like, < mu/byf (<TMJ-

A)?K-), a worm, 4- eMof, form.] Resembling a

scolex; cysticercoid; hydatid.

Scqlecomorpha (sko-le-ko-m6r'fa), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. (TKuPa/l (<7K<j/t?7/c-), a worm, + iioptyii,

form.] A class of Mollusca, represented by
the genus Neomenia (or Solenopus), further

distinguished as a. special series Lipoglossa,

contrasting with the gastropods, cephalopods,
pteropods, etc., collectively. E. R. Lankester.

Scolecophagat (skol-e-kof'a-ga), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of scolecophagus : see scolecophagous.]
An Aristotelian group of insectivorous birds,

containing most of the present Oscines.

scolecophagous (skol-e-kof'a-gus), a. [< NL.
scolecophagus, < Gr. oKuAr/Kofyayoc,, worm-eating,
< GKuXriZ (aKufajK-), a worm, Hr ^ayelv, eat.]

Worm-eating, as a bird.

Scolecophagus (skol-e-kof'a-gus), n. [NL.
(Swainson, 1831): see 'scolecophagouf."] A ge-
nus of Icteridse of the subfamily Quiscalinfe,

having a rounded tail shorter than the wings,
and a thrush-like bill; the maggot-eaters or

rusty graekles. Two species are very common birds

of the United States S.femtgineus and S. cyanocephalut,
of eastern and western North America respectively. The
latter is the blue-headed or Brewer's blackbird. The name
rusty grackle of the former is only descriptive of the females
and young, the adultmales being entirely iridescent-black.
See cut under rusty.

ScolecopMdia (sko-le-ko-fid'i-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. GKUAI]!; (aKO?.//K-), a worm, + 6^<f, a snake :

see Ophidia.'] A series or superfamily of worm-
like angiostomatous snakes, having the opis-
thotic fixed in the cranial walls, palatines
bounding the choanse behind, no ectoptery-
goids, and a rudimentary pelvis. It includes
the Epanodonta or Typhlopidas, and the Cato-

donta or Stcnostoinatirtae.

scolecophidian (sko-le-ko-fid'i-an), o. and .

[< ticolcKiiphidia +'-)!.]' I. o." Wotra-like or

vermiform, as a snake ; of or pertaining to the

ScolecopMdia.

Scolopacidae

II. n. A worm-like snake; a member of the

Scolccopiiiditi.

Scoleina (skol-e-i'na), . pi. Same as ScohTiiin.

scolert, '" An obsolete form of scholar.

scolex (sko'leks), n. [NL., < Gr. <7M?f, pi.

onu/.tiKff., a woi-m.] 1. PI. scoleces (sko-le'sez),

erroneously scolices (skol'i-sez). In Scolecida,
the larva produced from the egg, which mayby
gemmation give rise to infertile deutoscoleces,
or to ovigerous proglottides ; the embryo of

an entozoic worm, as a fluke or tape ;
a cystic

worm or cysticercus; a hydatid. See cuts un-
der Teenia.

The scolex, which develops the chain or strobila by a

process of budding. Kncyc. Brit.., XXIII. 52.

2f. [<";'] An old genus of worms,
scolex-form (sko'leks -form), n. The form,
state, or condition of a scolex.

In some stages, as. for example, in the scolex-form of

many Cestoda. this differentiation of the secondary axes
is not expressed. Gegeribaur, Conip. Anat. (trans.), p. 128.

scoleyt, v. i. [ME. scolaien, scoleyen, attend

school, study, < OF. escoler, instruct, teach, <

cscole, school : see school*, .] To attend school
;

study.
He ... bisily gan for the soules preye
Of hem that gal hym wherewith to scoleye.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 302.

Scolia (sko'li-a), 11.' [NL. (Fabricius, 1775),
said to be < Qr.aK&^of, a pointed stake, a thorn,

prickle; but perhaps < anofafa, bent, slanting,

oblique.] An important genus of fossorial

hymenopterous insects, typical of the family
Scoliidx, having the eyes emarginate within,
and the fore wings with only one recurrent
nervure. It is a large cosmopolitan genus, containing
species which have the normal bun-owing habit of the

digger-wasps, as well as some which are parasitic. Thus,
S. flavtfrons of Europe is parasitic within the body of the
lamellicorn beetle Oryctes nasicornvi. Thirteen species
are found in the United States and fourteen in Europe,
while many are tropical.

scoliastt, n. An obsolete form of scholiast.

scolices, . An erroneous plural of scolex.

Scoliidae (sko-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Westwood,
1840), < Scolia + -idx.~] A family of fossorial

hymenopterous insects, containing large, often

hairy, short-legged wasps, which abound in

tropical countries, and in sunny, hot, and sandy
places. Tiphia, Myzine, and Elis are the principal North
American genera. Ihe adult wasps are found commonly
on flowers, and the larvae either live normally in burrows
prepared by the adults, or they are parasitic, usually on
the larvae of beetles. Some are called sand-icasps. Also
Scoliadte (Leach, 1817), Scolietes (Latreille, Ife02), Scoliites

(Newman, 1834), and Scolida (Leach, 1812). See cuts under
Elis and Tiphia.

Scoliodon (sko-li'6-don), n. [NL. (Muller and

Henle, 1837),' < Gr. aKo?.t6$, oblique, + o&n'f

(O&OVT-) = E. tooth."] A genus of sharks of
the family Galeorhinidee ; the oblique-toothed
sharks. terrx-TWVse of the Atlantic coast of America,
common southward, is the sharp-nosed shark, of slender
form and gray color, with a conspicuous black edging of

the caudal fin.

SCOliOSlS (skol-i-6'sis), 11. [NL., < Gr. cmMuais,
a bending, a curve, < anofaovv, bend, crook, <

CKo)u6f, bent, crooked, curved.] Lateral curva-
ture of the spinal column: distinguished from
lordosis and kyphosis scoliosis brace, a brace for

treating lateral curvature of the spine.

SCOliotic (skol-i-ot'ik), a. [< scoliosis (-ot-) +
-ic.~\ Pertaining to or of the nature of scoliosis.

scolite (sko'lit), . [< Gr. CKo)u6f, bent, crooked,
+ -ite2.] A tortuous tube or track, which may
have been the burrow of a worm, found fossil

in the rocks of nearly all ages ;
a fossil worm,

or the trace of one, of undetermined character.
Also scolithus.

scollard (skol'ard), . A dialectal variant of
scholar.

scollop, scolloped, etc. See scallop, etc.

scolopaceous(skol-o-pa'shius), a. [< NL. scolo-

pacetts, < L. scolopax, a large snipe-like bird :

see Scolopax.] Resembling a snipe: specifical-

ly noting a courlan, Aranins scolopaceus. (See
AruniHS.) The resemblance is slight, as may be judged
from the figure (see following page) ; but courlans in some
respects depart from their allies (cranes and rails) in the
direction of the snipe family.

Scolopacidae (skol-o-pas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Scolopax + -idx.] A family of limicoline preco-
cial wading birds, named from the genus Scolo-

pax, containing all kinds of snipes and wood-
cocks, sandpipers, tattlers or gambets, godwits,
and curlews; the snipe tribe. It is one of the two
largest limicoline families (the other being Charadriidx
or plovers), characterized by the length, sl^nderness, and
sensitiveness of the bill, which is in eome genera several
times as long as the head, grooved for one half to nearly
the whole of its length, and forming a delicate probe with
which to explore the ground in search of food. The legs



Scolopacids

Scolopaccous Courlan (strarnits

are more or less lengthened, usually bare above the suf-

frage, scutellateor partly reticulate; there are four toes,
with few exceptions, cleft to the base or furnished with
one or two basal webs, never full-webbed nor lobate. The
Scolopacidie average of small size, like plovers ; they nest
almost always on the ground, and lay four pointedly pyri-
form eggs : the young are hatched downy, and run about
atonce. The family is of cosmopolitan dUtiibution. See

snipe, and cuts under Limona, ruff, Jttiyacophilus, Rhyn-
choe.a, sandpiper, sanderling, and redshank.

Scolopacinae (skol"o-pa-si'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Scolopax (-pac-) + -inse.] A subfamily of Scolo-

pacidss, represented by the genus Scolopax and
its immediate relatives; the true snipes and
woodcocks. The bill is at least twice as long as the

head, straight, with closely contracted gape, very long
nasal grooves, and great sensitiveness. The leading genera
besides Scolopax are Philokela (the American woodcock),
Gattiitago (the ordinary snipe), and Macrorhamphus. See
these words.

scolopacine (skol'6-pas-iu), a. [< Scolopax
(-pac-) + -IMP*.] Snipe-like; resembling, re-

lated to, or characteristic of snipes; belonging
to the Scolopacidse, and especially to the Scolo-

pacinse.

BCOlopacoid (skol'o-pak-oid),
o. [< Gr. oKo).6iraf

(-TTOK-), a snipe, -t-'cirfoc, form.] Resembling a

snipe, plover, or other limiooKne bird; limico-
line

; charadriomorphic ; belonging to the Sco-

lopacoidcse.

Scolopacoide8e(skol"o-pa-koi'de-e),M.p7. [NL.,
< Scolopax (-pac-) + -oidese.] A superfamily of

wading birds, the snipes and their allies; the

plover-snipe group : synonymous with Limicolss
and Cliaradriomorphse. [Recent.]
Scolopax (skol'o-paks), n. [NL.,< LL. scolopax,
< Gr. <7KO/W-af, a large snipe-like bird, perhaps
a woodcock.] A Linnean genus of Scolopacidse,

formerly including most of the scolopacine and
some other birds, but now restricted to the ge-
nus of which the European woodcock, S. rusti-

cula, is the type : in this sense synonymous only
with Rusticola. The birds most frequently
called snipe belong to the genera Gallinago and
Macrorhamplms. See snipe.

scolopendert, n. Same as scolopendra.
scolopendra (skol-o-pen'dra), n. [Also scolo-

pender; < F. scolopendre = Sp. Pg. escolopendra
= It. scolopendra, < L. scolopendra, a milleped,
also a certain fish supposed, when caught by a

hook, to eject its entrails, remove the hook,
and then take them in again ; < Gr. onoUmvdpa,
a milleped, also the sea-scolopendra, an animal
of the genus Nereis, or Aphrodite, 2.J 1. Some
imaginary sea-monster.

Bright Scolopendraes arm'd with silver scales.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 23.

2. [cop.] [NL. (Linnseus, 1735).] A Linnean
genus of myriapods, approximately the same
as the class Myriapoda, subsequently variously
restricted, now the type of the limited family
Scolopendridse, and containing such centipeds
as have the cephalic segments imbricate, four
stemmatous ocelli on each side, attenuated an-

tennse, and twenty-one pairs of feet. Among
them are the largest and most formidable centipeds,
whose poisonous claws inflict very painful and even dan-
gerous wounds. Swch is 5. castaniceps, of a greenish color
with chestnut head, and 5 or 6 inches long, justly dreaded
in southerly portions of the United States. See cuts un-
der basilar, centiped, cephalic, and epilabrum.

Scolopendrella (skol"6-pen-drel'a), n. [NL.,
< Scolopendra + -ella.] The typical genus of

Scohpendrellidse.
Scolopendrellidse (skol"o-pen-dreri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Scolopendrella -f- -idee.] A family of

centipeds, named from the genus Scolopendrella,
having the body and limbs short, the antennae

long with more than sixteen joints, and sixteen
imbricated dorsal scutes. Also Scolopendrel-
lime, as a subfamily. Newport.
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Scolopendridae (skol-o-pen'dri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Scolopendra + -idee.} A family of chilo-

pod myriapods, typified by the genus Scolopen-
dra, and variously restricted. In a now usual ac-

ceptation it includes those centipeds which have from
twenty-one to twenty-three limb-bearing segments, uni
serial scutes, few ocelli if any, and the last pair of legs
thickened and generally spinose. There are many genera.
The family is contrasted with Cermatiidse, LUhobiidte,
Scolopendrellidfe, and Geophilidfe.

Scolopendrieae(8kol''o-pen-dri'v-e), n.pl. [XL.,
< Scolopendrhim + -ese.] A tribe of ferns, typi-
fied by the genus Scolo/K ii/lriiin/. The sori are the
same as in the Aspleniex, except that they are arranged
in pairs and open toward each other.

SCOlOpendrifonn (skol-o-pen'dri-f6rm), a. [<
NL. scolopendra + L. forma, form.] Resem-
bling or related to a centiped ; scolopendrine.
Applied in entomology to certain larva? : (a) carnivorous
elongate and depressed larvtc, having falcate acute man-
dibles, a distinct thoracic shield, and the rudiments of an-

tenna?, as those of certain beetles ; and (6) depressed and
elongate spinose caterpillars of some butterflies. Also
called chUopodtform.

Scolopendrinae(skol''o-pen-dri'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Scolo/iendra + -inir.] 1. A subfamily of

Scolopendridse : contrasted with l.itlinbiime and
Geophilinse : same as Scolopendridse in the usual
sense. 2. A restricted subfamily of Scolopen-
dridse, characterized by nine pairs of valvular

spiracles.

SCOlopendrine (skol-o-pen'drin), fl. [< Scolo-

pendra + -iwe1 .] Resembling or related to a

centiped; pertaining to the Scolopendridse or

Scolopendrinse ; chilopod in a narrow sense.
Scolopendrine scaleback, a polychaetous marine anne-
lid of the genus Poli/noe, as P. scotopendrina ; a kind of

sea-ceutiped. See cut under Polynoe.

Scolopendrium (skol-o-pen'dri-um), . [NL.
(Smith, 1791), < L. scolopendrion = Gr. o/roXo-

irMpiov, a kind of fern, (. oKo).6irevfipa, a mille-

ped: see scolopendra.] A genus of asplenioid
ferns, closely allied to the genus Asplenium,
from which it differs in having the sori linear,
and confluent in pairs, opening toward each
other. The fronds are usually large, and coriaceous or
suhcoriaceous in texture. The genus, which is widely dis-

tributed, contains 7 or 8 species. S. mdgare, the only spe-
cies found in North America, is also found in England,
Gothland to Spain, Madeira, the Azores, Caucasus. Persia,

Japan, and Mexico. It has entire or undulate fronds that
are oblong-lanceolate from an aurlcled heart-shaped base.

They are tf to 18 inches long and from 1 to 2 inches wide.
The plant is commonly called harfs-tongve, but has also

such provincial names as adder's-tonrrue, buttonhole, fox-
tongue, lamb's-tongue, snake-leaves, etc. See finger-fern.

SCOlopendroid (skol-6-pen'droid), a. [< scolo-

pendra + -oid.] Scolopendriform or scolopen-
drine in a broad sense.

SCOlopsite (sko-lop'sit), n. [< Gr. aK&Aoip, any-
thing pointed,' a pale, stake, thorn, + -te2.] A
partially altered form of the mineral haiiynite.

scolstert, . See scoldfter.

Scolytidae (sko-lit'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Kirby,
1837), < Scolytus + -idx.] A very large family of

Coleoptera, typified by the genus Scolytus, con-

taining bark- and wood-boring beetles of small

size, having the pygidium surrounded at the

edge by the elytra, and the tibia usually ser-

rate, the head not rostrate, the maxillre with
one lobe, and the antenuse short, claviform or

perfoliate. In their larval state these insects do im-

raensedamage to forest- and fruit-trees, under the bark of

which they bore long galleries, as do the Bostrychidfe, with
which they hare been sometimes confounded. Their color

is black or brown, and they are almost exclusively lignivo-
rous in habit. Nearly 1,000 species have been described,
of which 150 belong to temperate North America. Xylo-
borui dispar, the shot-borer or pin-borer, and Tomiwt
callif/raphus, the fine-writing bark-beetle, are familiar ex-

amples. See Xylophaga, and cut under pin-borer.

scolytoid (skol'i-toid), a. [< Scolytus + -oid.]
1 . Resembling, related to, or belonging to the

Scolytidse. 2. Specifically, noting the sixth

and final larval stage of those insects which

undergo hypermetamorphosis, as the blister-

beetles (Meloidse). The scolytoid follows the

coarctate stage of such insects. C. V. Riley.

Scolytus (skol'i-tus), n. [NL. (Geoffrey, 1762),
also Scolyttus, prop. *Scolyptu#, irreg. < Gr.

muMirruf, crop, strip, peel; cf. xd7oc, docked,
clipped.] A genus of bark-beetles, typical of

the family Scolytidse, having the ventral surface

of the body flattened or concave. The spe-
cies are mainly European and North American.
S. ritffulosus is the so-called pear-blight beetle.

scomber1
!, " An obsolete form of scitmber.

Scomber2 (skom'ber), n. [NL. (Linneens, 1758),
< L. scomber, < Gr. ono/iflpof, a mackerel, a tun-

ny.] A Linnean genus of acanthopterygian
fishes, used with varying limits, and typical of

the family Scombridfe and subfamily Seonihri-

nee. As at present restricted, it includes only the species
of true mackerels which have the spinous dorsal fin of
less than twelve spines, short and remote from the second
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or soft dorsal, teeth on both palatines and vomer, and the
corselet obsolete, as S. scombrtts, S. pneumatophorus, etc.
This excludes the frigate-mackerels (Auxin), the Span-
ish mackerel (Scombervmarm), the horse-mackerels, boni-
tos. tunnies, etc. See mackerel^ .

Scqmberesoces (skom-be-res'o-sez), H. pi.

[NL., pi. of Scontberesox'.] Same as Scombe-
resocidee.

Scomberesocidae (skom*be-re-sos'i-de), >/. pi.

[NL., < Scomberesox (-esoc-'j + -idee.] A family
of synentognathous fishes, typified by the genus
Scomberesojc, to which varying limit s have been

assigned. They are physoclistous fishes, with the body
scaly and a series of keeled scales along each side of the

belly, the margin of the upper jaw formed by the inter-

maxillaries mesially and by the maxillaries laterally, the
lower pharyngeals united in a single bone, and the dor-
sal tin opposite the anal. In a broad sense, the family
consists of about 8 genera and 100 species, including the
belonids or gars, the hemirhamphines or halfbeaks, and
the exocoetines or flying-fish. In a restricted sense, it

includes the flying-fishes and hemirhamphines as well as
the sauries, the belonids being excluded. Also Scombre-
gocidx. See cut under saury.

Scomberesocinae (skom-be-res-o-si'ne), . pi.

[NL.,< Scomberesox (-esoc-) + -inse.] Asubfam-
ily oi, synentognathous fishes, represented by
the genus Scomberesiix, which has been various-

ly limited, but is generally restricted to those
Scomberesocidse which have the maxillary an-

kylosed with the premaxillary, both jaws pro-
duced, and both annl and dorsal fins with fiulets.

scomberesocine (skom-be-res'o-sin), a. Per-

taining to the Scomberesocinse, or having their

characters.
Scomberesox (skom-ber'e-soks), n. [NL. (La-

cep^le, 1803), < Scomber^ + Esox, q. v.] The
typical genus of Scomberesocidse ; the mackerel-

pikes, saury pikes, or sauries. The body is long,

compressed, and covered with small deciduous scales ; the

jaws are more or less produced intoabeak ; the gill-rakers
are long, slender, and numerous ; the air bladder is large ;

and there are no pyloric cseca. The dorsal and anal fins are

opposite as in Esox, and flnlets are developed as in Scom-
ber. In 5. saurus, the true saury, also called skipper and
bill-fish, the beak is long ; the color is olive-brown, silvery
on the sides and belly ; and the length is about 18 inches.
This species is wide-ranging in the open sea. S. brevirostrti

is a smaller saury, with the jaws scarcely forming a beak ;

it is found on the coast of California. Also Seamlmnx.
See cut under saury.

Scomberidae(8kom-ber'i-de),n.7>?. [NL.,< Seoro-

ber2 + -id.'] Same as Scombridse. Yarrell,1836.

scomberoid (skom'be-roid), a. and . [< NL.
Scomber^ + -oid.] Same as scombroid.

Scomberoides (skom-be-roi'dez), . [NL., < L.

scomber, mackerel, + 6r. tMof, form.] Same as
Scombroides.
Scomberoidinae (skom'*be-roi-di'ne), . pi.

[NL., < Scomberoides + -iiise.] A subfamily of

Carangidse, typified by the genus Scomberoides,
with the premaxillaries not protractile (except
in the very young), the pectoral fins short and
rounded, the second dorsal like the anal, and
both much longer than the abdomen, it contains
a few tropical sea-fishes, one of which (Oligoplitet saurus)
sometimes reaches the southern coastof the United States.

Scomberomorus(skom-be-rom'o-rus), n. [NL.
(Lac6pede, 1802), < L. scomber,' mackerel (see

Scomber?), + Gr. bftopos, bordering on, closely
resembling.] A genus of scombroid fishes, con-

taining the Spanish mackerel, S. maculatiis, and
related species. They are fishes of the high seas, grace-
ful in form, beautiful in color, and among the best for the

Spanish Mackerel (Scontbfromorus maculatus).

table. A technical difference from Scomber is the length
of the spinous dorsal fin, which has more than twelve spines
and is contiguous to the second dorsal, the presence of a
caudal keel, the strength of the jaw-teeth, and the weak-
ness of those on the vomerine and palatine bones. This

genus used to be called Cybium; its type is the ccro, S.

retjalis, which attains a weight of 20 pounds. S. caballa
sometimes weighs 100 pounds. All the foregoing inhabit
the Atlantic, S. concolar the Pacific.

Scombresocidse (skom-bre-sos'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.] Same as Scomberesocidse.

Scombresox (skom'bre-soks), . [NL.] Same
as Scomberesox.

SCOmblid (skom'brid), n. and a. I. n. A fish

of the family Scombridse; any mackerel, or one
of several related fishes.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Scombridse; re-

sembling or related to the mackerel
;
scombroid ;

scombrine.
Scombridae (skom'bri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Scom-
ber2 + -idee.] A family of carnivorous physo-
clistous acanthopterygian fishes, typified by the
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genus Scomber, to which very different limits

have been ascribed, (a) In Gunther's system, a fam-

ily of Acanthopteryijii cottoxcombrifvrmcx, with unarmed
cheeks, two dorsal llns, cither (inlets or the spinous dor-
sal composed of free spines or modified into a suctorial

disk, or the ventrals jugular aud composed of four rays,
and scales none or very small. (6) By Bonaparte, first

used as a synonym of Scomberoides of C'uvier; later re-

stricted to such foi-ms as had two dorsal fins or several
of the first

rays
of the dorsal spiniform. (c) By Gill, lim-

ited to Sctmthnndea of a fusiform shape, with the first

dorsal fin elongate, or separated by a wide interval from
the soft dorsal, with posterior rays of the second dorsal
and of the anal generally detached as special finlets, and
with numerous vertebrae. The body is elongate, not
much compressed, and covered with minute cycloid scales,
or quite naked; the scales sometimes united into a kind
of corselet anteriorly ;

the lateral line is present ; the

branchiostegals are seven ; the dorsal fins two, of which the
first has rather weak spines, and the second resembles the
anal ; the caudal peduncle is very slender, usually keeled,
and the lobes of the caudal flu are divergent and falcate,

producing the characteristic deeply forked tail; the ventral
fins are thoracic in position, of moderate size, with a spine
and several soft rays; the vertebra are numerous (more
than twenty-five); pyloric cajca are many; the air-bladder
is present or absent ; the coloration is metallic and often
brilliant. There are 17 genera and about 70 species, all of
the high seas and wide-ranging, in some cases cosmopoli-
tan; and among them are extremely valuable food-fishes,
as mackerel of all kinds, bonitos, tunnies, and others. See
cuts under bonito, mackerel, Scomberomorus, and scombroid.

SCOmbridal (skom'bri-dal), a. [< scomlrid +
-a?.] Same as scombroid.
Scombrina (skom-bri'nii), . pi. [NL., < Scom-
ber2 + -m2.] In Gunfher's early system, the
first group of Scombridse, having the dorsal fin

with the spinous part separate and less de-

veloped than the soft, and the body oblong,
scaleless or with very small scales : later raised
to family rank, and same as Scombridse (a).
Scombrinse (skom-bri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Scom-
ber2 + -*.] A subfamily of Scombridas, to
which various limits have been assigned, (a) By
Gill, limited to those Scombrtdte which have two dorsals

widely distant, and thus including only the typical mack-
erels and frigate- mackerels. (6) By Jordan and Gilbert,
extended to embrace those with flnlets, and with the dor-
sal spines less than twenty in number. It thus includes
the mackerels, frigate-mackerels, tunnies, bonitos, and
Hpanish mackerel.

scombrine (skom'brin), . and a. I. . A fish

of the subfamily Scombrinse.

II. a. Of or having characteristics of the sub-

family Scombri itee or family Scombridai.

Scombrini (skom-bri'ni), n. pi. [NL., < Scom-
ber2 + -ini.] A subfamily of scombroid fishes,

typified by the genus Scomber, it was restricted

by Bonaparte to Scombridas with the anterior dorsal fin

continuous, and the posterior as well as the anal separat
ed behind into several spurious flnlets, and with the body
fusiform ; it included most of the true Scombridx of re-
cent ichthyologists.

scombroid (skom'broid), a. and n. [< Gr. an6u-

f, a mackerel, + eMof, form.l I. a. Resem-

Green Mackerel {Chloroscombrus chrysurtts'l, a Scombroid Fish.

bling or related to the mackerel
; pertaining or

belonging to the Scombridas or Scombroidea.
Also scombridal.

II. n. A scombroid fish
;
a scombrid.

Also scomberoid.

Scombroidea (skom-broi'de-a), n.pl. [NL., <

Scomber2 + -oidea.] A superfamily of uncer-
tain limits, but containing the families Scom-
bridse, Histiophoridx, Xiphiidse, Lepidopodidse,
Trichiuridss, Carangidee, etc.

Scombroides (skom-broi'dez), n. [NL. (Lac6-
pede, 1802), < Gr. aK6/t[ipo;, mackerel, + eWof,
form.] A genus of carangoid fishes, typical of
the subfamily Soomberoidinee. They are numerous
in tropical seas. By recent writers two subdivisions are
ranked as genera. In the typical species the dorsal spines
are seven in number, the pterygoids are armed with teeth,
and the scales are normally developed. But in the Ameri-
can representative there are no pterygoid teeth, and the
linear scales are embedded. Such is the character of the
genus called OUgopUtet, to which belongs the well-known
leather-Jacket, 0. occidentalis. of both coasts of Central
America and north to New York and California. It is
bluish above, silvery below, with yellow fins.

scomet, scomert, n. Obsolete forms of ./,
.

scomfish (skom'fish), v. [Corruption of scorn-

fit.^ I. trans. 1. To discomfit. [North. Eng.]
2. To suffocate, as by noxious air, smoke,

etc.; stifle; choke. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]
My cousin, Mrs. Glass, has a braw house here, but a'

thing is sae poisoned wi' snuff that I am like to be scorn-
Ashed whiles. Scntt, Heart of Mid- Lothian, xxxix.
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I'll scomfish you if ever you go for to tell.

Mrs. Gaskell, Ruth, xviii. (Dames.)

II. intrans. To be suffocated or stifled.

[North. Eng. and Scotch.]
SCOmfitt, i'. t. [ME. scomfitcn, skomfiten, scom-

fcten, scttmjiten, scowrnfeten ; by apheresis from
discomfit."] To discomfit.

That Arke or Hucche, with the Relikes, Tytus ledde
with hym to Rome whan he had scorn fyted alle the Jewes.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 85.

And to Generydes I will returne,
So rebukyd and skomfite as he was,
lie cowde not make no chere but alwey mourn.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 570.

scomfituret, . [ME.; by apheresis from ditt-

comfiture.] Discomfiture
;
defeat.

Kul strong was Grimold in werly scomfiture.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4148.

scommt (skom), n. [< L. ncomma, < Gr. mufi/ta,
a jest, joke, gibe, scoff, taunt, jeer, < anuirTetv,

mock, scoff, jest.] 1. A flout; a jeer.
His vain ostentation is worthily scoffed with [the] scomme

of the orator. Fotherby, Atheomastix (1622), p. 189.

2. A buffoon.

The scommes, or buffoons of quality, are wolvish In con-
versation. Sir R. L'Estrange.

scommatict (sko-mat'ik), a. [Also scom-

matique; < Gr. aKufiftariKo^, jesting, scoffing, <

mappa, a jest, scoff: see scomm.~\ Scoffing;
jeering; mocking.
The heroique poem dramatique is tragedy. The scorn-

matique narrative is satyre ; dramatique is comedy.
Hobbs, Ana. to Pref. to Gondibert.

scon 1
,

t'. A variant of sewn2 .

SCOn2 (skon), n. A Scotch form of scum.
sconce 1

(skons), . [Early mod. E. also sconse,
skonce, scons, < ME. sconse, sconce, skonce, scons,
a lantern, candlestick, = Icel. skons, a dark lan-

tern, skonsa, a dark nook
; < OF. esconse, csconce,

a dark lantern, F. dial, econse, a lantern, < ML.
absconsa (also absconsum), also (after Rom.)
sconsa, a dark lantern, fern, (and neut.) of L.

absconsus, pp. of abscondere, hide away: see ab-
scond. Ct'. sconce2 .

"\ 1. A lantern with a pro-
tecting shade

;
a dark lantern ; any lantern.

It wexyth derke, thou nedyst a icons.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 11.

Wood. Yonder 's alight, master-constable.
Blurt. Peace, Woodcock, the sconce approaches.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, iv. 8.

The windows of the whole citty were set with tapers
put into lanterns or sconces of several colour'd oyl'd paper.

Ecelyn, Diary, Nov. 22, 1644.

2. A candlestick having the form of a
bracket projecting from a
wall or column; also, a

group ofsuch candlesticks,
forming, with an applique^
or flat, somewhat orna-
mented disk or plaque
which seems to adhere to
the wall, a decorative ob-

ject. These were most
commonly of brass during
the years when sconces
were most in use.

I have put Wax-lights in the
Sconces; and placedthe Footmen
in a Row in the Hall.

Congreve, Way of the World, iv. 1.

3. The socket for the can-
dle in a candlestick of any
form, especially when hav-

ing a projecting rim around
it.

sconce2 (skons), n. [Early mod. E. also sconse,
skonce; = MD. schantse, D. schans = MLG.
schantze, a fortress, sconce, = lateMHG. scJtanze,
a bundle of twigs, intrenchment, G. schanze, G.
dial, schanz, bulwark, fortification (>It. scancia,
bookcase), = Dan. skandse, fort, quarter-deck,= Sw. skans, fort, sconce, steerage, < OF.
esconse, esconce, f., escons, m., a hiding-place, a
retreat, < L. absconsa, f., absconsum, neut., pp.
of abscondere (reg. pp. absconditus), hide: see
abscond. Cf sconce*, from the same source.]
1. A cover; a shelter; a protection; specifi-
cally, a screen or partition to cover or protect
anything; a shed or hut for protection from
the weather; a covered stall.

If you consider me in little, I

Am, with your worship's reverence, sir, a rascal
;

One that, upon the next anger of your brother,
Must raise a sconce by the highway, and sell switches.

Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, v. 3.

The great pine at the root of which she was sitting
was broken off just above her head, and blown to the
ground ; and, by its fall, enclosed her in an impenetrable
sconce, under which alone in the general wreck could her
life h:ive been preserved. S. Jitdd, Margaret, i. 16.

scone

2. A work for defense, detached from the
main works for some local object; a bulwark;
a block-house

;
a fort, as for the defense of a

pass or river.

Basilius . . . now had better fortified the overthrown
sconce. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Tush, my Lords, why stand you upon terms?
Let us to our sconce, and you, my Lord, to Mexico.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

No sconce or fortress of his raising was ever known
either to have bin forc'd, or yielded up, or quitted.

MUt'in, Hist. Eng., ii.

They took possession, at once, of a stone sconce called
the Mill-Fort, which was guarded by flfty men.

Motley, Hist. Netherlands, II. 11.

3. A cover or protection for the head; a head-

piece; a helmet.
An you use these blows long, I must get a sconce for my

head, and insconce it too. Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 37.

Hence 4. The head; the skull; the cranium,
especially the top of it. [Colloq.]
To knock him about the sconce with a dirty shovel.

. SAa*., Hamlet, v. i. 110.

Though we might take advantage of shade, and even
form it with upraised hands, we must by no means cover
our sconces. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 357.

5. Brains; sense; wits; judgment or discre-
tion.

Which their dull sconses cannot eas'ly reach.
Dr. H. More, Psychozoia, iii. 13.

6. A mulct
;
a fine. See sconce2 , v. t., 3.

When I was at Oriel, some dozen years ago. sconces were
the fines, of a few pence, inflicted in the "gate-bill" upon
undergraduates who "knocked-in

"
after Tom had tolled

his hundred-and-one strokes. 1 he word was traditionally
supposed to be derived from the candlestick, or sconce,
which the porter used to light him while opening the
door. N. and Q., Bth ser., XII. 523.

7. A seat in old-fashioned open chimney-places ;

a chimney-seat. [Scotland and the north of

Eng.] 8. A fragment of an ice-floe.

As the sconce moved rapidly close alongside us, McGary
managed to plant an anchor on its slope and hold on to it

by a whale-line. Kane, Sec. Grinn. E.\p., I. 72.

To build a sconcet, to run up a bill for something, and
decamp without paying ; dodge ; defraud

; cheat.

These youths have been playing a small game, cribbing
from the till, and building sconces, and such like tricks that
there was no taking hold of. Johnston, Chrysal, xxviii.

A lieutenant and ensign whom once I admitted upon
trust . . . built a sconce, and left me in the lurch.

Tom Brown, Works, ii. 282. (Domes.)

sconce2 (skons), v. t.; pret. and pp. sconced,
ppr. sconcing. [< sconce2

, .] 1. To fortify or
defend with a sconce or block-house.

They set upon the town of .Tor, for that was sconced

[palisaded] and compassed about with wooden stakes, most
of the houses being of straw.

Linschoten, Diary, 1594 (Arber's Eng. Garner, III. 328).

[(Daisies.)

2. Same as ensconce.

I'll sconce me even here. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 4.

3. To assess or tax at so much per head; mulct;
fine

; specifically, in the universities of Oxford
and Cambridge, to put the name of in the col-

lege buttery-books by way of fine
;
mulct in a

tankard of ale or the like for some offense. See
the quotations.

I have had a head in most of the butteries of Cambridge,
and it has been sconced to purpose.

Shirley, Witty Fair One, IT. 2.

Arist. . . . Drinking college tap-lash . . . will let them
have no more learning than they size, nor a drop of wit
more than the butler sets on their heads.
2d Schol. 'Twere charity in him to sconce 'em soundly ;

they would have but a poor quantum else.

Randolph, Aristippus (Works, ed. Hazlitt, 1875, p. 14).

During my residence at Brasenose say 1835-1840 1

remember the college cook, being sent for from t he kitchen,
appearing in the hall in his white jacket and paper cap,
and being sconced a guinea by the vice-principal at the
high table, on the complaint of some bachelor or under-
graduate members of the college, for having sent to table
meat in an unfit state, or some such culinary delinquency.

W. E. Buckley, N. and Q., 7th ser., I. 216.

SCOncheon (skon'shon), H. [Also scuncJieon,
silt/inch: see sconce2

."]
In arcJi., the part of

the side of an aperture from the back of the

jamb or reveal to the interior of the wall.
QvUt.
SCOne (skon), n. [Also scon, skon ; prob. < Gael.

sgonn, a shapeless mass, a block of wood, etc.]
A soft cake (resembling the biscuit of the Unit-
ed States, but of various shapes and sizes) made
from dough of barley-meal or of wheat-flour,
raised with bicarbonate of soda or with yeast,
and "fired" on a griddle. [Scotch.]

Leeze roe on thee, John Barleycorn,
Thou king o' grain !

On thee aft Scotland chows her cood,
In souple scones, the wale o' food !

Burns, Scotch Drink.



scone

Hoo mony men, when on parade, or when singin' sangs
aboot the war. arc gran' hands, but wha lie flat as scones

on the grass when they see the cauld iron !

A". Macleod, The Starling, 11.

SCOnner, r. and . See scunner.

sconset, . and v. An obsolete spelling of

sconce1
, sconce2 .

scoolt, An earlier spelling of school'1 ,
school^.

SCOOn (skon), v. i. [A var. of Se. and E. dial.

sain, scon: see -sewn2.] I. intrans. To skim

along, as a vessel on the water. See schooner.

[Prov. or colloq.]
II. trans. To cause (flat stones) to skip or

skim on the surface of water. [Scotch and
New Eng.]
scoop (skop), n. [< ME. scope, slope, skoupe =
MD. schoepe, schuppe, a scoop, shovel, D. scliop,
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Love scooped this boat, and with soft motion

Piloted it round the circumfluous ocean.

Shelley, Witch of Atlas, xxxiii.

5. To take with a dredge, as oysters; dredge.
[U. S.] 6. In newspaper slang, to get the
better of (a rival or rivals) by securing and

publishing a piece of news in advance of it or

thorn
; get a "beat" oh. See scoop, n., 8.

II. intrans. 1. To use a scoop; dredge, as

for oysters. [U. S.] 2. To feed; take food,
as the right or whalebone whale. See scoop-
ing, n. [Sailors' slang.]

Again, the whale may be scooping or feeding a more
horrible Bight has never been witnessed ashore or afloat

than a large right whale with contracted upper lips, ex-

posing the long layers of baleen, taking his food.
Fisheries oj U. S., V. ii. 264.

,..__J._, j-f ~, r, - --j - __ x. Scooping avoset. See avoset, l.

a spade (schoppen, spades at cards), = MLG.
scooper (sk6'per). n. [< scoop, v., + -er1.] 1.

schuppe, LG. schuppe (> G. schuppe), a shovel, On/who or &at which scoops; specifically, a
also a spade at cards, = Sw. skopa, a scoop;
cf. G. schopfe, a scoop, ladle, schoppen, a pint
measure

; perhaps connected with shove, shmel.

Some compare Gr. <r/d'0of, a cup, O-KO^OC, a hol-

low vessel, < andirTctv, dig : see shave. In senses

6-8 from the verb.] 1 . A utensil like a shovel,
but having a short handle and a deep hollow

receptacle capable of holding various small ar-

ticles. Especially (a) A large shovel for grain. (6) A
small shovel of tin-plate for taking flour, sugar, etc., from
the barrel, (c) A bankei*' shovel for taking coin from a

drawer, used where checks are commonly paid in specie.

(d) A kind of light dredge used in scooping or dredging
oysters ; a scraper.

tool used by engravers on wood for cleaning
out the white parts of a block. It somewhat
resembles a small chisel, but is rounded under-
neath instead of being flat. 2. The scooping
avoset: so called from the peculiar shape of

the bill.

icooping (sk8'ping), n. [Verbaln. of
scoopj t'.]

The action of the right whale when feeding.
When it gets Into a patch of feed or brit (which resembles
sawdust on the surface of the water), it goes through it

with only the head out and the mouth wide open. As
soon as a mouthful of water is obtained, the whale closes
its lips and ejects the water through the layers of baleen,
the feed being left in the mouth and throat. [Sailors'

Hence 2. A coal-scuttle. [Eng.] 3. Aba- slang.]

sin-like cavity, natural or artificial ;
a hollow, scoop-net (skop'net), i. 1. A net so formed

Some had lain in the scoop of the rock,
With glittering ising stars inlaid.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay.

The conduits round the gardens sing,
And meet in scoops of milk-white stone.

D. 0. Rossetti, Dant* at Verona.

as to sweep the bottom of a river, when in use
it is allowed to trail in the rear of the boats, which are

permitted to drift slowly down the stream.

2. A form of net used to bail out fish collected

in a pound; also, a small hand-net, used for

catching bait
;
a scap-net.

Of a sudden, in a scoop of sand, with the rushes over- gcoop-wheel (skOp'hwel), n. A wheel made
hanging, I came on those two little dears, fast asleep.

R. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, x.

4. An instrument used in hollowing out any-
thing, or in removing something out of a hol-

low or so as to leave a hollow: as, a cheese-scoop.
Specifically (o) A spoon-shaped surgical instrument for

extracting foreign bodies, as a bullet from a wound, etc.

like an overshot water-wheel, with buckets

upon its circumference. This, being turned by a

steam-engine or other means, is employed to scoop up the

water in which the lower part dips and raise it to a height
equal to the diameter of the wheel, when the buckets,

turning over, deposit the water in a trough or reservoir

prepared to receive it. Such wheels are sometimes used
for Irrigating land. Compare tympanum.

(6) An implement for cutting eyes from potatoes, the core '

apples, or the like, (c) The bucket of a dredging-ma- BCOOt1
(skot), 1). [A var. of shoot. Cf .from i ,

chine.

5. The vizor or peak of a cap. [Scotland.]
6. A big haul, as if in a scoop-net ; in particu-

lar, a big haul of money made in speculation or

in some similar way. [Colloq.] 7. The act

of scooping; a movement analogous to the act

of scooping.
A scoop of his hands and a sharp drive of his arm, and

the ball shot into Alison's hands a fraction of a second
ahead of the runner.

Walter Camp, St. Nicholas, XVII. 947.

I. intrans. 1. To flow or gush out suddenly and
with force, as from a syringe. [Scotch.] 2.

To run, fly, or make off with celerity and direct-

ness; dart. [Colloq., U. S.]

The laugh of the gull as he scoots along the shore.

Quarterly Rev., CXXVI. 371.

W'en ole man Rabbit say "scoot," dey scooted, eu w'en
ole Miss Rabbit say "scat," dey scatted.

J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, xxii.

II. trans. To eject with force, as from a

syringe; squirt: as, to scoot water on one.
8. The securing and publishing by a newspaper Also skite. [Scotch.]
of a piece of news in advance of its rivals; a scoot 1

(skot), n. [< scoot1
, r.] 1. A sudden gust"

beat," especially a "beat "of unusual success or flow, as of water; hence, a quick, light mo-
or importance. [Slang.] tion as of something suddenly ejected from
scoop (skop), v. [< ME. scopen, < scoop, n. Cf. a confined place: as, a sudden scoot. 2. A
OS. skcjtpian = D. scheppen = MLG. seheppen, syringe or squirt. [Scotch in both senses.]
sehepen, LG. scheppen = OHG. scaphan, scep/ian, gcoot2 (skot), . [Cf. scoter.] A scoter: as in

sceffan, skepfen, MHG. schephen, schepfen, G. the names batter-scoot, bladder-scoot, and blath-

schiipfen, scoop, ladle out; from the noun.] I. erscoot of the ruddy duck, Erismatura rubida, in
trans. 1. To take with or as with a scoop or a Virginia. G. Trumbull.

scoop-net: generally with out, up, or in : as, to scoot :i

t, n. Same as scoufr.

scoop up water. scooter1 (sko'ter), n. [< scoot1 + -er1 .] 1.

He scoop'd the water from the crystal flood. Dryden. One who or that which scoots. 2. A scoot ;
a

Finishing his breakfast of broad beans, which he scooped squirt or syringe. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
out of a basin with his knife. SCOOter2 (sko'ter), n. Same as scoter.

W. Collins, Sister Rose, ii. 3.
SCOpa ( 8k6'pa), n. [NL.,<L. scopa, twigs, shoots,

One attends to keeping the canoe's head up stream a broom besom: see scope2.] In entom., a mass
while the other watches for a flsh; on seeing one he scoops V^JlT, Kt. sm>oifir>nllv ma
it out with a small net attached to a pole six feet long.

* *
,

nairs
.

lll e a
prustl , specincauj , massf

W. F. Roe, Newfoundland to Manitoba, vi. of bristly hairs on the outside of the tibise and

2. Figuratively, to gather up as if with a scoop ;
tarsi

.
or on the lower surface of the abdomen, of

hence, to gain "by force or fraud. [Chiefly col- many bees, used to collect and carry grains of

loq.] pollen which become entangled in them. Also

If you had offered a premium for the biggest cold caught cattodpolleii-briiiih and sarothriini.

up to date, I think I should have scooped the outfit. Scopana (skp-pa n-a), n. [JSL., < L. scopa,
Amer. Angler, XVII. 334. twigs, shoots, a broom : see scopa.] 1. A ge-

The Irish are spreading out into the country, and scoop- nus of pyralid moths of the family Sotidee, or

ing in the farms that are not picturesque enough for the type of a family Seopariidte, having porrect
summer folks. Howells, Annie Kilburn, xi.

fagc jeuiate palpi and short antenna;. (Ha-
3. To empty as with a scoop orby lading ; hence, worth, 1812. ) About 40 species are known, mostly Eu-
to hollow out; excavate: commonly with out. ropean and Asiatic. The lame live mainly in moss. Also

Those carbuncles ... the Indians will scoop, so as to S?
11<

;
d Gemeria-

. ,

hold above a Pint. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins, p. 176. 2. A genus of gamopetalous plants, of the order

To some dry nook Scrophularinex, tribe Dtgitalex, and subtribe

Scooped out of living rock. Sibthorpiese. (Linneeus, 1753.) It is characterized

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, i. 22. by flowers with a four- or five-parted calyx, a spreading
A nir-hp nf tho ohnit hart v,oon r-inTOriir fi.inropri ml four-cleft densely bearded corolla, four nearly equal sta-

woowd: into. a shel ShTDed bower
enlarged and

& ^d roundisn Ucidal capsule with en .

shaped bower.
tire ?alves and ODOoid see()8. There are 5 or 6 species, na-

ma, xiiv.
tlvegof Soutn Americaand Mexico,withonespecies,S.M-

4. To form by hollowing out as with a scoop. cis, also very widely dispersed through warmer parts of the

Scopelidae

Old World. They are herbs or shrubs, with very numer-
ous branched, opposite orwhorled, and dotted leaves, and
rather small flowers, commonly in pairs, either white, yel-

low, or pale-blue. S. dtdcis is used as a stomachic in the
West Indies, and is called street broomu'eed and licorice-

weed.

Scopariidae (sko-pa-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Gue-
n6e, 1854), < Scoparia + -idee.] A little-used

family name for the plicate pyralid moths re-

lated to Scoparia. They have the body slender, legs
long, smooth, and slender; fore wings long, narrow, cloud-

ed, obtuse at tips, and with very distinct markings ; hind
wings broad, plicate, without markings. The family in-

cludes 5 genera, of which Scoparia is the most important.

SCOparin (sko'pa-rin), ii. [< Scpparium (see
def.) + -in'2.] A crystalline principle found
in the flowers of Spartium Scopariwn, used in

medicine for its diuretic properties.
scoparious (sko-pa'ri-us), a. [Cf. LL. scopa-
riiis, asweeper; < L. scopa, a broom, brush: see

scope
2
.] Same as scopiform.

scopate(sko'pat),. [<NL.**-coj)a<s,<L.seqp<j.
a broom, brush: see scope

2
.] In entom.: (a)

Having a dense brush of stiff hairs, as the legs
of bees, (b) Densely covered with stiff hairs :

as, a scopate surface.

scope1
(skop), n. An obsolete or dialectal form

of scoop. Salliuiell.

scope
2
!,

n. [ME., < L. scopa, usually in pi. sco-

pie, twigs, shoots, branches, a broom, besom,
brush.] A bundle, as of twigs. [Rare.]

Every yere in scopes hem to brenne,
And thicker, gretter, swetter wol up renne.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

scope3 (skop), n. [Early mod. E. also skope;
=. Pg. scopo, aim, object, < It. scopo, a mark or
butt to shoot at, aim, scope, purpose, intent,
< LL. "scopus, scopes, a mark, aim, < Gr. ovcomif,
a mark, also a spy, a watcher, < aitoireiv, see, <

onen- in aneirTeaBat, see, view, consider, = L.

specere, see: see skeptic, spy.~] If. A mark to

shoot at
;
a target.

And, shooting wide, doe misse the marked scope.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

2. That which is aimed at ;
end or aim kept or

to be kept in view
;
that which is to be reached

or accomplished ;
ultimate design, aim, or pur-

pose; intention.
Your scope is as mine own,

So to enforce and qualify the laws
As to your soul seems good.

Shak., M. for M., i. 1. 66.

Thy coming hither, though I know thy scope,
I bid not, or forbid. Milton, P. B., i. 494.

3. Outlook; intellectual range or view: as, a

mind of wide scope. 4. Room for free outlook
or aim; range or field of free observation or

action; room; space.
O, cut my lace in sunder, that my pent heart

May have some scope to beat.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 1. 35.

All the uses of nature admit of being summed in one,
which yields the activity of man an infinite scope.

Emerson, Nature.

5. Extent; length; sweep; (naut.) length of

cable or anchor-chain at which a vessel rides

when at anchor : as, scope of cable.

The glorious Prince, whose Scepter ever shines,
Whose Kingdom's scope the Heav'n of Heav'ns confines.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The lawe.

When out to a good scope, from forty-five to sixty fath-

oms, according to the depth of water, let go the weather
bower and veer away roundly. Luce, Seamanship, p. 525.

6f. A wide tract.

The scopes of land granted to the first adventurers were
too large. Sir J. Davies, State of Ireland.

7+. A liberty; a license enjoyed; hence, an act

of riot or excess.

As surfeit is the father of much fast,

So every scope by the immoderate use
Turns to restraint Shak., M. for M., i. 2. 131.

SCOpe4+, r. An obsolete form of scoup'*.

scopefult(skop'ful), a. [< scope3 + -ful.~\ Ex-
tensive

;
with a wide prospect.

Amplo [It.], ample, large, scopeful, great. Florio.

Sith round beleaguer'd by rough Neptune's legions,
Within the strait-nookes of this narrow He,

The noblest volumes of our vulgar style
Cannot escape unto more scopefvU regions.

Sylvester, Sonnet to Master R. N. (Davies.)

SCOpeless (skop'les), a. [< scopc^ + -less.]

Having no scope or aim; purposeless: useless.

Seopeless desire of searching into things exempt from
humane inquisition. Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 81.

Scopelidae (sko-pel'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Sco-

pelus + -idee.] A family of iniomous teleos-

tean fishes, typified by the genus Scopelus,
and admitted with various limits, (a) In Gun-
ther's system of classification, a family of physostotnous
fishes, with the margin of the upper jaw formed by the

intermaxillary only, preopercular apparatus sometimes



Scopelidse

Incompletely developed, no barbels, gill-openings very
wiilL% pseudobranchiK well developed, no air-bladder, adi-

pose tin present, pyloric appendages few or absent, and
eggs inclosed hi the sacs of the ovarium and excluded by
an oviduct. (6) By Oill restricted to Inioraous fishes with
the supramaxillaries elongate, slender, and separate from
the intermaxillaries, which alone form the margin of the

upper jaw, the dorsal flu occupying the middle of the

length, and short or of moderate extent, and with an

adipose fin ; the body is generally covered with scales, and

phosphorescent spots are usually developed. The mouth
is very wide, and when these fishes were brought near or

among the Salmunidse they were sometimes called ^ride-

mouthed salmon. The genera are more than 10, and the

species over 60, mostly inhabiting deep water.

scopeliform (skop'e-li-form), a. [< NL. Sco-

pelit* + L. forma, form.] Having the form or

character of the Scnpelidse ; scopeloid.
Scopelinae (skop-e-H'ue), . ]>l. [NL., < Scope-
In.-; + -<*.] The Scopelidx, in the narrowest
sense, ranked as a subfamily.
scopeline (skop'e-lin), a. [< Scopelus + -j'ne1 .]

Of or relating to the Scopelinse ; seopeloid.

scopeloid (skop'e-loid), a. and n. [< Scopelus
+ -old.'] I. a. Of or relating to the Scopelidx.

II. n. A member of the Scopelidx.
Scopelus (skop'e-lus), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817),
< Gr. o-KOJn/.of, a high rock : see scopulous.] The
typical genus of Scopelidx. Various limits have
been assigned to this genus, some authors referring to it

Scoptlus botps.

many species which by others are segregated among dif-

ferent genera. The name is by some authors replaced by
the older Myctaphum of Raflnesque.

Scopidae (skop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Scopus +
-idte.] An African family of altricial wading
birds, typified by the genus Scopus; the shadow-
birds, umber-birds, umbers, or umbrettes. They
are related on the one hand to the storks or CiconiidsB,
and on the other to the Ardeidx or herons. See cut un-
der Scopus.

scopiferous (sko-pif'e-rus), a. [< L. scopa, a

broom, brush (see scope2 ), + ferre = E. bear1
.']

Brushy; having a tuft or tufts of hair; scopu-
liferous, as an insect.

scopiform (sko'pi-form), a. [< L. scopa, a broom,
brush, + forma, form.] Broom-shaped; hav-

ing the form of a broom or brush
; scopuliform ;

scopulate. Kirwan. Also scoparious.

scopioust (sko'pi-us), a. [< scope3 + -i-ous.]

Scopeful; spacious. [Rare.]
Until their full-stuft gorge a passage makes
Into the wide maws of more scopious lakes.

Middleton, Micrc-Cynicon, 1. 4.

scopiped (sko'pi-ped), a. and . [< L. scopa, a

broom, brush, + pes (ped-) = E. foot.] In en-

tom., same as scopuliped.

scopperil (skop'e-ril), n. [Also scopperill, scop-

pcrell, < ME. scoperelle; < Icel. skoppa, spin like

a top (skoppara-kringla, atop).] 1. A top; a
teetotum. 2. The bone foundation of a but-
ton. [Prov. Eng.]
scoppett (skop'et), v. t. [Appar. < "scoppet, n.,
same as scuppet, n., dim. of scoop: see scoop,

acopel, and scuppet.] To lade out.

Vain man ! can he possibly hope to scoppet it (the chan-
nel] out so fast as it mis? Bp. Hall, Sermon on Ps. Ix. 2.

Scops (skops), n. [NL., < Gr. O-KUI/;, a small owl,
prob. the little horned owl. In the earlier use

(def. 1) perhaps intended, like Scopus, to re-

fer to Gr. aKid, shadow.] If. An old genus name
of the African cranes now called Anthropoides.
Moehring, 1752. 2. A genus of Strigidee, the

screech-owls, characterized by small size and
the presence of plumicorns. (Brunnicli, 1772.)
There are numerous species, of most countries. The
European species is 5. yiu; the United States species is

5. agio, the common gray, red, or mottled owl, of which
there are many varieties. These form a section now called

Meyascops. See red owl, under redl.

3. [/. c.] An owl of this genus; a scops-owl.
scops-owl (skops'oul), . A scops, especially
the small scops of Europe, Scops giu. Yarrelt.

scoptic (skop'tik), a. [< Gr. oxoirrutAf, given to

mockery, < OKUTTTMV, mock, jest: see seomm.]
Mocking; scoffing.
Lucian and other scoptick wits.

Bp. Ward, Sermons (1670X p. 57.

scopticalt (skop'ti-kal), a. [< scoptic + -al.]
Same as scoptic.
Another most ingenious and spritefull imitation ... I

must needs note here, because it flies all his Translators
and Interpreters, who take it meerely for serious, when it

is apparently scopticall and ridiculous.

Chapman, Iliad, xvi.,Com.
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None but the professed quack, or mountebank, avowedly

brings the zany upon the stage with him : such undoubt-

edly is this sceptical humour.
Hammond, Works, II. 167. (Latham.)

SCOpticallyt (skop'ti-kal-i), adv. Mockingly;
scoffingly.

Homer (speaking scoptically) hreakes open the fountaine
of his ridiculous humour. Chapman, Iliad, ii., Com.

scopula (skop'u-la), n.; p\. scapula (-lo). [NL.,<
L. scopitlee, a little broom, dim. of scopa, scopes,
a broom: see scopa, scope

2
.] 1. In entom.: (a)

A small scopa or brush-like organ. Specifically

(1) A series of bristles or bristly hairs on the tarsi (usually
the hind tarsi) of certain hymenopterous insects. These
are well marked on the first joint of the hind tarsi of

honey-bees, forming a part of the corbiculum. (See cut un-
der corbiculum.) The drones of honey-bees and the para-
sitic bees have scopula}, not for pollen-bearing, but for

cleansing the body. These are called brmhlets, and a group
of solitary bees is named Seopulipedes from this character.
A bee's leg so furnished is said to be scopulate. (2) A simi-

lar brush of stiff hairs on the legs of many spiders. In this

case the scopula is usually on the under side of the tarsus,
sometimes on the metatarsus, rarely also on the tibia.

(b) [cap.] A genus of pyralid moths. Schrank,
1802. 2. In sponges, a fork- or broom-shaped
spicule, consisting of a long axial shaft to the

distal end of which generally four slender rays
are attached.

scopularia1
(skop-u-la'ri-a), n. ; pi. scopularies

(-e). [NL., < L. scopulee, a little broom: see

scapula.] In Sollas's nomenclature of sponge-
spicules, a scopulate or besom-shaped spicule
with tylolate or knobbed rays which vary in

number from two to eight; a scopula.

Scopularia2 (skop-u-la'ri-a), H. pi. [NL., < L.

scopulee, a little broom: see scopula.] In Sol-

la,s's classification of sponges, a tribe of dictyo-
nine hexactinellidan Silicispongise, haying un-
cinate spicules in the form of scopularise. it is

divided into 5 families Euretidse, MelKliomi.se, Chonelas-

matidse, Volvulinidx, and Sclerothamnidfe.

scopularian (skop-u-la'ri-an), a. [< scopularia
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to the Scopularia.

scopulate (skop'u-lat), a. [< NL. "scopulatus,
< L. scopulee, a little broom: see scopula.] 1.

Broom-shaped; scopiform or scopuliform. 2.

Having a scopula, as the leg of a bee.

scopuliform (skop'u-li-form), . [< L. scopulee,
a little broom, + forma, form.] Shaped like a

broom; scopulate in form; scopiform.
scopuliped (skop'u-li-ped), a. and n. [< L.

scopulie, a little broom, + pes (ped-) = E. foot.]
I. a. Having brushy feet : specifically applied
to a group of solitary bees.

II. . A member of the Seopulipedes.
Also scopiped.

Seopulipedes (skop-ii-lip'e-dez), n. pi. [NL. :

see scopuliped.] In Latreille's classification, a

group of solitary bees: so named from the

thick coating of hairs of the hind legs. It in-

cludes such genera as Eucera, Anthophora, and
Centris. Also Scopulipedina.

scopuloust (skop'u-lus), a. [< L. scopulosus, full

of rocks, rooky, < scapulas, < Gr. anAiref.os, a high
rock, cliff, promontory ; perhaps orig. a look-

out, < oA-oirdf, a lookout: see scope
3
.] Full of

rocks; rocky. Bailey, 1731.

Scopus (sko'pus), n. [NL. (Brisson, 1760), de-

rived by the namer < Gr. mia, shadow, with ref .

to its somber color. ] The onlygenus of Scopidse.
S. umbretta, the shadow.bird, is the only species. The
cnlmen is carinate, high at the base and hooked at the

tip ; the sides of the bill are compressed and grooved
throughout; the long gonys ascends ; the nostrils have a

Sha.low-bird or Umbrette (SccpHS utubrtn^.

MK'inbranous opercle; the tarsus is reticulate; the toes
are webbed at the base ; the middle claw is pectinate ;

there are intrinsic syringed muscles, and two cseca ; the

plumage lacks pulviplnmes, is of somber color, and pre-
sents an occipital crest.

scorch

scorbutet (skdr'but), n. [< F. scorbut, OF. scor-

biit, scitrbut = Sp. Pg. cacorbitto = It. scorbuto

(LG. scorbut), < ML. scorbutus, scorbatus, Latin-
ized form of MLG. scltorbiik, LG. scliorbock,

scharbock, scharbuuk = MD. schoi-buyck, scJieur-

buyck, D. sehe.urbuik = G. scharbock, scurvy,
tartar on the teeth, = Dan. skorbug = Sw.

skorbjugg, scurvy; appar., from the form, orig.

'rupture of the belly,' < MD. scltoren, gclieun n.

tear, rupture, scliore, scheure (D. scheur), a cleft,

rupture, + b-uyck (D. btiik = G. bauch), belly

(see 6oi(A-i, bulk*-); but the second element is

uncertain.] Scurvy. See scurry-.

The Scorbute so weakened their men that they were not

able to hoise out their boats, except in the Generalls ship,
whose men (drinking euery morning three spoonefuls of

the iuice of Unions) were healthful!.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 692.

scorbutic (skor-bu'tik), a. and n. [< F. scorbu-

tique = Sp. escorbutico = Pg. escorbutico = It.

scorbutico, < NL. *scorbuticus, < ML. scorbutus,

scurvy: see scorbutc.] I. a. 1. Pertainingto or

of the nature of scurvy. 2. Affected, tainted,
or diseased with scurvy ; suffering from scurvy :

as, scorbutic persons.
Violent purging hurts scorbutic constitutions.

Arbuthnot.

Scorbutic dysentery, a form of dysentery which affects

those having scurvy. Scorbutic fever, a name given to

the febrile condition seen in some cases of scurvy.

II. H. A person affected with scurvy.
scorbuticalt (skor-bu'ti-kal), a. [< scorbutic +
-al.] Same as scorbutic. Bailey.

SCOrbutically (skQr-bu'ti-kal-i), adi: With the

scurvy, or with a tendency to it.

A woman . . . scorbutically and hydropically affected.

Wiseman, Surgery.

scorbutus (skor'bu-tus), H. [ML. : see scorbnte.]
Same as scurvy*.

scorcet, . See eeovrge*.

scorch (skorch), v. [< ME. scorclien, scorgeii,

scliorchen, scrochen, scorch
; prob. an assibilated

form of *scorken, in other forms scorclen, scor-

klen, skorclen, scorkelen, scorcneii, scorch, prob.

orig. shrink, < Norw. skrokkna, shrivel, Sw. dial.

skrakkla, wrinkle: see shrug, shrink. The mean-

ing does not suit the usual derivation < OF.

escorcher, escorcer, flay, skin, F. ecorcher, ecor-

cer, flay, skin, fig. rasp, grate, fleece, = Sp.

Pg. escorchar = It. scorticare, flay, < ML. excor-

ticarc, also, after Rom., scorticare, strip off the

bark or rind, shell, flay: see excorticate. The
sense 'skin, flay' does not appear in the E.

word, and the sense 'scorch' does not appear
in the OF. word.] I. trans. 1. To burn super-

ficially; subject to a degree of heat that changes
the color, or both the color and the texture, of

the surface; parch or shrivel up the surface of

by heat
; singe.

What Gaffray with long toth thy son hath don !

A hundred monkes scroched and brend plain.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3551.

So Deuly ther came ow t of the Chirche wall with in forth,

ny ther the Sowdon was, an howge gret Serpent that ranne

endlong vpon the ryght Syde of the Chirche wall, and

scorged the seyd wall as it had be sengid with fyer all the

wey that he wente, whyche schorchyng ys sene in to thys
Day. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 47.

Summer drouth or singed air

Never scorch thy tresses fair.

Milton, Comus, 1. 929.

2. To burn or consume, as by the direct appli-
cation of fire.

He made cast her in to the riuer, and drenche her and
her childe, and made to scorche the knight quicke [alive).

Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 6.

I rave,

And, like a giddy bird in dead of night
Fly round the fire that scorches me to death.

Dryden.

3. To give the sensation of burning; affect with
a sensation or an effect similar to that produced
by burning ; figuratively, to attack with caustic

invective or sarcasm.
The corns of the ordinarie wheat Trlticum, being parched

or rosted upon a red hot
yron,

are a present remedie for

those who are scorched and sindged with nipping cold.

Holland, Pliny, xxii. 25. (Hichardson, under singe.)

To begin an economic discussion by scorching one's

opponent with "moral indignation,' seems a womanish
rather than a scientific mode of procedure.

A". A. Rev., CXLII. 527.

= Syn. 1. Scorch, Singe, Sear, Char, Parch. To scorch is to

burn superficially or slightly, but so as to change the color
or injure the texture ; sometimes, from the common effect

of heat, the word suggests shriveling or curling, but not

generally. Singe is one degree more external than scorch;
we speak of xinyeiny the hair and scorching the skin ; a

fowl is singed to remove the hairs after plucking out the
feathers. Sear has primary reference to drying, but more
commonly to hardening, by heat, as by cauterization ;

hence its figurative use, as when we speak of seared sensi-

bilities, a seared conscience, heat not being thought of as



scorch

a part of the figure. To char is to reduce to carbon or a
black cinder, especially on the surface: when a timber is

charred it is burned black on the outside and to an uncer-
tain depth. Parch has a possible meaning of burning su-

perficially or roasting, as in parched corn or peanuts, but
almost always refers to drying or shriveling.

II. in trans. To be bunied on the surface ; be-
come parched or drieil up.
Scatter a little mungy straw or fern amongst your seed-

lings, to prevent the roots from scorching.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

scorched (skorcht), ;;. a. 1. Burned; parched
with heat.

As the scorch'd locusts from their fields retire,
While fast behind them runs the blaze of fire.

Pope, Iliad, xxi. 14.

2. In zool., colored as if scorched or singed.
scorched-carpet (sk6rcht'kiir"pet), . A Brit-

ish geometric! moth, Liydia adustata.

scorched-wing (skorcht' wing), w. A British

geometrid moth, Eurymene dolabraria.

scorcher (skor'cher), n. [< scorcJi, v., + -er1 .]

1. Anything that burns or parches; anything
that is very hot : as, this day has been a scorcher.

2. Anything caustic, biting, or severe: as,
that critique was a scorclter. [Chiefly slang in

both uses.]

scorching (skor'ching), n. [Verbal n. of scorch,

t\] In metal-working, the process of roughing
out tools on a dry grindstone before they are
hardened and tempered. It is so called from
the great heat produced. E. H. Knight.
scorching (skdr'ching), p. a. 1. Burning; tor-

rid ; very hot.
He again retlr'd, to shun

The scorching Ardour of the Mid-day Sun.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

These rains [of India] were no sooner over than they
were succeeded by a scorching sun.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 371.

2. Causing a sensation as of burning ; sting-
ing; hence, figuratively, bitterly sarcastic or

upbraiding; caustic; scathing.
The first senior to the bat made first-base on a scorch-

ing grounder past third. St. Nicholas, XVII. 945.

scorchingly (skor'ching-li), adv. In a scorch-

ing manner; so as to scorch or burn the sur-

face.

scorchingness (skor'ching-nes), . The prop-
erty of scorching or burning.

scorclet, scorklet, r. t. [ME. : see scorch.] To
scorch; burn.

Ek Nero governede alle the poeples that the vyolent
wynd Nothus scorklith. Chaucer, Boethius, li. meter 6.

scorcnet, . t. [ME. : see scorch.] To scorch.

For thatt te land wass drijxedd alle

And tcorrcnedd thurrh the druhhthe.
Ormulwn, 1. 8626.

SCOrdatO (skor-da'to), a. [It., prop. pp. of scor-

dare, be out of tune: see discord.] In music,
put out of tune

;
tuned in an unusual manner

for the purpose of producing particular effects.

SCOrdatura (skor-da-to'ra), . [It., (.scordare,
be out of tune : see sc<irddto.~] In stringed musi-
cal instruments, an intentional deviation from
the usual tuning of the strings for some special
effect; the altering of the proper accordatura.

The violoncello is less amenable to the scordatura than
the violin. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 245.

scordium (skor'di-um), . [NL.. < L. scordion,
< Gr. aaopSiov, a plant smelling like garlic, per-
haps water-germander, < ampfiov, contr. for

anopo&v, garlic.] An old name of the water-

germander, Teucrium Scordium.
score1 (skor), . [< ME. score, skore, schore, a

notch, score, < AS. scor, a score, twenty (de-
noted by a long cut on a stick) (= Icel. skora
= Sw. sk&ra = Dan. skaar, a score, notch, in-

cision), < sccran (pp. scoren), cut, shear: see
shear1

, and cf. shore1
. For a specific seuse, cf.

E. tally and G. kerb-holz, a tally-score, reckon-

ing.] 1. A notch; a crack; a fissure; a cleft.

Than shall thou go the dore bifore,
If thou maist fynden ony score,
Or hole, or reeft, whatevere it were,
Than shalt thou stoupe and lay to ere
If they withynne aslepe be.

Rom. of the Rote, 1. 2660.

(Sixteenth-century editions have shore.]

2. Especially, a notch or cut made on a tally in

keeping count of something: formerly a usual
mode of reckoning; also, the tally or stick it-

self; hence, any mark used in reckoning or

keeping count.

Score or tallie of wood whereon a number of things de-
livered is marked. Bant, Alvearie.

Whereas, before, our forefathers had no other books but
the score and the tally, thou hast caused printing to be
used. Shalt., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 7. 3&

5408

3. Areckoning oraccount keptbyscores, marks,
or otherwise, as the reckoning for unpaid pota-
tions marked with chalk on the tap-room door
of a public house ; hence, a reckoning or account
in general : as, to keep the score.

E'en now the godlike Brutus views his score

Scroll'd on the bar-board, swinging with the door.

Crabbe.

We reckon the marks he has chalked on the door,
Fay up and shake hands and begin a new score.

0. W. Holmes, Our Banker.

4. The marks, or the sum of the marks, placed
to one's debit; amount'due; debt.

They say he parted well, and paid his score.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 62.

Now when In the Morning Matt ask'd for the Score,
John kindly had paid it tne Ev'ning before.

Prior, Down-Hall, st. 24.

The week's score at the public-house is paid up and a
fresh one started. Contemporary Rev., L. 80.

5. The aggregate of points made by contes-
tants in certain games or matches : as, he makes
a good score at cricket or base-ball ; the score
stood 5 to 1. Hence 6. The detailed record
or register of the various points or items of play
made by players in a game or by competitors
in a match. 7. Account; reason; ground; mo-
tive.

I see no reason for disbelieving one attested story of

this nature more than another on the score of absurdity.
Lamb, Witches.

The habitual scowl of her brow was, undeniably,too nerce,
at this moment, to pass itself off on the innocent score of

near-sightedness. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

8. A line drawn
;
a long superficial scratch or

mark.
A letter 's like the music that the ladies have for their

spinets naething but black scores, compared to the same
tune played or sung. Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxvii.

Specifically, the line at which a marksman stands in tar-

get-shooting, or which forms the "scratch" or starting-

point in a race.

In case of breech-loaders, the party called to the score

shall not place his cartridge in the gun until he arrives at

the score. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 506.

9. In muxic, a written or printed draft or copy
of a composition on a set of two or more staffs

braced and barred together, in a full or orchestral

score, a separate staff is assigned to each instrument and
voice, so that it contains all that is indicated in all the In-

strumental or vocal parts taken together. A vocal orpiano
score is one in which the voice-parts are given in full, usu-

ally on separate staffs, while the accompaniment is con-
densed into two stalls for performance on a pianoforte or

organ. An organ score is either the same as the last or
one in which three staffs are used, as in regular organ
music. A score in which more than one part is written on
a staff is called short, close, or compressed, especially in the
case of four-part vocul music when written on two staffs ;

but these terms are also occasionally appliedtoan abridged
or skeleton transcription. In an orchestral score the vari-

ous parts are usually grouped, so that instruments of the
same class appear together. The usual arrangement is

(read downward) wood wind (flutes, oboes, clarinets, bas-

soons), brass wind (horns, trumpets, trombones), percus-
sives (tympani, cymbals), upper strings (violins, violas),
voices (soprano, alto, tenor, bass), lower strings (violon-

cellos, double basses); but considerable variations from
this order occur. The arts of reading from a full score,
and of transcribing for the pianoforte from such a score,
are among the most difficult branches of musical accom-

plishment. Also partition.

I use the phrase in score, as Dr. Johnson has explained
it in his Dictionary : "A song in score, the words with the
musical notes of a song annexed.

" But I understand that
in scientific propriety it means all the parts of a musical

composition noted down In the characters by which it is

exhibited to the eye of the skilful.

Boswell, Life of Johnson, ict. 66, note.

10. The number twenty, as being marked off

by a special score or tally, or a separate series

of marks
; twenty.

Att Southamptone on the see es sevene skore chippes,
ffrawghte fulle of ferse folke, owt of ferre landes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 3549.

The munday aftyr Palme sonday I cam to Lyon, which
was a long Jorney, xij scor myle and x.

Torkington, Diane of Eng. Travel!, p. 2.

They chose divers scores men, who had no learning nor

judgment which might fit them for those affairs.

Winthrop, Hist. Near England, I. 344.

(at) In old archery, twenty yards : thus, a mark of twelve
score meant a mark at the distance of 240 yards.

Ful flfteene score your marke shall be.

Robin Uood and Queen Katherine (Child's Ballads, V. 316).

A' would have clapped 1' the clout at twelve score, and
carried you a forehand shaft a fourteen and fourteen and
a half, that it would have done a man's heart good to see.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 52.

(&) Twenty pounds weight : as, a score of meal. [Ireland
and West of Eng.]

ll.Naut.-.(a) The groove cut in the side and bot-

tom of a block or deadeye for the strapping to

fit in. (6) A notch or groove made in a piece
of timber or metal to allow another piece to be
neatlv fitted into it.

scorer

The scores are then cut on the upper side of the keel to
receive the floors and filling floors.

Thearle, Naval Arch., g 178.

Supplementary score, in music, an appendix to a full

score, giving a part or parts that had been omitted for
lack of space upon the page.- To go off at score, in pe-
destrianism, to make a spirited start from the score or
scratch ; hence, to start off in general.

He went of at score, and made pace so strong that he cut
them all down. Lawrence, Sword and Gown.

To pay off old scores. See payi. To quit scores.
See (HP.

I'll soon with Jenny's Pride quit Score,
Make all her Lovers fall.

Prior, The Female Phaeton, st, 7.

score1
(skor), r.

; pret. and pp. scored, ppr. scor-

ia;/. [< ME. scoren, skoren, notch, count, = Icel.

skora = Dan. skaare, score; from the noun.]
1. trans. 1. To make scores or cuts in or upon;
mark with incisions, notches, or grooves ;

fur-

row
j
slash ; specifically, to make a long shallow

cut in (cardboard or very thick paper), so that
the card or paper can be bent without break-

ing, as for book-covers or folded cards.

Let us score their backs,
And snatch 'cm up, as we take hares, behind.

Shak., A. and C., iv. 7. 12.

The scored state of the grooves in almost every large
planing machine testifies to the great amount of friction
which still exists between the sliding surfaces.

C. P. B. Shelley, Workshop Appliances, p. -ill.

2. To incise
; engrave.

Upon his shield the like was also scar'A.

Spenser, F. Q., I. I. 2.

3. To stripe ;
braid.

A pair of velvet slops scored thick with lace.

Middleton, Black Book.

4. To mark or record by a cut or score; in

general, to mark; note; record.

Draw your Just sword,
And score your vengeance on my front and face.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 1.

Or shall each leaf,
Which falls in autumn, sc<ere a grief?

G. Herbert, The Temple, Good Friday.

An hundred Loves at Athens score,
At Corinth write an hundred more.

Cowley, Anacreontics, vi.

5. To set down, enter, or charge as a debt or

debtor: sometimes with up.
Ther-fore on his gerde [tally] skore shalle he
Alle messys in halle that seruet be.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 312.

Score a gallon of sack and a pint of olives to the Uni-
corn. Beau, and Fl., Captain, iv. 2.

It was their [the crusaders'] very judgment that hereby
they did both merit and supererogate, and, by dying for

the cross, cross the score of their sins, score up God as
their debtor. Fuller.

6. To succeed in making or winning and hav-

ing entered to one's account or credit, as points,

hits, runs, etc., in certain games ;
make a score

of: as, he scored twenty runs
;
to score another

victory.
She felt that she had scored the first success in the en-

counter. ./. Hawthorne, Dust, p. 159.

In the four games [base-ball] between New York and
Chicago, New York scored 37 runs to Chicago's 31.

N. Y. Evening Post, June 28, 1889.

7. In music: (a) To write out in score; tran-

scribe. (6) Same as orchestrate: as, the move-
ment is scored for brass and strings only, (c)
To arrange for a different instrument. 8.

Milit., to produce erosion of (the bore of a gun)
by the explosion of large charges. Scored pul-
ley. See pulley.

II. intrant. 1. To keep the score or reck-

oning; act as scorer. 2. To make points or
runs in a game; succeed in having points or

runs entered to one's credit or account; also,
to be a winner or have the advantage : as, in

the first inning he failed to score; A struggled
hard, but B scored. 3. To run up a score; be
or become a purchaser on credit.

It is the commonest thing that can bee for these Cap-
taines to score and to score ; but when the scores are to be

paid, Non est inventus.

Heywood, Fair Maid of the West (Works, IL 275).

SCOre2t, '' A Middle English form of scour1 .

scorer (skor'er),. [< score1
, ., + -<r1 .] l.One

who or that which scores or notches, (a) An in-

strument used by woodmen in marking numbers, etc., on
forest-trees. (6) An instrumentfor cutting across the face
of a board, so that It can be planed without slivering. E.
H. Knight.
2. One who scores or records a score ; specifi-

cally, one who keeps the score or marks the

game in cricket, base-ball, a shooting-match,
or the like.

There is one scorer, who records the order in which
contestants finish, as well as their time.

The Century. XL. 20ft.



scorer

The umpires were stationed behind the wlckuls
;
the

scorers were prepared to notch the runs.

Didtent, Pickwick, vii.

Scoria 1
(sko'ri-ii), n. ; pi. scoria? (-e). [= V. -

rip = Sp. Pg. escoria = It. scoria, < L. scoria,
< Gr. aKU/iia, refuse, dross, scum, < on&p (CTMZT-,

orig. "oKa/ir-), (lung, ordure, akin to L. stemm.
Skt. fakrit, dung, AS. seearn= leel. skiirn, dung:
sco Hcnrii, shunt.] Dross; cinder; slag: a word
of rather variable and indefinite meaning, gen-

erally used in the plural, and with reference to

volcanic rocks. See Scoriaceous.

The loose, rough, angular, cindery-looking fragments
[of lava] are termed scoria'. J. W. Judd, Volcanoes, p. 70.

Scoria2 (sko'ri-a), . [NL. (Stephens, 1829).]
A genus of geometrid moths, containing such as

the black-veined moth, S. deolbata.

scoriae (sko'ri-ak), a. [< scoria 1 + -ac.]

Scoriaceous. [Rare.]
These were days when my heart was volcanic

As the scoriae rivers that roll

As the lavas that restlessly roll

Their sulphurous currents. Poe, Ulalume.

Scoriaceous (sko-ri-a'shius), a. [< scoria^ +
-aceous."] Made up of or resembling scoria?;

having a coarsely cellular structure : used

chiefly with reference to lava.

Portions [of lava) where the cells occupy about as much
space as the solid part, and vary much in size and shape,
are called Scoriaceous, this being the character of the rough
clinker-like scoriae of recent lava streams.

A. Geikie, Text-Book of Geol. (2d ed.), p. 94.

scoriae, . Plural of scoria^.

scorie (sko'ri), n. Same as scaury.
scorification (sko'ri-fi-ka'shqn), n. [< scorify
+ -ation (see -fication).~\ i. In assaying, a
method of assay of the precious metals, per-
formed by fusion of the ore with metallic lead
and borax in a so-called scorifier. In this opera-
tion, the Stiver with the gold is taken up by the lead, the

superfluous lead and the base oxids being separated in the
form of a slag or scoria. The metallic mass obtained is

afterward treated by the cupellation process to separate
the gold and silver.

2. In metal., the treatment of a metal with lead
in the refining process. Copper intended for rolling
into sheets is sometimes thus treated in order that traces

of antimony and other foreign metals may be removed.
These combine with the oxid of lead, which rises to the
surface of the molten copper in the form of a slag or

scoria, which is then skimmed off before casting.

scorifier (sko'ri-fl-er), . [< scorify + -er1 .] 1.

In assaying, a small flat dish made of a refrac-

tory substance, used in the assay of various
ores according to the method called scorifica-
tion. Such dishes are usually from two to three
inches in diameter. 2. An apparatus used in

extracting gold and silver from jewelers' sweep-
ings, and in various other chemical operations.
It consists essentially of a large or small furnace with
appliances whereby all combustible materials may be
burned, leaving scorire consisting chiefly of insoluble car-

bonaceous material, from which the contained gold, sil-

ver, or other substance to be separated is dissolved out

by aqua regia or other solvent.

SCOriform (sko'ri-form), a. (X L. scoria, scoria,
+ forma, form.] Like scoria; in the form of
dross, jfirwan.

scorify (sko'ri-fl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. scorified,

ppr. scorifying. [< L. scoria, scoria, + faccre,
make, do: see -//.] To reduce to scoria, slag,
or dross.

scoring (skor'ing), w. 1. Same as score, n., 8.

In the sandstone west of New Haven, Connecticut, the

deep broad scorings can be plainly seen, running toward
the southeast. St. Nicholas, XVIII. 66.

2. In founding, the bursting or splitting of a

casting from unequal contraction in cooling.
This accident is especially likely to happen to cylinders
and similar works if the core does not give way when the

casting cools. E. H. Knight.
3. In music, the act, process, or result of writ-

ing out in score, of orchestrating in some par-
ticular manner, or of arranging for a different
instrument : same as instrumentation, orchestra-

tion, or transcription. 4. In racing, the act of

bringing a horse and his rider over and over

again to the score or starting line, so as to
make a fair start.

He is a very nervous horse, and it required months of

practice before he became accustomed to scoring, so that
he was fit to start in a race. The Atlantic, LXIII. 705.

scoring-engine (skor'ing-en"jin), n. A scoring-
machine.

scoring-machine (skor'ing-ma-shen"), n. 1. A
machine for cutting in blocks the grooves to
receive the ropes or straps by which the blocks
are slung. 2. In payer-box miinitf., an appara-
tus with an adjustable knife which cuts away
from the blank the superfluous material, and
scores the cardboard where the edges of the
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box are to be, so that the material will bend as

desired at these places.
scorious (sko'ri -us), a. [< scoria 1 + -OM.V.]

Drossy; recrementitious. [Bare.]
For by the flre they emit not only many drossy and

scorious parts, hut whatsoever they had received from
either the earth or loadstone.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 2.

SCOrklet, '' t. See scorcle.

Scorn (skorn), n. [Early mod. E. also skorn; <

ME. scorn, assibilated schorn, with orig. vowel

scam, skarn, assibilated scharn, rarely also

scare, < OF. escarn, assibilated escharn, eschern,
with loss of terminal consonant escar, eschar=
Pr. esquern = Sp. escarnio = Pg. escarneo =i It.

scherno, scorno, mockery, derision, scorn, <

OHG. skern, seen, MHG. schern = OLG. scern

= MD. scheme, mockery, derision
;

of. OBulg.
skrienja, scurrility, L. scurra, a jester (see scur-

ril). The change of the vowel (ME. scarn to

scorn) arose in the verb, which became confused
in OF. and It. with another word: see scorn,

v."] 1. Mockery; derision; contempt; disdain.

Among men such as be modest and graue, & of little

conuersation, nor delighted in the busie life and vayne
ridiculous actions of the popular, they call him in scorne a

Philosopher or Poet.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 14.

The red glow of scorn and proud disdain.

Shale., As you Like it, iii. 4. 57.

See kind eyes, and hear kind words, with scorn.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 214.

2. The expression of mockery, derision, con-

tempt, or disdain; a scoff; a slight.

And if I unto yow myn othes bede
For myn excuse, a scorn shal be my mede.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 305.

If sickly ears . . .

Will hear your idle scorns.

Shale., L. L. L., v. 2. 875.

And every sullen frown and bitter scorn
But fanned the fuel that too fast did burn.

Dryden, tr. of Idylls of Theocritus, xxiii.

3. An object of derision, contempt, or disdain ;

a thing to be or that is treated with contempt ;

a reproach or disgrace.
Thou makest us a reproach to our neighbours, a scorn

and a derision to them that are round about us.

Ps. xliv. 13.

Thou . . . art confederate with a damned pack
To make a loathsome abject scorn of me.

5Ao*., C. of E., iv. 4. 106.

They that reverence too much old times are but a scorn

to the new. Bacon, Innovations.

Inhuman scorn, of men, hast thou a thought
T' outlive thy murders? Ford, Tis Pity, v. 6.

To laugh to scorn. See laugh. To take or think
scornt, to disdain ; scorn.

Take thou no scorn to wear the horn.

Shot., As you Like it, iv. 2. 14.

I as then esteeming my self born to rule, and thinking
foul scorn, willingly to submit my self to be ruled.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

To think scorn Oft, to regard with contempt ; despise.

I know no reason why you should think scorn of him.
Sir P. Sidney.

scorn (sk6rn), v. [Early mod. E. also skorn;
< ME. scornen, skornen, assibilated schornen,
with orig. vowel seamen, skarnen, < OF. cscar-

nir, eskarnir, eskernir, esquiernir, assibilated

escharnir, eschernir, echarnir, echernir, achar-

nir, achernir, transposed escrenir, also later es-

corner = Pr. esqiiemir, escarnir, schirnir = Sp.

Pg. escarnecer = It. schernire, scornarc, mock,
scoff, scorn, < OHG. skirnon, skernoti, scernon,
MHG. schernen = MD. schernen, mock, deride,
< OHG. skern, etc., mockery, derision, scorn:
see scorn, n. The later forms of the verb, OF.

escorner, It. scornare, scorn, were due to confu-
sion with OF. escorner = It. scornare, deprive
of the horns, deprive of honor or ornament, dis-

grace (< L. ex-, out, 4- cornu, horn) ;
hence the

change of vowel in the E. verb, to which the
noun then conformed.] I. trans. 1. To hold
in scorn or contempt; disdain; despise: as, to

scorn a hypocrite ;
to scorn all meanness.

Surely he scorneth the scorners ; but he giveth grace
unto the lowly. Prov. iii. 34.

Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise . . .

To scorn delights and live laborious days.
Milton, Lycidas, I. 70.

With all those Optic Miracles I learn'd

Which scorn by Eagles eyes to be discern'd.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 46.

The poorer sort, who have not a Slave of their own, will

yet hire one to carry a Mess worth of Rice for them, tho
not one hundred paces from their own homes, scorning
to do it themselves. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 131.

2. To bring to scorn
;
treat with scorn or con-

tempt; make a mock of; deride.

scorodite

There made the! the Cronne of Jonkes of the See; and
there thei kneled to him, and rimrnede. him.

Mnndevitte, Travels, p. 14.

His felawe that lay by his beddes syde
(Jan for to lawghe, and scorned him ful fastc.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 2<>7.

Think you, my Inrd, this little prating York
Was not incensed by his subtle mother
To taunt and scorn you thus opprobriously?

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1. 153.

3f. To bring into insignificance or into con-

tempt.
Fortune, . . .

The dispitouse debonaire,
That scorneth many a creature.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 625.

= Syn. 1. Contemn, Despise, Scorn, Disdain. Contemn, scorn,
and disdain less often apply to persons. In this they
differ from the corresponding nouns and from despise,
which apply with equal freedom to persons and things.
Contemn is the generic term, expressing the fact ; it is not
so strong as contempt. To despise is to look down upon
with strong contempt from a superior position of some
sort. To scorn is to have an extreme and passionate con-

tempt for. To disdain is to have a high-minded abhor-
rence of, or a proud and haughty contempt of. See orro-

gance.
What in itself is perfect

Contemns a borrow'd gloss.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iii. 3.

No man ever yet genuinely despised, however he might
hate, his intellectual equal.

Maine, Village Communities, p. 254.

I am that maid that have delay'd, denied,
And almost scorn'd the loves of all that tried

To win me but this swain.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 4.

Be abhorr'd
AU feasts, societies, and throngs of men !

His semblable, yea, himself, Timon disdains :

Destruction fang mankind !

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 22.

II. intrans. 1. To feel scorn or contempt.
2f. To point with scorn; scoff; jeer: generally
with at.

Thei scornen whan thei seen ony strange Folk goynge
clothed. MandeviUe, Travels, p. 178.

He said mine eyes were black and my hair black ;

And, now I am remember'd, scorn'd at me.

Shak., As yon Like it, iii. 5. 131.

He scorned at their behaviour, and told them of it.

Oood Sews from New-England, in Appendix to New Eng-
land's Memorial, p. 365.

SCOrner (skor'ner), n. [< ME. scornere, scorn-

are; < cor + -er1 .] 1. One who scorns; a

despiser.

They are . . . great scorners of death.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

Not a scorner of your sex,
But venerator. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. A scoffer; a derider; one who scoffs at re-

ligion, its ordinances and teachers.

When Christianity first appeared, it made no great pro-
gress among the disputers of this world, among the men
of wit and subtlety, for this very reason ; because they
were scorners. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. v.

scornful (skorn'ful), rt. [< scorn + -ful.'] 1.

Full of scorn or contempt ; contemptuous; dis-

dainful; insolent.

Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of

the ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor sit-

teth in the seat of the scornful. Ps. i. 1.

Unknit that threat'ning unkind brow,
And dart not scornful glances from those eyes.

Shak., T. of th S., v. 2. 13".

Th' enamour'd deity pursues the chace ;

The scornful damsel shuns his loathed embrace.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i.

2. Provoking or exciting scorn or contempt;
appearing as an object of scorn.

The scornful mark of every open eye.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 520.

= 8301. See scorn, .

scornfully (skorn'ful-i), adv. In a scornful
manner ; with proud contempt ; contemptuous-
ly; insolently.
The sacred rights of the Christian church are scornfully

trampled on in print. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons.

SCOrnfulness (sk6rn'ful-nes), n. The quality
of being scornful or contemptuous.
scorning (sk6r'ning), n. [< ME. scorninge,

skorning, schornunge, scxrninge, schorning; ver-

bal n. of scorn, v.] Mockery; derision.

How long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity? and
the scorners delight in their scorning, and fools hate know-
ledge? Prov. i. 22.

SCOrnyt (skor'ni), a. [(.scorn + -yl.] Deserv-

ing scorn. [Bare.]
Ambition . . . scrapes for scornie drosse.

Mir. for Mags. , p. 506.

SCOrodite (skor'o-dit), . [Also skoroflite; so

called in allusion to the arsenical fumes given
off before the blowpipe; < Gr. aKopodov, contr.

axApiov, garlic, + -ite*.] A hydrous arseniate

of iron, usually occurring in orthorhombic crys-



scorodite

tals of a pale leek-green or liver-brown color.
It occurs in many localities, associated with arsenical
ores, especially with arsenopyrite ; it has also been ob-
served as a deposit about some hot springs, as in the Yel-
lowstone region.

Scorpaena(skor-pe'na), n. [NL. (Artedi ;
Lin-

nseus, 1758), < L. seorpxna, < Gr. otipxaiva,
a fish, Scorpsena scrofa, so called in allu-
sion to the dorsal

spines, which are capable
of inflicting a stinging wound; < anopmot, a
scorpion: see scorpion.'] A Linnean genus of

fishes, used with varying latitude, now closely
restricted and made the type of the family
Scorpsenidee. The original flsh of this name is S. scrofa,
of European waters. Another is S. parcus, known nspiy-
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SCOrper (skor'per), . [A misspelling of XI-UH-

]><'r.~\ 1. In wood- and metal-work, a form of

gouging-chisel for

working in bol-
losvs, as in forming
bowls and in un-

dercutting carv-

ings, etc. 2. A
scorperxdef.,). pointed, flat, or

rounded steel tool
with a

sharp edge, set in a wooden or other
handle, used by the jeweler for drilling holes
and

cutting away parts of the metal-work
around settings to hold precious stones.

SCOrpiact (skor'pi-ak), a. [< MGr. o/>maKOf,
pertaining to a scorpion, < Gr. ovcopm'of, a scor-

pion: see scorpion.] Of or pertaining to a
scorpion ; figuratively, stinging.
To wound him first with arrows of sharp-pointed words,

and then to sting him with a scorpiack censure.

Hacket, Life of Williams, 1. 82. (Davits.)

Scorpidinae (skor-pi-di'ne), ti.pl. [NL.,< Hem-pi*
(-pid-) + -ilia?.] A subfamily of fis"

scorpion

fishes, typified
. duced by Gill for

Pinulepteriria with the front teeth incisor-like but without
by the genus Seorpis. It was introduced by Gill for

Scor|>ene (Scorfmna

.fool, found in southern Europe. S. yuttata is a Californian
representative known as scorpion or scorpene, also scittjnn :

and other species are called in Spanish-speaking countries
rascacios. See hoyfish.

Scorpaenidae (skor-pe'ni-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Scorpeena + -irfa?.] A family of acanthoptery-
gian fishes, typified by the genus Scorptena, to
which different limits have been assigned, (a)
In Gunther's system, a family of Acanthopteryyii perci-
.formcs with perfect or nearly perfect ventrals, and a bony
stay for the angle of the preoperculum, which is armed,
this stay arising from the infraorbital ring. (6) In GUI's

system, those Scorpanoidea which have the dorsal flu con-
sisting of an elongated spinigerous and short arthropterous
section; well-developed thoracic orpost-thoracic ventrals;
head moderately compressed ; branchial apertures extend-
ing forward and not separated by an isthmus ; and a dor-
sadiform (or nuchadiforra) trunk. The scorpcenoids re-
semble percoids, having the body oblong, more or less
compressed, with usually large head and wide terminal
mouth, and ridges or spines on the top and also on the
opercles. A bony stay extends from the suborbltal to the
preopercle ; the gill-slits are wide

;
the scales are ctenoid

(sometimes cycloid); and the lateral line is single. The
ventrals are thoracic, with one spine and typically five

rays ; the dorsal is rather long with numerous (from eight
to sixteen) spines and about as many soft rays ; the anal
is rather short, with three spines and from five to ten rays.
The pseudobranchiaj are large, the pyloric creca few (less
than twelve in number), and an air-bladder is present
Over 20 genera and 200 species inhabit all seas; they
are specially numerous in temperate regions of the Pacific
ocean, where they form a large, conspicuous, and econom-
ically important feature of the piscifanna. The northern
species mostly live about rocks, and hence their most gen-
eral name is rockfish or rock-cod. Many are viviparous, the
young being born alive when about a fourth of an inch long ;

some of them attain a large size, and all are used for food
Besides Seorpxna, notablegenera which include American
forms are Sebastes, SeboModes, and Sebastichthys, includ
mg a great variety of rockflsh or rock-cod, mainly of the
Pacific coast, known as rose-fish, redfith, mapper, boccac-
cio, merou, priest-fish, vittva, garrupa, Jtiaum, rather or
rasctera, tambor, coriair, fly-fish, rena. Spanish-flag, tree-

fish, etc. See the generic and vernacular names, and cuts
under priest-fish, rockfish, Sebastts, Spanish-fiaa, cortair
and Scorpana.

Scorpaeninse (skor-pe-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Seorpxna + -ina?.] Asubfamily of Scorpsenidse,
exemplified by the genus Seorpxna, with three
pairs of epipharyngeals, vertebrae in variable
number, and the dorsal commencing above the
opereulum. The species are mostly tropical and most
numerous in the Indo-Paciflc region. Some of them are
remarkable for brilliancy of color and the development
of spines or fringes.

scorpaenoid (skor-pe'noid), a. and n. [< Scor-
psena + -oid.~\ I. a. Resembling, related to,
or belonging to the Scorpsenidee or Scornx-
noidea.

ja^-a-

Medialuna (Cxstosama ratt/ornitHsis). one of the SccrfutiH*.

roots extending backward, with teethon the vomer, and the
soft flns densely scaly. Few species are known. One, Cx-
siosoma californitiuns, occurs along the Californian coast.

Scorpio (sk6r'pi-6),w. [L.NL.: see scorpion.] 1.
In zodl.

,
a Linnean genus of arachnidans, equiv-

alent to the modern order Scorpionida, used
with various restrictions, now the type of the
limited family Scorpionidse. See scorpion. 2.
A constellation and the eighth sign of the zodiac,
represented by the
character^. Thecon-
stellation, which is prom-
inent in early summer in
the skies of the south-
ern United States (where
the whole of the magnifi-
cent tail clears the hori-

zon), contains the first-

magnitude red star An-
tares and several of the
second magnitude. With
the Chaldeans and Greeks
ft extended over one
sixth of the planetary
circle, the scorpion being
represented with exag-
gerated claws embracing
a circular space where
Libra is now placed.
From this irregularity it

may be inferred that the
constellation is older than
the zodiac, which was
formed before 2000 B. c.

Libra, though later, is of
no small antiquity, since
it appears in the Egyp-
tian zodiacs. Its adop-

The Constellation Scorpio (the
Scorpion), with Libra.

II. n. A member of the family Scorpeenidse.
Scorpaenoidea (sk6r-pe-noi'de-ii), n. pi. [NL.,
< Scorpeena + -oidea.~\ A supe'ffamily of mail-
cheeked fishes, with the hypercoracoid and hy-
pocoracoid bones normally developed, a com-
plete myodome, and post-temporals normally
articulated with the cranium, comprising the
families Scorpienidse, Synanceidte, Hexagram-
midee, and Anoplopomidee.
scorpene (skor'pen), n. [< It. scorpina = OF.
scorpene, < L. seorpxna, a fish, Scorptena scrofa :

see Scorpsena. The name for -S. scrofa was
transferred by the Italian fishermen on the
Californian coast to S. guttata.} A scorpte-

A* ,l>.
SyTXa 9uttata - The cheeks, opercle,and top of the head are naked, the breast is scaly, ami the

color js brown mottled and blotched with rosj- purplishand pale olive. It is about a foot long, and is abundanton the southern Californian coast, where it is also called
smlpm. See cut under Seorpxna.

tion by Julius Ctesar in
his calendar made it fa-

miliar. Ptolemy, how-
ever, though living in

Egypt nearly two centu-
ries later, follows Baby-
lonian and Greek astron-
omers in covering the place of Libra with the scorpion's
claws. In designating the stars of this constellation by
means of the Greek letters, the genitive Scorpii (from the
alternative Latin form scorpius: see scorpion) is used : thus,
Antares is a Scorpii.

Scprpiodea, Scorpioidea (sk6r-pi-o'de-a, -oi'-

de-a), i. pi. [NL. : see scorpioid.'] Same as

Scorpionida.
SCOrpioid (skfir'pi-pid),

a. [< Gr. mopmoeitifa,
contr. otiopmwdi/c, like a scorpion, < mop/riof, a

scorpion, + &>f, form.] 1. In zodl. : (a) Re-
sembling or related to a scorpion; belonging
to the Scorpionida. (b) Rolled over or curled
like the tail of a scorpion; cincinnal; coiled in
a flat spiral. 2. In bot., curved or cireinate at
the end, like the tail of a scorpion ; rolled up
toward one side in the manner of a crozier,
unrolling as the flowers expand, as in some of
the Boraginacrse. See cut in next column.
scorpion (skor'pi-on), 11. [< ME. scorpion, scor-

pionn, xcorpiun, < OF. scorpion, scorpiun, escor-

pion, F. scorpion = Pr. Sp. escorpion = Pg. es-

corpiSo = It. scorpione, also Scorpio = D. schor-

l>i(ien = MLG. schorjiion, scliorpie = OHG. scor-

pjo, scorpo, MHG. schorpe, schorp, scorpe, scorp,
G. scorpion =: Sw. Dan. skorpion,<,\i. scorpio(ii-),

Scorpion (Scorpio aftr), seen
from above.

Jt, the chelicerae, or chelate
antennae; the large claws are

cephalic appendages, the next
two thoracic ; T, the telson or

sting.

Scorpioid Inflorescence of Sytnfhytum qfftcinale.

also scorpius, < Gr. anopiriof (later also CKopiriuv
in sense of a military engine), a scorpion, also
a prickly sea-fish, a prickly plant, the constel-
lation so called, a military engine.] 1. In zodl.,
an arthropod of 'the or-
der Scor/iioiiifla. It has
an elongated body: the
cephalothorax is continuous
with the abdomen, which
ends In a long slender post-
abdomen, which latter can
be curled up over the back
and is armed at the end with
a sharp sting or telson, more
or less hooked like a claw,
and connected with a venom-
gland, so that Its puncture in-
flicts a poisoned wound. (See
also cuts under Buthw and
Scorpionida.) The sting of
a scorpion is painful, and is

said to paralyze the organs
of speech. The scorpion has
also a large pair of nippers
in front, like the great claws
of a lobster, and the whole
figure is suggestive of a little

lobster.an inch orafew inches
long. Scorpions abound in

tropical and warm temperate
countries. In the former
they attain the maximum
size of 8 or 10 inches, and are

veryformidable. Theycom-
monly lurk in dark retreats,
as under stones and logs, and
are particularly active at
night. They are carnivorous chelate pedipa] pi fcr*ycephaio.
and predaceous ; they seize thorax ; the first two legs are

theirpreywiththeirnippers,
"

and sting It to death. Scor-

pions are justly dreaded, but
some popular beliefs respecting them have no foundation
in fact, as that when the creature is surrounded by fire it

stings itself to death rather than be burned, or that some
fluid extracted from a scorpion will cure its sting.
Thes is the scorpioun thet maketh uayr mid the heauede,

and enueyineth mid the tayle.

Ayenbtte of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 62.

I lykne her to the scorpioun,
That is a fals flatering beste ;

For with his hede he maketh feste,
But al amyd his flateringe
With his tayle he wol stinge
And envenyme.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 636.

And though I once despair'd of woman, now
I find they relish much of scorpions,
For both have stings, and both can hurt and cure too.

Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, v. 6.

Tis true, a scorpion's oil is said
To cure the wounds the vermin made

5. Butter, Hudibras, III. ii. 1020.

Hence 2. Some creature likened to or mis-
taken for a scorpion, and poisonous or supposed
to be so. (a) A false scorpion ; any member of the Pseu-
doscorpiones. Among these arachnidans, belonging to the
same class as the true scorpion, but to a different order, the
members of the genus Chelifer are known as book-scorpions.
(See Cheliferidas, and cut under Pseudoscorpiones.) Those
called whip-scorpions are of the family Thelyphonida.
(See cut under Pedipolpi.) Closely related to these, and
sometimes sharing the name, are the Phrynidse. (See cut
under Phrynidx.) (b) Centipeds and tarantulas are often
confounded in the popular mind with scorpions, as are
also (c) various small lizards, in the latter case probably
from the habit some of them have of carrying their tails

up. Thus, in the United States, some harmless lizards or
skinks, as of the genera Sceloporos and Evmtces, are com-
monly called scorpions, (d) Same as scorpion-bug.
3. In iclith., a scorpion-fish or sea-scorpion;
one of several different members of the Scor-

psenidee, some of which are also called scorpene
and xculpin. See cut under Scorpsena, and
etymology of

Seolppendra. 4. leap.'] In ag-

tron., the eighth sign of the zodiac, which the
sun enters about October 23d. See Scorpio, 2.

Th' Eternal, to prevent such horrid fray,
Hung forth in heaven his golden scales,
Yet seen betwixt Astreea and the Scorjrion sign.

Milton, P. L., iv. 998.



scorpion

5. A kind of whip said to have been armed with

points like that, of a scorpion's tail ; a scourge,
described as having a handle of iron, or of wood
braced and ferruled with iron, and two, three,
or more chains attached, like the lashes of a

whip, and set with balls, rings, or angled and
pointed masses of iron.

My father hath chastised you with whips, but I will chas-
tise you with scorpions. 1 Ki. xii. 11.

II the people resisted [Reholioam], they should be pun-
ished not with whips, but with scorpions: that is, rods of
knotted wood furnished with barbs, producing a wound
like the bite of a scorpion.

Von Jtantte, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 57.

6. An old military engine, used chiefly in the
defense of the walls of a town. It resembled the
ballista in form, consisting essentially of two beams with
ropes stretched between them, from the middle of which
ropes rose a third beam, called the stylus, so disposed as
to be pulled back and let go at pleasure ; to the top of
this beam were fastened iron hooks to which a sling of
iron or hemp for throwing stones was hung.

Heer crooked Coruies, fleeing bridges tall,
Their scathfull Scorpions, that ruynes the wall.

Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, iii.

He watched them at the points of greatest danger fall-

ing under the shots from the scorpions.

Froude, Caesar, p. 349.

7t. An instrument for grappling a battering-
ram. 8f. A gun whose dolphins represented
the scorpion False scorpion. See def. 2.

SCOrpion-broom (skor'pi-on-brom), . Same as

scorpion-plant, 2.

SCOrpion-bug (sk6r'pi-on-bug), . A large
predaceous water-beetle whose raptorial fore

legs suggest a scorpion; a water-scorpion. See
Nepa.
scorpion-dagger (sk6r'pi-on-dag'

l

'er), it. [Tr.
Hind, bichhwd, a small stiletto with a curved
blade, C bichchhu, a scorpion.] A small dagger,
sometimes poisoned, used by the people of In-

dia.

Scorpiones (sk6r-pi-6'nez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
L. scorpio(n-), scorpion : see scorpion.'] True
scorpions as a suborder of Arachnida: distin-

guished from Pseudoscorpiones : synonymous
with Scorpionida.

SCOrpion-fisb. (skor'pi-on-fish), n. A fish of the

family Seorpeenidx and genus Scorpssna; a sea-

scorpion : so called on account of the spines of
the head and fins. See cut under Scorpesna.
scorpion-fly (skor'pi-ou-fli), . A neuropterous
insect of the family Panorpidee, and especially
of the genus Panorpa : so called from the for-

ceps-like apparatus at the end of the slender
abdomen of the male, and the tendency of the
abdomen to curl like the tail of a scorpion. P.
communis is a European example. See cut un-
der Panorpa.
SCOrpion-grass (skor'pi-on-gras), H. A plant
of the genus Myosotis ; the forget-me-not or
mouse-ear.

Scorpion-grass, the old name of the plant now called
Forget-me-not. ... It was called scorpion-grass from be-

ing supposed, on the doctrine of signatures, from its spike
resembling a scorpion's tail, to be good against the sting
of a scorpion.
Dr. A. Prior, Popular Names of British Plants. {Latham.)
Mouse-ear scorpion-grass, Myosotis palustris.

scorpionic (skor-pi-on'ik), a. [< scorpion + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to the scorpion. [Rare.]
Below the Serpent Bearer we find the Scorpion (Scorpio),

now fully risen and showing truly scorpionic form.
Set. Amer., N. 8., LV. 3.

Scorpionida (sk&r-pi-on'i-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Scorpiones 4- -ida.) An order of Arachnida,
having pulmotracheate respiration, the ceph-
alothorax indistinctly segmented from the ab-

domen, a long jointed postabdomen ending in a
hook or telson, and long maxillary palpi, or pedi-
palps, ending in a usually large chelate claw, or

pincer; the true scorpions or tieorpioncs. The am-
bulatory legs are seven-jointed, and of moderate and ap-
proximately equal lengths. The eyes are from six to twelve
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Diagram of Structure of Seorpionicia: (most of the appendages
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in number. The falces or chelicerse are well developed and
pincer-like. There are four pairs of pulmotrachese. The
long postabdomen or tail is very flexible, and is generally
carried curled up over the back ; the hook with which it

ends is perforated for a poison-duct, and constitutes a sting,
sometimes of very formidable character. The order is very
homogeneous, and all the forms of it were formerly included
in a single family, Scorpionidie, or even in the genus Scor-

pio. It has been divided, according to the number of eyes
(six, eight, ten, or twelve), into Scorpionidte, Telegonidee,
Vejovidee, and Androctonidte, and in other ways. From
1 to more than 30 genera are recognized. See cut for

Scorpionidsp above, and those under Bitthus and scorpion.

Scorpionidae (skor-pi-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Scorpio(n-) + -idae.~\ A restricted family of

scorpions, typified by the genus Scorpio. See
cut in preceding column.

scorpion-lobster (skor'pi-on-lob
//

ster), w. A
long-tailed decapod crustacean of the family
Thalassinidae.

SCOrpion-oil (skor'pi-on-oil), n. An oily sub-
stance formerly prepared from scorpions, and
supposed to be capable of curing their sting.

scorpion-plant (skor'pi-on-plant), . 1. A
Javan orchid, Arachnanttie moschifera (Renan-
thcrn arachnitis). It has large creamy-white or lemon-
colored flowers, resembling a spider, continuing to bloom
long from the summit of the spike.
2. Genista Scwpius of southwestern Europe.
More specifically called scorpion-broom and
scorpion-thorn.

scorpion-senna (skor'pi-gn-sen'
i

'a), n. See Cor-

scorpion-shell (skor'pi-on-shel), M. A gastropod
of the family Strombidse and genus Pteroceras,
distinguished by
the development
of long tubular or
channeled spines
from the outer

lip of the aper-
ture. About a dozen
species are known,
some a foot long,
all inhabitants of
the Indian seas and
the Pacific, as P.
lambis.

scorpion-spider
(skor'pi-ou-spi"-
der), n. Any
arachnidan of
the order Fedi-

palpi ; a whip-
scorpion: a sort
of false scorpi-
on. Those of the

family Thelyphoni-
<!'-'-. with a long slen-
der whip-like post-
abdomen, resemble
scorpions very close-

ly in superficial ap
pearance. The like-

ness of the Phryni-
dse, which have mere-
ly a button-like post-
abdomen, is less

striking. See cuts
under Phrynidffi and
Pcdipalpi.

SCOrpion's-tail (skor'pi-onz-tal), n. See Seor-

pinrus.

scorpion-thorn (sk6r'pi-on-th6rn), n. Same as

scorpion-plant, 2.

SCOrpionwort(sk6r'pi-on-wert),w. 1. Same as

scorpion-grass. 2. A leguminous plant, Orni-

thopus scorpioides, native of southern Europe
and related to the scorpion-senna.
Scorpis (skdr'pis), . [NL. (Cuvier and Va-
lenciennes, 1831), < Gr. rjKopmc, a kind of sea-

fish.] In ichth.
,
a genus of pimelepteroid fishes,

variously limited, containing species of the
southern Pacific. The northern fish formerly referred
to the genus, the medialuna of California, a handsome fish

a foot long and valued for food, belongs to the genus
C&siosoma. See cut under Scorpidinse.

ScorpiuniS (skor-pi-u'rus), w. [NL. (Linnreus,
1737), < Gr. mopmovpof, a plant so called, lit.

'scorpion-tailed,' < oKopnloi;, scorpion, + oiipd,

tail.] A genus of leguminous plants, of the
suborder Papilioiiacex, tribe Hedysarese, and
subtribe Coromlleee. It is characterized by flowers
solitary or few on a leafless peduncle with beaked keel-
petals, and a cylindrical, fun-owed, and circinately coiled
pod, which is commonly warty or prickly and does not split
open, but breaks across into joints containing roundish
seeds with remarkably twisted and elongated seed-leaves.
There are about (i species, natives especially of the Medi-
terranean region, extending from the Canary Islands into
western Asia. Theyarestemlessordecumbentherbs.witli
entire and simple leaves, unlike most of the family in this
last respect, and with small yellow nodding flowers. They
are curious but not ornamental plants ; their rough coiled
pods, called "

caterpillars," are sometimes used to garnish
dishes. The species have been named scorpion's-taii and
caterpillar-plant.

scorset, *' See scoiirse1
,
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Scorpion-shell (Pteroceras lamtiis).

scot

SCOrtatory (skor'ta-to-ri), . [< L. scortntor, a

fomicator, < xeortari, associate with harlots, <

m-ortiini, a harlot.] Pertaining to or consisting
in lewdness.

SCOrtcht, r. An obsolete form of scotch2 .

SCOrza (skor'za), n. [< It. scorza = Pr. excorsii

= OF. escorce, escorsse (> MD. schorsse), F.

rcnrcv, bark; from the verb, It. scorzare = Pr.
escorsar = OF. escorcer, F. Scarcer, < L. excorti-

care, strip the bark from : gee excorticate.] A
variety of epidote occurring near Muska, Tran-

sylvania, in a form resembling sand.
Scorzonera (skor-zo-ne'rii), n. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700) ;

cf. Sp. escorzonera = Pg. escorcio-
neira = F. scorsoncrc, F. dial, escorsionere, scor-

sonere = G. skorzonere = Sw. skorsonera = Dan.
gbononere, < It. scorzonera, appar. lit. 'black
bark,' < scorza, bark (see scorza), + ncra, black,
fern, of nero, < L. n iaer, black (see negro) ; said

by others to be orig. Sp. escorzonera (so named
from the use of the root as a remedy for snake-

bites), < escorzon, snake-poison.] 1. A ge-
nus of composite plants, of the tribe Cicliori-

aceee, type of the subtribe Scorzonereee. it is

characterized by flowers with involncral bracts of many
gradually increasing series, plumose and unequal pappus
of many rows, and many-ribbed achenes without a beak
and commonly without wings. There are about 120 spe-
cies, natives especially of the Mediterranean region, ex-

tending into central Asia. They are smooth, woolly, or

bristly plants, generally perennials, bearing alternate and
grass-like or broader and dissected leaves, and rather large
long-stalked heads of yellow flowers. The best-known
speciesis S. Hispanica, the black salsify, much cultivated,
chiefly in Europe, for its root, which is used as a vegeta-
ble, and has, when moderately boiled, the remedial prop-
erties of dandelion. S. deliciosa of Sicily is said to be
equal to salsify, and S. crocijolia in Greece is a favorite
salad and spinach. S. tuberosa and perhaps other eastern

species afford an edible root. An old name of S. Hispanica
is mper's-ffrass.

2. [/. c.] A plant of this genus.
Colonel Blunt presented the company . . . with excel-

lent scorzoncras, which he said might be propagated in

England as much as parsnips.
Oldenburg, To Boyle, Nov. 15, 1666.

Scot 1
(skot), . [Early mod. E. also Scott; <

ME. Scot, Scott, Scotte, pi. Scottes, < AS. Scot,

usually in pi. Scottas, Sceottas = D. Schot =
OHG. Scotto, MHO. G. Schotte = Icel. Skotr,
usually in pi. Skotar = Sw. Dan. Skotte, a Scot;
cf. OF. Escot = Sp. Pg. Escoto = It. Scoto (<

LL.) = Ir. Scot = W. Ysgotiad E.) = Pol.
Szkot = Bohem. Skot (< G. or E.) ;

first in LL.
Scotus, also Scottus, usually in pi. Scoti, Scotti,
MGr. NGr. 2/fuTof, pi. SKUTOI, a people in the
northern part of Britain, called thence Scotia

(AS. Scotland, Scotta land, E. Scotland). As
with most other names of the early Celtic and
Teutonic tribes, the origin of the name is un-

known; it has been variously referred (a) to
Gael, sguit = Ir. scwite, a wanderer; (6) to Gr.

2/d'ft7f, L. Scytha, Scythes, a Scythian, said to
mean 'wanderer,' 'nomad,' or, according to an
old view, 'an archer' (see Scythian); (c) to Gr.

<7K(irof, darkness (the LL. Scottis, prop. Scotus,
being taken in this view as Scdtus, with a short

vowel) (see scotia). Hence the surname Scott,

formerly also spelled Scot, ME. Scott, Scot, D.
Schot, G. Schott, OF. Scot, Escot, etc., ML. Sco-
tus (as in Duns Scotus), etc., one of the few
mod. surnames orig. tribal or national names
(others are Britt, Brett, or Bret, Briton, Britton,
or Britten, Saxon, Dane) ; cf . the surnames Eng-
lish, Irish, French, G. Deutsch, Deutscher, etc.,

orig. adj.] 1. A member of a Gaelic tribe,
which came from the northern part of Hiber-
nia, and settled in the northwestern part of
Britannia (Scotland) about the sixth century.

2. A native or an inhabitant of Scotland, a

country lying north of England, and forming
part of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland.

That hot termagant Scot had paid me scot and lot too.

Shot., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4. 114.

Scots, wha hae with Wallace bled,
Scots, wham Bruce has often led. Burns.

SCOt'2 (skot), n. [Also assibilated shot; < ME.
scot, scott, < AS. scotscott, sceot, also gescot,
contribution, payment (= OFries. skot, schot,
a payment, = MD. D. scliot = MLG. LG. schot
= G. schoss = icel. skot, a contribution, pay-
ment, tax; cf. Gael, sgot = OF. cscot, F. ecot
= Pr. escot = Sp. Pg. emote = It. scotto (ML.
smtum), scot, payment, < LG. or E.); lit. that
which is 'shot' or thrown in, < sceotan, pp.
scoten, shoot: see shoot, and cf. shot2.] 1. A
payment; contribution; fine; mulct; reckon-

ing; shot.

Vor altherucrst [first] he becomth tauernyer; thanne
he playth ate des [dice] ; thanne he zelth his ojen [own



scot

goods); thanne he becomth . . . thyef; and thanne me
hinc (him] anhongeth. This is thet scot: thet me ofte

paytll. Ayenbite of Inictjt (E. E. T. S.X p. 51.

Specifically 2. In old law, a portion of money
assessed or paid; a customary tax or contribu-

tion laid on subjects according to their ability;

also, a tax or custom paid for the use of a

sheriff or bailiff. Scot and lot. [ME. scot and lot,

scotte and lotte, AS. scot and Uot (cited as hlot el scot in

the Latin Laws of William the Conqueror) ; MD. schot ende

lot; a riming formula, lit. 'contribution and share,' the

words, as in other riming formulas, being not very defi-

nitely discriminated.] Parish or borough rates or taxes

assessed according to the ability of the person taxed :

hence, to pay scot and lot is to pay one's share of the rates

or taxes. Scot implies a contribution toward some object
to which others contributed equally ; Jot, the privilege and

liability thereby incurred. Sometimes in the older writ-

ers /"/ and scot.

And that alle and euery man in y for sayd fraunchee

beyng, and the fraunches and fre custumes of the same

cyte wyllyng to reioyse, be in lotte and scott and partiners
of alle maner charges for the state of the same francheis.

. . . And y l all and euery man of the fraunches of > same
cite being, and w'out y aayd cite dwellyng and haunten
her marchaundices in y same cite, that they be in scotte

and lotte W our comonars of ye same citee or ellis y' they
lese her fraunches.
Charter of London (Rich. II.), in Arnold's Chron., p. 25.

I shalbe redy at scott and lotte, and all my duties truly

pay and doo. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 189.

I have paid scot and lot there any time this eighteen

years. /;. Jonson, Every Man In his Humour, ill. 3.

scot2 (skot), r. i.
; pret. and pp. scotted, ppr.

scottinq. [= OF. escoter, < ML. 'scotare, scottare ;

from the noun.] To pay scot. Jamieson.

Scot. An abbreviation of Scotland, Scotch, or

Scottish.

scotalt, " See scotale.

scotalet (skot'al), w. [Also scotal (ML. reflex

scotala, scotale, scotalium, scotallum) ; < scot2 +
ale.] In law, the keeping of an ale-house within
a forest by an officer of the forest, and drawing
people (who fear to incur his displeasure) to

spend their money there.

Part of the immunity which the outlaws enjoyed was no
doubt owing to the connivance of the officers of the for-

est, who levied forced contributions from them, and com-

pelled all who feared their displeasure to drink at ale-

houses which they kept, this extortionate practice being
known as Scothala or Scotteshale. These exactions were
curbed by the Statute of Fines Levied (27 Ed. I., A. D. 1299),
which enacted that, "No Forester or Bedel from hence-
forth shall make Scotal, or gather garb, or oats, or any
corn, lamb, or pig, nor shall make any (gathering but) by
the sight and upon the (view) of the twelve Bangers, when
they shall make their (range)."

RMon-Turner, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 31.

Scotch1
(skoch), a. and . [Also (Sc.) Scots (=

D. Scliots) ;
a contr. of Scottish : see Scottish.]

I. a. Same as Scottish. (The form Scotch, usual in

England and the United States, is little used in Scotland,
where either Scottish or Scott prevails, and where the pref-
erence for Scotsman instead of Scotchman is still more de-

cided. ] Scotch asphodel. See Tojieldia. Scotch at-

torneys. See attorney!. Scotch barley. See barleyl.
Scotch bluebell, or bluebell of Scotland, See bluebell (a)
and Campanula. Scotch bonnets, the fairy-ring mush-
room, Marasmius oreades. Scotch broom, an Aiueri-

*can designation of the common broom, Cytisus scopari-
us. Scotch cambric, a fine cotton textile, sometimes
white, and sometimes printed, used especially for women's
dresses. Scotch camomile. See camomile. Scotch
cap. See bonnet, 1. Scotch carpet. See carpet.
Scotch catch or snap, in music, the rhythmic figure

usually represented by p"l that is, the division of a

beat into a short part under the accent followed by a long
part; the reverse of the common division, in which the
dotted note precedes. So called because frequently oc-

curring in Scotch songs and dances. It is characteristic
of the strathspey. Scotch curlies, a variety of kale, so
called from its curled leaves. Scotch dipper or duck.
See ducks. Scotch douche, a douche of hot water, be-

ginning at a temperature of 40 C., increased gradually to

45-60 C., and immediately followed by cold water ; more
generally, a succession of alternate hot and cold douches.

Scotch dumpling, elm, fiddle. See the nouns.
Scotch fir. Same as Scotch pine. Scotch furnace, a

simple form of ore-hearth used in smelting lead ores.

Scotch gambit. See gambit. Scotch grass. Same as

Pardgrass. [West Indies.] Scotch hearth, a small ore-

hearth or furnace used in Scotland and the north of Eng-
land for smelting lead ore. The hearth-bottom and all

the parts adjacent to it are of cast-iron. It is very simi-
lar to the ore-hearth in general use for the same purpose
in the Mississippi valley. See ore-hearth. Scotch heath
or heather, most properly, Erica cinerea (see heath, 2) ;

also [U. S.], the common heather, Calluna mdaaris.
Scotch Jewelry, lovage, "marriage, mist, nightin-
gale. See the nouns. Scotch kale, a variety of kale
with light-green lobed leaves which are much curled and
crinkled on the margins ; green borecole. Scotch peb-
ble, a semi-precious stone of a kind found in Scotland, and
used in inexpensive jewelry, the mounting of weapons,
and the like : the name is especially given to varieties of

agate and jasper. Compare cairngorm. Scotch pine,
primrose, rose, saw-fly, scale. See the nouns.
Scotch ptarmigan, the common red game of Great
Britain, Layopu* scoticm. Scotch snap. Same ta Scotch
catch. Scotch spur, stone, thistle, turbine, etc. See
the nouns. Scotch teal. Same as Scotch dipper or duck.

II. a. 1. Collectively, the people of Scotland.
Also Scots, as plural of Scot. 2. The dialect or
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dialects of English spoken l>y the peopleof Scot-

land. Also Scots. 3. Scotch whisky. [Collocj.]

scotch2 (skoch), r. t. [A contraction, perhaps
due in part to association with the unrelated

scutch, of early mod. E. xcortch, whirli stands

for "scartch, a transposed form of xcrnli-li, a.s

xfiirt is a transposed form of scrat, the orig.
source of scratch: see scratch, scrat 1

, scart.]

1. To scratch; score or mark with slight inci-

sions; notch; hack. See scoMiimi.

Afore thy meat, nor afterward,
With knyfe scortche not the Boorde.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 80.

He scotched him and notched him like a carbonado.

Shot., Cor., iv. 5. 197.

Hence 2. To wound slightly.
We have scotch'd the snake, not kill'd it

Shot., Macbeth, Hi. 2. 13.

3. To dock; fine; amerce. [Prov. Eng.]
Scotched collops, in cookery, a dish consisting of beef cut
or minced into small pieces, and stewed with butter, flour,

salt, pepper, and a finely sliced onion. Also erroneously
scotch-coUops.

A cook perhaps has mighty things profess'd,
Then sent up but two dishes nicely dress'd ;

What signify scotcht-collops to a feast?

W. King, Art of Cookery, 1. 21.

scotch2 (skoch), . [< scotch2 ,
v .] 1. A slight

cut or shallow incision
;
a scratch

;
a notch.

I have yet
Boom for six scotches more.

Shall., A. and C., iv. 7. 10.

Give him [a chub] three or four cuts or scutches on the

back with your knife, and broil him on charcoal.
1. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 67.

2. A line drawn on the ground, as in hop-scotch.
Out Of all BCOtcht, excessively. HattmtU.

scotch3 (skoch), n. [An irreg. extension of

scote (due to confusion with scotch 2).] 1. A
prop or strut placed behind or before a wheel,
to prevent its moving, or placed under a log to

prevent it from rolling.

Some bits of old rails lying near might have been used
as scotches, but no one thought of this.

The Engineer, LXVIII. 41S.

2. In vcett-boring, a slotted bar used to hold up
the rod and tools while a section is being at-

tached or detached from above.

scotch3 (skoch), r. [< scotch^, n.] I. trans.

To prop or block, as the wheel of a coach or

wagon, with a stone or other obstacle; hence,
to put on the brake or drag to.

Stop, dear nature, these incessant advances of thine ; let

us ncittch these ever-rolling wheels.

Emerson, New England Reformers.

H.t intrans. To hold back.

For when they come to giving unto holie and necessarie

uses, then they will sticke at a pennte, and scotch at a

groat, and every thing is too much.
Dent's Pathway, p. 74. (HaUiweU.)

Scotch-amulet (skoch'am'u-let), n. A British

geometrid moth, Dasydia obfuscata.

Scotch-and-English (skoch'and-ing'glish), n.

The boys' game of prisoner's base as played in

Great Britain : so called in the north of Eng-
land, probably in allusion to the old border
wars.

Scotch-cap (skoeh'kap), n. The wild black

raspberry. [TJ. S.]

scotch-collops. See scotched collops, under
scotch2 .

scotch-hop (skoch'hop), n. Same as hop-scotch.

Clarke, Phraseologia Puerilis (1655), p. 322.

(Halliwell.)

scotching (skoch'ing), n. [Verbal n. of scotch2 ,

v] In masonry, a method of dressing stone

either with a pick or with pick-shaped chisels

inserted into a socket formed in the head of a
hammer. Also scutching.
Scotchman1 (skoch

'

man), n. ; pi. Scotchmen

(-men). [Also Scotsman (see Scotch 1
, a.) ; early

mod. E. Scotchcman; < Scotch 1 + man.] A na-

tive of Scotland; a Scotsman.
Scotchman2 (skoch 'man), n.

; pi. Scotchmen

(-men). [< scotch2 + man."\ Naut., a wrap-
ping of stiff canvas or a piece of wood or metal
fitted to a shroud or any other standing rigging,
to save it from being chafed.

At sea there is generally an ugly chafe between the
lower and the futtock shrouds, to prevent which good
iron Scotchmen should be seized to the former.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 118, note.

scote (skot), n. [Also scoat; prob. < OF. escot,

F. ecot, a branch or stump of a tree, F. dial.

ascot, a prop, < OHG. scuz, a shoot, MHG.
schuz, G. Kcliuss, a shot: see shot1

.] A prop.
[Prov; Eng.]

SCOte (skot), v. t. [Alsosco<; prob. < OF. *.<-

cotcr, ascouter, F. dial. (Wall.) ascotcr, prop,

Scotist

< ascot, a prop, cxeot, a branch of a tree: see

Ki-iitt; n. The word is usually referred to Bret.

Ki'nii:ijii, shoulder, prop, xcoa:, shoulder, W.
/l.itlir;i<lilii, shoulder, yxgicydd, a shoulder. Hence
later wofV'* 8.] To stop or block, as a wheel, by
placing some obstacle, as a stone, under it to

prevent its rolling; scotch.

scoter (sko'ter),n. [Also, in comp., scooter (also

scoter-duck, scooter-duck) ;
also scoot, perhaps <

Icel. skoti, shooter, < slcjata, shoot: see shoot.

Cf. scoot2
,
scooter2.] A large sea-duck of the

genus (Edemia, belonging to the subfamily
Fuligulinse, having in the male the plumage

Male Black Scoter (<it

black and a red gibbosity of the bill, as (Edemia

niiirn of Europe. The corresponding American spe-
cies is (E. americana. The name is extended to the velvet

or white-winged scoter, (E. fusca or (E. velretina, and to

the surf-scoter, (E. perspiciUata. In the United States all

three species are commonly called coot, or sea-coot, with
various qualifying terms and some very fanciful names.
See (Edemia, and cut under PelioMtta. Double scoter,
the great black scoter, (Edemia fusca.
scoter-duck (sko'ter-duk), n. Same as scoter.

scot-free (skot'fre), a. [< scot2 + free.] 1.

Free from payment of scot; untaxed.

By this light, a cogging cheator; . . . hefurnishethyour
ordinary, for which he feeds scot-free.

Marstm, What you Will, T. 1.

2. Unhurt; clear; safe. In this sense also shot-

free, with the intention of a pun.
They'll set me scot-free from your men and you.

Greene, Alphonsus, v.

I, at whom they shot, sit here shot-free.
B. Jonson, Apol. to Poetaster.

SCOtia (sko'ti-a), . [= F. scotte, < Or. a/unia,

darkness, < atiorof, darkness, gloom.] A con-
cave molding,
used especial-
ly beneath the

eye, as in the
bases of col-

umns between
the fillets of the
tori. It takes its

name from the
dark shadow form-
ed by it. It is fre-

quently formed in

the best work by
the Junction of
curved surfaces of
different radii, or
of curves which are not segments of a circle. Sometimes
called casement (erroneously casemate), and often, from its

resemblance to the groove of a common pulley, trochilus.

See also diagram under base%, 3.

Scotice (skot'i-se), adv. [NL., < LL. Scoticus,

Scottish, < Scotus, Scot: see Scot1 .] In the

Scotch manner; in the Scotch language.
Scoticism, Scoticize. See Scotticism, Scotticize.

SCOtinO (sko-te'no), n. [It.] The smoke-tree
or Venetian sumac, Rhus Cotinus; also, its pul-
verized foliage used as a tanning material.

Scotish, <>. An erroneous form of Scottish.

Scotism (sko'tizm), n. [< Scotus (see def.) +
-ism.] The metaphysical system of John Duns
Scotus (born probably at Duns in Berwick-

shire, Scotland, though the place is doubtful:

died at Cologne in 1308), the most accurate

thinker of the middle ages. His method is the logical

analysis of the elements of existence. His fundamental
doctrine is that distinctions which the mind inevitably
draws are to be considered as real, although they do not

exist in the things apart from their relations to mind.

Such distinctions were called formal, the abstractions

thence remltlng formalities, and those who insisted upon
them formalists or formalizers (Middle Latin .formalizan-

tes\ He taught the'important principle of hfficceity that

Individual existence is no quality, is capable of no descrip-
tion or general conception, but is a peculiar element of be-

ing. He held that the natures of genera and species, as

animal and horse, are real, and are not in themselves either

general or particular, though they cannot exist except as

particular nor be thought except as general. The teach-

ing of Scotism in the English universities was prohibited

liy the royal injunctions of 1536.

Scotist (sko'tist), n. [= F. Scotis'e = Sp. Pp.
Escotistn = It. Seotista, < ML. Scotista, < Sco-

Base of Column (Ionic) of the Erechtheum,
Athens, a, scotia.



Scotist

tux (see Scotixm): see .SVo/l.] A follower of
Dims Scot us. Sec

Dun's disciples, and like dratf calk'il Scotistx, the chil-

dren of darkness, raged in every pulpit against Greek,
Latin, and Hebrew.
Tyudate, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 75.

Scotixts and Thoniists now in peace remain.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 444.

Scotistic (sko-tis'tik), . [< Scotist + -ic."} Of,

jKTtaining to, or characteristic of the Scotists.

Scotize (skot'iz), i\ i. ; pret. and pp.
ppr. fimti-iii;/. [< Scot 1 + -i:e."] To imitate
the Scotch, especially in their opposition to

prelacy.
The English had Scotized In all their practices.

Ueylin, Life of Laud, p. 328. (Daales.)

SCOtograph (skot'o-graf), . [< Gr. OKorof,

darkness, + ypdtytiv, write.] An instrument

by which one may write in the dark, or for aid-

ing the blind to write.

scotoma (sko-to'ma), n. ; pi. scotomata (-ma-ta).
[NL., < Gr. muTufta, darkness : see scotomy.'] A
defect in the visual field.

scotome (skot'om), n. [< NL. scotoma, q. v.] A
scotoma.

scotomy (skot'6-mi), n. [< F. scotome = Sp.
Pg. escotomia = It. seotomia, < NL. *sootomia, ir-

reg. < Gr. an6Tu/ia, darkness, dizziness, vertigo,
< o-Korucjv, become dark, < atctirof, darkness.] Im-

perfect vision, accompanied with giddiness.
I shall shame you worse, an I stay longer.
I have got the scotomy In my head already : . . .

You all turn round do you not dance, gallants?
Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, iii. 2.

Scotophis (skot'o-fis), . [NL. (Baird and Gi-

raud, 1853), < Gr. anArof, darkness, gloom, +
oifaf, snake.] A genus of colubrine serpents of
North America, having carinated scales only
on the median dorsal rows, and the plates on
the head typical. There are several species, as S. al-

leffhaniensis, among the largest serpents of the United
States, but perfectly harmless. The characteristic color
is brown or black in square blotches on the back and sides,

separated by lighter intervals.

Scotornis (sko-tor'nis), . [NL. (Swainson,
1837, as Scortornis, appar. by misprint, corrected

by same author in same year to Scotornis), <

Gr. ovcdrof, darkness, gloom, + opvif, a bird.]
A genus of African Capri muli/idie, character-
ized by the great length of the tail, as in S. lon-

Scotornis longicaudtts.

nicaudus,i\ie leading species, of western Africa.
The genus is also named Climacums (Gloger,
1842) from this characteristic.

SCOtoscope (skot'o-skop), n. [< Gr. morof, dark-

ness, gloom, + amm'tv, examine, view.] An
old optical instrument designed to enable one
to discern objects in the dark

;
a night-glass.

There comes also Mr. Reeve, with a microscope and
scotoscope. For the flret I did give him 5. 10s. . . . The
other he gives me, and is of value ; and a curious curios-

ity it is to look objects in a darke room with.

Pepyg, Diary, Aug. 13, 1664.

Scots (skots), a. and n. [A contracted form of
ME. Scottis, dial, form of Scottish: see Scottish,
Scotch1 .'] I. . Scotch; Scottish: as, Scots law;
five pound Scots. [Scotch.]

We think na on the lang Scots miles.

Burns, Tain o' Shanter.
Scots Grays. See gray, t.

II. n. The Scottish dialect.

Scotsman (skots'man), n.
; pi. Scotsmen (-men).

A native of Scotland
;
a Scot. Also Scotchman.

Scott't, n. An obsolete spelling of Scot1
.

SCOtt'-'t, ". An obsolete spelling of scot'*.

SCOttering (skot'er-ing), 11. [Verbal n. of

"scatter, i\, perhaps a var. of scatter."] The
burning of a wad of pease-straw at the end of
harvest. liu/li'i/, 1731. [Prov. Engr.]
Scotticism (skot'i-sizm), H. [< LL. Srnlii-itu,

Si-olticits, Scottish (see 8cotNh), + -/*/.] An
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idiom or expression peculiar to Scotland. Also
Scot/rix HI.

Scotticize (skot'i-si/.), r. t.; pret. and pp. Xrnlti-

i-i:<-il, ppr. Scottirizini/. [< LL. Srotieitu, Scotti-

cus, Scottish, + -/-e.J To render Scottish in

character or form. Also Scotieize.

Scottiflcation (skot'i-fl-k&'ahon), n. [< Seottify
+ -ication.] The act of Scottifying something,
or of giving a Scottish character or tum to it ;

also, that which has been Scottified or rendered
Scottish in character or form. [Colloq.]
Which Scottiflcation I hope some day to print opposite

Caxton's own text.

F. J. Furnivall, Forewords to Booke of Precedence

[(E. E. T. S., extra ser.), p. xvii.

Seottify (skot'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. Scottified,

ppr. Scottifying. [< LL. Scoticus, Scottictts, Scot-

tish, + -/#.] To render Scotch in character or

form; give a Scottish turn to. [Colloq.]
Adam Loutfut, Sir Wm. Cummyn's scribe, had copied

the poem from an English original, and Scottified it as he

copied.
F. J. Furnivall, Forewords to Booke of Precedence

[(E. E. T. S., extra ser.), p. xvii.

Scottish (skot'ish), a. [Also contracted Scotch,
Sc. Scots; < ME. Scottish, Scotyssh, Sc. Scottis,
< AS. "Scottisc, by reg. umlaut Scyttisc, Scittisc

(= D. Schotsch, Scliots = G. Schottiseh = Icel.

Skotzkr = Sw. Skottsk = Dan. Skotsk), Scottish,
< Scot, pi. Scottas, Scot,+ -isc, E. -ish 1

. Cf . LL.
Scoticus, = MGr. NGr. SKCJTMOC, Scottish; OF.
Escossais, F. ficossais = Sp. Escoces = Pg. Es-
cossee = It. Scozzese (> NGr. 2Korfo-of), < ML.
as if "Scotiensis, Scottish, a Scotchman, < LL.
Scotia (> OF. Escosse, F. Ecosse = Sp. Escocia =
Pg. Escossia = It. Scozia), Scotland, < Scotm,
a Scot: see /Scot1.] Of, pertaining to, or char-
acteristic of Scotland or its inhabitants; per-
taining to the form of English peculiar to Scot-

land, or to the literature written in it
;
Scotch :

as, Scottish scenery; Scottish traits. SeeScotch 1
.

It was but xx scotyssh myle fro the Castell of Vandes-
bires. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 187.

Scottish dance, the schottische. Scottish school.
See schooll.

SCOUg, n. See skugl.
SCOUlt, i'. and n. An obsolete form of scowl.

SCOuld, v. and n. An obsolete form of scold.

Scoulton pewit. See pewit.
scoundrel (skoun'drel), . and a. [With ex-
crescent d (as in thunder, tender, etc.), for ear-

lier "scounrel, 'scounerel, with suffix -el, denot-

ing a person, < scouner, scunner, disgust, cause

loathing, also feel disgust at, loathe, shun
;
or

from the related noun, "scouner, scunner, scan-

ner, an object of disgust, also one who shrinks

through fear, a coward: see scunner, v. and
.,

and the ult. source shun. This etymology,
due to Skeat, is no doubt correct

;
but the ab-

sence of early quotations leaves it uncertain
whether the orig. sense was 'one who shuns or

shrinks,' i. e. a coward, or ' one who causes

disgust,'
' one who is shunned.'] I. n. Abase,

mean, worthless fellow; a rascal; a low vil-

lain; a man without honor or virtue.

By this hand, they are scoundrels and substractors.

Skak., T. H., i. 3. 36.

=Syn. Knave, rogue, cheat, swindler, sharper.

II. a. Belonging to or characteristic of a

scoundrel; base; mean; unprincipled.
"A penny saved is a penny got."
Firm to this scoundrel maxim keepeth he.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 60.

SCOundreldom (skoun'drel-dum), n. [< scoun-
drel + -dom.] Scoundrels collectively, or their

ways or habits
;
scoundrelism.

High-bom scoundreldom. Froude.

SCOUndrelism (skoun'drel-izm), n. [< scoun-
drel + -ism."] The practices of a scoundrel;
baseness; turpitude; rascality.
Thus . . . shall the Bastille be abolished from our

Earth. . . . Alas, the scoundrelizm and hard usage are not
so easy of abolition I Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 9.

scoundrelly (skoun'drel-i), a. [< scoundrel +
-fyl.] Characteristic of a scoundrel; base;
mean; villainous; rascally.

I had mustered the scoundrelly dragoons ten minutes
ago in order to beat up Burley's quarters.

Scott, Old Mortality, xxviii.

SCOUner (skou'ner), c. and n. Same as scunner.

SCOUp 1
(skoup), t'. A dialectal variant of scoop.

SCOUp2
(skoup), v. i. [Also scowp ; early mod.

E. Ki-otipe, scope, < ME. scopen, < Icel. skopa, take
a run

; perhaps connected with Icel. skop)>n,

spin like a top, and with E. skip."] To leap or
move hastily from one place to another; run;
scamper; skip. [Scotch.]

scour

I scovpe as a lyon or a tygre dothe whan he doth folowe
his prayc. Je vas par sanities. /*/>.

That it ne can goe scope abrode where it woulde gladly
goe. Drant, Horace (1507), fo. E. iiij. (Cath. Aug., p. 324).

The shame xctiup in his company,
And land where'er he gae!

Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 194).

SCOUT 1
(skour), v. [Early mod. E. also scourc,

scower, scowre, skour, skoure ; < ME. scourcn,

itcoirren, scoren (= D. schuren = MLG. scliiircii,

LG. schuercn, schoeren = MG. schiireii, G. scheii-

ern = Dan. skure = Sw. skura), scour, prob. <

OF. escurer= Pr. Sp. escurar = It. scurare (ML.
reflex scurare), scour, rub, < L. excurare, used

only in pp. excuratus, take great care of, < ex-

intensive + curare, care for: see cure, v."] I.

trans. 1. To cleanse by hard rubbing; clean by
friction

;
make clean and bright on the surface

by rubbing ; brighten.
Ther the! . . . scoured hauberkes and furbisshed swerdes

and helmes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 313.

Scouring and forbishing his head-piece or morion.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 809.

2. To cleanse from grease and dirt by rubbing
or scrubbing thoroughly with soap, washing,
rinsing, etc. ; cleanse by scrubbing and the use
of certain chemical appliances: as, to scour

blankets, carpets, articles of dress, etc.; to
scour woolens.
In some lakes the water is so nitrous as, if foul clothes

be put into it, it scoureth them of itself.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, 362.

Every press and vat
Was newly scoured.

WOliam Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 293.

3. To cleanse or clean out by flushing, or by
a violent flood of water.

Augustus, hauing destroyed Anthonie and Cleopatra,
brought Egypt into a Prouince, and scowred all the
Trenches of Nilus. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 586.

The British Channel, with its narrow funnel opening at
the straits of Dover, is largely scoured by the Atlantic
rollers or tidal waves. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 63.

4. To purge thoroughly or with violence;
purge drastically.
What rhubarb, cyme [in some eds. senna], or what pur-

gative drug,
Would scour these English hence?

Shalt., Macbeth, v. 3. 56.

I will scowre thy gorge like a hawke.
Marston and Barksted, Insatiate Countess, v.

5. To cleanse thoroughly in any way ;
free en-

tirely from impurities, or whatever obstructs
or is undesirable

; clear; sweep clear; rid.

The kings of Lacedemon having sent out some gallies,
under the charge of one of their nephews, to scour the sea
of the pirates, they met us. Sir P. Sidney.

And, like a sort of true-born scavengers,
Scour me this famous realm of enemies.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, v. 2.

6. To remove by scouring ;
cleanse away ;

ob-

literate; efface.

Never came reformation in a flood,
With such a heady currence, scouring faults.

Shak., Hen. V., L 1. 34.

Sour grief and sad repentance scours and clears

My stains with tears.

Quarles, Emblems, it 14.

7. To run over and scatter ; clean out.

And Whackum in the same play ["The Scowrers"] de-
scribes the doings of the fraternity of Scourers. "Then
how we Scour'd the Market People, over-threw the Butter
Women, defeated the Pippin Merchants."

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 179.

How many sail of well-mann'd ships before us ...
Have we pursu'd and scortr'd !

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 1.

Scoured wool, wool which has been thoroughly cleansed
after shearing.

II. intrans. 1. To rub a surface for the pur-
pose of cleansing it.

Speed. She can wash and scour.

Launce. A special virtue. Shak.,f. G. of V., iii. 1. 313.

2. To cleanse cloth; remove dirt or grease
from a texture.

Warm water . . . scoureth better than cold.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, 362.

3. To be purged thoroughly or violently; use

strong purgatives.
And although he [Greene] continually scorned, yet still

his belly sweld, and neuer left swelling vpward, vntill it

sweld him at the hart and in his face.

Repentance of Robert Greene (1592), Sig. D. 2.

scour 1
(skour), n. [< scour1

, v."] 1. The clear-

ing action of a strong, swift current through a
narrow channel; the removal of more or less

of the material at the bottom of a river or tidal

channel by the action of a current of water

flowing over it with sufficient velocity to pro-
duce this effect.



scour

There is a low water depth of only about 4 ft., but this

Is to be increased by about 20 ft. by dredging and scour.

The Engineer, LXVUI. 452.

2. A kind of diarrhea or dysentery among cat-

tle or other animals; violent purging. 3. The
material used in scouring or cleansing woolens,
etc.

The wool was then lifted out and drained, after which
it was rinsed in a current of clean water to remove the

scour, and then dried. Encyc. Brit, XXIV. 657.

scour2 (skour), r. [Early mod. E. also scower,

scoivre; < ME. scouren, scoren, schouren, < OF.
escourre, escorre, rush forth, run out, scatter,

diminish, = It. scorrere, run over, run hither

and thither, < L. excurrere, run out, run forth :

see exevr, of which scour2 is a doublet. Scour
in these senses is generally confused with
scour1

. Hence sour (a var. of scour2 ), scurry.
Of. scourse2.] I. intrans. 1. To run with ce-

lerity; scamper; scurry off or along.
Hit is beter that we to heom schmcre.

King Alisaunder, 1. 3722.

In plesurys new your hert dooth score and raunge.
Paston Letters, III. 185.

The Moon was kind, and as we scoured by
Shew'd us the Deed whereby the great Creator
Instated her in that large Monarchy.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 101.

2. To rove or range for the purpose of sweep-
ing or taking something.
Barbarossa, scouring along the coast of Italy, struck an

exceeding terror into the minds of the citizens of Borne.

Knolles, Hist. Turks.

II. trans. To run quickly over or along, espe-

cially in quest or as if in quest of something.
Not so, when swift Camilla scours the plain.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 372.

We ventured out in parties to scour the adjacent coun-

try. B. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 235.

scourage (skour'aj), n. [< scour1 + -fl</e.] Ref-
use water after cleaning or scouring.
scourer 1

(skour'er), n. [< scour 1 + -cr1.] 1.

One who scours or cleans by rubbing or wash-

ing. 2. A form of grain-cleaner in which

smut, dust, etc., are removed from the berry
by a rubbing action. E. H. Knight. 3. A
drastic cathartic.

scourer2! (skour'er), . [Early mod. E. also

scowerer ; < ME. "scourer, scorer; < scour2 +
-er1 .] 1. One who runs with speed. 2. One
who scours or roams the streets by night; a

rover, robber, or footpad; specifically, one of

a band of young scamps who, in the latter half

of the seventeenth century, roamed the streets

of London and committed various kinds of mis-
chief.

Bullies and scowerers of a long standing.
Steele, Spectator, No. 324.

Who has not heard the scowerer's midnight fame ?

Who has not trembled at the Mohock's name?
Gay, Trivia, iii. 325.

scourge (skerj), n. [< ME. scourge, scourge,
scorge, scurge, schorge, schurge, < OF. escorge,

escurge, = It. scoreggia, a whip, scourge ;
cf.

the deriv. OF. escorgie, escurgie, escourgee, a

whip, scourge, thong, latchet, F. escourgee, a

scourge ; prob. < L. ex- intensive 4- corrigia, a

thong, latchet for a shoe, LL. rein, < corrigere,
make straight: see correct. In this view the
Olt. scoriata, scoriada, Henrietta, sctiriada, It.

scoriada, a whipping, a whip, scourge, is unre-

lated, being connected with scorin, a whip, sco-

riare, whip, lit.
'

flay,' < L. excoriare, flay: see ex-

coriate."] 1. A whip for the infliction of pain
or punishment; a lash. See flagellwn, 1.

A scourge; flageum, flagellum. Cath. Ang., p. 324.

In hys sermon at on tyme he had a balys in hys hond, a
nother tyme a schorge, the iijde tyme a Crowne of thorne.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 3.

And when he had made a scourge of small cords, he
drove them all out of the temple. John ii. 15.

Hence 2. A punishment; a punitive afflic-

tion; any means of inflicting punishment,
vengeance, or suffering.
Famine and plague . . . are sent as scourges for amend-

ment. . 2 Esd. xvi. 19.

Wars are the scourge of God for sin.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 41.

3. One who or that which greatly afflicts, har-

asses, or destroys.
The Nations which God hath made use of for a scourge

to others have been remarkable for nothing so much as
for the vertues opposite to the most prevailing vices

among those who were overcome by them.

Stttlingfleet, Sermons, I. x.

scourge (skerj), v. t.
; pret. and pp. scourged,

ppr. scourging. [< ME. scourgen, scorgen,
schorgen, < OF. escorgier, esconrgier, eseorjier.

whip, < escorge, a whip : see scourge, n.] 1. To
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whip with a scourge ;
lash

; apply the scourge
to.

A philosophre upon a tyme . . . broghte a yerde to

scour(g)e with the child. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

From thens we went vnto ye hous of Pylate, in ye
whiche our Sauyoure was ncorged, betyn, crowned with
thorne. Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 29.

Is it lawful for you to scourge a man that is a Roman ?

Acts xxii. 25.

2. To punish with severity; chastise or cor-

rect
;
afflict for sins or faults, and for the pur-

pose of correction.
Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and scouri/eth

every son whom he receiveth. Heb. xii. 6.

3. To afflict greatly ; harass; torment.

Bashaws or governors have been allowed to scourge and
impoverish the people. Brougham.

scourger (sker'jer), . [< scourge + -er1
.'] One

who scourges or punishes; specifically, a

flagellant.
The sect of the scourgert[l. e. flagellants] broached sev-

eral capital errours. .V. Timlal, tr. of Bapin's Hist. Eng.

scourge-stick (skerj'stik), . A whip for a

top.
If they had R top, the scourge-stick and leather strap

should be left to their own making.
Locke, Education, 6 130.

scouring (skour'mg),n. [Verbal n. of scowr 1
, r.]

The act expressed by the verb to scour in its

various senses. Specifically (o) In woolm-manuf.,
the process of beating a fabric in water to clean it from
the oil and dirt Incident to the manufacture. The work
is sometimes performed in a scouring-stock or scouring-
machine. (6) The cleaning of metal as a preliminary pro-
cess in electroplating or tin-plate making, (c) In hy-
draul. engin., same mjlushiinj-. (d) A method of treating

grain by rubbing and brushing in a grain-cleaner or

scourer to free it from smut, mildew, etc. (e) In leather-

manuf., a method of treating green hides to remove the

flesh or the bloom. The hides are set closely on a slop-

ing table, and treated with stiff brushes and water. (/)
In angling, the freshening and reddening of angleworms
for bait, by placing them for a while in clean sand, their

wriggling in which rubs off the earth.

scouring (skour'ing), p. a. Having an erosive

action on the hearth of the furnace : said of

slag which is very fusible and fluid when melt-

ed, highly vitreous when cooled, also generally

very silicious and ferruginous in composition.
If the slag becomes more or less of a scouring character

through incomplete reduction of considerable amounts
of iron, notable quantities of phosphorus are ... present
therein. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 296.

scouring-ball (skour'ing-bal), . A ball com-
bined of soap, ox-gall, and absorbent earth,
used for removing stains of grease, paint, fruit,

etc., from cloth.

SCOuring-barrel (skour'ing-bar'el), n. A ma-
chine in which scrap-iron or small articles of

metal are freed from dirt and rust by friction.

SCOUring-basin (skour'ing-ba'sn), n. A res-

ervoir in which tidal water is stored up to a
certain level, and let out from sluices in a rapid
stream for a few minutes at low water, to scour
a channel and its bar. E. H. Knight.

scouring-drops (skour'ing-drops), n. pi. A
mixture in equal quantities of essential oil of

turpentine and oil of lemon-peel, used to re-

move stains of grease, paint, fruit, etc.. from
cloth.

scouring-machine (skour'ing-ma-shen*), . In

iroolen-muHuf., a machine for cleansing the

cloth from oil and dirt. It consists of two large
rollers by means of which the cloth is passed through a

trough containing dung and stale urine. Compare scour-

ing-stock.

SCOUring-rusb. (skour'ing-rush), . One of the

horsetails, Equigetum hieinale : so called on ac-

count of its silicious coating, being used domes-

tically and in the arts to polish wood and even
metals. Other species may to some extent be so em-

ployed and named. /-' ttieinale is reputed diuretic, and
is used to some extent for dropsical diseases, etc. Also
called shave-grass, and, as imported into England from
the Netherlands, Dutch rush. See Equitetwn, horse-pipe,

pewterwort.

SCOUring-Stickr (skour'ing-stik), n. A rod used
for cleaning the barrel of a gun: sometimes
the ramrod, sometimes a different implement.
SCOUring-Stock (skour'ing-stok), n. In woolen-

manuf., an apparatus in which cloths are treated
after weaving to remove the oil added to the
wool before carding, and to cleanse them from
the dirt taken up in the process of manufacture.
The cloth is put into a trough containing a solution in wa-
ter of hog's dung, urine, and soda or fullers' earth, and

pounded with heavy oaken mallets which oscillate on an

axis, and are lifted by tappet-wheels. Compare scouring-
machine.

SCOUring-table (skour'ing-ta"bl),i. In leatlier-

manuf., a large strong table used for scouring.
It has a top of stone or some close-grained wood, slightly
inclined away from the workman so that the water may
run off at the side opposite to him.

scout

SCOUTSe1 (skors), t'. [Early mod. E. also scorse,

scores, xcoss, dial, scoce; supposed by some to

be an aphetic form of discourse, taken in the
sense 'exchange words,' hence 'exchange,
trade' (see discourse, v.). The word seems to

have been used chiefly with ref. to trading in

horses, and prob. arose by confusion from
course*, also written coarse, and the orig.
courser2 , esp. in the comp. horse-courser, which
alternated with horse-scourser : see course*,
courser'2 .] I. <ras. To exchange; barter; trade;

swap: as, to scourse horses.

I know the barber will scourse [the flddle] . . . away for

some old cittern.

Middleton, More Dissemblers'Besides Women, v. 1.

In strength his equal, blow for blow they scarce.

Drayton, Battle of Agincourt, p. 56.

This done, she makes the stately dame to light,
And with the aged woman cloths to scorse.

Sir J. Harington, tr. of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, xx. 78.

II. intrans. To make an exchange ; exchange ;

trade.

Or cruel, if thou canst not, let us scorse,
And for one piece of thine my whole heart take.

Drayton, Idea, Iii.

Will you scourse with him? you are in Smithfleld ; you
may fit yourself with a fine easy-going street-nag.

n. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ill. 1.

[Now only prov. Eng.]
scourse 1

! (skors), . [See scourse 1
, v."] Dis-

course. [Rare.]
Yet lively vigour rested in his mind,
And recompenst them with a better scorse.

Spenser, F. Q., H. ix. 55.

scourse2! (skors), r.t. [Early mod. E. alsoscorse;
< OF. escourser, escorser, escourcier, escoreier,
run, run a course, < L. excurrere, pp. excursus,
runout: see scowr2

,
excursion. ] To run; scam-

per; hurry; skurry.
And from the country back to private farmes he scirrsed.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ix. 3.

scouse (skous), it. [Origin obscure.] Same as

lobscouse.

The cook had just made for us a mess of hot scouse.

K. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 84.

SCOUt 1
(skout), n. [Early mod. E. also spoilt,

skowt; < ME. scoute, < OF", escoute, a spy, scout,
watchman, F. faonte, a watch, lookout (= Sp.
escucha = Pg. escuta = It. ascoltii, scotta, a spy,

scout, watchman), < escovter, ascouter, escolter,

esculter, F. dcouter = Pr. escoutar = OSp. asctt-

char, Sp. escuchar = Pg. escutar = It. ascoltare,

scoltare, listen, < L. auscultare, listen : see aus-

cultate. Cf. schout.] 1. A person sent out to

gain and bring in information
; specifically, one

employed to observe the motions and obtain

intelligence of the numbers of an enemy.
Are not the speedy scouts return'd again
That dogg'd the mighty army of the Dauphin?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 3. 1.

2t. A scouting party.
Mount. What were those pass'd by ?

Kncca. Some scout of soldiers, I think.
M<nit. It may be well so, for I saw their horses.

Beau, and !'!., Knight of Malta, iv. 2.

3t. A spy; a sneak.

I'll beg for you, steal for you, go through the wide world
with you, and starve with you, for though I be a poor cob-
ler's son I am no scout.

Smollett, Roderick Random, xv. (Dames.)

4. A college servant or waiter. [Oxford and
Harvard universities.]
No scout in Oxford, no gyp in Cambridge, ever matched

him in speed and intelligence.

Scott, Fortunes of Nigel, xvi.

5. In cricket, a fielder.

It [the ball] fell upon the tip of the bat, and bounded
far away over the heads of the scouts.

Dickens, Pickwick, vii.

6. The act of looking out or watching ;
look-

out; watch.
While the rat is on the scout,
And the mouse with curious snout.

Cowper, The Cricket (trans X

7. One of various birds of the auk family (Al-

cidie) which are common on the British islands,
as the razor-billed auk, the common or foolish

guillemot, and the puffin or sea-parrot. 8t. In

the Netherlands, a bailiff or magistrate. See
schout.

For their Oppidan Government, they [the I'nited Prov-

inces] have Variety of Officers, a Scout. Bui gmastcrs, a

Halue, and Vroetschoppens. The Scout is chosen by the
States. Howell, Letters, I. ii. 15.

scout1 (skout), v. [< ME. sJcotrten; < scoutl, .]

I. intrans. To observe or explore as a scout;
watch the movements of an enemy.
Ho [the dove) skyrmez vnder skwe & skou-tez aboute,

Tyl hit waz nyse at the nast <fc Noe then sechez.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 483.



scout

Oft on the bordering deep
Encamp tlieir legions ;

or with obscure wing
Scout far and wide into the realm of night.

Milton, P. L., 11. 133.

II. trans. 1. To watch closely ;
observe the

actions of
; spy out.

Take more men,
And scout him round.

Fletcher, Bonduca, iv. 2. (Jlichardson.)

2. To range over for the purpose of discovery.

One surveys the region round, while the other scouts the

plain. Swift, Battle of the Books.

scout2 (skout), v. t. [Appar. < 'scout2 , n., a

taunt (not recorded in the dictionaries), < Icel.

xkuti, skuta, a taunt ;
cf . skot-yrthi, scoffs, taunts,

skota, shove, < skjota (pret. pi. skutu), shoot:
'

Cf. scout5 .']
To ridicule

;
sneer at

;

5415

SCOvan (sko'van), . [Corn.; cf. score1
.]

vein of tin. [Cornwall.] Scovan lode. See ;

SCOVany (sko'vaii-i), a. [< scoran + -i/
1
.] Not-

ing a lode in which the working is not made

easy to the miner by selvages or seams of gouge,
flucan, or any other kind of decomposed or soft

material which could be easily worked out with

the pick. [Cornwall, Eng.]
SCOVeif, . [Corn.; cf. MOMH.1 Tin stuff so

rich and pure as it rises put of the mine that it

has scarce any need of being cleansed by water.
T r/"l_ , ..,.,11 I,',,.. T

scragged

scrab1 (skrab), r. t.
; pret. and pp. scrubbed, ppr.

scrubbing. [Var. of scrap, scrape; cf. scrabble.

v.~] To scratch
; scrape Scrabbed eggs, a lenten

dish consisting of eggs boiled hard, chopped, and seasoned

and pp. scoved, ppr.

scoving. [Cf. scon/.]' To cover or smear the

sides of with clay, in order to prevent the es-

pile of

v ... u- . A crab-apple,
the common wild apple.
scrabble (skrab'l), r.; pret. and pp. scrabbled,

ppr. scrabbling. [Early mod. E. also scrable;

var. of scrapple
1

, t'req. of scrape: see scrape,

scrab, and cf. scraffle, scrapple
1

,
scramble. The

word in def. 3 has come to be associated with

scribble1 (cf. scrawl2 ), but there is no orig. con-

nection with scribble or its source, L. scribere.']

I. intrans. 1. To scrape, scratch, or paw with

the hands ;
move along on the hands and knees ;

crawl
;
scramble : as, to scrabble up a cliff or a

scorn : as, to scout a proposal.
Flout 'em and scout 'em,
And scout 'em and flout 'em.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 2. 130.

SCOUt ;!
t (skout)

skuti, a cave

skuta, jut out
and cf. scout2.']

som, broom, < ysgub, a sheaf, besom (cf . ysgubo,

sweep), < L. scopa, scopse, twigs, a broom: see

scope
2

.']
A mop for sweeping ovens; a mal-

i-ff/r kin. Withals, Diet. ;
Minsheu.

) . [< ME. scoute a, cliff, < Icel.
gcovimte (8ko

'
vii_it ), . [< Scoville (see def.)

formed by projecting rocks, <
8^v

.

fc2
-,
^ hydrou^phosPhate of didymium,

;
akm to skjota, shoot: see shoot,

yttrium^ and o|her TJe ea^h8) found in pink-
ish or yellowish incrustations on limonite at

the Scoville ore-bed at Salisbury in Connecti-

cut: probably identical with the mineral rhab-

dophane.
SCOVy (sko'vi), a. [Cf. scove2 .']

Smeared or

blotchy, as a surface unevenly painted. [Corn-

wall, Eng.]

A high rock.

The skwej of the scoutes skayued [skayned ?] hym thojt.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2167.

scout4t (skout), n. [Also skoutt, scute, skute,

skut (also sclmit, schuyt, < D.); < Icel. skuta =
Sw. skuta = Dan. skude = MD. schuyt, D. schuit,

a small boat ; perhaps named from its quick mo-

tion; Erom the root of Icel. skjota, etc., shoot:
scow'(skou), n. [Also sometimes skow, skew; <

see shoot, scoot1
,
scud. A similar notion ap- D. scfeoHM), a ferry-boat, punt, scow.] 1. A kind

pears in schooner, cutter, and other names of of iarge flat-bottomed boat used chiefly as a

lighter; a pram. 2. A small boat made of

willows, etc., and covered with skins; a ferry-

boat. Imp. Diet.

These Scots vsed commonlie to steale ouer into Britaine

in leather skewes.

Harrison, Descrip. of Britain, iv. (Holinshed'sChron.,1.).

[< scow, .] To transport in

vessels.] A swift Dutch sailing boat.

Where skut's furth launched theare now the great wayn
is entred. Stanihurst, Conceites, p. 136. (Dames.)

It (the alicunde-tree] serues them also for boats, one of

which cut out in proportion of a Scute will hold hundreths
of men. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 698.

scout5 (skout), v. i. [A var. of scoot1
,
ult. of SOOw (skou), v. t.

shoot (< lee\. skjota, shoot): see shoot.'] To pour a scow.
forth a liquid forcibly; eject liquid excrement, gcowder (skou'der), v. t. Same as scouther1 .

[Scotch.] scowert, An obsolete form of scour1
,
scour2 .

SCOUt6 (skout), . [Also written skout; an Ork- scowerert, n. An obsolete form of scourer2 .

ney name; < scouts, eject liquid excrement: scow-house (skou'hous), n. A scow with a

see scout^. Cf. scoutt/-aulin.~] The guillemot, house or hut built on it ;
an ark.

[Orkneys.] SCOWkt, An obsolete form of skulk.

SCOUter (skou'ter), n. Instone-reorking, awork- scowl 1 (skoul), v. [Early mod. E. also Seoul;

man who uses jumpers, feathers, and wedges < ME. scoulen, scoiclen, skoulen, < Dan. skule,

in the process of removing large projections by gcowl, cast down the eyes (cf. Dan. skiule, hide, 1Ktriou
boring holes transversely in order to scale off icel. skolla, skulk, hold aloof), = D. schuilen,

large flakes.

Scoutetten's operation.

They . . . wente their way, leaving him for dead. But

he scrabled away when they were gone.
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 363.

2. To scramble or struggle to catch something.

True virtue ... is in every place and in each sex of

equal value. So is not continence, you see ;
that phantom

of honour which men in every age have so contemned,

they have thrown it amongst the women to scrabble for.

Vanbrugh, Provoked Wife, iii. 1.

3. To make irregular, crooked, or unmeaning
marks ;

scrawl
;
scribble. Imp. Diet.

And he [David] . . . feigned himself mad in their hands

and scrabbled [or, made marks, margin] on the doors of the

gate.
1 Sam. xxi. 13.

"Why should he work if he don't choose?" she asked.

"He has no call to be scribbling and scrabbling."

Thackeray, Adventures of Philip, vi.

II. trans. To scrape or gather hastily : with

up, together, or the like.

Great gold eagles and guineas flew round the kitchen

jest as thick as dandelions in a meadow. I tell
you,

she

scrabbled them up pretty quick, and we all helped her.

a. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 138.

Every spectator can see and count the thirty pieces of

silver as they are rung down upon a stone table, and the

laugh is loud as Judas greedily scrabbles them up one by
one into his bag. <J. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 37.

scrabble (skrab'l), n. [< scrabble, v. Cf. scram-

ble, .] A moving on the hands and knees; a

scramble. Imp. Diet.

scrack (skrak), M. [Var. of crake1 .']
A crake :

as, the corn-scrack (the corn-crake, Crexpraten-

sj's). [Local, Scotch.]
scraffle (skraf'l), . i. [A form of scrabble or

scramble.'] 1. To scramble; struggle; hence,

to wrangle or quarrel. Halliirell. 2. To be
Brockett. 3. To shuffle;

use evasion.

See operation.

-,-.-'

- .T <
.- ,,Tr, TP use evasion. Grose. [Obsolete or provincial

take shelter, hide, skulk, lurk, = MLG. LG.
Jn a]1 uggg

,

uv,uuuCUUCix Uut,i,i. _._... schulen, hide oneself, G. dial, schulen, hide the
i / skrae) n. [Also scraqq, assibilated

scouth (skouthj, n. [Also scowth skouth; per- eyes, look slyly ; prob. akin to Sw. Dan. skjul = "* V
^- V

<

haps <, Icel. skotha, view, look about (skothan, ice]. skjdL shelter, cover: see skeal2 . Hence oil %, ,;.-... a creat drv tree a long lean
a viewing), = Sw. OcMa = ODan. skode, view, 6

.M,,] i illtrms . T? lower the brows as in ^3&*&J5&w3&_-__--, c
>

look about; akin to E. show : see show1
.] Room ;

liberty to range ; scope. [Scotch.]
If he get scouth to wield his tree,

I fear you'll both be paid.
Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 195).

SCOUther 1 (skou'THer), v. t. [Also scowder,

skoldir, overheat, scorch; origin obscure.] To

scorch; fire hastily on a gridiron. [Scotch.]

SCOUther1 (skou'THer), . [< scouther1
, v.] A

hasty toasting; a slight scorching. [Scotch.]
SCOUther2 (skou'THer), n. [Also scowther; ori-

gin obscure.] A flying shower. [Prov. Eng.]

scqutingly (skou'ting-li), adv. Sneeringly;
with ridicule.

1'oreigners speak seoutingly of us.

Annals of J'hil. and Penn., I. 243.

SCOUt-master (skout'mas"ter), n. An officer

who has the direction of scouts and army mes-

sengers.
'An admirable scout-master, and intrepid in the pursuit of

plunder, he never commanded a brigade or took part in

a general action. The Academy, No. 891, p. 372.

SCOUt-watcht (skout'woch), n. [< ME. skowte-

wacche; < scout1 + watch.] 1. A scout or spy.

Other feris opon fer the freikes withoute,
With skowte wacche for skathe & skeltyng of harme.

. .

anger or displeasure ; frown, or put on a frown-

ing look
;
look gloomy, severe, or angry : either

literally or figuratively.
Als wode lyons thai [devils] sal than fare,

And raumpe on hym, and skoul and stare.

Hampote, Pricke of Conscience, 1. 2225.

She scould and frownd with froward countenaunce.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ii. 35.

The skies likewise began to scowle;
It hayld and raind in pittious sort.

Dutchess of Su/olk's Calamity (Child's Ballads, VII. 301).

II. trans. 1. To affect with a scowl: as, to

scowl one down or away. 2. To send with a

scowling or threatening aspect. [Rare.]
The louring element

Scowls o'er the darken'd landskip snow, or shower.

Milton, P. L., Ii 491.

SCOWl1 (skoul), . [Early mod. E. also scoul;

< scowl1 , v."] A lowering or wrinkling of the

brows as in anger or displeasure; a look of

anger, displeasure, discontent, or sullenness;

a frown or frowning appearance or look.

A ruddy storm, whose scovl

Made heaven's radiant face look foul.

Crashaw, Delights of the Muses, scrag2 (skrag),

man ; akin to Sw. dial, skrokk, anything
kled or deformed, skrugeg, crooked, skruggug,

wrinkled; cf. Dan. skrog, carcass, the hull of a

ship; Icel. skroggr, a nickname of the fox,

skroggs-ligr, lean, gaunt; Fries, skrog, a lean

person ; prob. from tho root of Sw. skrukka,

shrink, Norw. skrekka (pret. skrakk), shrink,

Dan. skrugge, skrukke, stoop: see shrink and

shrug. The Gael, sgreag, shrivel, sgrcagach,

dry, rocky, sgreagag, a shriveled old woman, Ir.

sgreag, a rock, are appar. unrelated : see scrag,

shrog.] 1. A crooked branch. [Prov. Eng.]
2. Something thin or lean, and at the same time

rough. 3. A scraggy or scrawny person. 4.

A scrag-whale.
A whale, of the kind called scragg, came into the harbor,

and continued there three days. Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 30.

5. A remnant, or refuse part; specifically, the

neck, or a piece of the neck, of beef or mutton.

They sat down with their little children to a little scrag
of mutton and broth with the highest satisfaction.

Fielding, Amelia, v. 3.

scrag1
(skrag), a. [< scrag1

, n.] Scragged or

scraggy : said of whales.

By scowl of brow, by sheer thought ; by mere mental

application : as, to work it out by scout of brow.

/.
; pret. and pp. scragged,

ppr. scragging. [Prob. < scrag1 , 5, taken as

simply 'neck' (see scrag1 ) ;
but cf. Gael, sgrog,-.-- e rr\ /n n rr\ O \ 1 ot\i o apynvai/ivn - a, i^r nvm-im - "& -~ ~- -v ---- Ollll K*J *WJ* I o^ f v>> wy / j
MV **y "y jML

scowl2 (skoul), H. [Origin obscure.] Old work- the head, side of the head, the neck (in ridi-

2. The act of scouting or spying: as, to be in

scout-ivatcli (that is, on duty as a scout).
ings at the outcrop of the deposits of iron ore.

Some of these are of large dimensions, and

Upon lighting in the tree, this saide, this flie - are ascribed to the Romans. [Forest of Dean,
Being in scuutwatch, a spider spiying me. Gloucestershire, Eng.]

J. Henwood, Spider and Fly (1566). (Hares.) scowlingly (skou'ling-li), adv. In a scowling

SCOUty-aulin (skout'i-a'lin), n. [Also scouti- manner; with lowering brows; frowningly;

anliii, scouti-nllin, and transposed aulin-scoiiti/ ; with a sullen look.

< "scanty, adj., < scoufi, eject liquid excre- scowp, r. i. See scoup2 .

ment (see scoutf), + aulin, q. v.] The arctic scowther, . See scouther2 .

gull, Stercorariiix i><ir<ixiliciiii. Also called dirty scoymust, a. A Middle English form of squcam-
aiiliii, or simply aulin, also skait-bird. See ixli.

diiliii. scr. An abbreviation of scruple, a weight.

cule), also a hat or bonnet.] To put to death

by hanging ; hang. [Slang.]
" He'll come to be scragged, won't he 1

" "I don't know
what that means," replied Oliver. "Something in this

way, old feller," said Charley. As he said it, Master

Bates caught up an end of his neckerchief, and holding it

erect in the air, dropped his head on his shoulder, and

jerked a curious sound through his teeth ; thereby indi-

cating by a lively pantomimic representation that scrag-

ging and hanging were one and the same thing.
Dickens. Oliver Twist, xviii

scragged (skrag'ed), fl. [<')';/
1 4- -frf'-.] 1.

Rough with irregular points or a broken sur-



scragged

face
;
full of asperities or surface irregularities ;

scraggy; ragged.
Fed with nothing else but the scragged and thorny lec-

tures of monkish anil miserable sophistry.
Milton, Church-Government, 11., Conclusion.

2. Lean; thin and bony; showing angularity
of form

; lacking in plumpness ;
ill-conditioned.

scraggedness (skrag'ed-nes), n. The state or

character of being scragged ; leanness, or lean-

ness with roughness; roughness occasioned by
broken, irregular points.

scraggily (skrag'i-li), adv. With leanness and

roughness.
scragginess (skrag'i-nes), n. The state or

quality of being scraggy; leanness; rugged-
ness

; roughness.
scragglingt (skrag'Hng), a. [Prop, "scragling,
< scrag1 + -/in//

1
.] Scraggy.

The Lord's sacrifice must be fat and fair ; not a lean

scraggling starved creature.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, 1. 124. (Dames.)

SCraggly (skrag'li), a. [Prop, "scragly, < scrag*
+ -*] Having or presenting a rough, ir-

regular, or ragged appearance : as, a scrayyly
beard.

The tough, seraggly wild sage abounds.
T. Roosevelt, Hunting Trips, p. 93.

scraggy (skrag'i), a. [Early mod. E. also skrag-
yy, skraggie; < scrag1 + -y

1
. Cf. scroggy.] 1.

Having an irregular, broken surface
; rough

with irregular points ; rugged ; scragged.
A scraggy rock, whose prominence

Half overshades the ocean. .'. Philips, Cider, i.

2. Lean; thin; bony; poor; scrawny.
A bevy of dowagers stout or scraggy.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xviii.

Mary's throat, however, could not stand the severe test

of laceless exposure. It was too slender and long. . . .

Miss En-oil announced that she looked scraggy.
Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 224.

scrag-necked (skrag'nekt), a. Having a scraggy
neck.

scrag-whale (skrag'hwal), n. A finner-whale
of the subfamily Agaphelinee, having the back
scragged in stead of finned. Agaphelusgibbosus
is the common species of the North Atlantic.

scraich, scraigh (skrach), r. . [< Gael, sgreach,

sgreuch, screech, scream, = Ir. sgreach, shriek,
= W. ysgrechio, scream; cf. screech, shriek,
shrike1

.'] To scream hoarsely ; screech; shriek;
cry, as a fowl. [Scotch.]

Faitricks scraichin' loud at e'en.

Burnt, First Epistle to J. Lapralk.

scraich, scraigh (skrach), n. [< scratch, v.] A
hoarse scream; a shriek or screech. [Scotch.]

scrallt, v. and n. See scrawl1
,
scratcft.

scramasax (skram'a-saks), n. [Old Prankish

"scramasacs, "scramasax (cited in ML. ace. pi.

scramasaxos), < *scrama (MHG. schrame, G.

schramme, a wound: see scrawm) + 'sacs (OHG.
salts = AS. seax), knife : see sax1

.] A long and
heavy knife used by the Franks in hunting and
in war, having a blade sometimes 20 inches in

length.
scramb (skramb), v. t. [A var. of scramp. Cf.

8cramile.~\ To pull or scrape together with the
hands. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
scramble (skram'bl), v.

; pret. and pp. scram-

bled, ppr. scrambling. [Freq. of scramb, scramp;
or a nasalized form of scrabble, a freq. verb from
the same ult. source : see scrabble.] I. intrans.

1. To struggle or wriggle along as if on all

fours; move on with difficulty or in a flounder-

ing manner, as by seizing objects with the hand
and drawing the body forward : as, to scramble

up a cliff; to scramble on in the world.

The cowardly wretch fell down, crying for succour, and
scrambling through the legs of them that were about him.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, 11.

Up which defatigating hill, nevertheless, he scrambled,
but with difficulty. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 200.

The hissing Serpents scrambled on the floor.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 130.

Make a shift and scramble through
The world's mud. Browning, Ring and Book, I. 23.

2. To struggle rudely or in a jostling manner
with others for the purpose of grasping or get-
ting something; strive eagerly, rudely, and
without ceremony for or as if for something
thrown on the ground: as, to scramble for pen-
nies; to scramble for a living; to scramble for
office.

The corps do garde which kept the gate were scrambling
to gather them [walnuts] up. Conjat, Crudities, I. 21.

Now no more shall thou need to scramble for thy meat,
nor remove thy stomach with the court; but thy credit
shall command thy heart's desire.

Beau, and PL, Woman-lluter, ii. 1.
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The llishops, when they see him [the 1'ope] tottering,
will leave him, and fall to tcrawliliiiii, uatdi who may.

Miltun, Reformation in Eng., i.

You must expect the like disgrace,

Scrambling with rogues to get a place ;

Must lose the honour you have guin'd,
Your numerous virtues foully stain'd.

Swift, Answer to Mr. Lindsay.

II. trans. 1. To stir or toss together in a

random fashion; mix and cook in a confused
mass.

Juliet, scrambling up her hair, darted into the house to

prepare the tea. Bulwer, My Novel, viii. 5.

2. To throw down to be scrambled or strug-

gled for: as, to scramble nuts. [Colloq.]

The gentlemen laughs and throws us money ; or else

we pelt each other with snowballs, and then they scram-
bles money between us.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 563.

3. To advance or push in a scrambling way.
A real, honest, old fashioned boarding-school, where

. . . girls might be sent to be out of the way, and scram-
ble themselves into a little education, without any danger
of coining back prodigies. Jane Austen, Emma, iii.

Scrambled eggs, eggs broken into a pan or deep plate,
with milk, butter, salt, and pepper, mixed together slightly
and cooked slowly.

scramble (skram'bl), n. [< scramble, v.] 1.

A walk or ramble in which there is clambering
and struggling with obstacles.

How often the events of a story are set in the frame-
work of a country walk or a burnslde scramble.

Saturday Kev., April, 1874, p. 510.

2. An eager, rude contest or struggle for the

possession of something offered or desired ;
an

unceremonious jostling or pushing for the pos-
session of something.
Somebody threw a handful of apples among them, that

set them presently together by the ears upon the scramble.
Sir R. L'Eatnmge.

Several lives were generally lost in the scramble.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 266.

There was much that was ignoble and sordid : a scram-
ble for the salaried places, a rush to handle the money pro-
vided for arms. The Century, XXXVIII. 553.

scrambler (skram'bler), n. [< scramble + -er1 .]

One who scrambles.

All the little scramblers after fame fall upon him.
Addimn.

scrambling (skram'bling), p. a. Straggling;
rambling; irregular; haphazard; random: as,

scrambling streets.

Farewell, my fellow courtiers all, with whom
I have of yore made many a scrambling meal
In corners, behind arrases, on stairs.

Beau, and Fl., Wornan-Hater, iii. 3.

Peter seems to have led a scrambling sort of literary ex-

istence. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 137.

scramblingly (skram'bling-li), adv. In a scram-

bling or haphazard manner.

scramp (skramp), v. t. [Prob. a nasalized
form of scrape, conformed to the series scrimp,

scrunip, etc. Cf. scramb, scramble.'] To catch
at ; snatch. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
scran (skran), n. [Also skran; prob. < Icel.

skran, rubbish, also marine stores. Cf. scran-

nel, scranny.] 1. Scraps; broken victuals
;
ref-

use. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Most of the lodging-house keepers buy the scran . . .

of the cadgers ; the good food they either eat themselves
or sell to the other travellers, and the bad they sell to par-
ties to feed their dogs or pigs upon.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, I. 466.

2. Food in general. [Military slang.] Bad
scran to you! bad luck to you ! may you fare badly!
a mild imprecation used by the Irish. Out on the scran,
begging. [Beggars' slang.]

scranch (skranch), v. t. [Also scraunch, scrunch;

prob. < D. schransen, MD. schrantsen, = LG.
schransen = G. schranzen, eat heartily ;

cf. G.
dial, schranz, a crack, report, bang. In effect

scranch, scraunch, scrunch are intensified forms,
with prefixed s, of crunch, craiinch, crunch.'] To
grind with the teeth, with a crackling sound

;

craunch. [Colloq.]

scranky (skrang'ki), a. [Appar. a nasalized
form of scraggy; cf. scranny.] Scraggy; lank.

J. Wilson. [Scotch.]
scrannel (skran'el), a. [Appar. < 'scran (hard-

ly identical with scran, refuse) + -el, here an

adj. suffix with dim. effect. Cf. scranny.] Slight;

slender; thin; squeaking.
When they list, their lean and flashy songs

Grate on their scrannel pipes of wretched straw.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 124.

In its [the palm-squirrel's] shrill gamut there is no string
of menace or of challenge. Its scrannel quips are point-
lessso let them pass.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 41.

scranning (skran'ing), . [< scran + -ing
1
.]

The act of begging for food. [Slang.]

scrape

scranny (skrun'i), . [Also, and now usually,

scrairny ; appar. < "scran (see neminifl) + -y
1
.]

Same as scrawny. [Prov. Eng.]
scrap1

(skrap), . [< ME. scrappc, < Icel. xkrap,

scraps, trifles, = Norw. skrap = Sw. *xkrup in

(i/'-K/.-mp, off-scrapings, refuse, dregs, = Dun.

skrab, scrapings, trash, < Icel. Sw. Norw. xkrtipn
= Dan. skrabe = E. scrape: see scrape.'] 1. A
small piece, properly something scraped off; a

detached portion; a bit; a fragment; a rem-
nant : as, scraps of meat.

They have been at a great feast of languages, and stolen

the scraps. .Shalt., L. L. L., v. 1. 40.

You again
May eat scraps, and be thankful.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, v. 1.

He is a Fool with a good Memory, and some few Scraps
of other Folks Wit. Congreve, Way of the World, i. 5.

The girl ran into the house to get some crumbs of bread,
cold potatoes, and other such scraps as were suitable to

the accommodating appetite of fowls.

Hatcthorne, Seven Gables, vi.

2. A detached piece or fragment of something
written or printed; a short extract: as, scraps
of writing ; scraps of poetry.

A scrap of parchment hung by geometry
(A great refinement in barometry)
Can, like the stars, foretell the weather.

Sw\ft, Elegy on Partridge.

This is a very scrap of a letter. Walpole, Letters, II. 434.

Clive is full of humour, and I enclose you a rude scrap
representing the bishopess of Clapham, as she is called.

Thackeray, Newcomes, Hi.

Scraps of thundrous epic lilted out.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

3. A picture suited for preservation in a scrap-
book, or for ornamenting screens, boxes, etc. :

as, colored scraps; assorted scraps. 4. pi. Fat,
after its oil has been tried out; also, the refuse
of fish, as menhaden, after the oil has been ex-

pressed: as, blubber scraps. See graves
1

. 5.

Wrought iron or steel, in the form of clippings
or fragments, either produced in various pro-
cesses of manufacture, or collected for the pur-

pose of being reworked.
In the manufacture of laminated steel barrels, the best

quality of steel scrap is mixed with a small proportion of

charcoal iron. Set. Amer., N. S., LV. 61.

Dry scrap, the refuse of menhaden or other fish, after

the oil has been expressed, dried in the sun or by artificial

heat, for use as manure. Green scrap, crude fish-scrap
or guano, containing 50 to 60 per cent, of water ; chum or
crude pomace. Scrap-cutting machine, a machine in

which long metal scrap is cut to size for bundling and re-

working.

worn-out bits of iron. 2. To make scrap or

refuse of, as menhaden or other fish from which
the oil has been expressed.
scrap2 (skrap), v. A dialectal variant of scrape

1
.

scrap'
2
(skrap), n. [< scraps, v. Cf. scrape

1
, n.,

3.] A fight; a scrimmage. [Slang.]

scrap3 (skrap), . [Also scrape, and assibi-

lated ghrap, shrape; perhaps due to scrap"
2 =

scrape1
, scratch, grub, as fowls; but cf. Icel.

skreppa, a mouse-trap, perhaps same as skrep-

pa, a bag, scrip : see scrip
1

.']
A snare for birds

;

a place where chaff and grain are laid to lure

birds. [Prov. Eng.]
scrap-book (skrap'buk), n. A book for holding
scraps ;

a volume for the preservation of short

pieces of poetry or prose, prints, engravings,
etc., clipped from books and papers.
scrap-cake (skrap'kak), n. Fish-scrap in mass.
Also scrap-cheese.

scrap-cinders (skrap'sin'derz), n. pi. The ash

or residue of whale-scrap burnt in the try-

works, used for scouring decks, etc.

scrape 1
(skrap), v.

; pret. and pp. scraped, ppr.

scraping. [< ME. scrapieti, scrapen, also assibi-

lated shrapen, shrapien, shreapien, < Icel. Norw.
Sw. skrapa= Dan. skrabe = D. schrapeti, scrape ;

AS. scearpian, scarify: a secondary form of a

strong verb, AS. screpan, screopan (pret. XCI-HJI,

pp. screpen), scrape, also in comp. asm-pini,

scrape off (screope, a scraper) ;
connected with

AS. scearp, etc., sharp: see sharp. Cf. scrap,

scrapple1
, scrub, scrabble, scramble.] I. trans.

1. To shave or abrade the surface of with a

sharp or rough instrument, especially a broad

instrument, or with something hard; scratch,

rasp, or shave, as a surface, by the action of a

sharp or rough instrument
; grate harshly over.

A hundred footsteps scrape the marble hall.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 152.

Somebody happened to scrape the floor with his chair

just then; which accidental sound has the instantaneous
effect that the cutting of the yellow hair by Iris had ii|>n
infelix l)ido. 0. II'. JJolmcg, Autocrat, iii.



scrape

2. To make clean or smooth by scratching,
rasping, or planing with something sharp or
hard.
And he shall cause the house to be scraped within round

"bunt. Lev. xiv. 41.

No more dams I'll make for fish,
Nor fetch in firing
At requiring,

Nor scrape trencher, nor wash dish.

Sliak., Tempest, ii. 2. 187.

3. To remove or take off by or as by scratching
or rubbing; erase: with out, off, or the like.

Offerings to be made at the shrine of saints, or a little
to be scraped o/from men's superfluity for relief of poor
people. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vi. (i.

I will also scrape her dust from her, and make her like
the top of a rock. Ezek. xxvi. 4.

Like the sanctimonious pirate, that went to sea with the
Ten Commandments, but scraped one out of the table.

Shak., M.forM.,i. 2. 9.

4. To collect by careful effort
; gather by small

earnings or savings : with together or up, or the
like : as, to scrape enougli money together to buy
a new watch.
You shall not think, when all your own is gone, to spend

that I have been scraping up for Michael.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, i. 4.

What if in forty-and-two years' going about the man
had scraped together enough to give a portion to his child ?

Lamb, Decay of Beggars.
I wish I could book up to you at such amoment as this,

but I haven't got it. I send you all I can scrape together.
C. Lever, A Rent in a Cloud, p. 172.

To scrape acquaintance with a person, to get on tei-ms
of acquaintance by careful effort

;
insinuate one's self into

acquaintance with a person.

Presently afterward the sergeant arrived. ... He said
he had scraped an acquaintance with Murphy.
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Piinttt auslraliit. Knc-ijr. Krit., IX. 711. 5. A
shave. [Slung.]
scrape- (skrap), n. Same as scnijfl.

scrape-good (skriip'gud), a. [< .sew/lei, t'.,
+

obj. good.] Miserly; avaricious; stingy.
None will be there an usurer, none will be there a

pinch-penny, a scrape-good wretch, or churlish hardheart-
ed refuser. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 4. (Domes.)

scrape-penny (skrap'pen"i), n. [< scrape*, r.,

+ obj. penny.] An avaricious or

penurious person ;
a miser.

scraper (skra'per), K. [< scrape* +
-er*.] 1. An instrument with which
anything is scraped. Specifically (a)
An iron implement placed at or near the
door of a house, on which to scrape the <,

dirt from the soles of the shoes.

Never clean your shoes on the scraper, but in the entry,
or at the foot of the stairs ; ... the scraper will last longer.

Swift, Advice to Servants (Footman).
"Bad!" echoed Mrs. Briggs. "It's death's-door as

you've been nigh, my dear, to the very scraper."
Whyte Melville, White Rose, I. xix.

(b) An apparatus drawn by oxen or horses, and used for

scraping earth in making or repairing roads, digging cel-

lars, canals, etc., and generally
for raising and removing loos-
ened soil, etc. In use the scraper
is held with the handles slight-
ly elevated till it scoops up its

charge of earth which is held by
the sides and back. The han-
dles are then pressed downward,
which elevates the edge so that
it no longer scrapes; the scraper
being then drawn along, sliding
on the bottom, to the place of dis-

charge, the handles are suddenly
raised, which engages the edge with the

To scrape down, to express disapprobation of and to
silence by scraping the feet on the floor : as, to scrape
down an unpopular speaker. [Eng.]
When the debate was resumed, the tide ran so strongly

against the accused that his friends were coughed and
scraped doom. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.
= Syn. 1. Scrape, Scratch, Chafe, A trade. Erode. Scraping
is done with a comparatively broad surface : as, to scrape
the ground with a hoe ; scratching is done with that which
is somewhat sharp : as, to scratch the ground with a rake ;

chafing and abrading are done by pressure or friction : as,
a chafed heel. Erode is chiefly a geological term, mean-
ing to wear away by degrees as though by gnawing or
biting out small amounts. Scraping generally removes or
wears the surface ; scratching makes lines upon the sur-
face ; chafing produces heat and finally soreness ; abrad-
ing wears away the surface ; eroding may cut deep holes.

Only chafe may he freely figurative.

II. intratis. 1. To scratch, or grub in the

ground, as fowls. Prompt. Part'., p. 450. 2.
To rub lightly or gratingly: as, the branches
scraped against the windows. 3. To draw back
the foot in making obeisance : as, to bow and
scrape. 4. To play with a bow on a stringed
instrument: a more or less derogatory use.

You shall scrape, and I will sing
A scurvy ditty to a scurvy tune,
Repine who dares.

Massinger, Duke of Milan, ii. 1.

The symphonious scraping of fiddles, the tinkling of
triangles, aud the beating of tambourines.

T. L. Peacock, Headlong Hall, xi.

5. To save ; economize
;
hoard penuriously.

She scraped and scraped at pleasure, till I was almost
starved to death. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, bcv.

A scraping acquaintance, a mere bowing acquain-
tance.

scrape 1
(skrap), . [< scrape*, v. In def. 3 a

particular use ('a tight place,' 'a squeeze');
but it may have arisen from the dial, scrape^,
a snare: see scrape'*, scrap's.] \ The act or
noise of scraping or rubbing, as with some-
thing that roughens or removes a surface;
hence, the effect of scraping, rubbing, or scratch-
ing: as, a noisy scrape on a floor; the scrape of
a pen. 2. A scraping or drawing back of the
foot in making obeisance.

Every moment, also, he took off his Highland-bonnet,
and performed a bow and scrape.

Haulharne, Seven Gables, xi.

3. An embarrassing position, usually due to im-
prudence and thoughtlessness.
Trust me, Yorick, this unwary pleasantry of thine will

sooner or later bring thee into scrapes and difficulties.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, i. 12.

The Naybe Musa . . . found into what a terrible scrape
he had got ; but hunger did not leave him for a moment
to deliberate. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 456.

O mercy ! have they drawn poor little dear Sir Lucius
into the scrape ? Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

When a thinker is compelled by one part of philosophy
to contradict another part, he cannot leave the conflict-
ing assertions standing, and throw the responsibility for
his scrape on the arduousness of the subject.

MUl, On Hamilton, viii.

4. The concreted turpentine obtained by
scraping it out from incisions in the trunks of

Scraper,

and sharph

used in cleaning roads, courtyards, cow-houses, etc. (d)
An instrument having two or
three sides oredges.for cleaning
the decks, masts, or planking of

ships, etc. (e) In engraving : (1)
A three-sided and fluted tool set
in a wooden handle, used to re-
move the ridge or bur raised

by the burin or dry-point from

scrat

scrape-scallt (Bkr&p'gkAl), . [< scrape*, v., +
olpj. wall.] A miser; a scrape-penny.
That will draw unto him everything, goode, badde,

precious, vile, regarding nothing but the gaine, a scraper,
or serape-scall, trahax.

Withals, Diet. (1008), p. 80. (Nares.)

scrap-forging (skrap'for"jing), H. A piece of

scrap-iron piled, heated, and drawn into a
bar.

scrap-heap (skrap'hep), n. A place in a rail-

road yard where all old iron, such as bolts,
nuts, odd bits of metal, and spikes, is collected.
To go to the scrap-heap, or to be fit for the scrap-

heap, to go to ruin, or to be fit for no useful purpose.

scrap-house (skrap'hbuB), An establishment
in which

fish-scrap
is prepared.

scrapiana (skrap-i-an'a), ii.pl. [Pseudo-NL.,
< E. scrap* + ^i-ana.] A collection of literary
scraps or fragments. Eclectic Rev. [Rare.]
scraping (skra'ping), n. [< ME. scrapyngc;
verbal n. of scrape*, v.] 1. The act of one who
scrapes. 2. That which is scraped off from a

substance, or is collected by scraping or rak-

ing: generally used in the plural: as, the scrap-
ings of the street

; pot-scrapings.
All thy tricks

Of cozening with a hollow cole, dust, scrapings.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

They [the pastry-cooks] buy also scrapings, or what re-
mains in the butter-flrkins when emptied by the butter-
sellers in the shops.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 208.

3. pi. Savings; hard earnings ; hoardings.
Trusted him with all,

All my poor scrapings from a dozen years
Of dust and deskwork. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

the

scraper, i

Cabinet-makers* Scrapers,
showing forms ofedges.

(n) In iron-working, a tool

the sides of furrows cut into the surface of a copperplate.
(2) A three-sided tool with a lozenge-shaped point, used
by wood-engravers to lower the edges in the light parts of
a block in order to protect the edges in presswork. (/) In
lithog., the angled edge in a press against which the pro-
tected sheet is drawn by a scraping movement, and which
gives the required impression, (g) A marble-workers' tool
for cutting flutes and channels, (h) A stucco-workers'

shaping-tool. (/) A
tool used by miners
for removing the
dust or so-called
"bore-meal" from
the drill-hole, (j)
A wood-working

Wood-scrapers.
to * witn Straight

a. handles ; , blades : c
, scraper, i </).

or
.
a curved blade

and with one or
two handles, used to remove address-marks from pack-
ing-boxes and in finishing flue woodwork. () A tool used
by cabinet-makers in dress-

ing off and smoothing ve-

neers, etc. (0 A planing-
machine in which the wood
is forced against a stationary
scraper or cutting-bar, (m)
An implement of wood, with
a thin blade shaped like an
ordinary knife-blade, used to

scrape sweat from horses. v ., ._.
used after the planer to give a true face. (o)"A road-
scraper, (p) Milit., an instrument for scraping powder
from the bores of mortars and howitzers. It consists of a
handle of iron, having a scraper at one end and a spoon
for collecting dirt at the other, both made of steel, (q) A
thumb-flint, (r) A small dredge or scoop used for taking
oysters, scallops, etc.

,
and alsorfor cleaning off the beds. It

is shaped something like a stout scythe, with a bag of iron
ring-work on one side of the blade, (s) An instrument
with which to clean the tongue by scraping off the fur.

2. One who scrapes. Speciflcally^(a) Amiser; one
whose possessions are acquired by penurious diligence
and small savings ;

a scrape-penny.
Be thrifty but not covetous. Therefore give
Thy need, thine honour, and thy friend his due.
Never was scraper brave man.

G. Herbert, The Temple, The Church Porch.

(b) A fiddler, as one who scrapes the strings.

Out ! ye sempiternal scrapers. Cowley.

3. pi. The scratchers or gallinaceous birds of
the old order Rasores. Macgillivray Crumb-
scraper, a utensil with a broad flat blade, usually of metal,
for removing crumbs from the table-cloth.

Scraper-bar (skra'per-bar), n. In a lithographic
press, a piece of wood the lower edge of which
is beveled on both sides to an edge about one
fourth of an inch in width, beneath and against
which the tympan of the press is dragged under
great pressure.
scraper-machine (skra'per-ma-shen"), . A
form of lithographic press which gives impres-
sion by the scraping of the protected sheet
against an angled platen. [Eng.]

place to which deer resort to scrape
velvet off their antlers.

When the leaves are falling, the nights cool, and the
October moon is full, the lordly bucks begin their noc-
turnal rambles over their favorite runways and scraping-
grounds. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 89.

scrapingly (skra'ping-li), adv. By scraping.
scraping-plane (skra'ping-plan), n. A plane
having a vertical cutter or bit with an edge
ground at an angle of 70 or 80, adjusted by a
vertical screw, and held in place by an end-
screw and block, used by workers in iron, steel,
brass, ivory, and hard woods.
scrapirc (skrap'ir), n. [Manx.] The Manx
shearwater, Ptiffimis anglorum.
scrap-iron (skrap'T'ern), n. Old iron, as cut-

tings of plates and other miscellaneous frag-
ments, accumulated for reworking. Wrought
scrap-iron consists of cuttings, clippings, and worn-out
small articles, such as horseshoe-nails; when carefully
selected and rewrought, the product possesses superior
toughness and malleability.

scrap-metal (skrap'met"al), n. Fragments of

any kind of metal which are of use only for

reworking or remelting.
scrappily (skrap'i-li), a*-. In scraps or frag-
ments; fragmentarily; desultorily. [Colloq.]
He [Carlyle] was still a raw, narrow-minded, scrappily

educated Scotchman. Contemporary Rev. , XLIX. 779.

scrappiness (skrap'i-nes), n. Scrappy charac-
ter or condition

; fragmeutariness ;
disconnect-

edness. [Colloq.]
The extracts are taken from the works of Dumas, Ber-

quin, Gautier, Guizot, Victor Hugo, and the Comtesse de
Segur ; they are well graduated, and sufficiently long to
avoid scrappiness.

The Academy, April 12, 1890, p. iv. of adv'ts.

SCrapping-machine (skrap'ing-ma-shen*), n.

A device for carrying off from a biscuit- or

cracker-cutting machine the scraps of the sheet
of dough from which the cakes have been" cut.

scrapple 1
(skrap'l), v. i. [Freq. of scrape*, v.]

To grub about. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
scrapple2 (skrap'l), n. [Dim. of scrap*.] An
article of food something like sausage-meat,
made from scraps of pork, with liver, kidneys,
etc., minced with herbs, stewed with rye- or

corn-meal, and pressed into large cakes. When
cold it is cut in slices and fried. It is of Pennsylvania-
Dutch origin.

scrappy (skrap'i), a. [< scrap + -y*.] Con-
sisting of scraps; made up of odds and ends;
fragmentary. [Colloq.]
The balanced sing-song neatness of his speech . . . was

the more conspicuous from its contrast with good Mr.
Brooke's scrappy slovenliness.

George Eliot, Middleman*, ii.

scrat1
(skrat), v. [Also, transposed, scart; <

ME. scratten, orig. *scartcn, scratch : see scart*
and shear. Cf. scratch*, scrattle.] I. trans. To
scratch. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]

I will scrat out those eyes
That taught him first t.. lust.

Gascoifme, Philomene (steele Glas, etc., cd. Arber), p. 105.



scrat

II. in trans. 1. To scratch.

Thet child . . . thet scratteth asenn, and bit [biteth]

upon the jerde. Ancren Riwle, p. 188.

2. To rake; search.

Ambitious mind a world of wealth would haue,
So scrats, and scrapes, for scorfe and scornie drosse.

Mir. for Mags., p. 506.

[Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
SCrat2

t (skrat), n. [Early mod. E. also skrat;
< ME. scrat, skrat, skratt, scratte, scart, scrayte,
< AS. "scriet, an assumed form, for which is

found the appar. deriv. scritta (for "scretta t), in

a once-occurring gloss, a hermaphrodite, appar.
orig. a 'monster,' = OHG. scraz, also scrdz,
MHG. schraz, sclirdz, also OHG. scrato, MHG.
schrate, schrat, G. scliratt, also OHG. MHG.
screz, a goblin, imp, dwarf, = Icel. skratti, a

goblin, wizard. Hence, from G., Slovenian

shkrat, Bohem. skrzhet, shkratek, shkrzhitek =
Pol. skrzot, a goblin. Cf. scratch^. It is possible
that the AS. and E. sense is due to some literary
association with L. scratta, scrattia, scratia,

scrapta, an epithet applied to an unchaste wo-
man.] 1. A hermaphrodite. Holland, tr. of

Pliny, xxxix. 22. 2. A devil: in the phrase
Aud Scrat, Old Scratch. See scratch?.

scratch, 1

(skrach), v. [An extended form of

scrat, due to confusion with cratch^: Bee scrat 1

and cratch 1
, and cf. scotch?.'] I. trans. 1. To

mark or wound slightly on the surface by the

scraping or tearing action of something rough,
sharp, or pointed.

Daphne roaming through a thorny wood,
Scratching her legs that one shall swear she bleeds.

Shak., T. of the 8., Ind., ii. 60.

A sort of small sand-coloured stones, so hard as to scratch

glass. N. Grew, Museum.

2. To rub or scrape, as with the finger-nails
or with a scratcher, but without wounding or

marking, as for the purpose of relieving itch-

ing or irritation.

When he read, he icratch'd his head,
And rav'd like one that 's mad.

Robin Hood and the Golden Arrow (Child's Ballads, V. 388).

Enlarge, diminish, interline;
Be mindful, when invention fails,
To scratch your head, and bite your nails.

Swift, On Poetry.

3. To write or draw hurriedly or awkwardly;
scribble.

If any of their labourers can scratch out a pamphlet,
they desire no wit, style, or argument Swift.

4. To dig, scrape, or excavate with the claws :

as, some animals scratch holes in which they
burrow. 5. To erase or blot out; obliterate;
expunge.
His last act is to try and get his name scratched, so that

he may not die in the service of a stranger.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 189.

Specifically (a) In horse-racing, to erase, as the name of
a horse, from the list of starters.

How's the horse? . . . You haven't scratched him, have
ye, at the last minute ? I tell ye, he'll cany all the money
to-morrow ; and he ought to be near winning, too see if

he won't ! Whyte Melville, White Rose, I. xiii.

(6) In U. S. politics, to erase (the name of a candidate on a
printed ballot) by drawing a line through it ; hence, to re-

ject (a candidate). To scratch out, to erase ; rub out ;

obliterate. =Syn. 1. Chafe, Abrade, etc. See scrape.

II. intrans. 1. To use the nails, claws, or the
like for tearing the surface, or for digging, as
a hen.

Dull tame things . . . that will neither bite nor scratch.

Dr. H. More.

The indefatigable zeal with which she scratched, and her
unscrupulousness in digging up the choicest flower or

vegetable for the sake of the fat earth-worm at its root.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, x.

2. To relieve cutaneous irritation by the scrap-
ing action of the nails or claws or of a scratcher.

If my hair do but tickle me, I must scratch.

Shot., M. N. D., Iv. 1. 28.

3. In U. S. politics, to expunge or delete a name
on a voting-paper or ballot

; reject one or more
candidates on a regular party ticket, by cancel-
ing their names before casting the ballot.

The greatest scolds are notoriously partisans who have
themselves scratched and bolted whenever it was their in-
terest or pleasure to do so. The Century, XXXVII. 314.

4. In billiards, to make a scratch or fluke.
To scratch along, to scramble on

; get along somehow.
[Colloq.]

"Oh, I suspect we'll scratch along all right," Macarthy
replied. H. James, Jr., Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 88.

Where the hen scratches. See hen.

scratch1
(skrach), 11. and a. [< scratch^, e.] I.

u. 1 . A break in the surface of a thing made by
scratching, or by rubbing with anything point-
ed; a slight furrow; a score: as, a scratch on
wood or glass.

541 fi

The coarse file . . . makes dut-p tcrtrtchca in the work.
J . Moxon, Mechanical Exercises.

2. A slight wound
;
a laceration

;
a slight in-

cision : as, he escaped with a mere scratch on
the face.

My greatest hurt
Is but a scratch compar'd to mortal wounds.

Beau. andFl. (?X Faithful Friends, iii. :t.

3. pi. A disease in horses, consisting of dry
chaps, rifts, or scabs between the heel and
the pastern-joint. 4. In various contests: (a)
The line from which the contestants start.

The runners stand with their toes on the scratch, the
starter calls

"
set," and the men assume the positions which

they think will get them into their best speed the quick-
est. Scribner'a Mag., VII. 777.

The report reached us, and with a scurry the five ponies
came away from the scratch, followed by a cloud of dust.

The Century, XXXVIII. 403.

The scratch, or line from which the jump is taken, is a
joist, some five inches wide, sunk flush with the ground.

The Century, XL. 207.

(6) A line drawn across a prize-ring, to which
boxers are brought in order to join fight. See
to come >ip to the scratch, under come, (c) The
starting-point or time of starting of a player
or contestant who has to make the full score
or who is allowed no odds in a handicap game
or contest

; also, a player or competitor hold-

ing such a position. 5. In billiards, a stroke
which is successful, but not in the way in-

tended; a fluke. 6. A kind of wig covering
only a part of the head; a scratch-wig.
When I was last at Paris, no person of any condition,

male or female, appeared but in full dress, . . . and there
was not such a thing to be seen as a peruque ronde; but
at present I see a number of frocks and scratches In a morn-
ing in the street* of this metropolis.

Smollett, Travels, vi. (Dames.)

7. A calcareous, earthy, or stony substance
which separates from sea-water in boiling it for
salt. Sees. 8. A scrawl. [Colloq.]
"This is Chichely's scratch. What is he writing to you

about?
"
said Lydgate, wonderingly, us he handed the note

to her. George Eliot, Middlemarch, Ixxv.

To come up to the scratch. See come. to toe the
scratch, to come to the scratch

;
be ready to meet one's

opponent. [Colloq.]

II. a. 1. Taken at random or haphazard, or
without regard to qualifications; taken indis-

criminately; heterogeneous: as, & scratch erew.

[Colloq.]
The corps is a family gathered together like what jock-

eys call a "scratch team" a wheeler here and a leader

there, with just smartness enough to soar above the level
of a dull audience. Lever, Davenport Dunn, Ivi.

2. Without handicap or allowance of time or
distance : noting a race or contest in which all

competitors start from the same mark oron even
terms, or a competitor who receives no handi-

cap allowance Scratch division. See division.

scratch2 (skrach), . [In the phrase Old Scratch,
a var. of scrafi, as in the dial. Aud Scrat, the
devil: see scraft. Cf. scratch^, var. of sera ft."]

A devil: only in the phrase Old Scratch, the
devil.

SCratch-awl (skrach'al), n. A scriber or scribe-
awl.

scratch-back (skrach'bak), n. Same as back-

scratcher, 1.

scratch-brush (skrach'brush), H. A name of
various brushes, (a) A brush of hard, flne brass wire,
used in metal-working, particularly by workers in flne

metals and alloys and electroplaters, for operating upon
metal surfaces to remove dead luster and impart bril-

liancy. (6) A brush of iron or steel wire, used by brass-
and iron-founders for cleaning sand from castings, (c) A
brush of flne spun glass, sometimes used by electroplaters
for imparting brilliant surfaces to articles of extreme deli-

cacy.

SCratch-COat (skrach'kot), n. In plastering,
the rough coat of plaster first laid on. In two-
coat plastering, it is also called, when laid on lath, the

laying-coat, and when laid on brick the rendering-coat.
In three-coat plastering, it is called the pricTcing-up coat
when laid on lath, rouyhing-in coat when laid on brick.
It is named scratch-coat from the fact that it is usually
roughened by scratching the surface with a pointed in-

strument before it is set hard, in order that the next coat

may more strongly adhere to it.

scratch-comma (skrach'kom''a), n. In print-

ing, a diagonal line of the form /, used as a
comma by Caxton. Compare solidus.

scratch-cradle (skrach'kra/dl), n. Same as
cat's-cradle.

Scratched (skracht), a. [< scratch + -d2
.] In

ceram., decorated with scratches or rough in-

cisions in the paste. Scratched lacquer. See

lacquer.

scratcher (skrach'er), n. [< scratch1
, D., +

-erl .~\ One who or that which scratches. Spe-
cifically (a) An implement for scratching to allay irrita-

tion. See back-scratcher. 1. (6) pi. Inornith., tlte Rasores or

gallinaceous birds ; the scrapers, (c) In U. S. politic?, one

scrawl

whu erases a name or names from a ballot before voting
it ;

one who rejects one or more names on a ticket, (d) A
day-book. [U. S.]

He [a bank-teller] would not enter deposits in his scratcher
after a certain hour. Phila. Ledger, Dec. 30, 1887.

scratch-figure (skrach'fig"ijr), n. In printing,
a type of a figure crossed by an erasing line:

used in elementary arithmetics to illustrate

canceling.
Scratch-finish (skrach'fin"ish), w. A finish for
decorative objects of metal-work, in which a
surface otherwise smooth is diversified by small
curved scratches forming irregular scrolls over
the whole field.

scratch-grass (skrach
'

gras), . 1. The ar-
row-leafed tear-thumb, Polygonum sagittatum.
[U. S.] 2. Same as scratchweed.

SCratchingly (skrach'ing-li),a4r. With scratch-

ing action. [Rare.]
Like a cat, when scratchingly she wheels about after a

mouse. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii

ScratchingS (skrach'ingz), n. pi. [Cf. scratch*,
n., 1. Possibly it may be a corruption of sear-

cings,< searce, a sieve.] Refuse matter strained
out of fat when it is melted and purified;
scraps. [Prov. Eng.]
She'd take a big cullender to strain her lard wi', and then

wonder as the scratchins run through.
Qeorye Eliot, Adam Bede, xviii.

scratch-pan (skrach'pau), n. A pan in salt-

works to receive the scratch.

scratchweed (skrach'wed), n. The cleavers or

goose-grass, Galium Aparine. The stems are prick-
ly backward, and the leaves rough on the margin and
midrib. [Prov. Eng.]

scratch-wig (skrach'wig), n. A kind of wig
that covers only a part of the head; a scratch.

His scratch trig on one side, his head crowned with a
bottle slider, his eye leering with an expression betwixt
fun and the effects of wine. Scott, Ouy Mannering, xxxvi.

scratch-work (skrach
'

werk), . Wall-deco-
ration executed by laying on the face of a

building, or the like, a coat of colored plaster,
and covering it with a coat of white plaster,
which is then scratched through in any design,
so that the colored ground appears; graffito
decoration.

scratchy (skrach'i), a. [< scratch + -yi."} 1.

Consisting of mere scratches, or presenting the

appearance of such
; ragged ; rough ; irregular.

The illustrations, though a little scratchy, are fairly
good. The Nation, XLVII. 461.

2. Scratching; that scratches, scrapes, or

grates: as, a scratchy pen; &scratchy noise. 3.
Of little depth of soil

; consisting of rocks barely
covered with soil : as, scratchy land. [Prov.
Eng.] 4. Wearing a scratch-wig.
Scratchy Foxton and he [Neubergl are much more toler-

able together. Carlyle, in Froude (Life in London, xxiv.).

SCrattle (skrat'l), v. i.
; pret. and pp. scrattled,

ppr. scraltling. [Preq. of scrat1
, v.] To scram-

ble
;
scuttle. [Prov. Eng.]

In another minute a bouncing and scrattling was heard
on the stairs, and a white bull-dog rushed in.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, I. iii.

scrault, i'. An obsolete form of scrawl1 .

scraunch (skranch), r. t. Same as scranch or
scrunch.

SCraw(skra), n. [< Gael, scrath, sgraith, a turf,

sod, greensward (sgrathan, a little peeling or

paring), = Ir. scrath, a turf, = Vf.ysgrawen, a
hard crust, what forms a crust.] A turf; a
sod. [Ireland and Scotland.]

Neither should that odious custom be allowed of cut-

ting scraws (as they call them), which is flaying off the
green surface of the ground to cover their cabins or make
up their ditches. Stcift, Drapier's Letters, vii.

scrawet, . An obsolete form of scrow.

SCrawlH (skral), v. i. [Early mod. E. also scraul,
scroll; < ME. scraulen, crawl; a form of crawl
with intensive s prefixed : see crawl1

."] To
creep ;

crawl ; by extension, to swarm with

crawling things.
Y ryuer scrauled with the multitude of frogges in

steade of fyszshes. Coverdale, Wisdom xix. 10.

The ryuer shall scraule with frogges.
Coverdale, Ex. viii. 3.

scrawl 1
(skral), H. [< scrawl1

,
v. Indef. 2 per-

haps suggested by trawl.] 1. The young of the

dog-crab. [Prov. Eng.]
On thy ribs the limpet sticks,

And in thy heart the scraul shall play.
Tennyson, The Sailor Boy.

2. A trawl. [Newfoundland to New Jersey.]
Scrawl2 (skral), v. [Early mod. E. also scroll,
a contr. form of scrabble, perhaps confused with
seratf/ 1

.] I. ti'iiiin. 1. To draw or mark awk-

wardly and irregularly with a pen, pencil, or



scrawl

other marking implement; write awkwardly,

hastily, or carelessly ; scribble : as, to scriini u

letter"; also, to make irregular lines or bad writ-

ing on: as, to scrawl a piece of paper.
Peruse my leaves through ev'ry part,
And think thou seest its owner's heart,

J419 screen

Battes, Owles, and Scritch-owlcs, birds of darknesse, were

the objects of their darkened Deuotions.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 697.

A screech-owl at midnight has alarmed a family more
than a band of robbers. Addison, Spectator, No. 7.

Scrawl'd o'er with trifles thus, and quite
As hard, as senseless, and as light. Swift.

2. To mark with irregular wandering or zig-

. . ....., ... - , It is more distinctly flgu

native to speak of the shriek of a locomotive than to speak

_ _ of its scream or screech.

zagli'nes": as, eggs scrawled with black (natu- screamer (skre'mer), n. [< scream, v., + -er 1 .]

1. One who or that which screams.

The screamer aforesaid added good features and bright

eyes to the powers of her lungs.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxvi.

2. A sharp, harsh sound.

The scream of a madden'd beach dragg'd down by the

wave. Tennyson, Maud, in.

= Syn. Scream, Shriek, Screech. A shriek is sharper,

morltTororTutres^tliMawr^^XMcAemph'utel screech-thrush (skrech'thrush), n. The mistle-

the disagreeableness of the sharpness or shrillness, and thrush, Tiirdus riscirorus. Macgillivray.
its lack of dignity in a person^

It is more distinctly flgu- screechy (skre'chi), a. [< screech, n., + -y
1
.]

1. Shrill and harsh, like a screech. Cock-

ral marking).
II. intrans. To write unskilfully and inele-

gantly.
I gat paper in a blink,

And down gaed stumpie in the ink. . . .

Sae I've begun to scrawl.

Burns, Second Epistle to J. Lapraik.

scrawl2 (skral), n. [Early mod. E. also scroll;

< scrawl2
, v.] A piece of unskilful or inelegant

writing; also, a piece of hasty, bad writing.

I ... should think myself exceeding fortunate could

I make a real discovery of the Cardinal's ashes, of which,

&c., more another time, for I believe I have tired you now
with my scroll.

B. Willis, in Letters of Eminent Men, II. 20.

Mr. Wycherley, hearing from me how welcome his let-

ters would be, writ to you, in which I inserted my scrawl.

Pope.

scrawl3 (skral), n. [Prob. a contraction of

"scraggle, dim. of straff
1
.] A ragged, broken

branch of a tree
;
brushwood. [New Eng.]

scrawler (skra'ler), n. [< scrawP, v., + **.]

i. 2. Given to screeching; screamy; loud-

mouthed : as, a screechy woman.

, form, with shortened vowel.] 1. A piece torn

2. In ornith., specifically, one of several dif- off; a shred: as, a screed of cloth. [Now chief-

ferent birds, (a) The cariama or seriema, Cariama

cristate, more fully called crested screamer. See cut under
seriema. (b) Any member of the family Palamedeidse.

The horned screamer is Palamedea cornuta; crested

screamers are Chauna ctiaoaria and C. derbiana. See cut

under Palamedea. (c) The European swift, Cypselus apus.
See cut under Cypsehis. [Local, British.]

3. Something very great, excellent, or exciting ;

a thing that attracts the attention or draws
forth screams of astonishment, delight, etc.

;
a

whacker; a bouncer. [Slang, U. S.]

If he's a specimen of the Choctaws that live in these

parts, they are screamers. Thorpe, Backwoods.

screaming (skre'ming), p. a. 1. Crying or

sounding shrilly. 2. Causing a scream: as,

a screaming farce (one calculated to make the

audience scream with laughter).
One who scrawls ;

a hasty or awkward writer, scree 1

(skre), . [< Icel. skritha (= Sw. Dan.

scrawly(skra'li),. [< scrawP + -yi.] Scrawl-

ing; loose; ill-formed and irregular: noting

writing or manuscript. [Colloq.]

scrawm (skram), v. t. [Prob. < D. schrammen
= MLG. schrammen, scratch

;
from the noun, D.

schram, a wound, rent, = G. schramm, schram,

scliramme, a wound, = Icel. skrama = Sw. skrd-

ma = Dan. skramme, a scar; prob. ult. < / star,

cut: see shear1 .']
To tear; scratch. [North.

Eng.]
He scrawm'd an' scratted my faace like a cat.

Tennyson, Northern Cobbler.

sJcred), a landslip on a hillside (frequent in

Icel. local names, as Skritha, Skrithu-klaustr,

Skrith-dalr, etc.; skrithu-fall, an avalanche), <

skritha, creep, crawl, move, glide, = AS. scri-

than, go: see scritlie.] A pile of debris at the

base of a cliff
;
a talus. [Used in both the sin-

gular and the plural with the same meaning.]
A landslip, a steep slope on the side of a mountain cov-

ered with sliding stones, in Westmoreland called screes.

Cath. Ang., p. 326, note.

ly 'Scotch.] 2. A long strip of anything;

hence, a prolonged tirade; a harangue.
Some reference to infant-schools drew Derwent Cole-

ridge forth from his retirement in an easy-chair in a cor-

ner and he launched out into a Coleridgean screed on edu-

cation. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 46.

Shall I name these, and turn my screed into a catalogue?
D. G. Mitchell, Bound Together, iii.

3. In plastering : (a) A strip of mortar about

6 or 8 inches wide, by which any surface about

to be plastered is divided into bays or compart-
ments. The screeds are 4, 6, or 6 feet apart, according to

circumstances, and are accurately formed in the same

plane by the plumb-rule and straight-edge. They thus

form gages for the rest of the work, the interspaces being
filled out flush with them. (J) A strip of wood simi-

larly used. 4. The act of rending or tearing;
a rent

;
a tear.

When . . . lasses gi'e my heart a screed, . . .

I kittle up my rustic reed ;

It gi'es me ease. Burns, To W. Simpson.

A screed 0' drink, a supply of drink in a general sense ;

hence, a drinking-bout. [Scotch.] -Floating screed.

^ ff v. t. [A var. of shred, v., as

I, n., is of shred, n.: see screed, n., and

shred, t>.] 1. To rend; tear. 2. To repeat

glibly; dash off with spirit.

Wee Davock 's turn'd sae gleg, . . .

He'll screed you aff Effectual Calling
As fast as ony in the dwalling.

Burns, The Inventory.

raw-boned; lean: as, & scrawny person; scrawny
hens.

White-livered, hatchet-faced, thin-blooded, scrawny re-

formers. J. G. Holland, Timothy Titcomb.

scray, scraye (skra), . [< W. ysgraell, ysgrden,
the sea-swallow, = Bret, skrav, > F. screau, the

small sea-gull, Larus ridibundus.] The com-
mon tern or sea-swallow, Sterna hirundo. See
cut under tern. [Eng.]
screablet (skre'a-bl), a. [< L. sereare, hawk,
hem, + -We.] That may be spit out. Bailey,
1731.

[Early mod. E. also screek,

An obsolete form of screak.

Before I had got half way up the screes, which gave way
and rattled beneath me at every step. Southey.

scrawniness (skra'ni-nes), n. Scrawny, raw- scree2 (skre), n. [A dial. abbr. of screen.] Arid-

boned, or lanky character or appearance, die or coarse sieve. [Scotch and North, ling. J scree(j.Coat (skred'kot), . In plastering, a coat

scrawny (skra'ni), a. [A dial, form of scranny, screech (skrech), v. [Early mod. E. also skreech, made eyen or flush with the screeds. See
now prevalent: see scranny.] Meager; wasted; s*riec/,dial. st\soscntch; < ME. schnchen, sank-

geree(l ,. 3
en, shryken. schriken, shriken, < Icel. skreekja, -JJJL, i

shriek, skrikja, titter, = Sw. "^^" - " s

skrige, shriek: see shriek

forms of the same ult. ir
'"

trans. To cry out with
scream harshly or stridently ;

snriek.

And the synfulle thare-with ay cry and skryke.

Hampole, Pricke of Conscience, L 7347.

The screech-owl screeching loud.

SAo*.,M. N. D.,v. 1. 383.

= Syn. See scream, n.

tt. trans. To utter (a screech).

And when she saw the red, red blude,
A loud skriech skrieched she.

Lammikin (Child's Ballads, III. 310).

screak (skrek), v. i. t

scriek ; now usually assibilated terminally
screech or initially shriek, being subject, like screech (skrech), . [Early mod. E. also skreech,
other supposed imitative words, to consider- sjcriech, scritch; < screech, v. Cf. Sw.skri, skrik.-:,. .^.^^ ,! u-.;^ Oj,.z- _ Dm. slcrig, a shriek: see shriek.] l.Asharp,

shrill cry; a harsh scream.

Forthwith there was heard a great lamentation, accom-

panyed with groans and skreeches.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 9.

The birds obscene . . .

With hollow screeches fled the dire repast.

Pope, tr. of Statius s Thebaid, i.

2. Any sharp, shrill noise: as, the screech of a

ecran, a screen ; origin uncertain ; perhaps re-

lated to OF. escrene, escriene, escremie, escreigne,

ecreigne, ecraigne, ecraine, screigne, etc., P.

ecraigne, a wattled hut, < OHG. scranna, skran-

na, MHG. schranne, a bench, court, G. schramie,

bench, shambles, a railing, rack, grate, court.

The word is glossed in ME. by scriniiim, serine-

um, as if identified with L. scriniiim, a shrine :

see shrine.'] 1. A covered framework, parti-

tion, or curtain, either movable or fixed, which

able variation: see screech, and strike, shriek,

shrike1 .] To utter a sharp, shrill sound or out-

cry; scream or screech; also, to creak, as a

door or wheel.
I would become a cat,

To combat with the creeping mouse
And scratch the screeking rat.

Turberoittf, The Louer.

screak (skrek), n. [Early mod. E. also scrike;

< screak, v. Cf. screech, shriek, shrike1 , n.~] A
creaking; a screech; a creaking sound.

scream (skrem), v. i. [< ME. screinen, seretniieii,

< Icel. skreema = Sw. skramma = Dan. skrxmme,
scare, terrify; cf. Sw. skran, a scream, skrdna,

railway-whistle.
She heard with silent petulance the harsh screech of

Philip's chair as he heavily dragged it on the stone floor.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

3. In ornith., the mistlethrush, Turdus viscivo-
, . .

,

whimper; prob. ult. akin to Sw. skrika, Dan. rus. [Prov. Eng.]=syn. Shriek, etc. BMMTMOT.

skrige, shriek (see screak, shriek, shrike1 ), Dan. screech-COCk (skreWkok), w. Same as screech,

skriekke, scare, E. shriU, Sc. skirl, cry aloud, 3. [Prov. Eng.]

G. schreien, D. schreijen. Sw. skria, cry aloud, screecher (skre cher), n.

shriek, etc. (see skire).] 1. To cry out with

shrill voice; give vent or utterance to a sharp
or piercing outcry; utter shrill cries, as in fright
or extreme pain, delight, etc.

I heard the owl scream and the crickets cry.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2. 16.

Never peacock against rain

Screarn'd as you did for water.

1. One who or that

which screeches ;
a screamer. 2. Specifically,

in ornith. : (a) The swift, Cypselus apus. Also

screamer, squealer, (b) pi. The Strepitores.

screech-hawk (skrech'hak), n. The night-

jar or churr-owl, a goatsucker, Caprimulgiis eu-

ropseus. See cut under night-jar. [Local, Eng.]
screech-martin (skrech'mar*'tin), n. The swift,

Cypschin apus. [Local, Eng.]

2. To give out a shrill sound: as, the railway
whistle screamed. = Syn. See scream, n.

scream (skrem), . [< scream, r.] l.Asharp,
piercing sound or cry, as one uttered in fright,

pain, etc.
Dismal screams, . . .

Shrieks of woe.

Pope, Ode, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 57.

Tennyson, Queen Mary,,
iii. 5.

8creech-owl (skrech'oul), n. [Also formerly
or Aia\.scritch-oii'l (= Sw. skrik-uggla) ; < screech,

scritch2
,
+ oil'?1 .] An owl that screeches, as dis-

tinguished from one that hoots: applied to va-

rious species. In Great Britain it is a common name
of the barn-owl. In the United States it is specifically

applied to the small horned owls of the genus Scop* (or

Met/ascops). See red owl (under rail), and compare saw-

whet.

Fire-screen, covered with tapestry. Louis-Seize style.

serves to protect from the heat of the sun or

of a fire, from rain, wind, or cold, or from

other inconvenience or danger, or to shelter

from observation, conceal, shut off the view,
or secure privacy: as, a fire-scra>n ; a folding

screen; a window-s<ree, etc.; hence, such a

covered framework, curtain, etc., used for some
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Back'tl with a ridge of hills,

That amend the fruits of the earth.

Milton, P. E., iv. 30.

The Romans still he well did use,
Still screen'd their Roguery.

Prior, The Viceroy, st. 30.

2. To sift or riddle by passing through ascreen:

as, to screen coal.=Syn. 1. To defend, hide, mask,
cloak, shroud.

One who screens, in

other purpose: as, a xcn-i-ii upon which images

may be cast by a magic hinlcrii: in general,

any shelter or means of concealment.

Your leafy screens. Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 1.

There is ... great use of ambitious men in being

screens to princes in matters of danger and envy.
Bacon, Ambition.

Mill Mincing, stand between me and his Wit
Wit. Do, Mrs. Mincing, like a Skreen before a great Fire. screener (skre'uer), 11.

Conyreve, Way of the World, ii. 4.
e jtner 8ense .

Specifically, in arch.: (o) An ornamental partition of wood, Engine men, bank hands, screeners, all wanted a rise,

stone, or metal, usually so placed in a church or othe
d iu t t it Tke Emjiwer, LXX. 259.

build ing as to shut out an aisle from the choir, a private
*

v- /\

chapelI from a transept, the nave from the choir, the high screening-machine (skre'nmg-ma-shen'), n
An apparatus having a rotary motion, used
for screening or sifting coal, stamped ores, and
the like.

screenings (skre'ningz), n. pi. [Verbal n. of

screen, v.] 1 . The refuse matter left after sift-

ing coal, etc. 2. The small or defective grains
of wheat separated by sifting.

screes (skrez), n. pi. Same as scree*.

screeve (skrev), v. [Prob. < Dan. skrire, write :

see scribe.] To write or draw
;
write a begging

letter, etc. [Thieves' slang.]
screever (skre'ver), M. [Prob. < Dan. skrirer,

scribe, < skrire, write: see screere.] One who
writes begging letters, or draws colored-chalk

pictures on the pavements. [Thieves' slang.]

The screevers, or Writers of Begging-letters and Peti-

tions. Jtibtm-Turner, VagranU and Vagrancy, p. 649.

screeving (skre'ving), H. [Verbal n. of screeve,

v., prob. < Dan. skrive, < L. scribere, write : see

shrive.] Begging by means of letters, petitions,
or the like ; writing false or exaggerated ac-

counts of afflictions and privations, in order to

receive charity; drawing or writing on the pave-
ments with colored chalks. [Thieves' slang.]

I then took to screening (writing on the stones). I got

my head shaved, and a cloth tied round my Jaws, and
wrote on the flags

" Illness and Want," though I was never
better in my life, and always had a good bellyfull be-

fore I started of a morning.
Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 461.

screfet, An obsolete form of sheriff*.

Scremerston crow. The hooded crow.
altar from the east end, an altar-tomb from a public pas- gcrenet n, A Middle English form of screen.

sage, or to fill any similar purpose. See perclose and cut screwl
( skro), n. [Formerly also serve; = MD.

under organ-screen, (b) In some medieval and similar
,*?:";, T/ \..,irLf .f.j-,2 schruve - MLG

halls, a partition extending across the lower end, forming scltroele, Lt. scnroej, scruie, scnruve

a lobby within the main entrance-doors, and having often schruve, LG. schruve, scnruwe = MHG. SChruoe,
a gallery above, (c) An architecturally decorated wall (J. schraubc, G. dial, schrauf, scliraufen (cf. Euss.
inclosing a courtyard or the like. Such a feature as the

s)lch ,trilpii < (J.) = Icel. skrufa = Sw. skruf =
entire facade of a church may be

considered
.,
^screen ^ g &^^^^^ . <^

Screen. Lady Chapel of Gloucester Cathedral, England,
looking toward the nave.

when it does not correspond with the
as is commonly the case in Italian and frequent iv-Eng-
lish churches, but is merely a decorative mask for the

building behind it. See cut under reredos.

The screen of arches recently discovered in the h&tel of

the Prefecture at Angers.
J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 490.

The western facade -. . . of Lincoln consists of a vast

arcaded screen unbroken by upright divisions, with a level

cornice terminating its multiplied horizontal lines.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 162.

2. A kind of riddle or sieve. Especially (o) A
sieve used by farmers for sifting earth or seeds. Other
screens for grain and other substances are in the shape
of cylinders, some having knockers or brushes as in a
flour-bolt. See cuts under pearling-mitt. (&) A wire

croue, escroe, escro, F. ecrou, the hole in which
a screw turns, an internal screw, a nut; prob.
< L. serobis, rarely scrobs, a ditch, trench, grave,
in ML. used also of the holes or furrows made
by rooting swine (cf. L. scrofa, a sow) : see scro-

biculate, scrofula. The Teut. forms are all de-

rived (through the LG.) from the OF., with

change of sense, as in E., from
' internal screw'

to 'external screw.' In defs. 5, 6, 7, etc., the

noun is from the verb.] If. The hole in which
a screw (in sense 2) turns. 2. A cylinder of

wood or metal having a spiral ridge (the thread)

winding round it, usually turning in a hollow
sieve for sifting sand, gravel, etc. See sand-screen (with cylinder, in which a spiral channel is cut cor-

cut). (c) In metal., a perforated plate of metal, used in responding to the ridge. These convex and concave
the dressing of ores. The screens of a stamp-nidi are

8pirai8 with their supports, are often called the CTW and
placed in front of the mortars, and regulate the fineness to ^ and^ the external or male screw and the internal or
which the material has to be reduced before it can pass fa^fo smw respectively. The screw forms one of the six

through, and thus escape further comminution, (a) An
apparatus for sizing coal in a coal-breaker. Screens of

oast-iron are used for the coarser sizes, and of woven wire
for the very smallest (e) A device to prevent the passage
of fish up a stream, made of common wire painted with tar,
or strips of laths planed and nailed to a strong frame : em-

ployed by fish-breeders.

3. A large scarf forming a kind of plaid.

[Scotch.]
The want of the screen, which was drawn over the head

like a veil, she supplied by a bongrace, as she called it :

a large straw bonnet, like those worn by the English
maidens when labouring in the fields.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxviii.

Folding screen, (a) A screen consisting of several leaves
or flats hinged together in such a way that when they are

opened at an angle the screen will stand firmly, (b) A
screen supported on cross-mils, feet, or the like, enabling
it to stand firmly, and with hinged flaps which when open-
ed increase its width. Ladder-screens, coverings put
underneath ladders on board ship to prevent the feet of
those going up and down from being seen. The ladders
when so covered are said to be dressed. Magazine-
screen (natrf.), a curtain made of baize, flannel, or fear-

naught, and having an aperture closed by aflap. In time
of action, or when the magazine is open, this curtain is

hung before the scuttle leading from the magazine, and
the cartridges are passed through the aperture for distri-

bution to the guns. Magnetic screen. See magnetic.
Screen bulkhead. Sec tndkhead.

screen (skreu), c. /. [Early mod. E. also ukrt'i-n :

< screen, n.] 1. To shelter or protect from in-

convenience, injury, danger, or observation ;

cover; conceal.

Samples of variously formed Screws used in Carriage-maktalf and

Carpentry : a, 6, c, rf, t are special fonns of wood-screws in common
use.

mechanical powers, and is virtually a spiral inclined plane

only, the inclined plane is commonly used to overcome

gravity, while the screw is more often used to overcome
some other resistance. Screws are right or left according
to the direction of the spiral. They are used (1) for bal-

ancing forces, as the jack-screw against gravity, the pro-

peller-screw against the resistance of water, ordinary
screws against friction in fastening pieces together, the

screw-press against elasticity, etc. ; and (2) for magnify-
ing a motion and rendering it easily manageable ami uira-

snrable, as in the screw-feet of instruments, micrometer-

screw

screws, etc. For the pitch of a screw, seepitcftl, 7 (b). See
also leading-seme, lereling-xcreit.

3. A spiral shell; a screw-shell.

His small private box was full of peg-tops, . . . screws,

birds' eggs, etc. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

4. A screw propeller. 5. [Short for screw

stunner.] A steam-vessel propelled by means
of a screw propeller. 6. A small parcel of

tobacco done up in paper with twisted ends,
and usually sold for a penny. [Great Britain.]

I never was admitted to offer them [cigars] in a parlour
or tap-room ; that would have interfered with the order

for screws (penny papers of tobacco).

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 494.

7. A turn of a screw.
Strained to the last screw he can bear.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 386.

8. A twist or turn to one side : as, to give a

billiard-ball a screw by striking it low down or

on one side with a sharp, sudden blow. Com-

pare English, 5.

The nice Management of ... [the beau's] Italian Snuff

box, and the affected Screw of his Body, makes up a great
Part of his Conversation.

Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[1. 140.

9. Pressure : usually with the. [Slang.]

However, I will put the screw on them. They shall have

nothing from me till they treat her better.

H. Kinysley, Geoffry Hamlyn, xxvii.

10. A professor or tutor who requires students

to work hard, or who subjects them to strict ex-

amination. [College slang, U. S.] 11. Wages
or salary. [Slang.]

He had wasted all his weekly screw,
And was in debt some sixpences besides.

Australian Printers' Keepsake. (Leland.)

12. In math., a geometrical form resulting
from the combination of an axis, or straight
line given in position, with a pitch or linear

magnitude Archimedean screw. See Archimedean.

A screw loose, something defective or wrong, as with

a scheme or an individuaL

My uncle was confirmed in his original impression that

something dark and mysterious was going forward, or, as

he always said himself, "that there was a screw loose some-
where." Dickens, Pickwick, xlix.

Auxiliary screw, a screw propeller in a vessel having

sail-power as her main reliance, generally so fitted that it

can be hoisted clear of the water when not in use. See

cut under banjo-frame. Auxiliary steering-screw, a

secondary screw exerting its force at an angle with the

plane of symmetry of a vessel, and used to increase a ves-

sel's manageableness. Back-center screw. See back-

cenler. Backlash of a screw. See backlash. Blake's

screw, a screw-bolt having an eye in one end and a

screw-thread cut in the other ;
an eye-bolt. Compound ,

coreciprocal screw. See the adjectives. Differen-

tial screw, an arrangement consisting of a male screw

working in a female screw and having a female screw

cut through its axis with a different pitch, a second male
screw working in this. If the hollow screw is turned
while the inner one is prevented from turning, the

latter advances proportionally to the difference of the

pitches. Double screw, a screw which has two consecu-

tive spiral ridges or threads, both having the same pitch.

Endless screw. See endless. Female screw. See/-
male. Flat screw, a spiral

groove cut in the face of a disk,
which by its revolution com-
municates a rectilinear mo-
tion to a sliding bar carrying a

pin which works in the groove.
Fossil screw. See fossil

and tcrewstone. Hindley's
screw, a screw cut on a solid,

of such form that if any plane
be taken through its longitu-
dinal axis, the intersections of

the plane by the perimeter are

arcs of the pitch-circle of a

wheel into which the screw is

intended to work. It is so

named from having been first

employed by Mr. Hindley of

York in England. Hunter's
screw [named from its inven-

tor, Dr. John Hunter], adouble
screw consisting of a princi-

pal male screw that turns in a nut, but in the cylinder of

which, concentric with its axis, is formed a female screw

of different pitch that turns

on a secondary but fixed male
screw. The device furnishes

a screw of slow but enormous
lifting power without the ne-

cessity of finely cut and conse-

quently frail threads. Every-
thing else being equal, the

lifting power of this screw in-

creases exactly as the differ-

ence between the pitches of

the principal male screw and
the female screw diminishes,
in accordance with the princi-

ple of virtual velocities. In-

terior screw. See interior.

-Interrupted screw, i"

mach., a screw part or parts
of whose thread are cut away,
rendering it discontinuous ;

specifically, a screw whose
exterior is divided into six

Hindley's Screw.

a, screw ; , toothed wheel

meshing with a. When a turns

as indicated by straight arrow,
b turns as indicated by curved

Hunter's Screw.



screw

equal parts, with the screw-threads removed from alter-

nate sectors, used to form the closure of a breech-loading
cannon. In some eases the interruptions extend entirely
around the screw, so that, in the common parlance of

mechanics, "every other thread
"

is removed. Such a
screw will turn perfectly in a nut of sufficient length.
See cut under cannon. Involution Of six screws. See
invalidity. Left-handed screw, a screw which is ad-
vanced by turning from right to left, in contradistinction
to the usual or riyht-handed screw, which turns in the

opposite direction. Male screw. See male*. Metric
screw, a screw in which the pitch is commensurable in

units or fractions of a unit of the French metric system.
Milled screw, a screw with a flat broad head the edge

of which is fluted, crenated, or roughened, to afford a
firm hold for the fingers. Such screws are much used in

chemical, philosophical, and electrical instruments, and
in small machines. Perpetual screw. Same as endless

screw (which see, under endless). Plane screw. See

planei. Portland screw, the cast of the interior of

a fossil shell, Ceriltiium portlandicum. See screwstone.

Principal screw of inertia. See inertia. Quadruple
screw, a screw with four consecutive threads, all of the
same pitch. Reciprocal screws. See reciprocal. Reg-
ulating screw, a screw used to determine a motion ; a
screw which guides the slides and moving parts of ma-
chinery. Riggers' screw. See rigger. Right-and-left
screw, a screw of which the threads upon the opposite
ends run in different directions. See cuts under compound
and lathe. Screw propeller, a propeller acting on the

principle of the screw, attached to the exterior end of a
shaft protruding through the hull of a vessel at the stern.

It consists of a number of spiral metal blades either cast

together in one piece or bolted to a hub. In some special
cases, as in ferry-boats, there are two screws, one at each
end of the vessel. In some war-vessels transverse shafts
with small propellers have been used to assist in turn-

ing quickly. An arrangement of screws now common is

the twin-screw system, in which two screws are arranged
at the stern, each on one of two parallel shafts, which are
driven by power independently one of the other. By stop-
ping or Blowing up one shaft while the other maintains its

Screw Propeller.

A, sectional elevation, the section being through shaft and huh,
showing method of attaching blades ft by Dolts i; S, side elevation ;

C, cross-section of blade, on larger scale ; D, diagrammatic view of
hull of a screw-propeller ship, in which k shows position of boilers;

/, the engines ; f, propeller-shaft ; f, thrust-block ; g, propeller.

velocity, very rapid turning can be effected by twin screws,
which have, moreover, the advantage that, one being dis-

abled, the vessel can still make headway with the other.
Some vessels designed to attain high speed have been
constructed with three screws. A very great variety of
forms have been proposed for screw-propeller blades ; but
the principle of the original true screw is still in use. Vari-

ations in pitch and modifications of the form of the blades
have been adopted with success by individual construc-
tors. The actual area of the screw propeller is measured
on a plane perpendicular to the direction in which the

ship moves. The outline of the screw projected on that

plane is the actual area, but the effective area is, in

good examples, from 0.2 to 0.4 greater than this; and
it is the effective area and the mean velocity with which
the water is thrown astern that determine the mass
thrown backward. The mass thrown backward and the

velocity with which it is so projected determine the pro-
pelling power. A kind of feathering propeller has also
been used, but has not been generally approved. Com-
pare feathering-Herd?. See also cut under banjo-frame.
Screw surface, a heiicoid. Setting-up screw, a screw
for taking up space caused by wear in journal-boxes, etc. ;

an adjusting-screw. Society screw, a screw by which
an objective is attached to the tube of a microscope, of a
standard size adopted (in 1857) by the Royal Microscopical
Society of London and now almost universally used.

Spiral screw, a screw formed upon a conical or conoidal
core. Transport screw, a screw working in ^trough or

passage for transferring grain or other granular or pul-
verulent material. Compare convener. Triple screw,
a screw having three consecutive threads, all of the same
pitch. Under the screw, subjected to or influenced by
strong pressure; compelled:; coerced. Variable screw,
in lathes and other machines, a feed-screw which by the
varying velocity of its rotation gives a variable feed.

V-threaded screw, a screw having a thread of trian-

gular cross-section. See diagram of screw-threads under
screw-thread. Winged screw, a screw with a broad flat-

tened head projecting in a line with its axis so as to be
conveniently grasped by the ends of the fingers for turn-

ing it. (See also lead-screw, leveling-screie, micrometer-
screw, thumb-screw, wood-screw.)
screw 1

(skro), v. [Formerly also scrue; = D.

Ki-liroeren_
= MLG. schruven = G. schrauben =

Icel. skrufa = Sw. xkrufra = Dan. skrue, screw;
from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To turn, move,
tighten, fasten, press, or make firm by a screw,
or by giving a turn to a screw

; apply a screw
to, for the purpose of turning, moving, tighten-
ing, fastening, or pressing: as, to screw up a
bracket

;
to screw a lock on a door

;
to screw a

press.
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Screw up the heighten'd pegs
Of thy sublime Theorbo four notes high'r.

Quarter, Emblems, i., Invoc.

2. To turn or cause to turn, as if by the appli-
cation of a screw; twist. 3. To force; espe-
cially, to force by the application of pressure
similar to that exerted by the advancing action
or motion of a screw; squeeze: sometimes with

up or out: as, to screw up one's courage.
We fail !

But screw your courage to the sticking-place,
And we'll not fail. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 60.

Fear not, man ;

For, though the wars fail, we shall screw ourselves
Into some course of life yet.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, it 1.

He ecrued up his poore old father in law's accounte to

above 2001
''. and brought it on y generall accounte.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 289.

4. To press hard upon; oppress as by exac-
tions or vexatious restrictions or conditions.

Our country landlords, by unmeasurable screwing and
racking their tenants, have already reduced the miserable

people to a worse condition than the peasants in France.

Swift.

In the presence of that board he was provoked to ex-

claim that in no part of the world, not even in Turkey,
were the merchants so screwed and wrung as in England.

Hallam. (Imp. Diet.)

5. To twist; contort; distort; turn so as to

distort.

Screw your face at one side thus, and protest.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 1.

The self-important man in the cocked hat . . . screwed
down the corners of his mouth, and shook his head.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 63.

II. intrans. 1 . To turn so as to serve for tight-

ening, fastening, etc. : as, a nut that screws to

the right or to the left. 2. To have or assume
a spiral or twisting motion : as, the ball screwed
to the left. 3. To move or advance by means
of a screw propeller. [Rare.]

Screwing up against the very muddy boiling current.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, vii.

4. To require students to work hard, or sub-

ject them to strict examination.
screw2 (skro), n. [< ME. screwe, assibilated

shrewe, mod. E. shrew : see sftrew 1
.] 1. A stingy

fellow
;
a close or penurious person ;

one who
makes a sharp bargain ;

an extortioner
;
a miser

;

a skinflint.

The ostentatious said he was a screw; but he gave away
more money than far more extravagant people.

Thackeray, Newcomes, viii.

2. A vicious, unsound, or broken-down horse.

Along the middle of the street the main business was
horse-dealing, and a gypsy hostler would trot out a suc-
cession of the weediest old screws that ever kept out of
the kennela Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 625.

What screws they rode !

Lawrence, Guy Livingstone, 111.

screwable (skro'a-bl), a. Capable of being
screwed : as, a screwable bracket. The Engi-
neer, LXIX. 411.

screw-alley (skro'al"i), . In a screw steam-

er, a passageway along the shaft as far aft as
the stern tubing, affording an opportunity for

thorough examination of the shaft and its bear-

ings : known in the United States as shaft-

alky. Also shaft-tunnel. [Eng.]
screw-auger (skro'a"ger), n. See auger, 1.

screw-bean (skro'ben), w. The screw-pod mes-

quit; also, one of its pods. See mesqitift, Pro-

sopis.
screw-bell (skro'bel), . An instrument re-

sembling a bell in shape, with a screw-thread
cut on the interior surface : used for recovering
lost tools in a bore-hole.

screw-blank (skro'blangk), n. Apiece of metal
cut from a bar preparatory to forming it into a
screw.
Screw-bolt (skro'bolt), n. A square or cylin-
drical piece of iron, with a knob or flat head at

one end and a screw at the other, it is adapted
to pass through holes made for its reception in two or
more pieces of timber, metal, etc., to fasten them together
by means of a nut screwed on the end that is opposite to
the knob or head. See cuts under bolt and screw.

screw-box (skro'boks), n. A device for cutting
the external threads on wooden screws, simi-
lar in construction and operation to the screw-

plate.
screw-burner (skro'ber"ner), n. In lamps : (a)
A burner having a screw to raise and lower the
wick. (6) A burner which is attached by a
screw-thread to the socket of the lamp-top.
K. H. Knight.

Sprew-caliper (skr6'kal"i-per), . A caliper
in which the adjustment of the points is made
by a screw. E. H. Knii/lit.

screw-feed

screw-cap (skro'kap), n. A cover to protect
or conceal the head of a screw, or a cap or cover
fitted with a screw.

screw-clamp (skro'klamp), n. A clamp which
acts by means of a screw.
screw-collar (skro'kol"ar), n. In microscopy,
a device for adjusting the distance between the
lenses of an objective so as to maintain defini-

tion with varying thickness of the cover-glass.
Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. ii. 317.

screw-coupling (skro'kup'ling), n. A device,
in the form of a collar with an internal screw-
thread at each end, for joining the ends of two
vertical rods or chains and giving them any
desired degree of tension ; a screw-socket for

uniting pipes or rods.

SCrew-CUt (skro'kut), n. A cut made in a spiral

direction; specifically, a spiral cut in the tip
of horn to form a plate which, pressed out flat,

may be used for comb-making.
screw-cutter (skro'kuf'er), n. 1. A hand-
tool or die for cutting screws. It consists of a re-

volvable head (into which the material to be operated on
is inserted), to the interior of which cutters, adjustable by
screws from the outside, are attached radially.

2. A screw-cutting machine, or one of the cut-

ting-tools used in such a machine.

screw-cutting (skro'kuf'ing), u. Used in cut-

ting screws Screw-cutting chuck. See chuck*.

Screw-cutting die, the cutting-tool in a screw-cutting
machine; a screw-plate. E. H. Knight. Screw-cut-
ting gage, a gage with angles, by which the inclination
oftne point of the screw-cutting tool can be regulated, as
well as the inclination of the tool itself, when placed in

position for cutting the thread. E. H. Knight. See cut
under center-gage. Screw-cutting lathe, (a) A lathe
with a slide-rest, with change-gears by which screws of

different pitch may be cut. (b) Same as screw-cutting
machine. Screw-cutting machine, a form of lathe for

cutting screw-threads upon rods. The rod is caused to

rotate against a cutting-tool while being thrust forward at
a fixed rate. The pitch of the screw is determined by the
relative speeds of rotation and advance of the bar, which
are controlled by suitable gearing ; and the size and depth
of the thread are controlled by the cutting-tool employed.
Also called screw-cutting lathe.

Screw-die (skro'di), n. A die used for cutting
screw-threads.
Screw-dock (skro'dok), . A kind of graving-
dock furnished with large screws to assist in

raising and lowering vessels.

Screw-dog (skrO'dog), n. In a lathe, etc., a

clamp, adjustable by means of a screw, for

holding the stuff securely in the carriage.
Screw-dollar (skro'doFiir), n. A medallion of

which the obverse and reverse are in separate
plaques which can be screwed together so as
to form a very small box. Also called screw-
medal.

screw-driver (skr6'drl"ver), n. A tool, in

form like a blunt chisel, which fits into the nick
in the head of a screw, and is used to turn the

screw, in order to cause it to enter its place or
to withdraw it.

screwed (skrod), p. a. [Pp. of screw1
, v.~]

"Tight"; intoxicated; drunk. [Slang.]
Alone it stood, while its fellows lay strew'd,
Like a four-bottle man in a company screw'd,
Not flrm on his legs, but by no means subdued.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 161.

She walked so unsteadily as to attract the compassion-
ate regards of divers kind-hearted boys, who . . . bade
her be of good cheer, for she was "only a little screwed."

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxv.

screwed-work (skrod'werk), n. In wood-lttrn-

ing, work in which the cutting is done in a

spiral direction, so as to leave a spiral fillet,

bead, or other ornamental spiral pattern upon
the finished article, as in balusters, etc.

Chestnut or sycamore is far more suitable for the pro-
duction of screwed-work. Campin, Hand-turning, p. 257.

screw-elevator (skro'el"e-ya-tqr).
n. 1. A

form of passenger-elevator in wnicn the cage is

lifted by a screw. 2. A dentists' tool, con-

sisting of a staff having a gimlet-screw on the
end to screw into the root of a tooth in order
to pull it out. 3. In surg., a conical screw of
hard rubber used to force open the jaws of
maniacs or persons suffering from lockjaw.
E. H.Kmylit.
screwer (skrii'er), . [< screw*, r>j + -erl.]
One who or that which screws.

screw-eye (skro'i), . 1. A screw having a

loop or eye for its head : a form much used to
furnish a means of fastening, as by a hook, a

cord, etc. 2. A long screw with a handle,
used in theaters by stage-carpenters in secur-

ing scenos.

screw-feed (skro'fed), n. 1. The feeding-mech-
anism actuating the lead-screw of a lathe.

2. Any feed-mechanism governed or operated
by a screw.



screw-fish

screw-fish (skro'fish), . Fish packed under a

screw-press. [Trade-name.]
screw-forceps (skr6'f6r*seps), it. A dentists'
instrument with jaws between which is a screw,
which is caused to protrude into and fill the

nerve-canal, to obviate risk of crushing the
tooth when the jaws of the instrument are
closed upon it. E. H. Knight.
screw-gage (skro'gaj), n. A device for testing
the diameter, the pitch, and the accuracy of
the thread of screws. It consists of a steel ring cut
with an internal screw of the standard gage. Also called
screw-thread gage. Internal screw-gage, a steel screw
with an external thread cut to an accurate gage, used to
test internal-threaded or female screws.

Screw-gear (skro'ger), . In mech., a worm-
screw and worm-wheel, or endless screw and
pinion. E. H. Knight.
screw-hoist (skro'tioist), M. A hoisting-appa-
ratus consisting of a large toothed wheel, with
which is geared an endless screw.

screwing (skro'ing), . Exacting; close; care-

ful; economical.
Whose screwing iron-handed administration of relief is

the boast of the parish. Howitt. (fmp. Diet.)

SCrewing-engine (skro'ing-en'jiu), . A ma-
chine for cutting wooden screws and for the

making of screwed-work.

screwing-machine (skro'ing-ma-shen*), .

Same as screw-machine.

SCrewing-Stock (skr8'ing-stok), . Same as
screw-stock Guide screwing-stock, a common form
of die-stock for cutting threads on pipe or rods. It has a
guide in the form of a bushing with screws, to clamp the
exterior of the pipe or rod and cause the die to turn in

a plane at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the ob-

ject upon which the screw-thread is to be cut.

sereWing-table (skro'ing-ta"^!), . Same as
screw-table.

screw-jack (skro'jak), . In dentistry, an im-

plement, consisting of two abutments with
screws between them, for regulating displaced
or crowded teeth.-Traversing screw-jack. See
traversing-jack.

screw-key (skro'ke), n. A key for turning a
screw. It may be a form of screw-driver, or a
form of wrench. See cut under screw-stock.

screw-lock (skro'lok), n. A type of lock hav-

ing a movable opening bar, which is secured

by a screw when the lock is closed. It is made
in various forms, and is used for handcuffs,
fetters, padlocks, etc.

screw-machine (skro'ma-shen*), n. A machine
for making screws. For'metal screws it is a form of
lathe similar to a bolt-machine. For wooden screws it is a
machine, or a series of machines, working more or less

automatically, for trimming, nicking, and threading screw
blanks, which are fed in by a hopper, and are turned out
as finished screws. The name is also given to screw-cut-

ting machines (which see, under screw-cutting).

screw-mandrel (skro'man"drel), . A man-
drel of the head-stock of a lathe provided with
a screw for attaching chucks.
screw-medal (skro'med"al), H. Same as screw-
dollar.

screw-molding (skro/mol'ding), n. 1. The
molding of screws in sand for casting. A
cylindrical mold is made, and a pattern screw
run through it to form the thread. 2. The
process of forming screws of sheet-metal for
collars or caps, by pressing upon a former.
screw-nail (skro'nal), . A screw used to fas-
ten pieces of wood together.
screw-neck (skro'nek), n. A neck of a bot-

tle, flask, etc., provided with a male screw for
the reception of a screw-cap.
screw-pile (skro'pll), n. A pile with a screw
at the lower end, sunk by rotation aided by
pressure if necessary. See sheets-pile. Also
called boring-anchor.

screw-pillar (skro'piFar), n. The tool-post of
an engine-lathe.

screw-pin (skro'pin), . A screw which has an
extension in the form of a pin, the screwed
part being used to hold the pin firmly in its

socket.

screw-pine (skro'pin), . A plant of the genus
Pandanus, or more broadly of the order Pan-
danese : so called from the spiral arrangement
of the leaves and their resemblance to those of
the pineapple. The best-known species is P. odora-
tissimus, found from the East Indies to the Pacific islands.
Its richly scented male flowers are the source of the keora-
oil of perfumers. In India it is sometimes planted for
hedges, and to fix the banks of canals. Its leaves and
those of other species are made into matting and sacking.
It has a large compound fruit of a bright-orange color,
which is edible, though insipid, and bears the name of
breadfruit. See chandelier-tree, and cut under Pandanus.
screw

:plate (skro'plat), . 1. A holder for
the dies used in cutting screw-threads. 2. A
small steel plate containing dies by which
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screws of various sizes may be formed. See
cut under screw-stock. 3. A tool for cutting
external screw-threads upon wire, small rods,
or pipes. See die-stock, and cut under ttcrete-

stock.

screw-pod, screw-pod mesquit (skro'pod,
skro'pod mes'kit), n. The screw-bean, Froso-

pis pubescens. See mesquit.
screw-post (skro'post), n. Naut.. the inner
stern-post through which the shaft of a screw
propeller passes.
screw-press (skro'pres), . A simple form of

press producing pressure by the direct action
of a screw : used by printers and bookbinders
for dry-pressing, or removing the indentations
of impression from printed sheets, and for mak-
ing bound books more compact and solid.

screw-propeller, n. See screw propeller, under
screw Screw-propeller governor. See governor.

screw-punch (skro'punch), H. A punch in
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Screw-punch.
". bed ; t>, yoke, on the inner sides of which are slides for the cross-

head c ; rf, the punch proper ; e, nut for the screw ; _A weighted lever

by which the screw is mane to exert its power upon the punch ti.

which the operating pressure is applied by a
screw.

screw-Quoin (skro'koin), n. In prin ting, a quoin
of two or more parts which widens and tightens
composed types by means of a screw which con-
nects these parts. Many forms are in use.

screw-rod (skro'rod), n. A rod with a screw
and nut at one or both ends, used principally
as a binding- or tightening-rod.
screw-rudder (skro'rud'

r

er), n. An applica-
tion of the screw to purposes of steering, tak-

ing the place of a rudder. The direction of its axis
is changed, by means of a joint in the shaft, to give the

required direction to the vessel, and the efficiency of this
device does not depend upon the motion of the vessel, as
with a rudder. E. H. Knight.

screw-shackle (skro'sbak*!), . A shackle of
which the shackle-bolt is screwed into place.
screw-shell (skro'shel), . A gastropod of the

family Turritellidse. P. P. Carpenter.
screw-spike (skro'spik), n. A cylindrical spike
having a screw-thread cut on a part of its stem.
It is driven partly in, and then screwed home.
E. H. Knight.
Screw-Stair (skro'star), n. A spiral or winding
staircase

;
a hanging-stair.

He was a bachelor, and lived in a very small house,
above his shop, which was reached by a screw-stair.

N. McLeod, The Starling, xxv.

screw-stem (skro
'

stem), n. A plant of the

genus Bartonia of the gentian family. These
plants are low, delicate herbs, sometimes with
a twisted stem. Wood.
screw-stock (skro'stok), n. A handle for hold-

ing the threaded
die by which the
thread is cut on
a bar or bolt; a

screw-plate. E.

~~_ 0.

a

scribacious

ing interior screw-threads of any form. It is

the reverse of the external screw-cutter, or

screw-plate. Compare plug-tap and taper-tap.
screw-thread (skro'thred), n. 1. The spiral
ridge formed on the cylinder of a male screw,
or on the inner surface of a
female screw or nut. A screw-
thread has the same slope through-
out relatively to a plane at right
angles to the longitudinal axis of
the screw, and all points on it are

equidistant from that axis.

2. A single turn of the spi-
ral ridge of a male or female
screw: used by mechanics
to designate the number of
such turns in a unit of length
of the axis of the screw.

Commonly called simply
thread.- Screw-thread gage.
Same as screw-gage.

screw-tool (skro
'

tol), .

Any tool, as a tap, a die,
a chaser, or a machine, for

cutting screws.

screw-tree (skro'tre), .

See Hclicteres.

screw-valve (skro'valv), n.

1. A stop-cock furnished
with a puppet-valve opened
and shut by a screw instead
Of by a Spigot. 2. A Screw low thread; d, truncated

With a COnical point form- thread ;<, angularthread,
. iii .eii j i rounded top and bottom ;

ing a small valve, fitted to /, thread
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Screw-threads.

thread, sometimes used
in joinery ; h, thread bev-
eled more on the inner
side than the outer, by
which a firmer hold
against withdrawal is se-

gular thread, much used
in large screws; /, same
as , with truncated an-

gles ; m, rounded thread :

0, P. ?. *". special types of
thread.

H. Knight.
screwstone
(skro'ston), n. A
wheelstone ; an
entrochite

;
one

of the joints of
the stem of an

encrinite, stone-

lily, or fossil cri-

noid
;

a fossil

screw. See cuts
under Encriiiidee

and encrinite.

screw-table
(skro'ta"bl),. A
form of screw-
stock used for

forming the
threads of screw-
bolts or wooden
screws. E. H.

Knight.

Screw-stocks, Screw-taps, and Dies.

a, screw-stock in which the dies c are
forced by the screw s inward against the
rod r upon which the screw-thread is to lie

cut: the dies are a Iso shown in enlarged de-
tail at c and ct. e, anotherfonn of die-stock
in which three dies are used, two of them
being forced toward a third by a screw-key

/ i .. / p, moved by a nut o. b, a screw-plate,
SereW-tap ( Skro -

comprising variously sized dies for cutting
tar^ A tnnl small screws; /"and s, chasers for cut-
tap;, M, A t( il

t[ screws in lalh(.^ hei for male
tor Cutting screws and f for female screws ; i, taps
Qnrp-nr rVivoa^a rn for cutting threads of female screws an-iscrew-tnieads on nuts a cross scclioll t^,,,, showll at Ai and
the inside Of (he form of tap prior to cutting out the

! longitudinal channels or clearances being
pipes, or mak- shown at*.

a conical seat and used for

regulating flow.

screw-ventilator (skro '-

ven'ti-la-tor), n. A ven-

tilating apparatus, consist-

ing of a screw-wheel set in

a frame or a window-pane,
etc., which is caused to ro-

tate by the passage of a
current of heated air. it ex-
erts no mechanical force to pro-
mote the discharge of vitiated air, but it can be made to
rotate in only one direction, so that it will not yield to a
cold current impinging upon it from the outside, and will
thus oppose its entrance.

screw-well (skro'wel), . A hollow in the stern
of some ships into which the propeller can be
lifted after being detached from the shaft,
when the ship is to run under canvas only.
screw-wheel (skro'hwel), n. A wheel which
gears with an endless screw.
screw-Wire (skro'wir), . In shoe-manttf., a
cable-twisted wire used for fastening soles to

uppers. It is applied by means of a machine which, with
great rapidity of action, fits the parts together, forces the
pieces of wire into place, and cuts them from the coil at
the proper lengths.

screw-worm (skro'werm), n. The larva of a

blow-fly, Lucilia macellaria, which deposits its

eggs or larva? on sores on living animals. The
larvse, usually in great numbers, develop rapidly and
cause serious, often fatal, results. Horses, cattle, sheep,
and swine are attacked, and there are cases on record in
which human beings have suffered severely, death result-

ing in some instances. The best remedy is a free use of

pyrethrum powder, followed by carbolic acid. [South-
western U. 8.]

screw-wrench (skro'rench), n. 1. Any form
of wrench, as one with fixed jaws or one in
the form of a spanner, adapted for turning
square- or polygonal-headed screws or bolts.

2. A wrench of which the jaws are opened or
drawn together by means of a screw.

screwy
1
(skro'i), a. [< screw 1 + -y

1
.] Tortu-

ous, like the thread or motion of a screw : as, a

screwy motion.

screwy12
(skro'i), a. [< screw'2 + -y

1
.'] 1. Ex-

acting; close; stingy; mean; oppressive. [Col-

loq.]
Mechanics are capital customers for scientific or trade

books, such as suit their business. . . . But they're not so

screwy. Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 319.

2. Worn out; worthless. [Colloq.]
The oldest and screwiest horse in the stables.

R. Broughton, Red as a Rose, xix.

scribt, . [Appar. a var. of scrub1
.']

A scrub; a

miser.

Promus magis quant condus : he is none of these miser-
able scribs, but a liberal! gentleman.

Witluils, Wet. (ed. 1634), p. 575. (Ufares.)

scribablet (skri'ba-bl), a. [< ME. scribabil ; <

scribe + -able.~\ Capable of being written, or

of being written upon.
Paper scribabil the bale, vi. d'. Paper spendable the

reme, q'. Arnold's Chron., p. 74.

scribacious (skri-ba'shus), a. [< L. as if "scribax

(ftcribi(c-), given to writing (< seribere, write:



scribacious

see ferihc), + -i-ous.] Given to writing; fond
of writing. [Rare.]
We have some letters of popes (though not many), for

popes were then not very scribacioui, or not so pragmati-
cal. Harrow, Pope's Supremacy.

scribaciousness (skri-ba'shus-nes), n. Scriba-
cious character, habit, or tendency; fondness
for writing. Also scribatiousiiess. [Rare.]
Out of a hundred examples, Cornelius Agrippa

" On the
Vanity of Arts and Sciences

"
is a specimen of that scriba-

tiousiiess which grew to be the habit of the gluttonous
readers of his time. Emerson, Books,

scribal (skri'bal), a. [< scribe + -al.~] 1. Of
or pertaining to a scribe or penman ;

clerical.

This, according to palaeographers who know their busi-
ness, stands for haberet, and is, no doubt, a scribal error.

T/ie Academy, No. 801, p. 88.

2. Of or pertaining to the scribes, or doctors
of the Jewish law.
We must look back to what is known of the five pairs

of teachers who represented the scribal succession
E. H. Plumptre, Smith's Bible Diet. (Scribes, 3).

SCribbett (skrib'et), >i. [Appar. dim., ult. < L.
scribere, write : see scribe.'] A painters' pencil,
scribblage (skrib'laj), n. [< scribble^ + -age.]
Scribblings ; writings.
A review which professedly omitted the polemic scrib-

blaffe of theology and politics.
W. Taylor, Survey of German Poetry, I. 352. (Davies.)

scribble1
(skrib'l), v.

; pret. and pp. scribbled,
ppr. scribbling. [Early mod. E. scrible; freq.
of scribe, v. Cf. OHG. scribilon, write much,
G. sclireibJer, a scribbler, < OHG. scriban, schrei-

ben, write: see scribe, r.] I. trans. 1. To write
with haste, or without care or regard to cor-
rectness or elegance : as, to scribble a letter or

pamphlet.
I cannot forbear sometimes to scribble something in

poesy. John Cotton, in Letters of Eminent Men, I. 23.

2. To cover or fill with careless or worthless
writing, or unintelligible and entangled lines.
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scribbling2 (skrib'ling), n. [Verbal n. ofscrib-
'</<-'. ''.] The first coarse teasing or carding
which wool or cotton receives,

scribbling-engine (skrib'ling-en'
/

jin), . A
form of carding-engine having one main cylin-
de7-. and a number of small rollers in contact
with the upper surface of this cylinder in place
of top-cards: used for fine, short wool. E. H.
Kiiiglit.

scribblingly(skrib'ling-li),nrfc. In a scribbling
way.
scribbling-machine (skrib'ling-ma-shen"), H.

Inwooleit-manuf., a coarse form of carding-ma-
chine, through which oiled wool is passed one
or more times, preparatory to treatment in the
carding-machine proper. E. H. Knight.

scribe (skrib), r.
; pret. and pp. scribed, ppr.

scribing. [= OF. escrire, F. ecrire = Sp. es-
cribir = Pg. escrerer = It. scrivere = OHG. scri-

ban, MHG. schribcn, G. schreiben = MLG. schri-
ven = D. schrijren = OFries. skrica = OS.
scribhan, write, = Icel. skrifa (not "skrifa),
write, scratch, embroider, paint, = Sw. skrifca= Dan. skrire, write (in OFries. skrica, and AS.
scrifan, impose a penance, shrive); = Gael.

sgriob, sgriobh, write, scratch, scrape, comb,
curry, etc. ; < L. scribere, pp. scriptus, write,
draw (or otherwise make letters, lines, figures,
etc.), write, compose, draw up, draft (a paper),
enlist, enroll, levy, etc.; orig. 'scratch'; prob.
akin to scrobis, scrobs, a ditch, trench, grave,
to scalpcre, cut, to sculpere, cut, carve, grave,
etc.: see screw 1

; scalp*, sculp, etc. Connec-
tion with Gr. aeiv, write, and with AS. gra-

T

Every margin scribbled, crost, and cramm'd.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

II. iittrans. To write without care or regard
for correctness or elegance ; scrawl; make un-
intelligible and entangled lines on paper or a
slate for mere amusement, as a child does.

If Meevius scribble in Apollo's spite.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 34.

scribble 1
(skrib'l), n. [Early mod. E. scrible;

< scribble1
, v.] Hurried or careless writing; a

scrawl
; hence, a shallow or trivial composition

or article : as, a hasty scribble.

O that . . . one that was born but to spoil or tran-
scribe good Authors should think himself able to write
any thing of his own that will reach Posterity, whom to-
gether with his frivolous Scrlbles the very next Age will
bury in oblivion. Milton, Ans. to Salmasius, Pref., p. 19.

(In the following quotation the word is used figuratively
for a hurried, scrambling manner of walking, opposed to
"a set pace," as a scribble is to " a set copy."

you are come! Long look'd for, come at last. What!
you have a slow set pace as well as your hasty scribble
sometimes. Sir H. Howard, The Committee, i. 1. (Davies.)]

scribble 2
(skrib'l), v. t.

; pret. and pp. scribbled,
ppr. scribbling. [< Sw. skrubbla, card, freq. of
skrubba = Dan. skrubbe, scrub, rub, etc. : see
scrubs.] TO card or tease coarsely; pass, as
cotton or wool, through a scribbler.
Should any slight inequality, either of depth or of tone

occur, yet when the whole of the wool has been scribbled
together such defects disappear, and the surface of the
woven cloth will be found to exhibit a colour absolutely
alike in all parts.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 651.

SCribblement (skrib'1-ment), . [< scribble1 +
-ment.] A worthless or careless writing ; scrib-
ble. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.
scribbler 1

(skrib'ler), n. [< scribble1 , v., + -er1.]
One who scribbles or writes carelessly, loosely,
or badly; hence, a petty author; a writer of no
reputation.
Venal and licentious scribblers, with just sufficient talent

to clothe the thoughts of a pander in the style of a bell-
man, were now the favourite writers of the sovereign and
of the public. Macavlay, Milton.

scribbler2 (skrib'ler), n. [< scribble^, v., + -er1 .]
1. A machine used for scribbling cotton or
woolen fiber. 2. A person who tends such a
machine and is said to scribble the fiber.

scribble-scrabble (skrib'l-skrab'l), n. [A varied
redupl. of scrabble.] A shambling, ungainly
fellow.

By your grave and high demeanour make yourself ap-
pear a hole above Obadiah, lest your mistress should take
yon for another scribble-scrabble as he is.

Sir II. Howard, The Committee, i. (Davies.)

scribbling 1

(skrib'ling), n. [Verbal n. of scrib-
blei, .] The act of writing hastily and care-
lessly.

fan, E. grave, is not proved: see grave1
. The

^
Teut. forms were from the L. at a very early
period, having the strong inflection; they ap-
pear to have existed earlier in a different sense,
for which see shrive, shrift. For the native
Teut. word for 'write,' see write. The verb
scribe in E. is later than the noun, on which it in

part depends: see scribe, n. From the L. scri-
bere are also ult. E. scribble1 , scrip?, script, scrip-
ture, scriven, scrivener, ascribe, describe, inscribe,
etc., conscript, manuscript, transcript, etc., as-

cription, conscription, description, etc.] I. trans.
1. To write; mark; record. [Rare.]
The appeal to Samuel Pepys years hence is unmistaka-

ble. He desires that dear, though unknown, gentleman
... to recall ... the very line his own romantic self
was scribing at the moment.

R. L. Stevenson, Samuel Pepys.

Specifically 2. To mark, as wood, metal,
bricks, etc.

, by scoring with a sharp point, as
an awl, a scribe or scriber, or a pair of com-
passes. Hence 3. To fit closely to another
piece or part, as one piece of wood in furniture-

making or joiners' work to another of irregular
or uneven form.

II. intrans. To write.

It's a hard case, you must needs think, madam to a
mother to see a son that might do whatever he would, if

he 'd only set about it, contenting himself with doing no-
thing but scribble and scribe.

Miss Burney, Cecilia, x. 6. (Davies.)

scribe (skrib), n. [< ME. scribe, < OF. (and F.)
scribe = Sp. Pg. escriba = It. scriba, < L. scriba,
a writer, scribe, < scribere, write: see scribe, v.
In def . 4 the noun is of mod. E. origin, from the
verb.] 1. One who writes; a writer; a pen-
man

; especially, one skilled in penmanship.
O excellent device ! was there ever heard a better,

That my master, being scribe, to himself should write the
letter? Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 1. 146.

He is no great scribe ; rather handling the pen like the
pocket staff he carries about with him.

Diclcens, Bleak House, liii.

2. An official or public writer; a secretary;
an amanuensis

;
a notary; a copyist.

There-at Jove wexed wroth, and in his spright
Did inly grudge, yet did it well conceale

;

And bade Dan Phoebus scribe her Appellation scale.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 35.

Among other Officers of the Court, Stephen Gardner af-
terward Bishop of Winchester, sat as chief Scribe.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 276.

3. Iii Scripture usage : (o) One whose duty it was
to keep the official records of the Jewish nation,
or to act as the private secretary of some dis-

tinguished person (Esther iii. 12). (6) One of
a body of men who constituted the theologians
and jurists of the Jewish nation in the time of
Christ. Their function was a threefold one to develop
the law, both written and traditional, to teach it to their
pupils, and to administer it as learned interpreters in the
courts of justice.

And he gathered all the chief priests and scribes of the
people, iv. asked them where Christ shulde be born

Bible of 1581, Mat. ii. 4.

scrimer

4. A pointed instrument used to mark lines on
wood, metal, bricks, etc., to serve as a guide in

sawing, cutting, etc. Specifically -(a) An awl or a
point inserted in a block of wood, which may be adjusted
to a gage, used by carpenters and joiners for this pur-
pose. (6) A spike or large nail ground to a sharp point,
used to mark bricks on the face and back by the tapering
edges of a mold, for the purpose of cutting them and re-

ducing them to the proper taper for gaged arches.

scribe-awl (skrib'al), . Same as scribe, 4 (a).
scriber (skri'ber), . [< scribe, v., + -cci.]
Same as scribe, 4.

scribing (skri'bing), . [Verbal n. of scribe, r.j
1. Writing; marks or marking.
The heading [of a cask] has been brought on board, but

the scribing upon it is very indistinct.

Capt. M'CKntock, Voyage of the Fox, xiii.

2. In carp. : (a) Marking by rule or compass ;

also, the marks thus made. (6) The adjust-
ment of one piece of wood to another so that
the fiber or grain of the one shall be at right
angles to that of the other.

scribing-awl (skri'bing-al), n. Same as scribe,
4 (a).

scribing-block (skri'bing-blok), n. A metal
base for a scribing- or marking-tool .

A scribing-block, which consists of a piece of metal joint-
ed to a wooden block at one end, and having at the other
a point ; it is useful for marking centres, and for similar
purposes. F. Campin, Mech. Engineering, p. 66.

scribing-compass (skri'bing-kum"pas), . In
saddlery and cooper-work, a compass Having one
leg, pointed and used as a pivot, and one scoop-
edge, which serves as a marker. It has an arc
and a set screw to regulate the width of open-
ing.

scribing-iron (skri'bing-i"ern), n. Same as
scribe, 4.

SCribism(skri'bizm), H. [<scribe+ -ism.] The
functions, teachings, and literature of the an-
cient Hebrew scribes.

Then follows a section on Scribism, giving an account
of the Jewish canon and its professional interpretation

British Quarterly Rev., LXXXIII. 497.

scrid (skrid), H. Same as screed. [Rare.]
scriene t, n . An obsolete spelling of screen.
scrieve (skrev), v. i.; pret. and pp. scrieved, ppr.
scrieving. [< Icel. skrefa = Sw. skrefva = Dan.
skrseve, stride, < Icel. Sw. skref = Dan. skrsev,
a stride; perhaps akin to scrithc, stride, move:
see seriate.] To move or glide swiftly along ;

also, to rub or rasp along. [Scotch.]
The wheels o' life gae down-hill scrievin',
Wi' rattlin' glee. Burns, Scotch Drink.

scriggle (skrig'l), . *.
; pret. and pp. scriggled,

ppr. scriggling. [Prob. a var. of 'scruggle, freq.
of "scrug, the earlier form of shrug, q. v.

;
with

the sense partly due to association with wrig-
gle. Otherwise, perhaps ult. < Icel. skrika, slip,= OHG. screcchon, orig. spring up, jump, hop,MHG. G. schrecken = D. schrikken, cause to

jump, startle, terrify; cf. G. heu-schrecke, grass-
hopper.] To writhe

; struggle or twist about
with more or less force

; wriggle. [Prov. Eng.]
They skriggled and began to scold,
But laughing got the master.

Bloomjield, The Horkey. (Davies.)

scriggle (skrig'l), w. [< scriggle, v.] A wrig-
gle ;

a wriggling.
A flitter of spawn that, unvivifled by genial spirit, seems

to give for a time a sort of ineffectual crawl, and then sub-
sides into stinking stillness, unproductive of so much as
the scriggle of a single tadpole.

Noctee Ambrosianai, April, 1832.

SCriket, . i. [Early mod. E. also shrike and
scriek (also screak, q. v.); the earlier (unas-
sibilated) form of shrike, shriek: see shrike1

,

shriek.'} To shriek.

The litle babe did loudly scrike and squall.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. iv. 18.

Woe, and alas ! the people crye and skrike,
Why fades this flower, and leaues nee fruit nor seede?

Puttenham, Partheniades, ix.

scrim (skrim), . [Origin obscure.] 1. Thin,
strong cloth, cotton or linen, used in uphol-
stery and other arts for linings, etc. 2. pi.
Thin canvas glued on the inside of a panel to
keep it from cracking or breaking. E. H. Knight.
scrime (skrim), v. i. pret. and pp. scrimed, ppr.
sorimina. [< F. escrimer, fence: see skirm,
skirmish.'] To fence

; play with the sword.
The fellow did not fight with edge and buckler, like a

Christian, but had some newfangled French devil's de-
vice of scryming and foining with his point, ha'ing and
stamping, and tracing at me, that I expected to be full of
eyelet holes ere I close with him.

Kinynley, Westward Ho, iii.

SCrimert (skri'mer), w. [< F. eserinii-iii; a fencer,
a swordsman, < escrimer, fence : see scrime. The
AS. xcrimbrc, a gladiator (Lye), is appar. a late



scrimer

form, < OF.] One practised m the use of the

sword; a skilful fencer.

The scrimers of their nation,
He swore, had neither motion, guard, nor eye,
If you opposed them. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 101.

scrimmage (skrim'aj), . [Also scrummage,
skrimmage; early mod. E. "scrimmish, scrym-

myshe, a var. of skirmish, q. v.] A skirmish
;
a

confused row or contest; a tussle.

If everybody 's caranting about to once, each after his

own men, nobody '11 find nothing in such a scrimmaye as

that. Kingsley, Westward Ho, xxx.

Specifically, in foot-ball : (a) A confused, close struggle
round the ball.

And then follows rush upon rush, and scrummage upon
scrummage, the ball now driven through into the school-

house quarters, and now into the school goal.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown's School-Days, i. 5.

(6) The act on the part of the two contesting teams of

forming in opposing lines, and putting the ball in play.

scrimp (skrimp), v. [Also skrimp, assibilated

shrimp; < ME. 'scrimpen, < AS. *scrimpan (pret.

"scramp, pp. "scrumpen) = OSw. "skrimpa (in

pp. skrumpen = Dan. skrumpen, adj., shrunken,
shriveled) = MHG. schrimpfen, shrink; equiv.
to AS. scrimman (pret. "scram, pp. *scrummen),

shrive], shrink, and akin to scrincan, shrink : see

shrink. Scrimp exists also in the assibilated

form shrimp, and the secondary forms shram,

scrwmp, shrump, these forms being related as

crimp, cramp, crump, which may, indeed, as-

suming a loss of initial s, be of the same ori-

gin. With crimp'
2

, crimple. crumple may be com-

pared rimple, rumple.] I. trans. 1. To pinch
or scant; limit closely; be sparing in the food,

clothes, money, etc., of; deal sparingly with;
straiten.

5424 scriptural

One of the most fruitful sources of amusement to a scrip-company (skrip'kum"p;i-ni), M. A com-
whale-fishennan, and one which often so engrosses his

having shares which pass by delivery,time and attention :is tn cause linn to neglect his iluties,
* ../ ... ^ ,.,. ~j_I f

is known as *crii/iniriw Scriinshairiny, which, t>y the without the formalities ot register or transfer,

way, is the more acceptable form of the term, is the art, scrip-holder (skrip'hoFder), II. One who holds
if art it be, of manufacturing useful and ornamental arti- shares in a company or stock, the title to which
clesatsea. Inherits of U. S., V. ii. 231.

;s a wrjtten certificate or scrip,
scrimshaw (skrim'sha), w. and a. [<MrfMftaw, scrippaget (skrip'aj), n. [< scrip* + -age.]
v.] I. n. A shell or a piece of ivory scrim- That which is contained in a scrip: formed
shawed or fancifully carved. [Sailors' Ian-

jocosely, as baggage is from bag. [Bare.] See

guage.] the quotation.
II. a. Made by scrimshawing. Though not with bag and baggage, yet with scrip and
Let us examine some of the scrimshaw work. We find scrippajjc. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 171.

handsome writing desks, toilet boxes, and work boxes _._i_j. /(.Vi-i^n n IV MF xrrint writ < OF
made of foreign woods, inlaid with hundreds of other Script (skiipt), )!. L<. MJi. scnpt, sent, <, F.

pieces of precious woods of various shapes and shades. escript, escnt, F. cent = Sp. Pg. escnto = It.

~3. scritto, a writing, a written paper, < L. scriptum,Fisheries of U. S., V. ii. 232

scrimshon, scrimschon, scrimshorn, etc.,

and n. See scrimshaw.

serin (skriu), n. [Origin obscure.] In mining,
a small vein or string of ore ; a crack filled with
ore branching from a larger vein. [North. Eng.]
scrinet (skriu), n. [Early mod. E. also scryne ;

< ME. "scrine, < OF. escrin, F. eerin = It.

scrignio, < L. scrinium, a box, chest, shrine:

see shrine, which is derived from the same

a writing, a written paper, a book, treatise,

law, a line or mark, neut. of seriptus, pp. of

scribere, write: see scribe. Cf. manuscript,

postscript, prescript, rescript, transcript, etc.]

If. A writing; a written paper.
I trowe it were to longe yow to tarie,
If I yow tolde of every sent [var. script} and bond
By which that she was felted in his lond.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 453.

Do you see this sonnet,' ,. rt --!!_ il_l *** J"" WW ntlo DVH1H.Y,

source, through AS. scrm.\ A chest, bookcase, ibis lovingscnpt? do you know from whence itcametoo?
or other place where writings or curiosities are Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 2.or other place where writings or curiosities are

deposited ;
a shrine. [Bare.]

Lay forth out of thine everlasting scryne
The antique rolles which there lye hidden still.

Spenser, F. Q., L i., Prol.

I trust you winna skrimp yoursell for what is needfu'

for your health, since it signifies not muckle whilk o' us
has the siller, if the other wants it.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxxix.

2. To be sparing in
; narrow, straiten, stiut, or

contract, especially through a niggard or spar-

ing use or allowance of something; make too

small, short, or scanty; limit: as, to scrimp a

coat, or the cloth for making it.

Do not scrimp your phrase,
But stretch it wider.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 3.

II. intrans. To be parsimonious or miserly :

as, to save and scrimp.

scrimp (skrimp), o. and ?*. [< scrimp, v.'] I. a.

Scanty; narrow; deficient; contracted.

II. n. A niggard ;
a pinching miser* [U. S.]

scrimped (skrimpt), p. a. Narrow
;
contracted ;

pinched.
'A could na bear to see thee wi' thy cloak scrimpit.

Mrs. Oatkell, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

The women are all ... ill-favored, scrimped; that

means ill-nurtured simply.
C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 71.

SCrimping-bar (skrim'ping-bar), n. In calico-

printing, a grooved bar which smooths the
fabric right and left to facilitate its proper
feeding to the printing-machine.
The scrimpinff-bar is made of iron or brass with a curved

surface furrowed by grooves, cut right and left from the

centre. W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 558.

scrimply (skrimp'li), adv. In a scrimp man-
ner; barely; hardly; scarcely.

Down flow'd her robe, a tartan sheen,
Till half a leg was scrimply seen ;

And such a leg ! my bonnie Jean
AJone could peer it. Burns, The Vision.

Scrimpness (skrimp'nes), . Scantiness ; pinch-
ed appearance or state; small ness of allow-
ance.

scrimp-rail (skrimp'ral), n. Same as scrimp-
infi-bar.

The cloth then passes over the corrugated scrimp rails.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 493.

SCrimption (skrimp'shon), n. [Irreg. < scrimp
+ -tion.] A small portion; a pittance: as, add

just a scrimption of salt. Halliwell. [Local.]

scrimpy(skrim'pi),n. [< scrimp + -l.] Scrimp.
[Colloq.]
Four acres is scrimpy measure for a royal garden, even

for a king of the heroic ages whose daughter did the

family washing. N. and Q., 7th ser., X. 8.

scrimshaw (skrim'sha), v. t. and i. [A nautical
word of unstable orthography; also scrimshon,
scrimschon, skrimshon, scrimshorn, skrimschont,
skrimshander; origin unknown. If the form
scrimshaw is original, the word must be due to

the surname Scrimshaw.] To engrave various
fanciful designs on (shells, whales' teeth, wal-

rus-tusks, etc . ) ;
in general, to execute any piece

of ingenious mechanical work. [Sailors' lan-

guage.]

scringe (skrinj), v. i.
; pret. and pp. scringed,

ppr. scringing. [Also skringe; a weakened

form, with terminal assibilation, of *scrink,
shrink (< AS. scrincan), as cringe is of "crink

(< AS. crincan).] To cringe. [Prov. Eng. and

U.S.]
'Twunt pay to scringe to England ; will it pay
To fear that meaner bully, old "They'll say"? .-

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., ii. BCnpt., Script.

scrinium (skrin'i-um), n.
; pi. scrinia (-a). [L.

scrinium (see def.) : see scrine, shrine.] In Rom.

antiq., a case or box, generally cylindrical in

shape, for holding rolls of manuscript.

2. Ln law, an original or principal document.
3. Writing; handwriting; written form of

letter
;
written characters ; style of writing.

A good deal of the manuscript . . . was in an ancient

English script, although so uncouth and shapeless were the
characters that it was not easy to resolve them into letters.

Hawthorne, Septimius Pelton, p. 122.

4. In printing, types that imitate written let-

ters or writing. See example under ronde.
Lombardic script See Lombardic. Mirror script.
See mirror-script. Scripts of martt. Same as letters

of marque (which see, under marque).
An abbreviation of scripture or

scrip
1

(skrip), n. [< ME. scrippe, schrippe, <

Icel. skreppa, a scrip, bag, = OSw. skreppa,
Sw. dial, skrappa, a bag, a scrip, = Norw.

skreppa, a knapsack, = MD. scharpe, schaerpe,

scerpe, a scrip, pilgrim's wallet, = LG. schrap,
a scrip, = OHG. scharpe, a pocket, perhaps
akin to OHG. scirbi, MHG. schirbe, scherbe, G.

scherbe = D. scherjf, a shred, shiver, scrap,
shard: see scrap* and scarp

2
, scar/2.] 1. A

wallet; a bag; a satchel, as for travelers;

scribe.] A handwriting, especially when pre-

senting any peculiarity by which the writer or

the epoch of the writing may be fixed : as, a

scription of the fourteenth century.
Britain taught Ireland a peculiar style of scription and

ornament for the writing of her manuscripts.
Sock, Church of our Fathers, i. 275.

'us), a. Written: as,
Bentham.

n. [< L. scriptor, a writer,
< scribere, pp. scriptun, write: see scribe.] A
writer; scribe.

especially, a pilgrim's pouch, sometimes rep-
gcriptoriuln (8krip-t6'ri-um), .: pi. scripto-

resented as decorated with scallop-shells, the g scriptoria (-umz, -a). [= fo. escriptoireemblems of . kmm.emblems of a pilgrim.
Horn tok burdon and scrippe,
And wrong his lippe.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.X p. SO.

He [the friar] went his wey, no lenger wolde he reste,

With scrippe and tipped staf, ytukked hye.
Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 29.

David . . . chose him five smooth stones out of the

brook, and put them in a shepherd's bag which he had,
even in a scrip. 1 Sam. xvii. 40.

2. In her., a bearing representing a pouch or

almoner, and supposed to be a pilgrim's scrip.
It is often combined with a pilgrim's staff, or

bourdon. See staff.

scrip
2
(skrip), n. [A corruption of script, appar.

by vague association with script : see script.]

1. A writing; a certificate, deed, or schedule ;

a written slip or list.

Call them generally, man by man, according to the scrip.

Shot., M. N. D., i. 2. 2.

No, no, my soueraign ;

lie take thine own word, without scrip or scrowle.

Heywood, If you Know not me (Works, I. 318).

= It. scrittojo, < ML. scriptorium, a writing-room ,

LL. a metallic style for writing on wax, prop,
neut. of scriptorius, pertaining to writing or a
writer: see scriptory.] A writing-room; spe-

cifically, the room set apart in a monastery or

an abbey for the writing or copying of manu-
scripts.
The annalist is the annalist of his monastery or his

cathedral ;
his monastery or his cathedral has had a his-

tory, has records, charters, a library, a scriptorium for

multiplying copies of record.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 79.

scriptory (skrip'to-ri), a. [= OF. scriptoire, <

L. scriptorius, pertaining to writing or to a

writer, < scriptor, a writer, < scribere, pp. scrip-
tus, write : see scribe, script.] 1. Expressed in

writing; not verbal; written.

Of wills duo sunt genera, nuucupatory and scriptory.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, ii.

2. Used for writing. [Bare.]
With such differences of reeds, vallatory, sagittary, scrip-

tory, and others, they might be furnished in Judea.
Sir T. Browne, Tracts, i.2. A scrap of paper or parchment.

I believe there was not a note, or least scrip of paper of scriptural (skrip'tu-ral), a. [< scripture + -al.]

any consequence in my possession, but they had a view ^
. QJ or pertainiiig to writing ;

written,
of it Bp. Spratt, Harl. Misc. (Danes.)

It is ridiculous to say that bills o,t excha,nge shall pay Jfi^"^ '

wVfcn^hTrooTSSuCof^^^$^tis^ ^rrument
'
doesnot ^

3. In com., an interim or provisional docu-
g _ PeTtajiaijlg to contained in, or in accordance

ment or certificate, to be exchanged, when cer-
with the Scriptul

.es . as a scriptural phrase;
tain payments have been made or conditions

scriptural doctrine. [Less specific than Bibli-

complied with, for a more formal certificate, as
?

J
and more commOnly without a capital.]

of shares or bonds, or entitling the holder to the

payment of interest, a dividend, or the like;

also, such documents or certificates collectively.

Lucky rhymes to him were scrip and share.

Tennyson, The Brook.

There was a new penny duty for scrip certificates.

S. Dowcll, Taxes in England, III. 33fl.

4. Fractional paper money: so called in the

United States during and after the civil war.
Railway Scrip, scrip issued by a railway.

The convocation itself was very busy in the matter of

the translation of the Bible and Scriptural formula; of

prayer and belief.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 288.

= Syn. 2. Biblical, Scriptural. Biblical relates to the Bible

as a book to be known or studied : as, a Biblical scholar ;

Biblical exegesis or criticism. Scriptural relates to the

Bible as a book containing doctrine : as, the idea is not

scriptural; it also means simply contained in the text of

the Bible : as. a scriptural phrase. We speak of a Bible

character, a Bible hero.
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scripturalism (skrip'tu-ral-izm), M. [< scrip- scripturientt (skrip-tu'ri-ent), . and . [< LL.
DMftyyiuM L* \ i -- r

_

'
t_3_ i:~i . .;..*..,. ,,,/^ \.. . 1Ti r,f *.;>,; nl ni-i IT dpsiire to

in rii I + -inn/.] The doctrine of a scripturalist;

literal adherence to Scripture. Imp. Diet.

scripturalist (skrip'tu-ral-ist), H. [< scriptural
+ -int.] One who'adli'eres literally to the

Scriptures, and makes them the foundation of

all philosophy; one well versed in Scripture;
a student of Scripture.
The warm disputes among some critical Scripturalists

of those times concerning the Visible Church of Christ

upon Earth.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 214. (Dames.)

Scripturality (skrip-tu-ral'i-ti), Scriptural-
ness.

Scripturality is not used by authors of the first class.

gorfpt*rie*(t-)a, ppr. of scripturire, desire to

write, deliberative of L. m-ribm, pp. scriplux,

write: see scribe.] I. a. Having a desire or

passion for writing; having a liking or itch for

authorship.
Here lies the corps of William Prynne ...
This grand scripturient paper spiller,

This endless, needless margin filler,

Was strangely tost from post to pillar.

A. Wood, Athense Oxon., II. 453.

II. . One who has a passion for writing.

They seem to be of a very quarrelsome humour, and to

have a huge ambition to be esteemed the polemical scnp-

turiente of the age. Bp. Parker, Platonick Philos., p. 75,

scrofula

\vliuseoccupation is the drawing of contracts in-

other writings.
As God matle you a Knight, if he had made you a Scriv-

ener, you would haue bene more handsome to colour

Oordouan skinnes then to haue written processe.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 83.

scripturally (skrip'tu-ral-i), adv. In

tural manner; from or in accordance with the

Scriptures. Baftey,

SCripturalneSS (skrip'tu-ral-nes), w. Scrip-
tural character or quality. Imp. Diet.

scripture (skrip'tur), n. and a. [< ME. scrip- scritt

the Scriptures.
Pembroke Hall, . . . noted from the very dawn of the

Reformation for scripturists and encouragers of gospel

learning. Ridley, quoted in Biog. Notice of Bradford

[(Parker Soc., 1853), II. xvii.

A Middle English form of script

2. One whose business it is to receive money
and place it out at interest, and supply those

who want to raise money on security ;
a money-

broker ; a financial agent.

How happy in his low degree ... U he
Who leads a quiet country life, . . .

And from the griping scriuener free !

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Epodes, ii.

Scriveners' cramp or palsy, writers' cramp. See writer.

= It. seritturix- scrivenership (skriv'ner-ship), . [< scrivener

is versed in + -ship.] The office of a scrivener. Cotgrave.

scrivenisht, and adv. [< ME. scryvenyssh; <

xcrircn + -/x/i 1
.] Like a scrivener or notary.

unpbuic v otvilil LlAl ^j " J L N AIJ ^'.^' D\,iiv!. ". -- i- -

scrivenourt n. An ODSOieie iurm ui VCTWI <zi .

ture, scriptour, scrypiour, < OF. escripture, es- scritch1 (skrich), v. i. [A var. ot screech, ult.
ivpnrv f skriv'n-ri), . [< scriven + -ry. Cf.

criturc, F. Venture = Sp. Pg. escritura = It. an assibilated form of scrike: see scrike, shmfai. * ^. -3=.. .*

writ Iura, a writing, scripture, < L. scriptura, a shriek.] To screech; shriek,

writing, written character, a line, composition,
"*-- " - "-

something written, an inscription, LL. (N. T.

and eccl.) scriptura, or pi. scriptures, the writ-

ings contained in the Bible, the Scriptures,

scriptura, a passage in the Bible, < scribere, scritch1 (skrich), H. [< scritchi, <.;

fut. part, scr-iptnrus, write : see script, scribe.] screech, ult. of scrike, shrike, shriek.]

I. n. 1. A writing; anything written, (ot) A cry; a screech,

document ; a deed or other record ; a narrative or other

matter committed to writing ;
a manuscript or book, or

that which it contains.

That dismal pair, the scritchiny owl
And buzzing hornet ! B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

On that, the hungry curlew c

Ne scruvem/ssh or craftily thow it write.

Chaucer, Troilus, 11. 1026.

scriven-liket, Like a scrivener,

scrivenourt, An obsolete form of scrivener.

venry(skri\ ,,

'. eserivainerie (also escrivainie), the office ot

a scrivener, < escrivain. a scrivener: see scriven.]

Scrivenership.
SCrobH " A Middle English form of scrub 1

.

,, o,uW.u. SCTOb2t! . A Middle English form of scni&p.

nt SCTObe (skrob), w. [< L. scrolls, a ditch, dike,

A atw-ii trench. Hence ult. scrobicula, etc., and prob.
ult. screw1 .] In entom. : (a) A groove in the

side of the rostrum in which the scape or basal

joint of the antenna is received, in the weevils

And many other marveylles ben there ; that it were to

combrousand to long to putten it in scripture of Bokes.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 272.

Of that scripture,

Be as be may, I make of it no cure.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1144.

(M) An inscription or superscription ; a motto or legend ;

the posy of a ring, or the like.

Pleyynge entrechangeden hire rynges,
Of which I can noght tellen no scripture.

Perhaps it is the owlet's scritch. Coleridge, Christabel, I.

SCritch2 (skrich), n. [< ME. "scrich, < AS. aerie, or ourculios. These scrobes may be directed straight

a thrush : see shrike^. Cf. scritch-owl, screccii- forward, or upward or downward, and thus furnish char-

owl.] Aihrush.

scrithet, v. i.

See screech, 3. [Prov. Eng.] acters much used in classifying such beetles. (6) A
[E. dial, also scride; < ME. sen- groove on the outer side of the mandible, more

scrobiculee

L
asmooth

stride.] To stride ;
move forward. Hampole, space surrounding a tubercle on the test of a

Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 2, note 3. sea-urchin.

scritoire(skri-twor'),re. A variant of escritoire, scrobicular (skro-bik'u-lar), a. < scrobtcula

I willthataconvenyentstoonof marbill andaflatfygure,

aftyr the facion of an armyd man, be made and gravyn in

the seyd stoon in laton in memoryall of my fadyr, John

Fastolf, . . . with a scripture aboute the stoon makynge
mencion of the day and yeer of hise obite.

Pastmi Letters, I. 454.

lus, iii. 1369. scrivanot, n. [< It. scrivano, a writer, clerk: see + -arS.] Pertaining to or surrounded by scro-

scriven.] A writer; clerk; one who keeps ac- biculse, as tubercles on a sea-urchin,

counts. Scrobicularia (skro-bik-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., <

The captain gaue order that I should deliuer all my L. scrobiculus, a little ditch: see scrobiculus.]

mony with the goods into the hands of the scriuano, or jn co ch., the typical genus of Scrobiculariidee;

purser of the ship. HaHuyfs Voyages, II. 249.
ag Armaria . Schumacher, 1817.

2. leap.] The books of the Old and New Tes-

taments ;
the Bible : used by way of eminence

You do not know the quirks of a scrivano,

A dash undoes a family, a point.^ ; ^ __ Shirley, The Brothers, Iv. 1.

and distinction, and often in the plural pre- gcrive (skriv), v. t.; pret. and pp. scrived, ppr.
ceded by the definite article; often also Holy scriving. [Avar, of scribe; cf. d-escrive, describe.]

If. To write ;
describe.

How mankinde dooth bigynne
Is wondir for to scryue so.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.X p. 58.

Scrobicuiariidse (skr6-bik"u-la-ri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < ScroUcularid + -.] A family of

See Bible.
by

Scripture.

Holy scryptour thus it seyth
To the that arte of cristen feyth,
" Yfle thou labour, thou muste ete

That with thi hondes thou doyste gete."
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 19.

Holy scriptur apekyth moche of thys Temple whiche

war to longe to wryte for this purpose.
Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 71.

and the

sheil"feiliniform with an 'external ligament and an in-

ternal cartilage lodged in a special fossa below the um-
bones. The species mostly inhabit warm or tropical seas.

Scrobiadaria piperata is the well-known mud-hen of Eng-
land They are sometimes called mvd-mactras.

2. To draw (a line) with a pointed tool: same
scrobicuiate (skro-bik'u-lat), a. [< NL. "scro-

as scribe, 2.
biculatus, < L. scrobiculus, a little ditch or

When the line's of the sections or frames are accurately trench : see scrobiculus.] In bot. and goal., fur-
drawn, they are scratched or Kriwdin by a sharp-pointed ^^ of p

.

tted .

having gmall pits or furrows ;

HUseripture is given by inspiration of God, and is prof-
'

j , ,
- ,v- jT V j iT

:

! ; specifically, in entom., having well-defined deep
itable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for mstruc- scriVO-board (sknv bord), n In shtp-bmMmg, ^ roun<jed depressions which are larger than
tion in righteousness. 2 Tim. iii. 16. number of planks clamped edge to edge toge- .

.
.

3. A passage or quotation from the Scriptures ; viousiy outlined.
a Bible text. scrivello (skri-vel'6), n. [Origin obscure.]
How dost thou understand the Scripture? The Scrip- An elephant's tusk of less than 20 pounds in

ture says "Adam digged." Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 41.
weignt- Imp. Diet.

4. [cop.] Any sacred writing or book: as, a gcrivent (skriv'n), H. [< ME. "scriven, serin hi

catena of Buddhist Scriptures.

Most men do not know that any nation but the Hebrews
have had a scripture. Thoreau, Walden, p. 116.

Canonical Scriptures. See canonical books, under ca-

nonical.

II. a. leap.] Relating to the Bible or the

Scriptures; scriptural: as, "Scripture history,"
Locke.

Why are Scripture maxims put upon us, without taking
notice of Scripture examples? Bp. Atterbury. scrjvellt (skriv'n), V. t. and i.

scriptured (skrip'turd), a. [< scripture + -ed%.]

Engraved; covered with writing. [Bare.]
Those scriptured flanks it cannot see.

D. O. Rossetti, The Burden of Nineveh.

Scripture-reader (skrip'tur -re *der), n. An
evangelist of a minor grade'who reads the Bible

in the houses of the poor and ignorant, in hospi-

tals, barracks, etc.

scripturewort (skrip'tur-wert), . Same as let-

ter-Uchen.

scripturian (skrip-tu'ri-an), H. [< scripture +
-i'lii.] A Biblical scholar; a scripturist. [Rare.]

Flo. Cursed be he that maketh debate 'twixt man and wife.

(-11). [NL., < L. scrobiculus, a little ditch or

trench, dim. of scrobis, scrobs, a ditch, trench:

see scrobe.] In anat., a pit or depression; a

fossa Scrobiculus cordis, the pit of the stomach:
same as anticardium.

.. , pret. and pp. scrodded, ppr.

xcrodcliny. [A var. of shred or shroud^ (AS.
-*screddan = MD. schrooden, etc.): see shred,

shroud?.] To shred ; prepare for cooking by
tearing in small pieces : as, scrodded fish.

scrod (skrod), u. [< scrod, v.] 1. Scrodded

fish, or a dish prepared by scrodding fish-

2. A young codfish, especially one that is split

and fried or boiled. [New Eng.]
Scrod is the name for a young codfish split and pre-

pared for boiling. Amer. Angler, XVII. 333.

Le. Oh, rare scripturian! you have scaled up my lips.

Chapiiinn. Huiimrniis Day's Mirth.
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TI niiiuc **o wnnvwrwi
< OF. escnvmn,F. ecnvam = Sp. esmbano = Pg. scroa (skrod), v. t. ;

escrivSo = It. scrivano, < ML. scribanus, a writer,

notary,clerk(cf.L.scn'6a,a scribe), < It.scribere,

write: see scribe. Hence scrivener. The word
scrioen survives in the surname Scriven.] A
writer

;
a notary.

Thise scriueyns . . . sseweth guode lettre ate gtnnynge,
and efterward maketh wycked.

AyenWe of Inutyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 44.

rivent ^KI-IV u), v. t. and i. [< scriven, n. ;
or

< scrivener, regarded as formed with suffix -er1

from a verb: see scrivener.] To write; espe-

cially, to write with the expansive wordiness SCrodgllJ

irwverr^
10118 CharaCteristlC f 8CriVenerS r ho^h ti? & bb together and the

Here 's a mortgage scrivened up to ten skins of parch- points Projecting at right angles, to be dragged
merit and the king's attorney general is content with six or jerked through the water; a pull-devil,
lines. Roger North, Lord Guilford, II. 30-2. (Dames.) sCTOdgill (skrod'gil), V. t. [< scrodgitl, n.] To

Iso take or catch with a scrodgill.

scrofula (skrof'u-lii), . [Formerly errone-

ously scrophula. also scrofules, scrophules, < F.

scrofules. pi., = Sp. rserdfulo = Pg. eserofitlas =
It. 'scrofula, xcrtifolit = G. skrofeln = Sw. Dan.

skroflei; pi., scrofula, < L. scrofnlse, pi., scrofu-

lous swellings, scrofula; perhaps so called from

x/.-rirenere, with superfluous siiffix -ere (E. -er1
,

-er2 ) (a.smiiiHi<-iiiii<'r,jxirixlii<>iier,etc.),< m-rir-

. ;i notary: see scriven. Hence the surnames
Si-rirciu-r. Xi-iihncr.] 1. A writer ; especially,
;i puiilic- writer; a notary; specifically, one



scrofula

the swollen appearance of the glands, prop. pi.

of "scrofula, a little sow, dim. of scrofa, a sow,
so called with ref. to the rooting habit of swine.
lit. a '

digger' ;
<)'. srrohix, a ditch, from the same

root as scribere, write, orig. scratch : see scrolie,

screwl, etc.] A constitutional disorder, espe-

cially in the young, expressing itself in lym-
phadenitis, especially glandular swellings in the

neck, with a tendency to cheesy degeneration,
inflammations of various joints, mucous mem-
branes, and other structures, together with
other less distinct indications of feeble health.
The inflammations have been shown to be in most cases

tubercular, and due to bacillary invasion. Also called

struma and king's evil. See JI .

scrofulest, it.pl. [Also erroneously acrophvlet ;

< F. scrofules, < L. scrofula, scrofulous swell-

ings: see scrofula.] Scrofulous swellings.
A cataplasme of the leaves and hogs grease incorporat

togither doth resolve the scrophules or swelling kernels

called the king's evill. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxii. 14.

scrofulide (skrof'u-lid), . [< F. scrofulide.]

Any affection of tie skin regarded as of scrof-

ulous origin.
SCrofulitic (skrof-u-lit'ik), a. [< scrofula + -/'/<'-'

+ -ic.] Scrofulous.

scrofuloderm (skrof'u-lo-derm), n. [< scrofula
+ derm.] A skin-lesion regarded as of scrof-

ulous origin.
scrofulous (skrof'u-lus), a. [< F. scrofuletuc,
earlier scrophuleux = Sp. Pg. escrofuloxo = It.

scrofoloso,<NL.*$crofulosus,< L. scrofula : see

scrofula.] 1. Pertaining to scrofula, or partak-
ing of its nature; having a tendency to scrof-

ula: as, scrofulous tumors ;
a scrofulous habit of

body. 2. Diseased or affected with scrofula.

Scrofulous persons can never be duly nourished.
Afl'uthn'it, Aliments.

Scrofulous abscess, suppurative lymphadenitis of chil-

dren, especially in the neck. Scrofulous bubo, a scrofu-
lous lymphadenitis Scrofulous ceratitis, a form of

parenchymatous inflammation of the cornea seen in scrof-
ulous subjects.

scrofulously (skrof'u-lus-li), adr. In a scrofu-
lous manner

;
with scrofula.

scrot'ulousness (skrof'u-lus-nes), M. Scrofulous
character or condition.

scrog (skrog), . [Also assibilated sltrog; < ME.
scrog, skrotjge, shrogge; a var. of scragl. Cf.

Gael, sgrogag, stunted timber or undergrowth,
sgreag, shrivel, sgreagacit, dry, parched, rocky,
etc.; Ir. screag, a rock.] 1. A stunted bush;
also, a tract of stunted bushes, thorns, briers,
etc.

;
a thicket

; underwood.
I cam in by yon greenwud,

And doun aniang the scrogs.
Johnie of Cockletmuir (Child's Ballads, VI. 18).

At the foot of the moss behind Kirk Yetton (Caer Ket-
ton, wise men say) there is a scrog of low wood and a pool
with a dam for washing sheep. R. L. Stevenson, Pastoral.

2. A small branch of a tree broken off; broken
boughs and twigs ;

brushwood.

"Scrogie Touchwood, if you please," said the senior;" the scroff branch first, for it must become rotten ere it

become touchwood." Scott, St. Bonan's Well, xxxvi.

3. In her., a branch of a tree: a blazon some-
times used by Scottish heralds.

[Scotch and prov. Eng. in all uses.]
SCroggy (skrog'i), a. [< ME. scraggy, covered
with underwood or straggling bushes; < serog
+ -yi. Cf. scraggy.] 1. Stunted; shriveled.

2. Abounding with stunted bushes or brush-
wood. [Scotch or prov. Eng. in both uses.]
scrolar (skro'liir), a. Pertaining to a scroll.

Scrolar line, a line lying in a surface, but not in one
tangent plane.

scrolet, An obsolete form of scroll.

scroll (skrol), i. [Early mod. E. also scrawl,
scrole, scrolie (also sometimes escrall, after

escrow) ;
< ME. 'scrolle, scrawls, scraicle, < OF.

escrouelle, escroele, a strip, roll (cf. eserouete,
escrowete, escroete, f., escrouet, m., a roll, scroll),
dim. of escroue, escroe, a strip, scroll : see scroie,
of which scroll is thus ult. a dim. form.] 1. A
roll of parchment or paper, or a writing formed
into a roll; a list or schedule.

The heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll.

Isa. xxxiv. 4.

Here is the scroll of every man's name.
Shak., M. N. D., i. 2. 4.

2. In a restricted sense, a draft or outline
of what is afterward to be written out in full :

also used attributively : as, a scroll minute. 3.
An ornament of a spiral form ; an ornament or

appendage resembling a partly unrolled sheet
of paper, (a) In arch., any convolved or spiral orna-
ment ; specifically, the volute of the Ionic and Corinthian
capitals. See cuts under linen-scroll and Vitrunan. (6)
The curved head of instruments of the violin class, in which
are inserted the pins for tuning the strings, (c) Same as
scroll head, (d) A flourish appended to a person's signa-

V
b

Hydraulic Scroll.

ii, case, inclosing center-discharge tutbinc
water-wheel ; *, openings for inflow of water;
f, <"'. gates for admitting water to central

wheel-space d (the wheel is not shown);
t, e' t gate-shafts; /, shaft by which the
two gates are operated simultaneously and
equally from worm-gearing at the top of the

gate-shafts.

5426
ture or sign manual, (e) In law, a spiral or seal-like char-

acter, usually in ink, permitted in some states to be affixed

to a signature to serve the purpose of a seal, (f) Any or-

nament of curved interlacing hues.

A large plain Silver hilled Sword with Scroirt* and gilt
in parts, with a broad gutter'd hollow Blade gilt at the
shoulder. Quoted in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of (jneen

[Anne, I. 157.

(<j) In furniture and woodwork, a carved volute or spiral,

especially such an ornament forming the arm of a sofa,

rocking-chair, or the like. (A) The ribbon-like label pro-
ceeding from the mouths of speakers in old tapestries
and illustrations, (i) In her.

,
the ribbon-like appendage

to a crest or es-

cutcheon on
which the motto
is inscribed. Also
encroll.

4. In hydraul.,
a spiral or con-

verging aju-

tage or water-

way placed
around a tur-

bine or other
reaction wa-
ter-wheel to

equalize the
rate of flow of

water at all

points around
the circumfer-

ence, bymeans
of the progres-
sive decrease
in the capacity
of the waterway. E. B. Knight. 5. Ingeom.,
a. skew surface, or non-developable ruled sur-

face. 6. The mantling or lambrequin of a tilt-

ing-helmet. [Bare.] 7. In anat., a turbinate
bone ; a scroll-bone.

Scroll (skrol), c. [< scroll, n.] I. trans. 1. To
write down in a scroll or roll of parchment or

paper; commit to writing: inscribe. 2. To
draft; write in rough outline. See scroll, n., 2.

I'll scroll the disposition In nae time.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, viiL

3. To roll up or form into a scroll. 4. To or-

nament with scrolls or scrollwork.

II. in trans. To roll or curl up.
When gum mucilage is used, the addition of a very lit-

tle glycerine will make it hold better, and diminish its ten-

dency to separate or scroll. Lea, Photography, p. 428.

scroll-bone (skrol'bon), n. In anat., a scroll,

or scrolled bone. The principal scroll-bones

are the ethmoturbinals, maxilloturbinals, and

sphenoturbinals.
scroll-chuck (skrol'chuk), n. A form of lathe-

chuck in which the dogs are caused to approach
or recede from the center simultaneously by
the revolution of a grooved scroll.

scrolled (skrold), p. a. [< scroll + -ctt*.] 1.

Consisting of scrolls; decorated over much of

the surface with scrolls. 2. In anat., turbi-

nated, as a bone; scroll-like.

scroll-gear (skrol'ger), H. See scroll-wheel.

scroll-head (skrol'hed), . An ornamental

piece at the bow of a vessel, finished off with
carved work in the form of a volute or scroll

turned outward. Also called billet-head and
scroll.

scroll-lathe (skrol'laTH), n. Alathe especially

adapted for spiral work, or objects of scroll-

shaped outline, as piano-legs and balusters.

scroll-saw (skrol'sa), n. A saw or sawing-ma-
chine for cuttingthin boards, veneers, orplates
into ornamental scrollwork, or for preparing
wood for inlaying. The smallerfoot-power machines
consist of narrow saw-blades fitted to a spring frame, and

operated by a treadle. The larger machines include both

reciprocating saws or jig-saws and band-saws. In all the

saw passes through a hole in the table, and the material,
laid on the table, ia pushed against the saw. See cut under
band-saw.

scroll-wheel (skrol'hwel), . A cog-wheel in

the form of a scroll, the effect of

which is to cause the gearing to

rotate more slowly when engaged
with its main parts than when it

is working in the outer parts. It

is used in some machines, as harvesters,
as a means of converting rotary into re-

ciprocal motion by rapid reversals of the
motion of the scroll-wheel.

scrollwork (skrol'werk), n. Or-
namental work of any kind in

which scrolls, or lines of scroll-

like character, are an ek-mcitf.
The name is commonly given to oniiiim-n-

tal work cut out in fanciful designs from
thin boards or plates with a scroll-saw. cre^sine velocity

Same as to the laer as *

Scrophularineae

scroop (skrop), r. i. [Imitative. Cf. /.//'-'.

irlnMip, roiiji.] To emit a harsh or grating
sound

; grate ; creak,

scroop 'skrop), . [< scroop, f.] 1. A harsh
sound or cry.
This man could mimic every word and scroop and shout

that might be supposed proper to such a scene [the pull-
ing of teeth). Dickens, Household Words, XXX. 139.

Specifically 2. The crisp, crunching sound
emitted when a bundle of silk yarn is tightly
twisted and pressed together.
SCrophulat, A former erroneous spelling of
Xl'l'llflllll. ,

Scrophularia (skrof-u-la'ri-ii), . [NL. (Ri-
vinus, 1690), so called because reputed a rem-

edy for scrofula, or perhaps on account of the
knots on the roots resembling scrofula; < L.

scrofula, scrofula: see scrofula.] A genus of

gamopetalous plants, type of the order Scropli n-

lariiicfe, belonging
to the tribe Chelo-
neie. It is character-
lied by flowers with a

deeply five-cleft ca-

lyx, a nearly globose
corolla with four

short, flat, erect lobes
and one spreading in

front, four stamens
with one-celled an-

thers, and often a
scale like staminode
representing a fifth

stamen. The fruit Is

a rigid two-celled sep-
ticidal capsule, round-
ish and commonly
sharp-pointed, con-

taining very numer-
ous wrinkled seeds.
There are about 120

species, chiefly Old
World plants of the
Mediterranean re-

gion, also extending
widely through the
north temperate zone,
but very sparingly in

America, where 3 spe-
cies occur in the west-
ern United States, one
of which, S. nodosa,
figwort, extends to the
Atlantic and to Canada. They are smooth or bristly herbs,
sometimes shrubby, and often fetid. They bear leaves
which are chiefly opposite, and are often covered with

pellucid dots, and loose cymes of greenish, purplish, or

yellow flowers disposed in a terminal thyrsus. Ihe spe-
cies are known as figicort, especially 5. aqvatica of Eng-
land, also called water-betony, tndlwort, and bishop's leaves,
and S. nodosa, a widely diffused species of Euiope and
America, used formerly in medicine in the treatment of

scrofula, and occasionally still in making ointments for

ulcers, etc. See browmrort.

Scrophulariaceae (skrof-u-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi.

[NL. (Lindley, 1835), < Scrophularia, + -accee.]
Same as Seraph ularinese.

scrophulariaceous (skrof-u-la-ri-a'shius), a.

Same as scrophulari>ieotis.

SCTOphularin (skrof'u-ln-rin), . [< Scrophu-
laria + -I'M!*.] A proximate principle found in

Scrophularia nodosa.

Scrophularineae (skrof"u-Ia-rin'e-e),.p/. [NL.
(Bentham, 1835), < Scrop)iularia'+ -intx.] An
important order of gamopetalous plants, of the
cohort Personales in the series Bicarpcltatse,

distinguished by a completely two-celled ovary
with its placentas on the middle partition, and
by numerous seeds with fleshy albumen. The

)ersistent flve-lobed calyx, a per-
inflated two-lipped corolla, foui

The Inflorescence of I'igwort (Scro-
nodosa). a, the flower i b, the
seed ; d, a leaf.

fhular
fruit ; c.

flowers have usually a persistent flve-lobed calyx, a

sonate and irregularly inflated two-lipped corolla,

didynamous stamens borne on the corolla-tube, often with

a, scroll-wheel,

tntenneshingwtth
the pinion /,

which, sliding by
a feather on the

shaft, c. imparts
a gradually de-

Scrooge (skroj), r. t.

scnnige.
is moved toward
the center of a.

a staminode representing a fifth stamen, and an entire and
sessile ovary which becomes a capsule opening by lines or

terminal chinks, or rarely succulent and forming a berry.
The order includes about 2,000 species, of IWi genera
and 12 tribes, by many grouped in 3 series the Pseu-

dosolanejf, with alternate leaves and flatfish flower*1

, as

the mullen, transitional to the Solanacese or nightshade
family ; the typical section, the AntirrMnidep,n& the snap-
dragon, with opposite lower leaves and the upper lip ex-

terior in the bud; and the Rhinanthidese, including the

foxglove and Gerardia, with various leaves and the lower

lip exterior. The species are mainly herbs a few, as

Paulownia, becoming trees. Their leaves are entire or

toothed, seldom lobed, and always without stipules. The
inflorescence is either perfectly centripetal, commonly
racemose, or primarily centripetal, the branches however
bearing centrifugal clusters, either axillary or forming to-

gether a thyrsus. In some exceptions! genera the corolla

is spreading and nearly flat (see Veronica, Vcrbascunt, Li-

mosella); in many others the typical personate form be-

comes altered to a funnel-shaped or bell-shaped body, or

to an inflated pouch or sac, often with a conspicuous spur.
The order is well distributed through all parts of the

world ; it is most frequent in temperate and montane re-

gions, but is also found within both arctic and tropical
climates. About 50 genera are peculiar to America, over
half of which belong to North America only ; about 23 are

confined to South Africa, 15 to Asia, and the others are

mostly more widely diffused ; 38 genera and about 840 spe-
cies occur in the United States one, Veronica, extending
within the arctic circle. Most species are acrid and bit-



Scrophularineae

ter, and of suspicious or actively poisonous properties;

many, as f-crophidaria (the type), Franciscea, etc., yield

rem
era,

par:

chacereT Others yield some of the'uiost ornamental flmv

ers of the garden. For the principal types of tribes, see

Verbascum, Calceolaria. Antirrhinum, Chelone, Gratiola,

Digitalis, Gerardia, and Euphrasia. See also ColUnlta,

Castilleia, Herpentis, Maurandia, Melampyrum, Mimulus,

Jlysanthen, Pentstemon, Pedicularis, Khinanthus, Schical-

bea, and Sibthorpia.

scropliularineous (skrof"u-la-rin'e-us), a. Of,

pertaining to, or characterizing the Scropliu-
larinex (Scropii ulariaccee).

scrophularosmin (skrof'u-lii-ros'min), [<

Seroplinlaria + osmium + -in 2
."}

A principle
found by Walz in ScropJiularia nodosa.

scrophulest, pi- See scrofules.

scrota, a. Plural of scrotum.
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I cry thee mercy, my good scroyle.
B. Jomon, Poetaster, iv. 1.

jhrub, the common form of the same word.

Hence ult. scrub'2 . In def. 4 (and perhaps 3)

from the verb scrub*.] I. n. 1. Abush; shrub;
a tree or shrub seemingly or really stunted.

2. Collectively, bushes
;
brushwood ;

under-

wood
;
stunted forest.

He ... threw himself on the heathery tarub which met
the shingle. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Eugby, ii. 8.

'Twas his boast

That through thickest of scrub he could steer like a shot,

And the black horse was counted the best on the coast.

A. L. Gordon, From the Wreck.

3. A worn-out brush; a stunted broom. Imp.
Diet. 4. One who labors hard and lives mean-

scruff

hard rubbing, as with a brush or something
rough ; a scrub.

The floor was yellow and shining from immemorial

scrubbing. Harpers JIag., LXXX. 282.

SCrubbing-board. (skrub'iug-bord), n. A cor-

rugated board on which clothes are scrubbed
in the course of washing; a wash-board.

HIT great black, muscular amis drooped towards the

scrubbing-board that reclined In the tub.

The Century, XXXVIII. 84.

scrubbing-brush (skrub'ing-brush), . Abrush
with stiff, short bristles for cleaning wood-

work, or the like, with water and soap, and
sometimes sand.

scrub-bird (skrub'berd), H. A bird of the fam-

tiyAtrickiidee(oTAtrichornithidse): so called be-

cause it inhabits the dense scrub of Australia.

scrota! (skro'tal), a. [=F. scrotal; as scrotum ly; a drudge; a mean or common fellow.

+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the scrotum.

Long scrotal nerve, the superficial perineal and the

inferior pudendal. Posterior scrotal nerve, the deep

perineal branch of the pudic. Scrotal hernia, inguinal
hernia into the scrotum. Scrotal hypospadia, a form
of arrested development in which the two sides of the

scrotum are not united, but form as a cleft, into which

opens the urethra.

SCrotiform (skro'ti-form), a. [< L. scrotum,

scrotum, + forma, form.] In bot., formed like

a double bag, as the nectary in plants of the

genus Satyrium.
scrotitis (skro-ti'tis), n. [NL., < scrotum +
-itis.] Inflammation of the scrotum.

scrotocele (skro'to-sel), . [< L. scrotum, scro-

tum, + Gr. KTI'AI], a tumor.] A scrotal hernia.

scrotum (skro'tum), n.
; pi. scrota (-ta). [NL.,

< L. scrotum, scrotum, perhaps a transposed

form, < scortitm, a skin, a hide, prob. akin to

corium, skin, hide : see coriaceous, corium.] The

purse-like tegumentary investment of the testes

and part of the spermatic cord; the cod. The
scrotum is a double bag, whose two cavities are separated

by the septum scroti, which is indicated on the surface by
a median seam or raphe. It consists of two layers the

skin, or integumentary layer, and the contractile layer, or

They are esteemed scrubs and fools by reason of their

carriage. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 188.

We should go there in as proper a manner as possible ;

not altogether like the scrubs about us.

Goldsmith, Vicar, x.

5. A worn-out or worthless horse, ox, or other

animal, or one of a common or inferior breed.

Observation, and especially conversation with those

farmers who get on the trains, convinces me that raising
scrubs can be set down against the East rather than against
the middle section, or even the West.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 373.

6. Anything small and mean. [Colloq.]
II. a. Of inferior breed or stunted growth ;

ill-conditioned; hence, scraggy; shabby; mean;
scurvy; contemptible; small.

With a dozen large vessels my vault shall be stor'd ;

No little scrub joint shall come on my board. Swift.

He finds some sort of scrub acquaintance.
Su-ifl, Journal to Stella, xxviii.

With much difficulty we got together a scrub wagon
team of four as unkempt, dejected, and vicious-looking
broncos as ever stuck fast in a quicksand.

The Century, XXXVI. 200.

Scrub-bird (Atrichia or Atrickornis rvjescetts).

The best-known is A . damosa of westeni Australia ; A. ru-

fescens has been lately described by Ramsay, from Rich-

mond river, New South Wales. See Atrichia. Also called

brush-bird.

See Hy-
T. Roosevelt,

Scrub bircn. See birch.- Scrub crew, nine, etc., in scrub-boxwood (skrub'boks"wud), n.

,
- _._., . . contests or games, a crew, nine, or the like, the members metianthera,

dartos. The integument is very thin, brownish, provided of which have not trained beforehand.- Scrub race or SPrl,h hrnnm Cskrub'broml n A coarse broom
with hairs and sebaceous follicles, and more or less corru- game a race or game for which the contestants have not SCrUD Drooill ISKI uu uiu '>'<"
gated or rugose, owing to the contraction of the dartos, fraineo beforehand ;

an impromptu race or game entered used on board ships tor scrubbing decks.
which is a vascular layer containing a large amount of into for amusement, not for a prize. scrubby (skrub l), (I. [< scrub 1 + -y

1
.] 1. Ot

non-striated muscular tissue All mammals whose testes scrui,,2 (skrub), P. ; pret, and pp. scrubbed, ppr.
leave the abdominal cavity have a scrotum, but in posi-

""
.\

'! ,,'_,* *.,,...;.;,,, wnMira T>
tion, as well as in other particulars, it differs much in dif- scrubbing. [< MK scrulioen, SCtoOOcn V.

schrobben, scrub, wash, rub, chide (>G. sclirub-

ben, scour, scrub), = Dan. skrubbe = Sw. skrub-

bn, rub, scrub (cf. Norw. sJcrubb, a scrubbing-
brush), orig. to rub with a scrub or small bush,
i. e. a handful of twigs : see scrub1

,
shrub.

Cf. broom 1
, a brush, likewise named from the

plant.] I. trans. To rub hard, either with a scrub-cattle (skrub'kaf'l), . Cattle that stray
brush or other instrument or a cloth, or with from the herds and run wild in the scrub ;

the bare hand, for the purpose of cleaning, scrubbers. [Australian.]
Sailors engaged

ferent cases. It is perineal, as in man, monkeys, dogs, etc. ;

or inguinal, as in the horse, bull, etc. ; or abdominal, as in

marsupials, in the position of the mammary pouch of the
female. It may be sessile and little protuberant, or pen-
dulous by a narrow neck, as in the bull, marsupials, etc.

Raphe Of the scrotum. See raphe.

Scrouge (skrouj), v. t.
; pret. and pp. serouged,

ppr. scrouging. [Also scroogc, scrudgc, early
mod. E. also scruze, scruse; dial, forms, termi-

nally assibilated, of "scrug, shrug, with sense
To

inferior breed or stunted growth; stunted;

hence, small; shabby; contemptible; mean:

as, a scrubby cur
;
a scrubby tree.

I could not expect to be welcome in such a smart place
as that poor scrubby midshipman as I am.

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, xxv.

2. Covered with scrub or underwood:

scrubby land.
as,

partly imported from crowd1
: see slirug.] To scouring, or making bright; cleanse, scour, or scrub-gang (skrub'gang), . Sailors e

squeeze ; press ;
crowd. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.] polish by rubbing with something rough. in cleaning or dressing down the decks.

You know what I am a good, stiddy-going, hard-work-

ing farmer, shore to get my sheer of what 's to be had in

the world without scrouying anybody else.

E. Eggleston, The Graysons, xxxiii.

scrouger (skrou'jer), n. One who scrouges;

figuratively, something big; a whopper; a

screamer. [Slang, U. S.]

SCrow (skrou), , [< ME. screw, sermee, skrowc,
scroue, < OF. escroue, escroe (ML. reflex eseroa),

f., a strip, slip of paper or parchment, a label,

list, register, roll, schedule, brief, warrant, a
ipriibbed

jail-register, also escrou, m., F. ccrou, m., a jail-

register; < MD. scltroode, a strip, shred, slip of

paper, = AS. screa.de, a strip, place, shred: see

shred and screed, of which scrow is thus a dou-

Now Moll had whirl'd her mop with dextrous airs,

Prepar'd to scrub the entry and the stairs.

Strift, Morning.

II. intraits. 1. To cleanse, scour, or polish

things by rubbing them with something rough
or coarse; rub hard. 2. To drudge; grub: as,

book.] If. A strip or roll of parchment or pa-

per; a scroll; a writing.

This scrowe is mad only for the informacion of the

worthy and worshipfull lordes the arbitrores.

Paston Letters, I. 18.

2. Curriers' cuttings or clippings from hides,
as the ears and other redundant parts, used for

making glue.

We lay here all the day, and scrubb'd our new Bark, that SCTUb-graSS, SCrubby-graSS (skrub gras, skrub -

if ever we should be chased we might the better escape. i-gras), . The scouring-rush. [Prov. Eng.]
Dampier, Voyages, 1. 4. scrub-pak (skrub'6k),H. A name of three low

American oaks, (a) Quercus Catesbiei of the south-

eastern United States, a small tree useful chiefly for fuel.

Also called Turkey oak and black-jack. (6) (J. undulata,
var. Gambellii, of the Rocky Mountain region southward :

sometimes a tree over 40 feet high, often a low shrub

spreading by underground shoots and forming dense
thickets, (c) The black scrub-oak, Q. Hid/alia, a straggling
bush found on sandy barrens from New England to Ken-

tucky. Also called bear-oak.

scrub-pine (skrub'pln), . See pine1 .

scrub-rider (skrub'ri'der), n. One accustom-
ed to ride through the scrub; specifically, a
rancher who rides out in search of scrub-cattle.

[Australian.]
A favourite plan among the bold scrub-riders.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, I. 278.

runs wild in the scrub, generally coming out at scrub-robin (skrub'rob"in), H. A bird of the

leopen; in the plural, scrub- genus Drymotles (Unjmacedus), inhabiting the

(skrub'ed), <i. [<
Same as scrubby.

A little scrubbed boy,
No higher than thyself.

Shall., M. of V., v. 1.162.

blet. Cf. Icel. skreetha, an old scroll, an old scrubber 1 (skrub'er), H. Kscrw&i -f- -CT-I.] An
1 11 -t . A _A__;__ n ^e T j. __ __ w**w~ \ /7 i,

i j 3
animal which breaks away from the herd, and

Four species are described.
night to feed in the

t^- .

cattle. [Australian.] Australian scrub.

The Captain was getting in the scrubbers, cattle which [Australian.]
had been left, under the not very careful rule of the Dono- sCTUbstone (skrub'ston), . [< scrub* + stone.]
vans, to run wild in the mountains. A species of calciferous sandstone, used in some

H. Ktnysley, Geoifry Hamlyn, xxix. (Dot*,..) loc lities for scrubbing stone steps, flagstones,

SCrowHskroul), H. [A var. of scroll.] It. scrubber2 (skrnb'er). .

[=~D.schrobber,
a rub- etc . [prOv. Eng.]

Same as scroll 2. A thin incrustation, some- ber, scraper, scrub-brush; as scruW + -cr*.] scrub-turkey (skrub'ter'ki), . Amegapodor
1. One who scrubs

; specifically, one of a scrub- mound-bird. See cut under megapod.
gang aboard ship. 2. A scrubbing-brush. took at this immense mound, a i!> <rt./'s nest!

3. An apparatus for freeing coal-gas from thirty or forty lay their eggs in it.

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Que

times calcareous and sometimes silicious. upon
the wall of a lode: so called as peeling off like

a scroll. K. Hunt. [Cornwall, Eng.]
scroylet (skroil), . [Appar. orig. applied to a
scrofulous person; < OF. escroelles, escroitrlliv.

ecrouclles (ML. reflex scroellx), < ML. scrofcllee,

scrofula, dim. of L. scrofulse. pi., scrofulous

swellings: see scrofula.] A fellow; especially,
a mean fellow; a wretch.

These scroyles of Angiers flout you, kings.
Sl,nk., K. John, ii 1. 373.

tarn" impurities and ammonia. It consists of a ueensland, I. 214.

towernllcdwitliloosematenalsoverwhichwatertrickles. Scrubw00d (skrub'wud), II. A small compositeThe gas is caused to rise through the falling water, and is
j "f,,,,.. ;,;,,,;,., ,<,,j f,,,,.. ;,;,,,;,., ,<,, nf

purified during the ascent. The tar-impregnated water is
tlee

;
lommidciilllon luijosum, ot

subsequently treated to recover the ammonia. SCrudge (skruj), C. t. Same as scrouge.

4. In laitlicr-muiiuf., a machine for washing scruffl (skruf), u. Same as scurf1
.

leather after it comes from the tan-pits. scruff- (skruf), . Same as slmiff.

scrubbing (skrub'ing), n. [Verbal n. of scrulft, scruff 3 (skruf), H. [Also skruff; variant (with

c.] A cleansing or scouring accomplished by intrusive r) of scuff, ult. of scuft: see scuff",



scruff

The nape of the neck; the nape : tech-

nically, the iiueha or cervix.

He 's what I call a real gentleman. He says if I ever go
to him tipsy to draw, and says it quite solemn like, hell
take me by the sent/ of the neck and kick me out.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor. II. 335.

"She'd take your honour's scruf." said he,
"And pitch you over to Belong."

If. S. Gilbert, Babette's Love.

scruffy(skruf i),n. [Avar.ofscM//tf; cf. scruff
1
.]

Same as scurf;/. [Obsolete or colloq.]
The serpent goes to fenell when he would clear his sight.

or cast off his old scru/y skin to wear a new one.

Homll. Parly of Beasts, p. 70. (Davieg.)

The sheep fin South Africa] becomes scruffy and ema-
ciated. U. S. Cane. Hep., No. Iviii. (1885), p. 150.

scrummage (skrum'aj). . Same as scrimmage.
[Prov. Eng.]

scrumptious (skrump'shns), n. [Perhaps <

"ttcrumpti(on) for tenmptUon) + -ous, simu-

lating a L. origin.] 1. Fine; nice: particu-
lar; fastidious. [Slang.]
Times are mopish and nurly. I don't mean to be

ttrrwnptioug about it, Judge ; but 1 do want to be a man.
S. Judd, Margaret, ii. 7.

He thought his 'best hat" would be "more scrump-
tious," and he shuffled off to bring it,

The Century, XXXVIII. 573.

2. Delightful; first-rate: as, scrumptious wea-
ther. [Slang.]
And we've got all the farther end of the wing down

stairs the garden bedrooms ; you've no idea how scrump-
tious it is ! .!/.-. Whitney, Leslie Ooldthwaite, vi.

scrunch (skrunch), r. [A var. of scrunch,
scraitiieh, nit., with unorig. prefixed s-, of

rraunch, crunch : see scrunch, crauncli, crunch.]
1. trans. 1. To crush, as with the teeth; crunch;
lience, to grind or keep down. [Colloq.]

It's the same . . . with the footmen. I have found
out that you must either scrunch them or let them scrunch

you. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iii. 5.

2. To squeeze; crush. [Colloq.]
I packed my shirt and coat, which was a pretty good

one, right over my ears, and then scruntched myself into a

door-way, and the policeman passed by four or five times
without seeing on me.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, II. 560.

II. intrants. To crunch; make a crushing,
crunching noise. [Colloq.]
We boys clapped our hands and shouted,

" Hurrah for

old Heber!
"
as his load of magnificent oak, well-bearded

with gray moss, came scrunching into the yard.
H. B. Stoice, Oldtown, p. 480.

scrunch (skrunch), ti. [< scrunch, '.] A harsh,

crunching sound. [Colloq.]
At each step there is a scrunch of human bones.

Fortnightly fiev., N. 8., XLIII. 627.

Scruple1
(skro'pl), ii. [< OF. "scruple, scrupult,

F. scrtipttle = Sp. escrupulo = Pg. escrupulo,
cscrupolo = It. scrupolo, serupulo = D. scrupel
= G. Dan. Sw. skritpel, a scruple of conscience,
in OF. and Olt. also lit. a sharp stone, < L. scru-

pulus, uneasiness of mind, trouble, anxiety,
doubt, scruple, lit. a small rough or sharp stone

(so only in a LL. grammarian), dim. of scru-

puy, a rough or sharp stone, also fig. anxiety,
doubt, scruple; cf. Gr. ani<pm;, chippings of

stone, vp<ii>, a razor, = Skt. Icshitra, a razor.
Cf. scruple^.] Perplexity, trouble, or uneasi-
ness of conscience; hesitation or reluctance
in acting, arising from inability to satisfy con-

science, or from the difficulty of determining
what is right or expedient; doubt; backward-
ness in deciding or acting.
Amongest Christians there is no warre so justified but

in the same remayneth gome scruple.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 67.

I have only err'd, but not
With the least scruple of thy faith and honour
To me. Shirley, Traitor, i. 1.

A man without truth or humanity mayhave some strange
scruples about a trifle. Macmday, HallHin's Const. Hist.

To make scruple, to hesitate ; be reluctant on conscien-
tious grounds ; doubt, or have compunction of conscience.

Caesar, when he went first into Gaul, made no scruple to

profess "that he had rather be first in a village than
second at Rome."

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 342.

Some such thing
Cresar make* scruple of, but forbids it not.

B. Jomon, Sejanus. iv. 5.

Then said Matthew, I made the scruple because I a
while since was sick with eating of fruit.

Bunyaii, Pilgrim's Progress, p. SOB.

To Stand on scruple, to hesitate on punctilious grounds.
I had made up my mind to lift up the latch, and to walk

in freely, as I would have done in most other houses, but
*tood on scruple with Evan Thomas.

S. D. Blackmore, Maid of Sker, vi.

scruple 1
(skro"pl), r.; pret.andpp.scrMp7<?</,i>pr.

scrupling. [< scruple*-. .] I. 'intrans. To have
scruples ;

be reluctant as regards action or de-
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cision; hesitate about doing a thing; doubt;

especially, to have conscientious doubts.

But surely neither a father nor a sister will scruple in a

case of this kind. Scntt, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xviii.

= Syn. Scruple, Hesitate, Water. We miner through ir-

resolution, and hesitate through fear, if only the fear of

milking a mistake. Scruple has tended more and more to
limitation to a reluctance produced by doubt as to the

right or the propriety of the thing proposed.

II. trans. To have scruples about; doubt;
hesitate with regard to; question; especially,
to have conscientious doubts concerning : chief-

ly with an infinitive as object (now the only
common use).
Some scrupled the warrantable!] ess of the course, seeing

the major party of the church did not send to the churches
for advice. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. .'138.

He [ David] scrupled the killing of Clod's anointed ; Must
the People therefore scruple to condemn their own anoint-
ed > V ,vi. Ans. to Salmasius.

scruple
2

(skro'pl), ii. [< ME. "scruple,
< OF. "scruple, 'scriple, scrupule, scriptule = 8p.
escrupulo = Pg. escrupulo, escrupolo = It. scmt-

polo, scrupulo, Olt. also scrittulo = D. scrupel =
G. Sw. Dan. skrupel, a scruple (weight or mea-
sure), < L. scrupulus, generally in neut., scru-

piilum, more commonly scripiilnni (sometimes
scriptiilum, xrripflum, as if < scribere, pp. scrip-
tun, write, like Gr. -/papua, a gram, < ipaifieir,

write), the smallest division of weight, the 24th

part of an ounce, a scruple, also the 24th part
of an uncia of land, the 24th part of an hour,

any very small measure; usually identified with
L. scrupulus, a small stone (see scruple

1
), but

by gome referred, as ' a part cut off,' directly to

y xkar, cut : see shear.] 1 . A unit of weight, the
third part of a dram, being j*j ounce in apothe-
caries weight, where alone it is now used by
English-speaking people : this is 20 grains (=
1.296 grams). With the ancient Romans a scruple

of capacity. The scruple is denoted now, as anciently,
by the character 3.

Wrynge oute the myrte and dense it ; put therein
A scriple of foil and half a scriple of fyn
Saffron. Pattadiiu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. s.X p. 69.

2. A small fraction. Specifically (o) One sixtieth ;

a minute the expressions first, second, and third scruple
being used for the first, second, and third power of one
sixtieth.

As touching the Longitude of this city, it is 25 Degrees
and 52 Scruples : and for the Latitude, it is 52 Degrees and
25 Scruples. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 568. (Daviet.)

(6) Eighteen seconds of time.

Sir Christopher Heydon, the last great champion of this

occult science [astrology], boasted of possessing a watch
so exact in its movements that it would give him with un-

erring precision, not the minute only, but the very scruple
of time. Southey, The Doctor, Ixnm.

() One twelfth of an inch ; a line, (d) One tenth of a geo-
metrical inch. ('0 A digit ; the twelfth part of the sun's
or moon's diameter.

Hence, figuratively 3. A small part; a little

of anything, chiefly in negative phrases: some-
times confused with scruple

1
.

Nature never lends
The smallest scruple of her excellence

But, like a thrifty goddess, she determines
Herself the glory of a creditor.

Shak., M. forM., i. 1. 38.

Scruples of emergence. Same as scruples of incidence,

except that it refers to the end of an eclipse, not the

beginning. Scruples of half duration, the arc of the
moon's path from the beginning to the middle of an

eclipse. The early astronomers also spoke of scrupula
mora dimidix, being the same thing for the total phase.
Scruples of Incidence, the arc of the moon's path

from its beginning to enter the earth's umbra to Its being
completely within it.

scruplenesst (skro'pl-nes), w. Scrupulousness.
Timer.

scrupler (skro'pler), H. [< scruple'
1

, r., + -er1 .]
One who scruples; a doubter; one who hesi-

tates.

Away with those nice scruplers.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 295.

scrupulist (skro'pu-list), . [< L. scrupulus, a

scruple (see scruple
1
), + -ist.] One who doubts

or scruples ; a scrupler. Shaftesbury. [Bare.]

scrupulize (skro'pu-llz), r. t. and i. ; met. and

pp. xcrupulized, ppr. scrupulizing. [< L. scru-

piilus, a scruple, -f -tee.] To scruple. [Bare.]
Other articles that eyther are or may be so scrupulized.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Ca;sar, xviii.

scrupulosity (skro-pu-los'i-ti), n. [< L. scru-

]>ulosita(t-)s, < scru2>ulosi(S, scrupulous: see

scrupulous.] Scrupulousness ; especially, over-

scrupulousness.
Scrupulous (skro'pu-lus), a. [= D. skruputi'iis
= G. Sw. Dan. skrupuliis, < OF. (and F.) scru-

juilciij: = Sp. Pg. escritpitloso = It. scrupoloso,
< L. si'riipiiloxiix. nice, exact, careful, full of

scrutine

scruples, scrupulous, < sn-upiilns, a scruple : we
xcruiilt'

1
.] 1. Inclined to scruple; hesitating to

determine or to act ; cautious from a fear of err-

ing; especially, having scruples of conscience.

Abusing their liberty and freedom to the offence of their
weak brethren, which were scrupulous. Hunker.

For your honest Man, as I take it, is that nice ///
lous conscientious Person who will cheat no iiody but

himself. Cong-reve, Double-lX-uk-r. ii. s.

The Italians we so curious and scrupulous . . . Hut

they will admit no stranger within the wals . . . except
he bringeth a bill of health. Coryat, Crudities, I. 73.

Vet, though scrupulous in most things, it did not go
against the consciences of these good; brothers to purchase
smuggled articles. Mrs. Oatkell, Sylvia's Lovers, iii.

2f. Given to making objections; captious.

Equality of two domestic powers
Breeds scrupulous faction.

Shak., A. andC.,i. :i. I-

3t. Nice; doubtful.
If your warre had ben upon Jerusalem, it were to be

holden for lust, hut for that it is upon Marsillius, al way
we hold it for scrupulous.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1677), p. 66.

4. Exact; precise; rigorous; punctilious.
William saw that he must not think of paying to the

laws of Scotland that scrupulous respect which he had
wisely and righteously paid to the laws of England.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xiii.

A diligent and scrupulous adherence to approved mod-
els is, therefore, for most persons, not only the best lesson
to learn, but the only lesson they are able to learn.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 36.

Terrace, walks, and flower beds were kept in scrupulous
order. Froude, Two Chiefs of Dunboy, i.

scrupulously (skro'pu-lus-li), adv. In a scru-

pulous manner.

scrupulousness (skro'pu-lus-nes), w. 1. Scru-

pulous character or disposition ;
conscientious

regard for duty, truth, propriety, or exactness;
specifically, regard for or attention to the dic-

tates of conscience in deciding or acting.

Others, by their weakness and fear and scrupulousness,
cannot fully satisfy their own thoughts with that real be-

nignity which the laws do exhibit
T. Puller, Moderation of Church of Eng., p. 10.

2. Punctilious preciseness; exactness; rigor-
ousness

; punctiliousness.
The scruptdousness with which he paid public notice, in

the street, by a bow, a lifting of the hat, a nod, or a mo-
tion of the hand, to all and sundry his acquaintances, rich

or poor. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xv.

SCTUtable (skro'ta-bl), a. [= It. scrutabile, <

ML. scrutabilis, that may be examined, < L. scru-

tari, search or examine thoroughly, < scruta =
Gr.ypirrn: see scrutiny.] Capable of being sub-
mitted to scrutiny; discoverable by scrutiny,

inquiry, or critical examination. [Rare.]
Shall we think God so scrutaUe, or ourselves so pen-

trating, that none of his secrets can escape us ?

Decay of Christian Piety.

scrutation (skrij-ta'shon), . [< L. scruta-

tio(n-), a searching or examining, < scrutari, pp.
gcrutatiis, examine or search thoroughly: see

scrutiny.] Search; scrutiny. [Bare.]
scrutator (skrij-ta'tor), n. [= F. scrutateur

Pr.escruptador= Sp. Pg. escrutador = It. scru-

tatore, < L. scrutator, < scrutari, examine: see

scrutiny.'] One who scrutinizes; a close exam-
iner or inquirer; a scrutineer.

In process of time, from being a simple scrutator, an
archdeacon became to have jurisdiction more amply.

Ayliffe, Parergon.
In order to secure fairness in this examination [for sci-

entific adviser to one of the great communal councils],
the Centra] Educational Board of Whitechapel sent down
two Scrutators, who were required to affirm that they did
not know any of the candidates even by name.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 99.

scruthing-bag, n . A utensil for straining cider,
made of plaited meshes or coarse canvas. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]
scrutinatet (skro'ti-nat), v. t. [< ML. serutina-

IHX, pp. of scrutinare, scrutinize: see scrutiny.]
To examine; investigate.
The whole affair [was] scrutinated by the Court, who

heard both the prosecution and the defence that was
made. Roger North, Examen, p. 404.

scrutin de liste (skrii-tan' de lest). [F., voting
by list: scrutin, voting, balloting, lit. 'scru-

tiny'; de, of; liste, list.] A method of voting
practised at certain recent periods in the elec-

tions to the French Chamber of Deputies. Each
elector votes on one ballot for the whole number of depu-
ties to which his department is entitled, and can choose
the candidates by writing in the names, or by using the

party lists (as selected by the party electoral committees),
with the privilege of making any combination of names
at his pleasure. The opposite method is the scrutin d'ar-

rondixMittvitt, in \s hich the arrondissement is the basis of

representation, and an elector votes only for the candidate
or candidates of his immediate locality.

scrutinet, '' ' [< F. xcrutiiicr = It. acrntiiinn .

< ML. scrutinare, investigate, scrutinize, < LL.



scrutine

tri',1 tin in in. scrutiny: see ;(///.] To make
mi investigation or examination; investigate.

They laid their handes on the booke and were sworne,

and departed tocruline of the matter by inquirie amongst

thni.sdvi-s. Greene, Quip for an Upstart Courtier.

scrutineer (skro-ti-uer'), [< scrutin-y +
-eer.] One who scrutinizes; specifically,

one

who acts as an examiner of votes, as at an elec-

tion, etc., to see if they are valid.

Is my Lord Chamberlain, and the scrutineers that suc-

ceed him, to tell us when the King and the Duke of \ ork

are abused? I>r,jden, V ind. of Duke of Guise.

Only the votes pronounced bad by the bureau in pres-

ence of representative scrutineers are preserved, in case

these should be called for during the "Session pour rtrt-

flcatiou des Puuv.iirs." Encyc. Bnt., III. 291.

scrutinize (skrd'ti-mz), .; pret. and pp. scru-

tinized, ppr. scrutinizing. [< *<-riitin-y + -i~e.]

I (raws. To subject to scrutiny; observe or m-

scrutinize IBBIU u-ui*;, , t">=

tinted, ppr. scrutinizing. [< serum

I (raws. To subject to scrutiny; ob&--

vestigate closely; examine or inquire into criti-

cally; regard narrowly.

As all good history deals with the motives of men's ac-

tions, so the peculiar business ... of religious history is

to scrutinize their religious motives.
Warburton, Divine Legation, v.

We scrutinise the dates

Of long-past human things.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

= Syn. Explore, etc. See search.

II. intrans. To make scrutiny.

Every thing about him is, on some account or other, de-

clared to be good ;
and he thinks it presumption to scru-

tinize into its defects, or to endeavour to Imagine how it

might be better. Goldsmith, Hist. Earth, in.

Also spelled scrutinise.

scrutinizer (skro'ti-ra-zer), n. [< scrutinize 4

-cr 1
.] One who scrutinizes; one who examines

with critical care; a scrutineer. Also spelled

scrutiniser. Tir-i.u

scrutinizingly (skro'ti-m-zing-h), ad*. With

due scrutiny or observation; searchingly. Also

spelled scrutinisingly.

SCTUtinOUS (skro'ti-nus), a. [< scrutin-y 4

-ous.] Closely inquiring or examining; scru-

tinizing; carefully critical.

Love has an intellect that runs through all

The scrutinous sciences.
Middleton, Changeling, ni. 3.

But age is froward, uneasy, serotinous,

Hard to be pleased. Sir F. Denham, Old Age, in.

scrutinously (skro'ti-nus-li), adv. With strict

or sharp scrutiny; searchingly. Imp. Viet.

scrutiny (skro'ti-ni), .; pi scrutinies (-niz).

[= OF. scrutine, scrutiny, P. scrutjn, scrutiny,

balloting, = Sp. Pg. escrutinio = It. seruttimo,

scrutinio, < LL. serutinium, a search, an inquiry,

< L. scrutari, search or examine thoroughly,

Srob.
orig. search among rubbish, < scruta (=

r ypi'Tti), rubbish, broken trash. Cf. AS. scru-

dinan, examine. Cf. scrutable, scrutine, etc.]

1. Close investigation or examination ;
minute

inquiry ;
critical examination.

Thenceforth I thought thee worth my nearer view

And narrower scrutiny. Mulon, e. &., IV. bis.

2 Specifically () In the early church, the

examination in Lent of catechumens, including

instruction in and questions upon the creed,

accompanied with prayers, exorcisms, and other

ceremonies, prior to their baptism on Easter

day. The days of scrutiny were from three to seven in

number, according to different customs, the last usually

occurring on the Wednesday before Passion Sunday. (6)

One of the three methods used in the Roman
Catholic Church for electing a Pope. In it each

cardinal who is present at the conclave casts a vote in

strict seclusion from his colleagues; the votes are then

collected, and if two thirds plus one are for the same can-

didate he is declared elected. The other canonical modes

are acclamation and accession.

3. In canon law, a ticket or little paper billet

on which a vote is written. 4. An examina-

tion by a competent authority of the votes

given or ballots cast at an election, for the pur-

pose of rejecting those that are vitiated or im-

perfect, and thus correcting the poll.

The first scrutiny for Mr. Sparkes and Mr. Boileau, con-

trary to the method of convocation, ran 53 affirmations,

and 118 against him.
Dr. Sykes, in Letters of Eminent Men, I. 40.

= Syn. 1. Investigation, Inspection, etc. (see examination),

sifting. See search, v.

scrutinyt (skro'ti-ni), . t. [< scrutiny, .] To
scrutinize. Johnson. (Imp. Diet.)

scruto (skro'to), . In theaters, a movable trap
or doorway, constructed of strips of wood or

whalebone, which springs into place after be-

ing used for quick appearances and disappear-
ances.

scrutoiret, scrutoret, . Obsolete erroneous

forms of ncrilnin- fur i-xcritoire.
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A citizen had advertised a reward for the discovery ;>f
a

person who had stolen sixty guineas out of his scrutiun.

Walpole, Letters, II. 23,.

Bid her open the middle great drawer of Ridgeway's

serutore in my closet. Swift, Letter, Sept, 13, 1 , 2b.

scruzet (skroz), v. t. [Also scruse; a var. of

scrooge, scrouge: see scrouge.] To crowd ;
com-

press; crush; squeeze.
Whose sappy liquor, that with fulnesse sweld,

Into her cup she teruzd with daintie breach

Of her fine fingers. Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 06.

SCryH (skri), c. (. [By apheresis from ascry, i-s-

cry, descry.] To descry. Also skry.

They both arose, and at him loudly cryde,

As it had bene two shepheards curres had scryde

A ravenous Wolfe amongst the scattered flockes.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xii. 38.

scry2
(skri), v. [Also skry; < UE.*scryen, < OF.

wrier, F. eerier (= Pr. esgridar = It. sgridare),

cry out,< es- (< L. ejc), out, + crier, cry: see cry.]

I.t intrans. To cry out.

II trans. To proclaim; announce publicly

or by way of advertisement: as, to scry a sale.

[Scotch.]
scry2t (skri), , [Also skry; < MK scrye; <

scry
2

, .] 1. Aery.
Whyche me semyth better than alle the noyse of houn-

dys the blastes of hornys, and the scrye of foulis that hun-

ters, fawkeners, & foulers can make.
Juliana Berners, Treatyse of Fysshynge, p. 5.

And so, with the sen/, he was fayne to flye in his shirte

barefote and barelegged, ... in great dout and feare of

taking by the frenchmen.
Berners, tr. of Froissarfs Ohron., I. cclxxn.

2. A flock of wild fowl.

scrymet, See scrime.

scrvnet, See scrine.

SCUChont, . A Middle Engli sh form of scutcheon .

SCUd (skud), r.
; pret. and pp. scudded, ppr. scud-

ding. [< Dan. skyde, shoot, push, shove, scud

(ong. *skude, as in comp. skud-aar, leap-year,

etc.),= Sw. sfco,leap; secondary forms of BW.

skjuta = Icel. skjota, shoot, slip, or scud away,

abscond, = AS. sceotan, shoot: see shoot, and

cf. scooft, scuddle^, scuttle*, v., from the same

source. The alleged AS. scudan,
' run quickly,

'flee,' does not occur in that sense; it occurs

but once, prop, "scuddan = OS. skuddian, shake,

and belongs to another group, only remotely

connected with scud, namely shudder, etc.: see

shudder.] I. intrans. 1. To run swiftly; shoot

or fly along with haste.

Sometime he scuds far off, and there he stares.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 301.

O how she scudded ! O sweet scud, how she tripped !

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iv. 4.

Beside a pleasant dwelling ran a brook,

Scudding along a narrow channel. Bryant, bella.

2. Naut., to run before a gale with little or no

sail set.

We scudded, or run before the Wind very swift, tho'

only with our bare Poles : that is, without any Sail abroad.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 415.

3. To throw thin flat stones so that they skip

over the surface of water. [Scotch.] 4. In

tanning, to remove remaining hairs, dirt, etc.,

from (skins or hides) with a hand-knife after

depilation.
II. trans. 1. To pass over quickly.

His lessening flock

In snowy groups diffusive scud the vale.

Shenstone, Ruined Abbey.

The startled red-deer scuds the plain.

Scott, Cadyow Castle.

2. To beat or chastise, especially on the bare

buttocks; skelp; spank. [Scotch.]

scud (skud), n. [< scud, v.] 1. The act of

scudding; a driving along; a running or rush-

ing with speed or precipitation. 2. Small de-

tached clouds driven rapidly along under a

mass of storm-cloud: a common accompani-
ment of rain.

The clouds, as if tired of their furious chase, were

breaking asunder, the heavier volumes gathering in black

masses about the horizon, while the lighter scud still

hurried above the water, or eddied among the tops of the

mountains like broken flights of birds hovering round

their roosts. J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xix.
.

3 A slight flying shower. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng14 A small number of larks, less than

a flock. [Prov. Eng.] 5. A swift runner; a

scudder. [Now school slang.]

"I say
"
said East as soon as he got his wind, looking

with much increased respect at Tom,
"
you am t a bad

scud not by no means."
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 5.

6. A smart stroke with the open hand ;
a skelp ;

a slap: as, to give one a scud on the face.

[Scotch.] 7. A beach-flea'or sand-flea: some

small crustacean, as an isopod or amphipod.

scuff

one of tin 1

largest sm.ls i> QaHtmorut ontatut

New England coast.

SCUddawn (sku-dAn'),. Young herring. [Lo-

cal, Irish.]

SCUdder (skml'er), . [< *cd + -W 1
.]

One

who or that which scuds.

SCUddick (skud'ik), n. [E. dial, also scuttuck;

prob. < scut, short (see scuft), + dim. -ock.] \.

Anything of small value. BaMwell. [Prov.

Eng.] 2. A shilling. [Slang, Eng.]

scudding-stone (skud'ing-ston), . A thin flat

stone that can be made to skim the surface ot

a body of water. [Scotch.]
scuddle 1 (skud'l), v. i. ; pret, ami pp. scuddled,

ppr. sciiddliiii/. [A weakened form of scuttle*,

after the related scud: see scuttle*.] Same as

scuttle*. Bailey, 1731.

scuddle'2 (skud'l), r.; pret. and pp. scuddled,

ppr. scudilling. [Appar. a back-formation, <

scudler: see scudler.] I. intrans. To act as a

kitchen-drudge. Jamieson.

II. trans. To cleanse; wash. Jamieson.

[Scotch in both uses.]

scuddle2 (skud'l), . [Cf. scuddle*, v.] A
kitchen-drudge; a scullion. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

scudi, . Plural of scudo.

scudler, SCUdlar (skud'ler, -lar), . [Prob. a

var. of sculler2 . Hence scuddle2 , cleanse.] A
scullion. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

SCUdo (sko'do), n.
; pi. scudi (-di). [It, (= F. ecu :

see ecu), a coin

so named, lit. a

shield, so called

as bearing the

heraldic shield

of the prince by
whom it was is-

sued; < L. scu-

tum, a shield:

see scute1 .] 1.

A silver coin

current in va-

rious parts of

Italyduring the

eighteenth and
nineteenthcen-
turies. Its val-

ue has varied

slightly in differ-

ent states, but has

usually been about
4s. (about 98 cents).

The scudo of Sar-

dinia in 1817 was
worth 48. Ojd.

(about 97 cents);
of Naples, in 1818

and 1850, 4. IJd.

(about 99 cents);
of the Papal States,

in 1845 and 1859, 48.

4Jd. (about 81.05).

The scudo was oc-

casionally struck

in gold. The gold
scudo of Pius IX.

(1869) was worth 4s.

3Jd. (about $1.03).

2. The space
inclosed within the outer rim of the bezel of a

ring; also, a bezel in sense 3 (6), used espe-

cially for rings of classical antiquity m which

there is an engraved device upon the metal

itself. See bezel, 3 (6).

scuet, '. An obsolete spelling of skew.

scuff 1 (skuf), v. [< Sw. sknffa = Dan sA-itff,

push, shove, jog; a secondary form of the verb

represented by E. shore: see shove. Hence

freq. scuffle^, xltuffle.] I. intrans. To walk with-

out raising the feet from the ground or floor;

shuffle : rarely used of an analogous action ot

the hands.

A good masseur ought to be able to keep both hands

eoinsr at the same time, one contracting as the other

flaxes', without scraping, scuffing, shaking the head or

turning a hair. Buck's Handbook of Med. Set., IV . 659.

II trans. To graze slightly. [Scotch.] 2.

To roughen the surface of by hard usage ; spoil

the gloss, polish, or finish of. [Colloq.]

How to restore scuffedj^
6^ Trihune Dec, 12, 1&79.

scuff'2 (skuf), , [A corruption (also in another

corrupt form scruff) of scuft: see scuft.] Same

as scuft and scruff*. [Prov. Eng.]

One . . was seized by the scuff of the neck, and literally

hurled'on the table in front. .

Bulver, What will he Do with it? x. ..

" John Fry you big villain !" I cried, with John hanging

uo in the air by the sew/ of his neckcloth.

It. D. Blackmtrre, Lorna Doone, xxix.

scuff 3
t (skuf).. [Cf. -r/i, scruff*.] A scurf;

a scale.

Scudo of Pope Gregory XVI.- British

Museum. (Size of original.)



scuff

Other seruingmen there were witli the sayd Bassas,
with red attire on their heads, much like French hoods,
but the luiis llappe somewhat smaller towardes the end,
with scii/es or plates of mettall, like vnto the chape of an
ancient arming sword, standing on their foreheads.

UaUuyt's Voyayes, II. 169.

scuffle 1
(skuf'l), r. ?'.; pret. and pp.

ppr. scuffling. [Formerly also .tkiitfle ; freq. of

sen/ 1
. Cf. shuffle.'] To' pusli 01- light in a dis-

orderly or scrambling manner: struggle con-

fusedly at close quarters.
A gallant man had rather fight to great disadvantages

lor number and place in the Held in an orderlie waie then
fkuffle with an undisciplined rabble. Eikun Basilike. iv.

They [ships] being waited for by fifteen or twenty Dun-
kirkers, which are not like to let them pass without some
scuffling. Court and Times of Charles /., II. 3.

Talbot Twysdon always arrived atBays's at ten minutes
past four, and scujfted for the evening paper, as if its con-
tents were matter of great importance to Talbot.

Thackeray, 1'hilip, xxi.
= Syn. See quarrel 1

,
n.

scuffle 1
(skuf'l), n. [< scuffle*, .] A confused

pushing or struggle ; a disorderly rencounter or

fight.

There was a sfitffle lately here 'twixt the D. of Nevers and
theCardinalofGuise; . . . they fell to Blows, the Cardinal
struck the Duke first, and so were parted.

lluirell, Letters, I. ii. 19.

Bill's coat had been twisted into marvellous shapes in
the scuffle. J. T. Trmcbridye, Coupon Bonds, p. 121.

=Syn. Affray, Brawl, etc. See quarrel^.
scuffle'2 (skuf'l), . [A dial. var. of shovel (AS.
seofl) : see s/iore/i.] 1. A form of garden hoe or
thrust-hoe which is pushed instead of pulled,
and commonly has a narrow, sharp blade set

nearly in line with the handle : used for cutting
off weeds beneath the surface of the ground.
Where so much is to do in the beds, he were a sorry

gardener who should wage a whole day's war with an iron

scuffle on those ill weeds that make the garden-walks of
life unsightly. Lou-ell, Biglow Papers, 1st ser., iii., note.

2. A child's pinafore or bib. [Prov. Eng.]
scuffle-harrow (skuf'l-har'6), >i. A form of
harrow in which cutting-shares are substituted
for the ordinary teeth.

SCUffler 1
(skuf'l'er), n. [< scuffle* + -er1.] One

who scuffles, or takes part in a scuffle.

SCUffler2 (skuf'ler), n. [< scuffle? + -er 1
.'] In

agri., a kind of horse-hoe, or plow with a share
somewhat like an arrow-head, used between
drills of turnips or similar plants for rooting
out weeds and stirring the soil.

SCUffy (skuf'i), a. [< scuff
1 + -i/l.] 1. Lack-

ing or having lost the original finish and fresh-

ness, as from hard usage ; shabby : as, a scuffy
hat; a scuffy book. 2. Shabby-looking; out-

at-elbows; seedy: as, a scuffy fellow; a seuffy
appearance. [Scotch or cdlloq. in both uses.]
scuft (skuft), H. [Also corruptly scuffand scruff;
< Icel. skopt, pron. and better written skoft,
mod. assimilated skott, hair (of the head), also
a fox's tail, = Goth, skufts, hair. Cf. Icel.

skupla, a hat for old women, = MHG. scliopf,
hair on top of the head; cf. also scut2.'] The
nape of the neck; the scruff. [Obsolete or

prov. Eng.]
Down-stairs came Emily, . . . dragging after her the

unwilling Keeper, . . . held by the "scufl of his neck,"
but growling low and savagely all the time.

Mrs. Gaskell, Charlotte Bronte, xii.

SCUg, . and r. See sku;/
1

.

SCUlduddery, . See skuldudrlery.
sculjo, SCUlljoe (skul'jo), H. A haddock not

split, but with the belly cut off, slack-salted, and
dried hard. [Provincetown, Massachusetts.]
sculk, SCUlker. See skulk, skulker.

SCUlUt, 'ii. See skull 1
.

scull2 (skul), 11. [Also skull; a particular use
of scull1

,
skull 1

, a bowl (the oar being named
from the slightly hollowed blades, like the dish
of a balance) : see scale2 (and skoal) and skull1 .

Scull2 is etym. identical with sculft, which is

now more com-
monly spelled
skull: see skull1

.']

1. A short, light,

spoon-bladed
oar, the loom of
which is com-
pfiratively short,
so that one per-
son can row
open-handed
with a pair of

them, one on
each side.

Never mind the

rudder; we don't
want it, nor the wa-
terman. Hand us
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that right-hand scull. That 's a smart chap! Now shove
off ! Wlnite Mcleille, White Rose, II. vii.

2. An par used to propel a boat by working it

from side to side over the stern, the blade,
which is always kept ic the water, being turned
diagonally at each stroke. See cut in pr<-<-c.|-

ing column. 3. A small boat fur passengers;
a skiff; a wherry.
The wherries then took the places in a great measure of

our present cabs; and a cry of " Next Oars
"
or "Scullg."

when anyone made his appearance at the top of "the Stairs.
"

was synonymous with ' Hansom "
or " Four Wheeler.

"

J. Ashtnn, Social Life in Reign of 0,ueen Anne, II. 144.

Not getting a boat, I was forced to walk to Stangate,
and so over to White Hall in a scull.

Pepys, Diary, March 21, 1609.

scull2 (skul), r . [< sculpt, .] I. trans. 1. To
propel with one oar worked at the stern : as, to
scull a boat. 2. To propel with sculls.

II. intrans. 1. To work an oar against the

water, at the stern of a boat, in such a way as
to propel the boat. See sculling.

Around him were the goblin train
Hut he scull'd with all his might and main,
And follow'd wherever the" sturgeon led.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, at. 20.

2. To be sculled, or capable of being propelled
by a scull or sculls: as, the boat sculls well.

SCUll :i
t (skul), n. An obsolete form of school2 .

SCUll4 ,
H. See skull*.

sculler 1 (skul'er), H. [Formerly also scitllar,

xkuller; < scull2
, v., + -erl.] 1. One who sculls

a boat.
Yon have the marshalling of all the ghosts too that

pass the Stygian ferry ; and I suspect you for a share with
the old gaoler there, if the truth were known.

!i. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, I. 1.

A sculler's notch in the stern he made,
An oar he shaped of the Ijootle-blade.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, at. 18.

2. A boat rowed by one man with a pair of
sculls or short oars.

Who chances to come by but fair Hero in a sculler?
. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, v. 3.

By water, at night late, to Sir O. Carteret's, but, there
being no oars to carry me, I was fain to call a skuller that
had a gentleman already in it. Pepys, Diary, July 12, 1665.

The little Boats upon the Thames, whicli are only for

carrying of Pel-sons, are light and pretty ; some are row'd
but by one Man, others by two

;
the former are call'd

Scullers, and the latter Oars.

Misson, in Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
(II. 146.

SCUller2t (skul'er), H. [Found in mod. E. use
only in the Sc. var. scudler, scudlar, and as in-

volved in scullery, q. v. ; < ME. squylloure, squyl-
lare, squyler, < AF. scuiler, scalier, < OF. escuelier,

escuellier, escueillier, escuillier, escutier, escullier,

csculer, csquelier, an officer who had charge of
the dishes, pots, etc., in a household, usually
(in OF. ) a maker or seller of dishes and pots, =
It. scotlcllaio, sciKlellaio, a dish-maker (Florio),
< ML. scutellarius, an officer who had charge of
the dishes, pots, etc., in a household, a maker
or seller of dishes and pots, < L. scutella, a sal-

ver, tray, ML. also a platter, plate, dish (> OF.
esctiele, "cscitelle, F. ecuelle, a dish) : see scutella 1

,

and ef. scuttle1 and skillet, from the same souree.
Cf . scullery. According to Skeat, the ME. nquyler,

nquyllare, etc., are variants of an orig. sirillcr,

a washer; but this is disproved by the forms
cited above.] An officer or servant who had
charge of the dishes, pots, etc., in a household,
to keep them clean; a dish-washer. Prompt.
Pan:, p. 471.

How the squyler of the kechyn
. . . went furth out at the sate.

Robert of Brunne, Handlyng Synne, 1. 5913.

All such other as shall long unto the squyllare.
Rutland Papers, p. 100. (llaUiwell.)

scullery (skul'er-i), M. ; pi. sculleries (-iz).

[Early mod. E. also skullery, earlier squillary ;

< ME. squi/lerey, < OF. ''euciielcrie, escueillerie,

1'nculerie, f., the office of a servant who had
charge of the dishes, etc., *esci lit

:

r, twiiellier,

m., a place or room where dishes were kept, a

scullery, < ML. scutellarium, neut., a place or
room where dishes were kept, < L. scutella, a

salver, ML. a platter, plate, dish: see sculler2 ,

scuttle1 . The word has no orig. connection with

scullion, with which it is now commonly asso-
ciated in thought.] 1. A place where dishes,
kettles, and other kitchen utensils are kept and
washed, and where the rough or slop work of a
kitchen is done; a back kitchen.
The pourvayours of the buttlarye and pourvayours of

the squylerey. Ordinances and Regulations a/ the Jlo/ial

[Household (1790), p. 77. (Skeat.)

He shall be published . . . with cuts of the basting-
ladles, dripping-pans, and drudging-boxes, #c., lately dug
up at Rome out of an old subterranean sfatllery.

W. Kiny, Art of Cookery, Letter v.

sculpin

2f. Slops; garbage; offal.

The soot and skullery of vulgar insolency, plebeian pet
ulancy, and fanatick contempt.

fl]i. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 258. (Davies.)

SCUlling (skul'ing), H. [Verbal n. of scull2
, r.]

The act or operation of propelling a boat with
one oar at the stern. The oar is moved sidewise
with a peculiar twist or feathering by which the handle
describes a figure of 8, and the blade presses ngainst the
water alternately on the one side and the other. The ac-
tion of the hlade resembles that of a screw propeller, but
the motion is alternating or reversed at each stroke, in-

HU-IH! of a continuous revolution. See cut under scull-,

scullion (skul'yon), n. [Early mod. E.seolioii,
.ii;>nli/<>n : < ME", sculgon, sarliotie, a dish-washer :

appar., with transferred sense (due perhaps to
the association with scullery), < OF. escouillnn.

escoucilloH, a dish-clout, a malkin or drag to

sweep an oven, F. tcomillon, a malkin or drag to

sweep an oven, a sponge for a gun, < 8p. esco-

billim, a sponge for a gun, < escobilla, a small

brush, dim. of cscolia, a brush, broom, = It. sco-

pa, a broom, = OF. escouve, escovbe, F. ecoure,
a broom, < L. scnjxt, pi. scopee, twigs, a broom
of twigs : see scope

2
. The word is uow'gener-'

ally associated in thought with scullery, whicli

is, however, of different origin.] 1. A servant
who cleans pots and kettles, and does other
menial service in the kitchen or scullery.

Then out spoke the young scullion boy,
Said, ''Here am I, a caddie."

The Rantin' Laddie (Child's Ballads, IV. 99).

For hence will I, disguised, and hire myself
To serve with scullions and with kitchen-knaves.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

Hence 2. A low, disreputable, mean fellow.

Wilt thou prostrate to the odious charms
Of this base scullion f Quarles, Emblems, v. 8.

The meanest scullion that followed his camp. South.

scullionly (skul'yon-li), a. [< scullion + -ly
1
.]

Like a scullion; 'vile; mean.
But this is not for an unbuttoned fellow to discuss in

the garret at his trestle, and dimension of candle by the
snutf ; which brought forth his scullionli/ paraphrase on
St. Paul. Milton, Colasterion.

SCUllionry (skul'yon-ri), n. [< scullion + -n/.]
The work of a scullion

; drudgery. Cotgrave.
sculljoe, n. See sculjo.

SCUlp (skulp), r. t. [= It. scolpire, < L. scul-

j>ere, cut out, carve in stone, akin to scalpere,
scratch, grave, carve (see scalp

3
), and prob. to

Gr. yfoijteiv, hollow out, engrave (see glyph).]
1. To cut; carve; engrave; sculpture. [Now
colloq.]

O that the words I speak were registred, . . .

Or that the tenor of my just complaint
Were sculpt with steel on rocks of adamant !

Sandys, Paraphrase of Job, xix.

Architect Palloy sent a large model of the Bastille

sculped in a stone of the fortress to every town in France.

Harper's May., LXXV1I. 836.

You pass under three spacious rest-houses, consider-

ately erected by the monks, and are struck by the bold

inscriptions in Chinese characters sculped on the face of
the big stones and boulders which fringe the path.

Fortnightly Ren., N. S., XLIII. 759.

2. To flense, flay, or take the skin and blubber

from, as a seal. [Newfoundland.]
Having killed or at least stunned all they see within a

short distance, they skin, or, as they call it, sculp them
with a broad clasp knife, called a scnlping-knife.

Fisheries of V. S., V. 11. 480.

sculp (skulp), n. [< sculp, r., 2.] The skin of
a seal removed with the blubber adhering to it.

The legs, or nippers, and also the head, are then drawn
out from the inside, and the skin is laid out flat and entire,
with the layer of fat or blubber firmly adhering to it ; and
the skin in this state is called the "pelt," and sometimes
the sculp. Fisheries o/ U. S., V. ii. 480.

SCulper (skul 'per), n. See scorper.

SCUlpin, Skulpin (skul'pin), . 1. A calliony-
inoid fish, Cauionymus lyra, having at the angle
of the preoperculum a strong compressed den-
tate spine; a dragonet: more fully called yel-
low sculpin. See dragonet, 2, and cut under Cal-

lionymus. 2. A mean or mischief-making fel-

low. [Local slang, New Eng.]
Ye see the miser'ble sculpin thought I'd never stop to

open the goods. Sarah O. Jeteett, Deephaven, p. 88.

3. A cottoid fish, especially of the genus Coi-
tus (or Acanthocottiis), as C. seorpius of the
northern Atlantic; C'. ffreenlandicvs, the daddy-
sculpin ;

C. iencits, the grubby of the New Eng-
land and New York coasts. One of the commonest
on the Atlantic coast of the United States is C. octodccim-

spinosui. All these fishes are of ugly aspect, unshapely,
with very large spiny head, wide mouth, comparatively
slender tapering body, and irregularly mottled coloration.

They inhabit the northern seas, and are especially numer-
ous in the northern Pacific. Tlu-y are used by *he native
Indians as food, but are generally held in contempt by the



sculpin

Common Dadily-sculpin (Cttrtits

whites. In California a marketable cottoid, the bighead
or cabezon, Scorptenichthys marnwratus, is also called scul.

pin.
4. A hemitriptoroid fish, Hemitripterus acadia-

nus, occurring in deeper water than the true

seulpins off the northeastern coast of America.
Also called deep-water sculpt n, i/ellow sculpin,
and sea-raven. See cut under xca-rarcn. 5. A
scorpamoid fish, Scorpeena guttuta, of the south-
ern California!! coast, there called scorpene.
See cut under Scorpsena.

SCUlping-knife (skul'ping-mf), n. A kind. of

knife used for sculping seals. See quotation
under sculp, v., 2.

SCUlpsit (skulp'sit). [L., 3d pers. sing. perf.
ind. of sculpere, carve, grave: see sculp.] He
(or she) engraved or carved (it): a word fre-

quently put at the foot of an engraving or the
base of a piece of sculpture after the engrav-
er's or sculptor's name: as, A. B. sculpsit. It

is often abbreviated to se., and sometimes to

sculps., and corresponds to pinxit (pxt.) on
paintings.

SCUlptile (skulp'til), a. [< L. sctilptilif:, formed

by carving or graving, etc. : see sculp.] Gra-

ven; carved.

The same description we find in a silver medal; that

is, upon one side Moses horned, and on the reverse the
commandment against scufptile images.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. En-., v. 9.

sculptor (skulp'tor), . [= F. sculpteur = Sp.
escullor= Pg. esculptor = It. scultore, scolpitore,
< L. sculptor, a sculptor, < sculpere, cut out,
carve in stone : see sculp.] One who practises
the art of sculpture, which includes modeling
in clay or wax, casting or striking in bronze
or other metal, and carving figures in stone.

"The sculptors," says Maximus Tyrius, in his 7th dis-

sertation, "... chose out of many bodies those parts
which appeared to them the most beautiful, and out of
that diversity made but one statue."

Dryden, Observations on Du Fresnoy's Art of Painting,
[p. 39.

sculptress (sknlp'tres), n. [< sculptor + -ess.]
A female sculptor.

Perhaps you know the sculptress, Ney ;
if not, you have

lost a great deal.

Zimmern, Arthur Schopenhauer, p. 242. (Dames.)

sculptural (skulp'tu-ral), a. [< sculpture +
-at.] 1. Pertaining to sculpture.
Some fine forms there were here and there; models

of a peculiar style of beauty ; a style, I think, never seen
in England ; a solid, firm-set, sculptural style.

Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xx.

2. Pertaining to engraving. 3. In :ool., per-
taining to the ornaments of a sculptured sur-
face: as, sculptural marks or lines.

sculpturally (skulp'tu-ral-i), adv. By means of

sculpture.
The quaint beauty and character of many natural ob-

jects, such as intricate branches, grass, &c. , as well as
that of many animals plumed, spined, or bristled, is

sculpturally expressible. Ruskin.

sculpture (skulp'tur), . [< ME. sculpture, <

OF. scoulpture, F." sculpture = Pr. sculptura =
Sp. escultura Pg. escultura, esculptura = It.

scultura, scoltura =r G. Sw. Dan. skulptur, < L.

sculptura, sculpture, < sculpere, pp. sculptvs, cut

out, carve in stone: see sculp.] 1. The act
or art of graving or carving ; the art of shap-
ing figures or other objects in the round or in
relief out of or upon stone or other more or less
hard substances. Besides the cutting of forms In

marble, stone, wood, etc., the ancient chryselephantine
work, etc., it includes modeling in clay, wax, etc., and
casting in bronze or any other metal. Sculpture includes
also the designing of coins and medals, and glyptics, or the
art of gem-engraving. See cut in next column, and cuts
under Assyrian, Chaldean, Efii/iitian, Greek, I'assitelean,
Peloponnesian, Phidian, and Ithodian.

As the materials used for writing in the first rude ages
were only wood or stone, the convenience of sculpture re-

quired that the strokes should run chiefly in straight lines.

Five Pieces of Ituitic Poetry (1783), Pref.

5431

diminished proportion in the third dimension of depth or
thickness. Encyc. Brit., IX. 200.

2. Carved work; any work of sculpture, as a

figure or an inscription cut in wood, stone,

metal, or other solid substance.

Nor did there want
Cornice or frieze with bossy sculptures graven ;

The roof was fretted gold. Milton, P. L., i. 716.

On another side of the stone is a very extraordinary
sculpture, which has been painted, and from which I con-
cluded that it was a temple dedicated to the sun.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 77.

Some sweet sculpture draped from head to foot.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

3f. An engraving; an illustration.

The Publishers thought a Piece so well writ ought not
to appear abroad without the usual and proper ornament
of Writings of this kind, variety of Sculptures.

Maumlrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, Pref.

Settle had not only been prosperous on the stage, but,
in the confidence of success, had published his play with

sculptures, and a Preface of defiance.

Pref. to Notes on the Express of .Morocco (Dryden's Works,
[ed. Malone, II. 272).

4. In zoo'l., markings resulting from irregu-
larity of surface or difference in texture of a

part; tracery: as, the sculpture of an insect's

wing-covers; the sculpture, of the plates or

shields of a fish; the sculpture of a turtle's shell.
The term specially indicates in entomology the arrange-
ment or disposition of such markings, as by furrows, striae,

tubercles, punctures, etc., or the pattern of the resulting
ornamentation

;
it is much used in describing beetles, and

all the leading forms of sculpture have technical descrip-
tive names. Also sculpturing.

The coarse part of the sculpture [of a fossil] is also simi-

lar. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXIX. 465.

There is an evident tendency to divide species [of bee-

tles] upon small details of sculpture, fortunately checked,
as the author admits, where the specimens are numerous.

Science, IV. 662.

^Eginetan sculptures. See jEginetan. Ccelanaglyph-
ic sculpture. Same as cavo-rUieuo. Foliate sculpture,
sculptured foliage ; especially, decorative sculpture con-

Sculpture, ... a shaping art, of which the business is
to imitate natural objects, and principally the human
body, by reproducing in solid form either their true pro-
portions in all dimensions, or else their true proportions
in the two dimensions of length and breadth only, with a

Foliate Sculpture, r3th century. From Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris.

ventionalized more or less from foliage, or based on the
fundamental forms or habit of vegetation. Greek, Re-
naissance, etc., sculpture. See the qualifying words.
Rhodian school of sculpture. See Jthodian.

sculpture (skulp'tur), t'. t.; pret. and pp. sculp-
tured, ppr. sculpturing. [< sculpture, .] 1.

To represent in sculpture ;
carve ; grave ;

form
with the chisel or other tool on or in wood,
stone, or metal.

On the base (of the Herakles] is sculptured a composition
in very low relief, representing the capture of the cattle
of Geryon. C. T. Neu'ton, Art and Archseol., p. 308.

Fair with sculptured stories it was wrought,
By lapse of time unto dim ruin brought.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 325.

2. To ornament or cover with sculpture or
carved work ; carve.

Gold, silver, Ivory vases sculptured high.
Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 264.

sculptured (skulp'turd), a. [< sculpture +
-ed*,] In zodl. and hot., having elevated or im-

pressed marks on the surface: as, sculptured
elytra; sculptured seeds; a sculptured carapace.

Sculptured tortoise, a common land-tortoise of the
United States, Glyptemys insculpta.

sculpturesque (skulp-tu-resk'), a. [< sculpture
+ -esque.] Possessing the character of sculp-
ture

; resembling sculpture; chiseled; hence,
clean-cut and well-proportioned; statue-like;
grand rather than beautiful or pretty : as, sculp-

turesque features.

An impressive woman, . . . her figure was slim and
sufficiently tall, her face rather emaciated, so that its

sculpturesque beauty was the more pronounced.
George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xiii.

sculpturing (skulp'tur-ing), n. [Verbal n. of

sculpture, v,] In :ool., same as sculpture, 4.

scumber

These imperforate portions are harder than the porous
shell, and uftcn project as rul^es or tubercles, forming a
more or less regular /sculpturing of the surface.

Encijc. Brit., IX. 381.

sculsb. (skulsh), ii. [Origin obscure.] Rub-
bish; discarded stuff of all kinds: most gener-
ally used in England with reference to the un-
wholesome things children delight to eat, as

lollypops, etc. [Prov. Eng. and New Eng.]
Scultelus's bandage. Pieces of bandage which
are long enough to go one and a half times
around the limb, and are applied successively
in shingle fashion.

SCUlyont, . A Middle English form of scullion.

scum (skum), n. [Formerly also skum ; < ME.
scum, scorn, < AS. "scum (not found, the ordi-

nary word being film, foam) = D. schttim =
MLG.se/iuw, scliumc, LG. sclium = OHG. scum,
MHG. schum, G. scnaum = Icel. skum (Haldor-
sen) = Sw. Dan. skum (of. OF. escume, F. e^cume

= Pr. Pg. csruma = It. schiuina (< LG. or G.),
Ir. sgum (< E.) ), foam, froth, scum ; perhaps lit.

a '

covering.' with formative -m, < ^/ sku, cover:
see sky. Hence skim.] 1. Foam; froth: as, the
scum of the sea.

The brystelede boor marked with scomes the shuldres
of Hercules. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. meter 7.

Those small white Fish to Venus consecrated,
Though without Venus ayd they be created
Of th' Ocean scum.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 5.

2. The impurities or extraneous substances
which rise to the surface of liquids, as in boil-

ing or fermentation, or which form by other

means; also, the scoria of molten metals; hence,
by extension, any film or surface of foul floating
matter: as, the scum of a stagnant pond.
When God kindles such fires as these, hee doth not usu-

ally quench them till the very scum on the pot sides be
boyled cleane away. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 14.

3. Refuse; dross; offscourings.
Did anything more aggravate the crime of Jeroboam's

profane apostasy than that he chose to have his clergy the
scum and refuse of his whole land ?

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 81.

A a-inii of Bretons, and base lackey peasants.
Shak., Rich. Ill ,

v. 3. 317.

Such rascals,
Who are the scum and excrements of men !

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

We are most miserably dejected, the scum of the world.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 362.

SCUm (skum), v.; pret. and pp. scummed, ppr.
scumming. [Early mod. E. also skum, scorn; <

ME. scummen, skommeu, scomen = D. scliuimen =
MLG. scliumen = OHG. seamen, MHG. schumen,
G. schaiimen = Sw. skumma = Dan. skumine,
scum, skim

;
from the noun. Doublet of skim .]

1. trans. 1 . To remove the scum from
;
clear off

the froth, dross, or impurities that have risen
to or formed on the surface of; skim.

Oon boileth water salt and skommeth [it] dene,
Theriuto colde his peres wol he trie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

Some scumd the drosse that from the metall came.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 36.

A second multitude
With wondrous art founded the massy ore,

Severing each kind, and scumm'd the bullion dross.

Milton, P. L.,i. 704.

2f. To sweep over; move swiftly upon; skim.

They liv'd by scumming those Seas and shoars as Pyrats.
Milton, Hist Eng.,iL

II. in trans. If. To arise or be formed on the
surface as foam or scum

;
be thrown up as scum.

Oolde and siluer was no more spared then thoughe it

had rayned out of the clowdes, or scorned out of the sea.

Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. xlix.

2. To be or become covered with scum : gener-
ally with over.

Life and the interest of life have stagnated and scummed
over. A.K.H. Boyd.

3f. To skim lightly: with ovtr.

Thou hast skumed over the schoole men, and of the froth
of theyr folly made a dish of diuinitie brewesse which the
dogges will not eate. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 46.

SCUmber (skum'ber), c. i. [Also scomber, scum-
mer; perhaps < OF. escitmbrier, disencumber; cf .

exonerate in similar use.] To defecate; dung:
a hunting term applied especially to foxes.

[Prov. Eng.]
And for a monument to after-commers
Their picture shall continue (though Time scummers
Vpon th' Efflgie).

Dames, Commendatory Verses, p. 13. (navies.)

Just such a one [an airing] as you use to n brace of grey-
hounds,

When they are led out of their kennels to scumber.

llassinger, The Picture, v. 1.



scumber

SCUmber (skum'ber), . [< xeumber, r.] Dung,
especially that of the fox. [Prov. Eng.]
scumble (skum'bl), r, t. ; pret. and pp. /-

bled, ppr. si'iiiiililini/. [Freq. of scum.] In

oil-painting, to blend the tints or soften the
effect of, by lightly passing a brush charged
with a small quantity of an opaque or semi-

opaque coloring over the surface; in cluilk- or

pencil-drawing, to rub lightly the blunt point
of the chalk over the surface of, or to spread
and soften the harder lines of with the stump:
as, to scumble a painting or a drawing.
scumble (skum'bl), H. [< scumble, r.] A soft-

ened effect produced by scumbling. Sec /-

Wing. T. H. Lister.

Scumbling (skum'bling), >i. [Verbal n. of /-

We, v.] 1. In pain tiny, the operation of lightly

rubbing a brush charged with a small quantity
of an opaque or semi-opaque color over the

surface, in order to soften and blend tints that
are too bright, or to produce some other special
effect. Owing to the dryness of the brush, It deposits
the color in minute granules on the ground-tint instead
of covering it completely as in glazing.

Scumbling is painting in opaque colours, but so thin that

they become semi-transparent.
J". G. Hamertim, Uraphic Arts, xxi.

Scumbliny resembles glazing in that a very thin coat is

spread lightly over portions of the work.

Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 138.

2. In chalk- and pencil-drawing, the operation
of lightly rubbing the blunt point of the chalk
over the surface, or spreading and softening
the harder lines by the aid of tne stump.
SCummer 1 (skum'er), H. [< ME. scomoiere, sciim-

ure; < scum + -crl. Cf. skimmer, a doublet of

sciintmer.] One who scums
;
au implement used

in skimming; specifically, an instrument used
for removing the scum of liquids; a skimmer.

Pope Boniface the Eighth, a seiimmer of pots.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 30. (Davie.)

The salt, after its crystallizing, falls down to the bot-

tom, and they take it out by wooden scummm, and put it

in frails. /*'".'/, Remains, p. 120.

scummer-, r. and . Same as scumber.

SCUmmingS (skum'ingz). n. pi. [Verbal n. of

scum, .] Skimmings : as, the scumming* of the

boiling-house. Imp. Diet.

scummy (skum'i), . [<SCMW 4- -y
1
.] Covered

with scum.
And from the mirror'd level where he stood
A mist arose, as from a scummy marsh.

Kent*, Hyperion, i.

SCUn1 (skun), v. t.
; pret. and pp. scunned, ppr.

scunning. [< ME. scunien, sconnen, (. AS. scu-

nian, shun, on-scunian, detest, refuse : see shun.
Cf. scunner.] To reproach publicly. Halliwctl.

[Prov. Eng.]
SCUn2 (skun), v.

; pret. and pp. scanned, ppr.
scunning. [Also scon, scoon; < Norw. slcunna
= Sw. refl. skynda, dial. skynna = Dan. skynde
= Icel. skunda, skynda, hasten, hurry, = AS.
scyndan, hasten : see shunt, and cf. shun. Cf.

scoon, schooner.] I. intrans. To skip or skim
;

pass quickly along, as a vessel on the water.

II. trans. To cause to skip or skim, as a stone
thrown aslant on the water; skip,
scuncheon (skun'chon), M. See sconcheon.

scunner (skun'er), v. [Also skunner, sconner,

scouner; freq. of scunl, < ME. scunien, sconnen, <

AS. scunian : see scun*. Hence ult. scoundrel.]
1. inlrans. 1. To be or become nauseated; feel

disgust, loathing, repugnance, or abhorrence.
An' yill an' whisky gi'e to cairds,

Until they scunner.

Burns, To James Smith.

2. To shrink back with disgust or strong repug-
nance: generally with at before the object of
dislike.

II. trans. To affect with nausea, loathing, or

disgust; nauseate.

They [grocers] first gie the boys three days' free warren
among the figs and the sugar-candy, and they get scun-
nered wi' sweets after that. Kinffsley, Alton Locke, iii.

[Scotch in all uses.]
scunner (skun'er), . [Also skunner, sconner,
scouner; < scunner, '.] A feeling of nausea,
disgust, or abhorrence; a loathing; a fantastic

prejudice.
He seems to have preserved, ... as it were, In the

pickle of a mind soured by prejudice, a lasting scunner,
as he would call it, against our staid and decent form of

worship. Lumen, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., iii.

There gaed a scunner through the flesh upon his banes :

and that was Heeven's advertisement.
R. L. Stevenson, Thrawn Janet.

scup 1
(skup), n. [< D. schop, a swing, shovel,

= OHG. scupha, scoplia, a swing-board, MHG.
schupfe, G. schupf, a push, scliupji, swinging mo-
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tion, a push, jerk; cf. G. srlm/ifi-n. shove, = Sw.
skubba, scrub, = Dan. xl:nbb/: shove, push (a sec-

ondary form from the orig. verb), = D. scliiiii-en

= G. scliieben, etc., shove : see shore.] A swing:
a term derived from the Dutch settlers. [New
York.]

" What'll you give me if I'll make you n scup one of
these days?" said Mr. Van Brunt. ... "I don't know
what it is," said Ellen. "A scup.' may be you don't
know it by that name; some folks call it a swing."

Warner, Wide, Wide World, I. ii.

SCUp 1
(skup), v. i. ; pret. and pp. xcupped, ppr.

xnii>piug. [< scup1 , n.] To swing; have a

swing. [New York.]
SCUp2 (skup), n. [Said to be contr. < Amer. Ind.

(Connecticut) mishcup, < iitix/u-kit/ipe, large,
thick-scaled; cf. scuppaug, pi. inUMVfpavog,
scuppaug. Cf. poraee, porgy.] A sparoid fish,
the scuppaug or porgy. Ntrnntiiiinix nri/i/rops,

Scup, or Northern

attaining a length of a foot, and a valued food-

fish, found from Cape Cod to Florida. The front
teeth form narrow incisors, and the molars are in two rows.
The body is compressed, with high back ; the head is dct* ]>,

with small mouth ; the color is brownish, somewhat sil-

very below, everywhere with bright reflections, but with-
out distinct markings in the adult, though the soft parts
of the vertical fins are somewhat mottled ; the young are

faintly barred and with dusky axils. This fish is a near
relative of the sheepshead, and of the plnflsh or sailor's-

choice (Lagodon rhomboides\ It has had many technical
names, as Sparus or Paymw or Diplodwt argyrnps, and Sar-

ffus ambassis. A southern scup is sometimes specified as
S. aculeatus.

The warm-water fisheries include the pursuit of a variety
of fishes, but the scup . . . and the "

blue-fish," both mi-

gratory species, are those whose capture is thought of
most value. Encyc. Brit., IX. 267.

SCU
A

ppaug(sku-pag'),ii. [Amer. Ind.: see scupV.]
fish, tne scup.

scupper (skup'er), H. [Prob. so named because
the water seems to 'spit' forth from it; < OF.
escopir, escujnr = Sp. escupir, spit out; per-
haps < L. exspuere, spit out, < ex, out, + spuerc,

spit: see spew.] Naut., an opening in the side
of a ship at the level of the deck, or slanting
from it, to allow water to run off; also, the gut-
ter or channel surrounding the deck, and lead-

ing to such openings: often in the plural.

Many a kid of beef have I seen rolling in the scuppers,
and the bearer lying at his length on the decks.

Jt. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 34.

Scupper-leather (nous.), a piece of leather placed on the
outside of a vessel, under the scupper, to prevent the flow
from it from soiling the paint on the vessel's side. In
modem ships it is commonly replaced by a guard of
metal.

scupper-hole (skup'er-hol), n, A scupper.
scupper-hose (skup'er-hoz), n, A leather or
canvas pipe formerly attached to the outer end
of a scupper to protect the ship's side from dis-

coloration there, and also to prevent the en-
trance of water from the outside.

scupper-nail (skup'er-nal), n. Naut., a short
nail with a very broad head.

scuppernong (skup'er-nong), n. [Amer. Ind.

name of Vitis vulpina.'] A cultivated variety
of the muscadine, bullace, or southern fox-

grape, Vitis rotutidifolia (V. vulpina), of the
southern United States and Mexico. It is a val-

ued white- or sometimes purple-fruited grape. Its large
berries are well flavored, and peculiar in that all on a
bunch do not ripen at once. The ripe berries fall from
the vine, and are gathered from the ground.

scupper-plug (skup'er-plug), n. Naut., a plug
to stop a scupper.
scupper-valve (skup'er-valv), 11. Naut., a flap-
valve outside of a scupper, to prevent the sea-

water from entering, but permitting flow from
the inside. It is usually held in place by a

lanyard.
scuppett, SCUppitt (skup'et, -it), n. [Cf. scop-
pet.] A shovel or spade of uniform width, with
the sides turned a little inward. Halliwetl.

What scuppet have we then to free the heart of this

muddy pollution? Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 267.

scuppett, ' t. [< seuppct, ii.] To shovel, as
with a scuppet: as, to scuppet sand. Nashe.
scur1

(sker), r. ; pret. and pp. scurred, ppr. scur-

ring. [Also skirr ; a var. of scour2 . Cf. scurry.]

scurfy

1. trans. 1. To graze, skim, or touch lightly;

jerk. Halliu-rll. [Prov. Eng.]
The broader puddles, though starred by the breeze,

found the net-work of ice veiling over them.
R. D. Blackmore, Cripps, The Carrier, ii.

2. To scour; pass over rapidly, as on horse-
back.

Mount ye, spur ye, skirr the plain,
That the fugitive may flee in vain !

Byron, siege of Corinth, xxil.

II. iiitraim. To run or fly; flit hurriedly:
scour. [Obsolete or provincial.]
You shall have a coachman with cheeks like a trum-

peter, and a wind in his mouth, blow him afore him as fin-

as he can see him ; or skirr over him with his bat's wings
a mile and a half ere he can steer his wry neck to look
whrri' he is. B. Jonson, World in the Moon.

The light shadows,
That in a thought scur o'er the fields of corn,
Halted on crutches to 'em. Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 1.

SCUT2 (sker), w. [Origin obscure.] A dwarfed
or stunted horn. See the quotation. [Scotch.]
A heifer with only scurs, as the modified horns sometimes

found in polled cattle and in cross-bred offspring of polled
and horned breeds are called in Scotland. They are little

bits of flat horn, loose at the roots, so that you can twist
them about, and quite hidden in a mass of hair, continued
from a thick, long tuft, which grows upon a pointed crown-
ridge, and falls over the forehead and sides of the head ;

and I have seen similar scurs and top-knots on several fe-

male short-horns. Quoted in Amer. Ifat., XXI. 1083.

SCUlf 1 (skerf), n. [Formerly also skurf, and
transposed scruff; < ME. scurf, scorf, scrof, <

AS. scurf, sceorf = MD. scorf, schorft, schurft,

schroft, D. schurft (with excrescent t) = OHG.
scorf, MHG. G. schorf= Icel. skurfur, pi., =Sw.
xkorf = Dan. nJevrv, scurf; from the verb rep-
resented by AS. sceorfan (pret. pi. scurfon),

scrape, gnaw; cf. OHG. scurfan, MHG. G. scliiir-

fen, scratch, MHG. schrephen, G. schropfen, cup
(bleed); prob. akin to scrape : see scrape*. The
OHG. form scorf, scurf, is not exactly cognate
with AS. scurf, which would require OHG.
'scorb, but goes with the verb scurfen, which
is a secondary form, cognate with AS. sceor-

pan. The words of this group, scrape1
, sharp,

scarp 1
, scarf2 , etc., are numerous, and more or

less complicated in their forms and senses.]
1. Scaly or flaky matter on the surface of the

skin; the scarf-skin or epidermis exfoliated in

fine shreds or scales. Scurf is continually coming
from the human skin, being removed by the friction of the

clothes, in the bath, etc. The scurf of the head, where it

may remain held by the hair in considerable quantity, is

known as dandruff. In some diseases affecting the skin,
scurf comes off in large flakes or layers, as in the desqua-
mation or "peeling" after scarlet fever.

Well may we raise jars,

Jealousies, strifes, and heart-burning disagreements,
Like a thick scur/ o'er life. Middletan, The Witch, i. 2.

Then are they happy, when by length of time
The scurf is worn away of each committed crime.

Dryden, XneiA, vi.

2. Any scaly or flaky matter on a surface.

There stood a hill not far, whose grisly top
Belch'd fire and rolling smoke ; the rest entire
Shone with a glossy scurf. Milton, P. L., i. 872.

Specifically (a) In hot., a loose bran-like scaly matter that
is found on some leaves, as in the genus Eleeagnus, etc. (6)

A growth of polyps on oysters.

3. Scum; offscouring.
Priscian goes yonder with that wretched crowd,
And Francis of Accorso ; and thou hadst seen there,
If thou hadst had a hankering for such scurf,
That one who by the Servant of the Servants
From Arno was transferred to Bacchiglione.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, xv. 111.

SCUrf2 (skerf), n. [Also scurff, skurff; < ME.
scurffe; perhaps so called from the scaly or

scabby appearance : see scurf1,] A gray bull-

trout; a variety of the trout, Salmo trutta c'nii-

bricits. [Local, Eng.]
There are two sorts of them [Bull-trouts], Red Trouts

and Gray Trouts or Skur/s, which keep not in in the Chan-
nel of Rivulets or Rivers, but lurk like the Alderlings un-

der the roots of great Alders.

Mnfett and Bennet, Health's Improvement (ed. 1746),

[p. 283.

SCUrfer (skerf'er), w. One who removes scale

from boilers.

The Scrapers' and Scurfcrs' Union. Engineer, LXX. 29:i.

scurfiness (sker'fi-nes), H. [Early mod. E.

swrffynesse; < scurfy + -ness.] The state of

being scurfy; scurfy condition.

And euer to remayne
In wretched beggary,
And niaungy misery, . . .

And scabbed scorjFt/nesse.

Skeltnn, Duke of Albany, etc., 1. 140.

scurf-skin (skerf'skiu), n. Same as scarf-xl.-hi.

scurfy (sker'fi), a. [< ME. scurfy (= D. schurftig
= G. xchorfg = Sw. skorfrig, scurfy) ; < .sriir/"

1 -f-

-y
1

. In another form scurry : see scurvy!.] i.



scurfy

Covered with scurf
; exfoliating in small scales ;

scurvy; scabby. 2. Resembling or consisting
of scurf Scurfy scale. See scalei.

scurget, and r. An obsolete spelling of

scurrer (skfer'er), . [Sc. ulso or formerly scur-

roin; skuiiriitiii: skurrioiir; a var. of scourer2 .

The word seems to have been confused with
F. courriir, E. courier, etc.] One who scours; a

scout. [Obsolete or provincial.]

And he sente for the seurrers to aduyse the dealynge of

their ennemyes, and to se where they were, and what
nombre they were of.

llerners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. xxxin.

scurrii, scurrile (skur'il), a. [Early mod. E.

also seurrill. skurril; = It. scurrile, < L. W/I/TI-

lis, buffoon-like, < scurra, a buffoon. Cf . worn.]

Befitting a vulgar jester; grossly opprobrious ;

scurrilous; low: as, scurrii scoffing; scurrii

taunts.

Flatter not greatnesse with your seurrill praise.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 136.

This, in your scurrii dialect ; but my inn
Knows no such language. Ii. Jonson, New Inn, 1. 1.

Their wits indeed serve them to that sole purpose, to

make sport, to break a scurrile jest.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 208.

It had bin plainly partiall, first, to correct him for grave
Cicero, and not for seurrill Plautus.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 15.

"Bring the unfortunate girl to her father's, and break no
scurrii Jests here," said the Sub-Prior.

Scott, Monastery, xxxiv.

scurrility (sku-ril'i-ti), . [Early mod. E. also

skurrillity; < F. scurrilite = Pr. scurttitat It.

xciifi-ilita, < L. scurrilita(t-)s, < scurrilis, scurrii :

see scurrii.] 1. The quality of being scurrii

or scurrilous; low, vile, buffoon-like scoffing
or jeering ;

indecent or gross abusiveness or

railing; vulgar, indecent, or abusive language.
Yet will ye see in many cases how pleasant speeches

and sauouring some skurrillity and vnshamefastnes haue
now and then a certaine decencie, and well become both
the speaker to say, and the hearer to abide.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 221.

So it shall please you to abrogate scurrility.

Shak., L. L. L.,iv.2. 65.

2. A scurrilous remark, attack, or outburst;
an abusive tirade.

Buttons, altogether applying their wits to SmrrUKties
A other ridiculous matters.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 50.

I loathed scurrilities in conversation, and had a natural

aversion to immoderate drinking.
T. EUwood, Life (ed. Howells), p. 185.

scurrilous (skur'i-lus), a. [< scurrii + -ous.]

1. Using or given to the use of low and inde-

cent language; scurrii; indecently or grossly
abusive or railing.

One would suspect him [John Standish] not the same
man called by Bale a scurrillmus fool, and admired by Pits

for piety and learning, jealous lest another man should be
more wise to salvation than himself.

Fuller, Worthies, Lancashire, II. 203.

Though a fierce, unscrupulous, and singularly scurrilous

political writer, he [Swift] was not, in the general charac-

ter of his politics, a violent man.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

2. Containing low indecency or abuse; foul;
vile: as, scurrilous language.
He is ever merry, but still modest; not dissolved into

undecent laughter, or tickled with wit scurrilous or inju-
rious. Hahinrjton, Castara, iii.

A companion that is cheerful, and free from swearing
and scurrilous discourse, is worth gold.

I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 87.

3. Opprobrious ;
abusive ;

offensive.

How often do we see a person, whose intentions are visi-

bly to do good by the works he publishes, treated in as

scurrilous a manner as if he were an enemy to mankind !

Addison, Freeholder, No. 40.

= Syn. Ribald, blackguard, indecent, coarse, vulgar,

gross.

scurrilously (skur'i-lus-li), adv. In a scurri-

lous manner; with scurrility.

He spoke so scurrilously of you. I had no patience to

hear him. Wycherley, Country Wife, ii. 1.

scurrilousness (skur'i-lns-nes), n. Scurrilous

character; indecency of language or manners;
scurrility. Bailey.

scurry (skur'i), v. i.
; pret. and pp. scurricil,

ppr. xcurryiii;/. [Also skurry ; an extended form
of scur or the orig. scour%, perhaps due in part
to skurriour and similar forms of scurrer, and
in part to association with hurry, as in hun'i/-

scurry.] To hurry along; move hastily and

precipitately ; scamper.
of the Nu-

scutcher

s of the wind in those The famous sentaije, the acceptance of a money compo-

y across smooth water sitiou for military service, dates from this time 0.168).

/,-,.; study Windows, p. 42. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 461.

(skur'i), n.
; pi. scurries (-iz). [Also scutal (sku'tal), a. [< NL. "seutalis, < L. scu-

; < scurry, v.] 1. Hurry; fluttering or turn, a shield: see scutum.] In zoiil., of the na-

bustling haste. 2. A flurry. ture of or pertaining to a scute ;
in entom., spe-

The birds circled overhead, or dropped like thick mir- cifically, of or pertaining to the scutum of any
nes of snow-flakes on the water. segment of the notuni.

B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 30T,.
gcutate (sku'tat), a. [< NL. scutatus, shield-

3. In simrtiii!/, a short race run for amusement shaped (L. scutatus, armed with a shield), < L.

by inferior horses or non-winners. Krik's scutum, a shield: see scute*.] 1. In zool.-. (a)

Gniitf to the Turf.

scurvily (sker' vi-li), adv. In a scurvy manner ;

meanly; shabbily.
How scurvily thou criest now, like a drunkard !

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 2.

When I drew out the mony, he return'd It as scurvily

Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 2, 1641.

scurviness (sker'vi-nes), . Scurvy character;

meanness; baseness; shabbiness. Bailey.

Provided with scutes, shields, plates, or large

scales; squamate; squamous; scaly; scutel-

late. (6) Resembling a scute or shield; broad

and somewhat convex. 2. In bot., formed like

an ancient round buckler: as, a scutate leaf.

See cut under peltate Scutate tarsus, in entom.:

(a) A tarsus in which a single joint is dilated so as to form

a broad plate. (6) A tarsus covered with large flat scales,

as in the genus Lepisma.

scurvy* (sker'vi), , [< ME'^^. of *
iS^tWtemV.

[X

JUj-J
scurfy (with the usual change of/ to <>, as m ^^ game ^ sjltiform .

wife, wives, etc.): see scurfy. . he ng.
t jj (skuch), v. t. [Prob. < OF. escousser, -*-

senses 2, 3, cf. scabby, shabby, in like uses.] 1. 8CU
?^^ shake swim?, shake off. stri

Scurfy; covered or affected with scurf or scabs ;

scabby ;
diseased with scurvy ;

scorbutic.

Whatsoever man he be that hath a blemish, ... or be

scurvy or scabbed,
bread of his God.

,
..

he shall not come nigh to offer the
Lev. rri. 20.

2. Vile; mean; low; vulgar; worthless; con-

temptible ; paltry ; shabby ; as, a scurvy fellow.

A very scurvy tune to sing at a man's funeral.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 46.

"Twas but a little scurvy white money, hang it !

B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

While we lay at Tabago, we had like to have had a

xcurvy trick plaid us by a pretended Merchant from

Panama, who came, as by stealth, to traffick with us pri-

vately. Dumpier, Voyages, 1. 188.

3. Offensive; mischievous; malicious.

Nay, but he prated,

cosser, escoucer, shake, swing, shake off, strip, <

LL. excussare, shake frequently or much, freq. of

excutere, shake off: see excuss, and cf. rescous,

rescue, from the same L. source, with an added

prefix. Cf. scutcher. The word may have been
confusedwith forms allied to Norw. skoka,skoko,

skuka, a swingle for beating flax, or Sw. ska'kta,

swingle, prob. akin to E. shake, shock. Not relat-

ed to scotch?.] 1. To beat; drub. [Old Eng. and

Scotch.] 2. To dress (fibrous material) by
beating. The particles of woody matter adhering to the

fibers are detached, and the bast is partially separated into

its constituent fibers. The waste fiber obtained is called

scutching-taw or cedilla. Specifically (a) In flax-manuf.,
to beat off and separate the woody parts of, as the stalks

of flax; swingle: as, to scutch flax,
(b)

In cotton-manuf.,

to separate, as the individual fibers after they have been

loosened and cleansed, (c) In silk-manuf., to disentangle,

straighten, and cut into lengths, as floss and refuse silk.

Same as
tow that

scurvy-'
scuruey; appar. abbr. of scurvy disease or some scutch-blade (skuch'blad)', n. Apiece of hard,
similar phrase ; prob. confused also with SCOT-

tough wood used in beating flax.

bute, ML. scorbutiis : see scorbute.] A disease scutcn.eon(skuch'on),. [Formerly alsoscwte/i-

usually presenting swollen, spongy, easily ion
^

scufcMn; < ME. scotchyiie, scochone, by
bleeding gums, fibrinous effusion into some of

apheresis from esc(ic/ieon.- see escutcheon.] 1.

the muscles, rendering them hard and brawny, A shield for armorial bearings ;
an emblazoned

hemorrhages beneath the skin, rheumatoid ghield
;
an escutcheon,

pains, anemia, and prostration. It occurs at all

ages and in all climates, and usually develops in those em-

ploying an unvaried diet, especially one from which vege-
tables are excluded. Also called scorbutus. Button-
scurvy, an epidemic of cachectic disease observed in the

south of Ireland, characterized by button-like excrescences

on the skin. Land-scuryy, purpura.

SCUrvy-grass (sker'vi-gras), n. [A corruption

Scotchyne (var. scochone). Scutellum.
Prompt. Pan., p. 44.

I saw the monument of the Cardinall of Bourbon, and

his statue very curiously made over it in Cardinals habites

with his armes and scutchin. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 48, sig. D.

They haue no Scutehions or blazing of Armes.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 294.

of scurvu-cress, so named because used as a cure ,. ., , .

f. ,,,.l 1 A ^rumfnrnns nlflnt Cnfhlfariii 2. In medieval arch., etc., a shield or plate on a
tor scurvy. J 1. A crucileroub plant, oo Ppr,ter of which huns the door-
offieinalis, of northern and western Europe and door trom tne cei w

,
me

V.J
.

,,"",,
'

arctic America : an antiscorbutic and salad h " le y '"

plant. Locally called scrooby- or scruby-grass.

A woman crying, "Buy any scurvy-grass?"
Middletonand Dekker, Roaring Girl, iii. 2.

2. One of the winter cresses, Sarbarea preecox,
a European plant cultivated as a winter salad,

becoming wild in parts of the United States.

scuse (skus), n. and v. [By apheresis from ex-

cuse.] Same as excuse.

Yea, Custance, better (they say) a badde scuse than none.

... I will the truthe know een as it is.

Ifdall, Roister Doister, v. 2.

That 'scuse serves many men to save their gifts.

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 444.

scut1
(skut), a. [Perhaps a mixture of cut,

cutty, short, 'with short (AS. sceort), and further scutcher (skuch'er), . [< OF. esconsso

withisc*2, .] Short, as a garment, etc. Balli- ^^, < escousser, shake, beat: see scutch.

Eivoted
at the top, so as to drop over the key-

ole by its weight. A sliding scutcheon is call-

ed a sheave. 4. A plate for an inscription, es-

pecially a small one for a name, as on a knife or

a walking-stick. 5. In her., same as escutch-

eon, 1.

SCUtcheoned (skuch'ond), a. Emblazoned; or-

namented or surmounted by a scutcheon or em-
blazoned shield.

The scutcheon'd emblems which it bore.

Scott, Bridal of Triermain, iii. 15.

Far off her lover sleeps as still

Within his scuteheoned tomb.
WMttier, The Countess.

[< OF. escoussour, a

] 1.

North, tr. of Plutarch, p. 882.

well. [Prov. Eng.]
SCUt2 (skut), n. [Also skut; appar. < scut1 , a.,

but perhaps confused with Icel. skott, a fox's

tail (see scuff), or ult. = L. cauda = W. cwt, a

tail (with orig. initial s).] 1. A short tail, as

that of the rabbit or deer.

My doe with the black scut !

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 20.

Watch came, with his little scut of a tail cocked as sharp
as duty. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xlii.

2. In her., the tail, as of a cony: used only
when the tail is of a different tincture from the

rest.

scuta, . Plural of scutum.

SCUtage (sku'taj), H. [< ML. scutagium, < OF.

i-nniai/e (> E. eseuage: see eseuage), F. ecuage;

(a) A tax on a knight's fee or scutum: same
as eseuage. (b) A commutation for personal
service.

Scutching-machine or Scutcher for Flax.

a feed-table on which the flax is fed to the fluted rollers , ',

which seize it and present it to the scutches or beaters f. fastened by

supports rf to the rotating (imm f. The latter revolves in a case/,
with a grating at the bottom. The feed-rolls are driven by gearing i.



Scutchiii|7-sword and Stand.

scutcher

An implement or a machine for scutching fiber.

Also scutch. 2f. A whip.
Verge, . . . arod.wand, . . . switch, otscutcherto ride

with. Cotgrave.

3. One who scutches fiber.

SCUtch-grasS (skuch'gras), M. 1. A variant
of auitok-grtut. 2. By transfer, the Bermuda
or Indian couch-grass, Cijiioilint llnctijlim. See
Bermuda grass, under grass.

scutching (skuch'ing), n. Same as seotelihii/.

SCUtching-machine (skuch'ing-ma-shen*), n.

A machine for scutching or rough-dressing fiber,
as flax, cotton, or silk. See cut under scutcher.

SCUtching-mill (skuch'ing-mil), . Same as

scutehing-tnaeltine.

SCUtching-shaft (skuch'ing-shaft), . In a cot-

ton-scutching machine, the revolving shaft
which carries the first beater.

SCUtching-StOCk (skuch'ing-stok). n. In a

scutching-machine, the part on which the hemp
rests during the opera-
tion of scutching. E.

H.Kni</M.

scutchihg-sword
(skueh'ing-sord), n.

A beating-implement
used in scutching flax

by hand. The sword a
(see cut) Is held in the right

hand, while with the left a
handful of the bruised
stems is introduced into
the groove g in the stand b.

A band stretched from the
stand to a stake h causes
the sword to rebound after

each downward blow.

scute 1 (skut), n. [< late ME. scute, < OF. cscut,
later escu, F. ecu, a buckler or shield, a coin, etc.,
= Pr. esctit = Sp. Pg. escudo = It. scudo, < L. scu-

tum, rarely scutus, a shield, cover, = Gr. mnrof,
a skin, also a buckler, < -\/ sku, cover, = Skt.

/ sku, cover: see sky, scum, obscure, etc. Cf.

scutum, scudo, ecu, from the same source.] If.
A shield or buckler; also, a heraldic shield; an
escutcheon.

Confessing that he was himselfe a Mountacute,
And bare the selfe same armes that I dyd quarter in my

scute. (Jatcoigne, Deuise of a Maske.

2f. An old French gold coin, of the value of
3s. 4rf. sterling, or 80 cents.

And from a pair of gloves of half-a-crown
To twenty crowns, will to a very scute-

Smell out the price. Chaptnan, All Fools, v. 1.

3. In zool., a scutum or scutellum, in any sense;
a squama; a large scale; a shield, plate, or
buckler: as, the dermal scutes of a ganoid fish,
a turtle, an armadillo, a scaly ant-eater, etc.

See cuts under carapace and Acipentser Clavic-
ular scute. See clavicular.

scute2t, . An obsolete form of scout*.

SCUtel (sku'tel), n. [< NL. scutellum, q. v.] A
little scute; a scutellum. Imp. Diet.
Scutella 1

(sku-tel'a), u. [NL. (Lamarck, 1816),
< L. scutella. a salver, tray, ML. a platter, dish,
dim. of seutra, a flat tray, a platter: see scut-
tle1

, skillet, sculler^, scullery, etc.] 1. A ge-
nus of flat sea-urchins, or cake-urchins, giving
name to the family Scutellid. 2. [I. c.; pi.
scutellx (-e).] Same as scutellum (c).
scutella2 ,

n. Plural of scutellum.

SCUtellar (sku'te-lar), . [< NL. scutellum +
-ar3.] Of or pertaining to a scutellum, in any
sense. -Scutellar angle, in entrnn,: (a) The angle of a
wing-cover adjoining the scutellum, or next to the oppo-
site elytron if the scutellum is concealed, (b) The basal
posterior angle of a wing. Scutellar Striae, short im-
pressed lines on the elytra, near the scutellum and paral-
lel to its margins. They are found in many beetles.

Scutellaria (sku-te-la'ri-a), . [NL., < L. scv-

tella, a salver, dish, + "ana 1
.] A genus of

gamopetalous plants, of the order Labiates and
tribe Stacltydese, type of the subtribe Scutella-
rieas. It is distinguished by its peculiar two-lipped
calyx,

which is enlarged and closed in fruit, bearing a
scale or projecting appendage above, with both lips en-
tire, the lower persistent, the other falling with the in-
closed fruit. From Perilomia, which alone has a similar
calyx, it is distinguished by its corolla with an enlarged
and hooded or galeate upper lip, its roundish nutlets, and
its transverse seeds. There are about 100 species, widely
dispersed through temperate regions and among tropical
mountains, and abundant in the United States, which con-
tains one quarter of the species. They are chiefly known
as slnulcap and helmet-flmoer, and are annual or perennial
herbs, spreading or erect, and rarely shrubs. They bear
opposite and commonly toothed leaves, and rather large
blue, violet, scarlet, or yellow flowers in the axils or dis-
posed in a terminal spike or raceme. See skullcap; also
madweed, hoodivort. and hedge-hyssop, 2.

scutellate (sku'te-lat). a. [< NL. "scutellatus,
< scHtellum. q. v.] In zool.: (a) Provided with
scutella

; scutate
; squamate. Specifically, in or-

Scuttl ,at<!._ F()0t 0(
Bluebird, with umini-
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nltltolngy, noting the foot of a bird when it is provided
with the special plates or scales called ncutella : opposed to
fi'lit'ulate : as, a sculellate tarsus; toes
scutcllateon top. (&) Formed into
a scutellum; shaped like a

plate or platter; divided into
scutella.

SCUtellated (sku'te-la-ted), a.

[< scutellate + -/-'.] Siime
as scute/late. Woodicur/l.

scutellation (sku-te-la'shon),
M. [< scutellate + -inn.'] In

nrnitli., the condition of the
foot when the horny covering
is fashioned into scutella ; the
state of being scutellate, or

provided with scutella ;
the ar- scut7itaion'"of" lower

rangement of the scutella : op- t

>

he\oes.
tars

posed to reticulation .

Scutellera (sku-tel'e-ra), n. pi. [NL. (Lamarck,
1801), < scutelliim, q. v.] A group name for the
true bugs now known an Hciitelleridtt, subse-

quently used as a generic name by several au-
thors, but not now in use.

Scutelleridae (sku-te-ler'i-de), i. pi. [NL.
(Westwood, 1840), < Scutellera + -idse.] A very
large family of true bugs or Heteroptera, con-

taining tortoise-shaped species in which the
scutellum covers nearly the whole surface of
the abdomen. They are often highly colored,
and abound in the tropics.
scutellid (sku 'te -lid), n. A clypeastroid or
shield-urchin of the family Scutcllidie.

Scutellidae (sku-tel'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Scutella
+ -4dse.] A family of irregular or exocyclic
sea-urchins, typified by the genus Scutella; the

shield-urchins, with flat, discoidal shell, often

perforated or fissured, and with ramified

grooves on the underside. See Eeliinaraetiniutt,

Millita, sand-dollar, and cuts under cake-urchin
and Encope. Also called ifellitidse.

scutelliform (sku-tel'i-fdrm), a. [< NL. scutel-

lum, q. v., + L..forma, form.] Scutellate; in

bot., shaped like a scutellum.

SCUtelligerous (sku-te-lij'e-rus), a. [< NL.
scutellum + L. gerere, carry.] Provided with
a scutellum or with scutella

;
scutellate ; scu-

tigerous.
scutelline (sku'te-lin), a. Pertaining to Scu-

tella, or to the family Scutellidse.

The tcuteUine urchins commence with the Tertiary.
Phillips, Oeol. (1886), I. 490.

scutelliplantar (sku'te-li-plan'tar), a. [< NL.
scutelliplaiitaris,<. scutellum, q. v.. + L. planta,
the sole of the foot (in birds
the back of the tarsus) : see

plant2.] In ornitli., having
the planta, or back of the
tarsus, scutellate : said es-

pecially of certain passerine
birds, in distinction from
lamiiiinlantar.

Scutelliplantares (sku'te-
li-plan-ta'rez), n. pi. [NL. :

see scutellijilantar.] In <-
nitli., in Sundevall's system ScuieiiipUntar Foot oi

* i . ,. J
. - Honied Lark : the tarsus

Ot Classification, a Series Of
scutellate before and be-

his order Oscines (nearly
>,. toes a"

equal to Passeres of most
authors) which have the integument of the

planta, or back of the tarsus, divided by trans-
verse sutures, or furnished with small scutes,

variously arranged. The Scutelliplantares are divided
into five cohorts, Holaspidetr, Endaspidea, Exaspideff,
Pycnaspidea;, and Taxaspidefe. The series corresponds
in general, though not precisely, with the mesomyodian
or clamatorial Passeres.

scutelliplantation (sku'te-li-plan-ta'shon), n.

[As sctitelliplant(ar) + -ation.] The scutelli-

plantar state of a bird's foot, or the formation
of that state : correlated with laminiplantation.
Amer. Naturalist, XXII. 653.

scutellum (sku-tel'um), n. ; pi. scutella (-a).

[NL., dim. of L. scutum, a shield: see scutum.]
A little shield, plate, or scute, (a) In bot. : (i) In
grasses, a little shield-like expansion of the hypocotyl,
which acts as an organ of suction through which the nu-
trient substance of the endosperm is absorbed by the em-
bryo. (2) In lichens, a rounded apothecium having an
slevated rim. (6) In entom., the third from before (or the

penultimate one) of four pieces or sclerites composing any
segment of the tergum of an insect, situated between the
scutum and the postscutellum. There are three scutella,

respectively of the pronotum, mesonotum, and metano-
turn, or one to each of the thoracic segments. That of the
mesonotum (specifically the inesoscutellum, which see)
is the most important in classification, and is generally
meant when scutellum is said without qualifying term. It
is variously modified : triangular in Coleoptera, sometimes
invisible, at other times (as in some Hemiptera) large and
covering the elytra and abdomen, (c) In ornith. . one of
the large special horny plates, scales, or scutes with which

scutigerous
the feet of most birds are provided, and which are gen-
erally arranged in a single vertical series upon the front,
often also upon the back, of the tarsus and the tops of the
toes : distinguished from the smaller or irregular plates
which collectively constitute reticulation. The presence
of such scutella constitutes scutellation, and a tarsus so
furnished is said to be scutellate, as opposed to either a
booted or a reticulate tarsus. The presence of scutelta upon
the back of the tarsus constitutes scutelliplantation a
condition rare in oscine birds, though usual in non-oscine
Passeres, in Picaria, etc. Also written scutella, with a
plural scutettie. Abdominal scutella, distinct scu-
tellum, received scutellum. See the adjectives.

SCUtibranch (sku'ti-brangk), a. and . I. a.

Pertaining to the Scutibrancliiata, or having
their characters.

II. n. A member of the Sciitilirancliiata.

Also scutibrancli ia u, scutibranc/iiate.

Scutibranchia(sku-ti-brang'ki-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< lj. scutum, shield, 4- brancliise, gills. J A group
of rhipidoglossate gastropods, with the gills in

a spiral line on the left side of the gill-cavity,
the eyes pedicelled, and the shell and opercu-
lum spiral. It was limited by Gray to the families Keri-

tidx, ttotellidif, Turbinidee, Lfotiida, Trochidse, and Sto-
matettidse.

BCUtibranchian (sku-ti-brang'ki-au), a. and n.

[< sciitibranch + -ian.] Same as scutibrancli.

Scutibranchiata (sku'ti-brang-ki-a'tii), n. pi.
[NL., neut. pi. of scutibranchiatus: see sciiti-

branchiate.'] In De Blainville's classification

(1825), the second order of his Paraceplialo-
pliora Jiermaplirodita, divided into the two
families Otidea and Calyptracea, or the ear-

shells and various limpet-like shells. See cuts
under abalone and sea-ear.

scutibranchiate (sku-ti-brang'ki-at), a. and n.

[< NL. scutibranchiatus, < L. scutum, a shield,
+ branehite, gills.] Same as scutibrancli.

SCUtifer (sku'ti-fer), . [< L. scutum, a shield,
+ ferre= E. bear1

.] A shield-bearer ; one who
bears the shield of his master; a sort of squire ;

also, a person entitled to a shield (that is, to

armorial bearing). [Rare.]
He now became a "squire of the body," and

truly
an

"armiger"or "gcwrf/er,' for he bore the shield and ar-

mour of his leader to the field. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 118.

scutiferous (sku-tife-rus), a. [As scutifer +
-ous.] 1. Carrying 'a shield or buckler. 2.
In zool., same as scutigerous.
scutiform (sku'ti-fdrm), a. [< OF. scutiforme,
< L. scutum, a shield, + forma, form.] bhield-

shaped. (a) Properly, of the form of a Roman scutum
in one of its varieties (see cuts under scutum} ; most com-
monly, like the triangular or heater-shaped shield of the
fourteenth century, (b) In bot., peltate: as, a scutiform
leaf. Also scutat\form.

SCUtiger (sku'ti-jer), n. [< Scutiger-a.] In

zool., a centiped of the genus Scutigera; any
member of the family Scutigeridee.

Scutigera (sku-tij'e-ra), . [NL. (Latreille,

1802) : see scuiigerous.'] The typical genus of

Scutif/eridse : same as Cermatia. A common North
American species is

S. (or Cermatia)
.forceps, ordinarily
known as thou-

sand-legs, centiped,
and earteig, which
abounds in houses
in the southern \

United States. It
is carnivorous and
preys upon house-

flies, small cock-

roaches, and other
household insects.
It is ordinarily re-

puted to bite human
beings with danger-
ous effect, but there
is no reason to be-
lieve that this repu-
tation is deserved.
S. coleoptrafa is a
small species, scarce-

ly an inch long, in-

habiting southern

Europe and northern
Africa. S. nobilis is

about 2 inches long,
found in India and
Mauritius.

Scutigeridae
(sku-ti-jer'i-de),

n.pl. [NL.(J.E.
Gray, 1847, after

Gervais, 1837), <

Scutigera+ -idS?.] ScHtlfera (or Ctrmtuia) forct^

A family of cen-

tipeds, named
from the genus Scutigera: same as Cermatiiilir.

Scutigerous (sku-tij'e-rus), a. [< NL. scutii/er

(cf. L. scuti(/erulus. a shield-bearer), < L. scu-

tum, a shield, + gerere, carry.] In zool., pro-
vided with a scute or with scuta. Also ..<-

tiferous.



scutiped

SCUtiped (sku'ti-pcd ), . [< L. urn turn, a shield,
+ pes (peil-) = E. foot.] In oniitli., having the

shanks scaly; having scutellate tarsi: distin-

guished from filiiiiii)icil. Sec cuts under scnti-l-

Id tc and .irnlil/i/iltiiiliir.

SCUtter (skut'er), r. i. [A var. of scuttle3 .] To
scoot or run hastily; scurry; scuttle. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]
A sound behind the tapestry which was more like the

sctittering of rats and mice than anything else.

Mrs. tiiixki-H, Curious if True. (Davits.)

SCUtter (skut'er), n. [< nattier, i\] A hasty,

precipitate run. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

The dog's endeavour to avoid him was unsuccessful, as

I guessed by a stutter downstairs, and a prolonged piteous
yelping. E. Bronte, Wuthering Heights, xiii.

SCUttle 1
(skut'l), ii. [< ME. tscotilc, xeoti/lle, <

AS. scutel, a dish, bowl, = D. sehotel = OHG.
sctczild, MHG. neln'i::cl, G. xchii/iscl, a dish, =
Icel. fikutill, a plate, trencher, = OF. escuellc.

F. ecuelle = Sp. escudilla = Pg. escudella = It.

scodella, scudella, a plate, bowl, porringer, < L.

scutella, a salver or tray nearly square, also

LL. a stand for vases, ML. also a platter, plate,

dish, dim. of seutra, also scuta, a tray, platter,

dish; prob. allied to scutum, a shield: seescutc^.

Cf. scutella, and cf. skillet., ult. a dim. form of

the same word, and sculler'*, scullery, from the
same L. source.] If. Abroad, shallow dish; a

platter. Compare scuttlc-disli.

The earth and stones they are fain to carry from under
their feet in scuttles and baskets. Hakewill, Apology.

Alas ! and what 's a man ?

A scuttle full of dust, a measur'd span
Of flitting time. Quarles, Emblems, iii. 8.

2. A deep vessel of sheet-iron, copper, or brass,
used for holding coal in small amounts; a coal-

scuttle or coal-hod. See coal-scuttle. 3. A
swabber used for cleaning a bakers' oven.

SCUttle'-2
(skut'l), . [Also sknttle; < OF. cscou-

tille, F. ecoutille (of a ship) = Sp. escotilla = Pg.
escotilha, the scuttle of a ship ; a dim. form, con-
nected with Sp. eseotar, cut (clothes so as to fit),

slope, orig. cut a hole in a garment to fit the
neck or bosom, < escote, the sloping of a jacket,
a tucker (cf. escota, the sheet of a sail), < D.
schoot= MLG. scliot, lap, sloping of a

v

jacket, =
OHG. scoz, scozo, scoza, MHG. sclio~, G. schoss,

lap, flap of a coat, bosom, = Sw. skote = Dan.

skjod, lap, flap of a coat, = Goth, skauts, hem
of a garment, = AS. scedt, corner, fold, sheet of

a sail: see sheet1 .] 1. Naut., a small hatch-

way or opening in the deck, with a lid for cover-

ing it; also, a like hole in the side of a ship,
or through the coverings of her hatchways; by
extension, a hole in general.
The Night was something lightish, and one of the Sailors

was got into the Skitttle (so I think they call it) at the

Main-Top-Mast, looking oat if he could see any Land.
A". Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 275.

2. A square hole in the wall or roof of a house,
covered with a lid; also, the lid that covers
such an opening Flush scuttle, a scuttle in which
the framework is flush with the deck. Fore-scuttle, a

hatch by which the forecastle is entered. (See also air-

scuttle.)

scuttle2 (skut'l), p. t.
; pret. and pp. scuttled, ppr.

scuttling. [< scuttle^, .] Naut., to cut holes

through the bottom or sides of (a ship) for any
purpose ; specifically, to sink by making holes

through the bottom"

He was the mildest manner'd man
That ever scuttled, ship or cut a throat.

Byron, Don Juan, iii. 41.

I wondered whether some among them were even now
below scuttling the ship.

W. C. Russell, Wreck of the Grosvenor, xvii.

scuttle3
(skut'l), '. i. ; pret. and pp. scuttled,

ppr. scuttling. [Formerly also shuttle ; also
scuddle (also assibilated shuttle) ; freq. of scurf,

or of the more orig. scoot, shoot: see scud,
scoot1

,
and shoot.] To run hurriedly, or with

short, hurried steps ; hurry.
I have no inclination to scuttle barefoot after a Duke of

Wolfenbuttle's army. Walpole, Letters, II. 476.

No mother nor brother viper of the brood
Shall scuttle olf without the instructive bruise.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 28C.

scuttle3 (skut'l), n. [Formerly also skuttlr :

< scultlcS,. (:.] A quick pace; a short, hurried
run

;
a mincing, affected gait.

From Twelve to One. Shut myself up in my Chamber,
practised Lady Betty Modely's Shuttle.

Quoted iu Ashton's Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,
[I. 92.

She went with an easy scuttle out of the shop. Spectator.

SCUttle-butt (skut'1-but), H. Naut., a cask or
butt having a scuttle or hole cut in it for the

Various forms of the Roman Sen-
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introduction of a cup or dipper, and used lo

hold drinking-water. Also culled xridtli'-i-tmk.

The rest of the crew tilled the miiUeti-butt.

It. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, xxiii.

SCUttle-cask (skut'1-kask), . Same as xculth-

bntt.

SCUttle-disht (skut'1-dish), ii. A wooden plat I cr.

She, . . . wen the pan was brimful,
Would mess you up in scuttle ditthes,

syne bid us sup till we were fou.

Earl Jtickard (Child's Ballads, III. 273).

SCUttlefish (skut'1-lish), it. A cuttlefish.

SCUttler (skut'ler), M. The streakfield, or striped
lizard, CnemidopAorus sexlineattts. Trans. Amcr.
Philol. Ass., XVII. 46. [Local, U. S.]

Scuttling (skut'ling), 11. See the quotation.
Manchester is becoming notorious for a form of street

ruffianism known locally as "scuttling." It consists of

gangs of youths going about certain districts ostensibly
to fight with similar gangs of adjacent districts.

Lancet, No. S499, p. 643.

scutuluni (sku'tu-lum), i. ; pi. scutula (-la).

[L., dim. of scutum, a shield: see scutum.] A
small shield; specifically, one of the shield-

shaped crusts of favus
;
a favus-cup.

scutum (sku'tum), H.
; pi. scuta (-ta). [<L. c-

tum, a long shield: see scute1 .] 1. In Rom.

antiq., a large ob-

long shield of heavy-
armed Koman legion-
aries,as distinguished
from the small round
shield, or clypeus. it

was generally oval or semi-

cylindrical in shape, made
of wood or wickerwork
covered with leather, and
defended with plates of

iron.

2. In aunt., the knee-

pan; the rotula or

patella. See cut un-
der knee-joint. 3. In

zool., a plate, shield,

buckler, or some
similar part; a large
scale ; a scute ;

a scu-

tellum
; especially,

some piece of dermal armor or exoskeletal for-

mation, as one of the bony plates of a sturgeon
or a crocodile, a piece of the shell of a turtle,
a ring or plate of an armadillo, one of the great
scales of a pangolin, the frontal shield of a

coot, etc. See cuts under Acipenser, armadillo,

carapace, coot, crocodile, pangolin, and shield.

Specifically (a) In entom.,the second of the four scle-

rites into which the tergum of each of the three thoracic

segments of an insect is divisible, situated between the

prsescutum and the scutelluiu. There are three such scuta,

respectively of the pronotum, mesonotum, and metano-
turn, and respectively specified as the proscutum, meso-

scutum, and metascutum. The last two are each some-
times separated into two or three parts. (V) In Myria-
poda, one of the hard plates of any of the segments, (e) In
Verities, one of the dorsal scales of certain annelids, as
the scalebacks of the genus Polynne; an elytrum. See
cut under Polynoe. (d) In Cirripedia, one of the lower or

proximal pieces of which the mnltivalve shell or carapace
of the barnacles and acorn-shells consists, and by which
the cirri pass out. See diagrams under Balanus and Le-

padidss. (e) In echinoderms, a buccal scute ; one of the
five large interradial plates about the mouth, as in the

ophiurians, more fully called scuta buccalia. (/) In or-

nith., a scutellum of a bird's foot. Sttndevall. [Rare.]

4. In old law, a penthouse or awning. Ab-
dominal scutum, in the Arachnida, a more or less seg-
mented plate covering the abdomen, especially in the

Phalangiida;. CephalothoraciC scutum. Seecephalo-
thoracic.

Scutum Spbiescianum. A constellation made
by Hevelius late in the seventeenth century,
and representing the shield of the King of Po-

land, John Sobieski, with a cross upon it to sig-

nify that he had fought for the Christian reli-

gion at the siege of Vienna. It lies in the brightest
part of the Milky Way, over the bow of Sagittarius. Its

brightest star is of the fourth magnitude.

SCybala (sib'a-lii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. anvftaXor,

dung, offal, refuse.] In patltol., small hard
balls into which the feces are formed in certain

deranged conditions of the colon.

scybalous (sib'a-lus), a. [< scybala + -ous.] Of
the nature of or resembling scybala.

It [mucus) may be found as a covering of gct/balous
masses. Buck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, IV. 795.

Scydmsenidse(sid-me'ni-de), n.p?. [NL. (Leach,
1819), < Sci/ihiui'iius + -idee.] A family of elavi-

eorn beetles, allied to the Silphidse, but having
coarsely granulated eyes. They are small, shining,
usually ovate, sometimes slender beetles of a brown color,
more or less clothed with erect hairs. They are found
near water, under stones, in ants' nests, and under bark,
and are frequently seen flying in the twilight. About 300

species are known. The family is represented in all parts
of the world.

Scyllarus

Scydmaenus (sid-me'nus), . [XL. (Latreillc,

1802), < Gr. muS/tatvof, angry-looking, sad-col-

ored, < mcuSfuuveiv. be angry; cf. aav^t-offai, be

angry.] The typical genus of Scydmeenidss. .\

large and wide-spread group, comprising about 200 spe-

cies, of which about 35 inhabit America north of Mexico.

scye (si), H. [Appar. a misspelling of Sc. gey, the

opening in a garment through which the arm
passes (this being appar. another use of sey, a

slice: see .sry/
8
), simulating F. scier, saw, OF.

xicr, cut, < L. xccare, cut, from the same root as

sey, a slice: see scion, sey
&

,
saw1

,
etc. Cf.iirm-

scyc.] The opening left in a garment where
the sleeve is to be attached, and shaped by cut-

ting so as to regulate the fit and adjustment of

the sleeve. Also called ariii-xi-i/i:

scyelite (si'e-llt), . [< Loch Kni/c (see def.).]

A variety of hornblende picrite, characterized

by the presence of a considerable amount of a

peculiar micaceous mineral : it occurs in Acha-
varasdale Moor, near Loch Scye, in Caithness,
on the border of Sutherland, Scotland. Judd.

scylet, v. An obsolete form of skill.

Scylla (sil'ii), . [NL. ,
< L. Scylla, <- Gr. SitWtta,

2/dvl/t!?, iii Greek fable, a female monster with

twelve arms and six necks, the presiding genius
of a rock highly dangerous to navigation in the

straits of Sicily, opposite Charybdis ;
the name

and fable being associated with ovdvkrf, a young
dog, whelp, in general a dog (it being fabled
that Scylla barked like a dog) ;

cf . OKV/^CIV, rend,

mangle.] A dangerous rock on the Italian

side of the Strait of Messina, between Italy and

Sicily, abode of a legendary monster Scylla.
On the opposite side of the narrow strait was the whirl-

pool Charybdis; hence the allusive use of these names to

imply great danger on either side.

Thus when I shun Scylla, your father, I fall into Cha-

rybdis, your mother. Shak., M. of V., iii. 5. 19.

Scyllaea (si-le'a), H. [NL., < L. Scyllxus, per-

taining to Scylla, < L. Seylla,< Gr. 2/a'/>.a, Scylla :

see Scylla.] A genus of nudibranchiate gastro-

pods, typical of the family Scyll&idee. The animal
is elongate, compressed, with long 'narrow channeled foot,
branchial tufts on two pairs of lobate processes, and slen-

der retractile dorsal tentacles. There are several species,

marine, as S. pelayim, which is found on gulfweed.

Scyllaeidse (si-le'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Scyllxa +
-idee.] A family of nudibranchiate gastropods,
typified by the genus Scylliea. The body is com-

pressed, and the mantle produced into lateral lobes which
bear the branchial plumes ; the anus is lateral ; the odon-

tophore has one central tooth and numerous spinous den-
ticulated teeth on each side. The species are pelagic,
and mostly live on floating seaweed, the appearance of

which they mimic.

scyllarian (si-la'ri-an), a. and n. [< NL. Scyl-
larus + -i-an.] I. ii. Of or pertaining to the

Scylla ridte.

II. H. A member of the Scyllaridse.

Scyllaridae(si-lar'i-de),H.^. [NL.,< Scyllarus
+ -idse.] A family of long-tailed ten-footed

marine crustaceans, typified by the genus Scyl-
tants. They have a wide flat carapace, large foliaceous

antennee, eyes in excavated orbits, trichobranchiate gilts,

/'<irit>tifHS antarcticus, ;t typical member cf the family Siy/tartdte.
reduced.

mandible with a single-jointed synaphopod, and mostly
simple pereiopods. They live in moderately shallow water,
where the bed of the sea is soft and muddy. Here they
burrow rather deeply, and they issue from their retreats

only to seek food. They are sometimes called locust-lob-

ster*. The principal genera besides the type are Ibacui

(or Ibaccus), Paribacus, Thenus, and Arctus.

scyllaroid (sil'a-roid), a. Of or pertaining to

the Scyllaridx ; scyllarian : as, scyllaroid crus-

taceans.

Scyllarus (sil'a-rus), . [NL. (Fabricius), <

Gr. oniMapof, also Ki/J.apoc, a kind of crab.]



Scyllarus

The typical genus of Hri/llaridte, of which tliere

are several species, some of them edible.

Scylliidae(si-li'i-de), ii.pl. [NL., < Scyllium +
-if/a?.] A family of selachians, typified by the

genus Keyllium; the roussettes. They are mostly
uf warm seas, with about 30 species of 8 or a genera, hav-

ing two spineless dorsal tins, the first of which is above or
behind the ventrals, spiracles and anal fin present, tail

not keeled, and no nictitating membrane. They are ovip-
arous, and often of variegated coloration. Varying limits

have been assigned to the family, (a) In Giinther's system
of classification it was a family of sharks with no nictitating

membrane, the first dorsal above or behind the ventrals, an
anal fin, mouth inferior, and teeth small, several series be-

ing generally functional at once. (6) Same as ScylliorM-
meUf.

scylliodont (sil'i-o-dont), . A shark of the

family Xeylliodoiites.

Scylliodontes (sil"i-o-don'tez), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. tncitiiov, a dogfish,+ bSoiif (uSovr-) = E. tooth.']

The Triacinee ranked as a family of sharks. See
Triacime.

Scylliodontidae (sil'i-6-don'ti-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Scylliodontes + -ids:.] Same as Scylliodontes.

scyllioid (sil'i-oid), a. and n. [< Scyllium +
-aid.] I. . Pertaining to the Scyllioidea, or

having their characters.

II. . A scyllioid shark.

Scyllioidea (sil-i-oi'de-a), . pi. [NL., < Ncyl-
li-um + -oidca.] A superfamily of Squall, in-

cluding the selachians of the families Scylllidse

(or Scylliorhinidse), Crossorhiiiidse, and Gingly-
mostomidse.

Scylliorhinidas (siHi-o-rin'i-de), it. pi. [NL.,
< Seylliorhinus + -idx.] A family of selachi-

ans, typified by the genus Seylliorhinus. in Gill's

earlier system it included all the sharks with the first

dorsal fin above or behind the ventrals, the anal fin pres-
ent, the caudal fin not bent upward, and the mouth infe-

rior. In his later system it was restricted to such forms
as have the nostrils closed behind by the intervention of
the skin between them and the oral cavity. About 15 spe-
cies are known from different seas, and 3 occur along the
European coasts, but there are none on most of the Ameri-
can coasts. Also Scyttiidee.

scylliorhinoid (sil'i-o-ii'noid), . and a. [<

Seylliorhinus + -oid.] I. n. A shark of the fam-
ily Scylliorhimdx.

II. a. Of, or having characteristics of, the

ScylliorhinidiB.

Scylliorhinus (sil"i-o-ri'nus), w. [NL., < Gr.

oni'Atov, a dogfish, + pivti, a shark.] In ichtlt.,

a genus of sharks, giving name to the Seyllio-

rhmidse, to which different limits have been
given: synonymous with Scyllium, \. See cut
under mermaids-purse. De Blainville, 1816.

Scyllium (sil'i-um), . [NL. (Cuvier, 1829). <

Gr. aavl-iov, a dogfish; cf. <7/cr3a, a dog, u/a' 1?.-

tetv, rend, mangle: see Scylla.] A genus of
sharks including the common dogfishes of Eng-
land, and representing a special family, the

Scylliidse : distinguished from Seylliorhinus by
the separate nasal valves, s. eentricowm is the

swell-shark, a small voracious species found on the Pacific
coast from California to Chili.

scymetart. scymitart, . Variants of simitar.

scymmetnant (si-met'ri-an), a. [Irreg. < *scym-
metcr, soymetar (see simitar), + -ian.] Simitar-
like. [Rare.]

Chase brutal feuds of Belgian skippers hence, . . .

In clumsy fist wielding scymmftrum knife.

Gau, Wine.

ScymnidsB (sim'ui-de), n.pl. [NL.. < Scymnus+ -idse.~] A family of selachians, typified by
the genus Scymnus; the sleeper-sharks. They
have two dorsal fins, neither with spines, and no anal fin ;

all the fins are small ; the gill-slits are small, in advance
of the pectoral fins ; and there is a long deep straight
groove on each side of the arched mouth, and spiracles
are present. The absence of dorsal spines chiefly distin-

guishes this family from Spinaciidie. There are 6 gen-
era and few more species, the best-known of which is the
aberrant sleeper-shark, Somniofus microcephalus, of the
arctic seas (by some referred to a distinct family), which
often reaches a length of more than 15 feet, and generally
approaches whaling-vessels, when whales are taken, to
feed upon the blubber.

scynmoid (sim'noid), a. and n. I. . Of, or hav-
ing characteristics of, the Scymnidx.

ll. . A member of the Scymnidee.
Scymnus (sirn'nus), n. [NL. (Kugelmann,1794),
< Gr. cwiywof ,

a cub, whelp ;
cf. mfc/laf ,

a young
dog, a whelp : see Scylla.] 1 . In en torn.

,
a large

and wide-spread genus of ladybirds of the fam-
ily Cocdtiellidee, comprising species of small
size, inconspicuous coloration, and short an-
tennse. More than 200 species are known, while many
more remain undescribed. They are active, predaceous
insects, and several are noted destroyers of well-known
insect pests, such as the chinch-bug and the grape-phyl-
loxera.

2. Iniclith., a genus of sharks, typical of the

family Scyiiniidx. Cuvier, 1817.

Scypha (si'fa), n. Same as scyphus.
scyphert, r. An obsolete form of cipher.
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see seyphun.] In Int., the cup-like appendage
from which the seta of Hcpatiras arises.

scyphi, n. Plural

Scyphidium (si-fid'i-um), n. [NL. (Dujardin,
1841), < Gr. ani-Qos, a cup: see scyphus.] Age- scyphus (si't'us), w.

; pi. ncyplti (-11). [L. (in
nus of peritrichous ciliate infusorians of the def. U NL.) scyphua, < Gr. <nc/'0of, a drinking-
vorticelline group. These animalcules are solitary,
elongate or pyriform, highly contractile, and adherent by
means of a posterior sucker, with the integument often

obliquely or transversely furrowed, and the mouth-parts
as in a vorticella. There are several species, as S. limn-
cina, all found in fresh water. Also Scyphidia.

SCypMferOUS (sl-fif'e-rus), . [< NL. ncypltu*.

q. v., + L. ferre = E. Sear1.] In
"

scyphi.
bot., bearing

Scypbistoma stage of
Cytinsctt capillata, show-
ing two ordinary hydrst
nibu, between whicb are
two others, a.b, undergoing
fission (the strobila stage).

SCyphtform (si'fi-form), . [< NL.sci/plius, q. v.,
+ L. forma, form.] 1. In bot., goblet-shaped,
as the fructification of some lichens. Also

scyphosc. 2. In sool., boat-shaped; scaphoid;
navicular.

scyphistoma (si-fiVto-ina), .
; pi. scyphistoma-

ta (si-fis-to'ma-ta). [NL., prop. *acyphostoma,
< Gr. OKixfiof, a cup, + arofia,

mouth.] A generic name
applied by Sars to certain

polyps, under a misappre-
hension ; hence, the ac-
tinula or fixed embryo of
some hydrozoaus, as a dis-

cophoran, which multiplies
agamogenetically by bud-

ding, and gives rise to per-
manent colonies of hydri-
form polyps; an ephyra.
See Scyphomedusae, and cut
under strobila. Also scy-

phistome, scyphostome.
scyphistome (si'fis-tom),

. Same as scyphistoma.
scyphistomous (si-fis'to-

mus), a. [< scyphistoma +
-ows.] 1 . Of or pertaining
to a scyphistoma or ephyra.

2. Provided with or characterized by scy-
phistomata or ephyite, as a stage in the devel-

opment of an acaleph ; forming or formed from
scyphistomata ; scyphomedusan ; ephyromedu-
san.

scyphobranch (si'fo-brangk), a. and i. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Scyphobranchii.
II. . One of the Scyphobranchii.

Scyphobranchii (sl-fo-brang'ki-I), n.pl. [NL..
< Gr. ovii'^of, a cup, + fipayxia, gills.] A group of

percomorphic fishes which have the post-tem-
poral bone furcate, the epipharyngeals saucer-

shaped, and the basis cranii simple. The group
includes the blennies, gobies, and related fishes.

E. D. Cope.

Scyphomedusae (si"fo-me-du'se), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr.

ovd^oc,
a cup, + NL. Medusa, q. v.] A

prime division of hydrozoans, or a subclass of

Hydrozoa. It contains those medusiforms which have
four or eight intermedial groups of gastric filaments, or

phacelhe, and interradial endodermal genitalia, and whose
young or hydriforms are short polyps with a broad hypo-
stome or scyphistome giving rise to the medusiforms by
strobilation or transflssion. or, as in Lucernarida, devel-

oping genitalia directly. They are also called Phanero-
carpse (Eschscholtz, 1829), Discophora (Kolliker, 1853X Lu-
cernarida (Huxley, 1856), Medmx (Cams, 1867), Steganoph
thalmia (Forbes), Acalephee (Claus, 1878), and Ephyrome-
dusx. By Haeckel the term was restricted to the LUCCI--

narida.

scyphomedusan (si''fo-me-du'san), . and ii.

[(. Scyphomedusse + -a.] 1. a. Of or pertaining
to the Scyphomedusie, or having their charac-

ters; ephyromedusan.
II. n. A member of the Scyphomedusse ; an

ephyromedusan.
scyphomedusoid (sl"fo-me-du'soid), a. and .

[< Scyphomedusse + -oid.~\ Same as scyphniiii'-
dusan.

scyphophore (si'fo-for), a. and . I. a. Scy-
phophorous.

II. M. A nsh of the order Scyphophori.
Scyphophori (si-fof'o-ri), . pi. [NL. (Cope,
1870), C Gr. aKv(/>o( ,

a cup, + Qepuv = E. bear1
.]

Inichth., an order of physostomous fishes with
a precoracoid arch, no coronoid or symplectic
bone, the pterotic annular and including a cav-

ity closed by a special bone, parietals distinct,

and vertebrae simple. The name refers to the pte-
rotic cavity. The group contains the families Mormyridse
and Gymnarchidse.

SCyphophorous (si-fof'o-rus), a. Of or per-
taining to the Scyphophori.

scyphose (si'fos), . [< L. scyphus, a cup, +
-one.] In lot., same as scyphiform. 1.

scyphostome (si'fo-stom), . [< NL. *scypho-
stoma : see seyphisioma.] Same as scyphistoma.
scyphulus (s'if'u-lus), .; pi. MgpfitcH (-li).

[NIj.,< LL. scyplivliiH, dim. of L. scyphus, a cup:

cup.] 1. In (!r. <inti(j., large drinking-cup
shaped like the kylix, and. like it, with two
handles not extending above the rim, but with-
out a foot. 2. In bot. : (a) A cup-shaped ap-
pendage to a flower, etc., as the crown of the
narcissus. (6) In lichens, a cup-like dilata-
tion of the podetium or stalk-like elongation of
the thallus, bearing shields upon its margin.
[Barely used.]
Also scypha.

Scytal (si'tal). n. A snake of the genus Hoytale.
scytale (sit'a-le), n. [NL. (Boie), < L. scytale,

scytala, scutula, < Gr. fj/arra/j/, a staff, rod, pole,
a cudgel, a band of parchment wound round a
staff (def. 1), also a kind of serpent.] 1. InGr.
antiq., a band of parchment used by the Spar-
tans for the transmission of secret despatches.
It was rolled spirally upon a rod, and then written upon; to
read the communication, it was necessary that it should
be wound about a rod of the same diameter as the first.

2. [cap.] The typical genus of Scytalides, or of

SeytaUnie, colubriform snakes having the an-
terior teeth short, the rostral plate not pro-
tuberant, one row of subcaudal scutes, one
preocular plate, and the body cylindrical. E.
D. Cope. 3. The technical specific name of a

coral-snake, not related to the foregoing. See
Tortrix. 4. Erroneously,, a venomous serpent
of the family Crotalidee.

Scytalidae (si-tal'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Scytale +
-idee.] In Giinther's system, a family of colu-
briform snakes, typified by the genus Scytale.

Scytalina (sit-a-ll'na), n. [NL. (Jordan and
Gilbert, 1880), dim. of L. scytale, < Gr. anvrahi, a
kind of serpent: see scytale.] A remarkable
genus of eel-like fishes of the family Congroga-
didte, having canines, and the dorsal fin begin-
ning near the middle of the body. The form is

very long and slender, and the head is shaped like that of
a snake. S. cerdale, inches long, is found burrowing
among rocks at low-water mark in the straits of Juan de
Fuca.

Scytalinse (sit-a-li'ne), . pi. [NL., < Scytale
+ -i'xa?.] In Cope's classification of Ophidia
(1886), a subfamily of Colubridee, named from
the genus Scytale, with 18 genera, of no defina-
ble common characters. These serpents most
resemble the Coronellinss.

SCytaline (sit'a-lin), a. Resembling or per-
taining to the Scytalinse.

Scytalopus (si-taro-pus)j
. [NL. (J. Gould,

1836), C Gr. akirrd^.t/, a kind of serpent, lit. a

staff, a cudgel (see scytale), + Trofp (rrorf-) = E.

foot."] A genus of South American formicari-

r

Scytalofus magellanicus.

old passerine birds, of the family I'teroptochidx.
There are several species, as S. mctffettanicus, curiously
similar to wrens in general appearance and habits, though
belonging to a different suborder of birds. Also called

Sylviaxig.

scythe (SITH), n. [Early mod. E. sithe, ayihi',

the proper spelling being sithe (the c being ig-

norantly inserted after the analogy of scent,

scituate, and other false spellings, prob. in this

case to simulate a derivation from F. scier, saw,

orig. cut, scier being itself a false spelling for

sier), < ME. sithe, si/the, < AS. sithe, contr. of

sigthe, a scythe, = Fries, sid, sied = MLG. se-

ffede, sichte, LG. leged, sicht, sead, seed, seid =
Icel. sigdhr, sigdh, a sickle ;

with formative -the

(in sense equiv. to OS. segisnu = D. zeis, zt /.

= OHG. segansa, segisna, MHG. segense, sense,
G. sense, a scythe, with formative -ansa, etc.),

< Teut. <(/ sag, cut (whence ult. E. saw 1
, q. v. ),

= L. secure, cut (whence ult. E. sickle) : see se-

cant, xcetioii, xirkle, sate1 .] 1. An instrument
used in mowing or reaping, consisting of a long



scythe

curving blade with a sharp edge, made fast

at an angle to a handle or snath, which is bent

Scythe.

A, blade ; B, tang ; C,
'

, fastening hy which the scythe is attached
rigidly to the snath ; />, snath ; /:', K, handles grasped by the oper-
ator in imm-inn.

into a convenient form for swinging the blade
to advantage. Most scythes have, fixed to the princi-
pal handle, two projecting handles by which they are held.

He rent the sail with hokes like a si/the.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 840.

Every one had his githe and hooke in his hand.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 148.

2. A curved sharp blade anciently attached to
the wheels of some war-chariots.

scythe (SITE), v. t.
; pret. and pp. scythed, ppr.

scything. [Early mod. E. sithe, sythe (prop.
si the, as with the noun); < scythe, .] 1. To
mow; cut with a scythe, or as with a scythe.

Time had not scythed all that youth begun.
Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 12.

2. To arm or furnish with a scythe or scythes.
Chariots, scythed,

On thundering axles rolled.

Glover, Leonidas, iv.

Gorgon-headed targes, and the wheels
Of scyt,hed chariots.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iv. 1.

SCytheman(sr?H'man),. ; p\.seythenien(-men).
[Early mod. E. also 'xithcmaii. sytheman ; <

scythe + man."] One who uses a scythe ; a
mower.
The stooping sytheman, that doth barb the field,
Thou mak'st wink sure ; in night all creatures sleep.

Marston and Webster, Malcontent, ill. 2.

scythe-Stone (smi'ston), . A whetstone for

sharpening scythes.
scythe-whet (siTH'hwet), . The veery, Tiir-

dttsfuscescens (Wilson's thrush) : so named from
the sharp metallic ring of its note, towell, [Lo-
cal, U. S.]

Scythian (sith'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Srytliia,
< Gr. Sicv6ia, Scythia, < S/d&yr, > L. Scythes,
Scytha, a Scythian, as adj. Scythian; nit. ori-

gin unknown. The word has been compared
with LL. Scotus, Scottus, LGr. SmjTOf, Scot: see
Scot1.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to the Scythians, or
to Scythia, an ancient region of indefinite ex-
tent north of the Black Sea, or in the northern
and central parts of Asia.

I heartily congratulate your Return to England, and
that you so safely crossed the Scythian Vale.

Howell, Letters, iv. 40.

2. Pertaining to the family of languages
sometimes called Ural-Altaic or Turanian.
Scythian lamb. See agmts Scythicw (under agnus), and
barmnetz.

II. . A member of an ancient nomadic
race, found in the steppe regions from the Car-
pathian mountains eastward. The Scythians
nave been thought to be of Mongolian or more
probably of Aryan descent.

The barbarous Scythian . . . shall to my bosom
Be as well neighbour'd, pitied, and relieved,
As thou my sometime daughter. Shak., Lear, i. 1. 118.

Scythic (sith'ik), a. [< L. Scythicun, < Gr. ZTO-

ft/cdf , of the Scythians, < 2*6%, Scythian : see

Scythian.] Scythian.
The Scythic settlement was not effected without a

struggle. Encyc. Krit.. XII. 789.

noT'ie-hollandi^ ,
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Scythrops (si'thropsj, M. [NL. (John Latham,
1(90), < Gr. aiatipitf, angry, + uij>, face, coun-
tenance.] A remarkable genus of Austra-
lian CiK'ulitltr: the channelbills, or horn-billed
cuckoos. There is but one species, S. ttova-hallandur,
notable for its large size and elegant plumage, the singu-
lar shape of the bill, and the naked scarlet sides of the
head. See cut in preceding column.

Scytodepsic (si-to-dep'sik), a. [< Gr. anvTooeijii-

<};, pertaining to a tanner (fern. aKvroieijiuc^, sc.

~*yyii the art of tanning), < anvrodi^nif, a tan-

ner, currier, < OKVTOC, skin, hide, anything made
of hide, + tityeiv, soften, make supple, < tityeiv,

soften, esp. by moisture.] Pertaining to the
business of a tanner. [Rare.] Scytodepsic acid,
gallic acid. Scytodepsic principle, tannin.

Scytodermata (si-to-der'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut.pl. of seytodermatus : see scytodermatous.~]
In Leuckart's classification (1848), the third
class of Echinodermata, distinguished from
Pelmatozoa and Actinoeoa, and containing the
two orders Holothuriee and Sipitnculida.
scytodermatous (si-to-der'ma-tus), a. [< NL.
scytodermatus, < Gr. akirrof, skin, hide, + depfta,

skin.] Having a tough, leathery integument,
as a holothurian

;
of or pertaining to the Scyto-

dennata.

Scytodes (si-to'dez), n. [NL. (Walckenaer,
1806), also incorrectly Scytode, < Gr. aiarrof, skin,
hide, + dSof , form.] A genus of spiders, typical
of the family Scytodidse.

Scytpdidse (si-tod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Scytodes+ -idee.'] A family of dipneumonous spiders,
typified by the genus Scytodes. Also called

Scytodides.
Scytomonadina (si-to-mon-a-di'nii), K. pi.

[NL., < Scytomonas (-ad-) + -m 2
.] In Stein's

classification (1878), a family of flagellate in-

fusorians, represented by Scytomonas and nine
other genera.

scytomqnadine (si-to-mon'a-din), a. Of or

pertaining to the Scytomonditina.
Scytomonas (si-tom'o-nas), n. [NL. (F. Stein),
< Gr. cKVTOf, skin, hide, + NL. Monas, q. v.] A
genus of pantpstomatous monomastigate fla-

gellate infusorians, containing free-swimming
animalcules of minute size and persistent ovate
form, without distinct oral aperture, dividing
by transverse fission, and found in fresh water,
as S. pitsitta.

Scytonema (si-to-ne'mii,), n. [NL. (Agardh),
so called because the filaments are inclosed
in a sheath

; < Gr. anvTof, skin, hide, + vy/ia, a

thread.] A genus of fresh-water algje, of the
class Cyanophyceee, subclass Nostochineie, and
typical of the order ficytonemaceee. They are com-
posed of branching filaments which produce interwoven
mats of greater or less extent. Each sheath incloses a
single trichome, and the heterocysts are scattered here
and there in the trichome without particular relation to
the branches. There are more than 20 American species.

Scytonemaceae (si"to-ne-ma'sf-e), n. pi. [NL. ,

< Scytonema + -acese.~\ An order of fresh-water

algre, of the class Cyanophycese, typified by the

genus Scytonema. They much resemble the Rimlari
acese in consisting of branched filaments, inclosed, either

singly or in numbers, in a mucilaginous sheath, but differ
from that family in exhibiting no differentiation of the

- two extremities. The ordinary mode of propagation is

by means of resting-spores or hormogones, but they also

multiply by the individual filaments escaping from their
sheath and investing themselves with a new mucilaginous
envelop. It is divided into 2 suborders, the Scytonemese
and Siro&iphonex.

scytonematoid (si-to-nem'a-toid), a. [< Scyto-
nema(t-) + -aid.'] In bo

t.',' resembling or be-

longing to the genus Scytonema or to the order

Scytonemaceee. Also scytonemoid, sci/tonematous.
scytonematous (si-to-nem'a-tus), a. [< Scyto-
nema(t-) + -oiis.] In bot.,"s&me as sci/tonema-
toid.

Scytonemeae (si-to-ue'me-e), . pi. [NL., <

Scytonema + -ess.'] A suborder of fresh-water

algee, of the class Cyanophyceee and order Scyto-
nciniiccee, typified by the genus Scytonema.
scytonemin (sl-to-ne'min), n. [< Scytonema +
-('-.] In bot., a yellow or dark-brown coloring
matter found in scytonematoid alg.
scytonemoid (si-to-ne'moid), a. [< Scytoiii'iiu/
+ -oi'rf.] In bot., same as scytonematoid.
Scytosiphon (si-to-si'fon), n. [NL. (Thuret),
< Gr. aniiTof, skin, tide, -r- o'upuv, a tube.] A genus
of marine algre, of the class Plteroitporex, typical
of the order Scytosiphonacree. Tl]e fronds are sim-
ple, cylindrical, usually constricted at intervals, hollow,
the cortex of small colored cells

; paraphyses single-celled,
nblnng-obovate, interspersed among the sporangia. S.

lomuttafiw, found nearly all over the world, is common
on stones between tide-marks along the New England
coast.

Scytosiphonaceae (si-to-si-fo-na'se-e), n. /</.

[NL.,< SeytosipltOH + -d<-fse..~\

'

An order of ma-

i-inc alga
1

, typified by the genus Srytnsi/ih<>.
Tlie fronds are unbranching, either incnibranuctMjus or
tubular ; plurilocular sporangia in short lilaments, densely
covering the whole under surface of the fronds

; unilocular

sporangia not perfectly known.

Seytosiphoneae (sl-to-si-fon'c-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Scytosiphon + -ex.~\ Same' as Scytosipliiiim-
cese.

sdaint, r. t. [Early mod. E. also sdayn, sdeit/ni:

sdeign, sdein; < It. sdegnare, disdain, etc.: see
disdain and deign.'] Same as dindtiin.

Yet durst she not disclose her fancies wound,
Ne to himselfe, for doubt of being sdayned.

Spenser, V. Q., V. v. 44.

sdaint, [< stitlin, v. Cf. disdain, .] Same
as

So she departed full of griefe and sdaint.

Spenser, f. Q., V. v. 61.

Sdainfult, . [Also sdaignefutt, sdeinful ; < sdnin
+ -ful. Cf. disdainful] Same as disdainful.

She shrieks and turnes away her 'sdeiynqful eyes
From his sweet face.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, xx. 128.

sdaynt, r. See sdain.

'sdeath (sdeth), interj. [An abbr. of Godfs death.
Cf. 'sblood, sounds, etc.] An exclamation, gen-
erally expressive of impatience.

Sdeath!
The rabble should have first unroof'd the city.

Shak., Cor.,i. 1. 221.

sdeignt, Sdeint, f. See sdain.

S61t, f. An obsolete form of see1 .

se2t, . An obsolete form of sea 1
.

SO3 (se),pron. [L. se,acc.andabl. (with *M(,gen.,
sibi, dat.) of the reft, pron., = Goth. s'A- = G. sich
= Icel. s-ik, dat. set; etc. (see sere2).] A Latin
reflexive pronoun, occurring in some phrases
used in English, as in per se (compare amper-
sand), in se, se defendendo.
se4 (sa), prep. [It., if, < L. si, if.] In music, if :

occurring in some directive phrases, as se bi-

sogna, if it is necessary.
se-. [= F.se-, se- = 8p. Pg. It. se-, < L. se-, also

sed-, without, apart, away, prob. 'by oneself,'
orig. "sviad, abl. of the reft. pron. se, oneself (>
swiix, one's own), = Skt. sva. one's own self: see
.se3 .] A Latin prefix, meaning 'apart,' 'away,'
occurring in many English words, as in secede,
secure, segregate, seclude, select, secret, seduce,

separate, serer, etc.
,
and in the form serf- in sedi-

tion.

Se. In chem., the symbol of selenium.
8. E. An abbreviation of southeast or south-
eastern.

sea 1
(se), n. [Formerly also sec,se; < ME. see,

se, earlier .,_< AS. see (fern., in some forms
masc.: gen. see, s&we, seo, f., sievs, sees, m., dat.

**, f. and m.
; pi. see, f., sees, m., dat. seem, sxmn,

szeivum, f. and m.), the sea, water (as opposed
to air or to land), a sea, a lake (glossed by L.

mare, eequor, pontus, pelagus, marmor), = OS.
seo, sen, se (ace. seo, se, dat. sewa, seice), m., =
OFries. se = MD. see, D. zee = MLG. se, LG. see
= OHG. seo, seu, se, MHG. se, m. and f., sea,
lake, G. see, f., the sea, m., a lake, = Icel. sser
= Sw. sjo = Dan. so = Goth, saitcs, m., sea,
lake, also swamp-laud, also in comp. marisaiics

(marei = E. mere 1
), a lake. Some compare the

word with L. seevtts, wild, cruel, or with Gr. aio/toj-,

movable; but there is no evidence to show that
the name orig. implied

'

raging water
' or ' mov-

ing water.'] 1. The salt waters that cover the

greater part of the earth's surface; the ocean.
[The wordseffl in compound words always has the meaning
of 'ocean.' In this sense, with a hyphen, the word is the
first element of numerous names, especially of animals and
plants, the more noteworthy of which are entered in the
following columns.]

The thridde day thei rode forth to the Kochell, and ther
entred the see. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), UL 419.

"Here is a royal belt," she cried,
"That I have found in the green sea.

"

Kemp Owyne (Child's Ballads, I. 144).

The sun 's a thief, and with his great attraction
Hobs the vast sea. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 440.

2. A great body of salt water
;
a more or less

distinctly limited or landlocked part of the
ocean having considerable dimensions. Such
seas are frequently limited or separated from each other
by linear groups of islands ; this is especially the case on
the Pacific coast of Asia, and in the East Indies, where
there are more seas in this sense than anywhere else.
Smaller areas thus more or less completely inclosed by
land are known as bays, yulfs, sounds, etc. Thus, we speak
of the Mediterranean Sea and, as a smaller division of this,
the Adriatic Sea; but of the Gulf of Taranto, and the
Bay of Naples. The namesea is not now usually given to

entirely landlocked sheets of water such use being either
traditional, as in the Dead Sea, Sea of Galilee, or excep-
tional, as in the <';isi>i:m Sea, Sea of Aral. Sea, bay, and
ra^are more or less synonymous ,mns. Thus, the Ara-
bian Sen and the Ray of Bengal do not dilter essentially in



Hudson's Day might equally well, or even more properly,
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sea-angel (se'anjel), . The angel-fish, Sqita- sea-beard (se'berd), n. A marine plant, Cln
tina angelus. See cut under aiigel-liglt. </<>]ilmr<t rupcctris.

be called HmisoifSea.
' "

sea-ape (se'ap), n. 1. Same as sea-fojc. 2. The sea-beast (se'best), i. A beast of the sea.
And this deed See hathe in brede eat and west .vj.

sea-otter: so called from its gambols. That sea beast

dayes jour- When holding a fore-paw over their eyes in order to
look about them with more distinctness, they are called

sea-apes. a. I;,

Northwardis to the kingdom of Surr, And to these of apa-annlp (se''in"11
lire* in Rum nlftpe

See cocoain/t.

i. A kind

Icgges, and in lengthe northe and southe

lu;
iy ; and nyghe unto the sayd see it is comonly darke as
ill. Sir R. Guijlforde, 1'ylgrymage, p. 5S.

Cipres, in sum place.
Torkinffton, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 38.

3. Any widely extended or overwhelming mass
or quantity ;

an ocean ; a flood : as, a sea of dif-

ficulties
;
a sea of upturned faces.

So she, deep-drenched in a sea of care,
Holds disputation with each thing she views.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1100.

4. The swell of the ocean, or the direction of
the waves: as, there was a heavy sea on; to

keep the boat's head to the sea.

His first Lieutenant, Peter, was
As useless as could be,

A helpless stick, and always sick
When there was any fa.

H: S. Gilbert, The Martinet.

6. A large wave; a billow; a surge: as, to ship
a sea.

The warriors standing on the breezy shore,
To dry their sweat and wash away the gore,
Here paus'd a moment, while the gentle gale
Convey'd that freshness the cool seas exhale.

Pope, Iliad, xi. 761.

The broad seas swell'd to meet the keel,
And swept behind.

tened fronds. See kelp?.

Leviathan, which God of all his works
Created hugest that swim the ocean stream.

Milton, P. L, 1. 200.

Same as sea-cocoainit. sea-beat (se'bet), a. Beaten by the sea ; lashed
by the waves.

Darkness cover'd o'er
The face of things;
Satiate we slept.

-beaten (se'be'tn)

of elongated form, as of the genus Ommastre-
a flying-squid : so called from their durt-

'. 2. An arrow-worm
; any

along the seabeat shore

Pope, Odyssey.

, a. Same as sea-beat.

Xanthoxylum Clara-Berciilis. See prickly-ash.
sea-asparagus (se'as-par"a-gus), n.

shelled crab, as CaUinectcs'hastitttix.

sea-bank (se'bangk), n. 1. The sea-shore.

In such a night
Stood Dido with a willow in her hand
Upon the wild fca-banks, and waft her love
To come again to Carthage.

Shat.,K. of V., v. 1. 11

2. A bank or mole to defend against the sea.
sea-bar (se'bar), n. The sea-swallow ortern.

sea-barley (se'bar'li), w. See Hordcmn.

marina.
See beeft.

n. pi. A species of bind-

tnvolrulus) Soldanellu, bear-

ing pink funnel-shaped flowers, and growing in
- sea-sands on European and Pacific coasts.

'" sea-belt (se'belt), n. A plant, the sweet fucus,
Laminaria saccharina, which grows upon stones
and rocks by the sea-shore, the fronds of which
resemble a belt or girdle. See Laminaria and
kambou.
sea-bent (se'bent), n. See Ammophila.
seaberry (se'ber'i), . ; pi. seaberries (-iz). See
Baloragis and Khagodia.
sea-bindweed (se'bind'wed), n. Same as sea-
bells.

Sea-bass
[ Centrofristitfurtnts\

sea-barrow (se'bar"6), w. The egg-case of a sea-bird (se'berd), w. A marine or pelagic web-
Tennyson, The Voyage, ray or skate : so called from its shape, like that footed bird

;
a sea-fowl : a name of no specific

A long sea, a sea having a uniform and steady motion of of a hand-barrow : same as mermai<fs-pnrse. application,

the^ea^elte^dh^nfan^ sea-basket (se'bas"ket), n. Same as basket- sea-biscuit (se'bis"kit), n. Ship-biscuit;

water of rivers is ProVel"ed
r

ckward byth
y
c*ngre

<

ss

l

a
e

nd Sea-baSS (se'bas), n. 1. A fish of the family sea-blite (se'blit), w. Seeblite?.
pressure of the tide. Angett, On Tide Waters, ill. At Serranidse, Centropristis furvus, distinguished Sea-blubber (se'blub'er), . An acaleph or
lull sea, at high water; hence, at the height. by its peculiar caudal fin and its conspicuous sea-nettle; a jellyfish; a sea-jelly. Also sea-
A satyricall Romano in his time thought all vice, folly,

and madnesse were all at.full sea.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 28. {Dairies.)

God's mercy was at full sea. Jer. Taylor.

At sea. () Voyaging on the ocean ; out on the ocean ;

away on a voyage : as, her husband is now at sea ; vessels

spoken a* sea.

Those that (at. Sea) to see both Poles are wont,
Vpon their Compass two and thirty count.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

(6) Out on the ocean, and out of sight of land; hence, in
the condition of a mariner who has lost his bearings ; iu
a state of uncertainty or error

; astray ; wide of the mark ;

quite wrong : as, you arc altogether at sea in your guesses.
Beyond the sea or seas, see beyond. Brazen sea.

See brazen. Closed sea. See mare clausum. Cross sea
chopping sea. See rrossW Gothland sea laws. See
(owl. Great sea, see ,jreat. Half seas over, tipsy.
[Slang.] Heave of the sea. See heare. Heavy sea,
a sea in which the waves run high ; also, a wave moving
with great force. High seas. See high. Inland sea.
See inland. Main sea. the ocean; that part of the sea
which is not within the body of a country. Molten sea
in Scrip., the great brazen laver of the Mosaic ritual.'
iKi. vii. 23-26. Onthesea. (a) Afloat. (6) Bythe mar-
gin of the sea ; on the sea-coast.

A clear-wall'd city on the sea. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Over seas. See oner. Perils of the sea. See peril.
Pustules ofthe sea. See pustule. Sargasso Sea. See
sargasso. Sea. laws. See (awl. Short sea, a sea in
which the waves are irregular, broken, and interrupted.
so as frequently to break over a vessel's bow, side, or lm,Um uau,juuinieveni
quarter. The four seas, the seas bounding Great Brit- ooa v-aT, rp'r,pram on the north, east, south, and west. The narrow sea-Dean (se en;, n.

sea. See iwrrowi.-To go to sea, to follow the sea,
to follow the occupation of a sailor. To quarter the
sea. See quarter!.
sea2t, n. An obsolete spelling of see2 .

sea-acorn (se'a"k6rn), n. A barnacle
;
one of

the Salanidse.

sea-adder (se'ad"er), H. 1. The fifteen-spined
stickleback. Spinachia vulgaris: same as adder-
fish. [Local, Eng.] 2. One of certain pipe-
fishes, as Nernphis seguorciw and A7

, ophidion.
[Local, Eng. (Cornwall).]

sea-

See cuts under acaleph and Discophora.
seaboard (se'bord), n. and a. [Early mod. E.
also sea-bord; < sea + board.] I. . The sea-
shore

;
the coast-line

; the sea-coast
;
the coun-

try bordering on the sea.

II. a. Bordering on or adjoining the sea.

There shall a Lion from the sea-bord wood
Of Meustria come roaring.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ill. 47.

sea-boat (se'bot), n. 1. A vessel considered
with reference to her sea-going qualities or be-
havior at sea : as, a good or a bad sea-boat.
2. A sea-bug.

colors, the body beingbrown or black and more sea-bookt (se'buk), . An old name for a nauti-
or less mottled with pale longitudinal stripes

C&1 map. See the quotation.
When the loxodromic maps first came into existence,

hand-books with sailing directions were written to accom-

pany them; hence the titles "sailing-directions," "sea-
oooks," portulani (by which word actual maps were after-
wards meant), or cartas da marear. Encyc. Brit., XV. 619.

along the rows of scales. It is one of the most com-
mon fishes in the New York markets, and is locally called
black sea bass, black perch, blackjish, blue bass, and bluefish.

2. A scieenoid fish, Cynoscion nobilis, related to
the weakfish of the eastern United States, but
much larger. It occurs along the coast of Cali- sea-bordt, . and a.

fornia, where it is also called ichite sea-bass, and ''<"'''

sea-salmon. 3. The sturgeon, Aeipenser trans- sea-bordering (se'bor'der-ing), a.

montanus. Jordan and Gilbert. [Pacific coast,
<>r lying on the sea.

U. S.] 4. Same as drum 1
,
11 (c). Those sea-bord'ring shores of ours that point at France,

sea-bat (se'bat), n. 1. A fish of the family Drayton, Polyolbion, xvii. 358.

Platacidee. See cut under Plahtx. 2. A mal- sea-born (se'b&rn), a. Bom of the sea; pro-
theoidfish,ja^/ie vespertilio: sameas&o<-/s/i, 1. duced by the sea.
ea-bean (se'ben), n. 1. The seed of a legu-
minous climbing plant, Entada scandens, grow-
ing in the tropics of both hemispheres, and re-
markable for the size of its pods. (See simitar-

pod. ) The seeds or beans are some two inches broad and
half an inch thick, have a hard polished exterior, and are
often converted into trinkets. They are sometimes carried
by ocean currents to the shores of Scotland and Norway.

An obsolete form of sea-

Bordering

But they,
Like Neptune and his sea-born niece, shall be
The shining glories of the land and sea.

Waller, To My Lord Admiral.

sea-borne (se'born), a. Carried on the sea.

This ordinance regulates, in five clauses, the sale of the
common sea-borne articles of food.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 342.

2. One of numerous different species of small sea-bottle (se'bot'l), . A seaweed, Valonia
univalve shells of the family Trtiiidse, as Trivia ntricularis: so called from the vesicular fronds.
pediculus of the West Indies, T. califarnica, etc. sea-bound (se'bound), a. 1. Bounded by the
These somewhat resemble coffee-beans in size and shape, sea. 2. On the way to or bound for the sea.I J-JV7VJCU, J_JUt. 1 VJU11I \\ all I. 1 * * \ , , 1 J 5 ' V***J '. t*J IW \Ji wuuu i*J* l/liv OVOM

sea-anchor (sVang-kor), . 1. The anchor ^^S^^&S^& a"d U8ed ' r sea-bow (se'bo), n. A prismatic bow formed
lying toward the sea when a ship is moored. 3. The operculum or lid of the aperture of any

'

2. A floating anchor used at sea in a gale to shell of the family Turbinidx, as the common
keep the ship's head to the wind : same as drag-
sheet. Also called drift-anchor.
sea-anemone (se'a-uem''o-ne), n. An actinia;
a coalenterate of the class Actinozoa and order
Malacodermata, of which there are several fam-
ilies besides the Aetiniidx, many genera, and
numerous species. They are distinguished by the
cylindrical form of the body, which is soft fleshy and
capable of dilatation and contraction. The same aper-
ture serves for mouth and vent, and is furnished with
tentacles, by means of which the animal seizes and secures
its food, and which when expanded give it somewhat the
appearance of a flower. The tentacles may be very numer-
ous, in some cases exceeding 200 in number. When fully
expanded the appearance of the sea-anemones in all their
varieties of color is exceedingly beautiful ; but upon the
slightest touch the tentacles can be quickly retracted with-
in the mouth-aperture. Sea-anemones are all marine, and
are found on the sea-shore of most countries. See'cuts
under Actinozoa. cancrisocial, Edirardsia, and Ifctridinm
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vary in size with the several species, and are of different SCa-DOy (se DO1), . A boy employed on board
ship ; a sailor-boy. [Rare.]

Canst thou, O partial sleep, give thy repose
To the wet sea-boy in an hour so rude,
And in the calmest and most stillest night . . .

Deny it to a king? Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 27.

colors, as red, green, brown, etc., or variegated. They are
thick, solid, and somewhat stony, generally plano-convex,
the flat side showing subspiral lines, the other smooth.
They are gathered and sold in large quantities for various
superstitious and imaginary medicinal purposes, being
worn about the neck as amulets or carried in the pocket
as "lucky stones." They are also polished and used for sea-brant (se brant), >!. 1. The brant- or brent-
watch-charms, Jewelry-settings, etc. goose. 2. The velvet-duck or white-winged
sea-bear (se bar), . 1. The white or polar scoter. [Portsmouth, New Hampshire.]
bear, Vrsus or Thatassarctos maritimus. See cut sea-breach (se'brech), n. Irruption of the sea
under bear?. 2. The fur-seal CaOorhinus vr- by breaking banks, dikes, etc.
shunt, of the North Pacific, which affords the
sealskin of commerce. (See fur-seal .) The name
is also common to the various smaller otaries or fur-seals

Let me stand the shock
Of this mad sea-breach, which I'll either turn,
Or perish with it. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. S.

of southern and antarctic waters (species of Arctocepha- / -,, - *

Im), as distinguished from the larger hair-seals called sea- Sea-bream (se brem), w.

lions.

3. See seiche.

1. One of several spa-
roid fishes; with some authors, the Sparidx in

general. The common sea-bream ir- PayeUun centrflnn



sea-bream

tus The Spanish sea-bream is P. bogaraveo. The black

selbreani ft Cantharus lineatv*. The becker, P. erythn-

nut is known as Icing of the sea-breams.

2 A fish of thr family liramidir, Brama or Lt

Sea-bream (Br

podus rayi, distantly related to the mackerels

and dolphins.

sea-breeze (se'brez), . A breeze blowing from

the sea toward the land; specifically,
m meteor.,

a diurnal breeze felt near the sea-coast, setting

in from the sea about 10 A. M., reaching its

greatest strength from 2 to 3 P. M., and dying

awav about sunset. The sea breeze and the corre-

sponding land-breeze together constitute a loca to-and-

fro circulation due to the heating of '" i"rt above the

5439

common maps, for it appears to me that there was an-

other bay to the north A this; the whole, according to

the sea cards, being the bay of
^ontessa

Pococke, Description of the East, II. u. 148.

sea-carnation (se'kar-na'shon), . A kind of

sea-anemone : a sea-pink.
sea-cat (se'kat), H. A name of various animals.

fa) The sea-bear or fur-seal. (6) The chimera Chimxra

mmutrosa, a fish, (c) The wolf -fish, Anarrhtchat*W%-*"
cut under Anarrhichas. (d) The greater weever, Trachi-

ina dram a fish, (e) A squid or cuttlefish :

translating
mi

"Jd Dutch namVte()of Rumphius. (/) Any sea-cattish.

sea-caterpillar (se'kat"er-pil-ar), n. A marine

worm of the genus Polynoii ; a scaleback

sea-catfish (se'kaf'fish), n. A marine siluroid

fish of any of the genera Tachisunis or Arms,

Galeiclithi/s, and Muriehthys (or AKcMhW).
The eastern American sea-catfish is Tadaturui felts

found along the coast of the United States from Cape (

tt_:.,! i,,.!,,! h nf 9 f**t. /KluncntntJ&

lor reitt. nut!/*) "''*'* t*a ~yT__~
cat See cuts under Artirue and yaf-topsail.

sea-catgut (se
' kat "

gut), n. A common sea-

weed, Chorda filum: same as sea-lace. [Urk-

116V "1

sea-cauliflower (se'ka'li-flou-er),
. A polyp,

Alcyonittm multiflorum.

sea-centiped(se'sen"ti-ped),
. 1. One of sev

eral large marine errant annelids, as ot tne ge-

called from the resemblance of

e

have become hekted and expanded flovvolf seaward, and

Thto punmateseea-eeZe,

which extends a few miles inland, with a strength de-

pending on the, temperature-gradient and on the local

Hence It is most strongly marked in equa-

eiiersrv 01 uonvei;iiuii*>uin/ii> ** - --

mand for a greater local surface indraft. By balloon o

?attons the depth of the sea-breeze
atj

Coney Island

has been found to be between 300 and 400 feet,

mainlv the daily sea-breeze which renders the summer

dfmate of the sea-shore markedly invigorating and re-

sea-brfef (se'bref), . Same as sea-letter.

a-bristle (se'bris"!), n. A sertularian polyp,

peds. 2. Anisopod of the family Idoteidie.

sea-Change (se'chanj), . A change wrought

by the sea.

Nothing of him that doth fade

But doth suffer a sea-change
Into something rich and strange.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 400.

sea-chart (se'chart), w. A marine map. See

chart, 1.

Some say that it [Cyprus] was a hundred and seventy-

five miles long, others two hundred ;
but the modern sea

caru"make it only one hundred and thirty-five in length,

and sixty-two miles broad in the widest part

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 210.

sea-Chestnut (se'ches'nut), n. A sea-urchin :

so called from the rough spines, like the

prickles of a chestnut-bur.
.-_ --u;,,!,,,,^ r>>'Mlr'irSfti. n. A seaside

i,
with

sea-dog

sea-cook (se'kuk), w. A cook on board ship:

used chiefly in opprobrium.
sea-COOt (se'kot), . 1. A scoter; a black sea-

thi.-k of the genus (Edemia. See cuts under

(Ktli'iiiM, scoter, and *,;/'-'/</.. 2. The Ameri-

can coot, Fiilira IIIIK ricana.

sea-cormorant 'se'k6r"mo-rant), n. A cc

rant ; a sea-crow.

sea-corn (se'kom), . The string of egg-cap-

sules of the whelk or some similar gastropod :

so called from its likeness to maize on the cob.

Also sea-ear, sea-ruffle, sea-honeycomb, sea-neck-

lace, etc. Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 333.

sea-cow (se'kou), . 1. The walrus. Also sea-

o*,-l,orse.-2. A lately extinct s.reman of

tlie North Pacific, Rliytina stellen : more full;

called arctic, northern, or (Heller's sea-cow. See

Ithntitia 3. Any sirenian, as the manatee,

dugong, or halicore. 4. The hippopotamus:

translating a name of the Dutch colonists.

sea-crab (se'krab), u. A rnanne crab; any

salt water crab, as distinguished from a river-

crab or land-crab.

sea-craft (se'kraft), n. 1. In ship-lmMwg, a

former name for the uppermost strake ot c

ing which is thicker than the rest of the cei

ing, and is considered the principal binding

strake. Now usually called damp.*. Skill

in navigation.

sea-crawfish (se'kra'fish),
. A shrimp or

prawn: especially, any member ot the Pahnun-

d, as Palinvrus vulgaris, or in California 1.

interrupt!!*. See cut under Pahnunts.

sea-crawler (se'kra'ler), . Any manne gas-

tropod.
The young snails do not undergo any transformation

like that of the pteropodous infants of the sea-crawlers

P. P. Carpenter, Lect. on Mollusca (1861), p. 10.

sea-crow (se'kro), . 1. A local name of various
itJOi-UlUW V.OVJ iv/, ..

birds, (o) A sea-cormorant; the cormorant PAaJocro

corax carlo: so called from its color, (b) A kind of sea-

gX the mire-crow or pewit-gull, Chwcoctphaht, ndi-

bundus. [Local, British.] (c) Tlw, razor-billed auk . [Oik-

ney.] (d) The common skua. [Local British ] (e)

chough, Pyrrhocorax gramlm. [Ireland.] (/) In the

United States: (1) The American coot. [New Eng.l (2)

The black skimmer, Rhynchops nigra^ ^* ,
lan

SJfjW.

cuts under Chiton and Polyplacophora.

sea-buglOSS (se'bu"glos), n. See Mertensia.

sea-built (se'bilt),rt, 1. Built for the sea.

The sea-built forts in dreadful order move.

Dryden, Annus Mirabilis, st. 5i.

on the sea.

(se'bum"bl-be), w. The little

>: also called

se'bun),w. A spatangoid sea-urchin ;

"aliearf-urchin. '

), n. Clotbur,

. _ .

"~
, ?

7 n a
also sea-kale, under Kate. <s. see n/u>i/>/.

sea-cactus (se'kak"tus), n. A pedate holothn-

riau of the family Thyonidee.

sea-calf (se'kaf), . The common seal, Phoea

vitulina; the harbor-seal. See cut under Phoca.

clamp, or forceps closed by a weight, for use

with deep-sea sounding-lines.- Arctic sea-clam,

Mva truncata, the chief food of the walrus.

sea-cloth (se'kloth), . Tlieat., a painted cloth

used on the stage to represent the water of the

se^coalt (se'kol), n. [< ME. "geeole, < AS. use-

mi (glossing L. flagates, jet), < sa>, sea, + col,

coal.] Fossil coal, or coal dug from the earth :

so called because it was first brought to Lou-

don from Newcastle by sea. Such coal was also

called pit-coal and earth-coal, to distinguish it from char-

coal As the use of fossil coal became general in England,

so that it came to rank as the most important of fuels,

these prefixes were dropped, and the material is now

called simply coal, while the combustible prepared from

wood by charring it in pits or kilns is called charcoal.

We'll have a posset for't soon at night, in faith, at the

latter end of a sea-coal fire. Shak., M. \\ . of W., i. 4. 9.

the shape of some of the species. It is sometimes re-

stricted to the Psolidie, but is the most general popular

name of holothurians. See cuts under Pentactidie and

IIolothuriMea.

sea-CUdweed (se'knd"wed), . A cottony com-

posite herb, Diotis maritima, found in the t

on Atlantic and Mediterranean shores.

gea.cusWon (Se'knsh"un), . Same as

sea-dace (se'das), n. 1. A sea-perch. [Local,

Eng.] 2. The common English bass, bee cut

under Labrax. [Kent, Eug.]
sea-daffodil (se'daf'o-dil), w. A plant belong-

ing to species of the related amaryllidaceous
Pancratium and Hymenocallis, which

sea-campion (se'kam"pi-on), n.

sea-canary (se'ka-ua"n), n.

See beluga.

sea-cap (se'kap), . 1. A cap made to be worn

at sea.
I know your favour well,

Though now you have no sea-cap on your head.
_

Snak., T. r* ., ill. 4. 364.

2. A basket-shaped sponge which sometimes

attains great size, found in Florida,

sea-captain (se'kap'tan), n. The commanding
officer of a sea-going vessel ;

a master manner :

a term more frequently used in connection with

the merchant service than with the navy.

Martin, her son, had gone to be a sea captain in com-

mand of a goodly bark which his fond mother had built

for him with her own dowry increased by years of hoard-

The Atlantic, LXV. 90.
M>6.

sea-cardt (se'kard), H. 1 . The card of the mari-

ners' compass.
The streight lines in sea-cardei, representing the 32.

points of the compasse. Uakluyt's Voyages, I. 41 1 .

'. some part

IlCl SIIUU1G3 tD J '"' T , ', . a
uthern Europe and the southeastern United States. See

la'zi), n. The lady's-cushion,

Bea-iMn'"(8S'kok), w. 1. A fish of the genus

Trigla, as T. cuculus; a gurnard. 2. The sea-

plover, Squatarola helvetica. [Maine.] 3. In a

marine steam-engine, a cock or valve in the in-

jection water-pipe which passes from the sea

to tlie condenser. It is supplementary to the ordinary
i, . *Y*D nnmionaer, and is intended to serve in case

us sliouia ue mjiueu. .

n Any cock or valve communicating through

a'vessel's hull with the sea. 5. A sea-rover

or viking. Kingsley.
sea-COCkroach (se'kok"r6ch), . An anomu-

rous crustacean of the genus Remipes.

sea-COCOanut (se'ko"ko-nut), n. See cocommt,

sea-colander (se'kul"an-der), . The popular

name for Ai/arum Tiirneri, a large olive sea-

weed: so called on account of the roundish

holes in the fronds. The fronds are oblong-ovate in

general outline, with a cordate and crisped base, and grow

from 1 to 4 feet long. The perforations begin to be formed

after the frond has attained a length of 2 or 3 inches.

sea-colewort (se'kol"wert), . Sea-kale (which

(a) A devil-nsh an enormous ray, Ccratnpteni fp .

or Mania birostrii so called from its huge size, horned

head, dark color, and threatening aspect. See cut under

devil-Ash. (l>) The ox-ray, Dicembatis giornx. Encyc.Dict.

(c) The angler, fishing-frog, or toad-fish, Lophimpitcato-

. ttt. See cut under angler, (d) The angel-tish, Sqtiatina

anqelus. See cut under angel-fish. [Local, Eng.] (e) t

giant squid or large poulp. See the quotation under

sea-tog (se'dog), H. 1. The harbor-seal, Phoca

ritulina; the sea-calf ;
also (in California), one

of the eared seals, Zalophus califontiainis. See

cuts under Plioca and Zalophus. 2. The dog-

fish, Squalvs aeanthias, a kind of shark. 3 A
sailor who has been long afloat; an old sailor.

What Englishman can forget the names of Benbow,

Rooke and Cloudesley Shovel? They were not always

successful- as in the case of the first-named old sra-< o

J Ashton Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 206.

A pirate; a privateer.
d with t, as they were called,

T point to the north which makes this bay [Co,
tessa] is not brought out far enough to the east in the

'



sea-dog
of a tail like that of a triton, and sometimes
with a sort of serrated fin along the back, con-
tinued down the tail. The body is covered with
scales.

sea-dotterel (se'dot"er-el), , 1. The turnstone,
Strepsilag interprets. 2. Same as rinq-dotterel.
[Local, British.]

sea-dove (se'duv), n. The dovekie or rotche,
Alle nigricans; the little auk. See cut under
dorckic.

sea-dragon (se'drag'on), . 1. A fish, Pegasus
draco; a flying sea-horse. See cut under Pega-
nidse. 2. A kind of dragonet. See cut under
('lllliOH/flllHX.

sea-drake (se'drak), H. 1. A sea-crow or sea-

5440

sea-duck (se'duk), . 1 . A duck of the family
Atiatidse and subfamily Fitligitlitur. having the
hind toe lobate, and often found on salt water.
(See Fuliaulinse. ) There are many species, to only one
of which the name pertains without a qualifying word.
(See def. 2.) The antithesis is river-duck; but many sea-
ducks that is, Fuligidinse are found inland. See cuts
under Nyroca, (Edemia, eider, canvasback, redhead, pied,
scaup, scoter, and surf-duck.
2. Specifically, the eider-duck. [New Eng.]
sea-eagle (se'e'gl), n. 1. Any eagle of the ge-

. v *>~"i, n. An alcyonarian polyp of
the suborder Gorgoniacea, and especially of the
family Gorgoniidse, as Rhipidogorgia flabelhim.
See cuts under Alcyonaria, coral, and Shipidn-
goraia.
seafarer (se'far"er),?i. [< sea + fare*- + -eri.
Cf. seafaring.'} One whose life is spent in voy-
aging on the ocean; a sailor; a mariner.

Some mean sea-farcr in pursuit of gain."" "
s, in-

to which the name most frequently attaches is H. albicilla
the white-tailed sea-eagle. The bald eagle, //. leucocepha-
liis, is another. The largest and most magnificent sea-

Sea-eagle (Haliattus pelagicus).

eagle is H. (Thalamoaetus) pdagiais of Kamchatka and
other localities. This is over 3 feet long, 7 feet or more
in extent of wings, the wing 2 feet, the tail 14 inches, cu-
neate and of 14 feathers; the adult is dark-brown, with
white shoulders and tail, bright-yellow bill and feet, and
pale-yellow eyes. See also cut under eagle.
2- The white-tailed fishing-eagle of India, Pa-

seafaring (se'far'ing), a. [< ME. ssefarinde,
seafaring : see sea and fare*-, .] Following the
business of a seaman

; customarily employed
in navigation.

My wife, more careful for the latter-born,Had fasten 'd him unto a small spare mast,
Such as seafaring men provide for storms.

Shalr., V. of E..L 1. 81.

sea-feather (se'feTH'er), . 1. A polyp of the
family Pennatulidx ; a sea-pen. 2. A polyp,
f'in/idaria grandiflora ; the plumed sea-feather.

sea-fennel (s^'fen^el), . Samphire.
sea-fern (se'fern), . Any alcyonarian polyp
resembling a fern.

sea-fight (se'fit), n. An engagement between
ships at sea

;
a naval battle or action,

sea-fir (se'fr), n. A hydroid polyp of the fam-
ily Scrtulariidse, as ttertiilaria abietina.

sea-fire (se'fir), . Phosphorescence at sea, as
that produced by noctilucas, or by salps, etc.
sea-fish (se'fish), . [< ME. *se-fishe, earlier
xtefixe, < AS. ssejisc (= Icel. sseflskr), < sx, sea,+

.ft'.sr. fish.] Any salt-water or marine fish,

sea-flea (se'fle), n. Same as mind-flea. H. Speit-
cer, Prin. of Sociol., $ 60.

sea-flier (se'fli'fer), w. One of the longipennine
natatorial sea-birds, as gulls, terns, petrels, etc.

sea-flower (se'flou'er), . A sea-anemone or
some similar zoantharian.
sea-foam (se'fom), n. 1. The froth or foam of
the ocean.

The merry seamen laugh'd to see
Their gallant ship so lustily
Furrow the green sea-foam.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 1.

2. Meerschaum : a translation of the German
name, which is due to a popular idea

"

substance is solidified sea-froth.

fish. See cut under eagle-ray.
sea-ear (se'er), . 1. A mollusk of the family
Haliotidx; an or-
mer or abaloue :

so called from
the shape of the
shell. Among the
American species
used or available for

pearl-shell and for
food are Haiiotis

rufescens, the red sea-ear; II. splendens, the splendid sea-
ear; and H. comtgata, the rough sea-ear. See also cut
under abalone.

2. Same as sea-corn.

sea-eel (se'el), . [< ME. *se-ele, < AS. -/, <
see, sea, -t- eel, eel.] Any eel caught in salt wa-
ter

; specifically, a conger-eel.
sea-egg (se'eg), n. 1. A sea-urchin; a sea-
hedgehog or echinus; a whore's-egg. See cuts
under Ecliinoidea and Echinus. 2. A species
of medic, Medicago Echinus, with an echinate
pod: more fully, sea-egg clover.

sea-elephant (se'el'e-'fant), . The seal Muc-
rorhinm elephantimi's or proboscideus, or Mo-
runga proboscidea. it is the largest of the otaries-
the snout is prolonged into a proboscis suggestive of aii
elephant s trunk. It is confined to the higher latitudes of
the southern hemisphere, and is much hunted for its skin
and blubber. A similar though distinct species, Jf an-
pustirostriii, is found on the coast of California ; but the
other large otaries of the North Pacific are of different
aenKrfL(Kuinttnpvti and Zaluplmt), and are called sea-lions.

ed elephant-seal. See cut in next column.

by the mixture of a current of cold air
with the warmer saturated air over the sea.

sea-folk (se'fok), . [= D. zeevolk = Sw. sjo-
folk= Dau.sofolk, sea-folk; asea + folk.'} Sea-
faring people.
The types of this humble company of shore and seafolk,

assembled to do honour to a homely bride and bridegroom
are English. The Academy, No. 890, p. 865.

Seaforthia (se-for'thi-a), . [NL. (Robert
Brown, 1810), named after Francis, Lord Sea-
forth.1 A former genus of palms, now in-
cluded in Ptuchosperma.
sea-fowl (se'foul), n. [< ME. seafonle, < AS. sa-
fvgel (= Icel. ssefugl), < sx, sea, + fugel, fowl.]A sea-bird

; collectively, sea-birds.
sea-fox (se'foks), . The fox-shark or thrasher,
Atopias vulpes: so called from the long tail,
likened to the brush of a fox. It attains a
length of 12 or 15 feet. Also called sea-ape.
See cut under Alopias.

sea-front (se'frunt). . The side or edge of the
land bordering on the sea; also, the side, as of
a building, which looks toward the sea.
We can trace out the long line of the sea-front of the

palace which became a city.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 142.

sea-froth (se'fr6th), . [< ME. seefroth; < sea
+ froth.] 1. The froth or foam of the sea.
2t. Seaweeds.

other so dolven kesteth seefroth ynne.
Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 115.

sea-gull
*i;'i~i-i,tfi the firthe is goo

To honge upp, and the Vth lit- sail he a sithe
Made for lupyne is ilpp to honge aswithe

I'alladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 126.

sea-furbelow (se'fer*be-16), H. A name of
various seaweeds, especially of the genus La-
Hiinaria.

sea-gage (se'gaj), n. 1. The depth that a
vessel sinks in the water. 2. A form of sound-
ing-instrument in which the depth is ascer-
tained by the registered pressure of a column

?
t
i?
lr
J ,

r li(l" id - A tide-gage and a sea-gage are essen-
tially different. A tide-gage is an instrument to register
the amount of the rise and fall of the tide at a place; a
sea-gage is any instrument fordetermining the depth of
the sea.

sea-gasket (se'gas'ket), n. Same as furliiuj-
litn .

sea-gates (se'gats), . pi. In hydrant, engin., a
supplementary pair of gates opening outward,
sometimes placed at the entrance of a dock or
tidal basin in exposed situations, as a safe-
guard against a heavy sea.

sea-gherkin (se'giT"kin), . One of several
small holothurians

; a sea-cucumber,
sea-gilliflower (se'jil'i-flou-er), . The com-
mon thrift, Anneria rulgarix.
sea-ginger (se'jin'jer), n. Millepore coral, as
Mil/cp<ira alcinitg, which bites the tongue liko

ginger. [West Indies and Florida.]
sea-girdle (se'ger"dl), . A seaweed, the Lami-
naria digitata : same as hanger, 7.

sea-girt (se'gert), a. Girt or*surrounded by the
water of the sea or ocean : as, a sea-girt isle.

Pass we the joys and sorrows sailors find
Coop'd in their winged sea-girt citadel.

Byron, Childe Harold, ii. 28.

sea-god (se'god), n. A marine deity; a divin-
ity looked upon as presiding over the ocean or
sea, as Neptune.

The syrens
. . . there the highest-going billows crown
I'ntil some lusty sea-god pulled them down.

B. Janson, Masques, Neptune's Triumph.

sea-goddess (se'god"es), . A female deity of
the ocean

;
a marine goddess. Pope.

sea-going (se'gd'ing), a. 1. Designed or fit

for going to sea, as a vessel.

In the model of the sea-going vessels there has appa-
rently been little change from the first.

ffmeells, Venetian Life, K.
2. Seafaring.
Subsequently the Greeks themselves became a sea-goinn

people, and little by little drove the Phoenicians back from
the coasts of European Greece.

B. V. Head, Historia N'umorum, Int., p. xxxvli.

3. Catadromous, as a fish.

sea-goose (se'gos), . 1. A dolphin : so called
from the shape of the snout. 2. A phalarope,
either Phalaropus fulicarius or Lobipes Jiyper-
boreus. [New Eng'land to Labrador.]
Both known by the . . . inappropriate though curious

name of sea-geese. Cmies, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1861, p. 229.

sea-goosefoot (se'gos'fut), n. See goosefoot.
sea-gourd (se'gord), n. Any member of the
Khopalodinidie.
sea-gown (se'goun), n. A skirted garment or

wrapper meant to be worn at sea.

Up from my cabin,
My sea-gown scarf'd about me, in the dark
Groped I to find out them. Shalt., Hamlet, v. 2. 18.

My Guide carried mySea-gou*n, which was my covering
in the night, and my Pillow was a Log of Wood : but I

slept very well, tho the weakness of my body did now re-
quire better accommodation. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 91.

sea-grape (se'grap), . 1. See grape. 2. The
grape-tree or seaside grape, Coccoloba urifera.
See grape-tree. 3. A glasswort, Salicornia
lierbacea. 4. pi. The clustered egg-cases -of

squids, cuttles, and other cephalopods. Some-
times they are numerous enough to choke the
dredges and interfere with ovstering.
sea-grass (se'gras), n. 1. The thrift, Armeria
rulgaris, and also one of the glassworts, Sali-
cornia lierbacea, both seaside plants; also, the

pia maritima), the gulfweed (Sargassum), and
probably other marine plants. 2. A variety of
cirrus cloud whose form suggests the name: it

is a forerunner of stormy weather.
sea-green (se'gren), a. and . I. a. Having a
luminous bluish-green color, suggesting that
sometimes seen in sea-water.

II. H. 1. A rich bluish green of high lumi-
nosity. 2. Ground overflowed by the sea in

spring tides.

sea-gudgeon (se'guj"ou), . See gudgeon*.
sea-gull (se'gul), n. A gull ; any bird of the

subfamily Larinx, most of which fly over the
sen ;is well as inland waters. Some of the larger
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., adj adjective.
abbr abbreviation.
abl ablative.

ace accusative.

accoin accommodated, accom-
modation.

act. active.

adv adverb.
AF Anglo-French.
agri agriculture.
AL Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
Amer American.
anat anatomy.
anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.
aor aorist.

appar. apparently.
AT Arabic.
arch architecture.

archeeol archaeology.
aritn arithmetic.

art article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
astrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav. Bavai-ian.

Eeng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
bot. botany.
Braz. Brazilian.

Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
caus causative.
ceram ceramics.
ct L. confer, compare.
ch church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin. Chinese.
chron chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp. composition, com-
pound.

compar. comparative.
conch conchology.
con] conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.
craniol craniology.
craniom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D. Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
del definite, definition.
deriv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.

diflf different.

dim diminutive.
diatrib. distributive.
dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.
E. East.
E Engttah(usuaUymean-

ingmodern English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.
econ economy.
e. g. L. exempli gratia, lor

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. Ind East Indian.
elect electricity.
embryol embryology.
Eng English.

engin engineering.
entorn entomology.
Epis Episcopal.
equiv. equivalent.
esp especially.
Eth Ethiopic.
ethnog ethnography.
ethnol ethnology.
etym etymology.
Eur. European.
exclam. exclamation.
1., fern feminine.
F , French (usually mean-

ing modern French).
Flem. Wemish.
fort fortification.

freq frequentative.
Friea Friesic.
lut future.
G. Germmi(u#uallymean-

inff New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen ..genitive.
geog geography.
geol geology.
geom geometry.
Goth. . . Gothic (Mcesogothic).
Gr. Greek.
gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet herpetology.
Hind Hindustani.
hist history.
horoL horology.
hort horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic (usually

meaning Old Ice-

landic, otherwise call-

ed Old Norse).
ichth ichthyology.
L e L. id est, that is.

impers impersonal.
impf. imperfect.
impv .imperative.
Improp Improperly.
Ind. Indian.
ind. indicative.
Indo-Eur Indo-European.
indef. hdeflnite.
inf hflnitive.
instr iistrumentaL
interj interjection.
intr., intrans. . . .intransitive.

IT. Irsh.

irreg. . inegular, irregularly.
It. Itilian.

Jap Ja)anese.
L. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett Letish.
LG Lev German.
lichenol lictenology.
lit liteial, literally.
lit. liteiature.

Llth Lithianian.

lithog lithojraphy.
lithol lithdogy.
LL Late Latin.

in., masc mascaline.
M. Middle.
macli machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf manufacturing.
math mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
ME Middle EngUshfo(Ar.

wise called Old Eng-
lish).

mech mechanics, mechani-
cal.

med medicine.
mensur. mensuration.
metal metallurgy.
metaph metaphysics.
meteor meteorology.
Hex Mexican.
MGr. Middle Greek, medie-

val Greek.
MHG Middle High German.
milit. military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG, Middle Low German.
mod modern.
mycol mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.
n., neut. neuter.
K New.
N North.
N. Amer North America.
nat natural.
naut nautical.
nav. navigation.
NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.
NHG New High German

(usually simply G.,

German).
NL. New Latin, modern

Latin.
nom nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
numis numismatics.
O Old.
obs obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
wise called Cnurch
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan Old Danish.
odontog odontography.
odontol odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OGael Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.
Olt Old Italian.
OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.
ornith ornithology.
OS Old Saxon.
OSp Old Spanish.
osteoL osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
p. a. participial adjective.
paleon paleontology.
part. participle.
pass passive.
pathoL pathology.
perf. perfect.
Pers Persian.

pers person.
persp perspective.
Peruv Peruvian.
petrog petrography.
Pg Portuguese.
phar pharmacy.
Phen Phenician.
philol philology.
philos philosophy.
phonog phonography.

photog photography.
phren phrenology.
phys physical.
physiol physiology.
pl.,plur. plural.
poet poetical.
polit political
Pol Polish.

poss possessive.
pp. past participle.
ppr. present participle.
Pr, Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

vencal).
pref. prefix.
prep preposition.
pres. present.
pret. preterjt.
priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
pron pronoun.
pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop properly.
pros prosody.
Prot. Protestant.

prov provincial.
psychoL psychology.
q. v L. quod (or pi. qua)

mde, which see.

refl reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.
repr. representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Bom Eoman.
Bom Romanic, Romance

(languages).
Russ Russian.
S South.
S. Amer South American.
sc L. scilicet, understand,

supply.
Sc. Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.
Scrip Scripture.
sculp sculpture.
Serv Servian. V,
cing singular.
Skt. Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp Spanish.
subj subjunctive.
snperl superlative.
surg surgery.
surv surveying.
Sw Swedish.
syn synonymy.
Syr Syriac.
technol technology.
teleg telegraphy.
teratol teratology.
term termination.
Tent Teutonic.
theat theatrical.
theol theology.
therap therapeutics.
toxicol toxicology.
tr., trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk Turkish.
typog typography.
ult ultimate, ultimately.
v verb.
var variant.
vet. veterinary.
v. i. intransitive verb.
v. t. transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach Wallachian.
W. Ind West Indian.
zoogeog zoogeography.
zool zoology.
zoot. zootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a oa in tut, man, pang.
a as in fate, mane, dale.
a as in far, father, guard.
a as in fall, talk, naught.
a as in ask, fast, ant.
fi as in fare, hair, bear.
e as in met, pen, bless.
e as in mete, meet, meat.
e as in her, fern, heard.
i as in pin, it, biscuit.

I as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.
6 as in note, poke, floor.

o as in move, spoon, room.
6 as in nor, song, off.

u as in tub, son, blood.
u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty : see Preface, pp.
tx, x).

4 as in pull, book, could.

ti German ii, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, bo;.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates iti abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. SeePrefece, p. xi.

Thus:

J> as in prelate, courage, captain.
S as in ablegate, episcopal.

as in abrogate, ulogy, dem>crat.
fi as in singular, education.

A double dot uncer a vowe' in an unac-
cented syllable indcates thai even in the
mouths of the beat speakers, its sound is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, thl short ujound (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. :i. Thus:

a. as in errant, republican,
fi as in prudent, difference,

i as in charity, density.
o as in valor, actor, idiot.
;i as in Persia, peninsula.
e as in the book,
ft as in nature, feature.

Amark (~) under the consonants t, d,
s, z indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, j, sh, z/i. Thus :

t as in nature, adventure.
il as in arduous, education.
s as in leisure,
z as in seizure.

th as in thin.
rnf as in then.
ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.
n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mon-

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent.

(A secondary accent is not marked if at its

regular interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read /rt>m ; i. e., derived from.
> read whence ; i. e., from which is derived.
-t- read and ; i. e., compounded with, or

with suffix.
= read cognate with; i. e., etymologically

parallel with.

y read root.
* read theoretical or alleged; i. e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-
fied, form.

t read obsolete.
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